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Anselm, Saint, op Cantbrburt: G. C. Foley,
Anselm*a Theory of the Atonement, London,
1906.

Aphraates: P. Schwen, Uniereuehungen aber den
penischen Weisen, Leipsic, 1906.

Apocrypha: Wisdom of Solomon in R. V.; xvith

Introduction and Notes, by J. A. F. Gregg,
Cambridge, 1909.

Arabia: G. R. Lees, The Witness of the WHdemess,
The Bedawin of the Desert: Their Origin,

History, Home Life, Strife, Religion and Svr-

perttUion, in Their RdaJtion to the Bible,

London, 1909.

Arcreoloot, Christian: A. L. Frothingham.
Monuments qf Christian Rome, London ana
New York, 1909.

Ark op the Covenant: M. Dibelius, Die Lade
Jahves. Eine religionsgeschichtliche Unter-
suchung, Tubingen, 1908.

Asstru: H. Winckler, The History of Babylonia
and Assyria. Eng. transl. by J. A. Greig,

London, 1908. See also Babylonia, below.

Atonement: J. Riviere, The Doctrine qf Atone-
ment, vol. i., London, 1909. Also see An-
selm, above.

Atterburt, F.: H. C. Beeching, Francis Atter-

hury, Bishop of Rochester (166t-17SS), Lon-
don, 1909.

Babcock, M. D.: T. J. Stone, Footsteps in a Parish,
New York, 1909.

Babylonia: See Assyria, above; also: E. Combe,
Histaire du culte de Sin, en Babylonie et en
Assyrie, London, 1909.

S. Langdon, Early Sumerian Psalms (Trans-
literation, Translation, Critical Commentary
and Introduction), Leipic, 1908.

H. de Genouillac, TaoUtts sumiriennes or-

chatques. Matiriaux pour servir d Vhistoire

de la sociHc sunUrienne, avec transcriptions,

traduction et notes, Paris, 1909.
P. Toscanne, Les Idiogrammes cunHformes.
Signes archaiques, Paris, 1909.

Baptism: H. Windisch, Tai^e und SUnde im dUes-
ten Christentum bis avf Origenes. Ein Bei-
trag gur altchristlichen Dogmengeschichte,
Tubingen, 1908.

Baftists: J. R. Wood and S. Chick, A Manual of
the Order and Administration of the Baptist
Church, London, 1909.

Baxtr, F. C: G. Fraedrich, F. C. Baur, der BegrUnr
der der TUbinger Schule, Gotha, 1909.

Bible Text: F. J. Bonnasieux, Les Svangiles sy-

noptiques de S. HUaire de Poitiers, Pans, 1908.
W. Streitberg, Die gotische Bibel. Part 1, Der

gotische Text una seine griechische Vorlage
mU Einleitunq Lesarten und Quellenachweisen
sowie den klexneren Denkmdlem als Anhang,
Heidelberg, 1908.

Biblical Criticism: J. R. Harris, Sidelights on
New Testament Research, London, 1909.

W. G. Jordan, Biblical Criticism and Modem
Thought; or, the Place of the O. T. Docu-
ments in the Life of To-day, Edinburgh, 1909.

BiBUCAL Introduction: J. Beet, The New Testa-
ment, Its Authorship, Date and Worth, Lon-
don, 1909.

A. S. Geden, Outlines qf Introduction to the

Hebrew Bible, Edinburgh and New York,
1909.

A. Hamack, Beitrdge zur EinleUung in das
Neue Testament, Leipsic, 1908.

Bioo, C: The Spirit of Christ in Common Life-
Addresses and Sermons, London and New
York, 1909.

Blattrbr, a.: Briefwechsel der BrOder Ambrosius
und Thomas Blaurer 1609'J^, ed. T, Schiess,

vol. i., 1609-June, 1638, Freiburg, 1909.

BoNAR. H.: MemorialsofDr,HoratiusBonar, Edin-
burgh, 1909.

Brahmanism: L. de La Vall^ Poussin, Le Vidisme,
Paris, 1909.

Buddhism: A. J. Edmunds, Buddhist and Chris-
tian Oospels . . . Oospel Parallels from Pali
Text, London, 1909.

D. Gogerly, Ceylon Buddhism, ed. A. S. Bishop,
London, 1909.

Sayinas of Buddha, the Iti Vuttaka; a Pali
work <tf the Buddhist Canon; Translation
with Introduction and Notes, by J. H. Moore,
New York, 1909.

V. G. Smith, The Edicts of Asoka, privately
printed, London, 1909.

BugbnhageNj J.: G. Geisenhof, Bibliotheca Bu^
genhagiana. Biblioaraphie der Drucksckrif-
ten des D, J. Bugenhagen, Leipsic, 1908.

Bush, G.: Statement of Reasons for Embracing the

Doctrines and Disclosures of Emanuel Stoe-

denborg. With biographical Sketch, New
York, 1898.

Calvin. J.: W. Wileman, John Calvin: his Life,

his Teaching, and his Influence, London, 1908.
A. Bossert, Johann Calvin, Giessen, 1908.

P. Vollmer and others, John Calvin, Theolo-
gian, Preacher, Educator, Statesman, Phila-
delphia, Pa., 1909.

A German translation of the first ed. of Cal-

vin's ** Institutes " was made by B. Speiss,

Wiesbaden, 1887.
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Ca8A8, B. db Las: F. A. MacNutt, Bartholomew de
laa Casas: his Life, his ApodolcUe and his

Writings, New York and London, 1909.

Catharine, Saint, op Qbnoa: F. von HUgel, The
MysUoal Element of Religion, as Studied in
CcUharine of Genoa and her Friends, 2 vols.,

London, 1909.

Cemeteries: Florence E. Blake-Hedges, The Story

of the Catacombs, Cincinnati, 1909.
M. Besnier, Les Catacombes de Rome, Paris, 1909.

Censorship and Prohibition op Books: F. S.

Betten, The Roman Index of Forbidden
Books, St. Louis, 1909.

Chapman, J. W. : Another Mile; and other Addresses,
New York, 1908.

China: A. R. Kelly, The Great Chinese Awakening,
Glimpses of China and its People, London,
1909.

CoLBT, J.: J. H. Lupton, A Life of John Colet,

D.D., Dean of St. PauVs and Founder of SU
PauUs School, 2d ed., London and New York,
1909.

Colignt: C. Merki, L*Amiral de Coligny, 1619-72,
Paris, 1909.

Comparative Reugion: T. R. Glover, The Con-
flict of Religions in the Early Roman Em-
pire, London, 1909.

L. Frobenius, The Childhood of Man, London,
1909 (on primitive religion).

J. G. Frazer, Totemism and Exogamy, 3 vols.,

London, 1909.

Conversion: N. H. Marshall, Conversion or the

New Birth, London, 1909.

Dietrich of Nibheim: W. J. M. Mulder, Dietrich
von Nieheim. Zijne opvatHvj^ van het con-
cUie en zijne krornek, vols, i.-ii., Amsterdam,
1907.

Diseases and the Healing Art: Expository
Times, April. 1909, pp. 332-333 (on the bu-
bonic plague).

Divination: M. C. Baillod, L*Art de la divination,

Paris, 1909.

Dogma, Dogmatics: B. P. Bowne, Studies in
Christianity, Boston, 1909.

J. Orr, Sidmghts on Christian Doctrine, New
York, 1909.

Dream: A. L6winger, Der Traum in der jUdischen
Literatur, Leipsic, 1908.

Du BosE, W. P.: High Priesthood and Sacrifice;

an Exposition of . . , Hebrews, New York,
1908.

Duns Scotus: P. Minges, Der angMiche exzessive

Realismus des Duns Scotus, MOnster, 1908.

DuNSTAN, Saint: F. A. and E. Gasauet, The Bos-
uwrth Psalter, New York, 1909 (contains an
appendix on the birth date of St. Dunstan).

DupuT, B.: H. Dupuy, The Huguenot Bartholomew
Dupuy and his Descendants, Beverly, W. Va.,

1908.

DuRiE, J.: K. Brauer, Die Unionstdtigkeit John
Duries unter dem Protektorat CromweiUs.
Ein Beitrag zwr Kirchengeschichte des 17.

Jahrhunderts, Marburg, 1907.

Easter: J. Schmid, Die Osterfestberechnung in der

abendldndischen Kirche vom 1. aU^emeinen
komU zu Nicda bis zum Ende vixi, Jahr-
hunderts, St. Louis, 1908.

Eastern Church: W. F. Adeney, The Greek and
Eastern Churches, New York, 1908.

Eddy, M. B. G.: Mrs. S. W. O'Brien. The Life of
Mary Baker G. Eddy, New York, 1908.

Edom: G. Dalman, Petra und seine Felsheiligtumer,
Leipsic, 1908.

Edwards, Jonathan, the Elder: (in) W. Walker,
Greatest Men of the Christian Church, Chicago,
1908.

Egypt: E. Am^lineau, ProUgomhies d, Vitude de la

reliaion igyptienne. Essai sur la mythologie
de I'Egypte, Paris, 1908.

E. A. W. Budge, The Book of the Kings of
Egy^, 2 vols., London. 1908-09.

J. G. Duncan, The Exploration of Egypt and
the Old Testament.^ew York, 1909.

W. M. F. Petrie, Personal Religion in Egypt
before Christianity, London, 1909.

Elagabalus: O. F. Butler, Studies in the Life of
Heliogabalus, New York, 1908.

EuzABETH OF Thuringia: A. Hujrskens, Quellen-
studien zur Geschichte der heiliaen Elisabeth,

Landgrdfin von Thuringen, Marburg, 1908.

England: F. C. Eempson, The Church in Modem
England: a Study of the Place in Christen-
dom and the distinctive Mission to the World
of the Anglican Communion, New York, 1908.

Dom. F. Cabrol, L*Angleterre chrHienne avant
les Normands, Paris, 1909.

England, Church of: G. R. Balleine, A History
of the Evangelical Party in the Church of
England, London, 1908.

W. H. Button, The Age of Revolution. Being
an Outline of the History of the Church 1648-
1816, London, 1908.

W. M. Kennedy, The " Interpretations "
qf the

Bishops and their Influence on Elizabethan
Emsatpal Policy, New York, 1908.

W. H. MkUock, Doctrine and Doctrinal Disrup-
tion; being an Examination of the intellectital

Position of the Church of England, London,
1909.

M. W. Patterson, History of the Church qf Eng-
land, London, 1909.

Enughtenment: C. Eolb, Die Aufkl&rung in der
WUrttembergischen Kirche, Stuttgart, 1908.

Ephesus, Counctl of: G. Ficker, Die Phundagui-
giten. Ein Beitrag zur Geschichte des ephe-
sinischen Konzils vom Jahre 431, Leipsic,

1908.

Erasmus: P. S. Allen, Erasmus Selections, Prin-
cipally from his Epistles; with Life of Eras-
mus, Oxford, 1908.

Altera coUoquia Latina, Adaptedfrom Erasmus,
New York, 1908.

Esther: The Book of Esther; Critical Edition cf
the Hebrew Text, wUh Notes, by P. Haupt,
Chicago, 1908.

L. B. Paton, A Critical and Exegetical Com-
mentary on the Book of Esther, New York,
1908.

Ethics: E. Westermarck, The Origin and Develop-
ment of the Moral Ideas, London, 1908.

T. von Haering, The Ethics of the Christian

Life, New York, 1909.

M. (5ronin, The Science of Ethics, vol. i., Dub-
lin, 1909.

J. Dewey and J. H. Tufts, Ethics, London, 1909.
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Eucharist: T. £. Bridgett, A History of the Holy
EMcharigt in Great Britain^ London, 1908.

G. Rauschen, Eucharistie und BusaaakramerU
in den ersten eecha Jahrhunderten der Kirche^
Freiburg, 1906.

D. Stone, A History of the Doctrine of the Holy
Eveharitt, 2 vols., London, 1909.

Etoldtion: Fifty Years of Darwinism^ New York,
1909.

£zeki£l: J. Hermann, Etekielstudien, Leipsic, 1908.

Ezra-Neheiiiah: G. Klameth, Ezras Leben und
iFw-lfeen, Vienna, 1908.

G. Jahn, Die Bueher Ezra (A und B) und Ne-
hernia textkritisch und historisch und histo-

ri9(irkrHi8ch uniersucht mit Erkldrung der
Eimddm, Leyden, 1909.

Fkastb and FEsnvAiiS: H. Grimme, Das isradv-
titehe Pfingstfest und der PlejadenkuU, Pader-
bom, 1907.

K A. E Kellner, Heortology, A History of the

CAnttian Festivals from their Origin to the

Present Day, London, 1909.

France: A. Debidour, Utglise oatholique et VHat
tons la troisihne r^pMique (1870-1906), vol.

ii. (1889-1906), Paris, 1909.

G. Desdevises du D^zert, L*£gl%se et V^ai en
France depute le concordat jusqu^d, nos jours

(1801^1906), 2 vols., PftriB, 1909.

Francis, Saint, of Absisi, and the Franciscan
Order: The Little Flowers of St. Francis of
Assisi, New York, 1908.

F. Kiinz, Der heilige Franz von Assisi, Munich,
1908.

W. M. Bryoe, The ScoUish Orey Friars, 2 vols.,

Edinburgh. 1909.
Freemasons: w. Begemann, Vorgeschichte und

Anfdnge der Freimaurerei in Enaland, 1.

Buch: Die alien englischen Werklogen und
ihre Sprdstlinge, Berlin, 1909.

French Revolution, Religious Effects of:
E. Lafond, La Politique religieuse de la revo-

lutionfranfaise, Paris, 1908.

P. Pisani, L*£glise de Paris et la revolution, vol.

i., 1789-9e.Fa,nB, 1908.
Friends: A. J. Edmunds, Quaker Literature in the

Libraries of Philadelphia, Philadelphia, 1908.
Friendship: H. C. King, The Laws of Friendship—Human and Divine, New York, 1909.
Fundamental Doctrines: R. Seeberg, The Fun-

damental Truths of the Christian Religion,

New York, 1908.
Gibson, Agnes: Marian H. Fishe, My Father*s

Business; or a brief Sketch of the Life and
Works of Agnes Qxbson, London, 1909.

Giffoed Lectures: H. Driesch, The Science and
Philosophy of the Organism: the Gifford Lec-
tures for 1907, New York, 1909.

Gildas the Wise: J. Briel, Saint Oildas, abbi de
Rhuys, Vannes, 1908.

ADDENDA ET CORRIGENDA

Abbott, Edward: d. at Boston, Mass., Apr. 5,

1906.

Allen, Alexander Viets Griswold: d. at Cam-
bridge, Mass., July 1, 1908.

Ambrose, Saint: Should be " d. 397 " for " 379."

Anderson, William Franklin: Elected bishop
1908.

Andrews, Edward Gayer: d. at Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Dec 31, 1907.

Affel, Theodore: d. at Lancaster, Pa., Sept. 28,
1907.

Atxinb, James: Elected bishop 1906.

Baentbch, Bruno Johannes Leopold: d. at
Jena Oct. 27, 1908.

Bailet, Henrt: d. at Canterbury Dec. 29, 1906.

Barrows, Samuel June: d. at New York City Apr.
21, 1909.

BiGELMAiER, Andrbas: Became professor of church
history at Dillingen 1906.

Bonnet, Alfred Maximilien: b. Nov. 3, 1841.

BoRNHAEusER, Karl Bernhard: Became pro-
fessor of systematic and practical theology at
Marburg 1907.

Brown. Francis: Became president of Union
Theological Seminary 1908.

BuNBURT, Thomas: d. at Shandrum Jan. 19, 1907.

Vol. i., p. 17, col. 1, line 26: Read " Kraus " for
" Kmg."

Vol. i., p. 332, col. 1, line 9: Read " Sennacherib's "

for " Sargon's."

Vol. ii., p. 150, col. 1, line 27: Read " 1816 " for
" 1886."

Vol. ii., p. 330, col. 1, Ime 9 from bottom: Read
" Methodist " for '' Congregational"





LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

AbbreTiatlonB in common use or self-evident are not included here. For additional information con*
oeraing the works listed, see vol. i., pp. viii.-xx., and the appropriate articles in the body of the work.

ADB .

Ait ..

AJP..

AJT..

AKR.

^ AUoemtine- ^deuiaehe Bioompkie,
'

\ 1875 sag., vol.

of PhUology, Balti-

ALKG..

Leip«ie,
53.1907

ajiainst

'

Ameriedn Journal
more, 1880 sqq.

American Journal of Theolomft Chicago,
1807 Boq.

Arekiv fOr kaiholUeKM KirehmnnefU,
Innsbruek, 1857-61. Maini, 1872 sqq.

Ardiiv for LiUtraiur' und KirdmHfo-
tekiehte dsa MUUIalten, Freiburg. 1885

.American
AhhanHungen der MiLnehener AkademU,
Munich, 1763 sqq.

'Ant0-Nieene Fatktn. American edition
by A. Cleveland Coxe, 8 vols, and in-
dex. Buffalo. 1887; vol. ix., ed. Allan
Mennes. New York, 1807

AvoL ApoUniia^
Anb Arabic
Anm Aramaic
irt article

Art Schmal SehmaUcald Articles

A8B..

AMA.,

ANF.

.Apocrypha, apocrypbal

.Apohoiot Apipology

ASM.

Acta 9ttnetorufn, ed. J. Bolland and others,
Antwerp, 1643 809.

Ada mndontm ordinU S. BenedicH, ed.
J. Mabillon, vols., Paris, 1668-1701

. Assyrian
A.T Aliea Tetiament, " Old Testament "

AnoL Con Aunbuig Confession
AY Authorised Version (of the English Bible)
AZ AUgemeine Zettung, Augsbur|[, TObingen.

Baldwin^_
v:.\

^ * . .
^hurg, TO

Stuttgart, and TObmgen, 1708 sqq.
J. M. Baldwin, Dietionary of Phtuiiophy
and P9w:hokiav, 3 vols, m 4, New York,

AreMoloa

Barthokli.

BFB8.

Origimta..

Bouquet, R4

Down, Popt

BQR.

BSO
Gsat
«P
CMllier. Am
miria. . .

.

Cknm
I Chron. . .

.

II Chron .

.

CIG

^'^
1 ^"iSS ik^

'" "- " """ '^""•

as i ^^'VS^ inaaiptionwn iSsmtlioarum, Paris,
< 1881 sqq.

cod. eodex
cod. D eodex Beta
cod. Theod eodex Theodoeianue
CoL Epistle to the Colossians
ooL. cols column, columns
Conf Con/essumss, " Confessions "
I Cor First Epistle to the Corinthians
II Cor Second Epistle to the Corinthians

COT.
CQR..

CR.

Creighton,
Papacy .

CSEL

C3HB
Currier, Relioioua

Ordera
D.

See Sehrader
The Church Quaritrly Reviow, London,
1875 sqq.

Corpue r^ormaiorum, be^un at Halle,
1834, vol. Ixzzix., Berhn and Leipsio,
1006 sqq.

M. Creighton, A Hietory of the Papacy
y>m the Great iSMwm to the Sad: qffrom _,_ . _..

Rome, new ed.. 6 vols.. New York ana
London, 1807

Corpue eeriptorum eedeeiaeHeorum LaO^
norum, Vienna, 1867 sqq.

Corpue eeriptorum hietoria Byaantina, 40
vols.. Bonn, 1828-78

C. W. Currier. Hietory of Rehgioue Ordere,
New Yorl^ 1806.

Deuteronomist
nAnr i P- Cabrol, Dietionnaire d'art^Sologie dirS-"^^^

j tienne et de liturgie, Paris, 1003 sqq.
Dan Daniel

J. Hastings, DieHonary of the Bi6k. 4
vols, and extra vol., £dinbuigh and
New York, 1808-1004

W. Smith and S. Cheetham. DieHonary
ofChriUian AnUquitiett 2 vols., London,
1875-80

W. Smith and H. Wace, DieHonary of
CkriaHan BuHfraphy, 4 vols.. Boston,

. 1877-87
J. Hastings, J. A. Selbie, and J. C. Lambert.
A DieHonary ofChriet and the Goepela. 2
vols.. Edinburgh and New York, 1006-
lorw

D

DB.

DCA.

DCB.

DCG.

•'

Deut
Devir.iU D
DeWette- ^^

Sehrader, Bin-
leitung

DOQ '.a

DNB \

Driver, Introd%uyS
tion "j

E E

EB \

EecL B^

Ecdes E
Ecdus E
ed eci

Eph E]
Epiet E:
Ench and Oru- ( J.

ber. Eneyklo- \
pMie (

E. V El
Ex E:
Esek E
fose

Friedrich. KD.
fO.
KFritssche. Exe-

oetiecheeHand-
buch

Gal

Gams, Seriee i
^•

epieeoporum . .
j

Gee and Hardy,j^
Doeumente . . .

|

Gen 0._
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Qerm .

GOA .

on, 1

and FaU,

Gk.

Qroaa, [Souroet

Hab
Haddan and

•)

Stubbs, Coun^
ciU

Har,

Hag
Harduin, Canr- j

cilia

Hamack, JDo^tiK

Hamack, Littera

German
OdtHnoiMeke CMehrle Ameiaen^ Gdttincen,

1824 aqq.
E. Gibbon, Hiatory of iKe Dtdine and

Fall of the Roman Empire, ed. J. B.
Bury. 7 vola. London, 1806-1900

Greek, Gredied
C. Gron, T*he SouroM and Literature of
EnnUsh History . , , to I486, London,

Habakkuk
A. W. Haddan and W. Stubbs, CouneUa
and Ecelenaatical DoeumientB Relating
to Cheat Britain and Ireland, 8 vole.,
Oxford, 1869-78

Refers to patristic works on heresies or
beretios, Tertullian's De praeeriptione,
the Proe haireeeie of Irensus, the
Panarion of Epiphanius, etc.

Haani
J/Hardiuin, Coneiliorum eotteetio regia

Hauck, KD .

.

Hauok-Hersog,
RE.

Heb
Hebr

Hefele,Coneilier
geechidUe

Heimbuoher. Or
den und Kon
greffationen. .

Helyot, Ordree
monaetiquee.

.

Henderson, Doc
umente ....

Hist

Hiat.eeel

Horn
Hos.
Isa
Ital
J
JA
jAn6,BRO....

Jaff^, Regeeta. .

JA08

JBL

JB

JE
Jer

Josephus, Ant .

Josephus, Anioi
Josephus, Life
Josephus, War
Josh

JPT

JQR

JTS
Julian, Hym^

nology

JWT
KAT
KB
KD
KL

KrOger, Hietor

Krumbacher.
Oeeehichte. .

.

.

Labbe. Concilia

Lam

Lichtenberger

,

ESR

Lorens. DOQ .

K. Krumbacher, Oethichte der bytan-
tinieehen Litteratur, 2d ed., Munich,
1897

P. Labbe, Saerorum coneiliorum nova el

ampliaeima oMeetio, 81 vols., Florence
and Venice, 1759-98

. . Lamentations
T ont».n c^r \ J- T<ftnigan. Ecdeeiaetieal Hietory of Ire-Lan^. Ecd. ) toSfXll^ ISth Century, 4 vols., Dub-

^***
I lin, 1829

Lat Latixi, Latinised
Leg Legee^ Legum
Lev Leviticus

F. Lichtenbeiger, EncydopSdie dee ed-
eneee religieueee, 13 vols., Paris, 1877-
1882

O. Lorens, DeutedUande OeetMehteguel-
Un im Mittelalter, 3d ed., Berliiiri887

LXX The Septuagint
I Mace I Maccabees
II Mace II Maccabees
Mai, Nova col- S A. Mai, Scriptorum veterum nova coir

lectio 1 Uctio. 10 vols., Rome, 1826-38
Mai Malachi
M.ntt Pa«m jr. C. Mann. Livee of iKe Popee in iKeMann, i'opee . .

. , ^^^ MiddU Agee, London. 1902 sqq.
G. D. Mansi, Sanctorum condUorum

Mansi, Concilia. < coUeelio nova, 31 vols., Fk>Tence and
( Venice. 1728

Matt Matthew
Monumenta Oermania hietorica, ed. G. H.

Perts and others, Hanover and Ber-
lin. 1826 sqq. The following abbrevia-
tions are used for the sections and
subsections of this work: Ant., Anltoui-
tatee, " Antiquities "; Auct. ant., Atto-
toree antiquieeimi, " Oldest Writers ";

Chron. min.. Chronica minora, " Leseer
Chronicles '*; Dip., Diplomata, " Di-
plomas, Docimients "; Bpiet, Epie-
tola, " Letters "; Oeet. ponL Rom.,
Oeeta pontifteum Romanorum, ** Deeds
of the Popes of Rome "; Leg., Legee,
'* Laws "; Lib. de lite, LibeUi de liU
inter re^um et eaoerdotium eaculorum
xi et xit conecripti, " Books concerning
the Strife between the Qvil and Eccle-
siastical AuthoriUes in the Eleventh
and Twelfth Centuries": Nee., Ne-
crologia Oermania, " Necrology of
Germany "; Poet Lot. avi Car.,
Poeta Latini ctvi Carolini, " Latin
Poets of the Caroline Time "; Poet
Lot. med. crvt. Poetas LaHni medii avi,
" Latin Poets of the Middle Aees ";

Script., Scriptoree, *' Writers "; Script,
ret. Germ., Scriptoree rerum Oermani-
carum. " Writers on German Sub-
jects "; Script, rer. Langob., Scriptoree
rerum Langobardicarum et Italioarum,
** Writers on Lombard and Italian
Subjects "; Script, rer. Merov., Scrip-
toree rerum Merovingioarum, "Writers
on Merovingian Subjects *'

Micah
H. H. Milman. History of Latin Chris-

tianitu. Including that of the Popes to
. . . NidwUu v., 8 vols., London.
1860-61

C. Mirbt. Quellen zur GeechidUe dee Papet^
tums und dee rOmiedken Katholidemue,
TQbingen, 1901

W. Moeller, History of the Christian
Church, 3 vols., London. 1892-1900

MOH,

Mic

Milman. Latin
Christianity .
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SYSTEM OF TRANSLITERATION

The following system of transliteration has been used for Hebrew:

K = ' or omitted at the

beginning of a word.

3 = b

3 = bh or b

a = g

:i = gh or g

^ = d

1 = dh or d

n = h

^ = w

T = z

% = y

3 = k

3 = kh or k

D = m

D = 8

B = P

D = ph or p

V = ?

n = r

B> = 8h

n = t

n = th or t

The vowels are transcribed by a, e, i, o, u, without attempt to indicate quantity or quality. Arabic

and other Semitic languages are transliterated according to the same system as Hebrew. Greek is

written with Roman characters, the common equivalents being used.

KEY TO PRONUNCIATION
When the pronunciation is self-evident the titles are not respelled ; when by mere division and accen-

tuation it can be shown sufficiently clearly the titles have been divided into syllables, and the accented

syllables indicated.

iu as in duration

c = k " " cat

ch " " church

cw = qu as in ^een

dh (th) " " the

f " " /ancy

g (hard) " " go

H " " loc^ (Scotch)

hw (wh) " " why

1 In aooented syllables only ; In unaccented syllables It approximates the soond of e In oror. The letter n, with a dot
beneath it« Indicates tbe sound of n as In ink. Nasal n (a« In French words) Is rendered n.

* In German and French names tt i^proxlmates the sound of n in dune.

a
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DRAESEKE, dr^^lce, JOHAim HBINRICH
BERITHARD: German preacher; b. at Bructs-

wick Jan. 18, 1774; d. at Potsdam Dec. 8, 1849.

He studkd at the University of Helmst&dt, where
he was influenced by humanitarianism rather than
by rationalism, and during this period wrote a
drama which was produced at Dresden, while in

hb Das Heilige auf der Buhne (1817) he defended
the representation of sacred subjects on the stage.

At the age of twenty-one he was called as deacon
to MdUn, being made preacher three years later,

and being appointed pastor of Ratzeburg in 1804.

There he published his Predigten fur denkende
Verehrer Jesu (5 vols., LQneburg, 1804-12) and
his catechetical Glaube, Liebe und Hoffnung (1813),

while his patriotic sermons caused such excite-

ment that he narrowly escaped arrest by French
troops. In 1814 he was called to Bremen, and to

this period belong his Predigten uber Deutschlands

Wiederg^mrt (3 vols., Lilneburg, 1814); Predrgt-

Entwurfe Uber freie Texte (2 vols., Bremen, 1816);

Ueber die leUten Schicksale unserea Herm (2 vols.,

LQneburg, 1816); Ueber frei gewdhUe Abschnitte

der heUigen Schrift (4 vols., 1817-18); Christus an
das Geschlecht dieser Zeit (1819); Gemdide aua der

heQigen Sckrift (4 vols., 1821-28); and Vam Reich
Oottes, Betrachiungen nach der heUigen Sckrift

(3 vob., Bremen, 1830). The political tone of his

sermons, however, caused many of them to be
sappressed by the authorities. His addresses on
the kingdom of God, on the other hand, attracted

the attention of Frederick William III., and when
Westermaier, bishop of Saxony, died in 1832,

Dr&aeke was appointed to fill the vacancy. As
bishop he gained wide popularity by his elo-

quence, impartiality, and geniality. Avoiding the
extremes of rationslism, on the one hand, and Piet-

ism, on the other, he was welcomed as a true Evan-
gelical. The year 1840, however, brought an event-

ful change, when the assertion of a rationalistic

pastor named Sintenis that prayer should not be
offered to Christ forced Drftseke to take a decided
stand. The government checked the episcopal

protest, but the rationalistic attacks were pushed
so far that Dr§seke felt that his usefulness was at

an end. In 1843 the king permitted him to resign,

and he spent the remainder of his life in Potsdam.
The only occasion on which he came again before

the public was in 1845, when he signed the protest

of 8^dow, Jonas, and others against the Evangeli-

Mdie Kirehemeitung. His Nachgelaasene Schriften

IV^l

were edited by T. H. T. Drftseke (2 vols., Magde-
burg, 1860-61).

The earliest theological position of Drftseke was
the humanism of Herder on a Pelagian basis, where
Christianity was merely the highest product of

the human race; but gradually he attained a more
positive attitude, and a deeper insight into the

depths of the soul. As a preacher he must be

reckoned among the foremost of German pulpit-

orators, rising from restriction to the higher cul-

tivated classes to a more popular and intelligible

style which attracted all types of men.
(August THOLUCKf.)

Biblioqhapht: His life is in ADB, v. 373 sqq.

DRAGON: A mythical creature, belief in the

existence of which is attested by the folk-lore and
literature of nearly all nations, ancient and modem.
The creature is usually, but not always, pictured as

a modified serpent, with legs and feet terminating

in talon-like claws, and it is generaUy regarded as

hostile to gods and the human species. Its habitat

is variously described: in the heaven, where it often

is regarded as causing the eclipse of the sun and
the moon; on the earth, where it inhabits deserts,

mountain recesses, and places neariy or quite in-

accessible to man; and the sea, whence it issues to

work evil or to receive an offering which alone averts

its anger and the destruction consequent upon this

(cf. the Greek story of Perseus). As an agent of

evil it is sometimes assigned in myths to the guard-

ianship of things precious or under the care of

wizards, witches, or wonder-workers (cf. the Greek
story of Medea and the Golden Fleece). By a trans-

formation not usual in the development of religion,

it sometimes attains to a position of honor in the

religion of the people and becomes beneficent (as

in China), and indeed receives worship and honor
(cf. Bel and the Dragon, which, though unhistorical,

yet attests the possibility of existence of such a cult;

see Apocrypha, A, IV., 3). Tiamat, the repre-

sentative of chaos in Babylonian mythology, is

perhaps the earliest form in which this belief has

gained mention in extant literature; the dragon-

character of Tiamat hardly admits of question, in

spite of the doubts of Baudissin (Hauck-Herzog,

REf V. 4 sqq.), based largely on the fact that serpen-

tine form was not given to this creature in the

monuments—the character of hostility to the gods

is well marked. The existence of belief in dragons

in other Semitic realms is easily susceptible of
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proof (cf. Baudissm, ut sup., and the references

there given). A similar belieif entered the folk-

and church4ore of Christians; and just as the heroes

and demigods of classic or Teutonic story (Perseus,

Siegfried, Beowulf) were credited with combat
against, and mastery over dragons, so were heroes

of Christian story (St. George, St. Sylvester).

In the Old Testament the Authorized Version

translates four Hebrew words by this term, and in

the New Testament dragon is the rendering of the

Gk. drakSn in Rev. xii., xiii. 2, 4, 11, xvi, 13, xx. 2.

The four Hebrew worids are: (1) the masculine

plural iannim (from an assumed singular ton),

" howlers," occurring in Job xxx. 29; Ps. xliv. 19;

Isa. xiii. 22, xxxiv. 13, xxxv. 7, xliii. 20; Jer. ix, 1 1,

X. 22, xiv. 6, xlix. 33, li. 37; Mic. i. 8, in the A. V.

uniformly translated " dragon," but rendered in

the R.V. " jackals "; (2) the feminine plural ion-

noth (Mai. i. 3), from the same singular or an as-

sumed tannah, translated " dragons " in the A.V.
and *' jackals " in the R. V.; (3) the singular tannim
(regarded as a mistake for tannin, see below, which
is found in some manuscripts), occurring only in

Ezek. xxix. 3, A. V. and R. V. " dragon," and xxxii.

2, A. V. " whale," margin and R. V. " dragon "

(possibly meaning the crocodile); (4) the singular

tannin, plural tanninim, occurring Deut. xxxii. 33;

Neh. ii. 13; Ps. Ixxiv. 13, xci. 13, xclviii. 7; Isa.

xxvii. 1; Jer. li. 34 The R. V. foUows the A. V. in

rendering ** dragon," except in Ps. Ixxiv. 13 and
cxlviii. 7, margin, where it has " sea monsters,"

and Ps. xci. 13, where it has " serpent." This same
word is in Gen. i. 21 and Job vii. 12 rendered by
A. V. " whale," by R. V. " sea monster "; in Ex.
vii. 9, 10, 12 both A. V. and R. V. have " serpent ";

in Lam. iv. 3 A. V. has '' sea monsters " and R. V.
** jackals." The nearly uniform rendering in the

A. V. follows closely that of the Septuagint^ which
translates all cases by drakdn except Gen. i. 21,

where kHoa, " whale," is found. This rendering

doubtless originated in confusion between words
from two roots, one of which meant '* to howl,"
and the other probably " to be extended." Mod-
em investigation has revealed this distinction,

which is probably accurately reflected in the R. V.

There is some question whether ** wolf " would not
in some passages be more accurate than " jackal."

The word is employed metaphorically (e.g., Isa. li.

9), and also with mythological reference (Isa. xxvii.

1, and the passages in the New Testament). Nei-

ther of these usages is present in the apocryphal
story of Bel and the Dragon, which is simply a
Haggadic story. Job xxvi. 13 is probably a remi-

niscence of belief in the dragon as an inhabitant of

the heavens, while Amos ix. 3 exhibits the belief

in the creature as existing in the sea.

Geo. W. Gilmore.

Biblioorapht: For a review of the legends centering about
the dragon nothing is better than £. S. Hartland, Legend
of Pereeua, 3 vols., London. 1894-96. Constilt further:

P. Lerch. in Orient und Occident, i. 4, pp. 761-764, Gdt-
tingen, 1862; W. W. von Baudissin, Semitieche Reltoione-

Oeeehichie, I. 266-292, Leipsic. 1876; 0. A. Barton, in

JAOS, XV. 1 (1891). 23-24; H. Guakel, Schdpfung und
Chaoe, pp. 69 sqq.. 320-323. Gdttingen. 1896; Smith. Rel.

of Sem., p. 176: DB, i. 620-621. ii. 626; EB, i. 1131-
1134. ii. 2306-06; JE, iv. 647-648: and the later oom-
mentaries on the passages cited in the text.

DRAGONADES. See HnoxTENors; Ntifss, Edict
OP.

DRAKE, AUGUSTA THEODOSU (Sister Francis
Raphael): English Dominican; b. at Bromley
St. Leonard's (a suburb of London), Middlesex,
Dec. 28, 1823; d. at Stone (7 m. n.n.w. of Stafford),

Staffordshire, Apr. 29, 1894. She was educated
privately, and until the age of twenty-seven was
a member of the Church of England. Carried be-
yond the Tractarian movement, however, she be-
came a convert to the Roman Catholic Church in

1850, and after a residence of six months at Rome,
1851-52, she was received as a postulant in the
Dominican convent at Clifton Oct. 4, 1852. She
became a professed at Stone, where the convent
had meantime been transferred, in 1856, and from
1872 to 1881 was prioress of the convent. From
1881 until within three weeks of her death she was
mother provincial of the Order. She was the
author of a large number of books (many of them
published anonymously), including The Morality

of Tractarianiam (London, 1850); Catholic Legends
and Stories (1855); The Life of Si Dominic, with

a Sketch of the Dominican Order (1857); The
Knights of St. John, with the Battle of Lepanto and
the Siege of Vienna (1858); Memoir of Sister Mary
Philomena Berkeley, Religious of the Third Or*
der of St Dominic (1860); Christian Schools and
Scholars, or Sketches of Education from the Chris'

Han Era to the Council of Trent (1867); Life of

Mother Margaret Hallahan (1869); The History of

St Catherine of Siena and her Companions (1880);

The History of St Dominic, Founder of the Friar
Preachers (1891); Catholic Readers (5 vols., 1891);

and T?ie Spirit of the Dominican Order, illustrated

from the Lives of its Saints (1896). She translated

P. Chocame's Le Riv^rend Pbre H. D, Lacordaire

de Vordre des Frbres pricheurs, sa vie intime et re--

ligieuse (London, 1868), and edited The Autobi-

ography of Archbishop UUathome (1891) and Let-

ters of Archbishop UUathome (1892).

DREAMS: Dreams are conunonly considered
in all religions a means of revelation. The strange,

wonderful, but often lively phenomena of dream
life, sundered at the time from conscious knowl-
edge and thought, are accepted as prophetic rev-

elations of divinity to the sleeper. Consequently
men endeavor to induce prophetic dreams by sleep-

ing in places supposed to be favorable or by ta-

king potions. Such practises were followed by
Egyptians, Babylonians, Assyrians, Persians, Chi-

nese, Greeks, Romans, Germans, and many other

peoples. But, since the dream pictures were often

obscure, there grew up the art of interpreting

dreams, while stUi there was often the acknowledg-
ment that these means were delusive. In the
Bible dreams appear as a means by which God
speaks to man, warns him of danger, imparts

knowledge, gives counsel, and directs for the
future. Such dreams of instruction have been
known in all times as in the present, for why should

not God choose this method of communication
with mankind? In the dream the inner life is

often more strongly impressed than is possible

under ordinary conditions, the consciousness is
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more easfly reached than when the press of thoughts
interrupts communication. In Biblical cases the
suspicion of deception is excluded partly by the
extnordinary divine force of the impression, partly

by its appeal to the conscience; on the other hand,
the dream is often represented as a vain and empty
thing (Job. XX. 8; Ps. IxxiiL 20). Symbolic dreams
ire also known to the Bible, the meaning of which
b not attainable to the worldly-wise, but only to
tboee to whom God has granted the gift of inter-

pretation. Such dreams came to a Joseph and a
DtnieL While many examples confirm the use of

the dream as a means of revelation, it is not for

the people of God the only means, and it is, be-

sides, used as a medium by which God comes into

contact with other than his own people. There
were other means of self-revelation of God, how-
ever, especially in the word of the prophets who
often received their oracles while in possession of

fun consciousness. A species of revelation stand-
ing midway between these two was the dream-
vision (Job iv. ia-21). To this class belong the
eiq)eriences of Solomon (I Kings iiL 5) and Daniel
(IhuL viL 1). The prophets generally do not
speak of dreams as the source of their inspiration,

and the Arabs distinguish between prophetic in-

sight and the dream. 2jechariah's vision (Zech.

L 8 sqq.) was not a dream (cf. iv. 1). Jeremiah
speaks of the misuse of dreams and disparages
them (Jer. xxiiL 25 sqq.) on the ground that they
are often the product of the wish of the heart.

Deut. xiii. 2 sqq. gives a criterion for the testing of

prophetic dreams. The later Jews paid much at-

tention to these phenomena, and the Essenes seem
to have done the same (Josephus, AnL, XVIL
xiiL 3). See Divination. (C. von Orelli.)

BxBUocaAraT: A. KnobeU PropketUmu» der HebrHer, i.

174 sqq.. Breslau, 1837; F. DeUtEsch, BibliMch* P«y-
doiogie, pp. 233 sqq.. Leipsie, 1861, Eng. transL, Edin-
hargh. 1867; W. B. Carpenter. Mental Phynologt, Lon-
don. 1876; F. E. K6mg. Offenbarunotbegriff dea A. 7*..

ii 9 sqq.. 63 sqq., Leipeio. 1882; G. F. Oehler, Tfteologie^ A. T., pp. 216 sqq., 743 sqq.. Stuttgart. 1882, Eng.
traosL. New York, 1883; C. voa OreUi, AltiestamanUicK*
Wtinaffun^en, pp. 17-18, Vienna, 1882, Eng. transl.,

OU Tettam^nt Prophecy, Edinburgh, 1885; E. Clodd,
Mytkt and Dreams, London, 1886; H. Schulti. Altteeta-

9entUdu Theologie, G5ttingen, 1888, Eng. transl.. London,
1892; J. W. Reynolds. Natural Hiat. cff Immortality, pp.
124-139, ib. 1891; DB, a. 622-623; EB, i. 1118-19.

DRELnrCOURT, drd'aari^car',CHARLES : French
Reformed pastor; b. at S6dan July 10, 1596;
d. m Paris Nov. 3, 1669. He was educated at
S^dan and Saumur, and was pastor of the Re-
fonned Church of Charenton, near Paris, from 1620
to hie death. He was a prolific writer, and two of
his worics achieved extraordinary success: Con-'

ioktions de V&me fidde corUre lea frayeursde lamort,

reprinted, in more than forty editions, as late as
.Vimes. 1819. Eng. transl., The Christian's Defence
og^Mua the Fears of Death (4th ed., London, 1701;
27th ed., Liverpool, 1810; the sale of the translation
is said to have been promoted by Defoe's True
MiHon of the Apparition of one Mrs, Veal the Next
Day after her Death to one Mrs. Bargrave at Canter-
bury Oie 8th of September, 1705, London, 1706,
in which the de^ lady recommended Drelincourt's
book. Defoe's work is included in many editions

of the translation). Drelinoourt's other important
work was Visites charitables ou consolations chri^

tiennes pour toutes les personnes affligies (6 vols.,

Charenton, 1669, and often, translated into six

languages). In English the work appeared in five

small volumes, each devoted to a visit upon a par-
ticular class of afflicted persons (London, 1786).
Biblioorapht: A Memoir is Affixed to the ninth and nibs»-
quent editions of The Ctiriatian'a Defence, London. 1719.
Consult £. and £. Haac, La Prance proteetanU, ed. H.
L. Bordier, Paris, 1877-86 (contains imperfect list of hit
writings): Lichtenberger, E8R, iv. 81-84.

DRESS AND ORNAMENT, HEBREW.
The Apron or Girdle (| 1). Charms (| 7).

The Coat or Cloak (| 2). Earrins»and Nos^-rings (| 8).
Women's Attire (| 3). Ornaments for Head and Neek
The Head-Klress (| 4). (| 0).

Foot-wear (J 6). The Hair (| 10).

SigTiets and Seals (| 6). The Beard ({ 11).

In the Old Testament there is no description of

clothing and articles of adornment. The archeol-

ogist, therefore, has to rely upon ancient Egyptian
and Babylonian-Assyrian portraiture and observa-
tion of present customs. The most ancient article

of dress was the apron or girdle (ezor, ^agor, sal^),

a simple piece of cloth (Jer. xiii. 1) or leather (II

Kings i. 8) thrown about the loins.

I. The In all periods it was the most usual
Apron or garment in Egypt, though of course
Girdle. its form was often modified. In

Egyptian pictures it appears also as
the dress of the Bedouin; and it has been preserved
in the ihrdm worn by pilgrims in Mecca. The Old
Testament mentions the girdle as worn by Assyrian
warriors (Isa. v. 27; Ezek. xxiii. 16). Among the
Israelites the girdle survived as the dress of those
consecrated to God (II Kings L 8; Isa. xx. 2; Jer.

xiiL 1 sqq.) and as the vestment of the high priest.

As safp it was worn for mourning (see Mourning
Customs, Hebrew), either alone or under another
garment (II Kings vi. 30). Otherwise the kuttoneth,

or shirt, took the place of the girdle. In Assyrian art

this appears as a tight-fitting undergarment, some-
times reaching only to the knee, sometimes to the

ankle. It corresponded to the undergarment of

the fellah of to-day: a rough cotton tunic of a
faded blue color, open at the breast, with loose

sleeves and a girdle aroimd the hips to hold the

garment out of the way in walking or working.

Such must have been the Hebrew kuUoneth, though
it reached only to the knees. The longer coat,

with long sleeves, was especially for women, being

imusual for men (Gren. xxxvii. 3; II Sam. xiiL 18).

A still finer garment was the sadin, a linen shirt

that the well-to-do wore under the kuttoneth

(Judges xiv. 12; Prov. xxxi. 24; Isa. iii. 23). It

was of Canaanitio origin and is mentioned in the

Amama tablets.

The Simla, or overdress, had various forms.

Egjrptian representations of Bedouins show it as a
loose wrap that leaves one shoulder and both arms
free. It was a heavy shawl, such as is still found

among Bedouins. The ancient Babylonians wore
a similar garment. Among the Hebrews this was
probably the mantle of the common people; later

it developed into the present abaye, the mantle of

the fellahs and Bedouin. This is a large quadran-
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gular piece of rough, heavy woolen material, crudely

sewed together so that holes are left for the arms.

Like the abaye^ the simla was not

2. The worn at work (Matt. xxiv. 18); but it

Coat or was similarly useful. All kinds of ar-

Cloak. tides could be carried in it, e.g. barley,

wood, grass, etc. (Ex. xii. 34; Judges

viii. 25; II Kings iv. 39). By day it was a protec-

tion against rain and cold, by night it served as bed
and cover (Ex. xxii. 26; Deut. xxiv. 12 sqq.).

No respectable man went without this overdress

(Amos ii. 16; Isa. xx. 2-3). From this simple

garment was developed the richly ornamented
mantle of well-tordo Ass3rrians and Babylonians,

which reached from the neck to the knees and had
short sleeves. Canaanites of the better classes

wore a strip of heavy fancy-colored cloth wrapped
around the body several times. This was em-
broidered in colors and finished with fringe. The
Israelites, who had a taste for gorgeous colors (Josh,

vii. 21; Judges v. 30; II Sam. I 24), probably
adopted from the Canaanites certain overgarments
called we'i/ and addereth. The first was a costly

wrap (I Sam. ii. 19, xviii 4, xxiv. 6, 11), and, ac-

cording to the description of the priest's meHl, was
similar to the sleeveless abaye (Ex. xxviii. 31 sqq.;

Josephus, Ant.f III. vii. 4). The addereth was an
extra robe worn over the simla (Mic. ii. 8), similar

to the gorgeous Babylonian robe for which the same
name was employed (Josh. vii. 21; Jonah iii. 6).

The leather garment worn by the prophets was
called by the same name because of its width.

A woman's dress evidently differed from that

of a man (Deut. xxii. 5), but consisted likewise of

Simla and kuUoneth, Presumably these garments
had sleeves and were longer than those worn by
men, were also of finer material, of brighter colors,

and more richly ornamented. The sadin, the finer

linen underdress, was also worn by women (Isa. iii.

23: Prov. xxxi. 24). Further, mention is made of

the mifpahalh, a kind of veil or shawl

3. Women's (Ruth iii. 15); and the ma*a^apha, a
Attire. wrap of unknown form (Isa. iii. 22).

A very important article of female

attire was the veil. The use of the veil by the bride

(Gen. xxiv. 65) and in other cases (Gen. xxxviii. 14;

Ruth iii. 3) is traceable to the influence of the

Ishtar myth. The veil was the symbol of Ishtar,

who, on coming from the imderworld, walked out
veiled to meet Tammuz, her bridegroom. Other-
wise it was not customary for women to go veiled

(Cten. xii. 14, xxiv. 15 sqq.), contrary to present

custom in the Orient due to the influence of Islam.

The veil of the ordinary woman's wardrobe was
a neckcloth. According to ancient statuary, it

reached from the forehead down across the back of

the head to the hips or still lower, and was not
unlike the neckerchief of the peasant woman in

modem Palestine. It is not known how the vari-

ous kinds of veils mentioned in the Old Testament
differed from one another (Gen. xxiv. 65; Cant. iv.

3; Isa. iii. 19 sqq., xlvii. 2). The increasing luxury
of women in the matter of dress is shown by the

enumeration of the articles of a woman's toilet in

Isa. iii. 18-23.

As regards head-dress, some representations

show Jews and Syrians bareheaded, others show
them wearing merely a band to hold the hair to-

gether. This last is still occasionally seen in Arabia.

The usual head-covering of the Bedouin of to-day
is the kefftye^ a large square piece of woolen cloth

folded diagonally, then thrown over

4. The the head in such a way that the loose

Head-dress, comers of the triangle protect the
back of the head and neck, while the

other two comers are tied under the chin and then
thrown across the shoulders. A strong wool cord
holds the cloth securely on the head. Hebrew
peasants undoubtedly wore a similar head-dress.

The better classes, both men and women, wore a
kind of turban, i.e., a cloth wound about the head.
The shape of this varied greatly, depending upon
the way it was adjusted, just as the head-dress of

to-day varies in different localities. The turban of

the high priest, the miznephethf had a special form
(Ex. xxviii. 40), as did that of the priest, the mig-
ba*a or p€*er (Ex. xxviii. 40, xxxix. 28). The pe'er

was afterward worn by men and women of the
better classes (Isa. iii. 20; Ezek. xxiv. 17); for in-

stance, by the bridegroom on the wedding day
(Isa. Ixi. 10). The high conical turbans seen in

pictures of Assyrian kings and priests may be re-

garded as good examples of this variety of head-
covering.

The use of sandals among the Egyptians became
common in the middle kingdom, universal in the
new kingdom. On Babylonian and Assyrian mon-
uments even kings appear barefooted. Other rep-

resentations show sandals with a strap stretched

across the foot from the side, and often with a
leather strap between the toes and drawn across the
foot longitudinally. Later Assyrian soldiers wore a
kind of leather boot, made of pieces of leather tied

about the foot and reaching above the

5. Foot- ankle. By soldiers of to-day pointed
wear. shoes are worn over the sandals, afford-

ing protection to the toes in mountain-
ous districts. Among the Israelites the common
man usually went barefooted, as does the fellah of

to-day, though he sometimes had sandals (Amos
ii. 6, viii. 6). These were of leather or wood, with
leather straps (Gen. xiv. 23; Isa. v. 27). They
were not worn in the house nor in the sanctuary
(Ex. iii. 6, xii. 11; Josh. v. 15). The priests per-

formed their duties barefooted. In mourning, also,

it was customary to go barefooted (II Sam. xv. 30;
Ezek. xxiv. 17, 23). Jewelry was much worn in

the ancient Orient, as it is to-day. A cane and a
signet-ring belonged to the equipment of a Baby-
lonian, and were usual articles of personal adorn-
ment (cf. Herodotus, i. 195, and Strabo, xvi. 746).

The cane was often a necessity, as in the case of the
shepherd; otherwise it was a valuable weapon.
In modem times it is not used as a support in

walking—it being too short for that purpose—but
is carried throt^n across the shoulder.

The signet-ring (hotham) is quite ancient and is

supposed to have been wom even by the patriarchs.

The impression of such a ring serves in place of the
written signature, hence its importance and the
imiversality of its use. At first these rings were
not wom on the finger, but were carried on a cord
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tiedaround the neck (Gen. xxxviii. 18), as still is often

the case. The Egyptians wore the signet on the

finger (Gen. xli. 42), and later the Is-

6. Signets raelites wore it on a finger of the right

and Seals, hand (Jer. xxii. 24). Besides the signet-

ring set with a cut stone, the signet took

the form of a cylinder. This kind of seal was com-
mon in Babylon, and, as excavations have shown,

was in use in Palestine. From remotest antiquity

Babylonia was distinguished for gem-cutting, an
art which reached there a high degree of excellence

shown by the exquisitely carved cylinders that have
been preserved. This art was introduced into

Syria. A seal-cylinder found at Taanach shows
i^ylonian and Egyptian characters, thus betray-

ing its Western origin. It is not known to what
extent such things were made in Israel, or whether
they were not bought through the Phenicians. At
all events, in decorative art and in the manner of

execution Babylonian influence was always dom-
inant. The handsomest seal extant by a Hebrew
hand is one that was discovered in Megiddo by the

excavations of the Deutscher Pal&stina-Verein. It

is the seal of Shemai, the minister of state (ebed)

of Jeroboam IL, made of jasper, oval in form, 3.7 by
2.7 centimeters, and with a splendidly carved lion,

resembling closely the lion figures of Babylonian-
Aaqrrian art (cf. Mittheilungen und NachrichUn des

deuitdhen PaldsHna-Vereins, 1904, pp. 1 sqq.).

A jewel was at the same time an amulet. Ac-
cording to the ancient Oriental view, metals and
precious stones belonged to certain gods of the min-
eral world, and possessed, therefore, a mysterious

magic power. Aside from this, any
7* Charms, trinket that diverts attention from the

wearer to itself still serves as a pro-

tection against the evil eye. For this reason every
one m the Orient wears an abundance of jewelry.

Traces of this superstition are found in the Old
Testament. In I^ iii. 20 a piece of woman's jew-
dry is designated as an amulet (cf. Gen. xxxv. 4);

and it is evident that the ornaments on the
eamels of the Midianites were charms (Judges
rilL 21). In design and execution the various arti-

cles of jewelry resemble Babylonian and Egyptian
models.

Earrings were the principal article of jewelry for

women (Gen. xxxv. 4), and were sometimes worn
by children (Ex. xxxiL 2). They were also worn
l^nten, e.g., by the Midianites (Judges viii. 24 sqq.),

and Pliny claims that they were worn by all Orien-

tals (Pliny, XL 136). It is impossible
8. Ear- to distinguish the various kinds of

rinp and earrings mentioned; still, the excava-
Noie-ringB. tions at Gezer, Megiddo, and Taanach

have brought to light several charac-
teristic forms (cf. PEF, Quarterly Statement, 1903,

p. 202). Nose-rings were also quite popular (Gen.
xxiv. 22, 47; Isa. iii. 21), finger-rings were less

usual. Finally, the toes were also ornamented
with rings.

The forehead and hair were beautified by bands
of gold or silver ornaments (Isa. iii. 18); and neck-
hu%8 of various kinds were worn, also strings of

rings, pearls, small glass cylinders, bone buttons,

melal pendants, eto.| were worn around the neck.

Excavations liave revealed a great variety of

such articles. Particularly popular as amulet and
bangle were the scarabs, imitations of

Q. Oma- the sacred dor-beetle which originated

ments for in EJgypt. They spread all over the

Head and Orient; and excavations in the South
Neck. (e.g., at Gezer) have brought num-

bers of them to light. Bracelets were
simply pieces of wire bent around the arms, and
the ends were not fastened together (CJen. xxiv. 22;

Ezek. xvi. 13, xxiii. 42). There were also anklets

of corresponding form, to which were sometimes
attached small chains (Isa. iii. 18). This kind of

jewelry for women is peculiar to the Orient, both
ancient and modem.
As to the care of the hair, the custom of shaving

the head, wide-spread in ancient Egypt and still

common, was prohibited in Israel (Lev. xix. 27;

Deut. xiv. 1) because it often had a religious signifi-

cance. However, as a sign of moum-
zo. The ing this custom, perhaps universal

Hair. in the oldest period, was preserved

despite the prohibition (Ezek. vii. 18;

Amoe viii. 10; Mic. i. 16). Priests were conmianded
to keep their hair cut properly, and not to allow it

to grow unrestrained (Ezek. xliv. 20); but no shears

were to touch the head of the Nazirite (Num. vi. 18;

Judges xiii. 6; I Sam. i. 11). The Egjrptian way
of dressing the hair with wigs and other artificial

accessories was never imitated in anterior Asia.

According to ancient Egyptian representations, the
Syrian wore his hair rather long. The front hair

was brushed down over the forehead; otherwise

the hair was caught up in tufts behind, which stood
out from the head. Assyrian monuments show
long hair worn in plaits hanging about the neck
as the prevailing style, and suggest that the better

classes paid much attention to the dressing of the

hair and beard. For a woman long hair was es-

sential to beauty (Cant. iv. 1, and often); and a
bald head was the greatest affliction (Isa. iii. 24).

To let the hair down and allow it to hang in disorder

denoted extreme humility (Num. v. 18; cf. Luke
viL 38). The arts employed by women to beautify

the hair are derided by Isaiah (Isa. iii. 24).

For the Egyptians a beard was something too
repulsive to be allowed, accordingly they kept them-
selves shaved; but the " barbarians " allowed their

beards to grow. In Egyptian pictures the Syrians

have round beards, the Bedouins
iz. The pointed beards. Assyrian representa-

Beard. tions testify to the custom of wearing

a mustache. To cut off any one's

beard was a grave insult (II Sam. x. 4), a humilia-

tion to which prisoners of war were subjected (Isa.

vii. 20); and often, in deep mourning, this mutila-

tion was self-inflicted (Isa. xv. 2). To cut out the

comers of the beard was forbidden in Israel, as

being the custom of a strange cult.
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DROSTE-VISCHERING, drOs't^fish'er-ing.

Activity at Manster ({ !)•

Mixed Marriages ($ 2).

Archbiehop of Cologne ($ 3).

The University of Bonn (| 4).

Droste-Vischering's Downfall ({ 6).

Clemens August, Freiherr von Droste-Vischer-

ing, archbishop of Cologne, was bom at MUnster
Jan. 21, 1773; d. there Oct. 19, 1845. Descended
from a strict Roman Catholic family, he was or-

dained priest in 1798, and in 1810 became coad-
jutor to the acting bishop of Munster, who was ill

and died Sept. 16. Droste-Vischering was elected

his successor, but when MUnster came under French
rule in the same year the existing diocesan ad-
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ministration was abolished by Napoleon, Droste-

Viacbering was thrust aside, and the dean of the

cathedral, Count Spiegel, was appointed

t. Activity bishop and commissioned to admin-
at ister the diocese as vicar of the chap-

Mnenster. ter until he should be canonically

instituted. As Droste-Vischering al-

ready occupied this office, and as after the resto-

ration of Prufflian rule in MUnster the Napoleonic

changes were rescinded, Spiegel ultimately had to

yield and in 1815 Droste-Vischering undertook

once more, as vicar of the chapter, the manage-
ment of the diocese.

Even thus early he stood for principles concern-

ing the relations of Church and State which were
quite impracticable in a land where the confessions

Uved side by side. He was not satisfied with pro-

posing in his publication Ueber die ReHgionsfrei-

hot der KathoHken (MOnster, 1817) an impossible

l^tform for church politics, but endeavored to

put it in practise, and thus came into conflict with
the Prusdan government, at first on the question

of mixed marriages, then by an attempt to cripple

the theological faculty in Bonn. In 1819 he in-

stnicted the priests to refuse to perform mixed
marriages unless the parties should promise to

educate their children in the Roman Catholic

faith; and he forbade students of theology to

follow Georg Hermes (q.v.) from Monster to Bonn,
and declared he would ordain no one who attended
lectures anywhere without his permission. Soon
afterward he laid down his office and lived for the
next fifteen years (1820-35) in strict retirement,

devoting himself in the main to the guidance of an
oiganization of Sisters of Charity. Even his con-

secration as suffragan bishop of MQnster in 1827
did not allure him from the manner of life which
had grown dear to him. But he forsook it later

under remarkable circumstances; he was elected

archbishop of Cologne Dec. 1, 1835, and enthroned
May 29, 1836. What this promotion signified and
what later brought about his fall can be under-
stood only by knowing the situation in church
politics when he took office, especially as regards
the treatment of mixed marriages.

In 1741 Benedict XIV. had waived the require-

ment that the Tridentine form for solenmizing
matrimony be absolutely necessary (cf. Mirbt,

Quellen, pp. 311-315). The Prussian General Law
of 1794 (Mirbt, QveUen, pp. 329-330) had ordered
that, when the parents belonged to different

confessions, imtil the completion of

3. Mixed the fourteenth year sons should be
Kairiages. brought up in the religion of the

father and daughters in the confes-

sion of the mother. This paragraph was then
suspended for the eastern provinces of the monarchy
by a Royal Declaration of 1803 (Mirbt, QueUen,
p. 339), because dangerous dissensions had been
produced in the families affected; and it was pro-
vided that legitimate children should always be
instructed in the religion of the father, and that
mother husband nor wife should have the right to
bind his or her helpmate by agreement to any de-
iatioQ from this rule. By a Royal Cabinet Order
of 1S25 (Mirbt, QueUen, p. 350) this law was ex-

tended to the Rhine provinces and Westphalia.

At the same time it was forbidden that clergymen
should demand from engaged couples of mixed
confession a promise about the religious training

of their future children. These laws, which af-

fected Protestants as well as Roman Catholics,

were, however, evaded by Catholic clergymen
who, to be sure, did not demand the aforesaid

promise, but, if it was not voluntarily given, re-

fused to perform the ceremony. The compltdnts
which the government received caused it to enter

upon negotiations with the archbishop of Cologne
(Count Spiegel), and the bishops of Treves (Joseph
von Hommer), Paderbom (Friedrich von Ledebur),
and Munster (Caspar von Droste), who showed an
obliging spirit but declared that they could take
no steps without the permission of the pope. With
the consent of the government they therefore

applied to Rome. The result of the negotiations

carried on there between the Prussian Ambassa-
dor Bunsen and Cardinal Capellari was a brief of

Pius VIII. dated Mar. 25, 1830 (Mirbt, QuelUn,

pp. 350-353), in which the regulation of Benedict
XIV. was extended to the four bishoprics above
mentioned, and mixed marriages which had not

been performed in the presence of a Catholic priest

were recognized as valid; but on the real point in

controversy, i.e., the promise about the education
of the children, no decision was reached. As this

brief, moreover, ordered that Catholic women should

be warned against entering upon mixed marriages,

and that Catholic priests should be forbidden to

give the ecclesiastical benediction to such mar-
riages, the Prussian government was not satisfied

with the result. It attempted further direct ne-

gotiations with the bishops, and an agreement
was closed in Berlin on June 19, 1834, between
Bunsen and Count Spiegel, in accordance with

which the brief of Pius VIII. should be trans-

mitted to all priests; at the same time there was
contemplated a similar set of directions for the

general vicariates, concerning the practical treat-

ment of mixed marriages. This instruction (Biirbt,

QtteUen, pp. 355-356) provided that all which had
not expressly been prohibited in the brief should

be held to be permitted, that the promise to edu-

cate the children in the religion of the one or the

other of the parents should not be insisted on in

practise, and that a mixed marriage should be

entered upon in the usual solenm form; that is, by
benediction, whereas the mere asaistentia passiva

of the clergyman was limited to special and excep-

tional cases. This agreement, to which the other

bishops consented, was weak in that it had been

reached without any cooperation by the Curia,

and it had, moreover, merely the value of a per-

sonal arrangement; that is, it would be called in

question as soon as one of these bishops died.

The case arose the very next year; Count Spiegel

passed away Aug. 2, 1835.

It was in fulfilment of an express wish of the

Prussian government that Droste-Vischering be-

came Spiegel's successor. It was expected that

his mature age, his piety, and his inclination to-

ward charitablework would hold his hierarehal tend-

encies in equilibrium, and it was hoped to produce
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a favorable sentiment among the Catholic nobility

by the appointment of one of its members. Before

the election Droste-Vischering was
3. Arch- confidentially asked whether as bishop

bishop of he would maintain the agreement of

Cologne. Jime, 1S34, and would be willing to

apply this in a conciliatory way; and
not until he expressly assured the government of

this in a letter (Mirbt, Quellen, p. 356) did the

cathedral chapter receive the communication that

the king desired his election. At first he held to

the agreement; but in a few months his views

underwent a complete transformation. The news
of the government's arrangement with Spiegel had
penetrated to Rome in spite of all secrecy and had
caused the Curia to make energetic protests, which
the Prussian ambassador unsuccessfully sought to

refute by means of a denial of the agreement, more
bold than skilful. Moreover, at that very time

Ultramontanism began to enter the Rhine prov-

inces by way of Belgium and at once employed its

skill in arousing dissatisfaction. Droste-Viacher-

ing now all at once began to maintain that he had
not known of the agreement of 1834 when he made
his promise, and that he had given his consent

because the minister assured him that it was in

harmony with the brief of Pius VIII. The increas-

ing complaints about the procedure of the arch-

bishop at last compelled the minister, Von Alten-

stein (q.v.), to interfere. The president of the

administration at DUsseldorf, Count Stolberg, ap-

peared in Cologne in company with Bimsen, to

treat personally with Droste-Vischering; but the

conferences led to no understanding; the arch-

bishop refused absolutely to acknowledge the ar-

rangement of 1834 and declared that he wished to

follow it only in so far aa it was in accord with
the brief.

There now arose a second contest with the gov-
ernment over its procedure against the supporters

of Georg Hermes (q.v.). When Droste-Vischer-

ing entered upon his office the works of this theo-

logian had already been condemned by Gregory
XVI. (Mirbt, Quellen, pp. 357-368). Although
the brief in question had not been laid before the

Prussian government and therefore had not re-

ceived the royal placet, the government never-

theless respected the verdict of the pope, and
endeavored to forestall possible diffi-

4. The cutties by having the professors of the

University Roman Catholic faculties notified

of Bonn, that it expected that they would
avoid everything which might be con-

traiy to the pope's decision. That did not satisfy

the archbishop, however, and, since the theological

faculty of Bonn was the chief supporter of this

tendency, he took measures against this educa-

tional institution. He began by exercising against

the publications of its professors a criticism and
censorship which was beyond his competence.
He. moreover, sent a circular to the priests of the

city of Bonn who heard confession, ordering them
to use their influence so that no one should read

the writings of Hermes and that no student should

attend lectures disseminating such ideas. He
allowed himself to use expressions which threw

suspicion on the professors of theology at Bonn,
and he cast doubt upon their orthodoxy. When
they offered to prove their soundness he rejected

their proposals and he refused to substantiate his

charges, but did not withdraw them. The dormi-
tory {Konvikt), which was partly supported by the
city, suffered so much from the archbishop's in-

terference that sixty of the seventy inmates left

the house; he himself caused the priests' seminary
in Cologne to be closed. Finally he went so far

as to lay eighteen propositions before the newly
consecrated priests for signature, containing among
other things the promise to appeal from the deci-

sions of the archbishop to nobody except to the
pope. This was a direct attack on the right of

the State to take cognizance of appeab concern-
ing the misuse of ecclesiastical power. The above
mentioned mission of Count Stolberg was intended
to change the mind of the archbishop on this sub-
ject also, and an understanding was actually

reached in this controversy; but it was not of

practical significance, since the negotiations about
the more important matter of mixed marriages

were a failure.

The government recognized the necessity of de-

cisive action. On receipt of the news that the
archbishop was exciting the population of Cologne,

there was held in Berlin a council of ministers

under the presidency of the king, and on Nov.
20, 1837, Archbishop Droste-Vischering was ar-

rested and taken to the fortification of Minden.
The impression of this event was ex-

5. Droste- traordinary. On Dec. 10 Gregory
Vischering's XVI. pronounced a fulminant allocu-

DownfalL tion in the presence of the cardinals,

in which he took the side of the de-

posed archbishop without waiting for reports from
Berlin, and declared that the freedom of the Church
was violated, the episcopal dignity derided, the
rights of the Church trodden imder foot. Bunsen,
the Prussian ambassador at the Curia, had to be
recalled. The Prussian government tried to jus-

tify its procedure in the eyes of the public by
means of a memorial, and when an answer to this

was published in Rome it end^vored to refute it

by a second account of the condition of things.

The government was also supported by the cathe-

dral chapter of Cologne in so far forth that the
latter declared itself ready to continue to conduct
affairs; and it succeeded in keeping in check the
nobility and clergy who took delight in being in

the opposition; at the same time it showed a per-

sonal courtesy to the archbishop by permitting
him to retire to his ancestral castle of Darfeld.

But it was not successful in quieting the excited

Catholic population. Whether it would have had
the power to maintain the position which it had
taken is hard to say; but, as a matter of fact, after

King Frederick William IV. succeeded Frederick
William III. in 1840 the government at once
changed its course and began a retreat which must
be designated as the utter defeat of the State.

Although Droste-Vischering was not allowed to

return to Cologne, Bbhop Von Geissel from Speyer
undertaking to administer the archdiocese as co-

adjutor with the right of succession^ he neverthe-
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len received from the king in reparation of his

hoDor the declaration that the king had never en-

tertained the thought that he had taken a part in

machinations of political and revolutionary char-

acter. Bioreover. the requirements previously made
about mixed marriages were allowed to drop,

the jtiaeet was waived, and in 1841 there was
founded in the Prussian KuUusminiaterium a spe-

cial Roman Catholic department which lasted

down to 1871. Droete-Vischering spent the rest

of his days in MOnster far from public life. In no
respect was he an important man, but he possessed

great energy and perseverance. Since he aided

hii Orarch in winning a great triumph he was
praised by GOrres as an Athanasius, but his blus-

teiiog manner reminds one rather of Epiphanius.

Carl Mirbt.

Biblkkhupht: For the life consult: J. von Gdrres, Athana-
fine. RegenabuiK. 1837 (a Catholic eulogy; cf. J. G.
Scfalemmer, Qdrrta in tintm Aihanaa%u» aU Veriheidigtr

ia BnbiaAofa von Droate zu Vitchering, Nuremberg.
1838): C. A. Hase, Die heidtn ErtbUehfife, Leipsic. 1839;
P. C. Marhetneke, Dtr Ersbi$ehof C. A. von DrotU su
Viidunng aU Friedenatifier, BerUn. 1843; F. A. Muth«
in DeniaddaniB Epiacopai in L^»en»bildm, Wiirsburh.
1873. On the Cologne oontroveray, of fundamental im-
portance for the relations of the Prussian state to the
Cktholie Qiurch. consult: O. F. H. Rheinwald, AUga-
mtinm lUpertorium fOr dis Ouoloffitehe Literaiur, vols.

xxii.-xxxTii., 1838-42 (lists of contemporary literature);

C. C. J. Ton Bunsen, Aua teinen Briefen, Leipsic, 18G8,
Eng. tranri.. London, 1860; E. Friedberg, OrenM^n swi-
•Am Stoat und Kireks, TQbingen. 1872; idem, Orund-
kftn dtr preusnscAen Kirchenpolitik unter Priedrich Wil-
htbnlV^ J^psic. 1882; H. Schmid, Oeachichte der katho-
Hathtn Kirdu DeuttMands, Munich. 1874; H. von Sybel.

KlmtaU PcUHk im 19. Jahrhundert, Bonn. 1874; C.
Mirbt. Di$ preuniaeke Gfandtaduxft am Hojt dea Papaiaa,
Leipsic. 1800; H. BrQck. GtaAiehU der kaOwlithan Kireha
im 19. Jakrkundart, voL ii.. Manster, 1003.

DROZ, drd, FRANCOIS XAVIER JOSBPH:
French moralist and historian; b. at Besangon
Oct 31, 1773; d. at Paris Nov. 6, 1850. In 1792
be went to Paris to study law, but on the declara-

taoQ of war joined the volunteer battalion of Doubs,
ind served in the army of the Rhine for the next
three years. Obliged by ill health to abandon his

mflitaiy career, he obtained the chair of eloquence
in the £cole Centrale in his native town. In 1803
he removed to Paris, where for a time he held a
position in the pension office; but after 1814 he
<ievoted himself exclusively to his favorite pursuit
of literature. In 1824 he became a member of the
Freoch Academy, and in 1838 president of the
Acidemy of Moral and Political Sciences. At first

an epicurean and a sensualist, be became more re-

ligious as he grew older. His last work was Pen-
titttwrU Christianisme (Paris, 1844), to which he
added Aveuz d*un philosophe Chretien in 1848.

Other works were: De la philasophie morale (Paris,

1833); (Enures morales (2 vols., 1826); and Hie-
toiredu r^gne de Louis XVI, (3 vols., 1839-42).

BnuooaArHT: J. P. Duniron. Eaaai »ur Vhiatoire da la

pkUottrphia an Franca au dix-neuviima aUcle, ii. 70 sqq.,
Ptfii. 1834: Uditenberser. ESR, iv. 104-105.

DRUID: A member of an order in Oltic Gaul
aod Britain, or of a class in Ireland, which in pre-

Roman and pre-Christian times had charge of re-

ligious rites. The subject is most obscure. The
nrly diMppearmnoe of the druids in Gaul and

Britain before the advance of Roman civilization,

and in Ireland before Christianity, so obliterated

traces of them that all information is ultimately

derived from the classical writers and from early

Irish hagiological works. The name
Name and has been falsely coimected with the

Sources of Greek drys, "an oak," to which the
Knowledge, worship in the oak groves gave fac-

titious verisimilitude; it is really de-

rived from a Celtic root which bears the idea of

magical dealing. The sources of information are

on the classical side: Csesar, De hello GaUico^ vi.

13-20; Tacitus, AnruzZes, xiv. 30, and Historia, iv.

64; Pliny, Hist, not., xxx. 4, 13, xxxi. 1; Cicero,

De divinaHone ; Ammianus Blarcellinus, Hist., XV.
ix. 8, and scattered notices in Suetonius (Claudius,

XXV.), Diogenes Laertius, and Diodorus Siculus;

from the Irish side the Tripartite Life of Patrick,

Adamnan's life of Columba, and a large number
of scattered notices mainly, legendary.

CflBsar's account, which is much the fullest of all

which can claim historical value, states that above
the mass of the people in Gaul (who were slaves)

were two classes, the nobles and the druids. The
latter officiated at public and private sacrifices,

expounded religious duties and observances, trained

the youth, decided public questions concerning
succession, inheritance, crimes, boundaries, and
the like. To their decisions submission was re-

quired imder penalty of interdiction from partici-

pation in sacred rites, the severest punishment
conceivable to the people. A yearly

Casar's meeting of chief druids was hdd, at

Account which an archdruid was selected by
vote. The members of the order

were exempt from taxation and from military duty.

Because of this they had many students, some of

whom remained with them for twenty years, dur-
ing which they learned a " great number of verses,"

which were transmitted orally, since sacred things

were not committed to writing. They taught the

transmigration of souls, the end of the world by
fire and water, discussed natural science, astron-

omy, and the nature of the gods. They officiated

at human and other sacrifices and at all religious

rites. The human sacrifices were offered some-
times in holocausts, the victims being prisoners of

war, criminals, or even voluntary sufferers, and
they were burned after being enclosed in huge
wicker images. Csesar equates the chief deity with
Mercury as the god of culture, and other deities

with Apollo, Mars, Jupiter, and Minerva. He
guesses at a British origin for the institution.

Pliny, assigning a Gallic origin, tells of the cere-

mony of the cutting of the mistletoe (associated

by the druids with immortality) and narrates a
curious story of the " serpents' egg," an accretion

formed by a mass of writhing ser-

Other Clas- pents and cast out of their midst, and
sical and then caught by a druid before it

Irish touched the ground and used for

Accounts, magical purposes. Tacitus asserts

that they deduced auguries from hu-

man entrails, and that the groves, particularly of

the Isle of Anglesey, were the sites of bloody sac-

rifices. Ammianus Marcellinus makes three clannofl
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of literati among the Gauls, bards, eubages (stu-

dents of nature), and dniids—an order like the

Pythagoreans. Suetonius asserts that Claudius

eictinguished the religion in Gaul, and Pliny that

Tiberius suppressed the order. Diogenes Laertius

(preface to the Philoaophai bim) makes the druids

the originators of philosophy among the Celts, and
ascribes to them as the sum of their teaching the

triple maxim, *' Honor the gods, do no evil, be
brave." The Irish hagiology ascribes to the druids

great influence, makes their decision precede even
that of kings, and, in its later forms, makes them
appear as powerful magicians whom Patrick could

vanquish only with difficulty, as soothsayers, di-

viners, protectors of sacred springs, as imposers of

sacred duties and taboos, and as cherishing the

oak, yew, blackthorn, and mountain ash, with the
ivy as a magical herb. The druids appear to have
had a tonsure in Ireland which Christians adopted,
the form of which was different from the Roman
by which it was superseded. The Irish druids were
not organized, but were a learned class.

The impression left by these eariy accounts is

that the Gallic and British druids were an order

wielding political power, since they influenced the

choice of magistrates; social power,

Present since they decided civiJ and criminal

Knowledge, causes; and religious power, since they
controlled sacred rites. They were

rich, masterful, and despotic. The reports of hu-
man sacrifices are circiunstantial and supported
by the detail of the means of obtaining auguries.

A connection with Greek learning is suggested by
Csesar's mention of the use of Greek characters

for record of matters not religious, though no ar-

cheological evidence in support of this is known.
That a part of their knowledge was esoteric is sup-

ported by the fact that they were not a numerous
class as compared with the nimiber of their pupils.

The difference between the druidism of Britain

and that of Ireland argues no close, or at least no
continuous connection between the two. The
popular association of the druids with dolmens,
menhirs, and cromlechs has at its basis only that

the druids used these places, with no probability

that they erected the monimients.
Geo. W. Gilmore.

Bxbuoobapht: J. R. Green, HUtory of the Enoli^ Peo-
f>t«, vol. i, London. 1892; D. W. Nash. Talietin, or the

Barde and Druide of Britain, chap, iii., London, 1858;
J. RhyB, Celiic Heathendom, ib. 1888; idem, Celtic Brit-

am, pp. 70-73, ib. 1904; T. Olden. Church of Ireland,

ohap. i, ib. 1892; J. von Pflug-Harttung, TranaadUone
of the Royal Hietorical Society, 1893, pp. 55-76; Adamnan,
Vita S. Columba, pp. xviii.-xxiii. et passim, Oxford,
1894; J. V. Montbarlet, Lee Pierree et Vhietoire. Le
Druidieme, Paris, 1896; A. Bertrand, La Reliffion dee

Qautoie; leeDruidee et le Druidieme, pp. 268 sqq., ib. 1897;
G. Dottin. La Bretagne et lee paya celtiquee, iv. 268-295,
ib. 1906; P. D. Chantepie de la Saussaye, Reli{fione-Oe'

ediiehte, ii. 572-574. TQbingen, 1905; C. Reuel. Lee Re-
Uoiona de la Oaule avant le Chrietianieme, Paris. 1907.

BRUMMOND, HENRY: 1. Apostle of the Cath-
olic Apostolic Church; b. at the Grange, Hamp-
shire (s.w. of London), 1786; d. at Albury (25 m.
B.W. of London), Surrey, Feb. 20, 1860. He was
educated at Harrow, and studied two years in Christ

Church, Oxford, but did not take a de^gree. From

1810 to 1813 he was in Parliament, but failing

health compelled him to retire. In 1817 he met
Robert Haldane (q.v.) in Geneva and was led by
him to support the evangelical Genevan clergy

against the Socinian majority, and in 1819 to found
the Continental Society, of which he was the main-
stay for many years. In 1826 he gathered in his

house at Albury a number of clergymen and lay-

men for a conference upon the prophetic Scriptures.

These conferences were continued annually for five

years. Out of them came the organization of the

Catholic Apostolic Church (q.v.), to the apostolate

of which Drummond was called in 1832. The
apostles' chapel and chapter-house at Albury were
erected by him. From 1847 till his death he was
member of Parliament from West Surrey; he was,
generally speciking, a Tory of the old school, but was
remarkable for the independence of his political

position, while at the same time he always supported

the budget, as a matter of principle, whatever
party might be in power. His son-in-law Lord
Lovaine after his death brought out a collection of

his Speeches in Parliament and Some Miscellaneous

Pamphlets (2 vols., London, 1860); his lectures in the
churches have also been published, and Abstract

Principles of Revealed Religion (London, 1845).

Samuel J. Andrews.
BxBLioaRAPHT: A memoir is contained in Lord Lovaine's

ed. of hifl Speechee, ut sup.; Margaret Oliphant, Z4fe of
Edward Irving, London, 1806; DNB, xvi. 28-29.

2. Free Church of Scotland; b. at Stirling Aug.
17, 1861; d. at Tunbridge Wells, Kent, Mar. 11,

1897. He studied at Edinburgh University, but
left before receiving a degree. In 1870 he began
the divinity course of the Free Church at New
College, Edinburgh, and also attended the Univer-
sity of TQbingen for a semester in 1873. In 1874-75
he took an active part in the revival work of Moody
and Sankey, but in 1875 returned to New College,

and two years later was appointed lecturer in

natural science at the Free Church College,* Glas-
gow. He was appointed full professor of theology
in 1884, and seven months later was ordained to
the ministry of the Free Church. He made a visit

to the United States in 1879, and in 1882 again as-

sisted Moody in Great Britain. In 1883 he went to
Africa for a scientific exploration of Lakes Nyasa
and Tanganyika for the African Lakes Corporation,
returning to Scotland in 1884. He visited the
American colleges in 1887,and the Australian in 1890,
in the interest of student missions, and in 1893
delivered the Lowell lectures in Boston. Being him-
self a highly educated man and a winning person-
ality and fired by missionary zeal, he had a great in-

fluence upon educated people, and especially upon
students. He was a true Students' Apostle, and
won many of them to a religious life. His writings

had an enormous sale. Of them may be mentioned

:

NaturalLaw in the Spiritual World (London, 1883);
Tropical Africa (1888); The Greatest Thing in the

World and other Addresses (1894); The Ascent of
Man (Lowell Lectures; 1894); The Ideal Life and
other unpublished Addresses (1897); and The New
Evangelism and other Papers (1899).

BiBXiiooBAPBT: Q. A. Smith, Life of Henry Drummond,
London, 1890; H. M« Cecil, Peeudo-Philoeophy at the End
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*l At NimlettUk CmUury, vol i.. ib. 1897; R. A. Watson.
G9apd9 of Ynttrdav, ib. 1898; T. Hunter Boyd. Hwry
Dntmmoni; Some RsoolUcUona, ib. 1907.

DRUMMOllDy JAMES: Unitarian; b. at Ehib-

lin May 14, 1835. He studied at Trinity College,

Dublin (B.A., 1855), and Manchester New College,

LondiiD (1856-59), and after being assistant minister

with William Gaskell at Cross Street Chapel, Man-
cbeiter, 1850-69, was appointed professor of New
Testament divinity in Manchester New College,

which was removed to Oxford in 1889 and called

IhDchester College in 1893. From 1885 to 1906

he was also principal of the college, but retired

from both positions in 1906. He describes himself

as a " libend Christian." He has written Spiritual

Rdigian (sermons; London, 1870); The Jewish

Uemah (1877); Introduction to the Study of The-

ohgy (1884); PhUo Jtuktua, or the Jewish-Alexan-

^ian PkHoeophy in its Develapment and CompletUm

(2 Yolfl., 1888); The Epistle of St. Paul to the QaJor

Kaiu Explained and lUustraied (1893); Via, Veritas,

Vita (Hibbert Lectures for 1894; 1894); The

Efiatks of Paul to the Thessaloniane, Corinthiana,

Gelations, Romans, and PhUippians (1899); Ldfe

and Letters of James Martineau (in collaboration

with C. B. Upton; 1902); and The Character and
AtOhorskip of the Fourth Gospel (1904).

DRURY, AUGUSTUS WALDO: United Breth-

ren; b. at Pendleton, Ind., Bfar. 2, 1851. He
studied at Western College (now Leander Clark

College), Toledo, la. (B.A., 1872), Union Biblical

Semhary, Dayton, O., from which he was graduated
in 1877, and the University of Berlin (1886). After

being professor of classics in Western College 1872-

1873 and holding various pastorates in his denomina-
tion 1873-80, he was professor of church history in

Union Biblical Seminary 1880-92. Since 1892 he
has been professor of systematic theology in the

Mme institution. He has been secretary of the

United Brethren Historical Society since 1885, and
was a member of the Tri-church Coimcil (Congre-

gational, United Brethren, and Methodist Protes-

tant) in 1906-07. In 1891-92 he was editor of The
Utiited Brethren Quarterly Review, and has written

The Life of Philip William Otterbein (Dayton, 1884);
The Life of Bishop J, J, Olossbrenner (1889); Dis-

dpUnes of the United Brethren in Christ (1895);

Minutes of Annual and General Conferences (1897);

and Baptism (1902).

DRURT, JOHN BENJAMIN: Reformed (Dutch);
b. at Rhinebeck, N. Y., Aug. 15, 1838; d. at New
Bninswick, N. J., Mar. 21, 1909. He studied at Rut-
gers College (B.A., 1858), and the New Bnmswick
Theological Seminary (1861), supphed the Reformed
Church at Davenport, la., 1861-62, was pastor of the
rnrt Reformed Church at Ghent, N. Y., 1864-^7.

After 1887 he was editor of the Christian InleUigenr

cer. He was president of the Ceneral Synod of

the Reformed Church in America in 1886. In 1883
he was Vedder lecturer in Rutgers College and
New Brunswick Theological Seminary. In the-

ology he was a liberal Calvinist. He wrote Hio-
torical Sketch cf the First Reformed Church of
Ghent (Chatham, N. Y., 1876); Historical Sketch of
ike Reformed ifiulch) Church <tf Rhinebeck, N. Y.

(1881); and Truths and Untruths of Evolution

(Vedder Lectures; New York, 1884).

DRURY, MARION RICHARDSON: United

Brethren; b. at Pendleton, Ind., Dec 27, 1849.

He studied at Western College (now Leander Clark

College), Toledo, la. (B.A., 1872), and was graduated
from Union Biblical Seminary, Dayton, O., in 1875.

He held pastorates at Toledo, la. (1875-87), and
Cedar Rapids, la. (1878-81), and from 1881 to 1897

was associate editor of the Religious Telescope (Day-
ton, O.). Since 1898 he has been pastor of the

First United Brethren Church, Toledo, la. In

theology he is an orthodox member of his denomi-
nation. He has written Pastor's Pocket Record

(Dayton, O., 1883); The Otterbein Birthday Book

(1887); Handbook for Workers (1888); Pastor's

Companion (1894); At Hand (1895); Otir Catechism

(1897); and Life and Career of Bishop James W.
HoU, DJ>, (1902).

DRUSES.
Origin {% 1). Dootrioe of God ({ 4).

MohammedAn Forenmnen of The "Administraton ** {% 5).

the Druses (| 2). Nature of the Soul ({ 6).

Obeourity of the Druse Relig- Knowledge (fi 7).

ion ({ 3). Ethics and Customs ({ 8)

Druses are the adherents of a composite sect

which still exists in Syria, especially in the Lebanon.
From their use of the Arabic language the Druses,

who term themselves " Confessors of the Unity (of

God),'' seem to be a mixture of Syrians and Arabs.

Their type, on the other hand, would indicate that

they are descendants of the pre-Mohammedan
Aramaic population. The steady resistance of

this liberty-loving commimity to the State has

aided in the preservation of their religion through
the centuries, while they feel, on the other hand,

that they form a distinct nation simply because of

their religious isolation. By their tenacity, cun-
ning, and valor they have succeeded in resisting all

attempts at subjugation, and still form a State

within a State. They now number about 100,000,

although in recent years political circimistances

have led many families to emigrate from Lebanon
to the Hauran« where they have settled among
the peasants and Bedouins of that region. It is

worth noting that there are two Druse villages

on Mt. Carmel, and they have a sanctuary there at

which they perform a yearly sacrifice.

The origin of the religion is closely connected with
the Egyptian Fatimite calif al-Hakim bi'amri-llah

(996-1021). His chief object was the propagation

of the tenets of the sect of the Ismailiyyah, the
main source of the doctrines of the Druses, in

Egypt, where the people were adherents of ortho-

dox Sunnite Mohammedanism. In
I. Origin. 1017 a Turk named Darazi, a member

of the Ismailiyyah, who had come
from the East and had been made a confidant of

al-Hakim, published a work asserting that the soul

of Adam had passed to Ali, the cousin and son-in-

law of Mohammed, whence it had descended to the

Fatimites, and thus had come to al-Hakim. The
heretic barely escaped with his life from the fury

of the people, but the calif aided him to flee to Syria,

where at Wadi al-Taim, in the southern Lebaaon,
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he founded the sect which received its name from
him, duruz being the plural of darazi. Three years

later the Persian sectary Hamzah again sought to

propagate kindred doctrines in Egypt, but was
forced to take refuge in flight with Darazi, whose
theological authority he became. A few years

later the calif al-ELakim mysteriously disappeared,

and the Druses believe that he is concealed some-

where as the incarnation of the divinity and will

appear at the end of time as theMahdL
In origin the Druses were both political and re-

ligious, since they were closely connected with the

Shiites, the strict legitimists who upheld the claims

of Ali and the first three califs, but rejected the

Ommiads and the Abbassids. These Shiites, es-

pecially in Persia, regarded Ali and his descendants,

the Imams, as incarnations of the Deity, and held

that the soul of an Imam passed inmiediately at

hia death into the body of his successor. Since

it was politically dangerous to appear
2. Moham- as an Imam, the theory of a hidden
medan Imam was developed, of whom the

Forerunners Mahdi is to be the last. The mis-

of the sionary activity of the various Shiite

Druses. sects included northern Africa, and
was accepted by the Fatimite califs.

Of these sects the Ismailiyyah and the Karmathians
were the most important for the development of the

Druses. The Ismailiyyah rose about 765. After

the death of the Imam Jaafar a schism was caused

by the fact that some accepted his son Musa as the

seventh Imam, while others gave thb honor to his

other son, Ismail. The same period saw a develop-

ment of the theory that incarnations of the divinity

had been sent to earth to bring man nearer to God
and to reveal his will. These prophets, who were
called "speakers" (napxk), were Adam, Noah, Abra-
ham, Moses, Jesus, Mohammed, and Mohanuned
al-Mahdi, the son of Ismail. These prophets, each
of whom marked an advance on the teachings of his

predecessors, were aided by a "silent one," who
spoke nothing on his own authority, but proclaimed
and promulgated the tenets of the " speakers."

These "silent ones" are the Imams, so that Seth
was the Imam to the prophet Adam, Shem to Noah,
Ishmael to Abraham, Aaron to Moses, Peter to

Jesus, Ali to Mohammed, and Abdallah ibn Maimun
to Mohammed al-Mahdi, and between each prophet
came seven Imams. This entire system of prophets
and Imams was accepted, though with modifica-

tions, by the Druses. The Abdallah ibn Maimun
just mentioned was an adherent of a dualistic sect

and used his propaganda of the doctrines of the Is-

mailiyyah solely to advance his teachings which
were a confused mixture of Zoroastrian, Manichean,
and Greek concepts. His missionaries were charged
to lead suitable adepts of the new faith through
various stages (at first seven, and later nine) to his

own nihilistic and materialistic point of view, thus
alienating them not only from Shiite Mohammed-
anism, but from all positive religion. Abdallah's

propaganda naturally brought upon him the hos-

tility of the authorities, and he was forced to flee

to the town of Salamiyyah in Syria. Many ad-

herents were won in Persia and the lands lying

aloTig the Euphrates, while on the lower Euphrates

the Karmathians split off from the Ismailiyyah and
formed a political party with communistic tenets.

The Ismailiyyah also made their way back to Africa

before the califate of al-Hakim bi'amri-llah, as noted
above, and communities of them still exist in Syria.

The doctrines of the Druses mark an advance over
the tenets of the Ismailiyyah and the Karmathians,
their immediate predecessors, and they regard the
teachings of the Ismailiyyah, like Shiitism and Is-

lam in general, as superseded by their own and even
hostile to them. On the other hand, the Moham-
medans consider the Druses infidels, and Islamic

writings seldom mention them. The difficulty of a
clear presentment of the confused doctrines of the
Druses is increased by the fact that their religion is

esoteric, its adherents being forbidden

3. Obscur- to reveal its mysteries to non-believers

ity of the and being required to hide their re-

Druse ligious books from all. Druses who
Religion, have been initiated into the faith sel-

dom become converts to other religions,

and from the uneducated nothing can be learned.

Many dogmas and customs, moreover, which for-

merly had a distinct religious meaning, now survive

as unintelligible remnants, especially as the Druses
seldom pursue deep religious studies, and the very
fact that the religion is secret (as it must be on
accoimt of the Mohammedan attitude toward it)

renders it peculiarly liable to the danger of degen-
erating into meaningless phrases and ceremonies.

The many-sided character of their religion makes
it possible for Druses to emphasize the Islamic ele-

ments of their faith in conversing with Moham-
medans and to follow a similar course with Chris-

tians or even with freemasons.

According to the teaching of the Druses, God is

one, and the confession of his unity is the first duty
of religion. While this coincides with the Koran,
their doctrine that God is devoid of all attributes,

having neither origin, limitations, definitions, names,
or anthropomorphism of any sort, makes them
closely akin to the rationalistic Mutazilah. This

philosophical concept of (jod might
4. Doctrine seem to lead to pantheism, but its

of God. principal result was the theory that

the Deity, in order to approach more
closely to man, has revealed himself in bodily form,

and has accordingly hidden himself in men; al-

though man does not thereby become the Divinity.

God ever remains the same, even in these forms
which serve him as a veil, and it is, therefore, the
duty of each one to attain through these manifes-

tations a knowledge of God and a proof of his exist-

ence. The last of the ten (or nine) incarnations of

the Divinity was the calif al-Hakim.
The real administrators of the world and the

actual preachers or priests for mankind, however,
are the " bonds " (hydud)^ or " revelations " (ayyai),

which are also called by many other names. The
chief terms are derived from the fact that before

the origin of the Druses the Mohammedan sect of

the Bataniyyah interpreted every expression of the
Koran allegorically and applied it to persons. In
the system of the Druses such administrators were
primarily abstract ideas which were later regarded

as incarnate. The persons in whom they dwelt.
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who have lived at various times under various names,
are regarded, however, merely as bearers of the one
unchanged idea. The first of these administrators

was Will, a figure of perfect purity

5. The created by God from the light which
" Adminis- streams from him, and from it all else

tratoTB.*' comes. It is also universal Wisdom,
from which all truths are an emanation.

Although it b a '* speaker,'' it has appeared at vari-

ous times as an Imam, its last incarnation being

Hamzah, who had attended Adam as Shatniel, Noah
as Pythagoras, Abraham as David, and who was
Eleazar, the true Messiah, in the days of Jesus.

When, however, Wisdom saw that he had no equal,

he became proud, and thus was bom Darkness, the

author of disobedience in every form. Wisdom
then implored forgiveness, and at his prayer God
created as the second administrator the universal

Soul, who received the knowledge of truth from
Wisdom, to whom she stands in the relation of a
wife, the other administrators deriving their exist-

ence from her. The soul has likewise been incar-

nate at certain times, as in Enoch and Hermes,
while Hamzah regarded his contemporary Abu
Ibrahim Ismail ibn Muhammad as an incorpora-

tion of this principle. The union of Wisdom and
Soul produced the Word (in the Neoplatonic sense),

whfle Soul's need of assistance against the adversary
faulted in the fourth administrator, the ** Pre-

ceding," or " Left Wing." On this principle the
writings of the Druses are vague and scanty, al-

though it is apparently derived from the allegorism

of the Bataniyyah. The fifth and last adminis-
trator, called the " Following," or the " Right
Wing," is important as being identified with the
last noteworthy author pf the sect, Abu'l-Hassan
Ali, sumamed al-Muktanah or Baha al-Din, who
established the doctrines of the Druses on a dog-
matic basis about 1038.

A subordinate hierarchy must be distinguished
from the one just described. On the " Following "

are dependent the spiritual leaders of the Druses,
who are called, in decreasing order, DaH (" mis-

aonary"), Ma*dhun ("he to whom it is per-

mitted"), and Mukassir ("breaker," i.e., of the
doctrines of other beliefs). These subordinate
hierarchs are invariably regarded as men. The five

celestial administrators are opposed, furthermore,
by five principles of error, who have been incarnate
in Mohiunmed, Ali, and others.

Both the universe and man were created in their

present form, so that they are as immutable as
God himself. Man is composed of two essentials,

wisdom and soul, and of one accident, body. The
aouls have been created from eternity, but are later

than universal Wisdom. The number of souls,

like that of men, remains invariable; when a man
dies his soul enters another body, generally without

remembrance of the past, the souls of

6. Nature unbelievers again becoming infidels

of the and the souls of the faithful remain-
SouL ing believers. They do not, however,

enter the bodies of animals, but are

teincamated in better or worse human forms ac-

cording to their deeds in their former life. The
Dumber of Druses, therefore, neither increases nor

diminishes, but they also believe that in the far-

thest parts of China coreligionists live, where the
soul of a dead Druse may find its reincarnation.

Souls pass through a certain process of purification

until the end of time, when al-Hakim and Hamzah
will again appear and when the souls will commingle
in the Imam.
True knowledge consists in insight into the nature

and dogmas of unitarianism, the cardinal feature of

the religion of the Druses. It is divided into five

parts, two concerned with nature, especially with the

healing of men and animals, and two with religion.

The first of the latter is understanding of external

religion, or revelation, and was the function of the
" speakers," Noah, Abraham, Moses, Jesus« and

Mohammed. The second religious

7. Knowl- truth is that each of these " speakers "

edge. had an asas (" foundation," a synonym
for the " silent ones "), who repre-

sented the interpretation of revelation. These
" speakers " all typified true religion or the uni-

tarianism of the Druses, which is also taught in the
Pentateuch, in the Psalms, in the Gospel, and in the

Koran, although these books are a mixture of truth

and falsehood and have been superseded by the
teaching of the Druses. In their knowledge of

religion the Druses are divided into "initiates"

(Jukkal) and " ignorant " (juhhal), the former
having a much higher rank, and the latter being

denoted by distinctive clothing. There are also

apparently many intermediate grades. The places

of worship of the Druses are situated in lonely spots

outside the villages. The initiates gather there

frequently, but the nature of worship in these

khaluHis is imknown. They are often said to rev-

erence a calf, which, if true, may represent a princi-

ple of evil.

In conformity with their doctrine of the immuta-
bility of bodies and spirits, the Druses make no
religious propaganda whatever. When al-Hakim
returns, however, he will either destroy or subju-

gate the misbelievers, and will found an earthly king-

dom in which his followers will rule in wealth. The
time of the coming of this Messianic kingdom is

unknown, although signs will herald its approach,

one portent being a period when the Druses are in

a most pitiable plight and the Christians have
gained power over the Mohammedans.
The ethics of the Druses are closely connected

with the practise of their faith, but the Moham-
medan prescriptions of prayer, fasting, pilgrimage,

and the like, already allegorized away by the Bata-
niyyah, are altogether discarded. According to De
Sacy, the seven religious duties of the Druses are as

follows: to speak the truth; to watch over their

mutual safety; to follow the religion

8. Ethics which they have professed, and to

and renounce the faith and worship of

Customs, vanity and falsehood; to separate

themselves from evil spirits and men
of false creed; to confess the unity of God, as it has

existed throughout the centuries; to be content with

the acts of God, whatever they may be; and to sub-

mit entirely to the divine guidance in weal and wo.

They are also enjoined to abstain from unlawful

gain, to be dignified, and to refrain from cursing.
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The use of wine and tobacco ib forbidden, at least

to the initiates, while grave misdemeanors are

punished severely, and even with exclusion from
the community. Women are more highly esteemed
among them than by the modem Mohammedans,
and are usually instructed in reading and religion,

although, in conformity with ancient Oriental usage,

they are veiled in the presence of strangers.

It is impossible, with the sources thus far known,
to give a complete presentment of the religion of the
Druses, nor do they themselves possess a perfect

system of all their dogmas, for in the course of cen-

turies many new doctrines have been developed,
and others have been forgotten. Although their

faith is not without its dark aspects, the Druses
have sought with all their might to preserve their

views and customs, and to defend against external

influences their consciousness of nationality, which
rests upon a foundation of religion.

(A. SociNt.)
Bibuooraprt: S. de Saey. BxpoU d4 la religion det Druzes,
2 vols., Paris, 1838; C. Niebuhr, RHtebeachreibung, ii.

428 sqq.. Copenhacen, 1778; C. H. Churchill, Ten Yeare'
Reeidenee in Lebanon, . . . Full Account of tiu Drum
Reliifion, 4 vols. (vol. iy. is Dhuee and Maronitee under
Twrhieh Rule), London, 1863-62; G. W. Chasscaud, VieiU
to the Druzee of Lebanon, ib. 1864; Earl of Carnarvon,
RecoUecHone of the Druzee of Lebanon, ib. 1860; B. H.
Cowper. Secte in Syria, ib. 1860; H. Petermann, Reiaen
im Orient, i. 376 sqq., Leipsic, I860; H. Guys. Thiogonie
dee Druxee, Paris, 1863; idem. La Nation Druee, eon hie-
toire, ea religion, eee meture, Marseilles, 1864; R. Dosy,
Het lelamiem, Haarlem, 1880; L. Oliphant, Land of
OiUad, London, 1880; idem, Haifa, or Life in Modem
Paleetine, ib. 1887; A. MOller, Der lelam im Morgen- und
Abendland, L 629 sqq.. BerUn, 1886; T. Waldemeier, Au-
tobiography: . . . Sixteen Yeare in Syria, London, 1886;
W. Ewing, Arab and Druse at Home, ib. 1007.

DRUSILLA. See Herod and his Family.

DRUSinSy JOHANNES (Jan van den Dries-
8che): Orientalist and exegete; b. at Audenarde
(Oudenaarde; 14 m. s.s.w. of Ghent), in East Flan-
ders, June 28, 1560; d. in Franeker Feb. 12, 1616.
He studied Latin and Greek under Peter Dickel at
Ghent, and with Cornelius Valerius and Johannes
Stadius at Louvain. When his father, Clement
van den Driessche, was proscribed in 1567 as a
zealous Protestant and had to flee, the son followed
him to London where, among others, his teacher
was Antoine Rudolphe le Chevalier. In 1572
Drusius became professor of Oriental languages at
Oxford. After the Peace of Ghent (1576) had en-
abled him to return home, he filled the like oflBce

at Leyden. In 1585 he accepted a call to Franeker,
where he lived as professor of the Hebrew language
until his death. His scholarship was recognized
wherever imprejudiced judgment was not overcast
by theological bias. When a committee was organ-
ized in 1596 for the preparation of a new Dutch
version of the Bible, Drusius was made a member
upon the recommendation of Arminius and Uy-
tenbogaert; but subsequently the committee was
obliged to dissolve. In 1600 Drusius was com-
missioned by the States General to annotate difl5-

cult passages of the Old Testament, to which task
he devoted himself with great industry, but had
often to hear reproaches of tardy progress. He was
also attacked by theologians of other opinions for
being a friend of Arminius and Uytenbogaert.

Even the morality of his family was amailed.

Taken all in all, the accusations brought against

him by his pupil Sixtinus Amama and others have
been shown to be unjust. But in his age of stormy
conflicts he passed for an undecided man because,

having applied himself with all his might to the

advancement of Biblical science, in connection with
his investigations he could not admit dogmatic
definitions as authoritative. He repeatedly ap-

peals to the " judgment of the Church catholic
"

against particuliar churches and ecclesiastical fac-

tions, by which he will not suffer himself to be
restricted in his scholarly activity. Only a small

portion of his notes on the Old Testament appeared
in his lifetime; the rest, were published by Amama
and others, 1617-36. He also wrote comments on
the New Testament, containing especially elucida-

tions from the Talmud and rabbinical sources

(Franeker, 1612; 2d ed., 1616). His collective

works were issued by Amama (10 vols., Amheim and
Amsterdam, 1622-36). Lists of Drusius's numer-
ous writings are to be found in Meursius, Vriemoet,

and Nic^ron. In the CrUica sacra his annotations

stand after those of MOnster, Fagius, Vatablus,

Castalio, and Clarius; they rank among the most
important in this great compilation.

Carl Berthsau.

Bibijoorapht: A. Curiander, Vitm operumQue Johannie
Drueii . . . delineatio et tituli, Franeker, 1616; J. Meur-
ius, Athena Batava, pp. 262 sqq.. Leyden. 1626; R.
Simon, Hietoire critique du V, T„ p. 499. Paris. 1680;

Nic^ron. MHnoiree, xxii. 67-76; G. W. Meyer. Geethiekte

der Schrifterkl&rung, iii. 413-414, 06ttingen. 1804; F. A.
Tholuck. Dae akademieche Lthen dee 17, Jahrhunderta, u.

206. 378. HaUe. 1864; L. Diestel. OeediiOOe dee A, T. in
der chrieUiehen Kirehe, passim, espeoiaUy pp. 422 sqq.*

Jena. 1869; ADB, v. 439-440.

DRUTHMAR, CHRISTIAN: The name assigned

to the author of an extensive commentary on
Matthew, and two briefer ones on Luke and John.
It has recently been shown, however, that the name
Druthmar does not occur in the manuscripts, but is

based on a statement of Trithemius (De 8criptoribu»

eccleaiasticiSf 280), and therefore must be given up.
According to the prologue to the commentary on
Matthew, Christian was a monk in the cloister of
Stabulaus (the modem Stavelot, 24 m. s.e. of Li^),
where he wrote his work on the basis of the lecturea

which he delivered in the school of the monastery.
Sigibert of Gembloux {De scriptoribus ecdesia9^

ticU, 72) states that Christian came from Aquitaine
to Gaul, although certain passages in his own wri-

tings make plausible the conjecture that his native
district was Burgundy. His date can only be con-
jectured, but his statement that the Bulgarians
were in process of conversion to Christianity during
his lifetime points approximately to 866. A deacon
named Christian is known to have lived at Stavelot

m 880, and it is not impossible that he was the
exegete. The commentary on Matthew ranks above
the average contribution of the ninth century.

Though the author drew much from other sources,

he did not content himself with mere excerpting,

but proceeded with a considerable degree of inde-

pendence. He was tolerably accurate in his judg-
ment on literal and allegorical exegesis, preferring

the former in cases of advantage, yet not disdaining
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the litter. The other two commentaries are infe-

rior in Talue, and may have been merely notes for

his lectures. (A. Hauck.)
BauoomAFRT: The ediiio prineep* of the Commentary waa
pabtidied Strasburg, 1514; the Commentary on Matthew
iru pobliahed separately by M. Molther at Hagenan, 1530,

aitd in MPL, cri. Consult K DOmmler. C/eber Ckri$tian

ftm Stttvdot^ in SiiMungtiberiehU der Bmrlingr AkadmnU,
lSei.p.035.

DRTAHDER, ERNST: German Protestant; b.

It Halle Apr. 18, 1843. He studied in Halle and
Tabingen (1860-64), and, after being assistant pas-

I tor at the Berlin Cathedral 1870-72, was pastor at

Torgau 1872-74 and Bonn 1874-82, and superintend-

ent imd pastor of Trinity Church, Berlin, 1882-98.

From 1890 to 1900 he was superintendent-general of

the Kurmark, and hfu been chief court preacher

sinee 1898. He was chosen a member of the Evan-
gelical Church Council in 1900, and has been a mem-
ber of the Prussian Upper House since 1901, and
BDce 1905 canon of Brandenburg. He has writ-

ten ivongeluche Predigten (2 vols., Bonn, 1884-86);
Dai Evangelium Marci in Predigten (2 vols., Bremen,
1890-92); Der erste Brief Johannis in Pndigten
(1898; Eng, transL by W. O. E. Oesterley, London,
1899); and Das Leben dee ApoeteU Paulus in

Fndigten (Halle, 1904).
,

1 DR7SDALE, ALEXANDER HUTTON: United
Free Presbyterian; b. at Bridge of Allan (32 m. n.w.
of Edinburgh), Stirlingshire, Scotland, June 3, 1837.

He studied at Edinburgh University (M.A., 1858)
and the United Presbyterian Theological HaU,
Edinburgh, and has been minfister of Maisondieu
diurch, BrechiA, Forfarahire (1861-67), Trinity

Church, Rochdale, Lancashire (1867-83), and St.

(jeorge's Church, Morpeth, Northumberlandshire
(onoe 1883). He has been a member of the exam-
ining board of the Thtological College of the Pres-
byterian Church of England (now Westminster
College, Cambridge) since 1885, convener of his

denomination since 1898, and was a member of the
committee on law and historical documents in pre-
paring the revised edition of the Book of Order in

1905. In theology he is emphatically evangelical,
t|ut has no fears of the results of criticism. He has
written Exposition o\ the Epistle to Philemon (Lon-
don, 1879; new ed., 1906); History of the Presby-
terians in England (1889); Early Bible Songs (1890);
and A Moderator's Year (sermons and addresses;
1904).

DUALISII: In general, any twofold classifi-

cation that admits of no intermediate degrees; in

phfloeophy, the theory that the facts of the world
are to be explained by two independent and eter-
nally coexistent principles, viz., mind and matter
(see Debcabtes, Rene); in theology, the view
that there are two mutually hostile forces in the
world, one the creator of aU things good, both in

nature and morals, the other the source of all evil

anddn.

It has been claimed that all heathen, or at least
aU pdytheistic, religions are of a dualistic character;
but this is true only to a limited extent. To be sure,
in polytheistic religions there is always the belief

in demons. These are the enemies of man, and
W^^ as the peisonification of disease, death, and

all natural phenomena harmful to man (see

Comparative Reugion, VI., 1, a, 5 4). However,
though they have a certain influence in the world

of nature, they are never supposed to influence the

moral order of the world, and so are not responsible

for moral evil. Hence, such religions can not be
called dualistic in the proper sense of the word.

Throughout heathendom there is only one religion

that can be said to be dualistic, and that is Zoro-

astrianism (q.v.). According to the teachings of

Zoroaster, there are two personal creative forces in

the world: (1) Ahum Mazda, the good spirit, the

creator of gods and men and all that is beneficent

in nature, and the guardian of the moral order of the

world; (2) Angra Mainjru, the evil spirit, the creator

of demons and all that is injurious in nature, and the

soiirce of all evil and sin. He is the enemy of Ahura
Mazda and tries to overthrow the moral order by
tempting men to sin, and thus making them his

allies. This conflict between the two spirits con-

tinues till the end of the world; and this dualism
extends through the whole of nature. Everything
that exists belongs either to the creation of Ahura
Mazda or to that of Angra Mainyu; and only man,
by reason of a free will, can choose for himself one
master rather than the other, though morally he
belongs on the side of Ahura Mazda, his creator.

It must be added that this dualism is not perfect

in the sense that the two powers are equally matched.
With his superior wisdom Ahura Mazda has the ad-
vantage from the beginning, and is to triumph over
his enemy in the end. Then Angra Mainyu, with
all that he created, shall be destroyed, and his fol-

lowers, after they have been purified by a great

wdrld-fire, shall retxim to their creator. Thus the

spirit of goodness reigns supreme in the end, and
the dualism is overcome. See Gnosticism, § 6.

(B. Lindner.)
Bzbuoobapbt: The literature of spedfie forma of dueliem

will be found under Ckubact. Manichbans, New Man-
ICHXANS. ZoaoASTRiANiBfti. For further treatment ooneult
the workfl on the hist, of philoiiophy by F. Ueberweg,
New York. 1804« J. E. Erdmann. London. 1893, and W.
Windelband, ib. 1893. Abo XL. iii. 2092-^.

DU BARTAS, da bOr^'td', OUXLLAUME DE SAL-
LUSTE, SEIGNEUR: French Protestant; b. at
Montfort, near Auch (42 m. w. of Toulouse), 1544;

d. in Paris July, 1590. He served in the Huguenot
army imder Henry of Navarre and undertook diplo-

matic missions to Denmark, Scotland, and Eng-
land. His death was caused by a wound received

at the battle of Ivry. As a poet he enjoyed great

popularity in the sixteenth century, being regarded
by the Protestants as the superior of the famous
Ronsard. His poetry has been praised by no less

a critic than Croethe. His masterpiece. La Se-
maineou la creation dumonde, was published in 1578.

In six years it passed through thirty editions and
was translated into almost every European lan-

guage (Eng. transl. by J. Sylvester, in Du Bartas,

his Divine Weekes and Workes, London, 1641). In
1584 he published La Seconde semaine, an epic em-
bodying a large part of the history of the Old Testa-

ment. The first collected edition of his works
appeared in 1611 (2 vols.).

Biblioorapht: C. A. Sainte-Beoreb Tableau , . . de la

VoUU franeaite au XVU HicU, 2 Tola.. PArii. 1838; P.
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SsyouB. 6tudeM awr let icrivaina d€ la Rtformation, ib.

1841; E. and £. Haag. La France protettanU, ed. H. L.

Bordier. Paris. 1877-86; Lichtenberger, ESR, iv. 112-

114. Paris, 1878; H. M. Baird. HuguenoU and Henry of

Navarre, i. 176, New York, 1886.

DUBBmK, 6ERRIT H£in>RIK : Reformed
(Dutch); b.atOverisel, Mich., Dec. 3, 1866. He was
graduated at Hope College, Holland, Mich., in 1892

and Western Theological Seminary, Holland, Mich.,

in 1896. He was pastor of the Third Reformed
Church, Holland, Mich., 1895-1904, and since 1904

has been professor of didactic and polemic theology

in Western Theological Seminary. In theology he

is in full sympathy with the symbols of the Re-
formed Church in America. His literary activity

has thus far been confined to contributions to

religious and theological papers and journals.

DUBBS, JOSEPH HENRY: Reformed (Ger-

man); b. at North Whitehall, Pa., Oct. 5, 1838. He
was graduated at Franklin and Marshall College

in 1856, and Mercersburg Theological Seminary in

1859. He was pastor of Zion Reformed Church,

Allentown, Pa. (1869-63), Trinity Reformed
Church. Pottstown, Pa. (1863-71), and Christ Re-
formed Church, Philadelphia (1871-75), and from
1875 to 1906 was professor of history and arche-

ology in Franklin and Marshall College, Lancaster,

Pa. He was acting president of his college in 1904,

for fifteen years was secretary of its faculty, and
since 1889 has been secretary of its board of trus-

tees. He was corresponding delegate to the Lu-
theran General Synod in 1873 and to the Presby-

terian General Assembly in 1891, as well as president

of the Eastern Synod of the Reformed Church in

the United States in 1893. In theology he adheres

to the orthodox Christological position of his de-

nomination. He was editor of the Guardian in

1882-86 and of the Reformed Church Messenger in

1894-95, and has written Hist/mc Manual of the

Reformed Church (Lancaster, 1885); Home Ballads

and Metrical Versions (Philadelphia, 1888); Why
am I Reformed? (1889); History of the Reformed
Church (New York, 1895); Leaders of the Reforma-
tion (Philadelphia, 1900); The Reformed Church in

Pennsylvania (1902); and History of Franklin and
Marshall College (Lancaster, 1903).

DU BOIS, WILLIAM EDWARD BUR6HARDT:
Protestant Episcopal layman; b. at Great Har-
rington, Mass., Feb. 23, 1868. He was educated
at Fisk University (B.A., 1888), Harvard (Ph.D.,

1895), and the University of Berlin, and after

being fellow in sociology at Harvard in 1890-

1902 and traveUng fellow in 1892-94, was professor

in Wilberforce University (1894-96), and assistant

instructor in sociology in the University of Penn-
sylvania (1896-97). Since 1897 he has been pro-

fessor of economics and history in Atlanta Uni-

versity. He was general secretary of the Niagara
Movement from 1905 to 1908, and, while a commu-
nicant of the Episcopal Church, interprets " its

creed very broadly, so broadly, in fact, that T

ought not perhaps to be considered as a member."
He has written: Suppressions of the Slave Trade
(New York, 1896); The Philadelphia Negro (Phila-

delphia, 1899); Souls of Black Folk (Chicago, 1903);

and The Negro in the South (m collaboration with

B. T. Washington; Philadelphia, 1907).

DUBOSC, dtt"bo6c' (DU BOSC), PIERRE THO-
MINES: French Protestant preacher; b. at Bayeux
(17 m. w.n.w. of Caen) Feb. 21, 1623; d. at Rotterdam
Jan. 2, 1692. Ho was educated at Montauban
and Saumur, and at the age of twenty-three be-

came pastor of the Reformed congregation of Caen.

He was one of the first preachers of his Church to

discard dogmatic sermons in favor of appeals to the

imagination and feelings of his hearers, and the

majority of addresses contained in his two collec-

tions of sermons (2 vols., Rotterdam, 1692; 4 vols.,

1701) are practical applications of Biblical facta

and concepts. In 1663 he presided over the Synod
of Rouen, but having incurred the hostility of the

Roman Catholics, he was banished to Ch&lons,

though he was soon allowed to return. In the per-

secutions which increased in seventy after 1665 he
rendered valuable aid to his Church by his courage

and skill in his negotiations with the court, where
he won the favor of Louis XIV. On June 6,

1685, however, a decree of the Parliament of Rouen
forbade him to exercise his office in France, and he
accordingly went to Holland, where the prince of

Orange received him with great honor. His bi-

ography, together with a valuable collection of ad-
dresses, maxims, and sermons, was published by his

son-in-law, Philippe Legendre, under the title La
Vie de Pierre Thomines, sieur du Bosc, ministre

de Caen (Rotterdam, 1694; enlarged ed., 1716).

A series of his sermons on the Epistle to the Ephe-
sians was translated into English by J. B. Law, to-

gether with an introductory essay and a biograph-

ical sketch (London, 1853). (C. Pfender.)

DU BOSE, WILLIAM PORCHER: Protestant

Episcopalian; b. at Winnsborough, S. C, Apr.
11, 1836. He was educated at the University of

Virginia (M.A., 1859), and studied at the Divinity

School at Camden, S. C, from 1859 to 1861. He
then entered the (Confederate Army, first as an ad-
jutant and later as a chaplain, and served through-
out the war, after which he was rector of St. John's,

Winnsborough, in 1866-67, and of Trinity, Abbe-
ville, S. C, in 1868-71. Since 1872 he has been
connected with the University of the South, Se-

wanee, Tenn., chaplain in 1872-83, professor of

moral theology and New Testament exegesis after

1 ^72, and dean until his retirement in 1908. He
lias written Soteriology of the New Testament (New
York, 1892; reissue, 1906); The Ecumenical Counr-

cils (1896); The Gospel in the Gospels (1906); and
The Gospel According to Saint Paul (1907).

DUBOURG, dQ"bar', AlWE: French Reformer;
b. at Riom (17 m. n.e. of Puy-de-Dome) c
1520; d. at Paris Dec. 23, 1559. After pursu-
ing the practise of law. he became, about 1547, pro-

fessor of civil law in the University of Orleans. In
1557 he was appointed conseiller-clerc to the Par-
liament of Paris. In his father's house he became
acquainted with the doctrines of the Reformation,
and at Orleans he had been in close sympathy with
the Reformersi and had made a deep study of the
Scriptures, the Fathers, and early church history

before he embraced the ne^ ideas. In 1658 he be-
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pji to frequent the meetings of the Reformed con-

gregation in Paris. In the Parliament most of the

younger members inclined toward the Reforma-
tion; and of the older members some of the most
prominent, as the president, Harlay, and S6g;uier,

were in favor of a mild policy against heretics.

There was, however, in the Parliament a party of

extreme Roman Catholics led by Minard, Le Mais-

tre, and St Andr6, and a conflict was not slow in

arising. In order to arrive at some conmion policy,

the procurator-general, Bourdin, convoked a plen-

ary assembly of all the divisions of the Parliament,

in Apr., 1559. When it became evident that the

friends of the Reformation were in the majority,

Minard, Le Maistre, and Bourdin addressed them-
idves directly to Henry II. The king appeared
personally in the Parliament at the head of an im-
ponng escort, and reproached it forlukewarmness in

respecttothe extirpationof heresy. Dubourg replied

inaspiritof fearleeaness,arguing that, while the heav-
iesttransgressions against thedivine law were allowed
to go \mpunished, the Parliament did wrong to

devote its energies to the persecution of believers,

who in the midst of the flames called upon thename
of Christ. Personally incensed at this speech,

which he construed as an allusion to his relations

with Diane of Poitiers, Henry ordered the arrest

of Dubourg. Legally, a member of the Parliament
could be judged only by the Parliament itself.

Nevertheless, the king appointed a conunission of

Dubouig's bitterest opponents to try the case.

Dubourg appealed successively to the archbishops
of Paris, Sens, and Lyons, but the appeals were not
accepted. An appeal to the pope was still possible,

but Dubourg refused to avail himself of it. The
death of Henry II., July 10, 1559, made his situation

stin more desperate, as, by the accession of Francis

IL, the Guises came into power. All exertions of

his friends, including Coligny, Cond^, and the

Elector-Palatine Frederick, who wished him to be
released to take a professorship at Heidelberg, were
m vain. Dubourg presented to his judges a con-

fession of faith which was a masterly defense of the
Reformation. Then for a moment he wavered, and
under the influence of certain friends presented a
second confession which was ambiguous, and was
considered a surrender by his opponents; but he
soon retracted, and, declaring his first confession

to be the one which he actus^y believed, brought
his fate upon himself. The verdict was given Dec.

21, and two days afterward he was strangled and
burned. (Theodor ScHorrt.)
BuLiooaAFHT: La Vray HUloire eonUnant Vinique jug^-
mem «c fautm proddure eonirt Anne Dvbovarg, Antwerp,
1561, reprinted in vol. i. of M(moire* de Condi, London,
1743; A. do la Rocbe-Chandieu, HUtoire dot penicutiont
m martyn de Vigliae de ParU, 1667-60, LyonB, 1563; Bid-
fftm de rhndoire du proteekintiame francaie, yo\b, xxxvi.-
Txnu.; Liditenberxer, E8R, ir. 121-123, ParU. 1878.

DUCTUS. See Fronton du Due.

DU CAHGE, dQ cahzh, CHARLES DU FRESNE,
SIEUR: French historian and lexicographer; b.

at Amiens (84 m. n. of Paris) Dec. 18, 1610; d. at
Pirii Aug, 16, 1688. He was educated at the Jesuit

colkge of his native city, and studied law at the
University of Orleans, after which he became
tieaiurer of Amiens. His life was devoted, how-

IV.-2

ever, to the study of the Middle Ages, and his first

work was his Histoire de Vempire de ConatanHnopU
sous les empereurs fran^is (Paris, 1657). In 1668
the plague which raged in Amiens led him to re-

move to Paris, where he spent the remainder of

his life. In considering the importance of the works
of Du Cange it must be borne in mind that the
Renaissance, with its admiration for Greece and
Rome, and the Reformation had little sympathy
with any study of the Middle Ages. Medieval
Latin and the Romance languages had thus far

foimd no investigator, nor was there any chronol-

ogy, numismatics, archeology, paleography, or

geography of that period. His writings, both
printed and unprinted, embrace, on the other hand,
not only the general history of medieval Europe,
but also the history of France and the Byzantine
Empire. His chief works are the Olossarium ad
scriptorea media et infimcB LatinitaHs (3 vols., 1678;

enlarged edition in 6 vols., 1733-36; supplement by
P. Carpentier, 4 vols., 1766; and by L. Diefenbach,
Frankfort, 1857, 1867; abridgment with additions

and corrections by J. C. Adelimg, 6 vols., Halle,

1772-84; most recent edition of the Glossariumf

including the additions of Carpentier, Adelung, and
others, by L. Favre, 10 vols., Niort, 1883-87; a con-
venient abridgment in one vol. by W. H. Maigne
d'Amis, Paris, 1866) and the GloBsarium ad scrip-

tores medics et infima Orcecitatis (2 vols., Lyons,

1688). Both these dictionaries are true encyclopedias,

one for Latin Christendom in all its ecclesiastical,

political, and social aspects, and the other for the

Byzantine Empire, to say nothing of their lexico-

graphical value. In the preface to the Latin Olos-

sarium, moreover, the author gives the history of the

decay of the Latin language and sketches the earli-

est developments of French. The last work of

Du Cange, which was not completed until after

his death, was his edition of the Chronicon pets-

chdU (Paris, 1688). (C. Pfender.)
Bxbuooraprt: L. Faus^re, Beeai eur la vie eilee ouvragee
de Du Canoe, Paris, 1852; H. Hardouin, Eeeai eur la vie

et eur lee ownagee de . . . Du Canoe, ib. 1840.

DUCEY, THOMAS JAMES: Roman Catholic;

b. at Lismore (111 m. s.s.w. of Dublin), Coimty
Cork, Ireland, Feb. 4, 1843. He went to the United
States at the age of five, and was graduated at St.

Francis Xavier's College, New York City, in 1864,

and at the Provincial Seminary, Troy, N. Y., in

1868. He was ordained to the priesthood in 1868,

and in 1869 was attached to the staff of the Church
of the Nativity, New York City, where he incurred

the opposition of the Tweed ring by his denuncia-

tions of municipal corruption. In 1872 he was
transferred to St. MichaeFs in the same city, and
in the following year began the active organization

of societies for Roman Catholic young men. In

1880 he founded St. Leo's Church. He was assist-

ant chaplain in the City Prison for several years,

and is active in movements against politicid evil

and in philanthropic enterprises.

DUCHESNE, dQ''sh^n', LOUIS MARIE OLIVIER:
French Roman Catholic; b. at St. Servan (100 m.
n. of Nantes) Sept. 13, 1843. He studied in Paris

and at Rome from 1873 to 1876, visiting Epirus,

Thessaly, Macedonia, and Mt. Athos m 1874, and
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making a tour of Asia Minor in 1876. From 1877
to 1895 he was professor of church history in the

Institut Catholique de Paris, and since the latter

year has been director of the French school at

Rome. He was also maltre de conferences and
later directeur d'Etudes at the £cole des Hautes
£tudes, Paris, 1885-95, and in 1888 was elected a
member of the Academic des Inscriptions et Belles-

Lettres. He has written De Macario Magnete et

Bcriptis ejue (Paris, 1877); J^tude sur le Liber

Pontificalia (1877); Memoire sur une mission au
Mont Athos (1877; in collaboration with C. Bayet);

Vita Sancti Polycarpi auctore Pionio (1881); Le
Liber Pontificalis : Texte, introduction et comment
taire (2 vols., 1886-92); Origines du culte chritien

(1889; Eng. transl. by M. L. McUure imder the

title Christian Worship : Its Origin and Evolution,

London, 1902); Les Anciens Catalogues &piscopaux

de la province de Tours (1890); Pastes ipiscopaux

de Pancienne GatUe (2 vols., 1894-99); Autonomies
eccUsiastiques (1896); Les Premiers Temps de

Vital pontifical (1898); Le Forum chraien (Rome,
1899); Autonomies ecclisiasliques; iglises siparies

(1904; Eng. transl., Churches Separated from Rome,
New York, 1908).

DUDITH, dQ-dit' (DUDICH, DUDICS), AN-
DREAS: Hungarian bishop, later a Protestant; b.

at Budapest Feb. 16, 1533; d. at Breslau Feb. 23,

1589. He was educated by his uncle, who was
canon at Breslau, and went to Italy about 1550 to

continue his studies. There he gained the favor

of Cardinal Pole, whom he accompanied on his return

to England after the accession of Queen Mary. He
was an excellent Latin scholar and had meanwhile
been appointed canon at Gran, but in 1558 he again

devoted himself to study in Padua. He was ap-

pointed bishop of Tininium (Knin) in Dalmatia by
the emperor Ferdinand, and took part in the Coun-
cil of Trent, where, in compliance with the wish of

Ferdinand, he urged that the cup be given to the

laity. Although he did not appear there as an oppo-

nent of the celibacy of the clergy, he wrote a Demon"
stralio pro libertate conjugii. Being appointed bishop,

first of Fllnfkirchen, and then of Szigeth, he went
to Poland in 1565, where he married a maid of

honor of the queen, and resigned his see, becoming
an adherent of Protestantism. In 1575 he became
so involved in political intrigues to secure the throne

of Poland (then vacant) for Maximilian that his

opponents confiscated his estates and expelled him
from the city. The last ten years of his life were
spent at Breslau. Five orations and a brief biog-

raphy of Dudith were published at Offenbach in

1610 by Quirinus Renter. K. Benrath.
Biblioqrapht: Besides the biography by Router, there is

available C. B. 8tie£F, VerttuJ^ einer . . . Ot$ehichU von
Leben und Meinunoen Andrmu Dudith; Breslau. 1756.

DUDLEY, THOMAS UITDERWOOD: Protes-

tant Episcopal bishop of Kentucky; b. at Rich-

mond, Va., Sept. 26, 1837; d. in New York City

Jan. 22, 1904. He studied at the University of

Virginia (B.A., 1858), where he was professor of

Latin and Greek until the outbreak of the Civil

War. He then entered the Confederate Army and
attained the rank of major. After the close of the

war he studied theology at the Virginia Theological

Seminary, Alexandria, Va., from which he was
graduated in 1867. He was ordered deacon in

1867 and ordained priest in 1868. He was curate
and rector of Christ Church, Baltimore, 1869-75,
and in 1875 was consecrated bishop coadjutor of

Kentucky. On the death of Bishop B. B. Snciith in

1884 he became diocesan of Kentucky. He wrote
A Wise Discrimination the Church's Need (New
York, 1881); and Why am 1 a Churchman?
(1894).

DUEL. See Wager op Battle.

DUESTERDIECK, dQ-"ester-dlk', FRIEDRICH
HERMANN CHRISTIAN: German Protestant; b.

at Hanover July 14, 1822; d. there Apr. 23, 1906.

He studied in GOttingen and Berlin and was lec-

turer at GOttingen 1846-48, director of studies at the
theological seminary at Hanover 1848-54, pastor at

Schwichelt 1854-58, and director of studies at Loc-
cum 1858-65. In 1865 he was appointed consis-

torial coimcilor at Hanover, and became coun-
cilor of the supreme consistory seven years later,

while from 1879 until his retirement from active
life in 1900 he was general superintendent. He
wrote Qua de Ignalianarum epUtolarum anthentia

duorumque textuum ratione et dignitate hue tuque
prolatce sunt sententice (GOttingen, 1843); De rei

propheticce nalura ethica (1852); Die weUliche
Bildung des GeisUichen (Hanover, 1873); Die
Revision der Luther*schen Bibelubersetzung (1882);
Kritischrexegetisches Handbuch tiber die OffenlMxrung

Johannes (GOttingen) ; and Inspiration und KriHk
der heiligen Schrift (1896).

DUFF, ALEXANDER: First missionary of the
Church of Scotland to India; b. at the farmhouae
of Auchnahyle, Moulin (25 m. n.n.w. of Perth),

Perthshire, Apr. 25, 1806; d. in Edinburgh Feb.
12, 1878. He studied at the granunar-echool of

Perth and the University of St. Andrews under
Dr. Chalmers and others, and was licensed and sailed

for Calcutta in 1829, losing all his books by ship-
wreck on the way. He resolved to make an edu-
cational institution a leading feature of his work
in India, and had the valuable support of an en-
lightened Hindu for his school in Calcutta, which
was conducted on two principles—first that the
Christian Scriptures should be read in every class
able to read them, and second that through the
English language Western science should be tau^t,
notwithstanding the revolution it must cause in
many Hindu notions. Duff prepared various text-
books, including one on Christian ethics and the
elements of political economy. His school rapidly
became popular and influential. The teaching
of English, however, roused opposition among the
European residents, including some of the earlier

missionaries, and his whole method brought him
into conflict with the Hindu College, already estab-
lished, which aimed to avoid offense to Indian sen-
timent by maintaining a secularist atmosphere.
Duff won the confidence of the governor, Lord
William Bentinck, and T. B. Macaulay (afterward
Lord Macaulay) added his powerful advocacy to
the cause of English education; eventually the
neutrality of government guaranteed secxirity for
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Cfarstian work as well aa for Indian customs.
With growing knowledge of India Duff made his

influcDce felt in every social movement, and ulti-

mately as editor of the Calcutta Review he was one
of the chief unofficial factors in politics and ad-
mimstration, his advice being listened to with re-

spect both by the authorities in India and conmiis-
ooDS at home.

Returning to Scotland in ill health in 1834,
Dafif made a tour of the countiy and much increased

the interest in his mission, though met by apathy
at first His addresses in the General Assembly
were truly eloquent, and he was felt to be the equal
of Chalmers. Attempts were made to keep him
io Scotland, but he returned to India and prosecuted
his work there. At the disruption of the Scottish

Church in 1843, like all other missionaries, he threw
in his lot with the Free Church. As the property
of the mission belonged legally to the listablish-

ment, Duff was stripped of everything, but friends

nOied to his support with the result that the
efficiency of the work was immediately doubled.
The storms that were stirred up by the conversions
which took place from time to time were safely

weathered, and the college still remains one of the
leading educational institutions of India. At the
General Assemblies of the Established and the
United Free Chiirches of Scotland held in May,
1907, steps were taken to imite the two missionary
colleges founded in Calcutta by Dr. Duff. The happy
coDsmnmation of this union in the foreign field is

being hailed as the first step toward the final re-

union of Scottish Pre8b3rterianism. In 1850 Duff
again returned home, and sought to rouse the Free
Chiffch tonewand more energetic efforts in the cause
of missioDs. He was called in 1851 to the chair of

the General Assembly. He also visited America
in 1854, under the auspices of Mr. George H. Stuart,
of Philadelphia, and made a deep impression both
in Canada and the United States.

He went back to India, and continued his labors
for some years; but, his health failing, he returned
peraianently to Scotland in 1864. Appointed
convener of the Foreign Missions Conmiittee, he
had the chief management of the foreign work of

the Free Church and has left his mark on its busi-

ness details. He showed his catholicity by the
deep interest he took in South African missions,

and especially by the share he had in organizing
the livin^tonia mission on Lake Nyassa. In
1867 he was appointed first professor of Evangelistic
theology in the Free Church.

Dr. Duff took an active interest in many im-
portant movements of the home Church. He was
an active promoter of the proposed union of the
Free, United Presbyterian, Reformed Presbyterian,
and English Presbyterian churches, which, how-
ever, fell through. He was moderator a second
time in 1873. To the end his advice and counte-
Qsnce were sought alike by Indian statesmen and
by all mumer of religious societies in England
as well as Scotland. His principal publications

related to the India mission.

(R. W. Stewart) Thomas M. Lindsat.

Bibuog«afkt: Coiuult the biographies of Q«orge Smith,
Leadoo, 1890; J. Marrat, in Two Skmdard B^aren in (A«

Boat, ib. 1882; Thomas Smith, in Men Wor^ Rmnemberino,

'

ib. 1883. Further: Lai Behari Day, lUeoUseHonM of A.
Duff, ib. 1870: W. P. Duff, MiKnoriaU of AUxandmr Duff,
ib. 1800 (by his son).

DUFF, ARCHIBALD: English Congiegation-
alist; b. at Fraserburgh (37 m. n. of Aberdeen),
Aberdeenshire, Scotland, Sept. 26, 1845. He
studied at McGill University, Montreal (B.A.,

1864), Andover Theological Seminary (B.D.. 1872),
and the universities of Halle (1872-74) and OOtting-
en (1874-75). He was head master of Dimham Acad-
emy, Quebec, 1864-65, professor of mathematics
in St. Francis College, Richmond, Quebec, 1865-67,

and assistant master of the high-school at Montreal
1867-69. He was Biblical lecturer in the Congrega-
tional College, Montreal, 1875-76, temporary pro-

fessor of Hebrew in McGill College, 1876-77, and
mathematical lecturer in the same institution

1876-78. Since 1878 he has been professor of Old
Testament theology in the United College (Con-
gregational), Bradford, Yorkshire. He was chair-

man of the Yorkshire Congregational Union in 1893,
and a city councilor of Bradford in 1904-06. In
theology be is an exponent of the strict scientific

and historical study of Hebrew religion and Chris-

tianity. He was coeditor of the Bibliotheca Sacra
in 1874-94, and has written Old Testament Theology

(2 vols., London, 1891-1900); Hebrew Orammar
(1901); Hebrew Theology and Ethics (1902); First

and Second Esdras, in The Temple Apocrypha (1903);
and Abraham and the Patriarchal Age (1903).

DUFFIELD, GEORGE: Presbyterian; b. at Car-
lisle, Pa., Sept. 12, 1818; d. at Bloomfield, N. J.,

July 6, 1888. He was graduated at Yale in 1837,
and at Union Theological Seminary in 1840. He
held pastorates at Brooklyn, N. Y. (1840-47),
Bloomfield, N. J. (1847-52), Philadelphia (1852-

1861), Adrian, Mich. (1861-65), Galesburg, 111. (1865-

1869), and Saginaw City, Mich. (1869-74). He was
then an Evangelist at Ann Arbor, Mich. (1874-77),

and after a ministry at Lansing, Mich. (1877-80),

retired from active service. He is best known as a
writer of hymns, especially the familiar ** Stand up,

stand up for Jesus."

DUFFIELD, SAMUEL AUGUSTUS WILLOUGH-
BY: Presbyterian; b. in Brooklyn Sept. 23, 1843;

d. at Bloomfield, N. J., May 12, 1887. He was
graduated at Yale (1863), and in 1866 was or-

dained to the Presbyterian ministry. He held

pastorates at the Tioga Street Presbyterian Church,
Philadelphia (1867-70), Claremont Presbyterian

Church, Jersey City, N. J. (1870-71), Ann Arbor.

Mich. (1871-74), Eighth Church, Chicago (1874-76),

Central Church, Auburn, N. Y. (1876-78), Second
Church, Altoona, Pa. (1878-82), and Bloomfield,

N. J. (1882-87). He translated a cento from the

De contemptu mundi of Bernard of Cluny under
the title The Heavenly Land (New York, 1867),

and wrote English Hymns: Their Authors and
History (1886) and Latin Hymn-Writers and their

Hymns (1889; edited after the author's death by
R. E. Thompson). He was the son of George
Duffield, and likewise a hymn-writer.

DU FRESNEy da fr^n. See Du Gamgb.
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DU GUET, da g6 (DUGUET), JACQUES JO-
SEPH: French Oratorian and Jansenist; b. at

Montbrison (234 m. 8.8.e. of Paris) Dec. 9, 1649;

d. at Paris Oct. 25, 1733. In 1667 he entered the

Congregation of the Oratory, where he received his

education, and also lectured in the church of St.

Roch at Paris on the history and discipline of the

Church in various periods, his addresses being print-

ed under the title Confirences eccUaiastiques (2 vols.,

Cologne, 1742). When the Oratorians were re-

quired to sign a condemnation of Jansenism and
Cartesianism in 1686, Du Guet fled to Brussels, and
lived for a time with A. Amauld in the Spanish

Netherlands, remaining in constant commimication
with Paschasius Quesnel and editing his R^fUxions
morales 8ur le Nouveau TestameAt (8 vols., Paris,

1693-1700). His strict adherence to Augustinian-

ism was shown by his R^fiUation du aysthne de Nicole

toucharU la grdce univeraeUe (1716) and by his re-

peated protests against the bull UnigenituSf al-

though, on the other hand, he opposed all Jansenis-

tic excesses, especially the convulsionnaires. After

working for many years in various places of con-

cealment, he returned to Paris, where he spent the

remainder of his life. Among his numerous works
special mention may be made of the following:

TraiU de la 'pritre publique et dea diaposUione pour

offrir lea aainta myatkrea (1707); Rkglea pour Vintellir

gence dea Saintea £crUurea (1716) ; Lettre aur

divera aujeta de morale et de pUU (3 vols., 1718;

later extended to ten vols.); Explication du mya-
tkre de la paaaion (2 vols., 1722; extended to 14

vols, in the edition of 1733); Explication de la

Genbae (5 vols., 1732); and many interpretations

of various books of the Old Testament. His
Inatitution d'un prince (London, 1739) was trans-

lated into English in 1740, and an English version

of his Traits dea principea de la foi ckrHienne (3 vols.,

Paris, 1736) appeared in 2 vols, at Edinburgh in

1755. Du Guet ranked as one of the best Jansenist

authors, and was regarded as uniting the logic of

Nicole with the grace of F^nelon.

(C. Ppendbr.)

Bibliography: The edition of Du Guet't InaUtuHon d'un
prine§ by Qoujet. 1739, ut sup., oontaina a biography.

DU HALDE, do hold', JEAN BAPTISTE:
French Jesuit; b. in Paris Feb. 1, 1674; d. there

Aug. 18, 1743. He entered the Society of Jesus

in 1708, and succeeded Father Legobien as editor

of the letters written by the foreign missionaries

of the order. He edited vols, ix.-xxvi., inclusive,

and published an excellent r^sum^ of letters from
China under the title, Deacription g^ographique,

hiatorique , . . de Vempire de la Chine ... (4 vols.,

Paris, 1735, Eng. transl.. The OenercU Hiatory of

China, 4 vols., London, 1736).

DUHM, dQhm, BERNARD LAWARD: (German
Protestant; b. at Bingum, East Frisia, Holland,

Oct. 10, 1847. He studied in GOttmgen (Ph.D.,

1870), where he was tutor in the theological semi-

nary 1871-72, and privat-docent for Old Testament
theology 1873-77. From 1877 to 1889 he was as-

sociate professor of Old Testament theology in

Gottingen, and since 1889 has been professor of the

same subject at Basel and instructor in Hebrew at

the gynmasium of Basel. He has written Pauli
apoatoli de lege judida dijudicata (GOttingen, 1873);

Theologie der Propheten (Bonn, 1875); Ueber Ziel

und Meihode der theologiachen Wiaaenaehaft (Baael,

1889); Koamologie und Religion (1892); Das Buck
Jeaaia Hberaetzt und erH&rt (CSOttingen, 1892);

Das Oeheimniaa in der Religion (Freiburg, 1896);
Die Entatehung des AUen Testaments (1897); Das
Buck Hich abersetzt (1897); Das Buck Hiob erkldH

(1897); Die Psalmen Obersetzt (1899); Die Psalmen
erkldrt (1899); Das Buch Jeremia erklOrt (1901);
and Das Buch Jeremia Hbersetzt (1903).

DUKHOBORS: A Russian sect, first heard of

in the latter half of the eighteenth century, when
they attracted attention by their rejection of

the Church, the priesthood, and the sacraments.

They proclaimed the equality and
Tenets and brotherhood of man. The Czar and

Early all his officials, as well as the priests

History, and metropolitans, were regarded as

usurping a power to which they had
no moral right. War and taxation, as well as law-

courts and all police regulation, were condenmed.
The Bible was m3r8tically interpreted, and not
regarded as having so high an authority as the
" Living Book " (which may be taken to mean
either ** the Voice Within " or the oral traditions

taught by the leaders of the sect). Wealth and
conmaerce were condenmed. The laborious, agri-

cultural life of a Russian peasant in his village

commune was considered to be the only good life.

None of these ideas was peculiar to the Dukhobors.
They had all previously found expression among
one or other of allied religious groups—Lollards,

Hussites, Moravian Brethren, Mennonites, Ana-
baptists, Quakers, or the Eastern Pauliciana and
Bogomiles.

The history of the Dukhobors, however, differen-

tiated them from other sects because, after much
persecution, in the reign of Alexander 1. (1801-25)
they were allowed to come together from all parts

of Russia and form a clan. Their place of settle-

ment was " Milky Waters," near the Sea of Aaov.
Here they had to face the problem of arranging
their practical affairs as a group, imder their new
conditions. The need of a government to regulate

both their civil and religious affairs, as well as to
negotiate with the Russian authorities (whom they
regarded as theHebrews in Egypt regarded Pharaoh )

,

was at once urgently felt; and without altering

the phraseology of their old anarchist beliefs, or
being conscious of inconsistency, they instinctively

proceeded to establish, and submit to, one of the
most absolute despotisms on record.

Theu- first leader at "Milky Waters" was a
former non-conunissioned officer named Kapotlstin,

a man of ability and force of character. He man-
aged the sect-clan with remarkable

I^apodstin. success; but he taught that he was
a reincarnation of Christ, and that

his divine authority would descend to his heirs and
successors. His followers, however, were never,

in conversation with officials or other " Gentiles,"

to acknowledge that they had any earthly leader.
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Hub curiouA eecretiveness, the outcome of much
persecution, still remains characteristic of the clan.

They aystematically throw dust in the eyes of all

inqoiren as to the nature of their internal govem-
waA; and this has led to endless confusion and mis-

undentandingB among those who, lacking the real

due to the situation^ have attempted to study the

•eet. Kapotjstin established commimity of prop-

eitj, and maintained that system for many years;

but ultimately he terminated it in a manner which
left him and his famfly in control of large

fotnmunal estates. His immediate successors, his

80D and grandson, supported by an oligarchy of

thixty elfkrs, grossly misbehaved and appear to

have terrorized their opponents by a series of

secret assassinations carried on under the maxim:
"Whoso denies his God shall perish by the

sword."

In 1841-44 the Russian Government, after a
prolonged investigation into these crimes, banished
the sect to the Caucasus. Here they lived quiet,

industrious lives till the death of

Peter L. V. Kalmik6va, who had succeeded

Vcrigin. to power on the death of her husband,

Peter, the great-grandson of Kapoiis-

tixL Th0 woman had shown favor to a young man,
Peter Vcrigin, who belonged to the ruling family,

and whom she probably intended to appoint as her

foeeesBor. However, after a quarrel with him she

died suddenly, without having made the appoint-

ment, and strife broke out in the sect. The majority

acknowledged Peter Verfgin as leader, but an in-

fluential minority (inclucUng those who had man-
1^ affairs imder Kalmik6va) refused to do so.

Urn Russian authorities, in 1887, banished Verigin

to Archangel for five years, and at the end of that

time sent him to Siberia. In exile Verfgin became
acquainted with Leo Tolstoy's teaching; and, recog-

nifiDg in it much that corresponded to the original

Dukhobor doctrines, he "advised" (his advice

amounting to a conomand) his followers to rename
themadves " The Christian Community of Univer-
sal Brotherhood"; fuither (1) to refuse military

Krvioe; (2) to divide up their property equally;

(3) to cease killing animals for food, and abstain

from intoxicants and tobacco; (4) to refrain from
exual rdations during their time ck tribulation (i.e.

,

during the persecution which arose in coimection
with his leulership). About this time Tolstoy
made the acquaintance of some of Verlgin's

adhoents; and, being misled by them as to the
real state of the case, wrote a series of articles

which ignored the fact of Verfgin's theocratic

authority, and represented the Dukhobors as an
example of a sect of peaceful anarchists, who con-
ducted their affairs without a government of any
kind, except that of their own reason and con-
srienoe. V^figin's advice led to a fresh split in the
aect Neariy half his followers, finding his demands
too severe, seceded, while the rest accepted them and
entered on a campaign of passive resistance against

CQoacription for army-service.

In 1898 the loyal Vei^ginite Dukhobors were
allowed to migrate to Canada, and, having secured
from the Canadian government a pledge that they
ifaoold be exempt from all forms of conscription,

7,363 of them arrived there in 1899. Verigin being

still in exile, and they being unwilling or unable
without him to decide on what lines

The Du- the new life should be arranged, great

khobora in confusion arose, leading ultimately to

Canada, a strange pilgrimage which set out to

meet Verfgin when the news of his

release from Siberia was at last received. After

his arrival in Canada, in 1902, the clan gave the

government less difficulty; but owing to their un-
willingness to own allegiance to any one but Vcrigin,

and their consequent reluctance to become British

subjects, there was still some friction. More than
1,000 Dukhobors have now broken away from
Verlgin's community, and the superstitious rever-

ence for him has much decreased. It is only the

more ignorant members, especially some of the

women and children, who still regard him as a
superman.
The Dukhobors are remarkably honest, sober,

temperate, and frugal, and they are also generally

industrious, well-mannered, self-respecting, and
hospitable to strangers. Their differences with the

Canadian government have all pivoted on the

question of Verigin's leadership, and have been
increased by the extraordinary duplicity and men-
dacity which they never scruple to practise in order

to screen their leader from responsibility for the

consequences of actions they take at his prompt-
ing. Allowance should, however, be made for the

difficulties experienced by members of a sect-clan

who had always been accustomed to a communal
or semicommunal way of life in which public

affairs were managed for them, and who suddenly
found themselves in a land of individual enterprise

and democratic institutions, the laws and lan-

guage of which they did not understand.

Atlmbr Maude.
Bibligobapbt: The only full aoooont yet published is by

A. Ifjuide, A PeaMar People: the Dottkhobore, New
York, 1004. Further references are: Stepoiftk, The
Rueeian PeaeaiUry, London, 1894; ChrieUan Martyrdom
in Rueeia, ed. V. Tchertkoff, with chapter by L. Tolstoy,
ib. 1897; L. Tolstoy, in London D<My Chronide, Apr.
29, 1806; idem, Eeeisye and Lettere, in World*e Claeeiee

iSsriss, ib. 1003; J. Elkinton, The Doukhobore, their Hiet.

in Rueeia, tiieir MigraUon to Canada, Philadelphia. 1003
(better on the Canadian episode than in the other part).

Material is also to be found in: Life . . . of William
AlUn, London, 1847: Life . . . of Stephen Grellett, ed.

Seebohm, ib. 1802; Canadian Maoaeine, xx (1003). 211

sqq. The fully authoritative work on the sect in Russia
wiU be K. K. Qrmm, Die rueaieehen Sekten, vol. iii., Leip-

lie, not yet out. Consult also the literature under Russia.

DULCIHOy DULCHflSTS. See Dolcino.

DULIA (Latinised form of the Gk. douUia,
" servitude, service "): The name technically ap-

plied in Roman Catholic theology to the veneration

accorded to the saints and angels, and sharply dis-

tinguished (in kind, not alone in degree) from
lairia (Gk. kUreia), or the worship due to God alone.

Hyperdulia is a somewhat higher degree of venera-

tion paid to the Virgin Mary on account of her

intimate relation to (jod. Dulia is expressed by
external acts of reverence and by invocation, and
may be extended, in the former shape at least, to ob-

jects closely connected with the saints, such as their

garments and other relics and their images, which
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are, however, venerated not for any intrinsic virtue

of their own, but only with respect to those whom
they represent or with whom they are associated.

See Saints, Veneration of.

DULLES, dul'ea, JOSEPH HEATLY: Presbyte-

rian; b. at Philadelphia, Pa., May 27, 1853. He
was educated at Princeton College (B. A., 1873) and
Princeton Theological Seminary, from which he

was graduated in 1877. After pastoral service at

home (1877-83) and travel and study in Europe
(1883-85), he became librarian of Princeton Theo-

logical Seminary (1886). He is a member of the

American Historical Association, honorary secre-

tary of the Palestine Eixploration Fund for New
Jersey, an editor of the Princeton Theological Review.

In theology he is a conservative. He compiled the

general catalogue of Princeton Theological Seminary
(Philadelphia, 1894) and James McCosh bibliog-

raphy (Princeton, 1895), and edited the proceed-

ings of William Henry Green's jubilee as instructor

in Princeton Theological Seminary, contributing

Professor Green's bibliography (New York, 1896).

DU MOULIN, da ma"lan', CHARLES: French
jurist; b. in Paris 1600; d. there Dec. 27, 1666.

He became an advocate in 1622, but gave up plead-

ing because of a defect of speech. He joined the

Reformed congregation in 1642. Later he became
famous as a consulting lawyer. In 1661 he pub-
lished his Commentaire sur I'^dit dee petites dates

to show that Henry IL was right in forbidding the

exportation of gold and silver from his kingdom
to Rome. The argument was effective, and the
pope dropped the question so far as Henry was
concerned, but he had the author tried for heresy.

This resulted in the flight of Du Moulin; and from
this time till his death he was pursued by the

Roman C!hurch, being forced to move from one
place to another. Finally he retiuned to Paris,

where he was prevailed upon to publish his Con-
aeil sur le fait du ConcHe de Trente (Lyons, 1664).

The book was condenmed and Du Moulin was im-
prisoned; but he was afterward released through
the efforts of Jeanne d'Albret.

Bibuoorapht: J. Brodeau, La VU ds Maiatre C, Du Mou-
Un, Paris, 1654; Lichtenbeiser, ESR, iv. 137-138.

DU MOULIN, PIERRE (Molinsus) : Celebra-

ted preacher, professor, organizer, and controver-

sialist of the French Reformed Church; b. at the

chateau of Buhyin, Normandy (department of Seine-

et-Oise), Oct. 18, 1568; d. at S^dan Mar. 10, 1658.

His father, Joachim du Moulin, a Protestant

preacher, after the Third Religious War took refuge

at Buhy, which belonged to the family of Du Plessis-

Momay, and Pierre was bom in the same room
as Philippe du Plessis-Momay (q.v.). After St.

Bartholomew's Night (Aug. 24, 1572) the family,

then settled at Soissons, was again obliged to flee,

and, under the protection of the duke of Bouillon,

reached S4dan. Here Pierre began his studies

in the academy. In 1588 his father took him to
Paris, and, declaring that he could no longer sup-
port his son, left with him twelve gulden in his

purse. Paris not being safe at the time, Pierre

went to England and spent four years in London,
where he ultimately became tutor to the young

dukes of Rutland. He accompanied his pupils to

Cambridge and Oxford and heard lectures in theol-

ogy and philosophy from Whitaker and Reynolds.

His maiden sermon at the Huguenot Chureh of

London was a success. In 1692 he went to Hol-

land and became, first, lecturer on ancient lan-

guages, then professor of philosophy and Greek in

the University of Leyden. He lived in Scaliger's

house and had Hugo Grotius among his pupils. In

1698, after dedicating to the hospitable Leyden
university a Panegyricus BcUavice, he returned to

France, and in December was ordained at Gien,

where his father was then living. In March, 1599,

he became minister of the Reformed congregation

at Charenton, where he remained twenty-one years,

faithful in danger and noted for eloquence. Cath-

erine of Bourbon, sister of Henry IV. and wife of

Duke Henry of Bar (a Roman Catholic), made him
her chaplain, and he spent two months of each

year with her at her residence in Lorraine. Per-

haps his greatest celebrity was gained by his con-

troversies both with Roman Catholics and Calvin-

ists. Noteworthy among the former were (1) those

with Pabna-Cayet (1602), who tried to convert

Catherine to Roman Catholicism (cf. Narri de la

conf&rence verbale et par escrit tenue entre M, P. du

Moulin et M, Cayet par Archibald Adair
^
gentilhomme

icoeeaie (Greneva, 1625); (2) with De Beaulieu about

the mass and the doctrine of the Chureh; (3) with

the Jesuit P. Coton concerning the teachings and

morals of the Jesuits (1606-07); (4) with the priests

Gontier (1610) and (>)effeteau (1625) on transub-

stantiation (see list of works below). His principal

controversies with Reformed theologians were (1)

with D. Tilenus, professor at S^dan, on the ubiqui-

tas corporis Christi; (2) with the Arminians, against

whom he wrote his Anatome Arminianismi (Ley-

den, 1619); (3) against Amyraut and his school

By invitation of James I. of England he went to

London in 1616, promising his Paris congregation

to return in three months, and James proposed to

him to attempt to unite all Protestants. Shortly

after his return a Jesuit, Amoux, preached before

King Louis XIII., maintaining that the Scripture

passages on which the Calvinist creed was founded

were wrongly interpreted. In reply Du Moulin

produced his two most celebrated works. La De-

fense de la religion chrHienne and Le Bouclier de la

foy (Charenton, 1617; Eng. transl. of the latter,

The Buckler of the Faith; or, A Defense of the Con-

fession of Faith of the Reformed Churches in Franot,

London, 1620 ; 3d ed., 1631 ). This controversy ex-

asperated both parties and Du Moulin had to flee

to S6dan, where he became pastor, professor, and

tutor of the yoimg duke of Bouillon. His oldest

son, Pierre du Moulin (b. at Paris Apr. 24, 1601;

d. at Canterbury, England, Oct. 10, 1684), lived

in England, and died as chaplain to Charles II. and

prebendary of Canterbiuy. He wrote a number of

theological tracts.

The most important of the elder Du Moulin's

numerous writings, not already mentioned, were:

Defense de la foi catholique contenue au livre du roi

Jacques /, contre la riponse de Coeffeteau (La

Rochelle, 1604); Apologie pour la Sainte Chne du

Seigneur, eontre la presence corporelle ou troMsub"
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dtntuitum (1607; Eng. transl., London, 1612);

De raeeamplissement des propfUties (1612; Eng.

IranaL, Oxford, 1613); Copie de la lettre icrite contre

TUettui aux minUtres de France (Paris, 1613);

De la vocation des pasteurs (S^dan, 1618); NouveauU
du pajfisme opposie d I'aniiquiU du vrai chrtstia-

nisme (1^7); Abrigi des carUroverses, ou sommaire

du eneurs de Valise romaine (1636); Du juge des

amtrovenes (1630). G. Bonet-Maurt.
BnuoGEAivr: Du Moulin's AuiobioorapKiet ed. C. Read,

if giTen in Bulletin iU la 9oeiit£ d'ki^oire du proUatan^

tumt franfoU, Tii. 170 sqq.; J. Asnmon, Tou9 let tynodf
Mhraottz dee iglima riformSe9 de France, The Hague,
1710: A. Vinet. UiaUrire de la prSdieation panni lee rS-

formie en France, Paris. I860: H. M. Baird, The Hugue-
•0(8 vkd ^ Revocation of the Edict of Nantee, voL i. pa»>

am. New York, 1895; P. de F^Uce, Lee Proteatante

^enkefoie, voL i. paaaim, Paris, 1897.

DTTHCAll, JOHN: Scotch Presbyterian; b. at

Aberdeen 1796; d. at Edinburgh Feb. 26, 1870.

He was graduated from the University of Aberdeen
in 1814, then studied theology at Edinburgh and
was licensed to preach in 1825. In 1836 he was
ordained to the charge of Milton C!hurch, Glasgow.

In 1841 he was appointed the first missionary of the

eommittee of the C]lhurch of Scotland for the con-

version of the Jews. After spending two years in

Budapest he returned to Scotland to become pro-

feasor of Hebrew and Oriental languages at New
OiQege, Edinburgh. He published an edition of

E. Robinson's Greek and English Lexicon of the

Sew Testament (Edinbuigh, 1838) and a few
lectures.

BnuooajLTHT: W. Knight, CoOoquia Peripatetica by the

kte John Duncan, Edinbursh. 1879; A. M. Stuart. ReeoU
kOione of the late John Duncan, ib. 1872; D. Brown,
Uftef the late John Duncan, ib. 1872; idem, John Dun-
en in the PulpU and at the Communion Table, ib. 1874.

DT71IGAL: The name of several ecclesiastics of

the early Middle Ages. A Celtic bishop Dungal is

mentioaed by Alcuin, but is scarcely identical with
the monk Dungal of St. Denis, who is never termed
a biibop. This monk was the author of a number of

letters and poems. Of the former the first is dated
in 811, the next five during the reign of Charlemagne,
the seventh after the death of that monarch, and
the eighth either in his reign or in that of Louis the
Pious. Dungid is named in only two of the poems,
but be has been regarded as the chief author of

the poems emanating from St. Denis. His writings

show him to have been a man of unusual attain-

moits and a scion of a wealthy Scotch-Irish fam-
i]j, althou^ on the Continent he lived in needy
circumstances. He apparently left his home about
784 or 787, since the twelfth St. Denis poem was
written at the earliest in the former year, and the
secxmd in or shortly after the latter date. Charle-
niagne valued Dungal's learning highly, and re-

quested him to explain the eclipse of the sun in 810
snd to diticixe the De substantia nihili et tendiris

on tint of Fridugis. Dungal was thus naturally
in enthusiastic panegyrist of the emperor.

It is uncertain whether this Dungal was the au-
thor of the Responsa contra perversas Claudii sen*

MdaSf written at the request of Lothair in 827.
It seems more probable, however, that this work
was composed by a third Dungal, whom Lothair
mentions in 825 as a teacher of the school of Pavia,

though so little is kno¥m regarding this teacher

that the question can not be decided. Despite

their polemics against Claudius of Turin, the Re-
sponsa adhere in the main to the Carolingian

theology. A fourth Dungal, of somewhat later

date, was the author of another poem from St.

Denis, while a fifth, who seems to belong to the

eleventh century, presented numerous books to

Bobbio. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuoobaprt: The Epietolct, ed. E. DUmniler, are in
MOH, EpieL eac xiii.. iv (1892), 668 sqq.; the Carmtna,
ed. EL D{Lmmler, in MOH, Poetm Laiini avi Carolini, i

(1881), (393 sqq.. ii (1884), 664-«e5: cf. Wattenbach,
DGQ, i (1893). 153, and Traube, AMA, philoM>phi8che
Classe, zix. 332 sqq.

DUNIN, da'nin, MARTIN VON: Archbishop of

Posen and Gnesen; b. at Wat, near Rawa (45 m.
S.W. of Warsaw), in Poland, Nov. 11, 1774; d. in Posen
Dec. 26, 1842. He was the son of a landed gentle-

man, and studied at the Collegium Germanicum
in Rome. After he had fulfilled various positions

as a clergyman he became suffragan bishop to Arch-
bishop Theophilus von Wolicki in Posen and suc-

ceeded him in the archbishopric in 1831. His
significance lies in the controversy between the
Roman Church and the Prussian govenmient con-

cerning mixed marriages (see DROsTS-ViscHERiNa).
The usage in Posen was lenient until the appear-
ance of the brief of Pius VIII., dated Mar. 25, 1830
(Mirbt, QueUen, pp. 350-353). Dunin wished to

enforce this brief in Posen, or to petition the Curia
for special directions concerning mixed marriages

in his archdiocese. The Prussian govenmient re-

fused both requests. After the allocution of

Gregory XVI. on Dec. 10, 1837, relative to Droste-

Vischering (q.v.) had become known, on his own
responsibility Dunin forbade his clergy, under
penalty of suspension, to assist at any mixed mar-
riage, unless the education of the children in the

Roman faith had previously been promised. He
stood by the position taken in his circulars even
against the authority of the royal ministerium.

Thereupon a suit was brought against him, although
he maintained that the case should not come imder
the cognizance of the civil court, and the clergy re-

fused to give their testimony. On his side there

stood the prince bishop of Ermland, Stanislaus

von Hatten, and Bishop Sedlag of Kulm, but not

the Prince Bishop Sedlnitzky of Breslau. The
sentence of the higher court of appeals in Posen,

pronounced in 1839 against the archbishop for ex-

ceeding his official power, gave him six months'
imprisonment in a fortress and removal from office.

For the first punishment the king substituted the

requirement that he should stay in Berlin until the

controversy was settled. Nevertheless, Dunin left

the capital secretly and returned to Posen to resume
the functions of bis office. On Oct. 8, 1839, he was
arrested and brought to the fortress of Kolberg,

where he stayed until the king died. Frederick

William IV. set him free and even restored him to

office after he had modified his obnoxious regula-

tions. The government, however, was not able

to secure any recognition of the old milder usage.

On the whole, Dunin's actions did not have the same
importance as the procedure of Droste-Vischering,

although his cathedral chapter, the diocesan clergy.
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and the nobility stood manfully by him and the

antithesis of Polish and German national feeling

entered into the contest. Carl Mibbt.

Biblxoobapht: H. F. Jaoobson, Ueber die gemiachtan Ehen
in Deutaehland und intbetondere in PreuMen, Leipaic.

1838; K. G. N. Rintel. Verteidiguno det , . . MarUn
von Dunin, WOrsburg, 1830; K. Haae. Die heiden Erm-
biaehdfe, pp. 163-200. Leipsio, 1839; F. Pohl. Martin von
Dunin, Marienbuig, 1843; H. Sohmid, OeecKichU der

kaiholiachen Kirehe DeuteefUande, Munich. 1874; H.
Briiok, Oeechiehte der katholied^en Kirdie DmUeddande,
vol. ii., Leipsio, 1003.
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Organisation and Pree-
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Doctrine and Practise
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The Old Order Breth-

I. History to the Separation
of 1882 and the Main
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Date.

Origin in Germany (f 1).

Emigration to America
(§2).

Development 1783-1882
(§3).

The Ministry (f 4). III.

Creed, Government, and ren.

Present Condition (f 5).

The Dunkers are a denomination of Christian Re-
formers which originated in Germany in 1708,

and in 1719 and following years emigrated to Amer-
ica. The name is from the German tunken, " to

dip/' signifying their method of baptizing. Among
themselves they are known as Brethren. The
corporate and official name is German Baptist

Brethren. Since 1882 there have been three

branches: the Conservative Dunkers, Progressive

Dunkers, and Old Order Brethren. For the
Seventh-day Baptists, German, who were origin-

ally a secession from the Dunkers, see Commun-
ism, XL, 6.

I. History to the Separation of xSSa and the

Main Body or Conservative Dunkers since that

Date: Prior to 1708 there was a religious awaken-
ing in Europe, many earnest and pious people be-

lieving that the Lutheran Reformation did not
reproduce the ideal Christianity demanded by
the New Testament Scriptures. This condition

prompted Alexander Mack (b. in Schriesheim—^in

Baden, 5 m. n.n.w. of Heidelberg—Germany,
1679; d. at Germantown, Pa., Jan. 18, 1735) and
several others of like convictions, residing at

Schwarzenau in Wittgenstein, Westphalia, to

study the Scriptures independent of all creeds

and to submit themselves wholly to the guid-

ance of the Word. Mack was a Calvinist,

and well-to-do miller at this time. Knowing of

no religious body, accepting the teaching of the

New Testament as it appealed to them, they agreed
to enter upon a life of obedience to

^'^ tlie Word as they understood it, form

Qermany. * society of religious believers, and
* trust the Lord for future developments.

They accepted the Bible as the inspired Word of

God and agreed to recognize the New Testament
as their guide, but to accept new light as it came to

them. Desiring to enter the covenant relation

with Christ, they recognized that they must be
baptized as he directed. This they understood
to be trine immersion for penitent believers only.

There were eight of them with Mack as their leader.

The seven desired their leader to baptize them, but,

as he believed he had never been baptized anght
himself, he declined to baptize others. It was then
decided that one, to be selected by lot, should bap-
tize Black, and he the rest of them, which was done
in 1708 in the river Eder. The eight then organised
themselves into a society, chose Mack for their

preacher, and commenced active work. The services

clustering around the Last Supper became their

model for the love-feast, hence they observed the
rite of foot-washing, followed by an evening meal,
and that by the loaf and cup; greeted each other
with the kiss of charity; anointed their sick with
oil; refused to take oaths or engage in lawsuits;

held to the doctrine of non-resistance; became
earnest advocates of plain attire; and refrained

from attending places of amusement. Because of

their claims of conformity to New Testament ideals,

their zeal, and their simplicity, many were drawn
to their ranks, and in the course of a few years
there were hundreds of members, a number of min-
isters, and several churches in Germany, Holland,
and Switzerland, the congregation at Schwarsenau
being much the strongest.

Though they were a peaceable and harmless
people, persecutions soon arose and scattered and
disheartened them, and they began emigrating to
America, settling first at Germantown, Pa., where
denominational headquarters were established.

The first company, headed by Peter Becker, a
minister of great piety, came over in 1719. A
second and larger company, accompanied by
Alexander Black, landed at Philadelphia in 1729.

In the course of a few years the entire membership
found its way to the Western world, largely tiirough

the instrumentality of William Penn,

U^^'
^^^ offered the persecuted of Ehirope

to America. *^^®*P^^ "^ Permsylvania, with per-

mission to worship Crod as their con-
science dictated. The first congregation in America
was organized at Germanto¥m Dec. 25, 1723, with
Peter Becker in charge. Several settlements had
already been formed in the vicinity of Germantown
and Philadelphia, and some meetings held. Mack
visited these communities with a view of promo-
ting harmony, encouraging the Brethren, and con-
firming them in their faith and practise. John
Conrad Beissel, a man of considerable ability and
influence, holding mystical views, occasioned much
trouble. He became convinced that the seventh
day should be observed as the Christian Sabbath,
that there should be community of goods, and that
the celibate life was most pleasing to the Lord.
He secured a considerable fc^owing and, notwith-

standing Black's earnest efforts to heal the breach,

withdrew with his adherents and established the
Ephrata Commimity (see Communism, IL, 5).

Mack died in 1735 and was buried in the German-
town cemetery. The small conmiimities grew into

large congregations, and these gave rise to other
settlements in Virginia, Blaryland, and other parts

of Pennsylvania. Christopher Sower (or Saur)
established a large printing plant in Germantown,
published a weekly paper, printed many books,

and brought out the celebrated Sower Bible (see

Sower, Christopher); he also aided in establish-
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vag s hi^i-6chool in Gennantown« and printed Sun-
day-flchool cards for the use of the Brethren many
years before the Sundaynschool was introduced in

En^ind by Robert Raikes.

During the Revolutionary War the Dunkers
lost aevmly in property and prestige, but soon
after the close of the war they again became active,

and settlements were formed in Tennessee, North
OutUiiia, Kentucky, Ohio, and Indiana, many of

which grew into flourishing churches. Until the

Ciyil War they continued to spread, passing into

lUiDoia and west of the Mississippi river. They

^ _^ opposed slavery, were non-resistant,

^V^^ and hence took no part whatever in

jnm% ^^ conflict between the contending

j^g^^ggj^ armies, though their sympathies were
with the North. When peace was

restored the churches on both sides of the Mason
and Dixon line again came together and went for-

ward aa though there had been no national strife.

Emigration resumed its course, and now they have
efaorches from the Atlantic to the Pacific. Their

first religious paper, the Oospel Visitor, a small

monthly, was published in 1851. From this small

beginning the publishing interest has grown until

now the main body of the Church owns and controls

a large, finely equipped printing plant at Elgin,

m. The Gospel Messenger, a large religious weekly,

is the church organ. There are many other pub-
beations, indud^g a paper for young people, a
mawonary journal, a full supply of Sunday-school
literature, and a large printing business is carried

00. The profits from these sources are used in mis-

nonary work. Educational interests came to the

fruit in the seventies, and there are now a number
of educational institutions, extending from Mary-
land to California, including schools at Huntingdon
and Elizabethtown, Pa.; Bridgewater and Dale-

ifle, Va.; Union Bridge, Md.; Canton, O.; North
lianchester, Ind.; Mt. Morris and Chicago, lU.;

McPhoscm, Kans.; and Lordsburg, Cal. Foreign

fflission work conunenced in 1876, when a mission

in Denmark was opened. There are now churches
in Switaerland, France, Sweden, and India. The
most extensive foreign work is done in India,

where twenty-five American missionaries are in the
fidd The conference of 1906 appointed the first

mksbnaries for China.

From the beginning the society depended upon
and encouraged the free ministiy systenL Mack,
Becker, and other early ministers received no
compensation for their services. This gave rise

to a system well adapted to the opening up of mis-
iioDs and founding of churches by emigration.

Of late years many of the congrega-

^^^ tions are supporting their pastors,

Ig^^ especially in the cities. Ministers are

elected by the congregations in which
thej hold their membership, each member being
enUtled to a vote. The brother receiving the
highest number of votes is declared elected and is

insUUed in what is known as the first degree, where
he baa Hmited privileges. If he proves faithful

and efficimt be is advanced to the second degree,

bis duties and privileges being considerably en-
Ittged. The bishops (or elders, as they are generally

called) are chosen from the ministers of the second

degree. They are set apart or ordained by the lay-

ing on of hands of the elders presiding at this or-

dination, and placed in charge of the churches as

needed. There are also deacons, elected in the same
way as ministers, whose duty it is to look after the
poor and the sick, to visit the members, and to
look after the church finances.

The Dunkers have no formal creed aside from
the New Testament, but are aided and imified in

their work by the minutes of the Annual Meeting,

which has convened since about 1742.
6M3re6d, fp^ ^y^ conference questions involv-

m^*?^" "^ doctrine, church polity, and
^^^' methods are brought, and the deci-

Pp^jiqj^^ sions made are the rule of the churches.

Condition. T^^^ general conference is made up of

delegates, lay or clerical, from the
local congregations, and bishops from the State dis-

tricts. The latter compose a standing conmiittee,

whose duty it is to select from their own number
the officers for the conference. Only regularly or-

dained elders can serve on the standing committee,
and no one can serve two years in succession. The
local churches in each State are grouped into one
or more State districts, and each district is entitled

to one or more elders or bishops on the standing

conmiittee, the number being determined by the

membership of the district. Church government Is

democratic. The Annual Meeting settles dbputed
points, and each member is expected duly to respect

and live up to the conference decisions. The Con-
servative Dunkers make a specialty of plain dressing

and avoid places of amusement unbecoming their

profession. Their attire is neat, comfortable, and
tidy, and there is a general uniformity about their

style that renders them easily recognizable. In

this respect they resemble the Quakers, and they
are the most radical of temperance people.

The Conservative Dimkers now number about
100,000, and are increasing rapidly. Their move-
ment began among the conmion people, and for

generations they were found principally in the ru-

ral districts, most of them being industrious and
thrifty farmers. They have long been noted for

their skill and enterprise in establishing and build-

ing up ideal rural communities, with the finest

moral, religious, and educational environments.

Many of their places of worship, which are large and
commodious, are in the country. They meet each

Lord's Day for Sunday-school and preaching serv-

ices. Once or twice a year they meet, always in

the evening, for their love-feast. On these occasions

there is firat preaching on self-examination, fol-

lowed by the service of foot-washing, the men and
women occupying separate parts of the building;

next, they eat together what they call the Lord's

Supper, at the close of which they greet each other

with the kiss of charity; then follows the conunu-
nion of the loaf and cup, unleavened bread being

used.

Until 1881-82 the Dunkers were a united people

with one conference. For some time, however,

there had been a growing desire for more advanced

steps along educational and missionary lines.

There was a demand for more liberty in dress
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and a growing disrespect for the decisions of the

Annual Meeting. Two radical parties developed and
became separated from the Church; a

^^* large majority took middle groimd,

ion of wi<l remained with the conference. The

1882 result was the separate organization of

the " Progressive " and " Old Order "

Brethren' (see below). Since the separation the

mother Church has made rapid advance. It retains

all of its fundamental doctrinal and moral principles,

while opening Sunday-schools, building up colleges,

extending and endowing its mission work, and en-

larging its publishing interests. The Conservatives

and Progressives do not affiliate, but the unpleasant
feeling that at first existed has practically subsided.

J. H. Moore.

Biblioobapht: Sources are the Minuie§ of the AnntuU
MeeHng, 1778-1870, ooUeoted into one volume. Elgin,

lU.; Revised Minutee of the AnntuU Meeting, brought
down to 1898. ib. For the history consult: Henry Kurts.
Brethren'e Encyclopedia, Columbiana, O., 1867; M.
G. Brumbaugh. Hiei, of the Oerman BapHet Brethren in
Europe and America, Elgin, 1890; O. N. Falkenstein.

HieL of the Oerman Baptiet Brethren Church, Lancaster,
Pa.. 1901; H. R. Holdnger. HieL of the Tunkere and
the Brethren Churches, Oakland, Cal., 1901 (important
for the later period); J. L. Gillin, The Dunkere. A So-
ciological Interpretation, New York, 1906 (gives valuable
bibliography). For doctrine consult: A. Mack, Jr., A
Plain View of the Rilee and Ordinances of the House of

Ood .... a translation of Kurt und einfdUige Vorstel-

lung der ttusseren aber doeh heUigen Rechtsn und Ordnungen
des Hauses Oottes .... last ed.. Mount Morris, 111., 1888;
R. H. Miller, Doctrine of the Brethren Defended, Indian-
apolis, 1876.

n. The Progressive Dunkers: The ultimate and
fundamental cause of the secession of those Bun-
kers commonly known as " Progressive " from the

mother Church was the rapid growth and develop-

ment of the north-central division of

m^ua ^^® United States. As the countiy

Oause of ^^^^'^^^^ed in population, and new

Sepa- means of speedy communication with

ration, the world, with all that it implies,

became available, the former isola-

tion of the Dunkers in the wilderness was destroyed.

Traditions and customs of the Church which could
be defended neither by the Bible nor reason fell

into disfavor, and dii^tisfaction grew especially

with the dogmatic type of mind characteristic of

many of the older and more ignorant. The neces-

sity was felt of bringing the Church as rapidly as

possible into line with the knowledge and culture

of the times. On the other hand, congregations

and individuab isolated from the influences which
affected the more advanced communities were con-
trolled by traditional beliefs and usages, and aimed
at uniformity on the basis of tradition all the more
strenuously because they knew of differences which
had grown nat\irally in widely separated parts of

the Church. Thus the social conditions of the
United States created two radically different tend-
encies in the Dunker Church; and by 1880 these

tendencies had come into open conflict which re-

sulted in the division.

The inmiediate cause of the separation was sym-
pathy with Henry R. Holsinger, of Berlin, Pa.,

because of what his friends considered ill treatment
by the Annual Meeting of 1882. He was a radical

*' Progressive " and was expelled by the Annual
Meeting, charged with speaking and writing dis-

respectfully of certain leading members of theChurch
and of the Annual Meeting. Large numbers of

his sympathizers in many congrega-

ti*^ *^^^^ ^^^^ ^^^ ^*^ '^j ^ some
"^^"^ places the separation being made by

Pp^^^j^^ mutual consent, in others the Progress-

Status, ives being expelled. Theworkofoigan-
izing Progressive congregationswent on

rapidly under a committee appointed for the pur-

pose by a convention at Ashland, O., in 1882.

Hope of a reconciliation with the Conservatives was
finally dissipated by the failure of the Annual Meet-
ing of 1883 to take steps looking to that end, and
the Progressives then formally organized as the
Brethren Church at a convention at Dayton, O.,

in Jime, 1883, representatives being present from
about fifty congregations. In 1887 State organ-
izations were formed and a national Sisters' Society

of Christian Endeavor was organized. In 1892 a
denominational Young People's Society was formed,
which later was afi&liated with the Christian En-
deavor movement. In 1895 the General Mission

Board was organized; it has city missions in Chi-

cago, Philadelphia, and Washington. About 1900
a Foreign Missionary Society was organized, which
maintains stations in Montreal, Canada, and Urmia,
Persia. Following the Dayton convention the

college at Ashland, O., was turned over to ihe

Progressives on condition that they assume its

indebtedness. It now has an endowment of about
$60,000 and in 1905-06 had an enrohnent of 150
students. The publishing house is at Ashland,
O. In 1895 there were 138 congregations re-

ported with a membership of 10,031. In 1905 the
membership was 14,117 in 144 congregations in

eighteen States of the Union. The States having
the largest membership are Pennsylvaniaj 3^57;
Indiana, 3,275; Ohio, 2,443; Virginia, 880; and
Iowa, 841. The church periodical is the Brethren

Evangelist.

In doctrine the Progressive Dunkers differ from
the Conservatives in but few points. They hold

Tvu> *^* ^^® decisions of no conference are

Ijr?^ " binding upon the individual conscience,

j^^ Hence, in church polity the Progress-

Practise. ^^^ ^^ congregational. They differ

from the Conservatives in refusing to

conform to " the order," i.e. the style of dress and
cut of the hair and beard prescribed by the Annual
Meeting. They agree with the Conservatives in

holding the general Evangelical doctrines, and in

laying less emphasis upon orthodox theology than
upon a pious life. They also hold with the Con-
servatives the doctrines (1) of the Lord's Supper
consisting of foot-washing, the love-feast, or primi-

tive agape, the communion in bread and wine, and
the salutation; (2) of baptism for adults only and
by trine immersion; (3) of non-resistance of evil,

which includes opposition to war and avoidance of

lawsuits; and (4) of opposition to the taking of any
kind of oath. J. L. Gilun.

Bibuoobapht: Consult, besides the works of Holsinger
and Qillin. ut sup., the files of The Progressive Christian,

1878-83; The Brethren Evangelist, 1883-date; 7^ Breth-
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fin iiwMal, ISSa-data; R^portt of Ae Proc§eding9 of

A« Annmal Mmting: CUuHfiod ifinutea, 1888; and the
Retimi Minuiet,

UL The Old Order Brethren: These are the ul-

tncoDs^-vatives who oppose all change and refuse

to accept new methods. In 1881 they organized a
jretriy conference meeting in a bam in Montgomery
County, O., following old traditions and customs
as far as possible, and have continued as a separate

society with no a£Bliations with either of the other

bodies. Thej publish a monthly, the Vindicaiar,

at BrookviUe, O., but have no colleges, high-

schools, Sunday-schools, or missionary departments.

They have no supported ministers. In dress and
other ways they are extremely plain. In doctrine

they do not differ materially from the mother
Church. For alleged Scriptural reasons they ob-

ject to being numbered, but are estimated to include

about 4,000 members, chiefly in the States of Ohio,

Indiana, and Pennsylvania. J. H. Moorb.

DTJUR, RANSOM: Free-Will Baptist; b. at

Bakerafield, Vt., July 7, 1818; d. at Scranton, Pa.,

Nov. 9, 1900. He was educated at New Hampton,
N. H., and in the early part of his life was an Evan-
gelist, chiefly in Ohio, Missouri, Illinois, and Michi-

gan. Later he held a number of pastoral charges,

the most important being at Boston and Hillsdale,

Mich. He taught at different times in Hillsdale

CoDege, where he was president 1885-86 and pro-

fessor of homiletics and head of the theological de-

partmrat after 1888. He wrote Freedom of the WiU
(Dover, N. H., 1850) and Systematic Theology

(in cdlaboration with J. J. Butler; Boston,

1892).

DUHHE, EDWARD JOSEPH: Roman Catholic

bishop of Dallsfl, Tex.; b. at Tipperary, Ireland,

Apr. 23, 1848. He was brought by his parents to

Chicago in infancy, and studied at the College of St.

Mary's of the Lake, Chicago, St. Francis' Seminary,
Milwaukee, and St. Mary's Seminary, Baltimore.

In 1871 he was ordained to the priesthood, and after

being assistant at two Chicago churches was ap-
pointed rector of All Saints' in the same city in

1875. In 1893 he was consecrated second bishop
of Dallas.

DUHHIHG, ALBERT ELIJAH: Congregation-
ahst; b. at Brookfield, Conn., Jan. 6, 1844. He was
graduated at Yale College in 1867, and Andover
Theological Seminary in 1870. From 1870 until

1880 he was pastor of the Highland Congregational

Church, Boston, and was then general secretary of

the Congregational Sunday-school and Publishing

Society until 1889, since which time he has been
editor in chief of the Cangregationaliet. He was a
member of the International Sunday-school Lesson
Committee 1884-1902, and its secretary 1897-1902.

In 1903 hewas elected secretary of the department on
8tmda3r-flchools of the Religious Education Associa-

tion, and was made chairman of the committee on
polity for the imion of the Congregational, United
Brethren, and Methodist Protestant Churches in

1906. He has written The Sunday-School Library

(Boston, 1883); BibU Studies (1888); and Congre-

gationoHMU in America (1894).

DUNS SCOTUS.
His Life (I 1). Conception of God (f 6).

His Philosophy. The Rela- Doctrine of Sin (f 7).

tion of Univenals to Par- Redemption (f 8).

ticulan (f 2). The Sacraments (f 9).

His Epistemology (f 3). The Importance of Scotus
The Primacy of the WiU (f 4). (f 10).

Revelation and the Church His Works (1 11).

(§6).

Johannes Duns Scotus (kno¥m as Doctor subtilie)

was one of the leading scholastic philosophers of

the Middle Ages; d. at Cologne Nov. 8, 1308. The
date of his birth is tmknown; the more probable
tradition would place it c. 1265, since the other,

assigning him an age of only thirty-four years at

death, hardly gives time for the production of such
an amount of literary work as we have from him.

His birthplace is a matter of controversy. The
surname Scotus may indicate either Scotland or Ire-

land. Cavellus and Waddington assert that he was
an Irishman. The best view, however, seems to be
that which makes Duns an Englishman. At the

end of the Oxford manuscript of his work on the
" Sentences " of Peter Lombard there is a note
asserting in the most positive and detailed way that

he was bom " in a certain village of Northumber-
land called Dunstane." He joined the Franciscan

order at Newcastle, and became a
X. Hit Life, member of Merton College, Oxford

(whose statutes, moreover, allowed

the admission of none but those of English birth).

Under the direction of William of Ware (or Varron),

he laid the foundation of his comprehensive learn-

ing. Outside of philosophy, his writings display a
wide acquaintance with mathematics and astron-

omy, no doubt a result of his Oxford training.

Here, too, originated his philosophical writings, and
probably also the great commentary on the " Sen-

tences," the so-called Opue Oxonienee. On Nov.
18, 1304, at the command of the general of his order,

he presented himself in Paris for the degree of bach-
elor, and soon afterward proceeded to that of doctor.

Here originated the Quodlibetica and the so-called

Reportata Parisiensia^ a smaller commentary on the
'' Sentences," representing the lectures in dogmatic
theology which he delivered in Paris. In 1308 he
was transferred to Cologne, where he was received

with great honors, and lectured in the Franciscan

house there for the few months of life that remained
to him. The cause of his death is not known.
Some later writers speak of apoplexy; others as-

sert that he was buried alive while unconscious,

and give harrowing details which are obviously

untrustworthy, as they appeared for the first time
two centuries after his death.

The philosophy of Scotus was concerned especially

with two problems—^the relation of universals to

particulars, and the theory of knowledge. The
position of Scotus is for the most part that of a
moderate realism as it was maintained by the Arabs
and by Albertus Magnus and Thomas Aquinas.

To him universals are by no means '* fictions of the

intellect"; otherwise there would be no objective

essential unities in the world, but only numer-
ical differences between individuals. There must be

something real outside ourselves corresponding to

the terms; the universal exists both in intellectu
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and in re. Since all existence is traced back to

God, it follows that the archetypes of all things

that are have been from eternity in the

2. His divine mind. This is true also of mat-
Philosophy, ter, which may be understood not only

The Rela- as ens aut nihil but also as ease in po-

tion of tentia. What, then, is the relation of

Uniyersals the universal to the particular? Ao-
to Particu- cording to Thomas, matter is the

lars. principle of individuation. ThisScotus
denies, even on Thomas's view of

matter as negative. For him individuation is the

work of an entitas poaitiva, and consists in a unity

which resists any further division. Now this imity

can not have for its basis anything negative, since

no negative can be opposed to a positive. The
basis is aliquod positivum intrinaecum. The signifi-

cance of the fuBCceitaa of an object (that which
renders the object capable of being designated as
'' this ")» or, as he elsewhere calls it, unilaa signata

tU hcBC, or individuiUis, is that in his view (which

here again is opposed to Thomas's) the purpose
of nature is realized in the particular. As this

purpose is laid down by God, we must, in accordance
with the divine ordinance, regard the individual

and the particular as a higher form of existence than
the universal.

In his epistemdlogy the generally accepted
Aristotelian principles naturally predominate.

Knowledge is the product of the joint operation of

the soul and some objectum prasens et hoc in specie

inteUigHnli. Though our knowledge presupposes an
impression made on the senses, yet the image they
receive does not create the conception; the species

inteUigtbilis inherent in the object excites the action

of the mind, which appropriates the species by ab-
straction. In this process of building up a con-

ception the intellect is the " principal

3. His cause"; only the "occasion" of its

Epistemol- activity is furnished by the external

ogy. world. The work of the intellect is

thus to extract universals from par-

ticulars. This is not to be taken as if it were neces-

sary to neglect all concrete sense-perception in order

to attain the universal; the general must authen-
ticate itself by the concrete. The view of Scotus
is that thought, in the process of constructing terms,

perceives in the phenomena of sense the imiversal

which imderlies them; and this is in the main the
view of the later realists.

The primacy of the will is a dominant thought
in all his philosophy. In both Aristotle and Thomas
the will is moved by the intellect, which Thomas
thus places higher than the will, believing that
happiness is to be attained through it and not
through the wilL This view is strongly combated
by Scotus. All knowledge, according to him, is

dependent upon the operation of ex-

4. The temal things, and man is not free in

Primacy of regard to his thought; as distinguished

the WilL from the will, thought is natunJ, and
subject to ** natund necessity." If,

then, thought (or the object which determines the
thought) caused the act of the will, an affirmative

act of the will would be explicable enough, but not
the simultaneous possibility of a negative act, since

a " natural agent " can produce only one effect.

The will, therefore, must be the sole cause of its

decisions. If this were not the case, natural actions

would not be free, and there would be no room for

merit or demerit as applied to the wilL

This view postulates the possibility of things
happening freely and by chance, which is a fact of

experience. Scotus does not deny that the intellect

cooperates with the will, or that intellectual notions

influence every act of the wilL He means only that
the actual volition is the work of the free wUl, the
intellect playing merely the part of a causa subser^

viens. FVom this proposition he deduces con-
sequences opposed to the Thomist views. Acts
of the will are on a higher plane than acts of the
intellect. The fact that it is the will which is at-

tacked by the corruption of sin is an additional

demonstration of its primacy; and in like manner
happiness is enjoyed primarily not by the under-
standing but by the will. In a word, the purpose
of being is realized by the exercise of free, personal

wiU.

The theology of Scotus presupposes a revelation,

which teaches man the aim to be sought by his will

and the means of reaching it. These necessary

truths are taught by Scripture, whose credibility is

demonstrated at length, and contained in summary
in the Apostles' Creed, or in the three ancient creeds,

and in addition to these in the authority of the
"authentic Father" and the "Roman Church."
Since the Church has determined the canon, sub-
mission to the authority of Scripture involves sub-

mission to the Church, which " ap-

5. Revela- proves and authorizes " the Scriptund
tion and books. The decision of the Roman

the Church. Church pronounces a doctrine orthodox
or heretical. Even when a doctrine

has no other authority or rational foundation, it

must be accepted on the single authority of the
Church. The way is thus paved for the ecclesias-

tical positivism of later scholasticism. The whole
body of positive and practical truths offered by
theology is apprehended by faith.

He reaches his conception of God by endeavoring
to show, from the standpoints of causality, finality,

and eminentia, the necessity of an Ens infinitum,

having no external cause or end and no superior.

Considering God as the primum efficiens and per

se agens, he reaches some useful positive conclusions,

proving at length that this primum efficiens must
possess intelligence and will. What God wills, he
wills only because he wills it. He does not will

the good because it is good, but good is good be-

cause he wills it. The absolute power
6. Concep- of God has theoretically only one
tion of God. limit, that of the logically impossible;

in practise it is limited, in accordance
with what he actually has willed or wills, to a
potentia ordinata. The sum of the relations of God
to the world may be designated as love, which em-
braces the entire creation, present and potentiaL

All creation forms a whole, whose individual parts

rank according to their relation to their end of being;

and this relation determines the degree of the divine

love given to each. As God finds the end of his

being in himself, he loves himself first—^then men,
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m BO far as they are in immediate relation to this

end.

Hie sinleaBneas of man in Paradise was theoret-

ically only potential, since the will includes the pos-

nbilitj of sinning. The real sinlessness of the first

man therefore involves a " superadded gift," the

imparted supernatural ** habit " of grace, by which
alcme he was able to subject his lower powers to his

higber. Since concupiscence, or the opposition of

the flesh to the spirit, belongs to the original nature

of man, it can not be the basis of orig-

7. Doctrine inal sin, which is rather to be des-

of Sin. ignated as "the lack of original

righteousness." Concupiscence is the

natnral material of original sin, but only becomes
sin when the frenum cohibens is removed. Scotus
is thus led into the denial of the physical trans-

mission of original sin. Just as the will can not
bring about a metamorphosis of the natural con-

stitution, so an inherited physical constitution

can not change the wilL The redemption of man
from sin stands for Scotus upon quite another
basis. In so far as justitia ariginalis was imparted
to Adam and his posterity, it was a justiHa debHa;

and the will of each of his descendants has the
same debt. Physical generation comes into ques-

tion only in that by it we are made children of

Adam and placed imder the ideal obligation to this

fuaitia. This doctrine strikes at the root of the

Augustinian theory of original sin; it replaces the

phyisical transmission of sinful concupiscence by
the ideal obligation of every child of Adam to the

supernatural righteousness originally imparted to
the first man.

In his treatment of redemption, Scotus denies

that the merits of Christ are infinite. Their basis

is in the obedience rendered by him, which is the
act of his human will; and as that will is finite, so
the merits acquired by its act must be finite. The
eternal divine predestination embraces in itself, as

the means to its accomplishment, the meritorious

P^on of Christ. The death of Christ acquires

its unique value in virtue of the divine will which
has ordained this means and purposed to accept
it as sufficient for the redemption of humanity.
Here comes in the question made familiar by An-
sehn—whether the precise form of the Passion

was necessary to redemption; and this

8. Redemp- question leads Scotus to a criticism

tion. of Anselm's theory. He denies the

absolute necessity of satisfaction,

which was only necessary so far as God willed it,

which he was not bound to do. But even if the

necessity of satisfaction is admitted, it does not
foUow that it must be made by God, since it is

not true that a satisfaction exceeding in value

that of all creation must have been offered. The
value of the redeeming act is not in the thing offered,

but in its acceptance by the divine will. Christ,

seeing the sinfulness of the Jews and their perverted

devotion to the Law, desired ^' to recall them from
error by his words and deeds." He taught them
the truth, and, in the execution of this task, died

for righteousness, considering his Passion the most
effective means of wiiming men back to God through
love. So far this doctrine of satisfaction follows

in the main the type represented by Abelard.
How Scotus conceived the objective side of the
Atonement is seen in another passage, where he
says that God would not forgive sin unless some-
thing was offered to him which pleased him more
than sin displeased him; and this could only be
the obedience of a person whom he loved more
than he would have loved humanity had it not
sinned. This was Christ, in return for whose
obedience and love God showed mercy to the hu-
man race. The imparting of the grace of God is

thus the result of the merits of Christ. By the
word grace in the ordinary sense of gratia creata

Scotus understands the divinely-imparted " habit
"

of love, which inclines the human will to merito-

rious acts. Grace is '' a principle cooperating

"

with the wilL With such cooperation, man would
have to be supposed capable of performing meri-

torious acts ex soils naturalUms, which would be a
Pelagian assmnption. There must be a super-

natural form imprinting its character upon human
action, without forcing it and thus taking away
all merit; and through this *' habit " not only the

single act but the whole man becomes acceptable to

God.
Like most medieval theologians, Scotus consid-

ered the imparting of grace as inseparably attached

to the sacraments, which are given to men in vir-

tue of the Passion of Christ as the '' most perfect

meritorious cause of grace." Apart from the gen-

eral questions as to the nature of sacraments, the

most interesting thing in his treatment is his discus-

sion of the relation between the divine and earthly

factors in the sacraments. Since the

9. The Sac- grace which is imparted to man by a
raments. sacrament can oidy come into being

through a creative act, and creation

in that sense is impossible to man, it follows that

the gift of grace in the sacrament is the result of

the direct operation of Grod, not of priestly action.

On their human or external side, the sacraments
are symbolic acts, which typify the accompanying
divine operation within the soul. But these sym-
bols are sure and operative, since God has promised
to accompany their use with the effect which they
symbolize. He thus defines a sacrament as '' a
symbol cognizable by the senses, efficaciously signi-

fying by divine institution the grace of God or the

effect of God's gracious operation, ordained for the

salvation of man in this life." There can then be no
question of an indwelling of supernatural power
in the sacraments; they are not in themselves
** causes of grace," but can be so called only be-

cause the symbols are secure evidences of the cor-

responding operations of grace, while God's will is

the sole cause of grace, which he creates directly

in the soul. This view had already been clearly

stated by Bonaventura, and through Scotus it

came to dominate the theology of the later Middle

The historical importance of the general teach-

ing of Scotus can scarcely be overestimated. He
brought the scholastic method to its highest point.

His brilliant dialectic, his acuteness of insight, the

earnestness of his criticism, and the carefulness of

his demonstration set an example which has sel-
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dom been equaled by his followers. In his treat-

ment of authority he gave it a different bearing

from that which it had had with the older scholastics;

it became a positive ecclesiastical law, from which
no deviation could be tolerated, and

10. The this legal conception of orthodoxy
Importance marked out the line in which the later

of Scotus. nominalist theology followed. Ac-
cording to his idea of God, all that is

must be referred to the absolutely free will of the

Creator; and the task of learning is therefore not the

working out of what is rationally necessary but the

determination of that which is positively ordained

by God. This is particularly true of theology,

which, embracing a number of contingent disposi-

tions of God, has to deal with a peculiar range of

facts. This explains Scotus's feeling for the par-

ticular and the individual, as well as the free skep-

tical spirit in which he approaches tradition. Char-

acterizing God as Will, and finding the essence of

man's nature also in his Will he naturally empha-
sizes the individual and his freedom in his view of

humanity. Thus by his sharp criticism of tradi-

tional theories and by his bold creation of new terms

and combinations, he set forces at work in the

domain of theology which did much to prepare the

way for the still more thoroughgoing criticism of

the Reformers.

His works are best consulted in the relatively

complete edition of his fellow Franciscan Wadding
(12 vols., Lyons, 1639), or the new one (26 vols.,

Paris, 1891-96), which, however, marks no very

notable advance over Wadding. The most im-

portant is the great commentary on the " Sen-

tences " known as the Opus Oxaniense (vols.

viii.-xxi. of the Paris edition); of

zi. His this the ReportcUa Parisiensia (vols.

Works, xxii.-xxiv.) is an abridgment. Of
the remaining works a large part con-

sists of commentaries on various treatises of Aris-

totle, including the *' Physics," " Metaphysics,"
** Meteorologies," ** Refutations," and "Of the

Soul." His logical works of which the Grammatica
Speculativa is the most important, are also largely

based on those of Aristotle and on the Isagoge of

Porphyry. Others are entitled Tfieoremata, Dis-

putatumes avbtiliasimcBt Conslttaionea metaphysiccB

(whose authenticity is questioned by some), and
the QtUBStionea quodlibetdUa (vols, xxv.-xxvi.).

Of the exegetical and homiletical works mentioned

by Wadding, no trace has yet been found.

(R. Seeberq.)
Bibliography: The best life ie in toL i. of the edition of

the works by Waddins, ut sup. Consult further: J.

Mailer. BiographiachcB aber Duna SeotuM, Cologne. 1881;

K. Werner, Johannes Duna Scoiua, Strasburg, 1881;

DNB, xvi. 216-220. For the philosophy consult: F. C.

Baur, Dreieinigkeit und Menaehwerdung, vol. li. passim,

Tabingen. 1842; M. Schneid. Die KorperUhre dea Jo-

hannes Duna Scotua, Mainz, 1879; K. Werner, Die Scho-

laaUk dea epdteren Mittelaltera, vol. i.. Vienna. 1881; A.

Ritsohl. Rechtfertigung und Veradhnung, i. 73 sqq., Bonn.

1882; W. Kahl, Der Primat dea WiUena bei Augualinua,

Duna Scohia und Deaeartea, Strasburg. 1886; R. Seeberg,

Die Buaalehre dea Duna Scotua, in Abhandlungen /Or Alex-

ander von OetUngen, pp. 172 sqq., Munich. 1897; idem,

Lehrhuch der Dogmengeachichte, vol. ii. passim, Leipsic.

1898; idem. Die Theologie dea Johannea Duna Scotua, ib.

1900; A. H. Ritter. OeachichU der Philoaophie, viii. 354

sqq.. Hamburg, 1834-53; and the works on the history

of philosophy by F. Ueberweg (i. 452-467. New York,

1874). J. E. Erdmann (vol. i. oasstm. ib. 1890). and W.
Windelband (pp. 311-344. 384. 394. 420-423. ib. 1893).

An excellent list of works on the subject is furnished in

J. M. Baldwin, Dictionary of Philoaophy and Paythology,

iii. 1, pp. 186-187. New York. 1906. The treatment by
A. Ritschl is in Eng. transl.. A Critical Hiatory of the Chri»-

tian Doctrine of Juatification and Reconeiliation, Edin-
burgh. 1872.

DUWSTAlf, SAINT: Archbishop of Canterbury;

b. near Glastonbury (5 m. s. of Wells, Somereet)

probably in 925; d. at Canterbuiy May 19, 988.

He was of noble family and related to Elphege of

Winchester and other bishops. His eaiiy educa-

tion was received from Irish scholars in the abbey
of Glastonbury, but his distinguished birth and
rich personal endowments led to his being sum-
moned to the court by King Athelstan while still a
lad. Stories of his visions and dreams point to

some morbid or abnormal nervous condition. His

fondness for heathen poetry and study of incanta-

tions was made a ground of accusation against him,

and, as a consequence, he suffered physical ill

treatment find was driven from the court. His

kinsman, Bishop Elphege, received him at Win-
chester and, after a period of reluctance on Dun-
stan's part, made him a monk.
He now returned to Glastonbury (9427) and

devoted himself to the study of the Bible and the

Fathers, finding also occupation and amusement
in painting, music, and working in metals. BeUs,

crosses, and many small articles were long shown in

Glastonbuiy as his workmanship. He is said to

have adopted an ascetic life and to have built with

his own hands a small cell " more like a grave than

a human dweUing-place,'' which served him as

living-room, oratory, and workshop. He was
again summoned to the court by King Edmund,
only to be again expelled; but the almost miracu-

lous escape of the king from great danger while

hunting softened his mind and led to Dunstan's

being recalled and made abbot of Glastonbury

(c. 946, at the age of twenty-one). The buildings

were in a ruinous condition, the true monastic life

had. died out, lay brothers had taken the place of

monks, and the crown had seized upon the rights

of patronage and the estates. Dunstan's innova-

tions were rather a new foundation than a reforma-

tion. With generous support from the king he

built up an institution which was more of a school

than a Benedictine community, though his compan-
ions wore monk's garb. From it went forth arch-

bishops and clergy of all sorts, who founded and
ruled monasteries, disseminated Dunstan's teach-

ing, and instructed the young. Glastonbury be-

came the center of a monastic reform in Britain,

which culminated in the complete establishment

of the Benedictine rule (though not till after Dun-
stan's return from Biandigny; see below), carried

through by Dunstan himself in milder form, by his

followers with more rigor.

After Edmund's murder (946) Dunstan became
chief advisor and treasurer of King Edred, who had
probably been his playmate at Athelstan's court.

The young and physically weak king owed much to

Dunstan's wise counsel, and the final suppression

of a revolt in Northumbria was largely the work
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of the ^leigetic minister. Edred promoted Dun-
stan's plans for monastic reform and wished to

make him bishop of Crediton in Devonshire (953),

bat Dunstan declined because he had not attained

the canonical age and wished to remain by the

king. A divine revelation is said to have fore-

told him of the impending sudden death of his

ipjral friend (955), and he interred the body at Win-
chester with great honor. Dunstan's enemies pre-

vailed with the new king, Edwy, and he fled to

Flanders to the monastery of Blandigny, near Ghent.

It was here that he gained his full knowledge of

the Benedictine rule. A revolt against Edwy fol-

lowed in England, Dunstan's friends gained the

upper hand, and in 957 he was recalled. The young
kii^ Edgar, made him bishop of Worcester the
same year, in 959 also bishop of London, and finally

archbishop of Canterbury. He was consecrated

Oct 21, 959, and in 960 received the pallium from
Pope John XII. in Rome, where his liberality and
piety were much praised. As archbishop he filled

his suffragan sees with his adherents, pushed on the

monastic reform, and substituted monks for secular

dergy, having in all these measures the support of

the king and an influential party. It is said that
he fouzided forty new monasteries and filled them
in part with French monks. With other bishops

he crowned Edgar at Bath in 973, and with wise

statecraft he acted as chief minister during Edgar's
saccessful and orderly reign. In the disorders

which followed Edgar's death (975), during which
the archbbhop crowned more than one kuig, Dun-
stan'a party finally prevailed. In the last years of

his life he returned to his early artistic avocations,

and took much interest in church building and in

education; his old zeal for religion and charity

continued unabated. On the whole he presents

the picture of a man of piety, himself eager to
learn and anxious to teach others, also of an able

statesman. Laws of his time, particularly imder
Edgar, show a strong sense of justice, and church
ordinances bear marks of his mild hand. No gen-
uine literary works of Dimstan's are preserved.

He was buried in his church, not at Glastonbury,
as asserted later. A cycle of legends and wonders
•oon grew up about his memory. H. Hahn.
BnuooftAPHT: Sotiroes for biography are the Vila, in-

dnduig one by a contemporary priest (signed B), that
by Addard of Ghent (1006-11 a.d.), and one by Osbem
(a oootemporary of Lanfrano), are collected in A8B,
May. !. 346-384, in MPL, cxxxvii., exxzix.. clix.. and
with other documents, ed. W. Stubbs, in Memoriala of
SL [hmMan, RoUm Serim, No. 63. London, 1874. These
are nippiemented by the Dunaian Saga, ed. G. Vigfusson,

&C tranal. by G. W. Dasent, RolU iSsries, London.
1887>04. Further sources are indicated in T. D. Hardy,
DmriptitM Calaloaue of MaieriaU rdaUno to the HiMt. of
Grmt Britain, RotU Striea, No. 26, i. 2. pp. 504-609. ib.

1802. As source! consult also: D. Wilkins, Concilia
Uaqna Britannica . . . 440-1717, 4 vols., London,
1737; Codex diplomatieuM wvi Saxonici, ed. J. M. Kem«
ble. vols., ib. 1830. For more modem treatment oon-
Mit: Engelhardt, DiaeertaHo de Dunatano, Erlangen,
1834; W. Robinson, Life of St. Dunatan, London, 1844;
W. F. Hcrok. Livea of the Archbiahopa of CanUithury, vol.

i. ib. I860; DlfB, xvi. 221-230.

DUHSTER, HEliRY: First president of Har-
vard College; b. probably at Bury (8 m. n.n.w. of

Uanchester), Lancashire, England, 1609 (said to
htTc been baptized Nov. 26, 1609; cf. TYxa Nation,

Ixxxiv., 1907, p. 9); d. at Scituate, Mass., Feb. 27,

1659. After studying at Magdalene College, Cam-
bridge (B.A., 1630; M.A., 1634), he took orders;

in 1640 he came to America to escape High-church
tyranny. On Aug. 27 of the same year he was
appointed president of Harvard, and held this

position till Oct. 24, 1654, when he was forced to
resign on account of his antipedobaptist views
(see Baptists, II., 1, { 4). He then removed to
Scituate, where he was engaged in the ministry

till his death. For the public proclamation re-

garding infant baptism, which had caused his

retirement from Harvard, he was indicted by the
grand jury and sentenced to a public admonition;
and later he was presented to this body for failure

to baptize one of his children. He cUd much to
give standing to Harvard, and was greatly es-

teemed for his piety and learning. He had a good
knowledge of Hebrew, and when Eliot, Welde, and
Mather prepared the " Bay Psalm Book " (q.v.)

they submitted the work to him for revision.

Biblioobapht: J. Chaplin. Life of Henry Dunaitr, Bofton,
1872; the histories of Harvard by B. Pierce, Cambridge,
1833. J. Quinoy, Boston, 1840, and 8. A. Eliot, ib. 1848;
W. B. Rpraffue, Annala of the American Puljiil, i. 125-
126. New York. 1850: DNB, xvi. 231-232.

DUPAKLOUP, dtt"pah'aQ', FELIX AHTOIKE
PHILIBERT: French prelate; b. at St. F^liz, 14 m.
n.n.e. of Chamb^ry, Jan. 3, 1802; d. at the Chateau
Lacombe, near Grenoble, Oct. 11, 1878. He was
ordained priest at Paris in 1825. In 1841 he re-

ceived a professorship at the Sorbonne, in 1840 the
bishopric of Orleans, and in 1854 he became a
member of the French Academy. As a writer and
speaker he was untiring in his efforts inbehalf of the

Roman Catholic Church and clergy. He belonged
to a liberal group, opposing the dogma of papal
infallibility, but submitted to the decision of the
Vatican (>)uncil in 1870. In 1871 he was a deputy
to the National Assembly, where he allied himself

with the clerical right, and in 1875 he was elected

a life-senator. He aided in Broglie's attempt at a
clerical reaction in 1877, establishing a paper. La
Defense, in the interest of the movement. Among
his numerous writings may be mentioned: Manuel
des cat^hiames (Paris, 1832); De VidiicaHon (3

vols., 1850-62); (Euvres choiaies (4 vols., 1861); De
la haute ^ucation inteUectuelle (3 vols., 1870).

Buuooe^pht: F. Lagrange, Vie de Mgr. Dupanloup, 8
vols.. Paris, 1883-84, Eng. trans!., 2 vols.. London. 1885;
F. A. P. de Falloux, L'&vtque d'Orliana, Paris, 1879;

J. Pougeois, Mgr. Dupanloup, aa vie jnMique et privH,
aea muvrea, ib. 1879; C. Hviwig, Die Ersiehunifaprinai'

pien Dupanloupa, Leipsio, 1884

DU PERROH, do pft"rOh' (DUPERROH),
JACQUES DAVY: French cardinal and author;

b. near Bern Nov. 25, 1556; d. at BatignoUes (now
part of Paris) Sept. 5, 1618. He was the son
of Reformed parents, and received a careful educa-

tion from his father. Presented at the French
court at an early age, he gained the favor of Henry
III., and in his twenty-fifth year took orders in the

Roman Catholic Church. He was an important

factor in the conversion of Henry IV., who ap-

pointed him Bishop of Evreux in 1591, and it was
he who, together with Cardinal d'Ossat, sought

and obtained absolution for the king at Rome in
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1595. At this same time the pope consecrated

him to his bishopric, and he thereupon devoted
himself to the conversion of the Reformed. In

1604 Du Perron became cardinal, and two years

later was made Grand Almoner of France and arch-

bishop of Sens. In 1604 he was invited by Clem-
ent VIII. to take part in the conferences of the

Congregatio de auxiliis on Molinism, and he also

labored for the reconciliation of the pope and the

republic of Venice. He became still more promi-
nent at the Synod of Paris in 1612, which con-

denmed the De ecdesiastica et polUica potestate of

Edmond Richer, and at the assembly of the Es-
tates at Paris in 1614-15, where he vainly sought
to secure the acceptance of the canons and decrees

of the Council of Trent. His writings were pub-
lished at Paris in 1620-22 in three folio volumes,
the first containing his TraiU sixr VeucharistU, di-

rected primarily against Du Plessis-Momay; the
second comprising his controversy with James I.

of England, who had asserted that the Anglican
Church formed part of the Church Catholic; and
the third including briefer controversial works and
the articles drawn up for the conversion of the
sister of Henry IV. (C. Ppendbr.)
BniLiooRA.PHT: P. Feret, Le Cardinal Du Perron^ Paris,

1877; Ptrroniana, Qeneva, 1667.

DU PIN, da pan' (DUPIN), LOUIS ELLIES:
French Roman Catholic priest and historian; b.

at Paris June 17, 1657; d. there June 6, 1719. He
was a scion of a noble Norman family, and received

a thorough education, becoming a doctor of the
Sorbonne in 1684. Two years later appeared the
first volume of his chief work, the Biblioth^que unv-

verseUe des atUeurs eccUaiasHqiieSf which brought
its author into conflict with the clergy and es-

pecially with Bossuet on account of its rational-

istic tone. Under the threat of a rigid censorship

he retracted his views, but could not save his book
from suppression by the Parliament of 1683. It

was continued, however, under the new title Nou-
veUe biblioth^que des auteurs ecclisiastiques, and in

this form reached, with the supplements, sixty-one

octavo volumes (original ed., 58 vols., Paris, 1686-

1704; Eng. transl. by W. Wotton, 17 vols., Lon-
don, 1693-1707). Involved in the controversy

over the bull Unigenilus and accused of being a
Jansenist and a signer of the ** Case of Conscience,"

he was banished to Chatellerault, and although he
was permitted to return after a second retraction,

he was not allowed to resume his activity as a
teacher at the College de France. Ehiring the re-

gency he corresponded with William Wake, the
archbishop of Canterbury, on the union of the An-
glican and Roman Catholic Churches, and all his

papers were accordingly confiscated in Feb., 1719,

at the order of Dubois. He likewise took part in

the attempt to unite the Greek and Roman Catholic

Churches made when Peter the Great visited Paris

in 1717.

As a Gallican canonist Du Pin wrote his De an-
tiqua ecclesicB disciplina disaertationee historicas

(Paris, 1686) and his Trait6 de la puissance eccl6-

siastique et temporeUe (1707), the latter a detailed

conmientaiy on the four theses of the Gallican

clergy. Among his numerous other works sx)ecial

mention may be made of the following: DissertO'

Hon prdiminairef ou proUgomknes sur la BibU (2

vols., 1699; Eng. transl., 2 vols., London, 1699-

1700); Btbliothique universelle des histariens (Am-
sterdam, 1708; Eng. transl., 2 vols., London,
1709); Histaire de Valise en abrigi (Paris, 1712;

Eng. transl., 4 vols., London, 1715-16); Mabode
pour itudier la tfUologie (1716; Eng. transl., Lon-
don, 1720); and his editions of Optatus (Paris,

1700) and of the writings of Johann Gerson (1703).

He wrote with extraordinary ease, skill, and taste,

but was lacking in depth. (C. Pfknder.)

Bxbuographt: Du Pin's notes upon his life and writiiiss

are in the NouvdU hiUioihhpM, xiz. 176-253. Consult:
Niotfron, Af^motres, ii. 25-28; L. Q. Miehaud. Biogrophm
univ€r9Mt, vol. zii., 45 vols., Paris, 1843HS6.

DU PLESSIS-MORNAY, da"ple8"8i'.m«r"n^', PHX-
LIPPE.

Early Life and Education (} 1).

First PubUc Services. 1669-77 (§ 2).

Enters Service of Henry of Navarre ((3).
Defense of Henry's Claim to the Succession (} 4).

Activities as Governor of Saumur (} 5).

His Great Polemic (} 6).

His Influence and Importance (( 7).

Philippe Du Plessis-Momay (called also Philippe

de Momay, Seigneur du Plessis-Marly, Baron of

La Fordt-sur^vre), French Protestant states-

man, soldier, theologian, and controversialist; b.

at Buhy (Normandy) Nov. 5, 1649; d. at La
Fordt-sur^vre (Poitou) Nov. 11, 1623. He was
destined for the priesthood, and at an eaiiy age
was sent to the Roman Catholic college of Lisieux

at Paris in spite of the fact that his mother had been
won over to the practise, though not to the public

acknowledgment, of the Reformed faith. In 1559
the father died, a convert to Protestantism, which
was now openly professed by the widow and her
children. Momay prosecuted his studies at Parts

for a number of years, then, on the outbreak of the
second war of religion in 1567, he made ready to
join the Huguenot forces imder Cond^, but was pre-

vented from carrying out his intention by a fall

from his horse. A poem on the horrors of civil

strife, composed at this time and ad-
X. Early dressed to the Cardinal of ChatiUon,
Life and gained him the friendship of that
Education, prelate, at whose advice he imdertook

in 1568 a long journey abroad for the
purpose of completing his education imder the best
foreign- teachers. Through Germany, Italy, the
Netherlands, and England he traveled, devoting
his time with characteristic seriousness of purpoae
to linguistic and juridical studies, acquainting him-
self with political, ecclesiastical, and social life and
the great men of the different countries, and pre-

serving the results of his observations in a care-

fully kept diary.

At Cologne he came into contact with Dutch
refugees, whose accounts of Alva's mle stirred

the ardent yoimg Protestant to vehement hatred
against Roman Catholic Spain and convinced him
of the unity of interests between the adherents of
the Reformed faith in France and Holland. Two
pamphlets addressed to the Dutch people, exhorting
them to cast off the Spanish yoke, gained him the
attention and friendship of William the Silent. Co>
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Ugny. too, discerned the splendid promise of his tal-

cnU, and a memorial composed by Du Plessis, urging

the expediency of rendering aid to the Dutch prov-

tneee, was laid by the great admiral before Charles

DC He narrowly escaped the massacre of St.

Baithc^mew, and with great difficulty made his

way to England, where he remained
2. First till the end of 1573, acting for a time
PabUc as the agent of William the Sflent

Semccs, and the Duke of Alen^on and Anjou.

i569~77- Summoned by La Noue to France, he
took part in the unsuccessful Huguenot

attempt at Saint Germain in Mar., 1574, was de-

fated at Nantes, went on a diplomatic mission to

Louis of Nassau, and was taken prisoner in the

battle of Donnans in Oct., 1575, but escaped recog-

nition and, ransomed for a small sum, took up his

residence at S^dan. There he made the acquaint-

ance of Charlotte Arbaleste, a young widow of

deeply pious character and an ardent Huguenot,
whom he married in Jan., 1576. It was chaj-acter-

ktic of her that she requested a literary disserta-

tioo as a marriage gift, and Du Plessis accordingly

eompoeed his Discaurs de la vie et de la mart (Lau-

sanne, 1576; Eng. transL Discourse of Life and
Dedik, by Eklward Aggas, London, 1577, six later

editions).

In the sixth civil war, which broke out in 1577,

Dq Plessis took little share. La Noue had pre-

KDted him to Henry of Navarre, who sent him on
a missbn to England, where he remained for

more than a year, composing his TraiU de Valise
London, 1578; Eng. transL A Treatise of the

OuTcfc, by I. Feilde, 1579, 2d ed., 1581). From
1578 to 1582, with the exception of

3. Kiters a brief sojourn in England, he rep-

Serrice resented the interests of Henry of

olHenry of Navarre in the Netherlands, residing

Hararre. at Antwerp, and, after 1580 at Ghent.

In the latter city he completed an
ambitious theological work, the Traiii de la veriU

de la, religum chritienne conJtre Us AJthies, Epicur

rimtf Payens, Juifs, MahumedisteSf et autres Inft-

dda (Antwerp, 1581; Eng. transl. A Works Con-
egrning the Treumesse of the Christian Religum^ by
Sir Philip Sidney and A. Golding, London, 1587,4th
ed., 1617). In 1582 he was r^»alled to France by
the king of Navarre, and from that time dates
the friendship between the two that was to last

ontil Henry's conversion to Roman Catholicism.

With consummate energy and fine literary talents

be became Henry's mouthpiece and public defender.

He was his most trusted coimselor and a fearless,

though respectful, critic where he believed the
prince untrue to himself. His presence at court
was fdt in a general chastening of manners, and a
Q^omunent of his peculiar part in this friendship
WIS the remarkable essay, Rkglement de la fofon de
n>re, composed for the king in Jan., 1583. In the
diflFerenc»« existing between the heads of the
Huguenot party and Henry of Navarre, Du Plessis

wted as a mediator. At the Synod of Vitr6 in May,
1583, suspicion of Henry's ambitions was rife

aaong the delegates, whose views were largely

tinged with the spirit of Calvinistic democracy;
Da Plessis was instrumental in bringing about the

IV.—

3

agreement that a number of deputies of the sjmod
should be assigned to the presence of the prince

to be consulted on all ecclesiastical affairs. The
project of a union of the Protestant churches of

Europe which received some discussion at the same
Bynod was very close to his heart, and at the 83m-
ods of Gap in 1603, La RocheUe in 1607, and Ton-
neins in 1614 he was an ardent advocate of the
scheme, although he achieved not the slightest

success.

The death of the Duke of Anjou in June, 1584,

brought Henry of Navarre next in succession to the
throne, and the health of the childless Henry III.

was such as to make his death at any moment a
probable event. By the mass of the French nation
the accession of a Protestant king was regarded as
out of the question, and the League, in alliance

with Spain, entered on a period of

4. Defense renewed activity. In the war of

of Henry's pamphlets that ensued, Du Plessis

Claim to naturaUy appeared as the most promi-
the Sue- nent defender of the legitimate claims
cession, of Henry of Navarre. With untiring

energy he poured forth a succession

of state documents, letters, instructions, and for-

mal argumentations, aU expressive of devoted
faith in a prince to whom he looked as the coming
disseminator of Evangelistic teaching throughout
the world. In the war of the Three Henrys which
foUowed the Eklict of Nemours in 1585, Du Plessis

acted as governor of the important fortress of

Montauban and took part in the battle of Coutras
(Oct. 20, 1587), Hemy's first great victory, and in

the unsuccessful siege of Saint-Naaaire. At the
political assembly of the Huguenots at La RocheUe
in 1588, he exercised his accustomed function of

mediator between Henry and the Protestant leaders,

and was elected president of the council entrusted
with the management of the affairs of the party
and its representation at court. The assassination

of the Guises at Blois in December of the same year
led to a temporary aUiance between Henry III. and
the king of Navarre against the League, negotiated
by Du Plessis, who received the command of the
important city of Saumur, which had been assigned

as a stronghold to the Huguenots. He fought by
the side of Henry of Navarre at Ivry (March 14,

1590) and was present at the siege of Rouen, in the
course of which he made a joiuney to England to
solicit the aid of Elizabeth.

The resistance of the League had convinced
Henry of Navarre that the crown of France was
not to be gained so long as he remained a Protes-

tant, and the problem became one merely of ren-

dering his change of religion as little odious as

possible. In the negotiations that preceded the
king's abjuration of the Huguenot faith Du Plessis

appears as the victim of Henry's double dealing.

Fond as he was of theological disputation, he felt

convinced that an open debate on the rival merits

of the warring confessions, could not but serve to
strengthen the king in his hereditary faith, and in

this spirit of confidence he negotiated with the
representative of the League a treaty by which
Henry agreed to place himself under Roman Catho-
lic instruction in order to test the truth of the
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doctrines of the Church. Too late Du Plessis dis-

covered that his project of a public disputation was
not to be realized and that Henry had used him
for his own ends. The old friendship between the

two was thereby destroyed, and though Du Plessis

remained in Henry's service and was concerned in

many important affairs of state, he was no longer the

spokesman of the king. The loss of royal favor,

however, brought no end to the active

5. Activ- career of Du Plessis. As governor of

ities as Saumur he devoted himself to the

Goyemor of strengthening of the fortress and the

Saumur. improvement of the surrounding dis-

trict. With his own means he founded
in 1593 the Protestant university of Saumur,
which, till its suppression by Louis XIV. in 1685,

was the most important and influential of Protes-

tant theological schools in France. As arbitrator

between the Huguenots and the king, he was an
especially important figure during the years pre-

ceding the promulgation of the edict of Nantes,

when the favor shown by Henry IV. to the great

Roman Catholic nobles roused among the Hugue-
nots fear of the resumption of persecution. At
the assembly of Nantes in 1593 the first steps to-

ward the Edict of Nantes were taken in the for-

mulation of the Huguenot demands. Of greater

importance was the Synod of Sainte Foy in the

following year, where the organization of the Hugue-
not party was carried out in accordance with the

plans formulated by Du Plessis. Although he
took no share in the negotiations leading up to the

Edict of Nantes or in the drafting of that document,
its provisions must be regarded as largely the

result of his long activity in the councils of the king.

As the most prominent among Protestant states-

men and theologians Du Plessis received at this

time the nickname of the Huguenot Pope.

In July, 1598, Du Plessis published at La Ro-
chelle De Vinstitution, itsageet doctrinedu saint sacre-

ment di Veucharistie enV^glise ancienne (Eng.transl.,

The Institution, Usage, and Doctrine of theHolySac-
rament, London, 1600), a work representing many
years of labor and comprising in addition to the main
attack on the mass, a polemic against otherRoman
Catholic doctrines. Over 5,000 quotations from the

Scriptures, the Church Fathers, and the medieval

theologians constituted a formidable array of evi-

dence and bore testimony to the learning of its

author. It was regarded not only as

6. His a monumental apology for the Re-
Great formed faith, but as the reply of the

Polemic. Protestants to the king's conversion.

The Roman Curia and the Sorbonne
expressed their condemnation of the work and many
rejoinders were published. In 1600 Davy Duperron,

bishop of Evreux, formulated the charge against

Du Plessis that a large proportion of the citations

adduced by him were either entirely false or incor-

rectly quoted. Du Plessis thereupon challenged

his critic to a public disputation which occurred in

the presence of the king and his court at Fontaine-

bleau on May 4, 1600. Du Plessis, as a matter of

fact, had not made use of the best editions in com-

piling his references and was, moreover, unequal

in theological learning and dialectic to his opponent;

but what principally led to the tatter's triumph
was the disingenuous action of the authorities in

allowing Du Plessis a single night for the prepara-

tion of his side of the case. Deeply humiliated by
the result of the disputation, Du Plessis retired to

Saumur, where he busied himself with the recasting

of his work, which, sanctioned by a general synod,

appeared in a second edition at Saumur in 1604.

The death of his only son in 1605 and that of

his wife in the following year were severe blows,

although they did not draw him away from the

sphere of active church politics. After the assas-

sination of Henry IV. (1610), he persevered in his

attitude of loyalty to the royal house

7. His In- notwithstanding the machinations of

fluence the regent Mary de' Medici against the

and Im- Huguenots. His influence was still

portance. exerted for peace, and when Cond6
took up arms in 1615, he was suc-

cessful in restraining the majority of the Prot-

estants from resorting to violence. The court

showed little gratitude. On the outbreak of

the religious war of 1621 Du Plessis, in spite

of his well-known pacific attitude, was de-

prived of his govemorahip of Saumur. Wounded
in spirit and half-blind, he retired to his c&stle of

La For6t-sur-Sdvre where he died two years later.

His principal works, in addition to those men-
tioned above, were as follows: LacrimcB (Paris,

1606; Eng. transL by J. Healey, London, 1609),

a threnody on the death of his son; Le mysth-e

dHniquit4, c^esth dire, I'histoire de lapapauti (Saumur,

1611; Eng. transl.. The Mysterie of Iniquitie that is

Historie of the Papacie, by S. Lennf^ London,

1612); BXidLHscoursetm^itations chritiennes (3 vols.

,

Saumur and La For^t, 1609-24). His religious

writings show no original contributions in the field

of theology; he was too much the polemist to be

the pioneer. His importance rests rather in the

multifarious activities of his eventful life and in the

high example he set of unselfish and steadfast devo-

tion to a cause of the merits of which he was thor-

oughly convinced. (Thbodor ScHorrt.)

Bibuoorapht: The Sources are: D. Lioqueo, HiHoire d$

la vie de . . , Philippe de Momay, Les^n* 1047;

Mimoiree et corrtepondance . . , de la FonteneUe, rols.

i.-xii., Paris, 1824-25; earlier collections of M^moim
appeared at La For6t, 1624-52, and Amsterdam. 1652-

1653; a complete collection of the letters is a desidera-

tum. The best account of the life is in E. St&helin.

Der Uebertritt . . . Heinrich'e IV, . , . eur kathoHaeken

Kirche, Basel. 1856; for English reader^ H. M. Baird.

The Huouenote and Henry of Navarre, New York. 1886,

is very valuable and is detailed. Consult also: G. de

Felice, Hiet. de proteetanta de France, Paris, 1850; E. and

6. Haag, La France Proteetante, vol. vii. ib. 1857; P. de

Felice. Lee Proteetante d'a%Urefoie, 4 vols.. Paris. 1897-

1002. His literary activity is well characterised in A.

Savous. Studee littirairee eur lee ierivaine de la Reforma-

tion, vol. ii.. Paris. 1841.

DURAin), da-rand', OF SAINT POURCAIN, pOrsan.

His Life (S 1). His Doctrine of the Saora-

Independenoe as a Thinker ments ($ 5).

(i 2). His Significance as a Teacher

Philosophical Position (i 3). (S 6).

His Theology (i 4).

Durand of Saint Pour^ain (Durandus de Sando

Porciano), scholastic theologian, bishop of Meaux.

was bom at Saint Pourgain (85 m. n.w. of Lyons) in
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AuTergne, in the third quarter of the thirteenth cen-

tury; d. at Meaux (28 m. e. of Paris) Sept. 10, 1334.

He entered the Dominican order as early as 1303.

In 1312 he was made a licentiate and was called

to Avignon as lector curim and magister S. PcUatii,

and remained there for some time. In

I. ffis Life. 1317 he was made a bishop, in 1326
bishop of Meaux. During the last

yean of his life he was in opposition to John XXII.
on account of his teaching of the visio beoHfica, and
a pidicium maqistrorum theologict in curia existent-

tium declared eleven of his articles objectionable.

Of his writings one only has importance, the com-
prdiensive commentary on the " Sentences " of

Peter Lombard, which he conmienced, according to

his own statement, while a young man and finished

in his old age.

In the controversy between the scientific tend-

Gkoa of his time, Durand occupied an independ-
ent critical position and adhered to no school-

authority, a position for which he obtained the
mme of Doctor resoliUissimus. To be sure, dogmatic
statements which had become authoritative in the

Qiureh are without question authoritative for

him, but he distinguishes cleariy between that

wfaidi is r^Jly an ecclesiastical statement and that

which is commonly deduced from it,

2. Inde- the former, not the latter, being bind-

peadence as ing. Besides, the authority of any in-

1 Thinker, dividual teacher must yield to good
contrary reasons. Especially is this

tnie (as he states with unmistakable reference to
the cdleagues of Thomas, who would make him
the absolutely authoritative theologian of the order,

Pr<tl. in sent. no. 12) with respect to every modem
teacher, for " every one who dismisses reason for

the sake of human authority falls into beastly

unwisdom." Still more decided is Durand's posi-

tion against extra-ecclesiastical authorities; ** it

is no part of natural philosophy to know what
Aristotle or other philosophers thought, but the
troth of the matter is the essential thing; where-
fore when Aristotle deviates from the truth of the

maUer it is no science to know what Aristotle

thought, but rather error " (Prcef, in sent., qu. 1,

na6).

like all theologians of that time, Durand has
his say on the question of universcUia. But his

porition is not clear owing to the fact that the

e(Hnmentary was composed during a long period,

within which hb views underwent development.
Hence Prantl states (p. 292) only that he approaches
to nominalistic views and Baur {Kirchengeachichte

da MiitelaUera, p. 377), that the premises of nom-
inalion are found in him. Nevertheless every real

entity is to him merely individual entity (II., dist.

3, qu. 3, no. 9). To be sure the general concepts
ve not merely nothings, since they designate con-

gniitieB which are found among different things,

bat these coogruities do not go back to something
reafly common, therefore: " The unity of auniver-
ad m its particulars is not a unity of the thing but
a unity of relationship, just as the entity is an entity

of relationship " (I., dist. 19, qu. 4, no. 10; cf.

II., dist. 3, qu. 3, no. 16). On this account also

the much disputed question concerning the prin'

dpium individuaiionis becomes to him null and
void, because he thinks it a simple matter of fact

that every thing real proceeds as such

3. Philo- from the individual and is individual

Bophical (II., dist 3, qu. 3, no. 15). From this

Position, point of view Durand must be con-

sidered a nominalist, though this is

not clear everjrwhere. But on the other hand it

can not be said that the theological views of Durand
are to be traced to his nominalism, or even to his

philosophical views in general, for he does not do it

himself. Only a certain corresponding tendency
in his thinking on both spheres may be admitted.

Durand allows his views to develop everywhere
from a criticism of his predecessors, but this crit-

icism, acute as it is, rests so little on firm pervading
principles that a Durandian system can hardly be
spoken of. As a Dominican he started in the first

place from Thomas, but in essential points he freed

himself from Thomism and pursued in many
directions a like path to Scotus, without therefore

becoming a Scotist. For example he does not share

with him the fundamentally important position

of the will before intelligence. On the question

whether theology is to be considered a science, he
deviates much from Thomas asserting with em-
phasis that for most theological statements a scien-

tific demonstration is impossible; he does not even
admit with Scotus the possibility of a scientifically

satisfactory refutation of the contrary reasons

(IV., dist. 11, qu. 1, no. 6). Further considerations

lead him to the result that theology is in no respect

a science in the strict sense, but only in the wider

sense, because one may call science a discipline

which rests on true propositions, though not evi-

dent to the reasoner. On the whole in Durand may
be perceived a keen apprehension of the distinction

between faith and knowledge. Thomas imagined
that he was able to bridge over the chasm between
both, since faith, so far as it rests on divine authority

appeared to him under the point of view of knowl-
edge, and indeed of a knowledge the certainty of

which IB greater than that of all knowledge
from natural reason (Summat p. I., qu. 1, art.

8, ad. 2). Durand, however, says (II., dist. 23, qu.

7, no. 10) " there are many conditions of knowl-

edge and action in us more certain and better

known than faith.''

Characteristic of Durand's morally serious but
religiously cool mode of consideration is his answer
to the question (IV., dist. 1, qu. 7) " whether sin

should be more hateful to the believer because it is

offensive to God or because it is hurtful to him-
self." The idea of ojfensa Dei, also that of the

wrath of God, is here in substance wholly removed:
both are asserted of God only secundum effectum^

not secundum affectum, and by offensa Dei must not

be understood a displeasure of (}od in the sinner or

the will to punish him, for the expression is noth-

ing more than a metaphorical designation of pun-
ishment itself, and originated by trans-

4. His ferring to God a disposition analogous

Theology, to that in which the reproving man
generally is. The guilt of the sinner is

therefore not in the offensa Dei, but in the irregular

conduct of man; such a conduct b against reason,
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whereas the just punishment is not against reason,

and hence sin is a greater evil and must be hated

more than punishment. This is a way of viewing

things which comes near to that of Kant, but is

just as far removed from that of Anselm as from
that of Luther. No less removed from Anselm is

Durand also with respect to the necessity of re-

demption through the satisfaction by the son of

God. If Thomas allowed it at least relatively,

Durand denies in the first place all necessity for

God to redeem the fallen race, secondly also, if a
redemption was to take place, the necessity of a
perfect satisfaction, since God could have refused

all satisfaction or could have been satisfied with a
lesser one (III., diet. 20, qu. 12). That not all have
part in the salvation, and that there exists a dif-

ference between the predestined and non-pre-

destined, must be assumed on the ground of reve-

lation. For a rational argument one may assert

with Thomas that in this way in the order of the
universe not only the bonum misericordicB but also

the bonum jitstUicB punientis \a fully asserted, but
Durand finds this reason not cogent because the

punitive justice is only a relative good, in so far as

it serves as remedy, for " the universe were better

off without guilt and punitive justice than with
them; just as nature were better off without sick-

ness and medicine than with them " (I., dist. 41,

qu. 2, no. 13).

Concerning the sacraments Durand adopted the
already customary number seven, but he went back
again to the more ancient distinction between sac-

raments in the narrower and wider sense and con-

sidered marriage as a sacrament only in the wider
sense. The doctrine of transubstantiation caused
hin\, like many of his contemporaries, great diffi-

culties. His older contemporary and monastic
colleague, John of Paris, taught a kind of consubstan-
tiation—the substances remain after the conse-

cration but not in proprio suppwnto—
5. His Doc- he was tried on that account but died

trine of the at Avignon before the trial was ended.
Sacraments. Durand is more cautious; he remarks

indeed that the reasons for the doc-

trine are not satisfying, but he also states that the

assumption that the substance of the elements
remains would remove many difficulties (IV., dist.

11, qu. 1, no. 15-17). Against all these consider-

ations however stands the authority of the Church,
to which one must be subject. He wishes there-

fore only to oppose a certain form of transubstan-

tiation—^the common one—according to which a
complete change of the substances takes place, and
tries to explain this as conceivable by assuming a
change of the form of the elements, whereas the

substance turns into the form of the body of Christ.

Taking all together the importance of Durand
may thus be expressed: (1) he is a theologian of a
strictly ecclesiastico-conservative tendency, and

only within these limits of one com-
6. His Sig- paratively more liberal (2) a somewhat
nificance as larger freedom was made possible for

a Teacher, him by the separation of the domains
of faith and knowledge, but even in

this form he used it in a very moderate manner.

(3) His talent is predominantly critical,not produc-

tive; he is stronger in critical reflection on the

points tmder discussion than in the deeper appre-

hension of the subjects; (4) the preceding conJsid-

erations taken together explain why he was unable

to produce an epoch-making impression. Such
could have proceeded mainly from the treatment

of the preliminary questions of theology and from
his nominalism, but in both respects he was out-

stripped by the boldness of Occam and, as it were,

placed in the shade. (5) Nevertheless his m^n
work has for a long time enjoyed an authority on

account of the exodUences mentioned above and on
account of its dogmatic correctness. Gerson rec-

ommended him b^ide Thomas, Bonaventura, and
Henry of Ghent, and in the sixteenth century there

still existed at Salamanca a special chair for Durand.
S. M. Deutsch.
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DURAND OF TROARN: Roman Catholic abbot

of Troam; b. at Neubourg (13 m. n.w. of Evreux)
apparently in the early part of the eleventh century;

d. at Troam (5 m. e. of Caen) Feb. 11, 1088. He
entered a monastery in early youth, and in 1059

was appointed abbot of Troam, an office which he

held for the remainder of his life. He is noteworthy

for his share in the second eucharistic controversy,

his De corpore et sanguine Christi dating i^parently

from about 1054. In his opinion the entire con-

troversy centered about the question whether in

the Sacrament there was a symbol or a true sub-

stance, he himself maintaining the latter teaching

as the belief of the entire Catholic Church. His

book is noteworthy, as showing the feeling that the

attacks of Berengar on the doctrines of Paschasius

Radbertus imperiled the tmth of Christianity, and

as indicating the opposition of the older traditional-

istic theologians to any explanation of contro-

verted problems. In conformity with his theory

that all difficulties may be solved by the state-

ments of the Church Fathers, a large portion of his

work consists of compilations from such predeces-

sors as Hilary, Ambrose, Augustine, Jerome, Cas-

siodorus, Bede, Amalarius, Hincmar, and Fulbert.

Noteworthy also are his data concerning the course

of the Berengarian controversy from 1050 to 1054.

(A. Hatjck.)

BiBLioaRAPHT: The work of Durand is appended to L.

d'Aohery's edition of Lanfrano, Paris, 1745, and in MPL,
oxlix. Consult: HieL lUUraire de France, viii. 230; H.

Sudendorf, Berengarixte Turoneneie, pp. 25 sqq., Goths,
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U50; C Werner, O^rUrt von AuritttMc, pp. 171 sqq..

MeuMk 1S78; J. Schnitser, Beiwmar von Tour$, pp. 328
•qq^ StattgBrt. 1892.

DURAHDUS, GtJUELHUS: French canonists.

1. Called ** Speculator" after his chief work; b. at
Paimiffion, near B^ziers, 1237; d. in Rome Nov. 1,

1296. Oement IV. made him bis auditor-general,

8ubdeacon, and chaplain ; Gregory X., his secretary
at the council ofLyons (1274) ; Nidiolas lU. sent him
into the Romagna and to Bologna to receive their

homage in his name (1278) ; Martin TV. made him
spnitual le^te in the Romagna (1281), and in 1283
rector-general. In 1286 he became bishop of Mende,
southern France. His chief book was the Speculum
iittHeiale [Rome, 1474; latest ed., Frankfort, 1668].

Another useful book was his Rationale divinorum
(^danan, Augsburg, 1470 (Eng. transl. of the first

book. The SymboUmn of Churches and Church Omor
mente, London, 1906).

2. His nephew succeeded him as bishop of Men-
des, Dec 18, 1296; d. there 1331. His book, De
wkdo celebrandi coneiHi et oorruptetU in ecdeeia
r^armandis (in TraeUUua iUuatrium Jurie eonmilr
fcnisi, XIII., 1. 159 sqq., Venice, 1584), made quite
a msation in the Middle Ages.

Bduogkapht: J. F. voo Schulte, OMthuhU dm- QudUn
wad LUeratur df eanoniaehen R^ehtB, ii. 155-150, Stutt-
esrt, 1877; KL, iv. 45-46; aod prefaoe to the Eog. ttmnai,

of the gofwmafe, 190ft.

DURBIHy JOHN PRICE: Methodist Episcopal
eftergrman; b. near Paris, Bourbon Co., Ky., Oct.

10, 1800; d. in New York Oct 19, 1876. In 1818
be became an itinerant mimster, and later studied
at Miami University and Cinciimati OoUege. In
1833 be edited the Christian Advocate and Jour-
sat New York. From 1834 to 1846 he was
president ci Dickinson College, Perm., and from
1850 to 1872 was secretary of the Methodist Mis-
BioDtty Society. He was an eloquent minister and
an excellent administrative officer. His principal

works were ObserxaHons in Europe (2 vols.. New
Ywk, 1844), and ObaervaHons uu Egypt, Palestine,

Syria, and Asia Minor (2 vols., 1845).

Bouimbapht: J. A. Roche, Lift of John Pries DurHn,
Kew York. 1889.

DURHAM: A town of northern Eng^d (60
m. njLe. of York), the seat of an important bishop-
ric of the Church of England. The ecclesiasticial

foundation there dates from the end of the tenth
eentmy, when the monks who were transporting
the body of St. Cuthbert (q.v.) to protect it from
DaaiBh invaders chose this spot for a permanent
abiding-plaoe and built the first church. After the
Norman Conquest Benedictine monks were placed
ID ehaige of the shrine, and William I. gave Walcher,
the bnhop, the temporal power of an Earl of North-
umberland. Spealdng of the palatine jurisdiction

wideh the bidiops of Durham enjoyed without
limitation until the reign of Henry VIII., Freeman
BiyB that thus " the prdate of Durham became one,
and the most important, of the only two English
prdates whose worldly franduses invested them
with some faint shadow of the sovereign powers
enjoyed by the princely churchmen of the Em-
pire." The other prelate referred to is the bishop
of EStf (see Ely), who owed his power and influence

to the location of his see among the fens of East

England, as the bishop of Durham owed his to the

position of his castle and cathedral on the top of a

lofty rock,—an almost impregnable natural fort-

ress. Walcher's successor, WUliam of St. Calais,

began the construction of the present stately cathe-

dral, the interior of which is regarded as the

noblest piece of Norman architecture extant. In

1827 the supposed tomb of St. Cuthbert was opened
and the skeleton found there was identified as

actually that of the saint. The remains of the

VeneraJ^Ie Bede also repose within the cathedral.

Among other names associated with Durham is that

of Richard de Buiy (q.v.), the most learned man
of his generation north of the Alps. Cardinal

Wolsey lived here during his tenure of the arch-

bishopric of York, and it was his quarrel with

Henry VIII. that resulted in the palatinate begin*

ning to lose its power. Among later bishops, the

most distinguished names are those of Joseph

Butler, author of the Analogy, and the last two,

J. B. Ughtfoot and B. F. Westcott. The bishops

no longer live in the castle, which is now the sesit

of Durham University, foimded in 1833, corre-

sponding to the " Northern University " pro-

jected in Cromwell's time, but at Bishop's

Thorpe. The bishopric was long one of the

richest in En^and, but on the death of Bishop
Van Bfndert in 1836 the revenue was reduced to

£8,000 (now £7,000) a year, the surplus being

devoted to the augmentation of a fimd for increas-

ing the revenues of the poorer bishops. Although
the last vestiges of the palatine authority disap-

peared at this time, the bishop of Durham still

takes precedence immediately alter the bishop of

London.
Bibuoosapht: J. L. Low, Durham, London. 1881 (in

Dioeetan History Ssries); idem, Hiaiorieal Scents in Dur-
ham CoAedrai, ib. 1887; the works on the Oathedral of

Diirh«m by R. T. Talbot, London, 1893; J. T. Fowler,

ib. 1898; and J. E. Bygate, ib. 1899. Oonmilt also the
publications of the Surteee Society, and ArckcKlogia
MUana, Newcastle, 1866 sqq. (journal for the history of

Durham).

DURIB (DURT)y JOHN: A persistent Scotch

advocate of Protestant union; b. in Edinburgh
1596; d. at Cassel Sept. 26, 1689. His father left

Scotland because of his opposition to the policy of

King James VI., and Durie, having completed his

studies in Oxford, accepted the position of minister

of the English settlers at Elbing just after Gustavus
Adolphus of Sweden captured the city. There he
became acquainted with Swedish Lutherans and
was thus led in 1628 to a careful study of the dif-

ferences between the Lutherans and the Reformed
with a view to effecting a reconciliation between
them. About that time Elbing was visited by the

En^h ambassador, Sir Thomas Roe, who became
interested in Durie's plan and introduced him to

Chancellor Oxenstiema. In 1630 Roe sent Durie

to England with an indorsement of his project to

the moderates among the bishops. In Germany
the Lutherans and the Reformed then seemed to

be drawing closer together, for at the conference at

Leipsic in 1631 (see Lkifsic, Ck>LLOQnT of) both

denominations were on remarkably friendly terms

with each other. It seemed a favorable moment
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to send Dune to the Continent in the interest of

ecclesiastical peace, and he thus began an activity

of almost fifty years as an itinerant advocate of

union between the Reformed and the Lutherans.

Until the end of 1633 he traveled through Ger-

many with letters of recommendation from Sir

Thomas Roe, as well as from Archbishop Abbot of

Canterbury and other bishops and theologians.

Gustavus Adolphus received him at Wtlrzburg and
promised him a letter of recommendation to the

Protestant princes of Germany. In 1633 Durie
was recalled to England by the death of Archbishop
Abbot, whose successor, Laud, supported him only

after he had joined the Anglican Church and had
been ordained in it. Aided by the recommendation
of Laud and by English ambassadors, Diuie labored,

beginning with 1634, in Germany and Holland. In
1638 he was expelled from Sweden, but in 1639 he
was in Denmark, where his reception was imfriendly,
and in the followingyear he returned to Germany, as-

sociating chiefly with the dukesAugustus andGeorge
of Brunswick, who were Calixtine in sympathy.
The troubles in England called him home. From

1641 to 1644 he was an Anglican clergyman in The
Hague, but in 1645, when Laud fell, he rejoined the
Presbyterians. He labored as their associate in

the eventful years 1645-49, taking part in the draft-

ing of the Westminster Confession and the West-
minster Catechism, but refusing to vote in favor of

the king's death. During Cromwell's protectorate,

Durie was a partizan of this powerfid pioneer of

religious liberty, joined the Independents, and was
again sent to the Continent by Cromwell in 1654,
though the plan of union was now restricted to the
Reformed Churches. He visited Reformed theo-
logians and statesmen in Switzerland, Germany,
and Holland, and returned to England in 1657.
Cromwell's death in 1658 and the restoration of

1660 interrupted all his efforts. With no more hope
of governmental support of his plans for union, he
could continue his work only in private and at his

own risk. Despite his advanced age, he left Eng-
land in 1661 and returned to his task of uniting the
Protestant churches and of reconciling the Reformed
and the Lutherans. He gained the sympathy of

the Landgrave William VI. of Hesse-Caissel and the
Elector Frederick William of Brandenburg, and
after the early death of the former his widow,
Hedwig Sophia, who ruled almost alone at Cassel
from 1663 to 1683, remained Durie's patroness
throughout the remainder of his life.

The majority of Lutheran theologians harshly
rejected Durie's plans for reunion, especially as they
were not clearly defined. At times he emphasized
the so-called fundamental dogmas, but allowed
variations in subordinate doctrines and their dis-

cussion, while at other times he urged that an en-
tirely new confession should be formulated. His
concept of fundamental doctrines was likewise very
vague, since he sometimes defined them as the
consensus of modem confessions, yet also classi-

fied them according to their teaching concerning
God and Christ. The time was not yet ripe for an
idea of such far-reaching importance, and thus
Durie's life-work ended in apparent failure. In
the dedication of a work on the Apocalypse of John

(written in French and published at Frankfot,

1674) to his patroness, the landgravine of Hease,

he wrote: " The chief fruit of my labors is that I

see that the misery of the Christians is far greater

than the wretchedness of the heathen and other

nations; I see the cause of the misery; I see the lack

of remedy, and I see the cause of that lack. For

myself, I see that I have no other profit than the

witness of my conscience.''

Paul Tschackebt.
Biblioorapht: Among Dune's numerous works wen

SenlenHcB de pad* ratUmibu* inter evon^eUoos. pobliflbed

with declarations of various English bishops in 1634
(separately, 1638; Eng. transL, 1641); A Summary Di»-

eourm concerning Ae Work of Peace SocteeiaeUeal (Cam-
bridge, 1641), presented to Sir Thomas Roe io 1639;

A Memorial eoneemino Peace EccUeiaetieal (London.

1641), addressed " to the king of England and the pas-

tors and elders of the Kirk of Scotland meeting at St.

Andrews"; An Epittolary Dieeouree (1644). eonoeming
the toleration of independency; A Model of Chvnk
Oovemmeni (1647); The Reformed Library Keeper (1650;

ed. Ruth Shepard Grannis, with memoir, Qiicago, 1906);

An Bameat Plea for Ooepel Communion (1654); A Sum-
mary Platform of tfie Heade of a Body of PraeUeal Dtmrn^

iiy (1654); Irenicorum traetatuum prodromue (Amster-

dam. 1674). The Reformed Librarie-keeper, or too ctrpiee

of letter concerning the Place andO^cs of a Librarie-keeper

Chicago. 1006.

A list of his controversial works is given in R. Watt,
Bibliotheoa Britannica, p. 324. Edinburgh. 1824. and of

his other works in C. M. Pfa£f, IntroducOo in hietoriom

theologia literariam, TQbingen, 1720. The chief acoount

of his hfe is in C. J. Benzel. Dieeertatio de /. Durao,

Hehnstadt, 1744. 0>n8ult further: A. k Wood, AAena
Oxonieneee, ed. P. BUss, iii. 866, 061. 1043, iv. 578, 4 vols..

London, 1813-20; C. A. Briggs, Preebyterian Beriew,

Apr. 1887; DNB, xvi. 261-263; K. Brauer. Die Vnione-

UUigkeU John Duriea unter dem Protektorat CromweU*^
Bfarburg, 1007.

DURYEA, JOSEPH TUTHILL: Congregation-

alist; b. at Jamaica, N. Y., Dec. 9, 1832; d. at

Boston, Mass., May 17, 1898. He was gnduated
at the College of New Jersey in 1855 and Princeton

Theological Seminary in 1859. He was then pas-

tor of the Second Presbyterian Church, Troy, N. Y.

(1859-62), Collegiate Reformed Dutch Church,

New York City (1862-67), Classon Avenue Pres-

byterian Church, Brooklyn (1867-79), Central Con-

gregational Church, Boston, Mass. (1879-95), and

First Reformed Dutch Church Brooklyn (1895-98).

During the Civil War he took an active interest in

the work of the Christian and Union commisdons,

and in the furtherance of their cause visited the

army and delivered many addresses throughout

the Northern States. While at Boston he was pro-

fessor of Biblical theology in Andover Theological

Seminary for two years, of political economy in

Boston University for one year, and of philosophy

in Wellesley College for eight years. He compiled

The Presbyterian Hymnal (Philadelphia, 1874);

A Vesper Service for the Use of Congregations t
Col-

leges, Schools, and Academies for Sunday Evening

Worship (1887); A Morning Service for the Use of

Congregations, Colleges, Schools, and Academies fc^

Sunday Morning Worship (1888); and Selections

from the Psalms and other Scriptures in the Revised

Version for Responsive Reading, in addition to a

number of addresses and other occasional writingB,

mainly of a practical character.

DUTCH REFORMED CHURCH. See Rbfobiod
(Dutch) Church^ Holland.
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DUTOrr, da"twa', jean PHILIPPE: French
mjsfck; b. at Moudon (14 m. D.n.e. of Lausanne),
Swhaeiland, Sept. 27, 1721; d. at Lausanne Jan.

21, 1793. He is usuiEdly caUed Dutoit-Membrini,
after hk mother. He studied theology at the acad-

emy of Lausanne, but in 1750 he was taken ill and
bdlkved that death was near. As he lay on the
ground, he had a vision in which he saw his dead
father who announced to him his speedy recovery.

When he rose, he heard a voice saying: " Thou
AtaiX eat <^ the flesh of thy Redeemer and drink of

his blood." He at once felt the effect of these

words, and a few days later he was far on the way to

recovery. Shortly afterward Dutoit became ac-

quainted with the writings of Madame Guyon and
VIS soon one of her enthusiastic admirers. He
vowed never to marry, and often preached in the
chuTchee at Lausanne, where he saw rich results

from his discouises, although he could not be per-

suaded to take a permanent position. In 1759 his

healUi obliged him to request that his name be
stricken from the clerical list, and he then devoted
hinifl^ to an earnest study of the Bible and the

Fathers of the Churoh, especially the mystics. He
corresponded with the famous men of his time, and
gathered about him at Lausanne a small circle of

oithusiasta. Despite the injurious reports <;ir-

culated concerning him, especially at Geneva, and
the suspicion of the government at Bern, his influ-

ence steadily increased. After his death a number
d his followers, chiefly women, entered the Catholic

Church, while others returned to the State Chureh
or jdned various sects.

Dutoit's chief works were his PhUosophie divine

par Keieph ben Nathan (3 vols., Lyons, 1793) and
FkUomphie chritienne (4 vols., Lausanne, 1800),

a collection of sermons published by his admirers.

He also reedited the letters of Madame Guyon, and
published a new edition of her works in forty vol-

mn». Dutoit was guided in his labors by two
pomta of view, since he opposed deism, unbelief,

fanaticism, and magnetism, and strove to teach an
inward and empirical Christianity as contrasted with
an external faith based merely on historical belief

and a superficial religious life. As in the case of

mystics generally, the objective aspect of redemp-
tion, though by no means denied, was over-

shadowed by subjectivity, and justification by
faith was not fully recognized. Dutoit accord-
ingly disregarded the Moravians, and was equally

umympathetic with the Jansenists and Calvin.

He made a laudable effort to establish the efl^cacy

of grace, and avoided the harshness of particularism,

although his system contains no satisfactory solu-

tion of the problem. He likewise rejected the cer-

tainty of the state of grace, coinciding here with
Cathdic doctrine. His Biblical and Protestant
spirit, however, protected him from quietistic ex-
tremes. EuGkNE Choist.

Bouogbapht: J. Chavansea, J. P. Dutoit, m vte, »<m
eandin et «es doctrine; Lausanne, 1865; A. Verdeil.
BiA, d« oatUon de Vaud, ui. 126-128, ib. 1852; H. L. J.

Hcppe, QfchiehU der qui^ittiMehen MytHk, p. 515, Ber-
fia. 1875; Lkhtenberser, ESR, iv. 166-160.

DUTY: The moral obligation to do or omit to
do flOGoething, also any act or omission which is

perceived to be morally binding. The derivation

of the word (due+ty) shows that a duty was
originally thought of as something expected, or an
obligation. Similarly, the derivation of the Ger-
man Pflicht from the Old High German phlegan,

plegan (Modem Germ, pflegen), shows an original

connection of the idea with fixed custom or rule.

As custom becomes law in an objective respect, so

it becomes duty in a subjective respect. The doc-

trine of duty has formed a chief article of ethics

since the earliest times. The Stoics in particular

developed with peculiar care the conception of con-

duct in accordajice with duty. They did not get

beyond a eudemonistic principle, confined to this

world, but still they understood by happiness a life

according to nature, which they interpreted as a
life in harmony with the divine reason of the uni-

verse. Cicero's work De officiis rests upon that
of the Stoic Pansetius. The first book treats of

the honestum, the second of the utile and the third

of the choice between the two. The same division

and manner of treatment was adopted by Ambrose
in a work of the same title. Neither of them
brings to light a scientific principle and psycho-
logical motivation. Both wrote merely for prac-

tical purposes, Cicero for his son Marcus, and
Ambrose for his young clergymen. However, these

two works, with their superficial conceptions and
accidental arrangement, formed the standard of

ethics until Kant revealed the true essence of duty.
Duty is the form of ethical conduct. This form

is conditioned by the law, by the unconditioned
demand, " thou shalt," which through mediation
by the conscience applies itself to the will of man
and binds him to obedience. The consciousness

of this obligation is Kant's '' categorical impera-
tive "; but Kant considered all morality as a legal

fulfilment of duty, thus overlooking the radical

nature of evil, which the law can repress but not
eradicate. De Wette perceived this gap in Kant's
system of morals and tried to brid^ it over by
adducing the fact of redemption. But it was
Schleiermacher who, correcting the exaggeration
of Kant, assigned to duty its proper place in ethics.

Accordingly, the production or realization of the
highest good is the moral task. Virtue is the moral
power used for the performance of this task, and
duty gives form to the virtuous moral action. The
abnormal development of man imder the dominion
of sin makes the formula of duty, the law, indis-

pensable, although it must be gradually dispensed
with by the subversion of sin and the realization

of the highest good.

The law defining duty becomes really moral only
by its continual reference to redemption, which, by
means of grace, has opened to sinful man the possi-

bility of ethical action. In the conduct of the
individual in accordance with duty there is always
an additional factor besides the formula of duty as
defined by the moral law. This is the " individual
court of appeal," this expression being used to
denote in a comprehensive sense the individual
ethico-religious feeling and conscience.

In the doctrine of duties casuistry holds still a
necessary place, since in practical life it is impossible
to reduce moral law to an abstract formula. Ethics
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can furnish only the general formulas of duty.
Man himself must find his duty by applying the
law to his own person, and he must shape Ids action

in accordance with duty by resorting to his own
" court of appeal/' Since the Christian can per-

form an ethical act only in union with the Redeemer,
and aided by his grace, no distinction can be drawn
between religious and moral duties, or between
duties toward God, our fellow men, and ourselves.

As the Stoics taught, every sin is a sin against God.
The proper division is suggested by the fact that

we, on the one hand, imitate in our life the moral
example of Christ, while, on the other hand, we have
to cooperate in the realization of the moral com-
munity, the kingdom of God. Thus we may dis-

tinguish between duties toward ourselves and duties

toward society. The Roman Catholic Church still

holds to the so-called conailia evangelica, i.e., pre-

cepts of the Lord, or of the apostles, by means of

which man may attain supererogatory merits and
elevate himself to a higher plane of morality (see

CoNsiLiA Evangelica). But there is nothing so

excellent or sublime that it can not be expressed

by the form of duty. Duty is the absolute stand-
ard of morality. See Ethics.

(Karl BuRQERf.)
Biblioobapbt: For worlcB covering the subjeet consult

E^rmcB.

DU VERGIER (DU VERGER) DE HAURAimE,
da'vftr"zhyd' de h6"rQn', JEAN (usually called

Saint-Cyran from the monastery of Saint Cyran-
en-Brenne in Touraine): French theologian; b.

at Bayonne 1581; d. at Paris Oct. 11, 1643. Ho
studied theology at the University of Louvain,
where the Church Fathers and Augustine were
taught to the partial exclusion of the prevailing

scholasticism, and at Paris in 1605 he met Cornelius

Jansen (q.v.) with whom he formed an intimate

friendship that lasted throughout his life. From
1611 to 1616 they lived in retirement near Bayonne,
devoting themselves to patristic studies, but in

1617 Jansen returned to Louvain, and five years
later Du Vergier settled in Paris. The two were,

however, in constant correspondence on the sub-

ject of the great " reforms " which were stirring

in the hearts of both. To Vincent de Paul, whom
he sought to win over to his cause, Du Vergier

declared that he had seen a great light, and that

there was no church nor had there been one for

five or six centuries; once it had been a boimtiful

stream of pure water, but was now a muddy chan-
nel. He characterized the Coimcil of Trent as a
political assembly, and declared that the first

scholastics, together with Thomas Aquinas, had
been the cause of great evils. In 1624 he came
into conflict with the Jesuits through a book
directed against Garasse, a member of the order,

and the work was condemned by the Sorbonne at

the instigation, the Jansenists claimed, of the

Jesuits. A more lasting struggle began in 1631

with the publication of the Opera of a fictitious

theologian Petrus Aurelius. This book was gen-

erally ascribed to Du Vergier, although the greater

portion of it had been written by his nephew acting

under his supervision. The work was based on the

conflict which had been precipitated among Eng-

lish Catholics by the action of the papal vicar, who
had curtailed the rights and privileges of the

religious orders. This especially affected the Jes-

uits, who had been the most steadfast cham-
pions of the Roman Catholic cause in England since

the reign of Henry VIIL, and had consequently

acquired special prerogatives. Aurelius accused

the Jesuits of attempting to set up an invisible

Church with Christ as its head purely for their own
purposes. He repudiated their argument that the

pope was the universal bishop from whom episcopal

power emanated, basing the bishop's authority on

the unction of the Holy Spirit. Against the serv-

ices of the monastic orders to whom, as the Jesuits

pointed out the introduction of Christianity into

the British Islands had been due, Aurelius balanced

the English secular clergy, who had cooperated

with their French brethren in combating Pela-

gianism which the monks had always fostered.

The Jesuit Sirmond replied to Aurelius, and the

controversy soon included the entire subject of

the secular clergy as opposed to the orders. The
general assembly of the clergy lent ita sanction to

the work of Aurelius and caused it to be printed in

1641 and again in 1646; yet ten years later, in the

first heat of the Jansenist conflict, it pronounced its

condemnation on the book. In 1635 SaintrCynm
became confessor to the abbey of Port Royal (q.v.),

and was spiritual director of the group of solitaries,

among whom were the brothers Le Mattre and Lance-

lot, who began to gather there after 1636. With
characteristic zeal he preached of the sanctity

of the priestly office and of the grace that should

lie in the confessional and in public preach-

ing. The hatred of envious priests roused Riche-

lieu against him, and on May 14, 1638, he was sent

a prisoner to the donjon of Vincennee. There he

was confined until two months after the cardinal's

death, when he came from his prison a broken man,

whom the power of an untamed spirit alone kept

to his duty imtil his death some eight months later.

See Jansenism. (C. Ppendeel)

Bibuoobapht: H. Reuohlin, OeschicKte von Port Royal,

2 vols., HambuTK, 1830-44; Mrs. M. A. Schimmelpen-
ninck, Sdui Mrnnoirt of Port Royals 3 vols., London,

1858; C. Beard, Port Royal, i. 113, 121-173, ib. 1861;

Liohtenberger, E8R, xi. 305-402.

DWIGHT, HENRY OTIS: Congregationalist;

b. at Constantinople June 3, 1843. He entered

Ohio Wesleyan University, but left at the close of

his freshman year to enlist in the United States

army at the outbreak of the Civil War. He was

promoted adjutant, and was aide-de-camp to Major-

General M. F. Force, and after the close of the war

was treasurer of the Northampton (Mass.) Street

Railway Company 1866-67. He was then business

agent at Constantinople for the mission of the

American Board from 1867 to 1872, and was engaged
in editing their Turkish publications from 1872 to

1899. In 1901 he returned to America, and devoted

himself to general literary and editorial work. In

1904-05 he was secretary of the Bureau of Missions

in New York City, and in Jan., 1905, was appointed

assistant to the secretaries of the American Bible

Society and recording secretary in Jan., 1907. He

was Constantinople correspondent of the New
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Fori; TrQmne 1875-92, and edited the RepoH of the

Eeumenieal Conference on Foreign Miseians (New
York, 1900). He was editor-in-chief of the Ency-
chpedia of Missions (New York, 1904) and has
written Turkish Life in War Time (New York,
1881); Treaty Rights of American Missionaries in

Tia^ey (1893); Constantinople and its Problems

(Chicago, 1901); and Blue Book of Missions (New
York, 1905-09, a biennial).

DWI6HT9 TIM0TH7: 1. Eighth president of

Yile College; b. at Northampton, Mass., May 14,

1752; d. at New Haven. Conn., Jan, 11, 1817. He
waa graduated at Yale in 1769 and was tutor 1771-
1777. For more than a year he was chaplain in the
army during the Revolutionary War. From 1783
to 1795 he was at the head of an academy in Green-
6eki, Onm., and fnnn 1795 till his death president

of Yale, where he exerted an influence decisive for

many years in the history of the college. His ser-

mons in the college chapel constituted a system of

divinity, and were published under the title The-
ology Explained and Defended (5 vols., Middletown,
Conn., 1818; often reprinted). The work teaches a
Qxxlerate Calvinism with an avoidance of extreme
statements and metaphysical refinements. Be-
aidea minor publications he also wrote The Con-
quest of Canaan, a Poem in Eleven Books (Hart-
ford, 1785); Greenfield Hill, a Poem in Seven Parts

(New York, 1794); and Travels in New England
and New York (4 vols,, New Haven, 1821-22).

The last-^iamed work is a storehouse of facts,

ahrewd observations, and quaint comments. Presi-

dent Dwight was the author of the familiar hymn
" I k)ve thy kingdom, Lord." F. H. Fobtbr.
Bduogbafht: The leading Mtmoir is by his son, Serene
Bchrards Dwiffat, in ThMloov Explained, New York,
1846. Oonmli also: J. Sparks, lAbrary of Amtriean Bi-
tgrapkg, roL zxr., Boston, 1856; W. B. Spraffue, AnnaU
of ffcs AwurieoH Puljrii, u. 152-106, New York, 1860;
M. C. Tyler. Thrm Men of Letten, pp. 09-127, ib. 1806.

2. Twelfth president of Yale College, grandson
of the preceding; b. at Norwich, Conn., Nov. 16,

1828. He was educated at Yale (B.A., 1849), the
Yale Divinity School (1850-63), and the univer-

nties of Berlin and Bonn (1856-58). He was tutor
in Greek at Yale from 1851 to 1855 and professor

of New Testament Greek in the Divinity School
from 1858 to 1886. In the latter year he was
elected president, and held this position until 1890.

He was a member of the American committee for

the revision of the English version of the Bible and
for several years was one of the editors of The New
Englander, He has written Thoughts of and for the

Inner Life (sermons; New York, 1899) and Memr
ories of Yale Life and Men (1903), and prepared
the American edition of Meyer's commentary on
Romans (New York, 1884), several other Pauline

Epistles and on the Epistle to the Hebrews (1885),

and the Epistles of James, Peter, John, and Jude
(1887), as well as of F. Oodet's commentary on the

Gospel of John (1886).

DYKESy JAMES OSWAI^: Eng^h Presby-

terian; b. at Port Glasgow (17 m. w.n.w. of Glas-

gow), Renfrewshire, Scotland, Aug. 14, 1835. He
studied at the University of Edinburgh (M.A.,

1854), New College, Edinburgh (1855-58), and
the imiversities of Heidelberg (1856) and Er-
langen (1857). He was minister of the Free
Church of Scotland, East Kilbride, Lanarkshire,

1859-61 and assistant minister of Free St. George's,

Edinburgh, 1861-65. He then resigned on ac-

count of Ul health and spent three years with-

out a charge in Melbourne, Australia, delivering

occasional lectures and filling various temporary
posts in the Presbyterian Church. After his return

to England he was minister of Regent Sqiiare Church
London, 1869-88, to 1907 principal and Barbour
professor of theology in the College of the Presby-

terian Church of England (Westminster College,

Cambridge), since emeritus-principal. He was the

chief author of the new creed adopted by the Presby-

terian Church of England in 1890. He has written

On the Written Word (London, 1868); Beatitudes of

the Kingdom (1872); Laws of the Kingdom (1873);

Relations of the Kingdom (1874); From Jerusalem

to Antioch : Sketches of the Primitive Church (1874);

Abraham the Friend of God (1877); Daily Prayers

for the Household (1881); /Sermons (1882); Laws
of the Ten Words (1884); The Gospel according to

St, Paul : Studies in the Epistle to the Romans
(1888); and Plain Words on Great Themes (1892).

B: The symbol employed to designate the Elo-
hiitie (Ephraimitic) document which, according
to the critical school, is one of the components of

the Hexateuch (q.v.). See Hebrew Lanouaqb
AHD LrrSRATUBB, II., 4.

EACHARD, JOHN: English clergyman and
tttiriit; b. in Suffolk c. 1636; d. at Cambridge
^7 7, 1697. He studied at Catherine Hall, Cam-
brid^, of which be became Master in 1675. He
WIS created D.D., by royal mandamus in 1675 and
wu dected vice-chancellor of the university in 1679

and again in 1695. He published anonsrmously his

famous essay. The Grounds and Decisions of the

Contempt of the Clergy and Religion, inquired into

in a Letter to R, L. (London, 1670), in which he
attributed the failure of the clergy to their defective

education. Other works from his pen are. Some
Observations upon the Ansvjer to an Enquiry . . .

in a second Letter to R. L. (London, 1671), a sequel

to the foregoing; Mr. Hobbs* State of Nature . . .

(London, 1672); and Some Opinions of Mr, Hobbs

(1673). Eachard was master of a light bantering

style that was particularly efifective in satire, but he
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did not succeed in serioxis writing. The best col-

lected edition of his works was published in London
in three volumes, 1774.

Bibuographt: A Life, by T. Davies, is prefixed to the
CoUecUd Work; ut sup.; DNB, xvi. 302-303.

EADFRID (EADFRITH, EDFRID): Eighth
bishop of Lindisfame, 698 till his death in 721. He
was an ardent disciple of St. Cuthbert (q.v.) and
the great aim of his life was to honor his master.

He repaired Cuthbert's oratory on Fame Island,

and at his solicitation the anonymous life of Cuth-
bert was written, as well as both of the lives by
Bede, the one in prose being dedicated to Eadfrid

and his monks. The so-called '' Durham Book "

or " Lindisfame Gospels," a manuscript of Jerome's

version of the four Gospels with the addenda usual

in such manuscripts, beautifully written on velliun

in half-uncial letters, now in the British Museum,
is beheved with good reason to have been originally

written and illuminated by Eadfrid. His succes-

sor at Lindisfame, Ethelwald, adomed the work
with gold and jewels, and in the tenth century a
certain Aldred added an interlinear gloss in the

Northumbrian dialect. The manuscript is one of

the most beautiful in Europe and testifies to Ead-
frid's skill. The Latin text and Aldred's glosses

were edited for the Stutees Society by J. Stevenson
and G. Waring (4 parts, 1854-66) and for the Cam-
bridge Press by J. M. Kemble, C. Hardwick, and
W. W. Skeat (1868-78).

Bxblioorapht: Sources are in: Symeon of Durham* H%»-
ioria DundmenHM eecU»icB, ed. T. Arnold, RoUa SeriM^
no. 75, vol. i. paasiin, London, 1879; Bede, Vita Cuih-
berH, preface. ConsiUt also DNB, xvi. 306-307.

EADIE, JOHH: United Presbyterian Church of

Scotland; b. at Alva (7 m. n.e. of Stirling), Stirling-

shire, May 0, 1810; d. at Glasgow June 3, 1876.

He was educated at the University of Glasgow and
in the theological seminary of the United Secession

Church, He W£ut ordained Sept. 24, 1836, to the

pastorate of the Cambridge Street Church, Glasgow,
which he retained until, in 1863, he removed with a
portion of his people, to form the new Lansdowne
Church, of which he was minister until his death.

As early as his student days, he showed his lean-

ing to the department of exegesis, in which he
achieved his greatest success; and he had so dili-

gently given himself to Biblical study in later years,

that, on the death of Dr. John Mitchell, he was
elected by the denominational synod (May 5, 1843)

to the professorship of Bibhcal literature in its divin-

ity hall. Such an appointment at that time did not
involve the dissolution of the pastoral relationship,

and for thirty-three years Dr. Eadie performed the

duties of both pastor and professor, finding in the

professorship the great sphere of his life.

As a preacher, his manner was not elegant and
his utterance was often indistinct; but his sermons
were eminently instructive. He was particularly

excellent as an expositor. As a professor he was
affable, easy, and natural, and possessed the mag-
netic influence which kindles enthusiasm. His
scholarship was broad and accurate, and was so

generally recognized that he was chosen a member
of the New Testament revision company. His

commentaries are nuirked by candor and cleamees,

as well as by an " evangelical imction " not com-
mon in works of the kind.

Besides contributions to periodicals and ency-
clopedic works, he prepared a condensed edition of

Cruden's concordance (Glasgow, 1840), and com-
piled A Biblical CydopcBdia (Edinbiu^gh, 1848; new
ed., rewritten, 1869). An Analytic Concordance to

the Holy Scriptures appeared in London, 1856, and
An Ecclesiastical Cyclopcedia in 1861. He pub-
lished two volumes of discourses. The Divine I.,ove

(London, 1855) and Pavl the Preacher (1869).

Further mention may be made of his biography of

John Kitto (Edinburgh, 1857) and The English

Biblet an External and Critical History of the Various
English Translations of Scripture, with Remarks on
the Need of Revising the English New Testament

(2 vob., London, 1876). Scripture Illustrations

from the Domestic Life of the Jews and Other Eastern
Nations appeared posthumously (1877). His fame,
however, rests on his conmientaries on the Greek
text of the epistles, viz. Ephesians (London, 1854),

Cohssians (1866), Philippians (1869), GalaHans

(1869), and / Thessalonians (1877).

Bibuoobapht: James Brown, Life of John Eadie, London,
1878; DNB, xvi. 307-309.

EADMER (EDMER): Monk of Canterbury; b.

probably c. 1060; d. at Canterbuiy Jan. 13, 1124 (7).

He first appears as the close companion of Anaelm
after the latter became archbishop of Canterbury

(1093); according to William of Malmesbury,
Anselm esteemed him so highly that he never rose

from bed without Eadmer's command. After
Anselm's death he continued associated with Arch-
bishop Ralph, and, in 1120, was chosen by king
Alexander of Scotland for the archbishopric of St.

Andrews, but, owing to the bitter rivalry between
Canterbury and the northern see, was never conse-

crated. Eadmer is one of the best of early English
historians; he avoids trivial details and is uncom-
monly incredulous for his time concerning alleged

miracles; his style is good and approaches classical

models. His Historia novorum or '* History of his

own Times," in six books, extends practicaUy from
the Conquest to 1122; it treats especially matters
connected with the Church, which he remarks he
had been accustomed to note from early childhood,

and recounts the deeds of the two archbishops

with whom he was connected; it shows strong na-

tional feeling and asserts the rights and privileges

of the English C]!hurch. The best edition is by
M. Rule in the Rolls Series (no. 81, 1884). Be-
sides minor works he wrote lives of Anselm (ed.

Rule in the Rolls Series, ut sup.); Dunstan; Breg^
win, archbishop of Canterbury, 769-763; Oswald,
archbishop of York (the last three in Wharton,
Anglia sacra, ii., London, 1691), and Wilfrid of

York (ed. J. Raine in The Historians of the Church

of Yoric, i., Rolls Series, no. 73). His collected

works are in MPL, clix. 346 sqq., and extracts are

in MGH, Script,, xiii. (1881), 139-146.

BiBUoaBAPHT: William of Malmesbury, Oetta pontifieuM
Anglorum, ed. N. E. S. A. Hamilton, in RoUe Seriet, No.
52. London. 1870: T. Wright. Biographia Britanniea
Itteraria, Anglo-Saxon period, ib. 1842; J. Collier, Bed.
Hiat., vol. 11.. lb. 1845; P. Ragey. Eadmer, Paris, 1802;
DNB, xYi. 300-810.
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L The OelebratiGii.

1. NaiDM and their Significanoe.

2. Oriffiii of iht Celebration.

Tcstintony of the Ante-Nioene
Period a 1).

TatixDony of the Poit-Nieene
Fferiod (I 2).

CooefaBionfi (t 3).

EASTER.
3. The Day of Celebration.
4. Rites of Celebration.

Prior to 300 a.d. (J 1).

In the Post-Nioene Period and Ifiddle
Agee (« 2).

In Modem Times (t 3).

II. The Paschal Controversies.
The Quartodecimans of Asia liinor (t 1).

Documentary Bases and Harmonistio
Calculations (t 2).

Controversy in the Second Century
(*3).

The Nioene Decision as to Date of
Celebration (t 4).

III. The Easter Cycle.

L The Celebration.—1. Vames and Their Siff-

nlflcanoe: Easter, the festival of our Lord's

leeurrection Is, with Christmas, the most joyous
festival observed by the Church. The English

Easter and the German equivalent Ostem, are

derived from the Anglo-Saxon OstarA or EAstre,

the name of the goddess of spring and the dawn (of.

Skeat'g Etymological Dictionary ; Bede, De ratione

impofumf XV.). The French pdques and the terms
med in the other Romance languages are derived

from the Hebrew pesahf " Passover." In the early

Church the term pascha was used for the festival

next preceding Pentecost, whatever it was that

that festival conomemorated (see Pentecost). It

remains to show whether the term stood only for

the festival of the death of Christ, or for both the
festivab of the death and resurrection, or for the

festival of the resurrection alone. It is certain that

if the resurrection of Christ was annually commem-
orated, the festival of commemoration was called

jKucka and by no other distinctive term. The word
piueha was at first derived from Gk. paschein^ " to

suffer " (so Tertullian, adv. Jud.; Irenseus, Hcbt.,

iv. 23, etc.). Later the true derivation from the

Hebrew peto/i was recognized and the meaning
dixbatis, transUus, " passing over " was given to it

(e^., by Gr^jory Nazianzen, Sermo xlv., MPL,
xxxvi 636; Augustine, Epist,, Iv., MPL, xxxiii.

205). After the year 300 the day of the resurrection

was called the " day alone great " by Leo I. {Sermo
deresurrecUone Dominif MPL, liv. 498), " the most
royal day of days," by Gr^ory Nazianzen (MPG,
JXX7, 1017); "the festival of festivals," '* the
happiest of days," and by other designations which
show that it was looked upon after that date, if not
before, as the most joyous and important festival

of the year. John of Damascxis has given ex-

pression to the devout feelings of the ancient

C!hureh in regard to Easter in his resurrection

hymn:

The day of refiurrection, earth, tell it out abroad.
The paeeorer of gladness, the paasover of God.

S. Origin of the Oelebration: Two questions

present themselves: (1) When did the custom of

the yearly commemoration of the resurrection

begin? (2) on what day of the week and what
day of the year was the festival celebrated? For
the period after the Council of Nicsea (325), the
difficulty largely vanishes. The comparatively
leQg;thy statement of Eusebius {Hist eccl, V., xxiii.-

XXV.) does not relieve the difficulty for the ante-

Nkene period, but by its vagueness, growing out of

what Ekisebius assumes to be known, rather in-

creases the difficulty. If we were in possession of

the lost tracts called forth in the third century by
the paachal controverslea (see below, II.), to which

Eusebius makes reference, all imcertainty might be
removed.
The only possible allusion in the New Testament

to the observance of a Christian Passover, or festival

of the death of Christ, is I Cor. v. 7,
1. Test!- where " Christ our Passover " is said

"f^ST *° ^^® been sacrificed for us. That

^^^^ the Jewish Christians continued to

Nioene ^®®P ***® Jewish festivals is altogether

Period, probable, if not certain, from Paul's

habit. On the other hand, Paul seems
to disparage the observance of special festivals

except the first day of the week (I Cor. xvi. 2).

What was the custom of the Gentile Christians ?

Did they also keep the season devoted to the Jewish
Passover, putting into it Christian ideas? And if

so, did they observe it as a commemoration of the
resurrection of Christ as well as of his death and
burial? In the literature of the subapoetolic age,

(excepting Justin Martyr) there is no reference to
a celebration of a yearly festival of the resurrection

or pascha. There is no hint of anything of that
kind in the Didache. Trypho chai^d the Chris-

tians with not keeping the Jewish feasts or the Sab-
baths; the reply was that Christians did not place

any virtue in keeping such festivals (Justin Martyr,
Trypho, x.). From Tertullian it seems to be evi-

dent that there was a struggle between the 'Jewish

and Gentile elements in the Church over what was
included imder the feast of the pascha and a struggle

within the Gentile portion of the Church as to
whether any yearly festivals were to be observed.
Tertullian says: if the Apostle set aside all special

reverence for days and months and years, why do
we celebrate the pascha in the first month of each
year? (De jejuniis, xiv., ANF, iv. 112). It is evi-

dent from this that the pascha was observed. But
that there was a difference in respect to what was
included imder the term pascha is evident from Ter-
tullian. In his De oratione (viii.) he refers to it as
Friday the day of the Lord's death, and in De
corona (iii., ANF, in. 94) he says: " we count fasting

or kneeling in worship on the Lord's day to be un-
lawful. We rejoice in the same privilege also from
Easter to Whitsunday." Similarly in De bapHsmo
(xix., ANF, iii. 678) he says that they did not fast on
the Lord's Day and that the period between the
day of the pascha and Pentecost the Christian spent
in joy. From this it seems to be apparent that the
whole season of the pascha was observed with sad-

ness and grief. So far then it would appear that
the pascha observance was a time of grief and it is

left imcertain whether the resurrection was ob-

served annually by a special day, or, if observed
at all, whether it was observed separately from
the festival of the death of Christ.

The next point of approach is through Eusebius
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(Hist, ecd, V., xxiii.-xxv., NPNF, 2d ser., i. 241

sqq.)* ^ this famous passage the historian has es-

pecially in mind the conflict as to the day of the

week and of the year on which paacha
8. Testl- was to be celebrated. He records that
i^ony as early as the middle of the second cen -

^ Sf tury, there was dispute over this double

Hioene question, Polycarp of Asia Minor and

Period* Anicetus of Rome being at that time

the representatives of the two views.

Eusebius further says that the churches in Asia

Minor derived their custom of observing the paacha

from the Apostle John and Philip. Without doubt
Christian elements were incorporated into the cele-

bration. It was not a question of whether a day
corresponding to the Passover should be celebrated,

but a question of the time at which it was to be

celebrated. Further, according to Eusebius, the

churches of Asia Minor finished " their fasting on
the festival of the Savior's passover.'' This was
the 14th of Nisan. In other parts of the Church,

Eusebius goes on to say, it was not their custom
" to end it on this day " but, " on no other day than

that of the Lord's resurrection." From this it

would seem on the surface that in Asia Minor the

Churches finished the fasting on the day set apart

for the pascha, that is in all probability the day
commemorating the crucifixion, and in the rest of

the world they carried the fasting over to Simday.

Joy is not mentioned as an element in the cele-

bration in the case either of Asia Minor or of the

rest of the world, so that if the resurrection was
celebrated at all as a separate feast, Eusebius does

not indicate it. We can not think that, if the

resurrection was celebrated, fasting and grief

entered into its observance, as has been deduced
from Xtas statement of Eusebius. (For the fast

preceding Easter, see Fasting, II., §. 3). To this

passage of Eusebius have been added recently

passages from the Canons of Hippol3rtus (TU, vi. 4,

pp. 116-116) and from Aphraates (ed. Bert, TU,
new ser., iii. pp. 170-171 ). The former speaks of the

pascha as a time of fastingand lamentation. Aph-
raates also (cf. Bert, in TU, Mi sup. p. 83) seems

not to have in mind the resurrection when he speaks

of the Christian pascha. However, Alexander of

Egypt (d. 264, Routh, RdiquuE Sacra, iii. 223 sqq.)

distinguishes the festivals of the death and of the

resurrection.

From these imsatisfactory notices, different

views have been deduced. Neander, Hilgenfeld

and P. Schaff have held that in the second and third

centuries the pascha included the celebration of the

resurrection and death of Christ ; Steitz and Drews
only the death; while SchUrer, Karl
Mtiller, and others hold the modified

view that it celebrated the completion

of the full work of redemption and
not specifically either the death or the resurrection.

It must be said that the silence of the writers of

the ante-Nicene period, who give such scant notice

of the pascha feast, can not safely be interpreted to

mean that the resurrection was not celebrated as a
distinct part of the pascha festival. The few ex-

tant notices, taken by themselves, seem to favor

the theory that there was but one festival of the

8. Oon-
olu-

•ions.

pascha and that it included the death and the resur-

rection. Certainly in the fourth century the term
pascha stood for both the resurrection and the death
of Christ. It was then called "the holy feast,

the pascha of our salvation " as by the Council of

Antioch 341 (canon i., Hefele, ConcUiengeschichU,
i. 513); and Athanasius frequently describ^ the pas-
cha as a feast of joy at which the Lord himwelf is

the festival. It is a festival of redemption (cf.

" Festal Letters," ANF, 2d ser., iv. 506-556). Fi-

nally, in the fourth century pascha came to be used
in a limited sense for Easter Sunday alone, as by
the Ck>imci]s of Aries 314, Carthage 397, aiid the
First Synod of Toledo 400 (canon xx.). Con-
temporaneously the whole feast of the pascha was
known under the two names the pascha of the cruci-

fixion and the pascha of the resurrection. They were
parts of a single festival.

8. The Day of Celebration: As already indi-

cated, Eusebius states that there was a wide differ-

ence in the customs prevalent in Asia Minor and
the rest of the Christian world in regard to the day
of the year and of the week on whdch the pascha
festival was to be celebrated. The Christians of

Asia Minor were called Quartodecimans from their

custom of celebrating the pascha invariably on the
14th of Nisan, the first month of the Jei^dsh year
and falling in the springtime. The date might
fall on Friday or on any of the other days of the
week, which fact made no difference in the cele-

bration of the paschal feast. For this reason
the day of the resurrection did not always fall on
a Sunday. In the churches of the West and also

in parts of the East a different custom prevailed.

The result of these differences was that different

sections of the Church might and did observe the
pascha on different dates. Out of this difference

grew the Paschal Controversies, so-called (see II.,

below). The Council of Nicsea had for its second
object the imification of the date of the Christian

pascha, which the Coimcil of Aries (314) had refer-

red to as a most desirable thing " that the pascha
of the Lord should be observed on one day and at

one time throughout the world " (cf. Hefele, Con-
ciliengeschichUf i. 206). The decree of Nicaea fixed

as Easter Sunday the Simday immediately fol-

lowing the fourteenth day of the so-called paschal
moon, which happens on or first after the vernal

equinox. The vernal equinox invariably falls on
Mar. 21. Easter, then, can not occur earlier than
Mar. 22, or later than Apr. 25. In the former
case the fourteenth day of the moon would coincide

with Mar. 2 1 , the day of the vernal equinox. In the
latter, the fifteenth day of the moon would happen
on Mar. 21, and a whole lunar month would have
to intervene before the condition, " the fourteenth
day of the moon first after the vernal equinox,"
was fulfilled; and, as this might be Sunday, E^aster

Sabbath would not occur till seven more days
had elapsed, i.e., Apr. 25.

4. Sites of Celebration : Up to the year 300
notices are very scant. Eusebius states that the
pascha was celebrated with mourning, and that
church synods (exclusive of those in Asia Minor)
ordered that " the mystery of the resurrection of

the Lord " should be observed only on the Lord's
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day and that on that day " the close of the paschal

fast " should be observed. The pascha was a time

^
p. of fasting. " The mystery of the resur-

to 800 '^^^i^'* o^ *^6 Lord " must refer to

^jj^ the Eucharist. Tertullian (Ad uxo-

rem, ii. 4) and others refer to vigils

atending into the night of Saturday or imtil the

eockcrowing of the Simday morning (Apostolic

CoiuHtuUimSf ANF, viL 447). The chief source

of infonnation is the Didaakalia (xjd,, Apostolic

Comtitutiona, v. 18-19) which speaks of the fasting

beginning on the Monday of the paschal week and
continuing with growing rigor into Saturday night,

and adds that on Saturday night the whole con-
g;regation met and engaged in prayer, especially

for the Jews, and in reading from the Scripture.

Sunday was then observed by the meeting to-

gether of rich and poor in the love-feast and the

Eueharist.

After 300 notices of the festivities of Easter are

frequent and many sermons on the pascha are

preserved in Ambrose, Augustine, and other writers.

The day was looked upon as the most joyoxis fes-

tival of the year. The week beginning with Easter

Sunday was observed with special religious fes-

tivities and each day had its sermon.
2. In the Easter Sunday was called dominica
Post-

{fi fjjji^ (gee ^jj5. Catbchumknatb,

plff^A § 4) or octava infarUium and the

^^^ Sunday closing Easter week was

'H^i^aiB called odava pascha or pascha claxtr

Ag^. sum. Ambrose in his sermon on the

"Mystery of the Pascha" (MPL,
zTiL695) gives full expression to the joyoxis feelings

which were involved in Easter. He called the day
the real beginning of the year, the opening of the
months, the new revival of the seeds and the res-

toration of the joy interrupted by the cold of

winter. On that day God, as it were, relights the

sun and gives light to the moon. The Easter cele-

bration began on Saturday, sometimes as early

ss three o'clock in the afternoon, as is stated to
have been the case in Jerusalem by the " Itinerary

"

of Silvia (cf. Hauck-Herzog, RE, xiv. 743). This
Saturday celebration was known as the Easter or

Paschal Vigils. Augustine caUed this vigil the
"mother of all the sacred vigils" (Sermo ccxix.,

MPLj xxxviii. 1088), and says that even the
heathen kept awake on that night. According to
Ladantius (De divinis instUtUionibtis, VIL, xix.,

JiNF, viL 215) and Jerome (on Matt. xxv. 6, MPL,
xxvL 184), the Lord was expected to return

at that time. The celebration is referred to by
other authors, in missals, in the codes of Theo-
doshffi and Justinian and in the acts of coun-
cfls. The services in the churches consisted of

readings from the Law, the Prophets and the
narratives of the Lord's passion, in the administra-
tion of baptism and confirmation, and ended with
the Eucharist. For Spain and Gaul these services

ire recorded in the Mozarabic Liturgy (MPL,
Ixxxv.), and in the Gothic missal, the Gallic

misBal, the Gallic sacramentaryand the Lectionary
of Luxeuil (all in Af PL, Ixxii.). The use of lighted

candles became universal and is attested as the
custom in Rome at least as early as the middle of

the third century. The Canons of Hippolytus (TU,
vi. 4, p. 136) say " that on the night of the resur-

rection no one should sleep and every one should

have a light, for on that night the Redeemer made
every one free from the darkness of sin and the
grave." Augustine bears witness to the custom
of lighting and carrying candles. Eusebius says

that the whole city of Constantinople was illumi-

nated with wax candles and columns of wax
(" life of Constantine,'' iv. 22). Gregory Nazian-
aen (d. 390) and Gregory of Nyssa (d. 395, " Oration
on the pascha," xlii.) speak of persons of all ranks
carrying tapers and lamps. The custom of the

paschal fire was also an early institution and can be
traced back to 600 at least as in vogue in France.

Alcuin (De divinis ofpciis, xvi. 17, MPL, ci. 1205)
and Boniface (d. 752, MPL, haadx. 951) definitely

refer to it. The new fire was struck from a stone

and the tapers and candles lighted from it. Per-

haps the custom was drawn from the ceremony
of the Romans at the altar of Vesta at the openuig
of the New Year, Mar. 1. The symbolical signifi-

cance of such an act, as a means of instruction to

the people and as an expression of piety for the
new light brought into the world by the resurrec-

tion is so natural that it is not necessary to fall

back upon the old Roman ceremony. In Gaul
the ctistom was also observed, how widely is not
known, of placing five pieces of incense in the great

paschal candle to symbolize the five wounds of

Christ. The codes of Theodoeius and Justinian

recognized the joyous character of the day by en-

couraging the emancipation of slaves and the

liberation of minor criminals, and ordering the

omission of spectacular entertaiimients during

Easter week. It was also made a time for the

presentation of gifts and the distribution of alms.

The acts of councils (Orleans, 538, Macon, 581,

and others) down through the Middle Ages to the

Foiirth Lateran (1215) and later coimcils forbade

the Jews to tread the streets or to show themselves

out of doors from Maimdy Thursday till after

Easter, lest the joy of the Christians should be
interrupted.

At the present time the religious festivities of

Blaster time in the Greek and Latin Churches in-

volve the substantial elements in the ancient custom
of the day. Elaborate solenm rites are observed on
Saturday and until the eockcrowing of Blaster

morning when the tapers (extinguished on Good
Friday) are lighted with the words " The Light

of Christ." In the church of the Holy Sepulcher in

Jerusalem until a few years ago the pious fraud of

the " holy fire " was perpetrated by the Greek

patriarch who presented from the sacred tomb
three times a lighted taper or torch

i^ which he declared had been lighted

^y^' by a miracle without himian interven-

Tixnes. tion. The spectators, wrought to

great excitement, struggled to light

their tapers at the miraculous fire, and then earned

it throughout the Greek world. Often disgraceful

scenes occurred and the intervention of the Turkish

soldiery was required to prevent or check violence.

In the twelfth century Saladin is said by an early

tradition to have witnessed this miracleand acknowl-
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edged its miraculous character (IHneranum Rtcardi

I. V. 16, ed. W. Stubbs, London, 1864). Easter is

observed throughout the Continent by the various

bodies of Protestants. The Church of England has

always observed the day and the Protestant Epis-

copal Church of America follows it. The Puritans

abolished all special recognition of the festival. The
churches of Scotland as well as the different non-
episcopal branches of the Protestant Church in

America are more and more using the day as a
means of commemorating the resurrection of the

Lord, confirming the faith of men in the hope of the

resurrection, and giving expression to the joyous

character of the Christian religion.

D. S. SCHAFP.
n. The Paschal ControverBies: While Jewish

Christians for a time celebrated the Jewish Pass-

over, the practise of the Church was not uniform
either in the day or in the ideas and customs at-

taching to what eventually became the Easter
festivsi. The Christians of Asia Minor celebrated

the Jewish Passover on the 14th of
1. The Nisan, uniting with it, according to

dM^^a^ some, the commemoration of the de-

of Ai^* parture of Jesus from his disciples

j£i^Qr, ^^^ ^^^ institution of the Lord's Sup-
per. According to others, the day

was celebrated in strict obedience to Jewish law,

without any allusion to Gospel history. A third

view maintains that the Christians of Asia Minor
celebrated on the 14th of Nisan the memory of the
death of Jesus. But the grounds of the contro-

versy must be sought elsewhere. If the sources

are examined without prejudice and without re-

gard to criticism of the Gospels, a different result

must necessarily be reached concerning the sig-

nificance and import of the celebration. Euse-
bius says that it was decided on the basis of numer-
ous conferences of bishops that the mystery of

the resiurection of the Lord from the dead should
be celebrated on no other day than on the Lord's

day and on that day the Easter fast should be
broken (Hist, eccL, V. xxiii. 2, NPNF, 2d ser., i.

241). Hence it is evident that the party who
were opposed in the conferences, who were im-
doubtedly the Christians of Asia Minor, must have
oelebrat^ the mystery of the resurrection on the
day on which the fast was broken, and that this

day was not Simday but the 14th of Nisan, around
which the controversy revolved. This conclusion

is justified by the accoimt of Epiphanius concern-
ing the Quartodecimans (that is, those who com-
memorated the Lord's death on the 14th), in which
he relates that fasting and the celebration of the
resurrection took place on the same day. It is

hardly conceivable that a bitter and protracted

controversy should have originated on a mere
matter of fasting; the real reason for the differ-

ences, lay deeper. The Christians of Asia Minor
appealed to an old apostolic tradition according
to which Jesus rose on the evening of the day of

his death, and the opposition of the Occidentals
was directed mainly against the commemoration of

death and resurrection on the same day.
The Syriac Didascalia makes an attempt to har-

monize the tradition of the canonical Gospels and

that of the Christians of Asia Minor. On the
morning of Friday Jesus was led before Pilate uid
crucified on the same day. He suffered six hours,

and those are coimted as one day. Then there

was a darkness, lasting three hours, and that Is

counted as a night, and further, from the ninth
hour till evening three hours,—another day, and

then followed the night of the Si^
8. Doou- bath. In the Gospel of Matthew we
mentary r^^d, " Now late on the sabbath day
*^?2f as it began to dawn toward the first

m^nistio' ^^ ^^ *^® week, came Bfaiy Magda-

Oalonla- lene," etc. (Matt. xxviiL 1, R. V.).

tions. T^^ calculation is strange, but its

purpose is easily seen. The author
believed that Jesus rose on the evening of the Fri-

day on which he suffered death. In order to rec-

oncile this tradition with the other which assumed
a resurrection on the third day, he calculated (as

above) in such a way that Jesus really rose after

two days and two nights although only one day
had passed. It is not known whether Friday oi

every week was celebrated by fasts and the

mysteries of resurrection or the 14th of each
month or the 14th of Nisan in each year. In the
Orient, Sunday was not known as the day of resur-

rection, and hence there was no weekly celebrar

tion of this day, but in the Occident Wednesday
and Friday were regular fast-dajrs, and Sunday
was celebrated as the day of resurrection. It is

doubtful whether the Occident possessed in ad-
dition a special day in the year for the commemo-
ration of the death and the resurrection of the

Lord.

When Polycarp visited Anicetus in Rome (c

154), the celebration of Passover was discussed,

but no agreement was arrived at. Polycarp ap-

pealed to the old age of the tradition in Asia Minor,

Anicetus to the Roman tradition.
8. con-

j^gjther made concessions, but there

uTSe^ was no rupture. At the beginning of

Seoond ^^® paschal controversies, there arose

Oentoxy. ^dso the heresy of the Montanists
who by means of the Eg3rptian calen-

dar designated the seventh of April as the day
of the death of Christ on which they annually
celebrated Passover without regard to the day oi

the week and the phase of the moon. This revcdu-
tionaiy spirit was opposed by the representatives

of the Church of Asia Minor, especially by Melito
of Sardis and Apollinaris of Hierapohs, but, owing
to his disagreement with the Chureh of Asia Minor,
Victor of Rome was favorably inclined toward
the Montanists. He attempted to exclude the
churches of the province of Asia from the ortho-
dox Church, but Polycarp of Smyrna defended the
old custom so that the measures of Rome could
not be carried out. Most of the bishops took the
part of Polycarp. Even Irenseus wrote to Victor
in the name of the Galilean bishops, exhorting
him to be moderate. The leaders of the Church
of Palestine, such as Narcissus of Jerusalem, The-
ophilus of Csesarea, also the bishops of Pontus and
Gaul, and the Church of Alexandria stood on the
side of Victor, appealing to the tradition of the
Apostles, while Syria, Mesopotamia and Peraia
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took the part of Asia Minor. Victor was not suc-

oeBBfal in subjecting the Asiatics to his views; on
the other hand the Church of Asia Minor was not
able to influence the Western Church to abandon
the celebration of Sunday in favor of an account
of the resurrection which was in evident contra-

diction to the prophecies of the Old Testament,
to the tradition of Paul and the acknowledged
Gospels, and in favor of a custom that was based
merely upon the appeal to traditions which could
not claim equal authority with the Gospels and
apostles. Clement of Alexandria, as the repre-

sentative of the view of the churches in Palestine

and Alexandria, seems to have influenced the final

result of the controversy.

For the following period the more important
problem was the calculation of the term of Pas-
sover and Easter. In Asia Minor this question
was not raised. The Jews strictly insisted that
their festival should take place at the time of full

moon, but beyond this they attempted no accu-
rate calculation. It was probably in Egypt that
the vernal equinox and the next full moon were
first taken into consideration as fixed points in the
calculation of Easter.

In Rome there developed in the mean time a
differrait calculation of the festival of Easter which,

beside the celebration of Sunday as
*• ^* the day of resurrection, formed an

jj^^^ object of dispute between the two

to the Date P**^^* According to a statement of

of Cele- Tertullian, Easter was celebrated an-

bration. nually in the first month, i.e., March.
But if Easter is calculated after the

full moon which follows the spring equinox, it

does not always take place in the month of March.
Consequently at the time when Tertullian made
thk statement (in the beginning of the third cen-
tury), Easter must have been celebrated in Car-
tha^ and in the Occident on an immovable day
in the month of March. As Tertullian in another
place designates the twenty-fifth of March as the
day of the death of Christ, and as this tradition is

very frequently in evidence in the whole Occident,
it is to be assumed that in the Occident there be-
gan a fast on that date which was broken on the
following Sunday in the celebration of the Lord's
Sapper. At the Council of Nicsea an attempt was
made to abolish the differences between the vari-

ous diurches and to introduce the Egyptian cal-

colatkm into all provinces. Easter was to be
celebrated on the Sunday following the first full

moon after the vernal equinox. But by this de-
cision a uniform regulation of the question was
not guaranteed, as is evident from the necessity of

reaffirming the decision at the Synod of Antioch
in 341. An anti-Judaistic polemic which is notice-

fthte in the r^ulation of the question since the
third century has undoubtedly influenced to a
great extent the final victory of the custom of

PalesUne and Bgypt, In spite of the decision of

the councils, the churches of Mesopotamia, Anti-
och, and Syria adhered to the old custom.

(Erwin Preuschen.)
in. The Easter Cycle: This is a determinate

eriee of yean such that in each series Easter

Sunday always recurs in the same sequence on the
same day of the month. Such a cycle exists for

the Julian calendar and comprises 532 years. Be-
sides this cycle there is another, consisting of eighty-

four years, which is mentioned at the close of the
third century but which was later superseded by
the cycle of 532 years because it was found that

the computation was wrong. A lunar cycle of

nineteen years is also named and only in this sense

can an Easter cycle be connected with the Gre-
gorian calendar.

Carl Bertheau.
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EASTER COMMUNION: The celebration of the

Lord's Supper early became one of the chief of the

rites connected with Easter. Those who had become
cold and lax in their attention on religious cere-

monies felt that they must, on Easter , if at no other

time, commune. In the council held in the Lateran
in Rome in 1215, that which had become a practise

was made an obligation, and the twenty-first canon
of this council reads thus: ** Every believer, of cither

sex, who has come to years of discretion, must at

least once a year confess honestly his sins to his own
priest and perform the penance which may be en-

joined as far as he is able, and at least on Easter

solemnly receive the Eucharist, unless his priest

out of sufficient grounds has forbidden its reception.

Whoever refuses so to do will be excluded from the

Church, and on death be refused Christian burial.'

Hefele, Conciliengeachichte, v. 888.
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EASTERN CHURCH.
I.

II.

. Names, Extent and Branches.
, History.
General Characterisation (t 1).

Three Periods (J 2).

Intolerance and Persecution (t 3).

The Schism between East and
West (t 4).

Points of Difference (S 5).

I. Names, Extent, and Branches: Varioxis names
are used to designate the great division of

Christendom which is considered in this article.

The full official title is " the Holy Orthodox Catho-
lic Apostolic Eastern CSiurch" (^ dyla bp^dSo^oc^

KodokiKii anooTokiK^ hvarokiicfi iKKkrfaia) . The Roman
Church claims all these titles, except " Oriental,"

for which it substitutes *^ Roman," and claims

them exclusively. The name *' Eastern (or Oriental)

Church " designates its origin and geographicaJ

territory. The " Orthodox Church " expresses its

close adherence to the ecumenical system of doc-

trine and discipline as settled by the seven ecvmieni-

cal coimcils before the separation from the Western
or Latin Church. On this title the chief stress is

laid, and it is celebrated on a special day called
** Orthodoxy Sunday," in the bc^nning of Lent,

when a dramatic representation of the old ecumeni-
cal coimcils is given in the churches, and anathemas
are pronoimced on all heresies. The common des-

ignation " Greek Church " is not strictly correct,

but indicates the national origin of the church and
the language in which most of its creeds, liturgies,

canons, and theological and ascetic literature are

composed, and its worship mainly conducted.

The Eastern Church embraces the Greek, and
the Russian and other Slavonic nationalities. It

has its seat in Eastern Europe—chiefly in Turkey,
Servia, Rumania, Greece, Russia, and some parts

of Austria—and in Western Asia. Bulgaria was
long a bone of contention between Constantinople
and Rome and one of the causes of separation, but
is now an independent branch of the '* Orthodox "

Church, ruled by an exarch (see Bulgaria; Bul-
OARiANS, Conversion of the). In Western
Europe and America there are congregations of

merchants and immigrants or connected with em-
bassies (for America, see below, IV.). The total

number of adherents of the Eastern Church is

about 100,000,000, of whom 85,000,000 belong
to the Russian Church. The Eastern Church thus
ranks third among the three great divisions of

Christendom, the Roman Catholic Church being
credited with 230,000,000 adherents, and the Prot-

estant Churches with 140,000,000.

The Eastern Church is divided into at least

fifteen branches or parts, each independent of the
other. The first rank is held by the Ecumenical
Patriarch of Constantinople (see Constantinople;
Patriarch). Then follow (2) Alexandria (see

Alexandrl\, Patriarchate of); (3) Antioch;

(4) Jerusalem (see Jerusalem, Patriarchate of);

(5) Cyprus (which was recognized as a bishopric

by the Council of Ephesus in 43 1 and includes 160,000

Greek Catholics); (6) Russia (q.v.). (7) Karlo-
witz (the metropolitan see of the Hungarian Ser-

vians); (8) Montenegro (q.v.), (9) the archbishop-

Relations to Protestant Churches

(*6).
in. Doctrine. Polity, and Liturgy.

Creed (t 1).

Theology (t 2).

Government (t 3).

Worship 'and Ritual {% 4).

Liturgy of the Lord's Supper {% 5).

Saints, Relics, and
guage of Worship (t 6).

Monks and Clergy {% 7).

Religious Life (t 8).

The Greek Canon {% 9).

Bfissions (,% 10).

IV. The Eastern Church in Ameriea.

ric of Sinai (independent since 1782); (10) Greece
(independent of Constantinople since 1852; see

Greece); (11) the metropolitan see of Hermaxm-
stadt (for the Rumanians in Hungary); (12) the

exarchate of Bulgaria (since 1870; see Bulqaria);

(13) the metropolitan see of Czemowitz (for Buko-
wina and Dalmatia, including the Ruthenians and
other Cisleithanians); (14) Servia (since 1879; sea

Servia); (16) Rumania (since 1885; see Rumania).
The Georgian Church has been absorbed by the
Russian. The Church of Bosnia and Herzegovina
(q.v.), with three independent metropolitans, has a
loose relation to the ecimtienical patriarch. Con-
stantinople, the city of the first Christian emperor,
is still the natiiral center of the whole Eastern
Church and may again become, in Christian hands,

for the Eastern world what Gregory Nazianzen
described it to be in the fourth centuiy, " the eye
of the world, the strongest by sea and land, the
bond of imion between Ekist and West, to which
the most distant extremes from all sides come to-

gether, and to which they look up as to a conmion
center and emporium of the faith."

IL History: The Eastern Church has no con-
tinuous history like the Roman Catholic and the
Protestant. It has long periods of monotony and
stagnation, and is isolated from the main current

of progressive Christendom. Yet this
^'
Sa^t^!^ Church represents the oldest tradition

""*"
in Christendom, and for several cen-

turies was the chief bearer of our
religion. It still occupies the sacred

territory of primitive Christianity, and claims most
of the Apostolic sees, as Jerusalem, Antioch, and
the churches foimded by Paul and John in Asia
Minor and Greece. All the Apostles, with the ex-
ception of Peter and Paul, labored and died in the
East. From the old Greeks the Church inherited

the language and certain national traits of charac-

ter, while it incorporated also much of Jewish and
Oriental piety. It produced the first Christian

literature, apologies of the Christian faith, refu-

tations of heresies, commentaries on the Bible, ser-

mons, homilies, and ascetic treatises. The great

majority of the early Fathers, and at least some of

the Apostles, used the Greek language. Polycarp,
Ignatius, Clement of Alexandria, Origen, Eusebius,

Athanasius, Basil, Gregory Nazianzen, Gregory of

Nyssa, Chrysostom, Cyril of Jerusalem, and Cyril

of Alexandria, the first Christian emperors begin-
ning with Constantine the Great, together with a
host of mart3nrs and confessors, belong to the Greek
communion. It elaborated the ecumenical dc^maa
of the Trinity and Christology, and ruled the first

seven ecumenical councils, which were all held
in Constantinople or its immediate neighborhood
(Nicsea, Chalcedon, Ephesus). The palmy period

Oharao-
teriza*

tion.
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of the Eastern Church during the first five centuries

wiQ ever claim the grateful respect of the whole

Christian worid; and its great teachers still live in

their writings far beyond the confines, nay, even

more outside of its commimion, as the books of

MoBee and the Prophets are more studied and better

understood among Christians than among Jews, for

whom they wrote. But the Church has never mate-

ritUy progressed beyond the standpoint occupied

in the fifth and sixth centuries. It has no proper

middle age, and no Reformation, like Western
Christendom. It influences the Churches of the

West to-day chiefly through the Nicene and other

creeds, its h3rmns made known by J. M. Neale and
othen, and the writings and examples of its great

theologians, preachers, commentators, and histori-

ans of the fiist five centuries.

Three periods may be distinguished in the history

of the Eastern Church: (1) The Classical or Pro-

ductive period, the first five or six centuries, has

ju^ been characterized. The last great theologian

of the East is John of Damascus (d. before 754),

who summed up the scattered results of the labors

of the preceding Fathers into a tolerably complete
system of theology; but he is an isolated phenom-
enon. The process of degeneracy and stagnation

had already set in; and the former
8. Three life and vigor gave way to idle speciu

Fsriods. lations, distracting controversies, dead
formalism, and traditionalism. (2)

Ihe Byzantine period, corresponding to the Middle
Ages of the Latin Church, extends from the rise

of Mohammedanism to the fall of Constantinople

(650-1453). Here are found the gradual separation

from the West and from all progressive movements;
dependence on the imperial court at Constanti-

nople; continuation of a certain literary activity;

philological and Biblical studies in slavish depend-
ence on the Fathers; commentaries of CEcumenius
(c 990), Theophylact (d. after 1107), Euthymius
Zigahenus (d. after 1118); large literary collections,

danical and Christian, of Photius (c. 890), Balsar
mon, Zonaras, Suidas, and Simeon Metaphrastes;

thelituigical works of Maximus, Sophronius, Simeon
of Theaadonica; the Byzantine historians; the
icofioclastic controversy (726-842; see Imaobs
AHD Image Worship, 11); inroads and conquests
of Mohammedanism (from 630) in Sjrria, Per-

sia, Egypt, North Africa; temporary suspension
of the patriarchates of Alexandria, Antioch, Jeru-
salem; finally, the conquest of Constantinople by
the Turks, and the extinction of the Greek Empire
(1453), which led to the immigration of Greek
BcholarB (Chalcondylas, Chrysoloras, Gemistos Ple-

thon, Michael Apostolius, Theodore Gaza, George of

TreMzond, and others) to the West, the revival of

letters, the study of the Greek Testament, and pre-

pared the way for the Reformation. During this

period of decline in its original home, the Greek
Church made a great conquest in the conversion of

the Stavonians (the Bulgarians and Russians) in the
ninth and tenth centuries, while the Latin Church
was converting the Celtic and Teutonic races.

(3) TheModem period may be dated from the down-
fall of the Greek Empire (1453). It presents in

Ana stagnation and slavery under the rule of the

IV.-4

Turks but great tenacity and independence as to

all internal affairs; in Europe, rapid external growth
through the rising power of Russia, with some re-

forms in manners and customs and the introduction

of Western culture, protests against Romanising
and evangelical movements, the orthodox con-

fession of Petrus Mogilas (1642), the Synod of

Jerusalem (1672), the Russian Church, the patri-

archate of Moscow, the reforms of Patriarch Nikon
(d. 1681) and of the Czar Peter the Great (d. 1726),

the reaction of the Old Believers (Raskolniki), the

Holy Synod of St. Petersburg (since 1721), the

New Greek Church in Hellas (since 1833), with
prospects for the future, depending chiefly on
Russia.

In the history of the Eastern Church there have
been no oi^ganized bloody tribunals of orthodoxy

like the Spanish Inquisition, no sjrs-
latoler- hematic and long-continued persecu-

PerseoQ- ^^^^^ ^® *^® crusades against the

tion.
~ Waldenses, Albigenses, and Huguenots,

and no massacre of St. Bartholomew.
But the Greek Church of old mercilessly expelled and
exiled Arian, Nestorian, Eutychian, and other here-

tics, and persecuted the Paulicians (835). For cen-

turies none of the Oriental Churches except the

Russian has been in a position to exercise jurisdic-

tion over heretics and dissenters, being themselves

only tolerated by the Turkish or Egyptian govern-

ments. Modem Russia has enforced severe measures
against the Stundists and other dissenting bodies

and has withheld from Lutherans in the Baltic

provinces certain privileges (such as exemption from
military service) sacredly promised by the Czar.

Secession from the national orthodox Church is

rigidly prohibited. No one can be converted in

Russia from one religion or sect to another, except

to the national orthodox Church; and all the chil-

dren of mixed marriages, where one parent belongs

to it must be baptized and educated in it. The
spirit of fanatical intolerance has manifested itself

recently in the atrocious persecution of the Jews as

it did earlier in 1881; but it would be imfair to hold

the Eastern Church responsible for these excesses.

No two Churches are so much alike in their creed,

polity and cultus, as the Greek and Roman; and
yet no two are such irreconcilable

4. The rivals, perhaps for the very reason of
Srfiiam

^jjgjj. affinity. They agree much more

Eastland **^^^ either agrees with any Protes-

West. ^^^* Church. They were never or-

ganically united. They differed from
the beginning in nationality, language, and genius,

as the ancient Greeks differed from the Romans;
yet they grew up together, and stood shoulder to

shoulder in the ancient conflict with paganism and
heresy. They cooperated in the early eciunenical

councils, and adopted their doctrinal and ritual

decisions. But the removal of the seat of empire

from Rome to Constantinople by Diocletian and
Constantine, the development of the papal mon-
archy in the West, and the establishment of a West-
em empire in connection with it, laid the foundation

of a schism which has never been healed. The
controversy culminated in the rivalry between the

patriarch of Ck>nstantinople and the pope of Rome.
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The bishop of Constantinople was recognized by the

Council of Constantinople in 381 and a place was
given him by the Council of Chalcedon in 451
" next after " the bishop of Rome. Leo I. (440-

461) protested against the growing assumption of

power by the Constantinopolitan bishop, who as

early as 500 used the title '* ecumenical patri-

arch." From 484 to 519 the relations between the

two bishops were much strained over the Henoticon
of Zeno, which sought to soften the Chalcedonian

Christological formula (see Monophtsites). The
controversy over their relative authority reached

an acute stage imder Photius and Nicholas I. (qq.v.)

who each excommunicated the other (869 and 879).

When Ignatius was deposed from the patriarchate

of Constantinople and the layman Photius put in

his place (857), the latter appealed to Rome for a
decision against the Ignatian party. Nicholas

sent a commission to investigate and refused to

recognize Photius, who then retorted in a famous
encyclical letter charging the Roman Church with
heresy for the unauthorized insertion of the fUioque

into the Nicene Creed (see Filioqub Controvbrsy)
and with various corrupt practises. In 1054 the

controversy was renewed under the patriarch

Michael Cserularixis (q.v.), whom Pope Leo IX.
excommunicated as guilty of nine heresies, and it

became irreparable through the Venetian con-

quest of Constantinople (1204) and the establish-

ment of a Latin empire there (1204-61), a Latin

patriarch of Constantinople and rival Latin

bishops in other Eastern sees by Innocent III. and
other popes. Vain attempts at reunion were made
from time to time, especially at Lyons (1274) and
Florence (1439). The latter was attended by the

patriarch and the Byzantine emperor, but its com-
promise formula was rejected in the East as treason

to the orthodox faith (see Fbrrara-Florencb,
Council op). With the fall of Constantinople

(1453) the political motive for seeking a union with
the West ceased. In 1870 the Vatican Coimcil

intensified the chief cause of separation by declaring

papal absolutism and papal infallibility an article

of faith. Leo XIII. in the bull PrcBcUsra graiu-

lationia of Jime 20, 1894, directed '' to all princes

and peoples," expressed the hope of a reunion of

Christendom (cf. A. Hamack, Reden und Auf-
sdUe, il., Giessen, 1906, 295 sqq.). The patriarch

Anthimos II. replied, Oct. 11, 1895, charging the

Roman Church with innovations, such as the

fUioque, the doctrines of the immaculate conception

and papal infallibility, baptism by sprinkling,

purgatory, etc.

llie points in which the Greek Church differs

from the Roman are the following: the single

procession of the Holy Spirit (against
6. P<^ts ^jjg fUioque), which is as far as the

-^ Council of Constantinople in 381 went;

^^Qg
" the equality of the five patriarchs,

and the rejection of the papacy as an
antichristian innovation and usiupation; the right

of the lower clergy (priests and deacons) to marry
(though only once); conmiunion in both kinds;

trine inunersion the only valid form of baptism;

the use of the vemacuLsu' languages in worship;

a number of minor ceremonies, as the use of com-

mon or leavened bread in the Eucharist, infant comr
munion, the repetition of holy imction (cv;t^Aa«w)

in sickness, etc.

On the fruitless negotiations for union between

the Lutheran and the Greek Church, and the

g _ Anglican and the Greek and Russian

ttons
C*^^"^^®s» ^^- Schaff, Creeds, L 50 sqq.

to Protea- ^^^ ^^ ^^' ^^ Reformation of ihs

^ant sixteenth century had no effect upon

Ohurohes. the Oriental (Church. The reform

movement of Cyril Lucar (q.v.) who,

as patriarch of Constantinople, attempted to in-

graft Calvinism upon the old trunk, failed com-
pletely: he was strangled to death, and his body
thrown into the Bosphorus (1638); and his doc-

trines were condenmed by synods in 1638, 1643,

and 1672 (cf. Schaff, Creeds, i. 54 sqq.). In recent

times, however, German universities are often fre-

quented by Russian and Greek students; and the

works of German scholars have exerted some
modifying influence. The Old Catholic movement
was followed with interest; and the Old Catholic

conferences in Bonn (1874 and 1875) were attended

by several dignitaries from Greece and Russia.

There has been also considerable intercourse be-

tween Greek and Anglican bishops. The Greek

Church is not so strongly conmiitted against Prot-

estantism as the Roman, and may therefore learn

something from it. [Yet converts to Protestantism

from the Roman Catholic Church have been far

more numerous than from the Greek Church, and

the thought of Roman Catholicism has been influ-

enced by Protestantism far more than the thought

of Greek Catholicism. A. H. N.]

m. Doctrine, Polity, and Liturgy: The Eastern

Church holds fast to the decrees and canons of the

seven eciunenical councils (see Councils and
Stnods, § 3). Its proper creed is that adopted at

Nicsea in 325, enlarged at Constantinople 381, and

indorsed at Chalcedon 451, without the Latin filioque

(see Constantinopolitan Creed). This creed is

the basis of all Greek catechisms and

1. Oreed. systems of theology, and a regular

part of worship. The Greeks have

never acknowledged in form the Apostles' Creed,

which Ib of Western origin, nor the Athanasian

Creed, which teaches the double procession, and is

likewise of Western origin. Besides this ecumenical

creed, the Eastern Church acknowledges three

subordinate confessions, which define her position

against Romanism and Protestantism, namely:

(1) The " Orthodox Confession " of Petrus Mogilas

(q.v.), metropolitan of Kief (1643), a catechetical

exposition of the Nicene Creed, the Lord's Prayer

and the beatitudes, and the decalogue; (2) the
" Confession of Dositheos or Eighteen Decrees of the

Synod of Jerusalem " (1672); and (3) the " Longer
Catechism '' of Philsu^t, metropolitan of Mos-

cow, adopted by the Holy Synod of St. Peters-

burg in 1839 and published in all the languages

of Russia. (For text of these creeds and confes-

sions, cf. Schaff, Creeds, ii. 273-542; and J. Michal-

cescu, see bibliography below.) [Menticm should

also be made of the work of Gennadius II. of Con-

stantinople and of Metrophanes Kritopulus (qq.v.)t

the former of whom wrote a brief document in
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tucntj artleles, and the latter a confession in

tventy-thiee chapters (given in full by Michal-

ce«cu). A. H. N.]

The doctrinal system of the Eastern Church is,

upon the whole, more simple and less developed

than that of the Roman, though in some respects

more subtle and metaphysicaL The only serious

doctrinal difference is that on the

8. Th*- procession of the Holy Spirit (see

ois97' FnJOQUE Controversy). The Greek
Church holds to the leading principles,

but rejects many of the consequences or results

of Roman Catholicism. It adheres to the theology

of the Greek Fathers down to John of Damascus,
and Ignores the succeeding scholastic theology of

the sdioolmen, who completed the Roman sjrstem.

The Eastern theology remains rigidly in the frag-

mentaiy state of the old coimcils. The resistance

to the Western filioque implied a protest against

further progress both in truth and in error, and
meant stagnation, as well as faithful adherence to

the venerable Nicene symbol. The Greek theology

B most full on the doctrine of God and of Christ,

bat very defective on the doctrine of man and the

order of salvation. The East went into all sorts of

theological and Christological subtleties, especially

doling the long and tedious Monophysite contro-

Tersies, which found little or no response in the

West; but it ignored the Pelagian controversies,

the development of the Augustinian and later

erangdical theology. It took the most intense

interest in the difference between ouaia and hypo-

UoiiSy thehomooutum and homoiousion, the relations

of the persons in the Trinity, the agenniaia of the

Father, the eternal gennisia of the Son, the eternal

Aporeufis or ** procession " of the Spirit, the peri'

ckdritity the relation of the two natures in Christ,

theNestorian, Ekitychian, Monophysite, and Mono-
thelite heresies, but was never seriously troubled

with questions about predestination, vicarious

atonement, justification and imputation, conver-

fkn and regeneration, faith and good works,

merit and demerit, vital union with Christ, and
cognate doctrines, which absorbed the attention

of Western Christendom. The cause for this

^GtDce must be sought in the prevailing meta-
pbyBcal, riietorical, and objective character of the

Eaitem Church,—^inherited partly from Asia,

partfy from Greece—as distinct from the practical,

logical, and subjective tendency of the Western
Cimrdses, which is derived from the Roman and
the Teut<Huc nationalities. The difference is illus-

tnted as early as the Nicene Creed, with its meta-
physieal terms about the Son, as compared with the

more simpleandpopularApostles' Creed , which origi-

nated intheWest, and is very littleused inthe Blast.

The Greek Church is a patriarchal oligarchy, in

difltincticni frofm the papal monarchy. The epis-

copal hierarchy is retained, the pa-
8. OoT- pucy rejected. Centralization is im-
"*. known in the East. The patriarchs of

Constantinople, Alexandria, Antioch,

and Jerusalem, are equal in rights, though the first

has a primacy of honor. The czar of Russia,

however, exercises a sort of general protectorate,

and may be regarded as a rival to the pope of

Rome, but has no authority in matters of doctrine,

and can make no organic changes. The E^astem
hierarchy resembles the Jewish type. The Greek
priest within the veil of the sanctuaiy is concealed
from the eyes of the people; but in social respects

he is nearer the people than the Roman priest.

He is allowed, and even compelled, to marry once,

but forbidden to marry twice. Celibacy is con-
fined to bishops and monks. Absolution is given
only in the form of a prayer, " May the Lord ab-
solve thee," instead of the positive form, " I ab-
solve thee." The confessional exists, but in a
milder form, with less influence and abuse, than
in Romanism. The laity are more independent;
and the Russian czar, like the Byzantine emperor
of old, is the head of the Church in his dominion.
The imction of confirmation is made to symbolize
the royal priesthood of every believer. The mo-
nastic orders, though including many clergy, are

not clerical institutions as t^e Latin orders have been
since the thirteenth century. The community of

Athos (q.v.) is a lay corporation with chaplains.

The administration of the churches as devel-

oped in the Byzantine Empire is most compli-
cated, and involves, besides the regular clergy,

an army of higher and lower ecclesiastical officers,

from the first administrator of the church prop-
erty (<5 fttyac oiKovdfio^)^ the superintendent of the
sacristy (6 <jKevofiX<i^)^ the chancellor or keeper of

ecclesiastical archives (<i xfH>ro^^i)t down to the
cleaners of the lamps {ol ^ofiwaddpioi)^ and the bearer
of the images of saints {6 paaray6pio^). These
half-clerical officers are divided into two groups,

—one on the right, the other on the left: each is

subdivided into three classes, and each class has
again five persons. Leo Allatitis and Heineccius
enumerate fifteen officials of the right group, and
even more of the left. But many of these offices

have either ceased altogether, or retain only a
nominal existence.

In worship and ritual the Eastern Church is much
like the Roman Catholic, with the celebration of

the sacrifice of the mass as its center, with an equal

and even greater neglect of the sermon,
4. wonnlp j^j |g addressed more to the senses

jj^j^ and imagination than to the intellect

and the heart. It is strongly Ori-

ental, unintelligibly symbolical and mystical, and
excessively ritualistic. The Greeks reject organs,

musical instruments, and sculpture, and make
less use of the fine arts in their churches than
the Roman Catholics; but they have even a more
complicated system of ceremonies, with gorgeous

display, semibarbario pomp, and endless changes
of sacerdotal dress, crossings, gestures, genuflex-

ions, prostrations, washings, processions, which
so absorb the attention of the senses, that there

is little room left for the intellectual and spiritual

worship. They use the liturgy of St. Chrysostom,
which is an abridgment of that of St. Basil, yet

very lengthy, and contains, with many old and
venerable prayers (one of the finest is incorpora-

ted in the Anglican lituigy imder the name of

Chrysostom), later additions from different sources

to an excess of liturgical refinement.

The most characteristic features of Greek wor-
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ship, as distinct from the Roman, are the three-

fold immersion in baptism, with the repudiation

of any other mode as essentially invalid; the si-

multaneous performance of the act of confirmation

and the act of baptism which in the West have
been separated; the anointing with oil in cases

of dangerous illness, which Rome has changed

into extreme imction of the dying; infant com-
mimion, which the Latin Church has not only

abandoned, but forbidden; the communion in

two kinds; the use of leavened bread in the Eu-
charist; the standing and eastward posture in

prayer; the stricter separation of the sexes; the

use of the screen or veil before the altar; and the

withdrawal of the performance of the mysteries

(sacraments) from the eyes of the people.

The form which the Greek Church developed

for the celebration of the Lord's Supper is en-

tirely different from that developed
6. LiturgT by the Roijian Catholic Church. It is

t'^»* symbolical throughout. Not only

Supper ^°®® ^^^ ^^ *^® antiphonal choirs

which perform during the act rep-

resent in some mystical way the cherubim, but
the whole act is, in its every feature, a symbol-
ical representation of the passion. Five loaves are

laid on the altar, each stamped with the sign of the

cross and the inscription, " Jesus Christ conquers."
The officiatingpriest selects one of them for the sacri-

ficial lamb; and with a symbolical reference to the

soldier who pierced the side of Jesus with a spear, so

that blood and water flowed from the wound, he
cuts the loaf, by thrusting the holy lance—a Imife

in the form of a lance—into it, while at the same
time the deacon pours the wine and the water into

the cup. Under somber dirges the elements are

then carried in a solemn procession, headed with
many lighted candles and much incense-burning,

through the whole church, and back again to the

altar, where they are deposited, like the body of

Christ in the tomb. A curtain is lowered before

the altar; and, unseen by the congregation, the

elements are consecrated while the choir ia chanting

the Lord's Prayer. When the curtain is drawn, the

altar represents the tomb from which Christ has

risen; and, whUe the choir sings a hymn of praise,

the elements are presented to the communicants
without any special formula of distribution. The
consecrated bread is broken into the consecrated

wine and both elements are given together in a
spoon. Greek writers on liturgy claim that this

custom (known as intinction) dates back to the

time of Chrysostom. It never gained foothold in

the Western Church, and was forbidden as unscrip*

tural by Pope Julius I. (337-352).

The worship of saints, relics, flat images, and
the cross is carried as far as, or even farther than,

in the Roman Church; but statues,

6. Saints, bas-reliefs, and crucifixes are forbidden.
Helios, and £n Russia especially the veneration
.^'^®*®** for pictures of the Virgin Mary and
l/anpna^e

^y^^ saints is carried to the utmost

Worship, extent, and takes the place of the

Protestant veneration for the Bible.

The holy picture (icon) with the lamp burning

before it is found and worshiped in the comer (the

sacred place) of every room, in the street, ove

gateways, in offices, taverns, steamers, railway ani

telegraph stations, and is carried in the knapsack
every soldier, not as a work of art, but as an em
blem, a means of instruction, an aid to devotioa

The vernacular languages are used in worehip-
the Greek in Turkey and Greece, the Slavonic n

Russia; but they have to a considerable extez^

become unintelligible to the people. The ol<

Slavonic differs from the modem Russian aboti

as much as Chaucer's English from our Kngjish

The Oriental sects hold to their native dialects,-

the Syriac, Armenian, etc. The old Greek calendar

which is thirteen days behind the new style intro

duced by Gregory XIII., is still retained.

Christian life has the same general features as i^

the Roman Catholic Church. The mass of tbi

people are contented with an ordinary
'^' ^^?^* morality, while the monks aim at i

Ohmv liigJier degree of ascetic piety. Th^

monastic system has not devdopeJ
into great orders, as in the West. There art

three classes of monks, the cenobites {xotvofiiajaHi

who live together in a monastery mled by ai

archimandrite who is often a bishop {dpxtfuiv6piT^\

if-yobfievo^); the anchorets (dva;j;wpi7ra/), who liv<

in a cell apart from the other monlm, or amon|
the laity; and the ascetes (acr/oTrai), or hermits

The monks usually fc^ow the rule of St. Bafifl;

some, the rule of St. Anthony. The bishops art

taken from the monks. Important monasteries

are at Jerusalem, Mount Athos (q.v.), Mount Sinai

(where the celebrated Sinaitic manuscript oi th<

Bible was kept for centuries), and Mar Saba neai

the Dead Sea. The Greek monks as a rule are mow
ignorant and superstitious than the Roman Catbo^

lie, and the same may be said of the clei^gy, many
of whom are merely mechanical functionaries.

Religious life is supposed to originate in baptismal

regeneration, and to be nourished chiefly by th«

sacraments. Prayer, fasting, and cba^

8. Beliff- itable deeds are the principal mani^

ions liife. festations of piety. The observance

of the Ten Commandments is strictly

enjoined in all the catechisms. The Greeks and

Russians are very religious in outward observe

ances and devotions, but know little of what Protes-

tants mean by subjective experiential piety, and

personal direct communion of the soul with tbe

Savior. The Greek Christians surpass their Mo-

hammedan neighbors in chastity, but are behind

them in honesty. What St. Paul says of the Ore-

tans (Titus i. 12) is still characteristic of the race,

of course with honorable exceptions. In Russia

there is the same divorce between religion and

morality. The towns are adorned with churches

and convents. Every public event is celebrated

by the building of a chiuxjh. Every house has an

altar and sacred pictures; every child his guardian

angel and baptismal cross. A Russian fasts every

Wednesday and Friday, prays early and late,

regularly attends mass, confesses his sins, pays

devout respect to sacred places and things, makes

pilgrimages to the tombs and shrines of saintA,

and has the phrsaeSlava Boga I (" Glory to God! ")

continually on his lips.
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0. The
Oxeek
Oawon.

Cooeeniixig the extent of the canon of the Scrip-

tures, the Eastern Church is not quite consistent,

and stands midway between the Ro-
man and the Protestant view concern-

ing the Jewish A(>ocrypha. The Sep-

tuagint is used, which includes the

Apocrypha. The Orthodox Confession repeat-

edly quotes the Apocrypha as authority and
tl» Sjmod of Jerusalem (1672) mentions several

Apocryphal bodes (The Wisdom of Solomon,
iiidith, Tobit, the History of Bel and the
Dragon, the History of Susanna, the Maccabees,
and the Wisdom of Sirach) as parts of the Holy
Scriptures. On the other hand, Metrophanes enu-
merates OTily twenty-two books of the Old Testa-

izkent (according to the division of Josephus; see

Camon of Scripture, I, 4, § 3), and eleven books
of the New Testament (counting fourteen Epis-

tles of Paul, the two Epistles of Peter, and the three

d John as each one book), and then speaks of the
Jevi^ Apocrypha as not being received by the
diurch among the canonical and authentic books,

i&d hoioe not to be used in proof of dogmas. The
'* LongerCatechism " of Phihiret likewise enumerates
only twenty-two books of the Old Testament, but
twenty-eeven books of the New, and says that

"the Wisdom of the Son of Sirach and certain

ether books " are ignored in the list of the books
of the Old Testament, ** because they do not exist

in the Hebrew." The use of the Apocryphal books
b justified because " they have been appointed by
the Fathers to be read by proselytes who are pre-

paring for admission into the Church."
The circulation of the Scripttires among the

bity is not encouraged, and certain portions, espe-

^Dy of the Old Testament, are declared to be un-
fit for general use. But the GreekChurch has never
prohibited the reading of the Bible in the vulgar

toQgue; imd the Chthodox Church of Russia has
always had a popular version of the Bible, first in

the oU Slavic, and now in modem Russian. The
prmting and circulating of the Bible in the Russian
langoage and within the Orthodox Greek Church
b under the exclusive control of the Holy Synod of

3t. Petersburg. See Bible Versions, XVI.
The Eastern Church has spread, through Russian

mflueooe, in Siberia, the Aleutian Islands, and
wherever the civil and military power

10. Mlfl. of the Czar has prepared the way;
tons. but, apart from the aid of govern-

ment, it has little or no missionary
spoit, and is c^mtentto keep its own. Its greatest

mianon-work was the conversion of Russia; and
thii was effected, not so much by preaching as by
the marriage of a Byzantine princess and the des-

potic order of the ruler Vladimir (see Russia). In
the mdgt of the Mohammedan East the Greek
populatioitt remain like islands in the barren sea;

and the Bedouin tribes have wandered for twelve
CGituries round the Greek convent of Mount
%ai, probably without one instance of conver-
oon to the creed of men whom they yet acknowl-
«lge with almost religious veneration as beings
from a higher world.

(Philip ScHAFpf) D. S. Schaff.
IV. The Eastern Church in America: The

Greek Orthodox Chureh in present United States

territory dates from 1794, when nine Russian mis-

sionaries arrived at St. Paul on Kadiak Island,

Alaska, led by Arehimandrite Joasaph Bogoloff.

There the first Russian chureh and school in Amer-
ica were erected. In 1796 an episcopal see was
founded and Joasaph was consecrated at Irkutsk in

Siberia to be the first bishop of Kadiak, Kamchatka,
and America. In 1840 four churehes and eight

chapels in Russian America were consolidated into

an independent diocese and Ivan Veniaminof, who
had labored in Alaska as missionary and priest

with self-sacrificing zeal and marked success since

1823, was made bishop with the name of Innocent.

He provided an Aleutian alphabet and grammar,
translated the Gospels, a catechism, and other relig-

ious literature into the Aleutian tongue and the

language of the Koloshes, living in the vicinity of

Sitka, built the cathedral in Sitka, and established

a seminary there, where many of the priests and
readers now officiating in Alaska have received

their education. His influence with the natives

was great. In 1855 he removed to Siberia and be-

came archbishop of Kamchatka in 1858. He was
made metropolitan of Moscow after the death of

Philaret (1867), and died, greatly revered through-

out Russia, in 1879. Yakof Netzvetof, a half-

breed priest, translated Veniaminof's version of

the (jospels and catechism into the Atkha language.

After the cession of Russian America to the United
States, the bishop of Alaska imdertook the over-

sight of all Slav Orthodox communities in the

country, and in 1872 imder Bishop John, the epis-

copal residence was transferred from Sitka to San
Francisco. After the death of Bishop Nestor, who
was drowned while traveling in performance of his

episcopal duties in 1882, the mission of the Russian
Cihurch was governed by the ecclesiastical Consis-

tory of San Francisco until 1888, when Bishop
Vladimir arrived from Russia. His successors have
been Nicholas (1891-98), Tikhon (1898-1907), and
the present Archbishop Platon.

The increase of Greek Orthodox communities
in the United States has been particulariy great

since 1888 owing to the immigration of Austrian

Slavonians. There are at present 152 churches and
chapels in the United States, Alaska, and Canada
under the jurisdiction of the Synod of Russia, with
one archbishop (since 1905) residing in New York,

two bishops—one for Alaska residing at Sitka, the

other (since 1904) for Orthodox Syrians residing in

Brookl3m,—and an administrator for the Servians.

There are seventy-five priests, a seminary at Minne-
apolis, and 46,000 registered parishioners. An
official organ is published in New York in Russian

and En^ish. A religious paper formerly published

in Chicago in Servian has been discontinued. The
Russian cathedral in New York City was dedicated

in 1902. In 1906 Archbishop Tikhon introduced

Simday evening services in E^lish in this church.

Bishop Innocent of Alaska also favors the sub-

stitution of English for the Slavonic service for the

Orthodox natives of his jurisdiction.

Orthodox congregations in the United States

for those of Syrian nationality date from 1895,

when the Russian Bishop Nicholas brought with
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him the Very Rev. Archimandrite Raphael Hawa-
weeny and founded a church for Orthodox Syrians

in New York City. In 1899 the congregation ac-

quired permanent quarters in Brooklyn. In 1904

the patriarch of Antioch elevated Raphael to the

rank of bishop and he was consecrated by the

Russian bishops Tikhon and Innocent, his con-

secration being the first in the United States of a
bishop of the Eastern Church. There are ten

churches under his jurisdiction and the member-
ship of his flock is about 45,000.

The first Orthodox church for those of Greek
nationality was foimded in New Orleans, where
many Greek merchants were engaged in the cotton

trade. The second was founded in Chicago in

1872, when Greeks and Slavs united in calling a
Greek priest from Russia. This church, after an
interval, was reestablished in 1891, and in the same
year another was opened in New York City, and
a fourth in Boston with a priest of Syrian nation-

ality. The Chiurch of Lowell, Mass., a city having
a large Greek population, dates from 1895. The
total nimiber of Orthodox churches for those of

Greek descent, imder the jurisdiction either of the

Synod of Greece or of the Greek patriarch at Con-
stantinople at present exceeds thirty. A religious

paper is published in Greek at Milwaukee. In

1905 and again in 1907 a bill was introduced in the

Greek parliament at Athens for the despatch of one
of the prelates of Greece as a resident bishop for the

Greeks in the United States. The bill, however,

failed to pass, perhaps because the existence in the

United States of bishops of the Greek Church owing
allegiance to two different autonomous synods

—

those of Russia and Greece—^would be anticanonical.

It has been suggested that, besides the Russian
and Syrian bishops, a Greek and a Servian bishop

be appointed; an independent synod for the United
States and Canada can then be formed and the

bishops can elect their own metropolitan.

The total nimtiber of Greek Orthodox inhabitants

of the United States, Alaska, and Canada is believed

to exceed 300,000. The growth of the churches

has been due in no small degree to a tendency on
the part of Austrian and Hungarian Uniates who
have emigrated to America to separate from Rome
and return to the Eastern Orthodox confession.

One reason for this tendency is the effort of the

Roman Church to deprive the Uniates in America
of their married priests. A. A. Stamouli.
Biblioorapht: The chief sourcee for the earlier history are

the first seven oounoils, the writings of the Greek Fathers,
especially of Athanasius, Ghrysostom, John of Damascus,
and Photius. For a conspectus of the hterature ol the
Church, consult Krumbaoher, GeBchichU, On the general
history consult: J. M, Neale, HUt. of Oie Holy Eaatern
Church, London, 1850; J. M. Heinecdus, Abbilduno der
alien und nguen griechiachen Kirdke, 3 vols., Leipsic, 1711;
M. Le Quien, Orien* Chri$tianua, 3 vols., Paris, 1740;
A. P. Stanley, LeeturM on the Eaetem Churd^ London,
1861, new issue, 1908; A. Leroy-Beaulieu, L'Empire dee
taare et lee Rueeee, vol. iii.. La Religion, Paris, 1880; A. H.
Hore, Eighteen Centuriee of Ae Orthodox Oreek Church,
London. 1899; idem. Student'e Hiet. of the Oreek Church,
ib. 1902; K. Beth, Die orientaliBche Chri$tenheit der MU-
telmeerl&nder, Berlin, 1902; J. Pargoire, L*6gliee byzan-
Une, &t7-8U7, Paris. 1906; A. Fortescue. The Orthodox
Eaetem ChurA, London. 1906 (by a Roman Catholic);
F. O. Cole. Mother of All Churchee; a brief and compre-
heneive Handbook of the Holy Eaetem Orthodox Church,

ib. 1908; the histories of the Councils by Harduin, Maaa^
and Hefele; the Church Histories of Hergenr6tber-Kini^
Funk. Hefele-Kn6ppfler, and K. M Oiler.

On the great schism and the attempts to heal it ooo'

suit: G. B. Howard, The Schiem between Ote Oriental and

Weetem ChurOtee, London, 1892; Leo Allatius, De ecdt^

eia occidentalia et orientalia perpetua eoneeneione, Cologae,

1648; C. Will, Acta et ecripta , , . de ainlmwreiis «od#<

eiiB QrcBcm et LaUna, Marbuig, 1861; A. Pichler. CeBtMekU
der kirchUchen Trennung turiechen dem Orient v,nd Oeddeei^

2 vols.. Munich, 1864-^; J. HergenrOther, Pkotiiu,

3 vols.. Regensburg, 1867-69; R. Baxmann, Die PoiHik

der P&pete, 2 vols., Elberfeld, 1868-69; L. DoehesDe,

AuUmomee eocUeiaetiquee; iglieee eSparSee, Paris, 1806;

Eng. transl.. Churchee Separated from Rome, New York,

1908; L. Brehier. Le Schieme oriental du xi. eikde, ib. 1800;

W. Norden. Dae Papettum und Byxanz, Bwlin, 1903.

For the formalised symbolics of tiie Church oonsolt:

Schafif, Creede, vols, i.-ii.; E. J. Kimmel, Moemmenia
fidei eedeeicB orientali§, 2 vols., Jena, 1860; J. B. Pitrm«

Jurie ecdeeiaetiei Oraeorum hi§toria et monumenia, 2 vob.,

Rome. 1864-68; W.QtM,Symbolik der grieekiechenKinU,
Berlin, 1872; F. Kattenbusch, Lehrbueh der vergleie^enden

Confeeeionakunde, vol. i., Freiburg, 1802; £. F. K. MOUer.
Symbolik, pp. 196-242. Leipsic, 1896; N. Milaa. Dae Kir-

dienreekt der morgenlAnduuhen Kirtke, Zara, 1897; Or-

thodox Confeeeion of the Eaetem Church, Eng. transL by
P. Lodvill. London, 1898; Acte and Decreee of the Synod

of Jeruealem, . . . 1672, Eng. transL by J. N. W. B.

Robertson. London. 1899; F. Loofs. SymboUk, i. 2, pp.

109-169. TQbingen. 1902; J. Miohalceecu, Die BekentU-

nieee und die wichtigeten Olauheneeeugnieee der grieekieA-

orientaliechen Kirche, Leipsic. 1904 (contains the state-

ments of the first seven ooimcils, and the ooDfessions of

Gennadius. Mogilas, Dositheus etc). The Longer Cate-

chism of Philaret. issued by authority of the HolySynod of

8t. Petersburg. 1839. is used in the churdies and eohooU
of the Russian empire, and is the best modem exposition

of the doctrine of the Eastern Qiurch.
On the liturgies consult: H. A. Daniel. Codex Uimrgiau

ecdeeicB univerealie, vol. iv.. Leipsic. 1863; J. Goar. Sueho-
logium, eive rituale Orcecum, Paris, 1647; E. Benaodot.
Liturgiarum orientalium coUectio, 2 vols., Paris, 1716,

Eng. transl.. Collection of the Principal Liturgiee . . .

Ueed by the Oredee . . , of the Oriental Church, Dub-
lin. 1822; J. King, Ritee and Ceremoniee of the Oreek

Church in Rueeia, London. 1872; The Oficee ef

the Oriental Church, with Hietorioal Introdttetian, ed.

N. BJerring. New York, 1884; Synopeie, or Sptritmel

Collection of the Daily Prayere, Liturgy, , , , of the Greek

Orthodox Church of the Eaet, transl. and ed. Katberioe
Lady Lechmere, London (1890); C. R HaauxMmd,
Liturgiee Eaetem and Weetem, ed. F. E. Brightman,
vol. i.. Oxford. 1896; A. Staerk. Der Taufritue in der

griediiech-rueeiedhen Kirche, Freiburg, 1903.

On the more modom history and that of the differsot

branches much material is found in the Rente de Vorient

chritien, vols. i. sqq., 1896 sqq.; in Eehoe d'orient, vols,

i.-vi.; and in the Revue intemationale de thiologie, vols, iii.-

iv.. Bern. 1896-96. Consult further: J. J. L von D6I-

linger, Kirche und Kirchen, pp. 166 sqq., Muni^ 1861;

Eng. transl.. The Church and the Churthee, London. 1862;

idem. Ueber die Wiedereinigung der chrietli€hen Kirchen,

ib. 1888; L. Boissard, L'Sgliee de Rueeie, 2 vols., Psrio.

1867; A. d'Avril, La Bulgarie ehritienne, Paris. 1803;

idem, Lee iglieee autonomee et autociphalee, ib. 1805;

idem. La Serbie ehritienne, ib. 1807; H. Gelaer, Oeiet'

UAee und Weltliehee aue dem tOrkiechen Orient, Leipsie.

1000; O. Hflbner. Statietieehe TabeOe alter Lthtder, Frank-
fort. 1001: D. Kyriakos, OeeehidUe der orientaUechen
Kirchen, 1465-1898, Leipsic, 1002; M. G. Dampier.
Hiei. of the Orthodox Church in AuetriO'Hungary, London,
1006. Material of value will be found also in D. M. Wsl-
laoe, Rueeia, New York, 1006.

Special topics are treated in: A. de Stourdnk, Con-
eviiratione eur la doctrine H Veeprit de VSgUee orthodoxe,

Paris. 1816; K. P. Pobedonossew. Strei^ragen der Gegen-

wart, Berlin, 1807; K. Boll, Enthueiaemue und Bueege-

wait beim griechiechen MCnchthum, Leipsic. 1806; P.

Mes^er. Die theologieehe Litteraiw der griecfi^eehen Kirthe

im 16, Jahrhundert, ib. 1800; A. Sdunidtke, Dae Kloe-

terland dee Athoe, ib. 1003; B. Pick. Hymne and Poetry of

the Eaetem Churth, New York, 1008.
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EATOH, ARTHUR WENTWORTH HAMILTON:
Protestaat Episcopalian; b. at Kentville, Nova
ScoUa, Dec. 10, 1849. He was educated at Har-
vard CoDege (A.B., 1880), and was ordered dea-

con in 1884 and ordidned priest in the following

year. After being rector of St. Andrew's, Chestnut
Hill, Mass. (1885-86), he spent two years in Europe,
and since 1888 has been head of the department
ai En^ish literature in the Cutler School, New
York City. In theology he is a Broad-churchman
of the Maurice and Phillips Brooks type. He has
written The Heart of the Creeds ; Hietarical Relig-

im im the Ldght of Modem Thought (New York,
1888); Acadian Legends and Lyrics (1889); The
Chtrch of England in Nova Scotia <md the Tory
Clergy of the Revohdion (1891); Tales of a Garrison

Town (m collaboration with C. L. Betts; 1892);
Acadian BaUads (New Yoiic, 1905); and Poems
0/ the Christian Year (1905). He has also edited

several works of Eng)i3h literature.

EBED JESU, fbed jt'sQ: Nestorian theologian;

b. m Mesopotunia about the middle of the thir-

teenth caitury; d.- at Nisibis, in Armenia, Nov.,
1318. He became bishop of Sinjar (60 m. w. of

Moral) about 1285, and in 1291 metropolitan of

Kmbm. His importance is principally of a liter-

ary character, since he is regarded as the last great

writer of the Nestorians. The most important of

his works is the metrical '' Catalogue '' of Syriao

autbore, in which in four books he treats of the
wiitingB of the Old and the New Testament, of

translations from the Greek into Syriac, and of

works originally written in Syriac, especially Nes-
torian productions. Other works of note are " The
Peari," a dogmatic work, in five parts; the Nomo-
canon, a collection of the canons of synods; and
Pcradisus Eden, a collection of poems. Other
works have been lost

The name is frequent among the Syrians, and is

pronounced by them Abdisho or Odisho. A mar-
tyr of this name is referred to in H. Feige's Ge-
tchkhte des Mar Abhdiso (Kiel, 1889), while a
biBhop of the name, a convert to Romanism, was
praent at the last session of the Council of Trent
tnd is pictured at the entrance to the Sistine

Ottpd at Rome (cf. G. E. Ehayyath, Syri orien-

taks, p. 124, Rome, 1870). E. Nbstlk.
BmiOGKArHT: The " Catalosne ** wa edited by Abraham
Kwhulteiwia. Rome, 1653; by J. 8. AMem»n« with Letin
tzaml. aod oommentaxy. in BibUo&i^ea ori$nteUi§, iii. 1, pp.
1-362. Bome, 1728; an Ens. transL appears in Appendix
A of G. P. Badger's Nealonan$ and iMr Ritual, ii. 361-
379. London, 1852, which contains also a transl. of " The
FBsri," iL 380 sqq.; " The Peari '* is also in A. Mai. Sarip-
lonm TtUrum nova eoUecHOf ii. 317 sqq., 10 vols.. Rome,
1825-38. where (pp. 160 sqq.) will be found also the
Nomoeanan. The poems were edited by H. Qismondi at
Beinit, 1888 (ef. Ndldeke in ZDMO, 1880, xliii. 675. and
Sncerie. in the same, 1875. xzix. 406). Consult: W.
Wncht, A Short Hui. of Syriac LUeraiurt, pp. 285 sqq.,

London, 1804; R. Duval, La LUUrah»r9 9yriaque, Paris,

1900.

EBEL, i^bel, JOHAHN WILHELM: Gennan
preacher; b. at Passenheim (75 m. 8.B.e. of KOnigs-

hetfs). East Pruflsia, Mar. 4, 1784; d. at Hoheneck,
near LudwigBburg (9 m. n. of Stuttgart), Wtlrttem-
berf, Aug. 18, 1861. After his graduation at KOnigs-
berg, he became acquainted with Johann Heinrich

SchOnherr (q.v.), and espoused his views of relative

dualism. His pronounced evangelical views, and
eloquent advocacy of practical Christianity, were
distasteful to the rationalistic and dead orthodox
clergy of the province, who tried, from the be-

ginning of his ministerial career at Hermsdort
(1807-09), to awe him into submission, and, upon
his removal to KOnigsberg as preacher and teacher

(1810), resented his growing popularity by chai^

ging him with heresy. The charge, however, was
dismissed as imfounded, while Ebel was chosen
preacher of the Old Town Church at KOnigsberg,
the largest in the city, in 1816, and filled that high
position imtil his deprivation in 1842.

In 1826 a ministerial rescript, directed against

mysticism. Pietism, and separatism, was eagerly
seized by SchOn, the provincial governor, an un-
christian and unprincipled man, and other oppo-
nents of Ebel and Heinrich Diestel, his brother
minister and friend, as an opportunity for the
trumped-up charge of having founded a sect which
held secret meetings and advocated tenets of peril-

ous and inunoral tendency. The consistory decided
the case against the accused, and, in 1835, arbi-

trarily and illegally suspended them ab officio. On
appeal the action of the consistory was canceled,

but Ebel, though acquitted of the charge of hav-
ing founded a sect, was not reinstated, on the
alleged ground of neglect of duty. The prosecu-
tion, originating in theological hatred, took place

at a time when the judicial process in Prussia was
still private. To-day it would be impossible to
bring such a case to the cognizance of a jury.

After his deprivation, Ebel lived at Grttnefeld

(1842-48), at Meran in the Tyrol (1848-50), and at

Hoheneck (1850-61). J. I. Mombert.
Bibuoorapbt: The most important of tha works of Ebel

are: Die WeiaheU von Oben, Kdnigsberg, 1823; Oedoih-
Uehe Brnahung, Hamburg, 1825; Die apoetoUetAe Frediot
iat eeiioemdMe, Hamburg, 1835; Die Treue, Kdnigsberg,
1835; Vereland und Femun/t (in company with Q. H. Dies-
tel), Leipsic, 1837; ZeugnieederWahrheit {by the same), ib.

1838; OrundMUge der Srkenntni$§ der Wahrheit, ib. 1852;
Die PhiioeopKie der heiligen Urkunde dee Ckrieienihume,
Stuttgart, 1854-56. For his life consult: J. I. Mombert,
Faith Vvdorioue, being an Account of the Life and Laboura
and of the Timee of J. Ebel, London, 1882; H. Wagener,
I7s6er J. W. Ebel, Ludwigsbuig. 1861. Consult also:

E. Hahnenfeld, Die religidee Bewegung eu Konigaberg,
Braunsberg, 1858; E. Kaniti, AufklOrung nach Aeten-
queUen liber den Kanigaberger (18S5-4M), Beligumeproaeee,
Basel, 1862; BibUo&^eoa Sacra, vol. zxvi., 1860.

EBER* See Tabui or thb Nationb.

EBER, 6'ber, PAUL: German theologian and
Reformer; b. at Kitzingen (11 m. e.s.e. of WOrz-
burg) Nov. 8, 1511; d. at Wittenberg Dec. 10, 1569.

He received his first education at home, and at-

tended the schools of Nuremberg, then entered the

University of Wittenberg on June 1, 1532, where his

teaohers were Luther and Melanohthon, and in 1537

was made a member of the faculty, being appointed

regular professor four years later, first of Latin

and then of physics. His lectures comprised the

wide range of the liberal arts, although his chief

attention was devoted to Latin, history, natural sci-

ence, and even to anatomy. A versatfle literary

activity was the result. With the aid of Melanch-

thon he wrote his Contexta poptUi Jvdaici historia
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a reditu ex Babylonico exUvo usque ad ultimum ex-

ddium HierosolymoB (Wittenberg, 1648;, and with
Kasper Peucer he prepared his Vocabula rei numma-
ricB . . . volucrum et piscium appellationes (1549).

His most famous work is his Calendarium kUtoricum

(1550), written in collaboration with Melanchthon
and containing a reformed calendar of the saints

with a historical calendar.

Eber's firm attitude during the Schmalkald War
of 1546-47won him the admiration of his colleagues,

and on Jime 21, 1557, he succeeded Johann
Forster as professor of the Old Testament and
preacher at the Schloaskirche. He accompanied
Melanchthon to the Colloquy of Worms and acted

as secretary, but returned from Worms at Christmas,

and succeeded Bugenhagen as mimicipal preacher

and general superintendent of the electoral circuit,

Sept. 4, 1558. When Melanchthon died in 1560, his

course of lectures was completed by Eber, who, as

professor of the Old Testament, was invited by the

Elector August to revise the Vulgate of the Old Tes-

tament for the Btblia Germanico-Latina (1565). He
was obliged, however, to complete his work in a year
and a half, and he was little pleased with his results.

As a preacher he is best Imown by two volumes
published after his death by his pupils, the Evan-
geliorum dominicalium explicatio (ed. J. Cellarius,

Frankfort, 1576) and the Kaieckismuspredigten

(ed. T. Feurelius, Nuremberg, 1677). His most
bitter struggles were connected with the controver-

sies on the nature of the Eucharist. Like Melanch-
thon, he rejected the ubiquitarianism of Brenz, and
frequently approximated the Calvinistic view.

Peucer later said in reproach of him that he had
been convinced of the truth of the Swiss doctrine

as early as 1561, but had suddenly become an
opponent of the crypto-Calvinists of Wittenberg
aiter the Dresden cox^erence of Mar. 25, 1561. It

is indisputable that on that occasion he advocated
a confession which harked back to the Wittenberg
Concordia, and henceforth taught a modified Lu-
theranism which he regarded as the true interpre-

tation of the Augsbux^g Confession, defending his

views in his Vam heUigen SakramerU des Leiba und
Bluta unsera Herm Jesu ChrUti (Wittenberg, 1662),

although his course contented neither the Lutherans
nor the Reformed. Eber is also famous as an au-
thor of hymns, of which the best-known are Herr
Jesu Christ, wahrW Mensch und Gott ('* Lord Jesus

Christ, true Man .and God ") and Wenn wir in

hdchsten Ndthen sein ('' When in the hour of utmost
need ")• (G. Kawbrau.)

Biblioorapht: Sources of value for a life are in CR, iii.-

ix., and In J. Voigt, Briefwechtel der berOhmtetten OeUhr-
ten mit Henog AlbredU, pp. 234 sqq., KOnigsberg. 1841.
Consult also: C. H. Sixt, Dr. Paul Eber, Heidelberg,
1843: idem. Paid Eber. Bin StUek WiUenberger Leberu,
Ansbach, 1857; T. Pressel. in Leben und auBgetodhlte
Schriften der ViUer . . . der ItUheriecken Kirche, vol.
Tiii.. Elberfeld. 1862. Q. Buohwald. Paul Eber, Leipsio,
1897; J. W. Richard. Philip MelaruJithon, passim, New
York, 1898: Julian. Hymndooy, 318, 9.

EBERHARD, ^er-hOrd, OF BETHUNE: French
grammarian and theologian; b. at B^hune (20
m. B.w. of Lille); flourished between 1100 and
1200. Of his life almost nothing is known, except
that he was the author of two important works.

The first of these is his Gracismus de figuris ei octo

pariibus orationis, a poem of more than 2,000 verses,

treating of rhetoric, prosody, grammar, and syntax,

the whole without any logical arrangement. It was
first edited by J. H. Metulinus (Paris, 1487). As
a theologian Eberhard distinguished himself by
his Liber antihceresiSf in which he assailed the Cath-
ari, then niunerous in Flanders. This work is im-

portant as a source for the teachings of this sect.

It was first edited by J. Gretser in his Trias scrip-

torum contra Waldenses (Ingolstadt, 1614), and
contains two appendices, one a catalogue of older

heresies, drawn from the Origines of Isidore of

Seville, and the other a polemic against the Jews.

A number of unimportant treatises, including the

Labarintus, a poem on poetry, rhetoric, and gram-
mar, are erroneously ascribed to this Eberhard.

(C. Scmrayrt.)

Bxblxooraprt: Sources of information are indicated in

U. Chevalier, RSpertoire dee mnureea hiatoriquee du moyen
dge, Paris, 1883. Consult J. A. Fabricius, BibUotheea
Latina, ii. 218, Hamburg, 1734; Hietoire litUraire de la

France, xvii. 129.

EBERLINy JOHANN: One of the most impor-
tant popular writers of the time of the Reformation;
b. at Gtinzburg (30 m. w.n.w. of Augsburg), Bavaria,

c. 1465; d. at Wertheim (20 m. w. of WOraburg),
Baden, c. 1530. His youth is obscure. He was
already priest of the diocese of Augsburg when he
was matriculated at Basel in 1489. Here he became
master of arts, and later entered the monastery of

the Franciscans at Heilbronn. In the second decade
of the sixteenth century he entered the monastery
of Tubingen, developing a remarkable actiWty as

a preacher in the town and its neighborhood, where
he became involved in disputes with the theologians

of the University of Tubingen. Subsequently he

went to Ulm and in 1520 seems to have been in the

monastery of the Franciscans at Freiburg in the

Breisgau where he became acquainted with Luther's

works, which he studied with great zeal. The
result of his studies showed itself in his Lent-ser-

mons, preached in Ulm after his return to that city,

as a consequence of which he was persecuted and
compelled to leave (1521). At this time he con-

ceived the plan of writing a cycle of popular works
under the title FUnfzehn Bundesgenossen, in which
fifteen prominent people should give utterance to

the wrongs of the nation, one after the other ex-

pressing his opinion in a special treatise. The work
appeared at Basel, 1521, and shows the influence of

Luther. Eberlin's propositions of reform were

most radical; his main attacks were directed against

monastic affairs, but he touches almost every ques-

tion of ecclesiastical, religious and social lite. In

the later Bundesgenossen Eberlin was influenced

by the radical tendencies of Garlstadt, and his ideas

undoubtedly contributed to the revolutionary tend-

encies of the 'lower classes which found expression

in the Peasants' War. Eberlin shows himself in

this work a popular writer of the first rank, original

and striking in his way of treating nmtters in popu-

lar and blunt language. Friend and foe testify to

the great sensation caused by this collection of

treatises. In the mean time Eberlin had gone north.

After a short stay at Leipsic he went to Wittenberg
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wbere like many older men he became a student at

tbe University (1522). Under the immediate in-

fiuezioe of Luther and Melanchthon his radicalism

iob^ed down, as appears from his treatise Vom
Miabrauch ckrUUicher Freiheit (1522) and from
later writings in which he recalled not a few of his

fonner demands. In 1523 he visited the South
tod preached at Basel, Rheinfelden, Rottenburg*
oo-the-Neckar and Ulm, returning before the close

of the year to Wittenberg. In the spring of 1524
be went to Elrfurt where he received a position as

preacher, but lost it in the following year in the
disturbances caused by the Peasants' War. Af-

toward he found a permanent position as first

preacher of Count George II. of Wertheim, which he
held until his death. Besides the works mentioned
Ebeilin wrote a famous tract entitled Mich voundert,

dan kein Gtld im Lande ist in which he tried to

show the causes of impoverishment and advocated
honest and dignified labor, and Wie sich ein Diener
Gottet Wort8 in all seinem Thun haUen soil . . .

(1525), a kind of pastoral theology highly esteemed
by August Hermann Francke. (T. Kolde.)
Bxbuoobapht: Selected writings of Eberlin* ed. L. Endera,

ire in Natdmdem deutaektr JAieraiurwerkt^ noe. 139-141,
HaOe, 1896. Conmilt: B. Riggenbach, /. Eberlin . . . und
ann Stfarmprogramm, Ttkbingen* 1874 (cf. W. Schum.) in
OOA, 1875. pp. 801^802); U, Radlkofer. /. Eherlin . . .

vmd , . . HamM Jacob Wehe, Ndrdlingen. 1887.

EBSRSDORF BIBLE. See Bibles, Annotated,
AND Bible Summabies, I., § 3.

EBIOHITES: The name applied first to Christians

in general, then to Jewish Christians, and finally

to heretical Jewish Christians. To Jewish Chris-

Uans this name was given because they were gen-
erally poor (Hebr. ebifon, ebyonim) ; and this poverty,

especially characteristic of the Christians of Jerusa-

lem evened from the pagan world for the whole
sect the contemptuous appellation " the poor '' (cf

.

Kinucius Felix, Odavius, xxxvi). Subsequently
its application was limited to Jewish

Early Christians (Origen, Contra Celsum, ii. 1 )

.

Ute of the When a portion of the Jewish Church
Hame. became separate and heretical, the

designation marked this division ex-
chisivdy. In ihe fourth century Epiphanius,
Jerome and Theodoret used it of a separate party
within the Jewish Church distinct from the Naxa-
KDes. Many of the fathers derived the term from
a eapposed founder of the sect called Ebion (Hip-
polytus, Philosaphaumena, vii. 34; Tertulh'an, Hcer.,

xxxiii.; De came Christi, xiv.; Epiphanius, Hcbt.,

XXX. 1), Mud to have lived at Pella after the de-

struction of Jerusalem.
The sources for the history of Ebionism, or of

Jewish CSiristianity, are very meager. Neither the
New Testament nor the extcacanonical literature

know of any writings coming directly from them.
The notices in tbs early fathers are confused;
those in later fathers like Epiphanius and Jerome
belong to too late a time to justify inferences as to
•n earlier existeftoe. Several of the fathers give
a picture of the Jewish Christians of their times
as it was presented to them and according to their

sohjective interests.

The doctrinal position in Jewish Christianity was

not such as to produce different sects. A stronger

contrast existed only between ordinary Jewish Chris-

tianity and syncretistic Gnostic Christianity, while

the formerdivides into a milder and a stricter party.

In the New Testament three groups
Three are apparent. The heretics of the

Groups Epistle to the Colossians prefigure

Mentioned Gnostic Jewish Christians; the Chris-

or Implied, tians called Ebionites by Epiphanius
appear in the New Testament as

those who observed the Mosaic law, but did not

make it binding upon Gentile Christians. Besides

these there were the Pharisaic Jewish Christians,

who insisted upon the observance of the Mosaic
law and of circumcision by all, and rejected Paul as

a false apostle. Both the latter parties were known
to Justin (Trypho, xlviL). Between the time of

Justin and Irenseus the complete separation of

Jewish Christianity must have been consummated.
Irenseus described the Ebionites as Jewish Christians

who insisted upon the observance of the whole
Jewish law, rejected Paul as a heretic and used only

the Gospel of Matthew. Their teaching agreed

with that of Cerinthus and Carpocrates, denying the

virgin-birth, and regarding Jesus as a mere man.
While the importance of observance of the Jewish

law was diminishing, the Christological question

became cruciaL To regard Christ as mere man was
considered specifically Ebionitic. Origen (Contra

Celsttm, V. 61) distinguished between
Christol- two branches of Ebionites, those who
ogy the denied and those who accepted the
Distin- miraculous birth, but says of both
guishing that they rejected the epistles of Paul
Doctrine. {Contra CeUum, L 65). Those two

groups of Ebionites dwelling in the

neighborhood of the Dead Sea had little influence

upon the nascent Catholic Church. The case was
different with the third group, the syncretistic Gnos-
tic Jewish Christians, whom alone Epiphanius calls

Ebionites, though he knew other parties related to

them. Those Ebionites represented a syncretistic

Judaism which combined theosophic speculation

with ascetic tendencies. Heathenish elements de-

rived from Asiatic religions were combined with
Jewish monotheism; the Old Testament became
an object of criticism and parts were eliminated,

angelic powers played a great part. That type of

Judaism, in absorbing Christian elements, became
a syncretistic Jewish Christianity. Jesus was only

a man upon whom descended the Holy Spirit in

the form of a dove at his baptism, whereby he
became a prophet. Circumcision and daily ablu-

tions were regarded important; sacrifices were re-

jected; and the Old Testament was acknowledged
only in part. Christianity was a purified Mosaism

;

Paul was opposed and rejected. See Elkesattes.
(G. UHLHORNf.)

Biblxooraprt: The souroeB are indicated in the text in the
writinsB of Justin Martyr, Hippobrtust Tertullian, Epi-
phanius, Hegeeippufl, and Origen. Collections of souroeo
more or lesscompfete and of later literature are made in

A. Schl^emann, Die CUtnerUinen, pp. 362-522, Hambutg,
1844; A. Ritschl. Die EnteteKung der aU4eaiholiachen

Kimhe^ pp. 152 sqq., Bonn, 1857; A. Hilgenfeld, Novum
TeatamenJtum extra oanofMm, Leipsic, 1866. Consult:
J. B. Lightfoot, OalaUana, Dissertation iii., London,
1890; G. Uhlhom, Die Homilien und Reoognitiotten dee
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Clemens Romanue, pp. 383 sqq.. Gdttingen. 1854; D.
ChwolBohn, Die Seabier und der Seainemue, 2 vob.. St.

Petersburg, 1866; A. Hilgenfeld. Judenthum und Juden-
chriatenihum, Leipsic. 1886; T. Zahn. Kanon, II. ii. 624
sqq., ib. 1891; Hamack, Littenstur, I. i. 625 sqq.; Nean-
der, Chrietiian Chwrch, i. 344-364 et paaaim; Schaff.

ChneHan Church, ii. 428-^2; DCS, u. 24-28.

EBNER, db'ner, CHRISTINA: Prioress of En-
gelthal, near Nuremberg; b. at Nuremberg Mar.

28, 1277; d. at Engelthal Dec. 27, 1366. She was
the daughter of a Nuremberg patrician. In 1289

she entered the convent of Engelthal, whence
the fame of her holiness spread as early as 1297;

in 1345 she became prioress. She lived for many
years an ascetic life and had visions and inner

experiences which have been preserved in her own
records and those of her confessor, the Dominican
Conrad von FOssen. In her biographies of deceased

sisters she introduces a circle of God-seekingwomen
who had been filled with the spirit of mysticism.

Christina's spiritual memoirs relate the events

of the time and thus offer material useful for the

historian. She also wrote on earthquakes and the

Black Death (1348). The last days of her life were
enlivened by a visit of Henry of Ndrdlingen (1351),

whose congenial thought and feeling confirmed her

inner life. Her memoirs are written in noble and
at times poetical language and show a woman
deeply in earnest and of fine taste and education.

(Philipp SraAUCH.)

BiBLioomAPHT: O. W. K. Lochner, Leben und Oeechichie

der ChrieHna Ehnerin, Nuremberg. 1872; K. Bchrdder,
Der Sonne von Bngelthal BUchlein Von der Oenaden
Ueberlaet, Tubingen, 1871; R. A. Vaughan. Horn toiih

the Myetice, i. 223-224, 8th ed., London [1005].

EBNER, MARGARETA: Fourteenth century

mystic; b. at Donauwdrth (25 m. n. of Augsburg)
c. 1291; d. at the convent of Maria Medingen near

Dillingen (23 m. n.w. of Augsburg) June 20, 1351.

She is not related to Christina Ebner, but descended
from a patrician family at Donauwdrth and en-

tered the monastery of Dominican nuns at Maria
Medingen. On accoimt of a lingering disease she

retired from 1312 to 1315 more and more into

herself and soon experienced supposed proofs of

divine grace, but her life received its decisive tend-

ency only in 1332 by her intercourse with Henry
of Ndrdlingen (q.v.). In her diaries she has re-

lated the story of her sufferings and visions, and
of her spiritual intercourse with Henry of Ndrd-
lingen. Her style lacks variety and a higher

flight of thought. like Christina, she touches

historical events of the time. She was highly re-

spected, not only in Medingen, but men like Tauler

sought her acquaintance and entered into corre-

spondence with her. (Philipp Strauch.)
Biblioorapht: P. Btrauch, Margareia Ebner und Htin-

rich von NOrdlinaen, Tabingen, 1882; W. Preger, Oe-
•diiehte der deuUchen MytHk, ii. 247-261, 269-274,
277-306, Leipsic, 1881; R. A. Vaughan, Houre vfUh the

MytHce, i. 216, 8th ed., London [1905].

£B0 (EBBO) : Archbishop of Reims and bishop

of HUdesheim; b. on a Prankish crown estate east

of the Rhine toward the end of the eighth century;

d. at Hildesheim Mar. 20, 851. His father was a
serf, but he was educated in Charlemagne's court

school and became the youthful friend of the sub-

sequent Emperor Louis, who elevated him in 816 to

the archbishopric of Reims. In 823 he led a great

Prankish mission to Denmark, and was appointed

by the Pope apostolic legate in the North. From
Sleswick, where he first gained a firm footing, be

penetrated heathendom, liberated many Christian

captives from slavery, founded a cloister in Hd-
stein, and thus paved the way for Denmark's
transition to Christianity. In the partisanships

and contentions about the throne which subse-

quently disordered the Empire, he took sides with

the opponents of the Emperor Louis, interested

himself in the latter's humiliation, and was re-

warded therefor by Lothair with the opulent ab-

bey of St. Vedast in Arras. When Louis proved

victorious, Ebo was dispossessed of all his offices

and honors at the Synod of Diedenhofen in 835,

and was kept under guard as prisoner of state in

the abbey of Fulda. Only after Louis' death did

he regain his freedom and return to Reims. Soon

after, being banished again by Charies the Bald,

he fled to Italy, till Louis the German recaUed

him and rewarded him with the bishopric of Hfldes-

helm. Here he still wrought for a short time in

peace. Two small writings are attributed to Ebo:

Indiculum de minisiris Remenais ecclesia, and

Apologia archiepiscopi Remensis cum ejuadem ad

gentea aeptentrionalea UgatUme (Bouquet, RwueU,
vi. 264 sqq., vii. 277 sqq.). He has been sug-

gested as the possible author or instigator of the

Pseudo-Isidorian decretals (q.v.). A. Wernbb.

Bibuoorapht: Flodoard, Hiet. Remenaia eedeeict, ii. 1^
20, ed. Q. Waits, in MOH, Script., xiu (1881). 467 tqq.;

A. Siznson, JahrbQdier dee frdnkieehen Reidte, voL i..

Leipsic. 1874; O. Dehio. Oeechichte dee Bnbietume Ham-
hurg-Bremen, Berlin, 1877; H, Sehrdrs, Hinkmar, Frei-

burg. 1884; E. DQmmler. Oeuhichte dee oetfrdnheeken

Reiche, Leipsic, 1887; Hauck, KD, ii paaaim; KL,vr.
92-94.

EBRARD OF BETHUNB. See Eberharo.

EBRARD, d'brOrt, JOHAlfH HEOliaCH AUGUST.

Student Life and Early Lectures ({ 1).

Professor at Zurich and Erlangen ({ 2).

Councilor of the Consistory ({ 3).

The New Catechism and Hymn-book ({ 4).

Victory of Ebrard's Opponents (ft 5).

His Return to Erlangen ({ 6).

Estimate of his Work ({ 7).

This Reformed theologian was bom at Erlan-

gen Jan. 18, 1818; d. there July 23, 1888. His

father came of a family of French refugees and was

preacher of the French Reformed Church in Er-

langen. At an early age August revealed extraor-

dinary endowments and vivacity of

X. Student mind. He attended the gymnasium
Life and of his native city, and began the study

Eaxly of theology at the university in 1836

Lectures, imder Olshausen, Hdfling, Krafft,

Hofmann and Harless. His great

mental vivacity induced him to study almost all

branches of human science and art, not, however,

neglecting the pleasures and attractions of tbe

student life. From 1838 to 1839 he studied at

Berlin, where he was especially attracted by the

philosopher Steffens. He also heard Hengsten-

berg, Neander, Twesten, Marheineke, Strauss,

Ritter, Trendelenburg and others. After his ex-

amination in 1839 he accepted a position as pri-
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vate tutor and subsequently established himself

in the philosophical faculty at Erlangen, lecturing

in 1842 on the relation of philosophy to theology.

In the same year he went over to the theological

foculty and lectured on the Old and the New Tes-

tament and on the Reformation in Switzerland.

At the same time he wrote a comprehensive work
on the criticism of the histoiy of the Gospels
(Fhoikfort, 1842; Eng. transl. from the 2d ed.,

r^ Gospel History, Edinburgh, 1863) which made
his name famous and put him in the front rank
of opponents of D. F. Strauss. In 1844 he ac-

cepted a call to the University of

3. Profetior Zurich where he defended positive

at Zurich and Biblical Christianity against the

and radicalism of Strauss, and founded a
Briangen. weekly paper for that purpose, Die

Ztikunft der Kirche, which, however,

was discontinued in 1847. His lectures were suc-

cessful, but his relations with his radical colleagues

and the educational authorities became so strained

that he returned to Erlangen in 1847 after an inde-

pendent chair for Reformed theology had been
established. His native soil seemed to develop
hiB many-sided powers into full maturity. He de-

voted himself to his lectures, attracting large cir-

cles of students, and treating chiefly

3. Coundl- of dogmatics, but also of the Old and
or of ttie the New Testament and practical the-

Conaistoxy. ology. He founded the Reformierts

Kirdtemeitung and took an active

part in all movements of the ecclesiastical and
political life, in home missions and charitable work.
From this stimulating work he was suddenly called

away by an appointment as councilor of the con-
sistcny and chief preacher in Speyer (1853).

Ebrard considered it now his task to restore for

the Qiurch of the Palatinate the old Presbyterian

government, which had been overthrown in 1848
" b^ a democratic subversion and by an ecclesiaB-

tical ochlocracy," and to give this Chureh a cate-

chism and hynm-book in accordance with its faith.

The question of the catechism was brought up at

the general synod of 1853, and Ebrard succeeded

in replacing the old catechism of 1818

4* The New by a compilation of the Heidelberg

Catechfann catechism and the smaller catechism
and Hymn- of Luther and in establishing the

book. Augustana variata of 1540 as the con-

fession of the Chureh in the Palat-

inate. The constitution of the Chureh was also

diBcuased at the synod. The aristocratic consti-

tution of 1818 was restored, but it was conceded
to the liberals that the number of the secular mem-
ben of the diocesan synods should be made nearly
equal to the number of pastors. The introduction
of a new hymn-book, however, was much more
<lifficu]t to effect. The opposition in the Chureh
proceeded chiefly from the old rationalists. The
people, who were filled with the liberal ideas of

1^, connected the introduction of the new or-

thodox hymn-book with hierarelusm, but the gen-
eral gyaod of 1857 took the part of the consistory
and decided that the book should be accepted.
The presbyteries, however, were not forced to ac-

cept it untfl another synod, to be held in 1861,

should fix a definite time at which the introduc-

tion should be obligatory. Most of the congre-

gations accepted the new hymn-book and peace
might have ensued if the consistory had not com-
mitted the serious mistake of ordering the intro-

duction of the book into all schools.

Ih this the liberal opposition found opportunity
to incite the people against the supposed violence

to conscience. Meetings were held and petitions

were sent to the government, the ministry and
the king, but the king did not think as yet of a

retreat, considering the resolutions of

5. Victory the general synods and consiBtories as

of Ebrard'a bindiing. The final victory of the
Opponents, opposition was achieved by the legal

expositions of Umbscheiden, a demo-
cratic jurist, in his treatise KirchengeaeU und Kir-
chengewaU in der bayeriachen Pfalz (Munich, 1860).

He showed that the mode of election instituted at
the general synod of 1857 was illegal, that the gov-
ernment of the State had no power to sanction a
changed constitution, and that therefore the demo-
cratic order of 1848 was still in force. Thereupon
the ministiy retreated and King Max issued a re-

script in 1861 ordering the consistory to reestab-

lish at the coming general synod the democratic
order of election with an equal representation of

the ecclesiastical and secular elements and the pres-

byteries and to permit the introduction of the new
hymn-book only where the majority of the con-

gregation gave consent.

Ebrard remained true to his convictions, and
thus had to resign his position in 1861. He was

forty-three years old and had spent

6. His Re- the best part of his life in a vain
turn to cause. He returned to Erlangen and

Erlangen. resumed his lectures, in 1862 in the

presbyterial hall of the French Re-
formed congregation and after 1863 at the univer-

sity, in his activity manifesting the spirit of his

former years and retaining his vivacity, sociability,

and many-sidedness imtil the end of his life. In

theology he devoted himself to historical studies

and somewhat later gathered material for an ex-

tensive work on Apologetics (2 parts, GOtersloh,

1874-75; Eng. transl., 3 vols., Edinburgh, 1886-

1887). In 1875 he undertook the French Re-
formed pastorate. From 1876 to 1886 he was
also president of the moderamen of the Reformed
synod, continuing all the while his lectures and
literary work. Ebrard's scientific labor was de-

voted first to the defense of the fim-

7. Estimate damental facts of history and next

of his to the eternal truths of Christianity.

Work. The mastery of almost all sciences

revealed in his Apologetik is aston-

ishing. His convictions centered in the Reformed
Chureh, but he was not so narrow-minded as to

deny the importance of Evangelical Christianity

in general. His theology and devotional life may
be characterized as a happy mean between ortho-

doxy and Pietism. His study of history saved

him from a superficial radicalism and made him
emphasize the peculiarities of the Reformed
Chureh, especially in its organization and wor-

ship. In spite of his marked industry and the
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fertility of his thought and writings, Ebrard made
little impress upon the study of theology. While
his many-sided activity had no creative effect in

any individual sphere, the beneficent influences

which proceeded from his engaging personality are

immeasurable.
His works not already mentioned include Daa

Dogma vom heiligen Ahendmahl und seiner Ge-

8chichte (2 vols., Frankfort, 1846-46); ChrisUiche

Dogmatik (2 vols., Kdnigsberg, 1851); Vorlesungen

uber prakHache Theologie (1854); Daa Buck Hiob
ala poetiachea Kunatwerk iiberaeUt und erkUtrt

(Landau, 1858); Handbuch der chriatlichen Kir^

chen- und Dogmengeachichte (4 vols., Erlangen,

1865-66); Die iroachoUiache Miaaionakirche dea

aechaten, aiebenten, und achten Jahrhunderta (Gfl-

tersloh, 1873); Bonifatiua (1882). He edited and
completed Ol^usen's commentary by writing on
the Epistle to the Hebrews, the Apocalypse, and
the Epistles of John, published many sermons,

and, under various pseudonyms, issued a long series

of Christian belletristio productions.

(E. F. Karl MCllbr.)
Bxblioobapht: The first part of his autobiography, Lebent'

/<lArun0«n, in jungen Jahren, was published at GUtersloh,
1S88; the rest of it, in MS., remains unprinted. Consult:
P. Schaff, Oermany, Ita UniveraiHe^t Theolooy, and R^
liffion, pp. 380-397, New York. 1857; G. A. Scartauini,
in BeUage xur AUgmneinen Kircherueitung, no. 219-220,
1888.

ECCHELLENSIS, ABRAHAM. See Abraham
ECCHELLENSIS.

ECCLESIASTES.
The Contents ({ 1).

Who is the " Preacher "T (J 2).

The Date (f 3).

Egypt the Place of Composition ({ 4).

The Author's Viewpoint (§ 6).

Ekiclesiastes (Heb. Koheleth) is the title of the
book which in the English Bible stands between
Proverbs and the Song of Songs. A prologue, i.

2-11, and an epilogue, xii. 9-14, enclose the body
of the book, and in both Koheleth " The Preacher "

is spoken of in the third person. The prologue

gives the theme of the composition: All is vanity;

man has no abiding profit from his toil; there is

nothing new imder the sun. The key-note is

struck ini. 2, '' all is vanity,'' and the book proper

ends with the same note (xii. 8). In

z. The i. 12 the Preacher, in the first person,

Contents, begins his proof of the fruitlessness of

all man's striving, and presents in the

first section, i. 12-ii. 23, the results of his collected

experience as king in Jerusalem. Striving after

wisdom, enjoyment, possessions, contented activ-

ity, he found unsatisfying, and the results insecure.

This, however, is not the consequence of chance,

but is the ordering of God which stands fast (ii.

24-4ii. 22). Fear of God and moderation are the

duties of man. The next section, iv.-vi., contains

a series of observations and statements, the result

of experience, which supplement and emphasize
what precedes. The best rule of living is, accord-

ing to the next division, vii. 1-ix. 10, to get out
of life the most enjoyment possible. For although
wisdom is best, yet the riddle of life is that re-

wards ' are proportionate neither to wisdom nor
virtue. The last section, ix. 11-xii. 8, commends

a prudential morality and grasping of present op-
portunities. The epilogue adds some words on
the Preacher's wisdom, on wisdom-literature in

general, and the conclusion: Fear Grod and keep
his commandments.
Who is the person whose " I *' appears so often

in the book? In i. 2, vii. 27, and xii. 8 he is called

Koheleth ; in i. 12 he gives himself this name and
identifies himself with a wise, rich, brilliant king
over Israel in Jerusalem who, according to the
conception of the author, can be no other than
Solomon. Of the many meam'ngs of the word Kohe-
leth proposed only two call for serious considera-

tion: (I) The word is a participial form with fenci-

inine ending but masculine meaning such as is

found in late Hebrew (Pochereth, Ezra ii. 57;

Sophereth, Neh. vii. 57), taken to mean ''he who
calls the assembly together" (and

2. Who harangues). (2) The feminine sense

is the of the ending is retained and some
"Preacher" ? personified being (expressed in Greek

as Hs ekkUaiazouaa, ** she who har-

angues ") is represented as speaking. This can

be no other than Hokhma, "Wisdom," but a
specialized wisdom which deals with practicalities,

with the art of living (cf. Prov. i. 21, viii. 1-3,

ix. 3; Is. xl. 9). Herself timeless, in the days of

Solomon (whose person was more or less in the

writer's eye) she had begun to make observations,

which she had continued through the centuries

only to find ceaseless repetition characterizing the

issue of events up to the time of the writing of the

Book.
All data,—^the historical references, the linguis-

tic character, marking it as at the transition from

the use of Hebrew to that of Mishnaic Aramaic,
and the general tone of the work—compel the

placing of the book at the end of the period when
Hebrew was used. To secure a more exact dating

than this is difficult. The view of Graetz that the

book belongs to the time of Herod the

3. The Great involves a series of impossibil-

Date. ities and contradictions. Nor is the

assignment by Jewish tradition to the
" Men of Hezekiah " or to Solomon himself any
more defensible. A more definite datum seems

to be furnished in the fact that the Wisdom of

Solomon stands to this book in a relation of hos-

tility (cf. Wisd. of Sol. ii. 1-5, iii. 2-3 with Eccles.

ix. 2, 5, 10, viii. 8, i. II, etc., and Wisd. of SoL ii. 6-9

with Eccles. ix. 7-9, iii. 22, v. 17). If the Wisdom
of Solomon can be placed about 100 B.C., that

furnishes the date than which ^oheleth can not

be later. Whether the book of Sirach, the date

of which does not go back of 200 B.C., implies the

prior existence of Ecclesiastes can not with cer-

tainty be decided. The parallels between the two

do not prove the dependence of Sirach, though it

does s^m possible. that i;i Ecchis. xi. 11, xiv. 18,

xxi. I2 the influence of Eccle^p.. i. 2 can be dis-

cerned; similarly in the parallels Eccles. ix. II and

Ecclus. xi. 12^13, the latter seems the younger,

koheleth gives no sign that its author had shared

in the awakening of patriotism and zeal for the

national religion which the Maccabean rising in-

spired. The atmosphere of the book is that of the
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Wisdom literature, cosmopolitan rather than na^

tioDAL The limits of date are 430-200 B.C. The
age of Nehemiah exhibits many characteristics

which fit the historic situation presented by $o-
heleth. On the other hand the philosophy of the

book shows Greek influence in its terminology and
its agreement with Stoic and Epicurean thought.

In iiL 11, V. 18 the word yaphe occurs in the exact

sense of the philosophic kalon ; in iii. 12 " to do
good " has the meaning of the Greek eu prattein ;

and these data involve a time when the Greek fer-

ment had had time to work. On the other hand,
the nioeties and fine distinctions of the two schools

(rf thought find no echo, only the conmaonplaces

and superficialities of the Greek are reproduced.

Not even the allegory in chap. xii. makes against

this conclusion, since the thought is clearly con-

veyed in an £^gyptian piece of poetry found in the

tomb of Nefer^hotep (Records of the Paatf vi. 129,

d. the " Festal Dirge," idem, iv. 117-118).

Tius, as well as many other items, speaks for

the writing of the book in Egypt. For its compo-
sition in Jerusalem only one passage speaks (v. 1).

The frequent mention (v. 8, viii. 2-5, x. 4-7, 16-

20) of the nearness of the king's house suits Egypt,
stDce in the times in which the book falls no king
resided in Jerusalem. Residence near the sea is

implied in xi. 1, reminding one of

4. Egypt Alexandria, at the time the royal city,

the Place and the seat of a great Jewish settle-

of Con- ment. The expression ** king in Je-

posttion. nisalem " is peculiar to this book
in the Old Testament; thoroughly

Egyptian is the designation of the grave as the

"everlasting house " (xii. 5 " long home "). The
time and the place are indicated as that of the

Ptdemies and their court, and before the oppres-

sion of the Jews under Ptolemy IV. Philopator;

or between 320 and 217 B.C., and at Alexandria

(cf. viiL 2, 8, with Josephus, Ant., XII. i. 1). The
cokbess with which the author sets forth the

vorthlessness of wealth as an end for which to

strive, the persistence with which he endures a
mode of life which he would not choose and wishes

to forget, the intensity with which he sets forth

the humiliation to man from his zeal for knowl-
edge in the face of the ordering and limitations of

(ate, all speak for such a setting.

It is entirely comprehensible from these expres-

sions how the newer exegesis comes to call the

book " Skepticism's Song of Songs.'' But such a
conception is a mistaken one. Beneath the ques-

tioning of the book lie strong religious convictions,

the assurance that God Almighty

5. The rules the world. He is the creator

Author's (vii. 29, xiL 1), he is lord of life and
Viewpoint the bestower of life on man (viii. 8,

15), he has allotted to man the quest

and its toil (i. 13, iii. 10, 18, viii. 17), so that entire

existence, vanity as it is, must be accepted as of

God's ordering (ii. 26), though in the labor and
the quest of life he grants joy to man (ii. 24, v. 18,

vii. 18). How tragic it is that though the con-

ception of eternity is in man's heart (iii. 11), yet

its depths he can not fathom (vii. 23-24, viii. 17-

ix. 1)! The purpose of God was to plant in the

heart of man the fear of God (iii. 14, vii. 18), for

Grod is the judge of compliance with the Ukws he
has established (iii. 17, viii. 6-8). Things eth-

ically good in the world are life (ix. 4-5), wisdom,
companionship (iv. 7-12), success, and enjoyment
of labor and its results (ii. 24, iii. 1-2, 22, ix. 7-8).

Since issues are uncertain, the more urgent is the

duty of constant striving (ix. 10, xi. 1-6). So
that the sum to which a fading Judaism reduced
the wealth of the prophetical faith is the certainty

of one eternal God, creator and ruler of the world,

and the certainty of his judgment. The method
of reaching this conclusion is to put thesis and
antithesis together so that the mean stands out

from the very juxtaposition (iv. 4-6, v. 7-8, vii.

16-18). Yet this method of composition gave
rise to the earlier suppositions that this juxtapo-

sition of contradictory theses pointed to a discus-

sion between two persons, or to an anthology, or

to a mistake of the binder (or copyist). Similarly,

the most opposite views of the teaching of the

book have been held—^that it involves the conse-

quences of a sheer yet somewhat spiritual skepti-

cism, and that it is a book of consolation.

It is not surprising therefore that its position in

the canon should have been questioned, for ex-

ample, in the debate in the first century between
the schools of Hillel and Gamaliel. The integrity

of the book is rightly questioned so far as the

epilogue is concerned. But the remark of Graetz

that xii. 11 sqq. refer not to this book but to the

entire third division of the canon, and its corollary,

that Ecclesiastes stood at the end of the Old Tes-

tament, are both in error. Indeed Graetz thinks

that the entire epilogue was affixed by the Synod
at Jabneh, c. 00 a.d., a conclusion demonstrably
wrong. The book was read by the Jews at the

Feast of Booths. (P. Kleinkrt.)
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ECCLESIASnCUS. See Apocrypha, A, IV., 12.

ECCLESIOLGGY.
Definition and Methods ({ 1).

Eodesiologioal Phenomena (ft 2).

Forms of Association (ft 3).

Types of Polity (ft 4).

Eccleaastical Functions (ft 5).

Forces of Integration (ft 6).

Forces of Disintegration (ft 7).

Ecclesiastical (jeography (ft 8).

Ecolesiology is the science dealing with the eccle-

siastical institutions of human society. It is a social

and not a theological science. If soci-

X. Defini- ology be defined as the general science

Hon and of human relations, ecclesiology is that

Methods, branch of sociology which deab with

so much of social phenomena as results

directly from religious motives. The subject-matter

of this science then embraces all ecclesiastical phe-

nomena objective on the surface of society. It does

not deal with theological dogma and creeds except

in so far as religious faith and enthusiasm are seen

to be the motives of ecclesiastical action. The
science deals with non-Christian as well as Christian

institutions among all races and nations. Ecclesi-

ology being a distinctly social science, the methods
of analysis, comparison, and generalization are those

common to all the social sciences. As in the case of

poUtical science, the current institutions are an-

alyzed, while the past is studied for origins and
earlier forms. From the view-point of social science

ecclesiastical history is the ecclesiology of past ages

of human society.

The primary social phenomena with which ecclesi-

ology deals are individual speech and action for the

purposes of religion. Such speech and
2. Ecclesio- action are possible on the surface of

logical society only because ecclesiastical ef-

Phenomena. forts have the sanction of the physic-

ally dominant institution of society,

i.e., the State, and its representative, civil govern-

ment. Without such sanction speech and action

for the purposes of religion must of necessity be
secret and beneath the surface of society. The
observation of speech and action for the purposes

of religion leads at once to the existing relation

between Church and State, since the Church can not
be one of the visible social institutions without the

express or implied sanction of the State (see Chttrch
AND State). Secondary ecclesiological phenomena
found are association and cooperation for the pur-

poses of religion. Such association may be tem-
porary only, as is the case with assemblies or con-

gregations,* or it may be permanent and take the

form of organization. Such organization may as-

sume the form of an artificial legal personality

provided for by the State, viz., the civil corporation

for the purposes of religion. A third division of

ecclesiological phenomena embraces the existing

relations which the ecclesiastical institutions of

society bear to its other institutions, viz., the State

and civil government, marriage, the family, educa-

tion, and wealth. A fourth division of ph^iomena
embraces the various functions of ecclesiastical or^

ganizations, while a filth includes what may be

defined as ecclesiastical concepts or ideals which

serve as motives for action and association.

The analysis of association and cooperation for

the purposes of religion shows the following more or

less permanent forms: the religious

3. Forms of society, the Church proper or the body
Association, having the highest spiritual objects,

the civil incorporation, whether aggre-

gate or sole, which is often found in connecticm with

the religious society or the Church, and finally the

grouping of local religious bodies into organized

general associations, usually styled denominations.

Of the forms of local association it may be noted

generally that they do not always coexist, but often

occur separately. The temporary assembly or con-

gregation occurs without other form of association.

The rehgious society exists by itself in cases where
there is no separate body of communicant members
or those having higher privilege and no civil incor-

poration has been effected. A chiurch body existing

alone may be seen in the community of a convent ot

monastery. A religious corporation may be seen

without connection with a local religious society or

church when constituted of the trustees of a fund
devoted to the purposes of religion. It may be
further noted of the forms of ecclesiastical associa-

tion that they are found as a rule in some combina-
tion among the peoples of Western civilization. All

of these forms of association are at times constituent

parts of a local religious body, while the civil cor-

poration is most frequenUy lacking. Generally Uie

local religious bodies of all denominations present

these forms of association, although in varjring pro-

portions and with different fimctions. The Church
proper or spiritual body is the form of association

that is usually foimd within the congregation and
also within the religious society. It is the only form
of association for the purposes of religion for which
a special divine sanction is claimed. From the

standpoint of the State it is the body having the

highest interests to be protected, to whose welfare

the other ecclesiastical bodies are to contribute.

The analysis of the forms of ecclesiastical associa-

tion does not end with the limited and local forms
of association, but extends to the com-

4. Types of binations of these local bodies into

Polity. groups scattered over large territories,

some even coextensive with mational

domains. In this larger association for the purposes

of religion the unit for combination among the

several forms of local association is the Church or

spiritual body, and the analysis proceeds from the

local to the territorial association by ascertaining

what relation, if any, exists between the local bodies

and all other ecclesiastical bodies. The results of

such a larger analysis may be summarized as fol-

lows: First, there are found local church bodies

which, in the management of both their internal

and external affairs, are autonomous and acknowl-
edge and sustain no discernible relation with similar

local church bodies other than that which may result

from a general identity of purpose. Second, there
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are found other local church bodies that do sustain

a common relation. Such bodies are associated by
yielding to a varying extent obedience to the juris-

diction of more general bodies or series of bodies.

There are found to be two divisions of this second

das8. First, among some local church bodies of this

second class the general authority or series of

authorities have as a dominant characteristic of

their jurisdiction the right to act in a judicial capac-

ity in cases to which the subordinate local bodies

or individual members of such bodies are parties.

Second, among others of this second class the general

authorities or series of authorities have as a domi-
nant characteristic of their jurisdiction the right to

administer a body of law which has been accepted
by the local organizations. There are, therefore,

three g^ieral forms or types of ecclesiastical associa-

tion in modem society, and these are known as

polities. There are (1) the congregational polity,

with local church bodies showing every degree of

actual aut<xiomy (see Conorsgationalists, IV.);

(2) the synodical or presbyterial polity, in which
church administration is lodged in a graded series

of courts with both original and appellate jurisdic-

tion (see Phsbbtterians); and (3) the episcopal

polity, in which the function of administration is

ested in an individual (see Bishop; Epiflcx)PACT).

While there are many variations of these general

foims of ecclesiastical organization, there does not
occur among civilized people any variation suffi-

ciently radical to constitute a fourth type. Such an
analysis is the only safe means of securing a scientific

classification of existing denominations according to

their type of polity. This classification rests upon
the acttud facts of organization and not upon titles,

which are often misleading. The large number of

religiousdenominationsof Western civilization alone
present almost every conceivable variety of ecclesi-

astical organization. Yet they are susceptible of

scientific classification on the basis here outlined,

and may, of course, be further subdivided and clas-

sified according to their peculiarities.

A fourth division of the subject-matter of ecdesi-

ology deab with the functions which ecclesiastical

bodies perform. As in the case of

5. Ecdesi- political institutions, the primary fimo-

asdcal tion is that of legislation, the making
Functions, of the internal law of the organization.

Such law is either organic, fimdamen-
tal, or constitutional, or it is in the nature of statutes

orby4aws and therefore more easily amended. The
role prevails throughout the countries of Western
ctvOiaation that ecclesiastical bodies may not enact
law containing provisions contrary to the law of

the land, and that the fundamental principles of

the civil law to the extent that they define and
protect civil and property rights will by the civil

courts be read into any body of church law. The
second ecclesiastical function is that of administra-
tion. The problems that arise in the course of

ecclesiastical administration call for the exercise of
the third function, that of adjudication or the judi-

cial application of law to specific cases. The normal
supplement of the fimction of adjudication is that
of discipline (see CHtTRCH Dibcifunb), by which the
penalty for the violation of ecclesiastical law is

enforced. The exercise of this fimction of discipline

seems to be weakening in many ecclesiastical bodies,

but, on the other hand, it should be remembered
that the sphere of ecclesiastical discipline has in

modem civilization been greatly restricted by civil

law. The two remaining functions of ecclesiastical

organizations are those of propaganda and mission.

Propaganda is the conscious and systematic spread
of faith and principles, while the mission, which
naturally supplements propaganda, is the function

of reproducing the ecclesiastical organization from
which emanated the particular propaganda. Eccle-

siologists are inclined to look upon the rigor with
which these functions are performed as being to a
certain extent a measure of the vitality of the

body. Different organizations vary greatly as to

the relative values of these functions and as to the

energy with which they are to be exereised. In the

simplest and most completely autonomous bodies

there is a concentration of these fimctions in a sin^e
organ, while among bodies having more complex
polities there is a distribution of powers and fre-

quently a highly developed machinery.

Up to this point has been outlined what may be
called static ecclesiology. There is, however, a field

which may be defined as that of dy-
6. Forces of namic ecclesiology. Here the subject-

Integration, matter comprises the social and eco-

nomic environments of ecclesiastical

bodies and the moral forces at work tending to

change the spirit and the structure of such bodies.

Ecclesiastical institutions are, from the standpoint
of the social sciences, aggregations of living social

organism and subject to a certain extent to the

laws of social development. They are seen to have
forces of original impetus, to have their periods of

development, and frequently their periods of decay
and dissolution. A natural division of such social

and moral forces is into those working for the inte-

gration of ecclesiastical bodies, and those working
for their disintegration. The same force under dif-

fering conditions works in opposite directions. The
dominant forces working for the integration of ec-

clesiastical bodies are the influences of education and
of material wealth, energy in propaganda and
mission, and, perhaps more potent than these, cer-

tain ecclesiastical concepts or ideals such as those of

the historical continuity of the Chureh and those of

ecclesiastical adaptation. The dominant forces

working forthe disintegration of ecclesiastical bodies

are the lack of education, the lack of missionary

energy, the lack of material wealth, such ecclesias-

tical concepts or ideals as those of isolation and
alienation, and the tendency to heresyand itsnormal

result, schism. While the tendency to schism is

the most obvious of all disintegrating forces, it is

probably not as fundamental as certain concepts

which require explanation in order to a due appre-

ciation of their influence. Among the forces oper-

ating for continuous ecclesiastical integration are

the concepts of adaptation and of the historical

continuity of the Churoh. The ideal of ecclesiastical

adaptation results from the desire on the part of

members of religious bodies to have their organiza-

tion keep in complete touch with all the normal

features of its social environment. Under the in-
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fluence of such a concept the form or type of eccle-

siastical organization is regarded as more or less im-

material. What is sought is a perfect adaptation

of ecclesiastical organization and functions to what
are believed to be the needs of the time and the

community. Closely allied to such an ideal is often

found the belief that human society has the capacity

for its own regeneration; consequently it is better

to hold that religious institutions are to be regarded

as the result of such efforts than that the Church
is a unique organization among men, having a special

divine sanction and charged with a supernatural

mission. The integrating force of such a concept

lies in its capacity for cooperation and in the em-
phasis which it places upon agreement in matters

of faith while minimizing the differences. The con-

cept of the historical continuity of the Church is

based upon a belief that there is one normal organ-

ization, that this normal organization has been
realized in part, and that if the right spirit prevails,

preventing all heresy and schism, this normal
organization is revealed. It is further believed by
those holding this concept that a substantial con-

tinuity of all the essential features of this normal
organization has been maintained in all the past

ages and will be maintained until the end of human
society. Such concepts are not confined to the

members of what are commonly known as the his-

toric churches, although there it is more common.
Such concepts admit of successive changes in what
are regarded as the non-essential features of polity

due to the changing conditions of social and polit-

ical environment. But such changes are regarded

as incidental and as revealing in an ever-widening

range those essential featiues which shall in the

providence of Qod persist until the end of time.

The Church with such an ideal would not antagonize

the existing order of society, but it would perpetuate

those features of its polity which it deems essential

to its character as a true Church. Certain facts

should be noted of these ecclesiastical ideals. First,

that they are held with varying degrees of intel-

ligence and devotion; second, they are widely dis-

tributed, no organization or denomination having

a monopoly of any of them; third, all of these

concepts serve as stimuli to the members of a single

organization; and, fourth, the different ecclesiastical

bodies vary greatly as to their consciousness of the

operation of these concepts as motives of action.

Concepts or ideals of ecclesiastical isolation and
alienation are found to be exercising a profound

influence among certain organizations. Such con-

cepts appear to develop from a religious conviction

which frequently assumes the form of a belief that

certain persons are called of God out of the mass
of human society to be constituted and recognized

as a peculiar people to lead a life apart from the

life of the community in which they

7. Forces have their habitation. Such a concept

of Dis- provides for the least possible inter-

integration, course between the members of the re-

ligious body and those who differ with

them in matters religious. Among certain of the

Christian bodies this concept derives its inspiration

from the history ot the Hebrews and from a feeling

that theirs is a similar case, they being called out of
|

a corrupt society to lead a peculiarly religious life.

Among other bodies ecclesiastical alienationdevdc^
from a desire on the part of a body of individuals to

lead a certain mode of life and to practise such moral
and economic effects as celibacy or community of

goods, while the normal social environment is re-

garded as unfavorable for such a development.
In many cases where such concepts prevail those
holding them decline to recognize the normal obliga-

tions resting upon members of society for the main-
tenance of civil government and other social in-

stitutions. Such ecclesiastical alienation usually

operatesby restrictingmissionary effort. Deliberate

alienation must not be confused with the physical iso-

lationin whichmany religious bodies find themselves.

In addition to the qualitative analysis of eccl^-
astical institutions here outlined, the science of

ecclesiology provides also for a quan-
8. Ecclesi- titative analysis for which the material

astical is largely statistical. Denominational
Geography, statistics are generally deficient, and

only a few countries of Western civili-

zation furnish reliable governmental statistics of

ecclesiastical organizations. The use of such statis-

tics has three objects: to determine the amount of

ecclesiastical association among a given population;

to determine the racial elements of church-^nember-

ship; and to determine the territorial distribution of

denominational strength. This may be called ec-

clesiastical geography. The racial simplicity or

complexity of the membership of a religious body
is often found to have a profound influence upon
the development of the organization. As in bodies

political, church racial elements are often the source

of weakness and the cause of delayed integration,

especially where diversity of language is a serious

obstacle. Such a diversity, however, is a test, and
affords a training in the capacity of assimilation.

Religious bodies as a rule originate in a homogeneous
people, but systematic missionary effort has brought
into the membership of all the stronger and more
active denominations the most diverse racial

elements. Closely allied to this topic is that of the

geography of the Church. The systematic charting

of ecclesiastical organizations is of recent origin.

It is now being developed on every scale, from the

population of a single city to that of a ccmtinent.

It has been brought to the aid of the churches
in the planning of missionary enterprises of all

dimensions. It has been found useful in revealing

the physical and social environment of churches,

and it throws much Light on their history and
state of development. See Church, The Chris-
tian; Church and State; and Politt, Egcub-
8IA8TICAL. George James Batubb.

ECK, JOHAim.
Eduoation. Teacher at Ingolstadt ({ 1).

Disputations with Luther and Carlstadt ({ 2).

Attacks on Luther and Melanchthon (f 3).

Papal Emissary and Inquisitor ({ 4).

Zwingli and his FoUowers (f 5).

Peace Overtures (f 6).

Johann Eck (properly Johann Maier orMayr) the

German Roman Catholic controversialist, wasbomat

Eck (now Egg, near Memmingen, 43 m. s. of Augs-
burg), Swabia, Nov. 13, 1486; d. at Ingolstadt Feb.

13, 1543. At the age of twelve he entered the
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Uni^cTBity of Heidelberg, which he left in the fol-

lowing year for TQbingen. After taking his mas-
t^s degree in 1501, he began the study of theology

uixkr Johuui Jakob Lempp, and studied the ele-

ments of Hebrew and political economy with

Konrad Sununenhart. He left Tubingen in 1501

on account of the plague and after a year at Cologne

finally settled at Freiburg-im-Breis-

I. Educa- gau, at first as a student of theology

tion. and law and later as a successful

Teacher teacher. In 1508 he entered the

atlngol- priesthood and two years later ob-

stadt tained his doctorate in theology. At
Freiburg in 1506 he published his

first work, Lvdicra logices exercitamenta and also

proved himself a brilliant and subtle orator,

although obsessed by an untamable controversial

^lirit and imrestrained powers of invective. At
odds with his colleagues, he was glad to accept a
call to a theological chair at Ingolstadt in Nov.,

1510, receiving at the same time the honors and
mcome of a canon at Eichst&dt. In 1512 he be-

came prochancellor at the university and from
that time until his death he was in complete con-

trol of the destinies of Ingolstadt, on which he

impressed the character of ultracatholicism which
maide it a bulwark of the ancient faith in Germany.
His wide knowledge foimd expression in numerous
writings. In the theological field he produced his

Ckr^passuB (Augsburg, 1614), in which he de-

vek^)ed a Semi-Pelagian theory of predestina-

tion, while he obtained some fame as commenta-
tor on the SummuUg of Peter of Spain and on
Aristotle's De ccelo and De anima. As a political

econoniist he defended interest, despite the oppo-
sition of the bishop of Eichst&dt.

As eariy as the spring of 1517 Eck had entered

into friendly relations with Luther, who had re-

garded him as in harmony with his own views,

bat thffi illusion was short-lived. In his ObelUci

Eek attacked Luther's theses, which had been sent

him by Scheurl, and accused him of

2. Dispttta- promoting the heresy of the Bohemian
tkmswith Brethren and of fostering anarchy
Lather and within the Church. Luther replied in

Caristadt. his Aaierisci adversus obeliscoa Eccii,

while Caristadt defended Luther's

lews of indulgences and engaged in a violent

oQQtroverey with Eck. A mutual desire for a
pohlic disputation led to a compact between Eck
and Luther by which the former pledged himself

to meet Caristadt in debate at Erfurt or Leipsic,

on condition that Luther abstain from all partici-

patkm in the discussion. In Dec, 1518, Eck pub-
Hriied the twelve theses which he was prepared to

uphold against Caristadt, but since they were
i^ned at Luther rather than at the ostensible

opponent, Luther addressed an open letter to

Caristadt, in which he declared Imnself ready to

meet Eck in debate.

The disputation between Eck and Caristadt

began at Leipsic June 27, 1519. In the first four

KBoons Eck maintained the thesis that free will

i> the active agent in the creation of good works,
bat he was compelled by his opponent to modify
his positwn so as to concede that the grace of God

IV.—

6

and free will work in harmony toward the conunon
end. Caristadt then proceeded to prove that good
works are to be ascribed to the agency of God
alone, whereupon Eck yielded so far as to admit
that free will is passive in the beginning of con-

version, although he maintained that in course of

time it enters into its rights; so that while the en-

tirety of good works originates in God, their ac-

complishment is not entirely the work of God.
Despite the fact that Eck was thus virtually forced

to abandon his position, he succeeded, through his

good memory and his dialectic skill, in confusing

the heavy-witted Caristadt and carried off the

nominal victory. He was far less successful against

Luther, who, as Eck himself confessed, was his

superior in memory, acumen, and learning. After

a disputation lasting twenty-three days (July 4-

27), Eck was greeted as victor by the theologians

of the University of Leipsic, who overwhelmed
him with honors and sent him away with gifts.

The impression produced by Eck upon his audi-

tors during that momentous time may be best

learned from the account of the humanist Peter

of Moselle, who described him as tall, stout, and
squarely built. His voice was full and rolling, and
of an admirable quality for an actor, or even for

a public crier, while the sum total of his features

would seem to argue the butcher or the profes-

sional soldier rather than the theologian. As far

as hb intellectual gifts were concerned, he had a
wonderful memory, which, if supplemented by
other talents in like proportion, would have made
him a marvel, but he lacked swiftness of appre-

hension and deep insight, so that his masses of

arguments and citations were indiscriminate, and
he was filled with an inconceivable impudence
though he had the cleverness to conceal it.

Soon after his return to Ingolstadt, Eck at-

tempted to persuade Elector Frederick of Saxony
to have Luther's works burned in public, and dur-

ing the year 1519 he published no less than eight

writings against the new movement. He failed, how-
ever, to obtain a condemnatory decision from the

universities appointed to pronounce on the out-

come of the Leipsic disputation. Erfurt returned

the proceedings of the meeting to the Saxon duke
without signifying its approval, while Paris, after

repeated urging, gave an ambiguous decision

limited to '* the doctrine of Luther so far as inves-

tigated." Eck's only followers were the aged
heretic-hunter Hoogstraten and Emser of Leip-

sic, together with the allied authorities of the imi-

versities of Cologne and Louvain. Luther returned

Eck's assaults with more than equal

3. Attacks vehemence and about this time Me-
on Luther lanchthon wrote (Ecolampadius that

and Me- at Leipsic he had first become dis-

lanchthon. tinctly aware of the difference be-

tween true Christian theology and the

scholasticism of the Aristotelian doctors. In his

Excusatio (Wittenberg? 1519?) Eck, irritated all the

more because early in the year he had induced

Erasmus to caution the young theological student

against precipitating himself into the religious con-

flict, retorted that Melanchthon knew nothing of the-

ology. In his reply to the Excusatio, Melanchthon
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proved that he was thoroughly versed in theology,

and Eck fared still worse in October of the same
year, when he sought to aid Emser by a virulent

tirade against Luther. Two biting satires, one by
CEcolampadius and the other by Pirkheimer, stung
him to a fury which would be satisfied with noth-
ing less than the public burning of the entire litera-

ture in the market-place at Ingolstadt, an act from
which he was restrained by his colleague Reuchlin.

Eck was far more highly esteemed as the daunt-
less champion of the true faith at Rome than in

Germany. In Jan., 1520, he visited Italy at the
invitation of Leo X., to whom he presented his

latest work De primatu Petri adversua Ludderum
(Ingolstadt, 1520) for which he was rewarded with
the nomination to the office of papal prothonotary,
although his efforts to urge the Curia to decisive

action against Luther were unsuccessful for some
time. On June 16, however, appeared the fateful

bull Exurge Domine, in which forty-one proposi-

tions of Luther were condemned as heretical or

erroneous. Entrusted with the publication of the
bull in Germany, Eck returned home, only to find

how rapidly Luther had gained favor. At Meissen,

Brandenburg, and Merseburg he succeeded in giv-

ing the papal measure due official publicity, but
at Leipsic he was the object of the

4. Papal ridicule of the student body and was
Emissary compelled to flee by night to Frei-

and In- berg, where he was again prevented
quisitor. from proclaiming the bull. At Er-

furt the students tore the instru-

ment down and threw it into the water, while in

other places the papal decree was subjected to

still greater insults. At Vienna its publication

encountered grave difficulties, and Eck had good
cause to set up a votive tablet to his patron saint

upon his safe return to Ingolstadt, although even
there only the authority of the papal mandate
made the publication of the bull possible. This
last himiiliation was due, in great measure, to the
fact that he had availed himself of the permission

to pronoimce the papal censure on prominent fol-

lowers of the new movement besides Luther, and
had thus made his office a means of personal re-

venge. Eck's letter to Charles V., written in Feb.,

1521, seems to have had little effect upon the pro-

ceedings at the Diet of Worms.
Wealth and power were included in the aspira-

tions of Eck. He appropriated the revenues of

his parish of Gilnzburg, while he relegated its

duties to a vicar. Twice he visited Rome as a
diplomatic representative of the Bavarian court
to obtain sanction for the establishment of a court
of inquisition against the Lutheran teachings at
Ingolstadt. The first of these journeys, late in the
autumn of 1521, was fruitless on account of the
death of Leo X., but his second journey in 1523
was successful. With great insight and courage
he showed the Curia the true condition of affairs

in Germany and pictured the general incapacity
of the representatives of the Church in that coun-
try. Of the many heresy trials in which Eck was
the prime mover during this period it is sufficient

to mention here that of Leonhard K&ser, whose
Listory was published by Luther.

In addition to his inquisitorial duties, every

year witnessed the publication of one or more
writings against iconoclasm and in defense of the

doctrines of the mass, purgatory, and auricular

confession. His Enchiridion locorttm communiitm
adversus LtUherum et alio8 hostes ecdesiw (Landshut,

1525) went through forty-six editions before 1576.

As its title indicates, it was directed primarily

against Melanchthon's Loci, althou^ it

5. Zwingli also concerned itself to some extent

and his with the teachings of Zwingli. Eck
Followers, offered to refute Zwin^'s " heresies

"

in a public disputation (Aug. 13. 1524),

and appeared at Baden, only 12 m. n.w. of Zurich,

but in the hands of the bitterest partisans of the

Roman Chiurch, and from May 21 imtil June 18,

1526, the debate went on. Zwingh was not pres-

ent, but supported his friends who were there by
constant suggestions. The affair ended decidedly

in favor of Eck, who induced the authorities to en-

ter on a course of active persecution of Zwingli and
his followers (see Baden [im Aaroau], Con-
ference of). The effect of his victory at Baden
was dissipated, however, at the Disputation of

Bern (Jan., 1528), where the propositions advanced
by the Reformers were debated in the absence of

Eck, and Bern, Basel, and other places were def-

initely won for the Reformation (see Bern, Dis-

putation of). At the Diet of Augsburg Eck
played the leading part among theologians on the

Roman Catholic side.

While still at Ingolstadt Eck drafted for the

use of the emperor a list of 404 heretical prop-

ositions from the writings of the Reformers, and

collaborated with more than twenty Catholic

theologians in writing the conftUaHo ponHficiOf in

which the CathoUc refutation of the Protestants

was embodied. His efforts at peace,

6. Peace in which his readiness to meet the

Overtures. Reformers half-way shows him to have

been sincere, failed, however, on ac-

count of the hatred and contempt with which he

was regarded by the Protestant theologians. He
renew^ his efforts at Worms in Jan., 1541, and

succeeded in impressing Melanchthon as being

quite prepared to give his assent to the main

principles of Protestantism. After the meeting

at Regensburg in the spring and summer of the

same year, on the other hand, he exerted himself

to prevent any compromise between the two theol-

ogies. The last important phase of his activity was

his conflict with Butzcr, whom he attacked on ac-

count of the attitude assumed by the latter in his

edition of the transactions of the Conference of

Regensburg (q.v.). Special mention should be made,

among Eck's many writings, of his German trans-

lation of the Bible (the New Testament a revision

of H. Eraser's rendering) which was first published

at Ingolstadt in 1537. (C. Enders.)

BtBUOORAPHT: T. Wiedemann. Dr. Johann Ede, Regens-

burg, 1865; J. Greving, J. Eck aU junger OeUhrter, MCto-

Bter, 1906. The subject is treated in more or lees detail

in all works on the Church history of the period, in the

accounts of the life of Luther, Melanchthon, (Ecolampft-

dius. Osiander, and Zwingli (see the literature under

those articles). Consult particularly Schafif. Chri^an
Church, vi. 168 sqq.; Moeller, Chrutian Church, vol. iii.;

Cambridge Modem Hietory, vol. ii.. New York, 1004.
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Master Eckhart, as he is generally called, Domini-

00 ftod mystic, was a man almost forgotten after

the middle of the fifteenth century until Franz von
Baader in the first half of the nineteenth century

revived his memory. Since then he has been highly

praised. But Denifle again passed a somewhat
deiTogatory judgment upon him on the basis of

newly discovered Latin writings; inasmuch as

Den^e has published but a small part of these

writings his opinion can not be too implicitly ac-

cepted. This article will attempt merely to give

accredited facts and indicate the present state of

the questions.

L Life: The long controverted question concern-

ing the locality of Eckhart's origin has been settled

by Denifle. who states that he wasbom at Hochheim,
a village 8 miles north of Gotha. The year of

his birth was probably 1260, and he joined the

Dominicans at Erfurt. The lighter studies he no
doubt followed at Cologne. Later he was prior

at Erfurt and provincial of Thuringia.

1. Various In 1300 he was sent to Paris to lecture

Appoint- and take the academical degrees, and
ments. remained there till 1303. In the latter

year he returned to Erfurt, and was
made provincial for Saxony, a province which
reached at that time from the Netherlands to

Livonia. Complaints made against him and the

provincial of Teutonia at the general chapter held

in Paris in 1306 concerning irregularities among the

tertiaries, must have been trivial, because the gen-

eral, Aymeric, appointed him in the following year

his vicar-general for Bohemia with full power to set

the demorsdized monasteries there in order. In

1311 Eckhart was appointed by the general chapter

of Naples as teacher at Paris. Then follows a long

period of which it is known only that he spent part

of the time at Strasburg (cf. Urkundeiibuch der

Stadi StTassburg^ iii. 236). A passage in a chronicle

of the year 1320, extant in manuscript (cf. Preger,

i 352-399), speaks of a prior Eckhart at Frankfort
who was suspected of heresy, and some have re-

ferred this to Meistcrr Eckhart; but it is highly

improbable that a man under suspicion of heresy

woiild have been appointed teacher in one of the
mo6t famous schools of the order.

Eckhart next appears as teacher at Cologne, and
the archbishop, Hermann von Vimeburg, accused

him of heresy before the pope. But
2. Heresy Nicholas of Strasburg (q.v.), to whom
Charges, the pope had given the temporary

charge of the Dominican monaJsteries

in Germany, exonerated him. The archbishop,

however, pressed his charges against Eckhart and
against Nicholas before his own court. The former
now denied the competency of the archiepiscopal

inquisition and demanded litterce dimiasorice (apos-

foil) for an append to the pope (cf. the docvunent in

Preger, i 471; more accurately in ALKG, ii.

God in Creation (f 3).

The Relation of the Soul to Qod
(§4).

Sin and Redemption (f 6).

The Place of Christ (f 6).

Eckhart's Ethics (f 7).

627 sqq.). On Feb. 13, 1327, he stated in his pro-
test, which was read publicly, that he had always
detested everything wrong, and should anything
of the kind be found in his writings, he now retracts.

Of the fiu^her progress of the case there is no in-

formation, except that John XXII. issued a bull

(In agro dominico). Mar. 27, 1329, in which a series

of statements from Eckhart is characterized as
heretical, another as suspected of heresy (the bull

is given complete in ALKO, ii. 636-640). At the
close it is stated that Eckhart recanted before his

death everything which he had falsely taught, by
subjecting himself and his writings to the decision

of the apostolic see. By this is no doubt meant the
statement of Feb. 13, 1327; and it may be inferred

that Eckhart's death, concerning which no informa-
tion exists, took place shortly after that event.
In 1328 the general chapter of the order at Toulouse
decided to proceed against preachers who ** en-
deavor to preach subtle things which not only do
(not) advance morals, but easily lead the people into
error." Eckhart's disciples were admonished to

be more cautious, but nevertheless they cherished

the memory of their master.

n. Eckhart as Author, Schoolman, Mystic, and
Preacher: For centuries none of Eckhart's wri-

tings were known except a number of sermons,
found in the old editions of Tauler's sermons, pub-
lished by Kachelouen (Leipsic, 1498) and by Adam

Petri (Basel, 1521 and 1522). In
z. His 1857 Franz PfeifTer in the second
Works. volvune of his Deutsche Mystiker

(Stuttgart), which is wholly devoted
to Ekikhart, added considerable manuscript mate-
rial. Pfeiffer was followed by others, especially

Franz Jostes, Meiater Eckhart und seine Junger, wn-
gedruckte Texte tur Geachichte der deutschen Myetik
(Collectanea Friburgensia, iv., Freiburg, 1895).

But some pieces are of doubtful genuineness, and
the tradition concerning others is very unsatisfac-

tory. It was a great surprise when in 1880 and
1886 H. Denifle discovered at Erfurt and CJues two
manuscripts with Latin works of Eckhart, the ex-
istence of which Nicholas of Cusa and Trittenheim
had indeed mentioned, but which had since then
been considered lost. There can be no doubt as to
their genuineness, but thus far only the (compara-
tively extensive) specimens which Denifle had
published (in ALKG, ii.) are known. The extant
writings appear to be only parts of a very large

work, the Opus tripartitum, which, to judge from
the prologue in the first part treated of more than
1 ,000 propositions, in the second part debated a num-
ber of special questions, and in the third part, first

expoimded Biblical texts (opus sermonum) and after-

ward explained the books of the Bible in their

order with special reference to the important pas-

sages. Entirely unknown at present are the con-

tents of the more important manuscript of Cues,
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especially the exposition of the Gospel of John,

which may contain information on many things.

Some deductions, however, can be made. In

the first place, it appears that Eckhart was a true

scholastic, who reflected upon and treated all the

numerous questions which interested scholasticism

in general. That there existed an opposition in

principle between mysticism and scholasticism

is in his case out of the question, because at that
time it did not exist at all, as was

2. School- long ago proved by Engelhardt (Rv-

man and chard von St. Victor und Johannes RuyS'
Mystic, brock, Erlangen, 1838, preface). As a

scholastic, as far as sentences and
elegance of description are concerned, Eckhart
seems to be inferior to Thomas Aquinas, whom he
follows for the most part. For the rest it is worthy
of notice that the sphere of subjects, which espe-

cially engaged Eckhart's mind, is limited in his

Latin writings. His thoughts are concentrated on
the divine being in its imity and trinity; on the

relation between God and the creature, especially

between God and the human soul; on the nature
of the soul; on regeneration and imion with God,
to which he recurs again and again. But these

objects are the very ones with which mysticism
especially used to concern itself. Even as a scho-

lastic £k;khart shows a predominant leaning toward
mysticism. Eckhart's sermons are primarily for

monks or nuns, and, indeed, according to Denifle

(ALKG, ii. 641, 652), the German sermon of the

Dominicans in general originated from the care

of the nunneries. But when the sermon was deliv-

ered in the church, other hearers were not ex-

cluded, and Eckhart sometimes refers to them
(Pfeiflfer, 287, 26). Indeed, his sermons presuppose
a religiously educated and interested congregation.

It is possible that no preacher ever propounded
to his hearers more lofty and profound speculations

on the Deity and the world, on the soul and its life.

But he does it not for the sake of ostentation nor
because of mere pleasure in these speculations,

but because he is convinced that thus he will best

serve his hearers. He knew that not all could
follow him (Pfeififer, 209, 29; 242, 35), and such he

exhorted to piety (310, 1; 498, 18).

3. As a For him these thoughts were most
Preacher, intimately connected with his spiri-

tual life and they are therefore expressed
with a fervor and ardor which could not fail to im-

press the more intelligent of his hearers. He is

convinced that the thoughts which he presents

are found in the Scripture in which he has more
faith than in himself (4, 17). The present custom
of taking a text for the sermon did not restrict him
and in accordance with the use of his time he selects

only a phrase, a " word " from a larger section.

This mode of exposition is such that he can easily

deduce any thought from any text. To us his

method appears like ap incredible abuse of Holy
Writ, but Eckhart practised it in good faith; he
followed the custom of his time, and no one took
offense. On the other hand Eckhart is truly great

in the way and manner in which he gave form and
expression to his thoughts. This is clearly to be

seen in spite of the faults of the copies, to which

must be ascribed the disproportion of the execution

and the want of connection. One might say that

truth and purity of sentiment, to which he every-

where attaches the greatest value, also shapes his

sermon. He avoids all tinsel, every artificial adorn-

ment. He speaks in an artless, pleasing and touch-

ing manner. Powerful seriousness and humor are

at his command. He often uses parables, but

briefly, without detail, and this brevity he also

applies where the narrative elements prevail (13,

25; 108; 168, 12; 285, 24). While he often en-

livens his discourse by introducing thesis and
antithesis, his manner is truly German, his sentences

are devoid of the influence of Latin phraseology.

Not a few passages of his sermons have a beauty

of language which to this day makes them worthy
of commendation as models of German style.

HL System: As has already been stated it is

impossible to give at present a final decision on

Eckhart's world of ideas. Nevertheless an at-

tempt may be made to delineate his fimdamental

thoughts, based upon the material at hand. The
great need of man is that his soul be united with

God; for this a knowledge of God and his relation

to the world, a knowledge of the soul

z. His Fun- and the way which it must go, are

damental necessary. Eckhart does not doubt

'\^ew of that such knowledge is given in the

Deity. traditional faith of the Church, but

it is not sufficient for one who is longing

for salvation. He must attain to it with his own
understanding. Eckhart accordingly does not move
and live in ecclesiastical tradition after the man-
ner of Bernard of Clairvaux or Hugo of St. Victor,

in his thinking on the highest questions he is inde-

pendent and in this way he arrives at views which

do not harmonize with the teaching of the Church,

without, however, as far as can be seen, being con-

scious of any opposition. The last and highest

object of thinking is the Deity, Le. the divine entity

as distinguished from the persons, yet Eckhart

often uses " God " in the sense of " Deity," where

his thought does not call for accurate definitions

(but cf., on the other hand, 180, 14; 181, 7). The

Deity is absolute being without distinction of place

or manner (ALKG, ii. 439-440). No predkjate de-

rived from finite being is applicable to the Deity ; but

this is therefore not mere negation or emptiness.

Rather is finite being, as such, negation; and the

Deity, as the negation of finite being, is the negation

of negation, i.e. the absolute fulness of being (322,

13; 539, 10-27). Dionysius wrongly states: God

is not, he is rather a nonentity. When in other

passages (82, 26; 182, 31; 500, 27) Eckhart himself

designates God as non-existent, he only means that

he has none of the characteristics of finite existence.

The same apparent contradiction is found, where

Eckhart on the one hand caUs God absolute being,

and on the other denies that he is a being (319, 4;

659, 1); but he reconciles the two views (268-269).

The same is the case with occasional seemingly

paradoxical expressions, e.g. that God is not good,

etc. (269, 18; 318, 35-319, 3). The essential

elements of finite things are present in God, but m
an exalted degree and in a manner that can not be

comprehended by man (322,20; 540,2-7).
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The absolute, unqualified being of the Deity

Eekhart also calls unnatured nature. This un-

Batored nature, however, manifests itself in the

Dft^ired nature, the three persons. The Trinity is

the self-revelation of the Deity (540, 31; 390, 12-22).

In it God comprises himself. Accordingly, Eekhart
attributes to the Father a sort of genesis; only the

Ddty is absolutely without any progression and
reposes everlastingly in itself. The Father was
made through himself (534, 17). This self-revela-

tion of God Eekhart designates as a cognition, a
^)eaking, or a demeanor. The Father perceives

the whole fulness of the Deity (6,8); or, what is

the same, he speaks a single word, which comprises

everything (76, 25). He procreates

X The the Son (284, 12); for the Father is

Tmdtarian father only through the Son. The
ProceK. Son, however, is in everything like

tbe Father, only that he procreates

not (337, 3). The essence of the Father is also

that of the Son, and the essence in both is no other

than that c^ the Deity. From the pleasure and love

which both have for each other springs the Holy
Ghost (497, 26). Eekhart leaves no doubt that

tbe oitiie trinitarian process must not be oon-

ceired of as a temporal one, but as a process ex-

teoding throughout eternity (254, 10). Preger

thought that Eckhart's distinction between Deity
and God should be interpreted as a distinction be-

tween potentiality and actuality. To this inter-

pi«tation Denifie (ALKG, ii. 453 sqq.) has strongly

objected and cited Eckhart's Latin writings, in

whieh he, with Thomas Aquinas and others, desig-

nates God as actits purus, thus excluding all poten-

tiaiity. Denifie is right, in that Eekhart does not
eoDsdously and deliberately make any such dis-

tisetion; but it can not be denied that his concep-

tioa leads to it. Especially significant is Eckhart's

explanation in 175, 7 sqq. where he tries to illus-

trate the relation between the fatherhood as it is

deteraiined in the Deity and the paternity of the

perscm of the Father by the relation between the

maternity peculiar to the Virgin as such, and the

maternity which she acquires by bearing. But
this is exactly the relation of potentiality and ac-

tuality (cf. also the peculiar passage 193, 33). It

must be admitted that Eekhart here expresses

two views which can not be harmonized with one
another, tbough the second is not fully developed.

Eekhart had a wealth of ingenious ideas, but he was
unable to systematize them.
The self-manifestation of God in the Trinity is

foQowed by his manifestation in his creatures.

Eveiything in them that is truly real is God's
eternal being; but God's being does not manifest

it£elf thus in its entire fulness (101, 34; 173, 26;

503, 26). In this antithesis may be expressed the

relation of Eckhart's philosophy to pantheism, both
as legarda similarities and differences. Accord-

ing to Eekhart God's creatures have
3. God in not, as Thomas Aquinas held, merely
Creation, ideal preexistenoe in God, Le. their

conceptual essence (esaerUia, quidditas)

eoming from the divine intelligence, but their ex-

istenoe (esse) being foreign to the divine being.

Bather is the true being of tbe creatures immiment

in the divine being. On the other hand, every
peculiarity distinguishing creatures from each other

is something negative; and in this sense it is said

that the creatures are a mere nothing. Should
God withdraw from his creatures his being, they
would disappear as the shadow on the wall disap-

pears when the wall is removed (31, 2). This
perishable being is the creature confined within

the limits of space and time (87, 49). On the other

hand, every creature, considered according to its

true entity, is eternal. It is obvious that this neces-

sarily involves a modification of the idea of creation.

Even Augustine and the Schoolmen felt this diffi-

culty. While they did not, like Eekhart connect
the existence of the world with the being of God
they did consider it unallowable to attribute to

God any temporary activity. Albert the Great
tried to avoid the difficulty with the sentence,
** God created all things from eternity, but things

were not created from eternity "; but this is more
easily said than conceived. According to the bull

of 1329 (p. 2), Eekhart asserted that " it may be
conceded that the world was from eternity." It

is impossible here to investigate this view further;

but reference must be made to the close relation

into which Eekhart brings the process of the Trinity

and the genesis, or progress, of the world, both of

the real and the ideal world (76, 52; 254, 16; 284,

12; cf. Com, in Oenes,, ALKO, ii 553, 13-17).

The imqualified Deity, the Trinity (birth of the
Son or of the Eternal Word), and the creation

of the worid are to him three immediate moments,
which follow each other in conceptual, not tem-
poral sequence. All creatures have part in the
divine essence; but this is true of tbe soul in a
higher degree. In the irrational creature there

is something of God; but in the soul God is divine

(230, 26; 231, 4). Though God speaks his word in

all creatures, only rational creatures can preserve

it (479, 19). In other words, in the soul, where he
has his resting-place, God is subjective, while in

the rest of creation he is merely objective. The
soul is an image of God, in so far as

4. The Re- its chief powers, memory, reason, and
lation of will, answer to the divine persons

the Soul (319, 1). This accords with the view
to God. of Augustine. Just as there is the

absolute Deity, which is superior to

the persons of the Godhead, so in the soid there is

something that is superior to its own powers. This
is the innermost background of the soul, which
Eekhart frequently cidls a "spark," or "little

spark." In its real nature this basis of the soul

is one with the Deity (66, 2). When Eekhart
sometimes speaks of it as imcreated (286, 16; 311,

6), and then again as created, this does not involve

a contradiction. While, on the one hand, it rests

eternally in the Deity, on the other it entered into

the temporal existence of the soul, i.e. was made
or created through grace. But it is not in this orig-

inal unity with God that the soul finds its perfection

and bliss. As it has a subjective being, it must
turn to God, in order that the essential principle

implanted in it may be truly realized. It is not
enough that it was made by God; God must come
and be m iU But this hk» taken place without
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hindrance only in the human soul of Christ (67, 12).

For all other souls sin is an obstacle.

But wherein does sin consist? Not in the finite-

ness, which is never removed from the soul (387, 3;

500, 11), but in the direction of the will toward
the finite and its pleasure therein (476, 19;

674, 17). The possibility of sin, however, is based

in finiteness, taken together with the free will of

the creature. If it is the destiny of the soul to be the

resting-place of God, then the direction of the will

toward the finite makes this impossible; and it is

this that constitutes sin. Redemption, therefore,

can take place only when the creature

5. Sin and makes room in his soul for the work
Redemption, of God; and the condition for that is

the turning away from the finite.

For God is ever ready to work in the soul, pro-

vided he is not hindered and the soul is sus-

ceptible to his influence (27, 25; 283, 23; 33, 29;

479, 31). The inner separation from everjrthing

casual, sensual, earthly and the yielding to the work
of God in the heart,—^that is the seclusion or tran-

quillity of which Eckhart speaks again and again.

For him this is the basis of ail piety. But what is it

that God accomplishes in the soul? This can be

stated in a word: the birth of the son. As the

soul is an image of the Deity, if it is to fulfil its des-

tiny, then that process by which the deity develops

into the three persons must take place in it. The
father procreates in the soul the son (44, 28; 175,

15-20; 479, 10; 13, 12). This takes place during

the life of the soul in time; and, too, not merely at

a particular moment, but rather continuously

and repeatedly. This is not merely a copy or

analogon of that inner divine process, but is in

truth that very process itself, by which it becomes,

through grace, what the Son of God is by nature

(433, 32; 382, 7; 377, 17). From this view of

Eckhart's follow a number of the most striking

statements in which the soul is made to share in

the attributes and works of God, including the

creation (119, 28-40; 267, 4; 283, 37-284, 7).

However, according to Eckhart, a complete fusion

of the soul with the Deity never takes place (387, 3).

He also opposes the doctrine of Apocatastasis (65,

20; 402,34; 470,22).

According to Eckhart sin is not the real cause of

the incarnation (591, 34). God wished rather to

receive the nature of things through grace in time

just as he had them by nature in eternity in himself

(574, 34). Just as a man occupies a
6. The central position in the world, since he
Place of leads all creatiires back to God, so

Christ. Christ stands in the center of humanity
(180, 7; 390, 37.) The same thought

is foimd in Maximus the Confessor and Erigena, but
whence did Eckhart get it? Even at the creation

of the first man Christ was already the end in view

(250, 23); and now after the fact of sin, Christ

stands likewise in the center of redemption. After

the fall all creatiu*es worked together to produce a
man who should restore the harmony (497, 11).

This took place when Mary resigned herself so com-
pletely to the divine word that the eternal word
could assume human nature in her. However,
this temporal birth of the son is again included

in his eternal birth as a moment of the same (391,

20). And now Grod is to be bom in us. In his

human life Jesus becomes a pattern for man; and

in all that he did and experienced, above all in his

passion and death there is an overwhelming power

that draws man to God (218-219) and brings about

in us that which first took place in Christ, who
alone is the way to the father (241, 17).

Whatever one may think of Eckhart's philo-

sophical and dogmatic speculations, his ethical view,

at any rate, is of rare purity and sublimity. The
inner position of man, the disposition of the heart,

is for him the main thing (56, 39; 297,

7. Eck- 11; 444, 8; 560, 43) and with him

hart's this is not a result of reflection. One
Ethics, feels that it comes from the core of his

personality; and no doubt this was

the principal reason for the deep impression his

sermons made. He speaks little of church ceremo-

nies. For him outward penances have only a limited

value. That man inwardly turn to God and be

led by him,—that is the main purpose of Eckhart's

exhortations. Let no one think because this or

that great saint has done and sufifered many things,

that he should imitate him. God gives to each

his task, and leaves every one on his way (560 sqq,

177, 26-35). No one can express the fact more

definitely than does Eckhart, that it is not works

that justify man, but thatman must first be righteous

in order to do righteous works. Nor does he recom-

mend that one flee from the world, but flee from

oneself, from selfishness, and self-will. Otherwise

one finds as little peace in the cell as outside of it.

Though he sees in suffering the most effective and

most valuable means of inner purification, still he

does not mean that one should seek sufferings of his

own choosing, but only bear patiently whatever

God imposes. He recognizes that it is natural

for one to be affected either pleasantly or impleas-

antly by the various sense-impressions; but in the

innermost depths of the soul one must hold fast to

God and allow himself to be moved by nothing

(52, 1; 427, 22). It need hardly be added that he

regards highly works of charity. Even supreme

rapture should not prevent one from rendering a

service to the poor. It is noteworthy that, in the

ninth sermon, he puts Martha higher than Mary,

though by a strange misinterpretation of the text.

While Mary enjoyed only the sweetness of the Lord,

being yet a learner, Martha had passed this stage.

She stood firm in the substance, and no work hin-

dered her, but every work helped her to blessedness.

Future investigations will presumably make pos-

sible a more accurate estimate of the importance

of Eckhart; but it is hardly possible that they will

overthrow the verdict of Suso and Tauler concern-

ing him. S. M. Deutoch.
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Leipaic, 1851-60, cf. Index; K. Schmidt. MeUier Eekart

in TSK, id (1839), 663 eqq.; H. Martenacn, Meutrr
Eekart, Hamburg, 1842; F. Pfeiffer. DeuUcke Myatiker,

vol. ii.. Meitter Eekart, Stuttgart, 1857; Max MOller.

TheoBophie oder pByehologiscKe Religion, pp. 503-518,

Leipaic, 1850; C. Greith. Die 4^ut»che MytUk im Pre-

digerorden, Freiburg, 1861; J. Bach. Meister Edchart, der
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ECKHART THE TOUIfGER. See Mtsticibm.

ECLECTICISM (from Gk. ekUgein, ** to gather"):

A term applied to a system of phUoeophy or theology

that strives to incorporate the truth of all systems,

or to the method by which such a synthesis is made.
In philosophy the best example of eclecticism is

found in the Neoplatonism of the Alexandrine

Sebool, while among modem eclectics Leibnitz

and Cousin may be mentioned. Since an eclectic

lystem is necessarily a loose piece of mosaic work,

rather than an organized body of original thotight,

the term in philosophy has come to be one of re-

proacL In theology eclecticism first appeared at

Alexandria. Typical examples of eclectics are

dement of Alexandria, Origen, and Synesius, who
drew from classical and pagan, as well as from Chris-

tian sources.

ECSTAST: A state of mental exaltation in

which the patient is supposed to be in intimate

communion with the divine. The term connotes a
large variety of phenomena, real or pretended,

natural or evoked, which occur in connection with
religious practises. The external phenomena may
take dther of two characters, intense vigor of

pfayHical action in which more than normal en-

durance or strength is shown, or a passivity which
may reach the extreme of catalepsy. Not infre-

quently the second condition succeeds the first.

During both stages the patient is insensible to pain,

and often maims or woimds himself or performs
feats at other times impossible to him. The con-

dition includes the prophetic frenzy

General (mania, see Divination) of the Greek
Character- Pythia and of the early Hebrew and

heathen seers, the exaltation of the

Mohammedan dervishes, the absorbed
condition of Hindu devotees, and in its extreme
development takes the form of catalepsy. It may
be an unpremeditated result of strong emotion, or it

may be induced. In the latter case, among both
(ffimitive and developed peoples, it is sought with-
out mtent to deceive or defraud, being prized as an
especial mark of Deitjr's favor. It is sheeted by the

hamang, medicine men, and wizards of such tribes

aa the Tasmanians, Karens, Zulus, Patagonians,

Hawaiians and North American Indians, especially

when engaged in divination; and also by the lay

members of such tribes during their religious exer-

One of the six qrstems of Hindu philosophy

has as its direct object the attainment of this con-

dition. In Christian lands it is often an accompani-
ment of the religious excitement attending revivals

and camp-meetings. When induced by direct

effort, tie chief means are the religious dance or

music, or the two combined; but among more
advanced peoples solitary contemplation or phys-
ical discipline are also used.

The phenomena of ecstasy have left marked traces

upon Old and New Testament conceptions, es-

pecially in coimection with prophecy, and its mani-
festations are often indicated by the use of the phrase
'' and the spirit of the Lord [Yahweh] came upon
him.'' In the Old Testament the passage which
best describes the condition is Num. xxiv., in which
the staring eye (cf. verses 3, 15 R. V. margin) and
the epileptic or cataleptic fall (verse 16) tally

closely with the manifestations elsewhere observed.

Balasjn's oracles are pictured as delivered while

he was in the ecstatic state, in accord-

Biblical ance with the usual phase of prophecy
Examples, in primitive religion. Gideon is repre-

sented as coming into this condition

(Judges vi. 34), so also Jephthah (Judges xi. 29)
and Samson (Judges xiv. 6, 19, xv. 14), in all these

cases the results being much like those of the " ber-

serker rage " of the early Norsemen. The ecstatic

condition appears to have been normal to the pro-

phetic gilds of the period of the Judges and the

early kingdom, and for the first time in I Sam. x. 5-

10, xix. 20-24 the contagiousness of the condition

comes to light, in the case of Saul. Not to be over-

looked here is the accompaniment of music and
dancing which, with the character of the ensuing

phenomena, makes the diagnosis certain. The
Baal-prophets in I Kings xviii. 26-28, exhibit

characteristic features of the frenzy of ecstasy.

The prophecy of Elisha recorded in II Kings iii. 14-

19 was given under conditions like that of Balaam,
induced by music. That '* madness " was ascribed

to the prophets as a class (II Kings ix. 11) shows
what were the characteristic methods of prophecy
at that time. Possibly the ** chirping and mutter-

ing ** of Isa. viii. 19 refers to the utterances of ec-

stasy. The phenomena of the New Testament at

Pentecost (Acts ii. 4), the case of Stephen (Acts

vii. 66-56), and of Paul (Acts ix. 3 sqq.; II Cor. xii.

1-4) are psychologically explicable as cases of ec-

stasy. See Inspiration, § 1.

In post-Biblical times the high estimate of the

value of the ecstatic state continued. The Neo-
platonic school of philosophy, following Plato him-
self, placed a high value upon the condition, and
Plotinus and Porphyry laid emphasis upon its

worth. The Montanistic theory of prophecy neces-

sitated the entire passivity of the prophet in ecstasy.

Mohammed's visions are to be ex-

Post- plained from this standpoint, and it is

Biblical to be noted in his case that epileptic

Cases, symptoms, now regarded by psy-

chologists as a predisposing cause,

were manifested from his childhood. The trans-

missibility of this affection was manifested on a
large scale in the Tarantism and Dancing Mania of

the Middle Ages (See Dancers) which involved a
large area of Central Europe and thousands of suf-
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ferers. That the visions of many of the saints, such

as those of St. Francis of Assist and St. Theresa, are

traceable to this cause is highly probable. Bdhme
claimed the gift. Bonaventura's Itinerarium men-
tis in Deum aims to mark the steps by which the

soul comes in ecstasy into the presence of God.

The story of Joan of Arc, with its details of phe-

nomena which seemed to the times to savor of

witchcraft, becomes intelligible with ecstasy as the

key to the mystery. The unrestrained actions mani-
fested at periods of revival, especially in colored

communities, reveal both the effects of abnormal
excitement on individuals and the communicability

to large numbers of this psychological affection.

It is noticeable that the frequency of the affection

diminishes before the advance of culture, that the

educated are less liable to its attacks, and that

emotional peoples and individuals are the most
exposed. Geo. W. Gilmore.

Originally the word " ecstasy " signified the pas-

sage of the soul from the body, involving as a com-
plementary conception its absorption into the God-
head. A further Greek term employed to express

the state is enihousiasmiLSf and it implies the posses-

sion ofman by deity. Eaiiy Christian literature uses

several terms to carry the idea, such as theophoroa

(Ignatius, Epist. to Ephesians, ix. 2), entheos

(idem, Epist. to Trallians, viii. 2), pneumato-
phoros (Hennas, Mandates, xi. 16). The word " en-

thusiasm " received a bad sense at the

General time of the Reformation, as when
Review. Luther spoke of the papacy as " a

vain enthusiasm " and when he called

Zwingli an enthusiast, and the same term is applied

in docimients of the Reformation to heretics (G.

Arnold, Kirchen- und Ketzerhistoriey part ii., index,

and xvi. 357). The phenomena of ecstatic enthu-

siasm were not uncommon in the later Jewish
period, continued from the time of the New Testa-

ment, were frequent in the second century, but
fell into discredit through the excesses of Montan-
ism. The ecstatic state is discussed by eaiiy wri-

ters, such as Miltiades, Tertullian, and Augustine.

The last-named defines it as '' an alienation of the

mind from the bodily senses, so that the spirit of

man being taken possession of by the divine spirit

is free for taking and receiving visions " (MPL, xl.

129); he was influenced by Neoplatonism in his at-

titude toward it. Dionysius the Areopagite goes

so far as to speak of ecstasy on the part of God
(MPG, iii. 712A). The development of monasti-
cism gives frequent examples of the phenomenon.
Tendencies of the same sort appear in modem Rus-
sian sects and in the monastic orders of the Eastern

CHiiuxsh. The history of the saints and of heretics

affords frequent instances of persons affected by the

tendency who see visions and work wonders. The
Reformers were firmly opposed to the " fanati-

cism " which, they claimed, was exhibited among
the Anabaptists, Mennonites, and other sects. The
exhibitions continued in the later Roman Catholic

Church, e.g., Marie Alacoque, and among Protes-

tants, in the case of the Camisards. Although the

eighteenth centuiy was especially unsympathetic
toward any type of irrationalism in religion, Goethe
defended " enthusiasm^" and Kant diigcussed the

subject, while Wieland doubted whether the strict

philosophical attitude could be justified (Hempel's

ed. of his " Works," xxxii. 369 sqq.). The reviews

of the subject by Herder and Lessing reached a

rather unfavorable conclusion (Herder's '* Works,"
XX. 277 sqq.; Lessing's '* Works," ed. Lachmann,
xvi. 293 sqq.). The romantic movement of the

nineteenth century was rather more favorable, es-

pecially in the discussions of about 1830-40. Ex-

amples were seen in the frequent Madonna visions

and stigmatizations in the Roman CathoUc ChurcL
Among Protestants they were connected with the

movements of Pietism and Methodism of the last

two centuries, and the record is maintained at the

present in accounts of visions of Christ, in speaking

with tongues, and in religious healing of disease.

The internal working of God's spirit in the indi-

vidual soul is a certainty, however it may be intei^

preted in terms of objective reality. It may take

the position of historic revelation, but in its influ-

ence on the development of the Christian Church

it may be distinguished as a kind of secondary rev-

elation. To distinguish between the sound and

the unsound in even the derived form is impossibte

where the emotional and practical sides of religioQ

are concerned. The tendency in modem dmes is

to take an imfavorable view and to label all types

of enthusiasm as fanaticism. Modem enthusiasm

reveab itself in five particulars: the insistence upon

the necessity for new revelations, in a belief in pre-

dictive powers, in methods of Christian healing as

by the lajring on of hands and prayer, in ascetic

methods of attaining sanctification, and in mille-

narian views. (Karl Thieme.)
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ECTENE, ec'ten-i or -4 (late Gk. ekteni [euMl
"earnest prayer"; cf. praseuchS ekteni, "prayer

without ceasing," Acts xii. 5): A prayer in the

form of a litany which occurs in the liturgy and

other public functions of the Eastern Church. It

consists of a varying number of short petitionB

said by the deacon, to which the choir or congrega-

tion respond with Kyris eleison, or in the supplica-

tory one with " Grant us, O Lord." All forms end

with a request for the intercession of the Virgin

and all the saints, followed by an ascription of

praise to the Holy Trinity.

ECUADOR: South American republic, so called

because it is crossed by the equator; area about

120,000 sq. m.; population about 1,400,000, of

which 700,000 are Indians, 500,000 of Spanish

descent, and 200,000 negroes and of mixed blood;
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there are only 100,000 pure whites in the country.

The establiahed religion is Roman Catholicism,

vhieh 18 recognised by the constitution of the re-

public, to the exclusion of every other confession.

Hoirever, toleration is shown to foreigners of other

confegsi<ms; but these, few in number, have never

founded an independent congregation. The Church
13 oiganized into the archbishopric of Quito (bish-

oprk 1M5, archbishopric since 1848), the six

bidK)pric8 of Cuenca (1786), Guayaquil (1837),

Ibarra (1862), Loja (1866), Porto Vecchio (1871),

and Riobamba (1863), and an apostolical vicariate

at Nopa The entire territory is divided into 350
pariwhes, in which are also the cloisters of ten dif-

ferent cmiers of monks and eleven orders of nuns.

The rdations of Church to State are regulated by
the ooQOordat of 1862, as changed in 1881, which
also regulates the receipts of the Church in the

several provinces. In general, education, though
DaminaUy compulsory, is neglected. Besides a
fair number of elementary schools there are nine

Dational colleges, five girls' schools conducted by
DixnB» a number of seminaries of the clergy, and an
old and unimportant university at Quito, with
blanches at Cuenca and Guayaquil. The Indians

in the east, among whom many missions were es-

tablidied by the Jesuits, also by the Franciscans,

prior to the separation of South America from
Spain, have been allowed to relapse completely into

tbdr original state of barbarity. Their religion b
fetishiam of the crudest variety.

WiLHXLM GOETZ.

BiBuooaAPHT: On the country: T. C. Dswaon, The South
Ameriean Rtpvblict, part 2. New York« 1904; A. Simaon,
TranHa m ^u Wiidg of Ecuador, London, 1887; T. Wolf,
Qmgrapl^ y geoldgia del Ecuador, Leipsic. 1892; W.
SievcrB, Awurika, ib. 1803. On the relations of the
Church of Rome: El Conoordato % la eepoeieion del eon^

ceio eanktmal de Ouoyaquil, Guayaquil, 18d3 (Concordat
between Pius IX. and President Moreno); Nueva vereion

id ameardato de 186t . . . wtre . . . Leon XIII. y el

rntidemie . . . dd Ecuador, Quito, 1882. Consult also

J. Lee, Bdiffioue Liberty in SouOi America toith Special

S^mmee to Recent Legidatum in Pern, Ecuador and
Bdima, Cincinnati. 1907.

EDDT, KARY BAKER GLOVER: Founder
of " Christian Science "; b. at Bow, near Concord,

N. H., July 16, 1821. Her nuuden name was Mary
Ambrose Morse Baker; she is of Scotch-English

extraction, and niunbers among her ancestors a
member of the Provincial Congress and soldiers in

the war of the Revolution. She received her edu-

cation at an academy at Tilton, N. H., and from

private tutors. Her first church connection was
with the Congregational Church at Tilton, which
she joined July 26, 1838. She married George
Washington Glover, a bricklayer, in Dec., 1843, and
went with him to his home in Wilmington, S. C,
where she was left a widow in June, 1844, and re-

turned to New Hampshire soon after, where her

only child, George Washington Glover, was bom in

Sept of the same year. In 1853 she married Daniel

Pilttenxm (d. 1896), a dentist, from whom she ob-

tained a divcHce in 1873 on the ground of desertion.

From childhood she had been weakly in constitution

and subject at times to violent hysteria, and in

1862 she came into touch with Phineas Parkhurst

Quimby (d« Jan. 16, 1866), a healer who after va-

rious experiments believed that he had discovered

in mental control the secret of Christ's power of

healing, and had spoken of his system as ** Science

of health (and happiness)," " Science of Christ,"

and once or twice as " Christian Science." She be-

lieved herself healed, and after 1864 began to prac-

tise his system on herself and others, then to give

instruction in the methods of treatment to others.

The first attempt at an organization to embody her
principles was made at Lynn in 1875. She waa
married to Asa GUbert Eddy Jan. 1, 1877 (d. 1888).

The Church of Christ, Scientist, later known as the
" mother church," was organized by her in Boston
in 1879. She also founded the Massachusetts Meta-
physical College, which received its charter in 1881,

and in 1883 established the Christian Science Jour^

nal. For the wide-spread denomination founded
by her see Science, Christian. She has written

Science and Health with Key to the Scriptures (the

text-book of her system; many subsequent editions;

Boston, 1875); Christian Healing (1886); People*8

Idea of God (1886); Unity of Good (1891); Rudi-
mental Divine Science (1891); No and Yes (1891);

Retrospection and Introspection (1892); Mantud
(1895); Miscellaneous Writings (1896); Christ and
Christmas (IS97); PulpU and Press (1898); Christian

Science versus Pantheism (1898); Message to the

Mother Church (1900); Our Leader's Message (1901);

and Truth versus Error (1905).

Biblioobapht: A. Briabane, M€try Baker O, Eddy, Bo»-
toQ. 1008.

EDDY, RICHARD: Universahst; b. at Provi-

dence, R. I., June 21, 1828; d. at Gloucester, Mass.,

Aug. 16, 1906. He was graduated at Clinton

Theological Seminary, Clinton, N. Y., in 1849, be-

came chaplain of the Sixtieth New York State

Volunteers 1861--63, and was lecturer on the history

of Universalism at Tuft's College 1882-83 and on
the dogmatic history of Universalism at the same
institution in 1902 and at St. Lawrence University,

Canton, N.Y., in 1906. In theology he based his be-

lief in universal salvation on the will, purpose, and
pleasure of God and the mission of Christ, as well

as on his acceptance of the doctrine of the remedial

character of punishment and the ever-enduring

freedom of the human will. He edited the Unir
veraalist Quarterly Review 1888-94 and the Unir
versalist Register (the year-book of the denomination)

after 1888, and wrote The History of the Sixtieth

Regiment New York State Volunteers (Philadelphia,

1864); History of Universalism in America (2 vols.,

Boston, 1883-85); Alcohol in History (New York,

1888); Alcohol in Society (1890); Universalism in

Gloucester, Mass, (Gloucester, Mass., 1894); His^

tory of Universalism (1894); and Life of Thomas
J. Sawyer (Boston, 1904).

EDELMANN, ^'del-mOn, JOHAHN CHRISTIAIf:
(jerman rationalist; b. at Weissenfels (20 m. s.w.

of Leipsic) July 9, 1698; d. at Berlin Feb. 16, 1767.

In 1720 he began the study of theology at Kiel, but

even before ius examination at Eisenach in 1724

he had secretly determined to renoimce the ministry.

His personal experiences among Roman Catholics

and Pietists enlarged his views but turned him more
and more from Christianity. Wherever he went
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he antagonized those whom he had hoped to win,

and he successively abandoned the Moravians, the

mystic separatists of Berieburg, and the Huguenot
Inspired at Homburghausen, finally living as an
inc^vidualistic separatist. His interpretation of the

Johannine "The Word was God" as "God is

reason " made his way clear before him. Hence-
forth, financially aided by his friends, he began to

write in propaganda of his convictions, his works
including Moses mit aufgedecktem Angesicht (Berle-

burg, 1740); Die GditiichkeU der Vemunft (1741);

Die Begierde nach der vemUnftigen lautem Milch

(Hachenburg, 1744); Glaubensbekenntnis (Neuwied,

1746), and Das Evangelium St. Harenbergs (Altona,

1748). Edelmann met with opposition everywhere,

imtil Frederic II. allowed him to live at Berlin on
condition that he publish nothing more. He ac-

cordingly engaged in private literary work, which
he continued until his death. Denying the validity

of the Bible as a source of religious knowledge,

Edelmann sought to base religion on nature and
human thought, claiming that the world is a copy
of the supramundane deity. This divinity is not

actually transcendental, but the " living God is

simply the uninterrupted existence and essence of

all things themselves." He regarded all positive

religions as imperfect forms of man's concept of

his relation to the universe and consequently to

God. Paul Tschackert.
Biblioorapht: Edelmaim's autobiography waa edited by

C. R. W. KloM. Berlin. 1849. Consult: K. Guden.
Johann CkriMtian Edelmann, Hanover, 1870; J. H. Pratje,

Hittoritehe Nachrichten von J. C. Edelmann^ . . . Leben,

Hamburg, 1756; F. Mdnckeberg, Reimarut und Edel-
mann, ib. 1867; B. Bauer, EinfluM dee engliechen Qud-
kertume auf die deuUche Kultur, Berlin. 1878; ADB, v.

63»-640.

EDEN: According to Gen. ii. 8, Eden was the

coimtry where God " planted a garden," in which he
placed the man ** whom he had formed." It is there-

fore called the garden of God (Ezek. xxviii. 13, xxxi.

8, 9) or the garden of Yahweh (Isa. xi. 3), and is

the very symbol of peace, for in it all

The De- animals which God had created lived

scription on terms of friendship (Gen. ii. 19 sqq.)

in Genesis, and the two human beings enjoyed

uninterrupted communion with God
(ii. 16, 22, iii. 8 sqq.). The garden was luxuriously

furnished with vegetation (ii. 9), of which the fig-

tree (iii. 7), the " tree of life," and the " tree of

knowledge of good and evil " find special mention.

It was man's duty to dress and keep the garden

(iL 15); here he named the animals (ii. 20), and
here the woman was fashioned out of his " rib

"

(or "side," ii. 21, 22). Upon the pair, living in

this felicity, was put but one prohibition,—that

they should not eat of the tree of the knowledge
of good and evil (ii. 17). Through the serpent's

guile the woman was led to disobey this command
(iii 1-5) and the man yielded to her temptation

and also ate of the fruit (iii 6). Deprived by this

act of their first innocence, they made for them-
selves aprons of fig leaves, and hid themselves

from God (iii. 7, 8). Thereupon God cursed the

serpent, but promised future victory for the human
race,—the so-called protevangelium (iii. 15). But
man was punished by being driven from the garden,

that he might not eat of the tree of life and so live

forever (iiL 22). At the east of the garden God
placed the cherubim and a flaming sword, turning
every way by its own motion, to keep the road to

the tree of life (iii. 24).

Stories of an early period of innocence and hap^
piness in the history of the human race are found
among other peoples than the Hebrews. In India

and Persia stories with marked super-
Other ficial resemblances to the Genesis

• Similar narrative have been foimd. When the
Stories. Assyrian and Babylonian literature

first began to be accessible many hoped
that it would afford still closer parallels, as it ul-

timately did to the creation and flood narratives

of Genesis. This hope was quickened by the dis-

covery of a small cylinder seal, now in the British

Museum, upon which were cut the figures of a male
and female on opposite sides of a tree, with hands
stretched toward it, while behind the female is an
upright snake. But closer examination makes it

doubtful whether this has any relationship to the

Biblical temptation. The figures are clothed, and
the male figure is certainly intended to repreeent

a god, as it is provided with horns, and the female

is quite probably intended to represent a goddess.

What the serpent may mean is doubtful, though
Jensen suggests it may represent a guardian. The
meaning of the scene is likely to remain doubtful

until the discovery of some written explanation of

it in Babylonian mythology. The Babylonian
legend of Adapa has been compared with the Bibli-

cal story, but the resemblance is not close. Adapa
is the son of the god Ea, from whom he had re-

ceived wisdom but not everlasting life. Adapa,
who is a sort of half divine being, lives at Eridu
as a local wise man, and priest of Ea's temple, to

which it is his care to supply bread and water.

While fishing one day in the Persian Gulf his

boat was overturned by the south wind, whose
wings Adapa at once broke in anger, so that

for seven days it was not able to blow. Sum-
moned before the god Anu to answer for this

misdeed, Adapa was warned by Ea that Anu would
offer him water of death and bread of death,

both of which he must decline. Anu, however,

relented and offered him bread of life and water

of life, which Adapa declined and so missed his

chance of eternal life.

The writer of the story of Eden evidently intended

to convey a definite and exact idea of its location.

He has described and named its rivers, and told

what lands lay contiguous to them, and has even
given the characteristics of these lands. But>

explicit as he is, the identification of his details is

so difficult that no consensus of opinion

Attempts has been reached, nor does any seem
to Locate to be in prospect. It would be almost

Eden. safe to say that the views of the loca-

tion of Eden are as numerous as the

scholars who have investigated the problem. The
earlier attempts at a solution may be passed by,

as not conforming to geographical conditions as

recent investigations have made them known;
and the more or less eccentric views which would
find the Biblical Paradise in Atlantis, Lemuria, or
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the North Pole, need only be mentioned. The
suggestions which have found most approval in

modem times are the following: (1) Eden was in

tbe Far East. This view identifies the Pison with
the Indus or Ganges, and Gihon with the Nile.

The theory has several different forms, and in most
d them can be regarded only as holding that Eden
was in Utopia, the Land of the Golden Nowhere,
for by no possibility can the Nile and the Indus
or Ganges ever have been derived from one head.

Some of the adherents of this view look upon the
Genesis accounts as based upon ignorance of geo-

graphical facts or as wholly ideal. Delitzsch and
DiQmann may be cited as the chief names in sup-

port of this hypothesis. The former says :
" The in-

spiration of the Biblical writers did not, in matters
of natural knowledge, raise them above the level of

their age; it need, therefore, cause no surprise if the

Kblical representation of Paradise bears marks of

the imperfect geographical knowledge of the an-

demts," (2) Eden was near Eridu in southern
Babylonia. This view based partly on the investi-

gati(«s of Eduard Glaser has been propounded
&nd supported with ingenuity and learning by Fritz

HomooieL He identifies the rivers Pison, Gihon,
and Hiddekel with three wadies in northern Arabia,

named respectively the Wady Dawasir, the Wady
Bumma and the Wady Sirhan. But these are dry
raOeys and not rivers, and the identification is in

other respects not easily reconciled with the Genesis
statements. (3) Eden was in northern Babylonia
near the city of Babylon. This location was first

suggested by Friedrich Delitzsch in 1881. Ac-
cording to hhn Eden was the whole plain of Baby-
lonia, and Paradise was located where the Tigris

tod Euphrates most nearly approach each other.

The river Pison is the great canal Pallakopas,

nmning west and south of the Euphrates (Assyrian

pwonu- river bed) and the Gihon with the canal
Shatt al-Nn, which runs east from the Euphrates
from Babylon and rejoins it near Ur. On the
whole this theory seems best to meet the conditions
lakl down in Genesis, but its acceptance among
icholaiB has not been general. (4) Quite recently

tbe view advocated by Gimkel that the original

Eden was in heaven and the rivers are represented
by the Milky Way and its four arms has found
fupport among certain scholars. Upon this theory
tbe earthly Eden is but a reflection and so may
have been located in several places by different

peoples, as for example in Babylonia, or Arabia.
Sec Adam, II. Robert W. Rogers.

BauooaAPHT: The literature up to 1892 is in O. Z6okler,
BibiitiAe und kirchenhUtoriiehe Studien, v. 3 sqq.,

Ifunieb, 1893. and in moet of the oommentaries on Qene-
M. Consult: Friedrich Delitssch, Wo lag das Paradietf
Leipidc. 1881 (a book of wide reputation); F. Spiegel,

Bnni»ck§ AUerihwnakunde, \. 473 sqq.. 522 sqq., ib.

1S71; W. Baudisain. Studien aur 9emiti»ehen Reliffionage-

tdttdUe^ u. 189-190. ib. 1878; £. Glaser. SktMU der Oe-
•dttAtt . . . Arabiena, ii. 323 sqq., 341 sqq.. Berlin,

1890; P. Jensen, Koemologie^ Strasburg. 1890; idem, in

R^^nKkrimdie Bibliothek, yi. 1, BerUn, 1900; C. H.
Toy, in JBL, x (1891). 1-19; fi. Nestle. Marginalien und
Materialen, pp. 4-6, TQbingen. 1893; A. H. Sayce. *' Higher
Critiaem" andOte Monuments, pp. 95 sqq., London. 1894;
A. DiQmann on Genesis in Kurzgefasstes exegetisches Hand-
^kA, Letpaic. 1892. Eng. transl., 2 vols., Ekiinburgh.
U07; F. Hooimel, Ancient Hebrew Tradition, London,

1897; H. Gunkel, on Genesis in Handkommentar turn
AUen Testament, Gdttingen. 1901; E. C. Worcester, Gene-
sis in the Light of Modem Knovdedge, pp. 148-256, New
York. 1901; Schrader. KAT, pp. 520-530; DB, i. 643-
644; EB, iii. 3569-3583; JE, v. 3&-39.

EDEN, GEORGE RODNEY: Church of England
bishop of Wakefield; b. at Sunderland (14 m. n.e,

of Durham), Durham county, England, Sept. 9,

1853. He studied at Pembroke College, Cambridge
(B.A., 1878), and became honorary fellow in 1903.

He was ordered deacon in 1878 and ordained priest

in 1879, and was assistant master of Aysgarth
School, Yorkshire, 1878-79, domestic chaplain to

Bishop Lightfoot of Durham 1879-83, and chaplain

to Bishop Lightfoot and vicar of Auckland 1883-90.

In 1890 he was consecrated bishop suffragan of

Dover. He was also rural dean of Auckland from
1887 to 1890, and archdeacon and canon of Canter-

bury, as well afl chaplain of the Cinque Ports, from
1892 to 1897. He was select precwjher at Cam-
bridge in 1886, 1890, 1892, and 1894, and at Oxford
in 1899-1900. In 1897 he was translated to the see

of Wakefield. In theology he has sympathy for

many varieties of opinion—High, Broad, and Low
Church—within the Church in so far as they are

compatible with loyalty to the fundamental doc-

trines of Christianity.

EDERSHEIM, d'ders-hoim, ALFRED: Biblical

scholar; b. at Vienna Mar. 7, 1825; d. at Menton,
France, Mar. 16, 1889. He waa of Jewish parent-

age, and received his earliest education in a gym-
nasium of his native city and in the tabnud torah

attached to a Viennese synagogue. In 1841 he con-

tinued his studies at the University of Vienna, but
left it before taking his degree on account of the

financial reverses of his father. Going to Pesth
as a teacher of languages, he came under the influ-

ence of John Dimcan, a Scotch Presbyterian

chaplain to workmen engaged in constructing a
bridge over the Danube, and was converted to

Christianity. Edersheim accompanied Dimcan on
his return to Scotland and studied theology at New
College, Edinburgh, and at the University of Berlin.

In 1846 he was ordained to the ministry of the Pres-

byterian Church. He was for a year a missionary

to the Jews at Jassy, Rumania, and on his return to

Scotland, after preaching for a time in Aberdeen,

was installed at the Free Church, Old Aberdeen, in

1849. In 1861 failing health forced him to resign

and the Church of St. Andrew was built for him at

Torquay. In 1872 his health again obliged him to

retire, and for four years he lived quietly at Bourne-
mouth. In 1875 he took orders in the Church of

England, and was curate of the Abbey Church,
Christchurch, Hants, for a year, and from 1876 to

1882 vicar of Loders, Dorsetshire, besides being

Warburtonian Lecturer at Lincoln's Inn 1880-84.

In 1882 he resigned his living and removed to Ox-
ford. He was select preacher to the University
1884-85 and Grinfield Lecturer on the Septuagint

1886-88 and 1888-90. His works include History

of the Jewish Nation after the Destruction of Jeru-

salem by Tiim (Edinburgh, 1856); The Temple :

Its Ministry and Services at the Time of Jesus Christ

(London, 1874); BibU History (7 vols., 1876-87);

Jewish Social Life in the Days of Christ (1876);
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T?ie Life and Times of Jesua the Messiah (2 vols.,

1883; condensation in one volume, 1890), his

greatest work; and Propheq/ and History in ReUy-

turn to the Messiah (Warburton Lectures for 1880-

1884, 1885); Tohur^vc^Vohu, " WUhotd form and
Void,*' A Collection of fragmentary Thoughts and
Criticisms. Ed. with a Memoir, by Ella Edersheim

(1890).

EDESSA: An important city of Northern Meso-
potamia. It is located on the Daisan, an eastern

tributary of the Euphrates, nearly midway be-

tween Diarbekir and Aleppo on the straight line

which joins them, in 37^ 2V n. lat., and 39^ 6' e.

long. The Targum of pseudo^onathan, Jerome,

and Ephraem Syrus wrongly identified the city

with the Erech of Gen. x. 10, and this may be re-

flected in the Arabic tradition which connects the

place with the death of Abraham, after whom the

principal mosque of the city is called. The early

name is unknown. The city came into historical

prominence as a part of the Greek empire in the

time of Seleucus, who possibly renamed it after the

Macedonian Edessa, though an etymological sug-

gestion is that Edessa is a corruption of the Syriac

Haditha, ** New City." By the Greeks it was also

called Callirrhoe (doubtless from its fountain),

whence came the Syrian name Urhoi, the Arabic
el-Roha, and the Turkish Urfa.

Eklessa remained theoretically a city of the

Seleucid kingdom till 136 B.C., when it became the

capital of the Osrohenic (Chosroenic) kingdom
foimded by Osrhoes (Orhoi bar-Khevyo), among
whose successors was Abgar (q.v.), famous for the al-

leged correspondence with our Lord (Eusebius, Hist,

eccL, I., xxiii. sqq.). It was plundered by Trajan's

general Lucius Quietus, 116 a.d., and the kingdom
was made tributary to the Romans, though its

independence was restored by Hadrian, probably
the following year. In 217 its autonomy was ended
by Oaracalla, and a Roman colony was established

there. During the next century it suffered severely

in the wars between Romansand Persians, and it was
visited by Julian, who proposed to distribute the

wealth of the native Christians and churches among
his soldiers. In 609 the Persians were in posses-

sion, and in 641 the Mohammedans took it. It

was captured in the crusade under Godfrey of

Bouillon in 1097 and remained in Christian hands
till 1144, when it again became a Moslem possession.

In 1234 it belonged to the Byzantines, Tamerlane
took it in 1393, and the Turks in 1637.

The city was early a seat of Christianity, and an
untrustworthy tradition attributes the introduction

of the religion to Thaddeus (see Judas) or to Addai,
alleged to be one of the Seventy sent by Thomas the

Apostle (see Abgar, and cf. Acta Thaddcei, Apoc-
rypha, B, II., 12). This Syrian tradition makes
Addai the first bishop, and his immediate succes-

sors Aggseus and Barsimseus. The first Christian

church built there is said to have been destroyed by
a flood in 202 a.d., which testifies to the early

establishment of Christianity there. In the third

century it was the seat of a bishop, and in the fourth

was a city of monasteries as well as the chief seat

of Syrian Christian learning with its famous schools

whenoe issued a long line of famous scholars.

Ephraem Syrus made it his home, and Sosomen
(Hist, ecd., vi. 18) affirms that in the time of Valens

(363-378) most of the inhabitants were Qiristians.

The type of Christianity seems to have changed
from orthodox to Arian and later to Nesiorian.

Under Diocletian it appeals to have been the scene

of many martyrdoms, and under Sapor II. of

Persia the Christians there suffered severe perse-

cutions. It is still the seat of an Armenian arch-

bishop, and it gives the name to a titular Roman
Catholic archbishopric. Its present population is

estimated at between 30,000 and 50,000, neariy

all Mohammedans, with about 2,000 Armenian
Christians and about 500 Jews.

Geo. W. Gilmore.
Biblioorapht: The basal floun» for the early history i» the

Chronicon EdeMenum^ ed. I. Guidi, in Syriac and Latin,

1903. also in J. S. Asseman, Bibliotheca orientali», i. 388-

417, Rome, 1719; consult also T. L. Bayer. Hist, 0»-

rhoena et Edeaaena ex nummia iUuttrala^ St. Petersburg,

1734. The Christian sources are indicated in the text in

the ecclesiastical histories of Eusebius. I. xiii. sqq., Soio-
men, iii. 14, 16, and Socrates, ir. 18. Consult further:

L. J. Tixeront, Lea Originee de VigUae d*£deaae, Paris.

1888; A. Buffa, La Ligende d'Abgar et lea originea de

Vigliae d'£deaae, Geneva, 1893; F. C. Burkitt, JSoHy
Baatem ChriaHaniii/, chap, i, London, 1904.

EDIFICATION (Gk., oikodomi, "building up,"

oikodomein, ekoikodomein, " to biuld up "): In a
metaphorical sense a term peculiar to Christianity,

occurring in the New Testament, in Matt. xvi. 18;

Acts ix. 31, XX. 32; I Pet. ii. 6; Jude 20, and
especially in Paul. The notion goes back to the

conception of the congregation (Eph. n. 21-22;

I Cor. iii. 9, 16) and the individual Christian (I Cor.

vi. 19; Gal. ii. 20; Eph. iii. 17) as the " temple of

God "; but it transcends the literal significance of

the word in so far as the subject in whom the edi-

fication takes place receives his origin through

edification in the literal sense, but in the meta-

physical sense is already in existence before the

edification (so in I Pet. n. 5). Pagans are not
** built up " to a congregation of Christ, nor do in-

dividual Christians by their union " build up

"

the congregation, but the existing congregation of

Christ is " built up " into the congregation of Christ,

a member of the congregation into a member of the

congregation of Christ, by edification the congrega-

tion and the individual Christian becomes that which

it (or he) already is. By faith in Christ the congre-

gation like the individual Christian has entered into

the status perfectionis ; more than the congregation

of Christ it can not become as the individual Chris-

tian can not become more than a child of God.

But the task is to become perfectly that which they

are, and to realize fully the principle of the new life:

the activity by which this is accompUshed is " edi-

fication."

According to Matt. xvi. 18 Christ is the subject,

and Christians as a whole are the object of the

" edification" ; according to Eph. iv. 16 Christians sa

a whole and according to Rom. xiv. 19 the indi-

vidual congregation are the subject and object of the

" edification; " according to I Cor. xiv. 4, " he that

prophesieth," according to Eph. iv. 29 every Chris-

tian in every word is the subject and the congre-

gation the object, of the "edification"; according

to Rom. XV. (I Thess. v. 11; I Cor. xiv. 17) the
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individual is to " edify " the individual; according

to I Cor. xiv. 4, " he that speaketh in a tongue **

" edifieth " himself (only). But whether the con-

gregation edifies itself, or an individual the con-

gregation, or another individual, or himself, the

supreme subject of all " edification **
is Christ the

Lord, who exercises his edifying activity through
his Gospel, through the gifts of his Spirit, through
the new life (especially through love, I Cor. viii. 1 ),

which he has awakened and preserves in his con-

gregation. Christ himself leads his congregation

uid its individual members unto perfection.

E. C. ACHELIS.

EDMUITD (EADMUWD), SAINT, OF CAlfTER-
BURT (EDHUIID RICH): Archbishop of Can-
tCTbury; b. at Abingdon (7 m. s. of Oxford), Berk-
shire, c. 1176; d. at Soisy-en-Brie (75 m. s.e. of

Piris), France, Nov. 16. 1240 or 1242. He studied

at the imiversities of Oxford and Paris and became
a teacher about 1200, or a little earlier. For six

yean he lectured on mathematics and dialectics,

apparently dividing his time between Oxford and
Pans, Bxid winning distinction for his part in intro-

ducing the study of Aristotle. Through the influ-

ence of a pious mother he had led from boyhood a
life of singular self-denial and austerity; and it is

not surprising to find him tiring of secular subjects

and ready to go over to theology. Though for

some time he resisted the change, he finally entered

up(xi his new career between 1205 and 1210. He
received ordination, took a doctorate in divinity,

and soon won fame as a lecturer on theology and as

an extemporaneous preacher. After expounding
the " Lord's Law " for a number of years, Edmimd
became disgusted with scholasticism and gave up
his chair at Oxford. Some time between 1219 and
1222 he was appointed treasurer of Salisbury

Cathedral, and held this position for eleven years,

during which time he also engaged in preaching.

In 1227, at the bidding of Innocent III., he preached
the sixth crusade through a large part qf England.

In 1233 came the news of his appointment, by
Gregory IX., to the archbishopric of Canterbury.
The chapter had already made three selections which
the pope had declined to confirm, and Edmimd's
name had been proposed as a compromise by
GregDiy, perhaps on accoimt of his work for the cru-

fade, and he was consecrated Apr. 2, 1234. Before
his omsecration he allied himself with the national

party, whose object was to make the kingdom inde-

pendent, maintain the Great Charter and exclude
foreignerB from civil and ecclesiastical office, and in

the name of his fellow bishops he admonished
Henry III. at Westminster, Feb. 2, 1234, to take
vaming of his father. King John. A week after

hk consecration he again appeared before the king
with the barons and bishops, this time threatening
his sovereign with excommunication, if he re-

fused to dismiss his councilors, particularly Peter
des Roches, bishop of Winchester. This threat was
sufficient. The objectionable favorites were dis-

niisBed; and soon the archbishop was sent to Wales
to negotiate peace with Prince Llewellyn.

In 1237, in order to destroy the authority of

Edmund, Heniy induced the pope to send Cardinal
Otto as legate to England. Through numerous

disputes with bishops and monks, not to speak of

the rupture with the king, and the excommunica-
tion of Simon de Montfort and his bride, Edmund
had already made his p>osition a difficult one. As
the champion of the national Church against the
claims of Rome he now foimd himself arrayed

against the pope. In Dec., 1237, he set out for

Rome, hoping to enlist the pope on the side of eccle-

siastical reform. From this futile mission he
returned to England in Aug., 1238, to find himself

reduced to a cipher. If he excommunicated his

monks, they appealed to Rome and paid no atten-

tion to his interdict. Finding himself foiled at every
turn he finally submitted to the papal demands;
and early in 1240, hoping to win his cause against

his monks, he paid to the pope's agents one fifth

of his revenue, which had been levied for the pope's

war against Emperor Frederick II. Other Eng-
lish prelates followed his example. Then came
the demand that 300 English benefices should

be assigned to as many Romans. This attack

upon the rights of the national Church was more
than Ekimund could endure. In the simimer
of 1240, broken in spirit, he retired to the abbey
of Pontigny, France, which had been the refuge

of his predecessors, St. Thomas and Stephen
Langton. A few months later he died at the

priory of Soisy. In less than a year after his death
miracles were alleged to be wrought at his grave;

and in 1247 he was canonized.

Edmimd is one of the most attractive figures of

medieval history. His life was one of self-sacrifice

and devotion to others. From boyhood he prac-

tised asceticism; and throughout his life he wore
sackcloth next his skin, pressed against his body
by metal plates. After snatching a few hours' sleep

without removing his clothing, he usually spent the

rest of the night in prayer and meditation. Besides

his " Constitutions," issued m 1236 (printed in W.
Lynwood's ConsiUutUmes Anglia^ Oxford, 1679),

he wrote Speculum eccleaice (London, 1521; Eng.
transl., 1527; reprinted in M. de la Bigne's BibHo-
theca veierum patrum, v., Paris, 1609).

Biblioorapht: A. Vita by Bertrand of Pontigny, with
EpitlolcB varicB and other pertinent material is in E. Mar-
t^ne, Theaaunu noviu aneodotorum^ iii. 1775-1826, Paris,

1717; another, by his brother, Robert Rich of Pontigny,
is in L. Suriufl. Vita tanctorwn, Nov., vi. 366-376, Paris,

1575 and is also in W. Wallace, Life of St Edmund of

Canterbury, London, 1893. Sources of knowledge are

the works of Matthew of Paris, ed. H. R. Luard. no. 57
of the RoUe Seriee, vols. iii.-v.; AnnaUs monaetiei, ed.

H. R. Luard, no. 86 of Rolls Seriee, 4 vols.; Gervase of

Canterbury, ed. W. Stubbs, no. 71 of RoUe Seriee, vol. ii.

MS. material is indicated in T. D. Hardy, Deecriptive

Catalogue, no. 26 of RoUe Seriee, iii. 87-06; while documents
of value are given in Haddan and Stubbs, Councile, i.

463, 465. Modem accounts, besides the work of Wal-
lace, ut sup., are: W. F. Hook, Livee of the Archbiekope

of Canterbury, vol. iii., 12 vols., London, 1860-76; E.
Jaspar, Notice bioffraphique eur S. Edmond, Lille, 1872;
L. F. Masse. The Life of S. Edmond of Canterbury, Lon-
don, 1874; ib. 1897; F. de Paravicini, Life of St. Ed-
mund of Abingdon, ib. 1898; W. R. W. Stephens. The
Englieh [Church 1066-072, pp. 228-233, 277, ib. 1901;
DNB, xvi. 405^10.

EDMUin) (EADMUin)), SAINT, THE MAR-
TYR: Last king of the East Angles; b.in Nurem-
berg 841, the son of King Alkmiind; killed by the

Danes near Hoxne (25 m. n. of Ipswich), Suffolk,
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Nov. 20, 870. As the adopted son of Offa, the

East Anglian king, he succeeded that monarch
Dec. 25, 855. It was the time of the Danish in-

cursions in England. In 870 a formidable band of

the heathen attacked East Anglia, and according

to the not altogether trustworthy accounts, Edmimd
determined to sacrifice himself in the hope of sa-

ving his people. He was bound to a tree, tortured,

and finally beheaded. His remains were interred

at Hoxne for thirty-three years and then deposited

at the town now known as Bury St. Edmunds,
where Canute built a magnificent church and abbey
in his honor in 1020. Whether Edmund was ever

formally canonized is doubtful, but miracles were
attributed to him soon after his death, his shrine

was long one of the most frequented resorts of

English pilgrims, and his sainthood was unques-
tioned in the popular estimation. His piety, meek-
ness, and benevolence are highly extolled and it is

said that he shut himself up in his tower at Hun-
stanton in Norfolk for an entire year to memorize
the Psalter.

Biblioorapht: The Paano §aneH Edmundi, by Abbo., ed.

T. Arnold, is in RolU Sariea, No. 96, London. 1890. Ck)n-

Bult the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, ed. B. Thorpe, in RolU
SeriM, No. 23. ib. 1861; DNB. xvi. 400-401.

EDOM, EDOMITES: The country known in

the Old Testament principally as Edom (Hebr.

'Edhonit Assyr. Udumu or Udumi,
The Egyptian Aduma) lay southeast of

Country Palestine, and included the valley

and of the Arabah south of the Dead Sea,

its approximately 100 miles in length.

Names, and the mountain ranges which border
it, with a somewhat indefinite extent

of territory east and west, corresponding to the pres-

ent al-Sherd. In its greatest extent it reached
north and south from the Dead Sea to the Gulf of

Akabah, eastward to the Arabian desert, and west-

ward to the desert of Sin (Josh. xv. 1). The name
most probably means " Red (Land)," from the color

of the sandstone cliffs which are a prominent feature

of the topography. Other possibilities are that

Edom is the name of a deity, or that it means " man
(par excellence) " being connected with " Adam,"
the Bible name for the first man. The country is

also kno^n as Seir and Mount Seir (Heb. ^Se'i'r,

" hairy," possibly from the effect of the wooded
or brushy crests of the mountains as seen from a
distance, Gen. xxv. 25, 30, xxvii. 11, 23, xxxii. 3;

Num. xxiv. 18; Deut. i. 44; and often); and, poet-

ically, ** the mountains of Esau " (Obad. 8-9, 19,

21). The later name was Idumea (Isa. xxxiv. 5-6;

Ezek. XXXV. 15, xxxvi. 5; Mark iii. 8). The region

is at present for the most part barren, tho^jgh por-

tions in the east are not only tillable but luxuriantly

fertile. The valley has an elevation of 600 feet near

the middle part of its length, and slopes northward
down to the Dead Sea, and south to the eastern, arm
of the Red Sea. Among its cities were Maon (Judges

X. 12), the present Ma'an; Punon or Pinon (Num.
xxxiii. 42-43; cf. Gen. xxxv'i. 41); Bozrah (Gen.

xxxvi. 33, and often), probably the capital, the

modem Buseirah; Selah or Petra (II Kings xiv. 7).

Possibly Teman (Gen. xxxvi. 34; Jer. xlix. 7, 20;

Amos i. 12; and often) was the name of a district.

not of a city. An important feature of the country

were the trade-routes which cut or skirted it, es-

pecially that from Damascus to the Red Sea, and

the eastern and western road from Babylonia to

Egypt.
The Edomites belonged to the northern branch of

the Semitic race, with the Moabites, Ammonites,
and Hebrews constituting the Hebraic

The group. The Old Testament makes
People, them descendants of Esau (who is as

eponym given the name Edom becatiBe

of his coloring; cf . Gen. xxv. 25) , the elder brother of

Jacob-Israel. This statement of the relationship of

the two brothers is the expression of the conscious-

ness in Israel of the earUer origin or crystallization

into nationality of the Edomites. But the latter

appear as the conquering invaders of the country,

not as the autochthonous inhabitants, who are called

" sons of Seir the Horite " or " Horites " (Gen.

xxxvi. 2, 20; Deut. ii. 12, 22; cf. the Egyptian

Sa'aira; "Horites" probably means troglodytes;

see Gezer; cf. the Egyptian designation of the

people as IJaru)^ who are represented as continuing

in the land, while the E^jrptian reports of two

peoples as " Beduin from Aduma" and Sa'aira

existing side by side east of Egypt corroborate the

representation. According to Gen. xxxvi. 15-19 the

Edomites were composed of thirteen clans; Gen.

xxxvi. 40-43 implies only eleven. Gen. xxxvL 31

names eight Edomitic kings; and Num. xx. 14 and

Judges xi. 17 imply a kingdom as early as Moses.

The people are described as hunters, agriculturists,

and viticulturists, which corresponds to the nature

of the country. Their home on the great roads of

commerce also gave them tribute from that source,

and they may have been carriers. Of their religion

little is known; II Chron. xxv. 14 makes them poly-

theists (cf. I Kings xi. 5-6). Divine names form

elements in the names usually borne by Edomites,

and it has been shown to be plausible that the name
Edom belonged to a deity who became the epony-

mous ancestor of the people (cf. the names Gad and

Asher [qq.v.]). The name Obededom, ** servant of

Edom " (found also in an inscription from Car-

thage), is much in favor of this hypothesis, while an

Egyptian papyrus knows of a goddess Atuma,
possibly implying a Semitic male deity Atum. The

element Baal in Baalhanan (Gen. xxxvi. 38-39) may
be a mere appellative. Hadad (Hadar, Gen. xxxvi.

35-36, 39; I Bangs xi. 14 sqq.) may have been an

Aramean loan-god. In the cuneiform inscriptions

a proper name is possibly to be read Malik-rammu,
the first element of which may be compared with

Moloch in its general meaning of king of his people.

Ye'iLshf an Edomite clan name (Gen. xxxvi. 5), may
be the Edomitic form of Ya*uth, the name of an

Arabic deity. Josephus (Ant. XV., vii. 9) knows of

an Edomitic deity Koze, and he is corroborated by

numerous inscriptions in cognate languages and by

the element Katis appearing in proper names (see

below). Nothing is known of Exlomitic civilization,

though the trade-routes passing through the land

must have had results in this direction. One of

Job's friends was EUphaz of Teman, presumably an

Eklomite, and it has been plausibly suggested that

the Book of Job is Edomitic. Not a single insoip-
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tioQ of the language has survived, but the tongue

probably differed only dialectically from Hebrew.
Apait from the early Biblical references (Gen.

ixxvL 35, which credits the Edomites with a victory

over the Midianites), the region and its

Hiitory people enter history by the mention in

tin the Egyptian documents of the thirteenth

Assyrian century ofShasu (Bedouin) from Aduma
Period, (ut sup.) who were allowed to pasture

their flocks near the Egyptian frontier,

and a papyrus states that the Shasu of Sa*avra

iSeir) were defeated in battle (c. 1200). Gen. xxxii.

4, xxxvi 8 asserts that E^u took up his abode on
Mount Seir. The story of the Exodus makes Israel

encompass the Edomitic territory, permission being

refused to pass directly through the region. The
next contact of the two peoples appears in the cam-
paign of Saul against them (I Sam. xiv. 47), which
appears to have had no permanent results, as David
¥M in conflict with them probably in the valley

south of the Dead Sea (II Sam. viii. 13-14; cf.

I Kings xL 15-16; I Chron. xviii. 11-13), and Joab
is said to have extirpated the nudes in this campaign
of half a year. At this time probably was laid the

beginning of that intense enmity between the peoples

which lasted till the time of Herod the Great. One
of the royal house escaped either to Egypt (Heb.

HizrouR) or to the North Arabian Muzri (sec

AssnuA, VI, (2), where he married and his son

C^ubath was brought up, and then proved a thorn

in tl« side of Solomon (I Kings xi. 14-22, 25b, where
read 'Edhom instead of 'Aram, " Syrians "). The
btler's command of the Gulf of Akaba, involving

control of the roads leading thither, shows that the

Edomitic territory was imder Hebrew dominion
(I Kings ix. 26-28). After the division of the king-

dom Edom fell to the portion of Judah, and in the

time of Jeho^aphat (c. 850) must still have been
subject to Judah (II Kings iii.), since the king of

Judah was in control of Ezion-geber (I Kings xxii.

48); it is also stated (ver. 47) that the ruler of

Edom at the time was a ** deputy " (cf. II Kings
iil 9. 10, 12, 26, where the ruler is called king). In
the campaign of Jehoram and Jehoshaphat against

Hoab the Edomites furnished part of the allied

forces, almost certainly as a tributary people. In
the reign of Jehoshaphat's son Joram they revolted,

«ith at least partial success (II Kings viii. 20-22;

II Chron. xxi. 8-10). Amaziah inflicted a severe

defeat (c. 790), capturing Selah (II Kings xiv. 7;

U Chron. xxv. 11), and Amaziah's successor Uzziah
was in possession of Elath, one of the ports on the

Gulf of .\kabah (II Kings xiv. 22; II Chron. xxvi.

2. 7). Later the Exlomites seem to have been allies

of the Syrians (II Kings xvi. 6), and were active

ftgainst Judah (II Chron. xxviii. 17).

They figure in the cuneiform inscriptions about
7W-732 as tributary to Assyria under their king

Kausmalik. In 711 Edom was a member of the

great western coalition against Sargon, but rendered

tribute to the great conqueror. They were also in

the confederation of 701 led by Hezekiah, but the

Edomitic king Malik-rammu submitted and paid

tribute. Kausgabri, king of Edom, was one of the

princes subject to Esarhaddon (681-668) and to

Aashurbanipal (668-626). Edomitic representatives

were among those who consulted at Jerusalem,
evidently with the idea of resisting the approach of
Nebuchadrezzar (Jer. xxvii. 3). The Deuteronomic
representation implies friendly relations about 625
(Deut. ii. 4-5, xxiii. 8) . On the capture of Jerusalem
Judean fugitives found refuge in Edom (Jer. xl. 11).

Yet at that period the long hostility between the
two peoples foimd vent in Edomitic rejoicing which
raised new bitterness in the Hebrew mind (Lam. iv.

21-22; Ezek. xxxv. 3-15; Obad. 10-16). Edomites
seized the territory of southern Judah, including the
region about Hebron, to which the name of Idumea
was given, bearing witness to the fact. A con-
tributing cause for this northward movement was
doubtless the pressuro exerted upon Edom by the
Nabatcean wave of migration from Arabia (see

Arabia, III). There is reason to believe that the
Edomites maintained their hold upon the district

and even advanced to the neighborhood of Jeru-
salem, where they appear to have been just before
the time of Ezra and Nehemiah, after which the
strength of the Jews probably restricted them to the
south. Judas the Maccabee fought them (I Mace.
V. 3, 65) and finally drove them from Jewish terri-

tory. John Hyrcanus carried operations into their

own country, conquered them, and compelled them
(c. 109) to adopt Jewish rites and religion (Josephus,
Ant., XIII. ix. 1, XV. vii. 9; War, I. ii. 6, III.

iii. 5), Idumea becoming fully recognized as Jewish
territory. There is reason to believe that they were
amalgamated with the Jews, lost their national
identity, and added one more strain to the much-
mixed blood of the Jews. The people of South Judah
not only gave the dynasty of Herod (see Herod
AND His Family), but took part in the final revolt

of the Jews against the Romans, and suffered with
them in the catastrophe. Geo. W. Gilmore.
Bibliogbapht: F. Buhl, Ottchichte der EdomiUr, Leipao,

1893; W. Libbey and F. E. HosldnB, The Jordan VaUey
and Petra, New York, 1906; Schrader, KAT, I passim;
F. Baeth«en« BeitrOge tvr aemitiBchen Reli0ion9oetchiehU,

pp. 10 sqq.. Berlin, 1889; E. H. Palmer. DeBert of lU
ExoduM, 429 sqq.. Gambridige, 1871; E. Hull. Mount Stir,

etc., pp. 85 sqq., London. 1885; J. F. MoCurdy, Hiatory,
Prtfphecy and the Monumenta, 3 vols., New York. 1894,
1896; £. Meyer. Enttt^ung dea Judentuma, pp. 114 sqq.»

Halle. 1896; E. Robinson, ReaearcKaa, ii. 117 sqq.. 168 sqq.,

London. 1841-43; A. Musil. Arabia Palrwa, ii.. Edom,
Vienna, 1908.

EDSALLy SAMUEL COOK: Protestant Epis-
copal bishop of Minnesota; b. at Dixon, 111., Mar.
4, 1860. He studied at Racine College (B.A., 1882)
and practised law until 1888, when he was grad-
uated from the Western Theological Seminary,
Chicago. In 1889 he founded St. Peter's, Chicago,

of which he was rector imtil 1899, when he was
consecrated missionary bishop of North Dakota.
In 1901 he was translated to Minnesota as coadjutor

to Bishop H. B. Whipple, and within the year, on
the death of the aged bishop, assumed full control

of the diocese.

EDUCATION: See Theological Education;
also the articles on the various countries for the
relations of Church and State and popular educa-
tion. For education among the Hebrews, see

Family and Marriage Relations, Hebrew, § 15.

EDWARD (EADWARD), SAINT, THE CON-
FESSOR: King of England 1042-66; b. at Islip
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(5 m. n. of Oxford) c. 1003; d. at Westminster, Lon-
don, Jan. 5, 1066. He was a son of Ethelred the

Unready (king 979-1016) and nephew of Edward
the Martyr (see Dunstan, Saint). As a child he was
sent to Normandy, his mother's country, and there

he was brought up and lived, while the Danes,
Canute and his sons, ruled England (1016-42).

The desire of the English to restore the kings of

their own race made Edward the general choice to
succeed Hardicanute in 1042, and he was crowned
at Winchester on Easter day, Apr. 3, 1043. As king
the best that can be said for him is that he meant
well; he was indolent and willingly left royal duties

to others. The great earls really ruled England
and their jealousies and intrigues were productive

of disorder. Edward preferred his Norman friends

to Englishmen and appointed his favorites in Church
and State. The Normans, however, were superior

to the English in arts and learning, and one result

was a closer connection between the English Church
and continental Christendom. English represent-

atives appeared at papal synods and visited Rome
(1050). Simony was scandalously prevalent. Ed-
ward gave much to monasteries. Between 1051

and 1061 he rebuilt the monastery of Thomey
(Westminster), west of London and near his palace,

and then he erected a new church, which was the
first church in England of the Norman Romanesque
style, and became the king's burial-place nine days
after its consecration. Miracles were soon believed

to be wrought at the tomb; and a mass of legend

gathered about Edward's name, attributing to him
visions and gifts of healing even before he became
king. He was canonized by Alexander III. in 1161.

Biblioorapht: Souroea: The Vita by Aired or Elred (d.

1166) with other material and prefatory comment is in
ASB, Jan., i. 290-304, and part of this is in MPL, cxcv.
737-790; the Lives of Edward the Confeeeor, ed. H. R.
Luard for the RoUe Seriee, no. 3, London, 1858, contains
several works of primary importance; other material may
be found in Chnmidee of the Reigna of Edivard I, and II.

,

ed. W. Stubbs for the RoUe Seriee, no. 76, 2 vols., ib.

1882-83; and Matthew of Paris, Chronica majora^ ed. H. R.
Luard for RolU Seriee, no. 67, vol. i., ib. 1872. The best
modem book is E. A. Freeman, Hiet. cf the Norman Con-
queet, vol. ii., Oxford, 1879. Further material is in Ly/e
of Saynt Edtoarde, London, 1533; J. Porter. Life of St.

Edward, King and Confeaeor, ib. 1710; J. R. Green, The
Conqueet of England, 760-1071, 2 vols., ib. 1889; F. Lie-
bermann, Ueber die leges Edwardi Confeeeorie, Halle. 1896;
J. H. Ramsay, The Foundations of England, . . . B.C. 66-
A.D. 1164, 2 vols., London. 1898; W. Hunt. The English
Church . . . {697-1066), ib. 1899; DNB, xvu. 7-14; and,
in general, the works on the history of the period.

EDWARDS, ALFRED GEORGE: Church of Eng-
land bishop of St. Asaph; b. at Llanymowddwy
(38 m. w. of Shrewsbury), Wales, Nov. 2, 1848.

He studied at Jesus College, Oxford (B.A., 1874),

and was ordained priest in 1875. He was curate

of Llandingat, warden and headmaster of the
college of Llandovery 1876-85, and vicar and
rural dean of Carmarthen, as well as chaplain

and private secretary to the bishop of St. DaWds,
188^89. In 1889 he was consecrated bishop of

St. Asaph. He was select preacher to the Univer-
sity of Cambridge in 1891 and to the University

of Oxford in 1895-96.

EDWARDS, BELA BATES: American theo-

logian; b. at Southampton, Mass., July 4, 1802;

d. at Athens, Ga., Apr. 20, 1852. He was graduated

at Amherst in 1824 and at Andover Theological

Seminary in 1830. From 1828 to 1833 he was
assistant secretary of the American Education

Society. In 1837 he was ordained and appointed

professor of Hebrew in Andover Theologic&l Semi-

nary, succeeding Moses Stuart as professor of Bib-

lical literature eleven years later. In 1846, in con-

sequence of enfeebled health, he made an extended
tour of Europe, visiting England, France, Germany,
and Italy; and five years later he was again com-
pelled to absent himself from Andover, and spend

the winter in the South. Edwards originated and
planned many philanthropic institutions, among
others, that which has resulted in the Congrega-

tional Library at Boston. He was likewise active

in editorial work, and in 1833 established The

American Quarterly Observer^ took the sole care of it

for three years, and then merged it with The

American Biblical Repository, which he edited from

1835 to 1838. In 1844, together with E. A. Parit,

he established the Biblioth»ca Sacra, and remained
its editor-in-chief until 1852. Mainly through his

influence The Biblical Repository, then published

in New York, was merged with the BibUotheca

Sacra in 1851. To all these periodicals he contrib-

uted numerous articles and reviews. In addition to

several educational books, he wrote The Missionary

Gazetteer (Boston, 1832), and The Biography of

Self'Taught Men (1832), besides editing the Memoir
of Henry Martyn (1831). A selection of his ser-

mons and addresses was published with a memoir
of the author by E. A. Park (2 vols., Boston, 1853).

Biblioorapht: Besides the Memoir by Paxk. ut sop., eoo-

siilt: W. B. Sprague, Annals of the American Pulpit, U.

736-743, New York, 1859; L. Woods. History of Andom
Theological Seminary, Boston, 1884.

EDWARDS, JOHN: English Calvinist; b. at

Hertford Feb. 26, 1637; d. at Cambridge Apr. 16,

1716. He studied at St. John's College, Cambridge
(B.A., 1657, M.A., 1661. D.D., 1699). In 1664 he

took charge of Trinity Church, Cambridge, but a

few years later had to give up his work on account

of his Calvinistic views. After having had several

charges elsewhere he retired from the ministry in

1687, to devote himself to authorship, and returned

to Cambridge in 1697, apparently for the use of the

library. Though overestimated by his contem-

poraries, some of them calling him the St. Paul, or

the St. Augustine, or the Calvin of his age, still he

deserves high rank as a Calvinist theologian. Of

the forty or more works that he published may be

mentioned The Socinian Creed (London, 1697);

The Preacher (3 vols., 1705-07); Theohgia refor-

mata (2 vols., 1713).

Biblioorapht: Biographia Britannica; DNB, xviL 121-

123 (ooQtains full list of Edwards' works).

EDWARDS, JONATHAN (THE ELDER): The
founder of the New England theology as a distinct

type of doctrine, considered by many the greatest

theologian America has produced; b. at Windsor
Farms (now East Windsor), Conn., Oct

Ancestry. 5, 1703; d. at Princeton, N. J., Mar.

22, 1758. His father, Rev. Timothy
Edwards, was bom at Hartford, in May, 1669, was

graduated with honor at Harvard in 1691, and
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was ordained pastor of the Congregational Church
m Windsor Farms, in 1694. He remained pastor

of this church more than sixty-three years, and
died Jan. 27, 1758. The mother of Jonathan Ed-
wards was Esther Stoddard, daughter of Solomon
Stoddard, who from 1672 to 1729 was pastor of

the Congregational Chiut;h in Northampton, Mass.

She was awoman of queenly presence and admirable

riianMrter, was bom in 1672, married in 1694, be-

cune the mother of eleven children, and died in 1770.

In hiseariyyeaiB JonathanEdwards was instructed

chiefly at home. He began the study of Latin at the

age of six, and before he was thirteen had acquired

a good knowledge of Latin, Greek, and Hebrew.
In his chfldhood he was taught to think with his pen
in hand, and thus learned to think definitely, and

to express his thoughts clearly. When
Early he was about nine he wrote an intei^

Studies, esting letter on materialism, and when
Cdlege. he was about twelve he wrote some

remarkable papers on questions in

natural philosophy. One month before he was
thirteoi he entered Yale College, and was graduated,

with the highest honors of his class, in 1720. At
the age of fourteen, one of his college studies was
Lodtf on the Human Understanding, Not long

before his death, he remarked to certain friends that

he was beyond expression entertained and pleased

with this book when he read it in his youth at col-

lege; that he " was as much engaged, and had more
satisfaction and pleasure in studying it, than the

most greedy miser in gathering up handfuls of silver

azKi gold from some new-discovered treasure."

As a child, his sensibilities were often aroused
by the truths of religion. He imited with the

Church, probably at East Windsor, about the time
of his graduation at college. After graduation he

pursued his theological studies for

Theological nearly two years in New Haven. He
Studies, was " approbated '' as a preacher in

Eaily June or July 1722, several months
Paitorate. before he was nineteen. From Aug.,

1722, until Apr., 1723, he preached to

a anall Presbyterian church in New York City.

From 1724 to 1726 he was tutor at Yale. On Feb.

15, 1727, when in his twenty-fourth year, he was
ordained as colleague with his grandfather, Solomon
Stoddard, and pastor of the Congregational Church
at Northampton, Mass. On July 27 of that year

he married Sarah Pierpont, daughter of Rev. James
Pierpont of New Haven. At the time of her mai^
rage, she was in the eighteenth year of her age,

WIS distinguished by her graceful and expressive

futures, her vigorous mind, fine culture, and fervent

piety. During her married life she relieved her

husband of many burdens which are conmionly
lakl opcm a parish minister, and thus enabled him
to pursue his studies with comparatively few in-

teiraptions. As a youthful preacher Edwards
was eminent for his weighty thought and fervid

ntteranoe. His voice was not commanding, his

gestures were few, but many of his sermons were
overwhelming. He wrote some of them in full.

Often be spoke extempore, oftener from brief but
suggestive notes. The traditions relating to their

power and influence appear well-nigh fabulous.

IV.—

6

In 1734-35 there occurred in his parish a
" great awakening " of religious feeling; in 1740-41

occurred another, which extended
The Great through a large part of New England
Awakening, (see Revivals of Reuoion). At
Ejected at this time he became associated with
Northamp- George Whitefield (q.v.). During

ton. these exciting scenes, Edwards man-
ifested the rare comprehensiveness

of his mind. He did not favor the extravagances

attending the new measures of the revivalists.

He did more, perhaps, than any other American
clergyman to promote the doctrinal purity, at the

same time quickening the zeal, of the churches. In

process of time he became convinced that his grand-

father, Solomon Stoddard, was wrong in permitting

imconverted persons to partake of the Lord's Sup-
per. A prolonged controversy with the North-
ampton church followed, and Edwards was ejected

in 1750 from the pastorate which he had adorned
for more than twenty-three years.

In Aug., 1751, he was installed pastor of the

small Congregational church in Stockbridge, Mass.,

and missionary of the Housatonic Indians at that

place whom he served with fidelity.

At Stock- On Sept. 26, 1757, he was elected

bridge, president of the college at Princeton,

President of N. J. He was reluctant to accept the

Princeton, office, but finally yielded to the advice

of others, and was dismissed from his

Stockbridge pastorate Jan. 4, 1758. He spent a
part of January and all of February at Princeton,

performing some duties at the college, but was not

inaugurated until Feb. 16, 1758. One week after

his inauguration he was inoculated for the small-

pox. After the ordinary effects of the inoculation

had nearly subsided, a secondary fever supervened,

and he died five weeks after his inauguration.

The more important works of Prebident Edwards
are the following: A Divine and Supernatural Light

Imparled to the Soul by the Spirit of God (Boston,

1734), a sermon noted for its spiritual philosophy;

the hearers of it at Northampton requested it for

the press; A Faithful Narrative of the Surprising

Work of God in the Conversion of many Hundred
Souls in Northampton^ etc. (Boston and London,

1737); Five Discourses on Justification by Faith

(Boston, 1738); Sinners in the Hands of an Angry
God (Boston, 1741), one of his most terrific ser-

mons; frequently republished; se-

Works. verely criticized by some who fail to

regard the character and condition of

the persons to whom it was preached; Distinguish-'

ing Marks of a Work of the Spirit of God (1741);

Some Thoughts concerning the Present Revival of

Religion in New-England (1742); A Treatise con-'

ceming Religious Affections (1746), one of his most
spiritual and analytical works; An Humble Attempt

to promote Explicit Agreement and Visible Union of

God*s People in Extraordinary Prayer (1747); An
Account of the Life of the Late Reverend Mr. David
Brainerd . . . chiefly taken from his own Diary

(1749); An Humble Inquiry into the Rules of the

Word of God, concerning the Qualifications requisite

to a Complete Standing and full Communion in the

Visible Christian Church (1749). His more im-
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portant works were published after he had left his

first pastorate, some of them not until after his

death, viz.: A Careful and Strict Enquiry into the

Modern Prevailing Notions of that Freedom of WiU
which is Supposed to be Essential to Moral Agency

(1764); The Great Christian Doctrine of Original

Sin Defended (1758); History of Redemption (1772);

Dissertation concerning the End far which God created

the World, and Dissertation concerning the Nature

of True Virtue (1788).

The published works of President Edwards were
printed in eight volumes, at Worcester, Mass.,

1808-09 (reprinted. New York). A larger edition

of his writings, in ten volumes, including a new
memoir and much new material, was published at

New York, in 1829, by Rev. Dr. Sereno Edwards
Dwight. (Edwards A. PARKf) F. H. Foster.

Biblioqrapht: The life has been written [by S. Hopkins,
Boston. 1705; J. Hawksley, London. 1816; S. E. Dwight,
1820 ut sup.; J. Iverach, in The Evangelical Stuxeeeion,

Edinburgh. 1882; A. V. G. Allen. Boston. 1889; H. N.
Gardiner, ib. 1901; and W. Walker, in Ten New Eng-
land Leadere, pp. 217 sqq.. New York, 1901. Consult
further: J. Sparks. The Library of American Biography^
vol. viii., 10 vols.. New York. 1848-61; W. B. Sprague,
Annate of the American Pulpit, i. 329-336, ib. 1869; H.
M. Dexter. The CongregaUonaliam of the Laet Three Hun-
dred Yeare ae eeen in He Literature, ib. 1880; G. P. Fisher,
Diecueeione in Hieiory and Theology, ib. 1880; J. A.
Stoughton, Wineor Farmee, Hartford, 1883; W. Walker.
Creede and Platforme of Congregationaliem, pp. 283-286.
New York, 1893; idem, in American Church Hietory
Seriee, vol. iii. passim, ib. 1894; A. E. Dimning, Congre-
gationaliete in America, passim, ib. 1894; E. C. Smyth,
in Proceedinge of the American Antiquarian Society, 1895,
pp. 212-236; L. W. Bacon, The Congregationalieta, pas-
sim. New York, 1904; Jonathan Edwarde Bicentenary,
Memorial Volume of the Proceedinge of the Andover Cele-
bration, Oct. IBOS, Andover, 1904; I. W. Riley. American
Philoeophy: the early Sehoole, pp. 126-191, New York,
1907; F. H. Foster, New England Theology, Chicago, 1907.

EDWARDS, JONATHAN (THE YOUNGER):
Second son and ninth child of Jonathan Edwards
the Elder; b. at Northampton, Mass., May 26,
1745; d. at Schenectady, N. Y., Aug. 1, 1801. As
he received the degree of D.D. from Princeton
College, he is often called " Dr." Edwards, while
his father (who was not a doctor of divinity) is

distinguished as " President " Edwards. He en-
tered the grammar-school at Princeton in Feb., 1760,

and was graduated at Princeton Col-
Studies lege in 1765. He became a member of
and First the Church in 1763, studied theology
Pastorate, with Dr. Joseph Bellamy (q.v.) 1765-

1766, and was '* approbated " as a
preacher in Oct., 1766, by the Litchfield County
Association in Connecticut. He was indefatigably
diligent while at college, served as tutor, 1767-69,
and received an appointment (which he declined)
to a professorship of languages and logic in the
college. On Jan. 5, 1769, he was ordained as pas-
tor of the Society of White Haven, in the town of
New Haven, Conn. He remained in this office

more than twenty-six years. Several members of
his church were advocates of the Half-way Cove-
nant (q.v.), which he opposed. His pastorate was
also disturbed by the spiritual reaction which had
followed the "Great Awakening" (see Revivals
OP Religion) in 1740-42, and by the demoralizing
influences of the Revolutionary War. The result

was his dismission from his pastorate on the 19Ui

of May, 1795.

In Jan., 1 796, he wasdnstalled pastor of the church
in Colebrook, Conn. In May, 1799, he was elected

president of Union College, Schenec-

Pastor at tady, N. Y. As he had declined a

Colebrook professorship at Princeton, so he wis

and prompted to decline the presidency of

President Union College. He applied to an

of Union ecclesiastical council for advice: the

College, advice was in favor of his removal
He was therefore dismissed in June,

and entered on the duties of his presidency in July,

1799. He discharged his duties with his accustomed
fidelity. His reputation as a philosopher gave him
an uncommon influence over his pupils, and his

skill as a teacher heightened his reputation as a

philosopher. He remained in this office, however,

but a short time. About the middle of July, ISOl,

he was attacked by an intermittent fever, and died

Aug. 1.

As a theological teacher Dr. Ekiwards was emi-

nently successful. He prepared certain of his

father's writings for the press, and, while at Cole-

brook, published A DisserttUion eon-

Works. ceming Liberty and Necessity, in Reply

to the Rev, Dr. Samuel West (Worcester,

1797). Besides a large number of articles in The

New York Theological Magazine, over the signa-

tures " I " and " O," he published many sermons,

among them one on The Injustice and Impolicy of

the Slave-trade (New Haven, 1791; Dr. Edwards,
like his friend Samuel Hopkins, was an early oppo-

nent of the slave system). The most celebrat^ of

his discourses are the three On the Necessity of the

Atonement, and its Consistency with Free Grace in

Forgiveness, "preached before his Excellency the

Governor, and a large number of both Houses of

the Legislature of the State of Connecticut, during
their sessions at New Haven, in Oct., 1785, and
published by request the same year." They have
been frequently republished and form the basis of

that theory of the atonement sometimes called the
" Edwardean theory," commonly adopted by the
" New England school of divines." Gosely con-

nected with this was a volume entitled The Salva-

tion of aU Men strictly Examined, and the Endless

Punishment of those who Die Impenitent, Argued and
Defended against the Reasonings of Dr, Chauncey in

his Book EntUled " The Salvation of aUMen " (1790).

In 1788 he published a paper entitled Observations

on the Language of the Muhhekaneew Indians, in

which the Extent of that Language in North America
is Shown, its Genius Grammatically Traced, and
Some of its Peculiarities, and Some Instances of

Analogy between that and the Hebrew, are Pointed

out. This was " communicated to the Connecticut
Society of Arts and Sciences, and published at the
request of the Society."

Nearly all of Dr. Edwards' published writings

were collected and reprinted, with a Memoir, by
Tryon Edwards, a descendant (Boston, 1842).

(Edwards A. PARxf.) F. H. Foster.

Bibuooraphy: Besides the Memoir by Tryon Edwanfa,
ut sup., consult: Connecticut Evangelical Maganne, July.

1809; W. B. Sprague, Annate of the American Puipit, i.
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«53-«6a New York, 1859; J. A. Stoughton. Wimor
farms, Hartford, 1883; W, Walker, Creed$ and Plat-

fermB of CongnoadimaUam, pp. 529-530, New York, 1893:

idem, in American Chiaxh HxMtory Serin, iii.293-299. ib.

1894; L. W. Bacon, 7^ CongrtoationalitU, paaaico, ib.

1904; F. H. Foster. New England Theology, Chioaffo, 1907.

EDWARDS, JUSTIN: American Congregation-

alist; b. in Westhampton, Mass., Apr. 25, 1787;

A at Bath Alum Springs, Va., July 24, 1863. He
WIS graduated at Williams College in 1810 and
studied one year at Andover Theological Seminary.

He was ordained Dec. 2, 1812 and preached in

Andover 1812-27. In 1821 he became the corre-

sponding secretary of the New England Tract So-
cietj. He was one of the founders of the American
Society for the Promotion of Temperance in 1825,

and as its secretary from 1829 to 1836 he traveled

azni lectured extensively in the interest of tempei^
ance reform. From 1836 to 1842 he was president

of Andover Theological Seminary. In the latter

year he became secretary of the American and
Foreign Sabbath Union, and imtil 1849 he worked
for the observance of the Sabbath as he had for-

merlj done for the cause of temperance. He pub-
lished numerous sermons and tracts, including a
Sdibath Manual (New York, 1845), and a Tern-

peramx Manual (1847). The last years of his life

were spent at Andover in the preparation of a com-
pendious Bible conunentary, which was left un-
finished.

BnajOGBLAPirr: W. B. Spra^ue, Annale of the American
P^dpU, u. 572-685, New York, 1859.

EDWIN (EADWINE): King of Northumbria;
one of the greatest of the kings of Anglo-Saxon
England and an earnest champion of Christianity;

b. 585; slain in battle at Heathfield (probably
Hatfield Chase, 7 m. n.e. of Doncaster, Yorkshire)
Oct. 12, 633. He was bom a heathen, son of Ella,

king of Deira, who died when Edwin was three

jears old, whereupon the Bemician king, Ethelric,

aeiaed his kingdom. Edwin, during his boyhood
and early manhood, was a wanderer, often in dan-
gsT from the imrelenting pursuit of Ethelric and his

son, Ethelfrid. In 616 or 617 he was at the court
of Redwald, king of East Anglia, and may have met
there with the Roman missionary Paulinus (q.v.).

Redwald refused to deliver him up at the bidding
of the Northumbrian king, attacked the latter, and
defeated and slew hiuL Edwin now regained his

kingdooL He established his capital at York and
ext^xlod his dominions northward to the city which
bears his name (Edinburgh), westward to the is-

lands of An^esea and Man, and southward over
aO England with the exception of Kent, with which
be was in alliance. In 625 he married Ethelburga,
princess of Kent, a Christian, and thus Paulinus
gained admission to his court. For the story of

Edwin's conversion see Paulinus op York. The
krng'g greatness of mind is evident in his tolera-

tion of his wife's religion, in his reluctance to accept
it himself without due deliberation and conviction,

ind in his conduct when once the decision was made.
His first step was to announce his resolve to his

witan and to ask if they would be baptized with
him. The head priest is said to have been the first

to give an affirmative answer, saying his service

of the old gods had profited him nothing. After

a noble had spoken in favor of a trial of the new
religion, the others gave their assent and the priest

led the way in desecrating the heathen temples and
altars. Edwin gave Paulinus full permission to

preach and baptize, and began a stone church at

York. He persuaded Eorpwald of East Anglia to

become a Christian. He ruled so well, says Bede,

that a woman with her newborn infant could cross

his realm from sea to sea without harm. He had
cups placed beside the springs along the highways
for the use of travelers, and such was the love or the

fear of him that no one carried them away. It was
an evil day for England when he was slain by Penda,

the heathen king of Mercia, with the help of the

Britons of Wales, who, though Christians, could not

forget the old animosity against the Saxons.

BiBLioaRAPHT: Souroes to be consulted are: Bede, HieL
eod., ii. 6, 9-17, 20; Anglo-Saxon Chronicle, in Monu-
menta hUtorica Briiannica, ed. H. Petri e, J. Sharpe, and
T. D. Hardy, London, 1848; Nennius, Eulogium Bri-
lannuB, in Monumenta hittoriea Britannica, ut sup.;

AJouin, Carmen de pontificibiu, ed. J. Raine, lin Hieto-
riane of York, i. 349-398, cf. pp. Ixi.-lxv., London, 1879;
Haddan and Stubba, Council; i. 123. liL 83-86. Con-
sult: J. R. Green, Making of England, London, 1882;
DNB, xvi. 132-134.

EDZARDy EZRA. See Jews, Missions to the.

BBLLS, MTRON: Congregationalist; b. at

Walker's Prairie, Wash., Oct. 7, 1843; d. near

Union City, Wash., Jan. 4, 1907. He was gradu-

ated at Pacific University, Forest Grove, Ore., in

1866, and Hartford Theological Seminary in 1871.

He was pastor of the Congregational Church at

Bois6 aty, Ida., 1872-74, and after 1874 was a
missionary of the American Missionary Association

among the Indians at Skokomish, Wash. He was
pastor of the Congregational Church at Skokomish,

after 1876, and supplied several churches of his

denomination in Washington. He was president of

the Idaho Bible Society 1872-74, clerk of the Con-

gregational Association of Oregon and Washington
1874-^6, and superintendent of the Washington
ethnological exhibit at the World's Fair, Chicago,

in 1893. In theology he was a Congregationalist of

the earlier school. He furnished collections of

words, phrases, and sentences to the Smithsonian

Institution in Chemakum (1878), Clallam (1878),

Twana (1878), Skwaksin (1878), Lower Chehali

(1882), Upper Chehali (1885), and Chinook Jargon

(1888), and wrote Twana Indiana of WaahingUm
Terriiaryf in United States Geographical and Geo"

logical Survey (Washington, 1877); Hymns in

Chinook Jargon Language (Portland, Ore., 1878);

History of the Congregational Association of Oregon
and Washington (1881); History of Indian Missions
on the Pacific Coast (Philadelphia, 1882); Ten Years

at Skokomish (Boston, 1886); Twana, Clallam, and
Chemakum Indians of the State of Washington
(Washmgton, 1887); FaOier Eells (Boston, 1894);

and Reply to Prof. E, G, Bourne on the Whit-
man Question (Walla Walla, Wash., 1902).

EGBERT, SAINT: Early English saint; b. of

noble lineage in Northumbria 639; d. at lona
Easter day, Apr. 24, 729. In his youth he went to

Ireland for study, accompanied by Ceadda (q.v.)

and others. Seized by the plague in 664, he vowed
that, if he recovered, he would never return to
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Britain, would recite the Psalter daily, and would
fast a day and a night every week. This vow he
kept faithfully and added to it new austerities. He
became a priest, renowned for humility, kindness,

and learning. He desired to preach the Gospel to

the tribes on the continent from whom the Angles

and Saxons of Britain had sprung, gathered a com-
pany, and set sail (686 or 687); but, warned by
visions, as he supposed, and driven back by a storm,

he returned to Ireland. His interest continued,

however, and about 690 he sent an Englishman,
Witbert, on an unsuccessful mission to the Fris-

ians, and in 692 he despatched Willibrord (q.v.)

and his company. He did much to persuade the

Irish to conform to Rome in regard to Easter and
the tonsure, and in 716 went to lona and worked
successfully and with much tact for the same end
there and on the mainland of Scotland.

Bxbuoorapht: Bede, Hut. ecd., iii. 4, 27, iv. 3, v. 0, 10,

22. 23; ASB, April, iii. 313-315. cf. 997; Rettberg. KD,
ii. 513; W. F. Skene. CelHc Scotland, ii. 278-282. Edin-
burgh, 1880; DCB, ii. 49 sqq.; DNB, xvii. 146 aqq.;

Hauck. KD, i. 416-417.

EGBERT OF YORK: First archbishop of York;
d. at York Nov. 19, 766. He was of royal family

and a brother of Edbert, king of Northumbria 737-

758. His childhood and youth were spent in the

monastery of Hexham; then he went to Rome,
where he learned the Roman usages and was or-

dained deacon. He was an intimate friend of Bede,
who wrote him a letter (in Plummer's Bede, i. 406-

423) when he was made bishop of York. He re-

ceived the pallium from Pope Gregory III. in 735
and thus became independent of Canterbury. For
his great learning he was called armarium omnium
liberalium artium. His greatest achievement, pei^

haps, was the founding of a school attached to his

cathedral church and the training of competent
teachers for it; it became for the north of England
what Canterbury was for the south and among its

teachers were Egbert's successor Albert (Ethel-

bert), and the great pupil of the latter, Alcuin. He
esteemed classical learning, promoted grammatical
study, church music, and the recording of contem-
porary history, and collected a library highly

praised by Alcuin (q.v.). The latter and Egbert's

anonymous biographer speak of his admirable quali-

ties in the warmest terms. Boniface applied to the
influential and learned archbishop in two extant
letters (in Haddan and Stubbs, Councils, iii. 358-
360, 388-390), begging him to use his influence with
Ethelbald, the powerful king of Mercia, asking for

certain works of Bede's, and seeking advice in a
question of conscience. Egbert's replies are, un-
fortunately, not preserved. He was buried in his

church in York. Several works of Egbert's are

preserved, but not in original form; they are (1) a
dialogue on the government of the Church and
church discipline (Haddan and Stubbs, iii. 403-413);

(2) a penitential (Haddan and Stubbs, iii. 413-

433); (3) a pontifical (ed. W. Greenwall, Surtees

Society publications, xxvii., Durham, 1853); (4) a
work De jure sacerdotali ; (5) the De remediia peo
catarum is merely a section of the laiger collection.

H. Hahn.
BiBLxooRAPBT. Souroes: Vita Aladni in Jaff^, BRG, vi.;

Alcuin, De pontifieUm» «l MndU aodMia Bboneer^

n«. in MOH, PoHm, i (1881). 169-206, trand. in J.

Raine. Hiatoriane cf the Churek of York, i. 348-396. cf.

preface, bd.-bcv., London. 1879; Bade. Bpietola ad Eg-
bertum in MPL, xciv., and in Opera, ed. by J. Smith,

pp. 207-226, London, 1841; Simeon of Durham, HiaL
Dunelmeneie ecdeeiae, ed. by T. Arnold, London. 1882.

transl. in J. Stevenson, Chtwek HiaUniane of Bnglamd. ..
London, 1855; William of Malmeebury, De rebut geatia

reffum Anglorum in MOH, SaripL, x (1852). 449-484.

transl. in J. Stevenson, as above, vol. iv.. Loculon. 1855:

Boniface, Bpietola in MOH, EpUtolarum, iii (1801). 207

sqq. Consult also Feuti Eborameee, ed. by W. H. Dixon,
i. 94-100. London, 1863; DCB, ii (1880), 50-62; H. Hahn.
Bonifae und Lul, pp. 189 aqq., Leipde, 1883; DNB, xvii

(1889), 147-148.

EGEBB, eg'e-de, HAKS.
Eariy Life (f 1).

Settlements in Greenland (f 2).

Interest in Mission to (ireenland (f 8).

Success as a Missionary (f 4).

Royal Support Withdrawn and R«etored (f 5).

Closing Years (§ 6).

Norwegian apostle of Greenland; b. at Tron-

denHs, a village on the island of Senjen (n.w. coast

of Norway), Jan. 31, 1686; d. at Stubbekj6bing

(58 m. s.w. of Copenhagen) in the island of Falster,

Denmark, Nov. 5, 1758. After completing his

studies at the University of Copenhagen, he took

charge, about the age of twenty-one,

I. Early of the Lutheran parish of Vaagen, one

Life. of the Lofoden Islands, and soon after-

ward married (jertrude Rask. From
his brother-in-law, a whaler of Bergen, he learned

that the southwestern part of Greenland was in-

habited by heathen, and his interest in them was
still further increased by reading old Norse chioa-

icles.

During the tenth century pagan Northmen had

migrated from Iceland to Greenland, and had driven

back the aborigines, who were called Skr&llingen;

but about the year 1000 Christianity seems to have

taken root among the colonists.

2. Settle- About 1348, however, the " black

ments in death," raging throughout Europe,

Greenland, severed communication with the king-

dom, and the aborigines seised the

opportunity to destroy one settlement after another.

For some sixty years the Church survived, but the

year 1410 marks the cessation of all authentic re-

ports concerning the colony and Church. Li the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries the kings of

Denmark and Norway sent a series o^ expeditions

to regain the province, which failed, but the enthu-

siasm awakened in Egede's heart and his hope in a

higher goal were destined to win a victory.

Despite the opposition of high and low, as well as

of his nearest km, he became more and more con-

vinced that he was called to go to these poorest of

his brethren, but the bishops of Bergen and Trond-

hjem, before whom he laid his " pro-

3. Interest posal for the conversion and enlight-

in Mission enment of the Greenlanders," recoiled

to Green- from the difficulties, and even the

land. missionary college founded at Copen-

hagen in 1714 gave him faint sympathy.
In 1717 he resigned his pastorate, and went, in the

autiunn of the following year, to Beigen with his

wife and four children. There he not only tried

to interest friends in his plan of a Greenland missioa
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in connection with commercial enterprises, but
ak) acquired «ome mechanical and technical Imowl-

ed^ In the spring of 1719, when peace was made
OD the conclusion of the northern war, Egede went
to Copenhagen to see King Frederick in person.

The latter acceded to his plan, but his assistance

was ineffectual, and E]gede perceived that he him-
edf must assume the entire p^ponsibility. After

r^)eated disappointments he found a few friends in

Boigen and elsewhere, who formed with him a
" Greenland Society " and contributed a fund which
enabled them to buy the ship " Hope." Shortly

afterward (1721) the missionary college notified

him that the king sanctioned the intended expe-
ditioQ and appointed Egede missionary and leader

with a salary of 300 rix-doUars.

On May 3, 1721, the little band of forty-six, in-

cluding Egede's family, left Beigen; on June 12

they came in sight of Statenhuk, the southern point

of Greenland; and on July 3, after much peril, they
reached a safe haven and promising site for their

ookmy on the' western coast. The natives, who
thronged around them, but soon timidly disap-

peared, turned out to be Eskimos, descendants of

those who had destroyed the earlier Icelandic colo-

nists. They were very ignorant, and had few
reI%iou8 ideas, while their imorganic language,

with no relation to any European tongue, presented

a serious obstacle to missionary en-

4. Success deavor. With the help of his chil-

asaMia- dren, however, who quickly made
aonary. friends with the aborigines, Egede

gradually mastered their language,

into which he soon translated the catechism of

Lather. He was indefatigable in visiting his

chariges, and amid privation and danger he became
a Greenlander to the Greenlanders, winning the

hearts of even the imfriendly Angekoks (sorcerers).

In his first colony of (Sodthaab (" Gk)od Hope ")

he paid special attention to the children; and
although he was, peiiiaps, too scrupulous with
regard to adults and laid too strict conditions upon
them, he gladly baptized boys and girls, provided
tfadr parents also welcomed the preaching of the
GoipeL His chief obstacle was his own country-
msi, who murmured at their hard lot and caused
grave scandal to the natives on account of their evil

fires, particulariy after the govenmient had trans-

ported a nimiber of outcasts after his arrival.

He was cheered, on the other hand, by the con-

itantly increasing eagerness of the natives to accept

Christianity. In 1723 he received the aid of his

fint cdle&gue, Albert Topp, who had been ap-

pointed to establish a second colony, and they were
soon joined by two others, as well as by his son Paul
and, a little later by his younger son Niels, while a
lew years afterward a native assistant was added.

In 1727 the Bergen-Greenland company was dia-

Bolved, since it was a commercial failure, and after

the death of Frederick IV. a second blow befell

E^ede, when, in 1731, the king commanded that the

cokmy should be entirely abandoned as financially

unprofitable. If, however, Egede and others pre-

feired to remaitf, a year's provisions should be
left for them. E^ede, who had at last seciuped a
fim fooUDg, williDgly yielded to the importunity of

the Greenlanders, who would not let him go, and
he remained with the few courageous souls who

braved privation and danger. At this

5. Royal crisis Count Zinzendorf, who was then
Support at Copenhagen, prevailed upon Chris-

Withdrawn tian VI. to renew his support of Egede
and and to give him a public testimony

Restored, of acknowledgment in addition to grant-

ing him a generous subvention and
indorsing his plans for continuing the mission

(April 4, 1733). An epidemic of smallpox ravaged
the country until June, 1734. The victims num-
bered 3,000, while in the colony of Godthaab, which
contained more than 200 families, all the Green-
landers died with the exception of a boy and a girl.

Egede stood as in a desert. His faithful wife suc-

cumbed to her almost superhimian efforts and he
himself, broken in body and soul determined to

entrust the stricken land to the more robust strength

of his son Paul and to promote the work of his life

henceforth from a more quiet spot.

In 1736 he returned to Copenhagen; became di-

rector of a training-school for missionaries to Green-

land, and in 1740 superintendent of the mission

work there. In 1747 he retired to Stubbekjdbing
and henceforth had no official connection with mis-

sion work in Greenland, but his interest continued

and his son Paul was a noted Greenland scholar and
the translator of the New Testament into its lan-

guage. J. BEIfiHEIM.

Bibliographt: The chief Bouroes are Egede's OmH&ndelio
RekUion, Copenhagen, 1738. and his Diary (in Danish),

ed. E. Sundt. Christianla, 1860; A. O. Rudelbacb.
Chriatliehe Bi4)araphi€n, pp. 371-434, Leipsic, 1850; J.

Olaf. in Sonntaot Bibliothek, vi. 2, Bielefeld, 1853; £. M.
Bliss, Encydopadia of AH$9ion§, i. 332-333, New York,
1891 (2d ed. not so fuU).

EGLI, EMU: Swiss theologian; b. at Flaach

(15 m. n.n.e. of Zurich) Jan. 9, 1848; d. in Zurich

Dec. 31, 1908. He was educated at the Univer-

sity of Zurich, held charges in its canton, became
tutor in its university in 1880 and later full pro-

fessor of church history. He was the foremost

Zwingli scholar of his time and made remarkable

contributions to Zwingliana and to Zurich refor-

mation history, e.g., Actensammlung zur Oeschichte

der Zurcher RefomuUian in den Jahren 1619-1633

(Zurich, 1879); Analeda Refomwloria, I. Dokvn

menu und Abhandlungen zur Geschichte Zwinglis

und seiner Zeit, II. Biographien: Bibliander, Ce-

porin, Johannes BuUinger (2 vols., 1899-1901); his

editorship of Zwingliana^ the semi-annual publica-

tion since 1897 of the Zwingli Museum in Zurich;

and chiefly since 1904, and in conjimction with

Georg finsler, of the probably final edition of

Zwingli's Werke (Berlin, vol. i. completed 1905, voL

iL 1908; vol. iii. was to begin the correspondence).

EGINHARD. See Einhabd.

EGLINnS (von Goetzen; Lat. Icaniua), RA-
PHAEL: Swiss theologian, an advocate of Cal-

vin's doctrines in Hesse; b. at Rtlssickon (5 m. s.

of Zurich) Dec. 28, 1559; d. at Marburg Aug. 20,

1622. He was the son of a clergyman, received

instruction in Chur and Chiavenna, studied in

Zurich, then under Beza in Geneva, and under

Grynseus in BaseL His first position was as ft
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teacher at Sondrio in the Valtelline, whence, in

1586, he was compelled to emigrate on account of

measures taken by the Roman Catholics against

the Evangelicals. He stayed a short while in

Winterthur, and in 1588 went to Zurich, where he
filled various positions, at last that of professor of

the New Testament and archdeacon at the minster.

His inclination for theosophy and alchemy was
disastrous, for the latter deranged his finances so

that he had to flee from Zurich on account of debt

in 1601; nevertheless he was helped by his friends,

was enabled to return, and accepted a call of the

Landgrave Maurice to Cassel. Himself a friend of

alchemy, the landgrave made Eglinus a teacher

in the court school there, and in 1606 appointed

him the fourth professor of theology in Marburg, in

1614 creating hka also court preacher. During this

Hessian period Eglinus did not give up his alchemis-

tic tastes, and was encouraged by the landgrave,

with whom he carried on a lively correspondence

about his experiments. These interests brought
him also into connection with the Rosicrucians,

for whom he published an apology in 1618. In

spite of his occupation with these side-issues Eglinus
had no little influence as a theologian, for the intro-

duction of the (Reformed) VerbesserungspttnkU

(q.v.) by the landgrave occurred during his stay

in Hesse, and he gave important aid, by his lit-

erary work, as well as through his teaching, in es-

tablishing the Reformed confession in that land.

Carl Mirbt.

BiBLioaRAPHT: F. W. Stnieder, Orundlage su either Kemt-
achen OeUhrtertn und Sckriftateller-Oeschichte. iii. 209-318.
Gdttinsen, 1783 (contatos a list of the works of E^nns).

EGLISE CATHOLIQUE -FRAlf9AISE.
ChAtbl, Ferdinand Francois.

See

I. Ancient Egypt.
1. The Land.
The Names (§ 1).

Extent, Boundaries and DiviaioBB

(§2).
Climate and Products (§ 3).

2. The People.
Ethnology and Language (f 1).

Customs (§ 2).

Manufactures (§3).
Officials (S 4).

3. Chronology.

EGYPT.
4. History.
Conspectus and Sources (§1).
Hyksos, Pharaohs and their Success-

ors to the Exodus (§ 2).

Exodus to the Assyrian Period (§ 3).

Period of Assyrian Contact (§4).
Babylonian and Later Periods (S 5).

6, Religion.

General Features (S 1).

Polytheism Dominant (§ 2).

Religious Texts (§ 3).

6. Exploration and Excavation.

1. The
Najnes.

L Ancient Egypt—1. Tbeliand: The name is

derived from the Greek Aigyptos, which is a possible,

but not a probable, derivative from
one of the native names of Memphis;
the Semitic names, Hebrew, Afi?roim,

Babylonian, Mieri, Ass3rrian, Mu^uTf tdl go back
to a common root. The etymology of both sets of

names is imoertain. The native name was Kernel

(km-t), " black," in reference to the color of the

arable soil when contrasted with the sand and rock

which border it.

Egypt has a superficial area scarcely equal to that

of Belgium; shaped like a fan with a dispropor-

tionatdy long handle—the Nile valley, which aver-

ages only about ten miles in widths From the
dawn of its history it was divided into

2. Bxtent, two parts, indicated in the title of the

Bonndaries kings, " lord of Upper and Lower
andDivi- Egypt," the point of division being
•iona. somewhat south of Cairo. In ancient

times each of these parts was divided

into twenty-two nomoi, districts, recognized for

administrative purposes, but their origin is to be
found in tribal limits. The union of the two parts

into one kingdom was ascribed to Menes, the fixst

king, and it marked the actual beginning of Egyp-
tian history. The arable ground was formed by
the silt brought down by the Nile, and its fertility

was due to the same agency. This is particularly

true of the northerly portion, the Delta, though the
removal of a few inches of the surface renders the

ground sterile. Within historic times the land

along the coast has been gradually sinking. For-

merly the Nile discharged into the Mediterranean
and the Red Sea by seven mouths, only two of

The First Period, 1708-1830 ( §1).

Private and Tusoan-Pruaaiaii Work,
1832-50 (§ 2).

Mariettc, 1851-81 (I 3).

The Recent Period, since 1881

(f4).
General Results ({ 5).

II. Modem Egypt.
Statistics, General and Religioi»

(8 1).

The Orthodox Greek Church (i 2).

Other Communiona (8 3).

which now remain, the others being represented

by canals. On the west of Egypt is the Libyan
desert, from which the sands blow over the anJ:>le

land at certain seasons. On the east also it is

desert in the southerly portion; at the northeast

the (former) Bitter Lakes represent an old arm of

the Red Sea to the north of which was a series of

garrison towns intended to guard against the incur-

sions of the Bedouin.

Upper Egypt is a land of almost perpetual sun-

shine; storms and rain occur near the coast. The
preservation of the antiquities of the land is due to

this circumstance, as the dry sand is a great con-

server of even the fragile papyrus. The fertility

of the soil is due to irrigation by the Nile imder
natural conditions or when artificially

8. Olixnate impounded. Reference is made to

and this fertility (Gen. xiiL 10), and to
Prodnots. artificial irrigation (Deut. xi. 10) m

the Old Testament. The seasons are

reckoned as three: beginning with the inundation
(about July 20), spring, and harvest, the last b^in-
ning toward the end of March. The fauna of

ancient Egypt was very varied, as is evident from
the pictures on tomb walls and in the variety of

animal forms utilized for the hieroglyphic writing.

The camel and horse were imported late: the horse

(I Kings X. 28) was introduced apparently by the

Hyksos. It was used principally in war, with the

chariot,and was depicted as a hieroglyphic sign after

the New Kingdom only. The camel (Gen, xii. 16;

Ex. ix. 3: J passages) is not mentioned till the

Greek period. The ass has always been the burden-
bearer. The flora was luxuriant, but not greatly

varied, being mainly restricted to the staples,
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makiDg Egypt the " granaiy " of the ancient world.

The storage of grain products is mentioned in Gen.
xlL 33, and is familiar from the remains of the" store

dty" Pithom (Ex. i. 11) discovered by Naville,

and from the representations upon tomb walls.

The latter depict structu^-es like a haycock with
in aperture at the top through which the grain was
thrown. The usual Oriental method of threshing

was by the feet of cattle (Deut. xxv. 4), and win-
Bowing was done with shovel and fan (Isa. zxx.

24). Various articles of vegetable food used in

EgTpt are mentioned in Num. xi. 5. The papyrus
which furnished the writing material of antiquity

ako flourished, but wood was scarce. Objects as

laige as a sarcophagus had to be made by joining

pieces with wooden dowels, a process in which the

Egyptian acquired great skill. Minerals known to

the Eg3rptians were gold and iron, from the region

of Syene and the south, copper or bronze from
Snai and Cjrprus, and sflver in smaller quantities

by foreign import. Silver was scarcer and more
highly valued than gold. Building stone was abun-
dant and varied—^limestone in the north, granite

in the south, and sandstone between.

2. The People: No theory of the origin of the

peofde has found general acceptance, except that

the niling class came from Asia, but whether by way
of Nubia, the Red Sea and Koptos, or Suez, is dis-

puted, it has been contended that the language
pomts to an original Semitic stock, that the myth-
ology indicatesa Babylonianparentage, and that the

racial features point southward. It is

1. Bthnol- worthy of note that the inscriptions

offjand do not point to or hint at any con-
iMxgnmge. eciousness of foreign extraction or

any aboriginal immigration. The lan-

guage has many characteristics of the Semitic group,
mamly in its grammatical features; the vocabulary
shows variations which indicate an entirely diverse

origin. If it was originally Semitic the relation was
coikteral rather than by way of descent. The
earliest coimected texts now extant are the so-

called " pyramid-texts " beginning in the end of

the fifth dynasty (say 2650 B.C.) and strangely

enough these texts are written in a more strictly

phonetic form than those of later times. Herein
coodsts the difficulty and uncertainty of their in-

terjwetation. The artistic ability also of this period
and the degree of development of religious belief

and practise are well worthy of remark. The classic

poiod of the language was in the twelfth dynasty,
and Uter periods attempted to imitate the earlier

modd. The CJoptic was the daughter of the Egyp-
tian, and continued to be spoken till the seventeenth
century a.d. The original system of writing was
strictly hieroglyphic, variations being due to abbre-
mtionB for the sake of speed and of adaptation
to the writing material employed, papyrus. The
characters used for stone 8culptiu*e, the hieroglyphic,

consisted of pictures of objects in nature and domes-
tic life executed in greater or less detail and with a
ranarkable degree of accuracy; the " hieratic

"

was not a " priestly " script, but merely an abbre-
riated form, the characters being applied to the
papyrus with a brush; and the " demotic " was a
^irther and later abbreviation of the hieratic, not

a " popular " chirography. The first two were used
coincidentlyand some mistakes in hieroglyphic texts

can be corrected and understood only upon the

assimiption that the stonecutter misread a character

in his hieratic copy. It is evident also in some of

the recensions of the " Book of the Dead " that the
scribes of the New Kingdom were imable to undei^
stand some of the characters and words foimd in

early copies of the work in the chirography of the

Middle Kingdom, and that their perplexity was as

great as that of modem scholars. The characters

used possess varied powers, some being purely

alphabetic, others syllabic, and others ideographic

or determinative.

Polygamy was practised as in the East generally,

and concubinage was also a recognized institution,

both depending upon the ability of the man to sup-

port a harem. The marriage practises of Egypt
are set forth in great detail in Lev. xviii. and what
is now known bears out theaccuracy of the account.

In the royal house, concerning which special oppor-

timities for knowledge exist, several of the Pharaohs
married their own sisters, following

2. Oiuitoma. a divine example supposed to have
been set notably in the case of Osiris

and Isis. Political alliances were cemented by inter-

marriage. The taking of Sarah (Gen. xii. 14, 15)

for the royal harem was an e^cample of a general

custom, and the story of Potiphar's wife finds an
almost exact parallel in the " Tale of Two Brothers "

in the D'Orbiney papyrus now in the British Mu-
seimi. The statement that the son of Hadad was
brought up with the sons of Pharaoh (I Kings xi.

20) is identical with the cases of many Egyptian
officials who claimed it as a mark of honor that they

were educated among the children of the court.

The case of Moses (Ex. ii. 10) was similar in part

only. The practise of shaving the head, changing
the raiment, washing the feet, bowing in obeisance

(Gfen. xli. 14, xliii. 24, 28) were ail part of Egyptian
practise. Unfortunately little is known of the

court ceremonial of Eg3rpt, but what is known bears

out the Biblical record. In the Ancient Kingdom
the practise of " kissing the ground " before the

king was so much the practise, that a high priest

of Memphis mentions it as a mark of special favor

that the king did not insist upon the performance

of this act of submission, but required him to kiss

his foot. But the rigor of this ceremony was re-

laxed in the period of the New Kingdom. Slavery

was imposed upon conquered peoples in accordance

with universal Oriental practise. The abhorrence

of the Egyptian for foreigners (Gren. xliii. 32, xlvi.

34) is to be explained upon the ground of the fun-

damental difference between the two, as emphasized

in the Egyptian conception of their origin. The
great gods had appeared in Egypt only; there the

great sun-god Ra had warred and ruled, and his

posterity still sat upon the throne with the title

" son of the sun," ruling over those who alone were

entitled to the name of men, while foreigners were

never men but only negroes, Libyans, or '* miser-

able " Asiatics, who had once rebelled against the

great god Ra, and for their insubordination had

been driven north, south, and west. The special

" abomination " in which shepherds were held
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(Gen. xlvi. 34) was not on account of the fact that

the land had been conquered by " shepherd kings,"

though this may have made the conquest the more
galling. To the Egyptian the shepherd was an
imshaved, dirty, undressed pariah. His home was
in the swamp, and while a necessary appendage to

a large farm, he received no honor at the hands of

his master. This seems the more strange, since it

was with the utmost pride that the number of cattle,

sheep, oxen, and goats is recoimted and portrayed
on the walls of the tombs.
The wagons provided by Joseph (Gen. xlv. 19)

appear to have been carts adapted to the transport

of household goods and of persons incapable of the
prolonged standing required by the ordinary chariot.

Both chariots and carts seem to have been intro-

duced along with the horse in the dark
8. Kann- period assigned to the Hyksos rule,

f&oturea. Bricks were made of Nile mud, and
were frequently stamped with the

cartouche of the reigning Pharaoh. They were
either baked or sim-dried. Naville reports that the

bricks found at Pithom were of two sorts, mud
mixed with straw and mud alone (Ex. i. 14, v.

7, 18). Unfortunately none of the bricks from
Pithom bear a royal stamp. Linen and broidered

work (Ezek. xxvii. 7) are mentioned specially, and
beautiful specimens of this fabric are preserved in

many museums. Baskets (Gren. xl. 16) for con-

veying small objects are depicted in funerary scenes

of all ages, particularly in carrying grain and sand,

and the same practise has persisted to the present

time.

The title for the king (Gen. xii. 15) which is used

in the Pentateuch, gives no clue to the identity of

any particular individual mentioned. " Pharaoh "

is derived from the native title, which is made up of

the words per-aa, signifying ** great house," and is

simUar to the Turkish "Sublime Porte." The
claim of the divine origin of the ruling class is seen

in the ordinary appendage to the coronation name,
" son of Ra." Biblical references to

4. Offlclala. the officers of the government are few.

The position to which Joseph was
named has approximate parallels. In the Ancient

Kingdom there was a man who boasted the title of

" overseer of the whole land," while officials having

similar charge in later times recognize the geograph-

ical divisions of the land in their titles. In the New
Kingdom we find a man who appears as the mouth-
piece of Pharaoh, and another whose office was that

of " overseer of the granaries," of whom it is said

that his province included not only Egypt but also

Ethiopia and all the territory to the confines of

Naharina (Mesopotamia). Potiphar (Gen. xxxvii.

36, xxxix. 1) is spoken of as captain of the guard

(R. v., margin, "chief of the executioners"). The
latter title is explained by the supposition that ex-

treme punishment was executed by the chief officer

of the body-guard. As this officer lived probably

in the time of the Hyksos, and as very little is known
about this period, httle light can be thrown upon
the subject. Later the body-guard was formed of

mercenaries, and the position of chief was one of

great importance. The mention of a chief baker

and a chief butler (Gen. xl.) is exactly in line with

the household service of the upper classes as wdl
as that of the king. Each sort of service had a

special corps which was chai^ged with it, and each
corps had its overseer. Similarly in the field each
gang of workmen had an overseer or " taskmaster "

(Ex. i. 11, iii. 7). Among the insignia of office men-
tioned as having been turned over to Joseph was
the signet ring (Gen. xli. 42). As all legal and com-
mercial documents were stamped with a seal, the

significance of this emblem of office is apparent.

8. Ohronoloffy: Egypt, like other Oriental coun^

tries, used no era in dating the events of its history.

All that have been hand^ down to us are partial

lists of kings such as those of Abydos, Kamak, and
Sakkarah, containing selections of seventy-six,

sixty-one, and forty-seven royal names respectively,

and even the sequence of these is doubtfuL The
only known complete native list, with the years of

the reign of each king, was contained in the ever

to be regretted Turin papyrus which was irreparably

damaged during its journey to Europe. In its

present fragmentary condition it is incapable of ren-

dering much aid in fixing of Egyptian chrondogy.

The historical work written in Greek by the native

priest Manetho about 250 B.C. has been preserved

only in excerpts of somewhat doubtful accuracy

given by Josephus and Julius Africanus. Mistakes

occur in the figures due both to copyists' mistakes

and to apologetic emendation. Manetho's division

of the entire period into thirty dynasties, however,

furnishes a convenient method of indicating the

relative location of events. Dates approximating

exactness can not be assigned back of the New
Kingdom, and precise chronology begins with the

accession of Psammetichus in 663 B.C. It is claimed,

however, that the date of Amenhotep I. of the

twelfth dynasty, has been fixed astronomically at

2000 B.C., and that the reign of Thothmes IIL ex-

tended from May 3, 1501, till Mar. 7, 1447. Many
a priori theories and corresponding systems of

chronology have been propounded, but the best

results are only approximations so far as the earlier

periods are concerned. One notable feature of re-

cent investigation is seen in the tendency to re-

duce the length of the history as a whole. This

is evident from the appended chronologic^ table.

DyxuMty.
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The figures of BnigBch are based on the average

length of a human generation; Meyer's on the

mrnimnm reign-lengths shown by the records;

astronomical calculations depend on eclipses as

related to the Sothic periods of 1,460 years and the

vimble year of 365 da3rB. The earlier systems
differed from insufficient data for the application

of the method of " dead-reckoning/' which is the
only spAem really available.

4. History: The predynastic period is little

known, but excavations made mainly since the

beginning of the present centiuy have begun to

throw li^t upon the subject. The work of De
Morgan and Petrie is of initial importance. The
main divisions of the history, based upon the thirty

dynasties of Manetho are: (1) the Ancient King-
dom, dynasties I.-VI., say 3400-2476 B.C.; (2) the
Middle Kmgdom, dynasties XI.-XIL, 2160-1788
B.c; (3) the New ffingdom, dynasties XVIII.-XX.,
1580-1090 B.C.; (4) the period of decline and for-

eign intervention, dynasties XXI.-XXV., 1090-663
B.C.; (5) the period of restoration, dynajsty XXVI.,
663-525 B.C.

; (6) the Persian and Greek domination,
dynasty XXVII. onward, 625-30 B.C.; for details

as to the history, reference must be
1. Oon- made to the special works on that sub-

ipactns andject. The gaps in the above list repre-
Baaictm, gent dark periods about which little

is known. Dynasties seven to ten

were occupied with internal strife resulting in the

removal of the seat of power from Memphis grad-

ually southward to Thebes. Dynasties thirteen to

seventeen covered also a period of unrest and of

fordgn domination by the Hyksos, ** Sheiks of the

Bedouin," who were probably of Semito-Hittite

race. The sources of the history are nimierous and
consist ofantiquities illustratingmaimersand beliefs

;

texts on stone, leather and papyrus, containing the

facts forming the raw material of historical repre-

sentation; records in the cimeiform character and
in Hebrew tradition as well as the accounts pre-

served by Greek travelers and historians. Aside
from the Turin papyrus and Manetho's work, there

is no evidence of the compilation of a complete
list of the kings which could be called even a com-
prehensive outline or framework of the history.

The annals of some of the kings, and the records of

the separate temples constitute the historical wri-

tings of the Egyptians, and these extended scarcely

beyond lists of names and reign-lengths. The
iTailable material is widely scattered, and while

remarkably full for some periods, is for the most
part meager and unsatisfactory.

It is probable that the immigration of the sons

of Jacob must be assigned to the period of the
Hyksos (before 1680 B.C.). There are pictures on
tomb-walls which represent the approach of shep-

henk of peculiariy Semitic features, and a papyrus
tefls of permission granting grazing privileges to

others of that race. There is also a Ptolemaic

tiadition of a seven-year dearth in the reign of

Zoser (2800 B.C.). The journey of Abraham to

I^ypt and the resort thither against famine are

quite in line with known fact. The theory which
identifies the expulsion of the Hyksos with the

Exodus of the Israelites (Joeephus) is impossible

chronologically without destroying the historicity of

the latter event. Thothmes III. (1601-1447 B.C.)

was the embodiment of the warlike

2. Hykaoa spirit which the Egyptians had acquired

Pharaohs from their conflict with the Hyksos.

and their He pushed his conquests through Pal-

Suooesaora estine, leaving a record of the places
to the he had conquered on the wails of

Xxodua. the temple of Amon at Kamak. In

this list were included the names of

Kadesh on the Orontes, Megiddo, Damascus, Ha-
math, Acco, Joppa, (Jezer, etc. Later glimpses of

the condition of the Palestinian dependencies of

Egypt are derived from the cimeiform tablets found
at Tell el-Amama (see Amarna Tablets). These
tablets were sent by the local vassals of the Pha-
raohs, and contain items of information, private and
political, written in Babylonian, the language of the

diplomacy of the period. The picture which they
give is of the time just preceding the Ebcodus. They
were composed for the information of Pharaohs
who are generally supposed to have been largely

under Semitic inJQuence, one of whom made the

only attempt in Egyptian history to introduce a
monotheistic form of religion and worship. The
attempt came to nothing permanent, and the power
of Egypt in Palestine was overthrown soon after-

ward. Not till the time of Rameses II. (1292-1226
B.C.) was the reconquest attempted. He made
his influence felt as far as the Lebanon, and his

twenty-first year was marked by a treaty of peace
with the Hittites. He is conunonly regarded as the

Pharaoh of the oppression, and the fact that he
was the builder of Pithom confirms the Hebrew
tradition. The absence of any personal designa-

tion in the title Pharaoh, precludes the possibility of

absolute identification in most cases. The power
of Egypt in Palestine did not long survive Rameses
II., and it must have been during this period that

the Hebrews took possession of the land.

The Ebcodus is usually assigned to the reign of

Memeptah (1226-12 16 b.c. ) the successor of Rameses
II. The earliest extant mention of the name of

Israel is in a victory-stele (discovered in 1896)

which this king erected. The name is enimierated

in coimection with other places in

8. Exodus Palestine and Syria as scenes of the

to the Pharaoh's conquests. On its face it is

AMByrian evidence that a tribe bearing this desig-
Period. nation had b6en defeated in Palestine;

but as it stands alone, an uncorrob-
orated witness to the king's expedition, its value

has been seriously questioned. Nevertheless it

raises interesting and important questions. An
unnamed Pharaoh, who in view of the subsequent
history (I Kings xi. 40) could scarcely have been
Sheshonk I. (Shishak), captured the city of Gezer
and gave it to his daughter, the wife of king Solo-

mon (I Kings ix. 16). This is the first intimation

of Egyptian conquest in Canaan in nearly three

hundred years. Sheshonk I. (946-924 b.c, called
" Shishak," not " Pharaoh " in I Kmgs xi. 40, being

the first time that the Old Testament gives a per-

sonal name to an Egyptian king) about 926 b.c.

celebrated an expedition in which, among other

places, he pillaged the temple at Jerusalem (I Kings
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xiv. 25-26). This expedition was not in favor of

Jeroboam whom be bad harbored (I Kings xi. 40)

but against all Canaan. A place which he also

ravaged was called " Field of Abram." Again
there was a period in which the internal weakness
of the government caused a cessation of campaigns
in Palestine and Syria. The references of II Chron.

xiv. 9-13 to " Zerah the Ethiopian," and of II Kings
xvii. 4 to *' So " (or Sewe) find no counterparts in

the Egyptian records. If the latter was an Egyp-
tian, he must have been a petty ruler in the North
at the beginning of the Ethiopian domination in

the South. See Assyria, VI., § 10.

With Shabaka (712-700 B.C.) the first king of

dynasty XXV began an attempt to ward off the

danger from so powerful a neighbor as Assyria,

and the peoples of Palestine and Syria were induced

to join in an offensive alliance in spite of the realis-

tic prophecy of Isa. xx. Sennacherib, however,

defeated the allied forces at Altaku
4. Period but returned home without reduc-

Q^ ing Jerusalem. In 688 B.C. Taharka

-^^JJ^Sb!
(" Tirhakah, king of Ethiopia ") suc-

ceeded to the throne. Against him
an expedition was led by Esarhaddon in 674, and
in the following year a battle was fought that

resulted unfavorably to the Assyrian. Again in

670 he returned, and after having reduced Tyre, he
conquered Egypt and received the allegiance of

many petty princes, among whom Necho of Sais

was one. But the withdrawal of Esarhaddon was
the signal for the return of Taharka from Ethiopia

whither he had fled. Asshurbanipal renewed the

expedition and proceeded up the Nile, possibly to

Thebes. After his departure a conspiracy arose in

the Delta, for the restoration of Taharka, and it

was headed by Necho of Sais. When it was sup-

pressed, Necho was sent in chains to Assyria, but
later he was pardoned and sent back as viceroy.

Tanutamen, son of Shabaka and nephew of Taharka,
tried to regain Egypt, and even took possession of

Memphis. Again Asshurbanipal marched against

Egypt and proceeded to Thebes, which he sacked
and destroyed (Nahum iii. 8-10), and finally ended
the Ethiopian domination (661 B.C.). Psamme-
tichus I., a son of Necho of Sais, was made king by
Asshurbanipal, but after some years, and in con-

sequence of the growing conflict between Baby-
lonia and Assyria, he succeeded in making Egypt
quite independent. During his reign there was a
revival of the ancient models in all the relations and
customs of the land. Necho, his son, in 609, in-

vaded Palestine in an attempt to extend his king-

dom to its ancient northern boimdary. In 608
he conquered and killed Josiah at Megiddo (II Kings
xxiii. 29), and took possession of the country as

far as the Euphrates.

After the fall of Assyria the Babylonian conqueror
in the person of Nebuchadrezzar threatened Egyp-

tian supremacy in Syria, and in 605 de-
6. Baby- feated Necho at Csirchemish (Jer. xlvi.

1-12). After pursuing Necho to Egypt
he made a compact with him by
which all of Egypt's Asiatic pretensions

were to be abandoned (II Kings xxiv. 7). Necho
and his son, Fsammetichus II., devoted them-

lonian and
Later

Perioda.

selves to the development of Egypt and to the

imitation of ancient models in art and literature.

Apries (Hophra, 588 B.C.) instigated a confedera-

tion of the petty kings of Western Asia which un-

dertook to throw off the Babylonian yoke, but

imsuccessfully. Nebuchadrezzar took Jerusalem in

586 B.C., and again in 568 he marched to the Delta

as had been foretold by the fugitive Jeremiah

(xliiL 8-13). The details of the expedition, how-
ever, are unknown. But the country was strong

enough to resist the Babylonian forces successfully.

In fact the government was so well established

that it became a dominant power on the Medi-

terranean, with varying fortimes till the P^sian

conquest imder Cambyses in 525 B.C. The period

from 404 to 342 B.C. saw native rulers again; the

Persians returned and ruled till the conquest of

Alexander the Great in 332 b.c. This b^an the

Ptolemaic period which lasted till the Roman period

beginning in 30 b.c.

5. Beli^on : The Egyptian religion is a large

matter and the subject of much debate. It has

been contended by some that it had a monotheistic

basis, and by others that it was merely a form of

totemism. The original deity seems to have been

a local god, its bounds being prescribed by the

village, town, city or nomos (county). Such deity

was the special patron of the particular place, and

to it appeal was made by those of the town. Each
such deity took an animal form in which it was

supposed to exercise its inherent

1. Oeneral powers. Each locality was beUeved
Features, to be inhabited by a multitude of in-

ferior < spirits, and these spirits were

subject to a higher divinity. With the growth of

a town or with a change in the capital, a change

was made in the dignity of the particular deity

under whose protection the city stood. But the

most peculiar feature of the Egyptian religion was

its syncretism. It seems to have been easy to

merge one deity into another, and to attribute the

powers assigned to one to another similar being. It

is a frequent phenomenon that contradictory quali-

ties are alleged of the same deity in different periods

of the history, later attributes being added without

the elimination of the earlier. Resulting contra-

dictions seem not to have been noticed. There

was evident also a gradual tendency to a simplifi-

cation by the merging of many into fewer types,

as in the case of the sun-god, with whom in the

course of centuries a large number of deities who
had acquired a more than local significance became
identified. Nearly every god in the pantheon had

certain distinguishing characteristics which were

conventionally denoted by peculiarities of pose, of

dress, of head, of ornament or other feature. Up-

raised arms and kneeling attitude were charac-

teristic of the god of heaven, Shu; the youthful

Horns was a child with a curled side-lock and a

forefinger at lip. Bes was a dwarf with a large

feather head-dress; Osiris had a royal crown flanked

by feather plumes; Anubis had the head of the

jackal and Horns the head of a hawk; Hathor was

a woman with the ears of a calf, and Sebek had the

head of a crocodile. About each one of a multitude

of such forms there must have been a rich myth-
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ology. Hie story of Osiris, Isis, and Horns has been

preserved after a fashion by Plutarch, but the great

mass of the myths has perished. A few, such as the

story ci the destruction of mankind, have been

pfeserved, but for the most part all that remains

is a collection of references to characteristics in the

oomeDcUture of the various gods. But the stories

and beliefs on which these appellations rest have
disappeared.

The claim for a monotheistic basis of the Egyp-
tian religion rests upon dogmatic assumption or

upon phrase and attributions found in divine

hymns, prayers or religious texts. But to bear

such an interpretation such phrases must be dis-

located from their context. It is also necessary

to dkregard the fact that each city or province had
its special tutelary deity with its

2. Polythe- 8P®<^i^ circle of subordinate deities,

iim Domi- and that the triad, or even the eimead,

nant. not the individual without peer or

companion, was the unit. The devel-

opment of the reli^on up to the time of the pyramid-
texts in the fifth dynasty is largely a matter of con-

jecture and debate. Since that time there has been
nothing, except the ill-starred attempt of Amen-
botep IV., which bears the slightest resemblance to

monotheism, and only such expressions as indicate

the headship of a particular god in a particular

region, or hia supremacy over other gods can be
adduced in support. The argument in favor of

pantheism is more plausible, but that is too abstract

an idea to find lodgment with the Egyptian; he
was too realistic. The whole question is one of

speculation as to what the course of development
was in the period preceding the pyramid-texts,

that is in the period before, say, 4000 b.c, for these

texts show a form of belief in a multitude of gods
hich remained practically imchanged through
thousands of years. The Egyptian idea of divine

senice was based upon that of human service. As
the king had attendants who dressed him and made
hia toilet, so the gods had priests to perform the

iame, and a lai^ part of the service consisted in

changing the garments of the images. The offerings

presented were ostensibly for the nourishment of

the god of the temple, but really for the attendants.

There does not seem to have been any such thing
as a burnt sacrifice, though quarters of beef are

portrayed on the tables of offering along with bread,

beer, wine, geese, and other viands. In this may
lie the reason why the Egyptians regarded the

sacrifices of the Hebrews as an abomination (Ex.

viiL26).

The religious texts and books of the Egyptians
were quite numerous, the chief place being occupied
by the ao-called " Book of the Dead." There were
sevCTal recensions of the text, but no stereotyped
form and no recognized sequence or fixed number

of chapters. The chief purpKJse of the

S. Bellgl- book was to benefit the dead and to
ous Texts, instruct them in the matters of the

future life and in the use of magical
fonnulas for the avoidance of the dangers of the

underworld. One of the notable chapters (usually

numbered cxxv.) contains the " Negative Confes-
sion," condflting of forty-two sections each of which

is addressed to a separate deity and contains a
statement that the deceased had not committed
some specified sin or evil deed. The volume is

filled with the names of various deities, places or

persons, and is a thesaurus of information with

regard to the beliefs of the Egyptians. Under-
lying it all was a persistent belief in man's immoi^
tality which colored and determined many Egyp-
tian religious practises. The pyramids and the

rock-hewn tombs are witnesses to this faith. In

order to insure the continued existence of the soul,

the body must be preserved intact as a refuge for

the soul, which was believed to possess the power
of independent movement and action. When the

body was destroyed the soul ceased to exist, hence

the necessity for " everlasting " depositories for the

dead and the embalming of the body.
Charles Ripley Gillett.

6. Exploration and Excavation: Systematic ex-

ploration and excavation and study of the monu-
ments of Egypt began with the Egyptian military

campaign of Napoleon in 1798, which was accom-
panied by a number of competent scientists, artists,

and savants, among whom were MM. Jollois and
Devilliers, who examined the monuments then

accessible. The results were published in memo-
rable form under the auspices of the

1. The First French Academy in Description de
Period, V^gypte, ou recueil des observations qui

1708-1880. ont iU faites en j6gypte pendant Vex-

pddition de I'arm/e frangaise (37 vols.,

Paris, 1820-1830). These magnificent volumes
first acquainted the world with the existing remains
of the past civilization of the Nile land. ' Prosper

Jollois' Journal d*un ing^ieur attache d Vexp^dition

. . 1798-1802, is published by G. Masp^ro in

Bihliothhque ^gyptologique (Paris, 1894) and throws
a definite light upon the work of these scientists,

since most of the sites since excavated with so large

results are mentioned in the Journal. Memorable
among the material results of the expedition was
the Rosetta Stone discovered in Aug., 1799, at

Rosetta, east of Alexandria, inscribed in hiero-

glyphic, hieratic, and Greek, which enabled Cham-
polUon to begin decipherment andmake the first great

contributions to Egyptology (see Inscriptions).

Another expedition, under the Tuscan government
supported by Charles X. of France and led by the

French Champollion and the Italian Rosellini, the
latter a professor at Pisa, went out in 1828, studied

anew the monuments in the light of Champollion's
achievements ^ith the materials of the first expe-
dition, and carried their researches as far as Nubia.
Champollion died in 1832, but Rosellini stayed some
years, and the results were published in Monumente
deW Egitlo e della Nubia (3 vols, of plates, 8 of text,

Pisa, 1832 sqq.), the French equivalents in

ments de V6gypte el de Nubie (4 and 8 vols.

1835 sqq.).

The next period began in 1832, at first uni

vate enterprise, no great official efforts being

Among the most notable and useful laboi

those of the English engineer F. E. Perri

his associate Col. Howard Vyse, who took a
measurements of the pyramids, especiallj

of Gizeh,and laid the foundations for all subt
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Tusoan-
Prussian
Work,

1882-50.

exact knowledge, verified and^ completed for the

Gizeh pyramids by Petrie in 18(81-82, results being

assured often to one-tenth of an inch.

2. Prlyato The object of the building of the

pyramidj3 was discovered lai^gely

through the investigations of Perring

and Vyse. In 1841 Alexander von
Humboldt and Karl Josias von Bun-
sen induced Frederick William IV. of

Prussia to send an expedition headed by Karl

Richard Lepsius and a strong staff, which carried

on work from 1842 into the sixties. Investigation

was begun at the pyramids near Memphis and the

conclusion was reached that these structures vary in

size approximately in proportion to the length of

the reign of the king for whose tomb each was pre-

pared; that the tomb was begun at the beginning
of the reign and increased in size by symmetrical
outside casings as long as the king lived, when a
final casing was added. This theory is denied by
Petrie (Ten Years* Digging in Egypt, New York,
n.d., pp. 141-142) but pronounced substantially

correct by Steindorff (H. V. Hilprecht, Explorations

in Bible Lands, Philadelphia, 1903, p. 633). Over
130 other tombs were discovered and the materials

from them collected, including the inscriptions, for

an outline history of Egypt. Explorations were
extended southward up the Blue Nile past Khartiun,
where attention was paid to Ethiopian civilization,

and eastward to the ancient mines of Sinai. Among
individual achievements was the recovery at Tanis
of a trilingual stele canying the decree of Ptolemy
III. Euergetes in hieroglyphic, demotic, and Greek,
confirming in general the decipherment begun with
the Rosetta Stone. Results were published by
Lepsius (12 vols., Berlin, 1849 sqq.). The arrange-

ment was not geographical, as had been the case

with previous publications, but historical in the
sequence of development as then understood. Thus
the outlines of a new treatment were struck out
which subsequent work has followed, amended,
and filled out.

With Auguste Mariette a new period began, and
by the discovery near Memphis in Nov., 1851, of

the Serapeum or cemetery of the sacred Apis-buUs
intense interest was created. Sixty-four of these

tombs were found with a vast amount
8. Uari- of cultic, memorial, ornamental, and

ette, historical material, useful in construct-
1861-81. ing a picture of life, history, and belief.

In 1857 Mariette was made director of

the new museum at Cairo, and when permits already

issued for excavations expired, he would not have
them renewed and permitted no one but himself

to dig for antiquities. His own activities were
feverish and his excavations so extensive and so

scattered that they could not be under his pei^

sonal supervision. Moreover, the strictly scientific

methods of the present had not come into existence,

consequently tlnrough the carelessness or incapacity

of his workmen many objects were irretrievably

lost or ruined. No systematic account of the ex-

cavations was kept, and a record of work done by
Mariette is consequently a desideratum which can

never be supplied. His chief aim was to collect

fine specimens for his museimi, and the accom-

plishment of thorough work was a secondary end.

Yet some of his discoveries were notable: as the

statues of the seated scribe, now in the Louvre,

and the Sheikh al-Beled (" village chief "), in the

Cairo museiun; at Abydos the temple of Set! I. and

the Seti list of seventy-six royal anc^tors with

their names and titles; at Denderah, the temple of

Hathor; at Edfu, the fine temple of Horns; and

under his direction many volumes of the inscrip-

tions recovered and copied were issued.

After Mariette's death in 1881 the direction

remained in the hands of the French, but under

competent and more genero\is management such

as that of G. Masp^ro, E. Grebaut, J. de Morgan,

and Victor Loret. Permits to exca-

4. The ^**® were once more granted to repre-

Becent sentatives of othernationsand interests.

Period, while for the Egyptian government
inoe 1881. researches were conducted at Luxor,

Ombos, and in the Valley of the Kings,

in which last place a notable fund of know-
ledge was accumulated, as it proved to be the

hiding-place of the mummies of the kings of the

seventeenth and eighteenth dynasties. Since 1883

the Egypt Exploration Fund and since 1893 the

Egyptian Research Account (qq.v.) have been con-

tinuously at work; both have been favored agencies

and their progress has been one of repeated triumphs

under such brilliant workers as Edouard Naville,

W. M. Flinders Petrie, F. U. Griffiths and E.

A. Gardner. In 1894 the Swiss scholars F. J.

Gautier and J. J^uier entered upon woric on the

pyramids near Daiishur, and the tombs of Amen-
ophis I. and Usertesen I. were recovered. Am^-
neau's work since 1895 has been momentous, in-

cluding the recovery of a famous tomb of Osiris

and the royal tombs of part of the first dynasty

near Abydos. Meanwhile M. Gayet had b^un
work for the Mus^ Guimet. M. de Moigan's

labor for the Cairo Museiun at Abydos, Dah-

shur, Sakkareh and elsewhere has been con-

tinuous and important, especially in the investi-

gation of neolithic interments and the discoveiy

of the tomb of Menes near Nakada. Professor

Spiegelberg has carried on a private enterprise for

Lord Newberry at Memphis and elsewhere. More

recent work has been done for the Germans by

H. Schftfer, e.g., at Abusir, where a sim temple of

the fifth dynasty was discovered.

The attempt to state the results of all these

efforts has already filled hundreds of volumes.

Here only the most general or most significant

consquences can be given. The general course and

extent of Egyptian history have been determined,

though with many gaps and with

6. General deficiencies sufficiently indicated by

Beaulta. the differences in the chronology as

determined by different students shown

in the chronological table given above. Yet the

dynasties are few of which definite knowledge is

not at hand, while the gaps are ever being filled in.

The general course of civilization and of develop-

ment of science, art, and letters in the Nile land is

determined even into the prehistoric period, and

the investigations have fixed within narrow limits

the period of alien civilizations such as the Greek
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ACyoensan and Cretan. With this goes consid-

^T-able light upon the movements and control of

BCeditenanean commerce and intercourse prior to
X€X)0 B.C. New light is continually directed upon
"thae two riddles of the Eg3rptian sphinx—the eth-

Ekology and language of the valley and delta. The
increase in the number of monuments and cultic and
social implements on the one hand and of inscrip-

tJons and literary remains on the other promise
vxltimate solution of these two problems. Single

qxiestions of importance settled definitely are: the
rtelations of Egypt to Palestine in the fifteenth cen-

txiry B.C. (see Amarna Tablets); the situation of

the Goehen of the Israelites through the location of

X^thom (1883) and possiblyRameses (1906) alongthe
Xanitic branch of the Nile; the relations of Egypt
to Greece in the use of Greek mercenaries from the

seventh to the fourth centuiy B.C. by the excava-
tions of the sites of Naukratis and Daphns (Tah-
panhes); the character of the cult of Hathor (1906)

through finding an untouched temple of the goddess
^th a cow sculptured in sandstone as the cultic

object—the first discovery of a shrine with its

deity and paraphernalia of worship intact; and
the recovery of the site of the Onias temple (1906).

Among the unexpected results is the recovery of

eariy fragments of classical, Jewish, and Christian

literature, including the famous Logia Jesu (see

Agrapha), early bits of the Greek Old and New
Testaments, new fragments of Sappho, and Menan-
der, the Epitome of Livy covering several lost books;

whOe of Baruch, Hennas, Pindar, Julius Africanus,

Euripides, iEschines, the Iliad and the Odyssey,
Plato, Demosthenes, and others, texts, fragmentary
to be sure, earlier than any before known have been
unearthed. Added to these are a mass of ostraca,

accounts, letters, official documents, and other

materials of the post-Alexandrine period which
has already required a recasting of the history of the

Greek language. With the last phase of work and
of epoch-making finds the names of Bernard P.

Grenfell, Arthur S. Hunt, David G. Hogarth and
the versatile W. M. Flinders Petrie are indissolubly

connected. See Egypt Exploration Fund.
Geo. W. Gilmore.

n. Modem Egypt: Egypt fell imder the do-

minion of the Turks in 1517, but retained its inde-

pendence in great measure. It is now formally

dependent on the Sultan, although it has its own
prince, who is called Khedive. The present Khe-
dive is Abbas II., crowned 1892. Since 1882 Eng-
land has exercised actual control, which was secured

until further notice by an agreement with France
in 1904. The area of the country, which is now
officially bounded on the south by Wadi Haifa,

amounts, according to Htlbner and Jiuaschek, to

994,275 square kilometers (somewhat less than
400,000 square miles) or a little over three times

the area of Great Britain, but only one-

1. fltatla- thirtieth is fertile and inhabited. The
tlca, Qen- census of 1897, according to the same
eral and authorities, showed a population of

Beli«loiia. 9,821,045, a number slightly in ex-

cess of that given by the Almanac de

GothOf which includes about 113,000 foreigners,

consisting mainly of Greeks, English, French, Aus-

trians, and Hungarians. The majority of the Eng-
lish and Germans belong to the Protestant Church.
Habner and Juraschek give the number of Protes-
tants as 11,894, while the Almanac de Gotha raises

the number, probably with greater correctness, to
24,409. The number of Roman Catholics, accord-

ing to the former, is 56,343; according to the latter,

61,051. By far the greater number of natives are

Mohammedans. The majority of native Christians

belong to the Coptic Church (q.v.), which, accord-

ing to Habner and Juraschek, numbers 608,446
members. There are also 53,479 *' orthodox
Greeks "; but no distinction is made between the
members of the Orthodox Church proper, over
which the ecumenical patriarch of Constantinople

presides, and those Christians whom that Church
regards as heretical and schismatic. The latter

are represented by many denominations, especially

the Armenian and Syrian Jacobites.

The Orthodox Church is imder the jurisdiction

of the patriarch of Alexandria. Egypt was for

centuries the most splendid seat of the Oriental

Church, but has declined more and more since the
invasion of the Arabs. The most famous patri-

arch of modem times was Cyril Lucar (q.v.), who
lived for the most part at Constantinople, where
he became ecumenical patriarch in 1620. In 1846

the patriarchal residence was restored

2. The to Egypt, and is now at Cairo. The
Orthodox present incumbent of the see of Alex-
Qreek andria is Photios, a man of energy and
Ohuroh. ambition, who was consecrated in

1900 with the title of '' most blessed

and all-holy pope (Gk. papas) and patriarch of the

great city ofAlexandria and all Egypt, of Pentapolis

and Pelusimn, of Libya and Ethiopia." Under
him are foiur titular metropolitans. Formerly the

patriaichate had large estates in Rimiania, but
they were sequestrated some decades ago. It must
not be supposed, however, that all the Orthodox
who live in Egypt belong to the Church of Alex-

andria, but only those who settled there long ago,

whose number is not over 10,000. Although the

immigrant Greeks and Russians take part in the

service held by the clergy of the patriarch, they
have no rights concerning it. The most important
privilege vested in the subjects of the patriarchate

is his election, in which the laity take a prominent
part. The congregations in Cairo and Alexandria

are rich, and supply the patriarch vrith large means.
The first patriarch to return to reside in the coimtry

founded schools and hospitals with ecclesiajstical

funds. The patriarch is aided in the government
of the Church by a permanent synod, consisting of

the four metropolitans, and a council, or committee,
for secular and financial affairs. Some important
monasteries belong to the patriarchate, especially

the large cloister of St. George in Cairo; the monas-
tery of Sinai is ecclesiastically independent.

The Roman Catholic Church has an influential

mission in the coimtry, and since the time of the

crusades has nominally a patriarch there, although

he actually resides at Rome, where he has the church

S. Paolo fuori le Mure. The Uniates have a dis-

tinct organization. The Anglican Church is lai^gely

represented in the principal cities, and Presbyterian
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chapelfl also exist. German congregations are

found at Cairo and Alexandria, where they include

the Swiss and Evangelical French.

8. Other From 1752 to 1783 the Moravians
Oomznn- worked among the Copts, and since 1854
nions. the United Presbyterians of the United

States have been engaged in mission

work. The Indian prince Dalip Singh (d. 1893),

who married an Evangelical Coptic woman, sup-

ported the mission, which in 1907 had fifty-three

organized congregations and 140 stations. Fifteen

ordained missionaries, thirteen lay missionaries

(including five medical missionaries), sixteen mis-

sionary sisters, thirty ordained native ministers,

thirty native auxiliary missionaries, 333 teachers,

and thirty-eight colporteurs are among the number
now at work. There are 25,500 baptized members,
and 6,580 communicants. In 1901 the contribu-

tions for church purposes amounted to about
$31,650. In the 169 schools 13,406 pupils were
taught (including 6,852 Copts and 2,924 Moham-
medans), and $31,489 were contributed for educa-
tional work. In 1882 a mission among the Moham-
medans was begun by the Anglican Church
Missionary Society, but its success has not been
great. Since 1892 the North African Mission has
worked in the same direction in the Nile delta. A
small Dutch mission is also at work, as well as the

Egyptian General Mission, which has its head-
quarters in Ireland. See also " Egypt " under title

Africa, vol. L, p. 67. F. Kattknbtjsch.
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On the religion: A. Wiedemann. Religion of the Ancient

Egyptians, New York, 1897 (the beet single work); G.
Steindorff, The Religion of the Ancient Egyptians, ib. 1905
(covers the subject, but largely on the basis of Herodo-
tus); M. Brimmer, Egypt: Three Essays on the ReUgion,
HisL, and Art, Boston, 1891; G. Maspero, £tudee de
mythologie et d'archiologie, 4 vols., Paris, 1893-1900;
G. St. C^r. Creation Records in EgypL Studies in the

Book of the Dead, London, 1898; W. M. F. Petrie, Retigion
and Conscience in Ancient Egypt, ib. 1898; E. A. W.
Budge, Egyptian Ideas of a Future Life, Oxford. 1889;
idem. Egyptian Magic, ib. 1899; idem. The Oods of the

Egyptiane, 3 vols., London, 1905 (sumptuous and meaty):
idem, Egyptian Heaven and Hell, ib. 1906; A. H. Sayce,
Rdigione of Ancient Egypt and Babylonia, New York,
1903; A. Erman. Die Ogyptische Reliffion, Berlin. 1905.
Eng. transl.. Handbook of Egyptian Reliifion, London.
1907; E. Naville, La Reliffion dee anciens 6ffyptiens, Paris,

1906; DB, Extra volume, pp. 176-197.
On the literattu«: For the Book of the Dead, the re-

cension of the British Museum copy was reproduced in

color by Griggs. London, 1889; that of the Turin Papy-
rus was edited by R. Lepsius. Leipsic. 1842; The Book
of the Dead was translated in part by Le P. Renouf for

the Society of Biblical Arohsdology. parts i.-iv.. London,
1893-95, completed by E. NaviUe. 1907; it has been
translated into English by C. H. S. Davis. New York.
1894, and by E. A. W. Budge. 3 vols., London. 1898
(text, vocabuhuy. and translation). An excellent Fr.

transl. is by P. Pierret, Paris, 1882. Collections are:

K. Piehl. Inscriptions hiiroglyphiques, 3 vols.. Leipac
1886-1903; Corpus papyrorum jSgypti, ed. R. ReviUout
and A. Eisenlohr. Paris. 1894 sqq.; Urkunden dee asgypti-

schen AUertunu, ed. G. Steindorff. Leipsic. 1903 sqq.

Egyptian Tales from the Papyri, 2 series, ed. and transL

by W. M. F. Petrie, New York, 1894-95 is of great in-

terest psychologically and from the point of view of folk-

lore. Consult also: Untersuchungen tur OesehidUe und
AUertumekunde Aegyptene, ed. K. Sethe, 4 vols.. Leipac.
1896 sqq. ; R. Lepsius, DenkmUler aus Aegypten und AeAio-
pien, Leipsic, 1897 sqq. (4 vols, issued); G. Ebers. Papy-
rus Ebers, 2 vols., ib. 1875; I. Myer, The Oldest Books in

the World, London, 1900; A. Erman, Aegyvtische Chres-

tomathie. New York, 1895.
On exploration and excavation consult: G. Steindorff,

in H. V. Hilprecht, Explorations in Bible Lands, Phila-

delphia. 1903; W. M. F. Petrie. Ten Years' Digging in

Egypt, London, 1892; the Annual Ardiaologieal Reports

of the Egypt Exploration Fund, 1890 sqq., fumi^ ac-

counts not only of the work of that a»ociatlon but of

the discoveries made by other investigators; BibUoth^gue

igyjUologique, Paris, 1893 sqq., contains nuuiy memoirs of

a historical nature concerning exploration and excavation.

On Modem Egypt: De Chabroe, Essai sur lee maun
des habitants modemes de V^gypte, in Description d$

VSgypU, ii. 2, pp. 361-526, Paris, 1822; J. Silberoscl,

Verfassung und gegenwitrtiger Bestand sOmmtli^er Kirdten

des Orients, Landshut, 1907; H. Stephan, Das heuti^

Aegypten, Leipsic, 1872; M. Ltittke. Aegyptene neue Zeit,

Leipsic 1873 (the most comprehensive book for eodesiss-

tical matters); O. Schneider, BeitrOge sur Kenntniu der

griechiech-orthodoxen Kirche Aegyptene, Dresden. 1874

(important); O. Werner, Orhis terrarum caOu>lieus, pp*

195 sqq., Freiburg, 1890; F. Kattenbusch, Lehrbuth der

vergleichenden Confessiondcunde, i. 170 sqq., FreiburK.
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1802; Abu SaGh, Churchs$ and Moruuteris* of EovP^
LoodoQ. 1S95; A. von Fircica, Aeffjfpf'en, Berlin, 1806;
E. L. Botcher, Story of Ihe Church of Egvpt. London. 1897
(food for the modem period): A. Watson. American
Mmion in Bgvpl. 1854-M. Pittsburg, 1898; A. B. Ed-
wds. Pkaraoha. FeOaha and Explorera, New York, 1891;
M. Fowler, ChriaHan BgyjA. London. 1901; K. Baedeker,
Enpt. London, 1902; K. Beth. Die orienUdiedte Chrieten^

heii 4er MiUelmeerUknder, Berlin, 1902; H. Gundert. Die
franteti9che Mieeion, ikre Ldnder^ V6fkeT und Arbeiten,

pp. 232 K|q.. Stuttgart, 1903; O. Habner. Oeooraphiech-
ilaiMMehe Tabdie aUer Lander der Erde, ed. F. von Jura-
adiek, Frankfort, 1907; OotiudeduT genealooieeher Kaien-
da^.Gotha. 1906; C. R. Watson. Egwt and the Chrietian
CruMrfc,Philadelphia, 1 907, and the literature underCome
CkTBCK.

EGTPT EXPLORATION FUIID : A society

founded in 18S2 by Bliss Amelia B. Edwards, Sir

Erasmus Wilson, and others to cany on system-
ttic and scientific research of ancient Egypt. The
success of the undertaking was assured when the

promoters obtfuned tho services of the well-known
Swis Egyptologist, £douard Naville, and the di»-

tJnpiiRhfd explorer, W. H. Flinders Petrie (since

1882 Edwards professor of Egyptology, Univer-

sty CoQege, London). The results achieved may
be cUssed imder three heads* (1) Biblical, that is

throwing light on the Old-Testament narrative;

(2) daffiical, showing the connection between
Greece and Eferpt at a very early period; (3) purely

E^tian, iUustrating the history, religion, arts,

and literature of ancient E^gypt. During the season

of 1882-^ M. Naville excavated the site of Pithom-
Suocoth and determined the starting-point of the

Exodus; the city was built in the reign of Rameses
the Great, the oppressor of the Hebrews. In 1883-

84 Prof. Petrie excavated Zoan (cf. Num. xiii. 22),

bat did not reach the Biblical city, as many cen-

turies of later builders had buried it so deep that

the cost and labor of reaching it was prohibitive.

In the following season Prof. Petrie excavated at

Tell Defenneh (the Biblical Tahpanhes), "The
Paboe of the Jew's Daughter," and found traces of

the pavement before the entry of Pharaoh's house

(cf. Jer. xliiL 8-10). In 1885 M. Naville identified

the kMstion of the Land of Goshen at Saft el-Henneh
(cf. Ex. viiL 22). The three chief classical sites

are those ol Naucratis, Tanis, and Tell Defenneh
(Gk. Daphnai). Naucratis was the city in which
Psammetichus II. allowed his Greek mercenaries to

settle. At Tanis remains of many Roman houses

irere found; that of a lawyer named Bak-akhiu of

c 174 was especially rich in papyri and objects of

the Greco-Roman period. At Tell Defenneh traces

of the camp of the Greek mercenaries were found.

Other sites excavated have been: the city of Onias

and Tell el-Yehudiyeh (" Mound of the Jew ");

the great temple of Bubastis, where monuments of

the Hyksos, the shepherd kings who ruled in the

time of Joseph (see Egyvt), were found; Ahnas
ei-Medineh, Deir el-Bahari, the great temple of

Queen Hatsbepsu, and the eleventh-dynasty temple
oif Mentuhetep adjoining; Deshasheh, Dendereh,
and AbydoB.
There are two auxiliary branches of the Fund,

(1) the Archeological Survey, which copies wall

sculptures and the like which have been uncovered
and thus are liable to injury; and (2) the Greco-

Roman Branch, established to search for papyri.

The Archeological Survey has done excellent work
at Beni Hasan, el-Bersheh, Saqqareh, Sheikh Said,

Deir el-Gebrawi, and el-Amama. To the excava-
tors of the Greco-Roman Branch, Drs. Grenfell

and Hunt, are due the recovery of the " sayings of

Jesus " (see Agrapha), many portions of the Gos-
pels, as well as invcduable Greek papyri. The
principal site worked by the Greco-Roman Branch
has been Oxjrrhynchus. Emily Patbrson.
Bibuoorapbt: The following is a list of the publioationa

of the Fund: I. The Memoirs: 1. for 1883-84, by E.
Narille, The Store City of PUhom and the RouU of the

Exodue: 2, for 1884-85, by W. M. F. Petrie, Tanie, part
i.; 3, for 1885-^6, by W. M. F. Petrie. NaukraHe, part
i.; 4. for 1886-87. by E. Naville. Goehen and the Shnne of
Saft-el-Henneh; 6, for 1887-88, by W. M. F. Petrie. F.
LI. Griffith and A. 8. Murray. Tanie, part ii.. TeU De-
fenneh, and TeU Nebeeheh: 6, for 1888-89, by E. A.
Gardiner and F. LI. Griffith, NaukroHe, part ii.; 7, extra
volume, by E. Naville and F. LI. Griffith, T%« City of
Oniae and the Mound of the Jew; 8, for 1889-90, by E.
Naville, BubaeHe; 9, extra volume, by F. LI. Griffith

and W. M. F. Petrie. Ttpo Hieroolyphie Papyri from
Tanie ; 10. for 1890-91, by E. Naville, The FeeHval HaU
of Oeorkon II, (BukaetU); 11, for 1891-92, by E. Naville,
J. J. Tylor and F. LI. Griffith, Ahnae eUMedineh, and
The Tomb of Paheri al el-Kab; 12-14, 16, 19 and 27, for

1892-95. 1896-97. 189(^1900 and 1904-05. by £. Naville,
Deir el-Bahari, Introductory and parts i.-v.; 16. for
1895-96, by W. M. F. Petrie. Deehaeheh ; 17. for 1897-98.
by W. M. F. Petrie, Dendereh; 18, for 1898-99, by W.
Bf. F. Petrie. Royal Tombe of the First Dynaety; 20, ex-
tra volume, by W. M. F. Petrie. Dioepolie Parva; 21, for
1900-01. by W. M. F. Petrie. The Royal Tombe of the

Barlieet DynaeOee, part ii.; 22 and 24. for 1901-03 by
W. M. F. Petrie, Abydoe, parts i.-ii.; 23, extra volume,
by D. Randall-Maolver. A. C. Maoe and F. LI. Griffith.

EUAmrah and Abydoe; 25. extra volume, by C. T. Cur-
relly. E. R. Ayrton and A. E. P. Weigall. Abydoe, part
iii.; 26. for 1903-04, by W. M. F. Petrie, Ehnaeya; 28.
for 1905-06. by E. Naville and H. R. HaU. The Eleventh
Dynaety Temple at Deir el Bahari,

II. The Aroheoloffical Survey: 1-2. for 1890-92. by
P. E. Newberry and G. W. Fraser. Beni Haean, parts
i.-ii.; 3, for 1892-93, by P. E. Newberry, El-Bereheh,
part i.; 4. for 1893-94, by F. LI. Griffith and P. E. New-
berry. EUBenheh, part ii.; 6 and 7. for 1894-95 and
1896-97, by F. LI. Griffith, Beni Haean, parts iii.-iv.;

6, for 1895-96. by F. LI. Griffith, Hieroglyphe from the

CoUecHone of the Ef/ypl Exploration Fund; 8-9, for 1897-
99. by N. de G. Daviee and F. LI. Griffith. The Maetabah
of Ptahhetep and Akhethetep at Saqgar^, parts i.-ii.; 10,
for 1899-1900, by N. de G. Davies. The Rock Tombe of
Sheikh Satd; 11-12, for 1900-02, by N. de G. Davies,
The Rock Tomhe of Deir eUOebrawi, parts i.-ii.; 13-16,
for 1902-05. The Rock Tombs of d-Amama, parts i.-iii.

III. Grsoo-Roman Branch: 1. 2, 5. 6. 8. for 1897-
99. 1902-04. 1906-07. by B. P. Granfell and A. 8. Hunt.
The Ozyrhynehue Papyri, parts i.-v.; 3, for 1899-1900.
by D. G. Hogarth. B. P. Grenfell and A. 8. Hunt. Fayum
Toume and their Papyri; 4. 1900-02, by B. P. Grenfell,

A. 8. Hunt and J. G. Smyly. The Tebtunie Papyri; 7,

for 1904-06. The Hibeh Papyri.
IV. Annual Archeological Reports on the seasons'

work, running from 1890-91 to date.

V. 8pecial publications: B. P. Grenfell and A. 8.

Hunt. AOriA IH20Y ; " Sayinge of Our Lord " and
New Sayings of Jeeue and Fragment of a Lost Ooepel;
AUae of Ancient Egypt; Guide to Temi^ of Deir el-Ba-

hari; W. E. Crum, Coptic Oetraea.

EGYPTIAN RESEARCH ACCOUNT: A society

carrying on archeological research in Egypt, which
had its beginnings about 1893, when through the

exertions of Prof. W. M. Flinders Petrie a fund was
collected to assist students in Egypt. For eleven

years the fund (the " Research Accoimt "), con-

tinued by subscriptions, was administered by Profes-

sor Petrie as a personal trust, and the students who
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shared in it worked in accord with his excavations

latterly conducted for the Egypt Exploration Fund
(q.v.)* In 1905 a different basis was foiind desir-

able, and the work was organized and expanded
at a pubUc meeting of subscribers and friends held

in London. Regulations were adopted stating the

name of the new association to be the '* Egyptian
Research Accoimt and British School of Archeology
in Egypt." The office was appointed at University

College, London. The objects were defined as

follows:

a. To conduct excavations and pay all expenaes inci-

dental thereto.

b. To diflcover and acquire antiquities and to distribute

the same to public museums.
c. To publish works.
d. To hold exhibitions.

e. To promote the training and assistance of students.

All of these objects to be carried on in relation to Egypt,
meaning in general the Nile valley, but with occasional ex-
tension to any part of the former kingdom of E^ypt.

All receipts from subscriptions, bequest, or sale

of books are appHed solely to the objects mentioned
above, and no expenses are incurred for offices or

management. Antiquities not claimed by the

Egyptian government are divided among subscribers

and among pubHc museums in proportion to the

amounts contributed in their respective localities.

The management of the society is in the hands of

an executive committee appointed by a general

committee, which in turn is appointed by the sub-

scribers at an annual general meeting held in

London. A director has charge of the work in the

field and the work of students. He is the professor

of Egyptology in University College, London, if

he choose to fill the position; if not, appointment
is made by the general committee on nomination of

the executive committee. Professor Petrie has con-
tinued as director. Late work of the society has
been excavation at Tell el-Yehudiyeh, twenty miles

north of Cairo, where it is thought the celebrated

Hyksos capital Avaris has been discovered, and also

the town and temple of Onias, the Jewish high priest

who fled to Egypt about 150 B.C. The exploration

of Memphis is now in progress, and it is estimated
that fully fifteen years will be required to excavate
the temple sites alone, apart from the city. The
following is the complete list of the society's pub-
lications, and indicates the locality and character

of the work done since its beginning:

J. E. Quibell. BaUas.
J. E. QuibelU The Rametteum.
J. E. Quibell, El Kab.
W. M. Flinders Petrie. HierakotUopoliB^ i.

F. W. Green and J. E. Quibell, Hierakontop-
o2t«, ii.

J. Garstang, El Arabah.
J. Garstang, MaJuuna.
A. St. G. Caulfeild, The Temple of the Kinge.
M. A. Murray, The Oeireion.

M. A. Murray, Saqqara Maetabaa, i.

L. Loat, Ourob.
Hilda Petrie. Saqqara Maetabaa, ii.

W. M. Flinders Petrie, Hykaoa and leraelite

Citiea.

W. M. Flinders Petrie, Oizeh and Rifeh.
W. H. Flinders Petrie, Atkribia and Memphia, 1.

EHRENFEUCHTER, 6^ren-fein'ter, FRIEDRICH
AUGUST EDUARD: German mediating theolo-
gian; b. at Leopoldshafen (near Carlsruhe) Dec.

i.
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adherence on the part of the clergy to the Augsburg
Confession. In 1844 the six eajBtem provincial

synods were convened and advocated the restora-

tion of consistories in their ecclesiastical quality

and the establishment of other synodical institu-

tions. In 1846 at the instance of Prussia, confei^

ences, represented by delegates from all the twenty-^ Protestant governments, were held (Berlin,

Jan. 3), but they accomplished little except to
eerve as preludes for the Eisenach conferences (see

Eisenach Conference).
In regard to the universities, Eichhom declined

to favor any particular doctrine, although he
checked pantheistic speculation and deistic natural-

ism; moderate tendencies, on the other hand, were
given free scope. He formed many plans, and
efforts were made to acquaint the public through
the press with the intentions of the government.
But the revolution of Mar., 1848, made an end of all

these plans and Eichhom withdrew from public

life. In his administration a special section was
formed for Roman Catholic interests, and the

bLihops were permitted to communicate freely with
Rome. (W. HOLLENBEROf.)

Beblioorapht: G. Eilers, Zur BeurteilunQ det Miniateriuma
EidJhom, Berlin, 1849; O. Mejer, in Pretuntehe Jahr-
budur, 1877, parts 2 and 3; H. von Treitsehke, DeuUcKe
GtadudUe im 19. Jahrhundert, v. 229 sqq., Leipaao. 1894.

eichhorh, johahtn Gottfried : Bibhcai
scholar; b. at Ddrrenzimmem (near Kdnzelsau,
24 m. n.e. of Heilbronn) in the principality of

Hohenlohe-Oehringen, Oct. 16, 1752; d. at G6t-
tingen June 14, 1827. His father was pastor at

Dorrenzimmem. After preparatory studies in the

town school at Weikersheim and the gymnasium at

Heilbronn, he studied at GOttingen, 1770-74, under
Michaelis, Walch, Miller, Schldzer, and Heyne. He
became rector of the gymnasium at Ohrdruff, near
Gotha, in 1774. The next year he was appointed
ordinary professor of Oriental languages at Jena.

In this period he published a number of treatises

on the history and literature of the Orient, as well

as of particular Mohammedan dominions. In the

main, however, he devoted himself to the Biblical

sciences. In the Repertarium fur biblische und
margtrdSfidische LiUeratur (Leipsic, 1777-86), edited

by himself, he did much which was preliminary

work to his Einleitung ins AUe Testament (3 vols.,

Leipsic, 1780-^83). This work, which is distin-

guished alike by youthful enthusiasm, synoptical

arrangement, comprehensive scholarship, and solid

investigation, gained universal acceptance, and
appeared in the fourth edition (5 vols., 1823-26).
In it Eichhom made Introduction a literary-his-

toric science. A proof of the lively interest with
which he pursued the study of Biblical literature

is furnished by AUgemeine Bibliothek der biblischen

LUteratur (10 vols., Leipsic, 1787-1803).
In 1788 he went to Gdttingen as ordinary pro-

fessor of philosophy; and here he exhibited until

shortly before his death an exceedingly diversified

actiWty, combined with rare powers of labor and
indefatigable industry. His numerous lectures em-
braced not only the Biblical sciences, but also the
lustory and literary life of ancient and modem
times. At the same time he embodied the material

IV.-7

of his lectures in extensive works issued in rapid
succession (cf. Hauck-Herzog, RE, v. 236 for list of

his historical works). Nevertheless, the principal

part of his activity was directed to Biblical science.

Of his additional theological writings may be men-
tioned: Commentarius in ApoccUypsin Joannis
(2 vols., GOttingen, 1791); Einleitung in die apo-
kryphischen Schriften des Alien Testaments (Leipsic,

1795); Einleitung in das Neue Testament (2 vols.,

Leipsic, 1804-12), containing detailed researches

with reference to the origin of the Gospels; Die
hebr&ischen Propheten (3 vols., Gdttingen, 1816-19);
and a metrical translation of the Book of Job (Leip-

sic, 1800; 2d ed., 1824). His lectures m the G6t-
tingen Society of Sciences are also noteworthy.
After Heyne's death (1812) he edited the Gottinger

gelekrten Anzeigen, for which he wrote many literary

notices.

The verdict upon Eichhom and his works be-

came less favorable not long after his death; his

historical writings, which were really mere sketches,

were found wanting in thorough investigation and
painstaking conscientiousness. Still more sharply

were his theological works censured, because the

more accurate knowledge of the characteristics of

this or that particular composition was lacking;

and his research was not sufficiently free from
prejudice. It may likewise be said against his

exegesis that it neglected the psychologic element,

and frequently explained away the profound con-

tent of the Biblical records by means of so called
" natural " elucidation. His merit remains, how-
ever, in the fact that he not only vindicated the

Bible against the ridicule of its enemies, but that

far and wide he awakened love for the Biblical

writings, especially the Old-Testament Scriptures,

and the zeal to examine them carefully.

Carl Bertheau.
Bibuoorapbt: F. Saalfeld, OetehicfUe der UniverwiUU Qdt-

Hngen^ pp. 332 sqq., Hanover. 1820; H. Doering, Die
geiehrten Theologen DetUadUande, i. 356 sqq., Neustadt,
1831; H. Ewald, JahrbUcher der bibliachen Wiaaenachafl,

i. 26 sqq.. Gdttingen, 1849; ADB, v. 731 sqq.; C. H. H.
Wright, Introduction to O. T., London, 1890; O. A. Briggs,

Study of Holy Scriphtre, paaaim. New York, 1899.

EICHHORN, KARL FRIEDRICH: German
jurist; son of Johann Gottfried Eichhom, b. at Jena
Nov. 20, 1781; d. at Cologne July 6, 1854. He
studied law at Gdttingen, Wetzlar and Vienna. In

1803 he commenced his academic activity at Gdt-
tingen, was appointed professor of law at Frank-
fort-on-the-Oder in 1805, and was called in 1811

to Berlin. He served in the war of 1813, and four

years later, at the wish of his father, accepted a
call to Gdttingen. He retired on account of ill-

health in 1829, but in 1831 returned to Berlin,

lectured for a year, then devoted his time partly to

his high offices in civil administration, and partly

to literaiy pursuits. He withdrew entirely from
pubhc life in 1847, and, after residing four years on
his estate at Ammem (near Ttlbingen), removed
to Cologne, where he spent the remainder of his

life. Eichhom was regarded as the foremost of the

historical school of German jurists, and wrote a
number of legal works which still take high rank.

In the domain of canon law he wrote Grundsdtze

des Kirchenrechts der katholischen und der evange^
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lischen Religionspartei in DetUachland (2 vols.,

Gattingen, 1831-33); Gulachten fur die Domge-
meinde zu Bremen (Hanover, 1831); and Ueber die

apanische Sammlung der Quellen dee Kirchenrechts

in the Abhandlungen der Berliner Akademie (Berlin,

1833-34) and io the ZeiUckrift fur geechichtiiche

Rechtswissenechaft, xi. (C. T. G. von Scheurl.)

Bibuoorapht: F. von Schulte. Karl Friedrich Eichhom^
sein Leben und Wirken, Stuttgart, 1884; J. C. Bluntaohli

and K. Brater. Staait-Wifrterbuch, iii. 237 sqq., ib. 1858;
PretuHsche JahrbUcher, xxxvi (1875), 22 sqq.; ADB^
vi. 469 sqq.

EICHSTAETT, oin'stftt, BISHOPRIC OF: A
German bishopric named from a city of Germany, 42

m. W.8.W. of Regensburg. The diocese was estab-

lished by St. Boniface, and in 740 had a monastery
on the wooded height above the Altmiihl. On Oct.

22, 741, the Anglo-Saxon WilUbald (q.v.), who was
the abbot of this cloister, was consecrated bishop

by Boniface, primarily for missionary work among
the neighboring Wends. The actual diocese, how-
ever, first came into existence two years later, when
Odilo of Bavaria was obliged to cede the northern

portion of his domains to Karlman and Pepin,

whereupon, to secure the incorporation of the new
possession in Prankish territory, the Prankish dis-

trict of Suala was imited with it to form a bishopric.

The diocese lost a small portion of its territory

when the see of Bamberg was established (1015),

but the modem diocese practically corresponds to

the ancient. (A. Hauck.)
Bishop Gebhard I. (1042-57) became first an

imperial minister of great force, and then pope as

Victor II., still, however, retaining his German
bishopric and for a time, as administrator of the

Empire after the death of Henry III., uniting the

highest temporal and spiritual power. Few events

of general interest occurred until the episcopate of

William of Reichenau (1464-96), whose achieve-

ments in statesmanship, economic and intellectual

improvements, and building were notable; the

University of Ingolstadt was now founded, with
William for its first chancellor. The Reformation
made marked headway in the diocese in spite of the

stalwart opposition of Bishop Martin of Schaum-
berg (1560-90), who founded at Eichstatt the first

seminary in Germany as prescribed by the Council

of Trent. A period of great prosperity for the

diocese was the episcopate of Conrad of Gremmingen
(1593-1612), but the Swedish army laid it in ruins

and burned the see city in 1634. The secularization

of 1802 divided the diocese between Bavaria,

Prussia, and Duke Ferdinand of Tuscany, until in

1805 the fragments were reunited under Bavarian
rule. Bishop Joseph von Stubenberg (1790-1824),

though no longer a temporal magnate, recovered

the full extent of his diocese in the Concordat of

1817, and many evidences of spiritual life were
shown during the remainder of the nineteenth

century.

Biblioorapht: Sources for history are: Gundechari, Liber
pontifiaxlis Eictiatetenna, ?41-i074, ed. L. C. Bethmann
in MOH. ScripL. vii (1846). 239 sqq.; the same volume,
pp. 253 sqq.. contains Anonymtu HaurenaxB de epUcopU
Eichatetensibus, 741-1068; Geata epiacoporwn EichMte-

tennum 1X79-1446, MOH, Script., xxv (1880), 590-609.
Consult: M. Lefflad, Regeaten der BitchOfe von Bichat&U

74i'1997, Eichot&tt. 1871-74; J. Sax. GaftAuAlc dm
HocheHfU und der Stadt EichetdU, ib. 1858; H*uck. KD,
i. 518-519.

EINHARD, oin'hOrt (EGINHARD): Frankbh
historian and ecclesiastic; b. in the district of the

Main, Lower Franconia, about 770; d. at Seligen-

stadt (15 m. e.s.e. of Frankfort) Mar. 14, 840.

He received his earliest education in the monastery

of Fulda, and was presented by the abbot Baugolf

(779-802) at the court of Charlemagne, where be

enjoyed the instruction of Alcuin, devoting him-

self especially to mathematics and architecture,

and being appointed inspector of the royal build-

ings. He was likewise one of the trusted counselors

of Charlemagne, and in 806 was sent to Rome to

secure the pope's sanction of the division of the

realm as proposed by the emperor. He retained

his position with Charlemagne's son and successor,

Louis, who entrusted him with the education of hk
son Lothair, although he later became a strong

opponent of the evil influence of the empress Judith.

In 829 he fell seriously ill, and in the following

year left the court. He then retired to Seligenstadt,

but in 833 he was at the court of Lothair to do him

homage. His chief interest, however, was the

development of MUhlheim on the Main, which be

renamed Seligenstadt on account of the relics of

Saints Marcellinus and Peter, which he brou^t
thither from Rome in 827.

The importance of Einhard as a historian has been

much overrated, his perfection of form and diction

concealing his inaccuracies. His Vita Caroli Magni
(Eng. transl. by W. Glaister, London, 1877), which

is modeled on Suetonius, and draws its political

portions from the Annales Einhardi, was written

shortly after the death of the emperor, and was at

once most widely circulated. His letters, which

extend only from 826 to 840 and are for the meet

part undated, are valuable historical documents
and are characterized by clarity and simplicity,

but his Translatio sanctorum MarceUini et Petri is

filled with incredible miracles, though it is not

without importance as a source for culture-history.

(WiLHELII AlTMANN.)
Bibuoobaprt: NA, xi (1886), 235-238 oontaina his De

adoranda cruce, and xii (1887), 2G3 sqq. his EpiaioUt^ the

latter also in MPL, dv.; the Vita KaroU, ed. G. H.
Perts, is in MOH, Script., ii (1829), 426-163, thenoe n-
printed in MPL, xcvii. and was also edited by A. Holder.
Freiburg, 1882. A rich bibliography is given in A. Pott-

hast, Bihliotheca hietoriea medii tevi, pp. 395-397, Berlin.

1896; also in J. C. F. B&hr. GeeckichU der r6mi»ehen
LUerahw, pp. 163-166. 200-216. Carlsnihe, 1840. Con-
suit: J. Frese, De Einhardi vita et ecripHa, Berlin, 1846;

H. Schneider, Daa Leben Eginharda, Bamberg, 1861;
E. DOnselmann, Einhard und aeine Werke, in NA, ut eap..

ii (1877), 491-499; M. Boudois, La Tranalation dee aainU
MareeUinet Pierre. 6tude aur Einhard et aa vie politique

8t7-8SU, Paris, 1907; DCB, ii. 64-65.

EmSIEDELN, oin'zS-deki (MARIAEINSIEDEUr)

:

A town of Switzerland (9 m. eji.e. of Schwyz),
containing (1900) about 4,000 inhabitants, and
famous as a place of Roman Catholic pilgrim-

age. Monastic life there dates back to the ninth

century, and ib connected with the legend of St.

Meginrad or Meinrad, who is said to have come from
the region near Rottenburg or Hechingen. He
first lived in a cell, perhaps at Bollingen near Rap-
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penweil, but yielding to his desire for a hermit's

life, is said to have gone to the summit of Mount
Etael, and thence to the still more impenetrable

wHdemess of the moimtain forests. There he is

said to have tamed two ravens, which, when he was
murdered by robbers in 861, followed the criminals

to Zurich and convicted them of the crime. It

WB8 not imtil the tenth century, however, that a
monastery was erected in this region, when Benno
And E^rhard are said to have made the first at-

tonpts to gather monks about the deserted cell of

Meinrad. Authentic histoiy begins with 947, when
Otto L granted immunity to the cell and to Ebei^
hard, ai^ allowed the free choice of an abbot. Otto
L, Otto XL, and Henry II. gave rich gifts to the

cloister, and until the thirteenth century the control

was in the hands of the counts of Rappersweil.

After the time of Rudolf, on the other hand, it was
coDtroDed by the house of Austria, and was accord-

ing involved in the struggles between the Swiss

Orafederacy and the Hapsburgs. The Sempach
var broke all bonds which held Einsiedeln to Aus-
tria, and after the end of the fourteenth century

the monastery belonged to the Canton of Schwya,
ahhougfa it was decaying rapidly when Zwingli was
its parish priest.

The Zurich Reformation depopulated Einsiedeln,

tmt under the administration of the first civil abbot,

Joachim Eichhom (1544-69), it revived, and in the

seventeenth centuiy, during the rule of Placidus

ReTmanUf the Documenta archivii EiruuUensis

were printed, while the librarian of the monastery,

Christof Hartmann, wrote its history in his Annalea
Htremi (Freibuig, 1612). The monastery was
burned repeatedly, but imderwent no essential

change until 1798, when it was entirely destroyed

by the invasion of the French and the establish-

ment of the Helvetian Republic. In 1801 its

restoration was begun and its importance steadily

increased, until at its millennial celebration in 1861,

it contained nearly 100 monks, and a daughter
bouse was founded in the United States by Abbot
Heinrich at St. Meinrad, Ind., in 1854.

Einsiedeln is especially famous as a center of

pilgrimage from Switzerland, the neighboring dis-

tricts of Germany, and from France and Austria.

These pilgrimages began in the tenth centiuy, and
in 1895 reached the number of 210,000. The
chief day is Sept. 14, regarded as the date of the
divine dedication of the church in 948. The center

of devotion is a statue of the Virgin, originally flesh-

eok>red, but blackened by the smoke of the lights

and lamps which biun continually. It stands in

a small chapel in the church of the cloister, which,
like all the buildings, was erected in the eighteenth

eentury. (G. Meter von Knonau.)

BnuoQBAPBT: O. Rlnghols, WaUfahrtagetdiicfUe un$erer
Kebtn Frau von Einnedeltit Frdbiirg. 1896; idem, (7e-

acUcto <Um fUraOichen BeimiikUnertHfiet . . . wm Ein-
mtdtbif Einnedeln, 1902 sqq. (in proKreas); A. Kuhn,
Der ieUige St^tabau Mana-EiTmedeln, ib. 1885. Earlier
tnateriiile will be found in T. von Bfohr's Reoe9ten der
Ankim in <Ur Sehveueritdien Eidgenotentchaft, vol. i..

Bern. 1848; Liber HerenU, ed. G. Morel, in QeachichU-
frami^ toL i.. Eindedeln, 1843; G. ron Wyas, Vtber die
AniiQnUaUa montuterii . . . Ein»idlen»ia und den lAher
Hmml, in Jakrbueh fOr ednweiaerieche Oeediichle, toL z.,

EISENACH CONFERENCE (KONFERENZ,
EVANGEUSCH-KIRCHLICHE): A gathering of

German Protestants which has met at Eisenach,

usually every other year shortly after Whitsuntide,

since 1852, forming at present the
Origin only official bond between the Evan-
and geUcal State Churches of Germany.

Purpose. The corporate name of the conference

is Evangelisch-Kirchliche Konferenz.
As early as 1846 at the instance of the king of

WQrttemberg a conference of delegates from the
German State Churches met in Berlin to find ways
and means for establishing a more intimate con-
nection. Owing to the disturbances of 1848, the
cause made little progress, but it was revived in

1850 and 1851. The church authorities agreed
upon an order of business for a periodically recur-

ring conference of delegates " to discuss freely,

upon the basis of the Confession, the more important
questions of church life and to form a bond of union,

without interfering with the independence of each
individual State Church, and to promote the uni-

form development of their conditions." The con-
ference met for the first time at Eisenach June 3,

1852, under the presidency of Court Preacher Carl
(von GrOneisen q.v.) of Stuttgart to whose efforts

chiefly it owed its existence. Twenty-four church
governments were presented. In later meetings
the authorities of all German State Churches have
taken part, including Austria. The conference
lasts about eight da3rs and is usually opened on
Thursday in Trinity week by a service in the chapel
of the Wartburg. The archives used to be in the
Luther room of the Wartburg, but are now in the

grand-ducal castle in Eisenach. The expenses are
met by contributions from the different states which
take part.

Although originally the purpose of the confer-

ence was to aim at harmony in principles of church
administration by purely advisory measiires, in

the course of time it has undertaken executive

functions with the tacit approval of

Topics the church authorities. A revision of

of Dit- the liturgies was advocated as eariy

cuasion. as 1852, but was found impracticable

on a large scale owing to the difference

of confession. Questions which touch the church
service were discussed, however, as the introduc-

tion of passion-services in Lent (1855) and the
restitution and revival of oatecbdzation (1865).

Attention was also given to the education of clergy-

men and the administration of their office, as in the
discussions concerning the order of promotion in

1857 and 1859, pastors' colloquies in 1863, and
other similar questions. Consultations were also

held on the inspection of the administration and
life of clergymen (1852 and 1853), the secret of the
confessional (1857 and 1859), and the cooperation
of congregations in filling clerical positions (1855).
Other subjects of discussion have been: the advi-
sability of supplementing the episcopal form of

government with presbyteries and synods (1852,

1874, 1878, 1880); the question of marriages be-
tween Evangelicals and Roman Catholics (1853);
marriage and divorce (1855, 1857, 1868); the atti-

tude of the church authorities to the protectorate

rfc>v>2S78^B
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of the nobility (1861); the taxation of congrega-

tions (1874); church discipline (1857); the treat-

ment of sects (1852, 1855, 1884); religious instruc-

tion in secondary schools (1868); the introduction

of a Biblical text-book instead of the whole Bible

in primary and secondary schools (1898); and the

inspection of religious instruction in secondary

schools (1900). The topic of Christian charity was
brought up in discussions on aid for emigrants

(1855, 1872, and 1894), the organization of chari-

ties (1865), Christian work in war (1868 and 1870),

furtherance of foreign and home missions (1872),

and care of dismissed prisoners (1892). As a result

of a recommendation of the conference a collection

for German Evangelicals in foreign countries is now
taken up every other year in most of the German
8tate churches.

The resolutions following all these discussions

were, of course, not legally binding; but the opin-

ions of the most prominent theologians and jurists,

as expressed in the papers and reports

Practical of the conference, had a permanent
Results, value; and still more valuable was the

personal intercourse of men charged

with church administration from all parts of the

country. And the conference was not satisfied with

mere theoretical discussions; it was drawn by an
inner necessity to productive work for the common
interests of Evangelical Germany. In this con-

nection may be mentioned the practical impulse

given in 1859 to the organization of associations

for the cultivation of religious art, the regulations

for the building of Evangelical chmt;hes (1861 and
1898), the propositions for getting up a uniform

almanac for the German Evangelical (Jhurch (1868,

1870) and selecting daily lectionaries from the

Bible for use at home and in the Church (1868).

Deutsches Evangdisches Institut in Jerusalem, an
enterprise of the German Evangehcal Churches
that had its inception in the conference of 1900,

may also be mentioned.

The desire to publish the results of its discus-

sions soon led to the founding of the AUgemeinea
KirchenblaU fur das evangeliache Deutachland, which,

besides the protocols of the conference, compiles

the laws and regulations of general interest enacted

by the German Evangelical Church authorities. It

forms the most complete collection of documents
for modem church law in the German Evangelical

Church. The question of church statistics was
discussed in 1859, and resulted in the volume Zur
kirchlichen Statistik des evangeliachen DeutschUmds
imJahrelSee (Stuttgart, 1865). Since 1880such sta-

tistics have been published regularly. In 1861 the re-

vision of Luther^s translation of the Bible was advo-
cated. It was decided to procure a unifbrm text on
the basis of a received text of the Canstein Bbile In-

stitute, with due regard to the original editions of

Luther's Bible, and to modern scholarship. The
revised New Testament appeared in 1867 and was
approved by the conference in 1868. In 1870 the

revision of the Old Testament was undertaken and
in 1883 appeared the so-called Probebihel. The
entire work was completed and accepted by the

conference in 1892. At its first meeting the con-

ference decided upon a selection of the best hymns,

and the execution of the plan was entrusted to such

hymnologists as Vilmar, B&hr, Wackemagel, Daniel,

and Geffken. Their work, consisting of 150 Kem-
lieder, was approved by the conference in 1853, and
generally appreciated, but the hymns have not

come into common use, principally because the

selection confined itself too exclusively to older

periods. In 1878 the conference again took up the

matter and appointed a committee to revise the

Prussian MilUdr-Kirchenbuch. This revisimi, which
was finished in 1880, has contributed greatly to

imiformity in the use of hymns in the church, in

the school, and in the home. It has been introduced
in the army and navy. In 1880 a committee was
appointed to collate and revise the melodies. Their

work was published in 1890. Another committee
was appointed to revise the old piericopes and to

supplement them by a second series of Epistles and
Gospels. Its work was finished and approved in

1896. In 1880 the conference took up the dis-

cussion of IiUther's smaller catechism which was
then used in sixty different versions, and in 1884

there appeared a revision that quickly supplanted

earher imperfect editions.

The work of the conference has proved that the

need of a closer connection between the German
State churches is steadily growing,

Unification and that this need may be met witb-

of the Na- out interfering with the independence

tional of the individual State churches.

Churches, either in confession and order of wor-

ship, or in constitution and govern-

ment. A permanent commission of six members
was appointed in 1900, with the president of the

conference as chairman, to further a imiform devel-

opment in the different State chim;hes. The com-
mission, which was increased to fifteen members
in 1903, is empowered to communicate directly

with the church authorities and to report its com-
munications to the conference. It will depend upon
further developments whether this conference ofi'ers

the proper basis for the effective unification of the

German State churches. The Eisenach Confer-

ence must either be entrusted with greater auUiority

by the chiut^h governments, or it must make way
for some new body to be agreed upon by the state

rulers and empowered with sufficient initiative and

executive power for the fulfilment of its duties.

(H. VON DER GOLTlf.)

Biblioorapht: The organ is the AlUfemeinea KirdunAitM
far daa evanodiKhs DtuUMand, Stuttgart. 1852 sqq. For

statistical material consult: P. Pieper. KirdUiche Statidik

Deutachlands, TQbingen, 1890; J. Schneider. KirehUdtet

Jahrbuch, 1907, GOteraloh, 1907.

EISENMENOER, oiz'en-meng'er, JOHANH AH-
DREAS: German Orientalist; b. at Mannheim
1G64; d. at Heidelbei^ Dec. 20, 1704. He studied

at the Collegium sapierUias at Heidelberg, where his

knowledge of Hebrew attracted the attention of

Prince Karl Ludwig, who granted him a traveling

stipend enabling him to visit England and Holland.

The conversion of three Christians to Judaism

while he was at Amsterdam made him decide to

collect all available anti-Jewish data for a work

which should prove a warning to Christians, and at

the same time shame the Jews. Returning from
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his travels he continued his studies for nineteen

jeaiB, first at Heidelberg and later at Frankfort-on-

tbe-Main, availing himself of the services of Jews
vho little suspected the purpose for which they
vere engaged as his tutors. In 1700 he published

hm Enidecktes Jiuienihum, styling it *' a truthful

tad authentic account of the horrible manner in

whi^ the obdurate Jews blaspheme and dishonor the

most Holy Trinity, God the Father, Son, and Holy
Ghoit; insult the holy mother of Christ, the New
Testament, the Evangelists and Apostles; mock-
ingly traduce the Christian Religion, and disdain

and curse all Christianity to the utmost: where
abo are shown many other things and great errors

of Jewish religion and theology hitherto either not

It aQ or only partially known to the Christians, as

well as numerous ridiculous and merry fables and
follies." Prince Johann Wilhelm approved of

Eisenmenger's book, and appointed him professor

of Oriental languages at Heidelberg, but at the

request of the Jews the imperial government con-

fiscated the work, lest its publication cause dis-

turbances. Eisenmenger found that he might be
able to publish his book in Holland. The Jews
offefed him 12,000 florins for the edition of 2,000

copies, but he asked 30,000, and died while nego-

tatioos were still in progress. His heirs appealed to

Frederick I. of Pnimia, who carried their cause be-

fore the emperors Leopold and Joseph, but without

fucoesL At length Frederick I. (1711) decided to

have the woric published " outside the kingdom,"
ostensibly in KOnigsbeig but in reality in Berlin,

and presented half the edition to Eisenmenger's

hfm. Forty years later the Frankfort edition

appeared The EntdedOes JuderUhum did not meet
iHth the success which its author had hoped since

it oould no more be called a faithful representation

of Judairoii than an indiscriminate collection of

everything superstitious and repulsive within Chris-

tian literature could be termed characteristic of

Christianity. During recent decades August Roh-
liog and others have used thework in anti-Semitic

propaganda, and a reprint of the portions most
available for that purpose has been made by F. X.
Schieferi (Dresden, 1893). Eisenmenger collab-

orated with Johann Leusden in the preparation of

an edition of the unpointed Hebrew text of the

Old Testament (Amsterdam, 1694), and also wrote
a Lexicum Orieniaie Uarmonicumj which is still

unpublished. (G. Dalman.)
BauooaAPBT: J. J. Sehndt, JOduche MerkwOrdigkeHen,
i 426^438, iiL 1-6. iv. 286-287. Frankfort. 1714; H.
Gneu. OmekiekU der Juden, x. 273. 276. 281. Leipaio,

1807; KL, rr. 343-346; JE, v. 80-82.

KKTKHARD, ddce-hdrt, OF AURA {Ekk&'
hardiu UraugeriM): Frankish Benedictine abbot
of Aura (near Kissingen, 30 m. n.n.e. of WOrsburg);
b. m the eleventh century; d. Feb. 25 of some year
after 1125. He was apparently a monk of the

Bamberg monastery of Michelsberg, and in 1113
leceived benediction as abbot of Aura, which had
been founded according to the rule of Hirschau,

fnxn Otto of Bamberg, who later became the apostle

of the Pomeranians. He had previously lived

in the monastery of Corvey, had visited Jerusalem
aa a pilgrim in 1101, and had attended the Lateran

Coimcn of April, 1102. He accompanied Otto of

Bamberg on his visit to the pope in 1 106, and was
present at the Council of Guastalla. He apparently
left his monastery in 1116, and attended the Lat-
eran Council held in March. Ekkehard was the
author of a imiversal chronicle, which he afterward
revised four times. The original work extends to

1099, and is based on a similar work which orig-

inated in WOrzburg, although he amplified it from
other authors, such as Einhard, Widukind, Liut-

prand, and Richer, as well as from oral tradition

and his own knowledge. He subsequently ex-
tended it to 1 106, when he revised it twice, the last

time on the basis of the chronicle of Sigibert of

Gembloux, and carried it successively to 1114 and
1125. His work, which is not a mere compilation,

is the most complete of all the medieval chronicles,

although he is surpassed in depth and insight by
Otto of Freising. (Wilhelm Altmann.)
Bibuoohapht: Ekkelutrd's Chronicon and Hitrotolimita,

ed. Q. Waits, are in MOB, ri (1844), 1-267. An excel-

lent list of literature is given in Potthast, Wegvmstr, pp.
400-401, cf. Wattenbaoh. DOQ, ii (1894). 189-198. Con-
sult N. Reininger, in AreAiv dea hutorUdten Vereina von
Unterfrank^n und AaduiffenburOt xvi. 1-96, WOrsburg,
1862; G. Buehholi, Ekkehard von Aura, Leipaic 1888;
J. Teener, in Bews hMorique, zl^ii (1891). 267-277.

EKKEHARD OF SAINT GALL. See Saint
Gall, Monastsrt of.

ELAGABALUS, d'Vgab'a-lus (Varius ATitua

Bassianus): RcNoaan emperor; b. at Emesa, Syria,

c. 201; kUled by the pretorians in Rome, 222. He
was a son of the senator Varius Marcellus and Julia

Socemias, and a grandson of Julia Msesa (see Alex-
ANDEB Severub). Both mother and grandmother
had retired to Emesa, and here they inculcated in

the boy that Oriental religious fanaticism which
was later to be the chief characteristic of the em-
peror. He was early consecrated as a priest of the

sun-god at Emesa and later appropriated ids name
(ElagabaluB— Syriac El gabal, ** mountain [7]

god "; by popidar Greek etymologizing the name
became Hdiogabalus, from helioa, "sun")- The
intrigues of his mother and the fall of Macrinus

brought him to the throne in 218. His personal

beauty impressed the soldiers, and his claim to be
the son of (Daracalla won their respect. He did not

enter Rome till 219. Unnerved by indulgence of

his passions and crazed by his practise of super-

stitious sorcery, he had now only two aims in life,

to follow his own pleasure and to introduce into

Rome the worship of the sun-god as the one su-

preme deity ruling throughout the whole world.

All the attributes of other gods, even the sacra of the

city, in so far as these were not profaned and put
aside, were to be transferred to this one god.

This was the dream of a crazy boy in the year

219. Ninety years later the Church had to take

accoimt of a religious speculation essentially related

to the views of this dissipated youth: viz. the idea

of the oneness of God, as held by the emperor
Alexander Severus (q.v.), and as represented in

Neoplatonism (q.v.). At first Christianity was
inclined to be peaceable toward this Neoplatonio

speculation; but at the beginning of the fourth

centuiy it assumed an aggressive attitude and called
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its adherents out for the conflict, until Constantine

(q.v.) and his followers adopted a religious policy

of which, it must be admitted, the boy Elagabalus

was the forerunner. As Ela^balus did not have
time to carry out his plans, his reign was one of

peace for the Church. (Adolf Habnack.)
Bibliooropht: The sources are: Dion Cassius, " Roman

History," Ixxvii. 30-41, Ixzix.; Herodian. '* History of

the Kings," y. 4-23; Lampridius, ElagabaluM; Aurelius

Victor, Dt C<B9aribii9, xxiii.; idem, EpitotM, xxiii. Mod-
em accounts are: W. Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Ro-
man Biography, ii. 6-7, London, 1890; V. Duniy, Hietory

of Rome, Vll. 1, pp. 102-118, Boston. 1800; Gibbon.
Decline and Fall, i. 141-148; KL, y. 1748-50.

ELAH, t'la: Fourth king of Israel, son and
successor of Baasha. According to the sources in

I Kings xvi. 6-14 (cf. Josephus, Ant., VIII. xii. 4)

he reigned parts of two years, and his dates accord-

ing to the old chronology are 930-929, according to

Dimcker 901-900, according to Hommel 886-886,

according to Kamphausen 891-890, and according

to Mahler 889-888. He was assassinated while

intoxicated by Zimri, one of his generals, who
usurped the throne.

Bibuoorapht: Consult the literature giyen under Arab.

ELAM, ilam: The name of a coimtry known
to the Assyrians as Elamtu (the " t ** being a femi-

nine termination), called in Greek Elymais, though
part of its territoiy was known as Susiana in later

times. Herodotus calls the country Kissia. The
Assyrian name is usually explained as meaning
" highland," but Jensen's explanation as " east-

land '' (that is, east of Babylonia), may be correct.

Geographically the ancient Elam may be defined

as lying east of the Tigris and north of the Persian

Gulf and comprising not only the lowlands of the

modem Khuzistan, but also the mountainous chains

surroimding them on the north and east. Elam
is classed in the Old Testament among the sons of

Shem (Gen. x. 22; I Chron. i. 17) and this led

eariy investigators to enimierate the Elamites among
the Semitic peoples. The classification in the Old
Testament must now be considered as geographical

rather than ethnological, for it is quite clear that

the Elamites are not Semitic either linguistically

or ethnologically. Their language is agglutinative

in character, and though difiScult to classify with

certainty is not in any way to be identified with the

Semitic group.

The origin of the Elamite stock is veiled in ob-

scurity. The true Elamites occupied the more
mountainous parts of the country, while the lower

levels near Babylonia even in very early times had
a Semitic intermixture, whose nomenclature ap-

pears in certain place names near the river Tigris.

The earliest mention of Elam known appears in an
inscription of the Babylonian King Alusharshid

(see Babylonia, VI, 2, § 5) about 3800 b.c, who de-

clares that he had conquered Elam and Bara'se. The
capital of Elam, Susa, was henceforward accounted

by the Babylonians as in their sphere of influ-

ence. It had to be reconquered from time to time.

Gudea (see Babylonia, VI., 3, § 3) conquered
Anshan, henceforth regarded as the southern divi-

sion of Elam, and furnishing the title of its greatest

kings in later centuries. Later Babylonian princes

built temples in Susa, made marriage aUianees with

its princes and gave other evidences of their influ-

ence upon Elam. The ruler of Elam for about

seven hundred years is called patesi (see Baby-

lonia, VI., 2, § 1, note), and they seem all to have

acknowledged Babylonian overlordship. AU thdr

inscriptions are written in Semitic Babylonian.

About 2285 B.C. Babylonia was overrun and

conquered by Kudur-Nahunte, King of Elam, whose

name is Elamitic, not Semitic, and who belongs to

the true Elamite stock, whose language appears in

numerous inscriptions from this time onwaixL Thir-

teen years later Kudur-Mabug (see Babylonia, VI,

4, § 1), king of Elam, established his rule over south-

ern Babylonia, and his son Rim-Sin became king

of Larsa, the Biblical Ellasar, in Babylonia. To

thissame line of princes belongs Chedorlaomer (Kud-

urlagamaru; Gen. xiv. 1). T^ Elamite ascendency

in Babylonia was broken by Hammurabi ( » Amra-
phel of Gen. xiv. 1; see Hammitrabi and his Code)

and from this time onward Elam and Babylonia

pursued separate lines of development, though fre-

quently at war with each other. About 640 b,c.

Elam was conquered by Asshurbanipal ( -» Asnapper

or Osnappar, Ezra ii. 10), king of Assyria, and its

power broken forever. Soon afterward arose the

princes of Anshan, who were the forebears of Cyras

the Great (553-529 B.C.) who calls himself king of

Anshan, and later king of Persia. He belongs to

Indo-(jrermanic stock and it is therefore probable

that Elam had already been overrun by some mi-

gration of these people. Robert W. Rooebs.
Bibuoorapht: W. K. Loftua, Chaldaa and 8u»ia»a. Loo-

don. 1857; F. Delitssch, Wo Um doe Paraditat p. 237.

Leipsio, 1881; A. H. ^yoe, in Tran»atstiona of Leyden

Oriental Congreee, 1885; M. Dieulafoy, VAeropoU d»

Suea, Paris, 1890; A. Billerbeck, Suea, Freienwmld. 1893;

DB, i. 674-676; EB, u. 1253-54; JE, v. 88-69; and
the articles Asbtria and Babylonia, with the works on
history cited there.

ELATE, iOath (ELOTH), EZION-GEBER (EZI-

ON-GABER): Elath is the Old-Testament name
of a place on the eastern arm of the Red Sea, and in

the land of Edom. In the Septuagint it appears as

Ailath, Axiom, Ailam ; in Josephus as Ilanu^

AUani, EUUhoua; in other Greek writers as AeiUm,
AUana; in Pliny as Aelana, These variations are

explained by the different forms in Hebrew and
Anunaic. It is clear that the name is derived from

that of a holy tree or grove, and the original form

may be foimd in the El-paran of Gen. xiv. 6 (M.T.

*eyl paWan, " oak [or some other large tree] of

Paran "). The form Elah is found only in Gen.

xxxvi. 41 as the name of a district of which Elath

was the center.

The location is clearly given in I Kings ix. 26,

and with this Eusebius agrees {OnamasHcon, ccxxviL

40), placing it on the Red Sea, in Edom, three days'

journey from Paran. It was known to the Arabic

writers, but owing to its inaccessibility it was first

visited in modem times by E. Rtlppell in 1832,

later by Laborde, E. Robinson and others; in 18S4

the Palestine Exploration Fund sent out Pfx>f^sor

Hull and Major Kitchener, and they explored thor-

oughly the region between the Dead Sea and the

Gulf of Akabah. Their reports describe the situation

as follows: The eastern arm of the Red 8e* ends
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on the northeast in a bay about four miles wide
with an irregular beach of sand, mussel shells, and
detritiis from the neighboring hills. On the east

eliffsof porphyritic rock rise to a height of 4,000 feet,

on the west are porphyritic rocks, interrupted by
strata of sandstone and limestone about 2,500

feet in height. In the northeast is a depres-

sion continuing for about twenty miles at a height

of about 210 feet above sea level, which is the

eoQtinuation of the depression in which lies the

Dead Sea and is known as the Wadi al-Arabah.

The drainage of the rainy season from the hills

empties along the west side though much is lost in

the sand. By digging, water is easily found (cf.

11 Kings iii. 1&-17), at first brackish, afterward

fresh and potable. Nearly the entire region is

covered with a growth of thorn-bush. In a bight

of the Gulf not far from the east side are heaps of

ruins, and a little farther south is a square fort

with thick walls and a tower at each comer, which
beare the name of (Kalat al-) Akabah, " Fort of

the Declivity." The Arabic geographer Idrisi

(1154) speaks of the ^Akabet AilOy in which may be
recognized the fxiller form of the present name.
At the northeastern comer of the bight is a beauti-

ful palm grove containing both date-palms and the

African variety. This circumstance has given rise

to the conjecture that the name came not from the
oak (as the form of the name would suggest) but from
the grove of palms. The cultivated area is small,

though the ground is not unfmitful. The tempera-
ture averages high, especially in summer. The
water of the bay is very clear and abounds in fish,

and sharks are numerous. Corals are plentiful.

The heaps of ruins mentioned above belong prob-

ably to the Aila of the Middle Ages, the Elath of

the Old Testament probably was situated on the

hois hi^er up. The Old Testament knows of

two places in the region, Elath and Ezion-geber
(cf. I Kings ix. 26 and II Chron. viii. 17), the latter

probably north of the former. Ezion-geber has
been located at Ladyan, about twenty-four miles

north of the present coast line, but formerly on the
coast when the sea extended farther inland.

Elath and Ezion-geber are brought into connec-
tion with the desert wandering of the Hebrews
(Deut. n. 8), and David made the region a part of

his realm (II Sam. viii. 14). From Elath and
Eiion-geber Solomon sent his ships to Ophir (q.v.;

I Kings ix. 26, 28); but after the death of Je-

hoshaphat they were retaken by the Edomites
(II f^ngs viiL 20), and were for only a short
time in the possession of Judah, during the reign

of Uiziah (II Kings xiv. 22, xvi. 6). Under
the Romans Elath was still an important mercan-
tfle phM!e, the station of a legion, and the seat of a
bishop. Under the Mohanunedans it lost its trade.

About 1300, at the time of Abidfeda, it was com-
pletely deserted. H. Guthe.

Biblioorapht: E. Hull, Mount Seir, Sinai and Weatern
PaUttine. pp. 71 sqq., London. 1880; idem. Memoir on
ft* Otology and Geography of Arabia Petraa, ib.,

1889; E. Ruppell, Reiaen in . . . dem Pebr&iachen Arabien,
pp. 248 sqq.. 385-386. Frankfort. 1829; L. de Laborde,
Voi/age del'Arable Pitrie, Paris. 1880; E. Robinson. Biblical
Beaearekee, i. 280, Boston. 1866; C. M. Doughty. TraveU
w Arabia Deurta, London, 1888; G. le Strange, PaUaUne

under Oie Moalema, ib. 1890; H. C. Hart, Fauna and Flora
of Sinai, Petra and Wady Arabah, ib. 1891; F. Buhl.
Oeachichte der Edomiter, Leipsic. 1893.

ELDAD AND MODAD, BOOK OF. See F^eud-
EPiGRAPHA, Old Testament, III, 31.

ELDERS m THE CHRISTIAN CHURCH. See
Presbyter.

ELDERS IN ISRAEL: The patriarchal and
later officers, whose position was due to their status

as heads of families. Till the establishment of the
kingdom the Israelites had a tribal organization

the characteristic feature of which was that the
constituents (families) of the tribe as well as the
individuals were fully independent. There was no
organized government. The Sheik of a tribe or

encampment among the Arabs has no formal au-
thority. He may lead in war, locate the camp In

times of peace, and the like; he may advise but can
enjoin nothing of importance without consulting
the prominent men of the aggregation. As a judge
he has moral influence, but no power to carry out
a sentence or to inflict punishment. The elders

had similar functions, as is indicated

Before the in the narrative of the desert-journey
Settlement in E. They appear not as though
in Canaan, instituted in Mosaic times, but as

existing ever since there was a " people
of Israel " (Ex. iii. 16 sqq., iv. 29). They are also

presupposed among other nations (Josh. ix. 11;

Num. xxii. 4, 7). They had no special oflSce, but
as the most prominent individuals (Ex. xviii. 21)
were called to represent the people on special oc-

casions (Ex. xvi. 12; Num. xvi. 25; Josh. vii. 6);

their decision had weight (Ex. xvii. 5; Deut. xxxi.

9); and they were leaders in war (Josh. viii. 10).

By virtue of this position they mediated between
Moses and the people; according to E, Moses often

communicated Yahweh's behests first to the elders

(Ex. iv. 29; Deut. xxxi. 9); what was commanded
to them was also commanded to the people, whose
representatives they were by station and birth.

Their connection with the family constitution is

evident from Ex. xii. 21 sqq.; while the gloss on
Deut. i. 15 designates the elders correctly as the
family heads of the tribes called also '* heads of
the people " (Num. xxv. 4).

The settlement in the West-Jordan country
caused many changes among the tribes, but not in

the organization. The tribe was organized early
for war; the famOy-heads remained the persons in

authority. The elders of the tribe of OilPfid mttAt^

Jephthah captain (Judges xi. 1 sqq
David sought to win over the eld<

the Jerahmeelites, Kei
From the (I Sam. xxx. 26 sqq.)

Settlement Israel led in the war s

to the Exile, listines and decided to
the covenant brought

(I Sam. iv. 3). In the name of the f

asked a king of Samuel (I Sam. viii.

used always in the plural. When tb

in a locality the elders became the he

communities (Judges viii. 4 sqq.; I

xvi. 4). Gradually the heads of tl

took the character of magistrates, an<
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lasted till the time of Solomon (I Kings riii. 1, 3).

In proportion as the royal power developed, that of

the elders declined. The case of Ahab (I Kings

XX. 7 sqq.) was an exception. In the administra-

tion the elders had no part since the royal officers

were the executives (I Kings iv. 1 sqq., xx. 15);

but they constituted a part of the nobility. That
they retained such influence was due to the fact that

the royal government was satisfied with receiving

the revenues and did not otherwise interfere with

the affairs of the communities.

During the exile, the genealogical register was
preserved; the settlement seems to have been by
families, and the heads of the families took their

places at the head of the settlements and acted for

the families and the community (Ezek. xxi. 1 sqq.,

viii. 1; Jer. xxix. 1). The return from the exile

was by families (Ezra ii.; Neh. vii.). At the head
of the families stood the chief of the fathers (Ezra

L 5, ii. 68; Neh. vii. 70). The new commonwealth
was organized along those lines; the

After elders of the Jews formed the national

the Exile, government; they directed the build-

ing of the temple; with them the

Persian governor treated (Ezra v. 3 sqq., vi. 7 sqq.).

In the time of Ezra and Nehemiah the organization

consisted of twelve " princes," representatives of

the tribes, who dwelt at Jerusalem (Neh. xi. 1),

whereas the local government of the country-com-

munities was in the hands of city-elders and judges

(Ezra X. 14). The Jerusalem college of 8arim

became afterward the aristocratic senate of the

Oerausiaf first mentioned in the time of Antiochus

the Great (Josephus, Ant. XII., iii. 3; cf. I Mace,

vii. 33). fVom I Mace. xii. 0, xiv. 20 it is clear that

the ** Gerousia of the nation " and " the elders of

Israel " were identical. The term synedrion was
first used in Herod's time, it became the common
designation (Matt. v. 22; xxvi. 59) alongside of

preabyterion (Luke xxii. 66; Acts xxii. 5) and
bouU (Acts V. 21). (I. Benzinger.)
Bibuoorapht: O. Seeaenuum, Die Aeltetten im A. T.,

Leipaio, 1805; Beniinger, ArcKaohgie, pp. 296-329;
Nowack, ArchOolooie, i. 300 sqq., 320 aqq.; J. F.

MoCurdy. Hiatory, Prophecy and the MonumerUe, vol. ii.,

New York, 1896; Amram. in JBL, 1900; E. Day. Social

Life of the Hebrewe, ib. 1901; A. Baohler, Dae Synedrion
in Jeruealem, Vienna, 1902; SohOrer. Geeehichte, ii. 176
aqq.. Enc. tranal., II.. ii. pasaim; DB, i. 676-677; EB,
iL 1906-07. iii. 2717-18; JE, v. 92.

ELECT, ELECTION. See Prbdbbtination.

ELEUTHERUS, el^'ia-thA'rus: Pope, c. 174-

189. He is first heard of as deacon to Pope Anicetus
(c. 154-169); from his name it is probable that he
was a Greek. During his pontificate the Church at

Rome was little molested by the government, there

being but one martyrdom (that of Apollonius,

q.v.). It was much troubled, however, by heresy.

Marcionites, Valentinians, and other sectaries

formed influential congregations by the side of the

true Church, and Eleutherus had to continue the
struggle against the Montanists begun by his pred-

ecessor, Soter. Gallic Christians about 178 sent

him letters on the subject by the hand of Irenseus,

then a presbyter of Lyons, whom they commend
warmly. Their aim was probably to exhort the

pope to be steadfast against Montanism (cf. Salmon

in DCBf iii. 937-938), and their admonition may
have had the more weight as the Churches of Lyons

and Viennewere then undergoing severepersecutioD

(Eusebius, Hist, eccl., v. 1-2). The Liber pon-

tificalia gives much detaUed but worthless informa-

tion about EUeutherus. It includes the Btatemeni

that he received a letter from a British king, Lucius

by name, " that he might be made a Christian by

his mandate," which is generally admitted to be a

fabrication of the seventh century, devised to sup-

port the claims of the Roman party in England

against the British Church (see Celtic Church in

Britain and Ireland). Bede knew of the state-

ment and refers to it in three places (De tempomm
roHone, 331; Hist eccl., i. 4, v. 24), and it was often

repeated and much elaborated in later times.

Tha first mention of the Lucius legend is in the reeettaon

of the Liber pontificalie known as the Caialogtu FeUdanua,
written about 530. It is not in the earlier Cataioffu»^ writ-

ten shortly after 353. Gildas knows nothing of it. The
more important of Bede's references {HieL ecd,, i. 4) if as

follows: *' In the hundred and fifty-sixth year of the in-

carnation of the Lord, Ifarcus Antoninus Verus became
emperor, the fourteenth from Augustus, with his brother,

Aurelius Commodus. In their time, while ESeuthems, a
holy man, held the pontificate of the Roman Church.

Ludus, king of the Britons, sent to him a letter, askinc

that he might be made a Christian by his command. And
presently he attained his pious request, and the Britons

retained the faith which they received, unoomipted and

entire, in peace and tranquillity, until the time of the em-
peror Diocletian." The Hietoria Britonum (end of the

eighth century; see Nbnkiub) reads Eucharistus for Eleu-

therus and has all the chieftains of Britain baptised with

Lucius. The Liber Landaveneie (twelfth century) names
the messengers of Lucius and locates the narrative in Wales.

At about the same time William of Malmeebuiy localises

it at Glastonbury. Geoffrey of Monmouth names the mis-

sionaries sent and makes them found three archbishoprics

and twenty-eight bishoprics. The Welsh triads (of uncer-

tain date) connect the story with Llandaff. A compila-

tion of the time of Edward II. gives a letter from Eleu-

therus to Ludus. Later Lucius became a benefactor to

the Church and the schools, and, bdng confused with a con-

tinental te&cher of the same name, was repreeented ss

missionary and martyr.

Bibuooraprt: Eusebius, HieU eecL, iv. 22; v. proeamem,
3-6, 22. Liber pontificalie, ed. Duchesne, i. 4-5. 13A.

Paris, 1886, cf. pp. di.-dv.; J. Langen. OeetkidUe der

rihniedien Kirche bie sum PonHfikate Leo*e I., i. 157-150,

Bonn. 1881; Hamack. Litteratur, IL i. 144-146: Bower.

Popee, i. 15-17. For the Lucius Legend. W. Bright,

Chaptere of Early Englieh Churt^ Hietory, pp. 3-5, Ox-
ford. 1897; Haddan and Stubbs, CouncHe, i. 25-26; L
Duchesne, in Revue Cdtique, vi (1870), 491-403; Chromea
minora^ ed. T. Monmisen in MQH, iii., Aud. atU,, xiii

(1898), 115-116, 164: Plummer, note to Bede's HiaL eccL,

i. 4; H. Zimmer, Nennitie vindieatue, pp. 141-154, Beriin,

1893.

ELEVATION OF THE HOST. See Mabs.

ELI: A (high) priest at Shiloh near the close

of the period of the Judges, among whom he is also

reckoned. Descent from Aaron is claimed for him
through Ithamar (I Sam. ii. 27 sqq.; 1 Chron. xxiv.

6). It was Eli who promised the granting of her

petition to the praying Hannah (I Sam. i. 9, 13 sqq.),

to whom she afterward entrusted Samuel, the object

of that petition (verse 25 sqq.), to become his minis-

ter in his old age and then his successor. Eli seems

to have been a mild, gentle bearer of the office, who
had the interests of the sanctuary at heart; but be

was lax in the discipline of his sons, Hophni and

Phinehas, who shatneleasly abused their priestly
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position (I Sam. ii. 12 sqq.). For this reason

a prophet first foretold to Eli God's judgment in

tbe sadden death of his two sons, a curse upon
the entire family, the members of which were
to die early, after failing in preferment to their

heieditaiy office. Finally Samuel announced to

kii master the near fulfilment of his doom (I Sam.
ill). In a war with the Philistines, Israel was
CQDipletely overcome, both sons of Eli were killed

and E3i, ninety-eight years of age, fell from his

•eat and died. The narrative relates the fulfil-

ment of the doom on Eli's house during the reign

of Solomon. C. von Obxlll

BLI£ (HEL6ESEN), PAULUS: Danish hu-
manist; b. at Varberg (on the Cattegat, 40 m. s. of

Gothenburg), Holland, then a Danish province,

about 1480; d. in 1535 (?). Educated in Skara,
Vestergotland, he appears in 1517 as a monk in the
Camielite monastery in EHsinore, and it was prob-
ably from the patron saint of the Carmelites

—

the prophet Elijah—^that he chose the name
' PauhiB Helie " (Helise, Elise). Imbued with the

sprit of humanism, he hailed with joy the appear-
aiue of Luther, but when the latter broke com-
pletely with the Roman Church, he looked upon
him as a dangerous revolutionist. In 1519 Eliss

was appointed lecturer in the Carmelite college at

Copenhagen, and also lecturer in theology at the
muverstty there. In the beginning of his career

he sympathised with King Christian II., who dis-

played an active interest in the promotion of public

aefaoob, but the massacre of Stockholm changed his

opinion of this king and he came to regard him as a
godleas tyrant. When, therefore, the king sent him
a Latin pamphlet with a request to translate it, and
he found it to be " an evil book, more calculated to

teach sin than to improve mankind," he substitu-

ted for it Erasmus' writing on the duties of a Chri»-

tian monarch, which he sent to the king. The
result of this act as well as of his subsequent bold
sermons in tbe royal chapel, taking Herpd for his

text, was that the king became enraged and Elis
was compelled to flee to Jutland. Here he pre-

pared a Latin pamphlet setting forth his accusations

igainst the king (cf. Mon. hist. Dan., L 121 sqq.),

and this was used later for framing the obligations

to be assumed by King Frederick II.

After the flight of Christian II. Elise again became
lecturer at the university, and for a time he offi-

ciated as provincial of the Carmelites as the suc-

cessor of Anders Christensen. In 1526 he pub-
lished a Danish translation of Luther's prayer-book,
b the preface to which he defends himself against
the accusation of having been a pupil of Luther,
and he also states his opinion of the German Re-
former. During the following years Elite proceeded
with great seal against the Reformation, publishing

pamphlet upon pamphlet against those who had
joined that movement, including several of his for-

mer colleagues from the Carmelite college. In
1530 he began an attack upon Hans Tausen and
had to leave Copenhagen in consequence; three
years later, however, he returned and renewed his

attacks, causing Tausen to be branded as a heretic

on aocoont of his teachings regarding the Lord's

Supper. Having accomplished this, EUsd went to

Roskilde where he published his aforementioned

pamphlet on the duties of Christian rulers. During
the feud among the nobility he endeavored to medi-

ate between the factions by publishing a " Brief

Instruction in Christian Union and Reconcilia-

tion,'' which was partly an adaptation of Erasmus'
commentary on Psalm Ixxxiii {De amabili ecdesia

Concordia). Besides a brief Latin history of the

Danish kings, Elise wrote a chronicle of the first

four kings of the house of Oldenbuig, generally

called the '' Skibby-Chronicle," It is a remarkable
attempt in the pragmatic method of historiography,

and is filled with bitter one-sided opinions of the

opponents of the Roman Church. This work
closes in the middle of a sentence (Dum hcec agunr

tur . . .), from which it would appear that its

author lived until the end of 1534 or the beginning

of 1535. An imconfirmed report says that Elite

joined the reform party and became pastor some-
where. Schmitt is of the opinion that he may
have fallen victim to violence, but this is highly im-
probable; it is more likely that he fled to Holland,

to the birthplace of his beloved Erasmus.

(F. Nielsento
Bibuoorapht: The ** Sldbby-Chroniole " and iome of the

letten of EU» were published in H. Roerdam, Monwnenta
hiatoria Damage vol. i.. Copenhagen. 1873. Consult
further: C. OUyarius, De vita ei BcripUa Pauli EliiB, Copen-
hagen, 1741: L. Sohmitt, Der KarmelUer Paul Blia,
Freiburg, 1893.

ELIAS OP CORTONA. See Fhancis, Saint,
OP ASSIBI, AND THE FRANCISCAN OrDER, L, | 4,

III., ii 1-3.

ELIAS LEVTTA (EUjah ben Asher ha-Levi):

Rabbi; b. at Neustadt-on-the-Aisch (20 m. n.w.

of Nuremberg) 1469; d. at Venice Jan. 28, 1549.

His German birth is explicitly declared in the first

preface to his Massoret, a statement corroborated

by Kimchi and by Sebastian MUnster. But Italy

became his second home, hence he could state at the

end of the Methurgemarif that he ** wished to

return to Italy, the land whence he came, and die in

his city of Venice." He taught Hebrew at Padua
1504-09, lost his property there at the sack of that
city by the French, removed to Venice, thence to

Rome (in 1512), where he was under the protec-

tion of Egidio of Viterbo. When Rome was taken
by Charles V. (1527) a second time he lost his prop-
erty. He removed to Venice, which became his

permanent home, with the exception of a few
intervals spent at Isny and in a visit to Germany,
1540^3.

Elias Levita would occupy an honorable place

among Hebrew granunarians, even if an extraor-

dinary significance had not been attached to his

labor by the historical conditions under which it was
accomplished. His ifvork became a factor of that
historical advancement by which Christendom re-

turned to the documentary sources of its doctrines.

To this new beginning of linguistic and historical

studies Elias Levita rendered important services.

After Reuchlin under the direction of the physician
Jacob Jehiel Loans (L. Geiger, ut inf., pp. 24, 26) had
mastered Hebrew, and after Matthias Adrianus, a
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converted Jew from Spain, had been the teacher of

Pellican (Geiger, p. 43), Levita, through the media-

tion of Sebastian MOnster and Paul Fagius, exer-

cised a much stronger and more lasting influence

upon the transference of Hebrew knowledge to the

Christians. Still greater than in the department
of grammatical and lexical inquiries was the im-

pulse which Elias Levita by his Maasoreth hammaa'
aoreth gave to the text-critical treatment of the Old
Testament. He brought his children up in the

Jewish faith in spite of his intimate intercourse with
Christian scholars; but to the greatest sorrow of

one of his daughters her two sons, Eliano and Sol.

Romano embraced the Christian faith (Graetz, ix.

335). Elias Levita was a pleasing example of a
scholar who knew how to keep free from partizan

entanglements the interest in the subject of his

inquiry.

His writings are: (a) Text-oritioal: Ma$9oreth hamma^
•oreth (Venioe, 1638; German translation by C. G. Meyer
with annotations by Semler, Halle, 1772; in Hebrew and
English by D. Ginsburg, London, 1867); (b) Grammatical:
Peruahal Pethaeh Debaray (ascribed to Moses Kimchi [q.v.],

Peearo, 1607); Biw al Mahalakh thebhiU fM-daath (" Eluci-

dations on Kimchi 's grammar Mahaiak,'* Pesaro, 1608; the
Mahalakh with a Latin version by S. MOnster, Basel, 1627);
Sepher habbatiiw (treating of Hebrew grammar, Rome, 1618,
revised edition. Isny, 1542; Hebrew and Latin by MOnster
under the title of Dikduk, Basel. 1618; with scholia, 1637,
1642); Sepher honharkabhah (elucidation of words composed
of different forms, Rome. 1610); Sepher tub-ta'am (on
Hebrew accents. Venice, 1638, also Latinised by MOnster);
Nimmukhim (remarks on D. Kimthi'B Mikhldl and printed
with it, Venice, 1646). (c) Lexical: liahbi (an explana-
tion of 712 words from Jewish literature. Basel. 1627);
Methurffeman (a lexicon of Targumic and Talmudic words.
Isny, 1641); Shemoth (Ubharim (a glossary of Hebrew words,
Isny. 1642); Nimmvkim (annotations to D. Kimchi's "Book
of Roots," printed together. Venice. 1646); (d) Exegetioal:
** The Psalms with Kimchi's commentary and corrections
by the editor " (Isny, 1642); " The Psalms faithfully trans-
lated into Judeo-<3erman

;

" *' the Targum to the Proverbs
with Glosses " (Isny. 1641); " The Book of Job in Rimes "

(Venice, 1644); (e) Literary: Sepher habbabhah (narrative of
the wonderful events of prince Buovo d'Antona, a novel),
Shirim, ** Hjrmns " (Venice, 1646). E. K6nio.

Biblioorapht: J. C. Wolf, Bibliotheea Hfbrcea, i. 163-161,
iii. 97-102, iv. 182. Hamburg. 1716-33; J. F. Hirt. Orir
erUalieche und exegetieche Bibliothek, vii. 60 sqq.. Jena,
1776; J. FQrat, Bibliotheca judaica, ii. 239-242. Leipsic.
1849-63; L. Creiger. Dae Studium der hebrikiedien Sprache
in DetUedUand, ib. 1870; J. Levi, Elia Levita und eeine
Leittunoen ale OrammaHker, Breslau, 1888; Bacher, in
ZDMO, 1889. 206-272; H. Graeti. Geeehichte der Juden,
vol. ix. passim, Leipsic. 1891; C. A. Briggs, Study of Holy
Scripture, passim. New York, 1899; JE, viii. 4&-49.

ELIAS MnOATIS: Greek bishop; b. at Lixuri

(6 m. n. of Argostoli, on the island of Cephalonia)
1669; d. in the Morea 1714. He was educated at
Venice, where he was ordained deacon and ap-
pointed notary of the metropolis of Philadelphia,
whose bishops then resided at Venice. After acting
as a teacher in Cephalonia, Zante, Corfu, and Con-
stantinople, and after serving in various diplomatic
missions, he was consecrated bishop of Kemike
and Kalabryta in the Morea, but held office only
three years.

Of his works only two are known, both edited
posthumously by his father. The first of these,
" Teachings for the High and Holy Quadragesima
and Other Sundays and Chief Feasts of the Year,"
was first published, according to Sathaa, in 1727,

although it seems actually to have appeared mocfa

earlier. The book went through many editiras,

and in its completest form (the edition of A. Maza-

rakis, 1849), contains twenty-one sermons for

fasts and twenty for Sundays and festivals. In bis

doctrines Elias was orthodox. He emphasised the

freedom of the will and the twofold nature of Chrkt,

while in his concept of the atonement he reco^

nized a sort of satisfaction, which should reconcUe

the justice and love of God. He also postulated

the intercession of the mother of God with Qirist

the judge. The second work was the *' Rock of

Offense " (1718), which was a polemic against the

Roman Catholic Church, treating in its first book

the history of the schism, and in the second the

supremacy of the pope, the procession of the Holy

Ghost, unleavened bread, and similar topics.

(Phiupp Meter.)

Bibuoorapht: The Msiarakig edition of the *' Tei

oontainB a sketch of the life. Consult mlso: J. A. Fabri-

dus. Bibliotheea Orteea, ed. G. C. Harles. zi. 787. Ham-
burg. 1808; A. Pichler. OeediichU der kirchUcken Trem-

nung etriechen dem Orient und Occident, i. 481 sqq^
Munieh. 1864.

EU6IUS (ELOTSIUS, ELOI), SAINT: Bishop of

Noyon (67 m. n Ji.e. of Paris) , and the patron saint of

goldsmiths; b. at Cadillac near Limoges in the early

part of the reign ofClotaire II. (584-^29); d. at Noyoo
Nov. 30, 659. He learned the goldsmith's tradeunder
Abbo, the master of the royal mint at Limoges, and
held a similar office himself under Dagobert L
(629-639) and Govis II. (639-657), as is shown by
the coins bearing his name. During Dagobert's

reign he was probably one of the most influential

persons at the court. He was influenced by the

religious movement promoted by the Celtic nus-

sionary Columban, whom he visited at Luxeuil,

and whose rule he introduced into the abbey of

Solignac. Soon after Dagobert's death he left the

court with his influential friend Audoen, also a

disciple of Columban's. Both became bishops—
Audoen of Rouen and Eligius of Noyon; they are

said to have been consecrated together on May 13,

64L The diocese of Eligius included, besides Npjron,

Vermandois, Doomik, Kortrijk, Ghent, and Flan-

ders. The inhabitants, mainly Franks with some
Frisians, were still for the most part heathen.

According to the VUa, Eligius had great success in

his missionary work among them; but the only

certain fact in his career as bishop is his participa-

tion in the Synods of Ch&lons-sur-Seine (639 and

654). The authenticity of the homilies which have

been handed down under hisname has been longcon-

tested; E. Vacaudard has proved the spuriousness

(Revue des questiona historiquea, 1898, pp. 471 sqq.)

(A. Hauck.)
Bibuoorapht: The Vita by Dado or Audoenus is in MPL,

Ixxxvii.. Fr. transl. by C. Barthelemy. Paris, 1847. and by
Parenty. ib. 1870 (of. O. Reich. Ueber Audoene LAene-
beschreibuno dee , . . Eligiue, Haile. 1882). The Utera-

ture is given by Potthast. Weaweieer, pp. 1283-84. and
in Wattenbach. DGQ, i (1893). 114. The life in Frendi
has been written by Bonnet. Garpentras. 1855: J. F.

Godescard, Rouen. 1863; P. Jouhanneaud. Limofes.
1866; H. Delassus, Paris. 1896; and F. ArbeUot, ib. 1897.

0>nsult also C. F. de T. Montalembert. Lee Moinee
d'oeeident, ii. 637. ib. 1860-67; Q. F. Madear. ApotOet «/

Mediaval Europe, London, 1888.
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Blijah

ELIJAH.
Pradiedon of Drought ({ 1).

Gbnteet with Ba&l-Propbets ({ 2).

Flight from Jeaebel ({ 3).

Vftried Activities (fi 4).

ChaiBcter and Miraelea ({ 5).

Hijah (" My God is Yahweh ") was perhaps the

greatest of the prophets of the northern kingdom.

He was of Tishbeh in Gilead (I Kings xvii. 1 accord-

mg to the correct reading; cf. the Septuagint).

The narrative concerning him (I Kings xvii.-xix.

21; II Kings i.» ii.) is taken from a separate source

and eoDtains the tradition of the prophetical com-
panies. It is possible that the last sections belong

to another Elisha-source.

The public appearance of Elijah occurred during

the reign of Ahab (now placed about 87&-S54) and
Ahaziah (854-^3). Ahab suffered himself to be

imhappily influenced in his domestic

X. Fredic- Hfe and in religious matters by his

tionof queen Jezebel, the daughter of Eth-

Ihoaght baal, king of Tyre, a priest of Astarte

and a regicide (Joeephus, Contra

Ajnon, L xviiL). Fanatical, scheming, and ener-

getic, she procured the establishment of her native

colt in Israel, and had erected in Samaria a grand

tonple of Baal of Tyre. When heathenish con-

fosbn had become dominant in the country and
the faithful among the Yahweh-prophets were

dtenced by persecution, Elijah appeared and an-

nounced in the name of Yahweh a long drought,

lod then suddenly disappeared. He dwelt mean-
while by the brook Cherith (Wadi Kelt near Jericho,

or an eastern tributary of the Jordan ?), where he
" was fed by the ravens "; after the brook dried up
he lived at Zarephath (now Sarfend) in the terri-

toiy of Zidon in the house of a widow. For two
years no rain felL Menander (Josephus, Ant. VIII.

,

ziiL 2) knew of an extraordinary drought which
h»ted one year imder the Tyrian king Ithobal

(Le., Ethbaal, father of Jezebel), and this accords

wdl with the Hebrew mode of computing time.

The later Jewish tradition, however, differs (Luke
iv. 25 and Jas. v. 17), stating that the heaven was
dnit np three years and six months.
At last Elijah came again before the king, who

like his people had been humbled by the famine.

He asked of him an ordeal to decide which God
ibould rule the country. The outcome of this

ordeal is described in full, I Kings
3. Contest xvilL 20 sqq. The scene of this act

inXh Baal- was most likely a place on the south-

ProphetB. eastern height of mount Carmel (now
called el Mohraka, " place of fire ").

In spite of all their penances and ecstatic dances
" the prophets of Baal,'' whom we may conceive

as like the modem dervishes or fakirs, were unable
to elicit a sign of life from their god, whereas in

answer to the simple prayer of Elijah a fire from
heaven consumed the sacrifice, so that the assembled
people did homage to the God of Israel. The 450
ministers of the false god received the punishment
naerited according to the strict principle of theocracy
(cf. Ex. XX. 3; Deut. v. 7, xvii. 2-7). Having thus
expiated the guilt, Elijah could promise rain and
^ent as forerunner (I Kkigs xviii. 46) before the royal

chariot to show that he was no rebel but was ready
to render the smallest service to the king as soon as

he obeyed his God.
Soon, however, Elijah had to escape from the

vengeance of Jezebel. This time he went to mount
Horeb (I Kings xix.). There he witnessed a grand
theophany after the manner of Ex. xxxiii. 20-21,

xxxiv. 5 sqq. It is significant that the zealous

prophet did not find the presence of

3. Flight God in storm, earthquake, or fire, but
from in the still small voice. Those were

JezebeL only signs, his innermost nature is

grace. In the second place it was im-

portant that God should comfort the discouraged

prophet, who imagined himself the last, the only

one remaining faithful, by the announcement that

there were still 7,000 in the country whom God
knew. Finally he received three commissions;

Hazael was to become king over Syria, Jehu over

Israel, and Elisha was to be Elijah's successor in

the prophetical office. These three were to carry

out God's judgment. But the Elijah-narrative

tells only how Elijah called Elisha as his successor,

while the anointing of Hazael and Jehu was brought
about by Elisha. Some have seen often in this a con-
tradiction between the Elijah- and the Elisha-source.

But as the records are only fragmentary, a trans-

ference of those acts from Elijah to his disciple

may have taken place, especially as it concerned
political acts for which the proper time had to be
awaited.

Elijah, whose residence was then in the wilderness

of Damascus (I Kings xix. 15), appeared only at in-

tervals in the land of Israel, as avenger of a misdeed
of Jezebel and her husband (I Kings xxi.), again

as bearer of ill tidings to their son

4* Varied Ahaziah (II Kings i.). Finally II

Activities. Kings ii. tells of his translation, on
which occasion he left his prophet's

mantle to his companion Elisha. The Chronicler,

who otherwise passes over the stories of Elijah and
Elisha, mentions (II CJhron. xxi. 12 sqq.) a threaten-

ing letter written by Elijah to King Jehoram of

Judah, the son-in-law of Jezebel. But Elijah hardly

lived to see the rule of this king. It is possible that

a disciple of the prophet composed the letter with
reference to analogous sayings of Elijah against

the king.

Elijah appears as the most heroic form among
the prophets. Each of his brief words is an effect-

ive deed. The awful apostasy of his people forced

him to appear as an avenger. His elements were
fire and storm. But though he was obliged to
oppose the seducers, kind traits are not wanting

in his history (see I Kings xvii. 20
5. Charac- and II Kings ii. 12). By his faithful

ter and zeal for God's law he saved the people
Miracles, and reconciled the rising ^

with the fathers (cf. Mai
From the theological point of view, very i

is the conscious monotheism containe

mockery (I Kings xviii. 27) which, howe^
a new trait in him. That Elijah and El

no offense at Israel's calf-worship, as som
writers assert, can not be inferred from th
about it. Neither Elijah nor Elisha had
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nection with the sanctuary at Bethel; they as-

sembled the people at some other place for worship,

and the manner m which Elijah on Carmel ignored

the royal clergy at Bethel, and on Horeb represents

himself as the only one remaining faithful is suffi-

ciently eloquent. The story of Elijah is rich in

the miraculous and has on this account often been
called legend. It can not be denied that the miracu-

lous is intentionally emphasized and colored by the

narrator. It is alao possible that, through oral

transmission in prophetical circles, the account of

the deeds of the great master laid undue stress upon
externals. Yet by his extraordinary powers he
wrought great changes in the land. The principal

miracles which he wrought before the people (the

announcement of the drought and the ordeal on
Carmel) admit no rationalistic explanation. The
person and history of the prophet stand or fall with
them. Elijah produced an indelible impression

upon his contemporaries and upon posterity; On
the basis of Mai. iv. 5 the Jews in the time of Jesus

expected his return before the Messiah (Matt. xvii.

10, xi. 14, cf. J. Lightfoot, Horce HebraiccB on Matt.
xviL 10; C. Schoettgen, HorcB Hebraica et Talmu-
diccB, Dresden, 1742, ii. 533 sqq.). On the legendary

appearances of Elijah in the Talmud cf. J. A. Eisen-

menger, Entdecktes Judentum, 12 parts, Dresden,
1892-93, i. 11, ii. 212, 402-404. There also existed

apocryphal writings under his name; the oldest, the
" Apocalypse of Mijah," is first mentioned by Origen
(onMatt.xxvii. 9), and from it according to him the
quotation in 1 Cor. iL 9 is said to have been taken.

Among the Mohammedans Elijah became the hero
of many legends; he was blended among them
with the heathenish mythical form El-khidr.

Elijah appears as the name of other Israelites,

I Chron. viii. 27; Ezra x. 21, 26.

(C. VON Orblu.)
Bxblioobapht: Beajdes the litermture on the History of

lorael dted under Ahab, consult: T. K. Chesme. HaUow-
ing of CriHcUm^ London, 1888; E. Renan, UUtory of the

PeopU of ImraO, ii. 229-242. ib. 1888; R. KitteU Oe^chiehU
der HebrOer, ii.. Gotha, 1892, Eng. transl., London, 1895;
C. H. Comill, Prop/uit of larael, Chicago, 1897; H. Gunkel.
in Preu99iachs JahrbQeher, 1898, pp. 18-51; idem, Elicu,

Jakoe und Baal, Tdbingen, 1906 (critical reconstruc-
tion); W. Erbt, UfUemu:hunoen gur QeMchiehie tier He-
brdsr, part i., Elia, ElUa, Jona, Ldpsic, 1907; Cler-

mont^Qanneau, in Revue arehSoloifique, xxxii. 388 sqq.;
SohOrer, OeeehictUe, ii. 35, 267-271, 344, 351-362.
624-625. Eng. transl., II. ii. 156-157. iii. 129 sqq.; Smith,
OTJC, pp. 236-237; idem, PropheU, pp. 76 sqq., 116
sqq.; DB, i. 687-692; EB, ii. 1270-74; JB, v. 121-
128 (gives literature on Mohammedan and medieval
legend). A homiletical clasdo is F. W. Krummaoher,
EUae der ThUbiier, Elberfeld. 1828 and often, Eng. transl.

Cheltenham, 1838 and often.

ELIJAH, APOCALYPSE OF. See Pbeudepig-
RAPHA, Old Testament, II., 12.

ELIOT» JOHN: The Apostle to the North
American Indians; b. either at Widford (20 m. n. of

London), Hertfordshire, or at Nazing (15 m. n.n.e.

of London), Essex, 1604 (baptized Aug. 5); d. at

Roxbuiy, Mass., May 20, 1690. He studied at
Jesus College, Cambridge, taking his degree in

1622; then for some years was usher in the grammar-
aehool of the Rev. Thomas Hooker (q.v.), at Little

Baddow, near Chelmsford in Essex. Eliot's con-

nection with this rigid Puritan fonned a turning-

point in his spiritual history. "When I came tothe

blessed family," said he, '* I then saw, and never be-

fore, the power of godliness in its lively

Early Life vigor and efficacy." He resolved to

and Emi- devote himself to the ministry of the

gration to Gospel; and as his non-conformist prin-

America. ciples hindered his advancement under

Archbishop Laud, he sought America,

arriving at Boston Nov. 4, 1631. In Nov., 1632, he

was settled as teacher of the Church of Christ id

Roxbury and continued in that office until ha
death,—a period of nearly sixty years. He married

in the same year. With his colleague Thomas
Weld, and Richard Mather of Dorchester, he pre-

pared for the press a new metrical version of the

Psalms, which was the first book printed in the

English colonies in America, being issued at Cam-
bridge by Stephen Daye in 1640, and known as Thi

Bay Psalm Book (see Bat Psalm Book).
Soon after his settlement in Roxbury, EUot

became deeply interested in the Indians, and at

length resolved to preach the Gospel

Ministry to them. Having prepared himself

to the by two years' study of their language,

Indians, he preached for the first time to an

assembly of Indians at Nonantum,
in the present town of Newton, Oct. 28, 1646. He
was opposed by the sachems and powwows, or

juggling priests, but prosecuted his mission with

apostolic energy, until villages of " praying Indians
"

began to appear in different parts of the colony.

In 1660, at Natick, the first Indian church was or-

ganized; it existed till the death of the last native

pastor in 1716. Eliot tried also to civilize as wdl
as convert the Indians, thinking it " absolute
necessary to carry on civility with religion." In

time he came to be regarded by them as their best

friend. His influence over them was strong, and

he exerted it for their temporal and spiritual good

with rare wisdom and sagacity.

In 1653 he published a catechism in the Indian

language, and by Sept., 1661, the entire New Testa-

ment was printed at Cambridge; the whole Bible

was completed two years later, and Cotton Mather
wrote of it: '' Behold, ye Americans, the greatest

honor that ever ye were partakers of,—^the Bible

printed here at our Cambridge; and it is the only

Bible that ever was printed in all

Transla- America, from the very foundation of

tionsinto the world." Seventeen years later,

the Indian with the help of Rev. John Cotton

Language, (q.v.) of Plymouth, Eliot prepared a

second edition, which was printed at

Cambridge between 1680 and 1685. Both editions

are now rare and valuable, and no one is living

who understands their language. Baxter's CaU,

to the Unconverted and other religious treatises weie

also translated, and, assisted by his sons, John and

Joseph, Eliot prepared The Indian Grammar Begun^

or an Essay to bring the Indian Language into Rxdes

(1666; ed. P. S. du Ponceau, Boston, 1822). In

his last years, when weighed down by bodily in-

firmities, and unable longer to preach or to visit the

Indians, he induced several families to send their

negro servants to him once a week, that he might

instruct them in the truths of the Gospel. His old
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age was adorned with the simplicity and artlessness

U a litUe child, with wonderful humility, and a
charity that never failed.

Slot's work excited much interest in England,

find funds for carrying it on were supplied by a
''Corporation for the Promoting and Propagating

the Gospel among the Indians of New England,"
institut^ by ordinance of parliament in July,

1649, and reestablished after the Restoration by
the exertions of Robert Boyle (q.v.). He also had
sopport in the colonies and gave liberally of his own
pn^)erty. In 1674 the niunber of " praying

Indians " waa estimated at 3,600; they fought with

the En^h during King Philip's War (1675-76),

but received a blow at this time from which they
never recovered; after Eliot's death their exjtinc-

tion proceeded rapidly.

Eliot kept his friends in England informed of the

progress of his work by letters (cf. Proceedings of

the MasMckuaetts HistoricalSociety, Nov., 1879), and
% detailed lustory of his labors and those of his

aaastants is given in a series of " Indian tracts,"

iaued between 1624 and 1705. A list of these

tracts may be found in the article

Other " EUot, John," by H. R. Tedder in

PnMica- DXB, xvii. 189-194, where Eliot's

tiom. publications are also eniunerated.

The more important not already men-
tioned were The Christian Commonwealth (London,

1659), which the authorities in New England found
"full of seditious principles and notions"; Eliot

reemted and the book was suppressed; Commvr
nion of Churches, or the divine Management of Oospel

Chtrcha by the Ordinance of Councils, constituted

VI order according to the Scriptures (Cambridge, 1665)

the first book privately printed in America; The
Harmony of the Gospels (Boston, 1678).

Bouoobapbt: A number of the publicationB of Eliot have
hem repubtiabed in the CoUedion* of the MoMoehuaetta
Hiatorieal Society, Boston, 1702, sqq. The moet complete
life is by Conrere Franda in Sparks's Library of American
Bto^rapky, vol. v.. Boston. 1836; there are later sketches
by H. A, 8. Dearborn. Roxbury, 1860, J. S. Stevens,
Oieafaont. 1874, R. B. Caverly. Boston. 1882. Consult
^so Q. Fritschel, GeeckidUe der dtrietliehen Mieeion unter
dtn Indianem Nord Amerikae, Nuremberg. 1870; J. Win-
MH-'i Memorial Hietory of Boaton, vol. i.. Boston, 1880;
W. Eamea, BiblioQraphic Notee on Eliofe Indian Bible
e»d on He other Tranelatione and Worke in the Indian

1 of Maeeackveette, Washington, 1890.

EUPAHDUS: Bishop of Toledo. See Adop-
TlOlflSU, § 2.

EUSHA.
HIb CaU, Length of His Activity (fi 1).

His Character Compared with Elijah's ({ 2).

His Patriotism ({ 3).

His Miracles and Prophecy ({ 4).

EKaha (" My God is Salvation ") was a prophet
of the Northern Kingdom, and succcessor of Elijah.

According to I Kings xix. 16, 19, he was bom at
Abdmeholah and was the son of a wealthy land-
owner. He was called by Elijah from the plow
to the prophetical work, and willingly left his home,
requesting only to be allowed to taie leave of his

famDy. He then followed his master, whom he
aceompanied some time as an attendant (II Kings
i^ 11), whose faithful and active disciple he proved

himself until the latter's death. Thereafter he was
the leader of the companies of prophets and was
universally acknowledged as heir of the dignity of

Elijah. His activity lasted for more than half

a century; for according to II Kings
I. His CaU, ii-ix., xiii. he was active from the be-

Length ginning of the reign of Jehoram
of His to the beginning of that of Joash of

Activity. Israel (896-840 or 855-798). The
stories of Elisha's work are largely

involved in the history of King Jehoram, and this

period seems to have been the palmy days of his

activity. But even if his labors began in the first

year of that king, not all of his deeds recorded up to
II Kings viii. 6 find room in that reign. Moreover,
that Elisha was inactive during the twenty-eight
years of Jehu's reign and the seventeen years of that

of Jehoahaz is precluded by II Kings xiii. 14. The
tifne of some events, however, can not be fixed with
certainty.

The powerful championship of Elijah had effected

a great change in the disposition of the people; the

God whom he worshiped became again generally

honored. True, Jezebel was still alive and had
surrounded herself with priests of Baal, and the
companions of Jehoram, the so-called Yahweh-
prophets, were still less filled with God's spirit.

But Jehoram had forbidden the worship of Baal
(iii. 2) and treated Elisha with respect (II Ivings iv.

13). Thus the prophet could await the issue till

he became certain that the execution of the divine

judgment on Ahab's house enjoined on him by his

master could be accomplished. That done, Elisha's

relation to Jehu, the avenger appointed by him,

and to his son and grandson, could be more friendly

(II Kings xiii. 14). In some places

2. His the soil had become fit for the divine

Character gifts of grace, and Elisha, in keeping
Compared with his name, could appear as a medi-

with ator of divine salvation and blessing.

Elijah's. Severity was indeed one trait of faiis

character (cf. II Kings ii. 23, v. 26,

ix. 2 sqq.). But as compared with the militant

Elijah, Elisha had the more peaceful mission as

mediator to the faithful in Israel to bring to them
the assistance and blessing of their God. This
difference between the activities of Elijah and EUsha
depended in part upon the changed attitude of the
people and also upon the personalities of the two
men. Elisha dwelt more among the people and was
more intimate with them than was Elijah. Though
he sometimes lived in the solitude of Carmel, he
was often in the colonies of the young prophets
near Jericho and by the Jordan, at Gilgal and
Bethel, and even had a permanent residence in

Samaria.

He appeared as a philanthropist, a benefactor of

the poor, a helper in distress, manifesting a tender
solicitude for even the little needs of domestic life.

As a healer of the sick, so the story goes, he became
known even in Syria, and the Syrian captain Naa-
man, suffering from leprosy, came to Israel where
he was healed by the prophet. The punishment of

Gehazi, servant of Elisha, represents the penalty
due to covetousness, and belongs with the last-

named episode.
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Elisha was not only a private benefactor, he was
also the good genius of the country, so that even

King Jehoram when in distress was
3. His notdeprivedof his help, though he was

Patriotism* unworthy of it. Having been suc-

cessful, through Elisha's assistance, in

a campaign against the Moabites (II Kings iii. 11

sqq.), when distress was caused by the Syrians he
relied on the advice of the prophet. So accurately

did Elisha inform him of the plans of the Syrians

that their king imagined the existence of traitors

in his own camp. The Syrian attempt made to
capture the prophet was a failure, and resulted only
in the capture of the Syrian force, which, by the
humanity of the prophet, was spared the fate of

prisoners of war (II Kings vi. 8 sqq.). Elbha's
power was so manifest that Jehoram attempted
to make him responsible for the horrors of a Syrian
siege of Samaria (II Kings vi 24 sqq., vii.). Be-
cause of the king's contiunacy, involving also the
people in divine punishment, Elisha was the chan-
nel of the announcement of the coming chastise-

ment of the royal house and of the people. With
sorrow EUisha announced to Hazael his elevation to
the throne of Syria (II Kings viiL 7 sqq.) and the
consequent devastation of the kingdom of Israel.

Turning his attention to the affairs of his own
people, Elisha caused the anointing of the energetic

Jehu (q.v.) who, being an unrighteous instrument
of righteous vengeance, destroyed the house of

Ahab with unholy impetuosity (II Kings ix.-x.).

Only by a complete misjudging of the dependence
of the true prophet upon a h^her will

4* His Mir- can Elisha be reproached on account
acles and of these acts of obedience to his God.
Prophecy. The authority among the people which

he enjoyed for decades, the testimony
at his death of a king who lamented him as a father

and as Israers protection, and his last utterances

against the enemy threatening in the North (I

Kings xiii. 14 sqq.) prove how much he had at heart

the welfare of his country. Thus Elisha worthily
followed the footsteps of his predecessor. He was
not his equal in his imique spiritual power, but in

him was embodied the lovelier grace and providence
*

of God in the minutise of life. The miracles ac-

credited to him resemble on a smaller scale those of

Elijah. Whether those miracles, which as in the

case of Elijah are recorded with intentional em-
phasis upon the supernatural, are to be considered

historical will depend upon one's attitude to the
miraculous in general. The knowledge of future

events or of things which are removed from the
limited view of ordinary mortals can not be denied
the prophet, since it must be conceded in the secular

domain to the clairvoyant. It must not be foi^t-
ten that a childlike faith, especially that of a man
of God, may discern as in a higher light things which
take place in the sphere of the ordinary (cf. II Kings
ii. 19 sqq., iv. 38 sqq., vi. 6 sqq.). In the case of

Elisha it would be impossible to ascribe everything

to ordinary earthly happenings. Whoever acknowl-
edges in the life of the Son of God analogous deeds
which transcended natural ability will not be able to

deny them to his Old-Testament antetype or to credit

the story to poetical legend. C. von Okelli.

Biblioobapht: The activity of Elish* is trMled fa the

works on the history of Israel, for which oonmlt the Hit

under Ahab; cf. also the commentaries on the Books of

Kings. Consult further: P. Cassel, Der Propktft EHm^
Berlin, I860: A. Kuenen, Propheta and Projiheey in Itrad,

London. 1877 (valuable): C. G. Montefiore. Hibbert Lec-

tures, pp. 94-05. ib. 1803; C. H. Comill. PrvpUU of land.
Chicago. 1897; R. C. Dodds. EUtha the Man of Ocd. Wi-
nona, 1904; W. Erbt. UnieraueKungen sur Geaekiekta dar

HahrOer, part i., Elia, Eliaa, Juna, Letpsic. 1907; Bmith,
Prophata, passim; DB, i. 093-096; BB, ii. 1275-78; JE,
V. 130-138.

ELIZABETH, ALBERTINE: Countess-palatine

and abbess of Herford; b. at Heidelbeig Dec. 26,

1618; d. at Herford (16 m. s.w. of Minden), West-

phalia, Feb. 11, 1680. She was a daughter of Fred-

erick v., elector of the Palatinate and king of Bohe-

mia, and Elizabeth Stuart, a daughter of James L
of England. After the overthrow of her father, her

earliest youth was spent at Berlin, under the care

of her grandmother Juliana, a daughter of William

of Orange, who gave her thoughts a lofty and pious

direction. In her ninth or tenth year fiie was sent

to The Hague where her parents kept a quiet court

surrounded by a select circle of noble and educated

men. Here Elizabeth was taught classic and mod-
em languages, art and literature, and showed
especial inclinations toward philosophical studies.

She early decided to remain unmarried and devote

her life to study. The many misfortunes that befdl

her family may have confirmed her decision. In

1639 she entered into correspondence with Anna
Maria von Schdrmann, a learned woman, called the

Dutch Minerva. A little later she became ac-

quainted with Descartes, who, at her request, was
made her teacher in philosophy and morals, and
in 1644 he dedicated to her his Principia, In

1649 Descartes followed an invitation of Queen
Christine of Sweden, but continued in correspond-

ence with Elizabeth until he died in the following

year. At this time Elizabeth returned to Heidel-

berg with her brother Karl Ludwig who was now
elector, but his conjugal troubles induced her to

leave Heidelberg. During a visit to an aunt at

Krossen she became acquainted with Ck>coeius who
later entered into correspondence with her and dedi-

cated to her his exposition of the Song of Songs.

Through him she was led to the study of the Bible.

In 1667 she became abbess of the institution of

Herford where she distinguished herself by faith-

fulness in the performance of her duties, by her

modesty and philanthropy, and especially by her

kind hospitality to all who were oppressed for the

sake of conscience. In 1670 she received the follow-

ers of Jean de LAbadie (q.v.), by whose pietyshewas

attracted, and when the congregation left in 1672,

retained a small body of like-minded souls under

her protection. The Labadists were followed in

1676 by the Quakers. In 1677 Penn himself arrived

together with Barclay, and remained three days,

holding meetingswhich made a deep impression upon
the countess. Her friendship with Peon lasted

until her death in 1680, and he celebrated her mem-
ory in the second edition of his book No CrosSf No
Crown (1682), praising her piety and virtue, her

simplicity, her care as ruler, her justice, humility

and charitable love. Leibnitz visited her in 1678.

(J. ScHNGIOSIt)
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BnuoGKAPirr: G. E. Guhrauer, in Hiatorisckea Ta»dien^

bitdi, ed. F. von Raumer, series 3, voU iii., Leipsic, 1851

;

M. Goebel, GacMehte des duiaUiehen Lebena .... vol.

iu. SI 9. 11. Coblens, 1862 (both of the foregoing contain

Ufti of literature): Foucher de Careil. Deacarif et la

prmoemt palaHns^ Paris, 1862; idem, Deacarif, la priry-

emm EHaabeih et la reine CKritUne, ib. 1879; C. J. Jean-

nel Detcartea et Sa princeaae palatine, ib. 1869; H. Heppe,
Gmdddit€ dea Pietiamua und der MyUk, pp. 321-341,

Lcjrden, 1879: T. Wille, in Severe HeidelberoerJahrbiicher,

jL lOSsqq.; ADB, vi. 22 sqq.

ELIZABETH, QUEEN OF ENGLAND, EXCOM-
MUNICATION OF. See Felton, John.
ELIZABETH OF SCHOENAU: German mystic;

b. about 1129; d. at Schdnau (6 m. n.e. of Heidel-

berg) June 18, 1164. When twelve years of age,

she entered the monastery at Schdnau in Nassau,

and in 1152 she began to see visions which are fully

doCTibed in her three books of Visiones (cf . the edi-

Hm by F. W. E. Roth, BrQnn, 1884, and the earlier

editions not«d in the bibliography). They com-
moiced with a feeling of heavy oppression and with

(xmTuIsions, ending in imconsciousness. In this

state she saw heavenly forms which she was able

to describe when she awoke. The visions later

became more frequent and lasting, so that she could

converse with the celestial apparitions and question

them. It was usually either the saint of the day
or the Virgin who appeared to her, but the visions

eddom transcended the horizon of a simple soul,

which remained chfldlike amid monastic surround-

ings. Her interests were limited to questions con-

nected with monastic piety, as when she asked

Mary for a true description of her assumption, or

EOQ^t from the angels a confirmation of the authen-

ticity of the relics of the 11,000 virgins which had
been found at Cologne. Ecbert's description of her

(kath shows that to the last she remained a child-

like, pure, lovely, and humble soul, and despite all

nsbnary eccentricity her religious nature remained

m the main simple and healthy. Her own writings

were supplemented by Ecbert as seemed best to

him. Ilie first book of the Visiones and the Liber

viamm Dei were much read during the Middle

Ages. R. ScHMiof.

Bibuooeapbt: J. Faber Stapnlensis, Liber iriutn virorum
H thum virginum epirUualium, Paris, 1613 (contains the

ViaoDs, reprinted in RevelaUonee aanctarum vvrginum
HiUegardia ei EUjabetha, Cologne, 1628 and in MPL,
excv. Consult: W. Preger, OeadiicMe der deutadien Myatik,

i. 37 eqq., Leipeic, 1874.

ELIZABETH, SAINT, SISTERS OF: 1. A name
often given to the nuns of the third order of St.

Francis. Their origin is uncertain, but was not

doe to St. Elizabeth of Thuringia (q.v.). Angelina

diCorfoara, Coimtess of Civitella (d. 1435), founded

a ocnnmunity of Franciscan tertiaries at Foligno

Cm Umbria, 20 m. e.s.e. of Perugia) in 1395, which
in 1428 became a congregation with several houses,

and was confirmed by Pope Eugenius IV. in 1436;

that they bore the name of St. Elizabeth, however,

can not be confidently asserted. Toward the end
of the fifteenth century there was a considerable

nnmber of Elizabeth-houses in Italy, Germany,
and France, partly subject to the Franciscan Ob-
anrants, and in part to the diocesan bishops. The
latter were given the rule of the third order of St.

Francis by Leo X. in 1521, while the former received

the revis^ constitution of the Poor Clares. They
wore a gray dress (gray scapulary, five-knotted

girdle, and black veil), whence the popular name
" gray sisters." There were also " brown sisters ";

soBurs de la taille (who wore cloaks and gathered

alms); ** cell-sisters," who went out as nurses;

hospital nurses, etc. At the middle of the six-

teenth century the order had 4,000 members and
135 convents; in 1900 there were one house in

France, one in Belgium, three houses in Bavaria,

four in Prussia, and eleven in Austria.

2. Distinct from the above is the St. Elizabeth

Society or Gray Sisters of St. Elizabeth, founded at

Neisse in Upper Silesia in 1842 by Maria Merkert
(d. 1872), with the help of her sister, Mathilde, and
two other young women of the Roman Catholic

Church. They take simple vows for three years

and devote themselves to the work of nursing the

sick, helping the poor, caring for children, and the

like. Pius IX. in 1871 accorded them the status

of a religious society. In 1892 they had about 140

establisfainents with more than 800 members.
(O. ZOCKLBRt.)

Biblioorapht: Helyot, Ordrea monaatiquea, vii. 301-312;
Heimbucher, Orden und KonffregaHonen, ii. 604-605,526,
iii. 389 sqq.; Currier, Religuma Ordera, p. 263; R. Bunge,
Deutache Samariterinnen, Leipsic, 1883 (with Ufa of Maria
Merkert); J. Jungnits, Die KongregaHonen der grauen
Schweatem von der hem4fen Eliaabeth, Breslau. 1892;
Currier, Religioua Ordera, p. 660.

ELIZABETH, SAINT, OF THURINGIA.

Early Life and Marriage (fi 1).

Subjection to Franciscan Influence ({ 2).

Life of Charity at Marburg ii 3).

Estimate of Her Character (§ 4).

Saint Elizabeth, landgravine of Thuringia, was
bom at Pressburg, Hungary, 1207; d. at Mar-
burg Nov. 19, 1231. The leading facts of her

brief life are historically established, though a halo

of legend early surrounded her. She was the daugh-
ter of King Andrew II. of Hungary (1205-35) and

his queen, Gertrude, of the house of

I. Early Meran-Andechs. When not yet four

Life and years of age, she was betrothed to

Marriage. Louis, son of Hermann, landgrave

of Thuringia (so the common tradition,

but cf. Wenck, 221 sqq.), to whom she was married

in 1221, certainly not " against her heart's desire,"

for she devoted herself to her husband with all the

love of which a young woman is capable and Louis

was a lovable husband. He did not oppose her

in her devotional exercises, and even provided for

her benevolence which sometimes was very lavish.

She became the mother of four children, her

youngest daughter being bom after the father's

death.

About this time the Franciscans came to Ger-
many, and Jordan of Giano asserts that Rodeger,
for a long time Elizabeth's confessor, was a Fran-
ciscan; the influence of the Franciscans upon
Elizabeth can be clearly perceived. Her later life

was dominated by Conrad of Marburg (q.v.), who
was admitted to the Wartburg two years before the

death of the landgrave, about 1225. He obtained

the confidence of the landgrave to a high degree,
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and Elizabeth came into complete spiritual depend-
ence on him. In 1227, following his religious

sentiment as well as the summons
2. Subjec- of the emperor, the landgrave took
tion to the cross. She accompanied him

Franciscan on the way two days beyond the
Influence, frontier of his territory, although his

mother turned back there, and could

hardly be persuaded to return. When she learned

of her husband's death (of fever at Otranto, Sept.

11, 1227), her first exclamation was: " now the
world is dead to me with all its joys." Her life

at this point is obscure. Some claim, following

the older notices, that her brother-in-law, Heinrich

Raspe, drove her from the Wartburg; others that

she voluntarily left the castle. At any rate she

spent some time at the castle Pottenstein in Fran-
conia, which belonged to her uncle, the bbhop of

Bamberg. Afterward she returned to Thuringia
with the remains of her husband and was present

at their solemn burial in the monastery of Rein-
hartsbrunn. She wished to enter a monastery or

to beg for bread from door to door. But as Conrad
rudely refused to sanction this, she vowed to re-

nounce all glory of this world, parents and children,

and her own will.

Some time afterward she went to Marburg, which
had been conceded to her for life with all its priv-

ileges and revenues, in order to live there under
Conrad's immediate guidance. She joined the
Tertiaries of the Franciscans, wore the poorest

dress and lived on the scantiest food, spending all

her income in works of charity; with great ctelight

she took care of the sick, especially those afliicted

with the worst diseases. At Conrad's behest she
gave up her children, one after the other, dismissed

two of her friends dear to her from
3. Life of early childhood^ and took in their

Charity at place two unlovable servants selected

Marbtirg. by Conrad, while she so far submitted
to him as to receive physical chas-

tisement at his hands. While she was lying in

state after her death the people crowded in large

numbers about her bier and in the mania for relics,

which no feeling of piety could restrain, mutilated

the corpse. The news soon spread that miracles

took place at her grave and witnesses were examined
for the purpose of her canonization, which was
accomplished Perugia, May 27, 1236, by Gregory
IX. The Teutonic knights, to whom her brother-

in-law Conrad had belonged since 1234, promoted
her veneration. In 1235 they laid the founda-
tion of the beautiful Elizabeth-church at Maiburg
which was finished in 1284, where a sumptuous
monument became the receptacle of her bones.

Elizabeth belongs to the sweetest female char-

acters of the Middle Ages. With a loving heart,

capable as well as desirous of absolute devotion,

she early felt the drawing from on
4. Estimate high and followed it. Deep and sin-

of Her cere piety filled her life and she is not

Character, to be blamed because its manifestation

was determined by the tendency of

her time. Some extravagance and want of true

underBtanding in the exercise of her benevolence

can not be denied, but these defects are intimately

connected with her exceUencies. That in later

years she forgot her duty to be a mother to her

children, was indeed an aberration, but she acted

in obedience to her spiritual adviser and bdieved

thatshe was fulfilling her highest duty toward God.

S. M. Dexttbch.
Biblioorapht: The literature is voluminous: for a loos

list of sources and treatises cf. Potthast, W^ffweiaer,

pp. 1284-87. The chief sources are: lAbdhu tU didu
quaUuor ancUlanan tanda Eluaheihc^ in J. B. Men^tD,
SeripL rer. Oerm., ii. 2007-34. Leipeic 1729; Comd
of Marburg's Epirtola {ad Ortgarium IX.), in A. Wysi,

//esfiscAss Urkundenbtich, pp. 31-35. Leipsio, 1879. the

bull of canonisation of Gregory DC., in Wyss. ut

sup., pp. 85-63; the Vita by Conrad is in Mencken,
ut sup., p. 2012; that by Theodore of Apolda is

in H. Canisius, Lections^ anHgua, v. 2, 143-227. Ingol-

stadt, 1694; Chronica Reinhart$brunnenai», in MOH.
Script., XXX (1896), 515-658. Out of the modem liter-

ature, for the most part uncritical, may be mentioned:

K. W. Justi, EliMbeth die Ueilige, Marburg, 1835; C. F.

Montalembert, Hi§toire de 8U. ElimbeA ds Hoi^rit,

Paris, 1835, Eng. transL, London, 1839 (a picture of a
saint, but uncritical): F. X. Wegele, in Syfoeb HiMtari-

uhe ZnUchnft, v (1861). 375 sqq.: G. Boemer, in NA,
ziii (1888), 433-515; C. Wenck. in Hiatoriacke ZeiiaekrifU

Ixix (1892). 209-244; idem, Dia BntaUhuno der Rtinharta^

Ifrunner OMchiehUlriieher, Halle, 187&

BLKESAITES, ellce-eoits: The name of a sec-

tion of syncretistic Jewish Christianity. They were

mentioned by Epiphanius {Hcer., xix., xxx., liiL),

Origen (Eusebius, Hist, ecd., vL 38) and Hippolytus

(Philosophoumenaf ix. 13 sqq.). The derivation of

the name has led to many conjectures. Delitzsch

derived it from a hamlet Elkesi, in Galilee. The

Church Fathers derived it from the name of a sup-

posititious founder, Elxai, which name, according

to Epiphanius, denotes '' a hidden power." Elxai

is probably not the name of a person, but the name
of a book which was the chief authority for this sect

At all events, the sect held in the highest esteem a

work which was brought into connection with

ElxaL This book, which appears to have been the

chief authority for all the Jewish-Christian Gnostic

sects, was known to Origen (Eusebius, HisL eecL,

vL 38), and the Syrian Alcibiades of Apamea
brought it with him to Rome (about 220 a-d.).

As Origen reports, this book was believed to have

fallen from heaven; according to an account in the

Philoaophoumena, it was revealed by an angel who
was the Son of God. Elxai is said to have received

it in the third year of Trajan (101 a.d.), and it«

contents were communicated to no one except under

oath of secrecy. The work itself contains a large

element of natural religion mingled with Judaistic

and Christian ideas. The pagan element shows

itself in particular in ablutions. Remission of sins

is proclidmed upon the groimd of a new baptism,

consisting without doubt of oft-repeated washings,

which were also used against sickness, and were

made in the name of the Father and the Son. In

connection with these ablutions appear seven witr

nesses—^the five elements, and oil and salt—(also

bread),—the latter two symbolizingbaptism and the

Lord's Supper. The same pagan element appears

in the use made by the Elkesaites of astronomy and

magic; baptismal days were fixed in accordance
with the position of the stars. The Jewish elonent

appears in the obligatory character of the law, and
in circumcision, lliey rejected sacrifices, and also
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several parts of the Old and the New Testament
[oi the latter, the Pauline epistles). What their

views of Christ were is not certain. On the one

hand they described him as an angel; on the other

they taught a repeated or continuous incarnation

of Christ, although the virgin-birth seems to have
been retained. The Lord's Supper was celebrated

with bread and salt; the eating of meat was for-

biddm; marriage was highly esteemed; renuncia-

tion of the faith in time of persecution was allowed.

A prayer, which is preserved by Epiphanius (xix.

4^, is entirely unintelligible. Much as the Clem-
entine Homilies agree with the doctrinal S3r8tem of

the Elxai-book, there are differences which prove

that the latter represents the older, the Homilies

the later form of the doctrinal system. Ritschl

rei^&rds the Elkesaites as the antipodes of the Mon-
tanists, and asserts as their chief peculiarity the

setting forth of a new theory of remission of sins

by a new baptism. Gieseler has wrongly identified

them with the Ebionites (Kirchengeschichte, L i.

134, 279). The Elkesaites were not a distinct sect,

but rather a school scattered among all parties of

the Judeo-Ohristian Church. This syncretistic-

gDostic Judaism contributed to the origin of Islam.

(G. UHLHORNf.)
BauooaAPHT: A. Ritsehl, in ZHT, 1863, port 4; idem,
Emtdtkuno der aWuUholith^n Kirdie, pp. 234, Bonn,
1857; A. Hiisenfeld, KeUergeaehiehte, pp. 433 aqq., Leip-

sic. 1884; idem, Jwlentum und Juden^tritUntumt pp.
95 aqq.. ib. 1886; NPNF, senes 2, i. 280, notes; Har-
DKk, G«9ek%ehie, i. 207-200; idem. Dogma, i. 240. 246,

304 «iq., u. 110, iii. 320. 331; Neander, ChrxMHan Church,

u S52; Sdiaff. Chriatian Churth, ii. 430 aqq.; DCB, ii.

95-06; and the literature under Clbmentina.

KLLERy ELIAS. See Ronsdorf Sect.

ELUCOTT, CHARLES JOHN: Bishop of Glou-

cester; b. at Whitwell (21 m. e. of Leicester),

Eutlandfihire, Apr. 25, 1819; d. at Birchington-on-

8ea (17 m. n. of Dover), Kent, Oct. 15, 1906. He
studied at St. John's Collie, Cambridge (B.A.,

IWl), where he was fellow 1845-48, and was or-

dered deacon in 1845 and ordained priest in 1846.

From 1848 to 1861 he was professor of divinity in

Qng's College, London, and also rector of Pilton,

Rutlandshire, until 1858. In 1860 he was appointed

Hulsean professor of divinity at Cambridge, but in

the following year resigned both professorships on
being appointed dean of Exeter. In 1863 he was
coDsecrated bishop of Gloucester and Bristol, and
OD the division of the see in 1897 became bishop of

Gloucester, resigning his diocese in 1904. He was
Hulsean lecturer at Cambridge in 1858, a member
(rf the royal conmiission on ritual and the rubrics

in 1867, and was chairman of the British New Testa-

ment Revision Company 1870-81. He wrote The
HxMkfry and ObligatUm of the Sabbath (Cambridge,

1844); TreaHse on Analytical Statistics (1851);

CrUieal and Grammatical Commentary on Oala-

tiasu (London, 1854); Ephesians (1855); PhUip-
plant, Colossians, and Philemon (1857); Thessa-

Umians (1858); Pastoral Epistles (1858); Historical

Lectures on the Life of our Lord Jesus Christ

(Hulsean Lectures for 1859; 1860); Considerations

OR the Revision of the English Version of the New
TeOament (1870); Modem Unbelief, its Principles

amd Characteristics (1876); The Present Dangers of

IV--«

the Church of Englcmd (1878); The Being of Qod
(1880); Are we to modify Fundamental Doctrine t
(Bristol, 1885); / Corinthians, with a Critical Com-
mentary (London, 1887); Spiritual Needs in Coun-
try Parishes (1888); Christus Comprobator (1891);

Sacred Study (2 vols., 1892-94); Our Reformed
Church and Us Present Troubles (1897); The Revised

Version of Holy Scripture (1901); and Sermons at

Oloucester (1905). He also edited A New Testament
Commentary for English Readers (3 vols., London,
1877-82) and An Old Testament Commentary for

English Readers (5 vols., 1882-84).

BLLINWOOD, FRANK FIELD: Presbyterian;

b. at Clinton, N. J., June 20, 1826; d. at 0)rnwall,

Cbnn., Sept. 30, 1908. He studied at Hamilton
College (B.A., 1849) and Auburn and Princeton

theological seminaries, being graduated from the

latter in 1852. He was ordained in 1853, and held

pastorates at Belvedere, N. J., 1863-54, the Cen-

tral Church, Rochester, N. Y., 1854-65. He was
secretary of the Presbyterian Committee of Church
Erection 1866-70 and of the Memorial Fund Com-
mittee 1870-71. Since 1871 he was corresponding

secretary of the Presbyterian Board of Foreign

Missions and from 1886 till 1904 was professor of

comparative religion in New York University. He
wrote Oriental Rdigums and Christianity (New
York, 1892) and Qriestions and Phases of Modem
Missions (1899).

ELLIOTT, CHARLES: Methodist Episcopal

clergyyian; b. at Killybegs (14 m. w. of Donegal),

County Donegal, Ireland, May 15, 1792; d. at

Mount Pleasant, Iowa, Jan. 6, 1869. After having
been denied admission to the University of Dublin
for refusal to take the prescribed test oath, he
pursued advanced studies privately and emigrated
to America in 1815. He joined the Ohio Confer-

ence in 1818, and during the next twelve years

served successively as traveling preacher, superin-

tendent of the mission among the Wyandotte
Indians, presiding elder of the Ohio district, and
professor of modem languages in Madison College,

at Uniontown, Penn. Later he was presiding elder

of the Pittsburg district and editor of the Pitts-

burg Conference Journal (1833-36). He also edited

the Western Christian AdvocaU (1836-48, and 1852-

1856). As editor of the Central Christian Advocate

of St. Louis, Mo. (1860-64), he strongly supported

the cause of the Union. From 1857 to 1860 he was
professor of Biblical literature and president of the

Iowa Wesleyan University at Mount Pleasant, and
again from 1864 to 1867. His principal works were
Delineation of Romanism (2 vols., New York, 1841;

London, 1851); The Oreat Secession from the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church (Cincinnati, 1855); and
Southrwestem Methodism, a History of the M, E,
Church in Missouri (New York, 1868).

Bibuoorapht: J. M. Buckley, Hiatory of Methodism in
the United States, paanm. New York, 1897.

ELLIOTT, CHARLOTTE: English hymn-wri-
ter; b. at Brighton Mar. 17, 1789; d. there

Sept. 22, 1871. She lived with her father at Clap-
ham, a suburb of London, till 1845, then at Torquay
till 1857, returning then to Brighton. In 1822 she
met C^sar Malan (q.v.), who influenced her strongly.
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During the last fifty years of her life she was an
invalid. Of her 150 hymns some are still in common
use, e.g., '' Just as I am without one plea/' and
" My God, my Father, while 1 stray." Selections

from her poems, with a memoir by her sister, Mrs.

Babington, were published in 1873.

Bibliooraprt: S. W. Duffield. Enoluh Hymna, p. 360 et

passim. New York, 1886; Julian, Hymnoloov, p. 328;
N. Smith, Hymna hiatorieaUy Famoti$, pp. 159-166,

Chicago, 1001 (on " Just as I am ").

ELLIOTT, DAVID: American Presbyterian; b.

in Sherman's Valley, Perry Co., Penn., Feb. 6, 1787;

d. at Allegheny, Penn., Mar. 18, 1874. After his

graduation from Dickinson College in 1808 he

studied theology for three years and was licensed to

preach as a probationer by the presbytery of Car-

lyle Sept. 26, 1811. He was pastor at Mercers-

burg, Penn., from Feb. 19, 1812, to Oct. 28, 1829,

and at Washington from 1829 to 1836, and was also

acting president of Washington College from 1829
to 1832, when he completely reorganized and re-

vived that institution. He declined the appoint-

ment as permanent president, but was president of

the board of trustees for thirty-three years. From
1836 to 1854 he was professor of theology in the

Western Theological Seminary, at Allegheny, Penn.,

and from 1854 till his death professor of polemic,

history, and pastoral theology in the same institu-

tion, becoming professor emeritus in 1870. He
was often a member of the General Assembly, and
as moderator of that body in 1837, when the

Church was divided, he distinguished himself by
the fairness and accuracy of his decisions.

ELUS, GEORGE EDWARD: Unitarian; b. at

Boston Aug. 8, 1814; d. there Deo. 20, 1894. He
was graduated at Harvard College in 1833, and the
Harvard Divinity School in 1836. He then devoted
four years to travel and study in Europe, was or-

dained in 1840 and was pastor of the Harvard
Unitarian Society, Cambridge, Mass., 1840-69.

From 1857 to 1863 he was professor of systematic
theology in Harvard Divinity School. For several

years he was editor of the Christian Register and
later of The Christian Examiner. He wrote A Half-
Century of the Unitarian Controversy, vnth Par-
ticular Reference to its Origin, its Course, and its

Prominent Subjects among the CongregatUmalists of

Massachusetts (Boston, 1857); Aims and Purposes

of the Founders of Massachusetts, and their Treat-

ment of Intruders and Dissentients (1869); Intro-

duction to the History of the First Church in Boston,

1630-1880 (1882); The Red Man and the White
Man in North America (1882); and The Puritan
Age and Rule in the Colony of Massachusetts Bay
(1888).

ELLIS, WILLIAM: English missionary; b. in

London Aug. 29, 1794; d. at Hoddesdon (4 m. s.e.

of Hertford), Hertfordshire, June 9, 1872. He was
sent by the London Missionary Society to the South
Sea islands in 1816 and labored there till 1822,

when he removed to Oahu, Hawaiian Islands (q.v.).

He assisted the American missionaries in the con-

version of the people and reduced the Hawaiian
language to a written form. In 1825 the state of

his wife's health compelled him to return to Eng-

land. On the way he spent three months in the

United States, lecturing on conditions in Hawaii

He now entered the home-work of the Society,

became assistant foreign secretary in 1830 and soon

afterward chief foreign secretary, retiring in 1S44

on account of ill health. In 1837 he married as his

second wife. Miss Sarah Stickney, a lady of some

literary fame. In 1853 he was sent to MadagMnr
to revive the mission there (see Africa, III.,

Madagascar), but not till his third trip in 1856

was he allowed to enter the capital, and then only

for a month. In 1861, after the death of Queen

Ranavalona I. he made his fourth, and most satis-

factory, visit to the island, not returning to England
till 1865. By his tact and zeal he placed Christi-

anity upon a firm basis in the island, and his work

was crowned in 1868 by the accession of a Christian

queen to the throne.

As a missionary Mr. Ellis was thoroughly prac-

tical, being bent upon providing for the temporal,

as well as for the spiritual, welfare of his converts.

He had been bred a gardener; and the year before

he went to the South Sea Islands he learned print-

ing and bookbinding. Thus he was able to intro-

duce many valuable plants and fruits and he set

up the Gist printing-press in the archipelago.

Through his books he won for missionaries, as a

class, a respect they had not often enjoyed. Wri-

ting in the Quarterly Review Southey said of hk
Polynesian Researches (2 vols., London, 1829),
'' A more interesting book ... we have never

perused." His books were not merely faithful

records of missionary labor but real contributions

to science. Other works that may be mentioned

are, Missionary Narrative of a Tour through Hawaii

(London, 1826); History of Madagascar (2 vols.,

1838); History of the London Missionary Society

(not completed, vol. i., 1844); Three Visits to Mada-
gascar (1858); Madagascar Revisited (1867); Thi

Martyr Church of Madagascar (1870).

Bxbuoorapht: J. E. Ellis, Memoir of Rev. WiOiam Sm»,
London, 1873 (by his son); DNB, xrii. 296-297.

ELLWOOD, THOMAS: English Quaker, friend

of Milton; b. at Crowell (15 m. e.8.e. of Oxford),

Oxfordshire, Oct., 1639; d. at Hunger Hill, Amer-

sham (25 m. e.s.e. of Oxford), Buckinghamshire,

Mar. 1, 1714. He joined the Quakers in 1659,

against his father's will, and subsequently suffered

frequent arrest and imprisonment for his religious

views. He is remembered chiefly in ocMmection

with Milton. For a few months in 1662 be was

Latin reader to the blind poet in London; and m
1665 Milton lent him the manuscript of Paradiu

Lost. In returning the work Ellwood remarked,
" Thou hast said much of ' Paradise Lost,' but what

hast thou to say of * Paradise Found ' ? " Upon
Milton's own admission Paradise Regained was a

result of this remark. Ellwood was also a friend

of William Penn, George Fox, and other Quaker

leaders; and to him we are indebted for much
information about the Quakers, as well as about

Milton. Of his numerous works may be mentioned.

An Alarm to the Priests (London, 1660); Forgery

no Christianity (1674); The Foundation of Tithes

Shaken (1678); Sacred History (2 pts., 170WJ9);
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tnd his autobiography, under the title The History

<^ the Life of Thomas EUwood (1714; reprinted,

Boston, 1877).

BnuooRAPHT: D. Maason, Life and Timee of John MOUon,
6 Tob.. London, 1859-80; M&ria Webb, The Penne and
At Penmnotone of the 1 7th Century, ib. 1867; A. C. Bick-

Ity. Oeeroe Fox and the Early Qvakere, ib. 1884; DNB,
xviL 309-305 (eontaias full list of his works); his auto-

biofrmphy was republished in the orisinal spelling, Lon-
don. 1906.

ELMER, JOHH. See Atlbiiir, John.

SJIO, SAIHT. See Helpebs in Need, the
Fourteen.

ELOHDf, el'o-him''. (Hehr, Elohim): The most
common designation for God in the Old Testament,

vp^M both to the heathen gods and to the one true

God, whose proper name is Yahweh.
Con- The term most nearly related to Elohim

netted as a designation of God, though occur-

Htmet. ring rarely and only in poetry, is its

singular in the form Eloah, likewise

the short and frequently used word EL The ques-

tion of the derivation and significance of Elohim
mast take into consideration these related words.

For a long time the derivation of Elohim received

with the most deserved approval was that of Flei-

sher (m Dditzsch's Genesis, Leipsic, 1872, 57-58)

bom a root aliha not current in Hebrew but found

in Arabic, signifying " to be amazed, to fear."

This derivation does not satisfy because it does not

account for the singularform El, and the Arabic word
is itself probably a secondary formation from the

word for God (cf. Dillmann, AlUestamenUiche The-

ciogie, Leipsic, 1895, 210). H. Schultz

Etymol- {AlUetiameniliche Theologie, Gdttingen,

ogy. 1896, 405, note 10) derives El from td

"to be strong." El signifies then
"the strong," " the mighty," and is conceived as

A Terbal noun. Many objections can be brought
to this derivation both in r^ard to the significance

of the name and with respect to the original short-

Deas of the e in ^/ (cf. Dillmann, ut sup. Theodor
NokidLe derives El from a verbal stem td or U
Qgnilying " to be in front" (Monatsberichte der

Beriiner Akademie, 1880, 760 sqq.). God is then to

be thou^t of as " the leader," " the foremost

one." This derivation demands the long e in El
and is not satisfactory to the scholarship of to-

day. Lagarde {Uebersicht iiber die NomirudbUdung,
Gdttingen, 1889, 170; cf. G. Kerber, Hebrdische

Eigennamen, Freiburg, 1897, 83; Bathgen, Bei-

tdgt zur semiiischen Religionsgeschichte, Berlin,

1889, 272 sqq.) has sought to derive the word from
the root alah to which the preposition el, " to," be-

kmgs. El —God would then indicate ** the end of

an bmnan seeking " and " the object of all human
striving." This receives some support from analo-

gous usage in the Assyrian. But the idea is too

abstract to express the original first impressions of

divinity among any people. The authority of the

philologist ha« very little weight either in the history

or philosophy of religion. It is not safe to build

historical or philosophical theories concerning the

original conception of divinity on etymological

speculations. Nevertheless one can not deny that

theconcept of " might," or " mighty one," has aeon-

tent which, on the one hand, bears in it the essential

mark of the concept of divinity, and, on the other,

is sufficiently concrete to serve as a foundation for

a root so ancient and original as El. If it be possible

to remove the objections to the derivation from alah,

" to be strong," this etymology will be the most
probable.

The next question concerns the relationship of

Eloah and Elohim to El, and scholars are virtually

agreed that Elohim is an old plural of El, while

Eloah is a secondary formation from Elohim, As
to the significance of this plural the main question

is, does it now or did it originally signify plurality

of divine being? The data are confined to the Old
Testament and the text in several instances is not

beyond question (cf. Strack's Genesis, 68). If one

looks at the instances where Elohim must be plural,

because it signifies a plurality of (heathen) gods,

there yet remain a great and preponderating num-
ber of passages where it can mean only the (one)

Grod of Israel. In these instances, it is

Use in the rule that Elohim, where it is sub-

Singular ject and where it has an attribute,

and PluraL takes the singular of the predicate

as well as of the attribute. But there

are not lacking cases in which this rule will not

apply in which Elohim takes both the attribute and
the verbal predicate in the plural. The most
apparent explanation is that these are traces of a
previous general manner of expression and con-

sequently a proof of an old Israelitic polytheism

(Baudissin, Studien zur semitischen Religionsge'

schichte, Leipsic, 1876, 55-56; Meyer, Geschichte

des AUerthums, I, Stuttgart, 1884, 376). But this

argument is offset by the fact that the Hebrews
used this manner of expression in later times where,

considering all circumstances, polytheism can not be
implied. The Hebrews used many collective nouna
and many plural formations which referred to one
person, the plural signifying a mass of abstractions

collected from single phenomena of like character.

If the Hebrew writer wished to indicate his feeling

of unity in the plural, he would express it by means
of the singular of the attribute or predicate. If

exceptions to this rule occur, they are exceptions and
, not remains of an old rule. The singular of the

predicate or attribute along with a plural subject

is absolute proof for the monotheistic view, while

the plural of the attribute and predicate is not in

the same manner a proof for the polytheistic view.

A plural subject with a singular predicate or attri-

bute could only be chosen by a decision consciously

made to depart from grammatical rules of speech,

but if the speaker thought of God as one being,

singular attributes and predicates could easily come
into usage because it would be understood that the

plural subject was really a collective singular.

Extra-Biblical sources afford no help. The
analogy of the Phenician which possesses a plural

word for a unitary God, is not significant because

no Phenician document reaches back to Old-Testa-

ment times. There is the possibility that the plural

Elohim has come in early times from the experience

of many divine beings (Smith, Rel. of Sem,, 445),

but this is not more than an abstract possibility.

It may be claimed that the experience of many reve-
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lations of one being could also give the thought of

plurality of divine beings. The latter is probable

certainly from the way in which Adhonim and
Baalim are used, referring only to one Lord.

(R. KiTTEL.)

Biblioorapht: Consult, besides the literature mentioned
in the text: H. L. Fleischer, Kleinere SduifUn, i. 154
sqq., Leipsic. 1885; DB, ii. 198-109; SB, iii. 3323-25.

ELTZHOLTZ, CARL FREDERICK: Methodist
Episcopalian; b. at BrahetroUeborg (35 m. s.e. of

Fredericia), Denmark, Oct. 10, 1840. He was
graduated at the nautical institute at Svenborg,

Denmark, in 1861. In 1867 he became a clergyman
of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and has held

charges in Wisconsin, Chicago, Denmark, and Cali-

fornia. For six years he was presiding elder among
the Norwegians and Danes in the Omaha District,

and since 1898 has been editor of Den Kristelige

Talsmandf a Dano-Norwegian organ of his denomi-
nation. He was the founder, in 1878, of the Danish
temperance movement. He has written LivahiUeder

afJokn Wesley (Chicago, 1903); Livabilleder af 0. P.
Petersen (1903); My Brother's Keeper (1908); and
J. Wesley's Conversion and SancHficaiion (1908).

ELVEinCH, PETER JOSEF. See Hermes,
Georq.

ELVIRA, SmOD OF: A synod held at lUber-

ris (Elvira) or Municipium Florentinum, the mod-
em Granada, on May 15, shortly before 303 (?)

or about 310 (?). It was attended by nineteen

bishops and twenty-four presbyters, mostly from
southern Spain, BsDtica, and Carthago Nova; of

the northern dioceses, Legio (Leon) and Csesar-

augusta (Saragossa) were represented, but not
Tarragona. It takes rank among the more impor-
tant provincial synods. Its broad outlook over the
whole field of Christian life and attempt to codify

the rules for it may have been due to the influence of

Hosius of Cordova (q.v.), who was present, although
the presidency was held not by him but (presu-

mably on the ground of seniority) by Felix, bishop
of Accis (Guadix). The canons, numbering eighty-

one, were proclaimed by the bishops. At least

at the outset, a systematic treatment seems to have
been attempted; canons i.-iv. dealt with idolatry,

v.-vi. with homicide, and vii-x. with unchastity;

XL on prohibited marriages being a supplement
to these. All of them breathe a spirit of great

strictness, almost of Novatianism. In a large num-
ber of cases exclusion from conm:iunion is imposed
as a penalty, while in others an exactly graduated
system of penance is worked out with the allowance
of restoration after a nimiber of years varjring from
one to ten; the synod seems, foUowing the earliest

Christian practise, to deny the possibility of res-

toration after a second fall. Mitigations are con-
templated only in case of mortal illness and for

women who marry the partner of their guilt; but
practise was probably milder than theory. The
synod permitted the traditional civil and religious

ordinances to stand, but made an earnest efl'ort to

guard the Christian flock from any public partici-

pation in action contrary to the faith, especially

from active or passive assistance at heathen sacri-

fices, which were still performed in all the larger

cities of Spain. The whole attitude points to a

time of peace, not to one immediately foUowing

a persecution; the complete absence of any pro-

visions as to the ca^e of the lapsed is enough to

exclude the modem theory as to the date. The

synod can thus not have been held in 305 or 306,

but must have taken place either before the Dio-

cletian persecution (in 300, as the oldest investi-

gators and Duchesne say), or several years later,

though before 316, in which year Bishop Valerius

is known to have been dead. It is probable that H
occurred after official toleration of Christianity oo

an equal footing with other religions had been

proclaimed by Constantine in the other parts of the

Western empire, or was at least in contemplation—

i.e., about 310. The work of the synod suggests

the attempt to draw up, under the guidance of a

distinguished adviser of the emperor, a sketch of

Christian principles applied to the limits of a pro-

vincial church, which might serve as a model for

the carrying out of a sixnilar prc>gTam on a larger

scale. According to this view, its work is in the

main the prelude to a greater and more univeFsal

pob'cy, and its aim is more political and moral than

purely spiritual. (Edgar Hennekx.)
Bibliography: Hefele, C<mcil<eno49ehidUe, i. 148-192.

Eng. transl., i. 131-138; P. B. Gama. KtrefungMdadik
von Spanien, ii. 1-136, Ragensburg. 1864; A. W. W.
Dale, The Synod of Elvira, London. 1882; L. Ihiefaeflae.

Le Concile d'Elvire, in MHange* Renter, pp. 150-174.

Paris. 1887; Mansi. ConcUia, ii. 67-397; Neander. Ckr%»-

Han Church, i. 198 et paadm; Schaff, Chriatian CMmtA,
ii. 180-181; Harnaok, Litteratur, i. 803; idem. Dogma,
ii., iu. 123-124. v. 26.

ELWERT, el'vOrt, EDUARD: Lutheran theo-

logian; b. at Caimstadt (4 m. n.e. of Stuttgart),

Warttemberg, Feb. 22, 1806; d. there June 9, 1865.

He studied at Maulbroxm and Tubingen. In 1830

he became repetent at Tubingen and lectured cm the

history of Protestant doctrines, publishing at the

same time several of his most important essays in

theological periodicals. From 1832 to 1836 he was

deacon at Nagold. In 1836 he became professor

of theology at Zurich where he lectured on church

history and the history of dogmas. His delicate

health soon compelled him to give up this position

and live in retirement as country pastor in M6tiin-

gen. Here he remained twelve years (1838-50)

with the exception of two years which he spent

as professor of theology at Ttibingen (1839-41).

He was superintendent of the seminary of Sch6n-

thal, 1850-64, teaching New-Testament exegesis,

Biblical history, dogmatics, ethics, and church

history. In 1865 his health again forced him to

resign. Elwert was spiritually related to Schleier-

macher, as may be seen especially from his tmion

of a sincere inward piety with a clear perception of

the practical conditions of life, from his union of

regard for each individual with love of fellow men,

and of a thorough classical education with a simple

Christian faith. He was saved from Schleier

macher's dualism between faith and knowledge by

his faithfulness to the Biblical record, and sub-

jectivism was counterbalanced in him by a firm

grasp of the objective revelation of God as an actual

fact. Of his literary works, his Zurich dissertation,

De antinomia Johannis Agricola (1836), is a not
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onimporiant work in the sphere of historical the-

ology. Important in exegesis are his Annotationea

in locum Gal. ii. 1-10 (Schdnthaler Programm,
1S52) and Quastiones et observationes ad philologiam

sacram Novi TeUamenH pertinerUes (TObingen,

1860). (Robert KtJBELf.)

ELY: A small town of England in Cambridge-
shire (16 m. n.n.e. of Cambridge). It is the seat

of an important bishopric, erected in 1107, which
for a long time, owing to its remote situation amid
the marsh-lands of East England, enjoyed a quasi-

{^latine authority second only to that of the see

of Durham (q.v.). A convent was founded on
the Island of Ely in 673 by Etheldreda, queen of

Northombria (see Etheldreda, Saint), who con-

tinued abbess till her death. In 1070 Ethel-

wold, bishop of Winchester, restored the buildings

after the ravages of the Danes and fiUed them with
mooks instead of nuns. In 1083 Abbot Simeon
a)iiunenced the conventual church, which Henry
VIIL made the cathedral. The present buildings

date from the eleventh to the sixteenth centuries,

affording examples of eveiy period of English
Gothic, and especially as restored in the nineteenth

oentuiy, with the beautiful painting executed as a
labor of love by Mr. Qambier Parry, are among
the principal attractions of English ecclesiastical

architecture.

BimrwAranr: W. £. Diokaon. Ely Caihedral, London,
1897: C. W. Stubba. HiMiorical MmnoriaU of Ely CatK^
dnl, ib. 1897; Handbook to the Cathedral, Ely. 1808; Ely
IHoenan Bemembramxr, Cambridge, 1886 aqq.; W. D.
Sweetinc. Caihedral Church of Ely, London* 1901.

EMANATION.
Definition and DistinctionB ({ 1).

Hindn, Fermmn, and Greek Phases ((2).
Philonic and Elarly Christian Doctrine (§ 3).

Dionysiaa. Scholastic, and Mystic Doctrine (S 4).

The doctrine of emanation holds that all derived

or secondary things proceed or flow from the more
primaiy. It is distinguished from the doctrine

of creation by its elimination of a definite will in

the first cause, from which all things are made to

emanate according to natural laws and without
conacious volition. It differs from the theory of

formation at the hands of a supreme
I. Defini- artizan who finds his matter ready
ticm and to his hand, in teaching that all

Diitizic- things, whether actually or only ap-

tiom. parently material, flow from the primal

principle. Unlike evolution, again,

which includes the entire principle of the world,

material and spiritual, in the process of develop-

ment, emanation holds to the immutability of

the first principle as to both quality and quantity,

and also in the tendency of the development

—

evohition implying one which goes from less to

nx>re perfect, while emanation involves a series of

desoeiuiing stages. Evolution may be classed

mider the general head of pantheism; emanation
can not, since its primary essence does not enter

into the world. The vagueness prevalent in the
definition of emanation is due partly to the con-

stant use of metaphors in describing it; indeed the
term emanation itself is a metaphor taken from the

flowing of liquid. Of these analogies perhaps the

best is that taken from light, the beams of which
go out continually without any diminution of the

original source, and become more feeble the further

they get away from it.

In the Upanishads of the Veda there are not a few
passages which point, if obscurely, to this doctrine.

One frequently quoted passage asserts that " From
this Atman originated space, and from space the

wind, and from the wind the fire, and from fire

water, and from water the earth, and from the

earth plants, and from plants food, and from
food the seed of man, and from the seed of man

himself." This, however, does not

2. Hindu, clearly assert an emanation, but

Persian, merely marks the stages of descent

and Greek that separate man from the Atman.
Phases. Attempts have often been made to

derive the Gnostic doctrine of emana-
tion from the Avesta, but with doubtful success.

Even if we may assume another higher power ante-

cedent to the two hostile powers set forth in this

dualistic system and comprising them both, still

the independence of these two, as well as of the

angels or half-divine beings who surround them,
is not clearly asserted as owing to their emanation
from the primal principle. In the ancient Egyptian
religion, in which polytheism early appeared, there

is no question of either emanation or evolution.

In Greek philosophy emanations {aporrhoiai) occur

at an early period, as in Empedocles, who accounts

for sensual perceptions as emanations or effluxes

proceeding from the objects perceived. Similarly

Democritus spoke of effluxes of atoms from the

thing perceived, by which images (eidola) are pro-

duced, which strike our senses. But these views

do not come under the general head of emanation,

since they do not touch the origin of the atoms.

Nor does the teaching of the Hylozoists, like Hera-
clitus, with his doctrine of the transformation of

all things into fire, and then of fire into all other

things. The same is true of the Stoics; some of the

later ones, like Marcus Aurelius, speak of the soul

as an aporrhoia of God, but this means a part of

God, not an emanation from an undiminished

source. The first real mention of the doctrine in

Greek or Hellenistic philosophy is in the Wisdom of

Solomon, where wisdom is described as " the breath

of the power of God, and a pure influence (apor-

rhoia) flowing from the glory of the Almighty."

These and the following expressions may, indcMsd,

be poetical, not involving a personificati

dom apart from the Godhead; but th

which wisdom is spoken of throughout

makes for the conception of an independc

power which is an efflux from the Godhe
The doctrine of emanation is a little

plicit in Philo, though he does not teach

and consciously, still less purely and log

assumes its most definite form for Greek i

in the works of the Neoplatonists—the

speculations are largely derived from tl

mythological systems of Basilides and \
in which emanation played a promin

According to Basilides, a whole series

emanated in successive stages from the u
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Father; and the Valentmians spoke of the primal

essence aa "throwing ofif" (jrrobcdlein), without

diminution, that which was derived from it

(see Valentinus; Basilides). In

3« Philonic the Neoplatonist system, the highest

and Early principle, the One, overflows without

Christiana a conscious act, merely by a law of its

Doctrine, nature, losing nothing of its fulness

and this process has no end in time.

It goes from more perfect to less perfect, and the

ineffable Unity is the source of all plurality. The
Nou8 (intellect), the first stage in the process,

thinks, and thiis from it emanate the soul and the

logos (word). So the process goes on imtil the

lowest stage is reached in essenoeless matter. The
notion of emanation was frequently used by the

early Christian writers in the attempt to express

the relation of the Son and the Holy Spirit to the

Father, tiiough the symbolism is not pressed too

far. The phrase used of the Son in Heb. i. 3 re-

min is of the Book of Wisdom. The idea is similarly

used by Athenagoras, Origen, and Amobius; Ter-

tullian even ventures to employ the Valentinian

term probolS for the relation of the Son to the
Father, while repudiating the separation which
Valentinus had taught between his eons. In the
final establishment of the Trinitarian doctrine the

idea of emanation undoubtedly played a part, as

in the emphasis laid upon the Son's being ** begot-

ten, not made " (Nicene Creed), and the " pro-

cession " of the Holy Ghost; but the idea of

descent to imperfection is lacking.

A conmion misunderstanding regards Dionysius
the Areopagite as of importance in the history

of the doctrine of emanation. He does teach an
efflux from God; but the heavenly hierarchy, with
its various grades of perfection, does not arise by
an emanation of one from the other; all have
their origin directly from God, or the Highest

Good. Erigena, referring much of his

4. DionjTS- doctrine to Dionysius, makes use of

ian,Schola8- a kind of creation which resembles
tic, and the Neoplatonist emanation. His
Mystic world of causa* primordiales is eternal,

Doctrine, though not with God's eternity, but
eternally created by or proceeding

from God. Creation is a processio through these

to the visible and invisible creatures; it too is

eternal; God is in the creation, and the creation

in God. From Erigena the custom passed over

to scholasticism of considering creation as a sort

of emanation; but in the passage of Thomas
Aquinas most frequently quoted in this connection
(I.,qu. xlv., art. 1) the specific character of emana-
tion is so weakened as to be perceptible only in the
fact that he does not draw a sharp dividing line

between Grod and his powers and the world. In

the mjrstics, despite their connection with scholas-

ticism, the doctrine of emanation can scarcely be
discovered in its pure form. But in the Jewish
Cabala (q.v.) the emanationistic origin of the world
is distinctly taught; the connection with Christian

Gnosticism, with the Neoplatonists, and with
Dionysius is evident. With the founders of modem
metaphysics, Descartes and Spinoza, emanation
plays no prominent part; but the logicians of the

sixteenth and seventeenth certuries make use of the

term causa emanativa in contradistinction to caum
activa. In the newer philosophy the old view of

emanation is disappearing, though it is found in

Leibnitz's conception of the relation between God
and single monads; God is the primal unity, the

monas primitiva, which produces the created and
derived monads ** par des fulgurations coniinudUs

de la DiviniU de moment it moment" But since

the time of Leibnitz it has been found impossible

to combine the doctrine with the clearer views

prevalent on cosmology, to say nothing of the-

ology and metaphysics; and its place has been taken

by the doctrine of evolution. (M. Heinzk.)

Btbuoorapht: The literature dted under Gnooticsbm.
Nboplatonibm, Philo. Mandaeanb, and IfAXtCBSAiw
oontains much that is pertinent. On Indian Emanatioitt
consult: R. Oarbe. Philosophy cf Ancient India, Qkicago,

1897; F. Max MOUer. Six Sytienu of Indian Phiioeoph^
London, 1809. For discuaaion of the subject in the Oc-
cident consult the works on the Hiaiory of PhUoBopkif
by J. E. Erdmann, vol. i.. London, 1890, and W. Windel-
band. New York, 1893.

EMBER-DAYS: Days of special fasting and
prayer occurring quarterly (Lat. jejunia quattuor

temporum), on the Wednesday, Friday, and Satur-

day after the first Sunday in Lent, Pentecost,

Sept. 14, and Dec. 14. They seem to have been

originally instituted for the purpose of asking God's

blessing on the several seasons of the year (Bing-

ham, Originest xxi. 2); but later they assumed
more importance as the seasons specially appointed

for ordination. See Fasting, II.

EMBER, PAULUS: Hungarian Reformed church

historian; b. at Debreczen c. 1660; d. at Liszka

(on the Bodrog, 50 m. n. of Debreczen) 1710.

He studied in the Reformed College of Debrec-

zen and became teacher at Patak (6 m. n.e. of

Liszka). After a visit to Franeker and Leyden
(1684-86) he returned to Patak as pastor, but was
soon driven away by the Jesuits. Thenceforth his

life was a wandering one; its happiest and most

productive period was a residence at Losoncz from

1695 till 1701. He suffered in the war following the

revolution of Francis Rdk6czy and had to flee from

Szatmar, where he was then pastor. A place was

made for him in his native town, but the advance

of the Austrian army drove him thence in 1705.

His works were Garizim 6s Ebal (Kolozsvar, 1702),

a defense of the Calvinistic doctrine of predestina-

tion, which provoked a fiery attack from a Lutheran

writer, Martinus Regis (Wittenb«*g, 1708); and

Historia ecclesice reformatcB in Hungaria et Tran-

sylvania. The material for this work was collected

during his wanderings and it was written at the

request of the Prussian court-preacher, E. D. Jab-

lonsky. After Ember's death it was sent to Utrecht

and was published there (1728) with alterations

and additions by F. A. Lampe, who mentioned the

author on the title page only as vir quidam doe-

tissimt^. It is still a valuable and indispensable

work for the history of the Reformation in Hun-
gary. F. Balooh.
Bibliooraprt: [Michal Rotarides,] Hiatoria Hungariem

litteraria lineamenta, pp. 49, 55-57, 179, Altona, 1745.

Other bterature (in Hungarian) ia siven in Hauck-Her*
sog, RE, V. 336.
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EMBOUSMUS ("Thrown in" or "Interca-

lated"): The name of the prayer following the

Lord's Prayer in the mass, Libera nos, qucesumus,

doaitw, ab omnibus malis, etc. (" Free us, we be-

mcb thee, O Lord, from all evils," etc.).

QCBURT, PHILIP: The first Methodist preacher
m America; b. at Ballygaran near Ruthkeale
(16 m. 8.W. of Limerick), Ireland, c. Sept. 1,

1728; d. at Camden, Washington Co., N. Y., Aug.,
1775. His parents were members of a colony of

Palatines who settled in Ireland. He learned the
carpenter's trade, was converted under Wesley's
preaching in 1752, and began to preach soon aftei^

wanL Accompanied by Peter Sweitser, Paul and
Barbara Heck, and others, he emigrated to America,
landiiig at New York Aug. 10, 1760. Here he
followed his trade and did not begin preaching
again till 1766, being moved to do so then by the

reproaches of his cousin Barbara Heck. The
fint services were held in his own house in Burrack
Street, now Psak Place. In 1768 the meetings
wwe transferred to the famous " rigging loft

"

m what is now William Street. This was the first

Methodist congregation in the United States of

which there is record. In 1768, under Em-
bury's direction, the first Methodist chureh w^is

built on the site of the present John Street church.

It was a stone structure forty-two by sixty feet.

Embury hinrmplf worked on the building as a car-

penter, and preached the dedicatory sermon Oct.

dO, 1768. After serving the chiurh gratuitously

as pastor, trustee, and treasurer, Embury removed
to Camden in the spring of 1770, shortly after the
arrival in New York of the first missionaries sent

out by Wesley. Here he continued to follow his

trade during the week and preach every Sunday.
At Aflhgrove, near Camden, he organized the first

Methodist society in what is now the Troy con-

ference. His remains were first interred on a farm
near Camden, then at Ashgrove, and finally (1866)
in Woodland Cemetery, Cambridge, N. Y., where
a monument to him was unveiled by Bishop
Simpson in 1873.

BcBuooKApfrr: N. Bangs, Hiatory of the Methodiai EpUeo-
vaL ChmrtK voL i.. New York. 1832; W. B. Sprague,
AmmaU of Ou Amtriean Pulpit, yu. 1-3, ib. 1861; J. M.
Bnddey. Hiatory <rf Mathoduta in ffie United SUUea, pasBim.
ib.l8Q«.

EMERTOH, EPHRADf: Unitarian; b. at Sa-
lem, Mass., Feb. 18, 1851. He studied at Harvard
(BA., 1871) and the universities of Berlin and
Leipsic (Ph.D., 1877), and became instructor in

history and G^man in Harvard University (1876),

instructor in history (1878), and (1882) Winn pro-

fesBor of ecclesiastical history. He has written

IntvducHon to the Study of the Middle Ages (Boston,

1888); Medutval Europe, 8I4-ISOO (1894); and
Detiderius Erasmus (New York, 1899).

EMIGRAirrS AND IMMIGRAlfTS, MISSIOH
WORK AMOHG.—L In Germany: Both the Evan-
gdicai and the Roman Catholic Churches in Ger-
many have established missions whose twofold
object is to provide emigrants with the means of

fpiritual improvement in the harbors of departure
aiid arrival, and to protect them against unscrupu-

lous agents and lodging-house keepers on both sides

of the ocean. Aid rendered in European ports

takes the form of assistance in making purchases,

exchange of money, the care of baggage, etc., as

well as the furnishing of cards of recommendation
to those in charge of the mission work in the cities

to which emigrants are going. Before departure
religious services are held, communion being ad-

ministered to those who desire it. Bibles and works
of devotion are distributed. Aid in the form of

money loans for the purpose of securing passage

is invariably refused. In Hamburg a harbor
mission was established some time after 1870, and
the work in its present form was organized in 1882.

It is carried on under the authority of all the Ger-

man Lutheran Churehes, without regard to the

internal divisions within the Evangelical Chureh in

the United States. Bremen has a general mission

for all Lutheran emigrants and a minor organiaa-

tion for adherents of the Missouri Synod. There
are other missions at Stettin, Antwerp, Rotterdam,
and Amsterdam.
Work among Roman Catholic emigrants is

carried on by the St. Raphael Society, organiaed

in 1868, through the efforts of Peter Paul Cahensly,

a merchant of Limburg on the Lahn, where the

society has its headquarters. It has obtained
wide influence and has its agents among the Roman
Catholic clergy and laity in many American sea-

ports. Its organ is the St Raphaels-Blatt, pub-
lished at Limburg. It also has an Italian branch
the organ of which is L*Emigranto Italiano, pub-
lished at Treviso. (Theodor SchXfer.)

n. In the United States: Provision for the

welcome, protection, and guidance of foreigners

arriving in the United States, has grown with the

growing volume of immigration. At New York,
the chief port of entry, more than thirty religious

societies and homes are represented at Ellis Island

by devoted agents and missionaries who are pres-

ent on the arrival of every immigrant steamship.

The following list of these agencies has been pre-

pared by Dr. Walter Laidlaw, Secretary of the

Federation of Churehes and Christian Oiganiaa-
tions in New York Gty.

Austrian Society. 170 East Eightieth Street; Bulgariftn
Society; American Bible Society, Bible House; Clara de
Hirsch Home for Immigrant Girls. 375 East Tenth Street;

Danish Mission Home. 130 Pros|>ect Avenue, Brooklsm;
Danish Church, 105 Ninth Street, Brooklsm; German Bap-
tist Home Mission, Brooklyn; German Society, 13 Broad-
way; Deuteohes Lutherisches Emigranten-Haus, 4 State
Street; Greek Society, 8 Oak Street; Hebrew Immigrant
Aid Society, 232 East Broadway; Hungarian Home, 3
State Street; Irish Emigrant Society. 51 Chambers Street;

Immigrant Girls' Home (Methodist Episcopal Church),
9 SUte Street; Lutheran Pilger House, 8 State Street;

Mission of Our Lady of the Rosary (Irish immigrant girls),

7 SUte Street; Norsk Lutherescke Church. 216 Twenty-
seventh Street, Brooklyn; Presbyterian Board of Home
Missions. 156 Fifth Avenue; Protestant Episcopal Church
Mission, 29 Vesey Street; Polish Society. 117 Broad Street;

Reformed Church of North America, Ellis Island; Swedish
Missionary. 24 Greenwich Street: St. Raphael Italian So-
ciety. 8-10 Charlton Street; Swedish Baptist Home Mis-

sionary, 22 Greenwich Street; Scandinavian Immigrant
Home. 22 Greenwich Street; Svenska Lutheran Immigra-
tion Hemmett. 5 Water Street; St. Raphael Society. Leo
House. 6 State Street: Society for Protection of Italian

Inmiigrants. 17 Pearl Street; American Tract Society, 150
Nassau Street; United Hebrew Charities, 356 Second
Avwuie; Women's GhristiMi Tempanuioe Union.
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The missionaries and agents of these homes
and societies conmiand, altogether, the use of more
than twelve foreign tongues or dialects, while

interpreters employed by the government supply

any lack that may still exist; it is seldom that an
incoming alien fails of receiving a welcome to

America in his mother tongue. Representatives

of Churches and denominational societies soon
find their own at Ellis Island, and are ready not

only to supply them with literature in their native

tongue, but to comfort them in distress, to minister

to their immediate needs, to protect them against

imposture, to assist them in making necessary

appeals to the government, to supply them with
financial help, if needed in reaching their ultimate

destination, and in many cases to furnish them
letters of introduction to friends at the West,
whither they are bound. The Americcm Bible

Society, the American Tract Society, and the

Women's Temperance Union are generoiis in their

distribution of literatiure. The New York City
Bible Society has a large and special opportunity
in connection with immigrants and is improving
it with energy. The distribution of literature by
this society alone during 1906 at Ellis Island was
44,368 volumes. Of these only 2,713 were in

English. The Polish language ranks first in the

number of Scriptures called for, with 10,066 vol-

umes, and the next largest nimiber of Scriptiu^s

distributed was in Italian, 4,674. The value of

these various agencies is wannly appreciated by
the Ellis Island authorities, who heartily second
their hmnane endeavors.

At the port of Boston, the same general methods
are repeated, though on a somewhat smaller scale.

Yet nearly a score of societies, homes and other

institutions are engaged in the work at that point.

For twenty years the Boston Young Women's
Christian Association has maintained what is

known as a Travelers' Aid Department, in connec-

tion, especially, with provincial and foreign steam-
ships. In the busy season a hundred boats per

month are met. In a single year often three thou-
sand travelers, many of them improtected girls,

coming to the States for work have been safeguarded
and assisted. The St. Vincent de Paul Society also

employs a woman missionary to watch over the

Roman Catholic girl inmiigrants. Not a small

part of the Travelers' Aid is that of bringing safely

together the incoming inunigrant and her American
relatives, who perhaps have been carelessly noti-

fied, oind not seldom wholly uninformed, of her

arrival.

At the port of Baltimore, four distinct agencies

cooperate for the care and comfort of the inmiigrant,

chief of which is the German Evangelical Inmiigrant

Home. This mission was established more than
twenty years ago by the German Evangelical Synod
of North America, and within two years has built

a fine inmiigrant home near the landing-pier at

Locust Point. It is undenominational, taking

care of all good immigrants, welcoming the friend-

less and finding work for the willing. It provides

religious instruction as well, and regularly holds

a short service of prayer every morning and evening.

For a score of years it has done a most valuable

humane work. The Lutheran Mission Synod also

employs a missionary, but as yet has no home.
The Bohemian Presbyterian Church sends a mkr
sionary to meet every incoming steamship and has

recently opened a little home of its own. The
German Baptist Church supports two lady miasion-

aries who supply much needed help.

At the port of New Orleans, immigrant relief

is not yet distinctly organised. The only foreigner
arriving direct from Europe are Italians, who are

quickly taken in charge by relatives and friends.

See Home Missions, § 2; Slavic Missions in

THE United States. J. B. Clark.
Biblioorapht: For Germany: A. Schr6ter, Die kiirk-

lidie Veraorguno der AuatDanderer^ Gotha, 1890; H. £.

Schneider. AUantU Oermanica, Leipaic, 1883; P. M Oiler.

Die lutheriadie Auewanderarmieeion und ihre SteUuno zu
den kirchliehen Au/gaben der Zeit, Hamburs. 1880; T.

Sch&fer, LeUfaden der inruren Miaeion, pp. 142 aqq., ib.

1894. There is no literature bearing upon wcuic done
in the United States.

EMILIAin, OntOLAMO. See Soi£aschia2«5.

EMILIE JULIANE, COUNTESS OF SCHWARZ-
BURG: Hymn-writer; b. at the Heidecksburg

near Rudolstadt (18 m. s. of Weimar), Aug. 19,

1637; d. at Rudolstadt Dec. 3, 1706. Her parents

died while she was a child, and her relatives, the

Count and Coimtess of Schwarzburg, brought her

up in strict orthodox fashion. In 1665 she was

married to her cousin. Count Albert Anton of

Schwarzbui^. Her husband's former tutor, the

learned but pietistic Ahasverus Fritsch, won great

influence over her, which appears in the pietistic

character of many of her religious songs. Most of

these are too subjective and diffuse for congrega-

tional use; but a few like " Bis hierher hat mich

Gott gebracht " (" Thus far the Lord has led

me on ") and " Wer weiss, wie nahe mir mein

Ende ? " (" Who knows how nearmy end may be? ")

have found a permanent place in German hymn-
books. Her songs were published at Rudolstadt

in various collections from 1683 to 1770. A selec-

tion may be foimd in J. L. Pasig, Der Ordfin Emilie

Juliane von Schwarzburg-RudoUtadl geisUiche Lieder

(Halle, 1855), accompanied by a biography.

(Ferdinand Cohbs.)

EMMERAM: An early missionary, said to

have been bishop of Poitiers; d. about 715. Ac-

cording to the biography of Aribo (second haU of

the eighth century), the sole source of information,

soon after his consecration as bishop he determined

to devote himself to the conversion of the heathen

in Fannonia. He appointed his successor at

Poitiers, took with him a priest named Vitalk

who was a good linguist, and went eastward across

the Rhine. Passing through Radaspona (Regena-

burg), the residence of Theodo, duke of Bavaria,

he was told that the country beyond the Enns had

been laid waste, %nd that the newly converted

Bavarians needed his care as much as the Avari to

whom he had been going. Theodo begged him to

remain, either as bishop or as abbot of all the mon-

asteries. He stayed three years, and busied him-

self in spreading and strengthening Christianity in

Bavaria; then he started for Rome, but was mur-

dered on the way, at Helfendoif, three days'
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joamey from Regensburg, by Lantbert, the duke's

§00, who accused him of seducing his sister Ota.

Ilie curious story is that Ota had confessed her

£uilt to Emmeram, and that he, to shield her, per-

mitted her to cast the blame on him; she was
banished to Italy, but Emmeram's innocence

was discovered when too late, by the testimony
of a priest to whom he had given the true facts

b^ore his death. Theodo had his remains brought

to Regensburg in solemn state, and interred in the

chapel of St. George. There is no evidence for

Emmeram's episcopate at Poitiers, nor for his ex-

tensive misBionaiy plans. It is probable that he was
an itinerant monk who possessed episcopal conse-

cration. He may have worked in Regensburg as

the head of a monastic fraternity, out of whose
existaice the monastery of St. Emmeram grew,

and it is not unlikely that Theodo made use of him
in hk reforming plans. The cause of his murder
is an insoluble riddle, since Aribo's story is ob-
viously a romance. (A. Hauck.)
BauoomArar: The Vita by Aribo is in Analeda BoUan^
^mm, viii. 211 aqq.. cf. pp. 356-357, Paris. 1889 (cf.

Bcttberg. KD, ii. 189); Hauck. KD, i. 363.

EMMOHS, KATHANAEL: New England Con-
gregationalist ; b. at Millington, East Haddam
township, Conn., Apr. 20, 1745; d. at Franklin,

Mass., Sept. 23, 1840. He was graduated at Yale
in 1767, and studied for the ministry imder Rev.
Nathan Strong of Coventry, Conn., and Dr. John
Snudky of Beriin, Conn. In 1769 he was "appro-
bated " as a preacher and on Apr. 21, 1773, was
ordained pastor at Franklin, Mass. This position

he filled for fifty-four years, resigning May 28,

1827, and replying to the remonstrances of his

pandhioners that he wished to retire while he still

"knew enough to do so.'' It may be remarked
that he retained his faculties to a surprising degree

\3l his death.

Dr. Emmons was a typical New England clergy-

man of the old school and probably no one exerted

a wider influence. His hou^ie was a theological

Beminary. The number of young men whom he
trained for the ministry can not be exactly ascer-

tained, but was probably not less than a hundred.

Among his pupils nine became presidents or pro-

fessors of colleges or theological seminaries, four-

teen had an important agency in establishing literary

and charitable institutions, forty-six are noticed

in the biographical dictionaries of eminent men.
Dr. Enunons was an original thinker, and formed

his theological system with rare independence of

mind. He was one of the fathers of the Massa-

chosetts Missionary Society, and for the first twelve

j«acB of its existence was its president. He was
one of the original editors of The MaaaachuseUs

Mimonary Magazine. When the masonic fra-

ternity was most popular, he was a pronounced
antimason. When antislavery was most generally

eondenmed, he was an active abolitionist. In

politics be was an outspoken Federah'st.

The theological system of Dr. Emmons is often

confounded with that of Dr. Samuel Hopkins (q.v.).

The fdlowing statement of the two systems was
giren by Emmons himself, and will explain the dif-

ference, as well as the agreement, between the two:

The distinctive tenets of Hopkinmanism are: (1) All
real holiness consists in disinterested benevolence; (2) All

sin consists in selfishness; (3) There are no promises of
regenerating grace made to the doings of the unregenerate;

(4) The impotency of sinners with respect to believing in

Christ is not natural, but moral; (5) A sinner is required
to approve in his heart of the divine conduct, even though
it should cast him o£F forever; (6) God has exerted his

power in such a manner as he purposed would be followed

by the existence of sin; (7) The introduction of moral evil

into the universe is so overruled by God as to promote the
general good; (8) Repentance is before faith in Christ;

(0) Though men became sinners by Adam, according to a
divine constitution, yet they have and are accountable for

no sins but personal; (10) Though believers are justified

through Christ's righteousness, yet his righteousness is not
transferred to them.
The distinctive tenets of Emmons' sjrstem are: (1) Holi-

ness and sin consist in free, voluntary exercises; (2) Men
act freely under the divine agency; (3) The least trans-

gression of the divine law deserves eternal punishment;

(4) Right and wrong are founded in the nature of things;

(5) God exercises mere grace in pardoning or justifying

penitent believers through the atonement of Christ, and
nMre goodness in rewarding them for their good works;

(6) Notwithstanding the total depravity of sinners, God
has a right to require them to turn from sin to holiness;

(7) Preachers of the Gospel ought to exhort sinners to love

God, repent of sin, and believe in Christ immediately;

(8) Men are active, not passive, in regeneration. Dr. Em-
mons believed that these eight statements are involved in

the system of Dr. Hopkins; that they are evoliwi from that

system, rather than added to it. Still they oharacterise

Emmonism as it is grafted upon Hopkinsianism.

Dr. Emmons published more than two hundred
articles in various periodicals. In 1842 many of

his sermons were published in a uniform edition,

with memoir by his son-in-law. Rev. Jacob Ide

(6 vols., Boston). In 1860-61 a new collected

edition of his works appeared (6 vols., Boston),

with memoir by E. A. Park. F. H. Foster.

Bxbuoorapht: Consult, besides the Memoir by Mr. Ide,

W. B. Sprague, AnnaU of ths American Pulpit, i. 093-

706, New York, 1850; A. £. Dunning, Congreoationaliete

in America, ib. 1894; W. Walker, Hi»t. of ConoreoatUmal
Chwehea, pp. 280-303 et passim, ib. 1894; L. W. Baoon.
The Congreoationalieta, ib. 1904.

EMORY, JOHN: Methodist Episcopal bishop;

b. in Queen Anne Ck)unty, Maryland, Apr. 11,

1789; d. in Reisterstown, Md., Dec. 16, 1836. From
1824 to 1835 he was book-agent and editor for

the Methodist Church at New York, during which
time he paid off all the debts of the book concern.

He founded the Methodist Quarterly Review, and
nearly all of the original articles in the first two
volumes are by him. In 1832 he was elected

bishop. He was one of the foimders of the University

of New York, Wesleyan University, and Dickinson

College. He was an able controversialist in be-

half of his Church, and wrote Defense of our Fathers

(New York, 1824); The Episcopal Controversy

Reviewed (New York, 1838).

Bxblioorapht: Life of John Emory, by his son, Robert
Emory, New York, 1841.

EMS, CONGRESS OF.

Papal Nunciature in Munich (Si).
The Exaa Agreement (Emser Punctation) (| 2).

Further Complications (§ 3).

The Outoome (S 4).

The Congress of Ems was a meeting of repre-

sentatives of the archbishops of Mainz, Treves,

Cologne, and Salzburg held at Ems (or Bad Ems,
a watering-place of Hesse-Nassau, 5 m. s.e. of
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Coblenz) in 1786, prompted by the prevalent

desire of the higher clergy in Germany to shake ofif

their depressing dependence on the curia. This

desire was stimulated to new life in 1763 by the

book of Johann Nikolaus von Hontheim (q.v.))

sufifragan bishop of Treves, published under the

pseudonym of Justinus Febronius, and a tendency

to Action manifested itself in 1764 in a document
of the spiritual electors of Mainz, Treves, and
Ck)logne, in which they besought the imperial pro-

tection. Further negotiations followed and in

1770 they addressed new requests to Joseph II.

(the so-called "Coblenz Articles"; cf. Stigloher,

ut inf. 257-260), aiming at a decided restriction of

papal power in German affairs. When, however,

the emperor refused to intervene in Rome, the

whole matter came to a standstill, only to be taken

up again with livelier interest when a plan of estab-

lishing a papal nunciature in Munich came out.

From 1771 Elector Karl Theodor united under

his rule Bavaria, the Palatinate, and the duchies

of JQlich and Berg, which are situated on the

Lower Rhine. As these territories were subject in

ecclesiastical matters to different bishops, who as

estates of the empire were coordinate with the

elector, the condition of affairs was disagreeable

to him; and as the resultant difficulties could be

obviated in no other way, he applied to the Roman
curia, which conceded in 1785 the establishment

of a permanent nunciature in Munich. The news
of this made an extraordinary sensation, because

the existing nunciatures in Vienna (since 1581),

Cologne (1582), and Luzerne (1586) had proved
troublesome because of their inter-

I. Papal ference with episcopal jurisdiction,

Hunciature and because the bishops formerly

in Munich, competent in Bavaria and the Palat-

inate suffered serious encroachments

by the new step. These bishops were: Prince

Bishop Count Colloredo of Salzburg; Prince

Bishop Baron von Welden of Freising; the Elector

of Mainz, Friedrich von Erthal, who at the same time

administered the Prince bishopric of Worms; the

Elector of Treves, Prince Wenzeslaiis of Saxony,

who was also Prince Bishop of Augsburg; and
finally the Elector of Cologne, Franz of Austria,

the brother of the Emperor Joseph II. After

unsuccessfully petitioning the curia, the elector of

Mainz, with the consent of the other archbishops,

handed in a complaint to the emperor as the su-

preme protector of the Chiu-ch, and the latter

caused a declaration to be made in Rome, that he

could not permit that the archbishops and bishops

of the German empire should be distiu-bed in the

diocesan rights which had been given to them by
God and by the Church; in other words, that he

would recognize the papal nuncios merely as dele-

gates for political affairs and matters pertaining

to the pope as the supreme head of the Church,

but that he could concede to them no jurisdiction

whatever. But the curia did not allow itself to be
put off by this protest; in May, 1786, there appeared

as nuncio in Munich Count Zoglio, Archbishop of

Athens; at the same time the nimciatiu^ at Co-
logne was newly filled with Bartholomsus Pacca,

archbishop of Damiate, in the place of Monsignor

Bellisomi. Zoglio was brilliantly received at the

Bavarian Court; Pacca was not even given an

audience by the elector of Cologne. All the Cierman

archbishops refused to recognize the two nuncios,

but nevertheless the latter began at once to make

use of their commissions.

The archbishops of Mainz, Treves, and Cologne

did not remain inactive. The Congress of £m«
followed, and its result was the

a. The Ems " Ems Agreement " {Emser PufJc-

Agreement tation, cf. Mirbt, Quellen, 326-^28),

(Emser which was signed on Aug. 25, 17S6,

Punctation). and at once ratified by the bishops

and sent to Joseph IL Hie sub-

scribers declared therein:

The Roman Pope is and alwajns remains ihe soprane

overseer {OberaufBeher) and primate of the whole Chnrcb,

the center of imity. and has been equipped by God with

the jurisdiction requisite thereto. All Roman Catholics

must always yield him canonical obedience with fuU rerer*

ence. But all the other advantagee and reeervations which

were not connected with this primacy in the first eenturiei.

but arose from the later Isidorian Decretab to the mani-

fest detriment of the bishops, can no longer be included in

the sphere of this jurisdiction, because the forged nature of

the Decretals is now universally recosniaed. These are to

be classed rather as usurpations on the part of the Roman
curia, and, especially because none of the remonstnooei
hitherto made at the Roman curia has been of effect, tbe

bishops are authorised to reinstate themselvea. under tbe

supreme protection of his Imperial Majeaty, in tbe txadm
of the power committed to them by Qod.
Then the archbishops made the following propositiotu

for reform: all persons living within the limits of a diocen

should henceforward without exception be subject to its

bishop. Therefore appeals to Rome which neglect tbe

bishop should no longer be allowed; exemptions, with cer-

tain stated exceptions, should cease; the monastic dergy

should be forbidden to render obedience to foreign generals

and superiors. The bishop should have the right to grant

dispensations from commandments of abstinence and from

matrimonial impediments, and also to absolve the monas-

tic clergy from their vows. At the same time limitation of

the impediments to marriage and postponement of the age

for taking vows was proposed. The bishop should also be

empowered to modify philanthropic truata. In future

facuUatet guinquenrude* should no longer be sought <^ the

Roman court. The bulls, briefs, and other papal regula-

tions, as well as the decisions of the Roman congregations,

should not have binding force until accepted by the faishops.

The nunciatures in the form in which they had hitherto

existed should cease. It was further attempted to insors

the independence of the bishop in filling ecclesiastical posi-

tions. The procedure in regard to the " information

"

(proce99ua informativus) of new bishops should be altered;

tiie oath which the bishop had formerly rendered to tbe

pope as his vassal should be replaced by a formula in ac-

cordance with episcopal rights. The annates and tbe

moneys paid on receipt of the pallium should be reduced,

and if the pope should therefore refuse his oonfirmadon.

the archbishops and bishops should nevertheless perform

the functions of office. In spiritual jurisdiction the court

of first instance is that of the bishop, the second that of

the archbishop, the third is the Roman See. the nunciatures

being entirely left out; provision is made, moreover, that

national judges should pronoimce the verdict even in

Rome. At the close, the archbishops declare that, as soon

as they are put in possession of the rights which belonged

to them, they will take up the improvement of ecclesiastical

discipline, and better organisation for the cure of souls and

for religious establishments and cloisters. Moreover, the

emperor, as the supreme head of the empire, is requested

to demand of the curia that the council which had been

promised in the Concordat of Aschaffenburg (see Ck>N-

CORDAT8 and DELiMrriNO Bux^us, III, 1, f 2) or at least a

national council, should be convened.

The answer of the emperor was kindly; he even

showed readiness to help; but he advised the arch-
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h^bcfps above all to come to an understanding

vith the bishops under them. This advice was
at ODce adopted, but it was too late. The German
bishops fdt aggrieved because they had not been
admitted to the consultation at Ems, and even
though some of them were won over, a part held

entiicly aloof. This opposition of the bishops

foond its leader and spokesman in Coimt Limburg-
Stynun, prince bishop of Speyer, who came out in

public with his criticism of the resolutions of Ems
and thereby started lengthy literary discussions

on both sides.

The contest between the archbishops and the

Duneios had broken out at the close of 1786. Zo-
glio had appointed a provost in Dtisseldorf, inter-

nuncio for JQlich and Berg; and Pacca
3. Further granted a matrimonial dispensation

Omplica- regardless of an objection made by
tioos. the elector of Cologne. As the latter,

like the electors of Treves and Mainz,

granted obtain matrimonial dispensations in

degrees not covered by their quinquennial facul-

ties, Pacca sent on Nov. 30, 1786, a circular to all

priests and general vicariates, declaring the in-

^-alidity of these dispensations. Then the arch-

bkhops of Cologne, Treves, and Mainz gave all

their jmests the command to return this circular

to the sender. In this they were supported by the

emperor. The Imperial Council in Vienna pub-
lished two decrees in which Pacca's action was
designated as unseemly and improper and his

circular was formally declared invalid. The
elector of the Palatinate was, moreover, directed not
to concede any jurisdiction to the nuncio Zoglio,

aod also to prohibit the internuncio appointed by
him from executing the orders given by the nuncio.

But the elector of the Palatinate objected strongly

to this censure, and demanded of the priests of the

diocese of Worms that, under penalty of confisca-

tion of their temporalia, they should at once return

the archiepiscopal order which had demanded their

•endmg back the circular of the nimcio. He also

required that they should accept no directions

from the archiepiscopal vicariate without his

consent, and laid claim to the power to receive a
nmffiio as one of his rights as sovereign and made
it known to the emperor that his territorial rights

might he limited by imperial legislation but not by
decrees of the Imperial Coimcil. Zoglio now
appcxnted, with the encouragement of the elector,

a iubd^egate in Heidelberg.

Still greater dangers for the German arch-

bidiops arose among themselves. In 1785 the

German " League of Princes " {FUrstenbund) had
been formed. Its existence was in danger, if on
the death of the aged and invalid archbishop of

Mainz, Friedrich von Erthal, his successor did not
Bustaxn his policy. Under these circumstances

Prussia undertook to play the part of mediator
b the eoatest between the elector of Mainz and
the curia, and a secret arrangement was made that

Theodor von Dalberg, the candidate preferred by
Prussia and agreeable to the cathedral chapter of

Mami, should be recognized by the pope as the
aiecessor of the elector. This agreement also

stated that both the elector and Dalberg promised

to remain true to the imion; but both took upon
themselves as well the obligation of not putting

the resolution of the Congress of Ems into execu-
tion. On June 5, 1787, Dalberg was chosen coadju-

tor archbishop of Mainz. In pursuance of this

arrangement he openly abandoned the ground
taken in the Ems agreement, petitioned in Rome
for the renewal of the quinquennial faculties, and
raised no objection when the nuncio in Cologne
was commissioned to undertake his episcopal

examination {jrrocesstia informativua).

The other bishops also appeared to be more peace-

ably inclined. Then Pius VI. adopted a measure
which provoked great excitement; in a brief of

Nov. 6, 1787, he granted the petition of the elector

of the Bavarian Palatinate to take a tithe of the

incomes of the ecclesiastical property throughout
the whole extent of his territories. This concession

was all the more important because it was to last

ten years and the nuncio in Munich was ordered to

collect the tithe and commissioned to punish with
all censures, and even with excommunication,
those who refused the payment, and, if necessary,

to depose them from their offices and benefices.

All the German archbishops were affected by this

order; Mainz, in the diocese of Worms; Cologne,

in the duchies of JUlich and Berg; Treves, in Augs-
burg; Salzburg, in his Bavarian territories.

This procedure on the part of the curia, to be
sure, caused the elector of Mainz to return to the

side of the other archbishops, and induced them
to approach the emperor again in order to obtain

action against the nuncios. With their assent

an imperial court decree was issued, which referred

to the Diet of Regensburg the controverted ques-

tion whether nuncios with jurisdiction should be
tolerated in Germany. But not even the arch-

bishops earnestly intended to bring about a de-

cision at the diet; they only wished to put pressure

on the curia. The negotiations were without
issue and finally the archbishops decided to take

the advice which had been given them and pref-

erably to reach an understanding with the curia

directly; but their efforts in Rome met with no
success. The answer which finally came to them,
dated Nov. 14, 1789, was in the form of a brief,

which was a memorial filling three hundred and
thirty-six quarto pages. Therein the pope in-

sisted upon all his demands in their full scope.

The curia had made no mistake in its calcula-

tions. Under the pressiu^ of the revolutionary

trend of the times, which proceeded

4. The from France, the opposition of the

Outcome. German archbishops collapsed. The
electors fled from their capitals in

1792 when the French General Custine drew near.

The abolition of the ecclesiastical principalities,

ordered in 1803, together with the still more po-

tent factor of the rise of Ultramontanism, have
saved the nineteenth-century papacy from a resur-

rection in power of the ideas of 1786.

The defeat of the German archbishops may be
explained on many grounds. It was disadvanta-

geous for them that public opinion, which backed
them at the start, soon turned from them and be-

came interested in other things; but the lament-
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able issue of the controveray was chiefly the result

of the character of the opposition movement itself.

To be sure, motives of religion and of ecclesiastical

reform were not entirely wanting; considerations

of German national feeling were not lacking; but
primarily the archbishops most heartily desired to

benefit their own interests as archbishops and
territorial sovereigns—interests in the assertion of

which they were hindered by the extension of the
papal power. As a result the contest soon took on
essentially the character of politics or of church
politics. Thereby they lost the support which the

sympathy of the Roman Catholic population and
clergy might have given them; thereby the har-

mony of the archbishops themselves suffered.

The curia owed its victory to the attitude of the

German bishops, who felt themselves threatened

by an increase of archiepiscopal power, to the ener-

getic action of the Bavarian Palatinate, and to the

emperor's inadequate support of the archbishops;

and last, not least, to the commencement of the

revolutionary period and to the circumstance that

the entire development of post-Reformation Cathol-

icism was on the side of the curia. Carl Mirbt.
Biblioorapht: ReauUat det Emter Konort—e; Frankfort,

1787; F. K. von Ifoser. QtHhidiU der pdp§Uidien Nun^
UsH in DeutBdUand, ib. 1788; Hutoriadie DenkwHrdio-
keiUn dm KardinaU . . . Pacea, Augsburg. 1832; £. von
MOnoh, OtadiitAte d«t Enuer KongrMtet, Carlaruhe, 1840;
M. Stigloher, Dm Erriehiuno der pdp»Uichen NunHatur
in Mitndten und der Emeer Kongreee^ Regensburg, 1867;

O. Meier, FAromue, Tilbingen, 1880; H. BrQok, Ge-

ethidUe der laOioUedken Kirche tm 19, Jahrhundert, part
L, Mains. 1902.

EMSER, HIERONYMUS: Literary opponent of

Luther; b. at Uhn, Mar. 16 (26?), 1478 (1477?);

d. at Dresden Nov. 8, 1527. He studied at Tubing-
en (1493-97) and at Basel, where he received his

first and second degrees; in consequence of certain

satirical verses, which offended the Swiss, he was
driven from the latter city. As secretary and chap-

lain he accompanied the papal legate, Cardinal

Raymund Peraudi, on a tour of visitation in Ger-

many (1502 sqq.), and thus came to know a great

part of the land and its famous men. At the re-

quest of the cardinal he published (1503) a treatise

De crucibu8, attesting certain alleged miracles in

the course of the war against the Turks. In 1504

he edited the works of Pico della Mirandola at

Strasburg, taught at Erfurt, where he had Luther
among his hearers, and went to Leipsic, where he

became bachelor of theology in Jan., 1505. Duke
George of Saxony had already chosen him secre-

tary and this post called him to Dresden. For
some years he was occupied with the effort

to secure canonization for Benno, bishop of

Meissen (q.v.), which took him to Rome in 150&-

07. He received rich benefices and led a very com-
fortable life at Dresden and Leipsic. A Latin

treatise on the origin of the custom of drinking

healths, an imcritical and fantastic life of Benno,
an essay on the best way of keeping wine, numerous
light verses, and new editions of the works of others

belong to this period.

When the Reformation came Emser naturally

took sides against Luther, having no true appre-

ciation of the dangers of the Church and sharing

in the jealousy which the Saxon court felt toward

Wittenberg. He considered Luther a Hussite, s

revolutionist, one who, contrary to the BiWe,

rejected the utterances of traditional authority^

sacrificed the " ecclesiastical " priesthood to the
** laical," uprooted the papacy, and stirred up the

conmion people against the clergy and rulere.

After the Leipsic Disputation (1519) an open rup-

ture took place and a controversy began, by no

means edifying and without profit to the cause.

It is sufficiently characterized by stating that dur-

ing its progress Luther called Emser the he-goat

of Dresden, with reference to his escutche<H), and

Emser called Luther the bull of Wittenberg.

After a time Luther gave up the contest, but Emser

continued to issue original works and translationfl

or new editions of the works of others against Luther,

writing generally in German and often in dc^gere!

verse to catch the ear of the people. He crttidxed

Luther's translation of the New Testament, ex-

horted the bishops to provide a better, and ulti-

mately undertook the task himself; in Aug., 1527,

his work appeared, made to resemble Luther's folio

edition as much as possible, with illustratiCHis by

Cranach and his scholar, Gottfried Leigel, which

had already been used in Luther's " December

"

Bible of 1522. Introductions and notes are added;

but at the end Emser warns the laity against

Bible-reading. The work at once became popular,

and in its original form and worked over by Jo-

hann Dietenberger and by Eck, it i^peared in

more than one hundred editions duringthe sixteemth,

seventeenth, and eighteenth centuries. Luther criti-

cized it sharply as stolen from his text.

Of the earlier literary opponents of the Refoi^

mation Emser was the most indefatigable. He
published his writings at no small personal expense.

He was well read in the fathers and had good

himianistic training. But he was uncritically

and blindly devoted to tradition, and quite unabk

to appreciate the motives which influenced Luther.

HIb hatred for the latter steadily increased and

he wished more and more earnestly to have him

silenced by force. (G. Kawrbau.)

Biblioobapht: G. E. Waldau. Naehruht von H, Emmr'%
Leben, Anfli>aoh, 1783; P. Moaen. H. Emeer, dm- Vor-

kAmpfer Rome geoen die ReformaHon, Halle, 1880; G.

Kawerau. Hieronymiie Emeer, Halle. 1808. On his Nev
Testament, consult Q. W. Panser, Vereueh einer kurwn
QeechidUe der rOmiech-katholiechen detUeehen Bibelib^
eeieungen, pp. 16 sqq., Nuremberg, 1781.

EIlCiBNIA (Gk. enkainia): A dedication fes-

tival; applied particularly to the Jewish festival

commemorating the rededication of the Temple

(see Stnaoooue), and to the anniversaries of

church dedications (see Consecration).

ENCRATITES, en'cra-toits ('Hhe Sdf-disci-

plined," " the Continent ")• A name given in the

Christian heretic-histories to certain sectaries, who
abstained from animal food, intoxicating drinks,

and sexual intercourse. Strictly speaking there

was no sect of Encratites, nor did they have a

particular founder, though Eusebius (HisL ecd.,

iv. 28) first mentions Tatian as such. Nor can

they be liunped together with the Gnostics, which,

however, does not mean that Encratites here and

there may not have represented Gnostic teachings.
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Hippolytus (Philo90j)humena, viii. 20) says expressly

that the views of E^cratites about God and Christ

iccorded with those of the Church. Clement of

Alexandria states that Julius Cassianus, whom he

alls the founder of the heresy of the Docetse (see

Docetism) wrote " about continence or about
eunuchism " and quotes three passages from this

work of Encratitic content {Strom,, uL 13). En-
cratitic tendencies were no doubt shown also by
the Gospel according to the Egyptians (see Apoc-
BTPHA, B, L, 8). Epiphanius devoted an entire

section of his history of heresies (xlvii.) to

the Encratites; he speaks of their dualism, says

that they reckon the Acts of Andrew, John, Thomas,
and other apocrypha among their Scriptures, and
that they use water instead of wine at the Lord's

Supper (like the Aquarii and Hydroparastatse,

qq.Y.). Encratism is not confined to Christianity;

Clement {Strom,, i. 15) compares them with the

Indian gynmosophists, and Hippolytus {Philoso-

pkumena, viii 20) with the Qrnics. The Nazi-

rite's vow and the usages of the Essenes may ahso

be brought into comparison, although no genetic

connection can be shown. G. KRt)oER.

Bislioqbapht: A. Hilgenfeld, KetzergeachidiU det 17r-

cfcriiiwhnwir, Ldpeic, 18S4; Neander, ChriaHan Churchy
I 456-158, 505; Schaff, ChrUHan Church, ii. 495; DCB,
a US-iaO; and the literature under Tkbtuluan.

ENCYCLICAL LETTERS: Circular letters,

which in the ancient Church were often sent by a
church or council to the churches of a certain dis-

trict. The name is now applied to letters of the

pope, relating to the entire Church, sent to all his

rabordinate bishojM.

ENCYCLOPEDIA, THEOLOGICAL.
Coneeptioa and Purpose (§ 1).

Theological Scienoe in the Primitive Church (| 2).

la the Bysandne and Itfiddle Ageu (| 3).

Id Humanism and the Reformation (S 4).

I^^iam and Rationalism Influential (| 5).

S«bJeiermacher and his Influence (| 6).

Modern Problems (fi 7).

Derelopment Outside oermany (| 8).

In the Roman Catholic Church (| 9).

Theological Encyclopedia is the branch of learn-

ing which sets forth the order and contents of theo-

logical science. The word encycUypedia, in its

technical sense, is derived from the philosophic

reahn of Alexandrine study, and back of that from
Greek antiquity. Since the time of Aristotle

fnb^tiiM paideia meant the circle of education

which, according to Quintilian {Instiiutiones, I., x.

101), included grammar, rhetoric, music, geometry,
and astronomy. The idea which philosophy took
apwas appropriated by theology. The compoimded
expreasion as a single word occurs first in a dis-

coune by the Jesuit Tarquin Gallucci (b. 1574)

entitled De encyclopcedia comparanda (J. Lami,
De eruditume apostdorum, Florence, 1738, p. 215)
vid next in J. H. Alstedt's Cwrsus philoaophici

encydopcsdia (Herbom, 1620), in which
I. Concep- Alstedt refers to the Encyclopaedia of

tion and Matthias Martin (1649) as his source.

Purpose. The meaning of " Encyclopedia " in

these cases is an orderly exposition
of knoirledge. The works just named were the

foRnmners of the great encyclopedic collec-

tions which have set forth either the material of

science as a whole or that of individual sciences.

So that the word encyclopedia has become fully

naturalized. It was &^ applied to theology by
S. Mursinna in Prima linece encydopcedias theo-

logica (Halle, 1764-94). The idea of a formal
encyclopedia of sciences was first put for

Hegel {Encyklop&die der philoaophiachen

schaften, Heidelberg, 1827, § 16), who li

to the setting forth of the beginnings

fimdamental conceptions of special scier

theological encyclopedia sets forth the func

conceptions and methods of theological

In doing this it takes cognizance of the {

the Christian religion, of the causes whi
built up a theology, of the historical and
atic relationship of the parts to the wh(

above all, of the relationship of the scienc

and of theology as the science of religio:

Church which is held together by this

Inasmuch as this science is always in a
flux—new materials always being added, n
tions arising—^the best that can be doi

describe it historically and in relation to the
The history of theological encyclopedi

to be separated from the history of teacl

of the science. Christian theology grew oi

proclamation of the Gospel according to t

mand of Jesus (Matt, xxviii. 19-20). T
munities of believers, instea<

2. Theolog- tempting to satisfy their

leal Science needs with cultic organizal

in the wasting their energies in so<

Primitive formances, sought through
Church, tion an assured and unifi

viction of the grounds of th

as members of the body of Jesus Christ. .

as in the religion of the Old Testament pi

and prophecy strove together, and in

Roman culture religion and philosophy, so

tianity revelation and philosophy were
factors out of which a developing theology

materials. There was an inherent tendei

unification of all the elements which co\i

the nourishment of the soul and the su
Christian activities. Catechetics, system
troduction into the Christian rites, were the

for the collection of the reports about the

Jesus and his relation to salvation (Luke
Cor. xiv. 19; Gal. vi. 6; Heb. vL 1-2). T
the development of the organization of the

grew up a literature of instruction. Whi
testimony to the existence of such a body of

in the early Church is not immediately attai

can not be doubted that in such centers <

tianity as Alexandria, Antioch, and O
nople during the second century such 1

material existed. Indirect testimony to

foimd in the technical terms existing in

works which have their roots and their i

in the terminology of rhetoric, philology, ;

loeophy. Instruction in the form of ques
answer is suggested by the InstUuta

dioince legia of Juniliufl at Antioch, th

paraUela of John of Damasciis, the Qi

Amphiiochia of Fhotius, and the Hupon
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hiblion of Joeephus {MPG, cvi 14-177). For
other varieties of instruction the homilies, ^

corre-

sponding to the Diatribes of the Cynic-Stoic schools,

and scholia and commentaries are evidence. These
are the roots of the system of instruction in dog-

matic and practical theology. There soon followed

the encyclopedic productions of Chrysostom {Peri

htero8ynSs)f of Ambrosius {De officiis ministrorum),

and of Augustine (De doctrina Christiana^ De cate-

chizandis rudibus, Encheiridion ad LaurerUium).

During the Byzantine period and the Middle

Ages the pedagogic methods of patristic times passed

over into the Western Church where the influx of

new peoples made necessary the use of these means
of instruction. In Byzantine literature heathenism
and Christianity remained in a relation of easy

sociabib'ty of which the Myrobiblion of Photius

(d. 891) is an example. Philosophical activity

was concerned with Catence (q.v.) which set forth

authoritative traditions of exegesis,

3. In the faith, and conduct of service. In
Byzantine the West the concern was for a prac-

and Middle tical use of the material of science,

Ages. and in this direction Augustine was
the leader. Under his influence Cas-

siodorus wrote his Institutiones divinarum litterarum,

which was followed by the more systematic seventh
and eighth books " On God, Angels and the Orders
of the Faithful " of Isidores OHginum sive etymo-

logiarum. In the Middle Ages the monastic schools

and universities arose, the latter with their trivium

(grammar, rhetoric, and dialectic) and quadrivium
(geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, and music).

The De insHtiUione clericorum of Rabanus Maurus
(c. 850), the CapitiUa ad presbyteroa of Hincmar,
and the CapihUare of Hatto of Basel are specimens
of the work done for the schools of the monasteries,

when the monks and clergy were the leaders in the
Western world. During the heyday of scholasti-

cism appeared the Spectdum doctrinale of Vincent
of Beauvais, part of an Omnium scienHarum en-

cycUypcedia (4 vols., Douai, 1624). In opposition

to this dialectic discipline arose a mystical type
of instruction which partook more of the theo-

logical than the philosophical, illustrated by such
works as the Didaacalum of Hugo of St. Victor

(d. 1141), the EpistolcB of Jean Gerson (d. 1429),

and the De studio theologico of Nicholas of Cl^enge
(d. 1437).

The Reformation and Humanism created a new
science through the study of linguistics and of

history. Study of language gave to theology firm

standing-ground and new forms and purposes, the
first results of which were attention to Scripture.

Erasmus {Ratio seu m^thodus perveniendi ad veram
theologiam), Melanchthon (Brevis dis-

4. In Hu- cendcB theologioB ratio)^ and Luther
manism and (in his maxim: oratio^ meditatio,

the Refer- tentatio faciunt iheologum) showed the
mation. way, followed by Theobald Thamer

(Adhartatio ad theologies studium,

1543), David Chytrseus (De studio theologico ^ 1657),

and John Gerhard (Methodus studii theologici^

1617). Interest in questions of encyclopedia was
livelier in the Lutheran Church than in the Re-
formed, as shown by Bullinger's Ratio stvdii iheo-

logici and Konrad Gessner's Pandectw universakt

(1548-49). Nevertheless the father of a sjrstem-

atic and thorough encyclopedia was the (Refonned)

professor Andreas Gerhard of Marburg in his Dr
theologo seu de roHone studii theologici (Strasbur^

1562-82), in which the division of theological

science into exegetical, historical, dogmatic, and

practical theology was first made. But the devel-

opment of theological encyclopedia proceeded with-

out well-formed plans; materiala and methods

were not carefully distinguished. Polemics too

had its influence in the unfolding, and the sdeooe

divided into exegetical, didactic, and polemical

theology. Historical criticism had not yet come
to its own, the linguistic methods of Humanism
were yet dominant, and the contests between ex-

ternals and internals dragged dogmatic, practical,

and polemic interests into the foreground. Mean-

while philosophy, which among the Reformers had

remained wedded to theology, received new im-

petus from Bacon and Descartes, and a new idea

of the world came into existence through Copemi-
c\is and Kepler. For Bacon, theology is a positrt-e

science, independent of reason, which, however,

it takes into its service. A great step had been

taken toward insight into religion and toward the

formation of a new basis.

The factors which next entered into conflict with

rigid scholasticism were Pietism and rationalism,

different in origin and purpose, yet united in

emphasis upon individualism. Under Pietism

theology took on a practical-ascetic phase, it be-

came piety. Spener gave direction to this in

his Pia desideria (1675) and in the preface

to his De impedimenHs studii theth

5. Pietism logici. Study of the Bible is the

and Ration- foundation of all theology, interpre-

alism In- tation is the mistress who orders all

fluentiaL the parts and affords the basis; dog-

matics and ethics are to come from

Scripture. Historical development was lost to

sight, church history simply furnished a bounding

line. The orthodox cultivation of homiletics

seemed to Spener the greatest hindrance to theo-

logical study, while catechetics is especially im-

portant. A. H. Franke took up Spener's thesis in

Idea studiosi theologici (Halle, 1718) and Methodus

studii theologici (1723), as did J. J. Breithaupt in

Exercitationes de studio theologico (1702), J. Lange

in Institutiones studii theologici (1723), and J. J.

Rambach in Studiosus theologias (Franldort, 1723).

Related spirits were Franz Buddeua (Isagoge

historico-theologica, Leipsic, 1727) and C. M. Pfaff

{Introductio in historiam theologia liUerwriam^ 3

vols., TObingen, 1723), who reinstated the division

into exegetical, historical, dogmatic, and practical

theology. To the filling ui of these outlines L
Moeheim contributed in his Kurze Anweiswigf die

Gottesgelehrtheit vemunftig zu erkennen (ed. Wind-

heim, Hehnstadt, 1756-63). Through the preva-

lence of the Wolffian philosophy rationalism had its

influence, and the works of J. S. Sender rapidly

succeeded each other (1757-80). J. A. Ndsselt

united a view of the materials and the literature

of theology in his Anweisung zwr Kenntniss der

besseren BOcher in der Theologie (Leipsic, 1800).
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SmulAr lines were followed in the text-books of G. S.

Franke {Tkeologische Encyklopddie, vol. i., Altona,

1819), K. F. Staudlin {Encyklapddie und Metho-

dcio^U, Hanover, 1821), and J. T. L. Dana {Enq^
tiepodu und Methodologie, Weimar, 1832).

A new start was made with Schleiermacher, who
in opposition to rationalism in religion wished to

recover for religion its own province in a philo-

sophic consideration of the self-consciousness of

Cliristians. It was he who first discerned the

enenee of theology as subject to scientific treatment

ind gave to the science organic form. In this

respect his Kurze Daratelhmg des theologischen

Studiwns (Berlin, 1811, enlarged, 1830) made an
epodL He showed that theology had developed

out of the needs of the Church and by those needs
wu to be oriented. He produced a clear demarca-
\km between philosophy and the history of relig-

ioD, but he divided the science into the parts,

pbik)eq)hical, historical, and practical The first

governed apologetical and polemic theology;

dogmatics and ethics were assigned

6. Schleier- to historical theology; and practical

macher theology dealt with church govem-
and his ment and church service. The oper-

Inflnence. ation ofSchleiermacher's principles was
for a time thwarted by the entrance of

the H^elian philosophy which regarded religion and
ttA results as transitional in the march of evolution,

but with the help of the growing historical and lin-

guistic criticism it established itself evermore firmly.

Meanwhile there appeared the contrast between em-
phasis upon the historical (Strauss's Leben Jesu) and
Hegelian opposition between pantheism and athe-

ism, a problem to the solution of which F. C. Baur
devoted himself in the history of early Christianity.

Next to appear was the " Mediating theology,"

the fundamental thought of which was that a view

d the worid which includes supematuralism is not

in obstacle to scientific work. Recognizable here

ii the influence of Schleiermacher and Neander in

the acknowledgment of a revealed character in

Christianity, and of Hegel and Schelling in the tend-

ency to speculation. The writing which best ex-

hibits this character is A. F. L. Pelt's Tkeologische

Enq^dopddie (Hamburg, 1843), which makes
historical theology take precedence of dogmatic
and practicaL Noteworthy are E. L. T. Henke's
Grtoidriu fur Vorlesungen zur Einleitung in das

theohgisehe Stvdium (Marburg, 1869), J. P. Lange's
Grwdnss der iheologiscken Enq/klopddie und
Mdkodologie (Heidelberg, 1877) which imites

lystematic and practical theology, and K. Rosen-
krana's Encykhpddie der iheologiscken Wissen-
Kkuft (Halle, 1831) which seeks to use Hegel's

philosophy in the construction of theological

science. The "mediating theology" was left

behind by E. R. Hagenbach in the work which long

T^onaxned the standard (Encyklopddie der theo-

^uc^ Wissensckaft, Leipdc, 1833, 9th ed. with
the help of E. Schtirer, 1874, 11th ed. by Kautzsch,

1^, 12th ed. by Reischle, 1889). J. F. Rfibiger's

Enq/klapddie der Tkeohgie (1880) differs from
R. Rothe's Tkeologische Encyklopddie (ed. Rup-
pelios, Wittenberg, 1880) m that it uses the his-

toric standpoint of the Tubingen school, while

Rothe gives the preference to a speculative tend-

ency. The Encyklopddie of J. C. K. Hofmann
(ed. Bestmann, Ndrdlingen, 1879) closely follows

Schleiermacher in emphasizing the personal rela-

tionship of man to God, in which he was preceded
by G. C. A. Harless (Nuremberg, 1837). More in the

direction which Hengstenberg gave to theology is

the series issued under the editorship of O. Zdckler

(6 vols., Ndrdlingen, 1881-90) under the title

Handimcher der Iheologiscken Wissenschaften in en'

cyklopddischer DarsteUung,

The question what the present condition of

theological work demands has been answered by
Ritschl, who asserts as the starting-point of the-

ology the Gospel as it lies in Scripture. This Gospel
is essentially a revelation, set forth, however, in

historical relations and under historic conditions.

So that there results a double field of investigation,

philosophical history and the internal develop-

ments of church life. On this basis, investigation

of theology without reference to the

7. Modem Church which developed it is out of the

Problems, question; it would make the Bible

simply a part of the world's religious

literature, deprive it of the interest derived from
churchly relations, separate it from its accompany-
ing conceptions of canon, symbol, and dogma.
Yet the tendency is strong in modem times in tWs
way to seek a universal theology. In this direction

look the methodological proposals of G. KrOger
(Was keisst und zu toelckem Ends studitrt man
Dogmengeschicktet Freiburg, 1895; Das Dogma
vom neuen Testament^ Giessen, 1896) and W. Wrede
{Ueber Aufgabe und Metkode der sogenannten

neutestamentlichen Tkeologie, G5ttingen, 1897);

the former would do away with the distinction

between canonical Scripture and the early patristic

writings, and the latter would put the theology of

the New Testament into a philosophy of religion.

Another advocate of this method \b C. A. Bemouilli
(Die wissenschafUicke und die kirchliche Methods
in der Tkeologie, Ttibingen, 1897), who takes the

position that the true theology is something apart

from the Church and that ** religion is history."

This school calls its method the " purely historicsd."

Yet can that be " purely historical " which disre-

gards the historical fact of him who is come to save

the lost? which attempts a vivisection between
Church and theology which is possible only in the-

ory? The latest development analyzes the situation

into a necessity for investigation of three points:

the conception of the Church, of science, and the

view of the world which Christianity would set forth.

The Roman Catholic conception of the Church as

a sanatorium excludes the action of science, the

Lutheran conception of it as a community of faith

requires that action for its own good. The con-

ception of the world as set forth by the physicist is

different from that reached by the theologian and
is reached by different methods. The decision

upon the worth of the Scriptures of the New Testa-

ment as compared with early patristic writings

in the construction of a history of dogma is helped

by the consideration that the former are the classi-

cal expression from the earliest generations of Chris-

tians of the faith which had been transmitted to
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them, whUe in the history of dogma Biblical science

can not maintain itself as a separate entity over

against church history and as a dogmatic fact.

The history of Christianity involves the connection

of the external and the internal, the latter the

facts of Church life.

In countries other than Germany the develop-

ment of the encyclopedia of theology runs nearly

parallel with the German. In Holland the two
conflicting tendencies are the Reformed and the

historical schools, with a " mediating theology "

between. Representative of these are for the

Reformed A. Kuyper {Encyklopedie der heilige

godgeleerdheidf 3 vols., Amsterdam, 1894); for the

historical school J. T. Doedes (EncykJopedie der

christelijke theologies Utrecht, 1876);

8. Develop- and for the mediating school J. Cla-

ment risse (EncyclopcedicB iheologiccB epitome,

outside Leyden, 1832) and H. de Groot and
Germany. L. G. Pareau (Erwyclopcedia theologi

Christiani, 3d ed., Utrecht, 1851).

In England the historical school is represented by
the Unitarian J. Drunmiond {Introduction to the

Study of Theology, London, 1884), the Evangelical

by A. Cave (An Introduction to Theology, its

Principles, its Branches, its Results, and its Literal

ture, 2d ed., Edinburgh, 1896). In America the

mediating school is represented by P. Schaff (Theo-

logical PropcedeiUic, a general Introduction to the

Study of Theology . . . , New York, 1893), whose
results are not unlike those of Hagenbach. France
is represented by H. G. Kienlen {Encyclopedic

, , . de la thSologie chrStienne, Strasburg, 1845)

and E. Martin {Introduction d Vitude de la thiohgie

protestante, Geneva, 1883). Schleiermacher has

found a follower in Sweden in Reuterdahl, whose
work was published 1837. Hagenbach's work was
reproduced in Hungary by Imre R^vdsz (1857)

and practically reproduced in America by G. K.
Crooks and J. F. Hurst (New York, 2d ed., 1894).

The Roman Catholic Church, while not unmoved
by the movements of Humanism and the Refor-

mation, was yet not driven from the methods of

scholasticism, and its development of theological

encyclopedia was in the direction of polemic and
apologetics (N. J. Laforet's Disseriatio historico-

dogmaiica de methodo theologies sive de authoritate

ecclesicB catholicce tanquam regula fidei Christiana,

Louvain, 1849). The key-note was struck by
Melchior Cano {De locis theologicis, Louvain, 1564),

taking the Scriptures and tradition

9. In the as the starting-point. The Jesuit

Roman Possevinus {Bibliotheca selecta de

Catholic ratione studiorum, Rome, 1593) fol-

Church. lowed a revived scholasticism. Much
material was furnished by the work

of the Benedictines in patristics, and J. Mabillon

produced an encyclopedic work in his 2>e studiis

monastids (Venice, 1705). E. Du Pin's M^hode
pour etudier la thiologie (Paris, 1716, 1768, often

translated) exhibited something of the breadth of

Gallicanism, though the influence of the Jesuits

did much to restrain this tendency. The work
of P. Annato {Apparatus ad positivam theologiam

methodicus, 2 vols., Paris, 1700, 7th ed., 1744),

exhibiting a tendency toward agreement with

Protestantism, was put on the Index. Under the

stimulus of Protestant work after the middle of

the eighteenth century a host of books by Roman
Catholics appeared in Germany, and at the beginning

of the nineteenth century, under the influence of

the philosophy of Schelling, Baader, and Gunther

there were contributions by J. S. Drey (1819),

H. Klee (1832), F. A. Staudenmaier (1834, 1840),

A. Gengler (1834), A. Buchner (1837), and A. von

Sieger (1839). Under the influence of the new dog-

ma of infallibility J. B. Wirthmuller produced his

Encyklopddie der kaiholischen Theologie (Landshut,

1873), and the scientific method was employed by

H. Kihn (Freiburg, 1892). The former distia-

guishes between an Ideal- and a Real-EncyklopAdie,

the latter includes under " formal " theology the

" ideal" and the "instrumental," and under "ma-
terial " theology the departments of historicil,

doctrinal and ethical, and practical theology.

(G. Heinbicl)

Bibijoobapht: Zyro, Feraiicfc einer Revinon der dtritt'

lieh theologiaehen EncycMop&die, in TSK, 1837. pp. 680-

681; W. Grimm, in ZWT, 1882. pp. 1-28; M. KAhkr.

Wi99en9chaft der d^riatlichen Ldtre^ pp. 1-42, Leipdc,

1803. All the later and best works mentioned in the text,

such as Cave. Schaff, Kuyper, and Hagenbach. discoa

the subject. An excellent hJandbook to Roman Catholic

literature is D. Gla, Revertorium der ka^uthMk-Aaolo-

oiaehen LAMercUur^ Paderbom, 1805. Consult also: A
Domer, Orundriaa der EncychpHdie der Theologie, Bo-
lin, 1001; L. Emery. Introduction h t'itude de la ^Solofi*

proteetante, pp. 1-55, Paris, 1004; E. D. DaTies, Thto-

logical Encydopadia^ London, 1006.

ENCYCLOPEDISTS: The name usually applied

to the group of French philosophers and men of

letters who collaborated in the production of the

famous Encydopidie, or were in sympaUiy with

its principles. The work was planned by Denis

Diderot (q.v.), and was announced as a Didion-

naire raisonrU des sciences, des arts, et des mitiert.

The intention was to provide a complete alphabeti-

cal treatment of the whole field of human knowledge

from the standpoint of the " Enlightenment " (q.v.).

The contributors included a number of reniark-

able men. First in importance, acting with Diderot

on equal terms, was D'Alembert. A large part of

the work was done by the Chevalier de Jauoourt, a

man of encyclopedic learning. Montesquieu when

he died in 1755 left behind an unfinished article

on " Taste." Voltaire wrote some articles, and

constantly advised on the development of the plan.

Rousseau contributed articles on music, but ulti-

mately quarreled with the editors, whose plan

was so different from his. Tui^got wrote on eco-

nomic subjects, and in the latter part of the work

Haller, the physiologist, and Condorcet were en-

gaged.

The first volume appeared in 1751, the second

in the following January, and inunediately excited

the antagonism of the Church and the conservatives.

On Feb. 12, 1752, the two volumes were suppressed

by the Council, as contaim'ng maxima contrary to

royal authority and to religion. Further publica-

tion was suspended for eighteen months, but from

1753 to 1757 it went on without interruption.

After the seventh volume the forces of conservatism

rallied to a fresh attack. The sale of the volumes

already printed, as well as the printing of any more,
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WM forfoidden* Diderot, however, made his plans

to continue privately to prepare the remaining

volumes. D'Alembert withdrew, but Diderot

toded on and completed the work (28 vols., Paris,

1751-?2). Andr^ Francois Lebreton acquired a

lar^ interest in the undertaking and all the con-

tributions were set up as they were written, but
when Diderot had corrected the last proof, Lebreton

and his foreman, without informing his partners,

tecretly cut out such parts from each article as he

thought too radical or likely to give offense. In

thb way many of the best articles were mutilated,

and to prevent the restoration of the eliminated

matter, Lebreton burned the original manuscripts.

Subeequently a supplement was published (5 vols.,

Amsterdam [Parish 1776-77), also an index (2 vols.,

1780).

The EncydopMie was at once a repository of

infonnation and a polemical arsenal. It was an
idea of the editors that if civilization should be
entirely destroyed, mankind might turn to their

Tolumes to leam to reconstruct it. No other

collection of general information so large and so

meful was then in existence. Yet mere learning

was not what lay nearest to the hearts of Diderot

and his fellows; they prided themselves even more
on the firm and bold philosophy of some of the
writers. The metaphysics is founded chiefly on
Locke, who " may be said to have created meta-
physics as Newton created physics," by reducing

the science to ** what in fact it should be, the ex-

perimental physics of the soul." Beyond this there

is little unity of opinion, though the same spirit

roles throughout. It includes a prejudice in favor of

democracy, as the ideal form of government, and
the worship of theoretical equality, but contempt
for the populace, " which discerns nothing" ; the

reduction of religion to sentiments of morality and
benevolence, and great dislike for its ministers,

especiaUy the religious orders. By its generous
profenions of philosophic tolerance, and apparent
aoquiesoenoe in what for the moment it was too
weak to overpower, the philosophic school won a
hearing for doctrines which were essentially sub-
vernve of the established order of things in both
Church and State, and prepared the way for overt

rerohition. See Deism, II.

Bouookapht: J. de La Porte, Etprit de VeneydopSdie,
Fftru. 1768: F. BL A. de Voltaire, QuettUma mr Vmey
dopldU, ib. 1770; W. Van Mildert. View of Ihe Rim and
Pngn$» of Infid^ity, i. 378, Oxford. 1839; C. Barthol-
tatm, HiaL critique dee dodrinee religieutee modernea,
9tnJbm%, 1855; C. A. Saint« Beuve. PortraiU lOUraire;
I Tob., Fans, 1855; A. 8. Farrar, CriHeal UieU of Free
Tkam^ pp. 166-178. London, 1862; E. Faguet, Le
Dis-Km^kme Si^ele, Paris. 1890. Consult also the litera-

tim g^Toa under Dn>EaoT. Dbnib.

ENDA (EHKA), SAINT, OF ARAN: Founder of

the first of the great Irish monastic schools, at

KSleany ("Church of Enna")» on the largest of

the Aran Islands (Inishmore), ofT Galway Bay;
i c. 540. According to his fourteenth-century
life be was of royal descent and a mighty warrior
b his youth; converted by a pious sister, he be-
came a monk. He studied in Britain (probably
at (^dida Casa; see Ninean, Saint), and founded
a OMxiastery on the Oontinent (according to some at

Rome, according to others in Brittany). Return-
IV.—

9

ing to Ireland he established himself on Inishmore,

where Ciaran of Clonmacnoise, Brendan, Finnian
of Moville, Columba, and other famous abbots and
bishops were among his pupils. So many resorted

to the island that it received the name of Aran of

the Saints. It is still full of highly interesting

remains of both pagan and early Christian times.

Bibuographt: Lanigan, EceL HiaL, i. 396-400; J. Healy.
Irtaula aaneiorum, pp. 168-187, Dublin, 1890.

ENDERS, ERNST LUDWIG: German Luther-

an; b. at Frankfort Dec. 27, 1833. He studied

in Heidelberg, Erlangen, and TQbingen (1852-55),

and since 1865 has been pastor at Oberrad nearly

opposite to Frankfort. He prepared the second

Erlangen edition of Luther's works (25 vols.,

Frankfort, 1862-84), and edited LiUher und Emaer,
ikre Streitschriften aus dem Jahre 1621 (2 vols.,

Halle, 1891); Aub dem Kampfe der Schw&rmer
gegen Luther, drei Flttgachriften (1894); and Johann
Eberlin von OHmberg, ausgewdhUe Schriften (2 vols.,

1896-1900). He is a collaborator on the complete
edition of Luther's works in course of preparation

by J. K. Irmischer, C. S. T. Elspei^r, and H.
Schmidt, to which he has contributed Dr. Martin
Luthers Briejwechad (2 vols., covering the period

from May, 1534, to July, 1536; Calw, 1903).

ENDURA. See New ALlnicheans.

ENERGUMEN. See Demoniac, § 5.

ENGELBRECHT, en''gel'l>reH', HANS: German
mystic; b. at Brunswick Easter Day, 1599; d.

there 1642. In his youth he was an apprentice to

a weaver, and had little education. Even at an
early age he was of a melancholy disposition, and
in 1622 fell seriously ill, his disease culminating

in spasms accompanied with hallucinations. Ex-
communicated as holding heretical doctrines of

the Lord's Supper, he fled from Brunswick in 1625,

and sought to work in Winsen-an-der-AUer, LUne-
burg, Hamburg, and Holland, but was everywhere
persecuted, although comforted by new visions

and converse with the angels. Returning to

Brunswick in 1631, he vainly endeavored to be-

come reconciled with the clergy and again left the

city. At Hamburg he had himself imprisoned to

prove his divine power by fasting for a week. Ho
was driven from GlUckstadt by troops, and shortly

before his death returned to Brunswick. His
writings, based on his visions, are as follows: Eine

wahrhafftige Oeachicht und Geeichi vom Himmel
und der HeUen (Brunswick, 1625); Gdtflich und
himmlisch Mandiu (Bremen, 1625); Brief an M,
Hartkopf, Seniarem in Hamburg (1640); Ein
ckristlich Schreiben an die Gelahrten ; Ein GericfU

vom neuen Himmel und Erde ; and Anhvortf wie

num Gott im Neuen Testament fragen soil (1641);

Gesicht von den drey Stdnden; Gesicht von dem
Berg dee Heils und dem Wasser der Sunden ; and
Schreiben an Popke Popkes, A complete edition of

the works of Engelbrecht appeared at Brunswick
in 1686 (Eng. transl. by F. Okely, Northampton,
1780). (Ferdinand Cohbs.)

Biblioobapht: P. J. Rehtmej^r, Braunachu>eio Kirchen-

Hiatarie, iv. 417 sqq.. 472 sqq., Brunswick. 1716; G.

Arnold. Kirchery- und Ketxer-Hiatorie, iii. 217 sqq., Frank-
fort. 1729; W. Beete, in ZHT, 1844, pp. 122.
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ENGELHARDT, en"gel"h«lrt', GUSTAV MORTTZ
KONSTANTIN VON: Lutheran theologian; b. at

Dorpat July 8, 1828; d. there Dec. 5, 1881. His

education was begun in Werro, a small town in

Livonia, in a private institution, where he was
influenced by a teacher educated in the faith of

Hermhut. From 1846 to 1849 he studied theology

in Dorpat, where he came under the instruction of

Philippi. In 1850 he continued his studies in

Erlangen under Hofmann in whom he foimd a man
endowed with the historic spirit,

Life. developing the course of salvation

in its historical growth. In the sum-
mer of 1851 he studied at Bonn, and in 1858 he

became professor of church history in Dorpat, in

which position he became one of the most effective

teachers of the Church in the nineteenth century.

The impression which he produced rested both
upon his personality, and upon his ability to sym-
pathize with the needs and struggles of youth.

He did not merely impart knowledge, he educated
theological students for their practical oflice as

well as for their academic calling.

Engelhardt's eminence showed itself especially

in the science of apologetics to which he was led

in 1858 by his study of Nagelsbach's books on the

Homeric and post-Homeric theology. The essence

of paganism lay for him in its dualistic view of the

world, and he considered it the task of apologetics

to investigate and discuss critically the relation

of Christianity to every system of natural religion.

Christian apologetics, according to him, is successful

in the degree in which the uniqueness of Christi-

anity is shown over against the common qualities

of all other modes of thought; in the

Engelhardt next place, the inner consistency of

as an Christianity over against the contra-

Apologist. dictions and indefensibleness of all

other systems should be expounded;
and finally the universality of Christianity should

be brought out by showing that the religious and
ethical ideals of the non-Christian world are real-

ized in Christianity. Engelhardt's conception of

apologetics led him to measure faith with faith,

since every non-Christian mode of thought in-

cludes within itself a system of faith which agrees

in its essential points with the others. .Every
departure from genuine Christianity, he thought,

must have been occasioned by the influence of pagan
thoughts. Such pagan elements Engelhardt foimd,

for instance, in Romanism. The knowledge of

grace as the merciful love of God toward the sinner

he considered the fundamental principle of Luther-

anism, while the fundamental conception of the

spiritual and imperishable substance of God on
the part of the Roman Catholics leads, according

to him, to all errors of Romanism. [The contrast

intended seems to be between the personal and
somewhat anthropomorphic conception of God and
the metaphysical conception of him as the abso-

lute being, which latter tended to discourage men
from seeking direct communion with him and to

foster Mariolatry, saint-worship, and the like.

A. H. N.]

The opposition of an ethical to a metaphysical

conception of God shows Engelhardt's point of

contact with Ritschl's views, and he was indeed

greatly influenced by Ritschi's works, especially

after the second edition of the Iatt«^5

HisRela- AWcatholische Kirche (1857). Here

tions with he found his strongest weapons

Ritschlian- against Baur's representation of primi-

ism. tive Christianity; for Ritschl held

that old catholic Christianity in its

departiu^ from the fundamental views of Paul had

not proceeded from a compromise between Judaic

and pagan Christianity, but from a degenerate

Paulinism which proceeded from an inadequate

comprehension by pagan Christians of the Old-

Testament basis of Pauline doctrine. Engelhardt

has been mistakenly considered dogmatically de-

pendent upon RitschL The two had indeed many
points in conunon; but Engelhardt felt the lack

in Ritschi's system of a full acknowledgment of

sin and a corresponding holiness of God reacting

against it, and of the necessity of blotting out the

guilt contracted by this sin, as well as of a full

appreciation of the value of God's salvation and

of Christianity in particular as being a supernatural

religion in the exclusive sense.

Engelhardt's activities included an interest in

the religious instruction in secondary schools, and

he wrote a treatise on its problems. He gave in-

struction in schools for girls, and on Sunday after-

noons taught the children in a charitable institu-

tion. He also delivered public lectures, and was

one of the most powerful preachers of his day.

He was president of the ecclesiastical council of

the university and took an active part in the Synod

of Livonia and in the annual pastoral conf^ences

which met at Dorpat.

Of his literary works may be mentioned Der Senj-

komglaube nach den Evangdien dargesteUt (Dorpat,

1861); Die Bergpredigt nach MatthSus,

Works, eine Sivdie zur biblischen Otschichte

(1864 ) ; Schenkd undStrauss, zwei Zeugen
der Wahrheit (1864). His studies in apologetics occa-

sioned several essays which appeared in the Dorpaier

Zeiischrift fur Tfieologie und Kirche and the indepen-

dent publication CeUusoderdie dUeste Kriiikbibli^cher

Oeschichte und chrisUich^r Lehre vom Standpurnkt de$

Heidentuma (1869). An important work in connec-

tion with his studies of primitive Christianity is Das

Christentum Justina des Mdrtyrers, eine dogmenhistcT'

ische Unterauchung Ober die Anfdnge des katholisdien

Christentums (Erlangen, 1878).

(N. BONWETSCH.)

Biblioorapht: Zur Erinnerung an Moritt von Engd^ar^
Dorpat. 1881; MiUeUungcn und Nat^ridU fUr die evan-

gelitche Kirche in Ruealand, 1882, pp. 137 sqq.. 1883, pp.

209 sqq.; A. von OettioKer. M. von Engelhardet ckrist-

lich-4heolog%3cher EntufickelunoBoano, Dorpat, 1883.

ENGELHARDT, JOHATTN GEORG VEH: Ger-

man theologian and church historian; b. at Neu-

stadt-an-der-Aisch (20 m. n.n.e. of Anspach)

Nov. 12, 1791; d. at Erlangen Sept. 13, 1855. He

was educated in his native town, in Baireuth, and

at the University of Erlangen, and became deacon

at the Altstadter Kirche and professor at the gym-

nasium in 1817. Three years later he entered the

faculty of the university as privat-docent, was ap-

pointed associate professor of theology in 1821 and
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fuD pixtfessor in the following year, holding this

pQsitkm until his death. From 1845 to 1848 he
represented his university in the House of Deputies.

Engelhardt's early plan of preparing a history of

mystical theology was never carried out, although

1^ made thorough preliminary studies of Plotinus,

Dionyrius the Areopagite, and Richard of St.

Victor. He also devoted himself to Irenfieus,

TertaQianf the entire field of patristics, and to
ecclesiastical and dogmatic history. In addition

to mimerous programs and studies in the ZHT,
his principal works were as follows: DissertoHo de

Dianysio ploHnizante (Erlangen, 1820); Die angeb^

lichen Schriften dee Areopagiten Dionysius (2 parts,

1823); LeitfademuVorlesungen Ober PatrisHk (1823);

Kvrchengeschichtliche Abhandlungen (1832); Hand'
buck der Kirchengeechichte (4 vols., 1833-34); Richard
von St Viktor und JohannRuysbroek (1838)', Ausleg^

ung des apehdaiiven TeUe de8 Evangeliums Johannia
dutch einen deutscfien myaiiachen Thedogen dea vier-

zehnten Jahrhunderta,atiaeinerdeuiachen Handackrift

der kdniglichen Bibliothek in Afunchen (Neustadt-an-

der-Aisch, 1839) ;siidDogmengeachichU (2 vols., 1839).

(J. J. HERZOGf.)
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Theology (5 1).
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Government (S 4).

Relation of Church and State (S6).

Ute Church of England, the national Church of

England as by law established, may be regarded as

a product of the Protestant Reformation; and from
tbifi point of view its history is held to begin with
Uk refusal of Henry VIII. to own further allegiance

to the pope, and the resultant declaration that the

king was the head of the Church in his dominions.

In theology it is in general harmony with Protes-

tantism, but in government it claims to have re-

tained in unbroken succession from the Apostles,

and hence from Christ himself, the three major
orders of bishop, priest, and deacon. In ritual and
worship it maintains a imiform order of church serv-

ice, parts of which are derived inmiediately from an-

cient and medieval rituals. It occupies an interme-

diate portion between the Latin commimion and the

churches of the Reformation. Many Anghcan wri-

ters regard the Reformation as merely an incident

in the history of the Church of England, which did

not interrupt its historic continuity, which is held

to date from Augustine, and even from the old

Celtic Church. A considerable number, particu-

lariy in the High-chiu-ch party, look upon the Ref-

onnation as a serious mistake, if not as a crime.

L Pre-Reformation Period: The first reliable

infomiation regarding the introduction of Christi-

anity into Britain comes from Ter-

X. British tullian, who, early in the third century,

and Sason wrote (Adv. Jud., vii.; ANF, iii. 158)

Periods, that Christianity had penetrated into

regions of Britain inaccessible to the

Romans. The history of the British Church was
ibeDceforth that of early Christianity everywhere. It

furnished victims to persecution, one of whom, Alban
of Verulam (q.v.), was early canonized; it sent repre-

sentatives to councils, for example, that of Aries

(314); and it produced the heretic Pelagius (q.v.;

for this entire period see Celtic Church). The
Saxon period dates from the arrival, in 597, of the

monk Augustine, who had been despatched by
Gregory I. (see Anglo-Saxons, Conversion of
the; and Augustine, Saint, of Canterbury). As
archbishop of Canterbury Augustine came into

conflict with the bishops of the old British, or Celtic,

Church; but the Roman type of Christianity pre-

vailed over the Celtic, and crowded it out. The
differences concerned the date of B^ter, the mode
of the tonsure, and allegiance to Rome, the Britons

being determined to remain independent of the

Roman rule. Augustine called the British bishops

to a colloquy on the Severn, but they refused to

acknowledge his authority and Augustine invoked
and predicted judgment upon them. Christianity

spread rapidly in southern England, and was intro-

duced into Northumbria by Paulinus, and made
the permanent religion by the labors of St. Aldan
of Ireland. Under Theodore of Tarsus (conse-

crated archbishop of Canterbury in 668) the

Elnglish episcopate was more fully organized, and
the dioceses were grouped around Canterbury as

the central and superior see. Theodore held synods
and treated the British Christians in a high-handed
way. During this period monasteries were founded;
and here and there a solitary form, like Ctsd-

mon, the monk of Whitby; or Bede, " the father

of learning "; or Alcuin the scholar, called to the

Court of Charlemagne; or Alfred, the Christian

king and patron of letters, stands out prominently.

The Danish invaders of the eighth and ninth cen-

turies intemipted the services, and devastated the

property of churches and monastic orders. But
the judicious wisdom and enlightened zeal of Dun-
stan (95^988), the first of many English eccle-

siastical statesmen, repaired their ravages and
effected a severer discipline and a more compact
organization of the clergy. He guided the State

during the nine years' reign of the invalid Eldred.

During the Anglo-Saxon period papal rule won
acknowledgment in increasing measure. Mem-
bers of the royal family went to Rome, and Peter's

pence was paid to the Roman treasury. Under
the later Saxon kings the Church sank into igno-

rance and corruption. There were no s3mods; the

priests were married or lived in concubinage; and
simony was freely practised.

The Norman period dates from the conquest of

England by William the Conqueror in 1066 under
a banner blessed by Alexander II. It is distin-

guished by the complete vassalage into which the

Church went to the papal see, the subjection of
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the State to ecclesiastical domination, and the

growing corruption of the clergy. But the State

in turn struggled to emancipate itself

2. The from ecclesiastical fetters by legisla-

llonnan tion, and the people to rid themselves

Period, of clerical incompetency and scandal

by a reform in the life and doctrine of

the Church. William the Conqueror removed all

the Saxon bishops except Wulfstan of Worcester
and replaced them with Nonnan prelates. He
practically chose all ecclesiastical dignitaries him-
self, and insisted upon the right of investiture as

his royal prerogative. He withstood the claims

of Gregory VIII. to rights over England as his fief.

Lanfranc (q.v.), archbishop of Canterbury (1070-

10S9), secured the institution of special ecclesiastical

courts, in which all ecclesiastical cases were tried.

After Lanfranc, archbishop after archbishop con-

tended with royalty, now for the superior rights of

the Church and papal investiture, now for the

liberties of the people. Lanfranc's successor

Anselm (q.v.; 1093-1109), appointed by William
Rufus, fought the battle of investiture and went
into exile rather than receive it from the king.

Under his primacy the canons against clerical

marriage and concubinage (1102, 1107, 1108) were
renewed by synodal action, but Eadmer reports

that " almost the greater and the better part of

the English clergy " were the sons of priests. The
next great archbishop Thomas Becket (q.v.; 1162-

1170), contended with Henry II., who sought to

reform the abuses growing out of clerical exemp-
tion from civil jurisdiction. Becket's attitude

called forth the famous Constitutions of CHarendon
in 1164, which forbade papal briefs to be received

in England without the royal consent, or prelates

to go to Rome without the same consent. Though
Becket was murdered, victory did not rest with

the king. It remained for the State as a national

body to come into subjection to the ecclesiastical

power of Rome. This was accomplished during
the reign of John (see Langton, Stephen; and
Innocent III.).

A new era seemed to have dawned with the

earnest and plain preaching of the Dominican
(1221) and Franciscan friars (1224);

3. Pre-Ref- but, becoming fat with lands, they
ormation lost their hold on the popular mind.
Resistance Here and there a great bishop, like

to Rome. Grosseteste (q.v.; 1235-53), lifted up
his voice against the corruption of the

clergy, dared to resist the pope's assumption to

force appointments within his diocese, and insisted

upon the authority and preaching of the Scrip-

tures. The great English chronicler Matthew
Paris, in the middle of the thirteenth century,

voices the protest of the people against the mone-
tary exactions of the pope and his agents. The
State was not completely paralyzed, but sought
to meet ecclesiastical domination and abuses with

remedial legislation. Two great acts stand out as

protests against them. The statute of mortmain
(1279) forbade the alienation of lands to religious

corporations in such wise as to be exempt from
taxation, while the statutes of praemunire and
provisors (1351, 1391, etc.) made a royal license

necessary to the validity of papal appointmenU
and bulls within the realm. [The statute of pra-

munire forbade resort to foreign tribimals (the

curia included) for the adjudication of ecclesiajiti-

cal causes without express permission from tLe

crown. The statute of provisors was aimed ag&iast

the reservation by the pope for himself or hk fa-

vorites of English benefices, with the ccdlectioo of

the revenues without equivalent service. In case

endowed positions were kept vacant with such

intent, the revenues were to go into the royal

exchequer. A. H. N.] Neither of these acts ac-

complished much at the time, but the latter was

used effectively by Henry VIII. In 1366, a parlia-

ment of Edward III. definitely refused to pay the

annual tribute of a thousand marks promised by
John to the apostolic see. In the fourteenth cen-

tury loud protests began to be heard from the

people and the clergy. John Wyclif (q.v.; 1324-

1384), " the morning star of the Reformation,"

translated the Scriptures and asserted the rights

of the State and the individual conscience. He
published in 1381 twelve theses against transub-

stantiation, and declared that the Lord was in the

sacrament as a king is in his realm. He insisted

upon the practise of preaching, denounced the

idleness and ignorance of the monks, defined the

Church as " the organization of the elect," and

called upon the pope to give up his pride and wealth.

William I^ngland, without Erasmus' scholarBhip,

but in a more popular and earnest vein than he,

ridiculed the friars in rimes. The Ix>llapds (q.v.)

were so numerous that, according to the chronicler

Knighton, every other person on the road was one.

But the energetic opposition of Church and State

was effective in silencing them or inducing them to

recant. The statute '* for burning heretics " was

enacted in 1401. By the order of the Council of

Constance (1415), Wyclif's ashes were disinterred

and scattered in the Swift. The Church slumbered

on for more than a century longer, but the great

movement finally came, out of which Christianity

in England, again crystallized in a distinctly national

Church of England, started forward on a career of

renewed life and achievement.

XL History From the Reformation: The same
general principle of protest against ecclesiastical

corruption was involved in the Refor-

I. Henry mation movement in England that

VIIL inspired the Reformation on the

Continent. Nevertheless, the move-
ment in England had its own salient and distin-

guishing features, preserving in unbroken conti-

nuity the ecclesiastical orders and succession of the

catholic CJhurch. Circumstances had been pre-

paring the way for the Reformation in EIngiand.

The signs of the times in the early part of the six-

teenth century indicated a mighty movement of

men's minds in England as well as on the Continent,

as shown by the revival of classical learning with

buch names as Erasmus, Colet, and Thomas More,

the bold satires upon clerical abuses, the independ-

ence of thought ns shown in Erasmus' appeal to

the Greek New Testament in the preface of his

edition (Basel, 1516), and More's dreams of im-

provement in Church and State in his Utopia.
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Open reroH was declared in the translation of the

New Testament by Tyndale (1526) and its circu-

btioo, in spite of ecclesiastical disapproval. Lu-

ther's words from across the sea, declaring papal

domination to be the Babylonian captivity of the

Church (1520) found an eager audience in England,

DOT eould the public burning of his tracts by Wolsey

(1521) check the growing movement against Ro-
mAD Catholic rule. Henry VIII., the " defender of

the f&ith," was then a loyal son of Rome and set

himself against reform in doctrine or in ritual.

The aid which his attitude came to give to the

Refonnation was brought about with no deliberate

intention on his part. The open rupture between
Rome and England, which might not inconceiv-

ably have ooDse to pass in any case, was actually

foreed, not as the protest of religious principles

against ecclesiastical abuses, but as a political

expedient to which Henry VIII. resorted to ao-

eompliah and to justify his divorce from Catherine

c^ Anigon and his marriage with Anne Boleyn. In

1531 Henry charged the clergy with a violation of

the statute of praemimire for being accomplices

with (Ordinal Wolsey, who had exercised the funo-

ttoQs of a legate without the royal consent. The
tro convocations compounded by the payment of

£118,000; but the king, not satisfied with this

evidence of a submissive temper, demanded that

he should be recognized as ** chief protector, the

oaiy supreme lord and head of the Church and clergy

in England.'' The Convocation of Canterbury
accepted the title, but added the limiting clause:
" so far as the law of Christ will allow." In 1533

a parliamentary statute forbade all ecclesiastical

appeals beyond the kingdom. The year following,

impelled by the pope's conmmnd to take back
Catherine, Henry secured the passage of the Act
of Supremacy, which made all papal appointments
within the realm illegal, and vested unlimited

authority in the crown to reform and redress eccle-

aastical abuses. The English Church was thus

severed from the papal commimion and became an
iodependent body. It was not long before the king,

in 1536-39, made a bold use of his new authority

bj abolishing the monastic establishments and
confiscating their wealth, amounting to £38,000,000.
In Thomas Cranmer (q.v.), who had helped him in

ha efforts to divorce Catherine, Henry foimd an
able primate. He was a strong friend of the new
viewB, married to a Lutheran wife, and in his

earlier life was strongly Lutheran in doctrine.

The king, however, had httle or no sympathy with
the Continental Reformation. He attacked Luther
in a tract on the seven sacraments, and Luther's
njde reply confirmed Henry's mind against the

Reformation. The articles adopted by Convoca-
tion in 1536 retained the doctrine of the Real
Presence, the use of images, prayers to saints,

pwgatory, and auricular confession, and only
<iive5ted these practises of some gross superstitions.

"Dk long seen^ to take higher ground when he
gave his sanction to the translation of the Scrip-

tures known as the Great Bible (1539). But all

bopes of a thorough doctrinal reformation were
f^ootned to disappointment. The she so-caUed
"* Bloody Articles " of 1539 denounced all denial of

transubstantiation as heresy, and declared strongly

in favor of aiuricular confession, the celibacy of the

clergy, and the sacrifce of private masses. The pun-

ishment for denying transubstantiation was burning.

Under Edward VI. (1548-53), the doctrinal ref-

ormation was accomplished. The six articles were
repealed, and sympathy with the Con-

2. Edward tinental Reformers was shown in the

VI. and call of Butzer and Fagius to Cam-
Mary, bridge, and of Peter Martyr and

Ochino to Oxford. A Prayer-Book
was issued in 1549, the Forty-Two Articles were
drawn up in 1552. They declared that ** the

Church of Rome hath eijred not only in its living

and manner of ceremonies, but also in matters of

faith " (xix.); expressly denied transubstantiation;

permitted the marriage of the clergy: discontinued

auricular confession; and approved of the com-
munion in both kinds. With their adoption the

formative period of the Church of England closes.

The reign of Mary (1553-58), a firm adherent of

the Roman Catholic faith, checked the Reforma-
tion for the moment, but did not crush it, though
a determined effort was made to restore papal

control over the English Church, the intolerance

of the age being freely employed. Hooper, Lati-

mer, Ridley, and Cranmer were brought to the

stake, and many refugees fled to Basel and Geneva;
but these persecutions, which were attributed

largely to Spanish influence, Mary being married
to Philip II., only awakened dogged resistance.

The number of certified executions for religious

reasons during her reign was 286, of which forty-six

were of women.
The accession of Elizabeth restored the inde-

pendence of the Church of England, which, in spite

of occasional resistance from within and
3. Elizabeth, papal opposition from without (1570),

became the permanent religious home
of the large majority in the land, and was firmly

established by the defeat of the Spanish Armada
in 1588. Two periods stand out in the history of

the Church under Elizabeth. In the early part of

her reign the separation of the National Church
from the Roman Catholic see was completed, and
in the latter part the conflict between Anglicanism
and Puritanism deepened and resulted in the vic-

tory of the Anglican school. The queen was no
zealous reformer, but directed the affairs of the
Church with the keen sagacity of a statesmanship
which placed national unity and the peace of the

realm above every other consideration. In the

first year of her reign the Act of Supremacy was
renewed and the Act of Uniformity (q.v.) was
passed. By the former all allegiance to foreign

princes or prelates was forbidden; by the latter

the use of the liturgy was enforced. The royal
title of " Defender of the Faith and Supreme Head
of the Church " was retained, with the slight alter-

ation of " Head " to " Governor "; but the depre-
cation was struck out of the Litany which read,

"From the tyranny of the Bishop of Rome and all

his detestable enormities, good Lord, deliver us.'*

The queen retained, against the protest of bishops,
an altar, crucifix, and lighted candles in her own
chapeli disapproved of the marriage of the clergy,
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interrupted the preacher who spoke disparagingly

of the sign of the cross, and imperiously forced her

wishes upon imwilling prelates. But in spite of

seeming to approximate the Church of Rome in

points of ritual, Elizabeth did not interfere by any
public measures with the results of the Reforma-
tion of Edward VI. The reduction of the Forty-

two Articles to thirty-nine (1563), the form which
they have ever since retained, did not impair their

Protestant character.

The independence of the National Church being

thus permanently settled, it remained o&ly to settle

disputes within her own pale. The great question

was whether Puritanism should be tolerated. This

was a question not of doctrine, for the prevailing

doctrinal views were Calvinistic, and
4. Struggle Elizabeth's bishops, almost without

Between exception, were Calvinists. It was
Anglican- a question of ecclesiastical polity,

ism and ritual, and vestments. Many of the

Puritanism, refugees who had fled to the Continent

in Mary's reign returned strongly prej-

udiced against an elaborate ritual, and in favor of

the Genevan form of government. Thomas Cart-

wright (q.v.), Margaret professor of divinity at

Cambridge, was the ablest exponent of these views

(1570). There was no imiformity practised in the

conduct of public services and the dress of the

clergy. Hooper, bishop of Gloucester, who had
died at the stake in 1555, for a long time refused

to be consecrated from conscientious scruples

against the usual episcopal robes, and Bishop Jewel

pronounced the clerical garb a stage dress and a
" relic of the Amorites." It is noteworthy that

two of Elizabeth's archbishops, Matthew Parker
and Edmimd Grindal (qq.v.), were averse to enfor-

cing imiformity in these matters. Hie latter, with
Bishops Parkhurst and Ponet, not only would
have allowed a coordinate authority to the presby-

terian system of Geneva, but would have gone
even farther. Grindal incurred suspension from his

office as primate by disobeying the queen's com-
mand to suppress the Puritan " prophesyings," or

informal religious harangues. By a royal procla-

mation these were suppressed, and a royal proc-

lamation had already required the use of clerical

vestments. It thus was decided that no unre-

stricted license in the conduct of public worship

and clerical dress was to be tolerated. These acts

made many of the Puritan clergy see fit to resign

their benefices. In Grindal's successor, John Whit-
gift (q.v.), Elizabeth had a prelate to her hand.

The breach between the two parties became wider;

and if the diurch, on her part, refused to counte-

nance any dissidence, the Puritans, on their part,

became coarse, as in the so-called Marprelate

controversy (1588), when they issued scurrilous

libels against the queen and bishops (see Mar-
prelate Tracts). The controversy was closed in

1593 by an act of Parliament which made Puritan-

ism an offense against the statute law. After the

defeat of the Spanish Armada, some Puritans were
put to death and others took refuge in Holland,

and later in America. See Purftans, Puritanism.
The history of the seventeenth century is marked

by the consolidation of the Church of England in

spite of a temporary triumph of Puritanism, and

by the development of the doctrine of the divine

appointment of episcopacy, the fint

5. Triumph indications of which showed them-

of High- solves in the Puritan controversies of

church the EUzabethan period, with a con-

Principles sequent imcompromising resistance

Under to all dissent in ritual and doctdnes,

Stuarts, culminating in the repressive legisla-

tion of Charies II. Under James I.

(160^25), who came from Scotland to En^and
with a cordial hatred of Presbyterianism, the

Puritan party was completely humiliated. All

the Puritan hopes expressed in the famous Mille-

nary Petition, signed by eight hundred clergy-

men, and asking for the removal of *' superstitious

usages " from the Prayer-Book, etc., were doomed
to disappointment; although James won the

approval of Churchmen and dissenters alike by
the preparation, under his auspices, of the au-

thorized version of the English Bible which ap-

peared in 1611 (see Hampton Court Confer-

ence). James retained relations with the Refomied

Churches of the 0>ntinent, and sent five commis-

sioners to represent the Church of England at the

Synod of Dort, with instructions to " favor no

innovations in doctrine, and to conform to the con-

fessions of the neighboring Reformed churches."

But full sympathy with the Continental churches

was hereafter impracticable, and recognition of

their orders (as was the case imder Elizabetb)

impossible, by the High-church views of episcopacy

which were spreading, and which, imder Charies I.

(1625-49) and Archbishop Laud (q.v.; 1633-45),

assumed an extreme form. The latter taught that

episcopacy was not only necessary to the well-

being, but essential to the very existence of the

Church. His administration revived, to the Low-

church and Puritan mind, the ritual of Rome, and

displayed so much sympathy with it that he was

said to have been offered a cardinal's hat. Abbot,

archbishop of Canterbury (1611-35), was a strict

Calvinist, but he could not check the growth of

the Arminian views advocated by Laud, whose

fidelity to his principles brought him to the block

in 1645. He and Charles I. have since been re-

garded as martyrs by a school of An^cans who

reprobate everything that savors of Puritanism as

contrary to the Church and to God. Since his day

a large liberty of opinion has been allowed and

practised in the Church of England on the question

of ritual and episcopacy; the High-church views of

Laud, and the Low-church views of Parker and

Grindal, both having their representatives.

During the Commonwealth, the Established

Church was, in fact, a religio iilicitay an act of Par-

liament having abolished episcopacy,

6. The Com- and discontinued the use of the lit-

monwealth, urgy (Sept. 10, 1642). Puritanism

the Resto- triumphed for a time, and the West-

ration, the minster Assembly (q.v.) in 1643 cs-

House of tablished a Presbyterian kingdom;

Hanover, but in spite of the strong theological

intellects which supported it, and in

spite of the massive will of Cromwell, who was not

a Presbyterian, but an Independent, Puritanism
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wBfl a failure in En^and. The accession of Charies

IL (1660) restored the Church of England to the

oatiooal position which it has ever since held.

Stern measures against the Puritans soon followed.

By the Act of Uniformity (q.v.) of 1662, the use

of the Prayer-Book was rigidly enforced; and two
thousand En^ish clergymen, among them some of

the most scholariy and pious divines of the time
(such as Baxter and Howe), were deprived of their

bsiefioes. These penalties for dissent were in-

CTcased by the Five-Mile Act (q.v.) of 1665, while

the Test Act (q.v.) of 1673, by excluding all Puri-

tans from office, marked the culmination of legis-

lation against dissenters. Charies II. died, it is

commonly held, a Roman C!athohc, and his brother,

Jam@ II., lived as one; but the nation was against

him, and his eflTorts to restore confidence and tol-

eratioa for the Roman Church failed. The acces-

sion of William and Mary in 1688 ushered in a new
epoch. The principle that the Established Church
had an exclusive right to existence and protection

was abrogated. The movement in favor not only
of toleration but of absolute freedom of worship
and pditical equality without reference to eccle-

aa^cal connection began with this reign. Put
into more and more extensive practise, this prin-

ciple has effected the abolition of most, if not all,

political disabilities on accoimt of religious differ-

ences. The first legislation in this direction was
the .\ct of Toleration (q.v.) of 1689 establishing

freedom of worship. The nineteenth centiuy

vitne&sed the repeal of the Test Act (1828), the

removal of the disabilities of the Roman Catholics

(1829) and Jews (1858), and the disestablishment

of the Irish Church (1868).

The eighteenth century was characterized by a
wide-spread religious apathy and worldliness among

the clergy, and witnessed the cidmi-

7. Deism, nation of Deism, which identified

Vtat of Christian revelation with natural re-

Methodism, ligion, and excluded from Christianity,

as ungenuine and false, all that was
not contained in the latter (see Deism). But the

influence of Deism was more than coimteracted by
the Evangelical spirit and activity of Whitefield

and the Wesleys, graduates of Oxford, which worked
with irresistible power upon the masses, and aroused
the dergy out of their indifference to a new sense

(rf their spiritual obligations. John Wesley (q.v.;

1702-91), the founder of the movement, a man of

notable power of organization as well as a great

preacher, reached the masses and spK)ke as no single

individual had spoken to England since Wyclif.

Charies Wedey (q.v.) gave the English people some
of its best hymns. Whitefield (q.v.) in America
as well as in JE^ngland made the reputation of the

greatest popular preacher England had produced.
Against his will John Wesley foimded a new church
organization (see Methodists). Fresh life sprang
up in the Church of England as a result of this

revival of practical religion. The so-called Evan-
Sdicals, including some of the most famous pastors,

fervent preachers, devout poets, and self-sacrificing

philanthropists—men like Venn and Newton and
Cowper and Wilberforce—brought a warm conse-
cration to their work and vied with the more elo-

quent and equally devoted leaders of the Methodist

movement in spreading the truths of vital religion.

The century closed with an intense sympathy for

the heathen abroad and the depraved classes at

home. Sunday Schools were organized by the

laynmn Robert Raikes of Gloucester in 1780, and
in 1799 the Church Missionary Society was foimded,

while later still the movement which restilted in the

abolition of the slave-trade was inaugurated by
Wilberforce.

The nineteenth centiuy was characterized by
earnest philanthropic movements, by the rise of the

Oxford Movement, which profoundly

8. Later influenced the Church (see Tractari-
Histoiy. anibm), and by the close affiliation

with the Episcopal churches in the

United States and the English colonies. The
British and Foreign Bible Society united Church-
men and dissent'Crs in a conmnon enterprise, and
the Evangelical Alliance, in 1846, again sought to

unify them in spirit and prayer. No preceding

period was distinguished for piety at once more
practical and more liberal. However, the (Church

received a blow which, in the eyes of her opponents,

threatened to crush her, when John Henry Newman,
Henry Edward Manning, Frederick W. Faber, and
other men of eminence among both the clergy and
the laity became converts to the Roman Catholic

conmiunion. A far different school, equally devo-

ted to the Church of England, but adhering to

Reformation rather than to Anglo-Catholic tenets,

included such men as the Hares, F. D. Maurice,

and Archbishop Whateley. In the last half of the

century Biblical scholarship was carried on to a
high point by such men as Archbishop Trench,

Dean Alford, Bishops Lightfoot and Westcott of

Durham, Bishop EUicott, Dean Stanley, and Pro-

fessors Hatch and Hort, not to mention the living.

These Biblical studies culminated in the movement
to revise the English translation of the Bible (see

Bible Versions, B, IV., § 7). The High-church
party lays emphasis upon the exclusive right of

episcopacy and apostolic succession, and main-
tains an advanced ritual, together with insistence

on the doctrines of the Real Presence and baptismal
regeneration. The extreme wing has reintroduced

practises abrogated under Lutheran and Calvinlstic

influence, such as veneration of the Blessed Sacra-

ment, auricular confession, conmiunion in one kind

for the laity, and the establishment of monastic
orders. They are distinguished for the elaborate

and reverent character of their services, for the

frequent celebration of the Eucharist, which is held

to be sacrificial, and for their great zeal and devo-
tion in benevolent church work. Occupying oppo-
site ground is the Low-church party, which holds

strictly to the natural interpretation of the Thirty-

nine Articles (q.v.), denies episcopacy to be of the

essence of the Church, and denounces so-called

ritualistic practises. Between these two schools a
third has grown up since the middle of the nine-

teenth century. Its combination of tolerant, and
sometimes latitudinarian, sympathies with loyalty

to the Church has secured for it the name of the

Broad-church party. Among its more prominent

representatives have been Arnold, Julius Hare,
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Maurice, Kingsley, and Stanley. During the nine-

teenth century the vigorous life of the Church was
further shown by the restoration of cathedrals and
the construction of churches, in the creation of new
episcopal sees at home and the rapid extension of the

Church and episcopate in the colonies. In addition

to the Parliamentary acts bearing on the rights of

Churchmen were the Compulsory Church Rate Abo-
lition Act (1868) relieving dissenters of church tax-

ation, and the University Test Act (1871 ) throwing

open the universities to all irrespective of creed.

nL Theology, Liturgy, Clergy, Government:
The doctrinal standards of the .^glican Church
are the Thirty-Nine Articles (q.v.) and the Book
of Conmion Prayer (see Common Prayer, Book

of). To these may be added the

z. Theology. Catechism and the two Books of

Homilies (see Homiliarium) issued

in the reign of Edward VI. and sanctioned

by the Thirty-nine Articles. Within the pale

of the Church the most divergent views have
prevailed concerning its doctrinal status. On the

one hand, it has been represented as strongly

Calvinistic, both in respect to the sacraments and
to the decrees; on the other hand, theologians such

as Newman (before his conversion to the Roman
Catholic faith), Bishop Forbes of Brechin, and
Pusey hold that nothing is taught in the Thirty-

nine Articles which can not be harmonized with

the Tridentine decrees. An unprejudiced study
of the wording of the Articles, without any infer-

ences from what is left imsaid, shows that they

teach a moderate Calvinism, and are in all essen-

tials in sympathy with the Protestant Reformation
of the Continent. The sole and supreme authority

of the Scriptures is emphasized (Art. vi.), as is the

doctrine of justification by faith, Art. xi. reading:
" Wherefore, that we are justified by Faith only, is

a most wholesome Doctrine, '' etc. Original sin is

the corruption by nature of every descendant of

Adam (Art. ix.); and predestination Is the ever-

lasting purpose of God to redeem ** those whom he
hath chosen in Christ out of mankind " (Art. xvii.).

The doctrines of purgatory, celibacy, etc., are

specifically denounced (Arts, xxii., xxxii.). The
teaching concerning the Eucharist is plainly against

transubstantiation, which, in Art. xxviii., is de-

clared to be " repugnant to the plain words of

Scripture," the " Body of Christ " being *' given,

taken, and eaten, in the Supper, only after a heav-

enly and spiritual manner." While Art. xxvii. can
scarcely be said unreservedly to set forth the doc-

trine of baptismal regeneration, the case is different

in the Office for Baptism in the Prayer-Book.
After the child has been baptized, the priest says:
** Seeing now . . . that this Child is regenerate,

and grafted into the body of Christ's Chimih ";

and again, after repeating the Lord's Prayer, he
gives thanks to God for regenerating the infant, etc.

These words, naturally interpreted, teach baptismal
regeneration, although by Low-churchmen they are

frequently explained as being used in a hypothetical

sense.

The worship of the Church of England is liturgical

and is regulated by the Book of Common Prayer.

Its beautiful forms of service, and its solemn and

venerable prayers, are not only among the choicest

specimens of English, but exert on the ear and

heart of those who hear them an in-

2. Liturgy, fluence which nothing else can replace.

The rubrics (so called from having orig-

inally been written or printed in red ink) give

directions for the minutest details of the service.

Provision is made for daily morning and erening

prayer, these services consisting of pra3rer8, anthems
{Te DeuiUf BenedicUef Magnificat^ Nunc DtmUtk^
etc.), one lesson from the Old and one from the New
Testament, the Creed, and the sermon. After

morning prayer on Sunday, Wednesday, and Friday,

a Litany of great beauty and comprehenavenesB
should be recited; and the Eucharist, for which

a separate litiurgy is provided, is celebrated at vary-

ing intervals, as often as once daily in many High

churches. The original purpose was obviously to

have a celebration at least once each week. Twenty-

nine feasts are observed, while Lent and Advent,

with certain other days, are fasts. The forms for

baptism, confirmation, marriage, burial, and ordi-

nation are prescribed. The creeds are the Apostks,'

Nicene, and Athanasian, the last-named assailed bya

strong faction. Any departure, even in the smallest

detail, from the Book of Common Prajrer is iUegal

The clergy of the Church of England consists of

three orders—deacons, priests (presbyters), and

bishops. The canonical age is respect-

3. The ively twenty-three, twenty-four, and

Clergy, thirty. The duties of the deacon are

to render stssistance to the priest in the

service of the sanctuary and in pastoral work. He
may preach, read the prayers and Scripture les-

sons, assist in the distribution of the elements at

commimion, and administer baptism. The priest

serves at the altar and consecrates the elements in

the Eucharist. At his ordination the bishop pro-

nounces upon him the words " Receive the Holy

Ghost for the Office and Work of a Priest in the

Church of God," etc., this being interpreted either

as a petition for the anointing of the Holy Spirit

or as marking the transmission of a heavenly grace

through the bishop. The bishop has the exclusive

right of ordination, confirmation, and the conse-

cration of churches. Bishops are appointed by the

crown. A congi d'dire is sent to the chapter when

a bishopric is vacant, but it is a mere formality, as

the name of the new appointee is sent with it. In

the case of bishoprics recently established, as Blan-

chester, St. Albans, Liverpool, Truro, Newcastle,

and Southwell, they are conferred directly by

letters patent from the crown. Deans have charge

of cathedral churches and are assisted by canons,

the number of which may not exceed six for any

cathedral. The archdeacon assists the bishop in

his official duties as superintendent of the diocese.

He holds synods, delivers charges, and visits par-

ishes. He is sometimes aided by rural d^ins.

Both these classes are members of Convocatioo

by virtue of their office. No bishop is allowed to

transgress the limits of his diocese in the per-

formance of episcopal functions unless requested

so to do. The bishops frequently associate with

themselves suffragan bishops.

England is divided into the two arohbiBhoprios
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of Canterbury and York. In 1906 there were
within the limits of the former twenty-five sees,

and within tHe latter nine. In order

4. GoTem- of dignity the archdioceses and dioceses

ment rank: Canterbury, York, London,
Durham, Winchester, etc. In connec-

tion with the Church of England and Wales there are

also twenty-one suffragan bishops and two assistant

bbbops. The Irish Church, disestablished in 1869,

has two archbishops and eleven bishops, and the

Scotch Episcopal Church has seven bishops. The
first colonial see was that of Nova Scotia, which
was created in 1787. There are thirty-two deans
presiding over as many cathedrals, but the deans

of Westininster and Windsor are independent of

cfiscopal control, and are subject directly to the

erovn. There are ninety-three archdeacons and
810 ratal deans. The clergy of the Church in

pnest^a orders in England and Wales are called
" rector," " vicar." " curate," etc., and at the cen-

sus of 1901 numbered 25,235. The benefices, or

BvingB^ number nearly 14,080. Their patronage is

dirided between the crown (1 ,150livings), the bishops

{1..853), the imiversities (770), private patrons

(6,200) etc. (see England and Wales.) The con-

sent of the bishop of the diocese is necessary to the

induction of an incimibent; and, in the event of a
disagreement between patron and bishop, the case

is decided by the Court of Arches. The people

have DO vc«ce in the choice of their rector, but the

rector, once inducted, has absolute control of his

eharch, so that not even the bishop may enter it

without his consent. Many of the p>arishes have
endowments in lands; others are supported, in

whole or in part, from public funds, such as Queen
Amie's Bounty. The S3r8tem of patronage has led

to abuses, some of which still remain. On the

other hand, the plurality system, by which a clergy-

man might hold any number of livings at the same
time, and which was so much abused in the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries, has been rectified

bj parliamentary legislation. Under the present

law DO one can hold two cathedral positions at the

iame time. The holder of a cathedral position

may hold only one parish besides. A clergyman
may have two parishes; but if the one numbers
three thousand, the other may not include more
than five hundred. The evils of non-residence have
Hkewise been restrained by law. The yeariy in-

come of the CJhurch of England from voluntary

c<Kktributions amounts to something more than
£S,000,000 and the income from ancient endow-
ments to £5,500,000. Of this income the arch-

bishop of Canterbury receives £15,000, and the arch-

bishop of York £10.000; the bishop of London
£10.000, and the bishop of Durham £8,000. The
»e with the smallest income is that of the

bishop of Sodor and Man, which amounts to

£2,000. Deans on the average receive £l 000; and
the deigy from £150 upward. A fund managed
by the " Ecclesiastical Ommission," and supplied

hj the revenues of suppressed canonries, sinecures,

and the surplus revenues of bishoprics over and
above the episcopal salary, is used for the augmen-
tatioD of bishoprics, the increase of the smaller

^ilaries, the endowment of new churches, etc.

The Church of England is one of the estates of

the realm. Its relation to the State is one of de-

pendence, the sovereign being its

5. Relation supreme governor, and Parliament

of Church its highest legislature. The arch-

and State, bishop of Canterbury is the first peer

in the realm and crowns the king.

The bishops (see Episcopacy, IV.) have their
" palaces,'' and seats in the House of Lords, except

the bishop of Sodor and Man. As for the rest, ex-

cepting the bishops of London, Winchester, and
Durham (who always sit), they have seats only after

their appointment to the House of Lords. The
Church does not legislate for itself independently or

directly; it is subject to Parliament. The convoca-
tions of Canterbury and York are the two highest

ofiicial church bodies. dJonvocation is assembled
by the king's writ, and can not proceed to make
new canons without his license, nor are its decisions

valid till confirmed by his sanction (see (Invoca-
tion). Judicial business is transacted in three

courts. The lowest is the diocesan Consistory

Ck>urt, presided over by the bishop's chancellor.

Appealed cases go up to the CJourt of Arches, the

official head of which is styled Dean of the Arches
(see Arches, Ck)URT of). The last tribunal of

appeal is the king in council, or the judicial com-
mittee of the Privy CJoimcil. There are three church
censiues: suspension (for the neglect of parish

duties), deprivation, and degradation. The two
latter follow upon the disuse of the Prayer-Book,
teachings subversive of the Thirty-nine Articles,

simony, or conviction in a civil court. The CJourt

of Arches alone exercises the right of deprivation.

In 1888 the first Lambeth Synod was held which
included the bishops of the Church of England and
the Colonies and all the Protestant Episcopal
churches of America (see LabiIbeth Conference;
Lambeth Articles). As in America, it should be
noted, the opposition of a wing of the Low-chim;h
party to the Oxford Movement led to the formation
of the Free Church of England (q.v.) as well as

to the introduction into England of the Reformed
Episcopal Church (q.v.). D. 8. Schaff.
BiBUoaRAPHT: For a comprehensiye list of the literature

the fulleet treatment is in the Brilith Mtaeum Catalogue
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England during the First Half of the Present Century, 2

vols., ib. 1884; C. J. Abbey and J. H. Overton, The Eng-
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in England, New York, 1906; H. N. Birt. The Elixabethan
Religious Settlement, a Study of Contemporary Documents,
London, 1907 (Roman Catholic); J. H. Overton, The Angli-
can Revival, New York, 1907; W. B. Carpenter. Popular
Hist, of the Church of England, London, 1908; G. R. Bal-
letne. A Hist, of the Evangdicai Party in the Churdi qf
England, ib. 1908.

On councils and church law: D. Wilkins, Concilia
Magna Britannia, 4 vols., London, 1737; E. (Cardwell,

Synodalia, a Collection of Articles of Religious Canons and
Proceedings of Convocation in the Province of Canterbury,
2 vols., Oxford, 1842; F. Makower, The Constitutional

Hist, and Constitution of the Church of England, London,
1895; R. J. Phillimore, The Ecclesiastical Law of the Church
of England, ed. W. G. F. Phillimore and C. F. Jemmett.
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ENGLAHD AND WALES.
Established Church ({ 1). Salvation Army, Minor De-
Preebsrterians and Methodists nominations,Roman (}atho-

(8 2). lies (J 4).

Congregationalists, Baptists. Theological Schools (J 5).
Calvinistic Methodists ({ 3).

England and Wales constitute two divisions of

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.

They are divided into fifty-two counties, forty in

En^and and twelve in Wales, and have an area of

58,323 square miles and a population (1901) of

32,526,075. The established Chureh is the Chureb

of England (see England, Church of), but all

other religious bodies are fully recognized and uA-

erated, and no civil disability attaches to any chss

of British subjects because of their religiouB beliefs

or unbelief. Since no religious census of Gre^t

Britain has recently been taken, the statistics of

the present article are drawn from year-books and

other sources, so that the figures represent not only

different years, but also refer sometimes to EngLand

alone, sometimes to England and Wales, and some-

times to the British Isles.

In the Established Chureh in England and Wales

there are two arohbishops, thirty-five bishope,

thirty suffragan and two assistant bishops. Under

the bishops are thirty-two dean*,

I. Estab- ninety-five archdeacons, and eight hun-

lished dred and ten rural deans. For the

Church, management of ecclesiastical affaire,

each of the archbishoprics, or " prov-

inces," has a council, orConvocation (q.v.), consisting

of the bishops, archdeacons, and deans in person, and

of a certain number of proctors as the representa-

tives of the clergy. These councils are summoned
by the respective archbishops in pursuance of the

king's conmiand. When assembled, they must

have the king's license before they can deliberate

and also the sanction of the crown to their resolu-

tions before they are binding on the clergy, so that

their actual power is extremely limited. The

nimiber of civil parishes (districts tor which a

separate poor rate is or can be made) was 14,900

at the census of 1901. These, however, seldom

coincide with ecclesiastical parishes, which, during

recent years, have lost their old importance, the

ancient parishes having been frequently divided

into districts, each of which is virtuallyan independ-

ent parish. Of such parishes there were 14,080

in 1901, including those of the Isle of Man and the

Channel Islands. Since 1818 the Church Building

Society and the Ecclesiastical Conmiissioners have

formed upward of 3,000 new ecclesiastical parishes.

Each parish has its church, presided over by an

incimibent in priest's orders, and known as rector,

vicar, or perpetual curate according to his relation

to the temporalities of his parish. Private persons

possess the right of presentation to about 8,500

benefices; the patronage of the others belongs

mainly to the king, the bishops and cathedrals, the

Lord ChanceDor, and the universities of Oxford

and Cambridge. The census returns for 1901 gave

the number of the clergy of the Church of England

as 25,235. In 1905 there were 14,029 incumbents

and about 7,500 curates and unbeneficed clergy,

while the non-active list comprised about 4,000.

The church accommodation, according to returns

by 13,948 incumbents, was as follows: in parish

churches, 5,774,608; in chapels-of-ease, 674,038;

in mission-rooms, etc., 733,607; total 7,182,253.

The number of communicants was estimated at

2.223,207; of Sunday School teachere at 209,338;

of Sunday School scholars at 2,467,902. The gros

annual income of the clergy in 1904-05 was esti-

mated at £4,539,350, and the net income at £3.574.-

430. The amount of the voluntaiy contributions
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in 1904-05 waa put approximately at £8,029,714,

of which £2,290,247 were expended by central

godeties, institutions, etc., for home and foreign

miisoiis aad other educational and philanthropic

vorb, while £5,546,029 consisted of funds applied

to heal purposes, such as elementary education,

the support of the clergy, and general parochial

work, and £193,437 were for the extension of the

epkeopate in England. Of 29,632 churches and
chapels roistered for the solemnization of marriage

in 1904, 15,538 belonged to the EstabUshed Church
and 14,094 to other religious denominations.

T\kd PresbyterianChurch of En^and had, in 1907,

twelve presbyteries, 345 congregations, fifteen

preaching stations, and 85,755 mem-
1. Presby- bers. It has a theological college and
terians and supports seventy-ei^t missionaries

Methodists, abroad, including thirty-three women.
In 1905 the amoimt raised for all pur-

poKs was £304,613. Other Presbyterian divisions

in &igUnd are the Reformed Presbyterian Synod,
Ea^em Reformed S3aiod, United Original Seceders,

ukd Synod of the Church of Scotland in England
(«e Pkebbtterians). Under the general desig-

nation of Blethodists (q.v.) are included all those

rehgious bodies which owe their existence, direcUy
or indirectly, to the efforts of John and Charies

Wesley. The most numerous and influential of

them are the Wesleyan Methodists, the original

body founded in 1739. They are governed pri-

marily by the Conference and secondarily by the

Synods, the latter being semi-annual meetings of

the ministers and selected laymen in each district,

with a chairman appointed by the Conference,

which is now composed of 300 ministers and an
equal number of laymen, with a ministerial presi-

dent and secretary elected annually. There are

Hkewise quarterly meetings of the ministers and
hy officers of each circuit. The authority of both
the Utter bodies is subordinate to that of the Con-
ference. They reported for Great Britain in 1907
2,445 ministers, 19,672 lay preachers, 539,146
diurch members, 7,566 Sunday Schools, 133,108
oicoB and teachers, 1,000319 scholars, and 8,520
churches with seating capacity of 2^26,228. Vari-

ous divisions of Methodists have been formed, the

most important being (1) the Methodist New
Connexion, formed in 1797 by Alexander Kilham,
(2) Primitive Methodists, (3) Bible Christians, and
(4) United Methodist Free Churches (see Mkthod-
wre).

The Independents or Congregationalists reject

episcopacy and presbyteries. In 1907 they had
fifty-one coimty and other associations

3- Congre- in England and Wales, with 4,661

gitionalists, churches and preaching stations con-

Baptifts, taining 1,694,879 sittings; the number
Cahinistic of ministers in the British Isles was
MethodiftB. then 3,253. Of these 238 were tem-

porarily without pastoral charge,

»^enty-nine were engaged in collegiate and tutorial

duties, forty-four were occupied in secretarial work,
and 378 had retired from the active pastorate be-
ause of old age or ill health (see Conoreqatign-
AUBTs). The CoimtesH of Himtingdon's Connexion,
vith forty-four chapels and mission stations, is the

outcome of the eighteenth century revival. It is

governed by nine trustees assisted by an annual

conference of ministers and delegates. The Bap-
tists, like the CongregationaHsts, are grouped for

the most part in associations of churches, the

majority of which belong to the Baptist Union,

formed in 1813. In England and Wales there were,

in 1907, 6,706 churches and chapels and 1,972

pastors. The members numbered 405,244, the

Sunday School teachers 57,240, and the Sunday
School scholars 564,939. The Welsh Calvinistic

Methodist Connexion (see Presbtterians) is the

only church of purely Welsh origin, and embraces
a very large section of the Welsh-speaking popu-
lation. The form of Church government is Pres-

byterian, and the Church is in federation with the

United Free Church of Scotland and with the

Presbyterian Church of England. In 1906 the

denomination had 1,411 churches; 1,620 chapels

and places of worship; 1 ,248 ministers and preachers;

5,946 deacons; 189,164 communicants; 3,050 on
probation; 27,112 Sunday School teachers; and
195,227 Sunday School scholars. For the con-

certed movement of non-conformistsagainst prelacy

see Free Church Federation.
The Salvation Army (q.v.) is one of the most

recent religious denominations and one of the most
successful. In Aug., 1906, the num-

4. Salvation ber of officers, cadets, and employees
Army, was 20,077, of corps and outposts

Minor De- 7,680, and of local officers 45,320.

nomina- Connected with the Salvation Army
tions, are numerous philanthropic institutions

Roman under various denominations, inclu-

Catholics. ding 110 rescue houses for fallen women,
132 slum pK)sts, fifteen prison-gate

homes, 183 shelters and cheap food depots for the

homeless, 102 workshops and factories, forty-five

labor bureaus, thirteen farms, etc. Among the

minor denominations the most important are the

Unitarians with about 350 ministers and 345
chapeb and other places of worship. The Society

of Friends (q.v.) has 18,466 members in Great
Britain, 424 recorded ministers, including over 150

women, and 421 places of worship. The Churches
of Christ have 13,844 members and 179 churches in

the British Isles, with 153 Sunday Schools, 1,583

teachers, and 16,041 scholars. Toe Moravians

(q.v.) have about fifty congregations and preach-

ing stations. The Free Church of England (q.v.>

has twenty-four ministers, twenty-seven churches,

1,352 communicants, 8,140 sittings, 361 Sunday
School teachers, and 4,196 Sunday School scholars.

The Reformed Episcopal Church has twenty-eight

ministers, 1,990 communicants, 6,000 sittings, 256

Sunday School teachers, and 2,600 Sunday School

scholars (see Reformed Episcopal Church).
The CathoUc Apostolic Church (q.v.) has about

eighty churches; the New Jerusalem Church (q.v.)

hais seventy-five societies, with 6,063 registered

members; the Mormons (q.v.) have eighty-two
churches; and the Plymouth Brethren (q.v.) have

twenty-three places of worship m London and its

suburbs. In the United flingdora tbere aris abou'i;

196,000 Jews, mainly in London and other largG

towns. They have 200 tfynagoi^es, with about
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200 ministers and readers. The Jews support their

own poor and raise about £150,000 annually for

religious and benevolent purposes. The Moham-
medans have a mosque. The Greeks have churches

in London, Manchester, and Liverpool; the Arme-
nians possess churches in London and Manchester;

and the French, Dutch, Swedes, and Swiss have
places of worship in London, Norwich, and Can-
terbury. The Roman Catholic Church has in the

British Elmpire thirty archiepiscopal and 106 epis-

copal sees, thirty-four vicariates, and twelve pre-

fectures apostolic. Including two delegates apos-

tolic, seven coadjutors and seven auxiliary bishops,

the archbishops and bishops now holding office

in the British Empire number 180.

There are in the British Isles fifty theological

schools, divided as follows: Church of England
twenty-one, i.e., sixteen theological

S. Theo- colleges,—Aberdare (founded in 1892),

logical Cambridge (Ridley Hall, 1881), Chi-

Schools. Chester (1839), Cuddesdon (1854),

Edinburgh (1845), Ely (1876), Isle of

Man (Bishop Wilson Theological School, 1897),

Leeds Qergy School (1876), Lichfield (1857), Lin-

coln (1874), Oxford (Wyclifife Hall, 1876. and St.

Stephen's House, 1876), St. Aidan's (1846), High-
bury (St. John's Hall, University of London, 1863),

Salisbury (1861), and WeUs (1840)—and five mis-

sionary colleges,—St. Augustine's (Canterbury),

Islington, Burgh (Lincolnshire), Dorchester ((Ox-

fordshire), and St. Boniface (Warminster). The
Methodists have eight colleges, i.e., the Wesleyan
Methodists five,—Richmond, Didsbury (Manches-
ter), Headingley (I^eeds), Handsworth (Birming-

ham), and Belfast; the Primitive Methodists and
the Free Methodists one each at Manchester; and
the Methodist New Connexion one at Ranmoor
(Sheffield). The CJongregationalists have nine,

—

New (London, 1696). Western (Bristol, 1752),

Yorkshire United (Bradford, 1756), Hampstead
(1803), Lancashire (Manchester, 1816), Mansfield

(Oxford, 1886), Nottmgham (1863), Memorial
(Brecon, 1755), and Bangor (1841). The Baptists

have seven,—Bristol (1680), Bangor (1862), Raw-
don (Yorkshire, 1804), Regent's Park (London,

1810), Pastors' (1856), Manchester (1866), and
Cardiff (1807). The Presbyterians have a college

at Cambridge (Westminster), the Calvinistic Meth-
odists two at Bala and Aberystwyth, and the

Unitarians one at Oxford (Manchester), while an
undenominational theological school is located at

(Carmarthen (founded in 1689).

Bibliography: For the statistics and details oonoerning
the Church of England there are available the anniials:

The Churckman't Annual; The Official Year-Book of the

Chttrch; Nye'e Illustrated Church Annual ; The National
Churdi Almanac, and Crockford'e Clerical Directory.

For the other communions recourse must be had to the

year-books of the separate bodies; to the Free Church
Year Book; The Review of the Churches; The Proceedings

of tfie National Council of the Evangelical Free Churches;
The Nonconformist and Independent (a weekly, 1881-1900,
continued as The Examiner, 1900 sqq.). Consult further,

besides the Uterature under England, Church of, and
that under the articles on the individual bodies: R. Wins-
low, Law Relating to Protestant Nonconformists, London,
1886; J. Q. Rogers. Church Systems of England in the 19th

Century, ib. 1891; A. 8. Dyer. Comparative Table of English
Nonconformity and the English Church, ib. 1893; H. S.

Skeata, History of the Free Churches of England, ib. 1894;

W. Lloyd, The Story of Protestant Dissent, ib. 1899; C S.

Home, History of the Free Chure^tes, ib. 1908; H. R.

Haggard, The Poor and the Land; a Report on Iks Sal-

vation Army Colonies, ib. 1906. Consult abo The States-

man's Year Book,

ENGLISH, JOHN MAHAN: Baptist; b. at

Tulljrtown, Pa., Oct. 20, 1845. He was graduated

at Brown University in 1870 and Newton Theo-

logical Institution in 1875. He was teacher of

Latin in the Connecticut Literary Institute, Suf-

field, Conn., 1870-72, and of Greek in DenisoD

University, Granville, O., 1874. He was pastor

of the First Baptist Church, Gloucester, Mass.,

1876-82, and of the Dudley Street Baptist Church,

Boston, 1882. Since 1882 he has been professor

of homiletics and pastoral theology in Newton
Theological Institution, and was also a lecturer

in Andover Theological Seminary in 1895-96.

Since 1903 he has been president of the Northern

Baptist Education Society. He has written The

Christian Academy and 0ie Education of To-Day

(Hartford, Conn., 1892) and The Present State of

the Christian Ministry (Boston, 1899).

ENGLISH LADIES: Correctly called the In-

stitute of the Blessed Virgin Mary, one of the most

important and influential of the later female con-

gregations of the Roman Catholic Church. Its

origin goes back to the attempt of Mary Ward
(b. at Mulwith, 3 m. s.e. of Ripon, Yorkshire, Jan.

23, 1585; d. at Heworth, now included in the city

of York, Jan. 20, 1645), daughter of an English

Roman Catholic of Yorkshire, to found a female

society after the pattern of the Jesuits (see Jesutr,

III). In 1606 she went to St. Omer and joined the

Colettines, the severest order of St. Clare, as a lay

sister. Dissatisfied with her work and position there,

in 1607 she left the convent, with the determination

of founding a new community, especially for English

women, and successfully established houses at St

Omerand Gravelines in 1607and 1609. The members

concerned themselves chiefly with the education

of girls, and were not bound to strict seclusion.

In 1611 Miss Ward adopted the rules of the Jesuits,

with the necessary changes to adapt them to women.

She spent her time in constant travel in England

and the Netherlands, and established houses of

her order at Spitalfields, London, about 1611, at

Li^ in 1617, at Cologne and Treves in 1620 and

1621, and at Rome in 1622. The order did not

find favor with the clergy, who charged its founder

and its members with insubordination. In 1625

Pope Urban VIII. closed its schools, and in 1628

he decided upon its suppression, which was finally

accomplished by bull dated Jan. 13, 1630, and pro-

mulgated May 21, 1631. To combat tiie oppo-

sition Miss Ward went to Rome twice, the first

time in 1622, when she remained there four years,

and again in 1629. In 1626 she went to Munich,

where the elector, Maximilian L, allowed her to

establish a house, and in 1627 the Emperor Fer-

dinand provided a foundation for her in Vienna.

From 1632 to 1637 she was in Rome, and Urban

allowed her to establish a new house there. From
1638 to 1642 she lived in London with a few faith-

ful followers, and thenceforth in her native Yoiic-

shire.
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Though nominally suppressed, Mary Ward's com-
munities lived on, perhaps not altogether without
the tacit consent of high ecclesiastical authority.

The company with her at Heworth kept together

and about 1650 removed to Paris. In 1669 Frances
BediDgfield established a settlement at Hammer-
smith, and shortly after one at York. The house in

Rome was not given up. The Munich house had
royal favor and from the end of the sixteenth cen-

tury was able to plant filiations in South Germany,
in Austria, and in the electorate of Mainz. Its eighty-

MK rules were approved by Pope Clement XI. in

1703; they were essentially those originally drawn
op by Maiy Ward, although all mention of her, as

well as any acknowledgment of a connectionwith the
'* Jesuitesses " was carefully avoided both by the

pope and the members of the order, who were now
caDed InstUtOa Marice or the " Institute of the Eng-
iiih ladies." A tendency to honor the foundress

manifested itself within the order a hundred years

later, and Benedict XIV. by bull of Apr. 9, 1749,

forbade to call her *' blessed," and emphasized
the non-identity of the Institute with all ** Jesuit-

easBB." At the same time he settled a controversy

between the order and certain South German bish-

opB by placing each house under the jurisdiction

d the bishop of the diocese in which it was located,

but making the head of the Mimich house supreme
over the schools and all matters of visitation. In

1840 the supremacy of the Munich house (in 1835
removed three miles from the city to Nymphen-
burg) was limited to Bavaria. The Congregation
rec^ved full papal approval from Pius IX. in

1877.

The congregation includes teachers, called
" ladies " (Fraulein) and lay sisters ('* sisters ").

Both classes take simple vows for life, from which
they may be released by the pope for canonical

rrasoos. The houses are mother-houses and filia-

tioDB. The members wear a black dress with
broad white collar and white bonnet and black
Tefl- Their principal work is education, and the
giris educated by them nimiber several millions.

They are also occupied with labors for the poor
and Bick. They are most numerous in Bavaria,

but are also strong in Austria, and have a house
in Mainz and in York. There are filiations and
mission stations in Lombardy, Bucharest, London,
the East Indies, and elsewhere. Two Irish so-

cieties, the Loreto Sisters (founded at Rathfamham,
near l3ublin, in 1822 by Frances Ball) and the Irish

Sisters of Charity (founded in Dublin by Mary
Frances Aikenhead in 1815, confirmed 1834),

differ from the Institute of Mary only in name. The
fonner have houses all over Ireland and in England,
.\merica, Australia, and South Africa.

(O. ZftCKLERf.)

Boliogiuphy: Heimbuch«r, Orden und Kongreoationen, Hi.

364 aqq. (wbere the literature is given, p. 364); lives of
Mis Ward, Mias Ball, and Mise Aikenhead in the QtuMr-

My Serie*^ vols. xxxv. and lii.. xxxiii., and xcvi. respect-
irely—of Miw Ward by Mary E. C. Chambers, ed. H. J.

Coferidge. 8. J., 2 vob., London, 1882-85. and in DNB,
Supplement, iii. 506-508; of Miss Ball by H. J. Coleridge,
ib. 1881; of Miss Aikenhead by Maria Nethercott. ib.

1^07—and of Miss Aikenhead by S. A., with an account
<rf the foundation of the Irish Sisters of Charity, Dublin,
1879.1882.

ENLIGHTENMENT, THE.
The Movement Characterised (SI).
PoliUcal Phase ({ 2).

Economic Phase (S 3).

Religious and Ethical Aspects ({ 4).

The New Knowledge ($5).
The New Historical Method ({ 6).

Philosophy of the Period (J 7).

Literature of the Enlightenment ({ 8).

The German Enlightenment ({ 0).

Practical Resulta ({ 10).

Its Relation to Theology (J ID.
Close of the Period (fi 12).

[The Enlightenment is a translation of the German
expression die Aufkldrung (literally " the Clearing

Up "). The rendering " the Illumination " is also

sometimes used, while not infrequently the Ger-
man is transferred without translation.] It sig-

niGes a phase of historical evolution in Europe
which may be characterized as marking the begin-

ning of the modem period of secular culture, in

contrast to the theological spirit that constituted

the regulating principle of society in the preceding
epoch. The Enlightenment must be regarded not

as a definite movement aiming at a par-
I. The ticularend, but rather as ageneral trans-

Movement formation of the genius of the times,

Character- accompanied by important changes
ized. in national and social organization,

and the removal of the center of politi-

cal gravity from the south to the north of Europe.
The principles of the Enlightenment are to be met
with in the seventeenth century and may be traced

further back to the Renaissance; they attained

their fullest development in the eighteenth cen-

tury; they entered on their decay in the nineteenth.

Its animating spirit is essentially that of oppo-
sition to the supremacy of churchly ideals based on
the irreconcilable contradiction between reason

and faith, and to the consequent injection of the

element of supematuralism into the practical

affairs of life. Its tendency is toward an ex-

planation of the world on the basis of universally

valid factors of knowledge and an ordering of life

toward universally valid ends, and its most stri-

king characteristics are an unsparing use of critical

analysis and a spirit of reforming utilitarianism. To
the general and immutable truth of theology it

opposes a truth of its own whose sanction it finds

in the mind of the individual, and in this r6Ie of

champion against tradition it is subjective, independ-

ent, self-confident and optimistic. But though the

Enlightenment was thus the first great movement
of opposition to theological dualism, it was not the

unconditioned product of the spontaneous action

of the human reason, but a historic result of definite

facts and circumstances. Its method was deter-

mined by ancient tradition and the newly arisen

sciences; its content, by that part of historic

tradition which it chose to regard as the inalien-

able possession of the individual mind but which

in reality represented only truth attained through

development; its essential service consisted in the

banishment of supematuralism from history.

The Thirty Years* War (q.v.), ending with the

Peace of Westphalia in 1648, was followed by a

decline of the religious influence and a correspond-

ing rise of secular interests, which now began to
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predominate in public affairs and in social life. The
animosities between Catholic, Lutheran, and CsJ-

vinist powers gradually disappeared;

2. Political the Northern War brought Orthodox
Phase. Russia into the sphere of European

affairs; colonial growth widened the

arena of political activity by offering new fields

for material development wherein the religious

element was of relative unimportance. Diplomacy
abi^ndoned the religious view-point and became
Machiavellian with the reason of State as its

guiding principle. Within the states the ancient

pretensions of the Church yielded to the interests

of a society that was rapidly being reorganized

on the basis of commercialism, militarism, and
bureaucracy. Formally, orthodoxy retained its

own and established religions prevailed; yet the

secular principle determined the attitude of the

governments to the Church and toward their

subjects. This is the period of Concordats (q.v.),

of the persecution of the Jesuits and of territorial

church legislation. The theory of sovereignty,

fostered by the revival of the Roman law and the

Reformation, developed into absolutism, which
in turn subordinated Church to State completely,

and broke the political influence of creed. With
these changes in the conception of the purpose

and authority of the State appeared new theories

as to its nature and origin. Following out the

traditions of Aristotle and Machiavelli, Jean Bodin
(d. 1596) advanced a purely rational origin of soci-

ety and in his Colloquium hepiaplomereSf widely read

in manuscript (ed. Noack, Schwerin, 1857), devel-

oped the destructive effects of such a theory on
the religious power in the State. But it was Gro-
tius (d. 1645; see Grotius, Hugo) who destroyed

the scholastic dualism of lex naturce and lex divina

and found sanction for the law of nature, the law
of nations, public law, and natural morality in

the himian understanding unaided by revelation.

His cause was strengthened by the rise of the mod-
em Stoics in Holland and by Hobbes (d. 1679;

see Hobbes, Thomas) with his Epiciu-ean teach-

ings. Pufendorf (d. 1694), in Germany, and
Locke (d. 1704), in England (see Pufendorf,
Samuel; Locke, John), made the new ideas the

common possession of European culture. In this

newly develop)ed theory of the State is the true

precursor of the Enlightenment; for, though it

assumed no radical attitude in the beginning and
maintained friendly relations with the religious

creeds of the time, its result was the destruction

of the theological bases of the prevailing culture.

It exercised a pK)werful influence on the remodeling
of church law, especially among the Protestants,

marking, as it did, the beginning of ecclesiastical

legislation on purely political principles. It fur-

thered the growth of toleration and attained its

final development in the theory of the freedom of

religion and of conscience, and further still, of

the universal rights of man. Yet so complex
are the sources of the various manifestations which
in their entirety are known as the Enlightenment,
that the Declaration of the Rights of Man by the
French States-General in 1789 is more immediately
to be traced to the influence of the constitution of

the United States (1783) than to Rousseau's Contrtd

social (1762).

Parallel with this process of political transf<»^

mation went a line of cognate economic and sociid

development. The old rigidity of social oigani-

zation—^the feudal separation of claasea—gave

way slowly with the development of an extensive

world commerce and the rise of industry. The

financial needs of the absolute state made it the

friend of the rising conunercial and

3. Econom- industrial classes for whose protecUon

ic Phase, laws are now enacted. The growth

of economic freedom reacted in turn

upon the development of the individuaL The

natural sciences came to the aid of the rising

technical industries, and in this manner an alliance

between the industrial and the learned classes was

effected. The final result was a fluent intermin-

gling among the different classes of the population,

revealing itself in the appearance of a powerful

citizen class eager for political, economic, and

spiritual hberty, the inheritors of a new literature

and a new education that was tending to free itself

from theological guardianship. England and Ed-
land were the models of this close union of (XHumei^

cialism and liberty and as changed political con-

ditions had led to the formulation of a new politic&l

theory, so the transformation of economic facts in

Europe brought forth a new economic and social

theory, which, like the new theory of the State,

bore a deep impress of the idea of natural rights.

Bound up for a time with the theological teaching,

it was developed into an independent theory by

the English and French bourgeoisie and became,

finally, antitheological and, to a degree, anti-

religious. Its independence was fully established

by Adam Smith (d. 1790) and Quesnay (d. 1774).

The spirit of individual freedom and courageous

optimism appears more prominently in thk eco-

nomic phase than in any other phase of the En-

lightenment. Unrestricted freedom of labor and

of capital became inalienable himian rights, and

of all the ideas of the Enlightenment have main-

tained themselves longest and affected the world

most.

Along with political and economic changes th^«
is to be noted a transformation in the general

spirit of the age, which arose in reaction against

the excesses of religious wars, the

4. Relig- burden of established creeds, and the

iou8 and ceaseless strife of theologians. Out

Ethical of religious conflict in England came

Aspects, the Levelers and Latitudinarians

(qq.v.), and, in Germany, the Calix-

tines (see Huss, John, Hussites), together with

the many attempts at religious imion. A powerful

cause contributing to the weakening of the rdig-

ious influence was the patent inefficiency of estab-

lished creeds as a force for morality. The rise of

Pietism (q.v.) prepared the way for the Enlighten-

ment. There comes a revolt against the belief

in magic, witchcraft, and other superstitions. A
growing spirit of humaneness, of active philan-

thropy, and of cosmopolitan tolerance, appears,

indicated, for example, in the mitigation of the

severity of judicial procedure. The tendency to
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find a basts for morality independent of religion

pha strength. In England and France societies

arc organized for the improvement of morals and
manners; in the universities the elegance of Cicero

and Seneca drives out the old scholasticism; and
littological narrowness is combated by the spirit

of universalism in the Neo-Stoic teachings of Justus

Lipdas (d. 1606), who influenced Grotius, Dee-

ctrtes and Spinoza. The spirit of Himaanism and
the Renaissance thus persisted in the jurists and
the phQosophers of France and Holland.

In ail these phases of the Enlightenment there

appears, as yet, no conscious, thorough hostih'ty

to a theology restricted to its own field, but the

Jesiie rather to emancipate other branches of

human interest from its sway. Only gradually

does a really independent method of thought arise,

coffilitioned largely by the epistemological and
moral theories of Stoicism. The theory of natural

bw first ^tablished its independence; natural

rriifion and natural morality achieved their free-

dean with greater difficulty. Yet natural religion,

m essence, was taught by theology itself and needed
but the refutation of the doctrines of hereditary

an and the invalidity of the human intellect in

order to gain the overhand over a revelation.

Lord Herbert of Cherbury accomplished this in

1624 in his /)e verUate rcligionis. Natural morality
w^as freed from theology through the separation of

the kx naturcB from the lex divina and sanction for

it in the human reason was established by Francis

Bacon (q.v.; d. 1626) and the French skeptics,

especially by Charron in his Sagesse (1605). Bayle
vi 1705; see Bayle, Pierre) contrasted the uni-

vCTsality of the moral instinct with the diversity

acd conflict between historical creeds. In these

different ways Western Europe, in the seventeenth
century, strove toward the attairunent of an au-
tonomous organon that should constitute a simple
aod unvarying norm for the guidance of the judg-
ment on the matter of conflicting faiths and moral

On the evolution of such a method of thought
a profound influence was exercised by the natural
sciences and the method which they employed.
Two forces are discernible in this development

—

(1) the impetus toward induction

5. Tbt 5ew supplied by Bacon and, more than
Knowledge, this, (2) the progress in mathematics

and mechanics following the astro-

Mmical discoveries of Copernicus (d. 1543), Kep-
ler (d. 1673), and Galfleo (d. 1642). The new
knowkdge united to the atomism of Gassendi (d.

1655) established induction on a firm basis and
found fullest expression in Newton (d. 1727),
Huygbens (d. 1695) and Laplace (d. 1827). The
laws of gravitation and inertia were both the basis
uai the impulse to extensive mvestigation in the
^vious phaJses of the physical world. The seven-
teenth and eighteenth centuries are the centuries

^ the great physicists and mathematicians, and
on the principles they outlined arose the sciences
frf optics, acoustics, chemistry, zoology, geology,
pfayriology, and medicine. The influence of the
new science was enormous. They destroyed the
foundations of revelation and theology, and led to

the rise of new philosophic systems aiming at the
interpretation and correlation of the results at-

tained by the various sciences, the methods of

which were mathematical, marked primarily by
clearness of statement and preciseness of definition.

The new scientific method entered even the fields

of natural law, natural religion, and natural mo-
rality. Locke and Condillac made psychology the
study of the laws of motion among psychic elements,

and Quesnay interpreted social laws after the man-
ner of laws of nature. Voltaire became the apostle

of Newton and in France particularly the new
sciences were perfected and disseminated. Nor
were these in the beginning hostile to religion.

The new knowledge showed itself capable of various

interpretations. It was found consistent with
deism by Locke and Voltaire, with ancient pan-
theism by Shaftesbury, with mystic pantheism by
Spinoza, with spiritualism by Descartes, with theism
by Leibnitz, and with materialism by the Encyclo-
pedists (q.v.). Yet the whole aspect of the world
of thought was changed. Miracles became im-
possible, except to the casuist; the earth was
removed from its central position in the universe

and became only a point in space; anthropocen-
trism was destroyed. The spirit of the eighteenth
century assumed its characteristic qualities; it

became atomistic, ansdytic, mechanical, practical;

entirely on the side of the known and the evident,

entirely opposed to all that was dark, mystic or

fantastic.

Second only in importance to the mathematical
sciences was the development of a new historical

method, universal, secular, and philosophic, as op-
posed to the theological and antiquarian

6. The New historiography that came before. The
Historical great geogi-aphical discoveries of the
Method, age made the field of human interest co-

extensive with the world and fostered

the study of history, geography and statistics.

Tradition in state, religion, and law were put to

the test of critical investigation. Machiavelli and
Bodin were followed by the expounders of natural

law whose studies lay in the field of politics and
legal history, and the Deists who gave their atten-

tion to religion. In manifold ways the French
skeptics emphasized the relativity of the principles

underlying state and religion. This principle of

relativity found its most ingenious exposition in

Bayle's Dictionnaire historique et critique (1696)
and its profoundest expression in Montesquieu's
Lettres persanes (1727). A decisive blow at tra»

ditional methods was administered by Bolingbroke's
Letters on the Study and Use of History (1738-52).

Voltaire in his Essai sur les mceurs et sur Vesprit

des nations (1754-58) opened the succession of

histories of civilization and universal histories

which established the principle of the relativity

of different civilizations and of the possibility of

explaining history by natural laws. He was fol-

lowed by Turgot (d. 1781), Condorcet (d. 1794),

Dupuis (d. 1809), and others in France, by Robert-
son (d. 1793), Gibbon (d. 1794), and Hume (d. 1776)
in England, and in Germany by Gatterer (d. 1799),
Schl6zer (d. 1809), Heeren (d. 1842), Meiners (d

1810), J. D. Michaelia (d. 1791), and Spittler (d.
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1810). If the age of the Enlightenment be called

an unhistorical age, it is so only in the sense that

it cultivated history not so much as an end in

itself as for the purpose of obtaining support for

its political and moral theories. And the influ-

ence of its investigations was enormous. They
destroyed the idea of a history of the world
based on Daniel, the Apocalypse, and St. Augus-
tine, opened up vast realms of time, rejected

the fall of man as the cardinal point in univer-

sal evolution, and created a new type of prim-

itive man. Above all, it introduced a method anal-

ogous to the analytical and mechanical method
of the natural sciences. It dealt with the indi-

vidual as the historical unit, as a result of whose
conscious, purposive actions social structures

arise. And as the enormous diversity of himian
motive and impulse thus revealed necessitated

the establishment of some norm for a unified inter-

pretation of history, such a one was foimd in

natural law, religion, and morality; and all devia-

tions from the norm were ascribed to evil or cun-

ning, to tjrranny or priestly hypocrisy, to stupidity

or ignorance. And thus historiography, because

it had caught the spirit of the Enlightenment,

became a powerful instrument for the dissemination

of that spirit, though in the first place works may
have been written with purposes deistic or material-

istic, theological or anticlerical, skeptical or opti-

mistic.

A new philosophy, opposed both to the Aris-

totelianism of the Church and to the rehabilitation

of ancient philosophic systems, now assmnes to

outline the fundamental principles of scientific

thought in the theoretical and practical disciplines.

Abandoning the old belief in the Fall and the con-

sequent degeneration of the human intellect, it

grounded itself on the capacities of

7. Phlloso- the human mind and dared to be as

phy of the creative in basic principles as the new
Period, sciences had been in their respective

fields. Philosophy was no longer the

handmaid of theology, but ruled an independent
realm. The creation of a new philosophy was the

work of the great minds of the seventeenth century;

its consequences partly destroyed theology and
partly transformed it. These consequences were
developed in the eighteenth century by the less

original thinkers and litterateurs; for though the

great men of the eighteenth century, Hiune,
Berkeley, Kant, belonged in part to the Enlighten-

ment, their original work first bore fruit in the nine-

teenth. Yet the influence exercised by the great

philosophers on the history of philosophy is dif-

ferent from that they exerted on the history of

the Enlightenment. Their essentially philosophic

problems were too abstruse and subtle to affect

greatly a popular movement, and it was rather

their secondary contributions that furthered the
progress of the Enlightenment. Thus Spinoza
and Malebranche exercised practically no influence

at all; the influence exercised by Hobbes and Leib-

nitz was indirect; while that of Shaftesbury and
others was only partial. Of greater importance,
after Descartes, was the work of Bayle, Locke,
Wolff, Voltaire, and the Encyclopedists. Service

was also rendered by the Deists who directed their

criticism against positive religion, and the ethical

writers who sought in the new philosophy a basis

for natural morality. There came finally the real

philosophers of the Enlightenment, the edectics

and popularizers, the exponents of common sense

and natural law, whose philosophical importanee

is small indeed, but whose historical influence wbb

great.

Nevertheless the philosophy of the Enlighten-

ment, in the last anal3rsis, may be traced back to

the great philosophic systems. (1) Cartesiankm

applied the mechanical method to the study of the

physical world and the axiomatic process of mathe-

matics to the spiritual. It found ontologic unity

in a God who combined in himself physical sub-

stance and soul substance. It abandoned every-

thing that was not clear or demonstrable. (2) The

sensualism of Hobbes and Locke broke more

abruptly with the old metaphysics by discarding

self-evident truths and innate ideas and founding

all knowledge on the exp)erience of the senses, and

its recasting in the soul ; yet they foimd the idea

of God necessary for the working of their worid

machine. From them proceeded the physico-

theological arguments for the wisdom and the good-

ness of an architectonic deity and the treatment

of morality on the basis of an empirical psychology

which attained to the greatest importance. (3) In

reaction against sensualism, Leibnitz, by a method

analogous to that of Descartes, established a me-

chanical world of bodies and a dynamic world of

spirits, transforming the old ontology of substances

into one of monads. (4) Materialism carried the

tenets of sensualism to the extreme by denying

the existence of the soul and combating the ph3^co-

theological arguments for the existence of God.

In Hume and Kant, it is true, the materialism

of the new natural philosophy brought forth pro-

found epistemological theories, but the natural

sciences on the whole rendered greater services to

the revolutionary thought, which attempted, on

the basis of the observation of nature and certain

elementary data of psychology empirically deriA'ed,

to create a new metaphysical and ethical systCTi,

destined to constitute the precondition for a com-

plete reconstruction of society. Yet to all these

contrasting or opposed systems there were common
the spirit of antagonism to the theological method,

the miraculous and the exceptional, and an im-

doubting confidence in the power of the intellect

to attain knowledge and in power of will to apply

it. Especially in the field of ethics the independ-

ence of the human conscience was upheld against

all supernatural authority, against all revealed

systems of sanctions, rewards, and punishments.

It was literature, however, and not philosophy,

that really insured the triumph of the Elnlighten-

ment. The great fact here to be recognized is the

cooperation of three forces, a rising boui^geoisie^

a growing Independence of thought, and the highly

developed literatures of England and France. It

was literature that finally overthrew theology

and created the vocabulary, the battle-cries and the

very name of the EInlightenment. Holland was

the first home of the militant literature of the age.
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lliere Bayle published his dictionary and edited

his journal {NouveUes de la republiques des lettres,

1684-87), and Le Clerc published his

t Utenr Bibliothkque universelle (1686-1726).

tore of the The real origin of the literature of the

EnliShten- Enlightenment, however, was in Eng-
ffient land after the Whig Revolution and

the establishment of the freedom
of the press in 1693. Locke (d. 1704) and Shaftes-

bury (i 1713) were writers of elegance. Pope's

Esay <m Man (1733) is a theodicy in the spirit

of Shaftesbury. The publication of periodicals

dealing with contemporary manners and morals
prepared tlie way for the realistic study of

life which Fielding (d. 1754), Smollett (d. 1771),

(^oidsinith (d. 1774), and Sterne (d. 1768) were to

carry on with splendid psychological power and
absolute freedom from theological predispositions.

Defoe (d. 1731) pictured man in a state of nature,

aiul exercised a profound influence on Rousseau
and (xerman pedagogy. Bolingbroke (d. 1751)
was the first to write philosophic history. The
moral theories of the Deists were ' expounded by
Hutcheson (d. 1747), Ferguson (d. 1816), Adam
Smith (d. 1790), WoUaston (d. 1724), Price (d.

1791), and Tucker (d. 1799), and the esthetic

theories of Shaftesbiuy were developed by Burke
A. 1797), Gerard (d. 1795), and Hume (d. 1776)
who studied the relations between the beauti-

ful and the useful and greatly influenced the (merman
Enlightenment. Richardson's (d. 1761) novels
of middle class sentimentality and morals pro-

duced an important effect on Voltaire, Diderot,

Klopstock, Lessing, and Wieland. The Enlight-

enment literature in England was not radical,

however; extremists, like Toland (d. 1722) among
Deists, exercised no great influence, while material-

ism found in Hartley (d. 1757) and Priestley (d.

ISM) only solitary champions. The decline of the

Enlightenment in England may be dated from the
reaction following the outbreak of the French
ReTolution.

In France the Enlightenment first gained strength
among the dilettante nobility of the court of Louis
XI\\ from whom it passed to the members of the
higher bouigeoisie and the literary class, and then
to the great mass of the Third Estate. From the
classic literature which it found ready to its hand it

derived precision, elegance, and wit, but sJso some-
thing of the shallowness that goes with these quali-

tia. Newton and Locke were introduced to the
French public by Maupertuis (d. 1759) and D'Ar-
BHBon (d. 1757). The novel and drama of Eng-
lish dtiicn life were copied by Provost (d. 1763)
and Destouches (d. 1754). But the highest devel-
opment of the Enlightenment literature came to-

ward the middle of the century when in a spirit of

extreme radicalism it assailed everything in society,

(Jhureh, and State. The exponents of the En-
lightenment may be divided into three groups
which differed appreciably in character and suc-
ee«ied each other in prominence, though united
hi aim. (1) English liberalism and deism were
advocated with remarkable success by Voltaire
(d. 1778) in almost every literary form; his intei^

Ota were predominantly religious. Montesquieu
IV.-IO

(d. 1753) gave his time to history and politics and
became the father of pragmatic history and con-
stitutionalism. (2) The succeeding scientific and
materialistic movement was originated by La
Mettrie (d. 1751), found its most celebrated ex-
ponent in Diderot (d. 1784), and its classic formula-
tion in the ** Encyclopedia** (1751-80). More purely
scientific were Holbach (Syathne de la nature , 1770),

Condillac (d. 1780) and his theories of knowledge,
Cabanis (d. 1808), and Buffon (d. 1788), whose
literary charm made him one of the most influential

of popularizers of science. (3) A new spirit and
tone appears in Rousseau (d. 1778) who expressed
the economic theories of the Enlightenment in

their deepest and most abstract form and on the
other hand lent to its cold intelligence a romantic
warmth and a depth of feeling that widened im-
mensely its range of appeal. Through Mirabeau
and Siey^ the ideas of the Enlightenment entered
the Revolution.

From England and France the elements of the
Enlightenment came to Germany, where, owing to
peculiar conditions, its political manifestations

were of far less importance than its influence in

the fields of religion, ethics and esthetics. Two
distinct literary movements marked

9. The the eighteenth century: (1) The real

German literature of the Enlightenment pro-

Enlighten- ceeded from the popularized teachings

ment of Leibnitz, through Wolff and Gott-
sched, and developed on the one hand

into theological and legal rationalism, and on the
other into the novel and play of middle class morals.

(2) The revived humanistic or classic-romantic

movement, proceeding from English sources and
from the more essential teachings of Leibnitz,

passed through Lessing to Herder, Winckelmann,
Goethe, Schiller, and Humboldt and found expres-

sion also in the newer schools of phflosophy and
the historical and psychological sciences. Leib-

nitz, Lessing, and Kant belong to both movements;
to the Enlightenment, through their practical

interests and the results of their popularized teach-

ings; to the second, through the deep and original

content of their philosophy which was appreciated

only by the minority. Only the former movement
is here to be considered, a movement through which
Germany assumed its place in the literary world,

last, because the theological influence had longest

maintained itself in the small German principalities,

because science was still subject to scholasticism,

and finally because of peculiar political conditions.

The first change to be noticed occurred in the sphere

of learning where Pufendorf (d. 1694) and Leibnitz

(d. 1716) ushered in a broad, cosmopolitan treat-

ment of the sciences. The first to gain a wide
hearing for the new ideas was Thomasius (d. 1728),

who sought to reorganize education after the French
model and in 1688 establbhed a periodical similar

to those published in Holland at the time. ^

(d. 1754) slowly drove scholasticism from the

versities. The real founders of the literatu

the German Enlightenment, however, were (

sched (d. 1766) who combined the WolflRan

losophy with French classicism and trans

Bayle, and Gellert (d. 1769) who, writing i:
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English influences, in poems, lectures, fables, and
novels, laid the basis for the moral culture of Ger-

many for many decades. There appeared also imi-

tations of the English periodicals (after 1721) which,

though largely theological in tone, continued the

connection between literature and the bourgeoisie

and sang of the justness of God after the manner
of Pope and Thomson. How all-pervading the

theological atmosphere was appears in Klopstock

(d. 1803) and his imitators, though it is indeed a
softened theology expressed in hiunanistic and
poetic form. The break with theology was ini-

tiated by Lessing (d. 1781), who found the step

essential in his endeavor to create a new culture

and a new literature upon the basis of a new atti-

tude toward life. In revelation Lessing discerned

only a manifestation of the human mind striving

toward truth, which is attainable only by reason,

and this theory he elaborated with the assistance

of deistic theologians like Spalding (d. 1804) and
Jerusalem (d. 1789). At Berlin arose the group
under Nicolai (d. 1811) and Mendelssohn (d. 1786).

Their organ was the AUgemeine deutsche Bibliothekf

around which sprang up a group of popular phi-

losophers who promulgated theories of natural

morals, theology, and esthetics on the basis of

Locke, Leibnitz, and Wolff. Wieland (d. 1813)

in his philosophical romances contrasted the light

French view of life with the heavy idealism of the

Germans and thus gained over the Gallicized higher

claspes to the use of the German tongue. Of the

other great figures of literature only the youthful

Schiller (d. 1805) had connection with the Enlight-

enment. Kant (d. 1804), in his practical philosophy,

in his morals, law and theology, approached the

Enlightenment and lent to its ideas a more formal

character. But while Goethe (d. 1832) and Schiller

had little to do with the movement, the favor of

the public went out to Iffland, Kotzebue and the

charm of Jean Paul.

So mighty a development as the Enlightenment
eould not fail to produce a profound effect on the

practical affairs of life. Its double
10. Practi- result was (1) to strengthen the bour-
cal Results, geoisie and inspire them to demand

a share in government and adminis-

tration and (2) to drive the governments themselves

to concession. In England and France the first

movement made itself predominant; in the rest of

Europe the second was the more conspicuous.

Philosophic kings and ministers now appear of the

type of Frederick II. of Prussia, and the espousal

of the ideas of reform by the monarchs led in turn

to the complete triimiph of such ideas. The French
Revolution camo because the French government
lacked the courage and decision to adopt the new
ideas. After the Revolution the ideas persisted

and in the subsequent political reorganization

played a prominent part.

In the spiritual realm the most important effects

of the Enlightenment appeared in the fields of edu-
cation and public instruction. Universities were
freed from the sway of the old theological humanism,
citizens' schools and popular schools were estab-

lished or reorganized, and public instruction was
freed from clerical supervision. Other influences

like Pietism tended toward the same result, but it

was from the Enlightenment that the inspiration

came toward the creation of an educational system

that, with the supreme confidence of the period,

was expected to lead to a higher, happier, more

prosperous, and more moral age. The great edu-

cational programs of the age emanated from

Locke (Some Thoughts Concerning Education,

1693) and Rousseau (6mile, 1762), the one out-

lining the education of a man of the world throu^
experience and reflection, the other the develop-

ment of man through the imrestrained unfolding d
natural powers. The Smile, in France, was only a

success of the hour, but in Germany it gave the

impetus to the great philanthropinistic movement.

Basedow {Methodenbuch Jut Vdler und Matter der

Familien und Volker, 1770) was followed by Bahrdt,

Rochow, Campe, Stuve, and others. Through

Zedlitz, minister of Frederick II., the new ideas

shaped the policy of the Prussian government.

But as early as the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury, the needs of the bureaucracy and the no-

bility had led to the erection of institutions in-

tended to furnish a new education, not Greek and

theological, but modem and practical. Halle

(1694) was the type of the new institutions and

it influenced greatly the development of philo-

sophic and juristic studies. By the middle of the

eighteenth century the theological education had

suffered a further loss of prestige as indicated in the

erection of the University of Gdttingen (1736), where

humanism is foimd independent of theology. The

Volksschule created by Pietism fell ultimately under

the sway of the ideas of the Enlightenment, and

even Pestalozzi recognized them in part.

Of the influence exerted by theology on the prog-

ress of the Enlightenment mention has already

been made ; it was an influence exerted, however,

under compulsion and it advanced the interests

of the Enlightenment without adding anything

to its content. As a result of Uie

II. Its Re- subjection in which the Enlighten-

lation to ment was held by theology for a long

Theology, time and the necessity for violent

action on the part of the latter to

achieve its independence, it assumed that negative

and destructive character by which itwas so strongly

marked. Even in its affirmative theories the En-

lightenment, in its struggles with theology, was

brought to assimie the existence of as rigid a truth

as that of its rival. The break between the two

was sharpest in France where the unyielding at-

titude of the Church made the Enlightenment

perforce a movement of thorough negation. In

England and Germany, on the contrary, there was

a rapprochement between the two. In the former

country there arose out of the deistic controversy

an apologetic theology (Clarke, Butler, Warburton,

and Paley) which may be designated as rational

supematuralism, which here as well as in Germany
carried the spirit of the Enlightenment into the

very heart of the enemy's position. In Germany,

especially, the course of the development was

decided by a compromise between Enlightenment

and theology which was effectual in disseminating

the principles of the former, not only among the
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letrned classes, but among the great masses of the

populatioD. But as its principles were embraced
by members of the higher clergy and by the theo-

logical faculties, it became in turn conservative.

9owIy, however, the inherent contradiction be-

tween its principles and the theological dualism

of reason and revelation came to the front. With
time the germ of dissolution entered into the body
of dogma .and the new spirit of the times attacked

both the l(^cai substructure and the imposed
fitipCTstnieture of doctrine. The followers of Wolflf

had attempted a compromise without departing

from the paths of orthodoxy, but the Neologues,

oader the influence of the popular philosophy,

broke entirely with dogma and sought to restrict

revelation to the Bible, whose contents seemed
more ill harmony with natural theology than the

scholastic subtleties of the Church. Only at the end
of the century, however, and primarily imder the

inspiration of Kant's Religion innerhalb dcr Grenzen
dtr blo89m Vemunft (1793) did the more radical

theolog;ians advance to the position of identifying

completely the religion of ethical rationalism with
Bibhcal revelation, though still with purely apolo-

gy purposes. But through this apologetic lit-

erature the subjective, analytic, and utilitarian

spirit of the Enlightenment penetrated to the very
heart of Christian belief, and inevitably led to

reactionary movements which made common cause
with other forms of reaction aroused by the spirit of

the Enlightenment. The theology of the Enlight-

enment was, therefore, a thoroughly apologetic

compromise on the basis of the principles of the

Enlightenment. It was a question of the suprem-
acy of the dogma of reason, of the dogma of

revelation, or of the identification of the two, and
it was the last solution that theology was driven to
adopt.

The end of the period of the Enlightenment
began in different countries at different times.

The mighUest influences that contributed toward
its downfall were the political reac-

13. Clofle tions aroused in England by the
of the American Revolution and that in

ftriod. Europe by the French Revolution.

At the same time the revolutionary

movonent finally destroyed the political structure

of the medbval ages and cleared the ground for a
new political and social organization. The wars
of the Revolution called into being a new factor,

the principle of nationality, which came into oppo-
tition borti with the spirit of enlightened cosmo-
politanism and with the spirit of enlightened

abeohitiam of the preceding period. There entered
into play at the same time the influence of the new
Oennan culture which emancipated itself from the
ideas of the Enlightenment in literature, philosophy,
and science, created a new attitude toward life,

UKJ soon came to cooperate with similar tendencies
in other countries. Fancy and sentiment, a love
for the humane culture, sympathy for all that is

psychologically real, characterized this new con-
ception of life which was at one with the Enlighten-
QKnt m its opposition to supematuralism, but
differed twax it in its positive appreciation of the
worth of tJiingB. Science, too, lost its character

of abstract subjectivism and militant reform, and
restricted itself to the interpretation of reality.

Finally reaction entered also the field of economic
thought, destro3ring the individualistic principles

of the Enlightenment. Nevertheless the Enlight-

enment has remained an appreciable influence to

the present day, to a minor degree in Germany, to

an important extent in France and the Anglo-

Saxon world, where the separation between En-
lightenment and supematuralism is as sharp as it

was a centtuy ago. (E. Trobltsch.)
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ENNODIUS, MAGHUS FELIX: Latin author
and bishop of Padua; b. at Aries 473 or 474; d.

at Padua July 17, 521. His life, until he reached
manhood, was secular, and his education was clas-

sical After becoming a convert to Christianity,

he delayed making an open profession of faith until

attacked by serious illness. With his wife's con-
sent, he separated from her to enter the religious

life, and was ordained deacon by Epiphanius of

Ticinum at some date previous to 494. In 496
Eimodius went to Milan, where he took an active

part in the schism which then convulsed the
Church (see Anastabius II.). In connection with
this arose the controversy of Pope Synmiachus
with the antipope Laurentius (see Symmachus),
in the course of which Ennodius defended the
pope in his Libelltts adveraus eoB qui contra

stfnodum scribere prcesumpserunt, basing the papal
power on the privileges of Peter. Remaining at
Milan as deacon until 512, he was appointed bishop
of Padua in 514. He had already accompanied
his predecessor on a mission of Theodoric to the
Burgundian king Gundobad, and in 515 and 517
he was sent by Pope Hormisdas to the court of the
Byzantine emperor Anastasius in an unsuccessful
endeavor to reconcile the Eastern and the Western
Churches.

As an author Ennodius represents Latin litera-

ture in its period of decline. In theology he was a
Semi-Pelagian, and made no attempt to conceal
his antipathy to Augustine. In addition to the
works already noted, special mention may be
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made of his numerous, but unimportant, letters,

the Vita Epiphanii epiacopi Ticini (valuable for its

biography of his predecessor), the Vita beati An-

tonii (very legendary, in the taste of the period),

the Panegyricus diclus dementissimo regi Theo-

doricOf the Eucharisticum de vita (autobiograph-

ical), and many dictionea on subjects of minor in-

terest. (T. FdESTERf.)

Bibliographt: The workg of Ennodius, except the Car-

mina, are in MPL, Ixiii. The Carmina, EpistolcB, and
Paneoyrictu, ed. F. Vogel, are in MOH, Auct. ant., vol. vii.,

1885. A list of editions and literature is given in Potthast,

WegweUer, pp. 407-408. 1291. with which cf. Wattenbach,
DOQ, i (1885). 47, 70, 404, ii. 480, i (1893), 48, 72. Con-

sult: Fertig, MagnuB Felix Ennodiua und seine Zeit,

Passau, 1865-60; F. Piper, in ZKG, i (1877), 239-256;

B. Hasenstab, Studien zu Ennodiue, Munich, 1890; 8.

L^lise. S. Ennodius et la suprhnatie au 6. sii-cle, Lyons,

1890; W. Smith, Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biog-

raphp, ii. 19-20; DCB, ii. 123-124.

ENOCH.
The Source of Knowledge ( $ 1 )• Similar Legends (S3).
Life and Translation (S 2). Enoch in Tradition ($ 4).

Enoch is the name in the Hebrew text of the

eldest son of Reuben (Gen. xlvi. 9; Ex. vi. 14);

a son of Midian (Gen. xxv. 4); a son of Cain (Gen.

iv. 17-18) after whom the latter

I. The named the first city; and, in the line

Source of of Seth, of the seventh patriarch as

Knowledge, reckoned from Adam (Gen. v. 18).

Since the name Lamech also occurs in

the lines of both Cain and Seth, and as there is a
striking similarity between other names of the two
lines, it has been customary since Buttmann
{Mythologits, i., Berlin, 1828, pp. 170 sqq.) to re-

gard the two genealogies of Gen. iv. and v. (which

furthermore belong to difTerent sources, J and
P) as variants of a single account. The resem-

blance becomes still closer if it be assumed that in

Gen. V. Enoch and Mahalalel ( = Mehujael of Gen.

iv.) have become transposed. Also a relation with

the list of the ten primitive Babylonian kings in

Berosus can not be denied. Enoch there has his

parallel in the seventh king, Enmeduranki, in the

sun-city Sippara. That Enoch also stands in

some relation to the sun, is indicated by the 365
years of his life.

This patriarch, in Gen. v., has a thoroughly

ethical distinction; " he walked with God " (cf.

Noah, Gen. vi. 9). This indicates a
-.- . constant community of life, an un-

T 1 tio
disturbed, familiar intercourse with

iransiauon. ^^^ Herewith is intimately con-

nected the most momentous matter

that is still extant about Enoch in the ancient

source. After a comparatively brief term of life,

365 years, " he was not; for God took him." Ob-
viously something extraordinary is thus recorded.

Enoch had suddenly vanished, was no more seen.

The expression corresponds to the one used in a
similar connection by Livy (i. 16) of Romulus,
** he was not thenceforth on earth '*; the event

itself, to the seeking after vanished Elijah (11

Kings ii. 16-17). But the reason is not indefinite;

God intervened contrary to the usual course of

nature and removed his favored one from the

world of appearances. Except for this extraor-

dinary case, an early departure from life was con-

sidered a token of divine disfavor.

Comparisons have been adduced with heathen

myths and legends, which relate of the translation

of illustrious men (Hercules, Romu-

3. Similar lus, etc.). But the brief mystmMis

Legends. Biblical notice is essentially di£ferent

in that here the ethical community

of life on earth with God (the " faith " of Heb. xL

5) is the manifest reason for the " taking " to God;

whereas the legends are based on a physical con-

ception of divinity, whereby the same coalesces

with the highest product of nature. There is a

parallel in the translation of Xisuthros in Berosus,

inasmuch as this devout worthy after the Flood

is translated to the gods as reward for his piety.

But this hero corresponds to the Biblical Noah.

While here an account is extant which is inde-

pendent of the Biblical narrative but akin to it,

on the other hand the legend adduced by E. Bo-

chart (in Phaleg et Canaan ^ Caen, 1646), with refer-

ence to the ancient king Annakos or Nannakos in

the city of Iconium, is questionable on the score of

originality. This king is said to have b'ved up-

ward of 300 years before Deucalion's flood; he is

8upp>osed to have predicted the same, and to have

tearfully bewailed the lot of men, since after his

death they were to be overtaken with destruction.

The story is first found in Zenobius {Proverhia, vL

10), that is, about 200 a.d.; Jewish influence is not

improbable.

Concerning the manner of the translation, and

the abode and condition of Enoch after it, which

the theologians have sought to define more closely,

the Bible gives no clue. The context merely stands

for the fact that he was taken away from the world

of sin and death, and received into closer conunu-

nion with God, without dying. The view preva-

lent with the rabbis and in the primitive Church,

designates Paradise as his place of abode; others

indicate heaven; the Ascension of Isaiah (ix. 9),

the seventh heaven. The Arab theologians waver

according to the indefinite expression of the Koran

xix. 58 (cf. the Book of Enoch bcxxvii. 3). The

New Testament also recognizes a transformation

without death (I Thess. iv. 17; I Cor. xv. 51).

Tradition has been all the busier for the meage^

ness of actual data. By analogy with Noah, it

was assumed that Enoch was a preacher of re-

pentance and herald of judgment.

4. Enoch in (Ecclus. xliv. 16; cf. xlix. 14; Book of

Tradition. Enoch i. 9; Jude 14 sqq.). Later, in

an age of speculation concerning

nature and history, people thought to find in Enoch

conversing so intimately with God the actual first

vehicle of divinely influenced human discernment,

the genuine gnosis instilled by good spirits, in con-

tradistinction to the knowledge conveyed by de-

mons. His name (from the Heb. ^nakh, "to

consecrate ") seemed to denote the " consecrated
"

one, from whom authentic solutions were to be

expected touching the secrets of this world and

the one beyond. Hence he was esteemed no less

as the inventor of writing and the sciences, espe-

cially starcraft (Eusebius, Prarparatio evangdica,

ix. 17; cf. the number 365), than as apocalyptic
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seer (cf. A. Dillmann, Das Buck Henoch^ Leip-

gic, 1853, pp. XXvL sqq.)* In the last centuries

before Christ, Enoch was accredited with the en-

tire treasure of contemporary knowledge about
God, nature, and history; as was done in the the-

ologkally important Book of Enoch (see Pseud-
EnGRAPHA, Old TESTAMEm*, II., 4-5). With the

Arabs, Enoch, or, as they more commonly call

him, Idris (" the learned, expert one ") plays pre-

dominantly the part of the mediator of higher wis-

dom and science (cf. d'Herbelot, Bihliothkque ori-

eniak, Germ, transl., i., Halle, 1785, pp. 624-625;

G. Weil, BUUische Legenden der MuselmAnnerf
Frankfort, 1845, pp. 62-67); for rabbinic legends

cf. J. A Eisenmenger, Entdecktes Jiidenlhunif ii.,

KSnigsberg, 1711, pp. 396 sqq.).

C. VON Orelli.

Bhuog&ipht: BeaidM the literature given in the text,

eoDffiilt: H. Folano, SeUeiiona from the Talmvui, pp. 34-
37. Phibdelphia, 1876; H. E. Ryle. Early Narrative* of
Gmetu, pp. 90-01, London. 1892; idem, in Ezpontory
r«M, iii. (1892) 355; DB, i. 704-705; EB, ii. 1294-
96; JE, T. 178-179; and Commentariea on Qenesis and
OB Jttde.

EHTHRONIZATION. See Bishop; Pope, Pa-
pact, Papal System.

ENTHUSIASM: An intense moral impulse or
afl-engro8sing temper of mind. The term as ap-
plied to religion designates both a noble temper of

mind and moral fervor, and also a misdirected and
even destructive intensity of feeling. In the better
aenae of the term, our Lord was the highest illus-

tration of enthusiasm. His soul was possessed
with overwhelming affection for men, and an in-

tense impulse to help them. The apostles were
enthusiasts in a good sense. The early monks, St.

Francis of Assisi, Dominic, Huss, the Reformers,
the early Methodists, are all examples of religious

enthusiasm. Heathen religions have had their en-
thusiasts as well as the Christian.

Christian etithusiasm in the good sense is de-
rived from two motives,—love for men and love
for Christ. In the bad sense, enthusiasm is almost
sytMmymous with fanaticism, and enthusiasts with
»alot«. It is fervor of soul drawn from wrong
principles, founded on wrong judgments, and ap-
plied to wrong ends. Neither selfish nor impure
nwtives necessarily prevail in such a temper of
mind, and zeal of activity. Such enthusiasm may
proceed from a sincere desire to glorify God. It

substitutes fancies for the truth, and in its last

BtagEs the disorder of the mind becomes mental
insanity.

The term ^' enthusiasts " has also had a technical
sense, as in the Elizabethan period. Jewel, Rogers
iTkirty^ine ArticUa, Parker Society ed., Cam-
bridj^, 1854, p. 158), and others speak of " Enthu-
siasts" as they do of Anabaptists. During the
Commonwealth period, and forward the term
was frequently applied to the Puritans in a tone of

depreciation, as by Robert South, who preached
i special sermon on the subject, " Enthusiasts not
I^ by the Spirit of God," meaning by " enthusi-
«st«" the Puritans. See Ecstasy. {Sermonay ed.

W.G. T. Shedd, sermons Iv. Ivi, vol. iii., pp. 157-
190,5 vds., New York, 186^1871.)

Bibuoorapht: I. Taylor, Natural Hietory of EnthxiHaem,
New York, 1849; Q. Lavington. Enthimaam of Meth-
odUta and Paputt, ed. R. Polwhele, LoDdon, 1833; J.

Mackintosh, Miacellaneoue Works, p. 731. ib. 1851; C.

Wesley's Sermon on Enthuaiaam is in his Worke, ii. 331 sqq.

ENZnfAS, FRANCISCO DE: Spanish Prot-

estant; b. at Burgos, Spain, c. 1520; d. at Geneva
1570. He was known in Germany by the Grecized
form of his name, Dryander, and by the name
Eichmann, in France as Duchesne, in Holland as

Van Eyck—all translations of his Spanish name,
which means " oakman." He studied in the

Netherlands and embraced the Reformation; then
visited Wittenberg, where he translated the New
Testament from the Greek into Spanish under the

eye of Melanchthon. His completed work he took
to the Netherlands and published it there (Ant-
werp, 1543). He dedicated it to Charles V. and
presented it in person to the emperor at Brussels.

But this procedure was so evidently in the interest

of the Reformation in Spain that it could not be
permitted to pass unpunished, consequently En-
zinas was soon after thrown into prison. He es-

caped in 1545, and thereafter Hved in different

places. His brother, Jaime, also embraced Prot-

estantism, prepared a catechism in Spanish setting

forth the Evangelical faith, and printed it at Ant-
werp (1545). He then, in pursuance of his father's

directions, went to Rome, where he was burned at

the stake, 1546. The third brother, Juan, also be-

came a Protestant, but, settling in Germany, es-

caped persecution. See Spain, the Reformation
IN.

Biblioorapht: MSmoiree de Francieco de Ennnae, 2 vols.,

Brussels. 1862-63. cf. ZKO, xiii. (1802); T. McCrie. HiaL
of ... the Reformation in Spain, chap. v.. Edinburgh.
1820; H. C. Lea, Hi$L of the Inquieition of Spain, iu. 424,
New York. 1007; KL. iv. 661-«62.

EON. See Gnosticism.

EON DE L'ETOILE. See Eudo de Stella.

EPAO, SYNOD OF: A sjmod held in Sept.,

617, at Epao or Epaone, a village to the south of

Vienne, near the present Anneyron, at that time
part of the kingdom of Burgundy, where a year
earlier the Arian king Gundobad had been suc-

ceeded by his orthodox son Sigismimd. It was
attended by twenty-four bishops from all parts -of

the kingdom, on the invitation of Avitus of Vienne
(q.v.). Laymen seem to have been present, after

their participation had been declared lawful; canon
xxiv. permitted them to bring charges against any
clergy who were justly accused of immorality.

The forty canons passed at this meeting should be
considered in connection with those of the synods

of Agde (506) and Orleans (511; qq.v.). They
were intended to do for the Burgundian kingdom
what these had done for the Visigothic or Prank-
ish—^though the speedy dissolution of the former

made their effect slight. Several of them, how-
ever, were included in a later (Spanish) collection

of the canons of Agde (though with some modifi-

cations in the direction of less severity), and thus

continued to have an influence on subsequent

practise. The spirit of Avitus breathes through

them all. An important section deals with the

inalienability of ecclesiastical property; a more
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vigorous repression of Arianism is demanded,
though the return of individuals to the Church is

made easy. It appears that priests and deacons

were married, and that the episcopal oversight

embraced the monasteries. The eniforcement of

the rights of bishops corresponds to the treatment

of the metropolitan power. The number of for-

bidden degrees for marriage is increased, in har-

mony with older legislation, apparently with an

eye to the case of a royal official who had married

his deceased wife's sister; this led to an attempt

on the king's part to discipline the bishops, and to

a firm pronouncement on their part at the first

Synod of Lyons (before 523), at which eleven of

the members of the Synod of Epao were present.

(Edgar Hennekb.)

Bxblxoorapht: The Acta, ed. R. Peiper, are in MQH,
AueU cnl.. vi. 2 (1883). 166-176. cf. (ed. Maassen) MQH,
Condi, i (1893), 15 aqq.; Harduin. Concilia, ii. 1046

qq.; Hefele. ConcilienoMchichte, ii. 680 sqq.. Eng. tranal..

iv. 107 aqq.; Neander, ChritHan Church, ii. 191, iii. 5, 100.

EPARCHY: Originally the designation of a

civil province in the Roman empire, composed of

smaller communities, and forming in its turn a sub-

division of the dioikSsia (see Bishopric). These

divisions furnished a model for the ecclesiastical

organization; the heads of the smaller communi-
ties became bishops, those of the eparchies metro-

politans, with their sees in the capital cities, and
those of the dioceses exarchs or patriarchs. In

the later Greek and Russian Churches, the usage

altered and the jurisdiction of an ordinary bishop

was called an eparchy. (P. HmscHiust.)

EPHESIAKS, EPISTLE TO THE. See Paul
THB ApOBTLE.

EPHESUS. See Asia Minor in the Apos-

tolic Tims, IV. For the Council of Ephesus, 431

(Third Eciunenical) see Nebtorius; for the " Rob-
ber Synod " of 449, see Eutychiankm, { 6.

EPHOD: An implement used by the priests of

the Hebrews to obtain oracles from God. In

I Sam. xiv. the Urim and Thummim appear as an
accessory of the ephod, especially if (as is prob-

ably the case) the Septuagint in verse 41 has the

right reading: " Yahweh, thou God of Israel,

wherefore answerest thou not thy servant this day?
If the guilt be mine or my son Jonathan's, let

Urim come forth; if it be the people's, let Thum-
mim come forth." Clearly the Urim and Thummim
were two holy lots which were in some close con-

nection with the ephod, and were brought forth

by the priest (who put his hand into the bag in

which they were kept), or were made to leap out

by violent shaking of the bag. From the two pas-

sages I Sam. xiv. 41, xxviiL 6 it is evident that in

the time of Samuel, Saul, and David it was cus-

tomary to inquire of God by means of the Urim
and Thummim, or, which amounts to

Varieties the same thing, by the ephod; and
of Ephod. further, from I Sam. xiv. 3, 18 (R. V.,

margin), that it was a part of the high

priest's duty to carry it with him. The form of

the ephod does not appear from these passages.

It is doubtless the same thing which appears in

I Sam. xxi. 9, where the sword of Goliath is placed

behind it (doubtless as a sacred trophy), in all

probability as it hung upon the wall; but this last

passage gives no warrant for concluding that it

was an image of Yahweh. Besides this ephod

which the high priest wore, there is mention of an

ephod of linen worn by other priests (1 Sam. xxiL

18), by Samuel (I Sam. ii. 18), and by David (II

Sam. vi. 14). The ephod to which the Urim and

Thummim belonged was therefore not of linen, but

probably of some costlier stuff. An ephod which

belonged to the high priest's equipment is de-

scribed Ex. XXV. 7, xxviii. 4, etc.; but it can not

be said that this is something entirely different

from that which appears in the early accounts.

Taken altogether, the references contained in the

Old Testament do not permit a very lucid account

to be given of the article.

According to Ex. xxviii., the ephod was made of

gold, blue, purple, and fine linen, joined with two

shoulder pieces and a band. It was apparently an

ornament for the breast and had a loose " pocket
"

(fyosherif a word which is not understood) in which

were the Urim and Thummim. This

High- pocket, a span square, was made fast

Priestly to the ephod by rings of gold and

Ephod. chains which were carried to rosettes

on the shoulders, the rings being un-

derneath the ephod. The *' pocket " was adorned

with three rows of precious stones, four in a row,

on which were engraved the names of the twelve

tribes. The ephod, which was rather of the na-

ture of regalia than of ordinary clothing, was worn

above an overcoat of blue (cf. I Sam. ii. 18-19). So

far the ephod of the time of Samuel was like that

described in the priest-code.

But it is held that numerous signs indicate

another kind of ephod. From Judges viii. 24 it b
concluded that the ephod was sometimes an image

of deity, since in this case it is stated that the

thing became a snare to Gideon and to Israd.

Those who support this view see confirmation in

Judges xvii.-xviii. ; I Sam. xxi. 10, and in the con-

nection between ephod and teraphim in Hos. iii. 4.

But this view is imtenable. That the

Ephod not teraphim were images is clear from

an Image. I Sam. xix. 13, 16; but it does not fol-

low from the " and " in Hos. iii 4

that the ephod was also an image. What the two

had in conunon was that both were used as oracles

(Ezek. xxi. 21; Zech. x. 2). Judges xviii. 20

speaks against the similarity of ephod and image,

and suits better the explanation that the former

was something that could be himg about one.

And the passage in which Gideon is said to have

made an ephod ia little more certain. So little is

kno^-n of what was actually done in that case,

what was bought with the 1,700 shekels, and what

was the cost of labor, that no sure conclusion is

possible. If the passages quoted do not show that

the ephods of Gideon and Micah were images, on

the other hand it can not be proved that they were

not. Still, the ephod was something habitually

worn as a duty by the priests, and this does not

agree with the supposition that the article was a

standing image, as is required by the hypothesifl

that the sword of Goliath was placed behind such
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in image (I Sam. xxi. 10). Moreover, supposing

that Gideon's ephod was an image, the carrying

of such a weight as is stated to have been the

MBount of the booty was beyond the power of a
priesit. hi all cases but this, the ephod was made
to be worn, and the ephod is never mentioned
imong the forbidden representations. Some sup-

pose that the gold was used merely as a plating;

in that case how massive must Gideon's ephod
hav^ been to require 1 ,700 shekels to cover it I And
mother terminology is employed to express such

images lEx. xx. 23, xxxiL 31). It is unlikely, too,

that the same word would denote an image and a
part of the priest's regalia, while a distinction is

made between that and a linen ephod. Duhm's
explanation of it as a golden mask which the priest

put on is equally untenable (Das Buck Jeaaiahf p.

200, Gdttingen, 1892). Since other peoples made
artides of clothing richly decorated to put on the

ima^ of their deities, it is not inconceivable that

the Hebrews did the same.
The etymological meaning of the word is doubt-

ful Generally it is taken from a root meaning
*' to draw over," hence " covering." Lagarde con-

nects it with an Arabic root meaning " to draw
Dear to a greater as a mediator," and so makes it

mean "a vestment in which to approach God."
Support for this is found in the Syriac pedAto, from
a root the same as the Arabic mentioned above.
If this be the case, it gives the more reaaon for re-

jecting the meaning " image." See Images and
Image-Worship, I. (W. Lorz.)

BiBuoaaAPHT: T. G. Foote. Th§ Ephod, in Johng Hopkin9
Umttnity CircuUxn, Baltimore, 1900; idem, in JBL,
19Q2, pp. 1-48; B. UKotini. Themiunu arUiquitatum Mera-
non. xiL 785 eqq., Venice. 1744-«9; W. Baudiasin, Oe-
MiAikte d€§ aUtattttnenUiehen Prieateiihunu, pp. 205 iqq.,

Ldpsie, 1880; P. de Lagarde, in Abhandlunoen der OQt-
Unoer OftOsckaft der TFtMefue^/len. 1889. 178; Ben-
nocer. Arehdt^offU, p. 382; Nowack. ArchOolooie, ii. 21
tV\^ 118 iqq.; G. F. Moore. Jvdoet, p. 381. New York.
1895; EL SeUin. Beib-Ho^ sur uraeliHachen und iaduehen
Btbtiont-O^tcMdUe. II. i. 119-120. Leipsic. 1897; A.u Hoonaeker, Le Scuxrdoce Uvitique, pp. 370 sqq.,
LoOTun. 1899; DB, I. 725-727; EB, ii. 1306-09; JE,
f. 186-187.

E7HRAEM (EPHREM) SYRUS ("Ephraim the
Sjrian"; Syriac 'Aphrem) : Theologian, exegete,
i&d homilist; b. at or near Nisibis, in the begin-
ning of the fourth century; d. probably near
EdoBa, possibly in June, 373, but the dates 378
ud 379 are also given. His father is said to have
been the priest of a deity or idol named Abnil or
Abiial destroyed by Justinian. He was converted
to Christianity by Bishop Jacob of Nisibis, with
whom he is said to have attended the Council of

Moa. He h'ved at Nisibis unto 363, when he
took up his residence near Edessa as an anchorite.
He is said to have visited Basil of Csesarea, to have
been ordained deacon by him, and to have declined
further ecclesiastical advancement. He went to

Egypt and there remained for eight

life. years, preaching to the monks in their

own language. Shortly before his

doth he appeared as a public benefactor in the
inidst of a famine by opening a hospital for the
fick m the monastery. His will forbade his

boriil in a church, and directed that he should be

wrapped in his old cloak and laid in the common
cemetery (cf. T. J. Lamy in Compte rendu du IV,
congrts scientifique des Ccttholiques, Freiburg in Swit-

zerland, 1898, and R. Duval, in JA^ 1901, Sept.-

Oct., pp. 234-^19). According to the Chronicle of

Edessa his death occurred in June, 373; Jerome
places his death under the emperor Valens. If the

former date be correct, the encomium upon Basil

(d. Jan. 1, 379), ascribed to Ephraem, can not be
by him. All ecclesiastical calendars celebrate him,

the Latin on Feb. 1, the Greek and Syriac on Jan.

28, the Coptic on 14 Epipi (July). At present his

grave is shown in the Armenian cloister Dar Serkis

west of Edessa (cf. C. E. Sachau, Reise in Syrien,

Leipsic, 1883, p. 202).

The works of Ephraem were very numerous, ac-

cording to Sozomen some 3,000,000 stichoi, a great

part of which consisted of sermons and lectures.

They do not easily separate into classes, though a
provisional division is into exegetical, dogmatic-
polemic, and poetical. In the latter branch he is

credited with the invention of the " Controversial

Hymn," called by Burkitt a '* melancholy addi-

tion." From the standpoint of the intrinsic worth
of the writings it is difficult to explain the great

repute of this Father. The value consists in the

fact that the great number of the

Exeget- productions and their excellent pres-

ical Works, ervation afford many means of in-

sight into the life and thought of the

Church of his period. But Ephraem was prolix

and repetitious, so that there is really little to re-

ward the student for examination of his work.
The difficulty in securing data is enhanced by the
fact that many works ascribed to him are not his,

and much of the work done upon Ephraem has to

be done over in the light of better information,

especially that gained from the Armenian version

of his writings. Thus the examination of the New
Testament quotations of Ephraem by F. H. Woods
(Studiabiblica et ecdesiaatica^ vol. iii., Oxford, 1891)
was revised by F. C. Burkitt (Ephraim's QuoUir
iiom from the Oospel, in TS, vii. 2, 1901). In his

exegetical work upon the Gospels his basis was
Tatian's Diatessaron (cf. J. H. Hill, Dissertation on
the Gospel Commentary of S, Ephraem the Syrian,

Edinburgh, 1896). That in his work on the Acts
he used a " Western " text has been shown by J.

R. Harris (Four Lectures on the Western Text, Cam-
bridge, 1894, pp. 23 sqq.). His Commentary upon
Zechariah has been studied by lAmy (Revue bib"

liquc, 1897). Burkitt asserts that Revelation is

not referred to in Ephraem's exegetical works.
The theological writings are less valuable for

their contributions to theology than for their ref-

erence to the heresies of the time. In the biog-

raphy it appears that no less than
Theo- nine arose in Edessa during his times

logical and and that he combated them all,

Poetical among them the heresies of Marcion,
Works. Mani, and Bardesanes. The type of

his theology is best seen in his ** Ser-

mon on our Lord " (in T. J. Lamy, i. 145-274; Eng.
transl. in NPNF, 2d ser., xiii. 305-330). This is a
treatise on the incarnation; but the language is

highly figurative and a clear idea of Ephn^m's
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views is hard to obtain from it. It was for his

poetry that he was in ancient times most cele-

brated, since this gained for him the titles '' Lyre
of the Holy Ghost " and " Prophet of the Syrians."

It was with this as a weapon that he fought against

Bardesanes and his son Harmodius. In his hymns
he used principally the measure of seven syllables,

and the Syrian Church still makes use of his com-
positions (the " Nisibene Hymns " are in NPNF,
ut sup., pp. 165-220).

Ephraem was not the founder of a school of the-

ology or exegesis like that of Antioch. It appears

that his works were translated into Greek, since

Sozomen states that they lose little by being so

rendered. Jerome read but one in the Greek, that

on the Holy Ghost. Burkitt criticizes Ephraem's
theology as giving neither the historical Christ,

nor the Christianity of the early Church, nor yet

the clearly defined doctrine of post-Nicene times,

and as failing in the point of intellectual serious-

ness. E. Nestle.

Biblioobaphy: The chief edition of the " Works," begun
by Peter Mobarek (Benedict) and finished by J. S. A.
Assemani, was published, 6 vols., Rome, 1732-46. Other
editions are: Opera aelecta, ed. J. J. Overbeck, Oxford,
1865; Carmina Niaibena, ed. G. Bickell. Leipsic, 1866;
Hymni et SermoneSt ed. T. J. Lamy, 3 vols., Mechlin.
1882-86; " History of Joseph," Paris, 1891; fragments of
the " Commentary on the Diatessaron." ed. J. R. Harris,

London, 1895. Transl. into Germ, are of selected works
by P. Zingerle, 6 vols.. Innsbruck, 1831-46, and by F. X.
Reithmeyer, in Bibliothek der KirchenvQter, Kempten,
1869. Of Eng. transl. may be mentioned: Select Work;
by J. B. Morris, Oxford, 1847; Repentance of Nineveh,
and SeUd Metrical Hymna and Homilies, by H. Burgess,
3 vols.. London. 1853; NPNF, 2d ser.. xiii. 167-341.
Eng. transls. of ten of his hymns are in B. Pick. Hymna
and Poetry of the Eaatem Church, New York, 1908.

The sources for a life are: the Encomium of Ephraem
by Gregory of N3r88a (best); and the briefer notices in

Sosomen, Hiat. ecd., iii. 16; Theodoret, Hist, ecd., ii. 30,

iv. 29; Jerome, De vir. iU.. 115. The best discussion of
the life in Eng. is in NPNF, 2d ser., xiii. 119-146; valu-
able, however, is DCB, ii. 136-144. Ck>nsult further:

J. F. Gaab, in Memorabilien, ii. 136 sqq., cf. i. 65 sqq.,

Leipsic, 1791-96; J. Alsleben, Daa Leben dea Ephraem
dea Syrera, Berlin, 1853; C. Ferry, S. £phrem pokte, Paris,

1877; KL, iv. 677-682; Schaflf. Chriatian Church, iii. 926^
933.
On the writings consult: J. S. Assemani, Bibliotheca

orienialia, i. 59 sqq., Rome, 1719; C. von Lengerke, Com-
mentatio criHca d. S. Epkrasmo Syro, Halle, 1828; idem,
De Ephrcemi . . . arte hermeneuHca, Kdnigsberg, 1831;
A. Haase, 8. Ephrami Syri theoloffia, Halle, 1869;
Moesinger, Evangelii eoncordarUia expoaitio, Venice, 1876;
E. A. W. Budge, On a Fragment of a Coptic Veraion of

S, Ephraim . . . on the Tranafiguration, London, 1887;
Ephrcemi Syri commentarii in epiatolaa Pauli, Venice,
1^3; H. Grimme, Der Sirophenbau in den Gedichten
Ephraema dea Syrera, Freiburg. 1893; T. J. Lamy, L'Ex6-
ghae en Vorient au quatrihne aiicle, iv. 465-486, Paris, 1893;
J. Gwynn, The Apocalypae of St. John, pp. cii.-ciii..

Dublin, 1894; W. Wright. Short Hiat. of Syriac Literature,

London, 1894; R. Duval. La Littirature aramienne,
Paris, 1895; H. Hering, Die Lehre von der Predigt, Ber-
lin, 1897; NPNF, xiii. 146-152.

EPHRATA COMMUNITY. See Communism, II., 5.

EPICTETUS: Stoic philosopher; b. at Hier-

apolis (121 m. s.e. of Smyrna), in Phiygia, c. 60
A.D.; d. at Nicopolis (3 m. n. of Prevesa), in Epi-

nis, c. 120. For a time he lived in Rome as the
slave of Epaphroditus, a freedman and favorite of

Nero, but later he secured his freedom and became
a courtier of Nero. He studied the Stoic philoso-

phy imder Musonius Rufus and achieved distinc-

tion at Rome as a teacher of philosophy. When
Domitian drove the philosophers from Rome about

90 A.o. Epictetus settled at Nicopolis, where be

taught with great success till the end of his life.

He seems to have written nothing himself, but hk
sayings were recorded by his pupil Flavins Arianus,

who did for his master what Xenophon did for

Socrates. As reported by Arianus, the worio of

Epictetus consist of the Encheiridion, a manual of

moral teaching, and the " Discourses ** in eight

books, of which only four are extant.

As a philosopher Epictetus was intensely prae-

tical, and his teaching was concerned with the

conduct of life, rather than with the problems of

metaphysics. His ethics are of peculiar interest

because of the similarity between his teachings

and those of Jesus. Like other Stoics (see Stoi-

cism) he made virtue the purpose and end of life

and identified a virtuous life with a happy life.

As this ideal is to be attained largely through as-

ceticism, " bear and forbear " becomes the watch-

word of a virtuous and, therefore, happy life. To
be happy, one must restrict his desires and not

meddle with things over which he has no control

The only thing in the world that is absolutely ours

is our will. Nothing can break that; whatever we
do, we do because we will it. But this will in us

is only the divine will; and hence Epictetus de-

duces all moral laws from the will of God. As
rational creatures we have part in the reason of

God; we are divine. All that is irrational in the

world, external sin and evil, is merely an appear-

ance, and should not affect us. Epictetus Uved in

accordance with his ascetic teachings and is de-

scribed as a model of wisdom and virtue.

His works have been edited by J. Schweigfa&user

(6 vols., Leipsic, 1799-1800), and by H. Schenkl

(Leipsic, 1894; 1898). Among translations may
be mentioned that of Elizabeth Carter (London,

1758), which has been revised and edited by T. W.
Higginson (Boston, 1865), also those of George

Long (London, 1890) and T. W. RoUeston (Lon-

don, 1888).

Bibliographt: The early life is by Diogenm Laertiafl in

his " Lives of the Philosophers " (beat edition by H. G.

HUbner, Leipsic, 1828-31). For a modem appreci*tioo
consult F. W. Farrar. Setkera after God, London, 1868.

For further discussion consult F. Ueberweg, OeadadUa
der Philoaophie, ed. M. Heinse, Berlin, 1800-97, and in

Eng. the translations of the History of Philoeophy of

Erdmann (London. 1893). and of Windelband (ib. 1893).

Also. E. M. Schranka, Der Stoiker Epikiet und aeine Phi-

loaophie, Leipsic, 1885; A. Bonhdffer, Epictel und die

Stoa, Stuttgart. 1890; idem. Die Ethik dea . . . Epiatet,

ib. 1894. Other literature is indicated in J. IC Baldwin.
Dictionary of Philoaophy and PayduHogy^ iii. 1, pp. 191-

192. New York, 1906.

EPICUREAinSM: The philosophy of Epicurus

(342-270 B.C.), more particularly his ethics. The
term is also applied loosely to any hedonistic tend-

ency in morals. Building upon the materialistic

metaphysics of Democritus, and the hedonistic

teachings of Aristippus, Epicurus reached the view

that happiness, or pleasure, is the chief good and
the only possible end of rational action. In popu-

lar thought Epicureanism has received a crude in-

terpretation not justified by the teachings of its

founder. According to Epicurus, pleasure, though
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desinble, is not always to be chosen, for it may
lead to pain greater than itself. It is not the

pieftsire of the moment, therefore, that we are to

foUow (the view of the Cyrenaics), but pleasure in

a larger sense, including the pleasures of the mind,

as well as those of sense. The chief good, then,

becomes a happy life as a whole, the substance of

which, in the view of Epicimis, is a healthy body
and a tranquil mind. He held that some desires

are unnatural, others imnecessary. These are to

be contrdled. He is reported to have said, '* If

thou wilt make a man happy, add not imto his

nehmf but take away from his desires.''

With Epicurus the cardinal virtue is the insight

oecesaary to regulate the desires and thus secure

an ultimate preponderance of pleasure over pain.

From this virtue all others follow. On the whole,

his teaching is hardly l^s rigorous than that of the

Stoics, who expressly made virtue the end of con-

duct A virtuous life, Epicurus holds, is the con-

dition (rf a happy life; if one is consistently virtu-

ous, his life can be only one of happiness. He
taught a prudential justice. The just man spares

himself tl^ annoyance to which an imjust man is

Ribjected by his fellows. Fear of the gods and
icai of death Epicurus considered superstitions

dfi^urbing to a happy life, because, as happy and
imperishable creatures, the gods have nothing to

do with the affairs of this world. Unlike other

philosopheTB of his time Epicurus believed in the

ffeedom of the wilL Epicureanism was long pop-
ular in Rome and was one of the four philosophical

schools endowed by Mareus Aurelius. Through
his De natura rerum Lucretius became the chief

litCTiiy representative of Epicurean philosophy.

The teachings of Epicurus, revived by Pierre Gas-
Kodi (q.v.) became extremely popular in the time
of the English deists and the French encyclopedists.

BonjOGBAPHT: P. von Giiycld. Utber daa Leben und
MenljJtiloMpkie dea EpikuruB, Berlin, 1879; £. Pfleiderer,

EudiwumimnuM und Effoiamiu, Leipsic. 1880; W. Wal-
boe, Ejricurtaniam^ London, 1880; W. L. Ck>urtney,

Stitdia in Pkilomfpky, ib. 1882; T. C. Baring. The Scheme
«f Epiaaiu, ib. 1884; F. W. Newman. Epicureaniem, in

MiteOianiee, vol. iv.. ib. 1891; P. Cassel. Epikuroe der
PhUoeopk, Berlin. 1892; E. Zeller. Stoics, Epieureana,
and Setptiea, London, 1992; H. O. Newland. Epicurean-
•Ml. ib. 1900; J. Blaason, Lttcreiiua, Epicurean and Poet,

ib^ 1908; and the general works by A. W. Benn
{Qrttk Philoaophere. ib. 1882), B. Erdmann {Hiet. of

Pkikmypf^, ib. 1893). and W. Windelband (Hiat, of An-
ant PhUoeophy, ib. 1900). Additional literature is in-

dicated in J. H. Baldwin, DicUonary of Philoeophy and
Pt^dudon. iii. 1. PP. 192-194. 351-352, New York. 1905.

EPIKLESIS OR INVOCATION: In the strict

sense of the term, the liturgical prayer by which
generally in the ancient Chureh, and to this day in

the Eastern, the sacramental elements (water, oil,

bread and wine) are consecrated; a prayer in which
God is asked to send down the Holy Ghost upon
the elements, the assumption being that such a
prayer has the mysterious power of bringing the
Holy Ghost into such relation with the elements
tbat they become operative for their purpose.

Since this purpose is the sanctification of the re-

ceiveti of the sacrament, a prayer for this also is

usoally included in the epildesis. Its position in

tbe liturgy is generally after the thanksgiving and
words of institution. As a rule it begins with what

is called the anamnesis or commemoration, fol-

lowed by the anaphora or oblation, after which
comes the epiklesis proper. It has a natural affin-

ity with the prayers of consecration in the so-called

Sacramentals (q.v.), but is to be distinguished defi-

m'tely from them. See Holy Water.
The oldest evidence for the epiklesis in the form

of a prayer of consecration for the baptismal water
is found in Tertullian (Debaptiamate, iv.); but there

is no doubt that it was a constant feature of the

baptismal rite in both East and West throughout
the third and fourth centuries. In the West the

faext oldest evidence is scarcely Cyp-
In the rian, who speaks only of a '' cleansing

Baptismal and sanctifying" of the baptismal
Service, water {Epist., bcx. 1), but rather the

Synod of Garthage of 256, with its

phrase " The water sanctified by prayer." Am-
brose asserts (De spiriiu sancto, I. vii. 88) that the

descent of the Holy Ghost, effected by the prayer

of the priest, hallows the water, and Jerome {Con-

tra Lticiferumf vi. and vii.) is unable to conceive

any true baptism without such a descent. Augus-
tine bears unmistakable witness to the same usage;

yet he, together with Ambrose, was to a great ex-

tent responsible for upsetting the imiversal belief

in the efficacy of the epiklesis and replacing it, as

the central point in the action of the Eucharist at

least, by the words of institution. In his conflict

with the Donatists he felt obliged to place the con-

secrating power less in a prayer of epiklesis, which
was clearly in his time not uniform in its wording,

than in a fixed, authoritative formula, such as was
that of baptism, resting upon the words of institu-

tion of the sacrament. This opened the way for

a new view of consecration, which in the Eucharist

especially came to be of decisive importance.

It was not long before Augustine's teaching bore

fruit. It is combined with the older view in the

pseudo-Ambrosian treatise De sacramentis (II. v.

14), and probably determined the inclusion of the

words of institution in the epiklesis of the sacra-

mentary of Gelasius, a formulary which, with some
changes, is still used in the Roman Catholic Ghurch
at the benediction of the baptismal water. The
corresponding formulary in the Greek Church is a
simple epiklesis without the words of institution.

In the case of the Eucharist, plenty of evidences

from the fourth and fifth centuries, both Eastern

and Western, attribute the consecration of the ele-

ments to the epiklesis; but the agreement is not so

universal as in the case of baptism, nor is it safe to

assume that the epiklesis was in use from the be-

ginning as a prayer of consecration, which it came
to be considered in the East. The oldest witness

for the Eucharistic epiklesis is Irenseus, who says

(IV. xviii. 5) " The bread which receives the invo-

cation of God is no longer common
In the bread but the Eucharist"; but that

Eucharist this phrase can not be pressed is

shown by the occurrence in the pre-

ceding section of another in which that bread is

said to be the body of the Lord ** over which thanks

have been given," and the context shows that this

giving of thanks (eucharistein) is not to be taken as

simply a general term for consecration. The epi-
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klesis is mentioned again in the second so-called

Pfaff fragment of Irenseus, not much later than his

time, and by Firmilian of Csesarea (Cyprian, Epist.,

Ixxv.). In the fourth century the evidences be-

come more numerous; it is mentioned by Basil

the Great, most frequently and definitely (as hav-

ing the force of consecration) by Cyril of Jerusa-

lem, again by Gregory of Nyssa, Athanasius, The-
ophilus, Chiysostom, and Ephraem Syrus. But
the most striking proof of the position which it

held in the East is the fact that there is not a sin-

gle Oriental liturgy in which it is absent or in which
it is not regarded as having consecrating force.

The earliest Western authority for the epiklesis

in the Eucharist is Ambrose (De spiritu sancto. III.

xvi. 112 and De fide^ IV. x. 124), who shows in

these passages not only his acquaintance with it

but his belief in its consecrating force. In two
other passages he seems to attribute this force to

the words of institution, which only shows how
little the question was definitely worked out in

that period. Augustine was hindered by his

symbolic conception of the Eucharist from fully

applying Ambrose's ideas on this point to it; but
certain phrases of his were taken by a later age
as decisive against the consecrating virtue of the

epiklesis. It found, however, down to the seventh
century, authors who still attributed to it its

earher importance, such as Fulgentius of Ruspe,
Optatus of Mileve, Gaudentius of Brescia, and
Isidore of Seville.

The conclusions indicated by the passages re-

ferred to are confirmed by the oldest Western
liturgies, which exhibit the epiklesis in universal

use here as a prayer of consecration for the Eucha-
rist in the fourth and fifth centuries,

Western then either disappearing or altered

Liturgies, and removed from its original posi-

tion immediately after the words of

institution. The oldest Gallican liturgies known
show no trace of this process, whose center-point

was probably at Rome. It is true that Gelasius I.

(492-496) still knows and approves of the epiklesis;

but the simplifying and unifying work which won
the name of reformers of the liturgy for him and
Gregory the Great eliminated or transformed it in

the Roman liturgy, whose acceptance in Gaul and
later in Spain ended by bringing about the same
results there too.

In conclusion it may be safely said that the
epiklesis is not primitive, and its origin may be
attributed to a combination of Biblical terms with
pagan popular notions. The Scriptural formula
" to call upon the name of the Lord " (Joel ii. 32,

quoted Acts ii. 21 and Rom. x. 13; Acts ix. 14, 21,

xxii. 16; I Cor. i. 2) recurs in many types of epiklesis.

Among the Gnostics the Name (q.v.), as a power-
ful mystic formula, is of the greatest

Conclusion. impK)rtance; its possession enables a
man to call down the Godhead. Noth-

ing was to be employed in Christian worship wliich

had not been previously ** hallowed " from demo-
niac influences; and the Holy Ghost, as the sancti-

fying power, must thus be called down upon the

creatures of water, oil, bread, and wine—a conclu-

sion the more natural that in the Scriptural narra-

tives of the baptism of C!hrist the Holy Ghost had
descended in visible form. The theory that the

definite epiklesis originated in Gnostic circles,

where it was unquestionably widely used, and then

found its way into the practise of the Church, is

incapable of demonstration; it may well have

originated in both about the same time, and had

a more rapid development among the Gnostics.

If it were certain that the extant magical papyri

of the later mystery-cults were of purely pagan

origin, iminfluenced by Gnostic views, they would

afford more than a heathen parallel for the Chris-

tian epiklesis; for in them the words epUdeiu,

ejnkaleiathai are the technical terms for the invo-

cation of the Godhead on all kinds of gifts, such as

wine, water, and milk. At least an analogous view

may be clearly shown in later paganism in the

consecration of statues of the gods, for which again

an epiklesis was in use. (P. Dbews.)
Biblioorapht: From the Catholic standpoint: L. A.

Hoppe, Die EpiklesiB der grieehitchen und orieniaiUeken

Liturgien und dor rdmis(^ien KonBekraUonakanon^ SchaB-
hauaen, 1864; J. Franc, Der eucharisHtche Konaden-
Hontmomeni^ WOrsburK, 1875; idem. Die euduui^isdu
Wandlung und die Epikleae, ib. 1880; F. Probct, Sakra-

mente und Sakramentalien, TQbingen, 1872; idem, Ltiw-

gie dee 4- Jahrhunderte^ Mdnster, 1893; idem. Die abend-

l&ndieche Meeee vom 6. bie zum 8. Jahrhunderie^ ib. 1896;

Ucfele, ConcUi«n(feeiikidUet vii. 721, 728 aqq.; KL, iv.

686-606.
From the Protestant standpoint: P. Zom, Diaeeha^

. . . de cirucAi)<rc(, Rostock, 1706; J. W. F. Hdfling. Dom
Sakrament der Taufe, >. 470 sqq.. Erlansen, 1846; G.

Anrich, Dae anUke Myeterienweeen in eeinen^ Binfluee auf

doe Chrietentum, Gdttingen. 1894.

EPIPHANES. See Carpocrateb and tbb Cah-

POCRATIANS.

EPIPHANIUS OF CONSTANTIA: Greek Chuitb

Father; b. at Basanduk (near Eleutheropolis,

the modem Bet Jibrin, 23 m. s.w. of Jenisa-

lem), probably between 310 and 320; d. at sea

403. It is very doubtful whether his parents were

Jews, for while still a youth he lived among the

monks of Egypt, where he came into conflict with

Gnostic heretics and succeeded in expelling some

eighty members of the sect. In his

Life. native town he founded a monastery

and was ordained presbyter by the

bishop of Eleutheropolis. He was possibly a close

friend of Hilarion, although the statements in hia

Vita concerning their relations are devoid of his-

toricity. But there is no doubt that he was a

faithful adherent of the Nicene Oeed, and because

of his reputation for learning and piety he was made
bishop of Constantia in Gyprus and metropolitan

of the island in 357. He established monastidsm
in his see, and was so deeply venerated that his

judgment was sought on all sides. Thus originated

many of his works, such as his epistle on the per-

petual virginity of Mary, his " Fast-anchored,"

his *' Medicine Chest," and his " Twelve Gems."

Next to his zeal for monasticism, Epiphanius

was characterized by his orthodoxy. He r^arded

Origen as the father of all heresies, and made the

task of his life the crushing of his opponent. His

hatred was based on the fact that Origen was the

source of Arianism and had also received a Greek

training, with which was connected a spiritualism
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which Epiphanius oppoeed by a crass realism.

He therefore became the leader of a reaction

apinst Origen which assailed all Greek cult\ire

within the Church. While on a visit

Oppoddon to Jerusalem (probably in 393), he
to Origen. contended in the Church of the Resur-

rection against the teachings of

Oiigen as the root of Arianism until Bishop Johan-
nes compeUed him to desist. Johannes replied

with a sermon against " anthropomorphism/'
but Epiphanius, though he too repudiated all

anthfopomorphistic doctrines, besought the bishop
to abandon the teachings of his opponent. Some
time afterward he ordained a monk, the brother
of Jerome, priest at Bethlehem, a violation of the
epecopal ri^ts of Johannes which he felt himself

obliged to justify. He had another occasion to

manifest his antipathy to Origen, when Theophilus
of Alexandria came over to his side and sought to

annihilate the followers of his former teacher in

the Nitrian desert. The disciples of Origen took
nrfoge with Chiysostom, and Theophilus urged
Epiphanius to convene a synod to condenm Origen
and to send its rulings to him, to Chrysostom, and
other bishops. Epiphanius eagerly assented, held

the fynod, and hastened to Constantinople, at the
invitation of Theophilus, in 402. There, however,
he avoided meeting Chrysostom, but performed
anoUier ordination which contravened ecclesiastical

Liv and informed the bishops whom he had as-

aembled of the condenmation of Origen. After a
fnntlefis endeavor to secure the expulsion and ex-

eommunication of the adherents of Origen and the
condffnnation of his writings, he left the city in

page, but died before he reached Cyprus.
The extraordinary reputation of Epiphanius

among his contemporaries was due to his imion
d monastic asceticism with deep learning and zeal

for orthodoxy, and he may be regarded as the repre-

soitative of the tendency of his time to drive pagan-
ism at all costs from the position which

Character it still held. His importance for

and Sig- posterity, on the other hiemd, is found
nificance. in the contents of his writings. His

" Fast-anchored " affords insight into
the thecdogy of the period, and it contains a de-
tailed exposition of the doctrine of the Trinity
and the Resurrection, and polemics against the
AriaoB, Origen, and others. Far more important
i« the " Medicine Chest," which was based largely

on Iiensus and the lost " Heresies " of Hippolytus.
The other sources of Epiphanius are more difficult

to trace. Once he quotes Clement of Alexandria
as his authority, but shows himself independent
in his discussion of many of the older heresies,

e^tedally the Jewish and Samaritan sects, the

Ebbnites, the Valentinians, and the Marcionites.

With all his limitations, his work remains a valuable
aonroe for the heresies of the fourth century. The
" Recapitulation," which was used by Augustine,
may also have been a separate work of Epiphanius.
His ** Weights and Measures " is devoted chiefly

to the books of the Bible, their translations, the
geography of Palestine, and other Biblical subjects.

His "Twelve G«ns," on the twelve precious stones
in the breastplate of the high priest, is extant only

in two excerpts, one edited by Konrad Gesner
(Zurich, 1565), and the other preserved as the
fortieth question of Anastasius. The Latin trans-

lation of the latter, which is incomplete at the

beginning and the end, was first published by P. F.

Foggini (Rome, 1750), but the exegesis of the Song
of Solomon, also translated by the same scholar,

is really an abridgment of a work of Philo of Car-

pasia. The letters of Epiphanius to Johannes of

Jerusalem and Jerome have been preserved in

Latin translation, but the Homilies, the VUcb
propfietorunif the De numerorum myateriis, and the

so-called Phyaiologtis are spurious.

(N. BONWETSCH.)
Bxblioobapht: The editio prinoeps of the Opera is by J.

Hervagiufl, Basel, 1544; the editions by D. Petavius,
Paris, 1622, and W. Dindorf. Leipsic. 1859-62 (critical)

contain the Vita ascribed to an alleged companion of
Epiphanius, Polybius (worthless as a source). Sources
for a life are: Socrates, HUt. eccl., vi. 10, 12; Sosomen,
Hiti. €ecl., vi. 32, vii. 27, viii. 14; Jerome, De vir. i//.,

oxiv. For more modem discussions of his life consult:

A. Qervaise, HUtoire de la vU de S. £jnphane, Paris,

1738; DCB, ii. 149-156 (by R. A. Lipsius, elaborate);
Neander, ChrieUan Chxtrch, vols, i., ii.; Schaff, Chriatian
Church, iii. 926-933 et passim. For treatment of vari-

ous phases of criticism consult: B. Eberhard,!Z>M BetheiliO'

uno dee Epijihaniue am Streite <U>er Origenee, Trier, 1850;
R. A. Lipsius, Zur Quellenkritik dee Epiphanioe, Vienna,
1865; idem, Quellen der dUeelen Ketzergeeehichte, pp. 91
sqq., Leipsic, 1874; A. Hilgenfeld, KeUergeechichU dee
UrehrieterUums, pp. 80 sqq., ib. 1884; H. G. Voifft, Eine
verechoUene Urkunde dee anUmorUaniaUechen Kampfeef
ib. 1891; E. Rolffs. in 7(7, xii. 4. 1895; Krumbacher. Oe-
eehidUe, pp. 874 sqq.; G. Rauschen, JahrbUcher der
chrieUichen Kirche, pp. 382-383, 404, 552 sqq., Freiburg,
1897; KrOger, Uietory, passim; Uamack, Dogma, espe-
cially vol. ii.

EPIPHANIUS SCHOLASnCUS: A friend and
assistant of Cassiodorus (q.v.) at whose request he
translatedmanyGreek works into Latin, viz . : (1 ) the

church histories of Socrates, Sozomen, and Theodo-
ret, which he combined into one; under the name
of Histaria tripartiia^ it was the most popular com-
pendium on its subject in the Bliddle Ages; (2)

the collection of synodical epistles sent to the em-
peror Leo I. in defense of the Council of Chalcedon
and in condemnation of Timotheus iElurus (gen-

erally known as the Codex Encyclius); (3) the

commentary of Didymus the Blind on the Catholic

Epistles; (4) the commentary of Epiphanius of

Salamis on the Song of Solomon. G. KRt)QER.

Bibuoorapht: Ceillier, Auteure eaerie, viii. 524, xi. 102;
DCB, ii. 169-160.

EPIPHANIUS OF TICINUM: Bishop of Tici-

num (Pavia); b. at Ticinum 438 or 439; d. there

Jan. 21, 496. He was elected bishop in 466 and
was consecrated at Milan. He is described as of

gracious personality and bearing and of great

popularity. In the troublous times that preceded

the downfall of the Western empire, Ep.phanius

became the advocate and protector of his flock

against the barbarian leaders in whose hands lay

the fate of Italy. In 471 he went to Rome as dele-

gate of the nobles and populace of Liguria to* act

as mediator between the emperor Anthemius and
his son-in-law the king-maker Ricimer and suc-

ceeded in preventing war, though he could not

save Anthemius from death by the orders of

Ricimer in the following year. In 474 he was the
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ambassador of the emperor Julius Nepos at the

court of the Visigothic king Euric, whom he per-

suaded to abstain from hostilities against the

empire. In the same year the Heruli under
Odoacer attacked Pavia and destroyed the cathe-

dral; but Epiphanius obtained from the conqueror
the remission of five years' taxes for the city and
devoted himself to its restoration. He stood in

the good graces of Theodoric, who sent him on a
mission to Lyons in 494 to obtain from the Burgun-
dian king Gundobad the release of his Ldgurian

prisoners. Epiphanius was the means of bringing

back more than 6,000 men to the depopulated
fields of northern Italy. There is a tradition that

his body was brought to Hildesheim in 962.

(T. FdRSTERf.)

Bibuoobafht: The Vita by Ma«nus Felix Ennodius is in
MGH., Auct, anL, vii (1885), 84-109. and in AfPL. Ixiii.

207-240.

EPIPHANY, FEAST OF THE: A festival cele-

brated in honor of Christ on Jan. 6, or some day
near that date. It is first found among the Basi-

lidians in Egypt, with whom it was the commem-
oration of the baptism of Christ. This was also

the main reference of the festival when its observ-

ance became general in the Eastern Church. In
some instances the birth of Christ was also com-
memorated on that day. But this meaning was
not retained when, at the close of the fourth cen-

tury, the Eastern Church adopted the custom of

the Western, to celebrate the birth on Dec. 25.

The Epiphany festival is first mentioned in the

West in the fourth century. It is possible that in

Gaul at least the birth of Christ was celebrated on
that day; but in later times the celebration in the

West generally referred to the worship of the Magi
in chronological connection with the celebration

of the birth on Dec. 25. References to the bap-
tism occur, nevertheless, down to the Middle Ages,

which makes it probable that wherever the festival

was celebrated in the West before Christmas was
fixed for Dec. 25, it concerned the baptism of Christ.

In the Middle Ages the worship of the Magi was
retained as the principal fact. Yet mention was
also made of the miracle at Cana, and even of the

resuscitation of Lazarus. The idea was the mani-
festation of the glory of Christ, as may be seen from
the Roman Gospeb for the Sundays after Epiphany
which relate his being found in the Temple, the

manifestation of his glory at Cana, the faith of the

centurion, and the stilling of the tempest. The
special functions which marked the day in the East
were the preliminary steps to baptism and the

blessing of the font, and the announcement of the

date of Easter. Among popular customs some
remains of the dramatic representation of the com-
ing of the Magi have been retained in certain

places.

Luther reverting to the original meaning of the

day desired that preachers should refer to Christ's

baptism and to Christian baptism in general, and
himself preached on that subject. But he did not

succeed in imposing his view on the Lutheran
Church, which retained Matt. ii. 1-12 as the Scrip-

ture lesson for the day. Before the end of the six-

teenth century the celebration of the day was

abolished in some territories; among the Reformed
it ceased entirely. Even among Lutheraos the

festival fell more and more into disuse, as unnec-

essary, or was transferred to the following Sunday,

as in Prussia in 1754. At present there is much
diversity of practise: in some parts the day is still

kept as a great festival, in others it is a so-called

" half holy-day," i.e., a day of purely ritual observ-

ance, with a church service; in others again it is

not celebrated at all, though the following Sundays

are still counted as Sundays after Epiphany. The

efforts to restore the day are not likely to be suc-

cessful. It follows too soon after Christmas and

it is difficult to give it a special significance m
addition to that of the greater festival. A sug-

gestion that the day should be celebrated as a

general missionary festival has this against it, that

in many places missionary festivals have already

been introduced with special peculiarities, and it

would be imdesirable to interfere with th«n. Thus

only Luther's suggestion would remain, to make the

day a baptismal festival. But this suggestion also

has little prospect of successful execution. The

festival, in our conditions, suffers from the difficulty

of retaining the day as an ecclesiastical festival

while it has attached to it no generally acknowl-

edged special event to be celebrated. [In the mod-

ern Roman Catholic Church, it is the double of the

first class, with an octave, and the Anglican Com-

munion has retained it among the greater or '* red-

letter " holy-days, with a special service appointed]

BxBLioaRAPHr: Bingham, Oricinet, book xx., chap, it.;

E. Martene. De arUiquU eedena rUibiu, iii. 42, Venice,

1783; A. J. Binterim. DenkwHrdigkeiten, v. 1. pp. 310

sqq., 7 vols.. Mains. 1837-41; P. de Lagarde, Ueb«r dai

Weihntu^tafeat, in MiUeUungen, vol. iv., Gettingen. 1891;

T. Kliefoth, Liturgiache Ahhandlunoen, 8 vols.. Roetock,

1854-61; L. Duchesne. Chriatian Worahip, paaaim. Loo-

don, 1904; DCA, i. 617-621 (a worthy aocoimt).

EPISCOPACY.
I. The Roman Catholic Church.

II. The Eastern Church.
III. The JansenistChurch of Holland and theOld Catholics.

IV. The Church of England and the Protestant Episeopal

Church.
V. The Reformed Episcopal Church.
VI. The Moravian Church.
VII. The Lutheran Churches.

VIII. The Reformed Churches.
IX. The American Methodist Episcopal ChurchM.
X. The Historic Episcopate.

Episcopacy is church government by bbhope.

The purpose of this article is to give a concise state-

ment of the views concerning the episcopal office

held by different Christian communions; for the

origin of the office, its historic development, and

theories of its relative dignity, see Poltty, Ecclesi-

astical; for the selection of bishops and their duties,

see Bishop; see also the articles upon the several

bodies named below.

I. The Roman Catholic Church holds to the di-

vine origin and authority of episcopacy. Ita

position was distinctly defined by the Council of

Trent: " If any one saith that in the Catholic

Church there is not a hierarchy by divine ordina-

tion instituted, consisting of bishops, priests and

ministers; let him be anathema. If any one saith

that bishops are not superior to priests ... or

that the power which they possess is common to
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tbem and to priests ... let him be anathema ''

(Kssion xxiiL 6, 7). Episcopacy is held as essen-

tial to the Church as the sacraments; the Church

cm not exist without it. The words of Cyprian

.£pirf., ixviu. [Ixvi., Ixix.] 8, ANF, v. 374-375),
"

tiie Church is in the bishop," present this view

concisely. The bishops are the inunediate suc-

eessore of the apostles,
—" all chief rulers by vica-

rious ordination succeed to the apostles " (Cyprian,

ut sup., 4, ASF, V. 373), Another view was quite

prevalent in the Middle Ages, viz., that all bishops

are saccessoTs of St. Peter and stand in his stead

C'tbc leaders of the Church, who hold the place of

PetCT," Robert Grosseteste, EpisL, xxiii., ed.

Laard, Rolls Series, no. 25), a view held also by
the Church Fathers. It is a matter of uncertainty

whether the bishops are an order distinct from the

priests or not (cf. Friedberg, Kirchenrechtt p. 150).

They are certainly superior to priests and deacons

not merely in jurisdiction but in the kind of grace

tltfy possess. In their consecration a special grace

B imparted and they alone have the right to or-

dain and thus confer an indelible grace. Thomas
.Aquinas again and again affirms that the episco-

pate is not a distinct order and that consecration

to it has not a sacramental character (cf. Sententicpf

IV. 3Ddv. 3; Summa, Supp.^ xi. 5, ed. Migne, iv.

1074). The Council of Trent speaks of the " hier-

arrfiy of bishops, priests, and deacons " but its

language is susceptible of a twofold interpretation,

for it classes subdeacons with the ordines majores

(seasiwi xxiii. 2). Innocent IIL (1198-1216) in-

duded the subdeacon in the ordines majores. If

the sobdiaconate be an order by itself then the

bishop belongs to the order of the priesthood and
13 not a distinct order.

The pope is at the head of the hierarchy of bishops

and, as the inmiediate successor of Peter, all

bidiops are subject to him as the vicar of Christ

and the successor of the divinely appointed head
of the apostles. The confirmation of bishops by
the pope was made a fixed rule by Nicholas III

(1277-80). The theory that the bishops are

assistants of the pope was definitely stated by
Innocent III. Quoting Leo I. {E-piaU, vi., AfPL,
liv. 671) he declM^d that they receive their author-
ity to assist the pope and not as having ** plenitude

of power" (cf. Ddllinger-Friedrich, PapsUhum,
Munich, 1892, pp. 73, 409). This theoiy was advo-
cated by the papal publicists in the ^rly half of

the fourteenth century and opposed by the anti-

papal publicists of the same age, such as Pierre

Dubois, and by Gerson and other Galilean leaders

in the fifteenth century. This view of Innocent
III. eeriously limits the prerogative of the bishops
and enables the pope to depose them and makes
their resignation valid only when accepted by him.
The Vatican Decrees (iv. 3; Schaff, Creeds , ii.

262 sqq.) order obedience to the pope by " all

pastofB " in " all matters that belong to faith and
morals and also in those that pertain to the govern-
ment and discipline of the Church," and also assert
" that their episcopal authority is really strength-

awl and protected by the supreme and universal
Pastor." The struggle over the Galilean and
Ultramontane theories of the jurisdiction and

original authority of the episcopate was theo-
retically brought to a close by the decision of the
Vatican Council.

n. The Eastern Church holds likewise to the
divine origin of episcopacy, to the transmission

of apostolic grace, and to apostolic succession.

It dissents from the Latin Church in refusing to

recognize the pope as the spiritual head of all

Christendom, but is ready to acknowledge him as

the patriarch of Western Christendom, occupying
an equal dignity with the four historic patriarchs

of the East, Constantmople, Alexandria, Antioch,

and Jerusalem.

in. The Jansenist Chttrch of Holland and the

Old Catholics both agree with the Roman Catholic

Church on the question of the divine authority of

episcopacy, but differ from it in holding the Galilean

theory of the episcopate, i.e., they deny to the pope
anything more than an appellate and supervisory

jurisdiction over the Church, hold that he may err,

and that ecumenical coimcils are superior to him
in authority. The episcopate of the Dutch Jan-
senists was received in 1724 from Dominique Marie
Varlet, Bishop of Babylon, then living in Amster-
dam. Other Roman Catholic bishops, on being

applied to, refused the rite of consecration. Each
new consecration ever since has been noticed by a
special excommunication from Rome. The Old
Catholics seciu^ their orders from the Jansenists

of Holland, the bishop of Deventer consecrating

Bishop Reinkens (Aug. 11, 1873), who subsequently
consecrated Dr. Herzog bishop for Switzerland

(Sept. 18, 1876), so that they preserved the apos-

tolic succession.

IV. The Chtirch of England and the Protestant

Episcopal Church of the United States tolerate

two classes of opinion,—^the Anglo-Catholic or

High-church view, and the Low- or Broad-church
view. (1) The Anglo-Catholic view of the episco-

pate is in essential particulars that of the Roman
Catholic Church. It does not recognize the superior

authority of the pope, as the vicar of Christ and
the infaUible successor of St. Peter, nor even place

ordination among the sacraments. But it re-

gards episcopacy as indispensable to the very
being of the Church, holds to the transmission of

grace by the imposition of hands, accepts apostolic

succession, and denies validity to any ministry not

ordained by bishops. Bishops " as being the suc-

cessors of the apostles are possessed of the same
power of jurisdiction " (J. H. Blunt, Dictionary

of Doctrinal and Historical Theology, p. 85, London,
1870). They are, and have been from the time of the

apostles, an order distinct from the priesthood

and diaconate and higher than both. As late as

1618 the highest authority in the Church of Eng-
land, James 1., recognized the ordination of the
Reformed Churches of the Continent when he sent

a delegation made up in part of bishops to the
Synod of Dort. Archbishop Laud (1633-45) was
the most extreme representative of the jure divino

right of episcopacy the Church of England has had,

and his intolerance brought him to the block.

(2) The Low- and Broad-church view regards the

episcopate as desirable and necessary for the well-

being, not to the being, of the Church. The episcopal
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is not the only form of government with Scriptural

authority (if, indeed, it or any other be recommended
by Scripture); but it is the one best adapted to

forward the interests of Christ's kingdom among
men. The best Anglican writers on this side

agree that the episcopate developed out of the

presbyterate, and that there are only two orders

of the ministry in the New Testament,—^presbyters

and deacons. Dr. Ughtfoot, bishop of Durham,
in his scholarly and exhaustive discussion of the

subject (commentary on Philippians, pp. 180-267),

says, "It is clear, that, at the close of the Ap-
ostolic Age, the two lower orders of the three-

fold ministry were firmly and widely established;

but traces of the episcopate, properly so called,

are few and indistinct. . . . The episcopate was
formed out of the presbyteral order by elevation;

and the title, which originally was common to all,

came at length to be appropriated to the chief of

them." And again he says, " The episcopate was
formed out of the presbytery." After he was made
bishop he stated that his views on the episcopate

had been misunderstood. Dean Stanley (Chris-

tian Institutions f p. 210) representing the same
view, says, " According to the strict rules of the

Church derived from those early times, there are

but two orders,—presbyters and deacons."
This view, which is also held by such men as

Arnold, Alford, Jacob, and Hatch, was the view
of the divines of the English Reformation. Cran-
mer. Jewel, Grindal, and afterward Field (" The
apostles left none to succeed them," Of the Church,

vol. iv., p. vii.), defended episcopacy as the most
ancient and general form of government, but always
acknowledged the validity of Presbyterian orders.

(Cf. G. P. Fisher, in the New Englander, 1874, pp.
121-172.) Bishop Parkhurst looked upon the

Church of Zurich as the absolute pattern of a
Christian conmiunity; and Bishop Ponet would
have abandoned even the term " bishop " to the

Catholics, Ecclesiastics held positions in the

Church of England who had received only Presby-
terian ordination. Such were Whittingham, Dean
of Durham, Cartwright, Professor of Divinity at

Cambridge, and Travers, provost of Trinity Col-

lege, Dublin. It is doubtful whether any prelate

of the English Church in Elizabeth's reign held

the jure divino theory of episcopacy, though Arch-
bishop Bancroft (d. 1605) seems to have been the
first Anglican prelate to avow it. Two of the

most elaborate defenders of the Low-church view
in the seventeenth century were Stillingfleet and
Ussher, the latter representing the episcopate as

only a presidency of the presb3rter over his peers;

yet the Episcopal Church reordains all ministers

who have not been episcopally ordained, but ac-

cepts priests of the Greek and Roman Catholic

Churches without reordination.

The orders of the Anglican Church were declared
invalid by Leo XIII. in the bull ApostoliccB curce

of Sept. 13, 1896 (in Mirbt, Quellen, p. 406), the
decision being based on certain defects in the form
of ordination. Mr. Gladstone's appeal to the pope
to hold the decision in abeyance was not heeded.
The archbishops of Canterbury and York united
in a reply (1897).

V. The Reformed Episcopal Church holds to an

episcopacy of expediency. " It adheres to epis-

copacy, not as of divine right, but as a very ancient

and desirable form of church polity " (DecUxraticm

of Principles, Dec. 1, 1873). Its founder and first

bishop was Geoi^ David Cummins (q.v.), who had

been assistant bishop of the Episcopal Church
in Kentucky.

VI. The Moravian Church deserves separate and

special mention, for three reasons. Its episcopate

was active before the Reformation on the OhiU-
nent and in England began; it is in the apostolic

succession; and its bishopric in America antedates

those of the Episcopal (1784) and Methodist (1784)

denominations by forty years, August Gottlieb

Spangenberg (q.v.) having been consecrated in

Germany, 1744, and exercised oversight in Penn-

sylvania from 1745 to 1762. The first bishopt

consecrated in America were the Moravians, Martin

Mack, at Bethlehem, Oct. 18, 1770, and Michael

Graff, at Bethlehem, June 6, 1773. The first Mo-
ravian bishop waa consecrated at Lhotka in 1467

by the regiilarly ordained Waldensian bishop

Stephen (cf. E. A. de Schweinits, The Moravian
Episcopate, London, 1877; see Bohemian Breth-
ren). The British parliament recognized the va-

lidity of Moravian ordination in 1749. In 1881,

however, Bishop Stevens of Pennsylvania reor-

dained a Moravian presbyter, aimingto give him "a
more ample ordination." The Moravians recognize

the ordination of other Christian bodi^ as valid,

admitting presbyters at once into their ministry

{Law Book of the Church, ix. 63). [The medieval

Waldenses had a connexional organization with

bishops or general superintendents (majores or ma-

jorales), ordained if possible by other majores; in

the absence of a major, by presbyters . They claimed

apostolic succession for their majores. Their au-

thority in ordaining and in exercising discipline

was much greater than that of presbyters (cf . B.

Gui, Practica InquisUionis heretica pravitatis,ed.C.

Douais, Paris, 1886, pp. 136-137). The Moravian

Anabaptbts had a similar polity with a single

bishop or head of the whole connection.

A. H. N.]

Vn. The Lutheran Churches have for the most

part abandoned episcopacy, and where they reUin

the name ** bishop " the authority of the official \a

regarded as of human bestowment. The parity

of the ministry is a fundamental tenet of Lutherans.

With rare exceptions (George of Polentz, bishop of

Samland (q.v.), and Echard, bishop of Pomerania)

the bishops on the Continent, unlike the bishops

in England, held aloof from the Reformation.

Luther might have had episcopal ordination for

the first Lutheran preachers, but, as he distinctly

said, he did not want it. He ordained with his own
hands the first minister of the new order, his

amanuensis, G. R6rer. He pronounced the mims-

try a matter of expediency, that things may be

done in an orderly and decent manner. An of-

ficer with supervisory jurisdiction somewhat
similar to that of bishop is called inGermany Sape^
intendent (q.v.). The Lutheran Church in Sweden

has bishops; a committee was appointed in 1874,

by the convention of the Episcopal Church in the
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fnitcd States, to investigate the validity of its

orderi, but the convention let the matter drop and
DO dedsioD was pronounced. There is much doubt

concerning the integrity of the succession. Law-
rum Peterson was consecrated by Paul Justin,

Bi^Mip of Abo, in 1575 Archbishop of Upsala.

The evidence for the validity of Justin's consecra-

tkn \b defective. But the confessions of the

Svedish Church recognize the equality of the min-

istiy. The bishops of the Church of Denmark
have DO claim whatever to apostolic succession,

although the English bishops of India have recog-

Dued Danish ordination. Christian III. in 1536

imprisoned the old bishops; and the new ones whom
be appointed were at first called superintendents,

tod ordained by Bugenhagen.
VnL The Reformed Churches recognize two

orden of tiie ministry,—presbyters and deacons.

They bdieve that the bishops of the New Testa-

(Dent were identical with presbyters, and deny
that the apostles appointed any successors. They
do not deny that episcopacy as a matter of expe-

diocy may be justifiable; but they do not eon-

cede either its divine origin, or the transmission

of grace by the imposition of hands, or apostolic

Hwcession, in the Anglo-Catholic sense. (Cf. the

Form o} Gavemmeni of the Presbyterian Church,

cbps. iiL, v., etc.) Calvin supported episcopacy
for Poland and acquiesced in it for EIngland.

John Knox divided Scotland into eleven districts,

for each of which a " superintendent " was to be
cboeen; his duties were to be those of a missionary

supervisor and the idea of a separate order of the

ministTy was not thought of.

DL The American Methodist Episcopal Chtirches

have an episcopacy which is neither diocesan nor
hierarrfiical, but itinerant and preebyterial. The
bishops constitute an '' itinerant general superin-

tendoicy/' and are " amenable to the body of

ministerB and preachers," who may divest them of

their office. They are not a distinct order of the
deigy, but only presbyters. The Methodist
Episcopal Church in the United States (North)
at aereral of its recent General Conferences has

emphatically disavowed that the episcopate is an
order; it is only a function. The Methodist
Church can not claim apostolic succession if it

would- John Wesley after having applied in vain
to the Bishop of London to ordain preachers for

America, himself ordained the first bishop,

Thomas Coke (q.v.), in 1784. The Wesleyan
Church in Great Britain has superintendents.

The Evangelical Association and the Church of

the United Brethren also have an episcopate.

IVir bishops are elected for a stated period and
not for life.

Z. The Historic Episcopate is an expression first

used in its technical sense by the Protestant Epis-

wpal Church at its Triennial Convention in Chicago,

1^. The expression occurs in a series of four

srtides adopted by the Convention which were
intended to be a basis for the reunion of Christen-
dom. They were reaffirmed by the Pan-Anglican
Sjuxi at Lambeth, 1888 (see Lambeth Cokfer-
enoe). In the commimications which passed
(between the comniittee appointed by the Triennial

Convention and the Presbyterian General Assembly
of the United States of America, it was found that
the expression meant that there is a special order
of bishops which goes back to apostolic times and
the proposition of union on that basis was declined

(cf. the Minutes of the General Assembly for 1887,

pp. 132-134, 154-156, and for 1880, pp. 93-101;
also C. W. Shields, The Historic Episcopate (New
York, 1894). D. S. Schafp.
Bibliography: Add to the work* cited under Bnaope and

Polity. Ecclixiabtical, J. Reville, Le»OrioineadeV&p%»-
cfrpoi, Paris. 1895.

EPISCOPAL CHURCH, REFORMED. See Re-
formed Episcopal Church.

EPISCOPIUS (BISSCHOP), SIMON: Dutch
theologian; b. at Amsterdam Jan. 8, 1583; d.

there Apr. 4, 1643. For his gifts and industry

shown in the schools of Amsterdam the city au-
thorities made him alumnus^ and sent him to the
University of Leyden in 1600. There he became
master of arts in 1606 and then began the study of

theology under Arminius and Gomarus. When
the Amsterdam officials wished to make him
preacher there» the Calviniste protested. He went
to Franeker and heard Johannes Drusius. In 1610
he became pastor at Bleiswyk, after having de-

clined other calls. He took part on the side of the

Remonstrants (q.v.) in the conferences at The
Hague (1611) and at Delft (1613). When Gomarus
resigned as professor at Leyden the curators nomi-
nated Episcopius as his successor and he entered

upon his duties as professor there Feb. 23, 1612,

with an address De optima regni Christi instruendi

raiione. During the six years that he held this

position he published several works which were
collected after his death in his Opera theologica (ed.

S. Curcelkeus and P. van Limborch, 2 vols., Am-
sterdam, 1650-65). Festus Hommius, pastor in

Leyden, attacked him in Specimen controversiarum

Bdgiearum (Leyden, 1618) and he was once pub-
licly affronted in Amsterdam.
With twelve other Remonstrant ministers Epis-

copius was cited to appear at the Synod of Dort
and he was one of the leaders of the Remonstrants
before that body (see Dort, Synod of). He and
the others were banished and for a time he lived

in Antwerp, then at Paris and in Rouen, until,

after the death of Prince Maurice (1625), the ani-

mosity against the Remonstrants in hm native

land began to diminish and he was able to return

to Rotterdam (1626). He wrote much during his

exile including the Confessio sive declaratio pas^

torum qui in frderato Belgio Remonstrantes vocan-

tur (1622; Dutch transl. by Uytenbogaert, 1621).

In Sept., 1630, he consecrated the new Remonstrant
church in Amsterdam; in Oct., 1634, he became
the head of the newly founded Remonstrant theo-

logical seminary there, and filled the position with

much honor and renown for nine years, displaying

vast energy and exercising a far-reaching influence.

In his InstUutiones theologictr (left incomplete;

published in four volumes, 1650-51) he gave a
scientific basis to the doctrines of the Remonstrants,

in his Apologia pro conjessione (1629) he refuted

an attack of four Leyden professors upon the
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ConfessiOf and various attacks by Trigland and
others received his immediate attention. With no
less zeal and success he defended the Protestant

faith against the doctrines and practise of the

Roman Catholics.

In all his writings Episcopius maintains that

theology is not a speculative but a practical science

and that every conception of faith is without value

when application fails in religious and moral life.

But it must be granted that his opponents had some
reason to question his orthodoxy. Not only did

he combat the Calvinistic doctrine of predestina-

tion, but in his explanation of the dogmas about
the divinity of Christ, the Trinity, and original

sin, he deviated from the doctrine of the Reformed
Church. None the less his endeavor to free theo-

logical science from ecclesiastical constraint broke
the way for its independent development. He
was one of the greatest theologians of his age and
was generally esteemed for his amiable character.

H. C. ROGGEf.
Bibliography: P. a Limboroh, Hiatoria viia aancH EpU-

copii, Amsterdam, 1701; J. Konsmenbui^, Lofrede 8.
Epi9copius, ib. 1791; J. M. SchrOck, Le&ena6eaMret&un(7
wm berUhmten OeUhrten, ii. 182-194, Lcipdc, 1790; F.
Calder, Memoira of S. Epiacopius, London, 1835; H. C.
Rogge, Bibliotheek remonstrantache OMchriiten^ pp. 38-47,
Amsterdam, 1863.

EPISCOPUS m PARTIBUS HfFroELIUM. See
Bishop, Titular.

EPISTLE: I. The Epistles of the New Testa-

ment: WestcDtt and Hort's Greek New Testa-

ment has 531 pages of text, of which slightly over
one-third is taken up by the Epistles.

Importance This is a striking fact, showing that

and Sig- the epistolary element is a significant

nificance. part of Holy Scripture and decisive

for the study of the nature and mean-
ing of revelation and inspiration. Since the New
Testament reflects the history and mental perspec-

tive of the Christian consciousness out of which it

came, it is also certain that letter-writing played
a large part in the building and development of

the Apostolic Church.

Other facts found in or near the Apostolic Age
have similar bearing. The letters to the churches
in the Apocalypse of John (chaps, ii. and iii.) are

strong evidence. Their existence as an organic

part of an apocalypse is, in itself, notable. Chris-

tianity took the apocalypse from the Jews. For
two centuries it had been in constant use and,

like all abiding literary types, had created for itself

a traditional mold. The prophetic consciousness

of the new religion boldly altered and adapted it.

The New Testament apocalyptist takes the letter

aB a part of his method. His letters are something
more than a form; each had a definite address and,

like a real letter, takes color from actual and local

conditions. This original element in the Christian

Apocalypse proves that letter-writing had already

played a considerable part in the making of the

new religion's fortune; otherwise, the apocalypt-

ist would not have made this use of the epistolary

form.

The First Epistle of Clement (96 a.d.?) shows a
Christian congregation manifesting a lively interest

in the affairs of another. Evidently, correspond-

ence was the means whereby the new rdigion

both expressed and intensified its deep common
consciousness. The Shepherd of Hennas (100-140

A.D.?) enjoins Clement, the head of the Roman con-

gregation, to send the prophet's outgivings to the

other churches. Thus it is evident that the letter

satisfied a deep need of primitive Christianity.

Religions differ in their power to create a high and

sustained common consciousness. It was because

the religion of Jesus excelled at this point all

competing religions which invaded the Roman
Empire in the same period that it eventuaUy con-

quered. Therefore, the large space within the

Scripture canon occupied by the Epistles illumines

the history of the Apostolic Church and the nature

of the Christian religion.

The Apostolic letters were in large part written

before 70 a.d., while three at least of the Gospels

were published after that date. Here, again, is

a fact significant for the interior history of the

Apostolic Church. The publication of the Goe-

pels corresponds to the need which impels a nation

to publish and codify its organic law. The build-

ing of the Apostolikon (the Epistles) accompanies

the founding and building of the Catholic Church,

while the publishing of the Gospels indicates the

deepening self-consciousness of the Church.

In the founding of the Catholic Church St. Paul

played the leading part. It was his ambition as a

missionary to evangelize the empire. In the pur>

suance of that splendid aim he planted churches

widely scattered over Asia 3linor and

The Greece, the care of which was on his

Epistles heart night and day (II Cor. xi. 28).

of PauL Consequently through letters and the

disciples who served him as letter-

carriers (Timothy, Epaphroditus, Sylvanua, and

others) he kept himself in touch with these out-

posts and sought to shape their development. It

is easy, then, to understand why the Pauline let-

ters constitute the main part of the New Testa-

ment Epistles. In the first place they occupy a

large part of the space within the canon. Of the

183 pages given to the Epistles in Westcott and

Hort's Greek New Testament, St. Paul fills 127.

In the second place, the Pauline letters are the

only real letters in the New Testament. The

Catholic Epistles are largely homilies; the Epistk

to the Hebrews is a theological treatise, with a

small personal element (xiii. 23-25); but the Paul-

ine letters are in large part real letters. The apostle

was informed regarding conditions in his churches,

and his letters go to the heart of specific problems

and needs.

St. Paul used the letter as he used the Greek

language, with masterly freedom. His siJutatioo

is a distinct literary evolution. Compare it with

the salutation of James, which is cast in the lit-

erary mold of his time. Paul builds up a sahita-

tion which becomes an apologetic and doctrinal

instrument (Gal. i. 1-5; Rom. i. 1-7). His eager,

creative mind reaches forward to his conclusion

and greets his correspondents with it.

St. Paul's letters are, in a sense, an autobiography.

In them he expresses himself with great freshness,

surrendering himself to the matter in hand, taking
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color from it while he imposes form upon it. In

tiiis way he makes himself the only man of the

ApaetoGc Age who is largely and vitally individual

ID 05 and comes before us as a real person. No
liie of Peter or John can be written which is not

mainly generalization and more or less diffuse

sermoniziDg. But a bic^raphy of Paul is possible.

Hbnry S. Nash.

n. Apocryphal Epistles. See Apocrypha, 6.

in. Epistles, in the Liturgical Sense. See Peri-
ropi:; and also Evanoeliarium ; for those in the

fcdesiastical sense see CoMifENDATORT Letters;
I)ecietaijb; EInctclical Letters; Letters Di-

U1££0ST.

Bisudqhapht: Ab an aid to penetrating the internal life

of the Apostolic Age through study of the Epistles, con-
8ah in general the literature on that period and the works
OQ Introduction to the N. T.. especially: E. Renan, Hist.

ie» anffinet du duisiianiame, 7 vols.. Paris, 1863-82. Eng.
mnflL. London, n.d. (brilliant, but the conclusions are
to be scanned); E. Reuas, OeachichU der heiligen Schrif-

kn da N. T., Brunswick. 1887, Eng. transl.. London.
1890 (flomewhat antiquated, yet preciw and clear in in-

nsht); A. C. McGiffert, Hi»t. of ChrUtianity in the Apo§-
idic Age, New York, 1897 (belongs to the Hamack
itbocAy, A. JOlicher, EinUUung in doM N. T., Tabingen,
1901. Eng. transL, London, 1904 (best for Introduo-
tioo), J. Moffatt, Historical N, T., Edinburgh. 1901
(handy): E. Ton Dobschats. Dot apottoliache ZeitdUer,

HAQe, 1904. Eng. transl., London. 1904 (on the re-

iipoaa snd social background); P. Wemle. Die Anf&noe
saamr Rdigion, TQbingen, 1904, Eng. transl.. Begin-
ewflt of Chrittinniiy, 2 vols., London. 1903-04 (the doo-
thssl predominates over the practical and social); W. M.
Ranuay. UtUre to the Seven Churchee, ib. 1905; J. H.
Ropes, The Apostolic Age in the Light of Criticiem^ New
York, 1906 (bent popular work); H. von Soden, Begin-
H«^ of Chriatianity, London, 1906.

EFISTOLS OBSCURORUM VIRORUM: A se-

ries of satirical epistles occasioned by the conflict

between Johann Reuchlin (q.v.) and the Domini-
cans of Cologne in the early years of the six-

teenth century. They may be regarded as com-
panioo pieces to the Clarorum virorum epistolce . . .

od Johannem Reuchlirij a collection of missives in-

tended to illustrate the support which that great
fcbolar enjoyed among the illustrious men of the
time, and to the poem Triumphus Doctoris Reuch-
Ijni^ the authorship of which has been attributed
ifl port to LTrich von Hutten. The first part of

the Epistola appeared in 1514 under the title

Epi4ol<E obscurorum virorum ad venerabilem virum
Magitirum Ortuinum Gratium^ and comprised
fofty-one letters which were increased by seven
in the third edition, published in 1516. The second
part appeared in 1517 under a slightly altered title

^d contained sixty-two letters, to which eight

fupplementary letters were added in a second
edition. In 1689 both parts were published in an
amplified form but the added material possesses
CO inner connection with the original work. Or-
tainufl Gratius, to whom the greater number of the
Intcn are addressed, was professor of belles-lettres

and philosophy in Colo^^e after 1506. Devoting
bis considerable himianistic learning to the service
of scholasticism, he drew upon himself the hatred
andcontempt of the advocates of the new learning,

»nd was cliaracterissed by Luther as a " wretched
pwtaster and a ravening wolf, if not indeed a
crocodile." Among the alleged writers of the

IV.—11

letters occur a few names of actual personalities,

such as Jakob Hochstraten and Arnold von Ton-
gem, but the great majority like Schaffsmulius,

Mistladerius, etc., are obviously comic fictions.

In form no less than in contents, the Epistola are

a burlesque of the scholastic literature. The de-

based Latinity of the theologians is cleverly imi-

tated and their ignorance of and contempt for the

ancient learning are contrasted with their firm

conviction of their own erudition and mental
acuteness. Assuming to be puzzled by the most
absurd problems of scholarship and theology, the

writers address themselves to Ortuinus for a reso-

lution of their doubts. The moral degradation

of the clergy is painted at the same time with a
broadness of humor that is undeniably contrary

to the taste of a more advanced age. References

to the dispute between Reuchlin and the Domini-
cans are to be found in all the letters, and in the

second part the first rumblings of the approaching
storm of the Reformation may be heard.

In spite of the similarity between the two parts

of the Episialcp, the first may be characterized as

showing a more restrained fancy and mode of ex-

pression and a less evident desire to indulge in

satire for the mere joy of destruction. The letters

have been assigned, therefore, a double, and, pos-

sibly, a triple authorship. The author of the greater

number of letters in the first part and the one
who conceived the idea of the work was Johann
Jftger (called Crotus Rubeanus), who, bom at

Domheim in 1480, was educated by the Domini-
cans, became professor of theology at Cologne in

1506, and rector of the imiversity of Erfurt in 1520.

The chief writer of the second part was probably
Ulrich von Hutten. To Hutten the work had
been attributed from the beginning, but, whereas
he indirectly confessed to the authorship of the

Carmen rythmicale in the second part, he expressly

denied all responsibility for the first. The persons

attacked in the Epistolce obtained a papsJ brief

against the authors, publishers, and possessors of

the book, and carried on a vigorous polemic

against the work. It was a Defensio by Pfefferkom
that gave occasion to the writing of the second

part. (Ferdinand Cohrs.)
Biblioorapht: The edition which displaces all others is

by E. Bdcking, 2 vols., Leipsic, 1864-70, containing text,

indexes and commentary; German tranal. by M. Binder,
Stuttgart, 1876, Eng. transl., London. 1909. Consult D.
F. Strauss, Ulrieh von HuUen, pp. 176-211, ib. 1871, Eng
transl., I/ondon, 1874.

EPONYM: The personage assumed in folk-lore

and early history as the ancestor of a clan or race

or as the founder of a state or city. The term is a
loan-word (Gk. epOnifmos, " given as a name ")»

and is much used in modem investigations into

the origins of society. It embodies concisely the

results of those investigations so far as they in-

volve that the alleged ancestors or founders were
fictitious creations formed in the late mythopeic
period in response to inquiry into beginnings by
the peoples concerned. Thus its use implies that

when it was forgotten what were the origins of the

lonians, Eolians, and Acheans, of the Italian

peoples and of Rome, Ion, iEolus and Achaeus,

Italus and Romulus were put forward to account
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for the names of the tribes, peoples and city, though
modern research has seemed to prove that they had
no real existence as persons. While the term epo-

nym and the conclusions of research it expresses

have long been commonplaces in secular history,

only comparatively recently have they been appUed
to Biblical history. Here the critical school alone

has applied the term and the idea, e.g., to the patri-

archs assigned as progenitors of the Hebrew race

and of the several tribes. Thus Heber is regarded

as an eponym accounting for the Hebrew people,

and the same is true of Jacob and Israel and of his

twelve sons. The grounds adduced for thus apply-

ing the method are various. In general, it is as-

sumed that what is taken as proved for non-Biblical

races applies with equal force to the peoples named
in the Bible, especially in view of the strong tend-

ency manifest there to etymologize in explaining

the names. In particular, the appearance both in

Egyptian and in cuneiform documents of such names
as Yakob-el " Jacob is god," Yoseph-el " Joseph is

god," the occurrence of such names as Gad and
Asher as god-names in non-Hebraic sources, and
many similar phenomena have been made the basis

for extending to Biblical names the principles of

explanation regarded as fixed and satisfactory in

secular lines of investigation. It hardly needs to

be said that the traditional or conservative school

of Biblical interpretation repudiates the methods
and the results involved Geo. W. Oilmore.

EQuriiuS: An early leader of Western monas-
ticism. Our knowledge of him is gained from Greg-
ory the Great, who got his information from per-

sonal friends. Of his date the only thing known
is that he lived in the beginning and middle of the
sixth century. He was abbot of several monas-
teries in the province of Valeria, near the Lago
di Fucino in the Sabine Mountains, and ruled also

over certain nunneries. The monks busied them-
selves with agriculture and in copying ancient

manuscripts. Although Equitius was a layman,
he preached both in churches and in the streets

of the towns and villages through which he made
missionary journeys. His itinerant activity led

to a conflict with the clergy, who induced the pope
(Gregory does not name him) to summon Equitius

to Rome; but he changed his mind, it is said, as

the result of a terrifying vision—probably in reality

through being convinced of the harmlessness of

Equitius, who is honored as a saint on Mar. 7.

(G. GR0TZMACHBR.)
Bibliographt: The single source is Pope Gregory I., Dia-

logorum libri quattuor, i., chap. 4, handiest in MPL, Ixxvii.

147 sqq. Consult ASB, March, i. 649-651; C. Baronius,
Annalea eccl., ad annum 581. nos. 9-12. 12 vols., Rome,
1588-93; £. Spreitaenhofer, Die EntwidUung de» alien

MOnchlunu in lialien, Vienna, 1894.

ERA: This word (Lat. cpra and era) denotes a
sequence of years reckoned from a definite point

of time, wherein every particular year has its fixed

position by nmnerical rotation; and the i>oint of

time from which the era proceeds is termed its

epoch. The word is first used by Isidore of Seville

(q. V. ) in the beginning of the seventh century ; and
attempts have accordingly been made to derive

it from the Gothic. It has been correlated with

the German Jahr and English " year "; but this is

not at all certain, and many deem the more prob-

able origin to be from the Latin aara (plural of

(B8 in the sense of " counters," " reckoning ").

Among Christian peoples, the era now generally

in use is that which has for its epoch the birth of

Jesus Christ; that is, the years are reckoned " after

the birth of Christ." This era was certainly

brought into general use and probably

The was invented by Dionysius Exiguus

Christian (q.v.). That is to say, when (in 525)

Era. he was making a continuation of the

ninety-five year Easter-table of Cyril

of Alexandria from its expiration in the year 531

after Christ, he did not designate the separate

years of this Easter cycle, as Cyril had done, as so

many years after the Diocletian persecution, but

as so many years ab incamatume Domini, He
says, " We have been unwilling to connect our

cycle with the name of an impious persecutor

[Diocletian], but have chosen rather to note the

years from the incarnation of our Lord Jesus

Christ." For the first year of his computation,

Dionysius assumed 754 of the City of Rome accord-

ing to Varro's calculation, following probably

some reckoning already known by his age. By
incamaiio Domini^ however, he understood, con-

sistently with the phraseology then in vogue, not

the birth of Jesus, but his conception; that is,

the day of the annunciation to Mary (celebrated

on Mar. 25; see Annunciation, Feast of the).

At the same time, he did not begin his era with this

day, but with the first of January preceding—in
other words, with the beginning of the year as it

stood accepted in the calendar of Julius Caesar.

Hence " the first of January, 754, of the City of

Rome according to Varro," is the epoch of the era

of Dionysius. This was afterward misunderstood;

incamatio coming to be identified with nativUns

[and Dec. 25 being the accepted day of Christ's

birth (see Christmas)], people supposed that

according to the reckoning of Dionysius, Jesus

was bom on Dec. 25, 753 a.u.c.—as though Dio-

nysius began his era a week after its proper epoch.

Others supposed that Mar. 25, 753, or Dec. 25,

754, was the date of the incamatio according to

Dionysius (cf. the works on chronology, e.g.,

C. L. Ideler, Handbuch der mathematischen und

technischen Ckronologie, ii. 381 sqq. Berlin, 1826).

ConaisteDtly with the practise of making incamatio syn>

onymous with noHviUu, this era was also d«Bgnat«U «

noHvitate Domini, post Chriehim natum, or as now quite

generally " after the birth of Christ." Otho' designatioai

are anni circumcieumie, anni domini noairi Jeeu Chri^^

anni Ckrieti grcUia, anni gratia, ete.; stiU a^n. amd
KduHe, anni orbie redempti, etc The d^snation cnni

trabeatumie was doubtless originally intended to elgmfy w
many years after Christ's crucifixion, but is also ai^ed
to years after the birth of Christ.

It can not be doubted that Jesus was not bom in

the year 754 a.u.c. Dionysius, or his authorit\% must

have been in error. King Herod, who commanded
the slaughter of the children at Bethlehem (Matt.

ii. 16-18) died 750 a.u.c, and Jesus must surely

have been bom before the death of Herod. But, if

we consider the great difficulties of all chronological

calculations, and especially the inadequate auxil-
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iaiy apparatas that was available for Dionsrsius,

DO reproach is due him for his mistake. On
the other hand, no one can seriously think of at-

tempting to alter the Christian era to accord with
the correct date of the birth of Jesus, even if this

dite could be accurately determined. The era is

commended by its convenience, especially since

the practise has arisen of reckoning backward as

wdl as forward from its epoch; that is, of dating
e^«nta before its inception, according to years

before the birth of Christ (ante Christum natum).

Hus custom came about at a comparatively late

date; the well-known historian and chronologer

J. C. Gatterer of Gdttingen about 1780 dated
e?entfi before the birth of Christ in *' years of the

wofid."

WotU eras, the epoch of which is the year of the

ereatioQ of the world, have been prevalent in great

Domber. To mention only two, a rather wide
vogue was enjoyed by the world era of

Other Panodorus, who reckoned 5,904 years

Erai. from Adam to the year 412 a.d.

(about which time he lived); his years

be^ with Aug. 29, corresponding to the First of

Thoth, or the Egyptian new year. Afterward,
this en is usually termed the Antiochian, some-
times the Alexandrian. Its new year was also

tiansferred to Sept. 1 , in which case the eight latter

months of its year 5493 are the eight former months
of the year one of our chronology. More impor-
tant than this is the Byzantine world era, which
bog served as the standard of computation in the
Eastern Empire, in Russia, among the Albanians,
Servians, and Modem Greeks. It counts sixteen

yeais in excess of the Antiochian era, though like-

wise beginning the year with Sept. 1; its year 5509
began with Sept. 1 of the year one before Christ.

This era was in use in Russia till 1700; whence it

originated appears not to be known.

Attempts to eompute the year of the creation of the world
08 tbt bans of 6«iires eupplied in the Old Testament (the
cn of the patriarchs, etc), have been made by ohronolo-
fists abnoet down to the present time. Scaliger and Cal-
viaui hold the year one of our era to be the year 3950 from
tbe a«etioD: Petaviua, the year 3984; Uaher, the year
4004; Frank, 4182. Historians once used one or another
<^ thtm lyitems in dating events, especially for the time
before Christ: thus Qatterer, mentioned above, computed,
ia iu earlier works, according to the world era of Petavius;
lA hia lata- ones, acoOTding to that of Frank.

Of the eras employed in the Christian Churchy
two otheFB may be mentioned briefly. The one is

tbe Diocletian, already cited above, which orig-

iiated in Egypt. Its epoch is the First of Thoth
(Ang.29 ofthe Julian calendar), of 284 a.d. It num-
bers the years from the accession of Diocletian,

liMogh the first year of Diocletian is not reckoned
trom the day of his proclamation (Sept. 17), but,

b accordance with a generally observed custom,
from the new year's day of this year. As this era

gained circulation in the Christian Church, it came
to be teraied, by way of reminder that Diocletian

hid cruelly persecuted the Christians, cera marty-
non. The same era continued in observance, to

some extent, as late as the eighth century. Be-
^(ies this, the Spanish era was prevalent in Spain
from the begimiiiig of the fifth oentuiy, and in

particular among the West Goths. Its epoch is

the year 716 a.u.c, or 38 B.C. It is used, among
others, by Isidore of Seville in his Histaria Oo"
tharumf and traces of its observance occur into

the twelfth century.

All these chronological systems had to yield,

step by step, to that of Dionysius; and for a long

time past, it has been the custom
The throughout Christendom to compute

New Tear, in years after (and before) the birth

of Christ. In the light of this simple

and imequivocal reckoning, it was not advantageous
to forego the uniform practise of beginning the

year with Jan. 1, as Dionysius had done in agree-

ment with the Roman calendar. As a matter of

fact, Jan. 1 appears to have maintained its place

as the beginning of the year in civil life everywhere,
nor have any calendars been found with a different

initial date; moreover, Jan. 1 was named new year's

day (see New Year's Festival). Nevertheless

other initial dates came into official use; especially

Mar. 25 and Dec. 25 were favorite dates for begin-

ning the year in the Middle Ages and do^^n to

modem times. [In England the change from
Mar. 25 was made by act of 1751.] In the case of

Mar. 25, we have still to distinguish between the

calcithu Pisanus, which computed from Mar. 25
before our new year, and the calculus Florentinus

which computed from Mar. 25 after our new year.

Other new year's dates are Mar. 1, Sept. 1, and the

Saturday before Easter. Luther computed the

year from Dec. 25; so that, for instance, the dating
of a letter die innocentum 1530 denotes, by our

mode of reckoning, Dec. 25, 1529. More detailed

information as to these new year's dates is to be
sought in text-books of chronology; a good synop-

sis is furnished by H. Grotefend in Taschenhuch der

Zeitrechnung (Hanover, 1898), pp. 11 sqq.

Carl Bbrtheau.
Biblioobapht: Besides the work of Ideler, mentioned in

the text, consult Ideler, Ldirfrudi der ChronoloQie, Berlin,

1829; H. Grotefend, Zeiiredinuno der deutadien MittelaUer

und der Netueit, vols, i.-ii., 2d part, Hanover, 1891-08;

idem, Taeehenbueh der Zeiirechnuno, ib. 1898; F. Ruhl, Chro-

nolooie dee MUtelaUere und der Netueit, Berlin. 1897; F.

K. Ginsel, HaruBmch der mathemaiiechen und teehnieehen

ChronaLogie, vol. i., Ldpsic, 1906. The literature under
Chbonoloot may also be consulted. A voluminous litera-

ture might be cited, but it is composed largely of treat-

ment of special topics bearing not too directly upon the

subject.

ERASMUS.
Early Ufe (i 1)

Studies and Travels (i 2).

Basis of Literary Activity (i 3).

Various Works (J 4).

Attitude Toward the Reformation (| 6).

Relations with Luther (| 6).

Doctrine of the Eucharist (f 7).

Closing Years (i 8).

Desiderius Erasmus Roterodamus, Dutch human-
ist and theologian, was bom at Rotterdam, Hol-

land, Oct. 27, probably 1466; d. at Basel, Switzer-

land, July 12, 1536. Information as

I. Early to his family and early life comes from
Life. a few meager accounts written or

suggested by himself at a somewhat
advanced age and from many but vague references

in his writings at all periods of his life. There
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seems good reason to believe that the tone of self-

pity that pervades all these accounts was assumed
for purposes at which one may guess, but as to

which one can not be certain. He was doubtless

bom out of wedlock, well cared for by his parents

till their early death, and then given the best educa-

tion open to a yoimg man of his day in a series of

monastic or semimonastic schools. All this early

education is made by him in the light of later ex-

perience to appear like one long conspiracy to force

him into the monastic life, but there is no other evi-

dence for this, and recent criticism has suggested

ample motives for his desire to give his life-history

this peculiar turn. He was admitted to the priest-

hood and took the monastic vows at about the

age of twenty-five, but there is no record that

he ever exercised, the priestly fimctions, and
monasticism was one of the chief objects of his

attack in his lifelong assault upon the evils of the

Church.

Almost immediately after his consecration the

way was opened to him for study at the University

of Paris, then the chief seat of the later scholastic

learning, but already beginning to feel
2. btuoies

^j^g influence of the revived classic

Travels,
culture of Italy. From this time on
Erasmus led the life of an independent

scholar, independent of country, of academic ties,

of religious allegiance, of everything that could in-

terfere with the free development of his intellect

and the freedom of his literary expression. The
chief centers of his activity were Paris, Louvain,
England, and Basel; yet it could never be said that

he was identified with any one of these. His resi-

dences in England were fruitful in the making of

lifelong friendships with the leaders of English
thought in the stirring days of Henry VIII.—John
Oolet, Thomas More, Thomas Linacre, and WiUiam
Grocyn. He held at Cambridge an honorable
position as Lady Margaret professor of divinity,

and there seems to have been no reason except his

unconquerable aversion to a routine life, why he
should not have spent his days as an English pro-

fessor. He was offered many positions of honor
and profit in the academic world, but declined them
all on one or another pretext, preferring the imcer-

tain, but as it proved sufficient rewards of inde-

pendent literary activity. In Italy he spent three

years (1506-09), part of the time in connection
with the publishing house of Aldus Manutius at

Venice, but otherwise with far less active asso-

ciition with Italian scholars than might have
been expected. The residence at Louvain exposed
Erasmus to the petty criticism of men nearer to
him in blood and political connections, but hostile

to all the principles of literary and religious prog-
ress to which he was devoting his life. From this

lack of sympathy, which he always represented as

persecution, he sought refuge in the more congenial
atmosphere of Basel, where under the shelter of

Swiss hospitality he could expreas himself with
freedom and where he was always surroimded by
devoted friends. Here he was associated for many
years with the great publisher Froben, and hither

came the multitude of his admirers from all quar-
ters of Europe.

Erasmus's literary productivity began compara-

tively late in his life. It was not until he had made

himself master of a telling I^tin style

3. Basis of that he undertook to express himself

Literary on all current subjects of literature

Activity, and religion. His revolt against the

forms of Church life did not proceed

from any questionings as to the truth of the tra-

ditional doctrine, nor from any hostility to the

organization of the Church itself. Rather, he fdt

called upon to use his learning in a purification of

the doctrine and in a liberalizing of the institutiooa

of Christianity. He began as a scholar, trying to

free the methods of scholarship from the rigidity

and formalism of medieval traditions; but he was

not satisfied with this. He conceived of himself as,

above all else, a preacher of righteoiisneas. It was

his lifelong conviction that what was needed to

regenerate Europe wa^ sound learning applied

frankly and feariessly to the administration d
public affairs in Church and State. It is this con-

viction that gives unity and consistency to a life

which at first sight seems to have been full of fatal

contradictions. Erasmus was a marked individual,

holding himself aloof from all entangling oUiga-

tions; yet he was in a singulariy true sense the cen-

ter of the literary movement of his time. In his

correspondence he put himself in touch with more

than five hundred men of the highest importance

in the world of politics and Of thought, and his

advice on all kinds of subjects was eagerly sou^t,

if none too readily followed.

Naturally, Erasmus has been most widely known
for his critical and satirical writings, such as the

" Praise of Folly " (Paris, 1509) and

4. Various many of the CoUoquia, which appeared

Works, at intervals from 1600 on. These

appeal to a wider audience and deal

with matters of wider human interest. Yet their

author seems to have regarded them as the trifles

of his intellectual product, the play of his leisure

hoiu^. His more serious writings begin eariy with

the Enchiridion MUitis Ckristianif the " Manual (or

Dagger) of the Christian Gentleman " (l^OS). In

this little volume Erasmus outlines the views of the

normal Christian life which he was to spend ihd

rest of his days in elaborating. The key-note of it

all is sincerity. The chief evil of the day, he rays,

is formalism, a respect for traditions, a regard for

what other people think essential, but never a

thought of what the true teaching of Christ may be.

The remedy is for every man to ask himself at each

point: what is the essential thing? and to do this

without fear. Forms are not in themselves evil.

It is only when they hide or quench the spirit that

they are to be dreaded. In his examination of the

special dangers of formalism, Erasmus pays his

resf)ect« to monasticism, saint-worship, war, the

spirit of class, the foibles of " society," in the fashion

which was to make his later reputation as a satirist^

but the main impression of the Enchiridion is dis-

tinctly that of a sermon. A companion piece to the

Enchiridion is the Inslitutio Principia Christiani

(Basel, 1516), written as advice to the young king

Charles ol Spain, later the emperor Charles V.

Here Erasmus applies the same general principles
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of boDor and ediicerity to the special functions of

the Prince, whom be represents throughout as the

serFsnt of the people. While in EIngland EIrasmus

begin the systematic examination of manuscripts
of the New Tentament to prepare for a new edition

tnd Latin translation. This edition was published

bj Froben of Basel in 1516 and was the basis of

most of the scientific study of the Bible during the

Ref(»ination period (see Bible Text, II., 2, § 1).

It wu the first attempt on the part of a competent
aikd liberal-minded scholar toascertain what the wri-

tenof the New Testament had actually said. Eras-

mus dedicated his work to Pope Leo X. as a patron

of teaming, to whom such an application of scholar-

ship to religion must be welcome, and he justly

reprded this work as his chief service to the cause

of a sound Christianity. Immediately after he be-

pn the publication of his Paraphrases of the New
Testament, a popular presentation of the contents

(rf the several books. These, Hke all the writings

of Erasmus, were in I^tin, but they were at once

trandated into the conunon languages of the Euro-
p^a peof^, a process which received the hearty

tpproval of E^rasmus himself.

The outbreak of the Lutheran movement in the

far following the publication of the New Tes-

tament brought the severest test of

$. Attitude Erasmus's personal and scholariy char-

Towtrd acter. It made the issue between Eu-
the Refor- ropean society and the Roman Church
matkm. syistem so clear that no man could

qtiite escape the sunmions to range
himself on one side or the other of the great debate.

Eraamoa, at the height of his literary fame, was
inevitably called upon to take sides, but parti-

Buiship in any issue which he was not at liberty

himself to define was foreign equally to his nature
and his habits. In all his criticism of clerical fol-

lies and abuses he had always carefully hedged
himself about with protests that be was not attack-
ing church institutions themselves and had no
omuty toward the persons of churchmen. The
vorid had laughed at his satire, but only a few ob-
stinate reactionaries had seriously interfered with
his activities. He had a right to believe that his

work 90 far had commended itself to the best minds
and also to the dominant powers in the religious

world. There can be no doubt that Erasmus was
in sympathy with the main points in the Lutheran
criticiam of the Church. For Luther personally
he had and expressed the greatest respect, and
Lather always spoke with admiration of his supe-
rior teaming. Luther would have gone to great

kogths in securing his cooperation in a work which
»emed only the natural outccHne of his own.
When Erasmus hesitated or refused this seemed to

the aprigbt and downright Luther a mean avoid-
ant of responsibility explicable only as cowardice
or unsteadiness of purpose, and this has generally

wen the Protestant judgment of later days. On
the other hand theRoman Catholic party was equally
desirous of holding on to the services of a man who
had so often declared his loyalty to the principles

it was trying to maintain, and his half-heartedness
in declaring himself now brought upon him nat-
nOj the suflfpicion of disloyalty from this side.

Recent judgments of Erasmus, however, have shown
how consistent with all his previous practise his

attitude toward the Reformation really was. The
evils he had combated were either those of form,

such as had long been a subject of derision by all

sensible men, or they were evils of a kind that could
be cured only by a long and slow regeneration in

the moral and spiritual life of Europe. Get rid

of the absurdities, restore learning to its rights,

insist upon a sound practical piety, and all these

evils would disappear: this was the progranune of the
** Erasmian Reformation." No one could question

its soundness or its desirability. Its fatal lack was
that it failed to offer any tangible method of apply-

ing these principles to the existing church system.

This kind of reform had been tried long enough,
and men were impatient of further delay. When
Erasmus was charged—and very justly—with hav-
ing '' laid the egg that Luther hatched " he half

admitted the truth of the charge, but said he had
expected quite another kind of a bird. «

In their early correspondence Luther expressed
in unmeasured terms his admiration for all Erasmus

had done in the cause of a sound and
6. Relations reasonable Christianity, and exhorted

with him now to put the seal upon his work
Luther, by definitely casting in his lot with

the Lutheran party. Erasmus replied

with many expressions of regard, but declined to

conunit himself to any party attitude. His argu-

ment was that to do so would endanger his position

as a leader in the movement for pure scholarship

which he regarded as his real work in life. Only
through that position as an independent scholar

could he hope to influence the reform of rehgion.

The constructive value of Luther's work was mainly
in furnishing a new doctrinal basis for the hitherto

scattered attempts at reform. In reviving the half

forgotten principle of the Augustinian theology

Luther had furnished the needed impulse to that

personal interest in religion which is the essence of

Protestantism. This was precisely what Erasmus
could not approve. He dreaded any change in the

doctrine of the Church and believed that there was
room enough within existing formulas for the kind

of reform he valued most. Twice in the course of

the great discussion he allowed himself to enter the

field of doctrinal controversy, a field foreign alike

to his nature and his previous practise. One of

the topics formally treated by him was the freedom
of the will, the crucial point in the whole Augus-
tinian system. In his De libero arbitrio liarpi^ti

Bive coUatio (1524), he analyzes with great clever-

ness and in perfect good temper the Lutheran exag-

geration, as it seemed to him, of the obvious limi-

tations upon human freedom. As his habit was, he

lays down both sides of the argument and shows
that each had its element of truth. His position

was practically that which the Church had always

taken in iti» dealing with the problem of sin: that

Man was bound to sin, but that after all he had a
right to the forgiving mercy of God, if only he would
seek this through the means offered him by the

Church itself. It was an easy-going Semi-Pela-

gianism, humane in its practise, but opening the way
to those very laxities and perversions which Enui*
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mus and the Reformers alike were combating. The
" Diatribe/' clever as it was, could not lead men to

any definite action, and this was precisely its merit

to the Erasmians and its offense to the Lutherans.

As the popular response to the Lutheran sum-
mons become more marked and more widely spread,

the social disorders which Erasmus
7. Doctrine dreaded began to appear. The Peas-

of the ants' War, the Anabaptist disturb-

Eucharist ances in Germany and in the Low
Countries (see Anabaptistb), icono-

dasm and radicalism everywhere, seemed to con-

firm all his gloomy predictions. If this were to be
the outcome of reform, he could only be thankful

he had kept out of it. On the other hand, he was
being ever more bitterly accused of having started

the whole " tragedy." In Switzerland he was espe-

cially exposed to criticism through his association

with men there who were more than suspected of

extreme rationalistic doctrines. On this side the

test question was naturally the doctrine of the

sacraments, and the cnix of this question was
the observance of the Eucharist. Partly to clear

himself of suspicion and partly in response to de-

mands that he should write something in defense

of Catholic doctrine, he published in 1530 a new
edition of the orthodox treatise of Algerus against

the heretic Berengar of Tours in the eleventh cen-

tury. He added a dedication in which he affirms

positively his beliei in the reality of the body of

Christ after consecration in the Eucharist, but ad-

mits that the precise form in which this mystery
ought to be expressed is a matter on which very
diverse opinions have been held by good men.
Enough, however, for the mass of Christians that

the Church prescribes the doctrine and the usages

that embody it, while the refinements of specula-

tion about it may safely be left to the philosophers.

Here and there in many vehement utterances on
this subject Erasmus lays down the principle, quite

unworthy of his genius and his position of influ-

ence: that a man may properly have two opinions

on religious subjects, one for himself and his inti-

mate friends and another for the public. The anti-

sacramentarians, headed by (Ecolampadius of

Basel, were, as Erasmus says, quoting him as hold-

ing views about the Eucharist quite similar to their

own. He denies this with great heat, but in his

denial betrays the fact that he had in private con-

versation gone just as far toward a rational view
of the doctrine of the Eucharist as he could without

a positive formulation in words. Naturally here,

as in the case of free will, he could not command the

approval of the Church he was trying to placate.

Thus, as the visible outcome of his reformatory
activities Erasmus found himself at the dose of his

life at odds with both the great parties.

8. Closing His last years were embittered by con-

Tears, troversies with men toward whom he

was drawn by many ties of taste and
sympathy. Notable among these was his passage

at arms with Ulrich von Hutten (q.v.), a brilliant,

but erratic genius, who had thrown himself with all

his heart into the Lutheran cause and had declared

that Erasmus, if he had a spark of honesty about
him, would do the same. In hia reply, Spongia

advermis aapergines HuUerd (1523), he displays,

better than almost anywhere else, his skill in twistr

ing words and phrases to suit the purpose of the

moment. He accuses Hutten of having misiD'

terpreted his utterances about reform and reit^

erates his determination never to take sides in the

division of parties. When the city of Baael was

definitely and officially " reformed " in 1529, Eras-

mus gave up his residence there and settled in the

imperial town of Freiburg-im-Breisgau. It would

seem as if he found it easier to maintain his neu-

trality imder Roman Catholic than imder Protestant

conditions. His literary activity continued with-

out much abatement, chiefly on the lines of relig-

ious and didactic composition. The most impor-

tant work of this last period is the EcdenaHes or

''Gospel Preacher" (Basel, 1535), in which he

brings out the fimction of preaching as the nuMt

important office of the Christian priest, an emphasis

which shows how essentially Protestant his inner

thought of Christianity was. The same impression

comes from his little tract of 1533 on '* Preparadon
for Death," in which the emphasis throughout is

on the importance of a good life as the essential

condition of a happy death. For unknown rea-

sons Erasmus found himself drawn onoe more to

the happiest of his homes, at Basel, and returned

thither in 1535 after an absence of six years. Here,

in the midst of the group of Protestant scholars

who had long been his truest friends, and, so far as

is known, without relations of any sort with the

Roman Catholic Church, he died. So long as he

lived he had never been called to acooimt for his

opinions by any official authority of the dominant

Church. The attacks upon him were by private

persons, and his protectors had always been men of

the highest standing. After his death, in the seal

of the Roman Catholic reaction, his writings were

honored with a distinguished place on the Index of

prohibited books, and his name has generally had

an evil soimd in Roman Catholic ears. The ex-

traordinary popularity of his books, however, has

been shown in the immense number of editions and

translations that have appeared from the sixteenth

century imtil now, and in the undiminished interest

excited by his elusive but fascinating personality.

EpHRAUf Emebton.

[Ten columns of the catalogue of the library in

the British Museiun are taken up with the bare

enumeration of the works translated, edited or an-

notated by Erasmus, and their subsequent re-

prints. It is a remarkable showing. The greatest

names of the classical and patristic world are in-

cluded, such as Ambrose, Aristotle, Augustine,

Basil, Chrysostom, Cicero, and Jerome.]

Bibuographt: The works were edited by Ermamns's friead

BeatUB Rhenatus. 9 vols., Baael. 1540. and by Le CSere.

10 vote., Leyden. 1703-06. The best edition of the BpU-

Um is by P. S. AUen. vol. !., Oxford. 1906. with which

should be put Briefe an Detideriua Eraamu9, ed. L. K.

Enthoven. Strasburg. 1906; an Eng. transL of the Spit-

tie9 , , . to hia Fifty-firvt Year, Arranged in Order <4

Time, by F. M. Nichols, appeared. 2 vote., London. IWI-
1904. His CoOoquiM are in Eng. trand. by N. Buley.

ib. 1878; his PraUe of FoUy, with his Utter to 5tr Thomtu

More and a Life is in a handy ed.. ib. 1876; his BnMnr
dion miliHe ChrieHani is in Eng. transL. ib. 1906, ef. The

CArMion't Manual CompUtd from ths SneMridion, by
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p. W. Crowther, ib. (1816); the Apotheoms of Eraamua
TnMd. into Eng. by NicoUu UdaU, 1664 was reprinted,

Bortoo, England, 1877; there is a school ed. of the Conn

wmJc amkHptHs, by V. 8. Clark. Boston. 1896. The most
eomplete bibliography is found in Bibliolheca Eraamiana,

lipaioirt dea tntvns d'Sratme, Ghent, 1803. Consult also

BAlwtkeea Eraamiana, Ghent, 1903, J. M. Baldwin,

Dietkmary of Philoaopky and Paycholoov, III. i. 194-196.

Od the life eonsult: F. O. Stichart, Eraamua, Leipsic,

1S70; H. Durand de Laur, £raame, prfeuraeur et iniHa-

kvdararpra modeme, 2 vols., Paris, 1872; R. B. Dnim-
Boixi Eraamua, kia Ufa and Character. 2 vols.. London.

1873; G. Feos^. £raamua: itude aur aa vie et aaa ou-

iTovn. P*ria» 1874; J. Meiklejohn, The Reformera, Glas-

pxw, 1885; F. Seeboiun, The Oxford Reformera, London.

1887; M. Doda, frosmus and Other Eaaaya, ib. 1891; J.

A. Froude. Life and Lettera of Eraamua. New York, 1896;

P. de Nolhac, Graeme en Italie. £tude aur un Spiaode de

la rmaiaaance, . . . dauee lettrea iniditea d*£raame, Paris,

1S68; E. Emerton, Deaiderxua Eraamua of Rotterdam,

New York. 1899; A. R. Pennington, The Life and Char-

Oder of Eraamua, London. 1901; E. F. H. Capey. Eraa-

maa. New York, 1903; W. H. Woodward. Deaideriua

Snamua oonceminQ the Aim and Method of Education,

Cbmbridge. 1904; J. A. Faulkner. Eraamua the Scholar,

fSnrinnati. 1907.

ERASMUS, SAIFT. See Helpers in Need, the
Fourteen.

ERASTUS, THOMAS, ERASTIAinSM: Swiss Re-

formed physician and theologian; b. prob^ly at

Baden (14 m. n.w. of Zurich), Switzerland, Sept. 7,

1524; d at Basel Jan. 1, 1583. The name is Gre-

ased from Laber or Lieber. He studied theology at

Baad and philosophy and medicine for nine years

It Bologna and Padua. In 1568 he became phy-

sdan in ordinary to the elector Palatine, Otto

Henry, and professor of medicine at Heidelberg.

In 1580 he went to Basel as professor of medicine

and became also professor of ethics shortly before

hMdeath. He was considered a good physician and

opri^ man, and established a foundation for the

education of poor students in medicine at Basel

and Heidelberg. As a student of nature he strenu-

ously opposed the astrology, alchemy, and magic

of Paracelsus and his school, though he approved

of the death penalty for witches. It is as a theo-

b|;ian, however, that he is known and remem-
bered. He was a follower of Zwingli, took an

8cdY€ part in the conferences at Heidelberg (1560)

ind at Maulbronn (1564), and defended the Swiss

view of the Lord's Supper in a book Vom Verstand

dff Wort CkrisH : Das ist mein Leib, and again

in a vindication of this work against Johann Mar-

bach, a Lutheran minister of Strasbuig (Heidel-

berg, 1565). Some years later he had occasion to

defend his master's ideas against the Calvinists

ID a question of church polity. There was a Cal-

vinigt party in Heidelberg, headed by Caspar

Oievianus (q.v.), which wanted to introduce a
purely Presbyterian constitution, with a corre-

sponding church discipline. Erastus strongly op-

posed the movement, but in vain. He was him-

self the first victim of the established discipline,

bong excommunicated on a charge of latent Uni-

tarianism; after five years, however, he was restored.

Six years after his death G. Castelvetro, who had
married his widow, published a work, written in

1568 and found among his papers, ExpUcatio

gravimmas qtutstionis utrum excommunicaHo . . .

nondato nitatur divino an excogitata sii ab hominibus

(Fdschiavo. 1589). The book^ written after the

fashion of the time in the form of theses, denies

that excommunication is a divine ordinance, or

that the Church has any power to make laws or

decrees; and asserts that to inflict pains and penal-

ties and to punish the sins of professing Christians

belongs to the civil magistrates, not to pastors and
elders. It attracted much attention and was at-

tacked by Beza. English translations appeared
at London in 1659 and 1682, and again, by R. Lee,

at Edinburgh, 1844. Its views were adopted by
a distinct party in the Westminster Assembly,

headed by Selden, Lightfoot, Coleman, and White-
locke. Since that time the doctrine of state su-

premacy in ecclesiastical causes generally goes

under the name of Erastianism; though in its bro^
sense and wide application this doctrine is by no
means due to Erastus or in accord with his views.

Bibuographt: C. F. Vierordt, OeadiidUe der Reformation
im Oroaaheraogihum Baden, pp. 456 sqq., Carlsruhe, 1847;
A. Bonnard, Thomaa ^raate et la diacipline eccUaiaatique,

Lausanne, 1894. For Erastianism consult: J. Selden's
Table Talk, reprinted Oxford. 1892, and his Hiat. of

Tythea, London, 1629. The extreme form of the doc-
trine is found in T. Hobbes, Leviathan, iii. 42, good edi-

tion, Oxford, 1881. Consult also R. I. Wilberforoe,
Sketch of the Hiat. of Eraatianiam, London, 1861.

ERBKAM, erblcam, WILHELM HEINRICH:
Councilor of the consistory and professor of the-

ology at KOnigsberg, PruBsia; b. at Glogau (35

m. n.n.w. of Liegnitz), Silesia, July 8, 1810; d. at

K5nigsberg Jan. 0, 1884. He studied at Bonn,
where he was chiefly influenced by Nitzsch and
Bleek, and at Berlin where he was still more
strongly and decisively influenced by Schleier-

macher, with whom he was fortimate enough to

come into close personal contact. Under Nean-
der's guidance he devoted himself to the study
of church history, and Marheineke introduced him
to a closer study of systematic theology. In 1834
he went to the theological seminary at Wittenberg,

where he made further progress in practical the-

ology under the guidance of Rothe, at that time
director of the seminary. Rothe guided his theo-

logical activity by directing his attention espe-

cially to Protestant mysticism and the sects

proceeding from it. In 1838 Erbkam established

himself as privat-docent in theology at Berlin,where

he finally became professor and remained ten years,

lecturing at first chiefly on the history of dogma
and later on church history and systematic dis-

ciplines. During these years he was active also

in the practical life of the Church, especially in

preaching. He defended the full and whole truth

of the revelation of the Gospel against the rational-

istic unbelief and the half-believing theology of the

Friends of Light (see Free (!k>NOREOATioNS in Ger-
man T, S 1) , whoabout 1840 protested against faithful-
ness to the Bible and the confession in the church
as orthodox darkness, and attacked especially the
Evangdische Kirchenzeitung and its editor, E. W.
Hengstenberg. In 1847 Erbkam followed a call to

KOnigsberg, where he taught church history and
history of dogma, and subsequently exegesis,

dogmatics, ethics, and symbolics. In 1857 he
became coimcilor of the consistory of Kdnigsberg
and was also chosen representative of the theo-

logical facidty at the general synods of 1875 and
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1870. His principal work is Die Geschichten der

proteatantischen Sekten im ZeUaiter der Reformation

(Hamburg, 1848). (David ERDiiANNf.)

ERDMANN, CHRISTIAN FRIEDRICH DAVID:
German Protestant; b. at GUstebiese, near Kdnigs-
berg, July 28, 1821; d. at Dresden Mar. 11, 1905.

He studied in Berlin (1843-1847), and in 1853 be-

came privat-docent in theology there. In 1856 he
went to K5nigsberg as professor of theology, and in

1864, to Breslau as general superintendent for Silesia,

being at the same time honorary professor at the

University of 3re8lau. He retired from active life

in 1900. He wrote Leben und Leiden der ersten

Christen (Berlin, 1854); Prima Joannis epietolct argu-

mentum, nexus et consilium (1855); Die Reformation
und ikre Mdrtyrer in Italien (1855); Der Brief

des Jakobus ertddrt (1881); Luther und die Hohen-
zoUem (Breslau, 1883); and Luther und seine

Beziehungen zu Schlesien, insbesondere zu Breslau
(Halle, 1887). He likewise contributed the section

on the books of Samuel to J. P. Lange's Theo-
logischrhomiletisches Bibelwerk (Bielefeld, 1873;
Eng. transl. by C. H. Toy and J. A. Broadus,
New York, 1877).

ERDOSI JANOS. See Bible Versions, B,X, Jl.

EREMITE. See Hermit.

ERFURT, BISHOPRIC OF: A Thuringian
bishopric established by Boniface in the summer of

741 with its seat at Erfurt. Previous to the erec-

tion of this see, Thuringia alone of the German
stocks had had no bishopric of its own, being under
the jurisdiction of Mainz. The first bishop of

Erfurt seems to have been Dadanus, who was one
of those present at the Austrasian Synod of 742,
and he was apparently succeeded by Boniface
himself. Whether this took place before or after

Boniface became archbishop of Mainz is uncer-
tain, but at all events it explains the later asso-

ciation of Thuringia and Mainz. (A. Hauck.)
From the time of Boniface till the fourteenth

century, episcopal acts in the Erfurt district were
performed either by the archbishops of Mainz or
by visiting bishops delegated for the occasion;

but from 1313 to 1807 there was a regular line of

coadjutors to the archbishop with their seat at

Erfurt. A papal bull of 1821 placed Erfurt imder
the see of Paderbom.

Biblioorapht: Rettberg, KD, i. 351-362; Hauck, KD, I,

613-614; KL, iv. 770-772.

ERI6ENA, JOHN SCOTUS. See Scorus, Erigena.
Johannes.

ERMLAND, BISHOPRIC OF: A German bishop-
ric established in 1243 by the papal legate Will-
iam of Modena, together with the sees of Culm,
Pomesania, and Samland. The cathedral was
founded at Braunsberg (30 m. s.w. of K5nigsberg)
by Anselm, the first bishop, in June, 1260, but
twenty years later was transferred to Frauenburg
(41 m. s.w. of KOnigsberg) by Henry I. Among
the famous bishops of this diocese was i£neas
Silvius Rccolomini (1457-68), afterward Pope
Pius II. (A. Hauck.)

Until 1525 the diooese was under the political

jurisdiction of the Teutonic order. Toward the

end of this period it increased in importance; the

attempt of the Diet of Lublin (1506) to have it

established as the metropolitan see of the Prussiao

dioceses failed indeed, but in 1512 Julius 11.

released it from its nominal subordination to the

archbishopric of Riga and constituted it an " ex-

empt '' bishopric. From 1525 to 1772 it was under

Polish jurisdiction, and the bishops were of thai

nationality beginning with the celebrated Stanis-

laus Hosius (1551-70; see Hosius, Stanislaus),

who was one of the presidents of the Council of

Trent. After 1772 it was under Prussian rule.

The bull De salute of 1821 united with it the dio-

cese of Samland and five deaneries of Pomesania,

Bxbuographt: MonumerUa'titML WamUensit, ed. C. P.

WOlky and J. N. Saage. Mains. 1858 aqq.; Hauck. KD,
iv. 663.

ERNEST THE CONFESSOR AND THE REFOR-
MATION IN BRUNSWICK-LUENEBURG: Duke

of Bnmswick-Lilneburg, known as " the (Confessor;"

b. at Uelzen (20 m. s.s.e. of LOneburg) June 26,

1497; d. at Celle Jan. 11, 1546. In 1512 he wa«

sent to the court of his mother's brother, the elector

Frederick the Wise, at Wittenberg, and received

instruction there from Georg Spalatin; he remained

at Wittenberg through the beginning of the Refor-

mation. In 1520 iiis father, Henry, associated

with himself in the government his two sons. Otto

and Ernest, and abdicated the same year. By
the retirement of Otto in 1527 Ernest became sole

ruler. The condition of his domain was not pros-

perous. Political considerations doubtless fur-

thered the introduction of the Reformation; it

offered opportunity to restrict the privileges of

the nobles and the clergy and to increase the

revenues from church and monastery property.

The forerunner of the Reformation in LOneburg

was a certain Wolf CJyclop, a physician from

Zwickau, who was not free from the Zwickau

enthusiasm (see Zwikau Prophets). Saner men
followed him, such as Gottschalk Cruse, Hein-

rich Bock, and Matth&us Mylow. Ernest was

inclined to move slowly, but in 1525 the Peas-

ants' War gave him occasion to call upon the

monasteries for lists of their property and to re-

quire them to admit Protestant preachers; he

promised the elector of Saxony to stand by the

Protestant cause. After an attempt of the Roman
Catholic party to reinstate his father in 1527 had

failed, his course became more decided. In July,

1527, the first book of discipline was adopted,

drawn up by the preachers of Celle. At a diet in

August of the same year it was ordered that " God's

pure word should be preached everywhere without

additions made by men." Between 1527 and 1530

Lutheran preachers were introduced in most par-

ishes, and into the monasteries, not in all cases

without compulsion. Ernest went to Augsburg

in 1530 and signed the 0)nfes8ion. He brought

back Urbanus Rhegius (q.v.), who worked for the

spread of the Reformation (after 1541 as super-

intendent) and introduced it into the city of Lune-

burg. The largest and richest monastery in the land.

St. Michaers in LQneburg, accepted the new order

after the death of Abbot Boldewin in 1532. Rhe-
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gli£i died in 1541 and was succeeded by Martin
Ondennark, who completed the former's work.
hi general it may be said that the preachers

ime well disposed to the reformed religion, while

ttte people held to the old and only gradually

adapted themselves to the new. During the

Schmalkald War the land remained true to the
Gospd. After 1530 Ernest was the most influen-

tial prince of North Germany. He sent Rhegius
to Hanover when the Reformation there threat-

Gied to become revolution and restored order.

In the cities of Westphalia he strengthened the
Protestant party against both the Roman Catholics

azKi the enthusiasts, although his efforts were vain
in Monster. His influence was also felt in Pom-
merama and Mecklenburg, in Hoya, and in East
Frieshmd. His most effective work probably was
accomplished by his restless activity for the Schmal-
kald League. He induced the North German
dties. Hamburg, Bremen, Brunswick, Gdttingen,

and others to join, and he often became the sue-

cfifirful mediator when a rupture was threatened
b^ween the overcautious elector of Saxony and
the headstrong Philip of Hesse. While Ernest
dometimes used harsh measures to accomplish his

wHl, and was actuated by a desire to exalt his

position as ruler as well as by higher motives,
yrt, on the whole, he was faithful to his motto,
aiiis inserviendo consumor. His four sons at
his death were still minors, but the Protestant
Church of Liineburg was so firmly established

that it could survive the regency and the unhappy
tin» of the Schmalkald War, and to this day the

church Hfe of Ltlneburg bears the character im-
preased upon it by Ernest the Confessor.

(G. UHLHORNf.)

BnuooRAPHT: J. G. Bertram, Dot Leben BmeaH, Brunt-
wick. 1719; J. K. F. SchlegeU Kirehen- und ReformatioiU'
gnekidUe von Norddeutaehland und Hannover, vol. ii.,

Huover, 1829: W. Havemano, Oeschichte der Lande
Bramtidtweig und LUneburg, vol. ii., Gdttin^n, 1855;
iiTCs of Urbanus Rhegiua by H. C. Heimbarger, Gotha,
1851, and G. Uhlhom. Elberfeld, 1861; A. Wrade. DU
EUif&krung der Reformation in LfLneburg dutch Heraog
Emat den BAenner, Gdttingen, 1887; G. Uhlhorn. in Zeitn

tehift dee hietoriedien Vereine fUr Niedereacheent Han-
aw, 1897, pp. 22 aqq.; ADB, iv. 260_8qq.

ERNEST, ELECTOR OF COLOGNE. See Gbb-
HABD II.

ERNEST L, THE PIOUS: Duke of Saxe-Gotha
aod Ahenburig; b. at the castle of Altenburg (26
m. s. of Leipsic) Dec. 25, 1601; d. Mar. 26, 1675.

Early left an orphan, he was brought up in a
strict manner, and gifted and precocious, but not
physically strong, he soon showed traits of the
piety of the time. As ruler, by his character and
governmental ability as well as by personal atten-

tion to matters of state, he introduced a golden
time for his subjects after the ravages of the Thirty
Years' War. By a wise economy, which did not
exclude fitting generosity or display on proper
oceasioiis, he freed his land from debt, left at his

<ieith a considerable sum in the treasury, and
reduced taxation. The public security and an
incorruptible and efficient judiciary received much
of his care, and his regulations served as modeb
^ other states. He did not rise far enough above

his time to do away with torture, though he re-

stricted it, and in the century of trials for witch-

craft he yielded to the conmion delusion, though
otherwise not inchned to superstition and a foe of

alchemy. He prohibited dueUng and imposed
the death penalty for a mortal result.

His laws were not conceived in the spirit of

modem ideas about individual liberty; they for-

bade secret betrothals, tried to regulate dress,

and extended even to the stable, kitchen, and cel-

lar. Nevertheless his regulations promoted agri-

culture, commerce, learning, and art. His palace

of Friedenstein in Gotha was rebuilt, and its col-

lections owe their origin to Ernest; the library

became one of the largest in Germany. Churches

were built and by his Schtdmethodtis of 1642 Ernest

became the father of the present grammar-school.

It was a popular saying that his peasants were
better instructed than the townsmen and nobles

elsewhere, and at his death, it was said, no one in

his land was unable to read and write. He made
the gymnasium in Gotha a model school which
attracted pupils not only from all German lands,

but from Sweden, Russia, Poland, and Hungary.
In like manner he fostered the university at Jena,

increasing its funds and regulating its studies,

with too much emphasis on the religious side. The
same fault attaches to his efforts in church affairs,

which won him the name of " Praying Ernest ";

but an excuse is found in the fearful demoralization

caused by the war. The Bible was his own every-

day book and he strove unceasingly to make his

people religious after a strict Lutheran pattern.

Religious instruction, consisting in catechetical

exercises without Bible history, was kept up even

to advanced years and not unnaturally the rigid

compulsion in some cases defeated its purpose.

Ernest's system has maintained itself surprisingly;

it still exists legally though somewhat modified

or disregarded.

His efforts for Protestantism were not confined

to his own land. He interceded with the emperor
for his Austrian coreligionists, and wanted to estab-

lish them in Gotha. He became a benefactor to

the Evangelical Lutheran Church of the Germans
in Moscow and entered into friendly relations with

the Czar. He even sent an embassy to introduce

Lutheranism into Abyssinia, but faUed to accom-
plish his purpose. His rule of his family is a minia-

ture of his government of his land. The strictest

discipUne prevailed at court. Its life was simple

and industrious, regu ated on all sides by rehgious

exercises. Rules were added to rules. No detail

was overlooked which could promote the spiritual

and physical development of his children, and their

religious education was carried to excess. Never-
theless his children all turned out well and Ernest

died with the name of "father and savior of his

people." Oliver Cromwell counted him among the

most sagacious of princes; in him was embodied
" the idea of the Protestant patriarchal prince and
of a Christian governor of State and Church truly

caring for both." For the edition of the Bible

which he plaimed (the so-called " Ernestine Bible ")

see Bibles, Annotated, and Bible Summaries,
I, S 1. Georo Loeschb.
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Bxbuooraprt: On the life oonBUlt: J. H. Qelbke, Hertoo

Em»l I. oenannt der Fromme, 3 vols., Qotha. 1810; A.

Beck, Emtt der Fromme, 2 vols., Weimar, 1866; idem,

in ADB, vi. 302-308. For the educational work: W.
BOhme, Dot Informafionawerk Emtt dee Frommen wm
Ootha, Leipsic, 1886; idem. Die Eniehuno der Kinder
Ernst dee Frommen von Ootha^ Chemnits, 1887; idem.
Die vddaoooiBthen Beetrtbungen Emei dee Frommen,
Qotha. 1888; A. Braem, Der gothaiedye Sckutmethodut,

Berlin. 1897.

ERNESn, JOHANN AUGUST: Professor of

theology at Leipsic; b. at Tennst&dt (15 m. ii.n w.

of Erfurt), Thuringia, Aug. 4, 1707; d. at Leipsic

Sept. 11, 1781. His father was preacher and super-

intendent in Electoral Saxony. In 1727 he hegaji

the study of mathematics, philosophy, and the-

ology at Wittenberg. After two years he became
tutor at Leipsic, in the house of Stieglitz, councilor

of war and mayor, whose influence upon his future

career became decisive. In 1731 he was made
vice-principal and in 1734 principal

As Profes- of the school of St. Thomas, at the

8or and same time lecturing with great suc-

Teacher. cess on the Latin classics at the uni-

versity. In 1742 he was appointed

professor extraordinary of humane literature and
in 1766 received the important chair of pro-

fessor of eloquence. His orations, distinguished

by their versatile Latin, won him the title of

" Cicero of the Germans." In 1759 he was trans-

ferred to the theological faculty. He was an ex-

cellent teacher and became a leading personality

in the university and town. His nature was recep-

tive; he perceived the defects in methods of

instruction, but he lacked thoroughness, while his

interest in the subject-matter and the beauties of

form caused him to imderrate the value of pene-

trating criticism.

Emesti's importance as a theologian is intel-

ligible from his personal development and the con-

ditions of his time. After the change of confession

on the part of the sovereign and the court, the

Lutheran church of Saxony had organized itself

in a more independent way, and its churchly life

had a secure basis in the confessions of the Refor-

mation. But, owing to Pietism and the criticism

of rationalism, the scholastic method in theology

had to give way to the historical. Emesti was
governed by the new spirit. As a

As Theo- well-trained philologist he perceived

logian. the defects of a dogmatic exegesis

and the insufficiencies of a merely
empirical method of Biblical criticism. On the

other hand, he was deeply penetrated by a love of

the Church whose confessional foundations he
regarded as unshakable, at least in the attenuated

dogmatics of his time. Thus he maintained on the

one side that the Bible must be explained like any
other book, but on the other hand, as a dogmatlcian,

he clung to tradition. He was not conscious of

trying to harmonize two irreconcilable principles

in his scientific and churchly thinking; and just

because as a theologian of the Church he was able

to satisfy the demands of philological criticism by
his clear formulas, without infringingupon churchly
authority, his work denotes a turning-point in

the development of theological science. By his

happy inconsistency he secured an indi^nitable

plcu^ for historical criticism in theology.

He laid down his principles in his Instituiw

interpreils Nam TestamenH (Leipsic, 1761; Eng.

transl., Edinburgh, 1834). In opposition to tie

mystical and allegorical interpretation of Cocceiua

and to unhistorical rationalism he showed that

Scripture possesses only one sense. The work of

the interpreter is finished with the establishment

of the grammatical or literal sense, i.e., with his-

torical explanation, the means of which are fur-

nished by the science of language. He controverts

his own principles, however, by making the posi-

tive results of Scriptural interpretation dependent

upon the immediate inspiration of the Bible, and

the same contradictions appear in his dogmatic

works.

In general Emesti strove to be a Biblical theolo-

gian who bases his faith upon the grammatica]

interpretation of Scripture. He rendered great

services by showing that Biblical phildogica]

interpretation as such may claim an independent

position in theology. By his deep studies of the

Bible he avoided rationalism, Pietism, and dead

orthodoxy. But he shrank from any thorough-

going innovation which might in any way iDter-

fere with the traditions of churchly life. To in-

crease his influence on the theology of his time he

founded the Theologische Btbliothekf which appeared

in two series (1760-69 and 1773-79), writing him-

self most of the contributions. His editions of

Cicero, Homer, Xenophon, Tacitus, and other

classical authors were famous, and his Opusada

oratoria (Leipsic, 1762), Opuscula phUologictxn'

tica (1764), and InUia docinn<E scUdioris (1736)

were much read. His sermons have an academic

stamp; their language is cmnbrous, and he thinks

in Latin, though he writes in Oerman.
(G. HEiNRia.)

Biblioorapht: W. A. Teller, VerdienaU EmeeHe um The-

ologie und Relii/ion, Berlin, 1783, and the Ztudtee to Teller

by J. S. Semler, HaUe, 1783; J. van Voorst, Omtio i*

Emeetio, Leyden, 1805; G. H. Frotscher, EloquenHvm
virorum narraUonee, i. 81-129, Leipsic, 1826.

ERNESTINE BIBLE. See Bibles, Annotated,

AND Bible SuMSfARiES, I, { 1.

ERPENIUS (VAN ERPE), THOMAS: Dutch

Arabist; b. at Gorkum (22 m. e.8.e. of Rotterdam)

Sept. 7, 1584; d. at Leyden Nov. 13, 1624. He
studied at Middelburg and Leyden, and then trav-

eled through France, Germany, Italy, and En^and.

Almost immediately after his retxim, he was

appointed professor of Oriental languages at Leyden

(Feb., 1613). In addition to his academic activity,

his position as royal interpreter kept him in con-

stant touch with the East. EQs entrance on his

professorship was signalized by the publication of

his Grammatica arabica (Leyden, 1613), which,

like its summary, the RvdimerUa lingua arabica

(1620), went through many editions and was not su-

perseded until the works of De Sacy appeared, two

centuries later. After the death of his patron Joeef

Scaliger, Erpenius published a posthumous edition

of the latter's Praverbiorum Arabicorum centwvs

ducB (1614), while his duties as a teacher resulted

in his publication of the first edition of the fablei
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of Tiokman in his Locmani sapientU fabtUa (1615).

In 1615 he also published his Patdi Apostdi ad
Romanos episiola, Arabice, which he followed in

the next year with his Novum Domini Nostri Jesu

Offitti TesiamerUum, Arabice (1616). The Gos-

pdi were based in general on the Greek text,

Acts and the Epistles on the Peshito, and Reve-
UUoQ on a Coptic source. In 1610 Erpenius was
sppointed professor of Hebrew, and now edited

his PaUateuchus Mosis, Arabice (1622), which,

bowever, like his Grammaiica Ebrcea generalis

(1621), possesses but a minor importance. His
edition of the Christian Arabic historian Ibn al-

Amid al-Makin was completed by J. Golius (His-

taria Saraeeniea auctore Georgia Elmacino^ 1625),

and in the year after his death appeared his Paalmi
DavidiB, Syriace (1625), while C. TEmpereur ed-

ited his Grammatica Chaldaa et Syrica (Amster-

dim, 1628). (A. SociNf.)

Bibliogkapht: P. SmTeriua, *' Manes Brpeniani,'* Ley-
doD, 1625; Erach and Gniber. section 1, xxxvii. 369-360.

ERRETTy ISAAC: Disciple of Christ; b. in New
York City Jan. 2, 1820; d. at Cincinnati, O.,

Dec. 19, 1888. He was self-educated from his

t«nth 3rear, and after laboring as a farmer, miller,

hunbennan, bookseller, printer, school-teacher,

laator, preacher, and editor, became one of the

leading men of his denomination. He was asso-

ciite editor of The Millennial Harbinger with
Alexander Campbell, and from 1866 until his death
was editor-in-chief of the denominational organ.

The ChritHan Standard^ published in Cincinnati.

His writings include First Principles; or^ The
Sments of the Gospel (Cincinnati, 1867); Wcdks
about Jerusalem : A Search after the Landmarks
of Primitive Christianity (1872); Talks to Bereans

(1875); Letters to a Young Christian (1881); Eve-
nings with the Bible (3 vols., 1885-88); Life and
Writings of George Edward Flower (1885); and
Our Position : A Brief Statement of the Plea urged

69 the People known as Disciples of Christ (1885).

BzBUOGaAPHT: J. S. Lamar. Memoirs of Isaac Errett, triffi,

SAeAona from hia WrtHngt, Pottsvilks. 1894.

ERSKIIIE, EBENEZER: Founder of the Scot-
tish Secession Church (see Presbtterians); b. at

Diyburgh (30 m. s.e. of Edinburgh), Berwickshire,

June 22, 1680; d. at Stirling June 2, 1754. His
father, Henry Erskine an English non-conformist
minister (ejected by the Act of Uniformity, 1662;
tfter the Revolution minister of Chimside, Berwick-
shire; d. 1696), belonged to the family of the earls

d Mar. His mother, Blargaret Halcro of Oikney,
daimed as ancestor the duke of Albany, son of

James V. of Scotland. Both parents were dis-

tinguished by piety and holy living. The son
inherited their more valuable qualities and some-
what of the high spirit not unbecoming the noble
hkxxl which flowed in his veins. He studied at
the University of Edinburgh (M.A., 1697), and was
Hcenaed and ordained minister of Portmoak, Kin-
nMsshire, in 1703. In 1704 he married Alison
Turpie, whose religious experience and devout spirit

vere the means of giving him his first real " view
of nhration." In 1731 he was translated to the
BQoie important charge of Stiriing, which he occu-

pied till his deposition from the ministry of the

Church of Scotland, in 1740.

As a minister of the national church, no less

than after his secession, Erskine's labors were
abundant and successful. Few ministers of that

day enjoyed greater popularity as a preacher.

People came from distances of sixty or seventy

miles to benefit by his ministrations; and at the

dispensation of the commimion it was sometimes
foimd necessary, even in the small parish of Port-

moak, to make provision for no fewer than 2,000

participants. His discourses were plain, even
homely in style, but were delivered with a certain

elevation and dignity of manner which were always
characteristic of him.

But it is chiefly as a leader in ecclesiastical

affairs, at a critical period of the history of the

Church of Scotland, that Erskine was known
in his own day, and is remembered. For the full

history of the secession of 1733, see Presbyterians.
Of this first considerable division in the Scottish

Church, Erskine is admitted to have been the

prime mover. The inunediate occasion of the rup-

ture was an act of the General Assembly of 1732,

in connection with the vexed question of patron-

age. The relations of Erskine and his followers to

the ** ruling party in the Church," however, had
been already strained long before this: first, in the
so-called Marrow Controversy (q.v.), in which they
were rebuked by the General Assembly; and again

in a celebrated case of alleged heresy—that of John
Simson (q.v.), professor of divinity in the Univer-
sity of Glasgow, whose suspension from teaching

without deprivation either of status or stipend was
regarded by Erskine as a grossly inadequate sen-

tence. In fact, in announcing their secession in

the formal protest of Nov. 16, 1733, the four orig-

inal members of the Associate Sjmod, as the new
body was at first called, expressly ascribed the
step which they felt it their duty to take, not to

any one act of the Church, but to " a course of de-

fection from our Reformed and covenanting prin-

ciples."

Among the incidents of Ersldne's later years
mention should be made of his procedure in the re-

bellion of 1745. When the rebels occupied Stir-

ling, he not only organized a Secession corps of

volunteers in behalf of the government, but acted
as their captain, and for his patriotic conduct re-

ceived the thanks of the duke of Cumberland. It

is also to his credit that when the Associate Synod
was rent asunder in 1747 into " Burghers " and
" Antiburghers " by disputes over reh'gious clauses

in oaths administered to burgesses of Scotch cities,

he took the side of toleration, and while the Anti-

burghers excommunicated those who subscribed

the required oath, he refused to make non-sub-
scription a term of communion. On the other
hand he showed a narrow spirit in reference to the
work of George Whitefield and spoke contemptu-
ously of the " noisy wind " which that " prelatic "

preacher had " brought into the land." His pub-
lished works were sermons and controversial

pamphlets, which were issued in several collected

editions after his death.

(WiLLUM Luf. ) HaNBT CowAir.
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Bibuoorapht: A Memoir, by Jaines Fisher, was preaxed

to the WoTk$ of Ralph Erskine. Glasgow, 1764-66; an
enlarged Memoir, by D. Fraser, was prefixed to the

Worke of Ebeneser Erskine, London, 1826, while the Life

and Diary was issued separately, ib. 1831. Consult

Hew Soott, Fa$U ecdeeia ScoHcana, 5 parts. London,
1871; DNB, xvii. 404-407; J. Ker. TAe EreHneM, Eben-
eeer and Ralph, Edinburgh, 1881.

ERSKINE, JOHN: Church of Scotland; b. at

Edinburgh 1720 or 1721; d. there Jan. 19, 1803.

His father was a distinguished member of the Scot-

tish bar, and, deferring to his parents' wishes, John
Erskine at first applied himself to the study of his

father's profession. But a strong predilection for

the Church had been early formed and showed
itself, even while he was still a student in Edin-

burgh, in the publication of a theological work
which gained him the friendship and correspond-

ence of Bishop Warburton. He became a licen-

tiate of the Church in 1743; and in 1744 he was
ordained minister of the parish of Kirkintilloch,

near Glasgow. In this laborious country charge

Dr. Erskine, from the first, devoted himself ear-

nestly and faithfully to his professional duties.

And here, also, he formed those habits of careful

preparation for the pulpit which never failed to

render his sermons (which are vigorous expositions

of Calvinism), if not eloquent, interesting and
useful.

At this period of his life he began to maintain
friendly intercourse on religious questions with

representatives of foreign churches. In an age of

bigotry and intolerance—at least among the mem-
bers of the party to which he himself belonged

—

Dr. Erskine was, if no Broad-churchman in the

modem acceptation of the term, a man of wide
sympathies and enlightened Christian liberality.

In the list of his earliest correspondents were sev-

eral distinguished ministers of America, among
them Jonathan Edwards. The strained relations

between Britain and her American colonies dis-

tressed him deeply, and he published several

pamphlets urging mutual concessions to prevent

the war which eventually broke out. Reference

has already been made to his friendly relations

with Bishop Warburton, and he also corresponded

with Bishop Hurd. He was no less friendly with

some of the English dissenters, especially White-
field (who preached in his pulpit at Kirkintilloch)

and the Wesleys. His correspondence with mem-
bers of the Continental Churches was long carried

on with difficulty owing to his ignorance of any
foreign language except French; but at the age of

sixty he gain^ a competent knowledge of Dutch
and German. He advocated and strenuously de-

fended missions to the heathen at a time when
both Churchmen and dissenters—in Scotland at

any rate—^were equally indifferent to what is now
regarded as one of the chief obligations of the
Cfaiistian Church.

In 1753 Dr. Erskine was translated from Kirk-
intilloch to the parish of Culross, and thence he
removed, in 1758, to New Greyfriars Church, Edin-
burgh; after nine years, he went to the Collegiate

Church of Old Greyfriars in the same city. Here
he had Principal Robertson, the historian of Charles

v., af his colleague and, in spite of their differ-

ences in ecclesiastical politics, as one of his besi

friends. As an Edinburgh minister, he was called

to take a more prominent place in public businesi'

than before. As a leader in the church courts, he'

represented for many years the Evangelical or pop-

ular party in the Church. In this position, as in

every other, he was far from adopting extreme

views; and he enjoyed the respect and esteem of

all parties throughout the whole of his long and

useftd life. His contributions to literature (twen-

ty-five publications in all) include a volume of

Theological Dissertations (London, 1765); Ccmid-

erations on the Spirit of Popery (1778); and two

volumes of Discourses (1798, 1804). He edited

and republished various works of Jonathan Ed-

wards and other Americans.

(William LEEf.) Henry Cowan.
BtBUOoaAPHT: H. M. Wellwood. An Account of Ae Uh
and WriUnge of John Erekine, EdiDburgh, 1818; Huch
Miller. Two Partiea in the Chttrdt of Scotland^ EdinbmiKh.

1841; W. and R. Chambers, Bioffraphioat DixHonary of

Eminent Scotemen, ii. 262-264, Glasgow, 1855; T. Mc-

Crie, Sketchee of Scottieh Church Hietory, Edinbuxgh, 1S75;

W. Scott, Guy Mannerino, chap, xxxvii.; DNB, xrii 433-

433.

ERSKINE, THOMAS: Scotch layman, known
j

as " Thomas Erskine of Linlathen "; b. in Edin-

burgh Oct. 13, 1788; d. there Mar. 20, 1870. He

was a nephew of John Erskine (q.v.), was edu-

cated in Edinburgh, and practised law from 1810

to 1816; then succeeding to the family estate at

Linlathen, near Dundee, he retired from the bar

and spent the rest of his life in the care of his

property and theological writing. While stiH a

young man, he rebelled at the current Scotch the-

ology, and at length found what he conceived was

a better way in which to represent the divine revela-

tion. His views are thus sunmmrized in the En-

cyclopcedia Britannica :

The only proper criterion of the truth of Qiristaanity U
" its conformity or non-oonformity with man's spiritus)

nature, and its adaptability or non-adaptability to man's

universal and deepest spiritual needs.'' The incanatioB

of Christ was " the necessary manifestation to man of an

eternal sonship in the divine nature, apart from which thoK

filial qualities which God demands from man ooukl have do

sanction." Faith as used in the Bible is a ** certain monl
or spiritual condition which virtually implied salvation,

because it implied the existence of a principle of spthtxisl

life possessed of an immortal power. This faith could be

properly awakened only by the manifestation, throoKh

Christ, of love as the law of life, and as identical with an

eternal righteousness which it was God's purpoee to bestow

on every individual soul."

Such views were not " orthodox," and at first sub-

jected Mr. Erskine to considerable adverse crit-

icism. But they gained favor; and he numbered

among his intimate friends and correspondents

some of the finest minds of the century,—Thomas

Carlyle, Ekiward Irving, Frederick Denison Maurice,

John McLeod Campbell, Bishop Ewing, Norman

Macleod, Dean Stanley, Adolphe Monod. and Alex-

andre Vinet. Maurice and CampbeU were indebted

to him for those conceptions of the Atonement

which have had so great an effect upon later popu-

lar religious thought; and it was Csunpbell's public

advocacy of them which led to his expulsion from

the Kirk. Mr. Erskine's theology permeated his

being, and it was his delight to impress his views

upon all whom he met. His sincerity, earnestness,
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sympathy, and pure and lofty character gave him
a' great influence. D. J. Vaughan (Contemporary

Reriew, June, 1878) includes him among four Scotch-

men whose influence on English thought has been

vide, deep, and lasting. Monod traced to a talk

with him his deliverance from Socinianism. Vinet

i?Totc:
** Were it allowable to say * I am of Paul *

lod ' I of Apollos/ I should say ' I am of Erskine.'
"

His more important writings were* Remarks on
the Internal Evidence for the Truth of Revealed Re-

hqim (Edinburgh, 1820; 10th ed., 1878); An Ea-

tay on Faith (1822); The Unconditional FreenesB

cf the Gospel (1828; new ed., 1879); The Brazen

Sfrpent, or, Life Coming through Death (1831; 3d

ed., 1879); The Doctrine of Election (London, 1837;

2d ed., Edinburgh, 1878). Spiritual Order and
Other Papers (Edinburgh, 1871) appeared posthu-

mously, and in 1877 two volumes of Letters, ed.

WilHam Hanna, with reminiscences by Dean Stan-

ley and Principal Shairp.

(William LBEf.) Henry Cowan.
BiBUoaEAPBT: Letten of Thonuu Ertkine . . . 1800-1840,

ed. W. HAnna. with a sketch of his uioestry, earlier

jf»n, etc EdinbuTKh. 1877; DNB, xvii. 444-445.

ERTHAL, ar"tal' ,FRAKZ LUDWIG VON : Bishop
of Wuriburg and Bambei:g; b. at Lohr-on-the-

Main (26 m. e.8.e. of Frankfort) Sept. 16, 1730;

d. at Wurxburg Feb. 16, 1795. He belonged to

an old Prankish noble family and was early des-

tined for the Church. He studied theology and
law at WQrzburg and Mains, and enlarged his legal

knowledge in the papal chancery and at Vienna.

In 1779 he was made bishop of Wtirzburg, and a

few weeks later bishop of Bambei^. The tradi-

tional Worzburg policy, confessional considera-

tions, and fear of the dangerous Prussians induced

him to join the ranks of the imperial party. His

rebtions to the Vatican were proper, but he was
bent on maintaining his own sovereignty against

both emperor and curia. A child of the time, he

ruled in accordance with the maxim of enlightened

despotism, " everything for the people, but every-

thing through the ruler "; yet he was no tyrant,

but governed as a benevolent patriarch, watching
over all things, arranging all things, the head of the

family, living only for his children. It was with

the greatest reluctance that he ever imposed the

death penalty. Under his mild rule the prisons

«^re emptied, the finances and the entire civil

service were regulated, and the poor laws were
made to accord with the modem principle that

only the disabled are to be helped and begging must
cease. Lotteries were abolished and schools—pri-

mary, intermediate, and high—were fostered with
leaX and knowledge. His natural inclination

toward the practical and useful is apparent in the

administration of his episcopal office and animates
his pastoral letters and still more his *' sermons for

the pec^le." These sermons seldom treat of doc-

trine or contain cold philosophical discussions, but
speak with seriousness and emphasis of Christian

Bving in a language somewhat uncouth and heavy,
but of beart^winning simplicity. While they are

oot free from allusions to the gracious effects of

the mystery of the altar or of the mass, on the
vb(^ they are truly Evangelical, not decked out

with emotional legendary stories, and without con-

fessional polemics. He visited his bishoprics,

which constituted a kind of theocracy, as a simple

priest, preaching in the most modest village church,

examining the clergy vigorously and with justice,

and admitting to it only the most worthy pupils

of his seminary. The active, ascetic, feeble man
wished for no pleasures, and stood alone on the

height of his ruling office, which brought him only
duties and cares. In vain will one seek among the

German Roman Catholic ecclesiastical princes a
more noble personality, a more worthy priest and
a more earnest Christian. D. KERLERf.
Biblioorapht: F. Leitschuh, Frans Ludwig von ErthtU,
Bamberg, 1894; Zum OedAchtnU de9 FUrttbiachofa Fraru
Ludwio von Erthal, in Archiv de9 hiatorUehen Vereina von
Unterfranken und Aachaffenbwg, vol. xxxvii., WtlrBbuis*
1895.

ESARHADDON. See Assyria, VI. 3, { 13.

ESAU. See Edom; Jacob.

ESCHATOLOGY.
Primitive Views (| 1). Signifioanoe of Eaohatotocy
Old TestameDt Dootrine (} 4).

2). The Second Coming (| 5).
New Testament Teaching The Resurrection (} 6).

03). The Judgment (| 7).

Eschatology (Gk. to eschata) is the doctrine of the
kst things. In theology this signifies those events
occurring after death which immediately concern
man. Without detailed treatment the purpose here
is to sketch only the principal lines of the subject.

Belief in some sort of existence after death
appears to be a universal characteristic of the

human race, though neither the earli-

I. Primitiye est form nor the precise cause of this

Views, belief among prehistoric peoples is

known. It may have originated in

dreams, or have expressed itself in animism, or
have been a prolongation of the instinct of self-

preservation (see Comparative Religion, VI., 1,

§ 2). From 4000 b.c. the daily life of the Egyp-
tians was saturated with this expectation (cf. the
'' Book of the Dead ''). That the belief was wide-
spread from 1500 to 1000 b.c. is evinced in the great
literary religious documents which have come down
to us. The Homeric Hades is a gloomy imder-
world to which all the dead go, there to exist as
wretched shades beyond the reach of divine help.

The Babylonians knew of " a land of no return "

(" Lay of Istar's Descent to Hades," see Baby-
lonia, VII., 3, § 5). The later Zoroastrian litera-

ture pictures the destinies of the dead with terrible

severity (see Zoroaster, Zoroastrianism). Plato
(d. 347 B.C.) elaborated his splendid argument for

immortality (** Phffido *')—a hope repudiated by
the Epicureans, and only in part reaffirmed by the
Stoic doctrine of a limited survival after death (see

Immortalitt).
According to the Old Testament all the dead go

to Sheol (see Hades). Thus in some sort immor-
tality was affirmed; but this belief did

2. Old not until the fourth century b.c. em-
Testament phasize individual immortality, in the

Doctrine, sense of personal moral development.
This appears the more strange when

one considers the profound belief of the Hebrews
in Yahweh, who alone had power to make alive
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(Dent, xxxii. 29; I Sam. ii. 6). This hope cen-

tered in national rather than in individual blessed-

ness, which is to be explained by the fact that their

evolution had not proceeded far enough for them
to draw the consequences of separating the indi-

vidual from the collective unit of the nation (cf.

Ezek. xxxiii.). The Messianic kingdom was to be

ushered in by the Day of Yahweh (see Day of
THE Lord)—a day of judgment directed against

all evil-doers. This kingdom was destined pri-

marily for the righteous who might then be liv-

ing on the earth; the relation of the Gentiles to

this kingdom was variously conceived (Hos. vi. 2;

Isa. XXV. 8; Ezek. xxxvii.). For the pious Hebrews
who had died, participation in it was possible only

through resurrection, which is clearly presented in

two passages (Isa. xxvi. 19; Dan. xii. 2). In the

first, commimion with God is iminterrupted be-

tween death and the advent of the Messianic king-

dom; in the second, resurrection of the righteous

and the wicked is bj' an omnipotent act of God.
In the Old Testament, however, one looks in vain
for anything like a completed doctrine of resur-

rection (cf. the frequent laments of the Psalms
concerning death). The entire eschatological hope
reflects the progressive stages of culture attained

by the Hebrews, as affected by their developing

ethical consciousness and by the spiritual disclosure

of God in their history. Growing out of this ad-
vancing idea of God as absolute Creator and Lord
of all, to whom at length no region of life or of the

unseen was closed, was the notion of the worth of

those to whom he had given life: they must ulti-

mately share in his blessedness. The strength of

this hope, embodied in a crass supematuralism
indeed, was disclosed in the many apocalypses which
sprang up from 200 B.C. to 100 a.d. A special

development of this hope arose among the Phari-

sees as they looked forward to a restoration of the

theocracy (II Mace), or as they were influenced by
Greek philosophy (Wisdom).
The synoptic teaching deals with the Messianic

kingdom. For Jesus the central point of interest

certainly lay in this kingdom as essen-

3. New tially supernatural and essentially

Testament future. Just what was the precise

Teaching, relation between these two aspects in

his own consciousness is hard to as-

certain. He at any rate never surrendered him-
self to the enthusiastic extravagances of contem-
porary apocalyptic hope; he laid sovereign stress

on the ethical and spiritual principles of his king-

dom. His teaching concerning the kingdom
centers in the parusia, the resurrection, and the
judgment. In the parusia, in which naturally his

own resurrection is presupp>ofled, his advent was to

be sudden and unexpected, although no one knew
the exact hour, not even the Son, but the Father
alone. At one time he appears to look for his

return shortly, again onlj after long delay. Then
follows the resurrection through which the right-

eous enter the Messianic kingdom. The resurrec-

tion of the wicked is given as a part of the teaching
of Jesus, but in only two passages (Luke xx. 27-40;
John V. 28, 29). The judgment is pictured now
according to the program of the Day of Yahweh

(see Day of tice Lord) in the Old Testament (see

Judgment, Divine), now as present and continuous;

the principle of it is the light one has received, and
oneV humane or inhumane treatment of othera in

whom Christ is immanent. Eternal felicity and

communion with Grod are assiured to his followers

in the future kingdom. Paul's doctrine of the

future, which bears many traces of his former

Pharisaic beliefs, with reminders of the Book of

Daniel (chap, vii.), centers in the second advent

of Christ (I Thess. iv. 13-18; U Thess. L 7. 8).

The Lord, accompanied by angels in flaming power,

shall make a glorious and terrible descent from

heaven, when the dead in Christ shall rise first,

the living be transformed, and all together be rapt

into the air to meet the Ix>rd, ever thereafter to be

with him. The other New Testament writers

share the apostle's expectation of the impending
advent. Later Paul appears to have experienced

a change of view both as to its outer and inner

character and as to the time of its occurrence.

Before the advent, however, the apostle anticipated

three events. (1) The culmination of the power of

evil which should be disclosed and overthrown.

This included an apostasy, the unveiling of the
'* man of sin,*' " the son of perdition," the " law-

less one " (II Thess. ii. 3, 4, 8; cf. Satan or Beliar,

II Cor. vi. 15, and Antichrist, I John ii. 18, 22),

and the removal of that which now hindered the

full development of the godless one—either Elijah

or the existing Roman authority. (2) The Gentiles

and finally the Jews are to be converted (Rom. xi.

13-27). (3) Believers must suffer violent perse-

cution. With the advent occurs the resurrectioQ

of beUevers, of which the resturection of Christ was

the pledge; all will then be raised, or if only be-

lievers, then later perhaps the wicked also (cf.

I Cor. XV. 23, 24). The Revelation decides for a

double resurrection (chap. xx. 4-6). Concerning

the condition of the dead before the resurrection,

we discern an earlier and a later view: according

to the first, believers were to be after death as if

asleep; according to the second, death ushered

them at once into a fidler communion with their

glorified Lord. When Christ comes, his foUowere

shall stand before his judgment seat, the wicked be

destroyed, external nature already redeemed shall

be glorified, and he who was the Redeemer surren-

der his Lordship to the Father, that God may be

all things in all men (II Cor. v. 10; II Thess. ii.

7-10; Rom. viii. 19-22; I Cor. xv. 24-28).

Eschatological hopes have profoimdly affected

the Christian Church in neariy all periods of ber

history. As Schleiermacher pointed

4. Signifi- out, these hopes are a witness to the

canoe of £s- principle of teleology implanted in the

chatology. nature of man; the influence of this

has been to bind men to an ultimately

spiritual interpretation of human life and of the

world as subordinate to it. Immanent in the Chris-

tian hope itself is the indestructible pledge of its

complete realization. The Scriptures had em-

phasized one point of greatest significance: the

essential unity of the possession and the fulfilment

of redemption. So far as the ethical content of

redemption was progressively apprehended, the
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necessity that it be ethically (historically) rather
than apocalyptically (magically) realized compelled
a new point of view for the whole subject. And
if now one still uses the apocalyptic phraseology
of the Scriptures, it will be permitted only when
one has replaced its external cosmological reference

vith an ethical and spiritual content. In no case

may form and content be identified. That this

principle has been violated, the history of the belief

win show. In Christian behef, the chief eschato-

k^cal events are: the second coming, the resurrec-

tioQ, and the final judgment.
The second coming has been conceived of under

two general forms: either a \'isible, glorious appear-

ing of CSirist at a moment fixed in the

5. The divine purpose, or a silent, gradual

Second penetration of all social forces by his

Coining, spirit, to be either perpetual or con-

tinued until the consummation. There
win thus be such a disclosure of Christ as will render

the divinity of his kingdom unmistakable; this will

meet with either a completely sympathetic or partly

hostile reception. Preceding or associated with
the advent have been several distinctive features.

(1) The millennium (see Millennium, Millenari-
asbm). The Chiliastic hopes of the eariy Chris-

tians, based on Rev. xx. 4-6, colored by Jewish
apocalyptic fancies, are rejected by the Alexandrian
Fathers. The millennium was ascribed by Augus-
tine to the church militant. At the Reformation
the earlier fancies were revived by the Anabaptists,

receiving a vehement condemnation in the Augs-
burg Confession (.Art. xvii.). Of the dogmatists
who held that the second coming, general resurrec-

tion, last judgment, and end of the world would
omir at the same time, some placed the 1,000 years

and the binding of Satan at about 300-1300 a.d.

More recently Bengel has had many followers in a

refined form of the millennial idea. The pre- and
poet-millennialists are distinguished according as

the advent is placed before or after the 1 ,0(X) years.

(2) The ** Antichrist " has received many inter-

pretations, having been identified in the early

church with Nero, among the Reformers with the

Papacy, later with successive forces of evil as op-
posed to God, again with systems of belief or with
a social order subversive of the CJhurch, or finally

with an embodied evil principle in conflict with the

Gogpel. Here is without doubt an echo of the
Ba!)ylonian creation-story of the conflict of Light
with Tiamat or chaos, the later Jewish thought of

Satan (q.v.), and the fierce struggle of the Jewish
religious people imder Judas Maccabeus against

Antiochus Epiphanes (see Hasmoneans). (3) The
intermediate state. The teaching of the Roman
Catholic Church concerning this includes the doc-
trine of Purgatory and the Limbus of the Fathers.

Puilgatory is for those who departing this life in

faith are liable to punitive sufferings for venial sins

or for the vestiges of mortal sins and who must,
before their entrance into heaven, be purified

—

to be the sooner effected by the suffrages (prayers

sad good works) of the faithful, but principally by
the acceptable sacrifice of the altar (Council of

Trent, sess. xxv.). This is not to be confused with
a continued or a second probation. The Limbus

of the Fathers was the abode of the Old Testament
saints to whom Christ after his death and before his

ascension appeared for their liberation when he took
them with himself in his ascent to heaven (Ps. xvi.

10; I Pet. iii. 19; see Descent of Christ into
Hell). This doctrine rests upon the Jewish notion
of the dead as in a condition of privation awaiting

the appearance of the Messiah to raise their bodies

from the ground and call their disembodied spirits

from the shades of the under-world, thus through
union of soul and body introducing the risen Israel

to a more than earthly prosperity and blessedness.

In the Protestant Church the doctrine of an inter-

mediate state has been either rejected or variously

conceived. The earlier Protestant writers held that

the righteous and the wicked went at once to a
place of happiness or misery—the souls of believers

being made perfect in holiness (cf. the Shorter

Catechism, Ques. 37; also W. G. T. Shedd, Dog-
matic Theology, ii. 353, iii. 453, New York, 1889);
on the other hand, those who die in their sins were
thought of as entering a region where they should
behold in God their " perfect and irreconcilable

enemy " (cf. J. Edwards, Works, vi. 123, New York,
1830). In their respective conditions both classes

remain until the second coming, all waiting for the
" Great Assize," at which the earthly deeds of the
wicked and possibly of the good shall be made
manifest and judged. Associated with the inter-

mediate state have been several doctrines, (a) The
sleep of souls (psychopannychy; cf. I Thcss. iv.

13-15; ICor.xv.6, 18, 20,51; Acts vii. 60, xiii. 36).

Between death and the second coming the con-
dition of the soul will be that of a dreamless sleep

(cf. R. Whately, Concerning a Future State, London,
1829). (b) A nucleus of the personahty of the un-
saved is preserved during the middle state imtil the
judgment, when by a creative act God t^tII reunite

soul and body, after which they will be gradually

annihilated (cf. Edward White, Ldfe in Christ,

London, 1875; see Annihilationism). (c) The
soul being bodiless during the intermediate state

is in a condition of " involution," ** progressive

development " (Martensen, Christian Dogmatics,

Edinburgh, 1865), " deepest retirement " (Van
Oosterzee, Christian Dogmatics, 2 parts. New York,

1872), " spiritual seclusion " (I. A. Domer, Sys-

tem of Christian Doctrine, 4 vols., Edinburgh,
1880 sqq). (d) In the intermediate state, to those

who have not in this life definitely rejected Christ

—

the heathen and others to whom knowledge of

Christ was impossible—a probation will be open.

This is based on the absolute universality of the

Gospel, the indispensableness of faith in Christ as

historically revealed for salvation, an unvarying
unity of the moral order; finally, if universal sal-

vation is to be affirmed, the offer of grace must be

effectually continued in another world (see Pro-
bation, Future; and Universausts).

According to Schleiermacher, since Christianity

is a historical religion and its progress is historicaUy

conditioned, those who die without having been

reached by the divine call, will, in a future exist-

ence, become subjects of a divine influence which
will create for them the possibility of entering the

society of the redeemed.
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Most of the early Christians held to a resurrec-

tion of the same bodies that died—" the flesh,"
*' this flesh "—in every respect iden-

6. The Res- tical with the earthly body. Origen
urrection. sought to give the doctrine an ideal-

istic interpretation; others would
relieve it of its grosser features; while the Gnostics,

following the Greek conception of matter in relation

to spirit, denied the physical resurrection. The
early Protestant view was that the same body laid

down at death shall be raised, with the same form
as the earthly body and reunited to the soul, so as
to be glorious, powerful, spiritual, celestial—the
same body but of different quality. Two other
conceptions of the resurrection have been suggested.

One, that this occurs for each one at death when he
enters at once into another sphere of life; the other,

that it is a resurrection from the dead, that it

therefore stands for the ethical completion of life

in union with Christ, uninterrupted by death, and
after death carried to perfection. (See Heaven.)

In the early Church judgment was presented in

many forms. The Son or the Father was the judge.

Some souls—those, e.g., of martyrs

—

7. The went at once to the felicity of heaven
Judgment (Tertullian and Gregory Nazianzen);

the Gnostics affirmed this only of the
most spiritual persons. The judgment waa to be
accompanied by alarming physical signs together
with a conflagration, in which the world shall be
destroyed. The punishment of hell was depicted
in bold and sensuous imagery—some regarding the
fire as material (Lactantius, De Spectaculis)

.

Others conceived of punishment as a sense of sep-

aration from God. Restorationism was advocated
by Origen, but was overcome until long afterward,
the opposite view being general—the eternal dura-
tion of punishment. By the scholastics heaven was
divided into the firmament of the visible heaven,
the spiritual heaven as the abode of saints and
angels, and the intellectual heaven as the sphere
of the beatific vision. Hell was also partitioned

off: the place of devils and the damned; and the
various subterranean regions, as Pulsatory, Limbus
Infantum, and Limbus Patrum. Here and there

a voice was heard in favor of Origen 's view, but
the prevailing doctrine was that of unrelieved
eternity of penalty for those dying in mortal sin

(cf. Dante's inscription over the gate of hell,

" Leave all hope, all who enter," Inferno, canto iii.,

V. 9). Origen's conception woke to life again in

John Scotus Erigena. In the sixteenth century the
question suggested by some of the Fathers (Justin,

Tatian), whether the soul was naturally mortal or
inmiortal, was once more raised in connection with
the doctrine of punishment. Protestant writers,

especially those of mystical temperament, pictured
the joys of heaven and the pains of the lost with
elaborate and either glowing or harrowing par-
ticulars of time and place and inner experience,

addressed to the feverish imagination and appeal-
ing to hope or fear. In more recent times the entire

question of eschatology has entered upon a further

development. In addition to the doctrine of the
endless punishment of those who die impenitent,

there are offered two other solutions of this prob-

lem which take their rise in the Scriptures, having

already appeared in both ancient and modem
thought—universal restoration (see Universaustb)
and conditional immortality (see Annihilation-
ism). The theory of evolution has set all fomier

questions in a new light and demanded a recon-

sideration of them in the light of its principle. In

addition to this, the doctrine of universal restora-

tion grounds its hope on the absoluteness of God,

the indefeasible continuity of grace, and the inde-

structible confidence that finally the better self in

every man will yield to the divine persuasion and

God will succeed in his eternal purpose of redemp-

tion. Conditional immortality argues either from

an annihilating fiat of God at the judgment or from

the well-known biological law that function deter-

mines organism. Since already many living forms

which once flourished on the earth, having grad-

ually ceased to adapt themselves to their environ-

ment, have perished, the same fate will overtake

all souls who refuse response to the ethical and

spiritual environment of li(^. Thus man is " im-

mortable " (S. D. McConnell, Evolution cf ImmoT'

tality, New York, 1901). C. A. Beckwith.

Biblioobapht: The titles of the older literature, oorerioc

the non-Christian religions, are collected in E. Abbot'i

Literature of tKe Doctrine of a Future Life (appended to

W. R. Alger, DeaHny of the Soul; Critical Hi$L cf Ae
Doctrine of a Future Life, Boston, many editions, e^
1880, reprinted separately). New York, 1871. The reader

should consult the literature under the artides mentionpd
in the text—e.g., Annibilationibm; Futubk Puitibb-

ment; Hades; Immortautt; Judgment; MnxxNincii,
Millbnarianism; Probation, FimmE. The Uters-

ture on the eschatology of non-Christian religions should

be sought under the articles on those faiths and under

CoMPARATivB Reuqion. The most important hteratoie

on the Christian doctrine is mentioned in the text. Con-

sult further: F. Richter. Die Lehre von den letMten Dingen,

2 vols., Breslau. 1843-44; S. Lee, Eeehaiotogy, Boston,

1858; W. FlOrke, Die letzten Dinge, Rostock. 1866; S.

Davidson, Doctrine of Laet Thing* Contained in the N. T^
London, 1882 (affirms that no consistent doctrine is taught

in the N. T.); sections 151-154 of Domer's " Ss^tem of

(Christian Doctrine " is translated by N. Smyth in Domer
on the Future State, New York, 1883; H. Elarsten, Dit

LetMten Dinge, Hamburg, 1885; C. E. Luthardt, Die Ldtre

von den letxten Dingen, Leipsic, 1885; F. Khefoth, Ckrigt-

liche Etchaiologie, 1887; J. A. Spencer. Five Laet Thirngt,

New York. 1887; J. M. Greene. The Blessed Dead, Boston,

1888; J. Fyfe. The Hereafter, Edinburgh, 1890; F. G.

Hibbard, Eechatoloov* New York, 1890 (deals with iht

doctrine as set forth in the Book of Revelation); H. M.

Luckook, After Death, London. 1890; J. Strong. The Doc-

trine of a Future Life, New York, 1891; J. Cross, Comino
Eschatoloffical Evente as Revealed in Holy Writ, London.
1893; K. Rohr, Die letzten Dinge, Basel, 1895; G. a Bar-

rett, Ttie Intermediate State and the Last Things, Loadon.
1896; S. D. F. Salmond, Christian Doctrine of Immortality,

Edinburgh, 1896; J. T. Beck, Die VoUendung dee Reiekt*

Cottes, Gtttersloh. 1897; R. H. Charles, Critical Hist, of

the Doctrine of a Future Life, London, 1899 (for Jewish and
early Christian eschatology); W. B. Brown, Problem «f

Final Destiny, New York. 1900; M. v. Cocfaem. The Fovr
Last Things, ib. 1900; J. Fiske, Life Everlasting, Boston,

1901; G. Delanne, Evidences for a Future Life, New York,

1904; H. A. A. Kennedy. SL Paul's Conceptions cf Ae
Last ThingB, ib. 1904; C. A. Beckwith, Realities of Chrit-

tian Theology, Boston, 1906; L. Elbe. Fubav Life in 6u
Light of Ancient and Modem Science, Chicago, 1906;

G. T. Fechner. On Life after Death, ib. 1906; L. A. Muir-

head. The Es<JuUology of Jesus, London, 19()6; S. Bariog*

Gould, The Restitution </ All Things, New York. 1907.

Besides these works, the readermay consult also the variot»
treatises on systematic theology, more or leas space being

always devoted to the subject; the works on the hii4ory

of doctrine will guide to the historical study of the topic
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ESCOBAR, MARINA D£: Spanish mystic; b.

at ValUdolid 1554; d. there July 9, 1633. She
was a near relative of Antonio Escobar y Mendoza
iq.T.), and a pupil and penitent of the Jesuit Ludo-
vico da Pont«, who trained her in the spirit of his

order. She attained renown by her extraordinary

promotion of prayer of the heart, by her wonderful

vraons, and as a reformer of the Spanish branch of

tlie Brigittines (see Bridget, Saint, of Sweden
AND THE BRiarmNE Order). Many Roman Catho-

lic writers term her " Blessed" and " Honorable,"

while Alban Stolz even calls her " Saint."

(O. Z5CKLERt.)

Bibuogbapht: The origiDAl Viia was by F. Gaohupin. 2
vots.. Bladrid, 1664-73. Lat. tranal. by M. Hanel, Prague,
1672-68. a. KL, ir. 890-891.

ESCOBAR Y MENDOZA, ANTONIO: Spanish

Jesuit; b. at Valladolid 1589; d. there July 4, 1669.

He was a scion of a distinguished family of intense

piety, and was noteworthy for his asceticism and
his energy as a pr^usher and priest. His literary

producti\ity was enormous, his works filling eighty-

three volumes. He began his literary career with

the epics San Ignacio de Loyola (Valladolid, 1613)

and Hisloria de la Virgen Madre de Dios (1618),

but the remainder of his writings are devoted

dther to exegesis or to moral theology. To the

former category belong, among others. In Evan-
^ia Sanelorttm commentarii (6 vols., Lyons, 1642-

1648); In Evangelia temporis commentarii (6 vols.,

1647-48); Veius ac Novum Testamentum lUteralibus

d morolQms commentariis iUuatratum (8 vob., 1652-

1867); and a number of commentaries on individual

books of the Bible, among which special mention
may be made of his In Caniica commentarii^ aive de

Mari/B Deiparo! dogiis (Lyons, 1669). The fame
of Escobar is chiefly based, however, on his works
00 moral theology, of which the Summtda casuum
mudenlUB (Pampeluna, 1627) is the shortest, the

Univer$(F theologice moralis recepHores abaque lite

fntentug (7 vols., Lyons, 1652-66) the longest, and
the LtbfT theologia moralia viginti-quattuor Societa-

Ml Jegu doctaribus rtseratus (1664) the best known.
The last-named work summarizes the contributions

of Escobar's chief predecessors to probabilistic

casuistry. A certain apparent laxity in ethics ex-

posed the author to many attacks, particularly

from Pascal in his Lettree provinciales, while the

Roman Catholic world gradually formed an un-
favorable judgment of the work. The parlia-

ments of Paris, Rennes, and Rouen condemned the

book to be burned, and modem Jesuits disavow the

work more or less completely.

(O. ZdCKLBBt)
Bibuochutht: A. and A. de Backer, BiUiotkitiue de*

iervmrna de la coimpagnie de Jimu, ii. 172-176. Bnmels,
1S53: J. Huber, Der Jentitenorden. pp. 282-315, Berlin,

1873; H. Hurter, ffomendaior lUerariua, it 22Sh-231,

Inubnick. 1893; KL, it. 892.

ESDRAELOH. See Jezrsel.

ESDRAS: Books of Old Testament Apocrypha.
For I (or III) Esdras, see Apocrypha, A, IV., 1;

for II (or IV) Esdras, see Pseudepiorapha, Old
Tbbtamknt, II., 7; for the pseudepigraphic V and
VI Esdras, see Pbstjdepigrapha, Ou> Testament,
a, a

IV.—12

ESKIL: Archbishop of Lund; b. about 1102;

d. at Clairvaux Sept. 6, 1181 (or 1182). He stud-

ied at the cathedral school of Hildesheim, was ap-

pointed canon, and later head keeper, at the cathe-

dral in Limd, and in 1134 bishop of Roskilde.

There he allied himself with Peder Bodilsen, a
powerful lord, and succeeded in forcing King Erik
Emune to flee Zealand. The king mustered fresh

troops in Jutland, invaded Zealand, and forced the

allies to surrender. Eskil escaped with a fine, but
when, in 1137, he was elected archbishop of Lund
by popular vote, the king refused to sanction his

appointment, and the archbishopric remained va-

cant until the king's death (Sept. 18, 1137), when
Eskil was finally invested with the dignity. As
archbishop he took prominent part in the strife

for the throne, and on one occasion was compelled
to flee after breaking his oath of allegiance to one
of the contestants. In 1139 he convened at Limd
a provincial synod which was attended by bishops

from Sweden, Norway, and the Faroe Islands; and
during the following years he founded a Cistercian

monastery at Herisvad, Sweden (1143), and a
Benedictine cloister at Esrom (1144). After hav-
ing taken part in a crusade against the Wends he
visited his friend Bernard at Clairvaux (1152).

Upon his return he was met by Cardinal Nicholas

Breakspear (afterward Pope Adrian IV.), who had
brought the pallium for an archbishop of Sweden,
but as no archiepiscopal seat could be agreed upon
the pallium was left with Eskil. He held it until

1164, when he transferred it to the first archbishop
of Upsala. According to the pope's decision the

archbishops of Limd were to retain the primacy of

Sweden. In 1154, after the death of Bernard, Eskil

again traveled to Clairvaux, later visiting Rome.
On his way home he was imprisoned by some Ger-
man knights, and as Emperor Frederick I. refused

to intervene a rupture resulted between the em-
peror and the papal delegates. Eskil reached
Denmark in time for the coronation of Waldemar
I (1157). He took part in another crusade against

the Wends, but in 1159 lost favor with the king,

was forced to flee Denmark, and spent seven years

at Clairvaux, at length receiving the king's per-

mission to return to his archbishopric. In 1174
the pope refused him permission to retire to a mon-
astery, but in 1177 he renewed his petition with
success, and spent his last days at CHairvaux.

(F. NlELaENf.)
Bxbuogkapht: Souroee are: Saxo GnunmaticuB. Hist,

Danica, book xiii., ed. O. Waits in MOH, Script, xxix,

(1892), 43-161: J. LAogebelc, SeripL rer. Daniearum, ooo-
milt the Index, ix. 194-195. Copenhocen, 1772-1878.
Consult: H. Renter. Geechichte Alexander dee DriUen,
henmc 1860-64; C. F. W. I. Karup. Qeed^iehU dm' kor
OuAiedien Kirdu in DAnemark, MOn^ter, 1863; KL, Hr.

902-904.

ESKIMOS, mSSIONS TO THE. See Eobde,
Hans.

ESPEH, ZEGER BESKHARD VAH: One of

the canonists who endeavored to carry out the
principles of the episcopal system of the Roman
Catholic Church as developed in France and exer-

cised a great influence on the doctrine and practim
developed from that system in the Netherlands and
Germany; b. at Louvain July 9, 1646; d. at Amers-
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foort (12 m. e.n.e. of Utrecht) Oct. 2, 1728. He
studied theology and canon law at Louvain, was

made a priest in 1673, doctor of law in 1675 and
professor of canon law in his native city. His lec-

tures and elegantly written works soon made him
famous, and from all sides his decisions on canon

law were demanded. His main work, Jus ecclesias-

ticum universum (Louvain, 1700; Cologne, 1702), is

still a treasure for the canonists, although it was
put on the Index in 1704 because he defended the

Jansenists. E. Sehlino.

Bibuoobaprt: Du Pac de Bellegarde. VU de van Etpen,
Louvain. 1767; F. Laurent, Van Eapen, 3 parts, BrusaelB.

1860-63; KL, iv. 904-W6.

ESS, KARL AlfDLEANDER VAN: Two Roman
CathoUc Bible translators.

1. Elarl van Ess was bom at Warburg (18 m.
s.e. of Paderbom) Sept. 25, 1770; d. at Huysburg
(30 m. s.w. of Magdeburg) Oct. 22, 1824. His ed-

ucation was begun in the gymnasium of the Do-
minicans at Warburg, whence he went to the abbey
at Huysburg in 1788; he was made priest in 1794,

and became prior of his abbey in 1801. When the

abbey was closed in 1804, he became priest of the

town of Huysburg and acted as vicar-general for

Magdeburg, Halberstadt, and Helmstedt. He was
an orthodox Catholic, but at first was so liberal

in tendency that he included a number of Protes-

tant hymns in the OsnabrUck Hymnal. After the

fall of Napoleon and the rise of Prussia he became
pronouncedly ultramontane and, in a short ** His-

tory of Religion " published in 1817 on the occa-

sion of the celebration of the Reformation, crit-

icized sharply the Evangelical churches. His

literary activity includes his part in the translation

of the New Testament with his cousin Leander, Kurze
Geschichte der Abtei Huysburg (Halberstadt, 1810),

Katechismus (1822), and the Kurze Oeschichte der

Religion referred to above. E. Nestlb.
BtBLiOGRAPHT: F. C. Folder ron Borromao, OeUhrten und

SchrifUtelier-Lexikon, i. 202. Landshut, 1817; ADB, ri.

377; KL, iv. 908.

2. Johann Heinrich, better known by his Bene-
dictine name Leander van Ess, was bom at War-
burg Feb. 15, 1772; d. at Affolderbach (20 m. n.e.

of Heidelberg) Oct. 13, 1847. He was educated by
the Dominicans atWarburg; entered the Benedictine

abbey Marienmdnster near Paderbom, 1790; was
made priest and pastor at Schwalenberg, 1796.

He became preacher for the Catholic Church at

Marburg and professor in the imiversity there in

181 2 ; and retired in 1822. He was deeply interested

in the dissemination of the Bible, and wrote many
pamphlets in which he advocated more frequent

use of the Scriptures by the laity. With his cousin

Karl he pubhshed a German translation of the New
Testament (Brunswick, 1807); alone he published

the Old Testament in German (part 1, Sulzbach,

1822, part 2, 1836). and with his pupil Wetzer the

whole Bible in three parts (1840). In 1821 he pre-

fixed a preface to a work on mixed marriages by
a Roman Cathohc priest and it was put on the

Index Dec. 17, 1821, and two days later the same
was done with his translation of the New Testa-

ment, though the latter received the commenda-
tion of the Roman Catholic faculty at Tubingen

and of the vicar-general of Bruchsal. His edition

of the Vulgate was published in three parts (1822-

1824); and of the Septuagint in 1824 Obtested, by

E. Nestle, with Prolegomenaand Epilegomena, 1887);

in his New Testament he combined the Compluten-

sian and Erasmian readings. In the copies circulated

by the BFBS, the prefaces have been removed.

Other writings are : Pragmaticadoctorum catholicorum

Tridentini circa Vtdgatam decreti sensum hidoria

(Sulzbach, 1801); Pragmatiach-kritische Geadiichu

der Vulgata (Tttbingen, 1821); Wesenlehren da

chrietlichen Olaubens und Lebena (1823).

E. Nestle.

Bibliography: F. C. Felder von Borromao, GtUlirien und

SchrifUteUer-Lexikon, i. 203-204. Landahut, 1817; H. E.

Scriba, Bwgraphiad^iterirudiea Lexikon, i. M-97.

Dannstadt. 1831; ADB, vi. 377 sqq.; KL, iv. 9(»H)10.

ESSAYS AND REVIEWS: The tiUe of a book

projected and edited by Henry Bristow Wilson

(q.v.) and published in London Mar. 24, 1860,

which occasioned a remarkable theological contro-

versy. It included seven essays by as many au-

thors: The Education of the World, by Frederick

Temple; Bunsen^a Biblical Researches , by Row-

land Williams; On the Study of the Evidences of

Christianity, by Baden Powell; Stances histor-

iques de Oenbve, The National Church, by Heniy

Bristow Wilson; On the Mosaic Cosmogony, by

Charles Wycliffe Goodwin; Tendencies of Religious

Thought in England, 1688-1760, by Mark Pattison;

and On the Interpretation of Scripture, by Benjamin

Jowett.

With the exception of Goodwin all the writers were

clergymen, and with the exception of Williams and

Goodwin aH were Oxford men. The book attracted

little attention until theappearance of ananonymous
review in the Westminster Review for Oct., 1860.

Under the title Neo-Christianity the writer (Fred-

eric Harrison) assumed a jubilant tone and wel-

comed the essayists to the ranks of liberalism (the

review is reprinted in Harrison's Creed of a Lay-

man, London, 1907). The clergy now took alarm.

Samuel Wilberforce, bishop of Oxford, after warn-

ing his clergy against the book in his autumn

charge, took up the controversy in the Qtu^erly

Review for Jan., 1861. He accused the essayists

of neology, rationalism, and skepticism, and de-

nounced them for their dishonesty in holding such

views and remaining in the Church. A petition of

protest was presented to the archbishop of Canter-

bury at Lambeth Mar. 13, 1861, signed by 10,000

clergy. Meanwhile, on Feb. 16 there had appeared

in the Times the so-called " Episcopal Manifesto/'

in the form of a letter from the archbishop of Can-

terbury in answer to one of the numerous r^non-

strances with which the bishops had been besieged;

to it were affixed the names of twenty-five bishops,

who joined the archbishop '* in expressing the pain

it has given them that any clergyman . . . should

have published such opinions.*' Both houses of

convocation expressed condemnation of the book,

and Williams and Wilson were summoned before

the court of arches, which pronounced final deci-

sion in Dec, 1862. Williams was convicted of

denying the inspiration of Holy Scripture and of

holding heretical views on propitiation and justifi-
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otKHi, Wilson of denying the inspiration of Holy
Scripttire and also of denying the eternity of futiire

puniahment, and both were sentenced to suspen-

sioQ for one year, with payment of costs. Appeals

to the queen in council were heard June 19-26 be-

fore the judicial conunittee, which included Lord
Qiancellor Westbury, Lordjs Cranworth, Chelms-

ford, and Kingsdown, the two archbishops, and the

bishop of London, each appellant pleading his case

in person. Lord Westbury finally delivered his

judgment Feb. 8, 1864. Restricting itself to the

specific passages cited by the prosecution, the

eourt decided that the opinions expressed therein

woe not inconsistent with the articles and formu-
luies of the Church of En^and. Accordingly the

judgment of the court of arches was reversed; and
the appellants were granted the costs of the appeal.

Some of the points affirmed by the judgment were,

that it is not penal in a clergyman '' to speak of

mwit by tranter as a fiction," or " to deny the

proposition that every part of every book of Holy
ScT^ture was written imder the inspiration of the

Holy Spirit and is the Word of God," or to express

the hope " that even the ultimate pardon of the

wicked, who are condemned in the day of judgment,
miy be consistent with the will of Almighty God."
The decision naturally put a stop to a prosecution

thit bad been begun against Jowett in the vice-

chanceilor's court at Oxford Feb. 20, 1863.

The announcement of the judgment started the

•gitation afresh. On Feb. 24, 1864, at the instance
of E. B. Pusey, the so-called " Oxford Declaration

on In^iration and Eternal Punishment " was pre-

pared and sent to every clergyman of the Estab-
hsfaed Gburch in England, Wales, and Lreland, with
a letter adjuring him to sign it without delay. It

was addressed to the bishops and archbishops, and
in the course of a few weeks was signed by 11,000
dergymen. The two archbishops dissented from
the judgment of the privy council and each stated

his position in a pastoral letter. On Mar. 16, a
d^mtation waited on them at Lambeth Palace to

pfwent an address signed, it was said, by 137,000
^ymen, who desired to thank the primates for the
sUnd they had taken. The bishop of London
iTait), who had concurred in the judgment, was
made the subject of many attacks. In June a
roohition offered by Wilberforce was carried in

the upper house of convocation by a vote of eight
to two (the bishops of London and Lincoln) synod-
ieailj condemning the book " as containing teach-
ing contrary to the doctrine received by the United
nunth of England and Ireland in common with
the whole Catholic Church of Christ." After a
fitonny debate, in the course of which A. P. Stan-
ley and others urged strong arguments against the
n»a«ure, the lower house concurred in this resolu-

tion June 24 by a vote of thirty-nine to nineteen.
In July Lord Houghton brought this action of con-
vocation before the House of Lords. Lord Chan-
fcDor Westbury pronoimced it illegal, but not
'wth noticing. " The judgment," he said, " is

omply a series of well-lubricated terms, a sentence
so oibjr and saponaceous that no one could grasp
it "; from this characterization originated Wilber-
forec's nickname of " Soapy Sam " (see Wilbbr-

FORCE, Samukl). The judgment of the judicial

committee, as a matter of course, became a part of

the law of England and was ultimately acquiesced
in. With the judgment in the Gorham Case (q.v.)

it has established the right of an English clergy-

man freely to express the opinions he honestly holds.

How Uttle this charge of heresy affected their

ecclesiastical preferment is shown by the positions

three of them subsequently held: Temple became
bishop of Exeter (1869), of London 1885, and then
archbishop of C!anterbury (1896); Pattison rector

of Lincoln College, Oxford (1861), and Jowett,

master of Balliol (1870).

Biblioobapht: The literature educed by the Euay and
Review is enormous; a gtiide to it may be found in 8. A.
Allibone. CriHoal DieUonary of Bnglith Literature, iii.

2771-72. Philadelphia, 1891. and many titles are col-

lected in the BriHth Museum Catalogue under " Essays
and Reviews." Consult: R. B. Kennard. Eteay and
Reviewa : their Ori(;in, HUtory, General Character, and
8%gnifi,eanoe^ Persecution, Proeecution; the Judgment of
the Archee Court, Review of Judgment, London. 1863
(" an exposition, a history, and a defense "); H. B.
Wilson, Speech before the Judicial Commits of . . ,

Privy Council, ib. 1863; and A. P. Stanley, in EditAurgh
Review, April. 1861.

ESSENES, es-stnz': One of the three Jewish sects

of the time of Christ. According to the testimony of

Philo and Josephus, the Essenes, numbering about

4,000, lived in the time of Christ in Palestine, partly

in their own colonies by the Dead Sea, in the wil-

derness of Engedi (Pliny, v. 17), partly in cities

(Josephus, War, II. viii. 4). Excluded from the

temple in Jerusalem, the Essenes formed a com-
munity resembling that of a monastic order, en-

trance into which involved a double novitiate. An
applicant spent a year outside of the community,

during which its mode of life was rec-

The No- onmiended to him. He was provided

vitiate, with a spade (symbol of work), an
apron (to be used at the ablutions),

and a white dress (the robe of the order). During
his second novitiate of two years the candidate was
admitted to the lustrations but not to the meals.

At the end of that period he was admitted to the
order. But before becoming a full member he had
to bind himself by a solemn oath (the last permitted

to him, since the Essenes rejected the use of the

oath elsewhere), in which he promised to honor
God, to exercise justice, to injure no one intention-

ally, to obey the superiors, and not to divulge any
of the secrete of the order. Children were also

received into the order to be educated for the

community. The superiors of the order had an
extended jurisdiction; without their command noth-

ing could be done. A court consisting of 100 mem-
bers judged offenses and could decree exclusion

from the order.

The members had ever3rthing in common, and
upon entering the order the candidate cast all his

possessions into the common treasury. The prin-

cipal but not the only industry was
The Order, agriculture. The mode of Ufe was
Practise and very simple. Anointing the body with
Doctrines, oil was considered defilement. Sla-

very was not tolerated, the strictest

truthfulness was enjoined. Before the sun arose

the members never discussed secular matters.
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According to Josephus they addressed their " an-

cient prayers to the sun, as if entreating him to

rise. " After prayers, work commenced, followed by
a meal for which they prepared by ablutions. After

the meal they returned to work and at evening
reassembled to partake of the evening meal. They
observed the Sabbath strictly, rejected bloody
sacrifices, but sent their oblations to the temple.

Of the religious tenets and teaching of the Essenes

little is known. They were no doubt Jews. The
law was highly esteemed, and was expounded on
the Sabbath and punctiUously observed. In this

respect the Essenes resembled the Pharisees. Ac-
cording to Josephus they occupied themselves only
with the ethical side of philosophy. They be-

lieved in the immortality of the soul and in angels;

not to divulge the names of the angels was a part

of the oath taken by novices.

Essenism was an enigmatic phenomenon con-

cerning which views differ. The name appears in

different forms (Esaaioi in Philo, Essenai in Jo-

sephus, Eaaeni in Pliny), and has been variously

interpreted. Some derive it from the Greek hoaioB,
** pious "; others from the Semitic hasae, plural haa-

ain, "pious,"; and others from cuaa^a, ''physi-

cians "; Salmasius (according to Josephus, Ard,
XIII., XV. 3) derived it from the city of Essa, a

hypothesis adopted by Hilgenfeld.

Theories As difficult as the explanation of the
of Its name is the question of the origin and

Origin and nature of Essenism. Some consider

Character, it a purely Jewish development.
Others see here extra-Jewish influ-

ences. Within these two views there is another
difference of opinion over the peculiarities in which
Essenism differs from Judaism and what influences

were at work in its origin. There is no doubt as

to the relation of Essenism to Pharisaism. Schttrer

(English ed., II., ii. 210) thinks that ** Essenism is

. . . merely Pharisaism in the superlative degree."

But this is not sufficient to explain the peculiarities.

Scholars like Ritschl would explain all peculiarities

from the fact that the Essenes wished to be a
people of priests. Others, like Bestmann and
Lucius, think that in the time of the Maccabees
the exclusive pious separated from the temple
at Jerusalem and formed a conmiimity of their own.
For a time Hilgenfeld considered the Essenes
Jewish mystics, then again he spoke of Persian

or even of Buddhistic influences, but in his later

works he returned to his earUer position, and de-

rived them from the original Rechabites (q.v.).

Whatever foreign influences were operative, Bud-
dhistic were not among' them, though Persian may
have been. The philosopher Zeller has endeavored
to prove that Essenism has its parallels in Pythag-
orism (Geachichte der Philoaophie der Griechen, iii.

277 sqq., Leipsic, 1881). Whether it is at all

necessary to assume foreign influences depends
upon the answer to the question whether Josephus'

notes on the anthropology of the Essenes are

correct. Whereas Essenism as far as its tenets and
mode of Ufe go may be explained from Judaism
and may be considered an effort akin to that of

Pharisaism completely to attain by isolation purity

of life, the Essenic doctrine of man can be explained

only from foreign, most probably Pythagorean,

influences. But then it can be assumed that other

influences also, in which Essenism differs from

ordinary Judaism, came from the same sources.

Only scanty notices survive about the history of

Essenism. The first Essene, Judas, mentioned by

name lived about the time of Antigonus c. 110 b.c.

(Josephus, Ant, XIII., ix.). In the time of OmsX
the sect seems to have been strong, but every sup-

posed contact of Christ with it belong? to the realm

of unfounded hypotheses. When and how Esse-

nism was taken up by Christianity and its adheroits

were received into the Christian Church is not

known. It may be supposed that some joined the

Church, though they still retained some distinctive

peculiarities. This is probably the kemd of what

Epiphanius tells of the Essenes and Sampseans.

In the system of the Clementines Essenic elements

are probably contained.

(G. UHLHORNt.)

Bibuographt: The chief souroea are: Philo. Quod o«iAt«

probua Kber, xii.-xiii., Mangey's ed., ii. 457-459, and
" Apology for the Jews " preserved by Eusebiua, Pr^-

porotto Bvangelioa, viii. 11, and Mangey, ii. 632-634;

Josephus, War, II., viii. 2-13; Ant. XIII., r. 9, XV. x. 4.

5, XVIII. i. 5 (Josephus was in a position to give accurate

notices, since he lived near them); Pliny. HUt, naL v. 17.

Later literature on the Elssenes is extensive, and it be^t

given in SchOrer, OeBchichU, ii. 556-559. after which fol-

lows Schlbrer's valuable treatment of the subject, pp.

559-584, Eng. transl. II.. ii. 188-218. Consult: Frankel

in ZeitBchrift fur die relioi6»en InUre^tn <U» JudenAvmu,
iii (1846), 441-461; A. Ritsdil. in ThMiog%»At Jahr-

bOeher, xiv (1855). 315-356; A. Hilgenfeld. Judiada

Apocaluptik, pp. 243-286, Jena. 1857; idem. Ketxergt-

achichte dea UrchristerUkumt, pp. 87-149. Leipaie, 1884;

J. M. Jost, Oeachichte dea Judentunu, i. 207-214. Leipeic.

1857; C. D. Ginsburg, The Etaenea, London. 1864; J.

Derenbourg. Hiatoire de la PaleaUne, pp. 166-175. 460-

462, Paris. 1867; Qemens, in ZWT, xu (1869). 328-352;

H. Ewald. HiaL of larad, v. 370 sqq.. London. 1874;

J. B. Lightfoot, Commentary on Coloaaiana, pp. 82-68.

349-419, ib. 1875; H. J. Bestmann. OeaehidUe der eknH-

Uchen Sitte, i. 306 sqq., Ndrdlingen, 1880; P. E. Ludos, Dm-

Eaaeniamvu, Strasburg. 1881; A.Iillie, Bwldhiam in Ckn*-

tendom, or Jeaxu the Eaaene, London. 1887; Ohle, inJPT, xiii

(1887), 298-344, 37(^-394, xiv (1888). 221-274, 314-32a
366-387; H. Qraets, OeaehidUe der Juden, iii. passim.

Leipsic. 1888; T. K. Cheyne. Origin of the PaaUer, pp.

418-421. 446-449. London. 1891; J. E. H. Thompson,
Booka Which Influenced Our Lord, pp. 75-122. 217-224.

Edinburgh, 1891; N. I. Weinstein. BeitrAge aur OeachidiU

der EaaOer, Vienna, 1892; M. Dedie. Lea Baainiena. Mod-
tauban, 1895; A. Regeffe. La Secie dee Eaahuena, Lyons.

1898; DCB, ii. 198-208; DB, i. 767-772; BB, ii. 1396-

1400; JE, V. 224-232.

ESTES, DAVm FOSTER: Baptist; b. at Au-

burn, Me., Oct. 18, 1851. He was graduated at the

University of Vermont in 1871 and Newton Theo-

logical Institution in 1874, and studied in Gdt-

tingen 1878-79. He held pastorates at Manchester.

Vt., 1874-76, Belfast, Me., 1876-78, and Vergennee,

Vt., 1880-83. He was then professor and acting

president of Atlanta Baptist College 1883-86, and

pastor at Holden, Mass., 1886-91. Since 1891 he

has been professor of New Testament interpreta-

tion in Colgate University, Hamilton, N. Y. He has

written Hiatory of Holden^ Maaa, (Holden, Mass.,

1894); An OtUline of New Teatament Theology

(New York, 19(X)); and Notea an Greek Grammar
lUuatrated from ike New Teatameni (Hamilton,

N. Y., 1906).
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ESTHER, BOOK OF.

Tlie Name (} 1).

The Story (I 2).

Oiancter And Date (} 3).

Hutohdty (ft 4).

The Festival. Its Name and Origin (} 6).

Ethics of the Book (} 6).

Its Caaonidty (} 7).

The Book of Esther takes its name from that of

the heroine, which is usually derived from the

Persian sitareh (" star ")i but is prob-

1. The ably the same as the Babylonian

lime. Ishtar. This identification is sup-

ported by the evident derivation of

the name of her protector Mordecai (Heb. Morde-
khut^, Septuagint Mardochaios, " one who belongs

to the god Marduk")* Though this name is

rather stnmge for a Jew so true to his faith, anal-

ogies are not lacking (cf. A.* H. Sayce, ' Higher

Crsfjown ' andthe Monuments^ p. 470,London, 1894),

Hie scene of action is the Persian court in Shu-

fifaan in the time of Ahasuerus, i.e., Xerxes. The
narrative tells how the beautiful

2. The Jewess Hadassah, " Myrtle," came
Sloiy. to the court and under the name of

Esther was made the consort of the

king. In this position she was able to save her

people from threatened destruction. A favorite

of the king, Haman, having had a dispute with her

couan Mordecai because the latter would not bow
down to him, induced the capricious king to fix a
day by k)t (Persian port) on which the Jews
throu^ut the kingdom were to be exterminated.

Esther induced the king to favor her people, Haman
was executed, and Mordecai took his place in the

government. A new edict of the king permitted

the Jews to resist the attack, and thus the feared

thirteenth of Adar became a day of victory and
the fourteenth, in Shushan the fifteenth, a festive

day. The festival was called purtm from the lots.

The institution of the celebration is traced to

llordecai and Esther.

The narrative is harmonious and written with
dramatic skill. Chap. ix. 20-28 records that

Mordecai reported the events in a letter addressed

to the Jews of all the provinces of the kingdom
with the request that they celebrate

3. Charac- in future fourteenth and fifteenth

tertnd Adar as festal days, giving presents

Date. to one another and alms to the poor.

In this institution of the Purim-
festiral its name is explained from the lots cast at

the beginning of the narrative (iv. 7). This section

isa recapitulation of the preceding narrative, forming
a fitting end of the roll appointed to be read on the

Purim-festival. Verses 29-32 are no doubt dupU-
cates and were inserted later than v. 20-28. The
writer drew from oral and probably also from
written sources some time after the events, because
Ahasuerus and Mordecai belonged to the past (cf

.

i- 1-2, x. 1 sqq.). These passages refute the as-

Bomption of Clement of Alexandria, and Ibn Ezra,
wrongjy construing ix. 20, 32, that the book was
written by Mordecai; and the authorship is unde-
tennined. The time of composition can be fixed

only approximately. Although the time of Arta-
xerxes I. has been suggested, matter and linguistic

character indicate the latest Persian or the Greek
period. The language is permeated by Aramaisms
and Persisms, and is otherwise in a state of decay.

The book must belong to the most recent part of

the canon. That the author wrote in Persian has

no warrant.

The historicity of the narrative has been stoutly

tjuestioned. It has been held that the book con-

tains a number of anachronisms and
4. Histo- misstatements of Persian customs,

ridty. Ahasuerus has been identified with
Xerxes; and from what is otherwise

known of the voluptuous habits and capricious

whims, of the sudden alternations between favor

and disfavor, and the passionate cruelty and the

adventurous pride of this despot, the identification

is justifiable. Certain other facts, like the Greek
campaigns, tally well with the narrative in Esther.

On the other h^d the account of Xerxes' marriage

after the Greek campaign, as recorded by Herodotus
(ix. 108 sqq.), is not in harmony with the story of

this book. Esther can not be identified with

Amestris, whose lofty position makes impossible

the no less distinguished dignity enjoyed by Esther
according to the BibUcal narrative. The historic-

ity of the narrative is also opposed by the exist-

ence of a law according to which the king of the

Persians in his selection of a wife was restricted

to the (seven) noblest families of the Persians

(cf. Herodotus, iii. 84). The question then remains,

how far Herodotus is reUable. These narratives

were certainly orally transmitted with deUght,

and moreover passed through a noteworthy Uterary

redaction. In this way inaccuracies and exaggera-

tions might easily creep in. Thus according to ii.

6-7 Esther and Mordecai had been deported with

Jehoiachin, whereas from their age they must have
been [remote] descendants of the prisoners of his

time; the statements in iii. 15, viii. 15 of the sym-
pathy of the inhabitants of Shushan for the Jews
are too strong to be true. But the substance of

the history neither stands nor falls with these

details. The main support of the narrative con-

sists obviously of the Purim-feast itself. Outside

of the Book of Esther, the feast is first mentioned
II Mace. XV. 36 as " The Day of Mordecai." On
its origin and celebration cf. also Josephus, Ant,

XI., vi. 13. The book is considered pure fiction

by such modem scholars as Zuns {ZDMO, xxvii.

684 sqq.) and E. Reuss (Oeachichte des Alien Testa-

ments, pp. 581 sqq. Brunswick, 1892-94).

Since the word pur (" lot "?), the Persian origin

of which has not been proved, points to a foreign

origin, some have endeavored to trace the Purim-
festival as well as the entire narrative to foreign

sources: Hitzig recalled the Neo-Arabic phUr,
'* New-year " and the Persian intercalary days
PttrdeghSn ; he thought that the basis was in some

event which happened about New-
5. The Fes- year, not in the time of the Achas-

tfvaly Its menids but under the rule of the Par-

Name and thian Arsacids, from which language

Origin, pur, '* lot," may come. Lagarde
thought that the Purira-fea«t is the

Persian festival in honor of the dead, Farwardigan,

which was celebrated with joy, the Greek name of
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which, phourdigtm (used by Menander), coincides

partly with the Hebrew, the original of which was
purdaia instead of purimf appearing as a variant in

the Septuagint phourdia. Since this is not satisfac-

tory, the reference to a Babylonian myth and festi-

val has found more favor. Zimmem would trace

a connection of the Purim-festival with the Baby-
lonian New-year's festival called Zagmuku or'

Akttu, and identified pur with the Assyrian pii^ru,
** totality," " assembly "; the meaning " lots

"

might be understood from the fact that at the

assembly of the gods at that festival the destinies

(lots) for the coming year were appointed. As
that festival was celebrated in honor of Marduk,
the name Mordecai indicated that the Hebrew
matter was derived from Babylonian sources.

This Jensen endeavored to prove more decisively

by the equations: Haman»Humba, Hiunban, the

head of the Elamitic pantheon; Esther « Ishtar;

the wife of Haman Zaras» Kirisa, wife of Humba;
Vashti » Mashti, a Babylonian goddess. The Baby-
lonian New-year myth, with which was blended
the memory of the overthrow of Elamitic over-

lordship, was then changed into a legend of the
subduing of the enemies of the Jews. Finally,

B. Meissner thought of the Sak&en-festival which
Berosus records, during which a slave, dressed in a
royal dress, for five days enjoyed high honors,

which suggests Esther vi. 7 sqq. This festival

was originally identical with the Babylonian New-
year's festival and was blended by the Persians

with that used among them (cf . the five Farwardigan
days). On this occasion Ishtar (Esther) came
prominently before Marduk (Mordecai). But in

none of these hypotheses do the date and duration
agree with those of the Jewish festival. Neither
the Persian nor the Babylonian New-year is in the
middle of the month of Adar. The word pur still

remains unexplained, and the identification with
the Assyrian pufyru is doubtful. It is possible that

the Jews may have combined with a foreign festival

the recollection of a national event; but the change
of amyth into a history so full of vigor is not credible.

All their postexilic festivals are based upon his-

torical events. On this account scholars like

Ewald and Winer admit a historical kernel of

the Esther-narrative, and are followed by Bertheau-
Ryssel, Riehm, Oettli, and Driver.

The ethical character of the book was also

attacked, earlier even than its credibility. Greatly
as it was esteemed by the Jews, whose national

consciousness was flattered by the contents, the
Christians became here more aware than in anyother
canonical book of the contrast of Christianity and
particularistic Judaism. Luther with his usual

freedom expressed a very adverse opinion, Semler's

judgment was no less decisive, while De Wette,
Bleek, and Zimz call attention to the

6. Ethics spirit of pride and vengeance, and to

of the the lack of piety in the book. But
Book. these reproaches involve an unjust

estimate of the facts. The Jews of

the book can not be charged with irreligiousness

and impiety. Without the consciousness that

God alone could save them and their people from
danger, the fast by which Esther and the others

prepared themselves for their heroic deed had
no meaning; without unlimited trust in the faith-

fulness of the Lord, the heroic words of Mordecai,

iv. 13-14, are inexplicable. The fact that the use

of specifically reUgious language and reference to

religious institutions is scanty is not a fault in a

book read at a joyous feast, especially when those

institutions were not important for the festival

itself (cf . Riehm, TSK, 1862, pp. 407 sqq.). The book

is a product of the time when ancient Israel was

about to pass into narrow external Judaism, in-

tent more upon its self-preservation than upon

the fulfilment of its destiny. The character of the

events is purely national and recalls that of the

Maccabean period, consequently the Purim-festival

can not be equated with the great festivals of

Israel, which are more comprehensive.

The canonicity of the book was challenged by the

Jews, and the observance of the feast was objected

to by eighty-five elders, as recorded in the Jerusa-

lem Talmud. Among Christians the

7. Its Can- opposition was more lasting. In the

onicity. Greek Church during the first four

centuries it was counted by some
(e.g., by Athanasius) among the deuterocanouicai

(Apocrjrphal) books of the Old Testament, but the

Latin Church gave it canonical authority. The
Septuagint placed it at the end of the historical

books, enlarged bymany additions (see Apocbtpha,
A, IV, 2). Jerome placed these additions at the

end of his translation, as " Additions to Esther"
among the Apocrjrpha. C. von Orelu.
Bibuooraprt: The best commentariee are tboae by A. W.

Streane, in CanOiTiiot Bible, Cambridge. 1907; C. F. KeO,
Leipsic, 1870; Q. RawlinsoD. London, 1873; F. W.
Sohulti. Leipaio, 1876; L. M. de Saoy. Paris, 1882; E.

Bertheau, Letpsic, 1887; S. OetUt. Ndrdlingen. 1889;

A. Schols. WQrsburs. 1890: L. B. Paton. New York. 1906.

The works on O. T. Introduction are to be consulted.

There are able discussions in: DB^ i. 772-776; EB, n.

1400-07; JE, v. 232-241. Special subjects or phaasf

are treated in: P. de Lagarde, Ahhandlunotn der , , .

OtaelUchaft der Wiasenachaften, Qottingen, 1866; J. S.

Bloch, HeUenieHache BeatandteUe im bibUaeken Sckrifttim,

Breslau, 1877; A. H. Sayoe. Introduction to , . . EiHur,

London. 1885; B. Jacob, in ZATW, x (1890). 241 nn-;
T. K. Cheyne, Foundera of O. T. CriUdam, pp. 359 sqq.,

London. 1893; C. H. Toy, in New World, vi (1897). 130-

145; S. Jampel, Daa Budt Eathtr auf eeine GeeekidUlidi-

keit, Frankfort, 1907.

On the Purim festival consult: P. de Lagarde, Fmim,
tin Beitrag zur Oeachiekte der Reliinon, Odttingen, 1887;

H. Zimmem. in ZATW, xi (1891). 157 sqq.; H. (xunkel.

Sthdpfung und Chaoe, Qottingen, 1895; P. Jensen, ic

ZA, X (1895), 339-340; B. Meissner. in ZDMO, 1 (1896),

296 sqq.; Nowack, ArdiAologie, ii. 194 sqq.

ESTHONIAlfS, CONVERSION OF THE. See Al-

bert OF Riga.

ETHELBERT (iBTHELBERHT) : King of Kent,

659 or 560-616. See Augustine, Saint, op Can-

terbury.

ETHELDREDA (JETHELTHRYTH, AUDRET),
SAINT: Abbess of Ely; b. at Exning (16 m.

w. of Bury St. Edmunds), Suffolk, 630 (?),

daughter of Anna, king of E^t An^a; d. at

Ely June 23, 679. Her father, disre^Birding her

wish to lead the life of a nun, married her in

652 to Tondbert, chieftain of a tribe living among

the fens of southern Cambridgeshire, and she

received the Isle of Ely as marriage portion from
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ference, numberiDg about 300, which is largely

responsible for the philanthropies of the society,

including the District Nursing Section, the Sewing

Society, the Visiting Guild for Crippled Children,

the Society for the Study of Child Nature, the Young
Women's Union, and the Women's Evening Club;

and, finally, there is a Young Men's Union of over

200 members which owns and manages a country

home where fresh-air work is conducted, and con-

tributes largely to the Down-Town Ethical Society

and the Hudson Guild. Of these two settlements,

or neighborhood houses, on the lower East Side, and
in the Chelsea district on the West Side, the first

has organized well-graded classes for the ethical

education of the immigrant population; the other

is working for the democratic organization of the

neighborhood for purposes of self-help and self-

culture. Finally, the classes for adult instruction

aim to meet the needs of adolescents, young married

people, parents, and teachers. Normal instruction

in the methods of teaching ethics is also a distinctive

feature of this work.

The American societies are united in an American
Ethical Union, which holds annual conferences.

Up to the end of 1907 eleven such conventions had
been held. The Union is responsible for a Smnmer
School of Ethics, along the lines of that conducted

for some years at Plymouth, Mass. It is also taking

the initiative in the establishment of a National

Moral Instruction League.

In 1892, the first German Society for Ethical

Culture was founded in Berlin, the chief leaders

being Prof. F. von Gizycki and Prof.

3. Foreign Wilhelm Fdrster. Branches were

Societies, later formed in other German cities,

including Munich, Dresden, Danzig,

Freiburg, and in 1904 the Vienna Ethical Society

was formed. The movement also took root in

Switzerland, societies being formed in Lausanne un-

der Prof. Auguste Forcl and others and in Zurich

under Prof. Frederick W. Fdrster. In France the

movement took somewhat different form. In 1891

the Union pour L'Action Morale was started; later

it became the Union pour la V^rit^. Foremost
among those who have been active in the devel-

opment of the movement is Paul Desjardins.

Under the leadership of Prof. Levi-Morenos the

Circolo per la Cultura Ethico Sociale was estab-

lished in Venice in 1893, and societies later sprung

up elsewhere; but they have met such severe church

opposition that the movement remains in abey-

ance. Societies have also been started in Lahore,

India; Tokyo, Japan; Auckland, New Zealand, and
Johannesburg, Transvaal. It is in England that

ethical societies have multiplied most rapidly.

Twenty-eight societies are included in the Union of

Ethical Societies, which has its headquarters at

19 Buckingham Street, Strand, London. Among
these are many labor churches, which have a some-

what distinctive character. The Union has con-

ducted a School of Ethics and a Central Ethical

Library. It was instrumental in starting the Moral

Instruction League, whose aim is to introduce

systematic non-thecdogical moral instruction into

all schools. Among the afiSliated societies which

maintain an independent position are the Ethical

ReUgion Society, conducted by Washington Sulli-

van at Steinway Hall, London, and the Leicester

Secular Society, of which F. J. Gould is the leader.

In 1896 the first international congress was held at

Zurich, when the International Ethical Union was

foimded. At the third congress held in Eisenach in

1906, the headquarters of the movement were

transferred to Berlin, under the secretaryship of

Gustav Spiller.

The aims of the Societies for Ethical Culture are

variously expressed, but the one thought that is

common to them all is ** the primacy

4* Aims, and independence of ethics." Tlic

Basis of Union of the New York

society reads that the object of the society is that

of " increasing among men the knowledge, the love,

and the practise of the right "; the means to this

end being public meetings, the maintenance of a

public platform for the enforcement of recogniied

standards of right, the development of newer and

higher conceptions of duty in the quickening of the

moral life; systematic moral instruction of the

young; the promotion of continued self-education

among adults; general educational reform, with

stress on the formation of character; the earnest

encouragement of all practical efforts tending to

elevate social conditions. It is added that the

supremacy of the moral end is impHed as a truth;

and that, interpreting the word " religion " to mean

fervent devotion to the highest moral ends, the

society is distinctly a religious body; while toward

religion as a confession of faith in things super-

human, its attitude is neutral, neither acceptance

nor denial of any theological doctrine disqualifying

for membership. The most inclusive statement

expressive of the general spirit of the movement
is that of the International Union which reads:

** The general aim of the Union is to assert the su-

preme importance of the ethical factor in all the

relations of life, personal, social, national, and inter-

national, apart from all theological and meta-

physical considerations." Perctval Chubb.

Biblioorapht: The leading periodicals are: For America:

The International Journal of Ethice (a quarterly); and

Ethical Addressee and Ethical Record (a monthly). For

England: The Ethical World (a bimonthly), Moral In-

struction Bulletin (a monthly). For Germany: Etkiecke

KxtUur (a bimonthly). For France: LAbrea Entreliens.

For Austria: MitteUungen der Osterreichiechen Ethitehen

Oesellschaft. For Switzerland: Eihiscke Anethoiu The

literature of the movement consists principally of Uie f<^

lowing works by the leaders: F. Adler, Creed ana Deed,

New York. 1878; idem, Moral Instruction of Children, ib.

1002; idem. Essentials of Spirituality, ib. 1905; idem.

Marriage and Divorce, ib. 1905; idem. The Religion of

Duty, ib. 1906; W. M. Salter. Ethical ReUgion, Boston,

1889; W. L. Sheldon. An Ethical Movement. New York,

1896; idem, An Ethical Sunday School, ib. 1900: 8. Coit,

Neighborhood Guilds, ib. 1892; idem. The Message of Man,

Boston, 1906; W. R. W. Sullivan, Morality as a Rdigion,

New York. 1899; D. 8. Muaaey, Sjnriiual Heroes, ib. 190a
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LNaiM, Conespt^ Eneydopedie Po-
iition. and Method.

Name (S 1).

Rebdoa to BelicioD (} 2).

Docmaties and £thics (} 3).

Bdfttion of Tbeolosic&l to Philo-
lophical Ethics (ft 4).

Soorces of Ethioa (} 5).

Ethics IB that branch of philosophy which treats

of the theory and nature of moral obb'gation, and
which detennines the rules of right conduct, setting

forth the moral relation of man to self and others,

and aiming to give a philosophical and practical

baas of discrimination between right and wrong.
L Hame, Concept, Encyclopedic Position, and

Method: The term "ethics" is derived from the

Greek Hhos (Sanskrit avadha, " self-

I. Name, determination "), which connotes in-

dividual peculiarity as well as the
individual customs of a person or a commimity.
Originally Hhoa, as the Ionic form of ethos, shared
this meaning with the latter, but gradually a dis-

tmction was evolved between the two forms,

dkot denoting rather external habits, Hhos spiri-

tual attitude, or character. According to Sextus
EmpiiicuB (" Against the Dogmaticians," i. 16)
the word " ethics " was first used by Xenocrates,
though Aristotle was the pioneer in giving the term
a rigid connotation. Thenceforth the word was
frequently used in Greek philosophy, especially by
the Stoics. Later it occurs in the works of Me-
hnchtbon and his pupils, and then in Spinoza;
while in recent times the term has been affected

especially by Evangelical theologians of the specu-

btive type. The term " morals " is derived from
the Latin mos, which, related to modus, denotes
order, both in the sense of " command ** and of

'

"habit." Accordingly Cicero used the adjective

wmdii to translate the Greek ethikos, and Chris-

tian theological terminology adopted the phrase
dimplina (or theologia) moralis in the sense de-

fined by Cicero and Seneca. In Roman Catholic

theology the term " morals " remained by far the
more ci^tomary, but even in the older Protestant
philosophy and theology it shared its honors with
the name " ethics." " Morals " was also a fa-

vorite term with the rationalists and the followers

of Kant, although it is also employed by theolo-

gians of altogether different schools. See Moralitt
AND MoBAL Law.
The right to existence of a special Christian or

theological ethics is Justified only on the basis of a
recognition of the essential connection

2. Relation between religion and morality. Denial
toRdigion. of such a view is the result of an ex-

treme modem ethical empiricism, the

principles of which the societies for ethical cul-

ture, founded on the basis of non-religious morality,
seek to carry out (see Ethical Culture, Socie-
nnj for). However, a certain independence must
be granted to morality in its relations to religion;

for moral consciousness is wrongly considered de-

poident on religion when all moral good is regarded
M good solely because God commands it. It

should rather be said that God can command only
what IB intriiu&cally good, and what has its basis

ETHICS.
Method of Presentation

(§6).
II. History.

The Early Church (5 1).

Scholastic Ethics (S 2).

Early Lutheran Ethics ({ 3).

Early Reformed Ethics ($ 4).

Later Protestant Ethics (} 5).
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forms of Christianity there is a permanent and
definite content of truth; and it is to this ideal

side of Christianity that systematic

3* Dogmat- theology devotes itself, while historical

its and theology concerns itself with the history

Ethics, of revelation and with the historical

development of the Christian Church.
Since the content of Christian truth is religious

and moral, the religious elements fall within the
scope of dogmatics, the moral within the domain
of ethics. Accordingly, it is incorrect to regard

dogmatics and ethics, the two components of sys-

tematic theology, as a section of historical theology.

Dogmatics and ethics should not, as Schleiermacher
assumed (Kurze DarsteUung des theologiachen Stu-
diuma, 2d ed., Berlin, 1830), merely present his-

torically the doctrines now prevailing in the
Church, but should establish as valid truth the
permanent reUgious and moral content of all his-

torical Christianity, especially on the basis of its

records of revelation.

The peculiar bond between dogmatics and ethics

must he judged by the relation in which the sub-
jects of the two departments, the reUgious and
moral elements of Christianity, stand to each other.

It becomes necessary, therefore, to avoid any such
sharp demarcation between the two as was carried

out especially by certain theologians of the school

of Kant, who regarded morality as founded simply
in man himself and as autonomous, and therefore

independent of reUgion. Christian morality, how-
ever, is absolutely ruled by belief in God, revealed

through Christ as holy love; and, on the other hand.
Christian belief is morally conditioned in that it is.

connected with repentance and centered on the
good and holy God. Consequently, not only are
dogmatics and ethics by no means independent
of each other, but they have much in common.
They must not, however, be confused, as has been
done by C. I. Nitzsch (System der chrxstlichen Lehre^

Bonn, 1829), E. Sartorius (Die Lehre von der heiligen

Lie6e, Stuttgart, 1861), and others; for both de-

partments of theology have distinctive character-

istics, in that dogmatics must proceed from the
reUgious side of the Christian Ufe (in other words,

from Christian faith) to God, revealed in his works
of salvation; while it is the province of ethics, con-
sidering the ethical side of the Christian Ufe (i.e..

Christian moraUty), to set forth moral good, which
is reaUzed in the form of human freedom.

Theological ethics is essentiaUy different from
philosophical ethics in that it does not seek to fur-

ther general human knowledge for the

4. Relation benefit of the whole race, but serves

of Theo- first and foremost the Christian

logical to Church. It investigates not human
Philosoph- moraUty as a whole, but the ideal

icai Ethics, content of truth in historical Christian-

ity; and it postulates not merely intel-

lectual capacity, but also the possession of Chris-

tian piety to comprehend the Ufe which proceeds
from Christian faith. However, within certain

Umits, the two systems of ethics must approach
each other, in proportion as theological ethics

becomes more scientific, and philosophical ethics

more moraUy earnest. Such points of contact

between theological and philosophical ethics will

justify the use of the latter by the former, although

there must be an avoidance of any dependence of

theological ethics on philosophical, such as ap-

peared in early Christian theology in relation to

the Platonic and especially to the Stoic philosophy,

since it would be detrimental to Christian morality;

while there must be an equal effort to shun any

mechanical mixture, such as prevailed in the the-

ology of the Middle Ages between Aristotelian and

Christian ethics, since it would be subversiye of

the imity of the moral life.

From this determination of the relations of

theological ethics to the other departments of

theology and to philosophical ethics

5. Sources arise certain points of view decisive

of Ethics, for the choice of its sources. It is

evident, from the close bond between

historical and systematic theology, that the his-

tory of (Christianity makes accessible essential

sources for the history of ethics. Out of the entire

history of Christianity, the history of the Church

is most important here, in that it extends to the

present time; and, since the Church has become

a coUection of reUgious bodies divided by their

creeds, ethics can not disregard these diversities

of sect. It is true that the science need not con-

sider aU divergencies, such as those between the

Lutherans and the Reformed; but since the differ-

ence between Roman OthoUdsm and Protei-

tantism is a basal one even in the domain of

morals, ethics must here assume a confesaonal

character. It must employ the Protestant creeds

as the classical expression of Reformation prin-

ciples, as also other Protestant ecclesiastical Utera-

ture; but the Bible, as the history of special divine

revelation, remains the chief source of all. The-

ology must consider exhaustively all the various

steps by which the component parts of the Bible

are connected, both historicaUy and essentially,

with the true revelation of salvation, and with its

cardinal point, the reconciUng and redeeming

revelation of Giod as holy love in Jesus C^irist;

and it must also weigh the processes whereby these

components, connected with the factors just

mentioned, receive their divine origin. Thus there

arises the need of critical investigation of the Bible

itself, as weU as of aU other portions of historical

Christianity, to discover the universaUy valid

concepts of Christianity. The more important,

then, does personal Christian consciousness become

as a source of ethics. It is, however, incorrect to

regard this as the primary source, as does J. C. K.

von Hofmann (Theologische Ethik, Nordlingen,

1878), for the objectivity of Christianity finds in

the experience of the individual Christian only

an expression which is circiunscribed and obscured.

Nevertheless, this experience is important in the

critical search for Christian doctrine in the Bible,

since it faciUtates the selection of the pennan^t
reUgious and moral elements of the Bible, and

renders possible their spiritual comprehension.

On the other hand, for those elements of theological

ethics which it shares with its philosophical coun-

terpart, it must, like the latter, avail itself of a

purely inteUectual observation of the nature,
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ndal life, and history of mankind, as well as of a
nentific preparation for these observations by
DieanB oi psychology, political economy, and
pnctical phflosophy.

In the matter of method the first question

that arises is, whether the presentation should
be dogmatic or descriptive. While

6i Method the ethics of earlier Protestantism,

ofPresen- rationalism, and the philosophy of

tttioxL Kant, like their contemporary super-

naturalism, set forth its subject in the
focm ol moral reqxiirements—that is, in dogmatic
faeiuoD, Schleiennacher declared that Christian

ethks was a description of that course of con-

duct which uises from the domination of relig-

ious ooosdousness as determined by Christianity.

Among those who followed him in this descriptive

metbod, special mention may be made of J. C. K.
von Hofmann. This method has a sort of justifi-

cation as opposed to a purely dogmatic treatment.

Tbe latter has somewhat of an Old Testament
stripe, and corresponds to the character of Roman
(^Uiolic ethics, which is invariably inclined to

separate the moral life from the central root of

bdief and dissolve it into a multitude of duties

iodiridually commanded. But the purely de-

ser^ve method is inadequate; for the moral law
is not, as Schleiennacher supposed, merely a
h%ber fonn of the natural law, whose operations

can be described with absolute certainty, but is

specifically distinguished from it in that it does not
vork with mechanical necessity, but counts on the
freedom of the human will. Since the normal
devdopment of the Christian life does not appear
absolatdy unimpaired in any Christian, normal
Qiristian morality is, in part, simply a matter of

moral obligation.

A second, and not unimportant, methodological
problem is the arrangement of ethics (cf. J. K6stlin,

T8K, 1879, p. 622). Formerly ethics was fre-

quently divided into three parts: ethics (the theory
of Chrisdan morality), ascetical theology (general

practical rules), and casuistics (considerations of

individual problenis of difficulty). Casxiistics must,
bwever, be excluded as opposed to Evangelical
priittiples; while the Kantian division into pure
and applied ethics results in empty abstractions
for the first part. Many theologians, including

R.Rotbe, P. C. Marheineke, C. Werner, J. P. Lange,
and Krarup, have applied to Christian ethics

Schleiermacher's division of philosophical ethics

into three main categories based on the three

^hieai principles of moral good, virtue, and duty,
"nds scheme is, however, peculiarly unsuited for

Christian ethics, since these three basal principles

can not be developed independently of each other
in a Christian sense. To proceed from the concept
of salvation, as does G. C. A. Earless, who makes
the thre^old division of the boon of salvation, the
poneanon of salvation, and the assurance of sal-

vation, corresponds in no wise to the character of

ethics; nor does a division according to the different

fonna of human activity harmonize with the essen-

tial nature of Christian morality. It is equally in-

adequate to make a distinction between internal and
extonal, asdoesHofmann (similarly C. E. Luthardt,

who distinguishes the person, the intention, and
the works of the Christian); or as does Kdstlin,

who makes the classification on the basis of (1) the
life of the inner man, and (2) his external activity.

F. H. R. Frank's division, which distinguishes the
development of the man of God as related to himself,

to the spiritual world, and to the natural world, is

influenced too one-sidedly by the concept of be-
coming. Far better is H. Weiss's division into

(1) premises or factors, (2) the process of formation
of Christian morality, and (3) the manifold phe-
nomena of Christian personality both' in the life

of virtue led by the individual and in the most
important relations of social life. The first two
divisions, however, are far more closely connected
with each other than with the third, so that it is

better to combine them into a first general division,

to which corresponds the second special division

with its two subdivisions of individual and social

Christian morality.

[Ethics is the science of conduct. As such it is

concerned with the ideal as it has been developed
through individual and social custom (see Con-
science, § 7). Its function is twofold; first to

ascertain the highest word on the nature of the goal

of human Ufe; second, to indicate how this may be
reached. If the summum bonum is conceived as the

common good, then the end is social and the indi-

vidual is both means and end for its realization.

Ethics passes by imperceptible gradations into po-
litical science and sociology. In distinction from
esthetics, which deals with judgments of feeling,

ethics is concerned with judgments of ends realized

by the will. It depends upon psychology in its

analysis of the processes through which motives
are constituted and the freedom of the will dis-

closed, and upon metaphysics for a view of the

world in which the human ideal takes its place as a
constituent part of reality. Until recently the term
" moral philosophy " was used to characterize this

discipline in Great Britain and America. Of late,

however, the term " ethics " has rapidly gained

groimd, and is now almost universally employed to

designate this subject. C. A. B.]

n. History: The history of ethics as a science

can here be sketched only in outline. In the the-

ology of the early Church ethics

I. The found no strictly systematic presen-

Early tation, while the fundamental views

Church, of ethics were frequently at variance

with the spirit of the Gospel. To-
gether with a morally debasing concept of belief

as the receiving of traditional teaching, the tend-

ency arose to enact external legal regulations for

the moral life which had thus been robbed of its

religious basis. To make matters worse, this

legalism was sought only in an ascetic life which
renoimced the world, so that a double morality,

a higher and a lower, was evolved. For the pres-

ervation of the moral laws, as well as of traditional

doctrine as a whole, a hierarchic organization,

united with external authority, was deemed neces-

sary, so that all Christianity was considered

essentially a new law. In the West this legalistic

tendency was imprinted on the Church under the

influence of the Roman spirit. This is first very
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characteristically shown in the numerous writings

of Tertullian, who had received a legal training,

and whose harsh nature drove him to an extreme
ethical rigor; while his views were developed by
Cyprian in the direction of a hierarchic ecclesias-

tical organization. A certain deepening of ethics

was then introduced by Augustine, who, in oppo-

sition to the superficial and atomistic concept of

morality as a whole, and of sin as well, based every-

thing in Christianity on the grace of God. From
the hierarchic Church with its outward signs he
distinguished the invisible communion of saints

as the Church to which the promises of God apply,

although he did this in a sense and context which
made it possible for him to hark back to popular

Catholicism. For him also faith was merely the

maintenance of the doctrine of revelation as true,

so that it became a ground of righteousness in the

sight of God only when proved by hope through

love; while the essential work of grace was the

magic inflowing of this love, or vindication in the

sense of justification, whereby it became possible

for msm to perform works of righteousness, to

follow the supererogatory counsels of monastic

asceticism, and thus to merit eternal blessedness.

These ethical views of Augustine were accepted by
ecclesiastical theology, and appear tolerably com-
plete, although slightly coarsened in the MorcUia

of Gregory the Great. They were likewise of

fundamental importance for the ethics of scholastic

theology and the later Roman Catholic Church.

Since, however, it was necessary to prove that

Augustine's doctrine of absolute predestination,

together with the premises which led to his con-

clusions, could not be reconciled in the long run
with the monastic and hierarchic principles repre-

sented by Augustine himself and further developed

after him, these elements were interpreted in a
Semi-Pelagian sense. The tendency toward an
atomistic ethical point of view was favored, more-
over, by the establishment of the confessional,

which, after the seventh and eighth centuries,

called forth the rich literature of the penitentiaries

(Libri pcmitenHales ; see Penitential Books),
together with a casuistic ethics. Among the few
systematic ethical treatises written during this

period, special mention should be made of those

of Alcuin {De virtvlibua et intiis and De animcB

ratione).

The age of scholasticism, at its very beginning,

sent forth the first works on ethics as a separate

science under its own name—treatises

2. Scholas- which were philosophical rather than
tic Ethics, theological, such as the PhUosophia

moralia of Hildebert of Tours and the

Etkica of Abelard. Of fundamental importance
for later scholastic ethics was the ethical portion

of Peter Lombard's great treatise on dogmatics,

the SerUenHa, The second book treats of freedom,

virtue, sin, the wHl, the seven deadly sins, and the
sin against the Holy Ghost; while the third book
includes the theological virtues; faith, love, hope,

the four cardinal virtues, the seven gifts of the
Holy Ghost, the ten commandments, and the dis-

tinction between the Law and the Gospel. Among
the many followers of Peter Lombard by far the

most important was Thomas Aquinas, who dis-

cussed ethics in systematic form in the second

part of his Summa, treating of general ethical

problems in the first section, and of specifically

Christian morality in the second. The scheme of

the concepts and the basis of this system, a mighty

one of its kind, is Aristotelian; the superstruc-

ture contains essentially the ethics of Augustine.

Thomas was opposed, in a sense, even in ethics,

by Dims Scotus (QucBst. iv. 49), who emphasixed

as the basis of mondity not, like Thomas, the cog-

nizable inner necessity of reason, but rather tbe

divine and human freedom of the will in an «i-

tirely abstract sense. With scholastic ethics the

moral system of medieval mysticism stood, gen-

erally speaking, not in opposition, but in close

kinship. Both centered in Augustine and were

influenced by Neo-Platonic concepts, so that both

incUned toward a non-ethical concept of God;

both served the Roman Catholic Church, except for

certain thoroughly heretical divergencies; both were

cultivated especially in the mendicant orders.

They were even blended, as by Hugo of St. Victor;

or were united in the same individual, as in Meister

Eckhart, whose Latin writings reveal him as a

scholastic, and his German as a mystic. Even

where the representatives of mysticism laid aside

scholastic dialectics, as did Johannes Tauler and

Thomas k Kempis, their mysticism was but the

popular and edifying amplification of the thought

which forms the climax of scholasticism—tbe

conception that the supreme end of man, which

leads beyond Christian belief, Christian morality,

and Christian knowledge, is that form of union

with God which is gained through emancipation

from the finite and negation of the ego. Only in

the influence of mysticism on the religious life,

which it rendered internally and actively pious, was

there any preparation for the Reformation in the

sphere of ethics.

Early Protestant ethics was dominated by the

principles of the Reformation, which regard^ the

blessed conviction of justification by

3. Early faith as the center of all Christian

Lutheran truth, the Scriptures as the proper

Ethics, norm of Christian doctrine, and the

commimion of behevers united by the

Word of God and the Sacraments as the essence

of the Church. Accordingly, proceeding on these

principles, which here stand in intimate connection

with each other, it sought to purify Christian ethics

from the disturbing elements introduced by Ronian

Catholicism. Belief was now changed from an

acceptance of ecclesiastical doctrine to a penitent,

blessed trust in God, revealed as holy love in CSirist.

Thus faith became the centralized and morally

powerful source of all Christian life. At the same

time, the Roman Catholic concept of a purely

magical foimdation of Christian morality as legal-

ism and justification by works was discarded.

Instead of an external command, the source of

ethical knowledge now became the ideal life as set

forth in the Bible, adopted by the Christian con-

science, and modified according to the individual.

At the same time the distinction between a higher

and a lower morality, and especially the commen-
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ditkm of the monastic life, was rejected. Since,

monofveT, the ethical significance of secular toil

icd of the natural relations of human society was
now recognized, their subjection to the visible

Church became a thing of the past. None of the

Refomiers, however, developed these views into a
comprehensive system, although Luther often used

than in their basal generality and with strong stress

on their religious aspect. His Von der Freiheit

fifiis Christenmenschen (1520) contains important

fundamentals of ethics, while in the discussion of

the decalogue in his Catechism he makes naive

statanents on individual ethical matters.

A stronger and more specific interest in ethics

WIS shown by Melanchthon, not only in his great

work on dogmatics, the Loci, but also in his imi-

versity lectures on Proverbs and in brief indi-

Tid!:al treatises on ethical subjects. Nevertheless,

he gave a systematic presentation only of philo-

sophical ethics, disciissing natural law as given

by God. His Epitome phUosophicB moralis (Stras-

burg, 1538) and Ethica doctrina demenia (1550)

kmg formed the basis of instruction in ethics in

the Lutheran Church. Melanchthon's school pro-

duced the first treatise on Christian ethics in

Thomas Venatorius' De virtiUe Christiana libri

tra (1529), which emphasized the moral power of

jollification by faith. To the same school belong
the Regula vita of David Chytrseus (1555) and the

ElkioB dodrincB libri quaUuor of P. von Eitzen

(1572), both, strictly speaking, only exegeses of

the decalogue. The transfer from Lutheran to Re-
foraied ethics was made by the Enchiridion theo-

hgiciim of the Dane Niels Hemmingsen (Leipsic,

1j68), who was inclined toward Calvinism.

With this school of Melanchthon Reformed the-

obgy shared a deep ethical interest, although it

was sharply opposed to that school in

4. Early regard to the problem of the freedom
Reformed of the hiunan will because of its doc-

Ethics, trine of predestination. This com-
mimity of interest was shown even by

Zwingli, who developed his ethical views, espe-

dally in his Commentarius de vera et falsa religione

(Zurich^ 1525). Much distinguishes him from
Calvin in the sphere of ethics, such as his concept
of the Church as a community at once religious

and dvil, his national patriotism, and his joyously

human type of piety. Nevertheless, Calvin prac-

tically coincides with Zwingli in ^lis general views
of ethics. Calvin's ethics is chiefly to be fornid in

the third book of his InstUtUio religionis Chris-

timuB (Basel, 1536), where he regards the Christian

life as divine service, or, more specifically, as a
iacrifice in the Christian denial of self, dividing the

demonstration of the latter, on the basis of Titus
ii. 12. into three parts. This basal concept gives

his ethics a certain ascetic appearance, while the

concept of love is thrust into the background.
The first fairly complete system of CJhristian ethics

that came from the Reformed Church was the
Etkiea Christiana of Lambert Daneau (Geneva,
1577). In his Systema eihicce (in Operas Geneva,
1614) another Reformed theologian, Bartholomseus
Keckemiann, sought to give simply a philosophical

ethics. On the other hand, Amandus Polanus, in

his Syntagma theologiw (Geneva, 1610), divided
systematic theology into dogmatics proper and
ethics; and Keckermann was more explicitly

assailed by the Medulla theologica (Amsterdam,
1623) of the Puritan William Ames, who declared

that there could be no ethics except what was
strictly theological. A mediating tendency was
shown by M. Amyraut, of the Academy of Saumur,
in his Morale chrestienne (6 vols., Saumur, 1652-

1660); but the majority of Reformed ethicists

followed Ames in their monotonous exegesis of the
decalogue, from which was developed even here

a casuistic system (cf. J. H. Alsted's Theologia

casuum, Hanau, 1621).

In post-Reformation theology orthodoxy soon
became supreme, laying stress on correct dogmatic

opinion rather than on a living faith

5. Later of moral efficacy. Ethics accordingly

Protestant declined sharply and was scarcely

Ethics, cultivated, except in the barren form
of ascetical theology. An independ-

ent scientific system of ethics in the Lutheran
Chiutsh was first revived by the Helmst&dt theo-

logian Georg Calixtus, who, in his Epitome theo-

logia moralis (1634), described the Christian life

as the preservation of salvation which had been
won, thus bringing upon himself the charge of

orthodoxy that he had, in Roman Catholic fashion,

asserted that good works were necessary to sal-

vation. Calixtus was followed by Dtirr, Theodor
Maier, Rixner, and Johann Andreas Schmidt,
while J. W. Baler's Compendium theologict moralis

(Jena, 1698) was conducted more in the traditional

channels of orthodoxy. The ethics of the eight-

eenth century was dominated in great part by the
rationalism of the Enlightenment (q.v.); although
Pietism early gave a fresh impulse to ethics in its

practical aspect by laying stress upon the moral
fruitfulness of Christian belief. The influence of

this tendency on orthodox theology is seen in

J. F. Buddeus' Institutiones theologia moralis

(1711). Pietism, however, gave but a scanty
scientific contribution to ethics; and the offshoots

of the Pietistic movement led to »mnatural dis-

tortions of the Christian life and to an intensifica-

tion of the claim of nature to the sphere of ethics.

The attempt was accordingly made to formulate
a purely human ethics from the philosophical side,

positing as the supreme moral requirement the
furtherance of the welfare of society (Hugo Gro-
tius, Pufendorf), or of perfection (Christian Wolf).
Gradually these tendencies foimd their way into

theology. In his Theologische Moral (1738) Sieg-

mund Baimigarten still retained a supernatural

point of view, but gave it a philosophical basis;

while in his comprehensive Sittenlehre der heiligen

Schnft (5 vob., Hehnstfldt, 1735-53) J. L. von
Mosheim earnestly sought to prove that Biblical

and Christian ethics correspond to reason and
nature. This interest in the reasonableness of

ethics soon became dominant in theology; while,

despite the endeavors of Biblically minded theo-

logians, such as C. A. Crusius {MoraUheologie,

Leipsic, 1772) and J. F. Reuss (Elementa theohgicB

moralis, Tubingen, 1767), an ethical eudemonism
spread through German theology under the in-
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fluence of English deism and French materialism.

The representatives of this movement included

J. P. Miller, Gottfried Less, and K. F. Bahrdt.
J. D. MichaeUs followed a similar course in his

Moral (3 parts, Gdttingen, 1792-1802), while

F. V. Reinhard defended a rationalistic super-

naturalism in his System der chriatlichen Moral
(5 vols., Sulzbach, 1788-1815).

A new trend in the history of ethics was intro-

duced by Inunanuel Kant, among whose works
bearing upon this subject special

6. Kant's mention may be made of the Orund-
SchooL legung zur Metaphyaik der Sitten

(Riga, 1785), Kritik der praktiachen

Vemtmft (1788), and Metaphysische Anfangsgrunde
der Tugendlehre (Kdnigsberg, 1797). Through
Kant's energetic emphasis on the imconditional

necessity of the moral law, which transcended
all empiricism, the dominant eudemonism was
refuted, and a deeper knowledge of evil became
possible than had been within the capabilities of

the ethics of the Enlightenment. Kant was also

in the right in his view of the autonomy of the moral
law as opposed to external interpretations of moral
authority, even though they be based upon the
Bible; but the harshness with which he defended
his attitude destroyed the proper de^ndence of

ethics on religion and resulted in a legaUstic rigor-

ism. Despite such faults, Kant's basal ethical

views were widely accepted in the theology of his

period, not only by rationalistic ethicists, but also

by such supematuralists as K. F. St&udlin and
J. H. Tieftrunk; although some, Uke J. F. Flatt

of Ttibingen, modified them. Through anthro-
pological investigations, F. H. Jacobi and J. F.
Fries endeavored further to develop the Kantian
ethics, and they were followed by De Wette,
Baumgarten-Crusius, and L. A. K&hler. A dis-

tinct step in advance of Kant was marked by
J. G. Fichte's Sittenlehre (Jena, 1798), especially

in its demand for a desire of the good, and through
its estabUshment of ethics upon the beUef in the
moral governance of the world. Still stronger

was the reaction against the subjectivity of the
period of the Enlightenment in favor of a recog-

nition of objectivity in the ethics of Schelling and
Hegel. The former, in his System des transcen-

derUalen Idealismus (Tilbingen, 1800) and his

UrUersuchungen vber das Wesen der mensMichen
Freiheit (1809), laid down the principle: " Become
a being, and cease to be merely a phenomenon."
He failed, however, to distinguish the ethical

domain from the province of law, and thus as-

cribed too much importance to the State. Still

more one-sided was the view of Hegel, expressed

in his Orundlinien der Philosophie des Rechts (Ber-

lin, 1833), since he discovered ethics, as the real-

ization of the rational processes of the world in

general, preeminently in the ordinances of natural

human society, but left the Church no secure

position. In opposition to such metaphysical
bases of ethics, Herbart, in his AUgemeine prak-

tische Philosophie (Gdttingen, 1808) and Analy-
ttsche Beleuchtung des Naturrechts und der Moral
(1836), sought to estabhsh the science solely on
the facts of experience. According to him, ethics.

as a division of esthetics, is to posit the simplest

relations which, as being morally beautiful, evoke

pleasure, but whose sources are not to be investi-

gated. Herein Herbart doubtless intended to recog-

nize both the unconditionality and the unity of the

ethical, but the former quality was threatened by his

fundamentally esthetic point of view, and the latter

by the division into individual concepts of relation.

In consideration of these defects of philosophical

ethics, it was the more momentous that theological

ethics won its independent impor-

7. Schleier- tance. The most powerful incentive

macher. to this development was given by

Friedrich Schleiermacher, who, in

his Monologen (Berlin, 1800), emphasized the sig-

nificance of individuality, and in his Grundlimen

einer Kritik der bisherigen Sittenlehre (1803) laid

stress on the concept of moral good. Beginning

with 1819, he published a series of treatises of

ethical content, while after his death his philo>

sophical ethics was edited on the basis of his lec-

tures (Beriin, 1835). followed by his Christlicki

SiUe (1843). Although the first-named is divided

into the theory of the good, the theory of virtue,

and the theory of duty, it discusses only the first

part in detail. Here Schleiermacher, influenced

by Spinoza and Schelling, considers the good as a

union of nature and reason; while the corresponding

acts are either organizing (employing nature as a

tool) or symbolizing (transforming all into a symbol

of reason). This antithesis, however, is crossed

by the classification of all activity into general

and individual, so that both activity and the re-

sultant good become fourfold. The theological

ethics of Schleiermacher is distinguished from his

philosophical system especially by the fact that

it is based not on reason, but on the Christian con-

sciousness, since it seeks to describe activity ari-

sing from the domination of such consciousness,

and also explicitly considers sin. This attempt,

carried out with masterly skill, to permeate the

entire sphere of human activity with the principles

of Christian ethics has exerted an influence far

and wide. Among more recent theological eth-

icists, Schleiermacher has been very closely followed

by K. A. Rtttenick in his SiUenlehre (Berlin, 1832),

which forms the second part of his ChristUche

Lehre fur Konfirmanden. The influence of Schleier

macher and Hegel is likewise manifest, despite the

supematuralistic spirit of the work, in the admirable

Theologische Ethik of R. Rothe (3 vols., Witten-

berg, 1845-48), which seeks to transform material

nature into a spiritual personality from the p<Mnt

of view of Christian conscience.

An attitude closely akin to the mediating the-

ology is represented by H. Martensen, in his Ckrisk-

lige Ethik (3 vols., Copenhagen, 1871-

8. Recent 1878), I. A. Domer, in his System der

Manuals, christlichen SiUenlehre (Berlin, 1S85),

and J. KOstlin, in his ChrisUiche Ethik

(Berlin, 1899). A more conservative and Biblical

position appears in C. F. Schmid's ChristHcke

Sittenlehre (Stuttgart, 1861), C. Palmer's Mcrol

des Christentums (Stuttgart, 1864), J. T. Beck's

Vorlesungen uber christliche Ethik (3 vols., GQters-

loh, 1882-83), the third (ethical) part of M.
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Kihkr's Wissenschaft der chrisUichen Lehre (Er-

langpn. 1883), and R. KUbers ChrisUiche Ethik

(2 parts, Munich, 1896). Strictly Lutheran are

G. C. A. Earless' ChrisUiche Ethik (Stuttgart,

1SI2; 8th e<L, 1893), A. Wuttke'e Handbuch der

ckisUichm SiUenlekre (2 vols., Berlin, 1862),

A. F. C. Vilmar's Theologische Moral (3 parts,

Gutersloh, 1871), the second part of A. von Oet-

tingen's SociaUthik (2 vols., Erlangen, 1873-74;

3decL, 1882); J. C. K. von Hofmann's Theologische

mik (Ndrdlingen, 1878), F. H. R. Frank's System

der dirisaidien SitUichkeii (2 vols., Leipsic, 1884-

1887), and C. E. Luthardt's Kompendium der theo-

logischen Ethik (Leipsic, 1896). The Neo-Kant-
ismsm of A. Ritschl is represented, more or less

doeely. by W. Bomemann's Unterricht im Chris-

Unhtm (Gdttingen, 1891), H. Schultz's Grundriss

(kr evangeiischen Ethik (Gdttingen, 1891), W. Herr-

mann's Ethik (Tubingen, 1900), Theodor Hfiring's

Ckriiaiches Leben (Stuttgart, 1900), and J. Gott-

schick's Ethik (Tubingen, 1907). J. Pfleiderer's

(jTmdriis der Glavbens- und SitterUehre (3d ed.,

Bertin, 1886) belongs to the school of liberal and
speculative theology.

Among the more recent philosophical ethicists

an idealism friendly to Christianity is represented

by H. M. Chalybaus' System der spekulativen

Ethik (2 vols., Leipsic, 1850), I. H. Fichte's System
(kr Ethik (2 vols., Leipsic, 1850-53), C. Sigwart's

rorfragen der Ethik (Freiburg, 1886), G. Class's

IdeaU und Guter (Leipsic, 1886), F. Harms's Ethik

(Leipnc, 1889), and A. Domer's Das menschliche

Uanddn, phiiosophische Ethik (Berlm, 1895). The
influence of Kant is shown in A. Trendelenburg's

SiOuTrecht auf dem Grande der Ethik (Leipsic,

1860), H. Lotze's Grundxuge der praktischen Phi-

lo9(fpkie (Leipsic, 1884), Theodor Lipps's Ethische

Gnadfragen (Hamburg, 1899), and M. Wentscher's

M* (2 vols., Leipsic, 1901-05). Herbart's point

of Tiew is represented by J. W. Nahlowsky's AU-
gemeine prakiische Philosophie (Leipsic, 1871; 2d
ed., 1885), T. Ziller's AUgemeine phiiosophische

Ethik (Langensalza, 1880; 2d ed., 1886), H. Steln-

thal's AUgemeine Ethik (Berlin, 1885), and W.
Bein'g Grundriss der Ethik (Osterwald, 1902).

W. Wundt, Ethik (Stuttgart, 1886), and F. Paul-

sen, System der Ethik (2 vols., Berlin, 1890), show
tbe influence of Positivism and Utilitarianism

(qq.v.), and also reflect the teachings of the theory
of evolution, as elaborated especially by Charles

Darwin, and an ethical relativism conditioned by
thk theory and represented by H. Spencer's Data
of Ethics (London, 1879) and Leslie Stephen's
Science of Ethics (1882). Under such influences

there has been a wide-spread tendency, even in

(Jwman thought, to trace ethical requirements
fijm^ to conditions of culture, tradition, inher-

itance, and utilitarian motives, and to regard them
as purely relative. This tendency is represented
hj Feuerbach's Ueber Spiritualismus und Materia^
iiffrm (Leipsic, 1866), E. Laas's Idealismus und
Potitimmus (3 parts, Berlin, 1879-84), and G.
von Gizycki's Grundzuge der Moral (Leipsic, 1883).

This eudemonism has found its antipodal pessimism
in J. Fnuienstadt's SitUiches Leben (Leipsic, 1866)
and £. von Hartmann's Phdnomenologie des sttt-

lichen Beumsstseins (Berlin, 1878) and Ethische

Studien (Leipsic, 1898); while a degenerate off-

shoot of both tendencies is Friedrich Nietzsche's

ethics of the '* superman " {Jenseits von Gut und
Bdse, Leipsic, 1886), which overleaps all moral
bounds.

In post-Reformation Roman Catholic ethics

casuistics first bloomed again through the instru-

mentality of the Jesuits, who culti-

Q. Roman vated ethics diligently that they
Catholic might utilize it for advice in cases of

Ethics, conscience. Among the most im-
portant ethical treatises of the Jes-

uits special mention should be made of the works
of F. Toletus, Thomas Sanchez, Antonio de Esco-
bar, Busenbaum, Alfonso Liguori, and J. P.

Gury. Their ethics seeks to render itself indis-

pensable through its subtly developed casuistry,

and to become popular by its extreme adaptation

to human weakiiesses. The latter end is served

by the well-known Jesuit doctrines of probabilism,

intention and mental reservation. This elasticity

of Jesuit ethics, together with its Pelagianizing

tendency, was assailed within the Roman Catholic

Church especially by Jansenism, as represented in

Pascal's Pens4essur lareligion (Paris, 1670) and Ques-
nel's inflexions morales (1687). The Jansenists re-

garded the love of God, evoked by the operation

of divine grace, as the one root of moral action,

but they were led into gloomy mysticism and ascet-

icism by their faulty comprehension of the Pauline

doctrine of justification by faith. Still more
visionary and passive was the ascetic mysticism
of quietism, set forth by the Spaniard M. de Mo-
linos (q.v.) in his Guida spirituals (Rome, 1675) and
modified by F6nelon, but attacked in both forms
by the Jesuits.

With the end of the eighteenth century Roman
Catholic ethics also came under the influence of

philosophy. The Jesuit B. Stattler, in his VoU-
stdndige christliche Sittenlehre (2 vols., Augsburg,

1791), adopted the philosophical method of C.

Wolff; while his pupil, S. Mutschelle, in his Moral-
theologie (2 parts, Munich, 1801-03), followed Kant,
as did F. G. Wanker, G. Hermes, and others. On
the other hand, M. Sailer, in his Handbuch der

chrisUichen Moral (Munich, 1818), set forth a
Pietistic mystic eudemonism, a similar tendency
being shown in J. B. von Hirscher's more scientific

ChrisUiche Moral (5th ed., Tiibingen, 1851).

Some traces of Schleiermacher's influence are dis-

cernible in H. Klee's System der katholischen Moral
(Mainz, 1847), K. Martin's Lehrbuch der katho-

lischen Moral (Mainz, 1850), and C. Werner's
System der chrisUichen Ethik (Regensburg, 1850);

while a more traditional character is maintained
in the ethical manuals of H. T. Simar (Freiburg,

1877), F X. Linsenmann (1879), J. Schwane
(1878-85), and RappenhOner (1889).

F. SiBFFBRT.
[English ethics dates from Francis Bacon (q.v.),

who by an empirical method presented the good as

the useful. To Thomas Hobbes (d. 1679) the

summum bonum was self-preservation. In the natu-

ral condition every man's hand was against bis

neighbor; the state is therefore necessary. The
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two factors of his ethics were egoistic hedonism
and absolute social authority. Since Hobbes eth-

ical thought has taken several direc-

ID. Ethics tions. (1) Intuitionalism, of which
in England there is an earlier and a later school.

and According to the Cambridge Platon-

America. ists, Ralph Cudworth (q.v.; Eternal

and ImmiUable Morality ^ London,

1731), Henry More (q.v.; Enchiridion Ethicum,

2 parts, London, 1667), and Samuel Clarke (q.v.;

Being and AUribiUes of God, 2 vols., London, 1704),

the intuitional philosophy was appUed to ethics

(see Cambridge Platonists). Good and evil are

referred to eternal moral ideas a priori. This typ)e

of thought was followed by Richard Price (d. 1791;

Review of the Principal Questions of MoralSy London,
1758), by Thomas Reid (q.v.; Essays on the Active

Powers of the Human Mindf Edinburgh, 1788), by
Dugald Stewart (q.v.; Philosophy of the Active and
Moral Powers of Man, 1828), and by William
Whewell (q.v.; Elements of Morality , London, 1846).

To these must be added Henry Calderwood (q.v.;

Handbook of Moral Philosophy, London, 1888) and
James Martineau (q.v.; Types of Ethical Theory,

Oxford, 1885). (2) Utilitarianism or hedonism, de-

riving from Bacon and Hobbes, does not flow in

a straight course, but in general to it belongs John
Locke (see Deism), who held that happiness was the

ultimate motive of moral action. His great con-

tribution to ethics was his doctrine on power (Essay
concerning Human Understanding, book II., chap,

xxi., London, 1690) which profoundly influenced

Jonathan Edwards (q.v.) in his discussion of the will

(A Carefid and Strict Enquiry into . . . Freedom of
the WiU, Boston, 1754). David Hume (q.v.) in his

Inquiry into the Principles of Morals (London, 1751)
and Adam Smith (d. 1770) in his Theory of Moral
Sentiments (London, 1759) resolve the motives to
moral action into either utility or pleasure, and find

in sympathy the ultimate quality of the moral sen-

timents. Closely allied with this movement was
David Hartley (d. 1757; Observations on Man,
London, 1749), who by a physiological and psycho-
logical method explained the ethical consciousness

by the association of ideas, and showed how from
the pleasures and pains of sensation are derived

the higher pleasures and pains of imagination, am-
bition, self-interest, sympathy, theopathy, and, fi-

nally, the moral sense. Somewhere between the in-

tuitionalists and the utilitarians must be placed

Bishop Joseph Butler (q.v.), who in his Sermons on
Human Nature alleges three principles of action:

self-love; benevolence; and conscience, which adju-

dicates between the claims of the other two. Later
echoes of this teaching are heard in America in

Nathaniel William Taylor's (q.v.) doctrine of self-

love, in Noah Porter (q.v.; Elements of Moral
Science, New York, 1885), Mark Hopkins (q.v.;

The Law of Love and Love as Law, New York, 1869),

and James Henry Fairchild (Moral Philosophy,

Oberlin, 1869). The more modem advocates of

thoroughgoing utilitarianism are William Paley
(q.v.; Principles of Moral and Political Philosophy,

London, 1785), who derived obligation from the

command of another to which one is ui^ed by a
violent motive; Jeremy Bentham (d. 1832; Prinr

ciples of Morals and Legislation, London, 1789), who
holds the summum bonum to be the greatest good of

the greatest number, and John Stuart Mill (d. 1873;

Utilitarianism, London, 1861), who makes the end

to be the greatest amount of happiness altogether.

According to Bentham, the sanctions of morality are

physical, political, social, religious; aocordiDg to

Mill, they are external or internal. Other writers of

this school are Henry Sidgwick (Methods (^ EthioL,

London, 1890) and A. Bain (Moral Science, New
York, 1869). (3) Evolutionary Ethics—a form of

hedonism—aflinns in general that society is a de-

veloping social oi^anism, the end of which is accord-

ing to Herbert Spencer (Data of Ethics, I^odon,

1879) happiness, according to Leslie Stephens

(Science of Ethics, London, 1882) health or efficiency,

according to Samuel Alexander (Moral Order and

Progress, London, 1889) equilibrium. Progress is

determined by continuous adjustment of internal to

external relations (Spencer) or by conflict of idob

(Alexander). (4) Idealistic Ethics relates conduct

to a rational ideal from the point of view of the

source, evolution, sanctions, and principles of action.

The rational ideal is that of a moral self in social

union with other selves in a kingdom of personal

ends. Representatives of this view in Great Britain

are Thomas Hill Green (Prolegomena to Ethics, Ox-

ford, 1883), Edward Caird (Critical Philosophy of

Kant, London, 1877), Francis Herbert Bradley

(Ethical Studies, London, 1376), John Henry Muir-

head (Elements of Ethics, New York, 1892). William

Ritchie Sorley (Ethics of Naturalismf London, 1885),

John Stewart Mackenzie (Manual of Ethics, New
York, 1901); and in America Geoi^ Trumbull

Ladd (Philosophy of Conduct, New York, 1902),

Geoi^ Herbert Palmer (Field of Ethics, Boston,

1901; and Nature of Goodness, ib. 1903), J. Royce

(Philosophy of Loyalty, New York, 1908), and A. E.

Taylor (Problem of Conduct, London, 1901). (5)

Teleological Ethics—a combination of hedomstie

and idealistic ethics in which the will to live the life

which belongs to man is the summum bonum—is

advocated by Frederick Thilly (Introduction to the

Study of Ethics, New York, 1900) in reliance upoD

Friedrich P&xihen'6System of Ethics (New York, 1899,

Eng. transl. of System der Ethik), Allied with this is

William James's Will to Believe (New York, 1897)

resting upon the premises of pragmatism. (6) .As

distinguished from Germany, in Great Britain and

America Christian as compared with philosophical

ethics has received less attention. The subject has

been treated imder the title Christian Ethics by

Thomas Banks Strong in the Bampton Lectures for

1895 (London, 1896), by Newman Smyth (New

York, 1896), and by William Leslie Davidson (Lon-

don, 1899). C. A. B.]

lU. New Testament Ethics: There is no system

of ethics in the New Testament, not even a con-

scious suggestio- of the need for system. The clear-

est evidence of this is given in the lack of unity

in Rom. xii.-xv., the most considerable body of

ethical teaching found in the New Testament out-

side the Gospels. But the conscious need of system

belongs to the speculative individual, detached in

some degree both from religious emotion and from

corporate obligation; and while there is nothing in

i
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the New Testament resembling the Greek systems

ol ethics, there is none the less a unity in New Tes-

Ument ethics which lies deeper than the unities of

re6ection, due to a creative age which was flushed

with religious feeling and moral passion.

New Testament ethics, the standard and mold
of Christian ethics, is religious to an even greater

degree than the ethics of the Old Testament. For
tht Wisdom literature is in some places deeply

tinged with Hellenism; but the Wisdom mood is

notably lacking in the New Testament literature,

the apocalyptic and prophetic mood being in com-
plete ccmtrol. Yet the controlling element of Bib-

iieal ethics as a whole is the fact and experience of

divine revelation. The power and wisdom and
goodness of God invade human consciousness, save
man from all his doubts and fears, determine the
direction and aim of moral passion. The mono-
thtkiD of the prophet is ethical monotheism. It

leveab and defines itself in distinction from Levit-

ical ethics. The essence of Levitical ethics is a
fuaoQ of ritual and custom and fixed convention.

Id its results it gave an appearance of finality to

false or imperfect standards of moral value. Against
this view prophetism set itself in moral opposition

(laa. Iviii. 3-7; Micah vi. 1-8). The pith of ex-

perience is the self-revelation of the divine unity
vithin human consciousness and in history. It

expresses itself in an increasing emphasis on char-

acter. While, therefore, Biblical ethics is neces-

sarily a religioxis ethics, it casts itself in the mold
of a supreme moral purpose. Moreover, the personal
and the corporate elements of ethics are inseparable

90 that the experience of the divine unity draws
after it a solid confidence in the ultimate triumph
of Isael.

The prophetism of the New Testament is also

in debt to Judaism. The unit of thought and feel-

ing in Hebrew prophetism was the nation (Ezek.
xxxviL, the resurrection of the nation). Judaism
in a measure shifted the center of gravity. In the
Wisdom literature the mood and mind of the in-

dividual seek expression. In the Psalter the indi-

vidual finds satisfaction and relief in lyrical poetry.
In Phariseeism the belief in individual inmiortality

b^ame a working motive. But along with these
gains went a serious loss. Levitical ethics reas-

Gerted itself. Insistence on rigid religious con-
formity became the order of the day. And the
pride of orthodoxy joined forces with it in order to
chain the moral genius of Hebrew prophetism to the
^lariot of legalism and extemalism. John the
Baptist ushered in the revival of prophetism (Matt.
XL 7-11). He put himself in moral opposition to
the Levitical ethics of Judaism (Matt. iii. 7-10;
Luke iii 7 sqq.). Christ continued and completed
John's work. He took up into his mind and plan
the gains of Judaism, but transcended its spirit and
its range. The conmaunity founded by him was
a prophetic community (Acts ii. 14 sqq.; Joel ii.

28-32). It was distinguished by intense corporate

consciousness (addphoSf adelphai, in N. T. outside
the Gospels 251 times; hapanta koina, Acts ii. 44,
iv. 32). Hence it was also distinguished by an
impassioned escbatology. Thought and feeling set

with tidal force toward the triumph of Christ's com-
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sary quality in Christian expression (Jas. i. 2;

Phil. iii. 1, iv. 4; cf. Acts as a Christian epic).

The enduring moral quality of action is expressed

in the virtue of hypomonS^ happily called by Chrysos-

tom " queen of the virtues." The " patientia " of

the Latin and the ** patience " of the English version

are a poor equivalent for the New Testament Greek.
** Steadfast waiting "—for the supreme end, the

kingdom of God—comes nearer to it. Since the im-

minence of that kingdom dominates the prophetic

consciousness, the supreme specific virtue is stead-

fastness in waiting and working for that supreme
end (James i. 4; I Thess. i. 3; Rom. v. 4, viii. 25).

The words of Jesus (Luke xxi. 19) sum up the

matter. The followers of Jesus, through large-

hearted devotion to the kingdom of God and
through steadfastness in doing and bearing, shall

.enter into perfect self-possession and eternal life.

Henry S. Nash.
Bibuoqeapht: A very extensive and partly classified list

of books is in J. M. Baldwin, Dictionary of PhUoaophy and
Ptycholoffy, III., 2. pp. 812-912, New York, 1905. Other
useful lists are in the works of Crooks and Hurst. Cave
and Emery given below. On I., §§ 1-6, orienting and
defining the subject, consult: O. Pfleiderer, Moral und
Religion, Leipsio, 1872: J. H. Davies, Theology and Mo-
rality, London, 1873; J. KOstlin, in TSK, 1879, part 4;

T. H. Green, Prolegomena to Ethics, Oxford, 1883; R. B.
Fairbaim, Doctrine of Morality in Relation to Orace of
Redemption, London, 1888; H. Weiss. Einleitung in die

ehrieUiche Ethik, Freiburg. 1889; C. F. G. Heinrici, En-
cyklopOdie, pp. 248 sqq., ib. 1893; G. Simmel, Einleitung
in die Moralinsaenachaft, 2 vols., Berlin, 1893; G. R.
Crooks and J. F. Hurst, Theological Encydopaedia, pp.
481^96, New York, 1894; A. Cave, Introduction to The-
ology, pp. 561-564, Edinburgh, 1896; C. Stange, Ein-
leitung in die Ethik, Leipsic. 1901; P. Dupuy, Lea Fon-
dementa de la morale, Paris, 1901 ; L. Emery, Introduction
h VHude de la thiologie, pp. 173-178. 629-638, Paris, 1904;
O. Kim, Orundriaa der theologiactien Ethik, Leipsic, 1906.
Introductory matter will also be found in the systems of
ethics given below.

For the general history of ethics consult: E. Feuerlein,
Die Sittenlehre dea Chriatenthuma in ihren geachichtliehen

Hauptformen, TObingen, 1855; J. A. W. Neander. Vor-
leaungen Uber die Oeachichte der chriatlichen Ethik, Berlin,

1864; W. E. H. Lecky. Hiat. of European Morale, 3 vols.,

London. 1877 and often; A. B. Bruce. The Moral Order
of the World in Ancient and Modem Thought, New York,
1899; J. Denis, Hiat. dea theories et dea id^ea moralea dana
VarUiquiU, 2 vols., Paris. 1879; H. J. Bestmann, Oe-
achichte der chriatlichen Ethik, 2 vols., NOrdlingen, 1880-
1885; T. Ziegler, Oeachichte der chriatlichen Ethik, Bonn,
1881-87; W. Oass, Oeachichte der chrieUichen Ethik, Ber-
lin, 1881-87; L. Schmidt, Die Ethik der alien Oriechen,
2 vols., Berlin, 1882; J. Martineau. Typea of Ethical
Theory, 2 vols., Oxford. 1885; H. Sidgwick, Hiat of Ethica,

London, 1886; P. Janet, Hiat. de la philoaophie morale et

politique, 2 vols., Paris, 1887; C. E. Luthardt, Oeachichte
der chriatlichen Ethik, 2 parts, Leipsic, 1888-93, Eng.
transl., part 1. Christian Ethica Before the Reformation,
Edinburgh, 1889; L. Stephen, Hiat. of Eng. Thought in
the 18th Century, 2 vols., London, 1892; T. Ziegler. Oe-
achichte der chriaUichen Ethik, Strasburg, 1892; C. M. Wil-
liams, A Review of the Syatema of Ethica Founded on . .

Evolution, London, 1893; O. Tille. Von Darwin bia

Nietzache. Ein Buch Entuncklungaethik, Leipsic. 1895; S.

E. Mezes, Ethica Deacriptive and Explanatory, New York,
1901; E. Westermarck, Origin and Development of the

Moral Ideaa, vol. i., London, 1906; L. T. Hobhouse,Mora/«

in Evolution. Study in Comparative Ethica, 2 vols., ib.

1906; W. Wundt, Ethical Syatema, ib. 1906; H. H. Scul-

\ard. Early Chnatian Ethica in the Weal, from Clement to

Ambroae, ib. 1907.

On II., f 1, consult: A. Rau, Die Ethik Jeau, Giessen,

1899; E. Grimm. Die Ethik Jeau, Hamburg, 1903; H. F.

Ernesti, Die Ethik dea Apoalela Paulua, Gdttingen, 1885;

H. Sladeczek. Pauliniache Lehre Ober daa MoraUubiekt,
Regensburg, 1899; A. Thoma, Gethiehte der chriatlichen

Sittenlehre in der Zeit dea N. 7*.. Haarlem. 1879; H. Jb-

coby, NeuteatamenUiche Ethik, Kdnigsberg, 1809; T.

Jordan, The Stoic Moraliata and the Chriatiana, Loodoc.
1884; G. Ludwig. TertuUiana Ethik, Leipaie. 1885. On
II., i 2: A. Rietter, Die Moral dea heiligen HunmoM 9on
Aquinaa, Munich. 1858. On II.. § 3: C. E. Luthardt.

Die Ethik Luthera, Leipsic. 1875; idem, Melanehthonm
Arbeiten im Oebiete der Moral, ib. 1884. On II.. S *'

P. Lobstcin, Die Ethik Calvina, Strasburg, 1877. On II..

§ 6: H. Cohen, KanU BegrUndung der Ethik, Berlin. 1877
On II., § 7: J. Schaller, Vorleaungen liber SdUeiermaeher,

pp. 181 sqq.. Halle, 1844; W. Bender. SchUiermaehera

Theologie, Ndrdlingen, 1876. On U., f 9: K. Werner.
Oeachichte der katholiachen Theologie, Munidi, 1864; O.

Andre&. Die verderbliche Moral der Jeauiten, Ruhrort.

1865; H. J. Bestmann, Oeachichte der duiaiUicken SitU,

part ii.. Katholiache Sitte, Ndrdlingen, 1885.

On IIL consult: H. Jaooby. NeuteatamenUiAe Etkik.

Kdnigsberg, 1899; W. D. Geddes. The Phaedo of Plata.

note K, London. 1863; H. F. Ernesti, ut sup., Gdttingen.

1885; C. E. Luthardt. Die antike Ethik in ihrer geackiekt-

lichen Entwickelung, Leipsic. 1887; idem, Oeeckiekte der

t^hriaaichen Ethik, part I, ib. 1888; Eng. transl.. HiaL of

Chriatian Ethica, vol. i., Edinburgh, 1889; E- Hatch.
Influence of Oreek Ideaa and Uaagea upon the Chr%eiia»

Church, pp. 158-170. London, 1888; G. Matheton, Land-
marka of New Teatament Morality, ib. 1888; T. H. Green,

ut sup., chap, v.; C. H. Toy. Judaism and Christianity,

chaps, v.-vi., Boston, 1891; A. B. Bruoe, The Moral Order

of the World, London. 1899; J. A. Leighton, Jeeua Chrisl

and the Civilisation of To-day, New York, 1907; DB. L
783-789; DCO, i. 543-547; JE, v. 245-258.

Treatises on ethics other than thoee mentioned in the

text, or translations of some of those mentioned are:

A. Wuttke, Christian Ethica, Eng. transl.. Edinbxuigh.

1873; E. H. Gillett, The Moral System, New York,
1874; H. Martensen, Chriatian Ethics, 2 vols., ib. 1881-

1883; P. Janet, The Theory of Morals, New York, 1883;

H. Spencer, Data of Ethics, ib. 1883 and often; I. A. Dorner.
System of Chriatian Ethics, Eng. transL, Edinburgh. 1887;

H. Calderwood, Handbook of Moral Philosophy, London,
1888; R. L. Ottley, Christian Ethics, ib. 1889; W. M.
Salter. Ethical Religion, Boston, 1889; C. H. Sch^riing.

Christliche Sittenlehre, Bremen, 1892; C. G. A. von Harlew,
ChrisUiche Ethik, Gatersloh, 1893, Eng. transl. of 6th Ger-
man ed., Edinburgh, 1868; W.Wxmdt, Ethics, Kn^.tnauL, 3
vols., ib. 1897-1901; W. L. Davidson, Christian EAicm, Loo-
don. 1899; G. B. Tepe, InstitutionestheologuFmoralis, 2 vobi..

Paris. 1899; W. Wallace, Lectures and Essays on Satatral

Theology and Ethics, Oxford, 1899; J. A. Mackenzie,
Manual of Ethics, London, 1900; W. Fite. Introductory

Study of Ethics, New York. 1903; L. Levy-Bnihl. La
Morale et la science des mcturs, Paris. 1903; £. L. Cabot.
Every Day Ethics, New York. 1906; H. RashdaO. Theory
of Oood and Evil, 2 vols.. Oxford. 1907; L. Stephen.
Science of Ethics, New York, 1907; T. Slater, Manual </
Moral Theology, ib. 1908 (Roman Catholic).

ETHIOPIA, ETHIOPIAN CHURCH. See Abt»-
8INIA AND THE AbYSSINIAN ChURCH.

ETHNARCH: The title of an office which is

often mentioned in Hellenistic times. Strabo
mentions strategoif nomarchai, and ethnarchai among
the officials in Egypt in the time of Augustus; and
Lucian {Macrobioi^ xvii.) speaks of an ethnarch
Asandros made king of the Bosporus by Augustus.
Thus it is clear that the title was not one peculiar

to the Jews. Among them it probably indicates

a degree of independence; at least, according to
Strabo (quoted in Josephus Ant, XIV., vii. 2), that
is the position held by the ethnarch of the Jews in

Egypt. For the Jews in Egypt the office is an in-

dication that they followed their customs and re-

ligion as a special race among an alien people.

This comes out in the edict of Claudius cited in

Josephus {Ant. XIX., v. 2). While the statement
that after the death of an ethnarch Augustus con-
tinued the office seems to contradict a stat^ooent

of Philo (Flaccum, J 10), that after the death of the
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§enarch (a ^rord practically the same as ethnarch)

Augustus established a gerousia^ this may mean
only that a gerousia was constituted, presided over
by a plurality of heads. But ethnarch is not sub-

stantiated as a general title among the Jews of the

diaspora.

It was a title borne by the Hasmoneans (q.v.),in

the first case by Simon. His brother and predeces-

6or Jonathan was called by Alexander, son of E^iph-
anes, strcdi^gos and meridarches, titles which im-

ply the union of military and civil power. That
Simon had in mind a higher title is clear from the

connection in I Mace. xiv. 28 sqq., cf. xv. 1 sqq.,

and the idea of the titles conferred on him as stated

in I Mace. xiv. 42 is that of hereditary right. In

^te of this, in the case of John Hyrcanus the title

failed to follow succession. The coins of Hyrcanus
I. mention alongside '* John the High Priest " the
" Commonwealth of the Jews," or name him " Head
of the CJommonwealth of the Jews," from which it

follows that John regarded his office as less than

that of a political ruler, and considered himself the

priestly head of a theocratic state. Yet the sense

of the well-known anecdote of the encounter with

Eleazar, the spokesman of the Pharisees, in which

the latter asked John to lay aside the high-priest-

hood and be contented with the political rulership,

implies the p>osition of ethnarch. His son Aristo-

btilus was the first after the exile to take the title

of king, in which he was followed by Alexander

Jannseus (Josephus, Ant, XIII. xi.-xii.). Alex-

andra also assumed the title of queen, and is so

called by Josephus. Her son Hyreanus, when he

retired to private life, passed the title of king to his

brother Aristobulus. Pompey gave to Hyrcanus

the high-priesthood and also the title of king.

But a later decree of Caesar made Hyrcanus ethnarch

and high priest, the former title as compensation

for the loss of the royal name. Herod obtained

from the Roman Senate the royal title, but his son

Archelaus was only ethnarch.

Of special int-erest is the mention of the ethnarch

of King Aretas in Damascus (II Cor. xi. 32). It is

the Nabataean King Aretas IV. who is meant, and

the ethnarch is not a governor of the Jews but the

ruler of the city. This could have been only in

the days of Caligula or Claudius, since under Ti-

berius and Nero Damascus was under Roman con-

troL Paul's flight therefore could not have been

before 37 a.d- (Joh.\nne8 Weiss.)
BiiBuoosAPifT: The b^t discussion will be found in Schttrer,

GtmekichU; consult the Indexes. Ck)nsult also: J. Deren-
boats, Histoire ei giographie de la PaUttine, pp. 67, 460-
451. Paris, 1867; H. Graeta. Getchichie der Juden, in.

30-31. 163. 371, 417, Leipsic, 1888.

ETTWEHf, et'voin, JOHN: Moravian bishop;

b. at Freudenstadt (40 m. s.w. of Stuttgart), WOrt-
temberg. June 29, 1721; d. at Bethlehem, Pa.,

Jan. 2, 1S02. In 1754 he emigrated to America.

In 1772 he led the Christian Indians from Susque-

hanna County in Pennsylvania to the Tuscarawas
River in Ohio. He was a friend of Washington,

and devoted himself to the care of the sick soldiers

in the ^neral army hospital at Bethlehem, Pa.

In 1787 he founded the Society of the United Breth-

ren for Propagating the Gospel among the Heathen,

to which Congress granted several townships on

the Tuscarawas, in trust, for the Christian Indians.

He was consecrated bishop June 25, 1784, and
stood at the head of his Church till his retirement,

on account of ill health, in 1801. He prepared a
vocabulary of the language of the Delaware In-

dians, which has been published by the Historical

Society of Pennsylvania.

Bibuooraphy: J. T. Hamilton, Hist, of the Unitas Fratrum,
in American Church History Series, vol. viii., New York.
1895; idem. Hist, of the Church Known as the Moravian
Church, Bethlehem, 1900.

EUCHARIST, ya'ca-rist.

Combination of the Evening Agape and the Morning
Service (5 1).

The Early Liturgical Development (} 2).

The Service in Justin's Time and Later (f 3).

The Oblation (5 4).

The Prayers (§ 6).

The Communion (56).
Frequency of Celebration (§7).
The Elements (§ 8).

Various Customs ($9).
The Heretical Sects ({10).

Eucharist is a term employed for the celebration

of the Lord's Supper, especially in the primitive

Church, to which the present consideration is re-

stricted. (For the liturgy of the Roman Catholic

Church see Mass, II
.
; of theChurches of the Reforma-

tion, Lord's Supper, IV. For the doctrine of the

Lord's Supper see Lord's Supper, I.-III.; Mass, I.;

Transubstantiation.) In early Christian litera-

ture, however, the word is also applied (1) to the

prayer of thanksgiving spoken over the elements

(in the East; only once in the Latin West, Ter-

tullian, De oratione, xxiv.); (2) to the elements

themselves; (3) by an extension of meaning, to

any consecrated element or sacramentum—as in

(Cyprian, Epist. Ixx. 2, to the consecrated oil. The
application to the entire celebration of the Lord's

Supper continued only so long as it was an actual

meal (cf. especially Ignatius), and then reappeared

only in the Middle Ages.

The eucharistic celebration of the primitive

Church underwent a very important change about
the middle of the second century. Originally,

either as a common meal or in connection with one,

it formed a separate observance which took place in

the evening, while the congregation assembled in the

morning to hear theWord. At the date mentioned
these two were fused into one service, a change which
made possible the development of the later mass (see

Mass, II., 1, §l)and still exercises an influence even
upon Protestant liturgical conceptions. The first

witness for the combination of the Eucharist with
the morning service is Justin (I Apol. Ixv.-lxvii.,

written c. 150). Though the famous letter of Pliny
(x. 96, c. 113) attests the prevalence of the older

custom in Bithynia, the Dtdache (ix.,

I. Combi- X.) at least for Egypt, and Clement
nation of (I Cor. xliv.) for Rome, Justin shows
the Even- the new as universally adopted, even
ing Agapse if the old for a while existed along-

and the side of it. The grounds for the
Morning change have been sought in the accu-

Service. sations of the pagans, who charged
the Christians with the commission of

hideous abominations at their agapa. But this

is an improbable theory; both the evening agap<s
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and the pagan calumnies still continued after this.

It is more likely that both religious and practical

reasons brought about the change. The earlier

manner of celebrating the Eucharist endangered
the unity of the local church, and did not accord
with the growing importance of the priesthood.

Where these meetings had often been held inde-

pendently in private houses, the aphorism of Igna-

tius
—" no lawful Eucharist without the bishop "

{Smym. viii. 1)—^now prevailed. At the morning
service the clergy were assembled, the Scriptures

were solemnly read; a natural center of unity for

the local church was here, and the religious develop-
ment was met by the change, as well as the prac-

tical difficulty of assembling widely scattered mem-
bers for both services.

In studying the liturgical development, the ear-

liest stage is wrapped in obscurity. Exclusive of

the Gospel narratives of the institution (see Lord's
SupPEB, Introduction and I.), the only sources are

I Cor. xi. 20 sqq. and the ninth, tenth, and four-

teenth chapters of the Didache. The traditional

interpretation of the Pauline passage (still upheld
by Hamack, Zahn, and others) regards the Eu-

charist as the conclusion of a meal
3. The taken in coomion, or agape, A more
Early modem view, held by Jiilicher, Spitta,

Liturgical Haupt, and Hoffmann, holds that the
Develop- reference of the passage is to one sin-

ment gle meal, designated as a whole by the
name " Lord's Supper." This theory

is borne out by the fact that Ignatius uses the
terms agapS and enchariatia indiscriminately for

one and the same sacred feast {Smym. viii. 2, vii.

1; Rom. vii. 3; perhaps also PhUad. iv.; Eph.
xiii. 1). But this still leaves the question open as
to the manner in which this feast was conducted.
Since Christ had left no precise ritual directions,

the first Christians were free to arrange their Eu-
charist as seemed best to them. The most natural

thing was to follow the traditions of the sacred

meals of Judaism. Of* these the most natural

choice would have been the Passover supper, if it

is assumed that the institution took place on this

occasion; but even with this assimiption neither

I Cor. xi. nor the Didache shows any relation be-

tween the two, and none is forced upon us by such
passages as I Cor. x. 6, v. 7. It seems more prob-
able that a model was sought in the most common
of these observances, the Sabbath meal as it was
celebrated in every Jewish house at the beginning
of the Sabbath on Friday night. We can get an
idea of it from the Mishnah (especially Bera-
kot vi.-viii.), which shows that it was marked by
unity and characterized by the partaking of a
blessed cup and blessed bread. At the beginning
of the meal the cup, blessed with prayer by one of

the family, preferably the Jather, was handed round
—though this blessing might come later, and, in-

deed, the cup be dispensed with altogether. Then
the bread was blessed which was broken and eaten
during the meal; and a thanksgiving followed, to

which the company responded with ** Amen," and
after the meal, in which no " stranger " might take

part, there was another thanksgiving. The de-

pendence of the cucliaristic form on this observance

is supported by the Didache, where (ix., x.) is found

the same sequence of customs: after the act of rec-

onciliation, the so-called exomologesis (xiv.), the

blessing of cup and bread by a short prayer (ix.),

common participation (Gk. empiliethtnai, x. 1),

and a final thanksgiving (x.). The formulas of

blessing are indeed purely Christian, but the double

blessing of cup and bread, and the placing of the

cup first, point clearly to a Jewish origin. Like

the Sabbath meal, again, the whole ceremony is

one; the contention of Zahn, Weizsacker, and

Haupt that the prayers for the agape are found in

chapter ix. and those for the Eucharist in x. can

not be upheld. The partaking of the consecrated

elements was not (as has been supposed from a

misunderstanding of I Cor. xi.) the final but the

initial act; it was the blessing of the bread and

wine that made the meal " the Lord's Supper."

Inquiring how the unity was dissolved, it appears

that the reception of the consecrated elements at

the beginning became more and more the principal

thing, while, on the other hand, the subsequent

meal became more and more an agapi, or act of

charity on the part of the rich believers toward

their poorer brethren. This, deprived of its most

significant accompaniment, for which the later

exUogia (q.v.) offered an insufficient equivalent,

gradually decayed and perished, while the Eucha-

rist lived on with power in its new form, took prec-

edence of the service of Scripture-reading and

preaching, and finally, as the mass, became the

supreme act of worship.

But meanwhile, when it was imited with the

other service, of Scripture-reading and prayer, it

naturally took with it the essential forms which

had up to that time constituted it. Some notable

changes took place; the two prayers of blessing on

the elements were fused into one, and the offering

of the bread and wine, by members of the church,

now took on the dignity of a liturgical function.

What the order of the various parts was at this

period we learn from Justin to have been as fol-

lows: (1) the kiss of peace: (2) the

3. The oblation (Gk. prosphara); (3) the eu-

Service in charistic prayer of the ** president

"

Justin's (Gk. proestds), i.e., the bishop, with

Time and intercessions, and the response

Later. " Amen "; (4) the conununion; (5)

the payment of the congr^ation's

contribution (stipe), and distribution to the poor.

The last was dropped in later times, and a respon-

sory (preface) added, which may, indeed, have been

in use as early as Justin, though he does not men-

tion it. But the same groundwork continues to

show itself, e.g., in TertuUian and Cyprian. Thus,

too, about 348, Cyril of Jerusalem describes sub-

stantially the same order; (1) the washing of the

hands of the bishop and presbyters; (2) the kiss of

peace; (3) preface with Trieagian and Epikkeis,

or invocation of the Holy Spirit; (4) intercessions;

(5) Lord's Prayer; (6) conununion; (7) final

prayer. As to the later detailed development, see

Mass, II.

We must now consider more definitely the indi-

vidual parts of this primitive service. After the

kiss of peace (q.v.) came the oblation, which was
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performed by the deacons receiving the offerings

uxi canying them to the bishop. When they were
numerous, special tables were necessary to hold

tbem, which stood on each side of the altar. Be-
skks bread and wine there were present other kinds

of foodf such as milk, oil, honey, etc., which were
used for the support of the poor. These gifts were
bksKd, and the givers commemorated by name.
As the first spontaneous generosity languished and
the Okl Testament was increasingly taken as a

model, the offering of all kinds of first-

4. The fruits was insisted on. The disturb-

Oblation. ance to the service caused by the

bringing of these various offerings

g»Te rise to attempts to limit them, at the begin-

ning of the fourth century, to bread and wine, or

other things used in ecclesiastical functions, such

as od for the holy unction, milk and honey for the

reception of neophytes, and the like. In the time
of ChiysoBtom scarcely anything but bread and
wine was brought (cf. Augustine, Serm, Ixxxii. 3,

5), and the offering was not made every Sunday
by all the members, but on special festivals and in

honor of the departed. The church provided the

bread and wine from its own resources.

The central prayer (originally prayers), as is seen

from the Didache (ix.), at first contained thanks-

giring for both bodily and spiritual nourishment,
in free adaptation of the ordinary Jewish formu-
bries referred to above. Later this prayer was
broken by the Triaagion (from Isa. vi. 3), simg by
the congregation. TertuUian is the first evidence
for this; Origen seems to have known it; in the

time of Athanasius it was in general though not

univeisal use, in both East and West. It arose

probably in Sjrria, where the liturgies

5. The show a really organic connection be-

PtayerB. tween it and the prayer which it

follows. This prayer usually con-
tains a thanksgiving for the benefits of redemption,
leading up to a recitation of the words of institu-

tion. That these formed a part of the earliest

Christian liturgy can not be safely concluded from
1 Cor. XL 23 sqq. ; but it is possible that the custom
was known to Justin, as it certainly was to Origen,

Cyprian, (^yril of Jerusalem, and Chrysostom; and
DO ancient liturgy has been preserved which does
not contain these words. Under the influence of
I 0>r. xi. 26, there followed what was called the
(ouonnem or commemoration, and then the ana-
p^ora, in which the consecrated elements were
offered up to God; and next came the epiklesU
(q.v.). The actual consecration was never con-
Bdered to take place through the words of insti-

^ition alone before Augustine and Ambrose, but
was attributed to the entire eucharistic prayer

—

tboo^ the view is also found that the epikUsia has
this power. Whether the exomologesia or acknowl-
edgnwnt of sin originally preceded or followed the
eochaiistic prayer can not be determined; later it

came after, and was usually connected with the
fpOsksU. From the third or fomlh century on, a
greet intercession for the whole church followed.

It is found in Cyril of Jerusalem and elsewhere,

h«t not in TertuUian or Cyprian. It also had its

00001 probably in Syria, as it is not found in the

oldest Egyptian liturgy known. The use of the

Lord's Prayer as a part of the liturgy seems to

have been known to TertuUian and Cyprian, but
is first certainly attested by Cyril of Jerusalem,

Chrysostom, Augustine, and Jerome. It is not
mentioned in the Apostolic Constitutions.

The actual communion, as long as the Eucharist

had the form of a real meal, was accomplished by
the passing of the consecrated elements from hand
to hand. When it became a formal act, it was
prefaced (demonstrably as early as the end of the

second century) by the bishop saying, ** Holy things

to holy persons " (from the Septuagint version of

Lev. xxiv. 9; cf. Matt. vii. 6). The congregation

answered, "One alone is holy," etc., and then ap-

proached the altar, where they received the ele-

ments in their hands, standing. Great care was
exercised to prevent a crum of the haUowed bread
or a drop of the consecrated wine falling to the

groimd; in the reception of the for-

6. The mer it was usual to place the left hand
Commu- under the right in the form of a cross,

nion. The careful washing of the hands be-

fore conmiimion was prescribed; and
Cyril of Jerusalem instructs his catechumens to re-

ceive the chaUce bowing low. The distribution of

the elements was performed in Justin's time by the

deacons; but this function was withdrawn from
them with the gradual growth of reverence for the

elements and belief in priestly dignity and power.

As a transitional stage, the deacons are found in

some places entrusted with the administration of

the chalice, as the less important. When a definite

formula of administration came in is uncertain,

though there are no traces of one in the apostoUc
age. The oldest was the simple statement ; the for-

mula is Hoc est corpus Chrisiiy Hie est sanguis

Christi. In the Apostolic Constitutions (VIII., xiii.

4) " body of Christ " for the bread, and " blood

of Christ, cup of life " for the cup. In Mark the

Hermit (c. 410) a longer formida occurs: " the

holy blood of Jesus Christ for life eternal"; and in

seventh-century Gaul a stiU further expansion,
" May the Body and Blood of our Lord bring to

thee remission of sin and eternal Ufe " (Council of

Rouen, can. ii.). E^h communicant answered
** Amen," as an expression of faith. That the

earUest use was to give first the cup and then the

bread is shown by the Didache, and possibly by
Luke xxii. 17 and I Cor. x. 16.

Only baptized Christians could receive the com-
munion; this was a universal principle from the

begiiming. Heretics, schismatics, and tmrecon-

ciled penitents were also excluded, though it was
sometimes given to the lapsed when dying. It

was the general practise to give it to chUdren.

The custom of placing it in the mouth of dead per-

sons must have been deeply rooted, to judge from
the number of councils which found it necessary

to prohibit it (see Communion op the Dead).
Fasting communion is an old and quite universal

practise, in fact, a church law, which was referred

to apostolic command by Augustine; an exception

was made on Maundy Thursday, when the Eu-
charist was celebrated in the evening. Much em-
phaais was laid, foUowing Lev. vii. 20 and I Cor. xi.
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27, upon purity of body and soul as a preparation

for communion. Chrysostom, who is specially

strong on this point, requires a particular prepara-

tion by penance, prayer, almsgiving, and spiritual

exercises, lasting for days.

As to frequency of celebration, the most which
can be said for the primitive age with any certainty

is that it occurred at least every Sunday, and there

is plenty of proof for this in the second century.

The tendency was toward greater frequency, and
da5rs of religious observance (Saturdays, fast-days,

the anniversaries of martyrs) were thus marked.
Daily celebration became customary in the West,
by the beginning of the third century in Africa, as

evidenced by Cyprian; in Rome at

7. Pre- least in the time of Jerome, or much
quency of earlier if we are to accept as genuine

Celebration, the fragments on Proverbs ascribed

to Hippolytus. For Spain the same
evidence is given by Jerome; for Gaul by Cassian;

for Milan by Ambrose. In the East (except

Egypt), Sunday and Saturday were the regular

d&yB. But here, too, greater frequency began to

prevail. According to Basil {Epiat. xciii.) the rule

at CSaesarea in Cappadocia was four times a week,
and he was anxious to see it daily. In Egypt and
the Thebaid the Sunday celebration remained the

rule for a long time, though an expression of Cyril

of Alexandria implies that by his time the Western
practise was coming in.

The elements used in the Eucharist were bread

and wine, everywhere throughout the Church.

The bread was conmion leavened wheat bread,

made in little round loaves, with a cruciform inci-

sion to facilitate breaking (see Altar Bread).
The wine, whether white or red, was mixed with
water. Cyprian mentions (Epiat, bdii.) as a wide-

spread African custom the reception of pure water
and no wine at all. But this practise, which is

neither primitive nor based on ascetic principles

but simply an exaggerated insistence on the preva-

lent custom of drinking no wine in the morning,
never spread further and died out completely.

Milk, honey, and salt were used at various times

(for the salt, cf. the Clementine Homilies, xiv. 1).

The use of milk and honey is first mentioned in

connection with the communion of neophytes. A
similar custom—a purification by

8. The honey—occurs in the Mithra cult; but
Elements, it could hardly have come from that

source into Christian usage if passages

like Jer. xi. 5 and Ezra xx. 6 (cf. also Isa. Iv. 1)

had not seemed to commend it. From the neo-

phytes' communion the custom spread into more
general use; sometimes honey was mixed with the

wine (Council of Auxerre, 585 or 578, can. v.); or

milk was substituted for wine, as in the old Span-
ish provinces of Gallacia and Asturia, where wine
was scarce (Fourth Council of Braga, about 675,

can. ii.; cf. also can. Ivii. of the Second Trullan

Council, 692).

A regular reception every Sunday was undoubt-
edly the normal custom of the primitive age. This

is evident, if from nothing else, from the statement
of Justin (/ Apol. Ixvii.) that the consecrated ele-

ments were carried by the deacons to the houses

of those who could not be present at the cel^n-

tion. The practise of the whole congregation

commimicating, which continued into the third

century, disappeared with surprising rapidity in

the fourth. Chrysostom complains more than

once of the fewness of communicants; Eusebius of

Emesa rebukes those who leave the

9. Various church before the communion, and

Customs, such persons are threatened viih ex-

communication by the Apostolic Can-

ons (ix.) and the Council of Antioch (341, can. ii.).

In the East the custom gradually prevailed of re-

ceiving the sacrament only once a year, Easter and

Epiphany being the most usual days. In the West

more frequent communion remained usual. Not a

few early councils, indeed, in Gaul and Spain (e.g.,

Elvira, 305; Toledo, 398 or 400; Agde. 506) threat-

ened with penalties those who abstained from com-

munion; but this was directed against cryptic

sects, whose members came to church, but had

their own communion in their secret meetings.

For the vessels used in the celebration, see Vessei^,

Sacred.
It seems to have been first in the West that the

custom grew up of carrying home either fragment*

of the consecrated bread or the whole portion re-

ceived, in special little boxes called area (Tertul-

lian, Cyprian). Basil attests the existence of the

same custom in Egypt, and it must have spread

rapidly. With these particles a sort of domestic

celebration would be performed (Council of Laod-

icea, can. Iviii.; of Gangra, about 350, can. x.; of

Toledo, 400, can. xiv.). They were also carried

about the t>erson as a protection against dangers,

as shown by the evidence of Ambrose and Gregory

Nazianzen. To the sick and to prisoners the Eu-

charist was carried not only by priests but by lay-

men and even women.
The commemoration of the death-aimiversaries

of the martyrs took place at their graves, and can

hardly have consisted in anything but the Eucha-

rist. The custom became more general with the

fourth century, and altars were erected over the

graves. The practise must also have soon arisen

of commemorating the other dead either on the

third (ninth, fortieth) day after death or on the

aimiversary.

As to the eucharistic celebration among the early

sects not much information has been handed down.

Relatively the most is known about the Gnostics. In

the PiatisSophia a description is given of a function

which it is hard to identify as eucharistic or bap-

tismal, so much have the two sacraments been

fused into one. Substantially nearer to the prac-

tise of the Church are the celebrations described

in the Acta Thomce and Acta Johannis; here the

Eucharist is an independent fimction, separate

from the agape^ and taking place in the morning,

but not cormected with the Scripture-

10. The reading and preaching service; here

Heretical too appear the oblation, the prayer

Sects. of consecration, the breaking of the

bread, and the administration with a

definite formula, to which the receiver responds

with " Amen." But there is a doubt how far these

originally Gnostic writings have been changed by
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dtholic revision. The consecration among the

Gnostics was effected not by the recital of the

words of institution but by a prayer (of thanksgiv-

ing in the Acta Jokannis^ of supplication to Christ

for a blessing on the feast in the Acta ThomcBy while

there is an epiklesis in Irensus I., xiii. 2 and in an-

other part of the Acta Thomce). What is known
of the fkicharist among the other sects is confined

ilmost entirely to the elements used by them.
Water replaced wine very generally outside the

Gnostic circles. Epiphanius relates that some
bodies (EncratitiB, Apostolid) used bread, salt, and
water; and he and Augustine both say that the

Montanists used bread and cheese, without wine
-<ni8toms which point to the original status of the

Eucharist as an actual meal. (P. Drews.)
BmuooaAPHT: On the Roman Catholic side: C. de Burguera,
&kddopSdia d* la eucarisHa, 7 vols. Estepa, 1905-07; E.
Maitfene, Dc antiguU tcdeHariUbus, imrti., Antwerp, 1736;
J. J. L D6Uinser. Die LAre von der EuchariMtU in den drei

tnienJaMkunderlen, Mains. 1826;F. PiobBt, Sakramenteund
Sekramentttlien, TQbingen, 1872; G. Biokell, Meeee und
PokAo. Mains. 1872; idem, in ZKT, 1880; F. S. Hens.
Offmrkmrakier der EuekarieHe . . . der ereten drei Jdhr-
kmdaien, Paderborn. 1892; J. Wilpert, FracOo pania,

a* iUetle Dar^dluna dee eueharietiechen Opfere, Frei-

bncE. 1895 (cf. Q. Fioker. in 60A, 1896. pp. 685 sqq.);

F. X. Funk, KirehfenQeeehuJtUiche Ahhandlunifen und Un-
krmAmioen, vol. i.. Paderborn, 1897; T. W. Dniry, Eleva-
^em in Ae Eucharist, iU HiM. and Rationale, New York,
1907; W. a £. Newbolt, TKe Sacrament of the Altar, ib.

19Q8. From the Proteetant point ofview: Bingham, Ort(nn««.

books xiii., xv.; H. Alt. Der ehriatliche Kultue, i. 184 sqq.,

Beriin, 1851; T. Kliefoth, Lituroitche Abhandlungen, iv.-

T., Sefawenn, 1858-59; A. P. Stanley. Chrietian Inetitu-

Htme, chaps, iv.-vi.. London, 1881; H. A. KdstUn, Oe-
tdtidUe dee chrietHchen OoUeedienatea, Freiburg, 1887;
H. Aofaelis. Die (Uteeten Quellen dee orientalieehen iCir-

dbcmdUs. in TU, vi. 4. 1891; C. von Weiss&cker. Dae
9po$k)Heihe Zeitalter, Freiburg, 1892. Eng. transl., 2 vols.,

Loiulcxi. 1804-95; O. Anrich. Dae antUce Myeierienweaen
ts Muwm EinfiuM auf doe Chrietentum, GOttingen, 1894;

A.C. McGiffert. .4p(Mtob'cil^,pp.68-69, 536-537 etpassim,
Nnr York, 1897; S. Cheetham. Myeteriee, Pagan and Chrie-

Hon, Leetorea iii.-iT.. London, 1897; C. Clemen. Der Ur-
eprungdee . . . Abendmahle, Leipsic. 1898; Hamack. Dog-
M, vols. i-iL; Neander. Chrietian ChunA, i. 323-335.
6t7-649. u. 361-369; Schaff. Chrutian Church, i. 472-475.
il 201-205; Moeller. Chrietian Church, i. 70. 122, 268 sqq.

From the liturgical side: F. Probst. lAturgie der drei

men ekrietUehen Jahrhunderte, TQbingen. 1870; C. E.
HsmmoTwi, Andent Liturgy of AnHoch, Oxford. 1879;

Hamack. in TU, ii. 1 and 2. 1886, cf. TU, vi. 4. pp. 39
iqq.; F. £. Brightman and C. £. Hammond. LAturgiee

Ecatem and Western, Oxford, 1896; Catergian, Die Litur-

0eN 6ei den Armeniem, Vienna, 1897; F. E. Warren,
The iMurgy and Ritual of the Ante-Nieene Church, Lou-
den, 1897. Consult also the literature under Lord's Sup-
pek: LcrxTBoics; Masb; Moxababic Lrruaor.

EUCHARIXXS, SAIHT. See Treves.

EUCHELAION, yQk"el-6'en: In the Greek
Choith, the " prayer oil," consecrated by seven
piuBts, and used for the unction of the sick, which
is counted one of the seven sacraments of the

Church, and corresponds to the extreme unction
of the Roman Church, but is not limited to cases of

mortal illness. See Extreme Unction.

EUCHERIUS: Bishop of Lyons, where he was
bom and where he died between 449 and 455.

Akixnigh married and a father, he retired before

426 to the monastery of L^rins, where his sons

were educated by Hilary, Salvian, and Vincent of

Lfrins. Among his friends were such prominent
ooDtemporaries as John Cassiao, Qaudianus Biam-

ertus, and Sidonius Apollinaris. As the author of

the De laude eremi, written between 426 and 429,

he advocated the same zealous asceticism which
he observed together with his wife, according to

the custom of the time, on the island of Lero (the

modem bt. Marguerite). Other monastic writings

were also composed by him, including the Exhor-
tatio ad monachoSf the SenterUia ad monachoa, and
the Admonitio ad virgineSf and the despair with
which the conditions of the time filled him is ex-

pressed in his De contemptu mundi et acBcularis

philoaophicB. The first book of his Instnictionea

evidences his knowledge of the Biblical criticism

of his period, and the second forms a dictionary

of antiquities for the elucidation of the loan-words
in the Bible. The Formvlm apiritalia intelligenticB

contains historical, figurative, and analogical inter-

pretations of Biblical designations in the realm of

nature and human life. In the Pelagian contro-
versy he seems to have regarded the coexistence

of God and man in Christ as analogous with the
union of body and soul in humanity, while his

deep interest in the heroes of Christendom found
expression in the Passio Agaunenaium martyrum.
His letter to Philo, in which he voluntarily assumed
the charge of certain ecclesiastical institutions, like

his letter to the presbjrter Faustus De locia aliqui-

bua aanctia^ is of doubtful authenticity. Eucherius
was closely associated with the neighboring bishops,

and on Nov. 8, 441, presided with Hilary of Aries
over the first Synod of Orange. No details are
known of his administration of his bishopric, and
even the year of his consecration, which was 434,
according to Sigibert of Gembloux, is uncertain.

(Edgar Henneke.)
Bibuoobapbt: The Opera were published by BraasicanuB,

Baeel, 1631; in MPL, l; and, ed. Wotke, in CSEL, xyad.,
1894. Sources for a life are: Chronica Oalliea, ed. T.
Mommsen, in MOH, Auct. ant., ix. 1 (1892). 662; Sal-
vianuB of Bfareeilles. in the same, i. 1 (1877). 109-110.
116; Gennadiua, De vir. ill., xxviii. Consult: A. Mellier.
De vita et ecriptie . . . Eucherii, Paris, 1878; A . Gouil-
loud. Saint Eiuher, Lirine et I'Sgliee de Lyon au 6. eikcte,

Lyons. 1881 ; W. 8. TeuflFel, Oeechichte derr&miechen Literor
tur, p. 1170, f 457, no. 6. Leipsic, 1890.

EXJCHITES. See Messalians.

EUCHOLOGION, yQ"co-l6'ji-6n: A name which
in Greek signifies any collection of prayers, but is

most usually applied to the Great Euchologion or

Prayer-Book of the Eastern Church, which con-

tains the rites for all the principal ecclesiastical

functions. It includes also a great number of

benedictions for all the material objects which are

commonly blessed in the traditional or catholic

system, for the fruits of the earth, and for various

callings in life which are supposed to need special

blessing. The book is of the highest interest for

the study of the Elastem Church, the life of which
from the beginning it represents in one way or an-

other. It has been preserved in a number of

manuscripts. The first printed edition was that

of 1526; the oldest known to be extant is the 1545

edition in the royal library at Munich. Later of-

ficial editions have appeared in Venice, Bucharest,

Athens, and Constantinople; these are the best for

scientific study of the Greek Church and its litur-

gical usages. (Pmupp Metxh.)
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BtBuooBAPHT W. Cave. Seripi, #crf. hittoria literaria,
Diasertation ii., Oxford. 1743; J. M. Neale. HUtary of
ihe Holy Baatem Church, London. 1850; E. Legrand.
Biidiographie helUnique, Paris, 1886; Krumbaoher. Oe-
tchichU, pp. 658-659.

EUDES, yOdz or (Fr.) ffd, JEAN, AND THE
EUDISTS: French Roman Catholic priest and the
Congregation founded by him. Eudes was bom
at Mezerai, southern Normandy, Nov. 14, 1601;
d. at Caen (149 m. w.n.w. of Paris) Aug. 19, 1680.'

He was educated at the Jesuit college in Caen and
at the Oratory in Paris under B^rulle, where he
was ordained priest in 1626.
Eudes distinguished himself by his care of the

sick during times of plague and as a missioner, and
in 1639 became superior of the Congregation of the
Oratory at Caen. Four years later, however, he
left the Oratorians, and with five companions
founded the Congregation of the Missionary Priests
of Jesus and Mary, or Eudists, which substituted
for monastic vows the vow of strict obedience and
received the official sanction of the bishop of Bayeux
in 1644. The object of the Congregation was to
provide a corps of educated secular priests for the
special purpose of holding missions among the peo-
ple, and during Eudes's administration of thirty-
seven years as superior-general it spread through-
out Normandy and a portion of Brittany, while
seminaries were founded on the model of the mother
house in Rouen, Evreux, Lisieux, Coutances, and
Rennes. Under the immediate successor of Eudes,
Blouet de Camilly, additional seminaries were es-
tablished at Avranches, Dol, Senlis, and Paris,
while under Guy de Fontaines (d. 1727) and Pierre
Cousin (d. 1751) the Eudists, together with the
Jesuits, strongly opposed Jansenism. Up to the
outbreak of the Revolution the Eudists were one
of the most respected and influential Congrega-
tions of Roman Catholic France, and possessed a
college at Paris, in addition to twelve large and
five small seminaries, while Father Hubert, the
superior of the Paris house, was the confessor of
Louis XVI.

Despite the suppression of the Congregation dur-
ing the Revolution, it was quietly revived in 1800
by Toussaint Blanchard in the seminary at Rennes,
ajid was formally reorganized in 1826. It has con-
sistently maintained its pronounced Ultramonta-
nism, and since the middle of the nineteenth century
has been active in foreign missions. Eudes himself
not only founded the Congregation which bears his
name, but also the Daughters of Our Lady of
Charity of the Refuge, the prototype of the modern
sisterhoods of the Good Shepherd, and was likewise
active in spreading devotion to the hearts of Jesus
and Mary, thus preparing the way for the later
Congregations devoted to this purpose (see Sacred
Heajit op Jssub, Devotion to). Since 1874 the
Eudists have earnestly striven to seciue the canon-
ization of their founder. (O. ZOcKLBHt)
Bibliography: C. de Montiey, Le Phre Eude* ei m ituH-

euto. Paris. 1869. Eng. tranal., 2d ed., London, 1883; A. le
Dord, Let Vertua du . . , Jean Eudes, Paris, 1872; idem
Let Sacrit Court et . . . Jean Budet, ib. 1891; A. Pinas!
La VHiH^le Ptre Endat et tet ctuvret, Paris. 1901 ; Helyot,
Ordret tnonatUquet, viii. 169-168; Hembucher, Orden und
Konoreoationen, iii. 384-386, 423. 460-461; KL, iv. 964-
068; Currier, BtHgiout OnUrt, p. 617.

EUDO DE STELLA (EON,EUON DE PETOILE):
Founder of a heretical sect in France; d. after 1148.
He came from a noble family of Brittany and rose

into prominence there about 1146 as a vehement
opposer of the hierarchy and an exponent of apoc-
alyptic views. He appears to have applied to

himself the liturgical formula [Otto of FreiBing
De Oeatis Friderici, I, chap. 54] " by him (Lat. eum,
which he connected with his own name Son) who
is to come to judge the quick and the dead," gave
himself out to be the Son of God, and by proph-
ecies and feigned miracles gathered some foDowing.
Though a layman and unable to read, he celebrated
mass, elected "angels" and "apostles" from
among his adherents, and bestowed on them high-

sounding names like " Judgment " and " Wisdom,"
together with the rank of bishops and archbisfacpa.

They undertook devastating raids for the plunder
of churches and cloisters, and spent their pillaged

treasures, so the narrative runs, in riotous orgies.

In 1148 Eudo was captured, with a number of his

followers. When led for trial before the Synod of

Reims, he vaingloriously appealed to his " divine
mission." He died not long afterward in the prison
of Archbishop Samson of Reims. Some of his ad-
herents, who would seem to have spread as far as

Languedoc, were burned at the Btake, Hereafter
the sect disappears from history. About the same
period as Eudo's time certain heresies of a Mani-
chean character were prevalent in Brittany, but it

is an erroneous deduction from this fact to suppose
that Eudo should be included among the Cathari.
In reality he was a mystic fanatic, who went his

own way. Herman Haupt.

Bibuoorapht: C. U. Hahn. Oetehiehte der Ketaer un UU-
teiaUer, i. 463. Stuttgart. 1845; C. Schmidt, Hitkrirt et

doctrine de la tecte dea Catharet, i. 48. Pkris. 1849; H. C
Lea. Hutory of the Inquitition, i. 66. New York, 1906;
J. J. I. von Ddllingcr, Beitrdge nir SektengemJiidUe^ i. 101,
Munich. 1890; K. Mailer. Kirchemfetehichie, i. 406. Frei-
burg. 1892; C. MoUnier. in Revue hi^origue, hv (1894).
168-161; P. Alphand^ry. Let IdSet moralet chea let hiUr^
doxea LaUna au dfbut du ISe. aiieU, pp. 102 qq.. Paris.
1904; Hefele. ConcUienoeadiidUe, v. 616-617: KL, iv.

662; Schaff. v, I. pp. 482. 483.

EUDOCIA, yu-d6'shiHi, MLlki Eknpress of

Byzantium and i^-ife of Theodosius II. (4O&-450);
b. at Athens 394; d. at Jerusalem c. 460. Her
original name was Athenais, and she was the daugh-
ter of the pagan rhetorician Leontius, she herself

attaining wide celebrity as a scholariy defender of
the ancient faith. After the death of her father,
she is said to have gone to Constantinople to pro-
test to Pulcheria, the sister of the empress, against
the provisions of the will of Leontius, but Pulcheria,
charmed by her beauty and culture, converted her
to Christianity and presented her to her brother
as a bride. The marriage is dated in 421, and she
bore Theodosius a daughter Eudoxia, who became
the wife of the Western emperor Valentinian HI.
In 438 Eudocia went to Jerusalem and brought
back relics which included the two chains of St.

Peter, depositing one at Constantinople and pre-
senting the other to her daughter at Rome, when
it gave its name to the church of St. Peter ad Vin-
cula. Two statues were erected at Antiocb in
gratitude for Eudoda's eulogy of the city. Before
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444 she was again in Jerusalem, where she passed

the remainder of her life, apparently in banishment.

The cause of her disgrace is unknown, although

Malalas ascribes it to an intrigue. It is at least

eertjiin, however, that in the conmiotion caused

in Egypt and Palestine by the decrees of the Coun-
cil of Chalcedon Eudocia took the side of the Pales-

tsnkn monks against the government, her influ-

ooe being so powerful that Pope Leo wrote her in

453, seeking to change her attitude; and after con-

fulting with the famous Simon the Stylite and
Euthymius, a monk of the Syrian desert, she ac-

cepted the decrees. In her closing years Eudocia
wrote in hexameters a paraphrase of the Octa-
teuch and the history of C^rian and Justina. The
latter woric, portraying the life, conversion, and
martyrdom of a Magian, is of interest as the oldest

poetic fonn of the Faust-legend.

(C. Neumann.)
BoLioasAPHT: The frBsments of her Carmina were edited
by A. Lndwieh. Leipeio, 1897. The chief Bouroe for a
fife ve the CkronirU of John Malalas (best ed. by L.
Dindorf, Bonn* 1831), though that source is romance
nther than history, and Nicephorus Callistus, Hiai. eccl.,

ST. 23. Consult: W. Wiegand, Eudoxia, Worms. 1871;
F. Gregofoviua, AthenaUt Leipsic, 1882; Qibbon, D^in$
wd FaO, Hi. Z^-ZW.

EUDOXinS OF GERMAHICIA: Arian bishop of

Oonstantinople, not improperly called the father

of the Arianism which in the Arian churches so

long outlasted the Arian controversy; b. at Ara-
bisofl (the modem Yarpuz, 50 m. n. of Marash),

in C^padocia, c. 300; d. 370. He was the son
of & certain CsBsarius who because of his death as a
mftrtjr is considered a saint of the Roman Church.
During his theological education Eudoxius im-
bibed the ideas of Lucian the Martyr (q.v.), prob-

ably at Antioch; for according to Athanasius (Hist.

Arianarum ad mmiachos, iv., MPGy xxv. 700A,
Eng. transl., NPNF, 2 ser., iv. 271) he belonged to

the foDowers of Arius in Antioch whom Bishop
Eustathius refused to receive into the clergy be-

tween 325 and 330. After the overthrow of Eu-
etathiuB (330) he became bishop of Germanicia (in

Oommagene, near the Cappadocian-Cilician-Syrian

boundary). He took part in the Synod of Antioch
in 341 as a partisan of the Eusebians; he also at-

tended the synod of the Oriental clergy in Sardica

in 343. He first became generally known in 344,

when, as one of the envoys he brought the Formula
mocro^ichos into the West—a mission for which
his polite and obliging manners must have espe-

cially recommended him. He was one of the few
Orientals who participated in the Synod of Milan
in 355. In the following two years he seems to

have remained, like Acacius (see Acacius of
Cjsarxa), at the court or in the company of the

court bishops, since he took part in the negotia-

tions at the court in Sirmium in 357 in which the
second formula of Sirmiimi was composed.
About this time Bishop Leontius of Antioch died,

and Eudoxius immediately returned to the East
and took his place, apparently with the consent of

Acacius, Ursacius, and Valens, not later than the

be^nning of 358. As bishop he accepted at a
ynod in Antioch the " Formula of Peace " of Sir-

niom, but loon showed that he intended to explain

it in the Arian sense. According to Athanasius

(De synodiSf xxxviii., MPG, xxvi. 761A), Afitius

taught Eudoxius the '' Arian impiety *' about tla^

time, and it is true that the Arianism of Eudoxius
in former days was less radical and pronounced,
but it is possible that A^tius influenced him at an
earlier time. The extreme Arian tendencies of

Eudoxius called forth the opposition of the Homoi-
ousians, and this party gained for a short time

the upper hand. Emperor CJonstantius now dis-

owned Eudoxius; apparently he was exiled and
retired to his native country. He returned and took

part in the Synod of Seleucia in 359. Later he
went to Constantinople, under the protection of

Acacius, but only after long negotiations and after

his renunciation of the teachings of Aetius was he
able to regain the favor of the emperor. On Jan.

27, 360, he was enthroned as bishop of the capital.

It is true, he broke with Eunomius and Aetius,

but the enmity between him and the Homoiousians
remained and directed the course of his theology

and church polity. In the time of Valens, this

tendency regained the ascendency. The Sjmod
of Lampsacus in 364 compelled the emperor to

choose between the Homoiousians and the HomoB-
ans of the last two years of Constantius. Valens
declared himself in favor of the Homoeans, prob-

ably not without the influence of Eudoxius.
The most lasting result of the activity of Eudoxius

was the Arianism of the Germans; for the Goths did

not receive imcompromising Arianism, but that

Homcean form of it which was sanctioned at the

Synod of Constantinople in 360 and became court

religion imder Valens. To the council of 381 and
the orthodox theologians of that time '* Arians "

and " Eudoxians " were synonymous conceptions.

Eudoxius wrote a " Discourse on the Incarnation,"

which has perished; certain fragments, attributed

to him, may point also to other writings.

(F. Loops.)

BiBUoaRAPHT: Scattered references appear in Sosomen,
Hial. eecl., ii. 19. 37. 40. 43. iv. 26; and Theodoret. Hiat.

«ccL, ii. 25. Consult: Tillemont. Af^moiret, vol. vi. pas-

sim; C. P. Caspari, AUe und neue QuelUn zur Oeachichte

<Ub TaufaymboU, pp. 176-185. Christiania. 1870; F.

Reiohe, ChronologiB der Utsten •echa Blicher dw Ammianut
Mcaraiinua, Jena. 1889; DCB, ii. 265-266; KL, iv. 960-
962; Hefele, ConciZieni^escfcicAte, vol. i., Eng. transl., vol. ii.

EUGENIUSy yu-jl'ni-us: The name of four

popes.

Eugenius L : Pope 654-657. He was a Roman
and was chosen pope in accordance with the com-
mand of the emperor and the exarch to select a
successor to Martin I., who had been banished

(see Martin I.; Monotheutes). He was con-

secrated Aug. 10, 654. Eugenius had already been

apocrisiarius in Constantinople and thus seemed
to be fit to bring about a reconciliation with the

imperial court in the Monothelite controversy.

The apocrisiarii whom he sent to Constantinople

concluded peace with Pyrrhus, the patriarch, and
imder the influence of Peter, the trusted friend of

Pyrrhus, the dispute between the Monotbr'lites

and Dyothelites seemed to be approaching its end.

When Peter was appointed patriarch of Constan-
tinople in 655, he sent, according to custom, an
official letter to Eugenius, annoimoing his election^
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which contained no orthodox utterances on the
" operations and wills " of Christ; therefore the
monks of Rome, fearing the invasion of hetero-

doxy, protested, and clergy and people took their

side. Eugenius was forced to promise to repel the
approaches of Constantinople, and the hope of

reconciliation was frustrated. He died June 2 or

3, 657. (H. B5HMER.)
Biblioobapht: Liber pontificalia, ed. Duchesne, i. 34.

Paris, 1886, ed. Mommsen, in MQH, Oett. pont. Rom.,
i (1898), 185; R. Baxmann, Die Politik der P&pate von
Oregor /., i. 177-178. Elberfeld. 1868; J. Langen, Oe-
achiehte der rdmiachen Kirche bie Leo I., i. 356-359, Bonn,
1881; Mann. Popee, I., i. 406-412; Hefele, ConcUienge-
BchicfUe, iii. 238 sqq.; DCB, ii. 270; Bower, Popee, i, 457-
458; Milman, LaUn Chrietianitu, i. 281.

Eugenius H.: Pope 824-827. After the death
of Paschalis I. the i>eople of Rome chose as their

candidate for the vacancy the deacon Laurentius.

But the nobility finally gained the victory, and
their choice, Eugenius, archpriest of Santa Sabina,

was consecrated and enthroned as Eugenius II.

June 6, 824. The emperor Louis acknowledged
him, and sent his son Lothair to Rome to settle

existing difficulties. The points settled between
Lothair and the pope were, in the main, four:

(1) the annulment of illegal confiscations which
had taken place under the late popes; (2) regu-

lation of the administration of justice and suppres-

sion of brigandage; (3) regulation of the relation

of subjects to the Prankish empire; (4) regula-

tion of papal elections. The political supremacy
of the emperor over Rome was emphasized by Lo-
thair in every respect. Each newly elected pope
had to avow his faithfulness to the emperor before

consecration. Nevertheless, Lothair considered the

wishes of all parties, the j)eople, the nobility, and
the papal court, as far as possible and thus his

mission had the desired success; peace and justice

were secured for a number of years in Rome. But
while the yoimg Lothair tried to emphasize the
Prankish supremacy, the old emperor yielded to

the pope the general administration of ecclesias-

tical affairs. In the controversy concerning pic-

tures in the church (824-826) which was initiated

by Emperor Michael II. of Byzantium, the Prank-
ish emperor conceded all authority to the pope.

At a synod in Rome, in 826, it was manifest that

the papacy had now seized the reins of church
government. The pontificate of Eugenius II.

makes, at least ecclesiastically, an important ad-
vance in the emancipation of the papacy from the
Prankish empire. (H. BOhmer.)
Bibuoobapht: Liber pontifiealie, ed. Ducheene, ii. 69,

Paris. 1894; Annalee Einhardi, ed. G. H. Perta. MOH,
ScripL, i (1826), 135-218; Theeanus, Vita Hludotnci, ed.

O. H. Peris, MGH, Script., ii (1829), 585-603; Jaff^,

Regeeta, \. 322 sqq.; R. Baxmann. Die Politik der P&pate,

i. 331-339, Elberfeld, 1868; J. Langen, Cfeachiehte der
rdmiachen Kirche von Leo /., pp. 809-815. Bonn, 1885;
Hauok, KD, ii. 444 sqq., 489; Bower, Popea, ii. 202-208.

Eugenius m.: Pope 1145-53. He was a Pisan

by birth, Bernard by name, had studied under the

great Bernard at Clairvaux, and was appointed by
him abbot of the Cistercian monastery of St. Atha-
nasius near Rome; he was also a cardinal. When
Pope Lucius II. died suddenly, Feb. 15, 1145, in

the midst of his struggle with the Roman Senate

(see Lucius II.), the cardinals immediately elected

Bernard his successor, and he was enthroned in

the Lateran as Eugenius III., all on the same day.

Two days later the senatorial party compelled him

to leave the city. A sentence of excommunicatioD

pronounced by him against the patrician Pierleone

had no effect, and Bernard of Clairv'aux, who in-

terceded for him, was unable to pacify

Disorders the Romans; nor yet could the pope

in Rome, induce King Conrad IIL of Germany

to take arms against the insurgent

Romans. Not until Christmas, was Eugenius able

to reenter Rome, after concluding a treaty of

peace with the senatorial party, wherein he recog-

nized the Roman Republic imder that party's au-

thority. A few weeks later, however, he was com-

pelled once again to forsake the Lateran.

At this time Eugenius succeeded in assuming

the leadership in a matter which concerned all

Western Christendom. In consequence of the con-

quest of Edessa by the Emir Zengi of Mosul (Christ-

mas, 1144), the Christian seigniories in the East

were gravely imperiled, while from Jerusalem itself

there came urgent appeals for help; furthermore

an Armenian embassy opened up some prospect of

a submission of the Armenian Church to the Ro-

man See. The interest of Eugenius III. in bdialf

of the East was so strongly aroused that on Dec

1, 1145, he issued the encyclical Quantum prccde^

cessores s\m:unoning the king, the nobility and the

people of France to take up the cross, and assuring

them of ecclesiastical rewards the same

The Second as on the First Crusade. This appeal

Crusade, had a brilliant sequel. Louis YIL of

France, who had long projected a pil-

grimage to the Holy Land, was promptly ready;

and even Conrad IIL of Germany promdsed, at the

Imperial Diet of Speyer, Dec. 27, 1 146, to support

the cross. That the appeal resulted so effectually

was really due to Bernard of Clairvaux (q.v.). But

the pope profited by it, as is manifest above all in

connection with the synod convened at Reims on

Mar. 21, 1148, and attended by more than four hun-

dred bishops. Among the notable measures then

passed (the acts are not preserved) is the declaration

of the invalidity of consecration by Anacletus II.,

and of marriages contracted by priests; as well as

the imposition of the interdict upon the residence

of an excommunicated person. Eugenius felt his

position to be so strengthened that he ventiired

to suspend the arehbishops of Cologne and Mains,

and came near excommunicating King Stephen of

England; envoys of King Henry of Germany re-

quested of him a brief to the German clerics ex-

horting them to stand loyally by his side in his

father's absence. While this synod was jret in

session the pope received news of the discomfiture

of the German and French crusaders; whereupon

he hastily returned to Italy.

Not very favorable conditions awaited him here.

Arnold of Brescia (q.v.), who had been received

again into the communion of the Churoh by Eu-

genius at the beginning of his pontificate, had re-

mained quiet at first; but during the Pope's long

absence from Rome, he had resumed his reforma-

tory efforts. By his espousal of magnificent plans
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for the Eternal City, he had so fascinated the
RcMDAn people that a treaty was concluded

according to which Arnold pledged
Arnold of himself under oath to defend the Ro-
Bresda. man Republic, and the people on their

side promised to support him. All the
sttempts of Eugenius to break this bond between
Arnold and the Romans were ineffectual. Nor
M be succeed, at the close of 1149 and with the
akl of King Roger of Sicily, in subduing the Roman
Republic by force of arms.
This alliance with the Norman king also exei^

dsed an unfavorable influence upon his relations

with Conrad of Germany, who, on his side, aroused
the pope's suspicion by reason of a compact with
the Greek Emperor Manuel. The antipapal party
in Rome sought to utilize this tension between Eu-
genius and Conrad for their own ends, and endeav-
ored to draw the latter over to their side, though
without success. When the pope through a treaty

with the Roman Senate was able to rettim to Rome,
the rektions between pope and king assiuned a
more favorable turn, since Eugenius supported
Cmnui in restitution of Duke Wladislav of Poland,

his half-sister's husband. However,
Rdatioiis new tensions arose not long afterward.

witfaGer- In France there was an active desire

aufly and for a new crusade to restore the shat-

France. tered Christian rule in the East; and
because the miscarriage of the last

crusade was charged against the Greek Empire, the
enterprise was to be directed against this power,
fiat this plan was to be executed only in case Roger
of Sicily fought on the side of France; and since

this contingency in turn presupposed the neutral-

ity of the German king, the undertaking of the
crusade depended upon the problematical success

of achieving a reconciliation between Roger and
Conrad. The attempt miscarried; and at this

juncture Eugenius made a total change of poUcy,
withdrawing his support from the crusading proj-

ect, and contriving to restore favorable relations

with the German king. Their muttial interests

drew them still closer together. The pope, imable
to master the continufdly recurring tiunults in

Rome and again forced to leave the city, desired

the king's intervention; and Conrad aspired to the
Imperial crown: hence he formed the plan of a
niarch to Rome, which was formally approved by
the magnates of the Empire at the Imperial Diet
of Warzburg, Sept. 15, 1151, and the preparations
were begun; but before the appointed term, Con-
rad died at Bamberg, Feb. 15, 1152. His succes-
sor, Frederick I., Barbarossa, adopted the plan,

and the German princes, at a new Imperial Diet
at Wfiraburg (Oct. 13, 1152), swore to support the
Roman expedition.

Before it was actually started, however, Euge-
nius came to such terms with the Romans that he
could return to Rome, this time cordially received
by Senate and people. There he concluded with
the envoys of the German king a treaty which
proved highly important in the statecraft of the
foftowing years; it was ratified by Frederick at
Constance, Mar. 23, 1153. The king promised to
cooehide peace neither with the Romans nor with

Roger of Sicily without the approbation of Eu-
genius or his successors; to subject, so far as he

could, the Romans to the pope as they
Treaty had been subject to him a century
between past; to defend against every assailant

Eugenius the honor and the regalia of St. Peter
and Fred- as guardian steward of the Roman
erick L Church. The pope promised to honor

the king as son of St. Peter, to crown
him emperor, and to proceed against foes of the
Empire with canonical penalties. They promised
reciprocally to cede no domain in Italy to the
Greek emperor, and if he made an incursion there,

to drive him out.

Eugenius died near Tibur July 8, 1153, and was
buried in St. Peter's at Rome. His conduct as

politician was not without address, and the appre-

hensions of Bernard of Clairvaux, who dedicated

to him the famous tract De consideraiione, were not
realized. He surrendered naught of the papal

authority, and understood how to uphold it. In

his maimer of life and in his sympathies he con-

stantly showed that he was an old Cistercian.

That he failed to master the Roman revolutionary

movement is not an evidence of incapacity. It

was good fortune for him that he died before the

great conflict broke out between Frederick I. and
the Papacy. Carl Mirbt.

Biblioobapht: The EpUtoloB and PriviUgia of Eugeniua
III. are in MPL, cvi., dzxx., dxxxii. Consult: J. De-
lannes. Hist, du ponUficat d'Eugkne III., Nantes, 1737;
Jaff^. RegMta, ii. 20-89; G. Sainate. Vita del . . Eu-
genia III., Pisa. 1868: M. Jocham. Geeckichte dee Lebene
. . . dee . . . Papetee Eugeniiu III., Augsburg, 1873;
F. Gregorovius, Hiet. of the City of Rome. IV.. ii. 66-64,
London. 1896; J. Langen, OeechuJUe der rdmiechen Kirehe
von Gregor VIII., Bonn, 1893; J. Jastrow and G. Winter,
Deuteehe Geachichte im Zeitalter der Hohenetaufen, vol. i.,

Stuttgart. 1897; Bower, Popee, ii. 477-485: Milman,
LaHn ChrieOanUy, iv. 244-262.

Eugenius IV. (Gabriello Condulmieri): Pope
1431-47. He came from a Venetian mercantile

family and belonged to the Celestine Order. Al-

though he was still young and none too well

equipped for the position, he was chosen to suc-

ceed Martin V. on Mar. 3, 1431. The history of

his papacy is largely that of the Coimcil of Basel,

and his importance is in the fact that to him more
than to any one else was due the failure of the

council and the whole idea of reform by councils.

He summoned the council Mar. 12, 1431, but soon

repented, for he realized that it might brinf: great

danger to himself. The distrust between pope and
council grew steadily on both sides, and culmi-

nated in a bull of the former dissolving the council

and action by the latter deposing the pope and
the choice of Felix V. (q.v.) as his successor (see

Basel, Council of). An event favorable to Eu-
genius was the union consummated (on paper) in

1439 between the Roman and Greek Churches,

whereby his reputation in the West was consider-

ably augmented (see Ferrara-Florence, Coun-
cil of). He also lived to see Germany, which at

first had declared itself neutral between pope and
council, range itself on his side. In France he

could not annul the so-called Pragmatic Sanction

of Bourges of 1438 (see Concordats and Delimit-
ing Bulls, III., 2), but he succeeded in keeping this
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important land faithful to his obedience. He died

Feb. 23, 1447. His successors praised him for

having saved the power of the papacy in difficult

times; and by his victory over the council and by
the union with the Greeks he did really contribute

to the restoration of Ultramontane ideas of the

papacy after they had been shaken by the Great
Western Schism. Paul Tschackbbt.

Bibuoorapht: The Viia is in Muratori, Seriptoret, III., ii.

868-878. Consult: A. liasius. Utber die StMuno det

Kamaldulentert A, Traver§ari gum Pap9t Evgen IV.,

Ddbling. 1886; M. Birck. Der Kdlner Enbithof DUirieh
. . . und Paptt Eugen IV„ Bonn. 1880; Oreighton,
Papacy, ii. 165-373; Pastor, Popes, i. 282-361; Milman,
LaJtin ChrtMiianUy, vii. 538-viii. 08; Bower, PapM, iii.

218-234; KL, iv. 070 sqq.

EUGEPIUS, yu-jip'i-U8 (EUGIPPIUS, EUGE-
MUS, EUGYPPIUS, EGIPPIUS): Monk and ec-

clesiastical writer; b. in Noricum about 455 or

460; d. between 533 and 543. His life is obscure

and the alleged facts given by various writers are

to be rejected. Under his name there have been
preserved an extract (Thesaurus) from a part of

the works of Augustine which circulated in numer-
ous manuscripts during the Middle Ages and was
greatly esteemed; some letters, and a biography

of St. Severin (q.v.). The latter is his most im-
portant work. It is written in a simple style, bare

of almost every ornament, and it is this simplicity

and naivete which have procured universal recog-

nition for the work. Historians have special rea-

son to esteem this biography, as they obtain from
an eye-witness important information concerning

a period and part of the Roman empire which other-

wise would be unknown. The time is that after

Attila's last invasion of Italy and after his death,

when Germanic tribes such as the Goths entered

Italy, robbing and spoiling, murdering, and ta-

king captives. Only certain fortresses on the right

bank of the Danube resisted for some time the at-

tacks of the Germans, especially through the aid

of Severin, who warned the Romans of the threat-

ened invasion and gained also the respect of the

Arian Germans and induced them to retire. But
the downfall of the Roman dominion in Noricum
could not long be postponed. Shortly after the

death of Severin (482) the time came which had
been predicted by him when the last Romans emi-
grated from Noricum and returned to Italy. In

487 they carried his bones with them, thus fulfil-

ling his last wish. The remains were finally de-

posited in 491 or 492 at Lucullanum, on a small

island in the Bay of Naples, where a noble woman
provided a beautiful burying-place. There a new
monastery was erected for Severin's disciples, of

which Eugipius became the third abbot.

During the latter years of the life of Severin,

Eugipius was one of his disciples. He witnessed

his last deeds and heard his last admonitions and
predictions. He wrote his biography of the saint

in the beginning of the sixth century. A distin-

guished layman, the author of a biography of a
monk named Bassus, had asked Eugipius for ma-
terial on the life of Severin, with the intention of

using it as the basis for another biography. Eugi-
pius complied with the wish, and wrote down all

his own recollections and those of his older breth-

ren, arranging them chronologically. Then he

hesitated to entrust a layman with his material

and finally gave it to Paschasius, a deacon, asking

him to write a biography of Severin and give an

account of his miracles and predictions. PaA-

chasius, however, refused, on the ground that no

scholarly skill could add to the memorial of Eugi-

pius. A stranger, he thought, 'might only spoO

the representation of the pupil and eye-witnesB.

Thus there were no changes made in the manu-

script. Eugipius was not learned, especially in

secular sciences. His judgment in theological

matters is not deep, and he relates miracle after

miracle, without the least attempt to e3q)lain them.

(K LElMBACHf.)
Bibuoobapht: The Opera, ed. J. Herold, appeared Base).

1542; in MPL, bdi.; and in CSBL, ix. parU 1-2. Coo-

suit: M. Badinger. in Sitxuno^beridUe der Wiener AIm-

demie, philoeophiaehrhietorieehe Klaem, xd (1878). TSS-

814; Wattenbach. DGQ, 5th ed.. i. 47. 6th cd.. i. 44-19.

ii. 601; A. Ebert, Oeechichte der ehneOichrlaiainMkm
Liieratur, i. 431 sqq.. Leipeic. 1889; W. &. TtmlUi, Ot-

edUdUe der rOmiachen Literaiur, p. 1286, { 494. do. S.

Leipsic 1890; DCB, ii. 275-276.

EUHEKERUS, ytl-hi'mer-us (EUEMERUS):
Greek philosopher; flourished about 316-300 b.c.

He was possibly a native of Messene, though Agri-

gentum, Tegea in Arcadia, and the island of Cos

all claimed him. In philosophy he was allied to

the school of Aristippus of Cyrene. He lived at

the court of Cassander of Macedon, by whom he

was sent on a journey into the region of the Indian

Ocean. On his return he wrote a ** Sacred His-

tory," the method of which made him famous, b
this work he claimed to have found in Pananea, the

capital of the (fabulous) island Panchsa, a t^nple

to Zeus where was a column bearing the register

of the births and deaths of many of the gods. He
professed to take this as a clue and interpreted

myth as history, regarding the gods as eminent

men posthumously deified, thus anticipating the

Spencerian school and giving his name to that

type of interpretation of history and myth called

Euhemerism. The book was attractive in style

and matter, and was translated by the Latin poet

Ennius (Cicero, De natura deorum^ L 42). Only a

few fragments remain, collected in Diodorus Sicu-

lus, Bibliothec(E kistoricce, ed. P. Wesseling (An>-

sterdam, 1746), in I. P. Cory, Ancient FragmenU

(London, 1876), and G. N. Remethy (Budapest,

1889). The work was a subtle attack on pagan-

ism, and its method was taken up by the Christian

Apologists (cf. Lactantius, " Institutes," i. 11,

Eng. transL ANF, vii. 20-24—founded on Eu-

hemerus), and continued to be in favor untfl very

recent times. Geo. W. Giluore.

Biblioorapht: Qauas. QuoeeHonee BvKemerea, Kemper,

1860; R. de Block. Euhhnire: eon Uvre el ea deetrim.

Mods, 1876; valuable notes are to be found in Mimarm
de Vacademie dee inecrip*ione, vols, viii., p. xr., zzxiY.

453. 462. xxy. 1.

EULALroS, yu-l^Oi-us: Antipope 41S-419. For

his election and expulsion, see Boktpace L

He was banished to Campania, where he remained

quiet during the pontificate of his successful op-

ponent, after whose death some were found to

support again the choice of Eulalius. He died the

year after Boniface, in 423. (A. Hauck.)
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BiBLioo&iPHT: Bower, Pop«$, i. 162-167; Milmftn, L<Uin
ChriaHmnUw, u 108-109. See aleo the literature under
BOKIPACE I.

EULOGIA, yu-ld'ji-a: A word used several

times in the New Testament, with the general

moae of " blessing." In patristic and ecclesias-

tksl writers it has a double meaning. The earlier

was that of a definite clerical blessing, which, ac-

cording to the Apostolic Constitutions, the deacon

wu not to impart, while the presbyter received it

at his ordination only from the bishop, and the

ktt€r only from other bbhops; it was imparted to

the laity in the Eucharist and on other solemn

occasioDS by the bishop or presbyter. The word
was applied also to the special blessing given to

cstechumens or competentest and to the hallowing

d lituigic^ materials, such as water and oil; in

the later ritual books it occurs of the marriage

Messing, the setting apart of monks, etc.

TTie second and better-known use of the word
was in a sacramental connection. The use of it

in I Cor. x. 16 was compared with that of eiLchans-

titas and eulogisas in Matt. xxvi. 26, 27, which

iHC taken as equivalent; and eulogia was em-
ployed for the Eucharist itself. In the third cen-

tmy eubgein was used for the act of consecration

tod administration of the elements (Eusebius,

HisLeccL, vi. 43), and numerous passages in Cyril

of Alexandria show that in his time eulogia meant
dther the Lord's Supper itself or the consecrated

bread. But this meaning underwent various mod-
ifications. Aa early as Irenseus it was customary
for bishops to send the sacrament to other places

in token of unity. The Council of Laodicea for-

bids this practise (can. xiv.) on the ground of pos-

sible profanation. In the fifth century exihgice

wwe given even to catechumens and penitents,

who were debarred from the reception of the sacra-

ment; but later liturgical writers explain these as

portions of the bread offered at the Eucharist but

not consecrated, only blessed and given as a sort

of sobstitute for the sacrament to these classes.

This " blessed bread '' is what is called antidHron

in the Liturgy of St. Chiysostom; its connection

with the term under consideration is explained by
the formula of administration foimd there which

begins with the words " the eulogia of God." This

use of the word was handed down to the modem
Gf«k Church, and the custom persisted in the

West (Cone. Nannetense, can. ix. 890, where the

priest is to keep such pieces of bread previously

bkiced to distribute after the mass to those who
have not been prepared for commimion).

(Philipp Meyer.)
BnuoGmAPHT: Bingham. Originn, XV., tv. 3, 8. XVI., vi. 3;

C. 0»caa. DU LUurffU <Ua heiligen Chry$oatomtA8, pp.

135-136. Gatersloh, 1890; Von Drews, in ZeiUchrift fOr

pnkHadie Thaoloffie, xx (1808). 18-10; and the lexicons.

EULOGIUS, yu-l5'jt-us, OF ALEXANDRIA:
Patriarch of Alexandria 580-607, succeeding John
IV. He was originally presbyter and abbot of the

monastery of Mwy in Ajitioch, and combated the

Mooof^yflite heresy in numerous works, of which
a number were read by Photius (Biblvothecaj codex

ccxxvi). O. Bardenhewer has edited, in Greek

mdGerman, excerpts preserved from his work" On
the Trinity'' (TQ, Ixxviii., 1896, pp. 354-401).

A sermon on Palm Sunday (Matt, xxi.) and frag-

ments of other works were collected by Mai (AfPG,
Ixxxvi. 2, pp. 2907-64). Eulogius is revered as

a saint by the Greeks on Feb. 13 and by the Latins

on Sept. 13. G. KrCoer.
Biblioorapht: J. M. Neale, Patriar^iaie of Alexandria,

ii. 46-52, London, 1847; A. von Outsohmid. in KUine
Schnften, ii. 460-470, Leipsic, 1800; DCB, ii. 283.

EULOGIUS OF CORDOVA: Spanish martyr;

b. at Cordova after 800; beheaded there Mar. 11,

859. He was of good family, was educated for the

priesthood, became deacon and presbyter of the

Church of St. Zoilus at Cordova, and adopted a
life of the strictest asceticism. His grandfather

had been noted for hatred of the Mohammedans,
and Eulogius's inherited tendencies were strength-

ened by his teacher, the abbot Speraindeo of Cor-

dova, and by his intimate friend Alvar (q.v.).

Returning home from a visit to Northern Spain un-

dertaken in 848, he found a party among the Chris-

tians characterized by a fanatical desire for mar-
tyrdom, which they sought by publicly reviling

Mohammed. Influenced by Alvar, after some
hesitation Eulogius came forward as the apologist

of this party, and wrote in glorification of martyrs

and exhorting to emulate them. The emir Abdal-

rahman II. (822-852), whose policy was tolerant

and enlightened, with the support of some of the

Christians headed by an archbishop Reccafred

(probably of Seville), sought in vain to check the

fanatical movement (see Cordova). Eulogius was
imprisoned for a time, but his literary activity

was not interfered with. He was chosen successor

to Archbishop Wistremir of Toledo (d. 858), but

the emir refused to confirm his election; disap-

pointed and filled with new fanaticism, he sought

the death which he had praised in others. Alvar

glorified him in hymns and in an account of his life

and death (in MPL, cxv. 705-720). His works

include a few letters and a Memoriale sanctorum

martyrum in three books, which is the main source

of the mart3rr history of the time and appears to

be a sober and trustworthy narrative of facts; and

a Liber apologetums sanctorum martyrum, in which

he tries to place the Spanish martyrs on a level

with those of the early Church and the Moham-
medans with the Roman persecutors. With his

other works, scholia, etc., they are in AfPL, cxv.

731-912.

Biblioorapht: ASB, Mar., i. 88-07; W. von Baudisain,

Bulogitia und Alvar, Leipsio, 1872; R. Doiy, Hiatoire dea

Mu»ulman$ d'Eapagne, ii. 1-174, Leyden, 1861; P. Gams,
Die KirchenoMdiichie Spaniene, ii. 200-338. Regensburg.

1874.

EUNOMniS, yu-n6'm!-Tjs, EUNOMIANS: A here-

tic of the fourth century and his party. Eu-

nomius was bom at Oltiseris, in the district of

Komiaspa, in Cappadocia, close to the Galatian

boundary (Gregory of Nyssa in MPG, xlv. 281D;

cf. W. M. Ramsay, Historical Geography of Asia

Minor, London, 1890, p. 264 and map p. 197); d.

at Dakora in the district of Caesarea (Sozomen,

VII., xvii. 1; Ramsay, ut sup., 306-307) c. 393.

His father seems to have been a man of education,

who took care to give his son the same advantages.

There is, however, no very definite information as

to his life imtil 356 or 357, when he came to Aetius
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in Alexandria, recommended, according to Philos-

torgius, by the Arian teacher Secundus, who was
then in Antioch, whose secretary he had been. He
gained the favor of Eudoxius, bishop of Antioch

(see Eudoxius of Germanicia), who made him a
deacon. When Eudoxius was suspended but not

yet banished, Eunomius was sent to the emperor
in his behalf, but was taken prisoner by the Homoi-
ousians on the road and banished to Midsea in

Phrygia in the autumn of 358. After the Synod
of Seleucia, with A6tius, he followed the semi-

Arian bishops to Constantinople, and took a prom-
inent part in the theological disputations there

which ended in the defeat of the semi-Arians.

Early in 360 Eunomius was made bishop of

Cyzicus by Eudoxius, accepting the office, it would
seem, partly in the hope of facilitating the recall of

his old teacher A6tius, while Eudoxius may have
hoped to win Eunomius for his conciliatory type
of Arianism. Complications followed, but they are

hard to trace in detail. According to Theodoret,

whose account is followed by Tillemont and IQose
as well as by most modem scholars, the people of

Cyzicus succeeded in inducing Eu-
Bishop of nomius to emerge from his doctrinal

Cyzicus. reticence and declare himself; they
then accused him before Eudoxius,

who, after long hesitation, deposed Eunomius from
his bishopric, and thus determined him to found
a party of his own—at first in Pamphylia, whither
he retired. Philostorgius knows of the accusation

of the Cyzicenes, but asserts that Eunomius was
wholly cleared; that nevertheless, being unwilling

to assent either to the condemnation of AStius or

to the decrees of Rimini, he voluntarily resigned

his bishopric and retired to his birthplace; that

Acacius then calumniated him before Constantius,

with the result that he was cited to appear at the

synodal negotiations at Antioch in the winter of

360-361; that Acacius did not precs his charges,

and the matter was thus postponed to a larger

synod, the convocation of which was prevented by
the emperor's death. On the whole the latter ac-

count seems preferable in that the probably in-

dependent narrative of Sozomen is more easily

reconcilable with it than with Theodoret's.

Under Julian the Anomoean party was able once
more to raise its head. Eunomius went to Con-
stantinople, and there, in concert with A^tius,

attempted to establish an Anomoean church. Eu-
zoius of Antioch and even Eudoxius, now bishop
of Constantinople, seemed, now that court influ-

ence was no longer to be considered, not indisposed

to join the more radical Arians; but under Julian's

successors they perceived the danger
Breach of such sympathies and drew back.

with the Eunomius and his friends were thus
Semi- driven to the formation of an inde-

Arians. pendent ecclesiastical organization.

They consecrated bishops for Lydia,

Ionia, Palestine, and Constantinople. From this time
(about the end of 363) dates the definitive breach
between the conciliatory Arians (Homoeans) and
the Anomceans. Eudoxius seized with avidity the

occasion offered by these proceedings and refused

to acknowledge the consecrations, strengthened in

his policy by the favor which Valens showed him

in the first period of his residence at Constanti-

nople; and Euzoius recognized the logic of events,

Aetius and Eunomius left the representation of

their cause in the capital to Florentius, and re-

tired, the former to the neighborhood of Mytilene,

the latter to Chalcedon. Here they lived for a

while without exercising ecclesiastical functions.

On the proclamation as emperor of Procopius, Eu-
nomius, with whom he had previously had friendly

relations, returned to Constantinople with Afitius

before the downfall of Procopius (May 27, 366).

and remained there after the death of A§tiu8, which

can not have occurred before the next spring. In

the winter of 367 Eunomius was banished to Mau-
retania on account of his relations with the usurper;

but influence was brought to bear upon Valens,

which resulted in his recall in the autumn of 369.

After this he lived apparently at Chalcedon;

but little is known of the last years of his life,

Socrates relates that when Theodosius called a ctm-

ference of the leaders of various religious parties

in Constantinople (Jime, 383) Eunomius repre-

sented his associates there. But his cause was
hopeless. Inunediately before the accession of

Theodosius, Gratian had expressly excluded the

Eunomians, with the Photinians and ^Manicheans,

from the toleration which he pro-

His Later claimed. The edict of Theodosius on

Life. Feb. 27, 380, had mdirectly proscribed

them, and that of Jan. 10, 381, di-

rectly. On July 25, 383, after the conference men-
tioned above, the emperor issued a simOar edict

against a wider range of heresies. Eunomius, the

only leader to incur personal punishment, was

banished once more. He resided for a time at

Chalcedon, still exercising a certain influence in

Constantinople, was then sent to Halmyris in

Moesia, and when this place was taken by the bar-

barian invaders, to Caesarea in Cappadocia. He
was finally allowed to retire to his estate at Dakora.
His party did not long survive him. Imperial

edicts ordered the banishment of their leaders and
the burning of their books, and denied them the

right of testamentary disposition. And di\'isioQ8

occurred within their own ranks, apparently con-

nected with baptismal customs. The Eunomians
did not recognize the baptism or ordination even

of the Arians, and substituted single for trine im-

mersion.

The importance of Eimomius may be measured
by the number of antagonists he found on the

orthodox side, including Apollinaris, Didymus,
Andronicianus, Theodore of Mopsuestia, Sophro-

nius, Basil, and Gregory of Nyssa. Of his own
works only five are known—^besides a

Works, lost conmientary on the Romans and

collection of letters, a small apologetic

book (the one controverted by Basil, ApoUinaris,

and Didymus), written probably soon aft^r 360; a

rejoinder to Basil, written just before the latter*s

death; and an " Exposition of the Faith," probably
taken from the last-named to some extent, ai)out 383.

Epiphanius says that Eunomius and his followers

went more widely astray than Alius; but this is a

mistake. Arius was an Anomoean; and the agen-
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nbia [denial of the generation of the Son and in-

skteoceonhiscreaturehood] which was the essential

mark of the Eunomian doctrine of God was taught

also by Anus in the same way. The thought of

Eunomius is clearer and supported by closer meta-
physeal and epistemological reasoning; but this in-

Tolve3 no essential variance. (F. Loofs.)

BnuooaAPHT: Sooroea of information are: Socrates, Hi»t.

«d. iv. 7. 13, V. 10, 24; So«omcn, Hiat. eccl,, vi. 26, 27,

TiL 6, 17 (both in Ekig. tranal. in NPNF, 2 ser., vol.

iL); Tbeodoret, HiaL eccl.^ ii. 29; Gr^^ory of Nyraa,
"A«Mii»t Eunomius" (in NPNF, 2 eer., v. 33-313).
CSaa3ult: TiUemont, \fanoire9, ri. 601-616; C. H. G.
RettbecK. MarceUiana, Gottingen, 1704; FabriciuB-
Hsrle^ BibliotKeca Grctca, ix. 207-214. Hamburg, 1804;
C. R. W. Kloae. Getehickie und Lekre dea Eunomius, Kiel.

ISSZ; F. Kattenbusch, Das apostolisdie Symbol, i. 347-
3^ Ldpdc. 1894; F. Diekamp, Die QoUeslehre des . . .

Grtgffr con Nysaa, MOnster, 1896; A. Hahn, Bibliofhek

isr SymboU, pp. 148, 260-261. Breslau. 1897; Neander.
Ckri^iaH Chvrdt, ii. 444-462 et passim; Hamack, Dogma,
ilL-iv.; DCB, ii. 286-290; literature under Arianibm.

EUPHEMTTES. See Messalians.

EUPHRATES, yu-fr6'tiz: The greatest river of

westCTn Asla^ mentioned in Gen. i. 14 as one of

the four rivers of Eden. Thereafter it finds fre-

quent mention, either by name or by epithet, in

the Old Testament. It is sometimes called simply
•'the river" (Gen. xxxi. 21), and even "river,"

without the article (Isa. vii. 20, Heb. text).

The Euphrates is formed by the union of two
snail streams at about lat. 39® n. and long. 39® e.

in the Amienian Mountains. The larger of these

two streams, the Kara Su or western Euphrates,

rises on the Domli Dagh, northeast of

Its Course. Erzerum. The other, the Murad Su
or Eastern Euphrates, a charming

monntain stream, rises on the Ala Dagh, not far

from Lake Van. At their junction above Keben
Maden they form a noble river 120 yards wide. At
DO point in its long course is the river finer than
here. From this point the river flows south for a
short distance, and then bends in a great westerly

couree around the Musher Dagh, and pierces the
Taunis range with many sharp bends. At this

part of its course the Euphrates seems destined to

discharge its waters into the Mediterranean at the
Gulf of Alexandretta, but the way is blocked by
the j\manus and the Lebanon, and the river as-

sumes a southeasterly course which is maintained
to the Persian Gulf. It is this lower course which
i^ the historic river, known to all the great peoples
of Western Asia.

The tributaries of the Euphrates, after the imion
of the Kara Su and the Murad Su are few. The
most important are the Sajur (Assyrian Sangura
or Sagura) which enters from the west about lat.

36« 40'; the Belik (Assyrian Balikhu), from the
east and north in long. 39° 9'; and, most impor-
tant of all, the Khabur (Assyrian Haburu) entering

from the northeast in lat. 35** 7', long.

Tributaries 40*» 30^. From the Khabur to its

and Size, mouth, a distance of 800 miles, the

Euphrates receives no tributary, and
in the lower part of its course shows a marked
tendency to split up into different channels. When
it receives the Khabur it is 400 yards wide and
eighteen feet deep. From that point it begins to

diminish in voliune. At Irzah

five miles lower down, it is 35(

the same depth; at Hadiseh,

Werdi, it is 300 yards wide and
at Hit, fifty miles below Hadis<

creased to 350 yards, but its

minished to sixteen feet; at F<

miles from Hit, the depth is t

width has diminished to 250
point the contraction is rapid

Saklowijeh Canal is given out

some way farther down the Hi
upon the right, each carrying, 1

is full, a large body of water,

that at Hillah, ninety miles I

stream is no more than 200 yai

feet deep; and at Lamlun, eigl

down, it is reduced to 120 yard
of no more than twelve feet,

nels which take water out of

return to it again, but it nev(

earlier greatness. The channe
El Khitr was found by Colons
" an average width of only 200
of about eighteen or nineteen U
body of water far inferior to tl

the junction of the Khabur and
The Euphrates, and also the

season exactly as the Nile has

fectly clear and indisputable,

directly asserts the contrary,

indeed not so great as that of

regular and extens

Inundation, gins to swell ver^;

beginning of Mar
increases until the highest poir

the end of May, when the watei

teen feet above low water. At
remains for about a month, sii

the middle of July, and then mi

tember. At the junction of the

described as " spreading ove
country like a sea." The slow

the river made it exceedingly

tion, of which the Babylonian
]

themselves. Along the banks
brick walls provided with bre
and control the swift current

gates controlled the rise so tha

received an inundation equal

canals almost innimierable dive

waters, and prevented the o\

aging the cultivable area. Furt

was retained in sufficient quai

irrigation system, far back from
fall of the river. This entire sy

ruin. The river rises and fal]

sweeping far over the westen
country into a desolate morass,

is both positive and negative,

ble any such great ingatheriuj

usual when this great valley wa
ary, and it fills the land with a
The Euphrates and the Tigrii

the Persian Gulf by separate <

now unite and form the Shatt-i
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lieved that the Persian Gulf once extended 150
or perhaps even 200 miles farther north than at

present, and the formation of alluvial land con-

tinues at the rate of about a mile in seventy years.

The whole course of the river is about 1,780

miles, and it is navigable for small vessels for about
1,200 miles. It has been well said that the " upper
region of the Euphrates resembles that of the

Rhine, while its middle course may be compared
with that of the Danube, and its lower with the

Nile." See Assyria, II., § 2; Babylonia, II., §§ 1-2.

Robert W. Rogers.
Bibliooraprt: F. R. Chesney, Bzpmiition for the Survey

of the . . , Euphrates London, 1850 (the best); W. K.
Loftus, ChaldcBa and Suaiana^ ib. 1857; A. H. Layard.
Nineveh and Babylon, chaps, xxi.-xxii., ib. 1867; G. Raw*
Unson« Herodotue, E^asay ix., London, 1875; F. Delitssch.

Wo lag doe Paradieef pp. 160-170. Leipaio, 1881; Schra-
der, KAT, pp. 26-28. 122. 148. 239. 359. 528; DB, i.

794; EB, ii. 1427-29.

EUSEBIUS, yii-s^'bt-us: Pope 309. His pon-
tificate lasted only from Apr. 18 to Aug. 17, after

which, in consequence of disturbances within the

Church which led to acts of violence, he was ban-
ished by the tyrant Maxentius, who had been the

sole ruler of Rome since Apr., 308, and had at first

shown himself friendly to the Christians. The dif-

ficulty arose, as in the case of his predecessor Mar-
cellus, out of his attitude toward the Lapsed (q.v.),

which represented the milder standpoint. He died

in exile in Sicily, and was buried in the cemetery
of Calixtus, his successor Damasus placing an
epitaph of eight hexameters over his tomb; the
epithet " martyr " contained in them is not to be
taken in the strict sense. (Edgar Hennecke.)
Biblioorapht: Liber pontificalie, ed. Duchesne, i. 167,

Paris. 1886, ed. Mommsen, in MOH, Oeet. pont. Rom., i

(1898), 46; ASB, Sept.. vii. 265-271; F. X. Kraus, Roma
eoUerranea, pp. 181 sqq., Freiburg, 1879; J. B. Ughtfoot.
Apoetolic Fathers, I., i. 297-299. London. 1890; Bower,
Popea, i. 41; KL, iv. 997-999.

EUSEBIUS OF ALEXANDRU: An author to
whom are attributed certain extant homilies which
enjoyed some renown in the Eastern Church in the
sixth and seventh centuries. Their homiletical

merit does not rise above mediocrity, and nothing
is known of the author. At all events, he was not
a patriarch of Alexandria, as is affirmed in an
early biography (MPG, Ixxxvi. 1, pp. 297-310),

written by one Johannes, a notary, and stating

that Eusebius was called by Cyril to be his succes-

sor in the episcopate. The discourses belong prob-

ably to the fifth or sixth century, and possibly

originated in Alexandria. They deal with the life

of the Lord and with questions of ecclesiastical

life and practise, which they resolve in a monastic-

ascetic way. Their literary character is not quite

clear; while most of them are adapted for public

delivery, not a few bear the character of ecclesias-

tical pronoimcements. They are printed in MPG,
Ixxxvi. 1, pp. 287^62, 509-536, except four in-

cluded among Chrysostom's works. The frag-

ments preserved in the so-called Sacra parallela

are to be foimd in K. Roll's Fro^m^nte vomtcdn-
ischer Kirchenvdter (TU^ new series, v. 2, Leipsic,

1899), pp. 314-332. A homily concerning the ob-
servance of Sunday is attributed by Zahn (see be-
low) to Eusebius of Emesa. G. KbOqer.

Bibliographt: J. C. Thilo. Vther die S<kriften dee VMii>

biue von AUxandrien und dee Eueebiue von Emeea, HaOe,

1832; T. Zahn. in ZKW, v (1884). 616^^34; G. Morin,

Sermo de dominicae obeervoHone, Une andenne adaptaium

latine d'un sermon attribtU 6 Euebbe d*Alexandrit, in Be-

vue BHUdictine, 1907. pp. 530 sqq.; CeiUier. AmUwm eaerh,

viii. 383-384; DCB, ii. 305-307.

EUSEBIUS (BRUNO) OF AUGERS: Bishop of

Angers; d. Sept. 1, 1081. He is first met with u
bishop of Angers at the 83mod of Reims in 1049,

and for a long time had been an adherent of B^eo-

gar's doctrine of the Lord's Supper (see Berenojlb

OF Tours). As such he was regarded by Berengar

himself and by his opponents Dietwin of li^
Durand of Troame, and Humbert. But whoi he

recognized the strength of the opposition, be

favored a compromise; at any rate he advised

Berengar in 1054 to swear to the formula presented

to him. Nevertheless Berengar considered him

his friend many years later and requested him to

silence a certain Galfrid Martini or to arrange a

disputation. In his reply Eusebius not only re-

gretted the whole controversy, but also stated that

he would abide by the words of Holy Scripture, ac-

cording to which the bread and wine after the con-

secration become the body and blood of the Lord;

if one asks how this can take place the answer

must be that it is not according to the ord^ of

nature but in accordance with the divine omnipo-

tence; at any rate one must be careful not to give

offense to the plain Christian. The epistle is a

downright renunciation of Berengar in case he

should still maintain his view. In favor of the

supposition that Eusebius changed his opinion

from deference to the count of Anjou, the decided

opponent of Berengar and his doctrine, it can be

adduced that he did not defend Berengar against

the hostilities of the court, and that for a long

time he sided with this violent prince. It is abo

possible that the fact impressed itself upon Euse-

bius that the religious consciousness of the time

more and more opposed Berengar. Our knowledge,

however, is too fragmentary to pass a very accurate

sentence. S. M. Deutsgh.
Bibuoorapht: G. E. Leasing. Beren^foriua Tvronenei$

(Werke, ed. Lachmann-Maltiahn. viii. 331 0qq.. 12 rob.,

Leipaic. 1853-67); H. Sudendorf. BerenQoriue Turomenr-

eie, pp. 92 sqq. et passim, Gotha, 1850; L. Sehwabe.

Studien eur Oeechichte dee eweiien Ahendmtahleettiti,

Leipsio, 1887; J. Schnitier, Berengar von Towre, 75 iqq..

Munich. 1890; idem, in Der Katholik, 1892. 544 iqq.:

Bracking, in Deutsche Zeiteehrift fUr Oeachiektewieeen'

echafU (1891). 362, vi (1892). 232; ZKO, zii (180U
160; Neander. Christian Church, iii. 608-517.

EUSEBIUS OF CiESAREA.
I. Life.

Beoomes Prominent in the Arian GontroTeny (f 1).

II. Works.
Works on Biblioal Text Gritidsm (| 1).

The " Chronicle " (I 2).

The •• Church History " (| 3).

Mmor Historical Works (| 4).

Apologetic and Dogmatic Works (| 6).

Exegetical and Miscellaneous Works (I 6).

III. Estimate of Eusebius.
His Doctrine (5 1).

His ExoeUenoies and Limitations (f 2).

Eusebius of (I!ssarea (often called Eusebius Pom-
phUi, " Eusebius [the friend of] Pamphilus "; see

Pamphilxts). bishop of Csesarea in Palestine, the

father of church history, was bom about 275 or
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Boaebiua of Onsarea

280, place unknown; d. at Ceesarea (?), at the latest

340, most probably May 30, 339.

L Life: Little is known of his youth. He be-

came acquainted with the presbyter Dorotheas in

Antioch and probably received exegetical instruc-

tim from him. In 296 he was in Palestine and

saw CoDstantine who visited the country with

Diodetian. He was in Cssarea when Agapius was

bUhop and made the acquaintance of Pamphilus,

who became his intimate friend. With him he

puTBoed studies which seem to have related chiefly

to the preparation of a correct text of the Bible,

with the aid of Origen's Hexapla, and commen-
taries ooOected by Pamphilus. In 307 Pamphilus

was thrown into prison, but Eusebius continued

his intercourse and studies. The fruit of their

common labors was an apology for Origen in which

PiuDpbilus and Eusebius collaborated, which was
finished by Eusebius after the death of Pamphilus

ami sent to the martyrs in the mines of Phseno in

Egypt (see below, II., § 5). After the death of

Ptophilus, Eusebius seems to have gone to Tyre

and later to Egypt, where apparently he first suf-

fered persecution. The charge that he purchased

his Hberty by sacrificing to the gods is unfounded.

Eusebius is next heaid of as bishop of Ceesarea.

He succeeded Agapius, whose time of office is not

known, but Eusebius must have become bishop

soon after 313. Nothing is known about the first

yean of his official activity, but with the begin-

ning of the Arian controversies he becomes prom-
inent. Arius appealed to him as his protector, and
from a letter of Eusebius to Alexander it is evi-

dent that he aided the exiled presbyter (see Arius).

Whoi the Council of Nicsa met in 325, Eusebius

was prominent in its transactions. He was not

naturally a leader or a deep thinker,

X. Becomes but as a very learned man and well

Prominent trained in history, at the same time a
in the famous author who enjoyed the spe-

Aritn Con- cial favor of the emperor, he came to

tro?ers7. the front among the 300 members of

the council. The confession which he

proposed became the basis of the Nicene formula
(see XiCiEA, Council of). Eusebius was variously

implicated in the further development of the

Aiian controversies, as, for instance, in the dispute

with Eustathius of Antioch (q.v.). Eustathius

eombated the continually growing influence of

Origen and his allegorizing exegesis, seeing in his

theology the roots of Arianism. Eusebius, on the
other hand, was an admirer of Origen, and em-
ployed the same principles in his exegesis. Eusta-
thius reproached Eusebius for deviating from the

Xicpne faith, and was charged in turn with Sabel-

lianism. Eustathius was accused, condenmed and
deposed at a synod in Antioch. The people of An-
tioch, always prone to disturbances, rebelled against
this action, while the anti-Eustathians proposed
Eusebius as the new bishop, but he declined.

After Eustathius had been removed, the Euse-
bians proceeded against Athanasius, a much more
t^ogerous opponent. In 334 he was summoned
before a synod in Csesarea; he d^d not attend, how-
ever, distrusting his opponents. In the following

year be was again summoned before a sjmod in

IV.-14

Tyre at which Eusebius presided. Athanasius,
divining the result, went to Constantinople to bring
his cause before the emperor. The emperor called

the bishops to his court, among them Eusebius.

Athanasius was condemned and exiled at the end
of 335. At the same synod, another opponent
was successfully attacked. Marcellus of Ancyra
(q.v.) had long opposed the Eusebians, and had
only lately protested against the reinstitution of

Arius. He was accused of Sabellianism and de-

posed in the beginning of 336. Constantino died

the next year and Eusebius did not long survive

him.

XL Works: Of the extensive Uterary activity

of Eusebius, f\ relatively large portion has been
preserved. Although posterity suspected him of

Arianism, Eusebius had made himself indispen-

sable by his method of authorship; his comprehen-
sive and careful excerpts from original sources

saved his successors the painstaking labor of re-

search. Hence much has been preserved which
otherwise would have been destroyed. The liter-

ary productions of Eusebius reflect on the whole
the course of his life. At first he occupied himself

with works on Biblical criticism, under the influ-

ence of Pamphilus and probably of Dorotheus of

the School of Antioch. Afterward the persecu-

tions under Diocletian and Galerius directed his

attention to the martyrs of his own time and the

past. And this led him to the history of the whole
Church and finally to the history of the world,

which to him was only a preparation for ecclesias-

tical history. Then followed the time of the Arian
controversies, and dogmatic questions came into

the foreground. Christianity at last found recog-

nition by the State, and this brought new prob-

lems—apologies of a different sort had to be pre-

pared. Lastly, Eusebius, the court theologian,

wrote eulogies in praise of the first " Christian "

emperor. To all this activity must be added nu-
merous writings of a miscellaneous nature, ad-
dresses, letters, and the like, and exegetical works
which include both commentaries and treatises on
Biblical archeology and extend over the whole of

his life.

Pamphilus and Eusebius occupied themselves

with the text criticism of the Old Testament (Sep-

tuagint) and especially of the New Testament. An
edition of the Septuagint seems to have been al-

ready prepared by Origen, which, according to
Jerome, was revised and circulated by

I. Works Eusebius and Pamphilus. For an eaa-

on Biblical ier survey of the material of the four

Text Evangelists. Eusebius divided his edi-

Criticism. tion of the New Testament into para-

graphs and provided it with a synop-
tical table so that it might be easier to find the

pericopes which belong together (see Bible Text,
II., § 4).

The two greatest historical works of Eusebius
are his " Chronicle " and his " Church History."

The former (Gk. PantodapS hiatoria, " Universal

History ") is divided into two parts. The first

part (Gk. ChronographiOf " Annals ") purports to

give an epitome of univeraal history from the

sources, arranged according to nations. The
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second part (Gk. Chronikoi kanoneSf " Chronolog-

ical Canons **) attempts to furnish a synchronism
of the historical material in parallel

2. The columns. The work as a whole has
" Chron- been lost in the original, but it may
icle." be reconstructed from later chronog-

raphists of the Byzantine school who
made excerpts from the work with untiring dili-

gence, especially Creorgius Sjmcellus. The tables

of the second part have been completely preserved

in a Latin translation by Jerome, and both parts

are still extant in an Armenian translation, but
these translations do not p>ossess great value on
account of numerous interpolations. The " Chron-
icle " as preserved extends to the year 325. It

was written before the " Church History."

In his " Church History," Eusebius attempted
according to his own declaration (I., i. 1) to present

the history of the Church from the apostles to his

own time, with special regard to the following

points: (1) the succe^ions of bishops in the prin-

cipal sees; (2) the history of Christian teachers;

(3) the history of heresies; (4) the history of the

Jews; (6) the relations to the heathen; (6) the

martyrdoms (I., i. 1-3). He grouped his material

according to the reigns of the emperors, presenting

it as he found it in his sources. The contents are

as follows: After a detailed introduction, which
treats of Jesus Christ (book i.), comes

3. The the history of the apostolic time to
" Church the capture of Jerusalem (book ii.);

History." then the following time to Trajan
(book iii.); books iv. and v. treat of

the second century; book vi. of the time from
Severus to Decius; book vii. extends to the out-

break of the persecution under Diocletian; book
viii. treats of this persecution; book ix. brings the

history to the victory over Maxentius in the West
and over Maximinus in the East; book x. relates

the reestablishment of the churches and the rebel-

lion and conquest of Licinius. In its present form
the work was brought to a conclusion before the
death of Crispus (July, 326), and, since book x. is

dedicated to Paulinus of Tyre who died before

325, at the end of 323 or in 324. This work re-

quired the most comprehensive preparatory studies,

and it must have occupied him for years. His col-

lection of martyrdoms of the older period (see be-

low, § 4) may have been one of these preparatory

studies. The authenticity of Eusebius's " Church
History " is beyond dispute. Every new dis-

covery shows anew the conscientious, careful and
intelligent use of the libraries of Csesarea and
Jerusalem.

Before he compiled his church history, Eusebius
edited a collection of martyrdoms of the earlier

period and a biography of Pamphilus. The mar-
tyrology has not survived as a whole, but it has
been preserved almost completely in parts. It

contained (1) an epistle of the con-

4. Minor gregation of Smyrna concerning the

Historical martyrdom of Polycarp; (2) the mar-
Works, tyrdom of Pionius; (3) the martyr-

doms of Carpus, Papylus, and Aga-
thonike; (4) the martyrdoms in the congregations

of Vienne and Lyons; (6) the martyrdom of

Apollonius. Of the life of Pamphilus only a fng-

ment survives. A work on the martyrs of Pales-

tine in the time of Diocletian was composed after

311; numerous fragments are scattered in leg^d-

aries which still have to be collected. The life

of Constantine was compiled after the death of the

emperor and the election of his sons at August!

(337). It is more a rhetorical eulogy on the

emperor than a history, but is of great value

on account of nmnerous documents incorporated

in it.

To the class of apologetic and dogmatic works

belong: (1) the " Apology for Origen," the first

five books of which, according to the definite state-

ment of Photius, were written by Pamphilus in

prison, with the assistance of Eusebius. Eusebius

added the sixth book after the death of Pamphilus.

We possess only a translation of the first book«

made by Rufinus; (2) a treatise against Hierodes

(a Roman governor and Neoplatonic philosopher),

in which Eusebius combated the former's glorifi-

cation of Apollonius of Tyana in a work entitled

"A Truth-loving Discourse" (Gk. PhOaUthis

logos); (3) and (4) the two prominent and closdy

connected works commonly known by the Latin

titles Prceparatio evangdica and Demonstratio

evangelica, the first attempts to prove the ex-

cellence of Christianity over every pagan religion

and philosophy. The Prceparatio

5. Apolo- consists of fifteen books which have

getic and been completely preserved. Euse-

Dogmatic bins considered it an introduction

Works, to Christianity for he^hen. The

Demonstratio comprised originaQj

twenty books of which ten have been com-

pletely preserved and a fragment of the fifteenth.

Here Eusebius treats of the person of Jesus

Christ. The work was probably finished before

311; (6) another work which originated in the

time of the persecution, entitled " Prophetic Ex-

tracts " (Eklogai prophJUikai). It discusses in four

books the Messianic texts of Holy Scripture:

(6) the treatise " On Divine Manifestation

"

(Peri iheophaneias), dating from a much later

time. It treats of the incarnation of the Divine

Logos, and its contents are in many cases identic^

with the Demonstratio evangelica. Only fragments

are preserved; (7) the polemical treatise " Against

Marcellus," dating from about 337; (8) a supple-

ment to the last-named work, entitled ** On the

Theology of the Church," in which he defended the

Nicene doctrine of the Logos against the party of

Athanasius. A number of writings, belonging in

this category, have been entirely lost.

Of the exegetical works of Eusebius nothing has

been preserved in its original form. The so-^Ued
conunentaries are based upon late manuscripts

copied from fragments of catenje, A more com-
prehensive work of an ex^etical na-

6. Ezeget- ture, preserved only in fragments, is

ical and entitled " On the Differences of the

Hiscellane- Gospels " and was written for the pur-

0U8 Works, pose of harmonizing the contradictions

in the reports of the different Evan-
gelists. It was also for exegetical purposes that

Eusebius wrote his treatises on Biblical archeology,
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til: (1) a work on the Greek equivalents of He-
brew Gentilic nouns; (2) a description of old Judea
with an account of the lots of the ten tribes; (3) a
plan of Jerusalem and the temple of Solomon.

These three treatises have been lost. A work en-

titled " On the Names of Places in the Holy Scrip-

tores," an alphabetical list of place names, is still

in existence. Further mention is to be made of

addresses and sermons some of which have been
preserved, e.g., a sermon on the consecration of

the church in Tyre, and an address on the thirtieth

umiversary of the reign of Constantine (336). Of
the letters of Eusebius only a few fragments are

extant

in. Estimate of Eusebius: From a dogmatic

pomt of view, Eusebius stands entirely upon the

ahouWers of Origen. Like Origen, he started from
the fundamental thought of the absolute sover-

eignty (manarchia) of God. God is the cause of

all beings. But he is not merely a cause; in him
e^*erything good is included, from him all life orig-

inates, and he is the source of all virtue. He is

the highest God to whom Christ is subject as the

second God. God sent Christ into the world that

it may partake of the blessings in-

X. His eluded in the essence of God. Christ

Doctrine, is the only really good creature, he

possesses the image of God and is a ray

of the eternal light; but the ^re of the ray is so

limited by Eusebius that he expressly emphasizes
the self-existence of Jesus. Eusebius was intent

upon emphasizing the difference of the persons of

the Trinity and maintaining the subordination of

JesuB to God (he never calls him theoa) because in

all contrary attempts he suspected polytheism or

^^abeOianism. Jesus is a creature of God whose
Cpneration, it is true, took place before time. Jesus

is in his activity the organ of God, the creator of

life, the principle of every revelation of God, who
in his absoluteness is enthroned above all the

world. This divine Logos assumed a human body
without being altered thereby in any way in his

being. The relation of the Holy Spirit within the

Trinity Eusebius explained similarly to that of the
Son to the Father. No point of this doctrine b
original with Eusebius, all is traceable to his teacher

Origen. The lack of originality in his thinking

shows itself in the fact that he never presented his

thoughts in a system. He lacked a leading idea.

The limitations of Eusebius are closely connected
with his gifts. EUs time justly considered him its

most learned man. A list of the sources he used
for his churoh history would show what an amoimt
of work had to be done to elaborate and sift the
mass of materiaL But the learning of Eusebius
can not be measured with that of Origen. Origen
was a productive spirit, Eusebius a compiler. Euse-

bius, however, distinguished himself

a. His Ex- by his carefulness. A man like Euse-
ceUendes bius was not without weight in the

and time when barbarian nations began to

limitttioiit. invade the Church in large masses.

In the time which followed nobody
excelled him in learning. Church historians were
able to copy him, but they could not supply his

I^aoe. As a writer he can not be highly estimated.

His style b without grace and brilliancy, his phr
ology often monotonous, and his rhetoric cumbrous.

(Erwin Preubchen.)
BiBLxooaAPRT: The earlier works on Eusebius are noted in

Fsbridue-Harles, Bihliotheca Oraca, vii. 836 sqq., Ham-
burg. 1801; Hamaok, LUteraiwr, i. 561-586 (of. II.. i. 70
sqq.) contains a full aooount of the separate writings,
with some mention of editions; important prolegomena
are contained in NPNF, 2d ser.. vol. i. Of his works the
only relatively complete edition is MPO, xiz.-xxiv.
(omits the writings which exist only in Syriao, the Topiea
and many important fragments): the edition by G. Din-
dorf. 4 vols.. Leipsio, 1867-71 is practically a selection.

Of the " History " the edUHo prxncvff was by Robert
Stephen, Paris, 1644, and contained the Prfsporolio and
the DemofutraHo, as well as the Vila CofUkiniini; an edi-
tion was issued with a Lat. transl. by H. Valesius, Paris,

1659; one of the best is by F. A. Heinichen. Leipsio,
1827-28. 2d ed., 3 vols.. 1868-70, the latter containing
the VUa Caiutaniini, PanaoyrieuM, and the OraHo ad
tanetorum eatum of Constantine; E. Burton issued an
edition, 2 vols.. Oxford, 1838. 1845, reprinted by W.
Bright. 1872. 1881 (the last a handy edition). The Migne
ed. is a reprint of the text of Schwegler, TQbingen, 1852.
The best is the ed. still in progress under the care of a
commission of the Prussian Academy, Berlin, 1902 sqq.
The " History " in Syriao was edited from the MSS. of
W. Wright, with a collation of the Armenian version by
Dr. A. Merx, Cambridge, 1898. The " History " has
been translated into nearly all the European languages.
The version which has been most current in English it

by C. F. Crus^ Philadelphia, 1833, often reprinted in the
United States and Great Britain, and is in Bohn's Ecde-
•iattieal Library, This is supwseded by A. C. McGiffert
in NPNF, 2d ser., vol. i (accompanied by full prolegom-
ena and notes so copious that they make the volume a
complete history of the Ante-Nicene period. The same
volume contains the Vila ConalarUini and PanagyrieuM
translated with prolegomena by E. C. Richardson). Of
the Chronieon the one edition of note is Sdioene's. Ber-
lin. 1875 (with valuable prolegomena); it was published
in the Armenian version by Mai and Zohrab, Milan, 1818;
the Lat. version of Jerome was issued by J. J. Scaliger,

Leyden, 1606. and the Bodleian MS. was published in
collotypeby J. K. Fotheringham. Oxford, 1905; J. B. Aucher
published it in Armenian, Greek and Latin, Venice. 1818;
T. Qaisford edited the PraparaHo in Gk. with a Lat. ver-
sion, 4 vols., Oxford, 1843. and the Damontlraiio, also in

Gk. and Lat., ib. 1852; the OnonuuUoon was edited by
F. Larsow and G. Parthey. Berlin, 1862. and by P. de
Lagarde, Qfittingen, 1870. An Eng. transl. of the
PraparoHo is by E. H. GifTord. 2 vols.. Oxford. 1903, and
of the Theophania or Divine Manifestation c/ Our Lord
and Saviour Jeeue CArtsC. from the Syriao, by 8. Lee, Cam-
bridge. 1843.

The " Life " by Jerome is in De vir. ilL, Irxxi. Con-
sult W. Gave, Livee of the . . . Falhere of the Church, ed.

H. Gary, ii. 95-144, Oxford. 1840. The editions of the
" History " generally contain a life and discussions of the
literary and other activities of Eusebius (especially val-

uable is A. C. MoGiflTert in NPNF, ut sup.), and the
Church Histories devote considerable space to the sub-
ject (e.R. Schaff, Chrietian Church, iii. 871-879). DCAB,
ii. 308-348 is the fullest of the encyclopedia articles (of.

KL, iv. 1001-07); indispensable is the article by E
Schwarts in the Pauly-Wissowa, Beal-Bncyklopadie der
daeeieehen AUertwnewieeenecha/t, Stuttgart, 1893 sqq.
On special phases of the subject consult: C. G. Haenell,

De Eueebio Ccuareenei, Gottingen. 1843; J. H. Newman,
Ariane of the 4lh Century, London, 1871; V. Hely. Bueibe
de ClearH, Paris, 1877; A. von Ghitschmid, Utdereuck'
unpen Uber die eyrieche Epitome dee eueebiechen Canonee,
Stuttgart. 1886; A. Halmel. Die EnUtehung der Kirchen-
oeediidUe dee Eueebitu, Eaeen, 1896; W. Lefroy, Lecturee

on Bed. Hiet., London, 1896.

EUSEBIUS OF DORTLJEUM. See Euttch-
lANlSM, § 2.

EUSEBIUS OF EMESA: Bishop of Emesa;
d. about 360. He came of a noble famfly of Edessa.

Having received his first instruction at Eklessa, he
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went to Palestine, where Eusebius of Csesarea and
Patrophilus of Scythopolis became his teachers.

But he soon turned from their allegorical elucida-

tion of Scripture to the exegetical principles of the

school of Antioch. From Antioch he went to

Alexandria, where he sought to provide the philo-

sophical foundation for his knowledge. He re-

turned to Antioch prior to 340, having already won
such a name for himself as exegete and orator that

in 341 the Synod of Antioch designated him suc-

cessor to the deposed Athanasius. Eusebius, how-
ever, shrank from the difficulties of this position,

and he was made bishop of the small city of Emesa
in Phenicia, where he spent the rest of his life. At
first the Emesans took offense at his extensive

learning, which embraced magic and astrology, and
for a short time he was compelled to flee to Laodi-

cea. His biography was written by his friend

George of Laodicea. Only a brief extract from
this work has been preserved (Socrates, Hist, ecd.,

ii. 9; Sozomen, Hist eccL, iii. 6).

Jerome (De vir, ill., xci.) mentions writings of

Eusebius against Jews, pagans, and Novatians,

besides ten books of commentaries on the Epistle

to the Galatians and homilies on the Gospels.

Theodoret (//opt., I., xxv. 26) mentions polemical

works against Mareionites and Manicheans; and
Philoxenus of Mabug (Assemani, Bibliotheca Orien-

talis, ii. 28) certain discourses and a work on faith,

which is possibly the source of the dogmatic frag-

ments preserved in Theodoret's Eranistes {Dial.,

iii.). Further, some exegetical fragments survive

in eaten® (MPG, Ixxxvi. 1, pp. 545-562), and a
fragment from a Lenten sermon (W. Wright,
Catalogue of the Syriac Manuscripts in the British

Museum, ii. 837, London, 1871. Thilo (Ueber die

Schriften des Eusebius von Alexandrien und des

Eusebius von Emisa, Halle, 1832, pp. 64, 79),

showed that the first two Latin homilies of those

published by Sirmond (OpusciUa XIV, Eusebii

PamphUi, Paris, 1643) imder the name of Eusebius
of Csesarea, directed against Marcellus of Ancyra,
are probably by Eusebius of Emesa. On the other

hand, the Latin homilies attributed to Eusebius
by Gagnaius (Paris, 1547) and Fremy in 1554 (cf.

Bibliotheca maxima patrum, 28 vols., Lyons, 1677-

1707, vol. vi. 618—622) are works of Western
(Gallican) authors.

Meager as the extant fragments of Eusebius are,

they attest him to be a writer of no mean ability,

and Jerome (I.e.) depreciates him unjustly. He
was one of the most influential leaders of the great

theologians of Antioch, not only in his manner of

exposition, but also in his Christology. He was
averse to dogmatic disputations, and saw in verbal

strife the main reason for ecclesiastical ruptures.

In his tendency to nmintain the older incomplete-

ness of dogma against the progress of doctrinal

definition he felt himself allied with semi-Arianism
whose leaders included most of his friends and
teachers. G. KrCger.
Bibuoorapht: FabriduA-Harles, Bibliotheca Or<Bca, vii.

412 sqq.. Hamburg, 1801; Ceillier, Auteur9 MocrU, iv.

318-319; DCB. ii. 368-359.

EUSEBroS OF LAODICEA: Bishop of Laodi-
cea in Syria in the third century; d. there before

268. He was originally a deacon in Alexandria,

where he distinguished himself during the Valerian

persecution by his piety, his care for the captives,

and his burial of the de^. A few years later in

the Roman siege of Brucchium, a quarter of Alex-

andria, he and Anatolius secured permission for all

non-combatants to withdraw under safe-conduct,

and shortly afterward (263?) both went to Syria to

take part in the controversy involving Paul of

Samosata, bishop of Antioch. There he was ap-

pointed bishop of Laodicea, succeeding Socrat^

but died before the synod which finally condemned

Paul, which was held in 268 (?). Jerome's (^ron-

icle, however, states that Eusebius was famous as

a teacher about 274, and that he was succeeded by

Anatolius in 279. (Edgar Hennexe.)

BiBLiooaAPHT: The early source is Eusebias, HitL ecd.,

vii. 11. 32, NPNF, 2 aer., vol. i. Consult: Tilknioot,

Mimoire$, iv. 304; M. Le Quien, Orieru duiaHanmt^ ii.

792, Paris. 1740; J. M. Neale. PairiarckaU cf Alawiru,
i. 77. London, 1847; DCB, ii. 359.

EUSEBIUS OF NICOMEDIA AJH) COlfSTAlf.

TINOPLE: Bishop of Berytus, in Phenicia. then

of Nicomedia, where the imperial court resided,

and finally of Constantinople (as early as 33S),

where he died 341. Distantly related to the im-

perial house, he not only owed his removal from

an insignificant to the most splendid episcopal see

to his influence at court, but the great power be

wielded in the Chureh was derived from that source.

With the exception of a short period of edipee, he

enjoyed the complete confidence both of Constan-

tine and 0>nstantius; and it was he who bi^tixed

the former May, 337. Like Arius, he was a pupil

of Lucian of Antioch, and it is probable that he

held the same views as Arius from the very begin-

ning. He afterward modified his ideas somewhat,

or perhaps he only yielded to the pressure of cir-

cumstances; but he was, if not the teacher, at all

events the leader and organizer, of the Arian party.

At the (Council of Nicsea (325) he signed the Con-

fession, but only after a long and desperate oppo-

sition. His defense of Arius excited the wrath of

the emperor, and a few months after the council

he was sent into exile. After the lapse of three

years, he succeeded in regaining the imperiid favor;

and after his return (in 329) he brought the whole

machinery of the state government into action in

order to impose his views upon the Church. See

Arianism.

BiBLiOGaAPRT: Sources (contradictory and impooible oi

reconciliation) are: Athanasius "Against the Ariam'*
and " Apology," both in Eng. transl. in NPNF. 2 ser^

vol. iv.; Socrates, HiaL ecd., books i.~ii.. and Sosometi,

Hx»i, ted., books i.-ii., both in NPI^F, 2 ser., toI. il:

Theodoret. Hi»t ecd., i. 4-9, in NPNF, 2 ser.. toI. iii-

Consult: W. Bright. Hiti. of the Chwxh. 311-i51. Ox-

ford, 1860; idem, Oraiuma of St AAanaaiue, . . . with

Account of hie Life, London, 1873; J. H. Newman, Ariami

of the 4th Cent., ib. 1876; DCS, ii. 360-^67 (detailed).

EUSEBIUS PAMPHILL See Eubkbiub or

Cjssarea.

EUSEBIUS OF SAMOSATA: Bishop of Samo-

sata; d. at Doliche, in Syria, June ^, 380. He
took part in the synodical deliberations at Antioch

in the winter of 360-361, and appears among the

Homcean and Homoeousian bishops who in 363,
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at a synod held under Meletius of Antioch, accepted

the formula Aomoou^ios. He seems to have beien a

member of the right wing of the Eastern opposition

party, in substantial agreement with Meletius (q.v.)»

like whom he became, after 363, a representative

of neo-Nicene orthodoxy. He was in close rela-

tions with Basil, whose elevation to the see of

Oesarea he did much to further, to whom in lat«r

eonflicts and in his relations with the West he was
& faithful friend up to the time of his banishment
in 374. He was sent first to Cappadocia and then

to Thrace, where he lived through the Gothic war,

his retum being made possible by the death of

Valens. He was at the s3mod held in Sept., 379,

nine months after Basil's death. According to

Theodoret he was killed at Doliche, whither he had
gpoe to attend the consecration of Bishop Maris,

by a stone thrown by an Arian woman, on which
ground he was honored as a martyr. Some other
details of his life, as given by Theodoret, are ob-
viously legendary. But this may safely be said to

his credit—that he is one of the few bishops of the
fourth century of whom nothing but good is known.

(F. LOOFB.)
BBLKKSAnrr: Sources are: The ** Letters " of Gregory
Nuianien and of Basil, in NPNF, 2d ser., vols, vii.-

Tiii, Theodoret, Hiat ecd., ii. 27-28, iv. 12. v. 4. Con-
wH: ASB, June iv. 235-242; V. Ernst, in ZKO, xvi
(1896), 626-664; F. Loofs, Euatathiua von SebaaU und
a* Chxmotoffie der Banlius-Briefe Halle, 1808; DCB ii.

36(h372.

EUSEBIUS OF THESSALONICA: Bishop of
Thesaalonica c. 600. He wrote a polemic work in

ten books against one Andrew, a monk belonging
to the Aphthartodocetse. That the Eusebius to
whom Photius {Bibliotheca, codex cbdi.) ascribes

the work was Eusebius of Thessalonica is clearly

^wn by one of a number of letters which Gregory
the Great wrote to this Eusebius (EpisL, id. 55
[74]). G. KBt>OER.
BnuooftAPHT: Geillier, Auieurt aacr^, id. 627; DCB, 373-
374.

EUSEBIUS OF VERCELU: Bishop of Ver-
eeOi, one of the most determined opponents of
Arianism in the reign of Constantius; d. 370. He
was a Sardinian by birth; but what the traditional
VUa relates as to his parents, his baptism by Pope
Eusebius, his ordination by Pope Marcus, and his

coMecration by Pope Julius I. is either false or
untrustworthy. All known is that he was a
reader in Rome, and sent from that position to be
l»shop of a dty entirely strange to him, probably
some time before 354. He was the first bishop of
Vercelli, besides which Novara, Ivrea and Tortona
«en to have been imder his jurisdiction. Prac-
tically nothing is known of his administration
Wore 354, unless TiUemont's conclusion from the
words of Ambrose (Epist., Ixiii.) may be accepted,
that the erection of a quasi-monastic house in
Vwcelli, in which Eusebius lived with his clergy,

bdongs to that period. This, at least, Ambrose
ay« definitely, that Eusebiiis was the first in the
West to combine the life of city clergy with monas-
tic discipline. After the Synod of Aries (353),
lAerius of Rome desired to see the weak concession
of his legates repaired by another synod, and Euse-
bius was a member of the embassy, headed by

Lucifer of Cagliari, whicl

with a petition to that ei

held in Milan, probably i

bins at first remained aw2

in company of the Rom
practically reached its (

quired to assent to the co
asked for a discussion of

declaring himself willing

which should be preface<

Nicene decrees. Dionysi

subscribe such a docum<
the pen and paper fron

with his party to the pal

proceedings for Eusebi
first to Scythopolis in ]

docia, and finally to the

dria. After Julian's acce

Alexandrian synod of 3

special envoy to the churc

unable to prevent a achh
consecrated Paulinus. >

to Italy, where, with Hi]

decided stand against th(

West, especially Auxent
The legend which attrib

at the hands of the Aria

calls him a martyr, is ui

BiBLioaBAPHT: The three
**

Gallandi, Bibliotheca, y. 7{

for B biography are: Jeron
Hiti. ecd., in. 5-6. 0. and
13 (both ia NPNF, 2 ser

Mcra, iv. 747-748, Venice
vii. 629-S63, 771-780, Vex
/CL, iv. 1013-15.

EUSTACHIUS, yu-st^

SAINT: According to a
martyr who, with his fai

118. Before his baptisn

and he is said to have b<

as he was hunting in the

the antlers of the stag 1

voice cried to him: " Wl
After being exposed in

amphitheater, Eustachiuj

to have been burned to

like a stag. In the Wei
dom of Eustachius had
Sept. 20 . since the early

Greek Church appoints
A basilica of St. Eustaci

the eighth century and ap
of Gregory the Great, an
taken thence to various p
and Paris. Eustachius
Madrid, and he is also oth

in need " (q.v.), being
pious hunters.

BiBLxooaAPHT: ASB, Sept.,

diana, iii. 66-112. Paris. 1»
ecd., iii. 20: M. Armellini.
236. Rome, 1887; F. Greg
578-583, Stuttgart. 1895-9
iv. 420. 458. London. 1895-

EUSTASIUS, yu-st^'sh

Luzeuil; d. 629. He wa
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of Bishop Mietius of Langres, and as discipulus el

minister stood in close connection with Olum-
ban himself after being received into the monas-
tery at LuxeuiL After Columban had been driven
from Luxeuil, Eustasius aided him in his missionary
activity by Lake Constance (see Columban). It

is possible that Columban appointed him his suc-

cessor in the restored mother cloister. At any
rate Eustasius was abbot there from 614 with the
sanction of King Clothair II. and had supervision
over the monasteries connected with Luxeuil.
According to the representation of his biographer,
who knew him personally, EXistasius was a learned,

eloquent, and active man. The bishops Donatus
of Besangon, Aichar of Toumai, Chagnoald of

Laon, Ragnachar of Basel, the abbots Amatus of

Remiremont, Waldebert of Luxeuil, Agilus of

Resbais, and the abbess Burgundofara of Fare-
moutier were his pupils; St. Salaberga was won
by him for the spiritual life. He changed nothing
in the order of Columban and zealously followed the
penitential regulations of the latter (see Colum-
ban). He retained the Irish form of the mass,
the tonsure, and daily discipline, as may be seen
from the charges made against him by Agrestius
(Vita Columbani, ii. 9), but as the Irish celebration

of Easter disappears from the charges, it is prob-
able that he ultimately abandoned it. Eustasius
also labored for the conversion of heretical and
heathen natives; he succeeded in making the
Wariskians, dwelling on both sides of the middle
Doubs, who followed Bonosus (q.v.), adherents of

the Catholic Church. With Agilus he undertook
a missionary journey to the Bavarians, but met
with slight success. His anniversary is given by
Jonas as Apr. 29, but in the Martyrologium Hiero-

nymianum (ASB, Nov., ii. 38) as Apr. 2.

Otto Sbebass.
Bibuoghapht: The one souroe is the life by the Abbot

Jonas, in book ii., chaps. 7-10, of the Vita Columbani,
printed in MOH, SaripL rer. Marov., iv (1902). 119-130,
and in ASM, ii. 108-111. cf. pp. 302 sqq., 405 sqq. Con-
sult: 8. Rieiler, GMchiehte Bayem; i. 77. Gotha, 1878;
Rettberg, KD, ii. 188; Hauok, KD, i. 286 et passim;
DCB. a. 381.

EUSTATHIANS. See Messalians.

EUSTATHIUS, yu-st6'thl-us, OF AUTIOCH:
Bishop of Antioch; d. probably c. 337. He was
apparently a native of Side in Pamphylia, was
bishop of Bercea about 320, and was transferred

to Antioch before the first Council of Nicaea. He
was one of the few decided anti-Arians in the East,

and carried on a literary polemic against Eusebius
of Caesarea (q.v.) which made him well hated by the
unorthodox party. They succeeded in effecting

his deposition in 330, and he was banished to

Trajanopolis in Thrace, where he died and was
buried. Jerome says that " he composed many
works against the doctrine of the Arians "; but
only one is preserved entire, De Engastrimytho
contra Origenem (best edition by Jahn, TU, ii. 4,

Tubingen, 1886). Fragments are preserved of a
De anima mentioned by Jerome ; of another work
in eight books Contra Arianos ; of treatises on
Prov. viii. 22 and ix. 5; of one on Melchisedek;
of two In inacriptionea psalmorum ; and of expo-
sitions of certain separate psalms. The commen- I

tary on the first part of Cenesis (AfP(7, x\'iii. 705-

1066) is generally considered spurious, and the

"Liturgy of St. Eustathius" (ib. 697-704) is

hardly more authentic. (F. Loofs.)

Bibuooraphy: The sources for a life, by no means retisble,

are oollected in L. Allatius, Euttathii in Uaaemenm am-
merUariut, pp. 112-142, Lyons. 1629. TiOemont. Mi-
moirea, vii. 21-31, 646-656; Fabridus-Harles, BibUoHma
Qraoa, ix. 131-149, Hambiu«. 1804; J. FesBler. /nj<iii».

Uone* patrolofficB, i. 427-431, Innsbruck, 1890; DCB, u.

382-383. An In Laxarum, Mariam et Martkam hamOic
Chriatoloijica, attributed to Eustathius of Antioch, wts
published. Paris, 1905.

EUSTATHIUS OF SEBASTE: Bishop of Se-

baste (Sebasteia, the capital of Armenia prima,

the modem Sivas); b. at Sebaste c. 300; d. after

377. He seems to have been the son of Bishop

Eulalius of Sebaste. His early theological educa-

tion was influenced by the teachings of Arius, but

he kept aloof from the dogmatic dissensions of his

time, being attracted entirely by the ascetic ideal

He became presbyter, but on account of his ascetic

tendencies fell out with his own father, who ex-

cluded him from the commimion of prayers (Soao-

men, IV., xxiv. 9; Socrates, IL, xliii. 1). Some
years later he was censured by a synod at Cssarea,

probably for the same reason. Eusebius of Con-

stantinople deposed him, but the number of his

disciples increased. A synod at Gangra, about

340, investigated the complaints against Eusta-

thius. His disciples were accused of denying

salvation to married persons, of favoring their

separation from each other, of holding objec-

tionable meetings, of wearing unbecoming gar-

ments, of accepting payments in kind which were

due to the Church, and of other misdemeanors.

Eustathius himself seems to have been free from

eccentricities, and his reputation apparently de-

terred his opponents from attacking him directly.

Of the next thirteen years nothing is known except

that ;^Eustathius became bbhop of Sebaste about

356. He is heard of again after the return of

Basil to his native country. Basil had also been

won for the ascetic ideal, and Eustathius seemed
to him the incarnation of monastic virtue. For

about a decade and a half, until 372 and 373, they

were united by the most intimate friendship and

agreed also in doctrine. Eustathius had relin-

quished his Arianismlong before; being averse to all

do^^matic extremes, he took the part of the Homoi-
ousians. He was present at the Synod of Ancyra
in 358 and was one of the envoys who were sent

to the court. The followers of Acacius, however,

brought it about that a synod in Melitene, probably

in the same year, deposed him from his bishopric,

not for dogmatic reasons, but on account of his

conduct; there had probably been brought for-

ward complaints like those in Gangra. Mektius
of Melitene, later bishop of Antioch, at that time

a parti:£an of Acacius, became his successor. But

later Eustathius was one of the Homoiousian depu-

ties who represented the cause of the majority of

Seleucia at the court. Like the other deputies

he accepted the formula of Nicaea in Ck)nstanti-

nople, but he fearlessly expressed his own convic-

tions in the negotiations, and when he was deposed

on that account, he did not acknowledge the fact
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and dared to oppose his enemies in sermons and
open letters although the favor of the court was
erideittly on their side. When tmder Jovian and
in the fiist period of Valens the Homoiousian
puty gathered again, Ehistathius was one of its

most energetic leaders, and when the edict of

Yakos in 365 again expelled all bishops who had
been deposed under Constantius, Eustathius as

deputy of several Homoiousian synods went to

Rome in 366 and testified to his own and their

eonsent to the Nicene Creed. Nevertheless a rup-

ture took place in 373 between Eustathius and
Baal since the latter had become a friend of Mele-

tius of Antioch, the former opponent and rival of

EAistathius. There was also a dogmatic di£ference

b^ween them concerning the Holy Spirit. Eusta-

thius coDBidered the Holy Spirit neither created nor

diyine, but kept aloof from both extremes and
became the leader of the Pneumatomachi (see

Macedonians and thb Macedonian Sect) in Asia

MiDor. He made the impression in large circles of

an attractive personality and an efficient preacher,

as the leader of the first monks, and as the founder
of one of the first hospitals (in Sebaste).

(F. LooFs.)

BnuoGftAPHT: Sources of knowledge are Socrates, Hi$t.

mL, iL 43, and Sosomen, Hiat 9ceL, iii. 14 (both in

NPSF, 2d scr.. voL ii.). Consult: Tillemont, Mhnoir—,
ToL ix.: H. M. Gwatkin, Studiea of Arianiam^ Cambridge,
1882; F. Loofs, Euatoihiut von SAaats und die Chronologic
itt BniHua-BrUfe, Halle. 1808; DCB, ii. 383-387 (oen-

); KL, IT. 1017-19.

EUSTATHIUS OF THESSALONICA : Greek met-
ropolitan; b. at Constantinople, early in the
twelfth century; d. at Thessalonica between 1102
and 1194. He seems to have been originally a
mook in the cloister of St. Florus in Constantinople,

•s well as deacon of St. Sophia and teacher of

rhetoric, and he likewise held the court position

of Master of Petitions. In 1175 he was appointed
bbhq) of Myra in Lycia, but before his consecration

the emperor made him the successor of Constan-
tius as metropolitan of Thessalonica, a position

which he held for the remainder of his life. About
1180 the emperor Manuel protested formally

a^inst the formula of abjuration in which the God
of Mohammed was anathematized as a *' wholly

hamm^ed God *' (theos holosphuros, i.e., the mas-
aivey compact, not begetting and not begotten God),

considering it blasphemous and offensive to con-

verts from Islam. Eustathius, however, boldly

opposed him at a synod and justified the anathema,
though without losing favor at court. During the

aege and sack of Thessalonica by the Normans
under William IL of Sicily (1185), the metropolitan

remained at his post, protecting his flock and check-
ing the fury of the conquerors, as he himself re-

counts in his Z>e Thessalonica urbe a Normannis
copta. Despite this, he met with much opposition,

and he may even have been driven from his see

for a time, thus accoimting for the fact that some
of his works were written elsewhere than in Thessa-

lonica. As monk, bishop, theologian, and author,

Eustathius rose superior to his contemporaries,

&nd be opposed with all his might the formalism
which threatened the welfare of bds Church, writing

in this spirit his treatise " On Hypocrisy " as well

as his still more important ** Consideration of

Monastic Life.'' He was the author of many other

works, including a famous commentary on the

Homeric poems. (Philipp Msteb.)

Biblzoorapht: His De TftMaalonica is in MPO, oxxzvi.
For his other works and literature on them, and his life,

consult Knunbacher, OaachicfUs, pp. 636-641.

EUSTOCHIUM. See Paula.

EUTHALIUS, yu-thfiOl-us: The putative author
of certain matter introductory to the Epistles of

Paul, the Catholic Epistles, and the Acts, com-
parable to the Masorah of the Old Testament.
As pointed out byDean Robinson, the material has

grown gradually. First a new system of writing

the New Testament books was adopted from the

schools of granunar and rhetoric; to facilitate the

public reading in service, only so much was put in

one line as could be pronoimced in one breath, in

place of the lines of equal length without punctua-

tion or word division of the older manuscripts

(K, B, A, C). Jerome did the same for the

Latin text and Hesychius of Jerusalem in the

sixth century for the Greek prophets. The
first '' Euthalius " supplied about the middle

of the fourth century tables of chapters and of

the Old Testament quotations in the New Testa-

ment, with three prologues to the Epistles and
Acts, including biographical and chronological

researches. In 396 a short account of Paul's

martyrdom was added and perhaps other parts of

the work, as the Stichometry (q.v.) and the col-

lation with the famous Codex PamphUi at Csesarea,

also the division of " the Apostle " into fifty-seven

lections (Gk. anagnOseis). The so-called hypotheseis

(argumenta), short introductions to each book,

originally a part of the pseudo-Athanasian Synop-
sis scriptures sacrcBf were afterward incorporated

in the Euthalian apparatus in most Greek manu-
scripts and in the conmientaiy of the so-called

Oecumenius.
According to Zaccagni " Euthalius " was a

deacon of Alexandria when he edited the Pauline

epistles (458), and bishop of Sulke (an imknown
Egyptian city, perhaps Pselche) in the time of

Athanasius II. of Alexandria (489-496) when he
published the Acts and Catholic Epistles. This

theory was based upon a chronological datum
foimd in only a few manuscripts of the Martyrium
Pauli and now generally held to be a late addition.

Ehrhard supposed ** Euthalius '' to be an inten-

tional alteration of " Evagrius " (found in Codex H
and a Naples MS.), made when Evagrius Ponticus

(q.v.) came to be suspected of heresy. Von Soden
proposed a new solution of the problem. There was a
Bishop Euthalius of Sulci in Sardinia in the seventh

century whose confession of faith, composed in the

time of the Monothelite controversy ,Wobbermin dis-

covered in a manuscript of the Lawra, while von der

Goltz foimd a quasidevotional monologue, Eis em-

auton, of the same in a manuscript of Chalcia, iden-

tical with the so-called " Prayer of Euthalius "

contained in many Armenian Bibles. Von Soden ac-

cordingly conjectured that all the Euthalian appara^

tus originated in the seventh century. His theory
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has been severely criticized (cf . F. C. Conybeare in

ZNTW, v., 1904, pp. 39-52; T. Zahn, NKZ, xv.,

1904, pp. 305-330, 375-390; J. A. Robinson, in

JTS, vi., 1905, pp. 87-90), and neglects late inves-

tigations, such as Robinson's convincing argument
that the oldest materials must have existed before

396 and Von Dobschiltz's induction from the Syriac

versions ||iat the work in its fuller form lay before

Philoxenus of Blabug when he translated the New
Testament into Syriac in 508. Either there must
have been another Euthalius older than the bishop

of Sulci (to whom perhaps the title '' bishop of

Sulci " was given by confusion with the latter),

or the seventh century Euthalius used the work of

an unknown earlier writer, adding perhaps some
new matter of his own.
Only a full examination of all New Testament

manuscripts and the versions can throw new light

on the question. A new edition of the Euthalian

apparatus is needed, as Zaccagni's first edition was
based on only a few manuscripts. A greater diffi-

culty is that of reconstructing the true text used

and approved by Euthalius. What is called the

Euihalius Codex in Tischendorf is but a singlemanu-
script of comparatively recent date.

E. VON DobschCtz.
Bibliographt: The mmterisllis ooUeoted in L. A. Zao<a«m.

CoUectanea monumeniorum v€terum ecdeaice, i. 401-708,
liv.-xovi., Rome, 1608, and thenoe reprinted with many
faults and without the prolegomena in MPO^ Ixxxy.
610-790. ConBult DB, Supplement vol.. pp. 624-520
(essential); Islinger, Die Verdientie det EuthaiiuM urn den
neuieatamerUlichen BibeUext, Hof, 1867; W. Bousset. in

TU, id. 4, 1804; F. C. Conybeare, On the Codex PamphUi
and the Date of Euthaliue, in the Journal of PhUolooy,
xxiii (1805), 241 sqq.; J. A. Robinson, Euihaliana, in

T8, iii. 3, Cambridge. 1805; T. Zahn. in TLB, 1805, pp.
503 sqq., 601 sqq.; E. von DobsohOti. Euthaliuutudien,
in ZKO, xix (1808), 107-154; H. von Soden, Die Schriften

dee N. T„ i. 637 sqq., Berlin. 1002.

EUTHYMIUS, yu-thi'mi-us, ZIGABENUS (ZIGA-
DENUSy ZYGADENUS): Byzantine theologian;

d. near Constantinople after 1118. Of his life few
details are known, except that he was a monk at

a cloister in the vicinity of Constantinople. A
Latin translation of his commentary on the Psalms
was published by Philippus Saulus (Verona, 1530);

the Greek original was edited by A. Bongiovanni
in the fourth volume of the works of Theophylact
(Venice, 1754-63). The commentary on the Gos-
pels appeared in a Latin translation by Johannes
Hintenius (Louvain, 1544), the Greek text remained
impublished until C. F. Matt&i's edition (Leipsic,

1792); the commentary on the Pauline Epistles

was first edited by N. Kalogeras at Athens in 1887.

Other exegetical writings on the Catholic Epistles,

letters, an elegy on the death of Eustathius of

Thessalonica, and a controversy with a Saracen
philosopher exist only in manuscript. In his com-
mentary on the Gospels, which is superior to that

on the Psalms, Euthymius follows in general the

ancient authorities, especially Chrysostom, al-

though he shows some independence. Allegorical

and mystical interpretations are occasionally

borrowed. On the whole, he is inferior in exegetical

precision to Theophylact.

The dogmatic work of Euthymius was written

at the instance of the emperor Alexius and from him

received its name of " Dogmatic Panoply " (ed

P. F. Zinus, Venice, 1555; M. H. Gregoras, Ter-

govist, 1711). It consists of two sections, or

" titles," and of twenty-four others devoted to the

refutation of various heresies. The accounts of the

Bogomiles, Massilians, Armenians, Paulicians, and

Mohammedans are of value, despite falsehoods

and perversions. The attack on the Roman Cutbo-

lic doctrines is concerned chiefly with the proces-

sion of the Holy Ghost and the use of unleavened

bread. Much of the book is a mere compilation

of the Church Fathers down to John of Damascus,

and is important solely as containing excerpU

from such obscure authors as Leontius of Byztn-

tium, Anastasius of Sinai, Theodore the Studite,

and Maximus. (Philipp Mkter.)

Biblioorapht: The life and writings are beet discuaed by

N. Kalogeras in his edition of the Commentaries on the

Pauline Letters by Euthymius, 2 vols., Athens. 1887. and

in Athenaion, ix (1880). 255-2S4, x (1881). 331-361

Consult also: W. Cave, Script, ecd. hiet. literaria, vol.

ii., Oxford. 1743; C. UUmann. in TSK, vi (1833). 663-

674; Krumbacher. GeachichU, pp. 82-85 (life and list of

works and editions), et passim.

EUTYCHIAlfISM, yu-tik'i-an-i«m.

Compromise Between Alexandria and
Antiooh in 433 (| 1).

The Beginning of Strife (( 2).

The " Robber Synod " of Ephesus. 440 (| 3).

The Council of C^haloedon, 451 (I 4).

Eutychianism was a Christological heresy of the

fifth century, taking its name from Eutychea, an

ascetic, of strict monastic training, for thhty years

superior of a monastery near Constantinople.

The history of the struggle of the orthodox pwty

with Eutyches up to the Council of Chalcedon is an

unhappy chapter in church history, not alone

because court cabals had a considerable share in it,

but because it was less a struggle for purity of

doctrine than for ecclesiastical power, turning to

a large extent on questions of decisive importance

in the development of the Alexandrian and Roman
patriarehates and in the position of monasticinn

and of learning in the Chureh. As a chapter in

the history of ideas, it offers one of the most con-

fused and unedifying pictures in the whole of dog-

matic development. This is not to adopt Har-

nack's view that the Monophysitism of C^nril was

the legitimate outcome of Greek Christological

development, or to pass judgment upon the ulti-

mate solution adopted by the council, which, under

the influence of the West, was the most rational

then possible; it is simply an expression of dis-

taste for the theological ignorance, thoughtlessness,

and lack of conscience of which the history of the

controversy is full.

The story begins in 433 with the union enforced

by court influence between the parties of Alexan-

dria and Antioch (see NESTORms, § 6) which had

only concealed the opposition between their Christo-

logical teachings. It was, however, not without

its effects. It was fatal to those who had refused

to condemn Nestorius (q.v.), and compelled the

submission of such men as Theodoret and Andrew
of Samosata. It forced Cyril to take his stand in

defense of formulas which had been worked out

by the school of Antioch and could not be so
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easOy fitted in as some zealous Alexandrians then

desired. It tended rather to favor the acceptance

of two natures in Christ. It is true,

I. Com- there was in the East no theology

promise with which these formulas were al-

between together harmonious. They corre-

Atezamlria sponded to the traditions of the

and West, where it was possible to assert in

Antioch the same breath the imity of the person

in 433. and the duality of nature. In the West
the conception of the single personal-

ity of Christ had, with unphilosophical simplicity,

attached itself to the historic Christ, and thus pre-

veoted the assertion of two natures, for the pur-

pose of emphasizing both the divinity and the

hamanity, from working out philosophically so as

to endanger the conception of the unity, and the
consequent intelligibility of the person of Jesus.

In the East the word praaOpon, the nearest equiva-

lent for the Latin persona, had by no means a
wfaoOy parallel sense. In its technical meaning
it had been employed since the triimiph of the later

Nicene doctrine of the Trinity, as a synonym of

kypostagU, though it could also be employed in the
origiDal signification, to denote a phenomenon, a
figure presented to the senses, or the form under
which either one or more hypostases are presented.

It was thus very useful as a compromise formula.

Both parties, however, accepted the compromise
M an earnest of complete victory, the patriarch of

Alexandria hoping in this for more than the mere
kiumph of the Alexandrian Chnstology. Since the
days of Athanasius this see had acqtured a position

in the East which could inspire an ambitious bishop
with the hope of dominating his rivals both at

Antioch and Constantinople. This ambition was
abundantly possessed by Cyril (see Cyril of Alex-
A5DRU), and nothing else explains his acceptance
of the ccmpromise. Peace, however, endured as

kmg as Jofaji of Antioch and Proclus of Constan-
tinople as well as Cyril lived; but it became less

secure each year as the extreme tendencies on both
odes came into play. This was especially the case

00 Cyril's side. It was not unnatural that some of

his partisans, incapable of comprehending his fine

distmctions, should push his Christology into what
was practically Monophysitism. The proceedings

against Nestorius for a while kept the opposition

party quiet—^though the most prominent theolo-

gian on that side, Theodoret, remained true to the

^indamental principles of the school of Antioch.
As time went on stUl more zealous upholders of the

Antiochian views appeared among the bishops of

Asia Minor. In 435 Ibas, who had censured the
dogjnatic position of Cyril and the synod of Ephe-
sus and supported Theodore of Mopsuestia, became
hishop of Edessa. In 441 or 442 John of Antioch
was succeeded by Donmus, a more ardent partizan
of the traditions of that see; this Domnus, between
443 and 447, fiUed the bishopric of Tyre, contrary
to the canons, with a man who had been twice
ooarried, Irenseus, formerly a friend of Nestorius
and exiled on this account about 435. After the
death of Proclus (446), the see of Constantinople
was filled by Flavian, who had indeed accepted the
union but still canoe from the Antioch party. Cyril

died in 444 and was succeeded by Dioscurus, much
less important as a theologian, but still more im-
scrupulous in his struggle for supremacy, and will-

ing to avail himself of monastic fanaticism and
obscure intrigues to win the favor of both populace

and court. The time was favorable to his purposes.

The feeble emperor Theodosius (408-450), since the

downfall of his sister Pulcheria's influence about
440, had been under that of his favorite Chry-
saphius, who was in close relations with the Alex-

andrian party, especially with the aged presbyter

and archimandrite Eutyches, who was among the

most influential members of that party. Bom in

378, Eutyches had acquired the reputation of an
honorable and pious man, but was uneducated and
imfamiliar with the laws of thought. As a veteran

monk, and a zealous foe of Nestorianism, he counted
as one of the heads of the monastic or Alexandrian
party. He was accordingly a useful instrument in

the hands of Dioscurus, whose principal agent in

Constantinople he was after the death of Proclus.

On Feb. 17, 448, the emperor renewed the edict

against the Nestorians, and decreed the depos tion

of Irenseus of Tyre; and about the same time
intrigues against Bishop Ibas began at Edessa in

which Eutyches had a hand. Both parties now
felt that the decisive conflict was approaching.

Domnus showed no signs of recognizing the depo-

sition of Ibas, and maintained a close alliance with

Theodoret, who had just before thrown down the

gaimtlet to the Alexandrian party

2. The Be- in his Eranistes ; and certain clerics

ginning from Edessa who had come to Anti-

of Strife, och with charges against their bishop

were detained there as prisoners. On
the other side Dioscurus arrogantly censured Dom-
nus, and Eutyches invoked the aid of Leo of Rome,
asserting that the Nestorian heresy was being

revived. The case of Ibas was discussed by a
synod at Antioch in the summer of 448; Theodoret,

who seems to have come to Antioch to attend it,

was ordered by the emperor to return to his dio-

cese and remain there. Possibly to the late summer
belongs the unsuccessful attempt of Domnus to

discredit Eutyches as an Apollinarian heretic.

Probably through court influence, Irenseus was
replaced in September by Photius, who at once

came out on the Alexandrian side. The accusers

of Ibas, who had now gone on to Constantinople,

had better success there than at Antioch; they

obtained a decree from the emperor calling for

a rehearing of their case before three bishops, two of

whom at least were known as antagonists of Ibas.

All seemed to be going well for Dioscurus when a
renewed accusation against Eutyches provoked
him to attempt to reap his harvest before it was
ripe. This new charge was nominally brought by
Bishop Eusebius of Dorylaeimi, who, from what is

known, seems to have had little sympathy with the

Antioch party, though he was not an avowed ad-

herent of the other side. To his moderate views

some thoughtless expressions of Eutyches on a

point of dogma may have seemed dangerous, and
it is possible that personal dislike helped to deter-

mine his attitude—at least Eutyches asserted

afterward that Eusebius had long been his enemy.
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However that may be, he appeared at a local synod
held by Flavian of Constantinople in Nov., 448,

with a charge against Eutyches which named him
in general terms as a heretic. Eusebius succeeded

in forcing the synod to summon Eutyches before it.

He returned answer that he was imwilling to leave

his monastery; that he adhered to the decrees of

Nicsa and Ephesiis; but that he declined to be
boimd by expressions taken at random from the

Fathers, preferring to follow the Scripture, which
was a more certain rule of faith than all of them.
He denied ever having taught that the Divine Word
had brought his body with him from heaven; he

acknowledged ** one nature of God made flesh,"

and that Christ was at once perfect God and per-

fect man, though his body was not homootisios

with ours. The synod now sent a more formal

summons to Eutyches, which had to be twice re-

peated before, on Nov. 22, he at last appeared,

escorted by a military guard and a large number
of monks. His heterodoxy was not long in mani-
festing itself to the assembly. Attempts were
made to find a way out of the difficulty, and for a
moment he seemed to yield; but his settled con-

viction was expressed in the words " I confess that

our Lord was bom of two natures before the union."
The council foimd ApoUinarianism and Valen-
tinianism in his admission, deposed him from his

priestly and monastic offices, and excommunicated
him. This condemnation, of course, did not touch
the Christology of Cyril himself; but many of the

Alexandrians thought as Eutyches did. The blow
was thus a heavy one for them and there is no doubt
that it was the cause of the energetic coimter-

stroke re\)resented by the Synod of Ephesus in 449.

Of the intervening events it is known only that

Eutyches attempted to set aside the condemnation
and to win to his defense a number of prominent
bishops, including Leo of Rome and Peter Chrysolo-

gus of Ravenna, and probably Dioscurus and others

in the East; that he made the most of his favor

at court; and that he asserted a falsification of the

acts of the Constantinopolitan synod and induced
the emperor to order an investigation of his charge.

Flavian, who was forced to satisfy the emperor of

his orthodoxy by a special confession of faith, also

sought help abroad, and Leo of Rome took a
decisive stand on his side in a brief of May 21, 449.

The discontent of the Alexandrians, however,
was so decided that they induced the emperor to

call a new ecumenical council at Ephesus for Aug.
1, of the same year. Everything was prepared for

a triimiph of Dioscurus, whom the

3. The emperor designated to preside over
Robber the council; but the completeness of

Synod of his triumph was impaired by Pope
Ephesus, Leo, who developed in a famous

449. letter to Flavian of June 13, sent by
his legates with another to the council,

the Western doctrine of the two natures in its essen-

tial variation from the Alexandrian with a clear-

ness that was fatal to the permanent maintenance
of the latter. The number of participants in the
" Robber Synod " of Ephesus was never higher*

than 138. Two imperial commissaries were pres-

ent; Eusebius of Dorylsum and Flavian of Con-

stantinople found themselves placed by the em-

peror himself in the position of accused parties,

while Eutyches was summoned almost as accuser.

The first period of the synod's session, Aug. 8-lS,

was occupied with the rehabilitation of Eutyches

and the deposition of Eusebius and FlaviaiL

Among the tolerably certain facts are the unsuccess-

ful demand of the Roman legates to be allowed to

preside, and their failure to have the ^istle of

Leo to Flavian even read; their repeated protests

against this so-called invasion of the rights of the

Roman see; and the ims{iaringly masterful manner
in which Dioscurus conducted the whole affair.

The tumultuous scene described by Gibbon, which

had given its opprobrious name to the synod,

rests upon partizan accounts and can be shown

inaccurate in detail. The proceedings of the second

period, Aug. 20-22 (?) from which not only Eusebius

and Flavian but also the Roman l^tes were

absent, resulted in anumber of depositions. Aniong

others Ibas, L^meus of Tyre, Theodoret, and evai

Domnus of Antioch were deposed and excom-

municated as Nestorians.

The decision of the synod was received with

approval at court, but by no means wholly so

throughout the East. Yet Dioscurus had on his

side, besides court favor, the sympathies of most

of the Eastern bishops, and Flavian's place at Con-

stantinople was soon taken by Anatohus, an Alex-

andrian partizan. The only hope for a reviaon

of the settlement lay in the West, whither Theo-

doret and Flavian now turned. But for the mom^t
even the influence of Rome was un-

4. The availing. The synod in Rome on

Council Oct. 15, 449, rejected the decrees of

of Chalce- Ephesus, and Leo attempted in vain,

don, 451. through his own- letters and those of

the Western emperor to procure from

Theodosius II. the calling of a new synod in Italy.

The death of Theodosius in the next year brought

about great changes. The power was now in the

hands of Pulcheria, who had already been won over

to Leo's side. Anatolius held a synod the same

autumn at Constantinople which declared its

agreement with Leo's epistle to Flavian, which had

already found increasing assent in the E^ast. Leo

was not able, however, to secure that the new

general council should be held in the West; and

it finally sat at Chalcedon, across the Bosphorus

from Constantinople, Oct. 8 to Nov. 1, 451, attended

by about 600 bishops. The presidency, in a par-

liamentary sense, was held by the imperial commis-

saries; but the papal legates, recognized by the

council as representing the spiritual head of the

Church, took the lead among the ecclesiastics and

presided formally when the imperial commis-

saries were absent.

Dioscurus had secured his triumph at Ephesus

largely through the strength of his Egyptian fol-

lowing; the emperor guarded against a repetition

of this by ordering him to come alone to Constan-

tinople. He had a private audience with the new

emperor, Marcian, Piilcheria's husband, in the pres-

ence of Anatolius and others, which was intended

to bring him to an acconunodation—but without

success. He soon recognized that the cause was
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lost; and his downfall was not long in following.

He appeared in the council practically as an accused
pefson^ while Theodoret, whom he had deposed at

f^hesufi, took his seat under the full protection

of both pope and emperor. At the close of the

fini session the commissaries declared that Dio-
sconis himself and five of his principal supporters

It E^hesus must be deposed, which took place in

the third session, though a direct charge of heresy

was avoided. He was banished to Gangra in

Faphlagonia, where he died in 454. The five other

bi^Mps wefe restored to good standing in the fourth

session. As to the dogmatic question, which the

ooimcO treated with some hesitation, nominally
out of respect for the First Council of Ephesus, after

two epistles of Cyril (iv. and xxxix.) and Leo's to

Flavian had been acknowledged, Anatolius was
directed to draw up a proposed new definition.

This, which was i4>parently decided in its expres-

aoDs on the point of one person out of two natures,

was approved by the majority at the fifth session;

but the Roman legates threatened to take their

departure and have a new coimcil called in Italy

if Leo's epistle was not closely followed. The
majority was disinclined to yield until an imperial

order forced than to appoint a new committee on
definition, of which the legates were now members.
The result of this work was laid before the council

at the same session, and solemnly proclaimed,

Oct. 25. This was from the dogmatic standpoint
A e<xnplete victory of West over East; the Coun-
cil's definition is only intelligible in the light

of Western Christology. After an introduction af-

fimiing the Nicene and so-called Constantinopolitan

creeds, which it declares sufficient as general creeds,

it proceeds, with the purpose of avoiding Nesto-

rian and Monophysite perversions of the mystery of

the Incfynation, to recognize the epistles of Qrril

and Leo named above as orthodox expositions of

the creed, and then to give a lengthy and precise

restatement of the one person of the Lord in two
natures. It is not difficult to see that the terms
of this definition and the recognition of Leo's

epistles go beyond Cyril's teaching; but the mem-
bers of the council attempted to forestall objections

by persuading themselves of their agreement with
both, and of each with the other. The formulas
of Chalcedon were acceptable to Western minds,
with their firm hold on the single person of the

historic Christ without danger of obscuring either

of the two natures, the divine or the human. But
it was not a real settlement of the question for the

East, and the action of the council, for all its

pacific intent, was but the beginning of new
strife (see Monophysites). Eutyches, the nominal
originator of the controversy, was not expressly

anathematixed at Chalcedon; he was considered

to have been already sufficiently condemned by
Flavian, by Leo, and by the synod held under
.Anatolius. But after the council two imperial

edicts of the year 452 enforced the ecclesiastical

eondemnation of his party by the usual civil penal-

ties. Eutyches himself was banished, and the last

heard of him is in a letter of Leo, Apr. 15, 454,

requesting his removal to a more distant place on
the ground that he still continued to deceive the

unwary in his original place of banishment. See
Christolooy, IV. (F. Loofs.)

BtBUoaRAPHT- Sources for a history are the Acts of the
Synods, printed in Mansi, ConcUia, vols, v.-vii.. cf. is.

659-702 (a summary of the whole affair in vii. 1060 sqq.);

Hefele. CancmenoeB(Jiichte, ii. 317 sqq., Eng. transl.. iii.

186 sqq.; S. Q. F. Perry, Second Synod of Bphenu, Acts.
Dartford. 1881 (with Syriac text and sources): Theo-
doret. Hi9t. eccL, passim, Eng. transl. in NPNF, 2 ser.,

vol. iii.; idem, Eraniatet, in his Opera^ ed. Scbulie, vol.

iv.. Halle, 1774; Gelaaius, Gesto de nomine Acacii, ed.

Thiel. Epi§tola Romanorum ponlificutn, i. 610-519,
Braunsberg. 1868; O. Hoffmann, in Schriften der Uni-
veniUU zu Kiel, vol. xz.. 1873.

Consult Tillemont, Mhnoiree, xv. 479-719; W. A.
Arendt, Leo der Oroeee, Bfaini, 1835; E. Perthel, Papet
Leo'e I. Leben und Lehren. Jena, 1843; Wm. Bright. Hiei.

of the Church, pp. 313-451. Oxford. 1860; I. A. Domer,
Person of Chriet, II.. i.-ii.. Edinburgh, 1862; W. Cun-
ningham, Hittorioal Theology, i. 311-315, ib. 1863; P.
Bfartin, Le Peeudo-Synode . . . d'6phkae, Paris, 1875;
A. Ehrhard, in TQ, Ixx (1888). 179-243, 406-450. 623-
653; Neander. Chrietian Churchy ii. 560-569; Schaff,

Chrietian Church, iii. 734-740; Moeller, ChrieUan Churchy
i. 419-422; Hamack, Dogma, iv. 197 sqq.; DCB, ii. 404-
412 (very full).

EUTYCHIANUS, ya-tik'!-a"nu8: Pope 275-283.

His name occurs in the lists of bishops of Rome
between Felix and Caius, and a pontificate of

eight years, nine months, and three days is assigned

to him. Nothing at all is known of the events

which marked it; but it may be mentioned that the

tablet which covered his grave in the so-called
" vault of the popes ** has been discovered (cf.

F. X. Kraus, Roma aottetranea, Freiburg, 1879,

154). (A. Hauck.)
Bxblioobapht: Li6er pontificalie, ed. Mommsen in MQH,

QeeL ponL Rom., i (1898), 38; Bower, Popes, i. 37-38.

EUTYCHinS OF ALEXANDRIA (also known
by the Arabic name Sa^id ibn Bc4rtk): Melchite

patriarch of Alexandria Feb. 7, 933 to May 11, 940;

b. in Fostat (the modem Cairo) 876; d. 940.

Before entering upon the clerical estate he had been
a physician, and had also pursued historical studies.

As patriarch, he had to endure severe conflicts

with the Jacobite Copts. His writings in Arabic,

only in part preserved, are of medical, theolog-

ical, and historical content. His principal work
is the *' String of Pearls " (Arab. Nazm dCjawahir)^

i.e., " 0)mpend of History." It is a narrative

from the creation of the world to 938, and comprises

Biblical, profane, and ecclesiastical history. It

contains many remarkable data, otherwise un-
known, and valuable contributions to the history

of Nestorianism and Monophysitism. The edition

of Edward Pococke (2 vols., Oxford, 1654-56),

is reprinted in MPG, cxi. 889-1232; and in 1906
a new edition by L. Cheikho, in Arabic and Latin,

was begun in the Corpus scriptorum ChrUtianorum
orientcUium (Paris). G. KRt)GEB.

Bibliographt: E. Renaudot. Hietoria patriarcharum Alex-
andrinorum, pp. 346 sqq.. Paris, 1713; F. WOstenfeld.
OeechidUe der arabistJien Aertte, p. 52, Gdttingen, 1840;

A. von Gutschmid. in Kleine Schriften, ii. 399-400. 486.

Leipsic, 1890; Ceillier, Atdeure eacrie, ziii. 45-46.

EUTYCHIUS OF CONSTANTINOPLE: Patri-

arch of Constantinople; b. in Phrygia c. 512; d.

Apr. 5, 582. He became monk and abbot at Amasia
in Pontus, and in 552 went to Constantinople as

his bishop's ambassador. Here he so effectually

combated the Antiochian theology, and made
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such an impression on the emperor Justinian that

the latter, upon the death of the patriarch Mennas
(Aug., 552), appointed him patriarch of Constan-

tinople. He played a great part in the Three
Chapter controversy (q.v.); presided at the Fifth

Ecumenical Council (Constantinople, 553); con-

ducted the consecration ceremonies for St. Sophia

(562); but finally fell into disfavor with the em-
peror, whose aphthartodocetic [maintenance of per-

petual virginity of Mary and denial of the reality

of the human birth of Jesus] leanings he was
unwilling to tolerate; and on Jan. 22, or Apr. 12,

565, he was exiled to his former cloister. He was
thence recalled by Justin II., in 577, as successor

to the patriarch John III. Scholasticus. He is

honored by the Chiuxh as a saint. Of his writings,

only fragments of a sermon on the Eucharist are

preserved (MPG, Ixxxvi. 2, pp. 2392-2401), in

which the Greek Fathers' symbolic-dynamic view
of the Eucharist reached its climax. His intimate

friend the presbyter Eustratius, wrote his biography
(MPG, Ixxxvi. 2, pp. 2273-2390). G. KRtJoER.

Bibuoorapht: ASB, Apr., i. 548; Evagrius. Hist, eccl.;

John of Ephesus, Bed. Hist, thind part, ed. W. Cureton.
Oxford. 1853; Ceillier, Auteurt aacrit, xi. 352-356; DCB.
ii. 414-416.

EVAGRIUS, i"va-gri'us, PONTICUS: Nitrian

hermit; b. at Ibora, a small town of Pontus,
near the capital Amasia, year imknown; d. after

400. He was the son of a presbyter in Ibora.

Basil the Great appointed him lector, and Gregory
Nazianzen made him deacon. When Gregory left

Constantinople (381?), Evagrius remained in the
capital under his successor Nestorius. Because of

a love affair with a noble lady he went to Jerusalem
where he entered the circle of Melania, the friend of

Rufinus (q.v,), and was sent by her to Egypt into

the Nitrian desert to recover from serious illness,

probably acute mental depression induced by
his experiences. There he spent two years on the
mona NUri(B, then fourteen years in the colony
of hermits called Kellia, earning his living by pen-
manship. His works are all monastic. Definite

criticism of them is as yet impossible since the Greek
writings published under his name are at best only
excerpts. Gennadius {De vir, HI,, xi.) gives a list

of them: (1) " Suggestions against the Eight Prin-

cipal Sins " in eight books, essentially a compila-
tion of Bible texts intended to work like amulets
against certain sinful thoughts. (2) A collection

of " One Hundred Sentiments " for uneducated
anchorites, and one of " Fifty Sentiments " for

educated anchorites. (3) A guide to the common
life for monks. (4) A writing dedicated to a mm.
(5) " Opinions " for monks, which Gennadius pro-

nounces " very obscure." These works may be
identified with five mentioned by Socrates {Hi8t.

eccl.f iv. 23). The doctrine of Evagrius can not
be judged on the basis of the existing material.

Connections with the Cappadocians [Basil, Gregory
Nazianzen, and Gregory of Nyssa] are probable not
only on account of a passage quoted by Socrates

but also because of the whole course of his edu-
cation. He belonged to that small number of prac-

tical ascetics who as educated men were able to

indicate monasticism and asceticism philosoph-

ically, hence the reputation which he enjoyed in

the desert among the colonies of ascetics who were

mostly uneducated men. His predilection for

Origen became fatal to him. In the later Origen-

istic controversies the doctrine of Evagrius was

condemned, and from the seventh century his

name with that of Origen and Didymus is placed

among the archheretics. (Erwtn Preubchen.)

Bibuoobaprt: The best cx>llectioa (far from complete)

of his writings is in Gallandi. BibUotheca. Tii. 551-581,

reprinted in MPO, xl. On his Syriac wcurks consalt

W. Wright. Catalogue of the Syriae MSS. in A* BriUA
Muuum, London, 1870-72. On his life and work: TUle>

mont. Mimovrt; 2d ed., x. 368 sqq.; Fabricius-Harle«.

BihUotheca Qraca, iz. 284, Hamburg. 1804; E. NestJe. in

ZDMQ, 1878. pp. 465 sqq.; O. Zockler. Evagriu* PemH-
kua, Munich, 1893; idem, Aakeae und Mdnektum, L 253

sqq.. Frankfort. 1897; J. A. Robinson, in TS, iii. 3 (1895).

EVAGRIUS SCHOLASTICUS: Eariy church

historian; b. at Epiphania, Coele-Syria, c. 536;

d. after 594. He received careful tnuning in the

schools of the grammarians and rhetoricians and

settled in Antioch as a lawyer (hence his surname^

Scholasticus). Here he assisted the patriarch

Gregorius (569-594) in drafting briefs, reports, and

decrees, and successfully defended him at Con-

stantinople (589) when he was arraigned on the

charge of grievous persecutions. From the Emperor
Tiberius he obtained the rank of a qusestor; from

Mauricius, that of a prefect. He is known chiefly

for his " Ecclesiastical History," in six booki,

which is a continuation of Socrates, Sozomen, and

Theodoret, extending from the Coimcil of Ephesus

(431) to the twelfth year of the reign of Mauricius

(593-594). It is one of the chief sources, spe-

cially for the history of contemporary theological

controversies, though it also takes account of the

wars with the Persians and other barbarians, and,

like other Byzantine chronicles, contains notices

of all sorts of remarkable events (calamities, con-

flagrations, earthquakes, etc.). Evagrius made
good use of his original sources (Eustathius of

Antioch, Procopius of Cesarea, John Malala, John

of Epiphania, Menander Protector, Zacharias

Rhetor and others), and his judgment is discreet

and impartial. Ecclesiastically orthodox, he

strictly abides by the synodical decisions, and

censures, in particular, every deviation from the

Chalcedonian dogma. Even his great predecessor,

Eusebius, is not quite proof against his criticism;

though Evagrius concedes that Eusebius led his

readers close to the true faith, even if he did not

teach them strict orthodoxy. The best edition of

the history is that of J. Bidez and L. Parmender,

The Ecclesiastical History of Evagrius, vnth the

Scholia (London, 1898); Eng. transl. in Bohn's

Ecclesiastical Library in the volume with Theodoret

(London, 1854). G. KhCger.

Biblioorapht: Fabricius-Harles. BibUolheca Grmca, ix.

284 sqq.. Hamburg, 1004: OeiUier, AtUeun murH, zi.

415-416; DCB, ii. 423-424; C. de Boor, in ZKQ, v (1881).

315-322. vi (1883). 482 sqq.

EVANGELIARIUM (i.e., evangdiarium voUtmen,

" Gospel book "; evangdiarius, with liber or codex

understood, is found more rarely): A book con-

taining the appointed Gospel lections for church

service. The collecting of the Gospel writings
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under the name etumgelion dates back to the earliest

age of the Church (cf. Zahn, Ka7^on, i. 161 sqq.).

At first separate rolls {volumina) were united; then

codicu (manuscripts in which the leaves lay consec-

atively like a modem book) were made. This

foixD coincides with the traditional history of the

Kew Testament and sacred Scriptures generally,

during the first centuries (cf . Victor Schultze, RoUe
i0Mf Codex, in Greifswalder Studien, GUtersloh, 1895,

pp. 149 sqq.). The subsequent rise of the Peri-

csopes (q.v.) from the fourth century on led either

to the attachment of an appendix to the Gospel

book, in which the canonical lections were tabulated

{ketumariuTn^ euangelistarion, in the narrower

seose). or to the formation of a new book, whose
ooot«nts were exclusively the prescribed Gospel

lections. The usual designation for such a book
in the West came to be evangeliariumf in the East,

euangdUtarion (in the wider sense). Combined
with the epistolare (i.e., ejnslolare volumen, " the

Epistle [book]," Gk. apoatolos, praxapostolos,
" the Apostle "), which grew out of a similar proc-

esE, and contained the remaining portion of the

New Testament, the evangeliarium constituted the

lidionarium or leciionarius (in the wider sense;

Gk. anagndstikon \biblion], biblion apoatolikon).

Even as early as in the fourth century, the religious

and eccl^iastical appreciation of the evangeliarium

roee to such a degree that people regarded the same
u typifying Scripture generally. Thus it was used
in the administration of oaths, and it gained an
established place in the ceremony of ordination,

being either solemnly delivered to the candidate

for orders, or held over his head during the act of

Mffring. Copies written in small script were worn
hj women and boys as a charm about the neck.

It was applied to the relief of the sick, and eccle-

aastical ordinances insured for it the same venera-

tion as was accorded to sacred images. In public

worship, in processions and other ecclesiastical

observances, reverence was shown toward it in

various ways.
This being the popular state of mind, the zealous

cooperation of art is a matter of course. Beginning
e\'en in the fourth century, covers ornamented with
costly stones and ivory carvings (cf. Victor Schultze,

Archdohgie der aUchisUichen Kunst, Munich, 1895,

pp. 258 sqq.), purple parchment, gilt and silver

script, and miniature painting, come into vogue
on a scale of lavish luxury. The Carolingian era

continued the practise, and it was tenaciously con-

served by the medieval era proper. Ivory carving,

enameling, and other fine arts were more and more
extensively brought into reqiiisition; and along
with descriptive illustration, there is developed the
lit of initial painting, while marginal decoration

reaches its highest perfection during the later

Middle Ages and the Renaissance (cf. H. Otte,

KwuiarchAoloffie des deutachen MiUdaUers, i., Leip-

ac, 1883, pp. 171 sqq.; F. X. Kraus, Geschichte der

dinsdidien Kunst, 2 vols., Freiburg, 1896-1900).

Embroidered cloths (camiauB evangeliorum), or

artistic cases (copses), served as protection against

wear. Thus the history of the Gospel text is closely

connected with religious and ecclesiastical customs
and with the history of art. Victor Schuutzb.

Biblioorapht: Consult, besides the literature mentioned
in the text: C. R. Gregory. ProUgomena, ii. 687-777,
Leipsic, 1890; DCA, i. 740-745. ii. 953-967. 1006-16.
and the literature under Bibls Text. II.

EVAHGELICAL ADVENTISTS. See Advsnt-
I8T8, 1.

evahgelical alliance.
Foundation and Constitution (| 1).

Branch Alliances (| 2).

The Week of Prayer (| 3).

Conferences, National and General (f 4).

Appeals for Religious Liberty (( 6).

The Evangelical Alliance is a voluntary asso-

ciation of Evangelical Christians of different

churches and countries to manifest and promote
the union of Christian believers and advance the

cause of religious liberty. It was founded, after

several preparatory meetings and conferences, espe-

cially one at Liverpool in 1845, in an enthusiastic

gathering held in Freemason's Hall
I. Pounda- in London, Aug. 19-23, 1846. Eight
tion and hundred Christians were present

—

Constitu- Episcopalians, Presbyterians, Inde-
tion. pendents, Methodists, Baptists, Lu-

therans, Reformed, Moravians, and
others,—^including, from Great Britain, Edward
Bickersteth and Lord Wriothesley Russell (Angli-

can), Jabes Bunting and William Arthur (Wes-
leyan), Drs. Chalmers, Candlish, Norman McLeod,
and Thomas Guthrie (Presbyterian), Drs. Steane,

and Baptist W. Noel (Baptist), Thomas Binney,
John Angell James, and Dr. Leifchild (Independ-
ent); from France, Adolphe Monod and G. Fisch;

from Germany F. W. Knunmacher and Prof.

Tholuck; from Switzerland, Prof. La Harpe; and
from the United States, Samuel H. Cox and Will-

iam Patton. Sir Culling E. Eardly presided, and
became the first president of the British branch.
Nine doctrinal articles were adopted, as follows:

1. The divine inspiration, authority, and sufficiency of
the Holy Scriptures.

2. The right and duty of private judgment in the inter-

pretation of the Holy Scriptures.

3. The Unity of the Godhead, and the Trinity of the Per^
sons therein.

4. The utter depravity of hunum nature in oonsequenoe
of the Fall.

6. The incarnation of the Son of Qod, his work of atone-
ment for the sins of mankind, and his mediatorial interces-

sion and reign.

6. The justification of the sinner by faith alone.

7. The work of the Holy Spirit in the conversion and
sanotifioation of the sinner.

8. The immortality of the soul, the resurrection of the
body, the judgment of the world by our Lord Jesus Christ,
with the eternal blessedness of the righteous and the eter-

nal punishment of the wicked.
9. The divine institution of the Christian ministry, and

the obligation and perpetuity of the ordinances of Baptism
and the Lord's Supper.

These articles were not intended to be a binding
creed or confession, but simply as expression of the

essential agreement of Evangelical Christians whom
it seemed desirable to embrace in the Alliance.

Some have regarded the statement as too liberal,

others as too narrow (art. 9 excluding the Quakers),
while still others would have preferred no doc-

trinal statement, or at best only the Apostles'

Creed. The American branch, at its organization

(1867; see below, § 2), adopted the nine London
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articles, with the following explanatory and quali-

fying preamble:

Resolved, That in forming an Evangelical Alliance for the

United States in cooperative union with other branches

of the Alliance, we have no intention to give rise to a new
denomination; or to effect an amalgamation of Churches,

except in the way of facilitating personal Christian inter-

course and a mutual good understanding; or to interfere in

any way whatever with the internal affairs of the various

denominations; but simply to bring individual Christians

into closer fellowship and cooperation, on the basis of the

spiritual union which already exists in the vital relation of

Christ to the members of his body in all ages and countries.

Reaolved^ That in the same spirit we propose no new
creed, but taking broad, historical, and Evangelical catholic

ground, we solemnly reaffirm and profess our faith in all

the doctrines of the inspired word of God, and in the conn

Bensus of doctrines as held by all true Christians from the

beginning. And wo do more especially affirm our belief in

the divine^uman person and atoning work of our Lord and
Savior Jeaua Christ as the only and sufficient source of sal-

vation, as the heart and soul of Christianity, and as the

center of all true Christian union and fellowship.

Reaolved, That, with this explanation, and in the spirit

of a just Christian liberality in regard to the minor differ-

ences of theological schools and religious denominations, we
also adopt, as a summary of the eon$en8U9 of the various

Evangelical Confessions of Faith, the Articles and Explana-
tory Statement set forth and agreed on by the Evangelical

Alliance at its formation in London, 1846, and approved by
the separate European organisations.

Branch Alliances have been formed in Great

Britain, Germany, France, Holland, Switzerland,

Sweden, Denmark, Italy, Greece, and
2. Branch among the missionaries in Turkey,

Alliances. Egypt, and India; also in the United
States, Canada, Australia, Brazil,

Mexico, and among the Protestant missionaries in

Japan and China. There is no central organization

with controlling authority; and the General Alli-

ance appears in active operation only as it has met
in its general conferences (see below, § 4). The
various national branches are related to each other

as members of a confederation with equal rights.

The British organization, being the oldest and
largest, and having a house and salaried officers

who devote their whole time to the work, has been

the most influential; the Continental branches are

more elastic, and confine themselves to occasional

work. The " Evangelical Alliance for the United

States " or the American branch, was organized

at the Bible House, New York, Jan. 30, 1867 (a

previous attempt having failed on account of the

antislavery agitation before the Civil War), with

William E. Dodge as president. Its first official

communication was made to the Fifth General Con-
ference of the Alliance, meeting at Amsterdam, Aug.,

1867, and was a report on the " State of Religion

in the United States of America " prepared by
Prof. Henry B. Smith, of Union Theological Semi-

nary, New York, chairman of the executive com-
mittee of the American branch. Mr. Dodge re-

mained president till his death (1883) when he was
succeeded by his son William E. Dodge, Jr. Drs.

S. Irenseus Prime and Philip Schaff were the first

corresponding secretaries. The American branch
at once became a vigorous organization and pre-

sented an invitation to the Alliance in session in

Amsterdam to hold its next meeting (1873) in New
York, which was accepted.

The Alliance has sought to accomplish its work

in three ways,—by means of the annual Week of

Prayer, by conferences and by appeals for those

oppressed by religious persecution. At a con-

ference at Manchester, 1846, a resolution was

adopted urging the "members and

3. The friends of the Alliance throu^out the

Week of worid to observe the week beginning

Prayer, with the first Lord's day of January in

each year as a season for concert in

prayer on behalf of the objects contemplated

by the Alliance." Later the scope was widened

in answer to an appeal from the EInglish and Amer-

ican missionaries in India. It has become a fruitful

means for promoting Christian union and the spread

of the Gospel at home and abroad. A program

is issued several months in advance of the date by

the British organization, and sent to the branch

Alliances for their revision and adoption. Each

branch adapts it to the conditions and wants of

the country which it represents, and gives it pub-

licity. Fifty-nine programs have thus far been

issued. In more recent years the American branch

has acted independently in preparing a program

of its own. The subjects chosen for prayer have

included union with Christ, home and foreign

missions, the nations and their rulers, the home,

and Christian institutions such as the Young Men's

Christian Association, schools and Sunday Schools.

The British organization from the beginning has

held an annual conference in October in some city

of England. The American branch

4. Confer- has held conferences in Pittsburg

ences, Ifa- 1875, Detroit 1877, St. Louis 1879,

tional and Washington 1887, Boston 1889, and

GeneraL at Chicago in connection with the

Columbian Exposition 18»3. The

German branch has held national conferences ai

Berlin 1894, Cassel 1896, Essen 1898, Heiddberg

1900, and Hamburg 1905. It is managed by a

committee of twelve, one of whom represents the

Methodists in Germany. The Continental and

other branches meet less regulariy. Far more

important, however, are the General Conferences

convened at intervals according to circumstances.

They have an international as well as interde-

nominational character, and may be called Pw^
estant ecumenical councils, with the important

difference that they do not settle dogmas or canons

of discipline, and claim no legislative authority.

They have been held in the great capitals, and

arranged by the branch in whose bounds they meet,

with the cooperation of all the sister branches.

They last from seven to ten days, and are sp«it

in prayer and praise, brotherly communion, wid

free discussions of the leading religious and social

questions of the age. Eleven International Confer-

ences havebeen held in the following cities: Londoo

in 1851, the year of the first great International

Exhibition; Paris, 1855; Berlin, 1857; Geneva. 1861;

Amsterdam, 1867; New York, 1873; Basel, 1879;

Copenhagen, 1884; Florence, 1891; London, 1896

—the diamond jubilee—and 1907.

The Conferenoe held in New York Oct. 2-12. 1873. drew

together in friendly conferenoe and oommunion reprenmt-

ative Christians from many parts of Eurc^>e and £rom

Asia and Africa, as well as from all parts of the United
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SoiM and Canada. Dr. Philip SchaCF made four joumesrs

ftbroad to awaken interest in the gathering and to invite

eb(tfcn gpnken. He presented the matter before church
<fiiCB indnding the Old CathoUc Congress, before the facul-

ties oi oniveraties and selected groups of clergymen, also in

«aikQoes with the German Emperor and Mr. Gladstone.

Aaxmg themoreeminent speakers from abroad, all clergymen
uai doctors of divinity, unless otherwise stated, were Joseph
Ai«ss (Baptist). R. Payne Smith. W. H. Freemantle.
Stanley Leathea. and Rev. C. D. Marston (Anglican), John
^mtghton and Joeeph Parker (Independent). Wm. Amot,
John Cairns, and Robert Knox (Presbyterian), all of Great
Bntain; (Seorges Fbch. £. F. Cook and T. Lorriaux of

Frinee; I. A. Domer, Theodor Christlieb and W. Krafft of

Germanr. Profs. C. Pronier and J. F. Asti^ and Franck Cou-
Enof Svitierland: Cohen Stuart from Holland; Prof.M. Pro-
dtPtfromFlorenoe; M. Kalopothakes,M.O., from Greece; and
Revs. Aotonio Oarrasco and Fritx Fliedner from Spain. The
Rev. Narajran Sbeshadri, a converted Brahman of high
caste, was one of the most interesting figures of the con-
foence.

The seventh conference (Basel, 1879) was not so large

ai»l impoong. The eighth conference (Copenhagen. 1884)
Uxk the alUance to distinctly Lutheran ground and brought
tim stxicA Scandinavian Protestantism into fellowship with
tltt chordieB of other lands. The conference at Florence
(1S8I) gave an impulse to Italian evangelisation. The
t»th conference (London, 1896) was a jubilee meeting
commwrKirating the fiftieth anniversary of the Alliance.

The Alliance has appealed against religious per-

secution in a number of instances through the press

and deputations of influential public

5. Appeils men, and while the appeals have not
fbrRelig- always accomplished their immediate

ioui purpose, they have had a considerable

Liberty, moral influence in favor of a more
general adoption of the principles

of religious liberty. It successfully exerted its

infloefice for the release of the Madiai family in

Florence, 1852, who were ptmished for reading the
Bible and holding religious meetings; for the
rdease of Matamoras, Carrasco, and their friends,

who, during the reign of Queen Isabella in Spain,

were thrown into prison and condemned to the
galleys for the same cause, 1863. It aided in in-

ducing the sultan of Turkey to abolish the death-
penalty for apostasy from Mohammedanism in his

dominions after the Crimean War, 1856. It inter-

ceded for the Methodists and Baptists in Sweden,
1858, which coimtry has since abrogated the penal
lawB against Roman Catholics and Protestants not
bdonging to the Lutheran Confession. It sent in

1871 a large deputation to the Czar of Riftsia

(then at Friedrichshafen) to plead for the oppressed
Lutherans in the Baltic Provinces. Among the dele-

gates from the United States were Philip Schaff

and William Adams of New York, Bishop McBvaine
of Ohio, and Uie laymen William E. Dodge, Cyrus
Field, and Nathan Bishop. It sent a similar depu-
tation to the embassy from Japan, on its visit to
the United States and the courts of Europe in

1S72, to remonstrate against the persecutions of

Christians, mostly Roman Catholics, in Japan. It

has not forgotten the Nestorians in Persia, who
appealed to the Alliance for protection against the
oppfEsaon of a Mohanunedan government. It

pr^)ared a memorial to the Czar on the persecution
of Baptists in Southern Russia, 1874. At the
seventh General Conference a deputation was
*ppointed to wait on the Emperor of Austria in

hehalf of certain Christians in Bohemia, who were
debarred the liberty of holding even family wor-

ship; and the request was granted by the special

interposition of the emperor. In the last few years

efforts have been made to secure a more enlightened

and himiane treatment of the Stimdists in Russia

and the Armenian Christians in Asia.

A new kind of work has been undertaken by the

British and German branches in cooperating in

the maintenance since 1905 of an Alliance School

at Steglitz near Berlin to train students for religious

work in Russia. (Phiup ScHAFPf) D. S. Schaff.

Biblioorapht: The Proceedings of the Liverpool meeting
of 1845 and of the General Conferenoee at London, Paris,

Berlin. Geneva. Amsterdam, New York, Basel, Florence,

and the London jubilee conference of 1896. were all pub-
lished in English, most of them also in French. German,
and Dutch, in the cities where they were held. Of these

publications especially valuable are the volumes relating

to the Conference at Amsterdam by Rev. P. Steane, those

at New York (1873 and 1884) by Schaff and 8. 1. Prime,
that at Basel by J. Murray Mitchell, at Florence by R.
A. Bedford, and at London by A. J. Arnold, and of the

Washington, Boston and Chicago meetings. Among
publications of the American branch are its Report*, 1867-

1006, the Narrative of the State of Religion in the United
Statee by Prof. H. B. Smith, presented to the Amsterdam
Conference. 1867. the similar NarraHve presented by
Philip Schaff to the Basel Conference, a Report on the A l-

lianee Deputation to the Ctar of Rtieeia, 187i, and the Re-
union of Chriatendom by Philip Schaff, 1803, the author's

last literary work. The British branch publishes yearly

Reporte, a monthly periodical. Evanoelical Chriatendom,

1847-09. The Evangelical Alliance Quarterly, 1800-1006,
and the bimonthly Evangelical Chrietendom, 1006 sqq.

For brief but somewhat unsatisfactory historic accounts
of the Alliance consult Rev. James Davis in the Proceed-

inga for 1874. and A. J. Arnold, in the Jubilee volume.
London. 1807. Consult also Life of Philip Schaff, N. Y..

1807. pp. 252-274. 332 sqq., 340 sqq. The President and
Corresponding Secretary of the American branch is Rev.
Leander Chamberlain. D.D., The Chelsea. W. 23d St.. Kew
York. The office of the British branch is 7 Adam St.,

Strand. London, and its secretary is H. Martyn Gooch.

EVANGELICAL ASSOCIATION: An ecclesias-

tical body which originated as a result of the evan-
gelistic labors of Jacob Albright (q.v.), who began
preaching in 1796 among the Germans in Eastern

Pennsylvania. The first organizations among his

converts were formed in 1800. The first general

meeting took place in 1803, which acknowledged
Albright as a minister of the Gospel, and solemnly

ordained him by the laying on of hands, in accord-

ance with the precedent in Acts xiii. 1-3. Albright

was a member of the Methodist Episcopal Church,

with whose doctrine, poUty, and spirit he was fully

in accord. But he was compelled to organize,

much against his own purpose and will, because

the leaders of the Methodist Church did not wish

to do work at that time among the Germans of this

country. In 1807 the first regular conference was
held, in Kleinfeltersville, Pa., composed of the

ministers and officers of the Church, twenty-eight

in number. Albright was elected bishop and
authorized to compile a Scriptural creed and a

plan of organization, but he died May 18, 1808,

leaving this work unfinished. George Miller, an
excellent writer, John Walter, an eloquent preacher,

and John Dreisbach, a man of uncommon gifts of

organization and leadership, carried the work for-

ward. In 1809 a second conference was held, at

which the book of discipUne begun by Albright and
completed by George Miller, was adopted and the

name, *' The So-(^ed Albright People," was
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agreed upon. In 1816 the first delegated General
Conference was held, at which the name, " The
Evangelical Association," was adopted. A pub-
lishing house which had been founded by John
Dreisbach in New Berlin, Penn., was made an in-

stitution of the Church. The work of the denomi-
nation was at first exclusively German. But it

gradually turned into English, while now it labors

in a number of languages and nationalities.

The Evangelical Association is Arminian in

doctrine, connectional in organization, and episcopal

in government. The governing bodies are: (1)

The Quarterly Conference, composed of the minis-

ters and lay officers of a charge and presided over

by the presiding elder of the district. It meets
four times a year, manages the affairs of the charge

and recommends candidates for the ministry.

(2) The Annual Conference, which has administra-

tive jurisdiction over a prescribed territory. At
its sessions a bishop presides and assigns the

preachers to their charges. It licenses and or-

dains preachers and acts coordinately with the

General Conference in the enactment of constitu-

tional law. (3) The General Conference, meeting

every four years, and consisting of the bishops,

general officers, ministerial delegates chosen by the

Annual Conferences upon a basis of one to every
fourteen members, and lay delegates to constitute

about one-third of the entire body. This is the su-

preme governing, legislating, and judicial body of

the Church. It makes laws in concurrence with the

members of the Annual Conferences, elects the

bishops and general officers, and is the final court

of appeal.

A controversy of several years' duration led to

the secession of about 50,000 members and the

organization of the United Evangelical Church
(q.v.) in 1891. The EvangeUcal Association in

1907 consisted of twenty-seven Annual Conferences,

twenty-two in the United States, one in Canada,

two in Germany, one in Switzerland, and one in

Japan. It has 131,437 members; 1,587 ministers,

itinerant and local; 2,232 Sunday-schools with 23,-

977 officers and teachers and 165,192 scholars;

1,201 Young People's Alliances with 39,143 mem-
bers; 2,219 organized congregations; 1,854 church

edifices with an estimated value of 16,340,966;

722 parsonages valued at $1,264,618. Ito total

property is valued at $7,942,740.03. Its people

contributed $250,000 for missions and $1,476,771

for all purposes in 1906. It has a publishing house

in Cleveland, Ohio, and a branch in Stuttgart,

Germany. Its educational institutions are North
Western College, NaperviUe, 111., with four build-

ings, an endowment of $250,000, twenty-five pro-

fessors, and 450 students; Union Biblical Institute,

at the same place, with an endowment of $50,000,

and forty students; Schuylkill Seminary, Reading,

Penn., with $50,000 endowment; the Preachers'

Seminary in Reutlingen, Germany; and the Corre-

spondence College with headquarters at Reading,

Penn. It has an orphan home at Flat Rock, Ohio,

taking care of 150 children, three old people's homes,

one in Philadelphia, one near Buffsdo, N. Y., and
one in Chicago, and a deaconesses' home and
hospital in Chicago. It has missions in Japan

and China. Der chrUUiche BotsctuifUr, Th Evan-

gelical MeaaengeTf Das evangelische Magazin, and

The Living Epistle, all published in QeveUnd,
Ohio, are the church periodicals. S. P. Sprkno.

Biblioorapht: R. Yeakel. Jacob Atbrioht and hi$ Cola-

borerB, ClevelaDd, Ohio. 1883; idem. History cf fSit Etatk-

Oelical A—ociation, 2 vols., ib. 1892-04 (oocnes down to

1850): idem. Ths Life of Biahop Joseph Long, ib. 1888; I

W. W. Orwig, Hietory of the Etfonodioal Aeeodation, ib.

1858; S. C. Breyfogel. Landmaake of the EvanoeUaU At-

•odation, ib. 1887; S. P. Sprang. Life and Labon of

Bishop John Seybert, ib. 1888; idem, in Awuricam Ckvck
History Series, xii. 383 sqq.. New York. 1894; A. Staple-

ton, A nnals of the Evanoelical Association of Nor^ America

and History of the United Evanoelical Chiuxh^ Harriflbuxs.

1896; the Discijdins of the Evanoeiieal AssociaHon, edi-

tions from 1809-1903.

EVANGELICAL COUNSELS. See Cohbiua
Eyanoblica.

EVANGELICAL SOCIETY OF GI^IEVA (SO-

CIETE EVANGELIQUE DE GENEVE): llie

oldest of the Ck)ntinental Evangelical societies;

founded in 1831 for the diffusion of sound doctrine

throughout Switzerland and France. It has a theo-

logical school at Geneva, supports numerous mis-

sionaries, pastors, and colporteurs, and is dependent

upon voluntary contributions derived not only from

Switzerland, but also from other parts of Europe

and even from the United States, which produce

an annual income of about 260,000 francs. It is

undenominational, having as its confession of faith

substantially the creed of the Evangelical Alliance

(q.v.). It is the product of the revival attending

the labors of Robert Haldane (see Haldane, Jamb
Alexandbh, and Robert).
Biblioorapht: RScits et souvenirs de quelques-unsdesoiuriert

(published on the occasion of the fiftieth amuvemnr,
1881): aod the " Annual Reporto.'*

EVANGELICAL UNION: 1. The Evangdkal
Union of Scotland: A religious body formed at

Kilmarnock, Scotland, Biay 16, 1843, at a meeting

attended by four ministers, one evangdist, and

eight elders, representing three churches and two

preaching stations. The ministers—James Morisoa

of Kilmarnock, his father Robert Morison of Bath-

gate, John Guthrie of Kendal, and Alexander C.

Rutherford of Falkirk—had been virtually expelled

from the Secession Church for holding the doctrine

of an unlimited atonement and protesting against

the condenmation of James Morison (q.v.) by the

Secession Synod. The distinctive doctrines affirmed

were " the universality of the atonement, the uni-

versality and moral nature of the influoiees of

the Holy Spirit, and the simplicity of faith, which,

by means of its object, Jesus Christ, as made known
in the Gospel, brings peace to the conscience and

purity to the heart." The Independent eodesiasti-

cal polity was adopted, each church to be complete

in itself. The membership of the union was soon

increased and an impetus was given to its work by

a number of churches, ministers, and students-

John Kirk, Fergus Ferguson, Peter Mather, Will-

iam Bathgate, and others—who were dissociated

from the Congregational Union of Scotland for

holding views similar to those of James Morison

(see Fbrouson, Fbrous). It was not intmded
I originally to be a sect or a separate denominatko.
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but revival meetings held over the whole country

and the wide preaching of the doctrines of the

Union led to the formation of churches and this

necessitated organization. A theological academy
vas instituted with James Morison as first professor,

tnd John Guthrie was added as colleague in a few

years; other professors were appointed later and
tbe classes were comparatively large. The business

of the Union was carried on by an Annual Con-
ference and the committees it appointed.

The influence of the Union was far in excess of

what might have been expected from its members.
Ministers and laymen zealously expounded their

views in opposition to the Calvinistic doctrines of

the Westminster Confession, and numerous tracts,

pamphlets, and books were issued from the pub-
lishmg house and circulated widely. The Christian

S€V» (weekly) was started in 1846 and continued

for sixty years. The Evangelical Repository (quar-

teriy) was commenced in 1854 and continued for

thirty-four years. A monthly Forward existed for

6evai years and the Day Star and Dew Drop had
a large circulation for half a century. The members
of the Union were among the pioneers of the tem-
perance movement in Scotland. All of its clergy

and ninety per cent of its members were total

abstainers and no liquor dealer was allowed to

join any of the churches. In 1896 the churches

of the Union—more than ninety in niunber

—

united with the Congregational Union of Scotland,

securing their historical position by a prefatory

note placed at the head of the constitution of the

united body which states, among other things,

that they were moved and encouraged to seek

unitffl " in order to effective cooperation in extend-

ing the Kingdom of God and proclaiming the Gos-
pel of J^us Christ, through whose person and work
&8 God Incarnate, and the saving and sanctifjdng

grace of God, the Holy Spirit, God the Father in

his love has made provision for, and is seeking

the salvation of all men." A few small and imim-
portant churches still retain the name Evangelical

Union. William Aoamson.

2. For the German ^ Evangelical Union for the

Preservation of German Protestant Interests," see

EUKD, EVANOELISCHER.
Bnuoo&ARHT: F. Ferguson. Hiat. of the Evangelical Union^
Gkagov. 1876; Evangelieal Union Jubilee, ib. 1892; J.

Roea, HieL of ConoreffoHonal Independency in Scotland,

ib.l90a

EVAHGELIST: A word which occurs three

times in the New Testament (Acts xxi. 8; Eph. iv.

11; II Tim. iv. 5), not found in the Septuagint

and other Greek versions, in the ApostoHc Fathers,

or in the Didaehe, and not in classical Greek use.

It Is from the same root as the words translated
** Gospel " (Gk. euangelion) and *' to preach **

{euangelizomai). In Eph. iv. 11 evangelists are

enumerated along with apostles, prophets, pastors,

and teachers, but this does not mean that they were
a distinct order of church officials. Deacons,

presbjrters, and apostles (Acts viii. 25; I Cor. i.

17; etc.), all might exercise evangeUstic fimctions.

Timothy, the bishop-presbyter, was exhorted to
" do the work of an evangelist " (II Tim. iv. 5); and
Philip, one of the seven deacons at Jerusalem, is

IV.—15

called an evangelist (Acts viii. 5, xxi. 8). The
evangeUsts are to be regarded as itinerants, trav-

eUng from place to place. This was the case with

Phihp, who preached in Samaria, expounded the

word to the eunuch on his way to Gaza, and then

labored in (I!sesarea and the cities round about
(Acts viii. 40). They acted independently (Acts

viii. 4), but largely as *' fellow laborers " and
assistants of the apostles, accompanjdng them on
their journeys, and laboring under their direction.

Theodoret (Ad Eph, iv. 11) was the first to restrict

the term to itinerant preachers, and (Ecumenius
applied it for the first time strictly to the authors

of the Gospels. The term is used at the present

time in both these senses. In later liturgical

language the name was given to the reader of the

Gospel for the day.

Bibuoorapht: O. Zdckler, Diakonen und TEvangelisten,
Munich, 1803; T. Zahn, Mienonamethoden im Zeitalter

der Apoetd, Leipaic. 1886; J. Reville. Lee Orioinee de
V^piecopat, Paris, 1889; C. von Weiss&oker, Apoetolic

Age, 2 vols., London, 189i-96; DB, i. 706-797.

EVANGELIST MISSIONARY CHURCH. See

MSTHODISTS, IV., 9.

EVANGELIZATION.

Meanings of the Term ({ 1).

Evangelization in Roman Catholic Countries (} 2).

In Qreoo-Russian, Mohammedan and Heathen
Lands ($ 3).

Local Societies in or beside the Churches (J 4).

The Movement in Germany ((5).

Evangelization is the announcement of the divine

message of salvation and consequent awakening to

a saving faith (Matt. ». 6; Acte xvi, 10, xvii. 18;

Rom. X. 15; I Oov. i. 17; I Pet. i. 12). The agent

is called an evangelist in the New Testament (see

Evangelist). In the original sense evangelization

was the mission work done on the basis

I. Mean- of the universal testimony of the faith-

ings of the ful and in the strength of a special

Term. grace. In a narrower sense since the

time of the Waldensians and John

Wyclif the word is employed to express the efforts

to cotmteract and correct the declension during the

Middle Ages from apostolic ideals of Christian liv-

ing. Later the content of the word came to be the

efiforts made in the service of the Church as one of

the blessings of the Protestant Reformation to

preach the pure word of grace and to stimulate to

higher individual and community life and to larger

activity in Christian service. Another use of the

word makes it express an unofficial activity, within

the Evangelical national Churches, essentially re-

lated to the work of home missions. This article

will deal with evangelization in the last two senses.

Evangelization as a reform has its area of opera-

tion in lands belonging to the Roman Catholic or

Greek faiths or where either by Mohammedanism
or a returning heathenism the Church has been

overcome. In Italy the Waldensian Church is the

central agent in evangelization, possessing seven-

teen parishes in the home valleys, forty-four

church organizations, fifty-seven mission stations,

several schools, a theological seminary, a union for

promoting the spiritual and temporal well-beinj^
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of scattered Waldensians, and an orphan asylum
in Rome. The synod has also imder its care three

organizations of the Free Church in Milan, Ban, and
Mottola. The EvangeUcal Church of Italy (for-

merly the Free Church) has existed since 1870

and reports twenty organizations and
2. Evangel- 119 preaching places. German Evan-
ization in gelical organizations are found in

Roman Venice, Milan, Florence, Naples,

Cathdlic Genoa, Bologna, Rome (since 1820),

Countries. San Remo, and elsewhere. The pas-

tors have held since 1880 a yearly

conference, and are for the most part under the

direction of the Prussian Evangelical Council.

The organizations in the different cities have local

institutions of value, such as societies for men and
for women, homes for young men, homes for the

aged, for seamen, and the like. The Wesleyan
Methodists have thirty-six organizations, the

Methodist Episcopal Church (American) has

twenty-eight, and the Old Catholic five. The
British and Foreign Bible Society maintains thirty

colporteurs, and the Evangelical Book and Tract

Society in Italy is doing its peculiar work. In

Spain and Portugal there are German Evangelical

organizations in Lisbon, Barcelona, Malaga, and
Amora, and the Anglican Church is represented in

Madrid by a congregation having its own church.

The work of the German Evangelical Church in

Madrid is prospering and employing various agen-

cies. The circulation of the Scriptures is proceeding

rapidly. See Italy; Spain; Portugal; and for

France, Belgium, Austria, and Himgary see the

articles on those countries.

In Russia the work of evangelization is sternly

repressed (cf. R. Krause, Ein StUck Kirchen- und
Lebenageschichle aus den deiUschrrusaischen Ost-

seeprovimen^ GUtersloh, 1893; H. Dalton, Der
Stundismus in Ruaslandy ib. 1896). In St. Peters-

burg the Evangelicals find more toleration and dis-

play considerable charitable activity. Pastoral

work among the Lutheran communities m South
Russia and the Caucasus is made

3. In difficult by the great distances. In

Greco- the Balkans the Evangelical commu-
Russian, nities and interests need reenforce-

Moham- ments. The Germans have a station

medan, and at Belgrade, established in 1860, and
Heathen at Sophia and Rustchuk there are

Lands. also stations. Baptists have recently

undertaken work in the region. Jn
Rumania the Germans have nine stations, and in

Turkey one in Constantinople and one in Salonika.

In Greece since 1896 recognition has been granted

to the Greek Evangelical Church. In Asia Minor,

principally through American agencies, the old

Armenian Church was aroused to new life. But
because of this very activity and also in conse-

quence of the reports concerning the existence of an
Armenian revolutionary party, Mohanunedan fanat-

icism has almost succeeded in annihilating the
results (cf. J. Lepsius, Armenien und Europa,
Berlin, 1896). Hope is entertained, however, that

the EvangeUcal agencies, especially those of a
charitable character will succeed in reinstating

better conditions. Li Palestine congregations of

the German Evangelical Church are found in Jeru-

salem, Bethlehem, Jaffa, Haifa, and Beirut. The

United Brethren are also active there, while asylums,

hospitals, and schools are employed effectively.

Egypt is occupied by agencies from En^and and

Germany. The Presbyterian Church and the Ger-

man Evangelicals are active in Brazil and woik is

carried on also in Chile, Argentina, Uruguay, and

Venezuela. See the articles on the countries named.

Even within the Protestant Churches there come

lapses from faith and a declension of ethical stand-

ards; new zeal then develops in the membership,

and organizations outside of the regular eccle-

siastical agencies, having an Evangelical character,

come into existence. Out of German Pietism arose

societies of a charitable sort having as their object

the saving of abandoned children and the dis-

semination of the Scriptures and of Christian

Uterature. Preaching by laymen of the standing

of Zinzendorf, Tersteegen, Bogatzky, and M. Haim,

drawing largely from the inspiration of Reformation

ources, has had a large influence upon the quick-

ening of Christian life, and also upon the develop-

ment of the " Innere Mission.'' Eng-

4. Local lish Methodism is an example of a

Societies in kind of evangelization which was car-

or beside ried on outside the agencies regu-

the larly employed, working through such

Churches, means as Sunday Schools, city mis-

sions, and itinerant preaching. An-

other example of the same kind is the "Innere

Mission ** of Germany, seconding the regular work

of the established churches (see Innbre Mission).

Local societies have also engaged in special work

in their own fields in Stuttgart, Basel, Baden,

Elberfeld, and other places. In Norway the

peasant H. N. Hague (q.v.) was instrumental in

forming a society for carrying on work of thia

character in France, where evangelists, preachers,

and colporteurs were maintained for a number of

years. In Holland for fifty years the " Netheriand

Protestant Union " worked in concert with the

Reformed Church of that country. In France the

McAll Mission (q.v.) has accomplished work not

merely in Paris but throughout France in stimu-

lating the sending of preachers, Bible-women, and

teachers to some filty-seven places. The work of

Moody and Sankey and of Pearsall Smith are not to

be forgotten. Emulation of the Methodist methods

of working aro\ised in Germany such men as Zie-

mann, Baedeker and Von Schlumbach to labors of

the same kind. As a result of the appeal of Dr.

Christlieb Evangelical societies were organized in

Denmark, Norway, and Sweden for the appointment

of lay evangelists whose work should be the stimu-

lation of the Church to new hfe in the matter of

saving souls. Similar results followed in Germany,

and institutes for the training of men for the work

were founded.

In Germany the growing importance of this kind

of labor stimulated the Central Committee of the

" Innere Mission " in 1888 to take council with \ia

friends and supporters concerning the Evangdical

activity of laymen in the kingdom of God, its need,

and its limitations. The conclusion was reached

that, in view of the fact that largp numbers of the
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people are not reached by the ordinary ministra-

tiooB of the Church, there is necessitated an ex-

trvHdinary method not bound by the usual limi-

tations under which ecclesiastical operations are

conducted. In case ordinary methods
5. The are not suited to any particular need,

Morement the matter shall not go by default by
in Gennany. deferring to the usual agencies. While

regularly trained candidates in the-

ol<^ are to be kept in mind for the propagation
of aich woi^, well-equipped laymen are not to be
rejected, especially if their gifts are suited for the
labor. Only experience can determine whether the
institutions for training evangelists are suited for

the development of this kind of activity. At any
rate, such institutions must be under official super-
viaon. Evangelical operations are not, as a rule,

to be regarded as anything but the response to a
spedal need. The regular agencies of the Gospel
are to be stimulated, not dwarfed into inactivity.

Me*n*hile the movement has been widely extended.
In official gatherings of the churches the question
has been discussed what should be the attitude
tovard the unofficial and free attempts to evan-
gdiae. The Conference of Pastors of the Lower
Rhine district in 1894, the Saxon Union for the Innere
Misa<m in 1894-95, the Sleswick-Holstein Union,
the Eisenach Conference in 1896, and the General
S^TDod of 1897 have all discussed various phases of

the question. The good results often flowing from
these methods of free evangelization have been
reoogniied and the acknowledgment made that
reokforcement should be added. To the officiab

of the Qiurch in their own departments these recom-
mendations have been made for appropriate action
in the prosecution of their labor.

(P. Rahlenbbck.).

BtBLKXHUkTBT: J. Schneider. EvangelimUion und Oemein'
tdufitpUoeH, OQteraloh. 1897; R. Krause. Sin StQck Kir-
dbffMmrf UbeifgeBchiehie, ib. 1803; J. MOller, Die Evangeli-
•a^anunUrdtn EntkirchHdUen, Leipoio, 1896; H. Dalton,
Dm StKndimmf in Rutland, Gatereloh, 1896; J. Lep-
ma. Armenien und Europa^ Berlin, 1896; O. M&rker.
Die Bvantfdiaalion, Stuttgart. 1896; E. Bunke. Kirch-
Ut^ EvangeliaaJ&an, Hamburg. 1899; T. Hardeland,
Etmodimaiitmatraae, Leipsic, 1899; E. Qraebenteioh, Zwr
Bwonothmtionafrage^ Eialeben, 1900.

EVAHS, CHRISTMAS: Webh Baptist; b. at
YagsiKwen, near Llandyssil (15 m. e.s.e. of Cardi-
gan), Dec. 25, 1766; d. at Swansea July 19, 1838.
Through the death of his father, a shoemaker, he
wss left destitute at the age of nine. After six

nnhappy years spent with his mother's uncle he
became a farm hand. Through the influence of
David Daviee, a preacher and school-teacher,
he joined the Presbyterian church at Llwynrhy-
dowen, and soon afterward began to preach. In
1788 he joined the Baptist church at Aberduar and
in 1789 was ordained pastor at Ueyn. In 1792 he
went to Anglesey, where for many years he ruled
OTcr the Baptist churches; his salary was seventeen
poands a year. For a time he was a victim of the
"Sandonanian heresy," but later he regained his

orthodoxy. Finally the churches of Anglesey
t^ebdled against his despotic government, aud in

1826 be went to Caerphilly. In 1828 he removed
to Cardiff, and in 1832 to Carnarvon, his last pas-

torate. Evans was a man of ardent piety and a
great and powerful preacher. His brethren called

him the " Bunyan of Wales." His Sermoru have
been frequently published in Welsh (Eng. transl.,

with memoir, by Joseph Cross, Philadelphia, 1854).

Bibuoorapht: Biographies have been written by: D. R.
StephenB, London. 1847; D. M. Evans, ib. 1863; E. P.
Hood. New York. 1901. Consult also DNB, zviii. 57-58.

EVANS, JOHN: 1. Non-conformist; b.at Wrex-
ham (25 m. s. of Liverpool), Wales, c. 1680; d. in

London May 16, 1730. He was ordained at Wrex-
ham in 1702 and remained there as pastor of a new
Congregational church till 1704, when he went to

London as the assistant of Dr. Daniel Williams,

whom he succeeded in 1716. In London he threw
in his lot with the Presbyterians. He frequently

presided at meetings of dissenters and was admired
for his tolerant views. He pubUshed a number of

sermons, completed Matthew Henry's commentary
on Romans, and, intending to write a history of

non-conformity, gathered much of the material

subsequently used by Daniel Neal (q.v.) in his

History of the Puritans, Evans is best known by
a series of sermons entitled, Practiced Discourses con-

cerning the Christian Temper (4th ed., 2 vols.,

London, 1737; edited with a life, by J. Erskine,

1825).

Bibuograpbt: J. Erskine, Brief Account of John Evans,
D.D., Edinburgh. 1802; M. Noble. Biographical Hist, of
England, iii. 146. London. 1806; Walter Wilson. Hiet,

and AntiquiHee of Dieeenting Churchsa, ii. 212-221. 4 vols.,

ib. 1808-14; Robert Williams. Biographical Dictionary
of Eminent WeUhmen, Llandovery, 1852; DNB, zviii.

66-66.

2. Baptist; b. at Usk (11 m. s.w. of Monmouth)
Oct. 2, 1767; d. at Islington, London, Jan. 25,

1827. After studying at King's College, Aberdeen,
and at the University of Edinburgh (M.A., 1791;
LL.D., Brown University, 1819), he went to Ix)ndon
to take charge of the morning congregation of

General Baptists in Worship Street. He was or-

dained pastor May 31, 1792, and served the church
till his death. An illness in 1815 deprived him of

the use of his legs, and after that time he had to

be carried to his pulpit. In 1795 he opened a
school at Hoxton Square (later at Islington) which
he maintained for thirty years. Of his forty or

more writings by far the most popular was his

Sketch of the Denominations of the Christian World
(London, 1795; 15th ed., revised, 1827). The book
was translated into various languages, and during

Evans' lifetime more than 100,000 copies were
sold. For the copyright he received ten pounds.

Other works are, A Preservaiive against the Infi-

ddUy and Uncharitableness of the Eighteenth Century

(1796), a sequel to the above mentioned book;

An Attempt to Account for the Infidelity of the Late

Mr, Gibbon (1797); An Essay on the Education of

Youth (1798); CompleU Religious Liberty Vindi-

cated (1813); and The Christianity of the New
Testament Imperishable and Impregnable (1819).

Btblioorapht: Robert Williams, Biographical Dictionary

of Eminent WeUhmen, Llandovery. 1852; S. A. AUibone.
Critical Dictionary of Eng. Literature, i. 667, Philadelphia,

1891; DNB, xviii. 66-67.

EVANS, LLEWELYN lOAN: Presbyterian; b.

at Treuddyn, North Wales, June 27, 1833; d. at
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Bala (43 m. s.w. of Liverpool), Merioneth, Wales,

July 25, 1892. He studied at the Welsh Presby-

terian College, Bala (184&-49), and at Racine
College, Racine, Wis. (B.S., 1854; B.A., 1856),

and was graduated at Lane Theological Seminary,

Cincinnati, O., in 1860. He was pastor of the Lane
Seminary Church, 1860-63, and professor in Lane
Seminary imtil 1892, of church history, 1860-63, of

Biblical literature and exegesis 1863-71, of the

Old Testament 1871-75, and of the New Testament
after 1875. In 1892 he accepted a call to the Webh
Presbyterian College, but died four months after-

ward. He was a member of the Wisconsin legis-

lature in 1856-57 and corresponding editor of

The Christian Central Herald 1863-66. He trans-

lated and edited O. 2^kler's conunentary on Job
(New York, 1874); a posthumous volume of ser-

mons Preaching Christ (1893) has a memoir by
his colleague in Lane, H. P. Smith.

EVANSON, EDWARD: English clergyman; b.

at Warrington (16 m. w.s.w. of Manchester), Lan-
cashire, Apr. 21, 1731; d. at Colford (4 m. n.w. of

Crediton), Devonshire, Sept. 25, 1805. He studied

at Emmanuel Ck)llege, Cambridge (B.A., 1749;

M.A., 1753). After having officiated for several

years as curate at Mitcham, Surrey, he was given

the vicarage of South Minmis in 1768, and in 1769
also that of Tewkesbury. The following year he
gave up South Mimms for the vicarage of Longdon,
in Worcestershire. For questioning the divinity

of Christ and altering the liturgy in conformity

to Unitarian views a prosecution was instituted

against him. First tried before the bishop of

Gloucester, Jan. 16, 1775, the case was appealed to

the Court of Arches, then to the Court of Delegates,

and finally quashed on technical grounds in 1777.

Evanson was very popular with his parishioners,

and they subscribed freely to pay his expenses.

In 1777 he gave up his charges and a few months
later opened a school at Mitcham. After his

marriage, in 1786, he purchased an estate at Blaken-

ham, Suffolk, and later preached to a Unitarian

church at Lympston. He was the author of The
Dissonance of the Four generally received Evan-
gelists (Ipswich, 1792), in which he rejects the

Gospels of Matthew, Mark, and John, and other

parts of the New Testament; Arguments against

and for the Sabbatical Observance of Sunday (Ip-

swich, 1792), a result of a controversy with Priest-

ley; and Reflections on the State of Religion in

Christendom (London, 1802), which he considered

his most important work; also Sermons, with a
memoir (2 vols., London, 1807), containing the

Easter sermon of Mar. 31, 1771, which led to his

prosecution.

Biblioobapht: Oentleman*§ Magcuine, ii (1805), 1233;
Neast Harvard, NarrcUive of the Oriffin and Proffreaa of

the Prosecution in Tewkesbury, London, 1778; DNB,
xviii. 78-79 (where further literature is indicated).

EVARESTUS (ARISTUS): According to the

lists of the bishops of Rome, successor of Clement
and predecessor of Alexander, about the beginning
of the second century. Nothing is known about
him, and his existence is doubtful.

Bxbuogbapht: Hamaok. Littera/tur, II., i. 144 sqq.

EVE: The name of the first woman, according to

the Book of Genesis, where her creation is described

(ii. 18-24), introduced by the soliloquy of Yahw^-
Elohim: '' It is not good for the man to be alone;

I will create for him a help as his counterpart."

Then God orders the animals to pass before Adam
in pairs for review, that he may realize his utter

loneliness and crave for the companionship of hia

own kind. While Adam is in a trance, God takes

one of his ribs (so Eng. versions) and from it forms

the woman. It is thought by some that the word

rendered " rib " means any independent, separable

part of the body,—a meaning favored by the usage

of the word as " aimex " in I Kings vi. 5; Eiek.

xli. 5-7. Be this as it may, the point of the story

is that the woman is not created independently of

the man, but from that which has been taken from

him. In I Gor. xi. 8-9 Paul lays emphasis upon

this. Originally created as one, destined for per-

sonal relation with God, later man becomes bus^

band to the woman who proceeds out of him.

" This is at last," he cries, beholding her, " bone of

my bone, and flesh of my flesh." Recognizing her

kinship to him, he names her in contradistinction

to himself as " man '* (Hebr. ish), the " female

man " (Hebr. isshah). The historian adds, that

for this reason (namely that woman has been

created out of and for man) man will forsake father

and mother and cling to his wife and thus become

one flesh with her. Since ish can be a oontractioD

of issh ( «- insh\ the possibiUty of an etymological

coimection between ish and isshah is not to be

denied offhand (cf. Strack on Gen. ii. 23).

It is further said: (1) that Eve was tempted

into disobedience and induced her husband to

commit the same sin (Gen. iii. 1-7; cf. II Cor. xL

3; I Tim. ii. 14); (2) that she was punished by the

pains of childbirth and her dependence on her

husband (Gen. iii. 16); (3) that Adam relying upon

God's promise of the victorious seed, gave her the

name Hawwah (" Life ") as the " mother of all

living " (Gen. iii. 20); (4) that she welcomed the

birth of her first-bom in happy surprise at the

divine gift of grace with the words, " I have brought

forth a man with the help of Yahweh" (Gen. iv. I).

(W. VOLCKf.)

Biblioobapht: Smith, Kinship, p. 177; J. WeUhaoseo.
Prolegomena, p. 308. London. 1885; T. NOldeke, in ZDMO,
xlii (1888), 487; JB, v. 275-276.

EVERETT, CHARLES CARROLL: Unitarian;

b. at Brunswick, Me., June 19, 1829; d. at Cam-

bridge, Mass., Oct. 17, 1900. He was educated at

Bowdoin College (B.A., 18.50), and after completixig

his studies at the University of Berlin was succes-

sively tutor (1853-55) and professor (1855-57) of

modem languages at Bowdoin, being also librarian

during this entire period. He then entered the

Harvard Divinity School, from which be was grad-

uated in 1859, and in the same year became minister

of the Independent Congregational (Unitarian)

diurch at Bangor, Me., where he remained ten

years. From 1869 until his death he was Bussey

professor of theology in Harvard Divinity School,

and after 1878 was also dean. He wrote: The Sci-

ence of Thought (Boston, 1869, new ed., 1890); Re-

ligions before Christianity (1883); Fichte'e Science of
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Knowledge (Chicago, 1884); Poetry, Comedy, and DuJty

(Boston, 1888); Ethics Jar the People (1891 ); Gospel of
?aui(1893); Ethics ftrr Young People (1894); and the

posthumous Essays Theological and lAterary (1901);

Immortalihf and other Essays (1902); and Psychologi-

cal ElemetUs of Beliffious Faith (New York, 1902).

EVERLASTING GOSPEL. See Joachim of
FlORE.

EVIDENCES OF CHRISTIANITY. See Apolo-
OETICB.

EVIL-MERODACH. See Babylonia, VI. 7, § 3.

IV

L Seope of the Tenn.
HL Dvirio's Qraek Pradeoesson.

AnaxiiDAiider and Epicuma ({ 1).

Heraditus and the Stoics ({ 2).

Empedoclee and Democritiis({3).
Plato aod Aristotle ({ 4).

Eroluticm (or Evolutionism) \a the view that

the whole world and all it contains was not estab-

lished once for all, but that it is in a state of per-

petiul motion and development.

L Scope of the Term: As a metaphysical theory

evohition is distinguished from the doctrine of

Emanation (q.v.) by the fact that according to the

latter the primal principle remains unchanged in

quantity and quality in spite of every efflux and
devebpment proceeding from it; while according

to the theory of development in its logical com-
pleteness nothing is excluded from the process of

development or change—not even the original

principle itself, if any such is assiuned. Another
point of difference is, that in the doctrine of ema-
oadon the development proceeds by various stages

from the highest to ever lower stages, while evo-

hition works continually toward what is higher

and more perfect. Both these theories, and espe-

cially the latter, are opposed to that of creation,

according to which the whole world and the matter

contained in it are the products of a free and con-

scioas act of God; and they are opposed equally

to the sort of dualism, in the main Platonic, which
concetves a permanent world of ideas in contrast

with a mutable matter stiU to be formed and
derives the visible phenomena from the influence

of the former upon the latter. In a narrower
biological sense evolution often means the devel-

opment of organic beings from inorganic matter,

and their further descent from one another. In
the views of the evolutionistic school two different

tendencies are to be distinguished. One is teleo-

logical, or more broadly organic, which deduces
motion and change from internal causes or purposes

inherent in the things subject to the process. This
view is found not seldom in the older philosophers,

and also in the modem, especially the German
idealists. The other may be called the mechanical,
anee it ascribes the changes to external causes.

This is the view chiefly held by modem evolu-

tionists.

The terms evolution and development in this

Knae are of comparatively recent origin, and when
they first make their appearance relate not to the
entire universe but to some special partial process.

The doctrine, however, which is now meant by
tbem, appears in the early stages of Greek philos-

ophy, and traces of it may be foimd in Oriental

thought. The terms evolution and evolutionism,

though found in a partially analogous sense as

nriy as Nicholaa of Cusai and in Leibnits and other

EVOLUTION.
lU. Medieval Views.

AugUBtine. Erigena, and Ciua ({1).
Giordano Bruno (} 2).

The Theory in Modem Philoeophy.
Desoartee, Leibnits, Herder ({1).
Kant. Schelling, and Others ({ 2).

Sohleiennaoher and Hetcel (S 3).

Lamarck and Darwin (} 4).

Haeckel, Fouill^. Quyau ({ 6).

Herbert Spencer ({ 6).

Modifications of Spencer ({ 7).

seventeenth and eighteenth century philosophers
in a sense still nearer to the modem, seem to have
gained their full import first in England. They
are now used also by French and German writers,

and designate what forms an important, if not the
central, point in the modem conception of the
worid.

n. Darwin's Greek Predecesiora: Evolution is

not so much a modem discovery as some of its

advocates would have us believe. It
1. Anazi- made its appearance early in Greek

j^^ philosophy, and mamtamed its posi-

Bpiouros. ^^^° more or less, with the most
diverse modifications, and frequently

confused with the idea of emanation, until the close

of ancient thought. The Greeks had, it is tme,
no term exactly equivalent to " evolution"; but
when Thales asserts that all things originated from
water; when Anaximenes calls air the principle

of all things, regarding the subsequent process as

a thinning or thickening, they must have con-

sidered individual beings and the phenomenal
world as a result of evolution, even if they did not
carry the process out in detail. Anaximander is

often regarded as a precursor of the modem theory
of development. He deduces living beings, in a
gradual development, from moisture under the
influence of warmth, and suggests the view that

men originated from animals of another sort, since

if they had come into existence as human beings,

needing fostering care for a long time, they would
not have been able to maintain their existence.

In Empedocles, as in Epicurus and Lucretius, who
follow in his footsteps, there are mdimentary sug-

gestions of the Darwinian theory in its broader
sense; and here too, as with Darwin, the me-
chanical principle comes in; the process is adapted
to a certain end by a sort of natural selection,

without regarding nature as deliberately forming
its results for these ends.

If the mechanical view is to be found in these

philosophers, the teleological occurs in Heraclitus,

who conceives the process as a rational development,

in accordance with the Logos, and names steps of

the process, as from igneous air to

^•^®'^^- water, and thence to earth. The

theStMofl.
^^^^^ followed Heraclitus in the main
lines of their physics. The primal

principle is, as with him, igneous air, only that this

is named God by them with much greater definite-

ness. The Godhead has life in itself, and develops

into the universe, differentiating primarily into
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two kinds of elements—the finer or active, and the

coarser or passive. Formation or development
goes on continuously, under the impulse of the

formative principle, by whatever name it is known,
imtil all is once more dissolved by the ekpyrdais

into the fundamental principle, and the whole
process begins over again. Their conception of the

process as analogous to the development of the
seed finds special expression in their term of logos

8pennaHko8, In one point the Stoics differ essen-

tially from Heraclitus. With them the whole
process is accomplished according to certain ends
indwelling in the Godhead, which is a provident,

careful intelligence, while no providence is assumed
in Heraclitus.

Empedocles asserts definitely that the sphavros,

as the full reconciliation of opposites, is opposed,
as the superior, to the individual beings brought

into existence by hatred, which are
™iP^- then Qnce more united by love to

Demoo- ^^® primal essence, the interchange

ritus. ^^ world-periods thus continuing

indefinitely. Development is to be
foimd also in the atomistic philosopher Democritus;
in a purely mechanical manner without any pur-
pose, bodies come into existence out of atoms, and
ultimately entire worlds appear and disappear from
and to eternity. Like his predecessors, Democritus,
deduces organic beings from what is inorganic

—

moist earth or slime.

Development, as well as the process of becoming
in general, was denied by the Eleatic philosophers.

Their doctrine, diametrically opposed
*

and ^ *^® older thoroughgoing evolu-

Axistotle. ti^^'^^'sm, had its influence in determin-
ing the acceptance of imchangeable

ideas, or forms, by Plato and Aristotle. Though
Plato reproduces the doctrine of Heraclitus as to

the flux of all things in the phenomenal world, he
denies any continuous change in the world of ideas.

Change is permanent only in so far as the eternal

forms stamp themselves upon individual objects.

Though this, as a rule, takes place but imperfectly,

the stubborn mass is so far affected that all works
out as far as possible for the best. The demiurge
willed that all should become as far as possible like

himself; and so the world finally becomes beauti-

ful and perfect. Here we have a development,
though the principle which has the most real ex-

istence does not change; the forms, or archetypal

ideas, remain eternally what they are.

In Aristotle also the forms are the real existences,

working in matter but eternally remaining the same,
at once the motive cause and the effectual end of

all things. Here the idea of evolution is clearer

than in Plato, especially for the physical world,

which is wholly dominated by purpose. The
transition from lifeless to living matter is a gradual
one, so that the dividing-line between them is

scarcely perceptible. Next to lifeless matter comes
the vegetable kingdom, which seems, compared with
the inorganic, to have life, but appears lifeless com-
pared with the organic. The transition from plants

to animals is again a gradual one. The lowest

organisms originate from the primeval slime, or

from animal differentiation; there is a continual

progression from simple, undeveloped types to

the higher and more perfect. As thehi^eet stage,

the end and aim of the whole process, man appears;

all lower forms are merely imsuooessful attempU
to produce him. The ape is a transitional stage

between man and other viviparous animals. If

development has so important a work in Aris-

totle's physics, it is not less important in bis m^a-
physics. The whole transition from potentiality

to actuality (from dynamis to erUeUcheia) is nothing

but a transition from the lower to the higher,

everything striving to assimilate itself to the abso-

lutely perfect, to the Divine. Thus Aristotle, like

Plato, regards the entire order of the imiverae as a

sort of deification. But the part played in the

development by the Godhead, the absolutely

immaterial form, is less than that of the forms

which operate in matter, since, being already

eveiything, it is incapable of becoming anything

ebe. Thus Aristotle, despite his evolutionistie

notions, does not take the view of a thoroughgoiiig

evolutionist as regards theimiverse; nor do the Neo-

platonists, whose highest principle remains wfaoUy

imchanged, though all things emanate from it.

in. Medieval ^ews: No more absolutely thao

with Plato and Aristotle was the idea of evolution

accepted by patristic and scholastic
^' ^'*'^^' theology and philosophy, botli on a<y

Eriraaa count of the dualism which tudb

and Onaa. ^-l^^ugh them as an echo of the two

great Greek masters, and on account of

the generally accepted Christian theory of creatioiL

However, evolution is not generally denied; and

with Augustine (De civUate dei, xv. 1) it is takoi as

the basis for a philosophy of histoiy. Erigena and

some of his followers seem to teach a sort of evo-

lution. The issue of finite beings from God is

called analysis or resolution in contrast to the rftvrno,

or deificaHo, the return to God, who onoe more

assimilates all things. God himself, althou^

denominated—the beginning, middle, and end, sD

in all—remains unmixed in his own essence, tran-

scendent though immanent in the worid. The

teaching of Nicholas of Cusa is similar to Erigena's,

though a certain amoimt of Pythagoreanism comes

in here. The world exhibits explicitly what the

Godhead implicitly contains; the world is an ani-

mated, ordered whole, in which God is evwywhere
present. Since God embraces all things in him-

self, he unites all opposites: he is the eompUcatio

omnium contradictortorum. The idea of evolu-

tion thus appears in Nicholas in a rather panthe-

istic form, but it is not logically carried out.

In spite of some obscurities in his conception of

the world Giordano Bruno is a little clearer. Ac-

cording to him God is the inmianent first eause in

the universe; there is no differraice be-

Biraa
^ ^^^^ matter and form; matter, which

""^^'
includes in itself forms and ends, is

the source of all becoming and of all actuality.

The infinite ether which fills infinite space con-

ceals within itself the nucleus of all things, and

they proceed from it according to determinate

laws, yet in a teleological maimer. Thus the

worlds originate not by an arbitrary act, but by

an inner necesaity of the divine nature. Tfaoy an
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naiura naturaia, as distinguished from the opera-

tire nature of God, naiwra natxiTona^ which is pres-

ent in all things as the being of all that is, the beauty

of all that is fair. As in the Stoic teaching, with

which Bruno's philosophy has much in common,
the conception of evolution comes out cleariy both
for physics and metaphysics.

IV. The Theory in Modem Philosophy: Leib-

nitx attempted to reconcile the mechanical-physical

and the teleological views, after Descartes, in his

Fnndpia philosophiat excluding aU purpose, had
explained nature, both lifeless and living, as mere

mechanism. It is right, however, to

V5^ point out tha Descartes had a meta-
J^fr^ physics above his physics, in which

Kw4ffr7 the conceptionofGod took an important
place, and that thus the mechanical no-

tion of evolution did not really include everything,

hi Leibnitz the principles of mechanics and physics

are dependent upon the direction of a supreme
intdHgence, without which they would be inex-

plicable to us. Only by such a preliminary as-

sumption are we able to recognize that one ordered
thing follows upon another continuously. It is in

this sense that the law of continuity is to be under-
stood, which is of such great importance in Leib-

niti. At bottom it is the same as the law of or-

dered development. The genera of all beings

fdlow continuously one upon another, and between
the main classes, as between animals and vegetables,

there must be a continuous sequence of intermediate

beings. Here again, however, evolution is not
taught in its most thorough form, since the divine

monad, of €rod, does not come into the world but
tnmscendsit.

Among the German philosophers of the eight-

eenth century Herder must be mentioned first of

the pioneers of modem evolutionism. He lays

down the doctrine of a continuous development in

the unity of nature from inorganic to organic, from
the stone to the plant, from the plant to the ani-

mal, and from the animal to man. As nature
develops according to fixed laws and natural con-
ditions, so does history, which is only a contin-

uation of the process of nature. Both nature and
history labor to educate man in perfect himianity;

but as this is seldom attained, a futiue life is sug-

gested. Lessing had dwelt on the education of

the human race as a development to the higher

and more perfect. It is only recently that the

agnificance of Herder, in regard to the concep-
tion and treatment of historic development, has
been adequately recognized. Goethe also followed

out the idea of evolution in his zoological and
botanical investigations, with his theory of the meta-
morphosis of plants and his endeavor to discover

unity in different organisms.

Kant is also often mentioned as having been an
early teacher of the modem theory of descent.

It is true he considers the analogy of the forms
which he finds in various classes of

^J^^^ organisms a ground for supposing

*^<?thm *^^ ^^®y ™*y have come originally

from a conmion source. He caUs the

hypothesis that specifically different beings have
originated one from the other '* a daring adventure

of the reason." But he entertains the thought
that in a later epoch " an orang-outang or a chim-
panzee may develop the organs which serve for

walking, grasping objects, and speaking—in short,

that he may evolve the structure of man, with an
organ for the use of reason, which shall gradually
develop itself by social culture." Here, indeed,

important ideas of Darwin were anticipated; but
Kant's critical system was such that development
could have no predominant place in it.

The idea of evolution came out more strongly
in his German idealistic successors, especially in

Schelling, who regarded nature as a preliminary
stage to mind, and the process of physical develop-
ment as continuing in history. The unconscious
productions of nature are only imsuccessful at-

tempts to reflect itself; Ufeless nature is an imma-
i\xte intelligence, so that in its phenomena an -in-

telligent character appears only unconsciously. Its

highest aim, that of becoming an object to itself,

is only attained in the highest and last reflection

—

in man, or in what we call reason, through which
for the first time nature returns perfectly upon
itself. All stages of natiu^ are cormected by a
common life, and show in their development a
conclusive unity. The course of history as a whole
must be conceived as offering a gradually pro*

gressive revelation of the Absolute. For this he
names three periods—^that of fate, that of nature,

and that of providence, of which we are now in tha
second. Schelling's followers carried the idea of

development somewhat further than their master.

This is true especially of Oken, who conceives

natural science as the science of the eternal trans-

formation of God into the world, of the dissolution

of the Absolute into plurality, and of its continuous
further operation in this plurality. The develop-

ment is continued through the vegetable and ani-

mal kingdoms up to man, who in his art and science

and polity completely establishes the will of natiure.

Oken, it is true, conceived man as the sole object

of all animal development, so that the lower stages

are only abortive attempts to produce him—^a

theory afterward controverted by Ernst von Baer
and Cuvier, the former of whom, standing some-
what in opposition to Darwin, is of great interest

to the student of the history of the theory of evo-

lution.

Some evolutionistic ideas are found in Krause
and Schleiermacher; but Hegel, with his absolute

ideahsm, is a more notable representa-
8. Schleier-^j^gQf ^y^^^ i^ his system philosophy

ax^^esrel. ^^^^ science of the Absolute, of the ab-

solute reason developing or unfolding

itself. Reason develops itself first in the abstract

element of thought, then expresses itself externally

in nature, and finally returns from this extemaUza-
tion into itself in mind. As HeracUtus had taught

etemal becoming, so Hegel, who avowedly accepted

all the propositions of the Epheeian philosopher in

his logic, taught etemal proceeding. The differ-

ence between the Greek and the German was that

the former believed in the flux of matter, of fire

transmuting itself by degrees into all things, and
in nature as the sole existence, outside of which
there was nothing; while the latter conceived the
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abstract idea or reason as that which really is or

becomes, and nature as only a necessary but tran-

sient phase in the process of development. With
Heraclitus evolution meant the return of all things

into the primal principle followed by a new world-

development; with Hegel it was an eternal process

of thought, giving no answer to the question as

to the end of historical development.
While Heraclitus had laid down his doctrine of

eternal becoming rather by intuition than on the

ground of experience, and the entire

dSflx^v^n
evolutionary process of Hegel had

' been expressly conceived as based
on pxxee thought, Darwin's epoch-making doctrine

rested upon a vast mass of ascertained facts.

He was, of course, not the first to lay down the

origin of species one from another as a formal

doctrine. Besides those predecessors of his to

whom allusion has already been made, two others

may be mentioned here: his father, Erasmus Dar-
win, who emphasized organic variability; and still

more Lamarck, who denied the immutability of

species and forms, and claimed to have demon-
strated by observation the gradual development
of the animal kingdom. What is new in Charles

Darwin is not his theory of descent, but its con-

firmation by the theory of natural selection and
the survival of the fittest in the struggle for exist-

ence. Thus a result is brought about which corre-

sponds as far as possible to a rational end in a
purely mechanical process, without any coopera-

tion of teleological principles, without any innate

tendency in the organisms to proceed to a higher

stage. This theory postulates in the later organisms
deviations from the earlier ones, and that these

deviations, in so far as they are improvements,
perpetuate themselves and become generic marks
of differentiation. This, however, imports a diffi-

culty, since the origin of the first of these devia-

tions is inexplicable. The differentia of mankind,
whom Darwin, led by the force of analogy, deduces
from a species of apes, consists in intellect and moral
qualities, but comes into existence only by degrees.

The moral sensibilities develop from the original

social impulse innate in man; this impulse is an
effort to secure not so much individual happiness

as the general welfare.

It would be impossible to name here all those

who, in different countries, have followed in Dar-
win's footsteps, first in the biological

6. Haaokel, field and then in those of psychology,
^?^^®®» ethics, sociology, and religion. They

^*^* have carried his teaching further in

several directions, modifying it to some extent and
making it fruitful, while positivism has not seldom
come into alliance with it. In Germany Ernst
Haeckel must be mentioned with his biogenetic

law, according to which the development of the

individual is an epitome of the history of the race,

and with his less securely grounded notion of the

world-ether as a creative deity. In France Al-

fred Fouillde worked out a theory of idea-forces,

a combination of Platonic idealism with English
(though not specifically Darwinian) evolutionism.

Marie-Jean Guyau understood by evolution a life

led according to the fundamental law that the most

intensive life is also the most extensive. He de-

velops his ethics altogether from the facts of the

social existence of mankind, and his religion is a

universal sociomorphism, the feeling of the unity

of man with the entire cosmos.

The most careful and thorough development of

the whole system took place in England. For a

g _ long time it was represented prind-

Speno^. P^'ly "^y ^^® wo^^ ^^ Herbert Spencer,

who had come out for the principle

of evolution even before the publication of Ihur-

win's Origin of Species, He carries the idea through

the whole range of philosophy in his great System

of Synthetic Philosophy and imdertakes to show that

development is the highest law of all nature, not

merely of the organic. As the foundation of all

that exists, though itself imknowable and only

revealing itself in material and mental forms, he

places a power, the Absolute, of which we have

but an indefinite conception. The individual

processes of the world of phenomena are classed

under the head of evolution, or extension of move-
ment, with which integration of matter, union

into a single whole, is connected, and dissolution or

absorption of movement, which includes disintegra-

tion of matter, the bresJdng of connection. Both
processes go on simultaneously, and include the

history of every existence which we can perceive.

In the course of their development the organisms

incorporate matter with themselves; the plant

grows by taking into itself elements which have

previously existed in the form of gases, and the

animal by assimilating elements found in plants

and in other animals. The same sort of intention
is observed in social organisms, as when nomadic
families unite into a tribe, or subjects under a

prince, and princes imder a king. In like manner
integration is evident in the development of lan-

guage, of art, and of science, especially philosophy

But as the individuals unite into a whole, a

strongly marked differentiation goes on at the same
time, as in the distinction between the surface and

the interior of the earth, or between various cli-

mates. Natural selection is not considered neces-

sary to account for varying species, but gradual

conditions of life create them. The aim of the

development is to show a condition of perfect

balance in the whole; when this is attained, the

development, in virtue of the continuous operation

of external powers, passes into dissolution. Those

epochs of development and of dissolution follow

alternately upon each other. This view of Spencer

suggests the hodos and and hodos katd of Heraditus,

and his flowing back of individual things into the

primal principle.

Similar principles are carried out not only for

organic phenomena but also for mental and social;

and on the basis of the theory of evolution a remaik-

able combination of intuitionism and empiricism

is achieved. In his principles of sociology Spencer

lays down the laws of hyperorganic evolution, and

gives the various stages of human customs and

especially of religious ideas, deducing all religion

much too one-sidedly from ancestor-worship.

The belief in an immortal ** second self " is ex-

plained by such phenomena as shadows and echoes.
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lbs Dotion of gods is supposed to arise from the

idea of a ghostly life after death. In his Prin-

clpks of Etkies he attempts a similar compromise
between intuitionism and empiricism, deducing

the ooDsciousness of duty from innimierabie accu-

mulated experiences. The compelling element in

moral actions, originally arising from fear of re-

lipous, civil, or social punishment, disappears

Kith the development of true morality. There is

no pemianent opposition between egoism and al-

tniiim, but the latter develops simultaneously

vith the former.

Spencer's ethical principles were fruitfully modi-
Bed, especially by Sir Leslie Stephen and S. Alex-

Kodifi
ander, thou^ with constant adherence

tionsof*"^ the idea of development. While

Spencer. ^^^ doctrine of evolution in Huxley
and Tyndall is associated with ag-

Dostician, and thus freed from all connection with
metapbyacs, as indeed was the case with Spen-
cer, in spite of his recognition of the Absolute as

the necessary basis for religion and for thought,

in another direction an attempt was made to com-
bine evdutionism closely with a metaphysics in

which the idea of God was prominent. Thus the

evolution theory of Clifford and Romanes led them
to a thoroughgoing monism, and that of J. M. F.

SchOlerto pluralism. According to the last-named a
personal deity, limited in power, exists side by side

with a multitude of intellectual beings, who ex-
isted before the formation of the world in a cha-
otic state as absolutely isolated individuals. The
process of world formation begins with the decision

of the divine Spirit to bring a harmony of the cosmos
out of these many existences. Though Spencer's

influ^ce in philosophical development was not so

great in Germany as in England, the idea of devel-

opment has continued in recent years to exert no
little power. Space forbids more than a mention
of Lotae's teleological idealism; Von Hartmann's
absohte monism, in which the goal of the teleo-

\o^eal development of the universe is the reversion

of the will into not-willing; Wundt's metaphysics
of the will, according to which the world is a devel-

opment, an eternal becoming, in which nature is a
preliminary stage to mind; and Nietzsche's indi-

ndaalism, the final point of which is the develop-

ment of the superman. (M. Heinze.)
V. Relation to Modem Theology: When the

Darwmian h3rpothe8is was first broached in Great
Britain and America it caused nothing less than a
panic m nearly all circles of religious thought. The
lear was that if it was true it must result in the

transfomuition of all religious values. Here and
tt^re it was indeed advocated by distinguished

scieDtists and theologians in the interests of faith,

but it was for the most part met by fierce and pro-
longed opposition. The following beliefs became the
center of interest and have remained such until the

present day. (1) The Biblical account of the crea-

tion: whether it had a beginning; whether God was
the Creator, or the world was eternally in process of

becaning; further, whether the Genesis story could
be hannoniaed with geology, astronomy, biology,

*reheology, and other sciences. (2) The Biblical

Meount of man; whether he was wholly and imme-

diately created by God, or, even if his body was or-

ganically related to the animal world, his mind was
a direct creation, or finally, whether both body and
mind shared in the development from lower forms
of life. (3) Concerning man's personal history:

whether he began in a state of " original righteous-

ness " from which he fell only to be recovered by a
miraculous intervention, or started low down, at

the outset scarcely to be distinguished from the high-

est existing animal consciousness. (4) Involved
in man's personal history was a profound modifica-

tion of the origin and development of the idea of God
from the lowest fetishism or animism through poly-

theism to ethical monotheism (see Comparative
Rblioion, VI., 1), of the idea of the Scriptures as not

inerrant and infallible, but as recording the stages

through which man's consciousness has passed in

its apprehension of the ethical and religious meaning
of life, and of the entire range of Christian beliefs

—

providence, sin and evil, the person and work of

Christ, the Christian life, the Church, and the future.

A similar change of values has occurred in other

regions of thought. (5) In psychology and ethics

(q.v.) the static has given place to the genetic and
historic point of view. (6) In apologetics (q.v.) for

the traditional conception of prophecy as predictive

and miracles as out of relation to natural law has

been substituted the spiritual and dynamic doctrine

of man and the world. (7) The philosophy of re-

ligion has foimd in comparative religion the key to

its interpretation of religion as a fact of universal

human experience. (8) While the uniqueness of

Christianity is recognized—now more than ever be-

fore—its oiganic relation to pre-Christian types of

experience is the subject of exhaustive inquiry and
its development as a system of beliefs, institutions,

and ideals becomes more clearly evident to students

of its history.

Since evolution as a scientific theory is only a
method according to which at any given period

existing conditions have come into being, it does not

primarUy concern the grounds of reality. It is

atheistic only when as a philosophy it reduces the

world-ground to a system of mechanical necessity

(see Atheism). When, however, the ultimate real-

ity is conceived as a power realizing rational ends in

the um'verse, evolution is afi&rmed as the uniform

method by which this power fulfils its purposes (cf.

B. P. Bowne, Theism, New York, 1902).

C. A. B.
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EWALD, 6E0RG HEINRICH AUGUST: Ori-

entalist and Biblical scholar; b. at GOttingm Nov.

16, 1803; d. there May 4, 1875. His father wu a

cloth-weaver. Having been thoroughly prq)ared

in the gymnasium of his native town, he studied

classical philology, Orientalia, and theobgy at iXs

university. After spending two years as teachfr

in the gjrmnasium at WolfenbOttd, he returned

to G6ttingen in 1824 as repetent in the theological

faculty. In 1827 he became extraordinary pro-

fessor; ordinaiy professor in 1831; in 1833, meinber

of the Society of Sciences; in 1835, titular professor

of Oriental languages and member of the honorary

faculty. In 1836 he was made doctor of theology

by the faculty of Ck>penhagen. Notwithstanding

his extensive professorial activity he found time

for ample production. Besides works on the

Hebrew and Arabic languages, the most important

of which is the Lehrbuch der hdjrdisdytn Sprache

des alien Bundee (5th ed., Leipsic, 1844; Eng.

transl., from the 2d ed., London, 1836; of part iil—

syntax—^from the 8th ed., Edinburgh, 1879), there

may be mentioned in this period, Commentariai

in apokalypsin Johannis (IS2S) and Die poetiscken

BUcher des alien Bundes (4 parts, Gdttin^, 1835-

1839). He contributed also to several periodicals.

These works are the product of strictly scientifie

researches, careful and at the same time generously

proportioned. Ewald*s importance was conceded

willingly, and his renown was large. But this for-

tunate season had a sudden check; in 1837 he was

dismissed from his public position because, with

some of his colleagues, he had addressed a memorial

to the board of university regents in Hanover,

exp)ostulating against the arbitrary repeal, by act

of King Ernst August, of the liberal constitution of

1833.

After sojourning four months in En^and, Ewald

accepted a call to Tilbingen, where he worked

until 1848 as professor, first in the philosophical,

subsequently in the theological faculty. His pro-

ductive activity during this period was confined

mainly to the Biblical sciences. Among other

works he issued Die Propheten des AUen Bundea

(2 vols., Stuttgart, 1840-41; Eng. transl., 5 vols.,

London, 1875-81); Geschichte des Volkes Isrod

(7 vols., GOttingen, 1843-59; Eng. transl., of vols,

i.-iv., 5 vols., London, 1867-74), a work of perma-

nent value on account of its careful use of the

sources. His dismissal from Gdttingm having

been hailed as an event of political conaequencet

Ewald unfortimately felt himself prompted to

publish impassioned polemical writings, which

embittered him persoiially, and drove him to a

morbidly exaggerated estimation of himself. His

irritability also injured him with his TQbingen
colleagues, among whom he especi^y antagonised

F. C. Baur, with both spoken and written vehemence.

In 1848 Ewald. at his own request, was reinstated

at Gdttingen. From this time forth he labored par-

ticularly upon the New Testament writings, in ex-

press opposition to Baur and Strauss. He occupied

himself especially with pseudepigraphy, proceed-

ing from foimdations laid by his earlier investiga-

tions. His comprehensive scholarship is faithfully

reflected in his JahrbOcher der biblisehm TFutoi-
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Exclusion, Biffht of

tckt^ (12 vols., G6ttiiigen, 1849-65). Unhappily

his seomtiveness and testiness continually increased.

He interfered in every event of state and church

Hfe, and published his views thereon in prefaces

tod postscripts to his books. He had taken part

in founding the Protestant Union (q.v.) in 1863;

nevertheless he subsequently withdrew from the

same, on failing to carry through a manifesto that

he had planned against the Prussian government.

His sharp expressions of opinion in political affairs

had alrrauly brou^t him into repeated conflict

with the government. When in 1867 he refused

the oath of allegiance to the king of Prussia, his

removal from the philosophical faculty was effected

by a ministerial rescript. Through subsequent

utterances he also forfeited, in 1868, the right of

delivering lectures. From 1869 he represented, in

the Imperial Diet, the capital city of Hanover.

Not even the victories of German arms in 1870-71,

and the restoration of the Empire, prevailed to

efface his bitterness in the political domain. Yet
with all this he continued a diligent laborious

Khdar, and still published extensive works; in

particular, Die Bucher des Neuen Bvndes uberaettt

ynderkUtrt (GOttingen, 1871-72), and Die Theologie

da AUen und Neuen Bundee (4 vols., Leipsic, 1871-

1876). The latter work contains—with rather

tedious exposition, it is true—his aggregate view

of Biblical religion. Carl Bertheau.
BouooBAPar: OditifHfer o^dirte ffachriditen, 1875. pp. 340-

344; A. DiUmAnn. in Im neuen Reich, V.. i (1875). 778-

786: ADB, vi. 438-442; T. W. Davies, Heinrieh Exoaid,

OrienlaUat and Theologian^ London. 1903.

BWALD (HERMAIfN AUGUST), PAUL: Ger-

man Protestant; b. at Leipsic Jan. 13, 1857. He
stadied in Eiiangen and Leipsic (Ph. D., 1881),

and from 1880 to 1882 was a member of the clergy

staff of St. Paul's, Leipsic. In 1883 he became
privat-docent at the university in the same city,

and associate professor in 1887. In 1886 he went
to Vienna as professor of the New Testament in

the Protestant faculty of that city, and in 1894 to

Erlangen as professor of dogmatic theology and
New Testament exegesis. He has edited G. B.

Winer's KomparaHve DarsteUung der Lehrbegriffe

der venckiedenen ckristlichen Kirchenparteien (Leip-

ae, 1882), and has written Der Einfliies der stoisch-

dcermianiechen Moral auf die DarsteUung der Ethik

beiAmbrosius (Leipsic, 1881); De vocis syneideseos

apui seriptoree Novi Testamenti vi ac potestate

(1883); Die Hauptprobleme der Evangelienfrage

(1890); Der geschichtliche Christus und die synop-

Aachen Evangdien (1892); Ueber das VerhdUnis

der systematisehen Theologie zur Schrifttvissenschaft

(1895); Ueber die GlaubenswUrdigkeit der Evange-
lien (1897); Religion ttnd Christentum (1898);

Wer war Jesus f'(1899); Der Christ und die Wissen-

fthaft (1903); and Kommentar zu den Briefen des

Pauhts an die Ephesier, Kolossier, und Philemon

(1905).

EWIH6, FUflS: One of the foimders of the

Oamberland Presbjrterian CJhurch; b. in Bedford
County, Va., June 10, 1773; d. at Lexington,
Mo., July 4, 1841. He early removed to

Davidson County, Term., and subsequently to

Logaa County, Ky. His education waa limited,

but under the influence of revivalist preachers he
offered himself as a candidate for the Presbyterian

ministry. About 1800 he was licensed as a pro-

bationer and in Nov., 1803, was ordained by the

Cumberland presbytery. The Kentucky synod did

not recognize this ordination and in 1806 dissolved

the Cmnberland presb3rtery. As a result, Ewing,
with two others, organized on Feb. 4, 1810, the first

presbytery of the Chunberland Presbyterian Church
(see Presbyterians). In 1820 he removed to

Missouri, settling first in what is now Cooper
C!ounty. He soon built up a large congregation

at New Lebanon, which still flourishes. In 1836

he went to Lexington, Lafayette Ck)unty, Mo.,

where he labored till his death. He published

Lectures on Important Subjects in Divinity (Nash-

viUe, 1824).

Biblioorapht: F. R. Coasitt, lAfe and Timea of Rev. FinU
Etring, Nashville, 1853; R. Beard, Biooraphical Sketchee

of . . . Early Minietera of the Cumberland Preabyterian

Church, 2 vols., ib. 1867; J. B. Lindsley, Sourcea and
Sketchea of Cumberland Preabyterian Hiet. in Theological

Medium, 1877-78; R. V. Foster, in American Chun^
Hiatory Seriea, id. 259. 268. 288.

EXACTIONS (Exactiones taUix): In canon
law, taxes of an extraordinary sort, either entirely

new, or old taxes levied at a higher rate. They are

essentially illegal, and were forbidden as early as

the Third Coimcil of Toledo (609). When levied,

valid ground (manifesto ac rationabilis causa) must
exist, and they must be limited to the indispensable

requirement (moderatum auxUium),

EXARCH: A title applied to the head of an
ecclesiastical province, whose rank, historically, was
equivalent sometimes to that of Patriarch (q.v.),

sometimes to that of Metropolitan or Archbishop
(qq.v.). Cf. Bingham, Origines, II., xvi. 6, xvii.

1-2, where the synodical decisions are given.

EXCLUSION,RIGHTOF (Exclusiva) : In the wider
sense, the right of a sovereign or secular official to

veto the nomination of a candidate for an eccle-

siastical oflice. In the narrower and more usual

sense, the jus exdusivce is the right to exclude a
candidate for the papacy who is unacceptable to the

power exercising it. The constitutional influence

of the emperors on papal elections ceased in the

eleventh century; but since the fifteenth the great

Roman Catholic powers (the Roman-German Em-
pire, Austria, France, Spain) have, as a matter of

fact, attempted to exercise a certain influence in the

direction of what appeared to be their interests by
means of cardinals devoted to them, and to ex-

clude undesirable candidates by getting together

so many votes for their own that the others failed

of the necessary two-thirds. As this practise be-

came publicly recognized, since the seventeenth
century it has developed into a formal assumption
of the right to exclude from election one candidate

for each power, by a declaration made before the

termination of the balloting through a cardinal

authorized for the purpose. Besides the powers
named, Naples and Portugal claimed this right.

Though it was not exercised at the election of

Leo XIII., at that of PiusX. in 1903 the emperor
of Austria attempted to enforce it against Cardi-

nal Rampolla. It waa understood, however,
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that the Sacred College paid no heed to it, and that

there was little prospect of its being allowed at

any future election.

Biblioobapht: The subject has been especiany studied

by L. Wahrmund, in Dot AuMchlieaaungtrecKt . . . bei

den Paptiwahleih Vienna, 1888; ExdiuiorurecM hei cten

Pap9twahlen, ib. 1890; Die BuUe " ^lemi patrie liliue,"

ib. 1894. Consult further: N. Wiseman, RecolUcUone of

the Laet Four Popee, pp. 356, 416, London, 1858; J. B.

Saffm tiller. Die PapetwaMbuUen und doe ataaUiche Recht

der ExkluHva, Ttibingen, 1892; idem, Neueete LOeunge-

vemiche in der Frage . . , der Exkltteiva, Freiburg. 1896;

L. Lector, Le Conclave, Origine, hitUrire, oroaniaation^

Paris, 1894.

EXCLUSIVE BRETHREN. See Plymouth
Brethren.

EXCOMMUNICATION.
Early Practise (S 1).

The Lesser and Greater Exoommunioation ({ 2).

Various Legal Provisions ((3).
Changes Introduced by the Reformation (ft 4).

Excommunication is the exclusion of an offender

from full church fellowship, which may occur as a
means of discipline in varying degrees. On the

basis of various passages of Scripture (Matt. xvi.

19; xviii. 18; John xx. 23; I Thess. v. 14; James
V. 16; I John i. 8 sqq.; v. 16; II Cor. v. 18sqq.; for

the old Testament ban, see Law, Hebrew, Civil

AND Criminal), the Church of the earliest times

imdertook to pimish grievous sinners by such
exclusion, and either refused entirely to restore

them to its fellowship or restored them only after

they had attested their sorrow by penance (q.v.).

After the Councils of Ancyra (314) and Nica^a (325),

four stages of penance developed
I. Early through which the offender had to pass.

Practise. During the first year he lay prostrate

and weeping in the vestibule of the

church and begged those entering in to pray for

him (Gk. proaklausis ; Lat. fletua). Next, com-
monly for three years, he had a place in the back
of the church, with the unbaptized catechumens,
where he was allowed to hear the reading of the
Scriptures {akroaais ; auditio). Then he was al-

lowed to enter the body of the church, and to pray
prostrate, while the bishop and the faithful inter-

ceded for him {hypoptdsia ; genuflexiOf aubstratio).

After further penitential exercises, he was allowed

to pray standing, with the rest of the congregation,

and to be present at the most sacred portion of the

liturgy, the miaaa fidelium, from which the cate-

chumens were excluded {ayataaia ; conaiatentia).

Only after the completion of this long process was
he restored to full communion. Originally this

discipline was applied also to sins which had given

no public scandal, until Pope Leo L forbade them
to be publicly confessed (450), after which public

penance was only applied to open sins—^the graver

ones in the manner described, the lesser ones with-

out exclusion from the fellowship of the faithful,

but still so as to atone for public scandal, and cov-

ering the exclusion from the miaaa fidelium. Both
of these methods are called pcmcB medicinalea by
Augustine; their application belonged to the bishop,

whose action must be recognized by his brother

bishops, and could be reversed only by himself.

In the Prankish kingdom, after the institution of

the Synodal Courts (q.v.)i penitential discipline

was placed in their charge, when once the (eri»

aynodalea^ had established the existence of an open

scandal. By degrees the old distinct stages of

penance, which had at first been accepted also in

the West, fell into disuse in the Prankish kingdom.

Pinally public penance practically ceased, and the

exclusion from the sacraments became regularly

(as it had been exceptionally) an

2. The independent measure of discipline.

Lesser and becoming known as the lesser exconi-

Greater munication, while the old exclusion

Excom- from all blessings and graces of the

munication. Church was called the greater. In

the view of the canon law these form

the general means used by the ecclesiastical body

for the maintenance of its discipline. Both pre-

suppose a cause which is both public and grave.

None can be excommunicated but living, baptized

persons who have the use of reason. The bishop

has the right of excommunication over those who
belong to his diocese, though his sentence is valid

also outside of it; a prelate with quadepiscopal

jurisdiction, such as a papal legate, has it in the

territory for which he is conmiissioned; and the

pope for the Church at large. The power of recon-

ciliation is vested in the same person, and it requires

as a condition the promise of obedience for the

future. Excommunication is either juris or hom-

iniaf i.e., prescribed by law or pronounced at the

decision of an authorized person in a case not

explicitly covered by the law. It is divided again

into excommunicatio UUcb aerUenluB, where it takes

effect ipao facto upon the commission of

3. Various a specified offense, or /eremte^enfen/iff,

Legal Pro- where it follows an express judicial de-

visions, cision. The latter class requires two

warnings at least. Ignorance of thelaw

excuses from the former, and to be effective it must

be definitely proclaimed. The lesser excommunica-

tion deprives a person of the sacraments; the greater

cuts him off from all rights—the mass may not be

celebrated in his presence, he can not hold a bene-

fice, exercise jurisdiction, or take part in an eccle-

siastical election, and Christian burial is denied hiiii:

intercourse with the faithful is prohibited except

in certain specified cases. Since the time of Gregory

IX. the term Anathema (q.v.) has been applied to

the solemn declaration of the greater excommuni-

cation (cf. the form in the Pontificale Romanum).

The canon law expects that the State will give

effect on its side to the social consequences of

exclusion from Christian fellowship. The extent

to which the civil governments of the Middle Ages

were subservient to the power of the Church over

society may be seen in the way they responded to

such appeab; thus the Emperor Frederick II. in

1213 and 1219 and Henry VII. in 1230 expressed

their willingness to inflict the ban of the Empire

upon any excommunicated oCfender

4. Changes who was still recalcitrant at the end

Introduced of six weeks after his sentence. These

by the Ref- conditions prevailed down to the

ormation. Reformation; but in the countries

where it prevailed a great change took

place. The greater excommunication, as being

a secular punishmenti was not recognized by the
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lUfonned Church; the lesser was retained as a
measure of instructive disclpUne, generally in the
hsLdB of the pastor, although Luther and others

held that Scripturally it ought to be administered
by the whole Christian community; but it was felt

that if the pastor admitted an imworthy person
to the I-ord's Supper, he became partaker of the
sin, and so the power of exclusion was left in his

hands. The method of procedure prescribed by
the German Reformers was pubUc only for public
sins, and always based on Matt, xviii. 55 sqq.

Snce the abolition of private confession did away
with the warning of priest to penitent, it was made
before church-members simimoned for the purpose,
preferably the elders, and followed by a prohibition

to approach the communion-table and sometimes
a withdrawal of other rites as well, including

betrothal; but this was not necessarily pubUc,
unless the offender was obstinate, when he might
be cut off from the Church in the presence of the
whole congregation. The consistories always took
part in the proceedings at one stage or another;
and after the middle of the sixteenth century, as
they had inherited many of the other episcopal

powers, came to monopohze this, leaving the pastor

only t
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EXEGESIS OR HERME]
I. The Coneeption and Problem of

Biblical Exegesis.
Ex^esis a Necessary Science (51).
Relations to Criticism and Phi-

lology (J 2).

Exegesis and Dogmatics ($3).
Exegesis and Theological Soienoe

(M).
II. The Method.

Three Kinds of Exegesis ({ 1 ).

Philological Exegesis ($ 2).

Historical Exegesis ($3).
Employment of Analogy and Hy-
pothesis (S 4).

StyUstic Exegesis ({ 6).

Biblical exegesis or hermeneutics is the first of

the four departments of theological science (in-

terpretative, historical, dogmatic, practical); its

function is the interpretation of Scripture.

L The Conception and Problem of Biblical Exe-
gesis: That the oral and written tradition coming
from the past may continue to be a vital and
spiritual possession necessitates both understanding
and appropriation of the sense. Understanding
is achieved either directly by simple apprehension,
or mediately by a process. In the latter case, the
object is approached methodically that it may be
learned in its limits, essence, and causes. To
understand whatever heritage the past produced
under conditions which no longer exist, correct

insight is needed into the disparity of past and
present. And when such a heritage

I. Exegesis has acquired a certain authority
a Hecessary either as a model (classical literature)

Science, or as a norm of right living (the

Corpus juris) or as the source of

Christian inspiration (the Bible), the necessity for

assurance that a correct imderstanding is reached
is the motive for constructing a theory of expo-
ation. Out of this grew the technical term '* her-

meneutics," first used by Plato as expressing the

III. Historical Review of I

Principles and Methodj
Transitioo from Dogmat

torical Principles (§ 1).

Origen (§ 2).

The Antiocbian School (§

Later Patristic Methods (

The Middle Ages (§ 6).

The Reformation (J 6).

Post-Reformation Theori<

Exegesis as Affected by
(§8).

IV. The Forms of Interpre
Scripture.

Glosses and SchoUa (f 1).
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lish the sense is to explicate with the proper means
as the case is conceived in the mind. Exegesis is

to be differentiated from criticism, nearly related

though they are. The former is inductive and
analytical; the latter is synthetic.

2. Relations Exegesis asks what a thing means;

to Criticism criticism asks about its correctness

and and truth. Exegesis seeks to know,
Philology, to interpret, to explicate; criticism

to value and correct. But the con-

ditions of serviceable and artistic comprehension

lie partly in the general laws of human thought
and expression, partly in the special quahty of

the material under examination. " He who would
the poet know, must to the poet's coimtry go "

is a universal maxim. Sympathy gives the closest

insight. So that for appreciation of a religious

thought more than esthetic apprehension is re-

quired. In this criticism and exegesis are hand-
maidens, both are peerless schoolmistresses to

lead to Christ, but only under the condition

stated. Exegetical art is called out by material

which, originating in the past, has by its inherent

worth come down to the present instinct with vital

force. In early times, it dealt with Homer and
the myths because they had meaning for religious

and spiritual life. The type was philological, and
had in view complete explanation from the stand-

point of history, archeology, philosophy, and es-

thetics. Indeed, exegesis gains its individuality

and completeness through the material with which
it deals so far as this is a coherent whole and has

relationship to the life of the present. Thus mod-
em exegesis has attained definite form in two
branches, jurisprudence and theology, working
upon the Corpus juris and the Bible. In these two
spheres the character of the material produces

essentially different results. Jurisprudential exe-

gesis expounds the rules and methods which Roman
law embraced, hence the interest is largely his-

torical.

Biblical exegesis deals with a work which was
the canon of the Church, the understanding and
the use of which has from the beginning been
vexed by religious postulates and dogmatic

claims. When, then, historical ex-

3. Exegesis planation of its facts brought ever

and more clearly into view departure from
Dogmatics, dogmatic conclusions or even oppo-

sition to them, questions were raised

about the Bible, its character and its authority,

and about the right of exegesis and its methods,
which must remain for each generation to solve,

since the Bible is ever the religious source for the

Christian Chiuxjh. And then questions arise as to

the functions of exegesis. Is it purely expUcative

or is it normative? Exegetical and ecclesiastical

interests clash. When the latter prevail, producing

the Roman Catholic type, exegesis is bound up
with the tradition of the Church, and almost be-

comes supererogatory in the dogma that Scripture

is its own interpreter. On the other hand, em-
phasis upon the historical element alone without

reference to the religious character of the material

makes of exegesis a mere discipline. Choice may
be made between a purely historical and grammat-

ical type and one which is to have somewiiat of a
dogmatic character. If the canon is a historical

development, the question appears to be decided.
The function of exegesis is to know and diacem tbe
character of Scripture and why it has that character.
Their own limitations require that exegesis and
dogmatics work independently. Methodical and
reliable exegesis guarantees that dogmatics 10

building not upon mysteries and fraud; while the
necessity for a dogmatic formulation of the con-
tents of Scripture produces in exegesis tbe con-
sciousness of the seriousness of its task. Exegesis
produces from the sources a Biblical history and
theology which have no inmiediate relation to
the task of dogmatics. It works over the Scrip-
tures independently and positively not merely to
satisfy itself with certainty, but as a support to
churchly theology by furnishing it its certainty.

On this account there is required complete sever-
ance from all dogmatic postulates as furthering
both scientific and ecclesiastical interests.

But if the purely historical character of exegesis
is maintained, does it not become an exclusive
discipline? The Old Testament contains the

remains of a national reUgious litera-

4. Exegesis ture which presents peculiarities of
and Theo- speech, special forms of rdigious

logical ideas, and having a purpose which is

Science, entirely different from that of the
New Testament, which has by no

means the character of a national literature and
bespeaks a movement differing in type from that
which produced the Old Testament (see Hebrkw
Lajyouaoe and LrrERATURE, 11). These two
parts of the Bible offer different problems to exe-
gesis, both being religious sources, uid through
the origin of Christianity historically bound to-
gether. Must there be two kinds of exegesis?
Here neither the postulates of a method alien to
the essence of the testimonies to faith in Scripture
itself nor ecclesiastical decisions regarding the
nature of the canon determine the method, which
is ruled alone by the contents of Scripture in its

reciprocal relations. From a dogmatic truth
exegetical verity does not follow, but one does
proceed from exegetical truth to dogmatic verity.
This makes clear one of the relations of exegesis
to theological science. It has grown out of eccle-

siastical needs and is security for the pure Christian
character of the Christian organization, and so has
vindicated its right to a place in theological science.

It has in view not simply the history of Israel and
the origin of Christianity, but definite testimony
to the religious spirit which has bound togeth^
the Old and the New Testament. It employs the
underlying disciplines of Bibhcal philology, intro-

duction, archeology, histoiy of the times, and
criticism of the text. Trustworthy results are
attained only when questions of the trustworthiness

of the text are raised and settled, and so with other
problems. As a result, the exegete, like the his-

torian, has in his hand the power of palingenesis

by educing *md strengthening the sense of the
historically and psychologically possible.

n. The Method: The ultimate purpose of the

exegete is reached when on the one side he under-
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sUods the object of the exposition to be the same
as that of the original writing, and on the other side

has the same point of view of the origin, purpose,

and means of attaining the purpose as the author

hid. He stands for his hearers as did the author
for his. This is the ideal, which in the

L Three nature of the case can be only par-

Kinds of tially realized, since the gulf between
Exegesis, the circumstances imder which the

text arose and those in which it exists

for the exegete can not be entirely closed. Then
too the matter of the individuality of the author
complicates the problem, since psychological anal-

op<» are not sufficient ground for certainty in recon-

£truction. The realities of the original speech,

the historical conditions, and the inner life of the

text have to be brought home to the imderstanding.

Of these the first two help to realize the sense, the

third helps to the meaning; the first two tell what
was actually said and done, the third gives the pur-

pose of saying or doing. Exegesis falls then into

three parts: philological, revealing the structure

and vocabulary of the language; historical, setting

forth the text as the result of certain actual con-

ditiom> of origin, contents, and purpose; and stylis-

tic, building on the other two and leading to the

valuation of the text. Other names employed to

designate these stages or varieties are grammatical,

psychological, and rhetorical exegesis.

Philological exegesis has a double problem,
lexical and grammatical. It takes into accoimt
iK)t only grammatical structure and etymology,
but also transformations wrought in forms and
meanings of words by the ordinary historical

devdopment of language and by new needs and
rda^ns. This involves the mastery of the He-
brew, Aramaic, and Greek as the original tongues,

and may require also that of the languages of the

rersions. The Greek of the Septuagint comes into

consideration as a lingua franca of

2. Philo- old times and as the language of the

logical Bible of early Christianity. So the
Exegesis, varieties of Greek in the New

Testament, from the almost classic

{orms of the Lucan literature to the Hebrais-
tic character of the Johannean writings demand
notice (see Hellenistic Greek). The definition

of the character of Biblical language in general

and of New Testament Greek in particular imder
the influence of the dogmatic view-point has
become the object of dissidence since the rear-

ing of an independent philological science which
reproduces rather the views of the early Fathers
tli^ the dogmatic learning of post-Reformation
times. Origen notes the providential readiness

of the Greek to receive the content of revelation

in New Testxunent times, while Augustine speaks
of the spiritual impress the language received,

partictilariy under Paul. In general, a new elo-

quence was discerned in this tongue fitting it to
art as the mediator of a new divine wisdom. This
^B£ a point which humanism missed, and strife

*a« waged between the Hebraists and the purists

untfl Winer protested against the boimdless arbi-

trariness with which the New Testament Greek
vw handled. One of the questions remaining open

is how far insight into the words of Jesus can be
promoted by translation into the Syro-Chaldaic
spoken dialect of his times. There is needed in

this department of study not only knowledge of

language but the linguistic sense, something diffi-

cult to attain in the case of a dead tongue. To
attain it necessitates not only knowledge of word
meanings and of homonyms and synonyms and
etymology, but insight into the national life. With
this, extraordinary forms and hapax legomena and
new forms give insight into historical conditions.

And as a last aid in this matter comes philological

conjecture on the basis of parallels and analogies.

Historical exegesis arises from the fact that

complete imderstanding of a document necessi-

tates knowledge of the conditions imder which it

was written, taking into accoimt the circumstances

of both author and reader. The document must
be put into its historical environment. But this

involves not merely the problem of history but that

of the psychology of the writer, as furnishing the
index of his purpose and method.

3. Historical Fundamental in Biblical exegesis is

Exegesis, the consideration of the epoch-making
character of the writings. The more

necessary then becomes knowledge of their origin,

content, purpose, and influence in their total rela-

tions with the whole life of the age when they arose.

All-important here is the view of the world and of

all its relationships set forth in the documents.
And necessary too are estimates of the originality

of the conceptions contained and their relationship

to or departure from those current at the time.

For the Old Testament the current conditions of

the Semitic world were important; for the New,
the Old Testament religion, Judaism and Hellenism.

Historical exegesis takes all such considerations

into accoimt, and attempts to understand the

author through his work and his work through the
author.

An important means to a historical understand-
ing is the correct employment of analogy. The
relation of representations in the Bible to extra-

Biblical representations, their independent or
derivative character, are matters of importance.

Two coats of like cut may bespeak the same tailor,

but do not imply similar disposition or accom-
plishments in the wearers. Paul's characterization

of ethnic cults as demon-worship does not imply
that he shared all the Jewish hatred

4. Employ- and misconception which this judg-

ment of ment carried with it in the Jewish
Analogy mind. So analogy does not imply
and wholesale transference of identity.

Hypothesis. An assistant in this same direction

is the use of hypothesis, especially

in the case of a broken coimection. It assumes
a connection in the circumstances or in the train

of thought which does not appear on the surface.

A broken torso guides to a reconstruction only
when there are certain traces of the original form.

But in history the help of psychology is often

available to fill in outlines only partly discernible.

The " historical " explanation of the inner develop-
ment of Jesus and the psychological deductions
concerning the conversion of Paul are cases in
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point. But conceptions that are foreign or dog-

matic merely are misleading in the use of hypoth-
esis. The mistake must not be made of confusing

historical learning with historical insight or the

historic sense. A century ago all religion was re-

garded as the production of priestcraft, and Jesus

was regarded simply as a wise teacher. In the

present, imder the influence of the doctrine of

evolution, religion is regarded as the product of a
process of unfolding, and the ethical and intellec-

tual elements of the religious life suffer the conse-

quences. The antidotes for the eisegesis and
dislocations which in the interest of dogmatics
have invaded this province are reality and piety,

especially piety. The interpreter of Scripture

handles books which are religious sources for the

communities of believers. It is not his task to

infer hypothetically the religion of Israel and the

Gospel and to discover the real behind that which
is alleged, but to bring to the imderstanding the

actual fact as it exists. Like the historian, he
seeks the objective sense, not the subjective.

Stylistic or rhetorical exegesis, according to

Luther (Preface to Ecclesiastes), seeks to know the
scope of a book, its object and aim. This comple-
ments the work of philological and historical

exegesis, and places the document in its literaiy

category. When historical exegesis has shown the
purpose, rhetorical exegesis reveals the connection

of the means devoted to that purpose.

5. Stylistic This operation arranges its work in

Exegesis, rhetorical and in logical departments.
The former concerns the quality and

propriety of the expression, the turns and variety

of usage, the art or naivete of the narration, the
art-forms of literary expression, and the like. The
latter looks at the thought construction, estimates
it as closely woven or flowing or disconnected, as

orderly or of mere aggregated parts. It sets forth
the inner life and the totality of character of the
whole document. It serves to give the psycho-
logical side of historical exposition, reveals the
relation of the author to the writing, and in this

way discovers the individuality of the author.
The writings unified in the Bible have either

little or no connection with the Greek productions
with which they are often compared. This is

especially true of the Old Testament, and almost
equally of the New Testament, particularly of the
Gospels and Epistles. These sprang out of the new
needs of missionary enterprise and the founding of
Christian communities. Consequently they have
their own modes of expression and means of ex-
planation, to interpret which requires entry into

their world of thought. Religious pragmatism,
prophetic oracle, the disclosure of apocalyptic, the
liturgical lyric and gnomic wisdom continue to
exist in the New Testament, but the center in this

case is the work of Jesus. The difference between
the sayings and parables of Jesus and the dialectic

of Plato is very great. It is therefore of importance
exactly to catch the imagery and the peculiar usage
of these writings. Whoever sees merely picture
and metaphor where the picture is the very impress,
the integrating essence, of truth makes a beast of

burden of a Pegasus. If one takes the symbolism

of a religious outlook (like Luke xvi. 19-20) or a

promise (like Mark xiv. 25) as literal, he falsifies

the idea by a process of mythologizing. To treat

the paradoxes of Jesus literally as stat^nent of a

law, as one might the command about baptizing,

leads into absurdity. Emphasis upon the word
*' is " in the institution of the Lord's Supper makes

one a captive to dogmatic authority. " One may
translate literally, but that is not the way to expo-

sition or understanding. '' Stylistic exegesis leads

from the whole to the parts, and so brings the exe-

getical process to its fit conclusion.

IIL Historical Review of Exegetical Principles and

Methods: The development of exegetical theoiy

was parallel with the history of doctrine, or, rather,

there was a reciprocity of interaction, since exegesis

apprehends the sources in sense and meaning as a

help to the building of dogma. So the history of

the science of exegesis is not to be confused with the

history of exegesis, the one having to do with

the theory, the other with the practise. The early

Church assimied the ini^iraticm of

1. Trans!- Scripture and sought a serviceable

tion from theological and ecclesiastical expo-

Dogmatic sition. The growth of the historical

to Historical sense and the rise of an independent

Principles, philosophy raised the question of the

authority of Scripture, and the dogma
of inspiration and of infallibility could not halt

the movement thus begun. In this respect the

Tractatus tfieologico-polUicus of Spinosa (1670 in

Eng. transl., new ed., London, 1877) was epocbr

nuking. The seventeenth century saw the gradual

rise of a science of antiquities, which brou^ new

material and new points of view. Then came the

consideration that the authors of the books of the

Bible were to be regarded as human authors.

Next questions of method arose, and the schools

of classical philology, Pietism, and rationalism

expressed their aims. Men debated how far pro-

fane writers could be used in the process of eluci-

dation, and unsifted material was collected by

Grotius, Wetstein, and many others. The r»ult

of all this work was summed up in WoUe's Reguia

trigirUa hermenetUicce ad circumspecUxm scriptwa

Ulustraiicmem ex autoribus profanis utiles (Ledpdc,

1722). The end of the eighteenth century, by

which time greater independence had be^i gained,

brought a deepening of the work, which was largely

accomplished through the effort after a historical

theology.

Origen was the first to construct a theory of

explanation of Scripture. With all patristic exe-

getes he assumed that Scripture contained divine

wisdom and the teachings of salvation, and that

the spirit of God was the author. The sense is

therefore in all circimistances deep, clear, true, and

productive of salvation. But it is evident that

many passages are obscure if the sense of the words

is taken in such passages as those which refer to the

days of creation, to the Garden of Eden, the anthro-

pomorphisms, and the"hi^ mountain"

2. Origen. in the story of the temptation. In

case the obvious sense given is not

worthy, there must be an undersense which is

concealed and must be brought out. Indeed.
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corresponding to the trichotomy of man, the sense

is threefold. The sense of the words is the flesh

of Scripture (for simple men), the soul is the moral

soise (I Cor. ix. 9), while still beyond is a pneumatic

sense (I Cor. ii. 6-7). This is what became known
as the *' theory " in exegesis or the " allegorical

method." In this method Origen was the follower

of Philo (whom he would enroll among the Church
Fathers). Philo 's starting-point was the same and
his idea of a hidden sense the same. But his idea

was in turn borrowed from the Greeks, since Plato

had already conceived the same method in treating

Homer, and the Stoics had developed the system.

Whether Philo was influenced by the rules of exe-

g^ of the Palestinian schools ia an open question;

Origen could hardly have been decided by this

influence. Two principles rule the exegesis of

Origen. His view of Scripture is correct; and where
be follows this alone, his exegesis is keen yet deUcate.

But he further insists that Scripture must say what
the exegete decides is worthy of deity. When the

literal sense seems unworthy, he seeks a "mystic,
tropical, analogical, or concealed " sense by means
of "theory."

In opposition to Origen the Antiochian school of

ex^esis sought to be fair to historical results both
through " theory " and explanation. Eustathius

of Antioch (c. 325, De EngastrimyihOf

3.TheAnti-ed. T. Zahn, TU, 1886) opposed Ori-

oduin gen. Diodorus of Tarsus made theory
SchooL and allegory synonymous. Isidore of

Pelusium and Photius distinguished

between theoretical and historical exegesis, the
foimer leading to the moral or mystical sense, the
latter to the precise sense. Theodore of Mopsuestia
(d. about 428) regarded theoretical exegesis as

iccurate investigation and knowledge over against

arbitrary discovery of a secret sense, in which he
followed Diodorus, and in numerous commen-
taries and in polemical writings assailed the con-

ehisions of the allegorists as those of mythologists.

Job was to him a dramatic poem, the Song an erotic

cdebrating Solomon's marriage, while he explained
prophecies by contemix)rary actions and persons.

Its dogmatic and practical usefulness secured to

the " theory " of Origen its influence, and its sub-

jective character favored correction in the interest

of ecclesiasticism. This last was continually advan-
cing both in the Eastern and the Western CJhurch.

The tendency induced eisegesis, but was now in the

direction of illustrations and proofs of

4. Later dogma. So Augustine declares that

Patristic whatever in the divine word can not

Meti&odf. be referred to a noble end or to the

truth of faith is to be taken as figura-

tive, and the norm for this is the rule of faith (De
dnetrina Christiana, II., xx. 10). Against Augus-
tine, Clhrysostom, Athanasius, and Cyril of Alex-
andria, Gregory of Nyssa (in his Hexaemeron)
would have nothing to do with allegory, but ex-

plained the text in accordance with its evident
meaning. And yet he at times rejoiced in alle-

gorical exposition, especidly in the Song. Jerome
in his many works binds together literal expo-
sition with a " spiritual knowledge," and speaks
of the progress from the littleness of the letter to

IV.—16

the grace of the spiritual intelligence. Far su-

perior to him in deep insight and clearness is

Augustine, who works out his ideal of an exegete

(in De doctrina Christiana) and shows that he in-

forms the results of scientific exegesis with a fine

rhetorical sense (on Augustine cf. R. Simon, Hiet.

critique des . . . commentateurs du Nouveau Testa-

menty p. 250, Paris, 1693). The writers on exegesis

continued to fonnulate rules by which to derive

a multiple sense from Scripture. Such a one was
Eucherius of Lyons (d. about 452), whose Formu-
la spirUualis intelligenticB divides '' contemplative

theology *' into historical discussion and the ** in-

terpretation of spiritual knowledge/' which last

is arbitrary allegorizing, turning all figurative

language to dogmatic, religious, or ethical pur-

poses. Yet in the " historical discussion " he
produces valuable comments upon Scripture pas-

sages. Thus there is produced a compromise
between the school of Antioch and Origen. Junil-

ius (d. about 552) speaks for the exegetical tra-

dition of the school of Nisibis (in his InstittUa regtUa-

ria divinoB legis, ed. H. Kihn, Freiburg, 1880). He
would have Scripture so explained that the ex-

planation shall accord with the writer's individ-

uality and with the environment of time, place,

order, and intention. Thus patristic exegesis

involved on one side historical explanation, on the

other dogmatic, allegorizing attempts to determine
an iimer sense.

The exegesis of the Middle Ages rested upon the
principles already in existence, except that the

tendency was toward an increase of eisegesis in the

interest of building up an ecclesiastical tradition

of interpretation. Its cause is well

5. The stated by Vincent of Lerins (d. about
Middle 450), when he says: "Every one in-

Ages. terprets Scripture differently; Nova-
tian has one interpretation, Sabellius

another, Donatus another, still others are by Arius,

Eunomius, Macedonius, etc." Faith founded itself

upon the authority of the divine law and upon the

tradition of the dJhurch catholic. Thomas Aquinas
speaks not only for the exegesis of the Middle Ages
but for Catholicism when he says: " The author of

Sacred Scripture is Ood, in whose power it is to fit

not only words to meanings (which man can do),

but even things themselves." And then he pro-

ceeds to develop a fourfold exegesis, literal, figura-

tive, moral, and anagogical, in which the figurative

and anagogical are arbitrarily distinguished. Thus
Jerusalem signifies the city, the Church, a settled

and moral order, and the everlasting life.

The Reformation drew a stroke through all

these refinements and returned to the sources,

discovering anew the word of God beneath the

mounds of ecclesiastical tradition. It pronoimced
the dictum: The Church is not to determine what

Scripture teaches, but Scripture de-

6. The Ref- termines what ought to be taught in

onnation. the Church. Himianism led the way
with Erasmus as its spokesman.

Luther declared it his task to translate the Scrip-

ture in its simple sense. But the orientation of

exegesis was still religious, Scripture proving itself

to be a book of testimonies for the reality of the
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revelation of God. Melanchthon drew the portrait

of an Evangelical theologian: "A good theologian

and faithful interpreter of the heavenly teaching

should be expert first in language, next in logic,

and then a witness." Criticism was free and Luther

spoke without reserve regarding the value of the

canonical books. Reliable interpretation was de-

manded, which contributed clearness and certainty

to faith. In the stress of the first need the intei^

preters dealt little with theory and contented them-
selves with propounding fundamentals. Scrip-

ture was defined as the collection of standard

sources of the Christian religion. Alongside the

formula: " Scripture is the interpreter of Scrip-

ture " was another: " Let all knowledge and expo-

sition be according to the analogy of faith."

For the orthodoxy of the seventeenth century,

Scripture is the document containing the teaching

inspired by the Holy Spirit. The Bible could there-

fore not be self-inconsistent, and exegesis was pre-

vailingly apologetic. The texttis receptua was can-

onized, and in the Old Testament the inspiration of

the pointing was maintained. Rules

7. Post- for interpretation were formulated

Reforma- anew, and the Philologia sacra of

tion S. Glass (ed. L A. Dathe, Leipsic,

Theories. 1776) was the exegetical text-book of

the Lutheran confession. From this

point of view an important book is that of A. Rivet,

Isagoge ad acripturam sacri Veteris et Novi Testa-

menti (Leyden, 1627). For the Roman Catholic

Church the norm continued to be expressed by the

maxim: " Tradition (or the Church) is the inter-

preter of sacred Scripture," and more attention

was paid to patristic work upon Scripture than to

philological investigation. Richard Simon laid the

foundations of a historical-critical science of Scrip-

ture, but not without a polemical purpose against

the Protestant principles regarding the Bible.

Simon's work was put on the Index because of its

critical openness; its meaning was first grasped by
Protestants when historical criticism came to its

rights. The next step in the way was taken

by the opponents of Protestant confessionalism.

Socinian exegesis remained without influence be-

cause of its subjective dogmatism. But such

work as that done by Grotius was important, and
the danger to confessionalism was discerned by
A. Calovius and attacked in his Biblia Veteris

Testamenti Ulustrata (4 vols., Frankfort, 167^76).
Meyer advanced the cause of unprejudiced reason

in a remarkable critique upon the fundamental
dogma " Scripture its own interpreter," reason

being, according to him, a gift of God displayed

both in Scripture and in the formijdation of dogma.
A. H. Francke bewailed the fact that men con-

cerned themselves with criticism, which affected

only the outer shell of Scripture, and left untouched
the elucidation of the deeper sense of Scripture.

He therefore turned aside from the dogmatic valua-

tion of the Bible and applied himself to a devo-

tional exposition founded on scientific principles

and applying the psychological principle of the

indi\dduality of the author. Against the Pietistic

school of exegesis the Reformed theologian J. A.

Turretin busied Imnself in the interest of a gram-

matical-historical exegesis (Tractatus hipartihu,

Geneva, 1728, ed. Teller, 1776). His principle is

that theology is the teaching transmitted in Scrip-

ture, and to the study of Scripture the mind should

come as a tabula rasa^ ready to receive the ime
sense. Here also first app^red the postulate of

a presumptionless exegesis as opposed to a dog-

matic. The eighteenth century saw the first sci-

entific work written in German on exegesis, that

by S. J. Baumgarten, Ausfuhrlicher Vortrag der

biblischen Hermeneutik (ed. Bertram, Halle, 1767V

The theology of this writer is Pietistic, fouoded

upon the philosophy of Leibnitz and Wolff. He
was preceded by J. A. Bengel (also of the Pietistic

school), whose principal labors were upon text

criticism. In the Dutch school J. Cocceius was the

antipodes of Grotius, so that the saying took fomi:

" Grotius could find Christ nowhere in sacred

literature, Cocceius foimd him everywhere."

With Herder, Kant, and the foimders of the new

school of history (Niebuhr) and of research into

the sources of classical philology (F. A. Wolf)

began new times with new results, based upon

historical investigation into the religion of the Old

Testament and examination of the sources of early

Christianity. The Protestant doctrine of inspira-

tion became untenable imder the leadership of J.S.

Sender, J. J. Wetstein, and J. A
8. Exegesis Emesti, all imder the sway of the

as Affected historical spirit but still not entirely

by History, freed from dogmatic influence. Thus

Semler held Scripture to contain the

word of God and therefore not to contain incon-

sistencies. DiflSculties were dismissed on the theory

of Accommodation (q.v.). L. J. ROckert {Conanen-

tar ilber den Brief , , . andie Romero Leipsic, 1831)

remarked that " the exegete, as an exegete, is

neither orthodox nor heterodox, neither a super-

naturalist nor a rationalist nor a pantheist, neither

pious nor godless, neither emotional nor without

feeling." D. F. Strauss could not deride suflSdently

the doctrine of inspiration held by the eariy Protes-

tants. Exegetical theory was therefore influenced

greatly by the effort to solve the historical-critical

problems while allowing the revelational character

of Scripture. The effort was making to recogniie

the human and the divine side of the Bible. To

this problem philosophy made no contributions of

importance. Kant's contribution was not philo-

sophical but practical. H. Olshausen's attempt

to reinstate the allegorical method met no success,

while the work of his predecessors was summed up

in Immer's Hermeneutik des Neuen Testaments (Wit-

tenberg, 1873; Eng. tr&iishfHermeneutics oj the Sew

Testament, Andover, 1877). F. Liicke attempted to

give to exegesis a stronger theological tendency, and

F. H. Germar sought a rehgious guaranty for the

results of the hermeneutical processes under a

method which should include the historical-philo-

logical method and should take accoimt of tbe

harmony of Scripture. J. T. Beck endeavored to

advance the cause by a " pneumatic interpreta-

tion " on the basis that the Bible is an organism,

the spirit of each part of which is the author,

which spirit the interpreter must incarnate in his

own holy life before he can explain Scripture.
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J. L S. Lutz would have the philological-historical

iotcrpretationunited with the religious, ecclesiastical

and dogmatic, in which he was not far removed
from the standpoint of the Reformation. Hofmann
csme to nearly the same conclusion by another road.

He took the Bible to be the history of salvation,

a history independent of ordinary development
and of a different kind. It ia the result of the work-
ing of the Holy Spirit in the Church of Christ,

Tbe theologian, in order to interpret Scriptiire in

truth, must come as amember of the Church and as

a witness of the salvation of which he is possessed.

flofmann*8 service was then contributed in favor of

Mclesiflstical exegesis, recognizing, however, the his-

torical character of the Bible. The general result of

work upon the theory of interpretation is that for

a positive exegesis, free from both positive and
negative dogmatic interpolations, the guaranty
is in aconjoint operation of all varieties, which gives

and receives, controls and criticizes, all in order
to gra^ and to expound the life which is incul-

cated in the Holy Scriptures.

IV. The Forms of Interpretation of Scripture:

The results of the exegetical process may be made
available in many different forms; the exegete may
indicate how the text is to be understood, in which
case be becomes a glossator, scholiast, or conunen-
tator; or he may identify himself, so to speak, with
tbe text, may take the place of the author and
produce a translation or a paraphrase. All these

forms have been highly developed in the centiuies

during which exegesis has been at work.
The simplest form of elucidation is the gloss,

which explains an obscure or imcommon expression

by a clear or usual one or substitutes

X. GkMses for a foreign term the corresponding
ind Scholia, translation. This method has been

applied to Homer, Plato, the Corpus
/urif, etc., as well as to the Bible, and the value

of its results is varied. The glossator is first of all

an interpreter, not an expoimder, hence the col-

lections of fosses among the Byzantines were the
basis of the lexicons, of which those of Hesychius,
Suidas, and Phavorinus contain many Biblical

fosses. In the Western Church gloss came to

have a special meaning, and the excerpts from
the collections became the brief but authoritative

commentaries of scholasticism, written either after

the text, beside it, or in interlinear fashion. Two
of the most noted are that of Walafrid Strabo and
that of Anselm of Laon (see Glosses, Biblical
AND Ecclesiastical). The gloss extended itself

beyond the explanation of a word and became a
scholium. This was originally a marginal note, and
scholia often were for use in the schools. No meth-
odical investigation of Biblical scholia has yet been
made.

Commentaries differ from glosses and scholia in

that they attempt to explain the whole of a writing

and not isolated expressions, and they

2.C(umnen- have literary unity. The purpose
ttries and is to give a full and pure impression

Their Type, of the writing so that the reader of

the commentary may be in as good a
position to receive the sense as was the original

Rider. Its relation to the original is that of a

bust of Socrates or Augustus to their subjects,

though for Biblical writings that ideal is unattain-

able. A commentary of the Bible must keep in

view not merely the Bibje, but also the history

of its interpretation if it is to present adequately
the present status. It can accomplish its end only

by division of labor, parting the work into the lin-

guistic, historical, and rhetorical or stylistic. The
danger throughout is that attention to minute
points will obscure a comprehensive view, while

regard for the total impression may cause oversight

and error in minutiffi. The double purpose, to

make clear the document as a whole and to clear up
individual difficulties, has produced two types of

results, the glossatorial and the reproductive, of

which BengeKs Gnomon and Ewald's or Hofmann's

commentaries are respectively examples. For a
rounded understanding of Scripture both methods
are necessary. It would be desirable to give a his-

tory of commentaries, since the one-sidedness of

certain periods tends to be reproduced in other

periods, but space forbids anything but the most
brief attempt. For the patristic tjrpe Origen's

commentaries gave the pattern, concerned as they
were with particulars, and turning aside for alle-

gorical meanings and applications. The Anti-

ochian school was concise and scholiastic (see

Antioch, School of). During the period of for-

mulation of dogma, exegesis tended toward catense,

excerpts of scholia and glosses (see CATBNiB), and
to schematization of traditional renderings. Hu-
manism awakened the grammatical sense, but
produced few commentaries. The Reformation em-
phasized the religious content. The age of the con-

fessions tended again to heap matter together, and
philological comment reproduced scholiastic form.

Pietism roamed freely in ascetic edification. The
nineteenth century endeavored to employ the

linguistic-historical method and at the same time
to preserve the religious interests, to bind together

analysis, reproduction, and glossematic clearing up
of minutiflB, all this with regard to the history of

the science.

Translation of a docimient is the fruit and test

of complete imderstanding, and gives an equivalent

for the original, so far as that is possible.

3. Transla- It is limited by the fact that much
tion and in the original can not be carried over

Paraphrase, into another speech. Artistic trans-

lation must therefore move freely in

order to reproduce the original. The translation

is a new dress which enables the stranger to gage

the worth of the original. Thus Luther did not

merely translate the Gospel, he made it German.
Trandation is limited also by its aim to reproduce

the sense of the original in appropriate verbiage.

Here literalness is often no gain, as when a Greek
translator reproduced the Hebrew sign of the

accusative, though as such it had no equivalent

or meaning in the Greek. The desire to combine
the merits of a translation and of a commentary
resulted in the paraphrase, which reproduces the

sense together with what is implied though not

expressly said. Patristic exegesis did much of this

work, and Erasmus, a supreme artist in this respect,

went to school to Origen, Chrysostom, and Jerome.
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The best paraphraet clings to the sense while he

develops pregnant meanings and elucidates the

obscure.

V. History of Exegesis: The Old Testament was
at first the subject of the exegetical art. In the

synagogue two methods developed, the halacha

or exposition of law, and the haggadah, which sought

the deeper sense and applied it to

I. Pre- practise. In this direction was devel-

patristic oped cabalistic interpretation, which
Exegesis, saw the secrets of revelation enclosed

in numerical values (see Cabala).
The Christian Church appropriated the Old Testa-

ment, and indeed largely in the Septuagint version

which often serves excellently as an interpretation.

The methods of Jewish exegetical work on the Old
Testament influenced the writers of the New Tes-

tament. The Apocalypse is cabalistic, Paul and
Hebrews reproduce the Alexandrine methods.
Generally, however, the use of the Old Testament
in the New is original, while it is employed from a
new rehgious standpoint. It starts from faith in

Christ as the God-sent savior who came provi-

dentially in the fulness of time (Gal. iv. 4). On
this basis it seeks in the Old Testament in word and
in type evidence of fulfilment of promise; conse-

quently the use of the Old Testament in the New
can not be regarded as exact exegesis, it is rather

instruction in regard to the inner relation of the

words of Scriptmre to the facts which estabUsh
the Christian faith (cf. Luke xxiv. 25-27; I Cor.

X. 11).

The exegesis of the New Testament alongside

of the Old began with its acceptance as canonical,

and was practised first among the

2. Patristic Gnostics. The tjrpe used by them and
and by their opponents was allegorical.

Medieval the latter attempting to avoid the

Exegesis, wilfulness of the former. Origan was
the first great exegete and developed

what had been begun by the Alexandrian school

(Clement), becoming the *' lawgiver and oracle
'*

for subsequent times, drawn upon by Hippolytus,

Dionysius of Alexandria, Eusebius of Csesarea,

Rufinus, and Jerome. A turn toward the con-

struction of an ecclesiastical exegetical tradition

was taken in the works of Didymus (d. 329), Cyril

of Alexandria (d. 444), Ambrosius (d. 395), and
Augustine. The works of the Antiochian school

were preserved only in part, and that in excerpts

in the catense. (>f the works of Theodore of

Mopsuestia only his commentary on the Minor
Prophets survives. Other great names are Chrys-
ostom, Basil, the two Gregorys, Theodoret, Ephraem,
Isidor of Pelusium, and Ambrosiaster. For the
collections which soon began to be made the

sources in the Eastern Church were Origen and
Chrysostom, and in the Western Augustine and
Jerome. For the allegoristic method Gregory I.

(d. 604) is the principal model and source. In

both East and West the makers of catenae were
many; in the East were Procopius of Gaza and
Olympiodorus and Photius, and in the West Isidore

of Seville, Bede, Alcuin, Peter Lombard, Thomas
Aquinas, Abelard, and the mystics. In Spain
Jewish exegesis was fruitful; besides there was

the work of Nicholas of Lyra. Humanism, using

closely the text, produced the criticism of the Vul-

gate by Laurentius Valla, the text and commenta-
ries of Erasmus, and the commentaries of Cajetan

and Faber Stapulensis.

Of the Reformers, Luther did little strictly ex-

egetical work apart from his preaching. Melancb-

thon's work is scholiastic. Other exeg^«s were

Cruciger, J. Jonas, Brenz, M. Flacius, J. Camerarios,

Zwingli (in sympathy with humanism), (Ecolam-

padius, Butzer, and Capito. Calvin commented
upon the whole New Testament except the .^)oc-

al3rpse, and also upon the Pentateuch, Psalms,

and the Prophets. Besides these Mus-

3. Exegesis cuius, Bullinger, and Beza (of special

Since the importance) are to be mentioned.

Reforma- The exegesis of the Counterrefor-

tion. mation made no use of humanistic

help, but took a polemic tone against

the Evangehcal theologians, as in the case of

Vatablus and Clarius. Since the middle of the

sixteenth century the Jesuits have occi4>ied the

field, their representatives being Maldonatus (d.

1583), Sahnero (d. 1597), J. Mariana (d. 1624),

Lucas of Bruges (d. 1629), Cornelius a Lapide (d.

1637), and the Italian Menochius (d. 1685). The
results are sim:mied up in J. de La Haye, Biblia

magna (5 vols., Paris, 1643), and Biblia maxima
(19 vols., Paris, 1660). The exegesis of the seven-

teenth and eighteenth centuries was bent to the

affirmation or denial of " church doctrine," the

Evangdienhannonie of Chemnitz striking the key-

note. For the Lutherans such men as D. Chytrseus

and Erasmus Schmidt, for the Reformed Church

J. Piscator and J. A. Lampe, for the Socinians J.

Exell, and for the Pietists Spener and Bengd were

the leading exponents. To all parties, excepting

to the leaders Luther and Calvin, the Apocalypse
seemed a work of great importance and was the

object of much attention. With the earnest dog-

matic zeal of the Arminians new interest was awa-

kened, and the works of Grotius appeared, and those

of his follower Clericus. The new standpoint was
partly philological, partly practical. Gleanings

were made in the rabbinical field (Lightfoot),

in the historical field (Spanheira), in archecdogy

(CHmffius), and in chronology (J. Scaliger). Fruits

of these activities were the CrUici sacri (9 vols.,

London, 1660), M. Poole's Synopsis crUieontm

(5 vob., London, 1669-76), and J. C. Wolf's Cwa
phUologiccB et criticoB in Novum Testamentum (5

vols., Hamburg, 1741). In the philological-

theological school of Emesti the ecclesiastical

character of exegesis was no longer seen. The
fundamental question at the beginning of the nine-

teenth century was the rationalism or the super-

naturalism of Scripture. In the second third of

that century the recovery of a confessional theology

and a deep impression from Hegelian philosophy
characterized the work done. Whether any school

has made its impress upon the exegesis of the Ust

third of the century, one standing in the midst of

the conflict may not decide.

The Grerman exegesis of the nineteenth centuiy
is characterized by division into schools which
created each its own journal and organ. Thus
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there was the confessional school of Schleiennacher,

and the reconstructionist school of F. C. Baur,

^^ the " new Tubingen school," the advo-
4l^™^ cates of the " restoration-theology

"

^^^ under Hengstenberg, and Lutheran con-

Hineteentli
fessionalism imder J. C. K. Hofmann.

Caitarj. Leaders of a philological exegesis were
Gesenius, Ewald, J. Olshausen, and

Winer. Baumgarten-Crusius emphasized the re-

HgiouB dement and De Wette the critical. C. J.

A. Fritasche, Reiche, and Riickert, using the

philological method, strove to free interpretation

firom dogmatic shackles, and were ably assisted

by H. A. W. Meyer. The leadership of Ewald
was followed by Hupfeld, Hitzig, Bertheau, Knobel,

DOlmann, and Graf. The ecclesiastical " restora-

tion-theology " drew as its helpers in this field

H&yemick, Delitzsch, Keil, Tholuck, and Lange.

Tbe Tubingen school directed its efiforts to the re-

«H»truction of the history of primitive Christianity.

lDd^)endent of this school but somewhat in the

same direction were the works of A. Hilgenfeld,

H. lip^us, H. Holtzmann, and C. Weizs&cker.

The separation of the new school, which seeks to

unite the results of exegesis with those of criticism,

ffi well exemplified in the interpretation of Acts

by De Wette as worked over by Overbeck, as well

as in tbe Kurzgefasstes exegetischea Handbuchf in

the Handkommentar, and in the Kurzer Handkom-
nerdar.

This review has sought to present a singular

and peculiar religious and philosophical develop-

ment. The Bible, a book consisting of two col-

lections of writings different in history and in make-
up, has proved itself through eighteen hundred
years the inexhaustible source of nourishment for

faith and support for the soul of Christianity.

From its interpretation and application to dogmatic
and practical questions arose the theology of

patristics. The ecclesiastical and religious needs,

changing with the times, resulted in the develop-

ment of exegetical theories and ever new attempts
at an improved and deepened exposition of Scrip-

ture. And for the future, given the two facts of

Ciod in history and of history as wider than man's
foUy and man's wisdom, a continually deepening

appreciation of the Bible will result in the deepen-
ing of life. (G. Heinrici.)

In French-speaking countries up to a recent

date, the critical movement had made small head-
way. Protestantism in France was a feeble force.

It had slight part in the deepest movements of

the nation's life. Its colleges were

5* Modem hardly better than country academies.

French Its vitaUty exhausted itself in keeping

Exegesis, alive. For a long time the fact that

France was a near neighbor to Ger-
many counted for little. The life of E. Reuss
(1804-91) tells the story of the critical movement
in France. He was bom in Strasburg. He ac-

quired the critical ideal and methods in Germany.
His work was published, part of it in German, part

of it in French. Die GeschichU der heiligen Schriften

deiNeuen Testaments appeared in Halle (1842, 6th
ed.,1887, Eng. transl., The History of the SacredScrip-
t^es of the New Testament, London, 1884 ). An im-

mense and productive activity followed, crowned
by the monimiental work, La Bible (translation,

introduction, and commentary, 17 vols., Paris,

1874-81), in the preface of which his lifelong feel-

ing regarding critical scholarship in France is ex-
pressed. Kenan's great work, Origines du chris-

tianisme (7 vols, and Index, Paris, 1863-83; Eng.
transl., The History of the Origin of Christian-

ity, 7 vols., London, n. d.), is in parts extremely
weak. An imagination of extraordinary bril-

liance builds with dangerous faciHty on the
original work of the Germans. But as a whole it

is an immense achievement, bringing the New
Testament literature into fertilizing contact with
the social life and needs of antiquity, and even when
resting on hasty exegesis giving impetus and stimu-
lus to deeper work by other men. French Switzer-

land has given one interpreter of high rank, F.

Godet (1812-19(X)). Spiritual discernment, clear

judgment, and an admirable expository method
characterize his conunentaries on the Fourth
Gospel and the Pauhne Epistles. But the critic

in him was imperfectly developed. His weakness
on this side betrays itself by the constant intrusion

of exegesis into questions of text-criticism, and by
tenacious conservatism in the field of introduction.

Holland presents conditions materially different

from those prevailing in France. Protestantism in

this land was a national faith. As a religious

principle it levied tribute on the deepest forces in

the nation's history. Moreover, it

6. Exegesis possessed great universities, strong

in Holland, both in prestige and in equipment.
Here, therefore, the critical mind that

took its start from Germany found a field ready
for the plow. J. H. Scholten (1811-85), prcH

fessor at Utrecht, opened the critical movement.
He began his theological career by a masterly
treatise on the humanity of Christ (1840). His
emphasis on this point led him into eager appro-
priation of the historical view of the New Testa-
ment. In his Historisch'krUische Inleiding tot de

schriften des Nieutven Testaments (Leyden, 1855)
he defended the traditional view. But the critical

attack overcame his resistance, and he published
his surrender in Het Evangelie naar Johannes (1864).

From this time on, he became in Holland an in-

creasing force on the side of criticism. His great

pupil Abraham Kuenen (1828-91) won his fame
in the Old Testament field. But his Old Testament
work became, in a way, representative of the re-

cent criticism of the New Testament. Kuenen 's

scholars carried into the New Testament field the
methods which had achieved in the Old Testament
field such brilliant success. The history of recent

interpretation in Holland shows, more clearly than
in any other country, the prodigious influence which
the Old Testament scholar is bringing to bear upon
New Testament studies. Through his work the

modem author has been able to realize that the

Uterary conditions underlying the genesis and
growth of the Scriptures are fundamentally dif-

ferent from those surrounding the modem author;

that the corporate author rather than the indi-

vidual author prevails in the Biblical field as a
whole, and that corporate interests and hopes
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sometimes play upon and mold the text of sacred

books for a long period before they take their final

form. Pierson, Loman, Van Msuien, and Naber
with others constitute what is called the *^ Holland
School/' Bruno Bauer had anticipated some of

their conclusions. But Bauer's work started from
philosophical premises. The " Holland School,"

on the contrary, starts from sound historical

premises. Old Testament methods and achieve-

ments have inspired the attempt to explain the

Paul of the Pauline Letters as even more a literary

than a real personality (like the Moses of the Penta-

teuch). The prestige of Old Testament study
gives the attempt its justification. Parallel study
in the field of Homeric criticism and other ancient

Hteratures increases that prestige. The " Holland
School " therefore is an important phenomenon
for the interpreter of the New Testament. He
must not yield to the temptation to sit in the seat

of the scornful, but must show by deeper study
of the Apostolic Age that the methods which are

at home in the Old Testament are to be used with
extreme caution in the New Testament field.

The intellectual leadership of England in the

first part of the eight^nth century, the work of

high promise in the field of text-criticism, gave
reason to expect that the same sequence of thought

which brought the higher criticism

7. English close on the heels of text-criticism in

Exegesis. Grermany would operate here. But
there was no constructive philosophical

movement in England to endow the religious

reason with confidence. Instead, a great revival

of religion (see Methodists) grappled the Bible,

as the traditional theory of inspiration pre-

sented it, to the heart of England. Oiticism, in

breaking through the crust of tradition, had an
extremely hard task. A typical exegete, the prod-

uct of this religious revival, was Thomas Scott

(1747-1821). His Holy Bible (4 vols., London,
1788-92; see Bibles, Annotated, II., § 8), run-

ning through many editions, was the representa-

tive English commentary down to Alford's Greek
Testament. Sir James Stephen called it " the

greatest theological performance of our age and
country." This opinion is a good standard by
which to estimate the state of interpretation in

England. Scott's Bible had great value as a devo-

tional and dogmatic commentary along the Hues
of Evangelical feeling, but no historical insight.

It is sometimes mistakenly said that the critical

movement in England broke groimd through
Edward Evanson (1731-1805), who published

The Dissonance of the Four generally Received

Evangelists (Ipswich, 1792). But Evanson was
not a critic. He was an antidogmatic dogmatist.

More solid ground was taken by Herbert Marsh
(1757-1839), bishop of Peterborough. He issued

a translation of Michaelis' Eirdeiiung in die . . .

Schriften des Neuen Bundes as Introduction to the

New Testament (4 vols., Cambridge, 1793-1801). In
his own work, along the lines of Michaelis, he de-

serves high credit for the first inquiry in English into

the origin of the canonical books. While, however,
he provoked wholesale attack, his work had no ap-

preciable results. When the strain of the Napoleonic

wars was over and the revival of historical studies

began, the Oxford movement turned the entire

energy of the Church of England into the channds

of ecclesiastical restoration and debate. Oiaries

Lloyd (1788-1829), dreading the effect upon Eng-

land of the kind of Bible-study that was carrying

the day in Germany, urged on his pupil E. B. Pusey

(1800-82) the advisability of a course of study in

German universities. Pusey was in Germany in

1825 and again in 1826-27. His acquaintance

with German scholarship, his labors as a Hebraist,

and the subordination of all his scholarship to his

vast influence as a churchman made him the most

representative man in the English Church. F. D.

Maurice (1805-72) brought to the study of the

Scriptures an ennobling mysticism and a liberating

mind. But as an interpreter he wholly lacked the

historical spirit and method. The best preliminary

work in Great Britain was done by Samud David-

son (1806-99), professor at Belfast and Manches-

ter. Frankly acknowledging his debt to Germany,

devoting all his energy to Bible-work, he mani-

fested both the initiative and the conservatism

proper to a scholar doing a pioneer's work in a

difficult field. It is characteristic of the situation

that the critical movement should have cleared

its main line of approach through the donand
for a revised translation. Gathering volume from

the middle of the century, and reaching its goal

in 1881, it led to the monumental text-work of

Tregelles and Westcott and Hort, and threw q>en

the entire field of Bible-study. Essays and Reviewi

(q.v., London, 1860) raised a storm of controversy

regarding the established views on inspirati(»L

J. W. Colenso (1814-83), bishop of Natal, through

his Pentateuch and the Book of Joshua ariiieaUy

Examined (7 p^rts, London, 1862-79), forced the

Pentateuchal question to the front. The notable

book by Sir John Robert Seeley, Ecce Homo
(London, 1865), fixed attention on the humanity of

Christ and thus, like the similar work of Scholten

in Holland, helped to make the critical study of

the Gospels inevitable. Henry Alford (1810-71)

pubhshed a Greek Te^ament (4 vols., London,

1849-61) which rendered high service to a gen-

eration of EngUsh and American students, and

signalized the inmiense advance of Eln^ish interpre-

tation since Scott's Bible. J. B. Lightfoot (182^

1889), bishop of Durham, published conunentaries

on the Paidine Epistles which combined in ao

extraordinary degree historical knowledge, exe-

getical insight, and literary charm. B. F. Westcott

(1825-1901 ), bishop of Durham, in his commentaries

on the Foiuth Gospel, I John, and Hebrews, com-

bined deep patristic learning with the historical

method and spiritual charm. But while, through

these and other scholars. Great Britain had created

a body of work possessing high interpretational

value, it presented an almost imbroken ccHisenra-

tive front to the fundamental critical questions.

Not until the last quarter of the century did the

critical movement invade Great Briton with power.

Here, as on the Continent, the Old Testament field

was in many ways the proving-ground. The names

of W. Robertson Smith (1846-94) and of T. K.

Cheyne are distinguished. The publishing of the
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two dictionaries, the Dictionary of the Bible (189^
1904) and the Encyclopedia Biblica (1899-1903),

constitutes an epoch. The International Critical

Commentary demonstrates that critical methods
have at last won their full rights in the field of

Ebgiish interpretation.

It is easy to understand why the critical move-
ment should have been late in getting under way
in America. The country had no inherited cul-

ture, no stores of learning, no uni-

8. Exegesis versities. Population was thinly spread

in the over vast areas. Practical needs ex-

United erted an irresistible pressure. The
States. coimtiy being intensely Protestant

and having few ecclesiastical tradi-

tions, the Bible alone and by itself coimted for

more in the building of the nation than an3rwhere

else in the worid. As a result of all these con-

ditions, the established Protestant interpretation

of Holy Scripture acquired an immense hold. The
revival of religion and missionary interest in the

first quarter of the nineteenth centmy resulted

in the founding of a large number of theological

schools, beginning with Andover, 1807, which,

however, offered no leverage for free and critical

thinking. The dominant opinion in the various

churches had complete control within the semi-

naries. Nowhere was critical detachment so hard
to achieve. The Unitarian movement, while it

exalted reason, made no direct contribution to

interpretation. The philosophical movement of

New En^and, coming from Germany and England,

oidowed the orthodox churches with liberating

tbou^t. Horace Bushnell (1802-76) is a typical

figure. But the exegesis this movement inspired,

Hke the exegesis of Coleridge and Maurice, lacked

the historical sense and method. The prominent
theok^cal reviews (e.g., Bibliotheca Sacra, The
Princeton Review) down beyond the middle of the

century are almost wholly occupied with dogmatic,

devotional, and institutional questions. But the

influence of Germany, through translations of

German books and through an increasing body of

men who had studied in Germany, was steadily

growing. The life of Phihp Schaff (1819-93) is rep-

resentative. The Schaff-Lange Commentary, both

translation and original work, indicated a rising

tide. The part taken by American scholars in the

woric of Bible revision was another significant sign.

The l<^al sequence of critical Bible-studies has

held strikingly true in America. The rapid rise

of Old Testament criticism in the last quarter of the

century is the notable phenomenon. With the

exception of Ezra Abbott (181^-84), distinguished

M a text-critic, and Joseph Henry Thayer (1828-

1901), noted as a lexicographer, the American names
of the first rank have been made in the Old Tes-

tament field (Charles Augustus Briggs, Oawford
Howell Toy, George Moore, Francis Brown). Amer-
ican scholarship has worked with English scholar-

ship to produce the two Bible dictionaries noticed

above and the International Critical Commentary
above mentioned.
The history of the critical interpretation clearly

proves that the great need of the time is patient

and thorough exegesis. The constructive imagi-

nation, beginning with Baur, has done its work.

The New Testament student ha§ before him all

the hypotheses that can give facile and imposing
synthesis. The task that Ues ahead is the deep
study of individual documents. This is aU the

more necessary because the wide gaps in our knowl-
edge of the Apostolic Age make constructive syn-

thesis as tempting as it is dangerous. The other

great need is that the student shall be on guard
against the personal equation. The critical indi-

vidual of modem Christianity is not wholly com-
petent to understand the men of the Bible, for

whom religion was a superb passion and the cor-

porate life instinctive. He needs also to remember
that the distinction between metaphysics and
religion, which has become a necessary element of

thought, was wholly foreign to the men of the New
Testament. The " critical " exegete may be, in

some ways, quite as naive as the patristic exegete.

Henry S. Nash.
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dea A. T. in den neuteatamentlichen Schriften, GUtersloh,

1805; E. Moviat, Notion augtmtinienne de Vharmhieulique,
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Paris, 1006; E. Rigicenbach, Die dUesten Kommtntare turn

He6ra€r6rt</. Leipaic. 1907; P. Heinisch, DerEinfltua Philos

auf die OUeeU cHriatUchs Bxegete, MUoBter, 1008; consult

also the literature under Catenjb; KL, iv. 1060-1121,

V. 1844-75, and the articles in this work on the scholars

named in the text.

EXELL, JOSEPH SAMUEL: Church of Eng-
land; b. at Melksham (11 m. e.s.e. of Bath), Wilt-

shire, May 29, 1849. He studied at Taunton and
Sheffield Colleges, was ordered deacon in 1881, and
ordained priest in 1882. From 1881-84 he was
curate of Weston-super-Mare, Somersetshire, and
in 1884-90 vicar of Townstall with St. Saviour,

Somersetshire. Since 1890 he has been rector of

Stoke-Fleming, Dartmouth, Devonshire. He col-

laborated with Canon H. D. M. Spence in editing

The PtUpit Commentary (London, 1880 sqq.) and
The HomUetical Library (1882 sqq.); and with H. D.
M. Spence and C. Neil in editing Thirty Thousand
ThoughtSf Being Extracts Covering a Comprehensive

Circle of Religious and Allied Topics (6 vols., 1884-

1888); he has been editor of The LayPreacher (Lon-

don, 1875 sqq.) in collaboration with J. E. Har-
greaves; and sole editor of The Study and the Pulpit

(1876-77); The Homiletic Quarterly (1880 sqq.);

HeaH Chords (1883 sqq.); and The Monthly Inter-

preter (Edinburgh, 1885 sqq.). To the HomUetical
Library he has contributed HomUetical Commentary
on the Book of Exodus (London, 1879) and Homi-
letical Commentary on (he Book of Genesis (1885;

in collaboration with T. H. Leale); and has also

written Practical Readings in the Book of Jonah
(Peterborough, 1874) and The Biblical Illustrator

(London, 1887 sqq.).

EXEMPTION: In canon law, the liberation of

one or more persons or ecclesiastical institutions

from the jurisdiction of the ordinary superior,

another, frequently higher, being substituted, espe-

cially the pope. These exemptions are allowed to

be made only on sufficient groimds, for the good of

the Church. Apart from regular papal grant,

they may be claimed on the ground of a forty

years* imopposed prescription. The oldest and
most frequent instances are those of orders or

monasteries. Originally all the monasteries of a
diocese were subject to the bishop. In the West the

strictness of some bishops led certain monasteries

to obtain letters of protection either from the

bishops or from kings and popes. Papal privi-

leges freeing them absolutely from episcopal juris-

diction, the first of which date from the sixth and
seventh centuries, were rare imtil the time of Greg-
ory V. (996-999); but in the twelfth and thirteenth

centuries they became frequent, and were extended
to entire orders, as well as to cathedral and col-

legiate foundations. The weakening of the epis-

copal authority and frequent conflicts between
bishops and persons enjoying exemption led to

complaints, in consequence of which, at the Council

of Constance (1418), Martin V. revoked all exemp-
tions from the jurisdiction of the ordinary granted

since the death of Gregory XI. (1378); and Leo
X. at the Fifth Lateran 0)imcil (1512-17), among
a number of reforming decrees, issued one which
considerably limited the system. The evils com-
plained of continued, however, to such an extent

that the Council of Trent took up the question, in

spite of the protests of the generals of orders who

were present. It required regulars to obtain the

license of the bishop in order to administer the

sacrament of penance or to preach outside their

own conventual churches, to publish in these

churches censures imposed by the bishop, to ob-

serve these as well as the fast-days proclaimed by

him, and to take part in public processions. They

were to be subject to episcopal jurisdiction and

visitation in regard to the cure of souls outside of

their own members. The bishops were authoriied
|

to take cognizance of any pubHc scandal by regu-

lars, and to punish them in case their own superiors

failed to do it. Other duties imposed on them as

ex officio delegates of the apostoHc see were the

chastisement of regulars hving outside their con-

vents in case of misbehavior; the disciplining of

regulars who were incompetent to preach, who

preached heresy or scandalous error, or who did

not observe the decrees of the Council regarding

the mass; the enforcement of strict enclosure on

nuns; the annual visitation of the churches of ex-

empt clergy and care for the proper performance

of pastoral duties; the introduction into monas-

teries of systematic instruction in Holy Scripture;

and the execution of the (Council's decrees on

monastic reform.

Canon law distinguishes between passive ex-

emption, which gives the holders of the privily

jurisdiction only over the members of their own

conununity, the churches attached to it, and the

laity living within their bounds, and active exemp-

tion, which gives the holders a wider and quasi-

episcopal jurisdiction. Of these latter are the

prcelati nuUius (sc. diaceseos), who have power mer

a definite territorium separatum, free from diocesan

connection and subject directly to the pope; if

these are not bishops, they must, of course, resort

to the neighboring bishop for strictly episcopal

functions. An analogous case is the exemption

of certain diocesan bishops from metropolitan

jurisdiction (see Archbishop), and their subjection

directly to Rome. In modem times, also, the

mihtary and naval forces of certain countries have

been under a military vicar or chaplain-general

named by the pope, who usually had episcopal

orders (see Bishop, Titular); this has been the

case, e.g., in Austria since 1720, and in Prussia

since 1868, with a break from 1873 to 1888. There

are abo exemptions from parochial jurisdiction,

either for orders and monasteries, or for specially

privileged persons or classes. Somewhat similar

exemptions from the authority of the superin-

tendent or consistory still occur in the Lutheran

Church of Germany; and there are a number of

cases, known as " peculiars," in the Church of

England, the most notable being the chapds-

royal in London and Windsor, which are imder the

immediate jurisdiction of the sovereign, and West-

minster Abbey, of which the dean is the ordinary.

Biblioorapht: K. F. Weiaa, Die kircklicha Ex^mtionen dgr

Kloeter, Basel. 1893; L. Ferraris, Prompta btbUotkM
canonica, under '* Regulares." Rome. 1844-55; P. Hin

schius. Kirchenrecht, ii. 144 8qq., 229 »qq.. 335 sqq., 543

sqq.. Berlin. 1869; Sch&fler. Der Biechof und Hegulann,

AugsbuiVi 1871; E. von Soherar, KirAtnrtdU^ i. 422
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aqq.. Gnu. 1891; J. B. Sa«mOiler, Kirchenrechi, pp. 219
sqq.. FreibuTK. 1904; KL, iv. 1121-26; DCA, i, 643; arti-

efe " Dean" in the theological dictionaries.

EXEQUATUR. See Piacbt.

EXERCITIA SPERITUALIA ("Spiritual Ex-
ercises"): A work by St. Ignatius Loyola,

founder of the Jesuits. Originally written in

Spanish, it was translated ^to Latin and first

published at Rome in 1548 with the approval of

Paul in. The military asceticism and obedience
which characterize the Jesuits are essentially the
result of this book, which has promoted the
steady growth of the order through the cen-

turies and extended its influence both to the
regular and to the secular clergy. In its content
the " Spiritual Exercises " is no new creation of its

author, but is based on older rules for inward prayer
and spiritual meditation, finding close ansdogues
in the works of contemplative mystics of the close

of the Middle Ages, such as Jan van Ruysbroeck.
Among the more immediate sources

Sources, were probably the Abecedario es-

•piriiual de las circonstancias de la

jKusion de Cristo nuestro Sefior y otros mysterios

(1521) of the Minorite Francesco de Osuna and the
ExercUatorium sjnriluale (1500) of the Benedictine
abbot Garcia de Cisneros. From the former book
may have been derived much pertaining to the
meditations on the Passion in the " third week "

of Loyola's course, while the latter furnished the
basis for the threefold way of purification, illu-

mination, and union. Manresa, where Loyola
wrote the " Spiritual Exercises," is situated near
Montserrat, where the Exercitatorium was composed,
80 that Ignatius doubtless came under the same in-

fluences which had inspired De Cisneros. This is

shown conclusively by the Benedictine Antonio
de Ypez (d. 1621), while the older Jesuits main-
tained that the ExercUia had been miraculously
revealed to Loyola at Manresa by the Virgin.

Modem Jesuits, however, recognize more or less

fully the dependence of Loyola's book on the
ExereUatyriumj although they emphasize the
superiority of their founder's work over that of
his predecessor both on account of its more prac-
tical form and because of the special rules for

examination of conscience and care of souls which
are lacking in the composition of De Cisneros.

The ExercUia spirUualia, which contains be-
ades its main topic, additions, annotations, and
instructions, is based ui>on a series of meditations
divided into four weeks. These meditations treat

of purification through contemplation of the sinful

corruption of mankind, illumination through con-

templation of the incarnate and crucified Redeemer,
and mystic union with the risen and glorified Savior.

The first week, or via purgaiiva, leads to conscious-

neas of sin and repentance for it by five daily

meditations on the purpose of man
Arrange- and complete resignation to the divine

ment will, the fall of man and angels, the

guilt inctured thereby, and the eternal

punishment of hell. In the course of each day one
who practises these exercises is required to examine
hia conscience, and to watch and combat his be-

setting sins, while in the evening he must review

his general conduct during the past day. The via

iUuminativa occupies two weeks. The first half

is devoted to meditations on the mysteries of the
sending of the Redeemer from the time of his

resolve to become incarnate to his Passion, closing

with the requirement to choose between Christ

and the world. The second half of the via iUu-
minativa is devoted to meditations on the Passion,

deepening and strengthening the resolve to follow

Christ. The fourth week is filled with meditations
on the resurrection and exaltation of Christ, wherein
he who has died with Christ rises again as a new man
united with God. The exercises close with a
prayer of absolute resignation to God in Christ in

memory, intelligence, and will. Certain ascetic

practises are recommended for the promotion of

meditation, but these are spiritual, such as the
reading of ascetic writings, or frequent confession

and communion, rather than fasting, scourging,

and the like. To the ExercUia are appended cer-

tain " rules for harmony with the Church," in-

tended to reconcile one who has gained union with
God through the three ways wholly vrith the car-

dinal doctrines of the Roman Catholic Church,
thus guarding him against a heretical mysticism,

and at the same time ignoring all teachings out-

side the Roman Catholic body.
Through their skilful adaptation to the require-

ments of Roman Cathohc devotions, as well as

through their elasticity, which rendered them
suitable for use both within and without the Order
of Jesus, the ExercUia apirUtuUia proved victorious

over the attacks made upon it immediately after

its appearance, even by Roman CathoUc theolo-

gians. The Dominican Melchior Cano aroused
opposition against the work in the University of

Alcala, and aided the archbishop of

History and Toledo to forbid its use and dissemi-

Influence. nation in 1551. Yet within a few
decades Loyola's book met with the

universal approval of the entire Roman Catholic

world, including the Dominicans themselves. St.

Charles Borromeo had it recommended by a pro-

vincial synod of Milan in 1576, while Francis of

Sales, Juan and Theresia de Avila, Vincent de Paul,

and others lauded it highly. A series of papal
bulls sanctioned it, especially after 1593, when the
Diredorium of Aquaviva, the General of the Order,

required its use among the Jesuits. In an abbre-
viated form the ExercUia apirUualia was recom-
mended even to non-Jesuits, both clergy and laity.

Paul V. granted a plenary indulgence to all who
should practise the Exercises for ten days (May 23,

1606); Alexander VII. granted similar privileges

to the laity for a period of eight days (Oct. 1 2, 1657);
while Benedict XIV. reduced this minimum to five

days (July 15, 1749), and later even included those

who " should pass but a single day under the
direction of the Jesuits as a preparation for a good
death " (Mar. 29, 1753).

In this double form of a four weeks' course for

members of the Order of Jesus, to be performed at
least twice, once during the novitiate and again
after the completion of the education, and of an
abbreviated course for non-Jesuits, the ExercUia
spirUiLolia is in use at the present day and is an
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important factor in modem Roman Catholic

religions thought and life. (O. ZOcKLERf-)

Bibliography : The " Exercises " were published in Eng.
transl. from the Latin in London. 1847. 1860. 1870. and
from the Spaniah. ib. 1000. Consult: P. Stdger. DU
aaketitche LUeratur fiber die geieUichen Uebungen, Regens-
burg. 1850; A. Steinmetx. Hiat. of the Jeeuila, London,
1850: E. Gothein, loruu von Loyola, pp. 26-36. Halle.

1885; F. H. Reusoh, Index der verbotenen BUcher, ii. 294-

205. Bonn. 1885; J. Bnicker, Die geietlichen Uebungen dee

heilioen Ignaa, Freiburg, 1800; O. Zdckler, Aekeee und
Mdnchtum, pp. 504-500. Frankfort. 1808; Heimbucher,
Orden und Kongregationen, ii. 50-63.

EXILE OF THE ISRAELITES. See Israel, Hib-

TORY OP, I., § 9.

EXODUS, BOOK OF. See Hexateuch.

EXODUS OF THE ISRAELITES. See Israel,

HiSTORT OF, I., § 4; Wandering in the Wilder-
ness.

EXORCISM: The expulsion of evil spirits by
conjuration or magical or religious exercises; see

Demoniac, 55 4-6; also Benediction; Divina-
tion; Sacramentals. This article is confined to

exorcism in connection with the rite of baptism.

It is easy to understand how the primitive Church
came to use the rite of exorcism on its catechumens;
it is also obvious that in so doing it departed from
the Scriptural standpoint. Resting its practise

on the healing of demoniacs by Christ, it undertook
to heal by exorcism a large number of morbid con-

ditions, which it considered of diabolical origin. It

had a class of officiab set apart for this function,

though not originally by any form of ordination;

according to the Apostolic Constitutions (viii. 26)

they possessed a '' gift of healing," and their work
was thus the exercise of a gift rather than of an
office. Their method of treatment included prayer

and laying on of hands. In the third century this

sort of exorcism was applied to catechumens com-
ing from paganism, on the theory that the pagan
world was the realm of evil spirits, and that those

who came into the Church from it must thus be
delivered from the power of evil. In thus deserting

the original ground of exorcism, as an influence

brought to bear in order to cure a morbid condi-

tion of the psychico-physical organism, for an at-

tack upon the ethical power of the kingdom of dark-

ness over souls, the practise entered upon a career

which led toward fantastic magic. Satan was com-
manded to come forth from the catechumens; and
the thought that the winning of each new convert

from paganism to Christianity was a manifestation

of the victory of Christ over the prince of this world

finds dramatic expression in these exorcisms.

The first certain evidence of the employment
of exorcism in the case of catechumens is offered

by Cyprian in 256; it is found here in use both in

the Catholic Church and among heretics, so that

it is evidently no new thing. Another mention
of it, possibly somewhat older, is found in the

Cananes Hippolyti, It is doubtful whether Ter-

tullian knew of the practise, or whether the Clem-
entine Homilies (iii. 73) intend to refer to it in the

description of the daily laying on of hands during

the preparation for baptism. At the Carthaginian

council of 256 in which it is first clearly mentioned,

certain bishops requested that it, together with

baptism, should be employed at the reception of

heretics into the Church; the reason given, th&t

" heretics are worse than pagans,'' shows how
definitely exorcism was still connected with the

thought of paganism. In the same context it is

interesting that an early Greek form for the

reception of a convert from Judaism contains a

renunciation, but no exorcism (Ass^nani, Codex

lUurgicuSf I. 105 sqq.). When exordsn was

thus once brought into connection with bapUBm.

it was applied to the baptism of infants in the same

unreflecting way as were the other ceremonies

originally belonging to adult baptism. As in the

service for infant baptism the various liturgical

acts of the catechumen's preparation were com-

bined into a continuous function, the various exor-

cisms which foimd a place in that were here also

included. At the outset came the exsufflatio, a

thrice-repeated breathing in the face of the chfld,

with the words " Depart from him, thou unclean

spirit, and give place to the Holy Spirit, the

Paraclete " ; after the giving of salt, there was along

exorcism, three times repeated, each time with a

different command to the devil to depart from the

child. This remained substantially the same until

the end of the Middle Ages. The RituaU Romanum
of 1614 condensed it considerably, retaining only

the exsufflaiio at the beginning with the last of the

three exorcisms and its introduction

Luther saw no objection to the exorcism in the

baptismal office, which he retained in his own of

1523, abbreviating it, indeed, but not on any theo-

logical ground. In that of 1526 it was furthtf

abbreviated, and the exsufflatio omitted; but rdics

of the Roman function passed from this into the

majority of the Lutheran service-books, to excite

bitter controversy later within the Lutheran ranks,

and to be the subject of reproach on the part of the

Calvinists. When not forced by such attacks to

defend the practise, the Lutheran theologians

freely admitted that it was a non-essential, and at

the Cassel Conference of 1661 expressed their will-

ingness to change it to a prayer for deliverance

from the power of Satan. In the rationalistic

period at the end of the eighteenth century, it

finally disappeared from one service-book after

another, and now, since its general abandonment
by the Lutherans, the ceremony has no place in

the rites of any Protestant Church.

(G. Kawerau.)
Biblioqrapht: Bingham, Originee, III. iv., X, ii. 8; C

Gerber, Hietorie der Kird^en-Ceremonien in &uA<m,
Leipsic, 1732; J. M. Krafft, Hietorie vom Exoreiemo, Ham-
burg, 1750; O. T. Strobel. in MieeeUaneen, iv. 173 sqq..

Nuremberg. 1781; F. Hdfling. Dae Sakrament der Taufe,

i. 376 sqq.. Erlangen. 1846; J. Mayer. GeeekithU dtt

KateehumenatB, Kempten. 1868; F. Probst, Sakramenk
und SakramenUUien in den drei er^en diri$tUthen Jair-

hunderten, pp. 16 sqq.. 128 sqq.. TQbingen, 1872; G. voo

Ze>8chwits. Kateeketik, i. 286 sqq.. 340 sqq.. Leip«ic

1872; W. E. Addis and T. Arnold. Caiholie DietionarTf,

p. 362. London. 1003; L. Duchesne. Chrietian Wortkip.

ite Origin and Evolution, pp. 206, 200, 303. 317, 322. ib.

1004; C. H. H. Wright and C. Neil, A Frolealant DieHon-

ary, p. 215. ib. 1004.

EXPECTANCY (Exspedantia, exspecUUiva, gratia

exspectaiiva) : In canon law, the right of succes-

sion to an ecclesiasical office not yet vacant, by

virtue of which the person on whom it is con-
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ferred succeeds when the vacancy occurs. Such

righto first come into notice in the twelfth century.

For the purpose of rewarding deserving clergy and
Bcbolari, hut also, especially later, in order to pro-

vide an income or a higher income for officials and
{ivorites of the curia, or to please secular rulers,

the popes began in the period named to give letters

ofeommendation to bishops and chapters regarding

the bestowal of benefices, whether vacant or not.

These soon assumed a mandatory character, and
compIiAnce with them was enforced by special

officials and by the employment of ecclesiastical

eensures, the ri^t to issue them having been held

since Innocent III. as a part of the papal powers.

The resistance of the persons regularly entitled to

Dominate to such offices brought about the formal

reservation of whole classes of benefices to the pope
(see Reservations, Papal). To the expectancies

described above was added in the fifteenth century

the custom of papal nomination of perpetual coadju-

tors with right of succession, either to avoid long

vacancies or contested episcopal elections, or to

tsure a cee to a member of a particular princely

bouse, OT, especially in the Reformation period,

to a person of assured loyalty to the papal system.

Besides expectancies conferred by the popes, an-

other class came up in the thirteenth century, in

cathedral uid collegiate foundations, varying ac-

cording to their constitution (see Chapter), giving

a right to the first vacancy in a limited chapter,

or (where the number of canons was not limited

hut that of prebends was) conferring the title of

eaumieut mpemumeraritis with a right to the first

vacant prebend, or promising both title and prebend

at once. Again, expectancies developed from the

exodae of the jus primariarum precunif according

to which from the thirteenth century the emperors,

the kings of France and England, and later a num-
ber of petty Grerman princes and even empresses

and queens of England, claimed the right on their

aeceasion or coronation to request from each en-

dowed foundation or monastery in their territory

the assignment of a benefice or position, vacant or

to be vacated, to their nominees. This claim,

baaed at first on custom, was confirmed by papal

ioduhs, and fell into disuse only at the beginning

of the nineteenth century. Many of these develop-

ments were in direct contravention of the uicient

canonical principle which forbade appointments to

ecclesiastical ofiSces before they were vacant, and
even required evasion of the ruling of the Third
Uteran Council of 1179 to the same effect. The
process, however, went on until bishops, founders,

and monasteries were obliged to protect themselves
by special papal indults against the misuse of the

pracUse. The Council of Trent again forbade all

kiDda of expectancies, only allowing the pope to

nominate a coadjutor with right of succession to a
bishop or head of a convent in case of necessity.

This prohibition has, indeed, been interpreted as

referring not to the pope but to other ecclesiastical

dignitaries; but practically, in the altered modem
orcumstances, the matter is no longer of impor-
tance. The same thing applies to the Protestant

churches of Germany, which at one time allowed

expectancies to exist in the bishoprics and chapters

that became Protestant at the Reformation or the

Peace of Westphalia.

Bibuoorapht: P. Hinsobius. Kirehenrecht, ii. 65, 69, 84.
255. 474, 639. 652. iii. 113, 6 vols., BerUn. 1869-97; J. H.
Bdhmer, Jim eccUsiatticum proteatantium, iii. 8, {{ 9 sqq.,

4 vola., Halle. 1756-63; H. C. de Senckenberg. De jure

primarum precum, Frankfort, 1784; A. Mayer. Thesaurua
novua juria eecleHaatici, i. 249, Regensburg, 1791.

EXSUPERIUS (EXUPERIUS), SAINT: Bishop
of Toulouse; d. Sept. 28 (?), year not known. His
early life is unknown, but from allusions in Jerome's

letters (liv. 11, cxix., cxxiii. 16, cxxv. 20) it has
been conjectured that in 394 he was a presbyter at

Rome; he was bishop of Toulouse in 404, and in 411
was still living. In 406 Jerome dedicated his

commentary on 2^hariah to him. Jerome pays
a glowing tribute to his self-sacrificing charity

during the disturbances in that part of France in

411. From the letters of Pope Innocent I. (Epiat.,

vi.) it appears that in Feb., 405, Exsuperius applied

to the pope for advice respecting Biblical and episco-

pal matters. He completed the basilica of St.

Satuminus, begun by his predecessor, Silvius.

Biblioorapht: ASB, Sept., vii. 623-630; TiUemont, US'
motTM. vol. X.

EXTREME UNCTION.
I. In the Roman Catholic Church.

History (§ 1).

Doctrine ({ 2).

PreiMtration and Administration (| 3).

II. In the Greek Church.

Extreme unction is one of the minor sacraments
of both the Roman and the Greek Churches.

L In the Roman Catholic Church: Extreme
unction is mentioned as the fifth sacrament by
Peter Lombard who brings it into close connection

with the sacrament of penance. He
I. History, uses two passages as Biblical authori-

ties, Mark vi. 13 and Jas. v. 14-15.

These passages have, however, httle to do with the

sacrament as developed in the Church of Rome.
Extreme unction is not often mentioned in the

early Church. Augustine, Chrysostom, and Ire-

nseus speak of it, but do not treat it as a sacrament.

Oil was, however, frequently ased by Christians in

private life, chiefly for the anointing of the sick.

TertuUian, for instance, mentions the healing of

Severus, the father of the Einperor Antoninus, with

oil. Popular superstition soon exploited these ex-

periences, and used the oil in the church lamps.

Some bishops, e.g., Chrysostom and Decentius, did

not object, but hmited the employment to members
in good standing. Innocent I. also mentions the

anointing of the sick, but not of the moribund; in

case a priest was not available, laymen might per-

form the ceremony. Toward the end of the eighth

century extreme unction entered upon a definite

course of development, and was brought into rela-

tions with remission of sins; it received, conse-

quently, a sacramental character in connection with

penance. The question of the repetition of extreme
unction was raised in the twelfth century. A
popular superstition held that a Christian who,
after participation, had been restored to health was
to be looked upon as one departed: he was not to

touch the ground with bare feet, eat meat, or

cohabit with his yidie. When Theodulf of Origans
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recommended that the anointing should take place

in the church, he had not in mind either exclusively

or chiefly the application to the moribund. Hugo
of St. Victor (Summa aententiarunif vi. 15) was
the first theologian to treat extreme imction sys-

tematically. He deab, however, only with two
questions, the institution and the repetition of the

sacrament. From that time on, extreme unction

received more detailed attention, particularly by
Bonaventura and Thomas Aquinas. The latter

treats it from two points of view : (1 ) the sacrament
itself, its effect, matter, and form; (2) its admim's-

tration and use, the recipients, repetition, and parts

to be anointed. The principal features of the sacra-

ment were thus fixed, and received ecclesiastical

sanction at the Council of Florence (1439) through
Eugene IV., and its final and definite form at the

Coimcil of Trent.

Extreme unction was instituted according to

Peter Lombard by the apostles, according to Alex-
ander Hales by Christ, according to Bonaventura

by the Holy Spirit through the apos-

a. Doctrine, ties, according to Thomas Aquinas by
Christ, but was promulgated by the

apostles. The Council of Trent declares that,

according to Mark vi. 1 3, Christ suggested the sacra-

ment, and that James, his brother, promulgated
and recommended it. The material which is to be
used in extreme imction is olive-oil consecrated by a
bishop, and, according to a decision of Paul V.,

given in 1655, the oil is not effective unless so

consecrated. Gregory XVI. (1842) confirmed and
further limited this decision by declaring that not
even in case of extreme necessity could a priest

consecrate oil for the purpose. The form of the

sacrament was settled only after many discussions.

With the growing tendency to look upon anointing
as sacramental, the form of prayer was changed
from the precatory to the declarative, and this was
confirmed by the Coimcil of Florence. The specific

purpose and effect of extreme unction is somewhat
indefinite. The Council of Trent declares that this

sacrament completes not only penance, but the

whole Christian life. Nevertheless, it does not
occupy nearly the important position in the doctri-

nal system of the Roman Church taken by baptism,
the mass, and penance; it is merely an annex to the
latter sacrament to which it gives the character of

preparation for death. A specific effect has never
been attributed to it officially. Peter Lombard
gives as the purpose the remission of sins and the
alleviation of physical infirmity. Albert the Great
declares that extreme unction could purify only
from the remnants of sin which prevent the entrance
of the soul into eternal rest. Thomas Aquinas de-
fines these remnants as a spiritual weakness and
lassitude which disqualify man for the full enjoy-
ment of the life of grace and glory, and states that
extreme unction is a medicine for both. He speaks
of physical healing as a secondary effect, taking
place when the primary purpose of the sacrament
is not hindered but promoted. Bonaventura, on
the other hand, teaches that the specific effect of

extreme unction is the remission of venial sins which
were completely obviated by this sacrament owing
to its strengthening effect upon soul and body.

The Council of Trent repeated ail the positive doc-

trines of the theologians, and added the doctrine

of unction with the Holy Spirit as the specific

effect. These differences concerning the effect and

purpose of extreme unction were unsatisfactory, and

attempts were made at greater precision. The
Roman Catechism assumes two effects, the remis-

sion of venial sins, and the removal of spiritual

weakness and of any remaining traces of sin. Bel-

larmine, finally, attempts a precise definition of the
** remnants of sin ''; they are mortal or venial sins

which man might commit after penance and the

Eucharist; or sins which were not atoned for prop-

erly, because sick persons had unwittin^y received

in an improper manner, and, therefore, without the

due effect.

The olive-oil used in extreme unction is conse-

crated during the mass on Maundy Thursday.

Each deanery receives a certain amount for dis-

tribution among the parishes. The oil which is not

used up within a year, is burned in

3. Prepara- the sanctuary lamp; if there be danger

tion and that the supply will be exhausted

Adminis- before the end of the year, small quan-

tration. tities of unconsecrated oil may be

added. Only a priest or higher dig-

nitary may administer this sacrament. Even the

pope can not authorize deacons and la3rmen to do

so, although Innocent I. implies that they may in

case of necessity. The administrator acts as a

representative of the whole Church; and for this

reason it is desirable that several priests be present

to take part in the ceremony. The regulations

concerning the degree of sickness which entitles a

person to receive the sacrament vary, but agree in

the particular that the probability of recoveiy is

excluded, and that the recipient must be consdoos.

The oil is to be applied to the eyes, ears, hands,

nose, and mouth, and to the abdomen and the feet

of males, but not of females. The sacraments of

penance and of the Eucharist should as a rule

precede extreme unction.

IL In the Greek Church: The usage of the Greek

Church differs widely from that of Rome both in

methods of administration and in doctrine. There it

is simply an anointing of the sick, and ita purpose

is the restoration of health, physical and spiritual

The place of administration is the church, if pos-

sible. The ritual is elaborate, and requires seven

priests if they are procurable. The <il is conse-

crated on each occasion by the senior priest, and

each priest repeats the full ceremony while seven

selections are read each from the Epistles, Gbq)els,

and collects. On Maundy Thursday the feast d
etichelaion (" oil of prayer ") is observed, in which

the whole congregation joins and is anointed. The
frequent use of the sacrament is recommended.
The Nestorians never use extreme imction; the

Armenian Church has discontinued it.

(F. Kattenbuscb.)

Biblioorapht: On the Roman Bacrament consuit: KL, ix.

712-725; E. Mart^ne, De antiquu eecUHa rilibut, L. chap

7, Antwerp. 1736; A. J. Binterim. DenhpHrtHokmlai, tl

3. pp. 217 Kjq.. Mains. 1831; J. C. N. Ao^osti. i>eiii-

wUrdigkeiten, ix. 455 eqq.. Leipsic, 1828; J. H. Blunt.

SacramenU and SacramenttU OrdinancM, London, 1867;

idem, DicHonary of Doctrinal and Hittorieal Th^oioffif, pPk
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771-773, ib. 1870; F. Probst, Sakramenie und Sakra-

Bnite/ini, pp. 373 sqq.. Tubingen. 1872; J. H. Oswald,

Dis dogmaiuche Lehre von den heiligen Sakramenten, ii.

2S7 sqq., MQxister, 1877; M. Heimbucher. Die heiliae

Odtmg, Regensburx. 1888; P. Scaonx. Die Lehre von den

Imogen Sakramenten, pp. 639 sqq.. Freiburx. 1893; W. E.

Addis and T. Arnold, Catholic DicHonary, pp. 363-366,

London, 1903.

For tbe Greek Church oonsult: W. Gaas, Symbolik der

^udkiadWn Kirehe, pp. 292 sqq.. Berlin, 1872; F. Katten-

boieh, Lehrbttdt der vergleichenden Konfeeeionekunde, i.

434 ioq., Freiburg, 1892; A. von Maltxew, Die Sa*ro-

mate der crthodo^-ktUholiechen Kirche, pp. oecxxiii. sqq.,

450-553. Beriio, 1898; K. Beth, Die orientaliache Chria-

ttakeUder MiUelfneerldnder, pp. 316 sqq., Berlin, 1902.

ETLERT, RUHLEMAim FRIEDRICH: Evan-
gdical bishop of Prussia; b. at Hamm (20 m. s.e.

of Monster) Apr. 5, 1770; d. at Potsdam Feb. 8,

1S52. After completing his theological education

at Halle in 1794, he became pastor in his native

town, and in 1806 was appointed preacher to the

court and garrison at Potsdam. Eleven years

later be became bishop of Prussia and a member
oC the council of state as well as of the ministry

for religion and education. Far more important

than his official activity, however, was the influence

which he exercised on Frederick William III. The
devdopment of Eylert was from rationalism toward

orthodoxy, although he never reached a sure dog-

matic position. He was deeply interested in the

agenda and in the movement for union, and re-

mained in active service until his resignation in

1844. Eylert was a proUfic writer, his chief works

being as follows: Betrachtungen uber die trostvoUen

Wahrheiten des Christentums bet der letzten Tren-

%ung von den Unsrigen (Dortmund, 1803); HomUien
iber die Parabdn Jesu (Halle, 1806); PredigUn

u6er Bedurfniase unsers Herzens und VerhOUnisae

wum Ld)ens (1813); Ueber den Wert und die

Wxrkung der fur die evangdische Kirche bestimnUen

LUitrgie und Agende (Potsdam, 1830); Das gute

Wfrk der Union (1846); and, above all. Charak-

terzige %md kistorische FragmerUe aiu dem Leben

Friedrich WiJhelm III. (3 vob., Magdeburg, 1843-

1846; Eng. transl. Characteristic Traits and Do-
me^ Life of Frederick William III., King of Prus-

M, by J. Birch, London, 1844). He also collabo-

rated with J. H. B. Dr&seke in publishing the

Magozin von Fest-, Gelegenheits- und anderen Pre-

iv^lim (4 vols., Magdeburg, 1816-20).

(August TnoLUCKt-)
Bduocoupht: Neuer Nekrcloo der Deuietken^ Weimar,

1B52; ADB, vi. 458.

EZEKIEL.
I. The Prophet.
U. The Book.

Divisions and Contents (| 1).

Literary Peculiarities (| 2).

Symbolic Actions (| 3).

Other Characteristics (M).
TheolofpcaJ Character (( 5).

Relation to the Priest Code (( 6).

L The Prophet : Concerning Ezekiel, the earliest

exilicprophet, his book teaches (i. 2,3, iii. 15, xxix.

17, xl. 1 ) that he was the son of Buzi, of priestly de-

scent (through the Zadokites), that he lived by the
river Chebar not far from Tel-Abib among the cap-
tives whom Nebuchadrezzar had deported with King
Jehoiachin, and that he labored there as prophet
from the fifth to at least the twenty-eeventh year

of this captivity (593-571 b.c). The statement

of Josephus (Ani. X., vi. 3) that he was still a boy
when carried into captivity is not probable, since

he was well acquainted with the temple and its

service. The river Chebar must not be confused

with the Habor of II Kings xvii. 6, xviii. 11 (the

modem Khabur), which empties into the Euphrates

(q.v.) near C^archemish, on which the exiles of the

Northern kingdom were settled; it must be sought

in Babylonia and is probably the canal Kabaru,

not far from Nippur. B^kiel enjoyed the authority

of a prophet among the exiles, and they often

sought his counsel though it was generally contrary

to their desire, and in secret they gave vent to their

wrath (ii. 6). He exercised a pastoral care among
his people and formed a spiritual center for those

who were cut off from their land and its temple

(viii. 1, xiv. 1 sqq., xx. 1, xxiv. 18, xxxiii. 30-31).

XL The Book: The prophecy of Ezekiel, the

third of the books of the major prophets in the

arrangement of the English Version, was no doubt
put in systematic form by the prophet himself; it

divides into two main parts which correspond to

the two periods in which Ezekiel prophesied. The
first (i.-xxiv.) closes with the beginning of the

siege of Jerusalem by Nebuchadrezzar
X. DM- (588 B.C.); the second (xxxiii.-xlviii.)

sions and begins after the destruction of the

Contents, city (586 B.C.). The interval is filled

in by prophecies against foreign na-

tions not arran^d in strict Chronological order

(xxv.-xxxii.). Each main part opens with utter-

ances upon the importance and responsibility of

Ezekiel's office. The contents vary in a character-

istic manner. As long as Jerusalem was standing,

the announcement of coming judgment predomi-

nated; what had been God's kingdom was to fall

utterly; when that had come to pass, the work of

reconstruction was to begin. ** While in the first

half Ezekiel buried the material hope of Israel,

which rested on the continued existence of Jerusa-

lem and the Temple, in the second he rebuilt in

spirit land and people, city and temple '' (Kloster-

mann). Pronouncement of judgment on the world-

nations formed the transition to the establishment

of the theocracy in Israel; the episode belongs

therefore to the second part.

The literary peculiarities of Ezekier

connected with his position as an exile

composition. He differed from the earli

even from his older contemporary Je

being removed from the actual theater

thus being denied an immediate influi

developments of his time

2. Literary affected the form of his on
Peculiari- ten speech. His propheci

ties. casual addresses to fit pasi

but were worked out in qi

tion and prepared with literary art, for ^
an evident liking. Not that the shoi

oracular utterance is wholly wanting; 1

more often discusses his subject at leis

deUverance develops deliberately befo

phetic eye (compare the detailed descri]

first vision—chap. i.—with the brief sk

similar vision in Isa. vi.). He is not si
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a few characteristic strokesi but rather aims at a
perfect picture which affects the spectator less by
its immediate power and warmth than by its gran-

deur and harmonious finish. The frequency of the

visions attests also his inclination toward quiet

meditation. That he could not come into imme-
diate contact with the concrete objects may, fur-

thermore, have helped to cause the figurative

descriptions which are peculiar to him. His con-

temporaries complained of his figurative speech

(xx. 49), and the enigmatic character of his writing

has always tried the patience of Jewish as well as

Christian interpreters, while it has yielded the

richer material to mysticism. Figurative utter-

ance is found in Ezekiel in various forms—now as

simple metaphor, now approaching the parable

(xv.; xxii. 18 sqq.), now as true allegory (xvii.).

He delights especisdly in personifying nations and
countries or in representing them imder the image
of animal or plant. Thus he portrays Judah
(Jerusalem) and Samaria as prostitutes (xvi.,

xxiii. 1 eqq.); the house of David as a lion's den
(xix. 1 sqq.), or a vine (xix. 10 sqq.; cf. xvii. 6),

or a cedar (xvii. 3); Egypt as a cedar (xxxi. 3 sqq.),

or a crocodile (xxxii. 1 sqq.); the Chaldean power
as a great eagle full of feathers of diverse colors

(xvii. 3). After giving the meaning of his cryptic

utterances, he again takes oip the allegoric form.

He shows himself a master in describing the great

and sublime, and some portions of his book are

specimens of the most beautiful and the most ten-

der lyric poetry—e.g., the elegies, characteristic

of him as of Jeremiah, in which he laments the lot

of the foreign powers (xix. 1 sqq., xxvi. 17 sqq.,

xxvii. 2 sqq., xxviii. 12 sqq., xxxii. 2 sqq.). To
consider Ezekiel only a writer, however, who did

not actually deliver his addresses, is not admissible;

but it is true that the written form was of special

importance to him, particularly as his spoken
words could benefit only a small part of his people.

Once again, Ezekiel's position, his exclusion from
all share as an active participant in the events of

his time, was accountable for the symbolic actions

with which he accompanied his discourses and
made them impressive. His whole person was
called on to serve his oracles in most varied panto-

mime. Dumbness (iii. 26), motionless constraint

(iv. 4-8), eating and drinking (iv. 9

3. Symbolic sqq.), cutting of the hair (v. 1 sqq.).

Actions, stamping with the foot and clapping

of hands (vi. 11), sighing (xxi. 11),

and trembling (xii. 17) were all made " signs."

What happened to the prophet was emblematic of

the fate of his people (xxiv. 14 sqq.); in his own
person he represented also that of his king (xii.

3 sqq.). Partly because of the triviality of such
symbolic signs it has been denied that they were
actually employed, and they have been regarded

as mere literary devices. But considering Oriental

skill in interpreting such symbols and the readiness

of the Israelites to attach importance to the acts

of a prophet, actual performance is the more natural

assimiption, though vii. 23 and xxiv. 3-5 are prob-

ably parables. In other cases a mere recital of

what happened to the prophet would have lacked

significance and contributed little as illustration.

But what an impression it must have made when
people found him in the condition described in

iv. 1 sqq. with hostile look directed for weeks on

Jerusalem and with arm uplifted against it I The
picture was a most eloquent epitome of Uie fate of

the city. Klostermann attempts to make the long

immobility of the prophet more intelligible by

finding here the S3rmptoms of severe catalepsy.

Dumbness, indeed, seems to have been imposed oo

the prophet, to judge from expressions which can

not be referred to mere silence (cf. iii. 26-27, xxiv.

27). Such a disease might be considered a means

God-ordained for prophetic purposes.

To the solemnly ceremonial style of Exddel

belongs also the stereotyped recurrence of certain

solenm formulas. The sayings are generally in-

troduced by " thus saith the Lord Yahweh " (117

times according to' Zunz) or " the

4« Other word of Yahweh came unto me."

Character- The prophet is always addressed by

istics. God and the angels with the elsewhere

unusual name ''son of man"; and

many other recurring phrases give the book a

uniform cast. Like Jeremiah, Ezekiel draws fre-

quently from former prophets. His muse is in-

spired by the entire sacred literatxire of the past,

especially by the " Mosaic " law, but also by sacred

history and tales of prehistoric times (cf., e.g., Gen.

ii. 8 and Ezek. xxviii. 13; Gen. i. 28 and Ezek.

xxxvi .11). Beside this is his artistic realism, which

everywhere produces concrete forms from the

material furnished by the historical, archeological,

and literary store of the theocracy. He was no

mere ** scholar,'' as he has been called, but rather a

creative genius who made Ms knowledge of the

past useful for new ideas. His sentences are in-

volved, often diffuse, and his language is more

Aramaized than that of Jeremiah; but the clumsi-

ness of expression in EzekieVs book is partly due

to corruption of the text, which in many passages

can be corrected from the Septuagint.

Passing to the spiritual significance and theok>g-

ical character of Ezekiel, he has mai4ced points of

contact with Jeremiah, who remained in Jerusalem.

Both declare with all emphasis the destruction of

the Jewish commonwealth to be unavoidable and

near at hand, destroying relentlessly the illusoiy

hopes of the patriots and strongly condemning the

fraudulent policy of the princes who were trafficking

with Egypt. The Levitical character of Ezekiel's

prophecies, which portray the city of

5. Theo- God and its cultus under a new

logical regime and in its details, springs from

Character, his sacerdotal education and dispo-

sition. The Levitical side of Ezekiel

in recent times has been exaggerated in two ways.

In the first place it is asserted that he was the

originator of the priestly legislation with its taber-

nacle, its orders of sacrifices and priests. In the

second place he is charged with having pushed aside

or destroyed by his formulas and outward injunc-

tions the free ethical religion of the prophets, be-

coming the father of the bigoted postexilic Judaism

and Pharisaism. It is true that for Ezekiel, as for

the Mosaic law, external order and ethical com-

munion with God are inseparably connected. He
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regards it as highly important that the hoUness of

God be preeerved by the ceremonial purity of his

nodmsters and by the exclusion of the profane.

But ch^. xviii.y which exhibits EzekiePs ethics,

puts beside the first command, to worship God
only, the other which is like unto it, to love one's

neighbor, and emphasizes the truth that every one

is judged by God according to his p>ersonal conduct.

A parallel passage is foimd in xiv. 14 sqq. But how
Httle the prophet expected salvation from mere
fonnal fulfilment of commandments is shown by
li. 1^20, xxxvi. 26-27; complete obedience is

the result of a new heart written over with God's
law, which the Lord is to give with a new spirit (cf

.

Jer. xxxi. 33), so that regeneration and sanctifica-

tioD appear as God's woik. With Ezekiel the

glory of God was the highest good. The people's

misfortune was a just punishment for great guilt.

Future salvation, however, was to come not be-

cauK of man's merit (xxxvi. 22), but for the sake

of God's name. This sovereign God was not

arbitrary or cruel; his will purposed the conversion

and life, not the destruction, of his sinful people

(xxxiii. 11). The awakening of the congregation to

Dew life is exhibited in a hopeful allegory (xxxvii.).

The Davidic royalty was again to be estabUshed.

David, the servant of the Lord, i.e., a future heir

of the mind and power of David, was to rule his

entire people in the name of his God (xvii. 22 sqq.,

EDQv. 23, xxxvii. 24). Ezekiel does not stop

with the portrayal of a favored ruler from this

family; he describes in detail a last attack by the

heathen world upon the law of Yahweh already

announced by former prophets. In this whole

delineation the relation to Joel is to be observed

(cf. C. V. Orelli, Die twdlf kleinen Propheten,

Munich, 1896, p. 43). The closing vision (xl.-xlviii.)

has no connection with these other prophetical

utterances. The description of the new temple is

Dot merely a sketch for its reestablishment. The
seer b raised above existing conditions. On the

other hand, his sketch and his arrangement are well

considered and are so clear that one can as easily

make a sketch of Ezekiers as of Solomon's temple.

The question of the priority of Ezekiel to the

Priest Code reenters here. Popper and Graf, break-

ing with tradition, declared the conception of the

Mosaic tabernacle (Ex. xxvi.-xxvii. and xxxvi.-

xxxvii.) to be later than Ezekiel's picture of the

temple and they are followed by most of the

critics. There are some, however, who with equal

confidence advocate the preexilic origin of the

Priest Code. A close relationship exists between

the earlier addresses of Ezekiel and
6. Rdation the so-called Law of Holiness (Lev.

to tibe Priest xvii.-xxvi.). Graf and Kayser con-

Code, sider the prophet the author of the

latter, which Klostermann has ex-

haustively shown to be wrong. He prefers to

consider this law a kind of catechism in use

among the exiles, which the prophet also followed.

B&ntsch also, though following Graf in the main,

comes to the conclusion that a large part of the

Law of Holiness was prior to Ezekiel and was used

by hnn as a basis of his discourses. This being

Admitted, the same should also hold good for the

rest. Otherwise it would be difficult to explain
how later men imitated the prophet's style, but
boldly opposed his revelations. Baudissin by an
impartial comparison arrives at an essential affirma-

tion of the priority of the Law of Holiness and the
Priest Oxie (jipart from Lev. xvi. which may be a
later interpolation). Dillmann considers the Law
of Holiness as much older than Ezekiel, which
however (especially Lev. xxvi.) was revised during
the exile with the use of Ezekiel's utterances. The
main argument for the opposite view is foimd in

xliv. 6-13, according to which only the Levitical

priests of the house of Zadok are the priests proper;

the Levites, however, who had worshiped in the

high places, were to perform the lower fimctions.

Here may be perceived the first distinction between
classes of Levites. In Deuteronomy such a dif-

ference does not exist; the door to the sanctuary at

Jerusalem was open for the priests of the high

places (Deut. xviii. 6 sqq.). In the Priest CJode,

however, the sharp distinction between priests and
Levites is traced back to Moses; Ezekiel stood

between. But it must be remembered that Ezekiel

nowhere stated in what respects the new temple
was to resemble the present or differ from it. But
he certainly censures as a transgression of the

covenant, and as a breach of Mosaic order that

strangers should perform the lower temple services.

This supposes that that orderprovided forother tem-
ple servants, no doubt Levitical (see LEVi,LBvrrB8).

Another obvious difference is that Ezekiel does not
mention the high priest. But from this it can not

be certainly inferred that the prophet did not know
the office and that in the preexilic period a head
of the priesthood did not exist. History proves

the contrary. His silence may be explained from
the same point of view as the fact that in place of

the preexUic king he puts a modest prince (xliv.

3 sqq.). It is possible that xxi. 26 sqq. is an after-

thought, where it is said: ''Remove the diadem,

and take off the crown." The prophet presupposes

an ancient ordinance traced back to Moses (xx.

10-11, xliv. 7-^), according to which he reforms

depraved practise, but with prophetical hberty he
is not afraid to change ordinances to prevent future

abuses or to give a purer expression to the spiritual

idea. That Mosaic ordinance is nothing else than
the Priest Oxie, whose directions Ezekiel intensifies

in many points in the interest of the holiness of

God. It is therefore untenable that he is the law-

giver who created this legislation. It must not be
forgotten that he estabhshed neither a complete

code nor one serving for an inmiediate use; as a
teacher of the Mosaic law he could therefore move
more freely in order to emphasize those things

which served his prophetic purpose.

C. VON Obblu.
Bibmoorapht: The best t«xt is by 8. Baer, with Assyrio-

lofdcal notes by Friedrich Delitzsch. Leipflic, 1886. ef.

C. H. Toy in 8B0T, 1899. CommenUries are by fl.

Ewald. G6ttincen. 1841; F. Hitiig. Leipsic. 1847; P.

Fairbairn. Edinburgh. 1851; E. W. Hemcstenberff. Ber-

lin. 1867. Ens. transl.. Edinburgh. 1869; C. F. Keil.

Leipsic. 1868; E. Henderson, Edinburgh. 1870; Q. Curry,

in Bible Commentary, vol. vi.. London, 1876; R. Bmend,
Leipsic. 1880; C. von Orelli. Munich. 1896; A. B. David-
son, in Cambridge Bible, 1892; J. Skinner, in EzpoHior'§

BibU, London. 1895; A. Bertholet. TQbingen, 1897; R.
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Kraetsschmar, Gdttingen, 1900; P. Schmalzl. Vienna.
1901; C. M. Cobera, New York, 1901; H. A. Redpath,
London, 1907. For questions of criticism consult: C. H.
Cornill, Daa Buch dea Propheten Ezechiel, Leipsic, 1886;
H. Graetz. EmendaUonea, vol. ii.. Breslau. 1893; D. H.
Mdller. EzechidStvdien, Berlin, 1894; T. K. Cheyne. in
Critiica Biblica, London, 1903. Various phases are treated
in: J. J. Balmer-Rinck, Dea Propheten Etediiel Geaicht votn

Tempel, Basel, 1858; B. B&ntsch. Daa Heiligkeitageaeiz,

Erfurt, 1893; A. Bertholet, Der Verfaaaungaentwurf dea

Heaekiel, Freiburg, 1896. More personal are C. H.
Cornill, Der Prophet Ezechiel, Heidelberg, 1882; H. Meu-
lenbelt, De Prediking van den profet EzeHel^ Utrecht,
1888; L. Gautier, La Miaaion du prophhte Szichiel, Lau-
sanne, 1891. Consult also i>B, i. 814-820; EB, ii. 1466-72.

EZIOIf-GEBER (EZIOIf-GABER). See Elath.

EZRA.

His Powers as a Royal Commissioner (& 1).

His Principal Acts and Methods (( 2).

His Joint Activity with Nehemiah ($ 3).

Opposition and Final Success ($ 4).

Ezra, postexilic leader of the Jews and lawgiver,

was through his ancestor Seraiah (II Kings xxv.

18) connected with the Aaronic line (Ezra vii.

5). Doubtless this relationship induced him to

acquire that familiarity with the law of Moses by
reason of which he is called '' a ready scribe

**

(verse 6), which can mean only that he had so

mastered its principles and provisions that he was
able to give answers on points submitted for his

decision. It was Ezra's purpose to bring this law
into authoritative application to practical life, a

thing which could be done only in the

X. His independent community in Judea.

Powers as a He therefore put himself diligently to

Royal Com- the study of the law so as to set forth

missioner. in Israel what belonged to duty and
order. Evidently Ezra had gained in

the senate of the Diaspora a position of authority

as an expert in the written law like that which
Zadok had gained under other conditions as a
priest-prophet (II Sam. xv. 27). It was only

through the authority thus gained as the one man
acquainted with the law that he could urge the

king (Artaxerxes I.) to grant him his mission,

which had to do with political as well as religious

conditions. So that he was commissioned to ** in-

quire concerning Judah and Jerusalem " (Ezra

vii. 14), and ''to appoint magistrates and judges''

(verse 25) and to execute judgment upon all who
were disobedient to the law of God and of the

king (verse 26). He was also commissioned to

carry the royal gifts and those of the nobility

and to draw from the king's treasury other sums
up to a specified limit for the reestabUshment

of the temple service. Such powers are conceiv-

able only in case he was recognized as the trusted

representative of the Jews regarded as a religious

community apart from the state. This relation

influenced the permission of the king for all Jews
who wished to accompany Ezra on the return to

Jerusalem. But the religious side of his mission most
concerned Ezra, and by this he was so engaged
that he refused to ask an escort from the king (viii.

22). When he arrived at Jerusalem (458 B.C.) he

appeared not only as the king's representative;

he was the leader of a reenforcement of the Jewish

community amounting to 1,600 males and the meaoi

of bringing rich gifts. So that his coming meant

the material strengthening of the Jewish common-

wealth and the conveyance of the king's favor.

The way in which he went to work demonstrated

that he was concerned not to act according to

arbitrary and selfish ends, but was there to fdlow

the recognized order of procedure.

The record of the doings of Ezra after his ccHning

to Jerusalem given by himself possesses great accu-

racy and completeness, as even the mutilated Hebrew

text indicates. He evidently delivered the gifts

of the king to the appointed authorities, and

the firman of permission to the Persian repre-

sentatives in the land. There are traces also of a

census of the Jews already settled

2. His there, for his next task was to investi-

Principal gate the condition of the Jews as a

Acts and commimity. The first discovery was

Methods, that the practise of intermarrying

with the heathen round about had

been so common that it had invaded even the

priestly families. It is characteristic of the man
that he did not deal with this matter as the repre-

sentative of ro3ral authority but as a religious

leader, reminding them of their duty to the God

who was recalling the nation from death to a re-

newed life. His pleadings were effectual, and the

local leaders of the people were induced to join with

him in the movement ^to purify the community

from the evil into which it had fallen. A commission

was created to look after the matter, and the business

was completed within three months (Ezra ix. 1-

X. 17).

It is a matter of regret that neither in the mem-
oirs of Ezra nor in the words of the author is

there any information concerning the twelve years

between the event last narrated and the coming

of Nehemiah. On the one side it is clear that the

man whose mission was to restore to honor the house

of God and who had brought with him a host of

those expert in the direction of the services would

not be a laggard in the matter of the

3. His Joint organization of affairs so important

Activity with to the community and in attempting

Nehemiah. to bring the practise of the people into

accord with the religious ideals. In

accordance with the commands given him, he foimd

as a prime necessity the awakening in the commu-

nity of the sense that the norms of conduct were

expressed in the law. On the other hand it is

admitted that it was after Nehemiah had come

from the king as a prince and with military escort,

had with strong hands seized the reins of direction

and had overborne the opposition which devdoped,

that the full achievement of the desires of Eira

was accomplished. The explanation of this doubt-

less is that Ezra purposely abstained from appeal-

ing to his own authority and from decreeing and 01^

daining the changes which he wished to bring abo»U

by awakening the popular conscience. Another

side of the explanation is the opposition which was

naturally aroused on the side of the heathen, and

of a part of the community itself. The very rigor

of the separation enforced between Jews and

heathen did much to sharpen the opposition and
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eren to strengthen the enemy. It is not improbable
that the attempt to stop the building of the walls

of Jerusalem which was denounced as the antece-
dent of political revolt had some connection with
the reform in the marriage customs of the Jews.
AzhI the reports of Nehemiah have something to
ay about a secret agreement of priests and Levites
with the opponents and of an antipathy which had
been aroused. It is indeterminable whether under

the stress of opposition and hindrance

4. Opposi- Ezra was temporarily absent from
tion and Jerusalem, or whether he definitely

Final limited himself to the service of those
Saccess. whose allegiance came willingly until

the arrival of Nehemiah, or whether
these two men had come to an imderstanding as
to the methods to be employed. At any rate, it is

deariy stated that Ezra and Nehemiah were united in

the work of the restoration of thelaw at the celebra-

tion referred to in Neh. viii. 8 sqq. It was only after

r^)eated effort that the law-book was established

(in 444 B.C.) as the authoritative guide of the peo-
ple in the feast lasting seven days, which is recorded
in Neh. viii.-x. The one thing which stands out
is that Ezra's recourse was not to force and author-
ity, but he awaited, as did Zerubbabel and Joshua,
the voluntary submission of the conmiunity to the
demands of the law itself. And in the institution

of the law as the norm of action, he created a close

bond between the home comm\mity and the Jewish
dia^wra. Whoever considers with imprejudiced
mind the reports by Ezra and about him can not
doubt that for him and his companions and for
the circle to whom he came, the book of the law,
considering its full effect, must have been an
authority of long standing. The citations which
ippear in the books of Ezra and Nehemiah and
the references in the prayers estabhsh that what
is there adduced is practically the Pentateuch.
But even that the Pentateuch was not wholly
in its present form in the time of Ezra is dis-

closed, according to some scholars, by the tax of

the half shekel of Ex. xxx. 13 which must be-
long to a later time than the third of a shekel
of Neh- ix. 33. It is to be noticed, however, that
a difference should be made between the desires

and the possibiUties of an oppressed people, which
may account for the earlier tax.

Out of the curiously embellished recollection of
the epoch-making service of the real Ezra and from
the fkct that after the time of Ezra and Nehemiah
the Jews and Samaritans remained strictly separate
communities, and that the Samaritans possessed
the law in the old character while the Jews had it

in the square character, many of the statements
concerning the traditional form of the books of
the law hive originated. Some of these attribute
the newer form to Ezra, others to Ezra and the
Great Sjrnagogue, who affixed the punctuation (Neh.
viil 8), and others assert that since the law had
been forgotten by the Jews Ezra had come from
Babylon and reestablished it de novo.

(A. KliOSTERBfANN.)

BnuooEAPHT: Goiumlt. besides the literature giveo under
Ezra aitd Nehemiah. Books of, DB, i. 820-821; BB, ii.

147^-78; JB, V. 821 sqq.

IV.—17

EZRA AND NEHEMIAH, BOOKS OF.
1. Transmission of the Text. The Ck>iTections Traced
1. The Arabic Version. to Their Source (J 2).

Ezra Based on the Septu- 4. The Latin Version.
agint (J 1). 6. The Hebrew Text.

Nehemiah a Revised Syr- II. Composition of the Books,
iao (S 2). Analysis of the Book^

2. The Syriac Version. ( J 1 ).

3. The Greek Version. The Sources Employed
Its Fidelity to the Hebrew (| 2).

((1) The Author's Purpose
(J 3).

L Transmission of the Text—1. TheArabic Ver-
sion: In the London Polyglot the two books bear
the title " First and Second Books of Ezra the
Priest/' and there are indications that the two
books were translated by different hands. This
is substantiated by the fact that Ezra was trans-

lated from the Septuagint and Nehe-

Ba 2°* TQiah from the Syriac. As a result,

.^"^^the text is untrustworthy. But while

^j^ "misunderstanding of the basal text
is frequent and mistakes are numer-

ous, it is clear that the Septuagint was by the
translator regarded as authoritative, especially the
recension represented by the Alexandrine and
Vatican codices, particularly by the former.

The text of Nehemiah is much shortened, and that
this is not due to gaps in the exemplar before the
translator is shown by his especial disUke for the
lists of names; e.g., Neh. vii. 6-72 is omitted for

the stated reason that it dupUcates Ezra ii., and for

the names given after Pashhur (Neh. x. 3) to xii.

27 he substitutes " and the remainder of their com-
pany/' and similar omissions occur in the lists of the

builders in chap. iii. as also in chap. xii.

iSaf^bL ^^^' ^^' ^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^"^ ^^^

°^^a«<i" *^® Syriac are exceedingly numerous,

Syriac. consisting not merely in the trans-

ference of renderings peculiar to that
version but in construction and arrangement and
in misunderstanding of the original text. To these
must be added the fact that the Arabic has errors

which can be explained only from a misreading or
misunderstanding of the Syriac. Yet it must be
remarked that in the passages in Nehemiah which
have parallels in Ezra, the Arabic translator of the
former was influenced by the Arabic of the latter.

While the principal dependence of the translator

of Nehemiah was the Syriac, there are evidences
also of other influences. This is shown by the form
the name Geshem takes in ii. 13, by the departure
from the Syriac text in the corrupt passage iv. 23,

by agreement with the Septuagint against the
Syriac in vi. 18, by the late form of the word " Si-

loam " in iii. 15, by the probabihty that " Beth-
lehem " in iii. 14 is derived from the Greek Beth-

acham (for Hebr. Beth-Hakkarem), and by the fact

that in xii. 39 " strong-gate " (for Hebr. " fish-gate ")

misreads the Greek ischuran *' strong " for ich-

thuran " fish." There appears in a number of

cases reference to the original Hebrew, often ac-

companied by true exegetical insight, correcting

the sometimes senseless reading of the Syriac and
of the Septuagint. Such a case is presented in the
literal rendering of the Hebrew " behind their

backs" (ix. 26), and another in iv. 10 in the render-

ing " The heart of the Jews was bold and the
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bearers of rubbish were many, but we could not

build/' So an attempt is made to improve on the

Syriac rendering of xiii. 24 by translating " spake

half Hebrew, half Aramaic, according to the lan-

guage of the heathen/' The Arabic translation has

therefore a mixed character and varying worth.

2, The Syrlao Version: Here the printed text is

often untrustworthy. An arbitrary change is made
in pointing " kingdoms '' as plural in Neh. ix. 22
against all the witnesses, while Ndamyah\s read for

Hebrew Fram^oAand Syriac Nramydhm Neh. xii. 34.

Similar mistakes appear in Ezra vii. 5-6, viii. 1 ; Neh.
iv. 23, and elsewhere. Instances occur, however, in

which the original Syriac is corrected after the He-
brew text, as in Neh. viii. 15-16 in the alteration of the

words " when they heard " to " that they should
hear"; while in Neh. ii. 13 the Syriac "hill-fountain"

is a slip of the pen for " dragon-fountain." But the

Syriac has also a preference for the ending " -el
"

instead of " -yah " in names compounded with the
name of God, e.g., in Neh. xii. 26 " Nehemiah "

appears as " Nehemel." Double translations also

occur, as in Ezra ix. 7; also paraphrases instead

of translations as in vii. 9, 28, viii. 18, 31. The
rendering is not consistent, the same word in the
original being translated by different words in

different passages. Parallels in other books of the
Bible are drawn upon for illustration by way of

paraphrase, as when Num. xiv. 4 is employed in

Neh. ix. 17. Misimderstandings of the original

are numerous; as when the place-name Addan is

translated " at that time " (Ezra ii. 59), or " the
tower of the furnaces " is displaced by " the neg-
lected tower" (Neh. iii. 11), while the figure of
** shaking the lap " in Neh. v. 13 is totally mis-
apprehended. The word " servants " presented
such difficulties for the translator that he trans-

lated it at one time " sons " (Neh. v. 16), at another
time as a proper name (Ezra ii. 58), though in the
parallel to the last passage (Neh. vii. 57) he trans-

lated correctly.

8. The Ghreek Version: There are many indica-

tions that the work of the translators Aquila and
Theodotion have been embodied in the text of the
Septuagint. But the character of the translation

in the two books is so different that evidently two
hands have done the work. Nehemiah often shows
a strong feeling for the Septuagint method of ren-

dering as opposed to that of Aquila, as when in

ix. 7 all the manuscripts read for " Ur

deUty to
^^ ^^^ Chaldees " " the land of the

theHebrew. Chaldees." This tendency is obscured
* both in Swete's text and in Lagarde's;

and unfortunately Swete's undertaking to give the
text of codex B as the groimdwork of his text is not
consistently carried out, a fault which is somewhat
mitigated by the giving of notes which enable one
to correct the text. Lagarde's text is especially

full of errors, particularly such as seem due to

oversight in proof-reading. A comparison of the
texts of codices A B with S from Ezra ix. 9 on shows
that in the first there is an endeavor to reproduce
the Hebrew or Aramaic with so great fidelity that

regard for Greek grammar has often gone by the

board, and when even that would fail, the original is

transliterated. This attempt at fidelity is especially

notable in proper names, as when SOmorCn is read

instead of the usual Qreek form Samareia. A fur-

ther result of this comparison shows that the three

codices go back upon a common exemplar. This

conclusion is not vitiated by the differences which

exist between these codices, since many of them are

explicable by mistakes of the eye and the ear, bj

dittography, or omission caused by catching the

same word in a passage further along. And further,

the archetype of these three codices must have ex-

hibited the qualities noted, especially an intelligent

and well-directed desire for a faithful reproduction

of the Hebrew and Aramaic text. Many of the

changes in the individual codices are due to attempts

to correct and make intelligible the strange com-

binations brought about by this desire for fiddity.

Of this class are the corrections noted by TiBchoi-

dorf and Swete in the St. Petersburg codex, and the

source of these corrections has been discovered in

a manuscript seen by Pamphilus. These correc-

tions are seen at their best in Neh. n'.,

2. The Cor-
jj^ ^hjeh f\^Q g^pg are filled in which

Jf^^^* made of the Greek text a mere toreo.

Their ^^^ ^ ^eh. xii. where only the first

Sonroe. ^^ ^^® ^^^^ classes of priests were given.

So that the extant Greek text has

reached its present condition throu^ processes of

smoothing, of correction by comparison with the

original and through glosses which have been in-

corporated into the text. Under the Lucian text

must be seen the text of Origen. and into the latter

were taken the additions of Theodotion. In this

way can be explained the differences between the

Lucian text and that of the manuscript of Pam-

philus.

In the Greek, as in the Syriac, there are numerous

double renderings, explainable on the ground of

glosses brought into the text, a notable case of

which is found in which " nor we " is introduced

before " kept thy law" (Neh. ix. 34.) Sometimes

the lengthened text is due to a comparison of a

parallel text or to reference to a passage which

was thought illustrative.

4. The Latin Version: This exemplifies very

much the same errors in transmission as have

come to light in examination of the other versions.

Inconsistent translations of the same expresaon

occur (cf. Neh. xii. 31, 40 with verse 38). On the

other hand Jerome renders by the same expression

different words (cf. Neh. viii. 7 and 11, sikntwn

faciebant). And apparent lacimse are filled in to

make the Latin construction complete. He did

not follow blindly the instruction of his Jewish

teachers, often following the Greek; sometimes

rendering mistakenly, as when he wrote de igne

ChaldcBorum for " Ur of the Chaldees." But his

main reliance was the Hebrew text and the GreA
versions which came nearest to it. Sometimes

he combined in a conflate reading the rendering

of two versions, as in Ezra i. 11, where the readings

of Lucian and the Septuagint are united. Occa-

sionally where a word was ambiguous, two possitie

renderings are presented (Neh. v. 10 b, 11 b).

5. The Hebrew Text : The foregoing study of the

versioiis gives as a result the greater value of the

Hebrew and Aramaic, though the errors are numer-
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ous. For errors and omissions in the text the

peeudo-Ezra is sometimes serviceable (Ezra v. 15).

Madj of the lacunae in the text are evident, and
ooeasionally the evident completion of the sense

may be gathered from the context (Ezra iii. 12-13).

It is quite likely that the lacuna between Ezra iv.

23 and24 is not to be laid to the charge of the author,

but to carelessness or to arbitrariness on the part

of copyists. That changes have taken place in

the person of the verb, particularly from the first

to the third, is one of the matters of which note

must be taken in a critical discussion of the text.

IL Composition of the Books: This is imderstood

both by the arrangement of the material and by its

nature. The one book Ezra-Nehemiah is the second

half of a large work, of which I and II Chronicles

are the first half. The divisions of Ezra-Nehemiah
are Ezra i.-vi., vii.-x., Nehemiah i.-xiii. These

three parts are constructed on the
*•

^J*?^"^ same plan, each narrating the story

J^^ of a return of the Jews under special

authority and with grants from the

P^nian kings under Zerubbabel and Joshua, Ezra

andNehemiah. and telling the weighty consequences

for the temple commimity in the Holy Land.

There resulted the completion of the temple, the

i^toration of the public service, the binding to-

gether of the community by prohibition of foreign

marriages, the securing of political independence

of the neighboring peoples through completion of

the wall of the repeopled capital, and adoption by
the community of the law-book of Moses (Ezra vi.,

X.; Neh. iii. sqq., viii.).

These results are interwoven into the history of

the times. The first step was taken imder Cyrus
and continued under Darius, the second in the

seventh year of Artaxerxes, the third in the twen-

tieth and thirty-second year of the same Artaxerxes.

TbePosian succession was well known to the author,

who in Ezra iv. 6-7 names successively Cyrus,

Darius, Xerxes, and Artaxerxes. During that

period fell the decrees which were the legal basis of

the Jewish conununity and the contests the success-

ful issue of which consolidated that community
and impressed upon it a distinctive character.

The seventh year of the Artaxerxes of Ezra vii.

can not be regarded as the seventh

^^^^ year of an Artaxerxes who lived some

^^^^^ sixty years later under whom the

events of Neh. i.-xiii. happened.

Nor may it be held that the author dealt with fic-

tiUous dates and decrees. Such suspicions are ex-

eluded by the quatity of the material, which the

vriter has brought together and made to serve his

purpose. The books are a mosaic. The author

doubtless obtained the list of the returning exiles

from the Books of the Kings of Israel and Judah.
He also employed the " Memoirs " of Ezra, those of

.Nehemiah,and a reputed report ofTabeel and hiscom-
panions (Ezra iv. 7) directed to Artaxerxes. Here the

Masoretic text is the result of a complete misunder-

standing. Theauthor of it madeout of the original

"with thepermission of Mithredath "the series "Bish-

Um, Mithredath," producing a triple authorship for

a document which is only referred to and not given,

ance the document in Ezra iv. 11-16 is specifically

stated to be by others (verses 8-9). It is to be
noted also that iv. 12 refers to the building of the

city and iv. 24 to the building of the temple,

and that if the traditional theory were correct, the

author would have confused entirely dififerent

events and blended the accounts as though they
referred to one and the same thing. Similariy out
of the reports of Nehemiah, narrated in the first

person, the writer built up a Story in which seven
successive steps in the progress of the work of re-

building the wall appear, which is a reconstruction

by the Chronicler of the order of events as they
probably lay in the original documents. Into this

is woven an account of the introduction of the law-

book, explained by the union of eSorta by Ezra
and Nehemiah for that purpose. This part is

probably taken as an excerpt from the memoirs
of Ezra.

In defense of the author's stylistic method itmust
be remembered that he was writing for his contem-
poraries, probably using documents stored in the

Jewish archives; that he was not concerned with
historical matters of detail the interest in which is

a Th. S^^^^ ^ modems; and that he had

Author's ^ comprehensive view of the. whole

p^^i^P^^g^^
work of restoration of the Jewish
commonwealth, which he put for-

ward in the shape of a mosaic the joining of which
is not always close and the parts of which are not
well coordinated. It was his idea to set forth that

as the Samaritans of the time of Zerubbabel
hindered the work commanded by Cyrus, so they
continued their attempts at hindrance in the days
of Artaxerxes. He desired in his notes of time

(Ezra vii. 1; Neh. i. 1, ii. 1, viii.-xiii.) to indicate

the cooperation of Ezra and Nehemiah in the work.

The question has been raised whether the narrative

as it stands is the result of wilful perversion of the

sources, or of misunderstanding, or whether it

conforms to the facts. Nehemiah reports that to

him had come sad accounts of the ruinous state of

the walls and city of Jerusalem; the apology of

Tabeel narrates that the work of reconstruction

had been prohibited and forcibly prevented through
a denunciation to the Artaxerxes who sent Jews
back to Jerusalem. But who could be so influen-

tial and so seciu^ in bringing about the restoration

of Jerusalem as those who had come with letters

missive from the king directed to the accomplish-

ment of this task of restoration? The general out-

line of history as made out by the author agrees

with the facts as presented by his sources.

(A. Klosterkann.)

BiBUOGBAPHr: Text« are issued by 8. Baer in the Baer and
Delitssoh aeries, Leipsic, 1882; in the Polychrome Bible,

by H. Guthe. New York. 1901; and a new text is by M.
Ldhr in the new BHUia Hebraica begtin by R. Kittel,

Leipnc 1005. The best commentaries are by J. D.
Michaelis, Frankfort. 1720: C. F. Keil, Leipsic 1870.

Ens. transl., Edinburgh. 1873; O. RawUnson and others

in PidpU Commentary, 1880; E. Bertheau and V. Ryssel,

LeiiMic. 1887; H. E. Ryle, in Cambridge Bible, 1803. Dis-

cussions on special topics are: R. Smend, Die Lieten der

Bikher Eera und Nehemiah, Basel, 1881; A. van Hoo-
nacker. NShimie et Eadraa, nouveUe hypothiee ewr la ehrono-

logie, Qand, 1800; idem, N&Umie en Van fO d'AHaxerxee
I. et BadraeenVanTd'Artaxerxeell., ib. 1802; idem. Zero-
babel el le eecond temple, ib. 1802; idem. NouvMee itudeeew
la reetauraUan juive, Paris, 1806 (a reply to Koeters, be-
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low); P. H. Hunter, After the Exile, Edinburgh, 1890:
G. Rawlinson, in Men of the Bible Series, London, 1891

;

W. U. Kosters, Het Heretel van Israel, Leyden, 1893;
A. H. Sayce, IntroducHon to . . . Ezra, Nehemiah and
Either, London, 1893; idem, Higher CriHciem and the

Monumente, ib. 1894; E. Meyer, Entatehung dee Juden-
tuma, Halle. 1896 (of. J. Wellhausen in OOA, 1897. ii.

89 sqq.); C. C. Torrey. Compoeition and Hittoric Value of
Etra and Nehemiah, in ZATW, Giessen. 1896; T. K.
Chesme, Jewish Religious Life after the Exile, New York,

1898; P. W. H. Kettlewell, Books of Exra and Nekemnak,
London, 1901; E. Schrader. in T8K, 1867, pp. 460-504;

idem. KAT, i. 294-297; DB, i. 821-824; EB, ii. 1478-

1488. Consult also the works on the history oi Israd

and on introduction to the Old Testament, efpedsUy
Driver. Introduction, pp. 507 sqq.

EZRA, ICON-CANONICAL BOOKS OF. See

Apocrypha, A, IV., 1; Pseudepiobapha, Old
Testament, II., 7-8 F.

FABER, faOjer, BASILIUS : Teacher and writer;

b- at Sorau (56 m. 8.8.e. of Frankfort), Lower
Lusatia, c. 1520; d. at Erfurt 1575 or 1576. He
studied at Wittenberg after 1538; was private

tutor in the house of Johannes Spangenberg,
preacher in Nordhausen; then rector of the Latin
school in that place; and later held a similar posi-

tion at Frankfort, and from 1557 to 1560 at Magde-
burg. For the next ten years he directed the abbey
school at Quedlinburg. On account of his refusal

to subscribe the Corpus dodrince Philippicunif he was
dismissed on Dec. 5, 1570; and the following year
he was called to the new Latin school at Erfurt,

where he remained as head of the Alumnat, until

his death.

Faber's influence was great, both through his

pupils (among whom were men like Cyriacus Span-
genberg and Johannes Caselius, qq.v.) and as author.

His grammatical works enjoyed great acceptance;

likewise his LtbeUus de diaciplina scholastica (Leip-

sic, 1572, 1579); but above all the Thesaurus

eruditionis scholastics (1571 and often), which was
intended to be more than a mere dictionary,—

a

veritable treasury of helps to a knowledge of the

Latin tongue and the interpretation of the Latin

writers. It was repeatedly revised and was used

even into the eighteenth century. As theologian,

Faber was a devoted supporter of Luther and his

doctrine; he translated into German Luther's

commentary on Genesis, chaps, i.-xxv.; was col-

laborator in the first four " Magdeburg Centuries "

(q.v.); and wrote certain edifying, in part eschato-

logical works. He also issued in 1563 aGerman edi-

tion of Saxonia, by Albert Krantz (q.v.).

Georq MCller.
Bibuoobapht: Ersoh and Gruber, Allgemeine Encyklo-

p&die. I. xl. 2. pp. 12-13, Leipsic, 1844; ADB, vi. 488-
490; J. Janssen, Qeschichte des deutschen Volkes, ed. L.

Paator, vii. 66 sqq., 220, Freiburg, 1893.

FABER, f^'ber, FREDERICK WILLIAM: Eng-
lish Roman Catholic; b. of Huguenot ancestry at

the vicarage of Calverley (5 m. w.n.w. of Leeds),

Yorkshire, Jime 28, 1814; d. at the Brompton ora-

tory, London, Sept. 26, 1863. He studied at Bal-

liol College, Oxford, and won the Newdigate prize

in 1836 for his poem The Knights of St. John, He
was made fellow of University College in 1837 and
was ordained priest in the English Church in 1839.

In 1842 he accepted the rectory of Elton, Hunt-
ingdonshire. In Oxford he became an ardent

admirer of John Henry Newman and an earnest

advocate of the Tractarian movement (see Trac-
tarianism). The greater part of the years from
1840 to 1844 he spent with a pupil on the Conti-

nent, and during this time his feeUngs changed

with reference to the Roman Catholic Church; his

impressions are recorded in Sights and Thou^
in Foreign Churches and among Foreign PeopUs

(London, 1842). He visited the Continent in 1843

with the distinct purpose of observing Roman Ca-

thoHcism and furnished with letters from Cardinal

Wiseman. His Life of St, WUfrid (London, 1S«)
showed cleariy his Roman tendencies, and in 1845

he abjured Protestantism and was reordained in

1847. He formed a religious society at Birmingham
with thename Brothers of the Will of God, and again

visited the Continent, being received at Rome by

Gregory XVI. In 1848 he joined the Oratory of

St. PhiUp Neri in London (see Phiup Neri, S.\int)

and in 1849 became head of the congregation, re-

maining in this position till his death. He was

created D.D. by Pius IX. in 1854.

Faber and Keble were the chief religious poets

of the Oxford movement and the former's penna-

nent fame rests upon his hymns, which are marked

by fervid piety and grace of language. The most

beautiful, perhaps, are " O gift of gifts, O grace of

faith " (from a longer poem, Conversion)^ ** Viark-

man of God, O lose not heart " (from The Right

Must Win), and " Paradise, O Paradise.** He was

a prolific author of religious and devotional works,

including An Essay on Beatification, Cananizaium,

and the Processes of the Congregation of Riles (Lon-

don, 1848); The Spirit and Genius of St, PhUip

Neri (1850); The Blessed Sacrament (1855); Lites

of the Canonized Saints and Servants of God (42

vols., 1847-56, continued by the brothers of the

Oratory); Devotional Notes on Doctrinal and Sptri-

tual Subjects, ed. J. E. Bowden (2 vols., 1866).

His hymns were first published in a small collection

in 1848, enlarged editions appeared in 1849 and 1852,

and the final edition (150 hymns) in 1862.

D. S. SCHATF.

Bibliographt: J. E. Bowden, Life and Letters of F. IT.

Faber, Londoo, 1869. new ed.. 1888; F. A. Faber. Brief

Sketch of the Early Life of F. W. Faber, ib. 1889 (by his

brother); 8. W. Duffield, English Hymns, pp. 506-S06,

New York, 1886; Julian. Hymnology, pp. 361-362; DNB,
xviii. 108-111.

FABER, GEORGE STANLEY: English con-

troversialist, uncle of Frederick William Faber

(q.v.): b. at Calverley (5 m. w.n.w. of Leeds),

Yorkshire, Oct. 25, 1773; d. at Sherbum Hospital

near Durham, Jan. 27, 1854. He studied at Uni-

versity CoUege, Oxford (B.A., 1793; M.A., 1796;

B.D., 1803), and was fellow from 1793 to 1803.

when he became his father's curate at Calverley.

In 1805 he received the vicarage of Stockton-upon-

Tees, in 1808 the rectory of Redraarshall, and in

1811 that of Long Newton, which he held tUl 1832,
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when he was made master of Sherbum Hospital.

In 1830 he was given a prebendal stall in Salisbury

Gatbedral. His voluminous works, devoted largely

to prophecy, belong to the apocal3rptlc school of

BiUicid interpretation and are now of little im-
portance. To be mentioned are, HorcB Mosaics
(Oxford, 1801), Bampton Lectures delivered in

1801; The Origin of Pagan Idolatry (3 vols., Lon-
don, 1816); and The Sacred Calendar of Prophecy

(3 vols., 1828).

Bxbuograpot: A Memoir by his nephew. F. A. Faber, is pre-
fixed to an edition of The Many Marmom, London. 1854.
CooniJt also: Oeniieman'M MaooMtne, May and June. 1854;
G. V. Cox, ReeotUcHonM off Oxford, p. 203. London. 1870;
DNB, xviii. 111-112.

FABER, fO^r, JOHANNES: The name of three

Roman Catholic theologians of the sixteenth cen-

Uiiy.

1. Johannes Fiber of Augsburg was bom in the

second half of the fifteenth century at Freiburg,

and died c. 1530; the place of his death is unknown.
About 1515 he was prior of a Dominican monastery
at Augsburg, and in 1516 was instructor in theology

at Bologna, but was soon appointed court-preacher

and confessor of the Emperor Maximilian I. At
the recommendation of Erasmus he became court-

preacher to Charies V., and sought to further a
policy of mediation in the Lutheran controversy.

Erasmus seems later to have become hostile to him.

The only writing known to have been composed by
him is a funeral oration over Maximilian (Augs-

buig, 1519). (J. A. WAGBNMANNf.)
Biblioobapht: J. Echard and J. Quetif. Scriptorea ordinU
prmiieatorunt, iL 80, Parifl, 1721; C. Khamm, Hierarchia
AiipueUma dironologxea, tripariHa, i. 306, Mains, 1709;
KL, IT. 1170-1171.

2. Johannes Faber of Leutkirch was bom at

Leutidrch (40 m. s. of Ulm) in 1478, and died at

Baden (12 m. s.s.w. of Vienna) May 21, 1541. He
studied theology and canon law at TObingen and
Frdburg, and was successively vicar and rector

at Lindau, rector of Leutkirch, and canon and epis-

copal official at Basel. In 1518 he was appointed

Tiear-general of the diocese of Constance and re-

ceived the title of prothonotary from Pope Leo X.
The course of events forced him gradually to break
with such humanists and Reformers as Erasmus,

(Ecolampadiiis, Zwingli, and Melanchthon, and to

change from their friend to their opponent. He
disapproved of the preaching of indulgences by
Bernhardin Sanson in Switzerland, and was in com-
munication with Zwingli (1519-20) and even with

Luther, while his condemnation of Eck was midis-

guised. A radical change took place in his attitude,

however, and though he had not yet broken with

Luther, he was planning polemics against him and
CarUrtadt in 1519. His attitude was strength-

ened by a journey to Rome in the autumn of 1521,

when he dedicated to the new pope, Adrian VI.,

his Ojme adversus nova quasdam dogmata Luiheri

(Rome. 1522). Faber returned to Germany a firm

opponojt of the new movement. On Jan. 29, 1523,

he attended the disputation of Zurich as a dele-

gate of the bishop of Constance, but was imable to

prove the doctrines of the mass or the invocation

of taints either from the Bible or tradition to the

satisfaction of Zwingli and his adherents. In the

same year he attended the Diet of Nuremberg,
where he seems to have met the Archduke Ferdinand,

and in 1524 he was a delegate of his bishop at

Regensburg, where he and Eck were the chief

representatives of the projected Counterreformation.

At the same time he republished his p>olemic against

Luther under the title Malleus in hasresin Lvthe-

ranam (Cologne, 1524), and was invited to the court

of Ferclinand as chaplain, counselor, and confessor.

In September of the same year he took part in the

heresy trial of Kaspar Tauber at Vienna, and was
later employed in various affairs of state, endeavor-

ing in 1525 and the following years to win the Ro-
man Catholic cantons of Switzerland from France
to Austria, and acting as ambassador to Spain and
England in 1527. In 1528 he was consecrated

bishop coadjutor of Wiener-Neustadt (now St.

Polten), and in the following year became provost
of Ofen. He was active in promoting the Roman
Catholic cause, taking part in the burning of Bal-

thasar HUbmaier (Mar. 10, 1528), defending the

execution in his anonymous Ursach warum Bal-

ihasar HUbmaier verbrannt sei (Dresden, 1528), and
urging the theological faculty of the University of

Vienna to action against Lutheran heresy. As the

court-chaplain of Ferdinand he attended the Diets

of Speyer and Augsburg. On the death of Johannes
de Revellis in 1531, Faber succeeded him as bishop

of Vienna, and was also administrator of the dio-

cese of Neustadt until 1538. In the midst of his

episcopal duties, rendered doubly difficult by
Protestantism and Turkish invasion, he found
time to establish an institution for impoverished

theological students and to attempt to improve
the university and theological facidty of Vienna.

He was an author of note, his works including, in

addition to those already mentioned, De Moscovi-

tarum religione at juxta mare gladale religio (Basel,

1526) and De fide et bonis operibus (Cologne, 1536).

(Emil Eoli.)

Bibuoorapht: A ooileotion of bis smaller polemical wri-

tings appeared, Leipsic. 1537; another ooileotion, princi-

pally of polemical "works, 3 voh., Ck>Iogne, 1537-41. CJon-

sult: C. E. Kettner, De J. Fabri vita acripliMque, Leipidc,

1737; J. Ekshard and J. Quetif. Scriptoree ordinia pradi-

oaiorum, ii. HI, Paris. 1721; R. Roth. Oeachichte der . . ,

Reicheetadt Leutkirch, i. 200. ii. 00 oqq.. Leutkirch. 1872;

A. Horawiti.y. Heigerlin, Vienna, 1884; KL, iv. 1172-76.

3. Johannes Faber of Heilbronn was bom at

Heilbronn (26 m. n. of Stuttgart) about 1504, and
died at Augsburg after 1557. He was a Dominican

of the monastery of Wimpfen and was educated at

Cologne at the expense of his city. He was later

called to Augsburg as preacher at the cathedral

and was a zealous opponent of the Reformation.

The most of his writings are polemics against Prot-

estantism and include the following: Ricardi

Pampolilani Anglo-Saxonis enarraiio in Psalmos

(Cologne, 1536); Quod fides esse possii sine cariiate

(Augsburg, 1548); Enchiridion bibliorum (1549);

Fructus quibus dignoscuntwr hcsretid (Ingolstadt,

1551); Testimonium PetrumRomce fuisse (Antwerp,

1553); Der rechle Weg (Dillingen, 1553); Was die

evangdische Mess sei (Aupcsburg, 1553); and Johel

in Predigten ausgelegt (1557).

(J. A. WAOBNlCANNf.)

J
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Bxbuoorapht: J. Eohard and J. Quetif. Scripiore§ ordinit
pradieaiorum, ii. 161. Paris, 1721; J. N. Mederer, AnnaU*
ingoUtadienait Acadsmia, Insoldstadt, 1782; P. 1. Braun.
OetMchU der BiaehOfe von Augrimro, Augsburg, 1813-
16; KL, iv. 1171-72.

FABER, PETRUS. See Favrb, Pibbrb.

FABER (FABRI), STAPULEIfSIS, JACOBUS
QACQUES LEFiVRE D»feTAPLES): The most
prominent among the men who in the beginning
of the Refonnation in France prepared the way for

Calvin and Farel, at the same time a promoter and
renovator of the genuine Aristotelian philosophy,

founder of a better exegesis of Holy Scripture, and
translator of the Bible; b. at ^Staples (120 m. n.n.w.

of Paris), Picardy, c. 1450; d. at N^rac (65 m. s.e.

of Bordeaux), B^m, 15dd Nothing is known of

his family or of his youth except that he was or-

dained priest and came eariy to Paris, attracted

by his love of knowledge. Here he devoted him-
self earnestly and zealously to classical studies.

Jerome of Sparta became his teacher in Greek,
and with him, as well as with Paulus .£milius of

Verona, Faberlived in intimate intercourse, although
his Latin style and his knowledge of the Greek
language were always very defective. He became
teacher, and in 1492 traveled to Italy, where he
sojourned in Florence, Rome, and Venice, studying
Platonism and works of mystics, but chiefly Aris-

totle. Returning to France he renewed his ac-

tivity as teacher in Paris, with a clearer insight.

He became professor in the college named after its

founder. Cardinal Lemoine, and exerted an influ-

ence beyond the lecture-room by intimate inter-

course with gifted students and by Latin transla-

tions of the Church Fathers and introductions and
commentaries on works of Aristotle. He inspired

respect and love by his extensive knowledge, his

talents as a teacher, his piety, modesty, and gentle-

ness, and found numerous admirers and friends.

When Guillaume Bri^onnet (q.v.), his former pupil,

was made head of the famous Benedictine abbey
of St. Germain des Pr^s (1507), he appointed Fa-
ber librarian, and they lived together until 1520.

About this time, Faber, already more than fifty,

laid aside secular studies, and devoted himself to

the Bible. Two critical essays on Mary Magdalene
which he published in 1517 and 1518 gave the

Sorbonne occasion for an accusation of heresy;

and Natalis Beda (No^ B^dier), syndic of the theo-

logical faculty of Paris, had the book formally con-

demned by a decree of the faculty, Nov. 9, 1521.

Beda, who suspected a secret Lutheran in Faber,

wanted to institute further proceedings against

him, but was prevented by the interference of

Francis I. and Marguerite of Navarre. In 1520
Faber had to leave Paris and gladly followed an
invitation of Bri^onnet to come to Meaux as director

of the hospital for lepers. In 1523 the bishop ap-

pointed him vicar-general. After the battle of

Pavia (1525), the captivity of the king gave Faber's

opponents opportunity to proceed more severely

against the adherents of so-called Lutheranism,

and a special commission was appointed by parha-

ment to investigate the heresies in the diocese of

Meaux. Several preachers who had been installed

by Bri^onnet, were arrested; others recanted;

Faber fled with his friend Gerard Roussd (q.v.)

to Strasburg, under the pseudonym of Peregrinus,

early in Nov., 1525. After the return of Francis I.

to France, both were recalled. Faber even became
private tutor of the king's children and lived as

librarian in the royal castle at Blois. As conditicms

grew more menacing for the adherents of the Ref-

ormation, the Queen of Navarre took Faber to her

residence in N4rac, where he spent peacefully the

remainder of his long and active life. Faber fully

avowed the principles of the Reformation, but ex-

ternally remained in the Roman Church, hoping

that the renovation of the Gospel might be effected

without rupture with papacy, and b«ng unequal

to an open battle with hostile powers.

Faber's theological productions may be divided

into two classes— editions of Church Fathers and

mystical writers, and translations and commen-
taries on Holy Scripture. The first result of his

Biblical studies was his PsaUerium quinivpUz

(1509). The preface to his commentary on the

Pauline Epistles is remarkable because Faber here

propounded the principles of the Reformation,

five years before the Wittenberg theses of Luther.

He maintained the authority of Holy Scripture and

the immerited grace of redemption, combated the

merit of good works, the celibacy of priests, and

discussed the necessity of a reform of the QiurcL
In 1522 appeared his commentary on the four

Gospels and in 1525 on the Catholic EpisUes. Here

he first discovered the errors of the Vulgate and by

his exposition of the text prepared the way for a

better exegesis. The Bible is for him the only rule

of faith, and he is not afraid of offending against

the dogmas and usages of the Church. At the in-

stance of the king and his sister, Brigonnet induced

Faber to translate the New Testament into French.

The translation was made from the Vulgate and

appeared at Antwerp in 1523; the Psalms fol-

lowed in 1525. In Blois Faber prepared a French

translation of the whole Bible (1530), which be-

came, at least for the New Testament and the Apoc-

rypha, the basis of R. Olivetan's translation of the

Bible (1535) sanctioned by the Reformed Church

of France (see Bible Versions, B, VI., § 3) and

so very useful. (G. Bonbt-Maubt.)

Bibxjoorapht: The best souroes for a life are Natalis Beda.

AnnoiaUonM in Fabrum ei Eratmum (o. 1526); GuiUaume
Farel, Epitire it totu SeigneurM (o. 1548); Tbeodoie Beta.

Iconet, Geneva, 1680, and A. B. Henninjard. Currupon-

dance dat Riformatewn, i. 3-^. 89. 132. 158-216. Paris.

1878. Later works are: K. A. Graf, in ZHT, 1852. parts

1-2; De Sabatier Plantier. Lefbvre d'itaplM, MonUnbuu
1870; J. Bonnet. RSciU du xvi. n^cU, Paris. 1875: H. M.

Baird. Hitt of the Riee of the HuguenoU, vol. i.. ofaap. ii^

London. 1880. On his Bible consult: P. Quj^vrenx, La,

Tradudion du Nouveau Teetament de Lefhfre. Paris, 1894:

A. Laume, La Traduction de VAnden Tettoatent d$ Lf-

fhfre, ib. 1895.

FABIAN, f6'bi-an: Pope Jan. 10, 23&--Jan. 20,250,

martyr in the Decian persecution. In the Chnm^-

con Paschale he is called Flavian, while the Coptie

Synaxarium terms him Palatian. According to

Eusebius (Hiat. eccl.j vi. 29), he was chosen to succeed

Anterus because a dove descended from heava
and lighted on the head of Fabian, a bishop who

had been summoned to Rome with others to elect
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1 new pope. Fabian was pope during the reign

of Philip the Arab. Origen addressed to him a
treatiBe defending his teachings, while Cyprian
motions a letter written by Fabian with regard

to Piivatus, a heretic (and probably bishop) of

Colonia Lambesitana in Numidia. Macarius Mag-
Des speaks of Fabian as a worker of miracles, and
names him together with Polycarp, Irensus, and
Qrprian. Cyprian occasionally mentions this pope
with respect, but the ordinances of Fabian in the

tbree letteiB of the pseudo-Isidore and the twenty-

ooe decrees of Gratian are forgeries.

Though few details are actually known concerning

Fabian, it is clear that he was one of the most im-

portant popes. His reign was in a period of ex-

traordinarily rapid development of the Church,

for it was the time in which the Gnostic heresies, the

Christological controversies, and the schism of

Hippolytus were crushed, when penance increased

r&pidly, when the city of Rome was divided into

eeven or fourteen parishes, when the minor clergy

was formed into five grades, and when the tem-

poral power of the Church was greatly augmented.
In all these measures Fabian must have been the

leading f^irit. It was due to him, moreover, that

the Decian persecution found a far more sturdy

power of resistance in Rome than in Carthage,

and that the Roman Church was able to maintain

so honorable a position in the year which elapsed

between the martyrdom of Fabian and the election

of his successor, Cornelius. (A. Harnack.)

BaLKWKAPHT: Liber ponHficaUat m1* Duchesne, i. 148-1^*
Full. 1886, ed. Mommaen in MOH, Ottt. ponL Rom., i

(1886), 27; R. A. Lipsiufl, Chronaloaie der r&mUcKen
BiMck6f€, Kiel. 1860; J. B. LdKhtfoot. Apottolic Fathert,

L CUmerd of Rome, London. 1885; Harnack. Litteratur, i.

648. II. i. 144 0qq.: Bower. Popee, i. 23-24; Milman.
LfliM dmfiamiy, i. 82.

FABRI, fa'bri {not Faber), FELIX: German
Dominican; b. at Zurich 1441 or 1442; d. at Ulm
Mar. 14, 1502. He belonged to a diistinguished

family, and in 1465 entered the Dominican order

at Basel. He studied theology and was sent to

Ulm in 1477 or 1478 as lector and preacher. From
eariy childhood he desired to visit the Holy Land,

and his longing was increased by pilgrimages to

Aix-la-Chapelle in 1468 and to Rome in 1476.

He first visited the East in 1480, but remained only

nine days in Jerusalem. In 1483-84 he made a

second journey of longer duration, visiting Jeru-

salem and other parts of Palestine, as well as Moimt
Snai and Egypt in company with four Swabian

noblemen. Except for frequent trips in behalf of

his order, such as his visits to Venice in 1486-87,

he spent the remainder of his life as a teacher and

preacher in his monastery at Ulm, though he was

also a preacher in neighboring nunneries. His

works, which are mostly unpublished or lost, show

k«en observation, piety, smcerity, and humor,

though they are marred by their lack of critical

acumen, while their Latinity is strongly monastic.

Nevertbdess, he is the most important and in-

structive of the pilgrims of the fifteenth century.

His chief works are as follows: EvagaUrrium in Terra

StauUE, Arabics et /Egypti peregrinatumem (ed. C.

D. Uaader, 3 vols., Stuttgart, 1843-49; Eng. transL,

The Wanderings of Fdix Fabri, in Pvblicaiions of

Pilgrims' Text Society, vols, vii.-x., London. 1897);
Eigentliche Beschreibung der Hin- und Wiederfahrt

turn heiligen Land (Frankfort, ? 1556); Gereimtes

PilgerbUchlein (ed. A. BirUnger, Munich, 1864);

and Historia Suevorum (partly edited by M. Gold-
ast, in Suevorum return Scriptores, Frankfort,

1605, Ulm, 1727). The most important portions

of the Descriptio Suevia were published by H.
Escher, in QueUen zur Schweizer OeschichUf vi.

107-202 (Basel, 1884), while G. Veeeenmeyer has
edited the Tractatus de civilaU Ulmensi (Stuttgart,

1889). Die Stonspilgerin is partly printed in

Verhandlung des Vereins fUr Kunst und AUertUmer
in Ulm und Oberschwaben, new series, i. 30 sqq.

G. BOSSERT.
Bibuoorapht: An early aooount is: H&berlin, De pUa,

iHneribue et eeripUe FelicU Fabri, GOttingen, 1742; J.

Eohard and J. Quetif, Script, ordinia pradieatorum, i.

871. Paris. 1721; O. Lorens. DetUachlande OeeehicMe'
quellen, i. 01, 106. 209, 347. Berlin, 1887.

FABRI, FRIEDRICH GOTTHARDT KARL
ERNST: (jerman theologian; b. at Schweinfurt

(22 m. n.n.e. of Wttrzburg) June 12, 1824; d. at

WOrzburg July 18, 1891. He was educated at

WOrzburg, Erlangen, and Beriin, and in 1846
entered the seminary for preachers at Munich.
In 1848 he was appointed municipal pastor and
instructor in a technical school at WOrzburg, and
then published his first work. Die materiellen Not-

stdnde der protestantischen Kirche Baiems (Nurem-
berg, 1848), which was followed by his Ueber ArmtU
und Armenpflege (1851). In 1851 he became pas-

tor at Bonnland near WUrzburg, and while there

published his C/e&er Kirchemucht im Sinn und Oeist

des Evangeliums (Stuttgart, 1854), in which he dep-

recated pubhc admonition and excommunication.

He first became widely known, however, by his

Briefe gegen den Materialismus (1855), a criticism

of the theories of Darwin and Lyell. From 1857

to 1884 Fabri was president of the Rhenish mission

at Barmen. He successfully opposed the denomi-

national strife which threatened to disrupt the

organization and raised the educational standard

for those who were to go to the mission-field under

the auspices of the society, making the preliminary

course two years and the seminary training four.

The candidates gained both in number and in

ability, and branch schools were erected for yoimger

pupils in Barmen (1856), Stellenbosch (1860,

1865), and GOtersloh. Under his auspices the

mission increased from twenty-nine stations,

thirty-five missionaries, and 6,600 converts in

1857 to forty-seven stations, sixty-four mission-

aries, and 25,800 converts in 1884. In 1866 he

foimded the general conference for missions, which

henceforth convened triennially, and in connection

with missionary activity he wrote Die Entstehung

des Heidentums und die Aufgabe der Heidenmission

(Barmen, 1859) and Der sensus communis das Organ

der Offenbarung Oottes in alien Menschen (1861).

In 1865 Fabri estabUshed a committee for German
Protestants in southern Brazil, which was enlarged

in 1883 to comprise all Protestant Germans in

America. He was also keenly interested in in-

spiring the Greek Church with a spirit of Evangel-
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icalism, as was shown by his MiUeilungen ana
Mazedonien (Elberfeld, 1877).

The political events of 1866 presented unexpected
ecclesiastical problems to Prussia which Fabri
sought to solve in Ms Die polUischen Ereignisae des

Sommera 1866 (Barmen, 1866), a work followed by
his Die polUische Lage und die Zukunft der evange-

liachen Kirche in DetUschland (1867), Die Unions-
und Verfaaeungefrage (1867), Stoat und Kirche

(1872), and KirchenpolUisches Credo (1872). In
Jan., 1871, he was summoned to Strasburg on
accoimt of the ecclesiastical situation which had
arisen there, and he gladly obeyed, successfully

seeking to secure independence for the Evangelical

Church of Alsace-Lorraine. In the same spirit

he later wrote: Wie weUert KirchenpolUiache Be-
trachiungen turn Ende dea KuUurkampfea (Gotha,

1887).

By his Bedarf Deutachland der KoUmienf (1879)
Fabri gave the first impulse to the colonial move-
ment in Germany, proposing the foundation of

agricultural and mercantile colonies. A number
of associations were accordingly formed, and the

course of events proved the wisdom of his counsels,

of which his last work, FUnf Jahre deutacher Ko-
lonialpolUik (1889), gave a final survey. On Oct.

2, 1889 he was appointed honorary professor in the
Evangelical theological faculty of Bonn.

(E. Sachsse.)
Bibuoobaprt: Sources for a life are the Akten der rhei-

nMcAen MiuionBgeaelUchaft in Barmen; L. von Rohden.
OeachidUe der rheinischen Mieaion»oe9eUsehaft, Barmen,
1888: and the Naehrufe in BeridUe der rheiniadien Mia'
•umageedUchaft for 1801, p. 260, appearing in AUgemeine
Miuionazeiiachrifi, 1891, p. 477.

FABRICA ECCLESLS: literaUy ''a church
building/' but used as the technical name of that
portion of the fimds appropriated for the main-
tenance of the building. At first a part of the gen-
eral revenue was set aside for this purpose, but
later this was kept up only in case of cathedrals

and collegiate churches, where a special magiater

or procurator fabricte had charge of the fimd. The
difficulty, however, of obtaining the means neces-

sary to maintain church buildings led to the forma-
tion of special fabric-funds in ordinary parishes,

which became the object of many rules and regula-

tions according to custom and local law. The pro-
vision of church utensils and the requirements of

divine service, especially the lighting, were also in-

cluded. There was no general regulation as to how
the fund should be provided; usually it was made
up from oblations, tithes, burial-fees, and the like.

The fabric-funds have had special importance in

France and the adjoining German lands on the left

bank of the Rhine, where they were allowed to con-
tinue when the church property was confiscated (de-

cree of Apr. 22, 1790) and have occasioned much
subsequent legislation. See Church-Building,
Taxation fob.

FABRICIUSy fo-brish'i-us, JOHANN: German
theologian; b. at Altorf (13 m. e.n.e. of Nuremberg)
Feb. 11, 1644; d.at KOnigslutter (9 m. w.n.w. of

Helmstadt) Jan. 29, 1729. He studied theology at

Helmstadt (1663-65). and then traveled extensively,

especially in Italy, where he was preacher to a con-

gregation of Evangelical merchants at Venice. In

1677 he accepted a call to a professorship at Altorf,

but twenty years later went in the same capacity

to Helmstadt, where he became abbot of K6mg»-

lutter in 1701 and counselor of the consistory in 1703.

His specialty was comparative symbolics, and to this

was devoted his most important work, Ccnaidaniio

variarum controveraiarum (Helmstadt. 1701). In

this book, however, he displayed a latitudinariAii-

ism which exposed him to severe criticism; and

his position became still more difficult when be

pronounced a formal opinion, prepared at the re-

quest of Duke Anton Ulrich and based on dabonUe
arguments, that the Princess Elizabeth Chiistine

might conscientiously become a convert to the

Roman Catholic faith to wed the King of Spain.

This brought upon him a storm of opposition from

the court-chaplains, but their arguments were re-

futed and they were deposed, while Fabricius and

the duke were supported, on the whole, by the

ruling of the theological faculty of Helmstadt and

a number of other scholars. He then finally suc-

ceeded in overcoming the religious scrui^es of the

princess, and her conversion took place at Bamberg

on May 1, 1707. In the previous year he had

published anonymously a pamphlet entitled Erdr-

terte Frage Herm Fabriciif daaa rwiachen der augs-

burgiachen Konfeaaion und katholiachen Rdigvm,

kein aonderlicher Unterachied aei (Helmstadt [§],

1706). Throughout the Protestant world, and

especially in England and Holland, the most vio-

lent indignation was excited, and the dector of

Hanover, moved by his hopes of gaining the Eng-

lish crown, obliged Anton Ulrich to deprive Fabri-

cius of his professorship. He accordingly resigned

in 1709, but remained abbot of K6ni^utter, and

occupied the closing years of his life in beautifying

his estate and preparing his Hiatoria bibliciheca

Fabricianm (6 vols., Wolfenbattel, 1717-24).

(G. UHLHORNf.)

Bibuoorapht: Sources for a life are found in his own work

last mentioned above. The subject is traaled in tb»

Geechichte der DogmaUk by W. Gass. ii. 183. Berlin. 1S57.

and in G. Frank's OeschiefUe der Theologie, ii. 226, Lrip-

sic, 1865. Consult also J. Beste, Oeackidiie der bnun-

•chxoeigiechen Landeskirche, pp. 334-346, Wotfe&bfittd.

1889.

FABRICIUS, JOHAHN ALBERT: German theo-

logian and bibliographer; b. at Leipsic Nov. II.

1668; d. at Hamburg Apr. 3, 1736. He studied

theology, philology, philosophy, and medicine in

Leipsic, and in 1693 removed to Hamburg, where

he assisted Johann Friedrich Mayer, the chief pastor

of the city. Six years later he was appointed

professor of ethics and rhetoric at the gymna-

sium, and from 1708 to 1711 was also rector of

the Johanneum. He possessed a library of some

32,000 volumes, and was an extremdy prolific

writer. Several of his works are still unsuper-

seded. Among his bibliographical writings spe-

cial mention may be made of the fc^owingr

Bibliotheca latina (Hamburg, 1697; best edition

by J. A. Emesti, 3 vols., Leipsic, 1773-74); BOrfi-

olheca grmca (14 vols., Hamburg, 1705-28; best

edition, though incomplete, by G. C. Hariess. 12

vols., 1790-1809); Bibliographia antiquaria (1713);
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Bibliotheea eccksiastica (1718); and Bibliotheca

Uitina meduB et infima cetatis (5 vols., 1734-36;

completed by J. D. Man&i, 6 vols., Padua, 1754).

In theology his work is antiquated, although men-
tioQ may still be made of his Hydrolheologie (1730)

and Pyrothedogie (1732), written to show the good-
Mss of God in creating water and fire; as well as of

the Ceniifolium Lutheranum (2 vols., 1728-30), a
somewhat crude bibliography of Luther and the

Reformation, and of the SaliUaris lux Evangelii

UjH orbi exoriens (1731), with a valuable list of over

4,000 bishoprics. He likewise published a number
of classical authors, but his only editions of per-

manent value were his Codex apocrypktu Novi
Tatamenii (2 vols., 1703; enlarged, 1719) and his

Codex peeudepigraphus Veteris Teetamenti (1713;

enlarged, 2 vols., 1722-23), both of which are still

indispensable in a study of their subjects.

Bouogbafht: S. Rdmarus, De vita et McripHa J. A. Fa-
hriai, HAinburs. 1737; KL, iv. 1191-02.

FACULTIES: The term applied in canon law to

powers conferred by an ecclesiastical superior u]x>n

a subordinate. The most important are the papal
faculties. These are conferr^ on missionaries for

certain ca-ses of dispensation and absolution, espe-

cially on the heads of missionaryorders ; since the six-

teenth centuryon papal nuncios in countries where,

as inGermany, theRoman CTatholic Church isendeav-
oring to recoverherformerfooting; andon the bishops
and archbishops, who are regarded as missionaries.

These powers have always been limited by a regard

to the special needs of the region over which they
are to be exercised. Those which are conferred

vpoa bishops in certain countries are usually good
for a period of five years (hence called facuUates

quwqt/knmalea), and are normally renewed on their

expiration. Besides these traditional faculties,

there are certain special ones which may be re-

garded as an extension of them, allowing arch-

bishops and bishops to reduce masses on a founda-

tion, to designate certain altars as privileged, and
to nominate synodal examiners. All these facul-

ties are revocable at the will of the people. They
are attached to the person of the bishop in respect

of his connection with a particular diocese, and
temiinate by his death or removal from the par-

ticular office, but not by the death of the pope who
granted them. The bishops in their turn can con-
fer faculties upon their clergy, especially deans and
vicarB-general, to perform certain fimctions be-

longing to the ordinary jurisdiction of the bishop
(e.g., absolution in cases reserved to the bishop);

and they can also, when this right has been ex-

pressly given, subdelegate the exercise of the

powers conferred on them in their factUtatea qutn^

quetmaJes to such officials. (P. HiNSCHiusf.)

Bduoorapbt: O. Mejer. Die Propaganda, ihre Provinten
wd iMr ReOU, i. 39 sqq.. ii. 201 sqq., Gdttingen. 1852;
P. Hinschiua. Kirthennehl, iii. 807 sqq., Berlin, 1882;
N. Nilles, in ZKT, xv (1891). 550; A. Konings, Commen-
htio in iaeuiiaiee apoetolieae. New York. 1893.

FACUHDUS of HERMXANE: Bishop of Heiv
miane, in the North African province of Byzacena;
d. after 571. He belonged to the leaders of the

anti-imperial opposition in the so-called Three
Chapter Controversy (q.v.) and in 548 submitted

to Justinian a work in twelve books Pro dejensione

trium capiltUorumf in which he sought mainly to

prove that the emperor's design of condemning
the Antiochian theology might seriously impair the

authority of the Council of Chalcedon. A second
treatise. Liber contra Mocianum acholasticum, in

opposition to the judiccUum by which Pope Vigilius

had condemned the Three Chapters, shows that

he was already estranged from Rome, yet the date
of composition is imcertain. A third work is the

Epistola fidei caiholicce in defensione trium capUu-
lorum. The three treatises are in MPL, Ixvii. 521-

878, and in A. Gallandi, Bibliotheca, xi. 663-821.

G. KRt)OER.

Bibuoorapht: A. Hamaok, TLZ, v (1880). 632-635; H.
Kihn. Theodor von Mopeueatia, pp. 50-51. Freiburg. 1880;
O. Bardenhewer. Patrologie, pp. 562-563. ib. 1901; DCB,
ii. 444-445.

FAGIUS, fa'gi-us (PHAGIUS, BUCHLEIN),
PAULUS: German theologian; b. at Rheinzabem
(9 m. s.e. of Landau), Rhenish Bavaria, 1504; d.

at Cambridge, England, Nov. 13, 1549. He
studied at Heidelberg (1515) and at Strasburg

(1522), where Capito taught him Hebrew; he

became rector of the school at Isny, 1527; was a
student of theology at Strasburg, 1535; returned

as Evangelical pastor to Isny, 1537, and became
pupil in Hebrew of Elias Levita; he succeeded

Capito as pastor and theological professor in Stras-

burg, 1542. Violently opposed to the Interim

when it was introduced (1549), he accepted Cran-

mer's invitation to come to England and became
professor of Hebrew at Cambridge and soon died

of a fever. Under Queen Mary his and Butzer's

bones were exhiuned and burned (Feb. 6, 1557)

and their university honors were taken from them;

but Queen Elizabeth ordered that the university

formally restore to them their honors (July 22,

1560; cf. Foxe, Arts and Monuments, ed. Townsend,

viii. 282-295, and A brief Treatise concerning the

Burning of Bucer and Phagius with their Restitution,

London, 1562). Fagius had a great reputation as

a Hebrew scholar and his publications are upon
Old Testament exegesis and Hebrew philology.

In the bibliography of his writings in La France

protestante, iii. 71 sqq., also in Strype's Memorials

of Archbishop Cranmer, p. 845, twenty-three worics

are cited, but none has any present interest.

Bibuoorapht: An account of his life is contained in the

Hiatoria de vUa Buceri, Strasburg. 1562. Cktnsult: Sch&f-

fer. Paul Fagiue, der tweite evanoelieehe Prtdiger am
Jungen St. Peler in Strauhurg, Strasburg. 1877; ADB,
vol. vi.; DNB, xviii. 120.

FAGICANI, fa"nya"ni, CHARLES PROSPERO:
Presbyterian; b. in New York City Oct. 29, 1854.

He was graduated at the College of the City of New
York in 1873, Columbia College Law School In

1875, and Union Theological Seminary in 1882.

He taught in the public schools of New York 1873-

1879, and was chapel minister of Grace Mission of the

Fourth Avenue Presbyterian Church 1882-85 and
pastor of Westminster Presbyterian Church, Yon-
kers, N. Y., 1885-86. The five years foUowmg
were spent in Europe, and in 1891 he was appointed

instructor in Harvard Divinity School, but was
unable to accept on accoimt of ill health. Sinoe
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1892 he has been instructor and professor of He-
brew in Union Theological Seminary. In theology

he belongs to the advanced school of Presbyterian-

ism. He has written A Primer of U^ew (New
York, 1903).

FAGICANI, PROSPER: Roman canonist; b.

1598; d. in Rome 1678. At twenty he was grad-

uated as a doctor of law at Perugia, and two years

later he was given the important position of secre-

tary to the Congregatio conciliif which held he for

fifteen years. He was afterward successively sec-

retary to other congregations and probably profes-

sor of canon law at Rome. The commentary which,

at the instance of Alexander VII., he wrote on the

decretals (3 vols., Rome, 1661) is still appealed

to by canonists. He was blind from his forty-

fourth year.

Bibuoobapht: KL, iv. 1204-1205.

FAHRNER, FRAITZ IGICAZ: German Roman
Catholic; b. at Richtoldsheim, Alsace, Aug. 27,

1865. He studied at the theological seminary at

Strasburg 1887-92 and at the University of Mimich
(D.D., 1902), was chaplain at Markirch 1892-97

and vicar of the cathedral at Strasburg 1897-

1900. He became professor of moral theology at

the Strasburg theological seminary in 1902, and in

1903 was appointed associate professor of canon
law in the University of Strasburg, where he
has been professor of moral theology since

1905. He has written Geschichte der Eheacheid-

ting im kanonUchen Recht, t. Unaufldslichkeitsprin-

zip und voUkommene Scheidtmg der Ehe (Freiburg,

1903).

FAIRBAIRN, AlfDREW MARTIN: Oongrega-
tionalist; b. near Edinburgh Nov. 4, 1838. He
studied in Edinburgh (B.A., 1860), at the Evan-
gelical Union Theological Academy, Glasgow (1856-

1861), and the University of Berlin (1866-67). After

being minister of Evangelical Union Ck)ngrega-

tional churches at Bathgate, West Lothian (1860-

1872), and St. Paul St., Aberdeen (1872-77), he was
principal of Airedale Gollege, Bradford, England,
until 1886; and Mansfield College, Oxford, from
1886 till his retirement 1909. He was chairman of

Congregational Union of England and Wales in

1883 and a member of the royal commission on
secondary education in 1894-95, of the theological

board and theological examiner in the University

of Wales in 1895-1904, and ot the advisory com-
mittee to the theological faculty in the University

of Manchester in 1904. He was Muir Lecturer in

the University of Edinburgh in 1878-82, Lyman
Beecher lecturer at Yale in 1891-92, Giflford Lec-

turer in the University of Aberdeen in 1892-94,

Haskell Lecturer of the University of Chicago in

India in 1898-99, and Deems Lecturer in New York
University, 1906. He has written Studies in the

Philosophy of Religion and History (London, 1876);

Studies in the Ufe of Christ (1881); The City of

God (1882); Religion in History and in Modem
Life (1884); Christ in Modem Theology (1893);

Christ in the Centuries (1893); Catholicism, Roman
and Anglican (1899); and The Philosophy of the

ChrisUan Religion (1902).

FAIRBAIRN, PATRICK: Scotch Presbyterian;

b. at Hallybiurton (32 m. 8.e. of Edinburgh),

Berwickshire, Jan. 28, 1805; d. at Glasgow Aug.

6, 1874. He was educated at the University of

Edinburgh, was licensed to preach in 1826. and
from 1830 to 1836 was located in the Oikney
Islands. In 1836 he was transferred to Bridgeton,

Glasgow, and in 1840 to Salton, in East Lothian.

In 1843 he left the Established Church, but re-

mained in Salton as pastor of the Free Chureh.

In 1853 he was appointed professor of divinity in

the theological college of the Free Chureh at Aber-

deen, and in 1856 he was transferred [to the Free

Church college at Glasgow. He was appointed

principal of the institution on Nov. 4 of the same

year and held this position till his death. In 1865

he was moderator of the General Assembly, and

in 1867 a member of the Scotch delegation ap-

pointed to visit Presbyterian chiupches in the United

States. He was also one of the company for re-

vising the Old Testament. His principal works are,

The Typology of Scripture (2 vols., Edinburgb.

1845-47; new ed., New York, 1900; a guide in the

interpretation of Biblical symbolism), Ezekiel and

the Book of his Prophecy (1851); Prophecy Viewed

in its Distinctive Nature, its Special Functions, and

its Proper Interpretation (1856); Hermeneutical Man-

ual (1858); and Pastoral Theology, with c Bvh

graphical Sketch of the Author, by J. Dodds (1875).

He also edited The Imperial Bible Dictionary (2

vols., London, 1866) and translated several theo-

logical works from the German.
Bibuooraphy: Besides the sketch by J. Dodds, at sop^

consult DNB, xvili. 122.

FAIRCHILD, JAMES HARRIS: CcMigregatioQ-

alist; b.atStockbridge,Ma88.,Nov. 25, 1817; d. at

Oberlin, O., Mar. 19, 1902. He was graduated at

Oberlin College in 1838, and in it was successively

tutor (1838), professor of Latm and Greek (1842),

of mathematics (1847), moral philosophy and sys-

tematic theology (1858), and president (1866-89).

From 1889 tUl becoming emeritus professor (1895) be

taught systematic theology in Oberlin Theological

Seminary. As a teacher he was clear, philosopb-

ical, and impressive. As a theologian he succeeded

Charles Grandison Finney, with whom he agreed

in general, though not without differences springing

from his strong individuality. He taught a " new

school " Calvinism, in which the freedom of the

will was emphasized to the essential modification of

the systtem. The general cast of his system was

practical and concrete rather than metaphysica];

but he maintained the divinity of Christ and the

trinity, the atonement (governmental theory), and

the endless future punishment of the incorrigibly

wicked. He maintained also the ethical doctrine to

which earlier Oberlin had given prominence, the sim-

plicity of moral action, but minimised the doctrine

of perfection which had been associated with it,

teaching the possibility of perfection in this life,

though laying no emphasis upon it, and not asserting

its probability. The foundation <rf moral obligation

he found in the essential worth of sentient being, in

immediate perception of this, and in the intuitii'e

affirmation of obligation to promote universal well-

being, by conscience. But his greatest service to
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his eoDege was as an administrator, being distin-

guisbed for his business capacity and good sense, his

arbanity and patience, his entire unselfishness, his

leHability, his interest in individuals, his extraor-

dinary skill in handling men, and his power to bring
things to pass, so under him the institution throve
freatly. He edited the memoirs of President Finney
(New York, 1876), and the latter's Systematic Theoir

ogy (Oberlin, 1878). His other publications include

M<mal PhUoaophy; or, The Science qf OhligaHon
(New York, 1869); Woman'b Right to ihe BaUot
(1870; an affirmative statement); Oberlin, the

Cciony and ihe College (Oberlin, 1883); Elemente of
Theology, Natural and Revealed (1892).

BnuoGBAPBT: A. T. Swine, Life qf Jame* HarriB Fmr-
dOd, New York. 1907.

FAITH.
L The New Testament Conception.

The BAckffTouxid (| 1).

Tlie Teaching of Jesus (& 2).

P»ul (I 3).

n. The Doctrine in Theology.
Before the Reformation (| 1).

The Reformation and Modem Theology (ft 2).

Faith in Systematic Theology (f 3).

L The New Testament Conception: like every
New Testament conception, the idea of faith goes
to the Old Testament for the key to its meaning.
It was bom when the political fortimes of Israel

entered on their decline. The division of the
kingdom and the increasing helpless-

I. The ness of a small state lying across the
Back- highway between Mesopotamia and
ground. Egypt conditioned its growth and

chaxticter. It dealt with the future
of the nation (Isa. vii. 9, viii. 17, xxvi. 1 sqq.,

rsviii. 16). As secular conditions grew less

favorable, the mind of the representative Israel-

ite, the prophet, stayed itself more and more on
the living God, the base and spring of the nation's

existence. Thus the idea of faith is inseparable

from the development of prophetic monotheism.
It is bound up with the imity and holiness of

God and with the divine dominance over nature
aad history.

Faith is man's part in the self-revelation of God,
the method of which is vitally connected with its

matter. God reveals himself through the experi-

ence and history of the chosen nation, and faith is

man's assent to God's self-revelation in and through
the nation's experience. By means of faith, the
dirine control over nature and history in the in-

terest of a distant but authoritative moral end is

vitaDy apprehended so as to constitute the very
pith and marrow of man's moral nature. It is an
act of trust, a bias and bent of the working will in

man's breast, a mood in which he waits steadfastly
and joyously for God's assertion of his right of

way in history (Isa. xxxviii. 16; Hab. iii. 17-19).

In prophetism a supreme conception is only half

Uocked out. The essential quality of faith is dis-

dosed, but its scope and method are not clearly

a{>prehended. Judaism did much to supplement the
WQ^ of later prophetism (Jeremiah and Ezekiel).

The subjective side of life was developed. The
nation ceased to )t^ the exclusive unit of thought
and emotion, and* the individual came, in some

degree, to his rights. In apocalyptics (the Book
of Daniel, etc.) the divine control of history is

wrought up into a splendid imaginative presen-

tation that has vast power of appeal to the com-
mon consciousness. All this helped to enrich the
conception of faith. But with the gain came a
heavy loss. The apocalyptist weakened the con-
nection between the moral ideal and the forces of

history, so that the moral end becomes more or
less detached from the moral process.

It was the Savior who restored the sound con-
nection between prophecy and history. The staple

of his thought was the messianic

2. The idea, the national hope of Israel.

Teaching But by fulfilling the ideal of the suf-

of Jesus, fering servant of the Lord he tran-

scended Judaism. Of the two meth-
ods which his age proposed to him, the violence of

the zealot and the dualistic pessimism of the
apocalyptist (IV Esdras), he chose neither. He
realized the kingdom of God in character, the
character of man built upon the character,' that

is to say, the fatherhood of God. The kingdom of

God is in the heart and under the eye of those

who have eyes to see (Luke xvii. 21). The law of

its realization is the law of service (Mark x. 45).

The thought of force is expelled from the idea of

God and the conception of man (Matt. xxvi. 52).

The Savior carried the messianic idea out of politics

(Matt. xxii. 21 ), but without weakening the hold
of the moralizing will in God and man upon his-

tory. Saving faith, with Jesus as with the proph-
ets, means an entire confidence in the divine con-

trol of nature and history. But by laying the

foundations of eschatology in character, the Savior

fulfilled the logic of prophetism and achieved

spiritual and moral imiversalism without the loss

of social vigor and organizing power (Sermon on
the Mount; John xiii.-xvii.).

The work of Christ was summed up in the foimd-

ing of a chiupch or conmiunity devoted to his per-

son and conmiitted to his views and claims. This

community was a new type. Its dominant mental
quality was the open vision of the kingdom of God
manifesting itself in ecstatic forms (the glossolalia,

and I Cbr. ii. 9 sqq.; see Ecstasy), not capable of

translation into terms of thecommon good (I Ck)r. xiv.

20-25). But its fundamental quality was construct-

ive prophecy (I Cor. xiv. 12), the ethical interpreta-

tion of contemporary society and history (" signs of

the times ") in their bearing on the well-being and
destiny of the Christian conununities. The creed of

these conmiunities was the belief in the triumph of

the crucified Savior (Acts ii.-vii.), expressing itself

in the impassioned conviction of his resurrection

and second coming. This faith was the cleansing

element in life (Acts xv. 9), freeing the heart of the

believer from fears regarding the inability or un-

willingness of God to keep the promises made to

the fathers (Acts iii. 20), and inspiring a joyous

confidence in the end of the Christian's personal

and social existence, which gave to the imitation

of Jesus a saving and redemptive aspect (St.

Stephen's dying prayer). This commimity is a
messianic conmiunity. Dedication to the eternal,

the common good, is the essence of its life (fiapanta
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koina, Acts ii. 44, iv. 32). The entire community
is pledged to belief in the reality and inmiinence of

God's sway (parouaia). And faith in its essence is

this practical Old Testament conviction, made
radiant and all-controlling by the life of Christ.

It is this stage of the New Testament development
of faith that is represented by the Epistle of James
and the First Epistle of Peter.

It was the work of Paul to go to the root of the
great conception first shaped by the Hebrew proph-
ets. He did this, not by outgrowing the primi-

tive Christian eschatology (for Chris-

3. PauL tianity is fimdamentally eschatologic),

but by applying the work and mind
of Christ to the ultimate problem, the problem of

character as personality. His conversion flushed

his emotions with the feeling of the divine creative-

ness (I Cor. xv. 8; Eph. iii. 8). His work as mis-

sionary to the Gentiles deepened this experience.

It was given to him to build congregations of

Christians from the groimd (I Cor. i. 26 sqq.; Rom.
iv. 17-18). The creative character of God mani-
fested in Christ became the starting-point of his

thinking.

When the Judaizing Christians denied his stand-

ing as an apostle and sought to stamp his work
with their own views, he was driven to a fundamental
analysis of the prophetic term faith, and to turn
its creative and critical force against the Pharisaic

conception of religious merit (erga nomou). How
is true character or personality (dikaiosunS) pos-
sible? Of course the Pauline conception of right-

eousness differs from the conception entertained

by the Hebrew prophets; four centuries of Judaism
have intervened; the subjective mood is far

stronger; the individual is the center of gravity.

Yet the apostle continued to think along prophetic

lines. He differed broadly from the monastical
individual of a later age. While the salvation of

the individual is his conscious aim, he thinks about
the individual's blessings in terms of the common
good (I Cor. ii. 9-10, xiii.). The point in question
is God's ability and willingness to keep his promise
of a heavenly commonwealth (Rom. iii. 4; II Cor.

i. 20). To be saved by Christ is to have been
brought into quickening relation with the supreme
hope (Rom. viii. 24). The two great ethical terms
righteousness and right, which with the separation

of Church from State become more or less separated
and specialized, must be brought together in

thought if we are to interpret aright the words of

Rom. i. 16-17.

Paul's monotheism is best contrasted with Aris-

totle's. To use more or less inaccurate terms, Paul's

conception is an " ethical monotheism," while
Aristotle's is metaphysical. That is to say, Aris-

totle's final statement is in terms of pure reason,

while Paul's is in terms of common and social well-

being. It is in the unity between Jew and Gentile

that for him the mystery of things centers (my«-
Urion, Rom. xi. 25 sqq.; Eph. ii. 11-iii. 19). The
religious and social imity of the Mediterranean
world was his supreme object. As with Isaiah,

so, on a different level, with Paul, the creative

and vitalizing unity of God invading bdstory through
Christ is the all-controlling thought. God can I

efficiently manifest himself only in terms of human
unity (Rom. iii. 27 sqq.; I Cor. i.-iv.; Phil. L 27-

ii. 11). A saving faith is, necessarily, a creatively

social faith (the two editions of the trilc^: I

Thess. i. 3, and I Cor. xiii. 13). Faith in Christ

pledges the redeemed man to the realization of the

kingdom of God (Gal. v. 6).

In the Epistle to the Hebrews the Hdlenisdc

or metaphysical element enters, coming from Alex-

andrine Judaism and its reflective view of reve-

lation. But the Hellenic element is controlled and

directed by the prophetic element. Faith is de-

fined (xi. 1) as that state of the heart and that bias

of wiU in men which gives substance to things

hoped for and secures a solid conviction regarding

the reality of things unseen. Here as elsewhere,

faith is inseparable from the kingdom of God.

The things hoped for are the messianic blessings

promised by (}od through the prophets. Faith in

Christ gives them a body, imparts to the con-

science moral certitude touching the end and

issues of history. Owing to the blending of the

philosophical and prophetic elements in this

definition the Church catholic adopted it as its

working conception.

The different shades of meaning in New Testa-

ment writers serve to bring out more deariy the

decisive agreement. Faith is the saving assent of

the heart to Cinirist's proclamation of the supreme

moral order described as the kingdom of (jod.

The creedal conception of faith grows out of this

conception, under the historical conditions of a

later period in the Church. But, owing to those

conditions, the creedal conception is not wholly

true to the New Testament emphasis on the king-

dom of God. Faith, in the New Testament sense,

is man's perception of the spiritual and moral

order of experience and life offered to man by God
in Christ. But it is more than a perc^tion. It is

the supreme form of will-power in man. By faith

he perceives, and in faith he wills uid, under God,

ordains the moral equality and the moral end of

human history. Through the believer's self-sur-

render to the divine plan for the nation and the

race, God gives him a righteousness that has vital-

izing and unifying power among the complications

of life, and at the same time, gives to society the

promise of justice and right. Without this organ-

izing power, faith shrivels to the individual's con-

fidence in his personal salvation.

Henrt S. Nash.

XL The Doctrine in Theology: Faith, in the

language of religion, is that personal attitude by

which divine revelation is subjectively appropri-

ated. With Paul it was the all-sufficient ground of

righteousness and justification (Rom. iv. 22 sqq.)^

a view which was soon obscured in the

I. Before Christian Church. With the Apos-

the Refor- tolic Fathers the connection of faith

mation. with the attitude of love was more a

postulate than an inherent necessity

(I Clement x. 7, xii. 1; Shepherd of Hennas, Sim.

VIII. ix. 1). Moralistic and intellectualistic

thoughts of foreign origin penetrated Christianity

and as early as Clement of Alexandria faith was

supplanted by love as condition of salvation and
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by gnosis as the knowledge of revelation, and became
nothing more than a rudimentary step in the devel-

opcoent of the Christian. For Augustine, too, faith

means only the " beginning of religion." To believe

means cum (xssensione cogitare {De proBdestinatione

Kxnctorum, v.) and assent is obedience to the law of

a formal authority which primarily is Scripture,

bat then also the Church. Faith is decisive for

tbe reception of salvation only in so far as it is

ictive through love. The consummating effect of

grace is therefore the inspiration of love (inspiraiio

dileetionis). Similar thoughts were advanced by
Anselm of Canterbury, and Peter Lombard first

coined the expressions fides informis (=mere faith)

and fides formaia (= faith connected with love).

Thomas Aquinas defines faith on the basis of

Augustine's formula {cum assensume cogitare) as an
act of the intellect which is impelled to assent by
the will. Although in the last instance related to

the first cause or deity, faith has reference prin-

cipally to the Church; it is a faith of authority.

The Reformation gave back to faith its immediate
relation to the revelation of salvation and under-

stood it again in the Pauline sense as the personal

apprehension of divine grace in Christ. Luther
describes faith as a li\dng trust of the heart. The
astensus, according to him, is an assenting impulse

of the will which originates in the

2. Tbe Ref- impression of the truth of the divine

ormation word upon the conscience and heart,

and Modem God's revelation, which awakens faith.

Theology, sets all spiritual powers of man into

motion, and the assent to his Word
and knowledge of his grace are bom only with the

trust in salvation. Love can not be separated

from faith. Melanchthon taught the same views,

but m the later form of his Loci distinguished be-

tween notiiia, ctssensus, fiducia^ and prepared the
way for the mechanical view of the later ortho-

dox school which regarded nolitia and asaensus

as preliminary 6te|>s of fiducia. Johann Gerhard
advanced this view. According to it, a rational

knowledge of divine revelation is necessary before

we can inwardly assent to it. David HoUaz drew
the consistent conclusion that such an abstract con-

viction of the truth of Scripture can be only a
faith of authority.

In modem theology Schleiermacher's conception
of religion as an original inner experience, dis-

tinguished from knowledge and action, has exer-

cised a decisive influence upon the treatment of the
conception of faith, by the estabUshment of a
p63rchological scheme; but owing to his insufficient

appreciation of historical revelation, his doctrine

of faith bears the traits of a general refigion rather

than of the Christian faith of salvation. R. Rothe
prepared the way for a more definite grasp of Chris-

tian faith by emphasizing more strongly the his-

torical and yet at the same time supranatural ele-

ment of revelation. A. Rftschl defined faith as

trust ifiducia) in the revelation of God in Christ

and demanded rightly that the faith of providence
should be understood as the realization of the
Christian faith of atonement; but his connection
of justification with the existence of the commu-
nity of believers led him to the conclusion that the

reception of the forgiveness of sins forms rather

the presupposition than the content of individual

faith. In general it may be said that there exists

in modem Protestant theology an agreement on
the following points: (1) Faith does not originate

from logical processes, but from an immediate inner

experience. (2) It is not a human achievement
and not the acknowledgment of a human authority,

but an effect of God through his revelation. (3) The
assensus in the sense of conviction of faith and
knowledge of faith can not be separated from
fiducia, (4) Trust in salvation presupposes an
awakened knowledge of sin and the desire for

salvation. (5) The new moral life of the Christian

has as its basis the forgiveness of sins, which has
been received in faith.

The conception of faith is usually treated in

systenfiatic theology both in a general way as the

principle of Christian knowledge, and more spe-
cifically, in the doctrine of salvation, as the

medium of the appropriation of sal-

3. Faith in vation. In the former case it refers

Systematic to revelation in general and is

Theology, treated in its relation to knowledge;
in the latter case it refers to the

salutary gift of the forgiveness of sins and is

treated in its relation to repentance and works.
Since Christian revelation culminates in redemp-
tion, only the faith of salvation is the truly

Christian faith of revelation. In redemption God
reveals himself as holy love which saves the
sinner; the faith of the Christian bears there-

fore the character of a grateful tmst in God
who effects his salvation in Christ. This trust has
its basis and support in the revelation of salvation

which is appropriated by the believer. Faith may
therefore be traced back to two primary elements,

to an activity of Grod, in which he reaUzes his holy
love through redemption, and to an experience of

man in which he recognizes and seizes the revelation

of salvation as his own possession. Because trust

of salvation is based upon historical revelation,

it includes a certain representation of God and his

activity which develops into knowledge of faith;

but because this revelation can be imderstood only
by him who seizes it in trust, knowledge of faith

can not exist without experience of faith. Objec-
tions might be raised against the statement that

faith rests upon an inner experience because in

this way its objective basis in God's revelation

might be obscured; but the origin of faith must be
traced back to the effect of God and not to man's
own decision. The fimdamental act of God which
awakens Christian faith is to be found in the send-

ing forth of Christ and in his work of redemption.

The deciding motive of faith is Christ as he is rep-

resented in the testimony of his first disciples.

Although faith is a spontaneous and original ex-

perience which can not be derived from anything
else, a definite psychic disposition may be spoken
of without which faith of salvation does not origi-

nate; namely, knowledge of sin and its misery.

Christ as the redeemer can be seized with real trust

only by him who desires to become free from sin.

Therefore it is pertinent that the reformatory doc-

trine of salvation places repentance before faith.
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Nevertheless, the repentance which prepares the

way for faith is neither a perfect knowledge of sin

nor a complete deliverance from it. It is only a
longing for justification. It is therefore true that

repentance, without which faith of salvation does

not come into existence, becomes an accomplished
fact only with that faith. The division of the uni-

form fimction of faith into the three acts of notitiaf

asaensus, and fiducia is misleading, if it is to be
understood as rational explanation of the origin

of faith. Notitia and assensus have to do with
religious faith only if they are included in fiducia.

It IB self-evident, of course, that trust of salvation

can not originate without hearing of the message
of salvation, but the assensus as a certain con-

viction of the power of redemption of Christ

and of the reality of a transcendent God can
take place only in and with fiducia. All cer-

tainty and knowledge of God and divine things

has its origin in fiducia. To this certainty which
faith gives, belongs before everything that trust-

ing certainty of one's personal salvation which
the Reformation opposed to the uncertainty of

salvation as taught by the medieval Church and
the Coimcil of Trent. It is upheld by the testi-

mony of the Spirit; i.e., by the inwardly experi-

enced imion with Christ and God. But in this

commimion with God there is at the same time
the source of a new moral activity. There is no
appropriation of the divine grace of salvation which
does not include the appropriation of the holy will

of God; but even as the principle of Christian

morality, faith does not lose its receptive character.

The will to do good does not originate from a power
which faith possesses in itself, but from the power
which it continually receives from its imion with
Christ. On the same basis there arises for the

Christian finally the knowledge of faith which is

distinguished from other knowledge in so far as

it presupposes the individually conditioned ex-

perience of salvation and in so far as it is the per-

ception of existing reality in the light of the tran-

scendent knowledge of God, a perception sub specie

cBtemitaiis, As knowledge of faith has been
acquired at the highest summit attainable to man,
it must necessarily decide before everything his

view of the world, although it is true that its con-

nection with the knowledge of the world presents

special difficulties on account of its different origin

and point of view; nevertheless, it is the indis-

pensable task of Christian theology to find the right

method for a harmony. (O. Kirn.)
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FAITH, RULE OF. See Regula Fidel

FAKIR. See Hinduish, I, f 1.

FALASHAS. See Abyssinia and the Abts-

BiNiAN Church, i§ 1, 7.

FALCONER, ROBERT ALEXAIVDER: Presby-

terian; b. at Charlottetown, Prince Edward Island.

Feb. 10, 1867. He studied in London (B.A., 1888).

Edinburgh (M.A., 1889; B.D., 1892), Berlin, Leip-

sic, and Marburg, and since 1892 has been connected

with the Presbyterian College, Halifax, Nova Scotia,

as lecturer in New Testament exegesis (1892-95),

professor of the same subject (1895-1904) and prin-

cipal (since 1904). He has written The Tndk of

the Apostolic Oospd (New York, 1904).

FALCONIO, DIOMEDE: Roman Catholic ardh

bishop and apostolic delegate; b. at Pescocostanio

(73 m. n. of Naples), Italy, Sept. 20. 1842. He
entered the Franciscan Order in 1860, and fire

years later was sent to the United States as mis-

sionary. In 1866 he was ordained priest, and was

professor of philosophy and vice-president <^ St.

Bonaventure's College, Alleghany, Pa. (1866),

professor of theology and secretary of the Fran-

ciscan Province of the Immaculate Conoeptioo

(1867), and president of the Osllege and Seminaiy

of St. Bonaventure (1868-71). He was secretazy

and administrator of the cathedral at Harbor Grace,

N. F., 1871-82, and after a year in the United

States returned to Italy and was elected provin-

cial of the Franciscans in the Abruszi. He was

later reelected, and in 1888 was commissary and

visitor-general for the province of Pu^a, becom-

ing in 1889 synodal examiner for the diocese of

Aquila and commissary and visitor-general for the

Franciscan province of Puglia. He was procu-

rator-general of his order and visitor-general in

various Franciscan provinces from 1889 to 1892,

when he was consecrated titular bishop of Laoe-

donia, being elevated, three years later, to be arch-

bishop of Acerenza and Matera in Basilicata. He
was Apostolic Delegate to Canada 1899-1902, and

since 1902 has been apostoHc d^egate to the

United States.

FALK, felk, JOHANNES DANIEL: (}erman

philanthropist; b. at Danzig Oct. 28, 1768; d at

Weimar Feb. 14, 1826. He was the son of a wig-

maker who belonged to the Reformed Church, and
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receiTed but a limited education, until, by the inter-

ventioD of friends and relatives, he was allowed to

itudy music, and to take part in the musical en-

tertainments in the Catholic Church. In his home
be had the opportunity of learning French, which
be gradually supplemented by a knowledge of

FwgTish. In 1787 he was awarded a stipend which
enabled him to pursue the study of theology at

tbe UniveTBity of Halle, but gradually he forsook

tlieology for philology and literature. Filled with
plans for a literary career, he settled in Weimar,
and was cordially received by Wieland, Goethe, and
Herder. Falk's trend was essentially satiric, and
be accordingly began to criticize the weaknesses

and inconsistencies manifested by the social and
{x)etical conditions of his time. The events which
were thai agitating Germany finally caused Falk
to become more practical in his tendencies, and in

1806 he began the publication of a periodical

instead of the belletristic TaschenbUdier. The
main title of this journal Elysium und Tartarus^

waa still runiniscent of his former tendency, but
its subtitle, Zeitung fur Poesie, Kunat und ZeU-
gesAickUf revealed a new interest in life. On
account of its freedom of expression, however, the

periodical was suppressed before the battle of

Joia (Oct. 14, 1806).

This conflict marked a turning-point in Falk's

career. The French commission chose him as a
mediator between itself and the populace, and in

this position he was enabled to prevent many an
injustice and to alleviate much suffering. In
recognition of his services the grand duke of Weimar
created him a Legationarat, while the people hon-
ored him with the title of " the benevolent coim-
cilor." The war claimed still other services from
faim. Many orphaned children sought refuge with
him, and he took them into his home in the place
of his own children, who had fallen victims in the
struggle. Together with Horn of Weimar he
founded Die Gesellschaft der Freunde in der Not
(The Society of Friends in Need), and remained
its moving spirit. This society assimied the task
of distributing the orphaned children in the homes
of citizens, although Falk made it a rule to keep
some of them in his house imtil he could form an
idea of their capabilities, while a teacher's training
was given those who showed an aptitude for learn-
ing.

Falk shared with Francke the pedagogic tend-
«)cy to make confidence in God the center and^ of all activity; not in the punctilious spirit

of Pietism, but with freedom and joy. His lofty

ideab aavor of Pestaloszi in his insistence on the
'Joee companionship of teacher and pupil. The
beautiful songs, such as dufrdhliche and Was kann
Khmer scm, which he wrote among and for the
children, form a fitting close to his literary career.

Although devoid of essentially religious training,

and lacking denominational character, Falk*s ac-

'ivity, a precursor of Reinthaler's Martinstift at

Erfurt and Wichem's Rauhes Haus at Horn , may
be said to have been a forerunner not only of edu-
cational societies, but also of home missions. This
view was voiced by himself when he said, " The
chief aim pursued by our society for eleven years

seems a form of missionary work, a saving of souls,

a conversion of heathen; not in Asia or Africa, but
in our own midst, in Saxony and in Prussia"; and
he himself characterizes the great turning-point in

his life in the following words: " I was one of a
thousand scamps in German literature, who thought
that they served the world if they sat at their

desks, yet by the grace of God I was not, like the

rest, made into writing paper, but was used as

lint, and placed in the open wounds of the age.

So they tear me and pluck me the whole day long,

for the wound is deep, and they use me to stanch
it as long as a shred is left of me.'*

(Theodor SchXper.)
Biblioorapht: Rosalie Falk. ErinnerungtblHUer, Weimar,

1868; W. Heinselmann, J. Folk und die OeadUchaft der

Freunde in der Noth, Brandenburg, 1879; D<u Leben dee

Johannes Falk, Hamburg, 1892; W. Baur, Oesdiichta-

und LebenabUder aua der Emeuerung dee religiOeen Lebena,

p. 223, ib. 1893; P. Wurster, Die Lehre von der Inneren
Mieeion, p. 32, Berlin, 1895; ADB, vi. 549.

FALKEITBERG, JOHANNES: Dominican, pro-

fessor of theology at Cracow; d. at Liegnitz (40

m. w.n.w. of Breslau), Silesia, after 1438. In the

light of his writings thus far published and what
has been published about him, he is noteworthy
only on account of the accusation brought against
him by the Polish delegation to the Council of

Constance. Commissioned by the Teutonic Order,

with which Poland was then waging a hot contest

for its existence, he had written an impassioned
tract against the Polish king, to the effect that as

the king had supported infidels in warfare against

beHevers, he was himself to be treated as an
unbeliever. After Martin V. had occupied the
" orphaned " see of St. Peter, the Polish envoys
succeeded by brutal proceedings, in bringing FaUc-

enberg to trial. By the condemnation of Falken-

berg, which was pronounced secretly as early as

May 14, 1418, the pope secured, in Jan., 1424,

the Polish support against a new council. Falken-

berg was then set free, and after still plying

his envenomed pen against the Teutonic Order,

which had not rewarded him to his satisfaction, he
is supposed to have died on the way home.

B.Bess.
Biblioorapht: Sources are certain of his tracts in Oer-

eonii Opera, ed. Du Fin, v. 1020-29, Antwerp, 1706;
Monumenta . . . ree geetae Polonia illuetranHa, viii

(1883), no. &81, xii (1891). 113. 170-174. Consult B.
Bess, in ZKO, xvi (1892), part 3.

FALK LAWS. See Ultramontanism.

FALL OF MAN. See Sm.

FALLOWS, SAMUEL: Reformed Episcopal
bishop; b. at Pendleton (a suburb of Manchester),

Lancashire, England, Dec. 13, 1835. He emigrated
to the United States at the age of thirteen and was
graduated at the University of Wisconsin in 1859.

He was vice-president of Galesville University,

Galesville, Wis., in 1859-61 and a minister of the

Methodist Episcopal Chureh from 1859 to 1875.

He served in the Union army during the Civil War,
and was promoted colonel and brevet brigadier-

general. After the cessation of hostilities he was
pastor of a Methodist chureh in Milwaukee. He
was a regent of the University of Wisconsin 1866-

1874 and state superintendent of public instruction
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for Wisconsin 1870-74. In 1874-75 he was presi-

dent of Illinois Wesleyan University, Bloomington,
111., but in 1875 withdrew from the Methodist
Episcopal Church for the Reformed Episcopal

denomination. Since 1875 he has been rector of

St. Paul's Reformed Episcopal Church, Chicago,

and has been a bishop of the Church since 1876.

He has been elected presiding bishop seven times.

In 1876 he founded the Reformed Episcopal Appeal,

which he edited for four years. Among his wri-

tings mention may be made of Bright and Happy
Homes (Chicago, 1877); The Home Beyond (1879);

Past Noon (Cmcmnati, O., 1886); The Bible Look-

ing Glass (Naperville, lU., 1898); Popular and
Critical Biblical Dictionary (Chicago, 1901); and
Christian Philosophy (1905.)

FAMILIAR SPIRIT. See Divination, § 1

.

FAMILIARES: A term applied to domestic
servants or craftsmen employed in the service of

a monastery, who, without being either monks
or lay brothers, were considered as belonging in

a sense to the order, and were thus required to

join in certain religious exercises.

FAMILIARITAS (COMMENSALITIUM) : In can-

on law, a term describing one of the groimds on
which a bishop may ordain a man who does not

strictly belong to his diocese. It is not required

that the candidate shall have literally lived in the

bishop's house and sat at his table, but he must have
received his support from the bishop's personal

funds, and have been for three years in such close

communication with the bishop that the latter shall

have had full opportunity to acquaint himself with

his character. A benefice must also be provided

for him by the bishop within a month after his

ordination.

FAMILISTS (Family of Love; Huis der Liefde;

Familia caritatis): A short-lived religious com-
munity, founded in Emden, East Friesland, about
1540 by Hendrik Niclaes, or Niclas, and exercising

a certain amount of influence in the

The religious confusion of the later Eng-
Founder. lish Revolution, as well as in the Phila-

delphian Society of Jane Lead (q.v.).

Bom of Roman Catholic parentage on Jan. 9 or 10,

1502 or 1501, possibly at MUnster, Niclaes spent

the first twenty-nine years of his life in his native

city as a merchant. He was originally a devoted

follower of the ancient faith, and even in his career

as the leader of a sect he felt still formally con-

nected with Roman Catholicism. However, he

entered into spiritual conamunion with many who
were inclined toward the Reformation, and in

1528 he was imprisoned for a short time, but was
released for lack of evidence. Some time before

1531 he settled in Amsterdam, remaining there

more than nine years. The only details known
concerning this residence are that within a year

he was again imprisoned, and that after his speedy

release he lived in seclusion, devoting himself to

a life of Pietism. It was not until his thirty-ninth

year that Niclaes became a figure of importance,

and claimed that revelations had assured him that

God had poured upon him the *' spirit of the true

love of Jesus Christ," and had chosen him from his

youth to be the prophet to prepare the way (or

the approaching end of time. In this period he

began to commit his revelations to writing, and for

twenty years (1540- 60), Emden was the center

both of his mercantile activity and his religious

propaganda, while he journeyed throughout Hol-

land and Flanders, and also visited Paris and

London. To this period belong the majority of

his writings, of which the most important were

Den Spegel der Gherechticheit, dorch den Geist der

Lieffden unde den vergodeden Mensch H. N, uth

de hemmelische Warheit betOgetf and Evangdium

offte eine frdlicke Bodeschop des Rycke godes unde

Christi (Eng. transl., An Introductinn to the Under-

standing of the Glasse of Righteousness, by C. Vittdl

1575 [?]). Most of these works were printed secretly,

but, as is now certain, partly by the press of the

famous Antwerp printer Plantin, who had become

a convert to Niclaes' views about 1550, despite

the fact that later he was the " prototypo-

graphus " of the king of Spain and printer to the

Holy See. Niclaes himself continued to be osten-

sibly a strict Roman Catholic, his works being dis-

seminated by his closest disciples, while he him-

self established his Familia carilatis at Emden.
This was essentially a commxmity of mystic

indifferentism, only loosely connected with historic

(Christianity. While the teachings

Doctrines of the Bible and the Church were

of the not denied, they were practically

Familists. ignored, being regarded dther as a

mere preparation for the age of

love, or being reduced to allegories. The basis

of the system is a mystic pantheism, which ex-

plains how Niclaes could believe that God and

Christ had become incarnate in himself, althoogfa

others also might thus partake of God. On the

other hand, the self-consciousness of the founder,

who did not hesitate to term himself an incamatioD

of God or Christ, often defeated the logical conse-

quences of pantheism; and the organization of the

sect, with its twenty-four elders, archbishops, four

classes of priests, and '* supreme bishop," was

entirely monarchical. A centralized administra-

tion was necessitated, moreover, by the compMcated

system of priests professing poverty, a community

giving tithes, and an involved law of inheritance.

There is no reason to suppose, however, that

Niclaes was a conscious hypocrite, although his

mysticism of love had an antinomian tendency,

and both the organization of the sect and many

practises of the community were not free from peril

The propaganda of Niclaes did not escape the

notice of the authorities of Emden. Niclaes him-

self escaped in 1560, before proceedings could he

taken against him, and lived the Ufe of a refugee

for several years, residing successively at Kampen.

Utrecht, probably again in England, and, after

1570 in Cologne. He seems to have died in 1580,

the year in which appeared his Terra Pads,

Wdre Getilgenisse van idt geistelick Landschop da

Fredes (Eng. transl.. Terra Pacts. A Tnie Testi-

fication of the Spirituall Lande of Promyse, 1575

[?]). His success on the Continent had been com-

paratively slight. At the time of his death he had

disciples in Amsterdam, Antwerp, Dort, Kampen,
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RotterdAm, Emden, Cologne, and Paris, but in all

these places the community seems to have sur-

vived only a short time, the last certain mention
of than dating from 1604.

In England the influence of the Familists was
deeper and more lasting. The entering wedge

seems to have been a Dutch congrega-
The tion in London, with whom Niclaes

Ftmilatt came in contact, especially as this

in community included adherents of

Kngiind. David Joris (q.v.) and similar fanat-

ics. Christopher Vitel, a native of

Delft, the city of Joris, was, moreover, long the
head of the English Familists, but the movement
soon spread to genuinely English soil, and the most
of the writings of Niclaes were translated into
Eogli^ In 1574 the English government pro-
ceeded against the Familists, whereupon they
addreased to Parliament An Apology far the Service

of Love and the People that Own U, and in the fol-

lowing year issued A Brief Rehearsal of the Belief
oj the GoodwiUing in England, which are named the

FamUy of Love, They were answered by John
Rogers and John Enewstub, and on Oct. 3, 1580,
Eliiabeth issued a proclamation against them
which condemned their books and directed that the
sectaries themselves be imprisoned. A week later

a foraiula of abjuration was promulgated, and
bwv against the Familists soon followed. The
Kct did not disappear, however, and James I. was
addreased by them in petitions soon after his ac-

cession, but in vain. The new monarch was ex-
tremely antagonistic to them, and had declared as
early as the preface to his BasUicon doron in 1599,
that they were responsible for the rise of Puritanism.
After the fall of the Stuarts, they were opposed by
John Etberington, but in the Republican period
many of the works of Niclaes were reprinted,

while it has been suggested that Bunyan's Pil-

grim'9 Progress owes its inspiration to Familist

writings. They were also closely connected with
the Ranters of the Commonwealth. After the
Restoration the Familists vanished, and by the
beginning of the eighteenth century but one aged
member of the sect was known to be alive.

f^idaes' faithless disciple Hendrik Jansen of

Barreveldt, writing under the pseudonym of Hiel,

long survived his teacher. Of his

The life little is known, although in his

Soccesior later years he himself says that he
of Hidmes. led the life of a wanderer. He was

closely associated with Plantin and
his family, who printed the greater part of his

writings, his chief work being Het Boeck der Ghe-
tejgw»iM«i van den verborgen Ackerschat, published
by Plantin at Antwerp in Flemish and French about
1580. Hiel discarded the hierarchic and ceremonial
traditions of his master, and declared all external

w\)rBhip a matter of indifference, thus rendering it

possible for the famous Antwerp printer to remain
formally in the Roman Catholic Church, and to

belong to the Spanish Catholic party despite his

sympathy with the Familists. (F. Loops.)

BuMOQi^rHT: The fundamental work for a study of

NidMs and hie sect is F. Nippold. Heinridt Niclaes und
4m ffoM der lAAe, in ZHT, xxzii (1862), 323-402, 473-

IV.—18

563, which uses original and newly discovered sources,
all of which and others are noted by J. H. Hessels, Notes
and Queriee, Oct.-Nov., 1869. The article in DNB, xl
427-431 is exceediDgly valuable. Consult further: Q.
Arnold, /Ciroft«n- unl Kefzer-Hielorie, ii. 123 sqq.. 4
vols., Frankfort. 1700-15; C. A. Tiele. Chrietophe PlanHn
et le eectaire mvatique Henrik Niclaee, in Le BibliophUe
Beloe, iii (1868). 121-138 (uses original sources partly
the same as Nippold 's. ut sup.); M. Rooses. Chrietophe
PlanUn, pp. 441 sqq.. Antwerp. 1882 (seta forth Plan-
tin's relation to Niclaes and the sect); A. J. van der Aa,
Biographiech Woordenboek der Nederlanden, xiii. 177-185,
Haarlem. 1868; J. H. Blunt. Dictionary of SecU, Hereeiee,
.... pp. 158-160. Philadelphia. 1874 (useful for refer-
ences to books treating of the sect in England).

FAMILY AND MARRUGE RELATIONS,
HEBREW.

Patriarchal (Constitution of the Family (f 1).

Marriage Effected by Purchase (f 2).

The Wife's Property Rights (| 3).

Polygamy the Rule (S 4).

Tendency toward Monogamy (f 5).

Ethical and Social Limitations and Preferences (f 6).
Divorce (J 7).

Legal SUtus of Woman (i 8).

Social Position of Woman (f 0).

Wedding Customs (i 10).

Legal Position of the Widow (§11).
The Levirate (i 12).

Desire for Children (f 13).

Customs at Birth (f 14).

Legal SUtus and Training of Children (| 15).
Position of the First-bom (| 16).

In historical times the Israelite family was patri-

archal, i.e., kinship, tribal affinity, and inheritance

were determined by descent from the father; though
there was a time when matriarchy existed among the
Semites, these relations then being determined by

the mother. And it must be admitted
I. Patri- that among the Hebrews traces are

archal Con- found of former matriarchal con-
stitution of ditions, e.g., the position occupied by
the Family, such women as Leah, Rachel, Bilhah,

Zilpah, Keturah, and Hagar. Expres-
sions found in Gen. xlii. 38, xliii. 29, xliv. 20 (cf.

Judges ix. 2) show how long the feeling persisted

that relationship was determined by the mother.
Descent from the same mother but not from the
father formed a barrier to marriage. This is shown
by marriage with half-sister, stepmother, and
daughter-in-law, a practise which continued till

the exile (Ezek. xxii. 10-11). Characteristics of

the matriarchy were: derivation of name from the

mother (Gen. xxx. 3), inheritance through her

(Gen. xxi. 10), marriage of the girl through the

brother's initiative (not the father's; Gen. xxiv.;

only in verse 50 is Bethuel's name added), and
marriage of the man into the family of the wife

(Gen. xxiv. 5; Judges xiv., xv. 2).

Marriage was effected by purchase. The legal

relation was founded upon an engagement accom-
plished by the payment of purchase-money. The
engaged girl became the property of the man, and
in case of rape or infidelity was treated as a married

woman. Written marriage-contracts,

3. Marriage which were customary among the an-

Effected by cient Babylonians (Code of Hammu-
Purchase. ra6t, f 128), are not mentioned until

a late period (Tobit vii. 14). The
father received the purchase-money; but in course

of time this custom changed and a part of the

1
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money went to the bride. On an average the price

was about fifty shekels (Deut. xxii. 29; cf. Ex.
xxii. 16-17; Code of Hammurabi, § 139). This

obligation could also be met in other ways: Jacob
served as a hired hand (Gen. xxix. 15 sqq.), others

accomplished feats of war (Josh. xv. 16; I Sam.
xvii. 25, xviii. 20 sqq.). While not explicitly stated

in the Old Testament, it is implied that the un-

justifiable withdrawal of the bridegroom caused

him to lose the purchase-price. If the father-in-

law withdrew, he had to repay the money two-

fold (Code of Hammurabi, §§ 159, 160).

All that the wife brought with her were the^ pres-

ents, if any, received from the groom (Gen. xxiv.

53, xxxiv. 12; cf. Code of Hammurabi, § 159), and
those from her family (Josh. xv. 16 sqq.), including

particularly slaves for her personal

3. The service (Gen. xvi. 2, xxiv. 59, xxix.

Wife's 24 sqq.). There is no mention of a
Property dowry, properly speaking, until after

Rights, the exile (Tobit viii. 21; Ecclus. xxv.

22; I Kings ix. 16 proves only the

Egyptian custom). Daughters could not inherit

paternal property; but whatever they brought
into matrimony with them remained theirs. The
husband had no authority over the personal slaves

of the wife (Gen. xvi. 6, xxx. 3 sqq.). In the ab-

sence of any express statement to the contrary,

it must be assumed that in case of separation or

death of
J
the husband, the wife received back her

original property (cf. Code of Hammurabi, §§ 137,

138, 171, 172).

The consent of the girl was not necessary to the

engagement, though it is probable that she was
usuaUy consulted ((Jen. xxiv. 58). The negotia-

tions were conducted by the girl's father or guardian

(Gen. xxiv. 50, xxix. 23, xxxiv. 12); for the un-

married daughter belonged to her father, who had
the right to sell her (Ex. xxi. 7). The seduction

of a girl was a trespass against the father, who could

demand of the offender the usual price of a wife

without being required to give the girl in marriage

to the seducer (Ex. xxii. 16-17).

In contrast to the custom in ancient Babylon,
polygamy was the rule in Israel. In Babylon
(Code of Hammurabi) a man could marry only one

principal wife, but he was allowed

4. Polygamy to keep another woman in addition,

the Rule, unless his wife gave him one of her

slaves as a concubine. In Israel the

only limit to the number of wives was ability to

support them. Wealthy men made extensive use

of their rights (cf. II Sam. v. 13; I Kings xi. 1 sqq.);

still the law of the kingdom, referring covertly to

Solomon, forbade the King to take many wives

(Deut. xvii. 17). The Talmudists allow to the

king not more than eighteen wives at one time,

to a man of the people not more than four. Pre-

sumably the commoner in Israel, like the modem
peasant in Palestine, was content with one or two
wives. If the first wife remained barren, the hus-

band was entitled to either another wife or a con-

cubine, in which case the wife might voluntarily

give him her handmaid (Gen. xvi. 1 sqq., xxx. 3

sqq.; cf. Code of Hammurabi, § 144).

But even this limited polygamy caused much

inconvenience, particularly in the status of the

childless wife ((}en. xvi. 4 sqq.; cf. xxx.; I Sam.

i. 1 sqq.). The later law took the psut of the dis-

carded wife (Deut. xxi. 15 sqq.); and

5. Tendency the former custom of marrying two

towar4 sisters at the same time was pro-

Monogamy, hibited (Lev. xviii. 18). The devd-

opment was toward monogamy; and

Gen. ii. 18 sqq., as well as passages in the Prophets,

where the relation of God to his people is charac-

terized as one of marriage, shows that monogamj
was regarded as the normal state. The praise of

the virtuous wife in the Proverbs and elsewhere

proves that the later period saw in monogamy the

ideal marriage (Ps. cxxviii.; Prov. xii. 4, xviii. 22,

xix. 14, xxxi. 10 sqq.; Eknilus. xxv. 1 sqq., etc.).

Impediments to marriage were unknown to

ancient custom, except that marriage between

father and daughter or mother and son was always

looked upon as an abomination. TheoreticaDy

the young man might choose a wife wherever hs

pleased; practically, he was limited. Since it was

a question of admitting a woman into the family,

marriage became a family affair. The father choee

the bride for his son (Gten. xxiv. 2 sqq., xxviiL 1

sqq., xxxviii. 6), and it was unseemly

6. Ethical for the son to marry against the will

and Social of his parents (Gen. xxvi. 34-35,

Limitations xxvii. 46). Yet the preferences of

and the young people were taken into

Preferences, account; and, since there were no

particular restraints on the social

intercourse of the sexes, there was ample oppor-

tunity for the development of such attachments

(Gen. xxiv. 58; Ex. ii. 16; I Sam. ix. 11, etc).

Yet by custom, marriages outside of the tribe were

interdicted, while marriages with relations were

preferred (Gen. xxix. 19; Num. xxvi. 59, and often

in patriarchal history). Particularly the couan

on the father's side was chosen as a giri's wooer

(cf. the cases of Isaac and Rebecca, Jacob and

Rachel), a custom that still exists. To be sure,

settlement in Canaan brought changes, and mar-

riages with Canaanites and other foreigners were

not infrequent (Judges iii. 6; II Sam. iii. 3; 1

Kings xi. 1, etc.). In the regal period friendship

for the Canaanites turned to hatred, and marriages

with heathen peoples, except the Egyptians and

the Edomites, were prohibited (Deut. vii. 1 fiqq-.

xxiii. 4 sqq.; cf. Ex. xxxiv. 16). Still, the law

was not carried out, and no lasting change was

effected till the time of Ezra (Elzra ix. and x.).

The law sought also to limit marriages with rela-

tions and forbade marriage with stepmother, with

sister or half-sister, and with mother-in-law (I>eut.

xxvii. 20, 22). But even this did not break the

popular custom (Ezek. xxii. 10-11). Finally, the

priest-code forbade marriage with mother or step-

mother, niece or aimt, with the wife of an uncle

on the faher's side, with mother-in-law or daughter-

in-law, or with the wife of a brother (Lev. xviii.

6 sqq.; cf. xx. 11 sqq.). The prohibition of mar-

riage with a daughter is probably omitted througb

error in the text. Thus, union between uncle and

niece, between nephew and widow of the mother*s

brother, and between the children of brothers and
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asters was permitted. On the whole, these regu-

lations correspoDd to pre-Islamitic Arabian custom,

which Mohainmed enacted into law.

The husband could divorce his wife at will, since

she was his property (so in Code of Hammurabi);
but he forfeited the purchase-price and the wife's

property. In the Code of Hammurabi, if the wife

is not to blame, the husband must compensate her.

Tliis tended to limit divorce. On the other hand,

the wife and her family suffered no injustice thereby;

at least no moral blemish attached to

7. Dirorce. the wife. The law in Deuteronomy
evidently attempts to limit divorce.

It demands a written bill of divorce (xxiv. 1 sqq.),

deprives the husband of the right to divorce a wife

at all in two cases (xxii. 19, 28), and decrees that

a divorced woman who has married again can not
retum to her first husband when she is free a second

time (xxiv. 1 sqq.), in contrast to the earlier cus-

tom, which corresponded to the Arab usage (Rosea
iii. 3; cf. 11 Sam. iii. 14). Finally, this law re-

quires that there must be cause for divorce. Hil-

lel's school interpreted this to mean that any cause

was sufficient for a divorce, particularly any im-
seemly beha\'ior. The more austere school of

Shammai found that immoral conduct was meant.
Unfortunately the true meaning of the law can not
be learned from the Old Testament, and by way
of comparison one may well consult the Code of

Hammurabi (§§ 141-143), where an imwifely atti-

tude, extravagance, etc. are made grounds for

divorce (cf. Ecclus. xxv. 18 sqq., xlii. 9). In Deu-
teronomy the tendency is toward a higher position

for the wife; and Malachi (ii. 13-14) condemns
divorces unconditionally. Unlike the women of

ancient Babylon {Code of Hammurabi^ § 142) the

Hebrew woman had no legal right to leave her
husband and no means of freeing herself.

The legal status of the Hebrew wife was lower
than that of the wife in ancient Babylon, where,
as regards proj)erty at least, she enjoyed a degree
of independence (see Hammmurabi and His Code).

In ancient Israel the wife was simply
8. Legal a possession; but it must be added
Status of that her position had compensations.
Woman. In bearing sons she gave to the tribe

its most valuable possession; and the
rights of the husband over her did not extend to
her person. She was not a slave that he might
seD, as he could his daughter; nor could he sell

her handmaid that had become his concubine.

While her lot may have been a rather imhappy
one, since a considerable part of the hardest work
was imposed upon her, yet the Hebrew woman was
by no means intellectually and morally in the
podtion of the Mohammedan townswoman of the
present. She had much more freedom, and there
is no indication that she was secluded. The wife
had her private rooms, which no strange man was

allowed to enter (Judges xv. 1, xvi. 9;

9. Social II Sam. xiii. 7; I Kings vii. 8); but
Pbsition of she was by no means forbidden to

Woman, associate with men and might even
take part at banquets (Ex. xxi. 22;

Deut. xxv. 11; Ruth ii. 5 sqq.; II Sam. xx. 16;

Matt. ix. 20, xii. 46, xxvi. 7). Women enlivened

the popular feasts with song and dance (Ex. xv.

20-21; Judges xvi. 27, xxi. 19 sqq.; I Sam. xviii.

6). As already mentioned, the position of the wife

was gradually improved in the course of time; and
in the account of creation J makes her the helpmate
and equal of man. Still, the jealousy of the hus-

band continued to deprive her of property-rights.

Death by stoning was the penalty for adultery by
the wife (Deut. xxii. 22 sqq.; cf. Exek. xvi. 40,

and John viii. 5, 7). The suspecting husband could
force his wife to submit to the ordeal of the bitter

water (Nimi. v. 11 sqq.). The law imposing a
penalty for false accusation of a wife (Deut. xxii.

13 sqq.) never became efifective. However, this

austerity did not prevent the prophets from com-
plaining again and again about adultery (Jer.

xxiii. 10, Hos. iv. 2; Mai. iii. 5, etc.).

Very little is known of wedding festivities among
the Hebrews. The principal feature was the bring-

ing of the bride into the home of the bridegroom.
This ceremony signified the entrance of the girl

into the family of the husband. On
10. Wedding the day of the wedding the bridegroom,
Customs, in wedding-ornaments (Isa. Ixi. 10)

and accompanied by friends (Judges
xiv. 11-12; cf. Matt. ix. 15), went to the home of the
bride and conducted her to the home of the groom,
or to that of his parents (Jer. vii. 34; Cant. iii.

6 sqq.; Matt. xxv. 1 sqq.). The bride was like-

wise ornamented but veiled (Isa. xlix. 18; Jer. ii.

32, etc.) and was accompanied by her girl friends

(Ps. xlv. 14). Only seldom was the bride conducted
to meet the bridegroom (I Mace. ix. 37-38). The
wedding-banquet took place at the home of the
groom; and in families of wealth and distinction

this extended over a week or two (Gen. xxix. 27;

Judges xiv. 12, 17; Tobit viii. 20).

The lot of the widow was a sad one. She had no
hereditary rights whatever in her husband's prop-
erty (sinailarly the Code of Hammurabi, § 172),

but, in the earliest period, was a part of the estate.

Even during his father's lifetime Reuben wanted
to enter upon his inheritance (Gen. xxxv. 22),

Absalom showed himself his father's successor by
seizing David's harem (II Sam. xvi. 20 sqq.),

Abner's intercourse with Saul's concubine was a
trespass on the rights of Ish-bosheth (II Sam. iii.

7), and in Abishag Adonijah demanded
II. Legal a part of Solomon's inheritance (I

Position of Kings ii. 22; cf. 15). In spite of the

the Widow, law to the contrary, marriages with

the stepmother were not unusual
even to the time of Ezekiel (xxii. 10; cf. I

Chron. ii. 24 in the Septuagint). The story of

Ruth shows that, even if there were no chil-

dren, the heir had to accept the widow along
with the real estate, though not obliged to marrv
her. He might give her in marriage to anc

or, if he chose, he might renounce the entire ii

tance in favor of another heir (Ruth iv. 5 1

The story of Tamar illustrates the right o
heirs to the childless widow: Judah refus€

marry her, but he retained his right over he

regarded her intercourse with other men as

tery (Gen. xxxviii. 24 sqq.). At the same
the story shows that the right of the wide
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marry again was recognized. Yet these old cus-

toms fell more and more into disuse. Deuteronomy
(xxv. 7 sqq.) even allows the brother of the de-

ceased to decline to marry his childless sister-in-

law, a thing that was formerly a duty. Otherwise,

this law is outspoken in the interest of the widow,

assigning her legal rights (Deut. x. 18, xxiv. 17,

xxvii. 19), and recommending her, together with

the Levites and the poor, to the benevolent care

of the people (Deut. xiv. 29, xvi. 11 sqq., xxiv.

19 sqq.). Not till a much later period were certain

rights in the property of the deceased conceded to

the widow, concerning which the rabbis promul-

gated detailed rules. The law determines nothing

concerning a second marriage, except as to mar-
riage with the brother-in-law.

Intimately related to the hereditary right just

discussed was the institution of the levirate. In

the earliest period the right to inherit the widow
had already become a duty to marry her if the

deceased had left no sons. If there was no brother-

in-law to marry her, this became the duty of the

father-in-law or of the agnate who inherited, who-
ever he might be; and the first son of this marriage
was regarded as the son of the deceased. Since

levirate marriage is found chiefly among jjeoples

who hold to ancestor-worship (Indians, Persians,

Afghans, etc.), it is probable that

12. The herein lies the explanation of this in-

Levirate. stitution in Israel. It is significant

that the law in regard to such a mar-
riage was made in favor of the deceased, not of the
widow, thepurpose being to provide him with descen-
dants (Gen. xxxviii. 8; cf. II Sam.xviii. 18). After

this form of belief had lost its significance the levirate

marriage continued, having acquired new impor-
tance after the settlement in Canaan, in view of

succession to property. At this time the custom
served to secure the family property. Since the first

son of a levirate marriage was reckoned to the

deceased, this son inherited from his putative not
from his real father. Thus was accomplished what
the law had often attempted: the disintegration of

property and its acquirement by strangers was pre-

vented, and the family to which it belonged was
perpetuated. Deuteronomy had limited this mat-
rimonial duty of the brother of the deceased,

allowing him to decUne to marry the widow, but
such a course brought him into disrepute. The
ancient ceremony of the shoe is given an entirely

diflferent meaning in Deuteronomy: after having
been publicly rejected by her brother-in-law the

widow was to go with him to the proper authorities,

tear his shoe from his foot and spit in his face

(Deut. xxv. 5 sqq.). Later, in default of sons,

daughters were given the right to inherit, that in

this way the family estate might be preserved

(Num. xxvii. 4); and then the levirate became
limited to cases where the deceased had left no
children at all. The priest-code tried to prohibit

the custom entirely, as being incestuous (Lev.

xviii. 16, XX. 21); but the ancient custom proved
more potent than written law (Matt. xxii. 24 sqq.).

It was the heart's desire of the ancient Israelite

to have numerous children. For a woman to be
sterile was considered a great misfortune, even a

punishment from God (I Sam. i. 5 sqq.); for as

the mother of a son the wife held a podtion of

distinction in the family (I Sam. i. 6-7; cf. (Jen.

xvi. 4, XXX. 1 sqq.). For the man to have no scms

was even worse, since this threatened the extinc-

tion of his house. It is noteworthy that the cus-

tom of adopting a strange child, prevalent in an-

cient Babylon (Code of Hammurabi, i§ 185 sqq.)

is not found in ancient Israel. Rather

13. Desire the slave was allowed to inherit (Gen.

for XV. 3). Sons were especially de-

Children, sired because they alone perpetuated

the family and the family worship,

since the daughters married into other families;

and only the sons belonged to the kahal, " congre-

gation," or body of men able to bear arms. Their

precedence is shown especially by the fact that they

alone could inherit (see Law, Hebrew, Civil and

Criminal), in contrast to the custom in ancient

Babylon (cf. Co<ie of Hcmtmurabif §§ 180 sqq.).

However, these views were not peculiar to the

Israelites, being found also among the Arabs. The

fact that a girl could be sold into matrimony and

was therefore not without value, formed a sort of

counteipoise to the disdain in which she was

usually held. At all events, no trace is found in

the Old Testament of the thorough contempt for

the girl prevalent among other peoples; and, so

far as can be seen now, the custom of killing female

infants, a frequent occurrence among Arabs, was

never practised by the Hebrews.
The distinction between legitimacy and ille-

gitimacy in their present significance did not eidst.

In so far as the father was known, all children were

legitimate, whether borne by concubines or lawful

wives (Gen. xxi. 10). Even Jephthah, the son of

a prostitute and, in the strictest sense, illegitimate,

was reared with the father's legitimate children;

and if later these thrust him out it was only a case

of might (Judges xi. 1 sqq.). The hereditary rights

of such a son may not have been the same as

that of the sons by lawful wives. There seems to

have been no rigid custom regarding this, much

depending upon the good-will of the father.

The Israelitish women had the reputation of

bearing children with great ease (Ex. i. 15 sqq.);

though even in the eariiest period they em[^yed
midwives (Gen. xxxv. 17; Ex. i. 15 sqq.). At the

time of Jer. xx. 15 the father was not present at the

accouchement. Job iii. 12 has been interpreted as

expressing a symbolic act whereby the father ac-

knowledged the child, similar to the custom of the

Roman father of lifting the child from the floor

as a token that it was to live. If this be correct,

the passage is the only reminiscence of a fonner

custom of child-murder. After the

14. Customs navel had been cut, the newly bom
at Birth, babe was bathed in water, then rubbed

with salt and wrapped in swaddling-

clothes (Ezek. xvi. 4). The peasants of to-day

think that salt strengthens the child; originally

it probably had religious significance. The mother

nursed the children herself (Gen. xxi. 7; I Sam. i.

22; I Kings iii. 21), and only exceptionally did she

resort to nurses (Gen. xxiv. 59, xxxv. 8). This

custom seenivS to have become more conunon later
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with the wealthy (II Sam. iv. 4; II Kings xi. 2;

ff. Ex. ii. 9). Nursing continued two or three

years as in modem Palestine (cf. II Mace. vii. 27; ac-

cording to the rabbis two years). Weaning was the

occasion of a family celebration (Gen. xxi. 8; I Sam.
i. 24). The birth of a child rendered the mother
unclean (see Defilement and Purification,
Ceremoniax). This notion, still common to im-
civiliied peoples, was generally held by ancient

peoples. The foundation of this belief was either

the view that child-birth was a disease and like

other diseases, under the influence of certain

demons; or else, that it was protected by some
spirit, together with other processes of sexual life.

For circumcision and naming see Circumcision;
Nasieb.

The father had almost unlimited power over his

children. He could sell his daughter as a bride,

or even as a slave, but not to foreigners (Ex. xxi.

7 sqq.). To assault or even curse the father was
an offense deemed worthy of the death-penalty

(Ex. xxi. 15, 17; for the later period cf. Lev.xx.9;
Prov. XX. 20; Matt. xv. 4). There is no mention
of an age-limit to the father's authority, though in

practise this was attained when the son married
and founded a home. During the early years the

education of the children was an affair of the mother
(Prov. xxxi. 1). Boys and girls were left together

in the harem where the girls remained

15. Legal till marriage. When the boys began
Status and to grow up they came under the care

Training of of the father, or, if the family was
Children, well-to-do, they might be entrusted

to special tutors (Num. xi. 12;, II

Kings X. 1 sqq.; I CJhron. xxvii. 32; Isa. xlix. 23).

Special wei^t was laid upon early religious train-

ing (Ex. xiii. 8; Deut. iv. 9 sqq.); otherwise the
main thing was to impart practical knowledge of

some industry. The wealthier class abo learned

reading and writing, an art that was probably
fairly well known at the time of Isaiah, and even
earlier (Isa. viii. 1, x. 19; cf. Judges viii. 14). In
the Old Testament there is no mention of a school.

Not till a much later period were schools estab-

Hdied.and then only in the larger cities (Josephus,

Ant. XV., X. 5). After the exile particular stress

was laid on the study of the law; and Deuteronomy
contains numerous admonitions to instruct the

children in the statutes and sacred history. Prov-
erbs and £>2clesiasticus contain a sort of pedagogy.
Stress was laid on education rather than instruction;

and all knowledge was summed up in fear of God
and obedience to parents (Prov. i. 7, and often).

Strict discipline was to be maintained, nor was the

rod to be spared (Prov. x. 17, xiii. 14, xxiii. 13,

X3dx. 17). These precepts applied to sons only.

The first-born son occupied a position of dis-

^nction among the remaining children; and as heir

he received a double portion.. The father might
deprive him of his prerogatives and put

16. Pbiition the favorite younger son in his place

of the First- (Gen . xxi. 1 sqq., xlix. 3 sqq. ; I Kings i.

bom. 11 sqq.); but custom did not approve
of this, and later it was prohibited

(Deut. xxi. 15 sqq.). In return it was the eldest

on's duty to take care of the female members of

the family, since he became the head of the family
at his father's death. Unfortunately it is not
known whether landed property was partitioned or
whether it all went to the eldest son, who then
settled in some way with his brothers. This cus-

tom rested upon a religious foundation. The
fiirst-born was thought to take a certain precedence
in holiness, since in him the common blood of the
tribe flowed in its purest state (Gen. xlix. 3; Deut.
xxi. 17). This superiority was deduced from the
particular claim of Yahweh to all the first-bom

(Ex. xxii. 29). The supposed sacred character of

the first-bom accoimts for his consecration to the
service of Yahweh (I Sam. i. 11, vii. 1). But
usually the first-bom was redeemed (Ex. xiii. 13,

xxxiv. 20); for the worshipers of Yahweh had al-

ways opposed the sacrifice of children, a custom
conmion among their Semitic neighbors (Gen. xxii.).

The idea of dedicating the first-bora to Yahweh
was first introduced into the law in the Priest-code,

according to which all first-bom belonged to Yah-
weh. Since, however, the fiirst-bora in Israel

could not always maintain the purity necessary
for the service of the sanctuary, the Levites (q.v.)

took their place (Num. iii. 39 sqq., viii. 16 sqq.).

I. Benzinger.

Bibuoqbaphy: The best single book in English coverinc
the whole subject is E. Day, Social Life oi the Hebrew;
New York, 1901. Of high value are: G. M. Maokie.
Bible Mannert and Cu8totn9, London. 1898; Ben singer,

Archdoloffie; Nowaok, Archdolooie; DB, i. 846-850. ii

341-342. iii. 262-277; EB, ii. 1498-1605. iii. 2942-51.
On the primitive institution: Smith, Kinahip (the im-

portant book for Semites); idem, in Journal of Philolooy,
ix. 75 sqq.; J. F McLennan, PrimiUve Marriage, in
Stvdiet in Ancient Hiatory, London, 1876; G. A. Wilken.
Daa Matriarchat bei den alien Ambem, Leipsic, 1884;
C. M. Starcke, Primitive Family in its Origin and De-
velopment, London, 1889; E. Westermarck, HiMt. of Hu-
man Marriage, ib. 1901 (the standard work).
On Hebrew marriage: J. Selden, Uxor Hebraica, ib.

1546 (collects the Talmudic material); M. M. Kalisch.
MfUrimonial Lowe of the H^ewe. in bis Commentary on
LeviHcue, ib. 1872; C. Stubbe, Die Ehe im A. T., Jena,
1886; J. F. McCurdy. Hielory, Prophecy and the Monu-
menu, ii. 36-77, New York, 1896; T. Engert, Ehe- und
Familienrecht der H^der, Munich, 1906; F. Wilke. Daa
Frauenideal und die Sch&ttung dee Weibea im Alten Testa-

ment, Leipsic, 1907.

Consult also: G. M. Redslob, Die Levirata-Ehe bei den
Hebrdem, Leipsic, 1836; D. W. Amram, Jetviah Law of

Divorce according to the Bible and Talmud, London. 1897
(important); J. Simon, L'Education dee enfante chea lea

anciena Juifa, Ntmes, 1879; B. Strassburger. Erziehung
bei den laraeliten, Stuttgart, 1885. For the CTode of Ham-
murabi see the literature cited under Hammurabi and
His Codk.

FAREL, fa^rel', GUILLAnME: French Reformer;

b. of noble family at Gap (46 m. s.s.e. of Gre-

noble) 1489; d. at Neuch&tel, Switzerland, Sept.

13, 1565. After finishing his studies in Paris he

taught in the college of Cardinal le Moine, which
was part of the University, and was led to adopt
the Reformed views by his teacher Faber Stapu-

lensis (q.v.) In 1521 he went to Meaux and preached

the new faith. Bishop Guillaume Brigonnet was
personally favorable to these views, but Farel's

preaching was so direct and unsparing that it gave

great offense to the adherents of the old Church
and the bishop silenced him, Apr. 12, 1523. Thus
early he exhibited a zeal which, much greater than

his discretion, was to involve him in continual
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trouble. After visiting Paris and Gap he wandered
to Basel, where (Ecolampadius received him as an
ally and where he participated in the religious

conference of Feb., 1524, and discussed the thirteen
theses which he had prepared. (For text cf. Her-
minjard, Correapondance, i. 194). But his speeches
and publications were so outspoken and incendiary
that the authorities were alarmed and abruptly ex-
pelled him at Whitsuntide. He is next heard from
at various places in southern Germany and Switzer-
land, preaching the Word with great boldness to
French-speaking people and everywhere in imminent
danger of his life. In Oct., 1532, he came to Geneva
and was successful in inclining the authorities to
adopt the Reformation by edict of Aug. 10, 1535.
But he was not the man to conduct the difficult

and delicate controversies, both religious and per-
sonal, which preceded and followed the adoption
of the Reformation, as he was well aware. When,
therefore, the rising theologian, John Calvin, in

whom he divined the qualities which he lacked,
came to Geneva, Farel laid hold upon him in a
memorable interview in the latter part of July,

1536, and fairly compelled him to join in his work.
But the opposition was too strong and they were both
expelled from the city Apr. 23, 1538. Farel went
to Neuch&tel and thence to Metz and the neigh-
boring Gorze. In 1543 Gorze was attacked by the
troops of the Cardinal of Lorraine and Farel barely
escaped with his life. He went to Strasburg but
soon after returned to Neuch&tel and for the
remainder of his life made it the center of his

activities.

FareFs publications have only relative impor-
tance and there is no collected edition of them.
Carl Schmidt gives a list in his life of Farel, p. 38,

to which should be added Le riaunU dea actea de la

dispute de Rive, ed. by T. Dufour, Geneva, 1885.

Bibuoorapht: For Farers ooireapondenoe consult: the
Opera Calvini, vols. x. 2-xx.; A. L. Herminjard's Corre-
•pondanee det Riformateurt, vob., OeneYB, 1878-97.
An Enff. transl. of letters to him by Calvin is given from
Bonnet's text (2 vols.. Paris. 1854), 4 vols.. Philadel-
phia [1858].

His biography was written first anonymously, prob-
ably by Olivier Perrot, reprinted in G. E. von Haller,
BibliotKek der SdivoeiMergeBehiehte, iii., no. 781. 6 vols.,

Bern. 1785-88. Modem lives are by M. Kirohhofer. 2
vols., Zurich, 1831-33. Eng. transl.. London, 1837: C.
Schmidt, in Leben und au9oeu>ahUe Sckriften der Voter
. . . der reformirten Ktrdne, vol. ix.. Elberfeld, 1861;
W. Blackburn. Philadelphia, 1865; G. Junod. Neuch&tel.
1805; 0. Goguel. Montb^ard. 1873; F. Bevan, Lau-
sanne, 1884. Eng. transl.. London. 1893.

FARFA: A Benedictine abbey situated on the
river Farfa, about half-way between Rome and
Reate. It was established about the middle of

the sixth century by Laurentius, bishop of Spoleto.

Destroyed by the Lombards, it was restored by the
priest Thomas of Maurienna in 681 and soon be-

came one of the most famous monasteries of the

Middle Ages. At the beginning of the tenth cen-

tury, after a siege of seven years, it was destroyed

by the Saracens. After lying desolate and deserted

for forty-eight years it was restored by Hugo of

Burgundy about 950, and later became notorious

for the licentiousness and dissipation of its monks.
However, toward the end of the tenth century

the reform of Cluny was introduced at Farfa, and

the monastery then gradually resumed its former

importance. To this p>eriod belongs the Chroniam

Farfense, written between 11 05 and 1119 by Gregory

of Catina, the librarian of the monastery. From
the close of the fourteenth century the monastery

was held in commendam by cardinals, and in 1S42

Gregory XVI. annexed it to the cardinal-bishopric

of Sabina.
Biblioobapht: Original sources for a history are in MOB,

Script., xi (1854). 510-590. and MOH, Poeta LaUni mi
Carolini, ii (1884). 654-655. cf. L. A. Muratori. Rer. JtaL

ecript., vol. ii.. part ii., Milan. 1723. Consult: R. L.

Poole. Englieh Hittorioal Revxew, v (1880). 581-585;

C. Mirbt. Die Publizietik im Zeitalter Qreoore Vlt., pp. 75-

76. Leipsic. 1894; Wattenbach. DOQ, ii (1886). 195. ii

(1894). 220.

FARINDON, ANTHONY: Royalist minister; b.

at Sonning (12 m. w. of Windsor), Berkshire, 1598

(baptized Dec. 24); d. in the country near London

Oct. 9, 1658. He was educated at Trinity (College,

Oxford (B.A., 1616; M.A., 1620; B.D.. 1629).

In 1634 he was presented with the vicarage of

Bray, and in 1639 with the divinity lectureship at

the Chapel Royal, Windsor, but was deprived of

both preferments during the civil war. In 1647,

through the patronage of Sir John Robinson, be

received the pastorate of St. Mary Magdalene's,

in Milk Street, London, which he probably held

till Jan. 1, 1656, when sequestered preachers were

forbidden to preach in public. He has been pro-

nounced the best preacher of his day. Of his 131

printed sermons, thirty-one were published by

himself, XXX. Sermons; . . . to which is annexed

a Sermon preached at the FuneraU of Sir G. Whit-

more (London, 1657), the rest by his executois.

There is a complete edition of his sermons with a

Life by T. Jackson (4 vols., London, 1849).

Bibuoorapht: Consult, beside the Life by Jackaon, A. k

Wood. Athen€B Oxonieneee, ed. P. Bliss, iii. 457. 4 Tofai.

London. 1813-20; DNB, xviii. 205-206.

FARLEY, JOHN MURPHY: Roman Catholic

archbishop of New York; b. at Newton Hamilton.

Oounty Armagh, Ireland, Apr. 20, 1842. He was

educated at St. Marcartan's College, Monaghan
(1859-64), St. John's College, Fordham, N. Y.

(1864-65), St. Joseph's Seminary, Troy. N. Y.

(1865-66), and the American College, Rome (1866-

1870). He was ordained to the priesthood in Rome
in 1870, and after being assistant rector of St.

Peter's, New Brighton, Staten Island, in 1870-72

was private secretary to Archbishop McCloskey

until 1884, when he was appointed private cham-

berlain to Pope Leo XIII. with the title of mon-

signore, and in 1891 became vicar-general of the

archdiocese of New York. In 1892 he was made do-

mestic prelate of the pope, and in 1895 was appointed

prothonotary apostolic and consecrated titular

bishop of Zeugma and auxiliary bishop of New
York. On the death of Archbishop Corrigan of

New York in May, 1902, he was appointed admin-

istrator of the archdiocese, and five months later

himself became archbishop.

FARMER, HUGH: Dissenting English minister

and theological writer; b. near Shrewsbury Jan. 20,

1714; d. at Walthamstow (7 m. n.n.e. of London),

Essex, Feb. 5, 1787. After studying five years

(1731-36) in Philip Doddridge's academy in North-
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amptoD, he took charge of the congregation at

Walthamstow in 1737, whose pastor he remained
till 1780. In 1761 he removed to London, where
he was afternoon preacher at Salter's Hall (1761-72)

and also one of the preachers of the " merchants'

lecture " on Tuesdays (1762-80). In 1762 he was
ekcted a trustee of Dr. Williams' foimdations and
aUo a trustee of the Coward trust. His works,

written in a vigorous style and characterized by
more independence and freedom of thought than
Wis usual in his day, exercised a decisive influence

on current opinion. The principal ones are, An
Inquiry into the Nature and Design of Christ*

s

Temptation in the WUdemess (London, 1761;

oth ed., 1822), in which he contends that our Lord's

temptation was merely subjective, a divine vision;

.4 Dissertation on Mtrades (1771); An Essay on the

Demoniacs of the New Testament (1775), in which he
maintains that demoniacs are only persons afflicted

with certain diseases; and The General Prevalence

of the Worship of Human Spirits in the Ancient

Heathen Nations (1783).

Bxiuogkapht: M. Dodaon. Aftfrnotri of the Life and Wri-
lUNTf of Hugh Farmer, London, 1804; A. Kippis, Bio-
tnpkia Brxtannica, v. 664-665. ib. 1793; S. Palmer, Non-
tmiianmaU* Memon4d, ui. 492-493. ib. 1803; DNB, xviii.

211-213.

PAWrOVIUS (FARlfESIUS),STAinSLAUS: Po-
lish antitrinitarian; b. in the first half of the

axte«ith centiury; d. apparently after 1622. The
firet event known in his life is that he was at Mar-
burg in Mar., 1564, when Johannes Pincierius gave
him a letter of recommendation to Bullinger.

Two months later he matriculated at Heidelberg,

but was already an Arian and was accordingly

expelled. After the Synod of Lancut, Galicia, in

1567 he established and conducted a school in

Sandec in the same province, separating from the

Polish Unitarians who denied the preexistence of

Christ and becoming the impassioned leader of the

.\rian Unitarians who asserted the preeminence
of the Father over the Son, but admitted the pre-

existence of Jesus. He regarded the Holy Ghost
as a person, but opposed any invocation of this

member of the Trinity. In regard to the baptism
of adults by immersion, he was in complete sym-
pathy with the other Unitarians of Poland. After

the death of Famovius, his followers were absorbed
by the great body of Unitarians or by the Cal-

vinists. (F. Loofs.)
BnuooBAPHT; The early life is by: V. Smsldus (d. 1622).
printed in G. Zeltner. Hietoria erypto^ociniomi, pp. 1158-
1213. Ldipeic. 1729. CooBUlt: Stanislaus Lubieniecius,
Hid. reformaHonie Pohnica, Freistadt. 1685; C. Sandius,
BibUotkeca anUtrinUariorum, Freistadt. 1684; J. G.
Wflich. RdioioneaireiHokeiten . . . aueser der evanoeliech-

bUheriechen Kirche, iv. 142-143. Jena. 1736; F. S. Boek.
Hid. anHtrinitariorum, i. 334-340. Leipeic. 1774; H.
DaltoD. BeitrHoe zur Oee^ichie der evangelitchen Kirche in

BumUutd, vol. iii.. Berlin, 1898.

FARRAR, FREDERIC WILLIAM: Dean of

Canterbury; b. at Bombay, India, Aug. 7, 1831;

d. at Canterbury Mar. 22, 1903. He studied at

King William's College, Isle of Man, King's College,

Londox* (B.A., 1852), and Trinity College, Cam-
bridge (B.A., 1854). He was ordered deacon in

1854 and ordained priest in 1857, and was assistant

master in Marlborough College (1854) and Harrow

School (1855-71), and head master of Marlborough
College (1871-76). He was select preacher at

Cambridge in 1868-69, 1872, 1874, and frequently

afterward, honorary chaplain to the queen 1869-

1873 and chaplain in ordinary after 1873, Hulsean
Lecturer at Cambridge in 1870, and Bampton
Lecturer at Oxford in 1885. In 1876 he was in-

stalled rector of St. Margaret, Westminster, and
canon of Westminster; and in 1883 was appointed
archdeacon of Westminster and rural dean of St.

Margaret and St. John the Evangelist. In 1890 he
became chaplain to the House of Commons and in

1891 examining chaplain to the bishop of Worcester.
In 1895 he was made dean of Canterbury. In all

these positions he won distinction. As a teacher

he had the admiration of his scholars, and as an
ecclesiastic he discharged his duties with peculiar

efficiency. His sermons, though written hastily

and marked by a somewhat exuberant eloquence,

were listened to by thousands. His rare powers of

advocacy were specially devoted to the improve-
ment of public school education and the cause of

total abstinence.

Dean Farrar's publications were numerous and
in varied fields. The earlier of them dealt with
pedagogy and philology and included three famous
stories of English school-life

—

Eric (Eklinburgh,

1858), Julian Home (1859), and St. Winifred's

(London, 1862). He prepan^ the commentaiy on
Judges (1883) for Bishop EUicott's commentary,
Kings (1893-94) and Daniel (1895) for the Ex-
positor's Bible, Wisdom (1888) for H. Wace's com-
mentary on the Apocrypha, and Luke (1880) and
Hebrews (1883) for the Cambridge Bible for Schools

and Colleges and for the Cambridge New Testament,

Probably his best known book was his Life and
Work of St, Paul (2 vols., London, 1879), though
his Life of Christ (2 vols., 1874) passed through
many editions. With these may be mentioned
The Early Days of Christianity (2 vols., London,
1882); The Messages of the Books (1884); Livee

of the Fathers (1889); and The Life of Lives: Further

Studies in the Life of Christ (1900). His Hulsean
and Bampton Lectures were published imder the

titles respectively of The Witness of History to

Christ (1871) and The History of Interpretation

(1886). Of his many volumes of sermons the most
important was Eternal Hope (1878), containing five

discourses preached in Westminster Abbey in 1877.

Herein and in Mercy and Judgment (1881) he de-

fended the doctrine that though there may be for

some an endless hell because they resist the grace

of Ood beyond the grave, there is no hell of material

fire, and for the great majority, through God's
mercy and (Hirist's sacrifice, a complete purification

and salvation.

BiBUOOftAPHT: ReginAld Farrar, Life of Frederic WiUiam
Farrar, London, 1004 (by his son). A memoir by Dean
WiUiam Lefroy of Norwich was prefixed to the Life of

Chriet, London. 1903. Consult also Three Sermona
preac/ied in Cathedral of Christ Church, Canterburyt Mardi
S9, 1903, by A. J, Maeon and others, ib. 1903.

FAST-DAY: A day specially appointed for

penitence and prayer. Repentance is a demand of

God upon humanity which has fallen into sin. It

ever remains the duty of the individual as well as
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of the Chiistian congregation, and has at all times

been acknowledged by the people of God, who
give public expression to it by observing general

fast-days, when the individual is reminded not
only of his own sins, but also of the fact that his

sin stands in the closest connection with the sin of

the whole,

—

** Whether one member suffer, all

the members suffer with it " (I Cor. xii. 26; Eph.
iv. 16).

In Israel the Day of Atonement (Lev. xvi.) was
a general fast-day and special fast-days are men-
tioned (Judges XX. 26; I Sam. vii. 5-6, xxxi. 13;

Joel i. 13-14; Jonah iii.; Matt. xii. 41; see Atone-
ment, Day of; Fasting, I.). In the first centuries

of the Christian Church Wednesdays
Special and Fridays were fast-days, and

Fast-days, special seasons of fasting arose (see

Fasting, II.). In Protestant coun-
tries special fast-days have been appointed and
annual fast-days have beea instituted. For exam-
ple, in Germany, the elector John George I. of

Saxony ordered a day of general repentance and
prayer in 1633 because of the misery following the
Thirty Years' War, and at the outbreak of the
Franco-German War in 1870 the king of Prussia

appointed a fast-day for his realm. The number
of annual fast-days has varied from one to four.

As early as 1852 the effort was made to have a com-
mon fast-day for all Germany, and at present the
Wednesday before the last Simday after Trinity

is so observed in Prussia and in most States of

North and Central Germany. (J. L. Sommer.)
The New England Fast-day of the early settlers

was an inheritance of Hebrew, Continental, and
English custom, and has significance as indicating

the recognition of divine providence in coloni^
affairs. The history of its observance naturally

faUs into two periods: (1) The period

The New of special fasts, preceding 1694; (2)

England the period of regular annual fasts.

Fast-days, since 1694 (in Massachusetts only to

1894). The story of New England fast-

days begins at Plymouth, where a prolonged drought
in the early summer of 1623 was the occasion of an
order of the governor appointing July 16 (old style)

as a day of himiiliation and prayer, an event fol-

lowed almost immediately by refreshing showers.

In 1636 a new law code at Plymouth provided
for the civil appointment of both fast and thanks-

giving days as occasion should demand. In the

Massachusetts Bay colony the first fast-days were
church observances, and such were frequent in

later history, entirely independent of civil appoint-

ment. The first fast-day sermon now extant in

full was that of John Wheelwright, preached Jan.

19, 1637, in the midst of the Antinomian Contro-

versy. Osnnecticut observed special fasts almost

from the beginning. Various causes produced these

particular appointments, such as drought, devas-

tation of insect plagues or of epidemic diseases, In-

dian wars, earthquakes and religious indifference.

The days were observed with scrupulous religious-

ness after the manner of the Puritan Sabbath, and
after 1675 they were for some time made the

occasion of a renewal of church covenants to pro-

mote spiritual reformation.

In the later years of the theocracy the practase

prevailed of observing an annual fast-day in the

spring. In Massachusetts this became fixed during

the troublous years of charter alterations. In

Plymouth it became regular after King Phifip's

War. In Connecticut it began even earlier. Out
of deference to the Episcopal Church Connecticut

made Good Friday the fast-day of the State in 1795.

and it became the regular custom. New Hamp-
shire had followed the same practise a few tames,

but like Maine was influenced by Massachusetts to

adopt the first Thursday of April. Rhode Island

has never adopted fast-day. The ministers of the

colony were active in promoting the observance

of the day; and after its appointment became

purely a civil function their influence remained in

the manner of observance and often in the wording

of the proclamation. The character of the annual

fast long remained religious. Until the nineteenth

century two church services were held, occupying

most of the day; and the people abstained from

food imtil late afternoon. It was only later that

they presimied to walk abroad, to visit, and even

to indulge in sports. With the passing of time it

took on a more secular, and even political character,

imtil at last it was abolished in Massachusetts by

act of the legislature Mar. 16, 1894. Its religious

observance has been transferred in a measure to

Good Friday, and its holiday features to Patriots'

Day on Apr. 19. Fast-day never enjoyed perma-

nent national observance, though on special occa-

sions it has received recognition.

Henrt K. Rowb.
Bibuooraprt: W. D. Love, Faat and Thankagivino Day

of New England, Boston. 1895 (oontains bibUographj

of aermons delivered on those days); J. B. Felt, m L
Coleman. Ancient ChrUtianity ExenvUfitd, Philadelpfaia.

1860. A very valuable collection of Fast and Thank*-

giving Day Sermons is possessed by Union Thedociad
Seminary, New York.

FASTIDIUS: One of the few literary represcDt-

atives of the old British Church. Gennadius

(De vir. ill., Ivi.) says that " Fastidius, a bishop of

the Britons, wrote a book on the Christian life to

a certain Fatalis, and another on keeping widowhood

sound in doctrine and worthy of God " ; he places

Fastidius between Pope Celestine I. (d. 432) and

Cyril (d. 444). An extant writing De vUa Christiana

is ascribed in one manuscript to Fastidius, in

another to Pelagius, in others to Augustine (printed

in MPL, xl. 1031-46, as pseudo-Augustinian;

in 1. 383-402, as by Fastidius). The question of

its authorship was first thoroughly investigated by

C. P. Caspari {Briefe, Abhandlungen, und Predig-

ten au8 den zioei letzten Jakrhunderten des kirdUichin

Altertume und dem Anfang dee MitUlaUerSf Cbris-

tiania, 1890, 352 sqq.), who decides, because it is

addressed to a woman and in other respects does

not follow the notice in Grennadius, that the ascrip-

tion to Fastidius can hardly be based upon this

notice. The ascription to Pelagius has diJBBculties

(Caspari, 371), and that to Augustine is out of the

question. Morin {Revue h^idictine^ xv. 481-490,

1898) has shown that the Vita was probably »

work of Pelagius, that therefore Fastidius is the

probable author of the five treatises attributed by

Caspari to Agricola. The first of these is the Vtto
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mentKHied by Gennadius. Whether Fastidius really

wrote two books, as Gennadius says, must remain
undecided. The Vila Christiana i s pervaded bya Pe-
lagian spiritandmode of thought, but this could easily

have escaped Gennadius, since the author '' indicates

and betrays his Pelagianism rather than speaks it

out openly and directly " (Caspari, 360). It also

has points of contact with the letters of the Pelagian
Agricola (Caspari, 375 sqq.; see Agricola). The
Epist, ad fasLidium of Fastidius is in Pitra, Analeda,
i. 134, sqq., Paris, 1888. (N. Bonwetbch.)
Bibuoorapht: H. Wharton, Hi»t. de episcopia ei deeanit
LcmdtnenmJbua, p. 6, London. 1695; Tillemont, Mimoiret,
article " 8. Germain "; KQnBtle, in TQS, Ixxxii ( 1900), 193-
204.

FASTING.
L Hebrew. The Fast Before Eaater (13).

II. In the Churoh. The Advent Fast ({ 4).

Weekly Fasta (i 1). Other Faste ({ 5).

The Coneeption of Fa«t- Mode of Obeervanoe (S 6).

inc (i 2). The Present Practise (i 7).

L Hebrew: The word commonly used in He-
brew to express the idea of fasting is a common
Semitic possession, is used by Arameans, Arabs,
aod Ethiopians, and appears in both the early and
the late Old Testament writings (II Sam. xii. 16;

Dan. \x, 3). In Isa. Iviii. 3 " fasting '' is in paral-

lelism with " afflict the soul," a phrase often used
to express the idea (Lev. xvi. 29, 31 ; Nmn. xxix. 7).

The occasions of fasting among the Hebrews ap-
pear to have been three: (1) As a preparation for

some religious duty. Thus Moses remained fasting

on Sinai for forty days and nights when about to

receive the tables of the decalogue (Ex. xxxiv. 28),

and Daniel fasted for a considerable time before

receiving his revelation (Dan. ix. 3, x. 2, cf. T.

Ndldeke, GeschichU des Qorana, Gbttmgen, 1860).

(2) As an accompaniment or manifestation of

mourning. So the Jabesh-Gileadites and David
mourned Saul (I Sam. xxxi. 13, II Sam. i. 12).

The fact that David did not mourn after the death
of his child by Bathsheba caused surprise in his

attendants, and this suggests the customariness
of fasting after a death. There was doubtless some
religious significance in the act (cf. Wellhausen,
HeiderUum, p. 182). (3) As an act of self-abnega-

tion and humiUty to conciliate deity (I Kings xxi.

28; Jer. xiv. 12). Specific cases are: David, when
he feared the death of his child (II Sam. xii. 16);

Ahab, to avert the disaster predicted by EUjah
(I Kings xxi. 27-29); Nehemiah, over the sad con-

dition of Jerusalem (Neh. i. 4); the whole people
fasted in times of peril or misfortune (II Chron. xx.

3; Jer. xxxvi. 9; I Mace. iii. 47). In postexilic

times the days on which disasters had occurred were
celebrated as fast-days (Zech. vii. 3), and it be-

came a manifestation of consciousness of sin (Neh.
ix. 1; cf. I Kings xxi. 9). The fast was also em-
ployed to secure a happy issue out of dangerous
circumstances (I Sam. xiv. 24; Esther iv. 16). By
the Law only one fast was ordained, that of the
Day of Atonement (Lev. xvi. 29, cf . verse 21 ; see

Atonemsnt, Day of). Accompaniments of the
fast were ceremonies Uke the rending of clothing
and placing of ashes on the head. The usual

period of abstention was one day (I Sam. xxiv. 14),

though it might be three days (Esther iv. 16) or

during seven days from morning till evening (I

Sam. xxxi. 13). In postexilic times the tendency

was to multiply fasts, in face of the clear pro-

nouncements of the prophets (cf. Isa. Iviii. and
Zech. vii. 6-6). See Synagogue. (F. Buhl.)
n. In the Church: The primitive Church took

over the custom of fasting from Judaism. Jesus

did not oppose the practise which he found preva-

lent (see above); he condemned only the ostenta-

tious fasting of the Pharisees (Matt. vi. 16-18).

From Judaism also the Church took the oldest

injunctions concerning Christian fasting. The
Jews had observed Monday and Thurs-

I. Weekly day as fast-days, and whoever wished

Fasts. to fast did so on those two days, though
there was no general conmiand to fast.

There were also optional fast-days. The Gentile-

Christian Churches appointed Wednesday and Fri-

day. That from the beginning two days were thus
distinguished shows the dependence on Judaism,
although a protest is also evidenced by the change
of days. In the time of Paul no definite Christian

custom seems to have existed (Rom. xiv. 5-6), but
there was one by the time of the Didache (viii. 1).

In Tertullian's day the optional character of fast-

days was still emphasized {De oratione, xviii.);

later they became obUgatory, and all that was left

to the individual was the extent of the fast. It

usually lasted to the ninth hour. Fasting was based
in principle upon the suffering of CJhrist. The com-
memoration of the death of Jesus on Friday seems
to be very old, and it is possible that from the

beginning (cf. Mark ii. 20), as the resurrection of

Jesus was commemorated every Sunday, so was his

death every Friday. For the observance of Wednes-
day it was not so easy to find such a motive; and
the various artificial derivations of the usage from
the history of the Passion, designating it as the day
on which Jesus was betrayed, or on which the San-
hedrin decided to kill him, are obviously later

justifications of the choice of a day. From the

beginning of the third century a third weekly fast,

on Saturday, was instituted in Rome. The expla-

nation of this varies. The statement is clearly

legendary that Peter before his struggle with

Simon Magus induced the Church at Rome to fast

with him on Saturday, and that this practise had
been maintained ever since (Cassian, De inatUtUia

ccenobiorum, iii. 10). But it is not impossible that

the Saturday fast was considered a weekly repeti-

tion of the fast before Easter, as Innocent I.

{Epist,, XXV. 4) and Augustine {Epist., xxxvi. 21)

state. It is possible, too, that an anti-Jewish

temper may have led to the institution, and that

afterw&rd, because the Jews celebrated Saturday as

a festival, the Christians dishonored it by fasting.

The Roman custom did not spread widely. The
East always declined to adopt it and from the end
of the fourth century Considered Saturday as well

as Sunday a holy day. Even Milan refused to

adopt the Roman custom, and in Afri

observed only here and there (Augustii

xxxvi. 31). When in the West three h
the week appeared too many, Wednesda;
urday, was given up. But the most
and solemn fast-day was always Friday
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The conception of fasting was the one generally

customary in antiquity. It was considered an
exercise of piety, not directly required by God but

pleasing to him, like almsgiving and
3. The Con- prayer. Mechanical formalism was
ception of occasionally opposed by the remark
Fasting, that a devout life is more important

than frequent fasting (Shepherd of

Hennas, SimilUtido, v.). How accurately the per-

formance was balanc^ may be seen from the

linguistic distinction between 8t(Uio/*& half-fast,"

jejuniunif "a complete fast," and superpoaitio, "an
additional fast " (till the next day). And how
strictly the rule was adhered to may be seen from
the fact that it was even thought necessary to

abstain from the Lord's Supper on fast-days '(Ter-

tullian, De oratione, xix.). Every personal misfor-

tune induced pious Christians to abstain from
food and drink, and in a general calamity, such as

a persecution, the bishops usually appointed a
fast-day for the Church; in both cases the regular

dajrs were usually chosen. The length to which
some went is seen from the prohibition of fasting

on holy days, on Simday, and in the time between
Easter and Pentecost, on the groimd that fasting

is a sign of sorrow and consequently incompati-
ble with festal seasons. The connection between
alms and fasting was early emphasized by the

custom of giving to the poor provisions saved on
fast-days.

Abstinence from eating and drinking before

religious rites and sacred festivals springs from
another conception. It is a very old and wide-
spread belief that with food demons enter into the

body of man. Hence he who wishes to have inter-

course with God, must be abstemious in order to

become a pure vessel of the Spirit.

3. The Fast For this reason the prophet prepares

before himself by fasting for the revelation

Easter. (Shepherd of Hermas, ViaiOf ii. 2,

iii. 1, 10); and concerning exorcism
it is written (Matt. xvii. 20) " This kind goeth not out
save by prayer and fasting." [This verse is omit-

ted in the critical text, and the word " fasting " is

omitted in the parallel, Mark ix. 29]. Absolution
and ordination were preceded by a fast. In the
Didache (vii. 4) both the baptizer and the candi-

date fast before baptism; and the Lord's Supper was
to be received fasting. Out of such ideas the fast

before Easter developed. Easter is the only very
ancient annual festival of the Church, and to ap-
point a general fast before it was only to observe
a custom which was everywhere considered a
matter of course. The first clear evidence of the
custom occxirs in the second century. Here only
the day before was observed as a fast-day, there

two or more days; others again fasted for forty

hours (Eusebius, Hist, ecd., V., xxiv. 12-13). Ap-
peal was made to Matt. ix. 15 and this fast was re-

garded as a sacred obligation of every Christian. On
the basis of the passage cited, the duration of the

fast seems to have been made coextensive with the

time of Christ's resting in the grave. On the night

before Easter the faithful assembled in the church.

With the moment at which Christ rose the fasting

ceased, and the Paschal Eucharist was celebrated

(Syriac Dida»calia, xxi.). In the course of the third

century the fast was extended to the six days of Holy

Week, but the innovation was combined with the

ancient custom by making the fasting on the la^t

two days stricter. At the beginning of the fourth

century, in the time of the great persecution, the

forty days' fast was introduced, on the analogy of

the forty days' fast of Jesus (Matt. iv. 2), of Moses

(Ex. xxxiv. 28) and of Elijah (I Kings xix. 8).

The oldest testimony for the Quadragesima is \ht

fifth canon of the Council of Nicsea (325); in the

West it is found first in the time of Ambrose.

Again a combination of the new with the old was

attempted by making Holy Week a special time

of fasting. But it was done in different wajrs.

Athanasius includes the " six holy and great dap "

in the Quadragesima, and makes Lent begin with

the Monday after the first Sunday in Lent, all

days, even Saturday and Sunday (except Palm

Sunday), being fast-days, so that he gets precisely

forty days. Epiphanius, on the other hand, makes

the forty days' fast precede the six days' fast, and,

as with him Sundays are not fast-days. Lent begins

on Sexagesima-Sunday, eight weeks before Easter

{HcBT.y Ixxv. 6; De fidcy xxii.). In the Apostolic

Constitutions also (v. 13), the forty days precede

the Passover fast; but the Saturdays too are ex-

cepted, so that only five days in the week remain.

The distinction between the two seasons of fasting

seems to have disappeared by the end of the fourth

century, so that the forty days of Lent are the

regular jfast dajrs before Easter. Though the custom

of different churches varied in the fourth century,

in the fifth a certain amount of harmony was

reached by fixing the fast either at six or at seven

weeks according as Saturday was treated as a fast-

day or a holy day (Sozomen, Hist, ecd., vii. 19).

Rome observed six weeks, begiiming with the

Monday after the first Sunday in Lent. In the

seventh century the fast was made to begin with

the Wednesday after Quinquagesima, or Ash

Wednesday. This is the present custom of the

Latin Church. In the East the fast-season was

also extended in the seventh century from seven to

eight weeks, which, with five fast-days in each,

makes up the total of forty. But a trace of the

older custom is still visible in the treatment of the

first or " Butter Week " [so called because in it

butter, milk, and eggs are allowed] as a sort of

preparatory fast. See Ash Wednesday; Holt
Week; and Lent).
From the middle of the fourth century the birth

of Jesus was celebrated on Dec. 25, first in Rome,

and before the end of the century in the East also.

It was but natural that, like Easter, the new high

festival should also be preceded by a forty days'

fast. The reckoning of the forty days

4. The differed in the East and the West, ae-

Advent cording as Saturday was considered

Fast a holy day or a fast-day. Milan and

the entire territory of the Gallican lit-

urgy followed the East. The fast conmienced there

with St. Martin's day. Nov. 11, and Advent ^ras

therefore called Quadragesima Martini; nowadays

Advent conmiences in the Elast on Nov. 15. The

Roman custom appointed a shorter time and
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aftCTward reduced the origmal time still further to
the present four weeks.
In the Greek Church there is another season of

fasting preparatory to the feast of the apostles
Peter and Paul on June 29. This also was orig-
inally intended to be a period of forty days; but
aince that would have conflicted with the feast of
Pentecost, its beginning was fixed for the Monday
after the octave of that feast, which reduces it

in some years to only nine days. There is evidence
of a fast after the long festal season from Easter to
Pentecost from the end of the fourth century in
different parts of the Church, Western as well as
Eastern, apparently connected to some extent
with the feast of the apostles, though no trace of it

DOW remains in the West beyond the single day's
vigil. A fast before Epiphany was customary in
the fourth century within the domain of the Gallican
liturgy, in northern Italy, France, Spain, so far as

the ecclesiastical power of Milan then

S- Other reached. It seems to owe its origin

Fasts. to a rivalry ^ith the Roman Christ-

mas festival; as the latter had its

last, so it was thought necessary that the older
Epiphany festival on Jan. 6 must have its fast

too. The fast of the Virgin is the most recent of

the four great fasts of the Greeks. The festival of
the death of Mary, Aug. 15, was introduced by the
Emperor Maurice (582-602); the fast lasts from
Aug. 1 to Aug. 15. On the other hand the ember
fast is a Roman custom. The quaUuor tempora,
according to Leo I., occur before Easter, before
P^tecost, in September and in December. The
exact date has been dififerently fixed; since Urban
II. (1095), they fall in the weeks after the first

Sunday in Lent, Pentecost, the Exaltation of the
Cmsa (Sept. 14), and St. Lucy's day (Dec. 13).

They are observed by fasting on Wednesday, Fri-

day, and Saturday, the three ancient Roman fast-

days. The meaning seems to have been originally

that of supplication for a blessing on the fruits of

the earth* In some countries the second ember-
season was referred to the corn-harvest, the third

to the vintage, the fourth to the olive-harvest, and
the first was omitted.

The mode of observing the fasts was various even
in the oldest times. In considering the large number
of fast-dajrs observed in the first Christian centuries,

it must not be forgotten that the population of the

South, and especially that of the East is satisfied

with meager and primitive food, and hardly knows
any regular times for meals. None the less, the

requirement of fasting during the whole of Lent
seemed too difficult, and even in the

6. Mode of fourth century all Christians were not

Oteenruice. enjoined to fast during the whole
forty days. Most fasted two or three

weeks (Ghrysostom, Horn, xvi, ad popiU. Anti-

ochen.). By fasting was generally understood absti-

nence from all food till evening, or one meal a day;
and this was to be as simple as possible. In the

first centuries only bread, salt, and water was
allowed. Afterward fruits and eggs, sometimes
fish and even poultry were allowed, so that the

lasting was finsdly limited to a prohibition of flesh

and wine (Socrates, Hist, eccl., v. 22). To limit

thus the enjoyment of food to the barest necessi-

ties, or to refrain from certain designated articles

of food constitutes " abstinence " in the technical

sense. The injunctions were at first only of local

or provincial authority. During the Middle Ages

a vast system of casuistry developed in the Roman
Church touching upon questions of permitted and
forbidden food, indulgences and dispensations. In

the fourth century (canons 1., li. of the Coxmcil of

Laodicea, c. 360) ecclesiastical legislation made
Lent a tempus daitsum, by prohibiting anniver-

saries of martyrs, weddings, and birthday cele-

brations.

At present the laws of the Greek Church are

stricter than those of the Roman. It still observes,

besides the four great seasons of fasting, also the

vigils of the Epiphany, St. John

7. The Baptist's day and Holy Cross day.

Present and the weekly fast on Wednesday
Practise, and Friday; so that half of the year

is spent in fasting. The people are said

as a rule to observe the fasts with strictness, but the

educated classes have in large measure emanci-

pated themselves from these regulations, and even
the clergy are not enthusiastic advocates of their

observance. In the Roman Catholic Church the

influence of changed social conditions and climate has

brought about a mitigation of the law of fasting.

Advent has partially lost its character as a season

of fasting, and the rules for Lent are generally

very lenient. The ember-days are still observed.

Of the three weekly fast-days Friday is retained,

though as a day not of strict fajsting but of absti-

nence from meat. The Church of Rome cares less

for the amount of fasting than for the act of

obedience performed by its members in observing

its rules on this point. [These vary considerably

in different places. Speaking generally, the obli-

gation of fasting is not imposed upon any persons

imder twenty-one or over sixty; and those who are

bound to fast are allowed to take, besides the one
meal a day of the older use, a small piece of bread

with tea or coffee in the morning, and a light meal
or collation in the evening. The fast before com-
munion, on the other hand, is absolute, not allow-

ing even a drop of water from the preceding mid-
night.]

In the Lutheran Church the fast-seasons are

continued in days appointed for penance and
prayer (see Fast-day). They
served about the time of the

the ember-days, or are speci

account of public calamities, g
tive storms, and the like. Lei

as a season of fasting, and is co

Protestants as a time in whi<

games, public amusements, and

hibited. In many places the

from eating and drinking be

Lord's Supper; otherwise fast

Roman Catholic practise. [Ci

were generally adopted by the ]

commends the practise of fasting

superstition; and the Westmini
that " solemn fastings " are "

seasons " to be used in a holy ai
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Thus in Scotland it was long customary to observe

a yearly fast on some day in the week preceding the

Conmiunion Sunday: but the religious side of this

observance has largely fallen into disuse, and the

day has become merely a public holiday. For the

history of the New England usage, derived from
the Puritans, see Fast-day. The Church of Eng-
land has a table of fasts in its Prayer-book, in-

cluding all Fridays, Lent, the ember-days, and
certain vigils, but merely enjoins a special measure
of devotion and abstinence on these days, laying

down no precise law for their observance.]

H. ACHEUB.

Biblioorapht: I. Bensinger, ArtAAologie, pp. 165. 464. 477;
Nowaok, ArtJUtologie, ii. 270 eqq.; SobQrer, Oeachichte,

ii. 489-401 and ooiiBult the indexes of original and of
Eng. transl.; Smith. Rel. of Sem., pp. 433-434; BD, i.

864-866; EB, ii. 1606-08: KL, iv. 1261-62.
II. A list of eariy treatises, mostly in Latin, is in

Hauck-HerBog. RE, y. 770, and in J. E. Volbeding. In-
dex dUaerUUionuTih pp. 119-120. Leipsic. 1849. The best
treatment of the subject is L. Duchesne, Chrittian Worship,
Eng. transl., London. 1904. Consult: Bingham. OrigineB,

book xxi.; J. C. W. Augusti, DenkwHrdiokeiten, x. 309-
420; H. Liemke. Die Quadraoeeimal^Faaten der Kirdu,
Munich, 1863; J. H. Blunt. DicHonary of Doctrinal and
Historical Theology, pp. 270-276. London. 1870; A. Lin-
senmayr, Entwicklung der kirchliehen Fastendietiplin,

Mxmich. 1877; F. X. Funk, in KirdtenoeschiehUichen
Abhandlunoen, pp. 241-278. Paderbom, 1897; T. Zahn.
Skiuen atu dem Leben der alien Kirche, pp. 369-360. 368-
373. Erlangen. 1898; W. E. Addis and T. Arnold. Catho-
lic Dictionary, pp. 371-373; DCA. i. 661-666; KL, iv.

1241-61.

FATALISM: The doctrine that all events are

determined by fate, instead of by natural causes,

and that nothing that man can will or do affects

the course of events. While in the fatalistic view
of the world everything is ruled by necessity, this

is quite a different kind of necessity from that of

Determinism (q.v.), with which fatalism is often

confused. Indeed, fatalism and determinism are

diametrically opposed to one another. The deter-

minist, or necessitarian, says that events take
place with necessity, but that they are made neces-

sary by events immediately preceding, to which
they stand in a relation of cause and effect. The
fatalist, on the other hand, eliminates natural
causes entirely. In his view the ultimate result

will remain the same, no matter how much the
antecedent causes be varied. For example, be-
lieving that a blind fate has decreed his death at
a certain time, the fatalistic soldier goes into the
battle with the firm conviction that he will not
meet his death a moment sooner than if he had
stayed at home. While fatalism bears a resem-
blance to predestination it is essentially a heathen
view, and leaves no room for freedom of the will,

or for any personal relation between man and God
the Father. Fatalism appears in Greek philosophy,
and sometimes in modem pantheism, but it has
found its fullest expression in the fanaticism of

Mohammedanism

.

Bibliographt: Abb^ Plouquet, Examen du fatalieme, Paris.
1767: A. Monod. Le Fatalieme, ib. 1868; B. Conta. Th^-
orie du fatalieme, Brussels. 1877; D. Bosurgi, // Fata-
liemo e . . . liberUt morale, Catania, 1893; A. Lalande.
in Revue phUoeophique, xlii U896). 226 sqq.

FATHERS OF CHRISTIAN DOCTRINE. See
Christian Doctrine, Society of.

FATHERS OF THE CHURCH. See CtauBCH

Fathers; Patristics, Patrology.

FAUCHET, fd^'sh^, CLAUDE (AbM Faochet):

French bishop and revolutionist; b. at Domes (21

m. 8.s.e. of Nevers), Department of Ni^vre, Sept

22, 1744; executed in Paris Oct. 31. 1793. He
devoted himself to the Church and soon became

famous as an orator. He was grand vicar of the

archbishop of Bourges, preacher to the king, and

abb^ of Montfort-Lacarre, in Brittany. Id 17S8

he was deprived of his office as preacher to the king

on account of his revolutionary views; and on

July 14, 1789 he was one of the l^iders in the attack

on the Bastile. He was a member of the Commune,
and was chosen by that body to deliver an £loge

civique de Benjamin Franklin (Paris, 1790). Hii

De la religion natianale (Paris, 1789), led to his

appointment as constitutional bishop of Calvados in

1791. The same year he was elected deputy to the

legislative assembly, afterward to the conventjon.

At first a Jacobin, he was forced by the executioo of

the king, which he had opposed, to side with the

Girondists. He was arrested on July 18. 1793,

and guillotined with the Girondist deputies on Oct.

31. Besides publishing a number of revolutioDaiy

addresses, he edited La Bouche de Fer and the

Journal des Amis. His (Euvrea choisies are in

J. P. Migne's Collection . . . des orateurs jocm,

vol. Ixvi.

FAUCHEUR, f6"shtJr', MICHEL LE: French

Protestant preacher; b. at Geneva 1585; d. in

Paris Apr. 1 , 1657. At eighteen he began preaching

at Dijon and early won a great reputation as an

orator. He was pastor at Montpellier 1612-32,

and from 1636 till his death he preached at Charen-

ton. In the interim he had been reduced to silence

by Richelieu, who was trying to unite the two

branches of the Church. Besides a large number of

sermons, which are still worth reading, he pub>

lished, TraiU de la Chie (Geneva, 1635); and

Trails de Vaction de Vorateur (Paris, 1637). A
translation of his sermon, *' The Wages of Sin and

the Reward of Grace '* is found in Ingram Cobbin's

The French Preacher (London, 1816).

Bibliogbapbt: G. TallemaDt dea Reauz, Lea Hietonelkt,

Pans. 1834-35; A. R. Vinet, HieL de la predication. Puis.

1860.

FAULHABER, faul-ha'ber, MICHAEL: Ciennan

Roman Catholic; b. at Heidenfeld (18 m. n.e. of

Warzburg) Mar. 5, 1869. He studied in WOn-
burg (D.D., 1895), and after being prefect of the

theological seminary in the same city, 1893-d5.

spent the years 1896-98 in libraries in Rome and

other Italian cities. He became privat-docent in

the University of WUrzburg in 1899, and in 1903

was appointed professor of Old Testament exegesis

in the University of Strasburg. He has written

Die griechischen Apologeten der Hassischen Valero

zeit, {., Eusebius (WUrzburg, 1896); Die Propheten-

Catenen nach romischen Uandschriften (Freibui^

1899); Hesychii Hierosolymitani interpreiatio Isaia

prophetas (1900); Hohelied-, Proverbien- und Prtdi-

ger-Catenen (Vienna, 1902); and Die Vesperpsalmen

der Sonn- uhdFeiertage (Strasburg, 1906).
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FAULKirER, JOHN ALFRED: Methodist Epis-

wpalian; b. at Grand Pi«, N. S., July 14, 1857.

He was graduated at Acadia College, WolfviUe,

N. S., in 1878 and at Drew Theological Seminary
in 1881, supplementing his studies at Andover
Thedogicai S^ninary and the universities of Leip-

ac and Bonn. He entered the Methodist Episcopal

aiiDistry in 1883 and held pastorates at Beach
Lake, Pa. (188^-84), Yatesville, Pa. (1884-85),

Park Place, Scranton, Pa. (1885-87), Taylor, Pa.

(1S87-92), Great Bend, Pa. (1892-94), and Che-
nango Street, Binghamton, N. Y. (1894-97).

Since 1897 he has been professor of historical

theology in Drew Theological Seminary. He has

mit&i The MeihodisU (New York, 1903), Cyjjrian

(Cincinnati, C, 1906), and Erasmus (1908).

FAUHCE, WILLIAM HERBERT PERRY: Bap-
tist; b. at Worcester, Mass., Jan. 15, 1859. He was
graduated at Brown University in 1880 and Newton
Theological Institution in 1884. He was instructor

in mathematics in Brown University 1881-82, and
was pastor of the State Street Baptist Church,
Springfield, Mass., 1884-89 aiid of the Fifth Avenue
Baptist Church, New York City, 1889-99. Since

IS99 be has been president of Brown University.

He was elected president of the Religious Education
Afflodation in 1906. He lectured before the

Divinity School of the University of Chicago in

1^8-99 said has been a resident preacher at Har-
vard University. He has written Roger WiUiams
and his Doctrine of Soul Liberty (Boston, 1902).

FAUSSET, ANDREW ROBERT: Church of Eng-
land; b. near Enniskillen (75 m. w.s.w. of Belfast),

county Fermanagh, Ireland, Oct. 13, 1821. He
studied at Trinity College, Dublin (B.A., 1843), was
ordered deacon in 1847, and ordained priest in

1848, and was curate of Bishop Middleham, Dur-
ham, 1847-59. Since 1859 he has been rector of

St. Chithbert's, York, and has been canon of York
Uinster since 1885. He was chaplain at Bex,
Switzerland, in 1870 and at St. Goar on the Rhine
in 1873. In theology he belongs to the Evangelical
Echool of the Church of England. He has written

Scripture and the Prayer Book in Harmony (London,
1854); Hora Psalmica (1877); The Englishman's
Critical and Expository Cyclopcedia (London, 1878);
The Church and World (1878); The Millennium
(1880); The Signs of the Times (1881); Prophecy a
Sure Light (1882); The Latter Rain (1883); True
Science Confirming Genesis (1884); The Personal
Ardiehria (1884) ; Spiritualism (1885); Critical and
Expository Commentary on the Book of Judges
(1885); and Guide to the Study of the Book of Com-
mon Prayer (1894). He has edited various classical

auttiors as well as the English translation of J. A.
BengeVs Gnomon Novi Testamenti (5 vols., Edin-
burgh, 1857-58), and A. R. Vinet's HomUitique
(London, 1858), and wrote the second and fourth
volumes of The Critical and ExpUmatory Pocket
Bible (4 vols.. Glasgow, 1862), and the third, fourth,

Md sixth volumes of the Critical, Experimental, and
Practical Commentary (6 vols., London, 1871).

FAUSTmUS: Presbyter at Rome under Pope
Uberius (352-366), prominent in the Luciferian

agitation (see Lucifer of Calaris and the
LuciFERiANs). Conjointly with the otherwise

imknown presbyter Marcellinus, he delivered to

the emperor Theodosius at Constantinople in 383
or 384 a document {Libellus precum ad impera-

tores) entitled De confessions vercB fidei et ostentar

tione sacra communionis et persecutione adversan-

tium veritatis (MPL, xiii. 83-107; CSEL, xxxv.
5-44), wherein he defended the Luciferians and
entreated the emperor for protection against their

adversaries. His deductions are largely over-

drawn and partizan. The prcefatw to this memorial
is not the work of Faustinus, but of an Ursinian

(see Ursinus, Antipope). Another work by
Faustinus is the imimportant tract, De trinitate sive

fidei adversus Arianos (MPL^ xiii. 37-80).

G. KrOqer.

Bibliography: QennadiuB, De vir. iU., chap, xvi.; Isidore
of Spain, Dt vir. iU., ohap. xiv.; G. KrO^r, Lucifer von
Calorie, pp. 62-63. 82-86. 94 aqq., Leip«ic, 1886; G.
Rauschen, JahrbUcher der chrietlichen Kirche unier . . .

Theodoeiue, pp. 140. 199-200, Freiburg, 1897; DCB, ii.

466.

FAUSTUS OF lOLEVE. See Manicheans, § 14.

FAUSTUSOFRIEZ(Lat.-Be/t; FaustusRejensis):

Prominent representative of Semi-Pelagianism in

the south of Gaul; b. between 405 and 410; d.

toward the end of the fifth century. He was
probably of British origin, according to the posi-

tive assertions of Avitus and Sidonius; against

this there is nothing but the description of him
as a Gaul by men at a distance like

Life. Possessor and Facundus. He re-

ceived a good philosophical education,

and knew not a little of the Scriptures, but he was
neither an original thinker nor a thorough theolo-

gian. At an early age he entered the monastery
of L^rins (q.v.), then in a very flourishing state

under Abbot Maximus, whom he succeeded in 433.

He kept his monks in strict discipline, and defended
the interests of his monastery against the bishop
of the diocese, Theodore of Fr^jus, winning his case

when it came before a synod held by the metro-
politan Ravennius (the Third Synod of Aries,

probably in 456). He was subsequently chosen
bishop of Riez (in Basses Alpes, 50 m. n.e. of Mar-
seilles), not later than 462, in which year he appears
in Rome as a bishop; the date of his election is

probably between 458 and 460. He continued to

distinguish himself by his ascetic life, and became
known as a preacher. A synod was held at Aries

c. 475 to deal with the case of Lucidus, a teacher of

thoroughgoing predestinarianism, and another one
soon after at Lyons. Acting at the request of these

synods, Faustus succeeded in inducing Lucidus to
sign a fairly complete retractation, and also wrote
a large work De gratia in which he took a Semi-
Pelagian position. He was also a prominent figure

in the Christological and Pneumatological contro-

versies of his day. In 474, with other bishops,

he conducted negotiations in the emperor's name
with Euric, king of the Visigoths, and later, prob-

ably by Euric 's conquests, was driven into an exile

which apparently terminated in the year of Euric 's

death, 485. His own death probably foUowed from
five to ten years later. The Church of his province
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honored him as a saint, although the title was not

sanctioned by the wider body on account of his

Semi-Pelagian teachings.

In his catalogue of authors Gennadius gives a
list, avowedly incomplete, of the writings of

Faustus [NPNF, 2 ser., iii. 399]. This in-

cludes first a treatise in two books De Spiritu

sandOf defending the divinity of the

Writings. Holy Ghost against Macedonius, and
the two books De graiia^ in the ex-

tant text of which there are evident gaps; and
Bergmann brings forward, though unconvincingly,

the theory that it has suffered from interpolations

of an Augustinian tendency. Gennadius further

mentions '' a small book against the Arians and
the Macedonians," which, in spite of various at-

tempts at identification, may be taken as lost;

another '' against those who say that there is

something incorporeal in creatures, affirming by
Scriptural and patristic testimony that there is

nothing incorporeal except God," which is extant
as the fourth epistle of Faustus; a letter addressed
" to a certain deacon named Grsecus who, leaving

the Catholic faith, went over to the Nestorian

impiety"; and "a religious epistle to Felix, the

pretorian prefect, exhorting to the fear of God,"
given by Engelbrecht as Epist. vi., and related to

his Epist. ix. Besides those mentioned by Genna-
dius, there are other letters imdeniably authentic

—

that to Paulinus of Burdegala (Epist, v. in Engel-

brecht), that to Lucidus {Epist. i.), and five to

Ruricius (viii.-xii.). Of special intercut are the two
homilies on the baptismal symbol, which since Cas-

pari's investigations have been generally attributed

to Faustus, although more recently W. Bergmann,
Studien zu einer kritischen Sichlung der sUdgaUischen
Predigtlitteratur der 5. und 6. Jdhrhunderten^ Leipsic,

1898, has contested this attribution, on grounds which
are worthy of notice if not conclusive. It remains to

mention a large number of sermons which are said

to have been current, although the obscurity which
still rests upon the whole question of early Latin

homiletical literature prevents the determination
of the exact extent of this activity. Engelbrecht,

indeed, asserts that there are extant two collec-

tions of the sermons of Faustus, one of twenty-two
in the ninth or tenth century manuscript known as

Durlach 36 (now Carlsruhe 340), and seventy-four

originally attributed to Eusebius (printed in the

Bibliotheca maxima^ VI. 618 sqq.). But this

assumption is hazardous. In the Durlach codex,

nine sermons bear the name of Faustinus, but it is

both uncertain whether this name points to Faustus

and whether the remaining sermons are even by
the same author; while both here and in the other

collection certain sections may be certainly iden-

tified as the work of Csesarius.

The historical position of Faustus is conditioned

by his support of the Semi-Pelagian theology (see

Semi-Pelaoiaxism). According to him, all men
are bom in original sin; but although

Theology, the freedom of the human will is

weakened by sin, it yet remains an
integral part of human nature even in the sinner.

Grace cooperates with free will to establish good
in man; but man, through his freedom, takes the

initial step. In Faustus* mind grace connotes

practically preaching with its promises and warn-

ings; grace as an adjutorium divinum^ in the Au-

gustinian conception, an interior transformingpower,

is imknown to him. The passages which seem

to recognize such a power are to be explained

by the fact that Faustus regards the natural power

of the will as a gift of grace, or looks upon the lead-

ings of the circumstances of life in something of

the same light, as in his treatment of the parable

of the prodigal son. In spite of a casual mention

(in the same sense) of gratia coaperans or coopaxou

adjutorium, and of his strong condemnation of

Pelagius, he really takes a Pelagian position, fur-

ther removed than Cassian from Augustine. Pre-

destination is made dependent on foreknowled^.

God wills only what is just and right, but pennits

freedom to terminate in evil. In Trinitarian and

Christological questions Faustus adheres to the

orthodox Augustinian formulas. (R. Seebeso.)

Biblioorapbt: The handiest ed. of the writiiigs of Fwutiu
is by Engelbrecht, in CSEL, xxi.. Vienna. 189i: the

most important are in MPL, Iviii. 783 sqq.: the letten

of Faustus and Ruricius, ed. Krusch« are in MGH, Awt
ant., viii (1887). 265 sqq., cF. pp. Ut. aqq.; for his expo-

sition of the creed consult C. P. Casitari, Unoedruekk
. . . Qveilen zur Oe»€hichU de9 TauftymboU, ii. 183 iqq..

Chriatiania. 1869; idem. Anecdota, i. 315 sqq.. ib. 18S3:

and the tract De avmbolOf ed. Caspari, is in AUe und Nne
QutUen, ib. 1870. Consult: A. Koch. Der heiUot Fmu-
tu9, Stuttgart. 1805; Tillemont. Mhnoire; xri. 406 sqq.:

HUtoire lUUraire de la France, ii. 585 sqq.; GeiUier, An-
feurt eacrie, x. 420-437; A. Engelbrecht. Studien fi&cr

die SckrifUn dee Biechofe von Reji, Fauetue, Vienna. 1880;

Zeitechrift fUr die deterreidiiechen Oymnaeien, 1800. pp.

280 sqq.. 481 sqq.. 677 sqq.; Morin. in Retfue bSnUie^mt,

ix (1802), 40 sqq.. cf. viii (1801). 07 sqq.; C F. An»oki
C&eariue von Arelate, pp. 324 sqq.. Letpeio, 1804; Nea&-

der, Chrielian Church, ii. 706-707 et passim; Hamack.
Dogma^ iv. 314, v. 252 sqq. et passim; KL, iv. 1270-81.

FAVRE, fa'vr, PIERRE (PETRUS FABER):
Jesuit; b. at Villardet (now Villard, 3 m. w. of

Beaufort), Savoy, Apr. 13, 1506; d. at Barcdona

Aug. 1, 1546. He was one of the seven original

associates of Ignatius Loyola (q.v.), who took with

him the solemn vow Aug. 15, 1534, in Paris.

He was the first to gather followers in Gennany,

and he educated them by the ExerdHa Spirir

tualia (q.v.) while he was attending the religious

colloquies of Worms (1540) and Regensburg (1541).

During his residence at Cologne (1543-44), as is

clear from the first volume of his Cartas y otros

escritos (Bilbao, 1894), he vigorously opposed Arch-

bishop Herman of Wied (q.v.), who inclined to-

ward Protestantism. He then began a successful

propaganda in behalf of his order in Portugal and

Spain, and was appointed to take part in the ses-

sions of the Council of Trent, but died at Barodona

on his journey thither. K. Benrath.

BiBUOGRAPHT; The " Letters and Literary Works *" of

Favre were published, 2 vols., Bilbao. 1894, voL ii. eon-

tains also the Memoriale, ed. M. Bouiz. Paris, 1874. Cod-

sult. R. Comely. Leben dee eeli^en Petrue Faber, Frei-

burg, 1873; E. Gothein, IgnoHue von Loyola, pp. 285

sqq.. 663 sqq.. Halle. 1805.

FAVRE (FABER), PIERRE FRAHgOIS: Roman
Catholic; b. at St. Barthelemi, canton of Vaud,

Switzerland, in the beginning of the eighteenth

century; d. at Assens in the district of Echallezis.

canton of Vaud, about 1780. He became priest at
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L&uden, in Lower Languedoc, and accompanied
Fnn9ois de la Baume, bishop of Halicamassus, on
a tour of vimtation to Cochin-China, as his secretary

and confessor. The bishop arrived at Macao in

1738 and was detained and made a captive there,

at the instigation of Portuguese Jesuits who re-

sented an investigation of their intrigues against

the French missionaries. In Mar., 1739, the bishop

was able to continue his journey and after two
months kmded in Cochin-Ohina. He admonished
the missionaries to forget their quarrels and restore

harmony. Complaints were brought against the

Portuguese Jesuits who had excommimicated many
on the pretense of Jansenism, and when the bishop
opposed the Jesuits, he was accused of Jansenism
himself and of disturbing the public peace. Letters

from Rome, addressed to him, were intercepted

and never reached him. As he saw that peace was
impossible, he divided the provinces between the

Jesuits, the French missionaries, and the Francis-

cans; but sorrow and ill treatment (or poison)

caused his death in 1741. Favre took his place,

and not being able to prevail against the Jesuits,

went to Rome to give an account of his visitation.

Thence he returned to his native coimtry where he
published in 1746 his Lettres Mfiantes et curieuses

tw la visile apostolique de M. de la Baume h la

Coekinchine en VanrUe 17J^, giving a report of

Jesuit ndsd^neanors and intrigues. The book was
oondenmed by the bishop of Lausanne and pub-
licly burned at Freiburg, and the Jesuits bought up
every copy they could. (J. Pfotenhauer.)
Bcbuoobapht: M. MOlbouer, KathclxBehe Mitaionen in
CkHMHen, pp. 171 sqq.. 262 sqq.. Freiburg. 1852; O.
Wanieek. Protadaniitche Beleticktang der rdmUchen An-
gnif€ auf dU evangelisdie HeidenmiB9UMh pp. 388 sqq..

Giiteraloh, 1884-«5.

FAWCETT, JOHN: English Baptist; b. at

Lidget Green, near Bradford (10 m. w. oif Leeds),

Yorkshire, Jan. 6, 1740; d. at Brearley Hall, near

Wainsgate (14 m. s.w. of Leeds), July 25, 1817.

Converted under George Whitefield's preaching at

sixteen, he joined the Baptist Chimjh at Bradford
in 1759, and in 1764 entered the Baptist ministry.

He settled in the parish of Halifax and remained
there till the end of his life, preaching first at Wains-
gate, then at Hebden Bridge, where a new church
was built for him in 1777. In 1772 he declined a
can to London as the successor of Dr. John Gill

(q.v.), and in 1793 the presidency of the Baptist

Academy at Bristol. In addition to his work as

a pastor and author, he conducted an academy
at Breariey Hall, and also, for a short time, an
institution for the training of Baptist ministers.

Of his Hymns (Leeds, 1782), niunbering 166, the
best known are, " How precious is the Book divine,"
" Thus far my God hath led me on," and " Blest

be the tie that binds." He also published a number
of works on practical religion, including, Advice to

Youth {Leeds, 1786); and An Essay on Anger {17S7);

also The Royal Devotional Family Bible (2 vols.,

London, 1811).
Bibuoor^ht: J. Fawcett, The Life, MinUtry, and Wri-
(tn^ of . . John Faweett, London, 1818 (by his son);

D?fB, xriii. 267-258; 8. W. Duffie d, English Hymna, pp
79-74. New York. 1886; Julian. Hymnology, p. 373.

FEAST OF THE ASS. Sms Ass, Feast of the.

FEAST OF FOOLS. See Fools, Feast op.

FEASTS AJXD FESTIVALS.

I. Hebrew.
Terma and Underlying Principles (§1).
Provisions of the Priest Code (§ 2).

Comparison of Other Codes (§3).
Order of Development of the Codes (§ 4).

Changes in Character of Festivals (i 5).

II. Christian.

Sunday and Sabbath (§1).
Annual Feasts (§ 2).

The Protestant Churches (§ 3).

L Hebrew: To express the idea of religious fes-

tival , the Hebrew has two words, mo^edh and ^agh
(Ar. f^jj). Mo^edh denotes a set time for coming
together, and can be employed for any festival

(Ezek. xlv. 17) except Sabbaths and new moons
(II Chron. viii. 13; cf. Isa. i. 14). J^agh means
particularly a festal dance, comes to mean festival

in general, and is then applied to the

1. Terms three great feasts at which pilgrimage

and was made to the great sanctuary, and
Underlying particularly to the feast of booths
Principles, (tabernacles) in autumn. No single

principle determines the character of

feasts in the Old Testament . The feast of new moon
and perhaps the Sabbath are lunar, and upon the

sabbath reckoning in larger cycles depend the

Sabbatical and jubilee years. The feasts of im-

leavened bread, of weeks and of tabernacles are

determined by the season, at least on their agrarian

side. The Passover is a historical-religious commem-
oration, into connection with which the feasts of

imleavened bread and of booths are brought, and
in post-BibUcal times Pentecost was brought into

this circle. The same is true of Purim and the

feast of dedication. The day of atonement is

purely religious with no fast ties to any special

date. The festivals can be considered also in their

relations to the family, to sanctuaries, to commu-
nities or to the central sanctuary.

For a historical review of the festal system the

priestly doctunent furnishes the basis, since it is

the most developed. The classical passages are

Lev. xxiii.; for the Passover Ex. xii. 3-20, 43-60;

for the Sabbatical and jubilee years Lev. xxv.; the

institution of the offerings is in Num. xxviii.-xxix.

The result of these enactments is as follows:

Through the twofold daily offering each day becomes
a religious festival and to this daily offering the

special offerings of particular occasions are addi-

tions (Num. xxviii. 3 sqq.). The Sabbath (q.v.)

is a day consecrated to God with absolute rest,

convocation at the sanctuary, and special offerings

(Num. xxviii. 9). The Passover is a house festi-

val celebrated on the fourteenth day of the first

month in commemoration of the immimity of the

Israelites in the final Egyptian plague; the pas-

chal lamb is eaten with unleavened
2. Provi- bread and its blood is sprinkled on

sions of the the door-posts. The feast of un-

Priest Code, leavened bread begins on the fifteenth

day of the first month and continues

seven days; during the whole period special offer-

ings are made, and the first and last days are rest

days with special convocations. Ex. xii. 17

brings it into connection with the Exodus, Lev.
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xxiii. 9-14 connects with it the feast of first-fruits,

after which the new harvest might be enjoyed.

Pentecost or the feast of weeks depends upon this,

occurring seven weeks later, celebrated as a rest

day and time of special offerings and convocation.

The feast of tabernacles begins on the fifteenth day
of the seventh month and continues eight days,

the first and last of which are days of convocation,

each day having its special offering. While this

feast commemorates the sojourn in the wilderness,

Lev. xxiii. 39 brings it into connection with the

harvest. The new moons are celebrated with

special offerings (Num. xxviii. 11-15); the new
moon of the seventh month is a rest day with convo-

cation, blowing of the trumpet, and special offerings.

The Day of Atonement, occurring on the tenth day
of the seventh month, is an absolute rest day with

convocation and its own ritual of offerings, a peni-

tential festival with fasting and high-priestly

atonement for sin and impurity. The Sabbaticd
year occurs once in seven years, the land is not

cultivated, and the products are common prop-

erty. The jubilee year falls at the end of a cycle

of seven Sabbatical years, therefore every fif-

tieth year. It begins on the day of atonement
with the blowing of trumpets, involves a complete

rest of the land, and the people recover their earlier

possessions and Hebrew slaves their freedom.

The basis of this is the idea that the land is Yah-
weh's, while his people are his guests, his servants,

and therefore not man's servants. The religious

interest is dominant throughout. Passover, un-

leavened bread, and the feast of tabernacles are

commemorative. Elspecially closely connected with

religious ideas are the day of atonement, and
the Sabbatical and the jubilee year. All, with the

exception of the Passover, are celebrated with con-

vocations at the sanctuary with collective offer-

ings, among which offerings for sin are constant

excepting at the daily and Sabbath sacrifice. The
times are fixed by the months, yet the feasts of

unleavened bread, of Pentecost, and of booths are

related to the seasons and to agriculture.

Ezekiel (xlv. 17-xlvi. 16) omits Pentecost, and
locates the Passover on the fourteenth day of the

first month, with a seven days' use of unleavened

bread, with daily sacrifice of burnt offerings, food-

offerings, and sin-offerings. And he places the feast

of tabernacles on the fifteenth day of the seventh
month, continuing seven days with special offerings.

On the days of new moon and Sabbath, offerings

are required, and a daily morning offering con-

sisting of burnt offering and food-offering. On
the first day of the first and of the seventh month
the sanctuary is to be cleansed by the blood of a sin-

offering. Thus Ezekiel is close to the Priest Code,

though the prince makes the offerings in the name
of the people, the feasts are fewer, atonement day

appears to be semiyearly, and the

3. Compari- household Passover is not mentioned.

son of The Deuteronomic passage is xvi. 1-17,

Other and deals with three great festivals at

Codes. the central sanctuary. In the month
of Abib occurs the Passover, not a

celebration at home, but at the central sanctuary

and for a single day, though unleavened bread is

to be eaten for seven days in memory of the

hurried flight from Egypt. Pentecost is celd>rated

seven weeks after the commencement of harvest at

the central sanctuary with enjoyment of the gifts

brought. The feast of tabernacles is loosely placed

at the close of the harvest and vintage and is abo
celebrated at the central sanctuary. Thus Deutex^

onomy differs from the Priest Code and Ezekiel in not

fixing -exactly the time of celebration, the accom-

paniment of sin-offering is lacking, and the offerings

are not those of the commimity as a whole, but are

enjoyed as festal meals. The Sabbath celebration

is provided for in the Deuteronomic decalogue, and

the basis is humanitarian. There is no Sabbatical

or jubilee year, though a release of Hebrew debtors

and slaves takes place. The festival of new moon
does not appear, still less the day of atonement or

the double temple cleansing of Ezekiel. The ex-

position of the Yahwistic Code is complicated by

Deuteronomic redaction of the passages which

deal with the festivals (Ex. xxiii. 10-17, xxxiv.

18-26; cf. xii. 34, 39, xiii. sqq.). As they rtand

these passages involve a seven days' festival of

unleavened bread in Abib (commemorative), a

harvest festival (of first-fruits), and a feast of

ingathering at the close of the year. The Sabbath

has the same humanitarian basis as in Deuteronomy,

and the products of the land in the seventh year

are common property. Ex. xxxiv. mentions again

these same three festivals, but the feast of weeks

bears the same name as in Deuteronomy, and

verses 25, 19-20 indicate that the Passover did not

originate with Deuteronomy.
This review shows that the Priest Code and the

Yahwistic Code stand at the two extremes of the

development, with Ezekiel and Deuteronomy com-

ing in between; and, further, it is clear that the

order is JE, Deuteronomy, Ezekiel, and P. The

historical writings confirm this result.

4. Order of Thus in Neh. viii. 14 sqq. mention is

Develop- made of a festiv^ of the Priest Code

ment of the (feast of booths) of which it is ex-

Codes, pressly said *' since the days of Joshua

. . . had not the children of Israel

done so." In II Kings xxiii. 21-23, is found an-

other note of similar character, related to the cele-

bration at the central sanctuary. The prophetical

writings are in connection with the Yahwistic CJode,

and earlier history also accords with this. A

sacrificial feast in the city of Samuel is mentioned

in I Sam. ix. 12 sqq., and a family festival and

sacrifice in Bethlehem in I Sam. xx. 6. There are

pilgrimages also to sanctuaries where a festal m^
is eaten (I Sam. i. 3 sqq.; cf. Hos. ix. 4-5). Men-

tion occurs often of an ancient festiv-al (Judges

xxi. 19; I Kings viii. 2), while a festival of the

northern kingdom is placed in the ei^th month

(I Kings xii. 32) which is probably the retention

or reinstitution of an old custom, and has reb-

tion to the feast of booths. Frequent mention

occurs of the Sabbath and the new moon, though

the latter was not legislated for in the earliest

codes. I Sam. xxv. 2 sqq. and II Sam. xiil 23

mention a festival of sheep-shearing, the charac-

teristic of which was a somewhat exuberant joy.

The ethical character of the religion of Israel pc^
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haps led to the exclusion of this festival from the

national observances.

Detailed examination leads to the conclusion

that festivals of an agricultural character became
religious observances, and at the same time the

eariier character of family or local celebration

changed and took a national form. The separation

from the natural circumstances of their

5. Changes celebration is marked by exact deter-

in Chirac- mination of dat^s, while new occasions

ta of Fes- of purely religious significance came
tinls. in, such as the two purifications of

Ezekiel and the day of atonement.
Deuteronomy is the turning-point, where the festi-

\-alB still have as a motive rejoicing before Yahweh
(xiv. 26, xvi. 11); but the first step toward the

separation of the festivals from the environment of

oature amid which they arose and the determina-
tion of a religious purpose was taken in the cen-

tralization of the cultus. Only in the case of the
Passover the Priest Code breaks with Deuteronomy
and Ezekiel and makes the celebration a home
affair, and the lamb loses its sacrificial character.

The festal character of these celebrations was not
wholly lost under the Priest Code, as is shown by
the feast of booths; and Lev. xxiii. still retains

reeoUection of the connection of the three principal

feasts with agriculture. The question whether
these three, the feasts of unleavened bread, Pente-
cost and tabernacles, were instituted prophetically

by Moses or arose among the Hebrews by adoption
from the Canaanites has been variously answered.
But Judges ix. 27 gives an account of a festiv^
analogous to the feast of booths. No ground exists,

however, for deriving from that source the cele-

bration of the Sabbath (cf. Amos viii. 5). On the
other hand the assertion that a Sabbath rest could
not originate among a pastoral people is contra-

dicted by facta from the life of the Arabs. The
Dew moon festival probably arose under nomadic
conditions, in spite of the silence of the earliest

legislation. That the sheep-shearing festival was
pre-Mosaic is clear from Gen. xxxviii. 13, and that
the Passover had pre-Mosaic antecedents is shown
by Ex. iii. 18, v. 3, viii. 21 sqq., etc. Just what its

character was in its earliest form is not clear, ex-
cept that the connection with the first-bom which
it always had suggests that it was the occasion of

presenting the first-fruits to deity. An Arabic fes-

tival of the same purport existed.

Besides the festivals already mentioned, two arose
in later times. One of these is Purim, the origin
of which Esther purports to give, called in II Mace
XV. 36 the Day of Mordecai. In Maccabean times
arose the feast of the dedication of the temple,
beginning on the eighth of Kislew, celebrating the
purification of the temple after its defilement by
Antiochus Epiphanes (I Mace. iv. 59; II Mace. x.

7, and doubtless the title of Ps. 30). See the
articles on the dififerent festivals; also Synagogue.

(F. Buhl.)
n. ChriBtian: The primitive Church apparently

knew no special feast-days at the first. With the ab-
rogation of the Mosaic law, its feasts also ceased,
and it passed for perverted Judaizing legality to

retamthem (cf. Rom. xiv. 5; Gal. iv. 9-11; Col.

IV.-19

ii. 16). The original theory was that for a re-

deemed Christian every day was a feast-day. At
the same time, the need of common

1. Sunday devotional festivals in which all could

and take part led to the practise of keep-

Sabbath, ing these on the day of the week which
from the beginning enjoyed a cer-

tain distinction as that of the Lord's resurrection

(see Sunday; cf. Acts xx. 7; I Cot. xvi. 2; Rev.
i. 10; Epistle of Barnabas xv. 9; Ignatius, Ad
MagnesioSt ix. 1; Justin, I ApoL, Ixvii.). The
Sabbath too was observed to some extent, espe-

cially in the East and among the Jewish Christians.

Yet it was secondary to Simday; only the Apostolic

Constitutions demand the like solenmity for both.

In the Roman Church, fasting was observed on the

Sabbath; but Gregory the Great declared the pro-

hibition of labor on the Sabbath to be the work of

Antichrist—a decision which later contributed a
cause for ecclesiastical separation of East and West.
The early Church also came to observe Wednesdajrs
and Fridays as days of prayer and partial fasting

in commemoration of the condenmation and cruci-

fixion of Jesus (see Fasting, II.).

There were also annually recurring feasts in the

earliest time. Probably the paschal feast (see

Easter) was always celebrated in some way, pre-

eminently by the Jewish Christians in connection

with their former celebration of the

2. Annual Passover, for memorial of the cruci-

Feasta. fixion and restUTection of Jesus. It

was succeeded by a fifty-day season of

rejoicing, from which afterward Ascension and
Pentecost (qq.v.) grew forth with peculiar solem-

nity, and was preceded by a season of mourn-
ing, attended with fasting of varying length and
observance. The institution of these festal cele-

brations was held to be an affair of ecclesiastical

ordering, and often required special justification

in the light of New Testament liberty. The first

Christian festival which had no connection with

feasts of Israel is that of the Epiphany (q.v.). It

was fixed on a definite day of the year (Jan. 6)

and is thus an ** immovable feast,'' unlike Easter

and the festivals dependent on it, which vary from
year to year (see Church Year; Easter), and
hence are known as " movable feasts." The
Epiphany was originally the festival of Christ's

baptism. The nativity festival (see Christmas)
first occiuB in the West from the middle of the

fourth century. In the East, so late as the fifth

century, they still celebrated both the birth and
baptism of the Lord on Epiphany. In the sixth

century, the feast of the circumcision of Christ was
introduced as the octave of Nativity; preceding

that time, the first of January had been widely

observed as a penitential day, with attendant fast-

ing, in order to restrain Christians from the pagan
new year festivities (see New Year Festival). The
Christmas feast was ushered in by a preliminary

festal season (see Advent), originally of longer

duration, but afterward restricted to four weeks;

this, too, was a season of penance and fasting in

the West (see Fasting, II.).

The three principal festivals, Easter, Pentecost,

and Christmas, which with their preceding and
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following seasons gradually embraced the whole

year (see Church Year), were supplemented, from
time to time, by many minor feasts, many of them
introduced only in particular districts, as appears

from ancient local calendars (see Calendar, the
Christian). Only the most important can be
mentioned here. The festival of the Trinity (see

Trinity, Festival of the) was not appointed for

the Church at large imtil 1334. The feast of the

Blessed Sacrament (Jestum corporis Christi) occurred

in the diocese of Li^ge from 1246, and was gener-

ally adopted in 1264 (see 0)rpu8 Christi). Cer-

tain festivals of the cross originated in the East,

and two of them became current in the West also

(see Cross, Exaltation op the; Cross, Inven-
tion OP the). Among the feasts of Mary, the

Annunciation (Mar. 25; see Annunciation, Feast
OP the) is no doubt the earliest. This and the

festival of the Pimfication (Feb. 2) were sometimes
regarded as feasts of Christ as well; they date from
the fifth century (for the Purification and the many
other feasts of the Virgin, see Mary, the Mother
OP Jesus (IJhrist). Apostles, evangeUsts, and other
New Testament characters all came to have their

days; and by degrees the practise grew up of ob-
serving an annual commemoration of martyrs on
the day of their death, and especially at their

tombs (see Anniversarius). This was extended
to confessors, virgins, and other saints, until nearly

every day in the year had its liturgical commemora-
tion of some saint, event, doctrine, or sacred object.

The large niunber of " holy days of obligation
"

(i.e., in the Roman Catholic system, days which
must be kept by attendance at mass and abstinence

from unnecessary servile work) ob-

3. The Prot- served in the countries of Western
estant Europe in the latter part of the Middle

Churches. Ages constituted a real economic
difficulty, and there were many com-

plaints of it. When the Reformation began, its

tendency was to sweep away the far greater num-
ber of such observances. Luther was at first in-

clined to think that Sunday alone should be kept;

but in 1528 he and Melanchthon recommended the

observance of Christmas, New Year's Day (Cir-

cumcision of Christ), Epiphany, Easter, Ascension,

and Pentecost, and allowed, as feasts of the second
class, those which had Scriptural warrant. Ger-
man custom often postpones the celebration of

secondary feast's to the following Sunday. The
Church of England retained the feasts just named
and certain others commonly called (from the old

rubricated printing of the prayer-book) " red-

letter*' days, with special services, and kept a niun-

ber of *' black-letter " or minor festivals in the
calendar, with no provision for their observance.

The American Episcopal Church retained the red-

letter days, and even added to them at the last

revision the Transfiguration of Christ (Aug. 6),

but omitted the black-letter days from the calen-

dar.'*' In the Reformed churches as a rule all

* According to the Anglicao prayer-books the feasta to be ob-
served throughout the year are aa follows. All Sundays; the
Circumcision (Jan. 1); the Epiphany (Jan. 6); the (inversion
of St. Paul (Jan. 26); the PuriEcation of the Blessed Vir-

gin (Feb. 2); St. Matthias the Apostle (Feb. 24; in leap-

festivals except Sunday were abolished. Since

the middle of the last century there has been a t^d-
ency to appoint new festivals; e.g., the Gennan
Reformation festival (end of October or beginning

of November) and so called festival of t^ dead

(on the last Sunday of the church year in memory
of all who have died in course of the year), harvest

festiv^, children's day, missionary Sunday, and the

like. National memorial days are often celebrated

with religious services. The New England fast-

day (see Fast-Day) and Thanksgiving (q.v.) de-

serve special mention. The custom of celebrating

Easterand Christmas with floral decorations, special

music, and sermons on the events conunemorated

is increasing among all non-liturgical churches.

The tendency in the Roman Catholic CSiurch

since the Reformation has been constantly to add

new saints' days and other feasts to the calendar,

with liturgical observance, but on the other hand

to diminish the number of holy dajrs of obligation;

thus in the United States at the present time there

are none (outside of Sundays) but the Feast of the

Circumcision (Jan. 1), the Ascension, the Assump-

tion of the Blessed Virgin (Aug. 15), All Saints'

Day (Nov. 1), the Inmiaculate Conception (Dec

8), and Christmas.

Biblioorapht: I. J. F. L. George, Die AXterea i%iimkm
FmU, Berlin. 1836; H. Ewald. Dt feriantm H^amnm
orioine ei roHone^ GAttingen« 1841; idem. AttrrAftsMr.

pp. 130 eqq., 151 sqq., 441 sqq.. ib. 1866, Eng. inasA^

pp. 80 sqq., 113 sqq., 334 sqq.. Boston. 1876; H. Hnp-
feld, De primitiva et vera featorum ajntd Hdfraot raHom,

Halle, 1851-66; F. Bachmann, DU FeetoeBtim dm Penis*

teuelu, Berlin, 1858; J. WeUhausen. ProUgommm, pp.

83-120; A. Edersheim, The Temple: ite Mi$Mtni <"«<

Servieee, pp. 144-300, London. 1874; B. Stade. (U-

a<^icMe laraeU, i. 498-603, BerUn. 1884; W. H. Green,

The Hebrew PeaeU in their Reialion to Recent Critical

Hypotheeee, New York, 1886 (anticritical); J. T. de Vis-

ser. Hebrteuwedte Arehaeotoffie, i. 412 sqq., Utieeht, 1891;

J. Robertson, Early Relioum of lerad, paswim, Edinborgfa,

1892; H. Schults, Old Teetament Theoloffy, i. 359-360 et

passim, ii. 87-100, London. 1892; Bensincer, AnhAolo-

ffie^ pp. 388 sqq. et passim; Nowaek, ArckAologie, ii. 138-

203; Smith, Propheie, pp. 38, 66, 384; idem. OTJC,
passim; DB, i. 859-863; EB, ii. 1605 sqq.. 1509 sqq.; JE,

. 374-378; KL, iv. 1436-47.
II. Bingham, Originee, book XX., o£. XIII. ix. 6-7;

J. C. W. Auffusti, Handbu€h der ehriailichen Artkdelegit,

i. 457-695, Leipsic, 1836 (especially useful); R. Neboo.

FeeUvale and Faate of the Church of Bngland, reprinted

London. 1810; F. Creuier. Symbolik und MyAologie der

aUen VbUcer, iy. 2. pp. 677-614, Leipmc, 1821 (oompara
Christian cycle of festivals with pre-Christiaii odebratkns):

A. J. Binterim, DenkwOrdiokeiten, . 1, pp. 119 aqq^

Mains, 1829; A. Butler. Movable Feaeta, Faele . . . •!

the Catholic Chvrdi, DubUn, 1839; J. H. Hobart, FaH-
vale and Feaeia^ London, 1887; H. Grotefend. Za4-

rechnung dee deuUchen MitteUUierB und der Neurit, Han-

year Feb. 25 in the Roman Catholic Church); the An-

nunciation of the Blessed Virgin (Mar. 25): St. Mark the

Evangelist (Apr. 25); St. Phihp and St. James the ApcM-

tles (May 1); the Ascension; St. Barnabas the ApostJs

(June 11); the Nativity of St. John BapUst (June 24): St
Peter the Apostle (June 29); St. James the Apostle (Jnljr

25); the Transfiguration (Aug. 6; in the American Episcopal

Church only): St. Bartholomew the Apoatle (Aug. 24); St
Matthew the Apostle (Sept. 21); St. Michael and AO Angels

(Sept. 29): St. Luke the Evangelist (Oct. 18): St Simon

and St. Jude the Apostles (Oct 28): AH Saints (Nov. IV.

St. Andrew the Apostle (Nov. 30); St. Thomas the Apostle

(Dec 21): the Nativity (Dec 25); St Stephen the Martyr

(Dec. 26): St. John the Evangelist (Deo. 27); the Holy lo-

nocents (Dec. 28); Monday and Tuesday in

Monday and Tuesday in Whitsun-week.
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over. ISSIMM; L. Duebesne, ChrUUan Wor^ip, pasBim.
LondoD. 1904; J. G. Greenougfa, ChrUHan FeativaU, Man-
chotcr. 1908: DCA, i. 66»-«71 and espedaUy ii. 2054-
2060. where a list is given; KL, iy. 1391-1436; and liter-

ature under the articles on the aeveral festivab, also under
CoMMOx Prater, Book of; Calendar, ths Crribtian.

FEATHERS' TAVERN ASSOCUnON: A society

of En^ish clergy and laymen formed in the later

part of the eighteenth centmy to secure a revision

of the English liturgy, named from the fact that

the members held their meetings in the Feathers'

Tavern in the Strand, London. An agitation for

revison, started by John Jones with his anony-
moiB Free and Candid Disquisitiona (1749), had
come to a head with the publication of Francis

Blackbume's The Confessional (1766). As a coroU
Uiy from Chillingworth's principle that the Bible
is the religion of Protestants, Blackbume argued
that Protestant ministers should not be required

to subscribe to anything but the word of God. He
would abolish subscription, not only to the liturgy

and the thirty-nine articles, but to the creeds as
well. This work was published anonymously;
but in 1771 Blackbume spoke out openly. On
July 17 of this year he and his friends held their

first meeting at the Feathers* Tavern to consider
the drawing of a petition to parliament. The gist

of the petition agreed upon, which was an
extreme statement of Protestant individualism,

was, that the damnatory clauses of the Athanasian
Creed be stricken out, and that Protestants be
allowed to interpret Scripture for themselves.
This petition, opposed in a strong speech by Ed-
mund Burke, was rejected by parliament by a vote
of 217 to 71. The petition was signed by Deists,

Arians, and Socinians; and of the 250 names it

bore Blackbume's was the only one of much im-
portance. Men like Bishop Edmund Law, Dr.
Watson, and Dr. Paley, while in sympathy with
the movement, declined to commit themselves.
Id 1773 and 1774 the subject was again brought
up in pariiament, but without any result. The
Feathers' Tavern Association was short-lived and
accomplished nothing.

BnuooRAPirr: J. A. Baxter, Chnrdi Hi»t. of England, p.
668. London, 1849; J. B. Marsden. Hiat, of ChritUan
Onrthn and Seeta, i. 314, ib. 1856; J. H. Overton and F.
Rdton. Tke EngUah Churdi . . . 1714-tSOO, pp. 209-211,
219. 252. ib . 1906.

FEATLET, DANIEL : English controversialist

and royalist; b. at Chariton (7 m. n.n.e. of Oxford),
Oxfordshire, Mar. 15, 1582; d. at Chelsea, London,
Apr. 17, 1645. He studied at Ck)rpus Christi Col-
lege, Oxford (B.A., 1601; M.A., 1605), and soon
became a power for Protestantism. From 1610
to 1613 he was in Paris as chaplain to Sir Thomas
Edmondes, the English ambassador. He was
(iomestic chaplain to George Abbot, archbishop of

Canterbury, and afterward chaplain of (}haries I.

In 1619 he became rector of Lambeth, and in

1627 of Acton. He wa« provost of Chelsea Col-
lege in 1630. Daring the Civil War his property
was phmdered, and on two occasions he narrowly
escaped assassination. He was a member of the
Westminster Assembly and was the last of the
Episcopal members to withdraw from that body.
Soon afterward he was imprisoned, but was re-

leased a short time before his death. Among his

voluminous works are, Ancilia pietatis, or the Hand-
maid to Private Devotion (2 pts., London, 1626), a
favorite book with Charles I., and often reprinted,

also in foreign languages; Mystica Clavis: a Key
Opening Divers Difficult and Mysterious Texts of
Holy Scripture (1636); Roma mens, Rome*s Ruin
(1644), an anti-Catholic work written at the re-

quest of parliament while he was in prison; and
The Dippers Dipt (1645), the result of a contro-
versy with four Baptists at Southwark, Oct. 17,

1642.

Bibuoorapht: The early account of Featley is by John
Featley, Featlcei palinoeneaia, toUh a mtccinet Hi»t. of his
Life and Death (London). 1660. Consult: D. Neal. HuL
of the Pwritana, iii. 47, 68, 78-79, 267-269. 4 vols., Lon-
don, 1732-38. 5 vols.. Bath, 1793-97; A. h Wood. Athena
Oxonieneee, ed. P. Bliss, iii. 156-169. 1254. London. 1813-
20; DNB, xviii. 276-280 (where a full list of literature is

given).

FEBR05IUS, JUSTINUS, FEBRONIAinSM. See
HONTHEIM, JOHANN NlCOLAUS.

FECHT, feHt, JOHANNES: German Lutheran,
an opponent of Pietism; b. at Sulzberg, in the
Breisgau, Dec. 25, 1636; d. at Rostock May 5,

1716. He studied at Durlach and Strasburg, and
in 1661 began a wandering student life of five years,

visiting a ntunber of Oerman imiversities and re-

siding for a considerable time at Wittenberg and
Giessen. In 1666 he was recalled to Sulzberg, and
in 1669 was appointed court chaplain and professor

of theology. He was then superintendent in Durlach
until the capture of the city by the French in 1689,

when he fled to Calw, and met there the duke of

Mecklenburg, who invited him to Rostock. He
removed to that city in 1690 and remained there

as superintendent and professor imtil his death,

enjoying the utmost esteem and refusing flattering

calls to other universities. He was a genuine rep-

resentative of the conservative theology of the
seventeenth century, and, despite his later repu-

tation as an impassioned polemist, was at heart a
man of peace in the eyes of his contemporaries.
His opposition to Pietism was sincere, nor did he
fail to respect its good qualities. He was a pro-

lific writer, beginning with philosophy and classics,

and later touching every department of theology,

although he gradually came to restrict himself to

dogmatics and polemics. His principal works are:

Historia coloquii Emmendingensis (Rostock, 1694);
Selectiorum ex universa theoU

recerUiorum prcedpue, sylloge

sacra (1707); and the posthu
logiccB (1722) and Compendium
(Zerbst, 1744).

Bibuoorapht: The ** Life " of Fe*

produced in Fechiii compendium^
F. A. G. Tholuok. Lebenezeugen
aue alien SUinden, pp. 183 sqq., fi

FEDERAL THEOLOGY. S<

NES, AND HIS ScHOOL.

FEINE, foi'ne, PAUL: Lut
dorf (5 m. n.e. of Jena) Sept.

'

in Jena and Berlin and, after

nasium in the former city (1^

tutor in a noble family unti
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1893 he taught in a gymnasium at Gdttingen, and
in 1893 became privat-docent in the university of

the same city. In 1894 he was appointed professor

of New Testament exegesis in the Evangelical

theological faculty at Vienna and in 1907 accepted
a call to Breslau. He has written Eine varkanoniacke

Ueberlieferungdea Lukaa im Evangelium und Apostel-

geschiclUe (Gotha, 1891); Der Jakobusbrief (Eise-

nach, 1893); Daa geseUesfreie Evangelium dea

Paultia (Leipsic, 1898); Jestta Christus und Paulua
(1902); Die Emeuerung dea patUinischen Chriaten-

tuma durch Luther (1903); Der Rdmerbrief (G6t-

tingen, 1903); Daa Chrtatentum Jeau und daa Chria-

terUum der Apoatel in ihrer Abgremung gegen die

Religionageachichte (Stuttgart, 1904); and Paulua ala

Theologe (Berlin, 1906).

FELGENHAUER, fel'gen-hau^'er, PAUL: The-
osophist and pantheistic mystic; b. at Putschwitz
(district of Podersam, 45 m. w.n.w. of Prague),

Bohemia, Nov. 16, 1593, old style; d. not before

1660. His father was a Lutheran minister of

Putschwitr. He studied theology at Wittenberg
and became deacon there in the Schlosskirche.

Being obliged to leave Wittenberg soon afterward,

he returned to Bohemia and circulated his remark-
able views in writings, affirming in his Chronologie

(1620) that the world was created 4,234 years before

the birth of Christ, and that the end was imme-
diately at hand. Persecutions of the Protestants
compelled him to leave Bohemia. He was at

Amsterdam in 1623, then is found in the vicinity

of Bremen, again in Holland, and lastly at Hamburg
as late as 1660. His manifold chiliastic and mysti-
cal tracts, wherein he described the existingChurch
as an obdurate Babel, were eagerly read by people
of the lower classes. Theologians more than once
attacked his doctrines, particularly Georg Rost,

court preacher of Gilstrow, and the clergy of Ham-
burg, Bremen, Labcck, and LQneburg. He was
imprisoned for a time by the authorities of Celle

and Hanover. It is not known when or where he
died. A partial list of his numerous writings is in

Adelung, pp. 400 sqq. Carl Bertheau.

BiBLXoaRAPHT: C. H. Starke, Lubeca ItUherano-evanoeUca,
Hamburg, 1724; Q. Arnold, Kirchen- und Ketxerhittorie,

ii. 373 sqq., Scbaflfhausen, 1741; [J. C. Adelung,] Oe-
§ehichte der tnen$chliehen Narrheit, iv. 388-407, Leipaic.

1787; ADB, viii. 278-279.

FELICISSIMUS. See Cyprian, § 2.

FELIX: The name of four popes and one anti-

pope, who is sometimes counted as a fifth pope.

Felix L: Pope 269-274. He succeeded Dio-

nysius, becoming pope on Jan. 5, 269. The only

positive fact known of his pontificate is the state-

ment of Eusebius (Hist, eccl., VII., xxx. 19; cf. 23)

that in the controversy in Antioch instigated by
Paul of Samosata (see Monarchianibm, III.) the

Emperor Aurelian decided that the church building

should be given to " those to whom the bishops of

Italy and of the city of Rome should adjudge it."

From this it is probable that Felix exchanged
litteroB communicationia with Domnus of Antioch,

and that he expressed his opposition to Paul of

Samosata at greater length in a letter to Maximus
of Alexandria. The latter document was tampered

with in an ApoUinarian sense at the end of the fourth

century, and in this shape was considered by the

Council of Ephesus (431). According to the

DepoaUlo epiacoporum (354) Felix died a natonl

death, and was buried in the catacomb of St
Calixtus, Dec. 30, 274. (H. BdHMEa.)

Bibliooraprt: Cataloffua Libmaniis, ed. '^. Momnuen, in

MOH, Auet, ant., ix (1801). 75; Liber ptmHfieaHt, ed.

Duchesne, i. 158. Paris. 1886; idem, ed. T. Momnwpn, in

MOH, Oett. pont, Rom., i (1808). 37: JafT^ Begetta, L
23; J. lAngen. OeaehidUe der rdmisdien Kircke bia Leo t^

pp. 366-369. Bonn, 1881; DCB, ii. 479-48a

Felix n. : Pope 365-358. When liberius (q.v.)

was banished at the end of 355 by the Emptor
Ck>n8tantius, whose policy he had opposed, the

Roman clergy took an oath not to recognize another

bishop as long as Liberius lived; but the oath was

soon forgotten, and the Archdeacon Felix was per-

suaded to become bishop. He was consecrated

by three Arian bishops, including Acadus of

(])sesarea, in the imperial palace, and, thou^ not an

Arian himself, he supported the policy of external

union favored by Ck>n8tantius and held communioo
with the Arians. The majority of the Roman
clergy were won over by imperial favors to support

Felix, but the people remained true to Libaius

and refused allegiance to the fonner. ConstaDtiiu

on coming to Rome, Apr. 28, 357, found so much
discord that he expressed his willingness to restore

Liberius, after he had agreed to sign the third

Sirmian fonnula of the summer of 358 and to rule

jointly with Felix. But on the approach of li-

berius to the city. Felix was driven out, and, after

unsuccessful attempts to regain his position, died

at Porto Nov. 20, 365. From the sixth centuiy

on a curiously inaccurate legend grew up about his

name which made him a venerated saint and martyr.

The oldest evidences for this are the Liber pon-

tificalia ^ the Acta Felicia , and the Ada EuiebiL

Dollinger thinks this the result of a confusion with

an African bishop and martjnr of the same name,

whose remains were translated to the same spot

on the Via Aurelia where later the church named

after Pope Felix was erected. (H. BOhmkr.)

BiBLiooRAPHT. SouToes are: FaaBtinm and MaredfiinH,

LibeUut precum ad imperatore§, in MPL, xiii. 81; Aths-

nasius, Arian Hiatorp, chap. 75. in NPNF 2 ser., it. 298;

Socrates, Hi»t. ecel., ii. 37, in NPNF, 2 aer.. ii. 61-«:

Soiomen, HitL ecct., iv. 11 eqq., in NPNF. 2 mr.. ii.

306 eqq.; Theodoret, HiaL eccL, ii. 13. in NPNF, 2 »..

iii. 77-79; Jerome. Da vir. iU., chap, xeviii.; Libm- po»-

Hfioalia, ed. Duchesne, i. 211. Paris. 1886; idem. ed. T.

Mommsen. in MGH» Qaat. pant. Rom., i (1898). 80-81.

Consult: J. Langen. Geachichte der r&miaehen Kirdu hia

Leo /., pp. 471 sqq.. Bonn. 1881; DCB, ii. 48(MS2;

Bower, Popea, i. 37; Hilman. LaUn Chriatiamiy, i. 101-

106. On the FeUz fable consult the Ada FeHeia. cd.

E. Baiuae. Miacellanea, i. 33 sqq.. Paris. 1761; J. J. 1.

Ddllinger. Die Papatfabeln dea MiUelaltera, pp. 126-145,

Munich. 1863. Eng. transl.. FabUa, pp. 183-200. Ncv
York. 1872.

Felix m. : Pope 483-492. He was the son of a

Roman presbyter of the same name, and was

probably attached as a deacon to the Church of

St. Paul when, in the beginning of Bfar., 483, with

the assent of Odoacer, he was chosen pope. Appar-

ently he had been married before this and had

several children, from one of whom Gregpiy the

Great was descended. His principal importance
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as pope was the stand which he made against the
Monophysite policy of the Emperor Zeno, fromwhom
Felix, writing to announce his election, demanded
the deposition of Peter Mongus, the moderate
MoQophyaite set up by the emperor as patriarch of

Alexandria (see Monophtsites, § § 5 sqq. ). He wrote
at the same time to Acacius, boldly sunmioning him
to appear for judgment in Rome, and declaring in

favor of the Council of Chalcedon. Zeno threw
the Roman legates into prison, and Acacius worked
OD them imtil they agreed to hold communion with
the representatives of Peter Mongus. When Felix

heard of this, he deposed both them and Acacius
(July, 484). There was a thorough breach be-

tween East and West, and in the former Felix's

name was stricken from the diptychs. But the

Easterns repented their hasty action. Before 489
some of them had opened negotiations with Felix,

and, after the death of Acacius, Zeno agreed to the

elevation of an orthodox prelate of the name of

Flavitas to the patriarchal throne, and the noti-

fication of his election to Felix. The pope assumed
an attitude of reserve, and even after the accession

of a new ^nperor, Anastasius, he was still obliged

to maintain a firm position, requiring the res-

toration of the decrees of Chalcedon to their right-

ful position, the deposition of the opponents of

Rome, and the erasure of the names of Acacius and
Peter from the diptychs. With equal energy he
took up the cause of the persecuted orthodox
Christians in the Vandal kingdom, and showed him-
self in every way a worthy successor of Leo the

Great. He died at the end of Feb., 492, and is

commemorated as a saint on Feb. 25.

(H. B5HMER.)
Bibuogbapht: Sources are: Liber potUificalis, ed. Du-

ebesne, i. 02 aqq., Paris, 1886; idem, ed. T. Monunsen,
in MOH, OtMt. vonL Rom., i (1898). 114-115; Evagrius.
HiaL eecL, in. 14 sqq.; Victor Tonnennesis, Chronica, ed.

T. Mommsen. in MGH, AucL ant., xi (1893), 190-191.
Cbnsult: R. Baxmaon, Dis PoliHk der P&p%ie, i. 15-16,

Bberfeld, 1868; J. Langen, Oetehichie der r&miechen
Kirthe^ . . . hie Nikolaua /.. pp. 140 sqq.; Bower, Popes,
I 271-282; Milm&n. LaUn ChriMUanity, i. 328-331; DCB,
iL482-iS5.

Felix IV.: Pope 526-530. He was a Sanmite,
the son of (}astorius, elected under the influence of

Theodoric after John I. had died in prison, and was,
consecrated July 12, 526. After Theodoric's death
OD Aug. 26 or 30, discontent with his high-handed
methods broke out, and the senate sent an embassy
to Ravoma to ascertain the attitude of the nisw

ruler, Athalaric, toward Felix. Athalaric, however,
declared in Felix's favor, and he remained in un-

questioned occupation of his see until his death,

the exact date of which is contested His pontif-

icate is important only for the part which he took
in the Soni-Pelagian controversy, by approving the

treatise of Csesarius of Aries on grace and free will,

and sending at the same time to the bishops of

Southern Gaul the celebrated capUiUa which were

promulgated as canons by the Synod of Orange,
July 3, 529 (see CiB8ARii78 of Arles; Semi-Pela-
GUHIBm). (H. B5HMER.)

BnuoomAPHT: LSber ponUfUali; ed. Duoheene, t. 106, 279-
280, Pftrifl 1886; idem, ed. T. MommseQ. in MOH, OeeU
VonL Hont. i (1898). 138; Cassiodorus. Varia viii. epie-

Mo. ed. T. Mommaea. in MQH, AuO, anL, xh (1894),

246; R. Baxmann, Die Politik der PdpeU, i. 30, Elber-
feld. 1868; J. Langen, Qeechichie der rdmiechen Kirehe,
ii. 300 sqq.. Bonn, 1885; Bower, Popee, i. 327-331; DCB,
iv. 485-486.

Felix V. (Duke Amadeus of Savoy): Antipope
(or pope) Jan. 5, 1440-Apr. 7, 1449. He was bom
Dec. 4, 1383, and as ruler in Savoy and the county
of Geneva proved himself mild and successful, and
won a reputation for piety. He abdicated in 1434
and retired to Ripaille, on Lake Geneva, where he
lived in retirement with a few friends. His wife

(Maria of Burgundy) was already dead. He was
elected pope by the Coimcil of Basel, Nov. 5, 1439,

after it had deposed Eugenius IV. (see Basel,
Council of). Although he had neither a theo-

logical nor a canonical education and must now
for the first time study Latin, Amadeus accepted,

called himself Felix V., and selected a curia which
consisted mostly of Frenchmen. The majority of

those whom he tried to make cardinals declined.

When, on July 24, 1440, he was consecrated bishop
by the cardinal of Aries and was afterward crowned
with the tiara, for want of cardinals his two sons
ministered at the mass. No country promised
allegiance to him. Without ecclesiastical state

and without income he resided at Lausanne and
Geneva. No improvement in his position followed
the death of Eugenius IV. (1449), and Germany
acknowledged as the latter's successor Nicholas V.
In 1449 Felix voluntarily resigned the pontificate

and advised his followers to acknowledge Nicholas

V. as pope. For this he received the title of Car-
dinal of Santa Sabina, the dignity of papal vicar-

general of all estates of the house of Savoy, the
dioceses of Basel, Strasburg, etc. He again retired

to Ripaille and died at Geneva Jan. 7, 1451, regarded
as a worthy old man. Paul Tschackert.
Biblioorapht: G. Voigt, Piue II., vol. i.. Berlin, 1856;
Bower. Popes, iii. 229-237; Milman, Latin Chriatianity,

viii. 58-102; Creighton. Papacy, iii. 22-111; Pastor.
Popef, i. 328-330 et pasaim.

FELIX, SADTT : First bishop of the East Angles;

d. 647. He was a Burgundian who came to England
inspired by missionary zeal, and was sent by Hono-
rius, archbishop of Canterbury, to East Anglia.

The foothold of Christianity in the land was then
very slight, but a Christian king, Sigbert, came to

the throne about the time of Felix's arrival, and
the two together soon accomplished the conversion

of the people. Felix was consecrated bishop by
Honorius in 631 and fixed his seat at Dunwich, a
town on the Suffolk coast, long since w
by the sea. He obtained teachers fr

bury for a school founded by Sigbert, ai

help of an Irish monk, Fursa (q.v.),

monastic life. Under Fursp's influei

resigned his throne and retiied to a o

day is Mar. 8.

Bibuographt: The one source is Bede. Hiai

iii. 18. 20. Consult A. Jeaaopp, in the Diooe
Norwich, London, 1884; and Dr. Stubbs. in

400.

FELIX AlTD FESTUS: Two Romai
of Judea. According to the Book of

10) the former had been ruling for ma
the time of the imprisonment of Paul i
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He was the husband of a Jewess by the name of

DrusiUa, and two years later was succeeded as

procurator by Porcius Festus (Acts xxiv. 24, 27).

Both Josephus (Ant. XX., vii. 1-2) and Tacitus

(Hist.f V. 9) state that Drusilla was the wife of

Felix, the former making her a sister of Agrippa II.

and the latter a granddaughter of Antony and
Cleopatra, while according to Suetonius {Claudius^

xxviii.), Felix was ** the husband of three queens."
Josephus (Ant. XX., viii. 5) states that Felix was
sent to Judea as prociurator by Claudius at the

request of the high priest Jonathan after the depo-
sition of Ventidius Cumanus in 52 or 53. Tacitus

(AnnaleSf xii. 54), on the other hand, dates his

appointment much earlier, asserting that he was
procurator of a portion of the province of Samaria
together with Cumanus, and that he first gained

entire control of Judea after the deposition of

Cumanus by Quadratus. Whatever be the recon-

ciliation of the conflicting accounts of the classic

writers, the statement in Acts remains imimpugned.
It is clear from other sources that Felix was the

brother of the imperial favorite Pallas, and that

he was a freedman, apparently of Antonia, the

mother of Claudius. According to Schdrer, Felix

seems to have been recalled in 60, while Festus

died two years later; Hamack dates the fonner
event in Oct. 55 or 56.

In the case of the Jewish persecution of Paul,

Felix received the prisoner with a letter of the

tribune stating that the charge was concerned
solely with differences of religious opinions among
the Jews (Acts xxii. 25-30). This was fully con-

firmed by the trial before Felix (Acts xxiv. 1-21),

but Felix deferred decision on a frivolous pretext

(verses 22-23). Paul was accordingly imprisoned,

and when Felix retired from office two years later,

he left the apostle still in confinement. Festus
resumed the case (Acts xxv. 1-12) and, despite the

absence of all proof of the prisoner's guilt, thnsatened
to deliver him to the Jews, whereupon Paul saw
himself obliged to appeal to the emperor. The
motive of both procurators seems to have been the

desire to curry favor with the Jews, Felix showing
himself to be a common man of little character and
Festus being represented as a frivolous cynic.

The former, influenced by his Jewish wife, lis-

tened to a presentation of the Christian faith by
Paul. Touched in conscience by the apostle's

words, he devised a pretext to rid himself of his

unflattering monitor, yet sought to induce his pris-

oner to offer bribes for release (Acts xxiv. 24-25).

Festus, on the other hand, cynically distorted the

facts of the case in conversation with Agrippa
(Acts xxv. 13-21), and, htunoring the king's curi-

osity, turned the trial into a farce for the amuse-
ment of his guests (verses 22-27), declaring the
apostle a madman (Acts xxvi. 24).

In the "War" (II., xii. 8-xiii. 7) Josephus men-
tions merely the energetic opposition of Felix to

revolutionary movements in Judea, but in the

"Antiquities" (XX., vii. 1-viii. 8), he makes no
attempt to disguise the fact that in the suppression

of the " robbers " Felix had not only been merciless

in his cruelty, but had stooped to perfidy and
fttion, thus preparing the way for the out-

break of the Sicarii. Although his attitude in oppo-

sition to the " prophets " and the rebellious Jews

of CsBsarea was irreproachable, it is evident that

his administration was both immoral and Ulegal,

so that after his retirement to Rome accusations

were brought against him by the Jews, which were

averted only by the intercession of his poweriul

brother. The unfavorable characterization of this

procurator given by Josephus is confirmed by
Tacitus (I.e.).

The statements of Josephus regarding Festus

(Ant. XX., viii. 9-ix. 1; War, 11., xiv. 1) are far

more scanty, being confined to a recognition of his

reckless energy against the rebellious Jews and to

an agreement made by him with the Jewish king id

opposition to the religious interests of the people.

It is evident that the account of Luke regarding

both Felix and Festus rests on personal knowledge

and deep insight into their history, relations, and

personalities. See Governor. (K. ScHianT.)

Bibuoobapht: The best discussioii sod expoeitioa b
SohOrer, OMdiidUe, i. 571-582. 500. £ng. transl.. L u.

174-187. 106, where further literature is Kiven. Goo-

Bult also: W. M. Ramsay. Si. Paul the Traveler, pp. 306

sqq.. New York. 1806; O. Holtsmann. Neututamtidlidki

ZeitffetchichtB, Tabingen, 1006; and the works on the

life of the Apostle Paul.

FELIX ASD REGULA: Martyrs, known as

the patron saints of Zurich. According to the

legend, they came to the neighborhood of Zurich

on the advice of St. Maurice, and were persecuted

by the emperor Maximian; after suffering frightful

tortures, but encouraged to endure by a voice frwn

the clouds, they were beheaded, and then carried

their heads in their hands to the place where their

bodies were to lie. This legend probably does not

antedate the oldest manuscript in which it is given,

of the early years of the ninth century, during

which a foundation of canons grew up in connec-

tion with the church dedicated to the martyrs.

(EiOL Eou.)

Bibuoobapht: The anonymous Panio is in ASB, Sept^

iii. 763-774. CJonsult: Furrer. in Th^oUtgitim Zeitmkrift

der SchtDeit, vi. 1880; Q. Heer. Die ZOrchtr-HeiHgen SL

Fdix und RegiUa, Zurich. 1880. The legend is ed. by A.

Latolf, Die Olauberuboten der SAtDcis vor SL OaUmt, Lo-

oeme, 1871; of. Wattenbaoh. DOQ, i (1803). 272.

FELIX OF URGEL. See AoopnoNisM.

FELL, JOHN: Dean of Christ Church and

bishop of Oxford; b. at Longworth (9 m. w.8.w. of

Oxford), Berkshire, June 23. 1625; d. at Oxford

July 10, 1686. He was educated at Christ C^iurch

(M.A., 1643), and was an enthusiastic Royalist,

being ejected from his studentship in 1648. the

year after his ordination. At the Restorataon he

was made canon of Christ Church, in place of the

ejected Ralph Button. He became dean four

months later (Nov. 30, 1660), and also chaplain

to the king. As dean of Christ Church, Fell was

active in restoring the ritual banished by the Puri-

tans and in rebuilding portions of his college. He

was vice-chancellor of Oxford in 1666-69, and in

1675 was consecrated bishop of Oxford. Despite

his multifarious duties, Fell was a prohfic author

and editor. Special mention may be made of his

Interest of England Stated (London, 1659); Gnm-
matica ratumia, sive inatituHonea logica (Oxford,
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1673); and The Vanity of Scoffing (London. 1674).

His chief editions are those of Aratiis and Eratos-
thenes (Oxford, 1672) and Cyprian (1682).

BnuoGKAPHT: A. k Wood, Athena Oxonienaea, ed. P. Blias.

ir. 193. London. 1820; Burnet'* Hittory of My Own Time,
Snvplaneni, edited by Mias H. C. Foxcroft. pp. 47, 214.
4M. 500 note. Oxford. 1902; DNB, xviii. 203-296.

FELLER, fel'er or (French) f6"lar', FRAN-
COIS XAVIERDE: Belgian Jesuit; b. at Brus-
sels Aug. 18, 1735; d. at Regensburg, Bavaria,
May 23, 1802. He entered the order of Jesuits

in 1754 and later held professorships at Lux-
emburg, Ld^ge, and T3rmau, Hungary, whither
be had gone on the expulsion of the Jesuits

from France. In 1771 he returned to Belgium,
reading in Li^ and Luxemburg. In 1794 he
removed to Paderbom, and in 1796 to Regensburg.
His works, including the Journal de Luxembourg
(70 vols., 1774-94) of which the wrote the greater
part, number some 120 volumes. The works by
which he is best known appeared imder the name
Fierier de R^val, probably an anagram. They are,

CaUchitme philosophique (Li^ge, 1773); DicUannaire
kisiorique et liU^aire (8 vols., 1781; frequently re-

printed, with additions, under the title, Biographie
ftniverteUe (new ed., 8 vols., Lyons, 1860); and
Coup d*€tU sur le congrhs d'Ema (2 vols., DOssel-
dorf, 1789).

BiBuooKArBT: NoHee nor ta vie et lee ouvragee de Mr.
VAhU de FeUer, U4gfi, 1802; JCL. iv. 1322-23; C. A.
Baader. Le:deon . . . baierieeker StkrifiettUer, 4 vols.,

Aqgiburs, 1824-25.

FELLTHAM, OWEN: En^h author; b. at
Matford, Suffolk, c. 1602; d. at Great Billing

(3 m. e.n.e. of Northampton), Northamptonshire,
1668. He was probably chaplain to the family of

the Earl of Thomond, at Great Billing, and is

known chiefly by his Resolves, Divine^ Moral,
Political (London. 1620?), a collection of 100 short
essays. This work, subsequently greatly aug-
mented, passed through nimierous editions.

BnuoomAPBT: An extended notice will be found in DNB,
xviu. 303-304.

FELTENy PETER JOSEPH: (jerman Roman
Catholic; b. at DQren (18 m. e. of Aachen) Feb. 9,

1851. He studied in Bonn, Mdnster, Wdrzburg
(D.D., 1876), and Louvain. He was ordained priest
in 1874, was professor of St. Chithbert's College,

Durham, England, 1877-«6, curate at SQchteln,
1886-88, associate professor of New-Testament exe-
gesis at the University of Bonn 1888-92, full pro-
fessor since 1892. He has written Papst Gregar der
Neunte (Freiburg, 1886); Robert GrossetesU, Biachof
ton Lincoln (1887); ApostelgeschicfUe Obersetzt und
erilart (1892); and Die Grundung und Tdtigkeit des

VereinM vom Heiligen Karl Borrommu (Bonn, 1895).

FELTON, HENRT: English clergyman; b. in
the parish of St. Martin-in-the-Fields, London,
Feb. 3, 1679; d. at Barwick-in-Elmet, near Leeds,
Yorkshire, Mar. 1, 1740. He was educated at West-
minster school. Charterhouse, and Saint Edmund
HaD, Oxford M.A., 1702 ; B.D., 1709; D.D., 1712),
of which he was made principal in 1722. On his

•dmission to priest's orders in 1704 he left

the university to preach in and about London.
Duzing 1708-09 he was pastor of the EngUah

Church in Amsterdam. On his reti

domestic chaplain to the duke of Ri

ing this office under three successi

1711 he was presented to the rector

Derbyshire, and in 1736 to that c

Elmet, Yorkshire. He was an emii

and his tracts and sermons receive<

attention. His principal works are,

on Reading the Claesice (London, 1

1757), very popular in its day; The 1

the Same Numerical Body and its I

Same Soul (Oxford, 1725), an E
preached at Oxford to refute Locke'
sonality and identity; The Christian

against Deists, Arians, and Socin'

1732), Lady Moyer lectures deliverec

in 1728-29, forming his greatest wo
mans on the Creation, Fall, and Reder,

(London, 1748), published, with a skc

by his son.

Bibugorapht: DNB, xviii. 306.

FELTON, JOHN: English Roman

O

(d. 1570) . He was bom of an old Norf
herited large means, and lived in the d
of Bermondsey, near Southwark, on t

of the Thames (in present London),

ardent Roman (Catholic, and his wil

maid of honor to Queen Mary. She

friend of Queen Elizabeth, and remaini

terms with her. When the papal b
nicating Elizabeth arrived in Englan
copies from the Spanish ambassador i

them. One of them he affixed to tl

palace of the bishop of London, thee

churchyard, between two and three ii

of Thursday, May 25th, 1570 ((Corpus

The bull is dated in Rome Feb. 25th,

list of bulls it is called Regnans in ext

opening words. After a brief introduc

mention is made of the *' One Holy
Apostolic Church, out of which is no
asserts that heresy was introduced inl

Henry VIII., purged away by Mary
duced by Elizabeth. It then specifi

offenses in abolishing the mass and o

ceremonies of the Roman Church, per

ical books to be circulated, and in

Roman Catholic clergy of their posi

prisoning many of them. It then gc
" We make it known that Elizabeth,

as stand on her side in these matters,

the danger of our curse and to be cu

unity of the body of Christ. We also i

that we have deprived her of that rij

pretended to have in the kingdom i

also from all and every authority, digi

ilege of hers. We declare that all,

any occasion have taken oath to he

discharged of such oath, and also fi

and service which was due to her by
government, and we deprive the saici

ail legal claim to reign and of the all<

abovesaid. We charge and forbid all

of her nobles, subjects and people, am
•aid, not to be lo hardy as to obey h
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or commandments, upon pain of a similar curse

upon them." Then foUows the order for the pro-

mulgation of the bull. Naturally such a bull was
a great offense to all lo3ral subjects of Elizabeth,

and he who had had the hardiness to promulgate it

was considered a traitor. The culprit was quickly
found out, arrested without opposition the next
day, and conveyed to the Tower. On Friday,

Aug. 4th, he was condemned at Guildhall on the

charge of high treason, and sentenced to death.

He remained in Newgate prison till Tuesday, Aug.
8th, when he was drawn on a hurdle to St. Paul's

churchyard, hanged on a gallows opposite the bishop

of London's palace, beheaded, quartered, and par-

boiled. He met his fate with courage, and won an
honorable place among the Roman Catholic martyrs
imder Elizabeth. This position was officially estab-

lished on Dec. 29, 1886, when Pope Leo XIII. pro-
claimed his beatification.

Biblioorapht: For hia trial see CobbeU*» Complete CoUee-
tion of State Triala, i. 1086-87. London. 1800 sqq. For
the text of the bull see Bishop John Jewel's Wcrke, ed.
for the Parker Society, iv. 1131-32. with Jewel's racy
comments and partial translation of the bull in his dis-

course entitled. A View of a Sedittoue BuU Sent into
England from Piue Quintue, Bishop of Rome, the same,
pp. 1133-60. For Felton's beatification consult The
Tablet (London) for Jan. 15th. 1887. pp. 81-82.

FENCING THE TABLES: A Scotch-Presby-
terian term for the address made at the table before

the administration of the Lord's Supper, because
in it the character of those who may and may not
partake is described.

FENEBERG, MICHAEL NATHANAEL: Ro-
man Catholic; b. of peasant parents at Ober-
dorf (37 m. n.w. of WtirsBburg), Bavaria, Feb. 9,

1751; d. at V6hringen (40 m. s.w. of Stuttgart),

WQrttemberg, Oct. 12, 1812. He was educated
by the Jesuits at Augsburg, and joined the order
on the advice of Ms friend the famous Johann
Michael Sailer (q.v.). After completing hb studies

at Ingolstadt and Regensburg, hebecame teacher at
the Regensburg Gymnasium in 1775, then engaged
in practical church work in his native village. In
1785 he was appointed professor of rhetoric and
poetry in the Augsburg diocesan gymnasium at

Dillingen. Being on intimate terms with Sailer,

Weber, and Zimmer, who taught at the University

of Dillingen, he labored in Sailer's spirit, aiming
mainly at true and sincere piety without empha-
sizing any confessional tendency. • Sailer's views
awakened the hostility of the Jesuits and their

friends, and in 1793 a trial implicating the most
prominent teachers of the University was held,

at which Feneberg bravely defended his friends.

Although the teachers were not condemned, Fene-
berg left Dillingen and took charge of the parish

of Seeg. He held convictions regarding justifica-

tion which approached rather closely to Evangelical

teachings. The tendency of his view shows itself

most prominently in the fact that he laid stress on
personal communion with God, and especially with

Jesus Christ as personal redeemer, with entire

elimination of the Church. Feneberg, however,
was so little conscious of his opposition to the dogma
of the Roman Church that he honestly believed

he possessed the old Catholic faith. In 1797 he

was subjected to a trial, but was allowed to go back

to his old parish. In 1805 he removed to Vdhrin-

gen. There he completed a translation of the New
Testament (ed. and published by M. Wittnuum,

afterward bishop of Regensburg, Nuremberg, 1808),

which for a long time was much used by Gennan
Roman Catholics. (A« Hauck.)

Bxblioqrapht: J. M. Sailer, Aue Fentbertfa LAen in SOmmt
lidie Werke, vol. xxzix., Sulsbach. 1841; C. von Schmid.

Erinnerungen aue meinem LAen, 4 vols.. Aucabnrc. 1853-

57; V. Thalhofer. BeitrOoe zur Oeeckiehle dee AfterwtteH-

eiemue im Bis^um Avgtburg, pp. 08-09, Rrffmiibun,
1867; XL. iv. 1324-27.

F^NELON, FRANgOIS D£ SAUGNAC DE LA
MOTHE.

EariyLifed 1).

Reputation for Tolerance Unearned (i 2).

Bfiflsionary Labors ({3).
Tutorship of Duke of Burgundy (| 4).

Championship of Mme. Guyon (i 5).

Conduct of His Diocese (i 6).

T^^maque ({ 7).

Estimate of His Character ii 8).

FranQois de Salignac de la Modie F^nelon, the

French prelate and educator, was bom at the castle

of F^nelon in P^rigord (the modem department of

the Dordogne), Aug. 6, 1651; d. at Cambrai Jan.

7, 1715. He was the younger son of the Marquis

of F^nelon, and was brought up in an atmosphere

of strict piety. Under the guidance of a private

tutor he laid the foundation of an excellent knowl-

edge of the classics and after a short

!• Early stay at the Univensity of Cahors be

Life. went to Paris, where he devoted him-

self to the study of philosophy and

theology at the Jesuit CoUkge du Plessis, Made

an abb4 when only fifteen, he achieved distinction

by his oratorical gifts; he later entered the semi-

nary of St. Sulpice, where he spent five years in

strict retirement, devoted primarily to the study

of the Greek Fathers. He became a priest in 1675

and was soon made supervisor of the Nouvelles

0)nverties, an association of women, chiefly of

noble rank, whose object was to instruct women

newly converted to Roman Catholicism, or tboee

inclined toward conversion, in the principles of

the Roman Catholic faith.

In his attitude toward Protestants F^ndon does

not seem to have earned the epithet of ** tolerant
"

which has been bestowed upon him not only by

Roman writers but also by Protestant historiaofl.

He was certainly not free from the prejudices of

his Church and his time. In his Dissertatuni sur

la toUrance he asserts that the Roman Chiuvh as

opposed to the Protestants can not logically extend

toleration to dissidents, and in his

3. Reputa- sermon Pot^r la profession rdigieuae

tion for Tol- d*ttne nouveUe converUe he character-

erance izes schism as the worst of crimes.

Unearned. Speaking of Ms old friend Mme.

Guyon he says " If it be true that she

has attempted to disseminate the damnable teach-

ings of Molinos, they ought to bum her and not

admit her to communion, as the Bishop of Meaux

has done." F^nelon employed pacific means,

nevertheless, in his missionary work, and through

his fine oratorical powers, his instructive ctte-
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cbetical addresses, and his eminently gracious

posonaUty, he succeeded in winning over large

numbers from the Protestant faith; not that he

omitted, indeed, to make use of the promise of

peoaons and other worldly rewards to facilitate

conversion. Against obstinacy, moreover, he fre-

quently resorted to force. Certain " stiff-necked
"

members of the institution directed by him he

caused to be imprisoned as criminals of state, and
others were punished by incarceration in the loath-

scsDe Hdpital Gained. The results of his ten

yean* experience as director of the Nouvelles

CoDverties he embodied in his work De Viduca-

fiofi da fiUes [new ed., Paris, 1885, Eng. transL,

The Education of Daughters, e. g. Dublin, 1841]

a book characterized by deep psychologic in-

sight into the mental life of the child, and one
that has retained value to the present time. Start-

ing out from the principle that education must
content itself with following and supplementing

the workings of nature, he lays it down that the

exercise of love directed toward'the confidence of the

child, and the indirect form of imparting knowledge,

are the true methods of the teacher, in opposition

to the system of threats, punishments and cate-

gorical drill. At the same time he insists upon the

importance of a solid grounding in religion, espe-

cially in Biblical history. In addition to instruc-

tion in religion, languages and history, the young
girl should also be prepared for the various duties

of domestic life.

After the revocation of the Edict of Nantes,

F^ndon was one of the noted ecclesiastics sent into

the provinces ** to effect the conversion of the few

Huguenots remaining in the country. His labors

hy in the districts of Saintonge and Aunis. When
he took leave of the king, he begged to be allowed

to dispense with the usual military

5. Mission- escort, saying that, after the example
try of the Apostles, he wished to accom-

Labors. plish a work of peace and love."

Instead of combating heresy by acri-

monious debate, he sought rather to attain his

aim by the skilful and attractive exposition of

the teachings of the Gospel, by the dissemination
of Roman versions of the New Testament and
missals, and by requiring the attendance of all

children at Catholic schools. On the whole, how-
ever, he seems to have met with little success;

and, impatient at the obstinacy of the heretics, he
writes in Feb., 1686 to the secretary of state Sei-

gnelay: " The representatives of the kingmust in no
way cease to keep a firm hand on those people,

whom the slightest sign of conciliation renders so

presumptuous;" then, giving information of the

different routes by which the Huguenots were es-

caping abroad, he insists that the frontiers shall be
guarded closely; " to render their sojourn in the

country as tolerable as possible and their flight as

dangerous as possible is the task." F^elon's sys-

tem of converting heretics, like that of the Roman
Church of his time, was that the clergy should
labor among them by means of preaching and
loving persuasion, but invoke against the stub-

bornly recusant the "salutary pleasure" of the

worldly authorities.

After six months' labor i

field, F^nelon returned to his pc

Converties. His remarkable g

attention before this, and in 16

of Beauvilliers became goven
children of Louis XIV., F^neloi

tor to the princes, the eldest of

Burgundy, became
4. Tutorship For eight years F(

of Duke of up with absolute d

Burgundy, cation of the you]

bining unusual tal

ter in the highest degree stub

pleasure-loving, offered an exi

for the exercise of F^nelon's

talents. To train this child h

philo8ophe)f a second St. Louif

combating the vices and supp
ciencies of the lad, he dispb

resourcefulness that is evidence

different works he wrote for thi

CorUes et fables, his Dialogues di

stratum de Vexistence de Dieu, an
la conscience d*un roi, all had
which is present also in the i

works, Les aventures de T^l&nu

ceeded in gaining an absolute

pupil and in transforming h
affable, and modest youth. F
in every mouth for the wond<
He enjoyed the highest favor £

a reward for his services Louis

1695, archbishop of Gambrai
tions to the king did not preven
out boldly in criticism of the p
In a letter, the authenticity

demonstrated by the discove

F^nelon attacks the monarch's
and love of power with a bol
to absolute temerity.

From his splendid position a
suddenly as a result of the pa
conflict over the mystical doctri

When these were declared her<

gating conmiission which inc

Noailles, F^nelon, dissenting

in certain important reservat

Explication des maximes des st

Guyon's fundamental principl

in a sober and gi

5. Cham- love of God, F^nel

pionshipof was conditioned c

Mme. punishment or by
GmyoiL happiness was on]

perfect copy of tb
which consists in the adoratiot

sake. " Even though God—ii

supposition—should destroy tl

or abandon them for eternity to

pains of this life, or condemn 1

to the pains of hell, these souls

love him and serve him faithf

which this work is written is dr

grace or unction; and as the

are frequently followed by <

nations and qualifications, it o
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subtle and obscure. It created great excitement,

almost eveiy one taking part for or against it.

Bossuet attacked it violently; F6nelon answered
with self-restraint and dignity. Although F6ne-
lon had the support of the Jesuits, and in secret,

that of Le Tellier, confessor of Louis XIV., most of

the clergy adhered to Bossuet, upon whose side, too,

the monarch ranged himself. F^elon was ban-
ished to his see city of Cambrai, whereupon he
appealed to the pope for judgment upon his book.
After a long delay and urgent pressure from Louis
XIV., decision was rendered, declaring several

passages of his work erroneous (not heretical).

F^nelon pubhcly proclaimed the papal decision and
caused as many copies of his book as he could
obtain to be burned. It is open to question, how-
ever, whether his submission was sincere. That
he held fast to his opinions at a later date is manifest
from a letter to Le Tellier in which, speaking of his

conflict with Bossuet, he says " He who was in

error has conquered and he who was free from error

is overcome." As a matter of fact the papal judg-
ment, rendered so unwillingly and in so mild a
form, did F^nelon no harm, but gained >^iT" sym-
pathy and increased love and admiration.

It is in the last period of his life, during eighteen
years of labor in his diocese (1697-1715) that
F6nelon showed himself in the noblest light.

Devoted to his pastoral duties, he made himself
thoroughly acquainted with conditions in every
part of his jurisdiction, giving himself up espe-

cially to the task of training worthy
6. Conduct priests and removing for this purpose

of His the diocesan seminary from Valen-
Diocete. ciennes to Cambrai where it enjoyed

his personal supervision. A master
of pulpit oratory himself, he combated the pre-

vailing taste for declamation, laying down as the
threefold object of the preacher to convince, paint,

and persuade. During the war of the Spanish
Succession (1702-13) his diocese was repeatedly

the scene of hostilities. In 1709, when the country
around Cambrai was laid waste by the enemy,
F^nelon turned his palace into a refuge for the in-

habitants of entire villages, and gave his personal

care to the sick and wounded. He placed his

episcopal income at the disposal of the government
for the relief of famine. The nobility of his con-

duct did not fail to impress even the foe, and Prince

Eugene and the duke of Marlborough estabb'shed

guards for the protection of his personal property
during the occupation of the coimtry by the allies.

In the Jansenist controversy F6nelon took an
active part as an opponent of the teachings of the

bishop of Ypres. He requested the pope to obtain
from the king the dismissal of all dignitaries who
should refuse to subscribe to the anti-Jansenist

formula, and their excommunication in case of

obstinate opposition. He gave unconditional sup-

port to the bull UnigenUiis directed against the

Jansenists. On the other hand, to the Protestants

of the coimtry he maintained, according to some
authorities, an attitude that went to the extreme
of tolerance. His pastoral duties still left him time
for literary activity. As a member of the French
Academy his advice was called for in the work on

the great dictionary. As a judge in the ooofliet

between the Ancients and the Modems, be praised

the classic writers because they depicted nature

with power and grace, carried out their characters

consistently, and attained harmony. At this time

he brought together the different fragments of the

7^2^ma9ii« into an orderly whole. Thebook achieved

a tremendous success, not only in France, wheie it

was speedily prohibited, but throughout Europe.

F6nelon has been accused unjustly of intending this

romance as a satire upon the govemmoit of Louis

XIV., a view against which the author

7. TA6- vehemently protested. Neverthdees

maque. the book itself contains echoes and

images of the time. The work is

written in a highly attractive style and reveals a

sound knowledge of antiquity. What detracts

from it is the blending of Greek mythology with

Christian doctrine and ethics, of antiquity with

modem times, a process resulting in a genoal

impression of unre^ty. Although the king had

foii>idden all intercourse between F^ndon and the

duke of Burgundy, the two remained in constant

communication through common friends. On im-

portant occasions the yoimg duke turned for advice

to his old teacher, and when the death of the Dau-

phin (1711) made the duke heir to the throne, a

new career seemed about to open for F^idon.

But if he entertained hopes of playing the part of a

Mazarin or a Richelieu, the death of the duke m
the following year dashed them to the ground. On
hearing the fatal news he remarked " My ties are

now severed—^nothing more binds me to earth,"

The last years of his life were passed in partial

retirement and devotion.

F^nelon's numerous literary, theological and

political writings offer abundant testimony to the

versatility of his talents and the wide ext^it of his

knowledge. Similariy many-sided does his charac-

ter appear. By nature mild, he was stem to him-

self and often severe to those who

8. Estimate differed from him in belief. With a

of His strong bent for mysticism, he neveithe-

Character. less possessed remarkable insight into

practical affairs and conditions. In-

sisting as a theologian upon " a pure and unselfisfa

love for God " and revesding as archbishop a spirit

of noble sacrifice and of devoted service toward the

poor and the suffering, he aspired at the same time

to power and dominion. An earnest champion of

authority and established doctrine in the Roman
Catholic Church and an opponent of all rdigious

innovations, he showed himself, in the fidd of

politics and social science an advocate of ideals

bordering on Utopianism. In an age when abso-

lutism was regarded as almost a divine principle,

F^nelon was the first to speak of popular rights and

the popular welfare. In this manner his ideas

represent an anticipation of the eighteenth cen-

tury, whose philosophers, notably D'Alembert,

praise him highly. On the whole, in spite of certain

defects, we may decidedly place him among the

noblest characters and most talented writers of his

day. (J. EHNit)

Bibuoorapht: An edition of F^nelon's works, with Vii

by Y. M. M. de Querbomif. wm published, vok, 1787-
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1792; Another, containing his correspondence, was issued,

in 19 Tola., ib. 1826-28; the Viea dea ancienM phiioaophea

aad the TUSmaque have been translated often into roost

European lansuages; M. Hasson edited the unpublished
fetters of F^nelon to Madame Guyon, Freiburg. Switser-
hnd, 1907. Lives have been written by L. F. de Baus-
set. Puis. 1800. Eng. transL, London, 1810; (H. L. Far-
rerj ib. 1877 (an excellent work); E. de Broglie, Paris,

1884; P. Janet, ib. 1892, Eng. transl.. London, 1893;
R. Ifahrenhols, Leipmc. 1896; Viscount St. Cyree, Lon-
don. 1901; H. Druon. Paris, 1906. Consult also: E. O.
Doaen. L'lnioUrance tU FineUm, Paris. 1872; O. Bisoe,
FimUm. iduealeur, Paris. 1886; E. K. Sanders. Finelon,
ki» Friemda ami Enemiea, London, 1901; M. Cagnac. Fine-
km, dinctnr da eonacienea, Paris. 1902. See also b'terature

under GxnroN. Jkannb Marib Bouvikr de la Mothk.

FENH, WILLIAM WALLACE: Unitarian; b.

at Boston, fifass., Feb. 12, 1862. He was graduated
it Harvard in 1884 and Harvard Divinity School
in 1887. He was minister of Unity Church, Pitts-

6^ Mass., 1887-91 and of the First Unitarian

Society of Chicago 1891-1901. Since 1901 he has
been Bussey professor of systematic theology in

H&rvard Divinity School, of which he has been dean
anoe 1906. He was Shaw Lecturer on Biblical

literature in Meadville Theological School 1892-

1901 and preacher to Harvard University 1896-

1898 and again since 1902. He has been American
editor of the HMert Journal since 1902, and has
written Lessons on Luke (in collaboration with H.
G. Spaulding; Boston, 1890); Lessons on the Ads
(1894); The Flowering of the Hebrew Religton

(Cliicago, 1894) ; and Lessons on the Psalms (Boston,

1900).

FEHTONyFERRAR: Church of England lajrman;
b. at Waltham (18 m. s.e. of Hull), Lincolnshire,

Dec. 4, 1832. He was educated privately, and until

the age of twenty-eight lived the life of a student.
FiDandal reverses then compelled him to become
an operator in a factory, where he eventually rose
to be manager and overseer. He undertook van-
oitf commercial enterprises, and amassed a fortune
as the promoter of the De Beers Company for the
development of the South African ditunond mines
after the panic of 1882, but in 1893 lost heavily
through the dishonesty of a legal adviser. Since
then, however, he has recovered much of his wealth.
In theology he holds to the authenticity and divine
origin of the Bible, and regards ** the so-called
' hitler criticism ' as either wild delusion or de-
liberate swindle." He has a knowledge of many
languages and has written various pamphlets,
tinguistic works, and biographies, but his chief

work is his Bible in Modem English vrith Critical

ScUs (London, 1903; published first in parts,

1883-1903), an independent translation from the
original languages.

FERDIHAIID IL AHD THE COUHTERREFORMA-
TION IH AUSTRIA.

Ewly Progrees of the Reformation (fi 1).

Beaetion under Rudolph II. (( 2).

Protestant Gains after 1600 (t 3).

Forces Working for the Roman Catholics (fi 4).

Ferdinand II. His Meastires in Inner Austria (fi fi).

Ferdinand Emperor 1619-27 (I 6).

The culminating point of the Reformation and
(>oiinterreformation occurs a full generation later

in the Austrian crown lands of the Hapsburgs than
elaewhere in Germany; the decisive issue, adversely

to the Reformation, does not appear before the
first third of the Thirty Years' War, imder the rule

of Emperor Ferdinand II. When in

I. Early 1564 the Austrian lands passed from
Progress of the hand of Ferdinand I. into the

the Refor- hands of his three sons, Maximilian,

mation. Ferdinand, and Charles, the Reforma-
tion had made nearly equal progress

in all these jurisdictions; on all sides it had been
tacitly tolerated, and had accordingly gained such
accretions that the complete transition to Protes-

tantism appeared to depend only on its recognition

by law and the creation of a church organization.

The majority of all classes of society had adopted
the new ideas. In Bohemia and Moravia, in Silesia

and Lusatia, in Upper and Lower Austria, Styria,

Carinthia, Camiola, and G6ritz, nearly the entire

population was filled with the new spirit. In Tyrol
alone did the Roman Church continue securely pre-

dominant.
Maximilian II., in Bohemia (with its dependen-

cies, Moravia, Silesia, Lusatia) and Upper and
Lower Austria, and Archduke Charles in Inner
Austria (Styria, Carinthia, Camiola, G6ritz) con-

tinued at first in the tolerant disposition of their

father. There soon followed most important con-
cessions to the Protestant territorial estates. In
Lower Austria, from 1568 to 1571, Maximilian
granted religious freedom for the nobility and their

subjects; the same concession was straightway
claimed for themselves by the Upper Austrians,

and it was not denied them, although it was never
formally extended to them. The Bohemian no-
bility obtained the like religious freedom in 1575.

In Inner Austria, from 1572 to 1578, Charles ac-

corded the so-called religious pacification, which
allowed the lords and knighthood to profess the

Augsburg Confession and tolerated Protestant

schools and churches already existent; only for

the crown cities and towns and for his own estates

did the archduke retain express control of religion.

Charles made these concessions with the utmost
reluctance; nothing but need of money and the

threatening danger from the Turks constrained

him to do so. Indeed a similar external pressure

was operative in the case of Maximilian II. ; but
his religious sensibilities suffered less by the con-

cession, as he had considerable sympathy with the

new views.

The first lawful foundations for the development
of a Protestant Chiurch were won through these

concessions; but under the impulse of an energetic

reaction that was developing with new force in

Romanism, the successors of these princes, supported

by the Jesuits and the Roman Catholic

3. Reaction renmant of the uobility, strove to

imder set the concessions aside. In 1578,

Rudolph IL Rudolph II. (son of Maximilian II.,

emperor 1576-1612) began to expel all

the Protestant preachers from Vienna; but when he

encountered strong opposition to his designs in

Upper Austria, he set to work more prudently.

Nevertheless he achieved a good deal during the

following decade; by legal proceedings, one church

after another was taken away from the Protestant

nobles of Lower Austria and restored to the Roman

— i
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worship, while entire towns were led back to the an-

cient faith, thus paving the way as far as possible

for the party of OEitholic restoration. The situation

in Lower Austria stopped short of any formally

compacted procedure on the side of the Protestant

estates; but in Upper Austria the opposition against

all these measures maintained itself till 1597, at

last flaming up into the peasants' insurrection of

1595-97, which had its origin in economic distress

and the straits of the Church. With this insurrec-

tion the Protestant opposition was at the same time
decisively suppressed by superior force of arms.

A ** reformation committee " thereupon began its

relentless activity; the nobility, indeed, were still

allowed the exercise of Protestant worship in their

castles, but the citizens and peasants were so hard
pressed in the course of a few years that by the

beginning of the seventeenth century the dominion
of the Roman Church in Upper Austria was out-

wardly restored. However, a large portion of the

population remained Protestant at heart.

From about 1600, Rudolph II. was diseased in

mind. The consequences of his condition were so

disastrous, at last, for the govem-
3. Protes- ment of his dominions that in 1604
tant Gains it seemed as though a collapse of his

after i6oo. rule, and, with it, of the Hapsburg
power, were inuninent. The emperor's

nearest kinsmen sought to obviate the danger by
leaguing themselves against Rudolph and preparing

to supplant him through his younger brother

Matthias. Rudolph not being tractable, Matthias

resorted to open conflict, and to strengthen his

power he had to entreat the aid of the estates of

Hungary and the crown lands and to fortify him-
self by concessions. In 1606 he promised the

Hungarian Protestants free exercise of religion,

and guaranteed the Moravian estates against all

manner of religious persecution. It proved more
difficult for him to make terms with the Austrian

estates; these demanded, before the act of homage,
complete religious freedom and new statutory

rights for themselves. Nevertheless Matthias re-

luctantly yielded in the essential points, while the

estates employed this time of independence in

reorganizing the church on Protestant lines and
in instituting public worship and schools on all

sides accordingly. The same conditions favored the

estates in Bohemia; as a condition of supporting

the emperor against Matthias they first obtained

provisional religious freedom, and then, on July 9,

1609, the imperial brief in solemn acknowledgment
of religious freedom and the ecclesiastical organi-

zation of the Protestants. Similar results were

achieved for themselves by the Silesian estates.

On succeeding to the crown lands and the empire

in 1612, Matthias confirmed the grants by his

brother.

The conflict between Rudolph and Matthias had
much strengthened the position of the Austrian

Protestants; apart from Tyrol and Inner Austria,

the situation was now as favorable as at the close

of the reign of Maximilian II. But there were
some weighty differences. Zealous and closely com-
pacted Roman minorities stood side by side with

the Protestant estates of the realm; the Roman

Church had gained internal strength; tiie JesuiU

had founded settlements and schools in all the im-

portant centers, exerting an influenoe

4. Forces over the coming generation; the uni-

Working versity at Graz belonged to them out-

for the right, and Vienna was transferred to

Roman them in 1617; the Capuchins likewise

Catholics, exerted a fruitful activity. And suQ

tenser than formerly had grown the op-

position between the government and the ProtestAnt

estates; ecclesiastical and political points of conten-

tion had become inseparably interwoven, and Prot-

estantism and " estatism " belonged together like

Catholicism and imperialism. The more the power

of the estates increased, and the more distinctly

the nobility strove for a federation of all the Bohe-

mian and Austrian estates, just so much the more

hostile became the attitude of the monarchy toward

all rights and strivings of the estates. Matthias

at first allowed things to take their course; but

when he contrived, in 1617, to induce the estates

to " accept " Ferdinand of Styria as proq>ective

successor to the royal dignity, his courage rose in

the direction of Coimterreformation measures. The

consequence was the Bohemian uprising, and

Bohemia's assertion of independence of the Haps-

burg dynasty; a Protestant prince, Frederidc V.

of the Palatinate, was elected king. But with the

suppression of the Bohemian insurrection, came

likewise the final, decisive defeat of Austrian Prot-

estantism. Ferdinand II., the successor of Matthias,

became the restorer of Roman Catholicism for all

Austria, just as Matthias had been for Inner Austri«

two decades previously (see Inner Austria, the

RsFORBiATION IN).

Ferdinand (b. at Graz July 9, 1578; d. in Yienni

Feb. 15, 1637) had received a strictly ecdedasticaJ

education, first at Graz, then at the University of

Ingolstadt; his favorite reading, thanks to the in-

fluence of the Jesuits, waa edifying tracts and leg-

ends of the saints. He succeeded his father, the

Archduke Charles, in 1590 and began to reign act-

ively in 1595, with the firm resolve to

5. Ferdi- help forward the Roman Church once

nand IL His again to victory. At the end of June,

Measures 1598, he began to institute summary
in Inner measures throughout Inner Austria

Austria. Protestant preachers and teachers were

expelled, the Protestant churches were

closed, Protestant subjects were directed to choom

between return to Romanism and emigration; even

the nobility were forbidden the exercise of Prot-

estant worship, their confession of faith being alooe

left free. Later, when at the height of his success

in 1628, Ferdinand enjoined the nobihty to return

to the Roman Church within a year at the latest.

So-called " reformation committees " were active

throughout the country; the Jesuits now extended

their labors more widely than ever; while the pro-

hibition of foreign schools restricted all aspirants

for education to the schools of the Society of Jesus.

Ferdinand allowed nothing to disturb him in carry-

ing out his pohcy; neither the remonstrances of his

counselors, of the emperor, nor of the Protestant

estates of the realm, caused him to halt. The

opposition of his nobility, the vigorous resifitance
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of the people at large, frequently manifested, proved

all in vain; his own sovereign power, energetically

applied, showed itself strong enough to execute his

wt]1 with promptness. By 1602, the Counter-

refonnation was completed in the central Austrian

jurisdictions, though at the cost of a serious and
irretrievable decline of their prosperity, since many
of the stanchest and wealthiest inhabitants had
left home for the sake of their faith.

When Ferdinand, after the death of Matthias in

1619, had been elected emperor, his first step, in

sOiance with Maximilian of Bavaria and the League,

was to put down the Bohemian in-

6. Ferdinand surrection. Then from 1621 forward,

Emperor began the systematic execution of the

1619-27. Counterreformation in Bohemia, Mo-
ravia, and Upper and Lower Austria.

In Bohemia first the Protestant teachers and
preachers were expelled from the country, atten-

danee at Roman Catholic worship was made com-
pulsory, and the people were given the choice be-

tween subjection and emigration; in this case the

property of emigrants was confiscated. In the

cities. Catholic municipal coimselors were put in

office, and the Protestants were excluded from all

municipal and civil positions. Military billeting

helped to break the spirit of the recalcitrant, while

rewards were bestowed for transition to Romanism.
From 1624, measures were also prosecuted against

the nobility, and in July, 1627, there was issued an
imperial patent to the effect that nobody should

be tolerated in the land unless he were Roman
C&tbolic, and this irrespective of his rank or station,

the nobility being granted a term of six months for

making the change, and a corresponding term for

the sale of their properties in the event of disobeying

these orders. In the course of some years Protes-

tantism was effectually suppressed in Bohemia.
Similar procedure was followed in Moravia and
Lower Austria, where, however, the nobility re-

mained exempt from compulsory conversion ; not

unto 1641 were more severe measures inaugurated

against them, because they were alleged to stand

in alliance with the Swedes. In Upper Austria the

Counterreformation dated only from 1624, and was
virtually accomplished by 1626.

The last active manifestations of Protestant

views in central Austria were set aside in 1628 by
the expulsion of the Protestant nobles, to the re-

ported number of 800. In Silesia, too, notwith-

standing earlier promise to the contrary. Protes-

tantism was antagonized from 1627 onward;

although in this case only particular jurisdictions

eame to be Romanized anew, which the fortunes of

war brought completely imder the emperor's hand.

To carry the Counterreformation through inHungary
was not in Ferdinand's power, but as time progressed,

the peaceable Counterreformation was directed by
Cardinal Peter Pdzmtoy (q.v.), archbishop of Gran,

and achieved such results that at all events the ma-
jority of the nobility again became Roman Catholic.

As concerns the internal affairs of Austria, the vic-

tory of the Coimterreformation was likewise the

defeat of the estates and their policy; the princes

needed no longer to fear the claims of self-willed

estates. Walter Goetz.

BiBLfOORAPHT.* F. von Hurtet. Oeschichte Ferdinanda 11.^

4 voU.. Soh&ffbauBen, 1850-64; F. Stieve. PoliHk Baiema,
vol. i., Munich, 1878; idem, Der obero9terreichuch4 Bauem-
aufatand df . . , 16t6, ib. 1801; T. Wiedemann. Refor-

motion und Oegenreformation im Lande urUer der Enru,
i.-v., Prague. 1879-86; J. Hirn. Erthenog Ferdinand
II. von Tirol, Innsbruck, 1885; H. Ziegler. Die Qegen^
reformation in SchUaien, Halle, 1888; F. Scheichl. Bilder

aua der ZeU der OegenreformaHon, Gotha, 1890; A. Gindely,

OeifenreformaHoninBohmen, Leipsic, 1894; J. Loserth, Die
eteiriaehe Religionepaxifikation, Gras, 1896; idem. Reforma-
tion und Oegenreformalion in den inneroaterreichiedien

LAndern, Stuttgart. 1898; L. Schuater, FUretbiechof Mar-
Hn Brenner, Gra». 1898; A. R. Pennington, The Counter-

Reformation in Europe, London. 1899; Cambridge Modem
Hiatory, vol. iii.. Ware of Religion, pp. 668-569. 572-673,

575, 687, 689. 702. 714 aqq., 723 aqq.. New York, 1905.

FERGUSON (FERGUSSOlf), DAVID: Scotch

Reformer; b., perhaps at Dundee, c. 1525; d. at

Dunfermline (16 m.n.w. of Edinburgh), Fifeshire,

Aug. 13, 1598. He was a glover by trade, but later

acquired an education, though there is no evidence

that he ever attended a university. He was one

of the earliest teachers of the Reformed doctrines,

being chosen pastor at Dimfermline in the first

appointment of ministers in Scotland in 1560.

In 1567 he was also made pastor of Rosyth, for

which Cumnock and Beith were substituted in 1574.

He preached before the regent at Leith on Jan.

13, 1571-72, protesting against the alienation of

the estates of the Church for the personal use of the

nobility or governmental purposes. This sermon
received the approval of the General Assembly of

the same year, and was heartily indorsed by John
Knox. Ferguson was moderator of the General

Assembly in 1573 and again in 1578, and for a
number of years he was one of the assessors to the

moderator. His acquaintance with James I. as

well as his ready wit, caused him to be repeatedly

chosen one of the deputies of the General Assembly
when it wished to bring matters to the attention of

the king, and in Aug., 1583, he was one of the

seven ministers cited by the king to attend a con-

vention held at St. Andrews to answer for certain

proceedings of the Assembly. At the meeting of

the Synod of Fife at Cupar in Feb. 1597-98, Fer-

guson was the oldest minister in Scotland, but was
still able to protest vigorously against any measure

which he considered conducive to the reintroduction

of episcopacy into Scotland. The works of Ferguson

were: An Answer to an Epistle vrriUen by Renat

Benedict, the French Doctor, to John Knox (Edin-

burgh, 1563); the sermon already noted (1572);

the posthumous Scottish Proverbs (1641); and
Epithalamium mysticum Solomanis regis, sive

Analysis critico-poetica Cantici Canticorum (1677).

His Tracts were edited at Edinburgh for the Ban-
natyne Club in 1860.

Bibuoorapht: John Row, Hietorie of Oie Kirk of Scotland

(Wodrow Society publication). Edinburgh. 1842: Intro-

ductory notice to the Bannatyne Club's reprint of Fer-

guson's Tracte, ib. 1800; Hew Scott, Fa$H ecdeeia Sco-

tiance, II.. ii. 665-566. 3 vols., ib. 1866-71; DNB, xviii.

341-342.

FERGUSON, FERGUS: Evangelical Union of

Scotland; b. at Glasgow Sept. 6, 1824; d. there

Nov. 3, 1897. At the age of fourteen he entered

Glasgow University and was graduated (B.A.) at

the end of six sessions (M.A., some years later).
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He then studied at the (Congregational) Glasgow
Theological Academy under Ralph Wardlaw until

1844, when, with eight other students, he was ex-

pelled for not believing in the doctrine of uncon-
ditional election and the special and irresistible

influence of the Holy Spirit. His studies were
completed in the Theological Hall of the Evan-
gelical Union (q.v.) imder James Morison (q.v.),

and he was ordained pastor of a newly formed
church of the Evangelical Union in Glasgow in

Mar., 1845. The church grew under Ferguson's
ministration and a new building was twice found
necessary. He became a leader of his denomination
and was professor of New Testament exegesis and
literature in the Theological Hall. His preaching
was popular and he was honored as one of the most
useful citizens of Glasgow. For some years he
edited the Evangelical Repository and he published
many popular volumes, including Bible Election

(Glasgow, 1854); Letters on the Principal Points

of a Calvinistic Controversy (1854); A Treatise on
Peace wUh God (1856); Holiness ; or what we should

be and do (1862); Sacred Scenes; Notes of Travel

in Egypt and the Holy Land (London, 1864); The
History of the Evangelical Union (1876; A Popular
Life of Christ (1878); From Glasgow to Missouri
and Back (Glasgow, 1878); The Character of God
(London, 1881); The Patriarchs (1882).

WiLUAM AdAMSON.
Bibuographt: Life by William Adamson, London, 1900.

FERGUSON, SAMUEL DAVID: Protestant Epis-

copal missionary bishop of Cape Palmas and parts

adjacent; b., of African descent, at Chariestown,

S. C, Jan. 1, 1842. At the age of six he was taken
by his parents to Liberia, where he was educated
in the church mission schools and received his theo-

logical training from the mission clergy. He was
ordered deacon in 1865 and priested two years later,

after which he was rector of St. Mark's, Harper,
Liberia, until 1885, being also a teacher in the

boys' boarding-school at Cavalla 1862-63 and mas-
ter of Mount Vaughan high school 1863-73. In
1885 he was consecrated missionary bishop of Cape
Palmas and parts adjacent, and was the first negro
to be elevated to the Protestant Episcopal episco-

pate.

FERMEIfTARn (FERMElfTACEI). See Azr-
MITES.

FERRAR, NICHOLAS: English clergyman; b.

in London Feb. 22, 1592; d. at Little Gidding
(10 m. n.w. of Huntingdon), Huntingdonshire,
Dec. 4, 1637. He studied at Clare Hall, Cambridge
(B.A., 1610; M.A., 1613). From 1613 to 1618 he
traveled and studi^ in Germany, Italy, France, and
Spain, and on his return to England devoted himself

till 1623 to the affairs of the Virginia Company, in

which his family was interested. In 1624 he was
elected to Parliament, and took part in the im-

peachment of the Earl of Middlesex. But he soon
tired of public life, and, shrinking from the impend-
ing political disorders, with his widowed mother, and
the families of his brother and his brother-in-law,

John Collet, he settled at Little Gidding, and es-

tablished there what the Puritans called his Prot- i

estant nunnery. In 1626 he was ordained deacon
|

by Laud, but would never consent to take priest's

orders, and the most flattering offers of valuable

benefices were not sufficient to tempt him from his

life of religious devotion. Matins and evensong

were said daily by Ferrar in the church of little

Gidding, the other canonical hours beingsaid in the

manor house. One room was set apart as an oratory

for general devotions, and there were two separate

oratories for the men and women at night. Vigils

were kept throughout the night; and Femur him-

self, who slept on the floor, arose at one o'clock in

the morning for religious meditation. Everything

was done by rule, and there was some definite

occupation for every hour. It was Ferrar's theoiy

that everybody should learn a trade; and book-

binding was taught in his institution. Numerous
elaborate volumes bound here are still extant, in-

cluding a copy of Ferrar's Harmony of the GospeU
(1635) made for Charles I., who held Ferrar in great

veneration and visited him in 1642, and again in

1646. Ferrar also provided a free school for the

children of the neighborhood, and served himself as

teacher. The institution soon attracted the enmity

of Puritanism. In 1641 it was unjustly attacked

in a pamphlet entitled The Anninian Nunnery;
and early in 1647 the manor and the church at

Little Gidding were sacked by the Pariiamentaiy

army. The church was carefully restored in 1853.

Biblioorapht: Two lives, by his brother John Ferrar and
Dr. Jebb, are reproduced in Cambridge in the 17th Cen-

tury, ed. J. £. B. Mayor, Cambridge, 1855: F. Turner,

Brief Memovre of Nicholae Ferrar^ London, 1837; P.

Peckard, Memovre of SiehoUu Ferrar, Cambridge, 1790L

abridged London, 1852; T. T. Garter, NithaSae Femr;
hie Houeehold and hie Friende, ib. 1892; DNB, xviiL 377-

380.

FERRAR, ROBERT: Bishop of St. David's; b.

near Halifax (14 m. w.8.w. of Leeds), Yorkshire,

before 1509; biuned at Carmarthen^ Wales, Mar.

30, 1555. He probably studied at Cambridge,

afterward at Oxford (B.D., 1533), where he became a
canon regular of the order of St. Augustine and a

member of the priory of St. Mary's. He read

Luther's works, became a Reformer, and in 1528

was compelled to recant. Later he aided Heniy

VIII. in suppressing the monasteries, and in 1540, a

pension of eighty pounds a yearwas bestowed upon

him, a large amount for those times. During the reigD

of Edward VI. he enjoyed the patronage of the

Duke of Somerset, who employed him in carrying

on the Reformation. He was elevated to the sec

of St. David's in 1548; but on his arrival in his

diocese in 1549 he found serious difficulties awaiting

him. Technical flaws were found in his commissioD,

false charges were trumped up against him. Som-

erset, now in the Tower, could do nothing for him,

and in 1551 Ferrar was thrown into prison and

kept there till the accession of Queen Mary. He was

deprived of his bishopric in Mar., 1554, condemned

as a heretic a year later, and was burned at Car-

marthen on Mar. 30, 1555. To a bystander who

commiserated him he remarked, " If you see me
once to stir while I su£fer the pains of burning,

then give no credit to those doctrines for which

I die." He made good his assertion, for he did

not move till a blow on the head felled him in the

midst of the flames.
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BiBUOGSArHT: John Fox, AeU and MonumenUf ed. J.

TovDMod. T. 428, yi. 146. 222. 653. 664. 705. vii. 1-28.

8 toIb.. London. 1837-41; A. k Wood. Athena Oxonien$e*,

ed. P. BliaB, ii. 750-761. 4 vola.. ib. 1813-20; G. Burnet.

BitL of the Reformation, ed. N. Pocock. ii. 127. iii. 350.

362, . 197-205. Oxford. 1865; DNB, xviii. 380-382 (oon-

taini good list of sources).

FERRARA-FLORElfCE, COUNCIL OF: An as-

sembly which met at Ferrara early in 1438 to con-

ader proposals for union between the Greek and
Latin diurches. The great danger threatening

the Greek empire at the hands of the Turks led the

emperor, John Palsologus, to disregard the aversion

gef^enlly felt in the E^t for Rome and to make
proposals for a imion of the two branches of Chris-

tendom to both the pope, Eugenius IV., and the

Council of Basel, which was in session at the time.

The pope was unwilling that the council—with

which his relations were anything but amicable

—

(see Basel, Council of; Eugenius IV.) should

share in the glory of a possible successful outcome
of negotiations, and thought his purposes would
be better served if its sessions were transferred to

an Italian city. Toward the end of 1437 he directed

it to meet at Ferrara on Jan. 8, 1438. A complete

rupture between pope and council resulted, the

majority of the latter remaining at Basel, where
they deposed the pope. A minority, however,

who were favorable to the pope met at Ferrara.

Eaxiy in Mar., 1438, the Greeks, about 700 persons,

arrived at Ferrara as guests of the pope; the em-
peror arrived on the fourth of the month, the

patriarch of Constantinople on the seventh. Prom-
inent among the Greeks were Bessarion, archbishop

of Nicsa, afterward cardinal of the Church of Rome
(see Bebsabion, Johannes), a friend of union, and
Haikos Eugenikos (q.v.), metropolitan of Ephesus,

whose one thought was to defend the peculiarities

of the Greek peoples against the imperious papacy;

it was mainly due to his influence that the dogmatic
dJacuBsions on the doctrinal differences, especially

on the procession of the Holy Spirit, held in 1438

were without result. Financial difficulties obliged

the pope to transfer the coimcil to Florence. Here
the first session was held Feb. 26, 1439, and the met-

ropolitan Isidore of Kief was especially conspicuous

as friend of the Union. Aftermuch discussion it was
agreed that the terms used by the Church Fathers

—the Holy Spirit proceeds from the Father and
the Son, and from the Father throu^ the Son—are

in the main identical (see Filioqub Controversy).
By thisthe Greekshad actuallyacknowledged the au-

thority of the filioque; but in no case would they

adopt it in theirsymbol ; theydeclared, however, their

willingness to imite with the Latins retaining their

own rites. In the beginning of June, 1439 the

discussions of the filioque could be considered as

closed; those on purgatory, the use of leavened or

onleavened bread in the Eucharist, the sacrifice

of the mass, etc., were relatively unimportant.

But the whole imion-scheme threatened to become
again doubtful when the question concerning the
" papacy " came up for discussion. A formula

was invented, however, which each party could

interpret according to its own view (see below).

In the midst of these negotiations the patriarch

of Constantinople died, June 10, 1439, and a ter-

mination of the discussions seemed more than ever

desirable. Gn July 5 an agreement was arrived at,

but Markos Eugenikos refused to sign it; another

opponent to the union, the bishop of Stauropolis

had already fled from Florence. It is noteworthy
that the decree was signed by 115 Latins and by
only thirty-three Greeks. The union-document
was prepared in Latin and Greek by Ambrose
Traversari, and corrections were afterward made
here and there in the Greek by Bessarion. Both
the Greek and Latin text may be considered au-

thentic. On July 6, 1439, the solemn consunmia-

tion of the imion was celebrated in the cathedral

at Florence. Cardinal Cesarini read the decree

in Latin, Bessarion in Greek; after its general

adoption Pope Eugenius celebrated public mass.

As concerns the contents of the decree, the main
doctrinal difference was adjusted on paper, as

already stated; the Greeks acknowl^ged the

correctness of the filioque^ without adopting it in

their symbol. The other points—on the Eucharist*

purgatory, etc.—were non-essential. The Greeks

retained their whole ritual and marriage of the

priests. Regarding the pope, a formula was
adopted which the Greeks could and did interpret

as acknowledging his primacy " in the way which

is determined in the acts of ecumenical councils

and in the sacred canons." The patriarchs of

CTonstantinople, Alexandria, Antioch, and Jeru-

salem could thus imagine they had preserved their

privileges. The Latins, however, interpreted the

last clause as a confirmation of their claims and
read, the pope has the primacy in the church, " as

is determined in the acts of ecumenical councils

and in the sacred canons '' (the original copy of the

decree with other copies is at Florence in the

Laurentian library). On Aug. 26, 1439 the em-
peror left for CTonstantinople by way of Venice.

A real union had not been accomplished, the Greeks

would not " Latinise," the fall of CJonstantinople

was not prevented, and in 1472 a synod in Constan-

tinople solemnly and openly renounced the union

of Florence. Paul Tschackert.

Biblioorapht: Souroes: The original protoools are lost,

but the preliminary negotiations are brought together by
E. Ceoooni, Shtdi gtoriei tnd concUio di Firenae, Florence,

1800; the Acts of the Council, compiled by O. Giustin-

iani. are in Mansi. Concilia, vol. zxxi and Labbe, Con'
cilia, xiii. 825 sqq. (from the Latin standpoint); the Ada
QrtBca, by Dorotheus of Mitylene. are in Harduin, Con-

cilia, vol. ix., and in Mansi. vol. zxxi (from the Greek
standpoint); the " Great History " of the Greek Sylves-

ter Syropulus, giving the views of a divergent Greek
party, was published by R. Creyghton. London. 1660;

the union decree appeared, ed. Milanesi. in Ar<hiv%o

Btorieo Italiano, new ser.. vi (1857),

Latin point of view appears in Hefelc

vii. 650 sqq.; the Greek, by Cxorski, ii

of Florence, ed. Neale, London. 186
A. Pichler, Oeadiichte der kirddichen

dem Orient und dem Occident, Munich,
Krititdie BeitrOoe eur Oeachichte der

einiounoen, Halle. 1872; idem, in JoJ

TfteolooU, xxii. 4 (1877). 650 sqq.; J

xxxvii (1804). 31 sqq.; Pastor, Popea
ton. Papacy, ii. 333-341, 382-384.

FERRARI, ANDREAS: Cardii

piano, diocese of Parma, Italy, Ai

was appointed in 1885 professor

ology and rector of the Great Sei
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Later becoming vicar-general of Parma, he was
consecrated bishop of Guastalla in 1890, whence
he was translated to Como in the following year.

In 1894 he was enthroned archbishop of Milan,

and in the same year was created cardinal priest

of Sant'Anastasia. He is a member of the con-

gregations of Bishops and Regulars, Indulgences,

and the Index.

FERRATA, DOMENICO: Cardinal; b. at Gra-

doli, diocese of Montefiascone (50 m. n.w. of Rome),
Italy, Mar. 4, 1847. He studied at the Jesuit

colleges at Orvieto and Montefiascone, and at the

University of Rome. He was then professor of

canon law at the Roman Seminary and also pro-

fessor of church history, exegesis, dogmatic the-

ology, and the institutes of ecclesiastical law at the

Propaganda. In 1877 he became a member of the

Congregation for Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Af-

fairs, and in 1879 was appointed auditor of the

papal nuncio at Paris. After his return to Italy,

he was made imdersecretary of his Congregation

and domestic prelate to the pope, and in 1884 he
was president of the Pontificia Accademia dei

Nobili Ecclesiastici. In 1885 he was preconized

titular archbishop of Thessalonica and sent to

Belgium as papal nuncio. On his return, he became
secretary of his congregation, and in 1891 was
nuncio at Paris. He was created cardinal priest

of Santa Prisca in 1896. He is a member of the

Congregations of Extraordinary Ecclesiastical Af-

fairs, the Council, Rites, the Inquisition, Studies,

Indulgences, and Loreto, besides being a conunis-

sioner for the reunion of dissenting churches and
for the apostolic visitation of the dioceses of Italy.

FERRER, VINCENTE. See Vincent Ferrer,
Saint.

FERRIER, fftr"ry6', JEREMIE: French Protes-

tant; b. at Nimes c. 1560; d. in Paris Sept. 26,

1626. He was pastor of the Protestant congrega-

tion at Alais, afterward at Nimes, and in 1601 was
appointed professor of theology at the academy at

Nimes. On the occasion of his inauguration he

defended publicly the thesis that Pope Clement
VIII. was the Antichrist, and later he won a great

reputation by his sermons against the Jesuits.

Nevertheless, some doubt of his sincerity arose in

1611; and in 1612, suspected of having sold out

to the Romanists, he was suspended for six years

by the Synod of Privas. So strong was the feeling

against him that in the rioting which followed,

Ferrier barely escaped with his life. In 1614 he

went to Paris, abjured Protestantism, and subse-

quently became a counselor of state imder Louis

XIII. He published De VAntechrUt et de ses

marques, contre lea calomnies des ennemia de Viglise

caiholique (Paris, 1615), in which he retracted his

former anti-Romanist utterances; and Le Catho-

lique d'itat (1625), a defense of Richelieu's policy.

Bibliography: L. Menard. Hist. . . de Niames, vol. v.,

7 vol8.. Paris. 1750-58; A. Borrel. Hitt. de V^gliee rifor-

mSe de Numea, Nfmes. 1856; E. and £). Haas, ^ France
protestante, ed. H. L. Bordier. Paris, 1877-86; Lichten-
berger, ESR, iv. 712-716.

FERRIS, ISAAC: American (Dutch) Reformed;
b. in New York Oct. 9, 1799; d. at Roselle, N. J.,

June 16, 1873. He was graduated from Columbia

College (1816) and the Rutgers Seminary (1820).

He held pastorates in the Dutch Reformed Church

at New Brunswick, N. J. (1821-24), Albany, N. Y.

(1824-36), and the Market Street Church, New
York (1836-53). and was president of the New York

Sunday School Union (1837-73), also of the Board

of Foreign Missions of the Dutch Reformed ChiirclL

In 1842 he was sent to Holland on behalf of Amo*-

ican missionaries in the Dutch East Indies. He
was chancellor of New York University (1852-70;

emeritus 1870-73), and throughout his connection

with the University he was professor of mor^l

science and Christian evidences, also acting pro-

fessor of constitutional and international law 1855-

1869. Through his efforts the heavy debt under

which the institution had labored since its founda-

tion was removed, several new departments were

added to the course of instruction, and the stand-

ard of scholarship materially raised. He was also

principal of the Rutgers Fenude Institute and

president of its board of trustees. He pubUsbed

numerous occasional sermons and addresses, in-

cluding Jubilee Memorial of the American Bible

Society; being a Review of it$ First Fifty Yean o[

Work (New York, 1867), an address delivered at

the Jubilee of the American Bible Society at New
York in 1866.

FERRIS, JOHN MASON: Dutch Reformed; b.

at All^ny, N. Y., Jan. 17, 1825. He was graduated

from the University of the City of New York

(A.B., 1843) and the New Brunswick Theological

Seminary (1849). He was pastor of the Reformed

Church at Tarrytown, N. Y. (1849-54), the Second

Reformed Church at Chicago (1854-62), and the

First Reformed Church at Grand Rapids, Mich.

(1862-65). In 1865 he was appointed cotrespond-

ing secretary of the Board of Foreign Missions of

the Reformed Church in America, since 1883 has

been editor of The Christian Intelligencer (New

York), and treasurer of the Board of Foreign Mis-

sions since 1886.

FERRY, PAUL: French Protestant; b. at MeU
Feb. 24, 1591; d. there July 28. 1669. He was

educated at the seminary of Montauban and became

pastor of the Reformed Congregation at Meti in

1612. Here he labored, as preacher and author,

for fifty-seven years. He was a very prolific writer;

but most of his works still remain in manuscript.

His principal work is the CaUchisme ginind dt la

Reformation de la Religion (S^dan, 1654), in which he

showed that the Reformation was a necessary result

of the corruption of the Church. This book called

forth a refutation from Bossuet, then canon and

archdeacon of Metz. The disputation thus begun

led to mutual esteem between the contestants,

and in 1666 Ferry carried on a lengthy correspond-

ence with Bossuet in the interest of a fusion of

Protestantism and Catholicism, which was then

being considered by the French government. He

had already labored in vain to secure a union of the

various branches of Protestantism, and had even

induced John Durie (q.v.) to come to Meta in 1662

to discuss the subject with him. His Lettre avj

ministres de Genkve (in Btbliothique angUdte, vol-
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ii.), m defense of a poor lunatic who was burned at

Geneva for blasphemies against the Trinity in

1632, has been called his best piece of writing.

Feny was an eloquent preacher, a man of learning,

and had great influence among both Protestants

and Roman CathoHcs.

BiBUOGRAfHT: H. M. Baird, Huou^noia and the Revocation

0f Ae Edict of Nantee, i. 359-386. New York; Lichten-
berger. ESR, iv. 717.

FESCH, JOSEPH : French cardinal, half-brother

of Lstitia, mother of Napoleon I.; b. at Ajaccio,

Corsica, Jan. 3, 1763; d. at Rome May 13, 1839.

He studied at the seminary in Aix and became a
priest before 1789. At the outbreak of the French
Revolution he took service in the army, and in

1796 was Napoleon's commissary of war in Italy.

Wtei Napoleon was made consul he returned to

the Church, and became archbishop of Lyons in

1802. The following year he was made a cardinal

and sent to Rome as French ambassador. In 1804
he successfuUy negotiated for the coronation of

the emperor by the pope at Paris, and in 1805 he
w^ made Grand Almoner of France, Grand Cross

of the Legion of Honor, and a member of the

Senate. Although until now he had been ready to

further the interests of his illustrious nephew, he
had no intention of completely surrendering his

rights as cardinal. The result was a break with
.Vajx)leon; and in May, 1806, Fesch was recalled

from Rome. In 1809 he declined the archbishop-

ric of Paris, a peace-offering from Napoleon, and
also declined to declare Napoleon's divorce of the

.^ame year valid. As president of the National

Ecclesiastical Council at Paris in 1811 he led the

opposition. Accordingly, the council was dis-

solved, and Fesch fell into complete disgrace. He
retired to Lyons, and in 1814 to a nunnery he had
established at Gravina, Italy. After Napoleon's
return from Elba he was made a member of the

House of Peers. On the restoration of the Bour-
bons he withdrew to Rome, leaving his bishopric

in the hands of a vicar for twenty-four years. In

1856 Ajaccio, his native city, erected a monument
to his memory. (C. Ptendbr.)
BiBuoosAPHr: Lyoimet, Le Cardinal Fetch, 2 vols., Lyons,

1841; A. du Caase, Hist, dee nSgocicUione diplomoHquee
. . . la eorrespondanee inidite de I'empereur NapoUon avec
k etrdinal Feedi, 3 vols., Paris, 1855; KL, iv. 1383-86.

FESTUS. See Felix and Festus.

FETISHISM.
Tlw Word and Its Employment ({ 1).

Primary and Seoondary Fetishism (( 2).

Qiaracter of the Fetish ({ 3).

Operation Aided by Suggestion (( 4).

Objects Employed and Area of Cult (f 6).

Cues of Rerersion ({ 6).

Fetishism (Portuguese feUiQO, "charm, talis-

man ") is a form of worship regarded as in itself

niperhumanly powerful in directing or assisting to

the attainment of some desired end. The use of the

word as denoting a religious cult goes back to

C. de BrosB^, Du cuUe des dieux fitiches (Paris,

1760), who rightly supposed that certain customs
of the Africans constituted a form of primitive

religion. The Portuguese term is the name given
to the beads, medals, and crucifixes carried by

rV.—20

sailors, and supposed by them to afford protection

when in danger and was applied to the fetishes

of the Africans by these same sailors,

I. The from whom De Brosses obtained it.

Word and In more modem treatises on religion

Its Employ- the term has been used very loosely.

ment Comte (Philosophie positive, Paris,

1830-42) made fetishism equivalent

to animism. Lippert {Die Religionen der euro-

pdiachen CuUurvdlker, Berlin, 1881) meant by it

the embodiment of departed spirits in some tangi-

ble or visible object. Miss Kingsley and Mr. Nas-

sau cover by it practically the whole of African

religious life, though Miss Kingsley recognizes the

looseness of her own usage. A delimitation of the

term is necessary to abolish the confusion which
has developed in its use. The New English Die-

tumary defines a fetish as ** differing from an idol

in that it is worshiped in itsown character, not as the

symbol, image, or occasional residence of a deity."

Mr. Lang describes fetishism as ** the worship of

odds and ends," a description which admirably

hits off the fortuitous selection of a fetish and the

apparent lack of intrinsic worthfulness in the

object chosen. Schultze regards it as " a religious

worship of material objects," a definition which

would suit many phases of animism. And Waitz
defines a fetish as " an object of religious veneration,

wherein the material and the spirit within it are

regarded as one, the two being inseparable."

The difi&culties of the subject and the resulting

confusion are due to two circumstances, its affin-

ities and connections with animism on the one

side and with magic on the other. In fetishism

there is the same anthropomorphic conception of

material objects as in animism; the most passive

objects may be regarded as having volition and
power to accomplish some end. A fetish is often

used as the materials of magic are used and for

similar purposes. But another cause of confusion

is the fact that no distinction is made between a
primitive and a developed variety.

2. Primary Primitive fetishism is suggested by
and Second- Mr. Lang's description. The original

ary Fet- fetish is an adventitious find of which

ishism. care is taken, to which success in an
undertaking is ascribed, and subse-

quent worship is accorded. The classic example
is that of a Bushman who on leaving his hut to

transact some important business trod on a stone

which caused him some pain. He at once picked

up the stone, regarding it as a fetish which had
obtruded itself upon his notice for the purpose of

forwarding his undertaking. His object was
accomplished, and he thereafter paid the stone

due homage. The adventitious meeting of this

object at the moment of the inception of an enter-

prise was to the African an indication of its fet-

ishistio character, and his success in the work
proved for him its potency in that particular

direction. Almost as classic is the case of the

anchor cast up on the West African coast. A
native broke off a fluke in order to utilize the iron,

and soon after died. The natives thereafter on
passing the spot always paid reverence to the anchot

and frequently employed it as a destructive agent.
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The sequence of perception, events, and thought

was the novelty of fonn of the object, the injury

done it by br^iking off the fluke, the subsequent

death of the offender, and the inference that the

anchor was a malignant fetish to be propitiated.

On this principle any object of peculiar form—

a

deformed horn of a deer, the trigger of a gun, or

any object dropped by a European, a queerly

shaped stone, a particolored feather, a tooth, etc.

—

may become a fetish, the use of which may be in-

determinate at the time but which is believed to

possess power in some particular direction by reason

of its very strangeness. But resemblance to an
object or to the achievement desired plays no nec-

essary part as it does in mimetic magic (seeCompara-
tive Rbugion, VI. 1, a, §5). Secondary fetishism

shows a likeness to magic in that it is the result of

the exercise of primitive invention like that which
attempts to produce rain by simulating its fall.

It is an attempt to force or create that which does

not readily come to hand. Thus natives on the

Guinea Coast take a joint of bamboo, a shell, or

some similar object and fill it with oddly assorted

materials; this they suppose furnishes a residence

for a spirit which may be induced to enter the mass,

make it its home, become one with it, and thus be
available for assistance to the possessor. Or the

home of the spirit may be a piece of wood carved

into a rude resemblance to some object. In this

case there is recognition of a distinction between
the spirit and its home, a distinction which does

not exist in primary fetishism, in which the stone,

anchor, feather, etc., is itself a fetish. On another

side the fetish is to be distinguished from charms,

amulets and the like, by the fact that it is supposed
to operate by its own inherent power, while charms
work by virtue imparted from some higher power.

The fundamental character of a fetish is that the

material object is itself the power and the object

of worship and possesses personality and will. A
second characteristic is that its power is not gen-

eral, but is used for a definite end, usually material,

and for a single kind of purpose. Hence for the

various purix)ses of life the worshiper

3. Charac- may accumulate a vast number of

ter of the fetishes. A case is known where an
Fetish, individual had over 20,000, the use

of each of which he professed to be
able to describe. The assumed value and power
of a fetish therefore depends upon accidental coin-

cidence, upon the savage fallacy of post hoc propter

hoc. Success in an undertaldng makes almost
certain the power of the fetish chosen for that par-

ticular purpose. But the fetishist may recognize

after repeated failures that the object is worth-
less for the end in view and may then discard it.

He will not, even then, admit its impotence but
will assert that its power does not lie in that direc-

tion. The institution rests therefore upon a rude
empiricism. The first essay with a fetish is a test

which subsequent essays will either establish or
disprove. A series of successes may occur which
raise the value of the object so enormously that its

service is desired by a tribe, and in that case the

finder, who is supposed to know its peculiarities

becomes a sort of priest. And the repute of the

fetish may grow to such dimensions that its use

becomes intertribal, the result being enlarged power

and possessions and influence to both possessor and

the home tribe.

While the individual use of the fetish is as variouB

as the needs of man in the savage state, tribal and

intertribal use of it is largely connected with a

crude justice, with intertribal disputes, and with

war. In cases of justice the operation is by means

of suggestion or autosuggestion. Thus, in cases

of suspected domestic infidelity or of theft the

procedure is that of the Ordeal (q.v.) . For example,

where the lizard is fetish, in case of

4. Opera- crime or offense the animal is caught

tion Aided and whipped, when the culprit, in

by Sugges- terror of the vengeance of the fetish,

tion. confesses and makes reetoratioiL

Much the same process goes on in the

case of intertribal disputes, while the tribe which

has bought the aid of such a fetish for purposes of

war is endowed with a confidence so b<^d as to be

irresistible. Each success enhances the estimation

in which the object is held. That out of this sort

of fetish may have developed some of the great

divinities found among savages is a possibility

students of religion now recognize, and fetishism

is regarded as one of the springs of p<^ytbd8m.

How it may contribute a priesthood is shown above.

The qualities of humanity plus a superhuman power

being attributed to the fetish, especially a jealous

regard of its own prerogatives, it is an object of the

highest care. It must be constantly condliated.

To please it, vows are undertaken which must be

scrupulously performed. Thus vows are made for

children during their infancy which enslave them

for life to the service of the fetish whose protection

is thus invoked. But failure to keep such a vow

sets autosuggestion in operation, diiscouragement

supervenes, and the death of the vicUm not sekiom

results from the terror excited. The same resdt

often issues from the knowledge that an enemy

has set a powerful fetish in operati6n against a man,

especially where it is deemed impossible to utilise

a still greater power. For fetishes are emj^yed
for all purposes for which magic is supposed to

operate.

The objects employed as fetish are most viirious.

Nothing is too minute or too great, too repulsi^-e

or too attractive to be so used. Stones.

5. Objects mountains, water, wind, fire, planU

Employed and trees, animals, human beings

and Area possessing exceptional characteristios

of Cult (such as albinos), refuse, parts of

animals or of corpses (particularly

the eyes)—in short, objects the most insignificant

or magnificent are chosen. And there are clear

traces that the most diverse regions and ages

have witnessed the operation of the institution.

It can be traced in ancient Greece, India, (^hua,

Egypt, and Babylonia. It is practised in North

America, in Oceanica, New Zealand, and Australia.

But its garden is in Africa, so much so that in

general the religion of Africans is often described

as fetishism (see above).

Notice shoiUd be taken of a superstitious per-

sistence of fetishistic practises and conc^ticHis or
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of a reversion to them among civilixed nations,

espedaUy those which lag in the course of prog-

ress. Thus there can be no doubt

6. CtMS of that in Roman CathoUc countries the

Revtition. peasantry hold their medals, agni dei,

and other reUgious emblems in fetishis-

tic regard. A Russian mujik has been known, when
about to commit a crime, to cover the icon in the

room so that it might not witness the deed. And
within a generation the Bible has been fetishistically

employed in Scotland by laying it on the doorstep

to keep out witches. Gbo. W. Gilmorb.

BmuoGKAPfrr: The fundamental work is that of De Broaaes,

Qt mp.. and next to that is F. Scholtie. Der F^Hehitmus,

Leipsie, 1871. Eng. transl.. New York, 1885. Conaalt

also: T. Waits. AnihropoloQU der NaturvUker, Leipeic.

1880: C. F. Keary. OxtUineM of Rdioion, chaps, i., iii.,

Loodon. 1882; R. H. Codrington, The Melanetiaiu, Ox-
ford, 1891; G. Allen, EvoliUion of Idea of Ood, London,

1897; D. G. Brinton. ReHgian of Primitive PeopUe, chap,

iv.. New York, 1897; Miss M. H. Kingsley. Trovde in

fr«l Africa, London. 1898; idem. Weat African Studiee,

ib. 1899; A. Lang. Cuttom txnd Myth, pp. 212-242. ib.

1884; idem. Making of Relioion, chap, yiii., ib. 1898; M.
GasUm, in Folk-Lore, zi.. 1900; F. B. Jevons, Introduction

te HiMtpry of ReOgion, chap, ziii., London, 1902; E. B.

Tylor. PrimiUve Culture, vol. ii., ib. 1903; R. H. Nassau,

Fdidaem in Weat Africa, New York, 1904; A. C. Haddon,
Magicand Fetiakiam, London, 1906; G. Beluoct, II Feticiamo

primitivo in ItaKa, Perugia, 1907.

FEUERBACH, fei'er-bOH, LXJDWIG ANDREAS:
German philosopher; b. at Landshut (39 m. n.e.

o( Munich), Bavaria, July 28, 1804; d. at Rechen-

berg, near Nuremberg, Sept. 13,1 872. He attended

the Gymnasium at Ansbach, and in 1822 entered

the University of Heidelberg as a student of the-

(dogy. Throu^ the lectures of Karl Daub he

became interested in Hegelianism, and in 1824 went

to Berlin to hear Hegel. He soon gave up theology

for philosophy, and in 1828 became docent in

philoBophy at Eriangen. Promotion to a pro-

fessorship having been made next to impossible

by his Gedofdun uber Tod und Unsterblichkeii

(Nuremberg, 1830), in which he disposed of im-

mortality on psychological grounds, he withdrew

from the university to devote himself to literary

worlE. He Uved in Ansbach till 1836, then at the

Castle at Bruckberg till 1860, when he moved to

Reehenberg. His radical views made his name a
watchword in the late forties, and in 1848-49, by
special petition of the students, he lectured in

Heidelberg. Accepting the view of Hegel that the

Absolute attains consciousness in the human mind,

he went one step further and denied the existence

of an absolute mind, explaining God as a subjective

product of our conscious life. He regarded re-

ligion as psychological illusion, a purely subjective

process; and God, heaven, and eternal life as

deeifes of the heart reabzed by the imagination.

In short, according to his naturalistic view, God did

sot make us after his own image at all; rather, we
made God after ours; and thus theology becomes
t matter of anthropology. Although Feuerbach
is the author of that extremely materialistic for-

mda, Der Menack ist, was er iss/, " man is what
be eats," yet he can scarcely be called a materialist,

ace be approaches the problem, from the psycho-

logical ffide. His principal works are: Das Weaen
ia ChristerUums (Leipsic, 1841; Eng. transl., The

Essence of Christianity, by George Eliot, London,
1854); Das Wesen der Religion (1845); Das Theogenie,

Oder von dem Ursprung der Gdtter (1857); GoU, Frei-

heitf und Unsterblichkeit vom Standpunkt derAnthro-

pologie (1866). His collected works in ten volumes
appeared at Leipsic 1846-66.

Bibuoobapht: C. Beyer, Leben und Oeiai: Ludwig Feuer-
bach, Leipsio, 1873: W. Maocall. The Neuteat Afaterialiam,

London, 1873; K. QrOn, Ludwig Feuerbach in aeiniem

Briefweehad und Nachlaaa, Leipsio, 1874; W. Bdin, Lud-
wig Feuerbach, aein Wirken und aeine Zeilgenoaaen, Stutt-

gart, 1891. Consult also the works on the History of

Philoaophy by Windelband, Ueberweg, and Erdmann.

FEUILLAIfTS, fu'lyfl'n: Roman Catholic con-

gregation taking its name from its place of ori-

gin, the Cistercian monastery of Fulium (Feuil-

lans, near Rieux, 25 m. s.w. of Toulouse). It

was established as a Reformed body within the

CHstercians about 1580 by Jean de la Barridre, a

scion of noble family bom at St. C6r6 (60 m. n.e.

of Montauban) in 1544; d. 1600. Being appointed

abbot in commendam of the monastery by a kins-

man who had become a convert to Protestantism,

De la Barri^re led a life of sensuality until, about

1575, twelve years after his appointment, he
resolved to enter the Gstercian order. He was
deserted by the majority of the monks, however,

on account of the rigidity of his regulations, but
those who adhered to him adopted a rule still

more severe than the Cistercian system. He secured

the sanction of Sixtus V., who permitted him (1589)

to establish additional monasteries and nunneries.

Henry III. of France requested him to send sixty

monks to Paris, and founded for them in 1587 a'

monastery in the Rue St. Honor^, which in the

French Revolution gave the name of Feuillants to

the royalist party who met within its walls. The
successor of De Barridre enjoyed the title of Vicar^

General of the Congregation, and secured complete
independence of the Cistercians. In 1595 new rules

were approved by the pope, modifying the ex-

treme stringency of De Barridre, which had proved
injurious to health. The congregation increased

rapidly. In the lifetime of their founder the Feuil-

lants possessed, in addition to the mother house,

the monastery at Paris, and two at Rome, one at

Bordeaux and several in Piedmont, and in the reign

of Henry IV., when they received the right of

electing their own general, they had between twenty
and thirty monasteries both in France and Italy.

For purposes of discipline. Urban VIII. divided the

congregation (1630) into the French Congrigation

de Notre Dame de FeuUlans and the Italian Ri-

formati di San Bernardo^ each with its own gen-

eral and general chapter. The congregation

flourished until the Revolution, and among its

men of note were Charles de St. Paul and Cardinal

Bona.
There were also Feuillant nuns. In 1588 De

la Barridre established a nunnery at Montesquiou
with fifteen sisters, but their cloister proving too

small, they occupied a new convent at Toulouse in

1599. A third nunnery was erected at Poitiers in

1617 and a fourth at Paris in 1622. The rule of

the nuns was the same as that of the monks, and
they likewise were entirely independent of Cister-

cian control. Their convents were never numerous.
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however, and none of them survived the French
Revolution. (O. ZOcKLERf.)

Bibuoorapht: The ConaUhUianea were issued Rome, 1606
and Paris, 1634; the Privilegia and the Compendium
priviUgwrum et oraHantm, Paris, 1628. Consult: M. R.
A. Henrion, AUoemeine OMchidUe der M&nehacnUnt ed.

J. Fehr, Tubingen, 1845; Helyot, Ordre$ monostiQUM, v.

401-420; Heimbuoher, Orden und KonoregaHonen, i. 474
sqq ; KL^ iv. 1470-73; Currier, Rdioioua Orden, pp.
131-132.

FUCRE, ft-d'cr (FIACHRACH), SAINT: Irish

hermit; b. in Ireland c. 610; d. at Breuil, near
Meaux (27 m. e.n.e. of Paris), c. 670. Seeking
seclusion he went to France with a few companions
and erected a small monastery in the woods near
Meaux, and also a small dwelling-house, in which he
received his guests. No woman was allowed to

enter his monastery. As early as the ninth century
he had acquired great fame as a worker of miracles.

He was thought to have effected wonderful cures

merely by the laying on of his hands; and pil-

grims flocked to his shrine, believing that his

remains still possessed healing power. The shrine

containing his remains, which was removed to the
cathedral of Meaux in 1568, has been opened fre-

quently, lastly in 1637, when some of the vertebrs
were given to Cardinal Richelieu. Fiacre is the
patron saint of gardeners and is commemorated
on Aug. 30. In France his name has been perpet-
uated by the fact that in 1640 a merchant in Paris

who had carriages to rent placed the image of St.

Fiacre over his door and called the establishment
the Hdtel de St. Fiacre ; in course of time his car-

riages came to be known as " Fiacres,^* and the
word passed into the French language as the com-
mon term for a public carriage.

Bibuoobapht: A8B, Aug., vi. 608-620; ASM, bsbo. II.,

698-602; A. J. Ansart, Hiat. de S. Fiacre, Paris, 1782;
Ricard, La Vie et Ua miradea de 8. Fiacre, ib. 1866
(founded on the A8B); Qrandtrait, Vie de 8. Fiacre,
Meaux, 1881; DCB, ii. 609-610.

FICHTE, flH'te, IMMAIHTELHERMAIIN : German
philosopher, son of Johann Gottlieb Fichte (q.v.);

b. at Jena July 18, 1797; d. at Stuttgart Aug. 8,

1879. He was for many years a gymnasial pro-

fessor at SaarbrOcken and Dtlsseldorf, and then
professor of philosophy at Bonn 1836-42 (ordinary

professor after 1840), and at TObingen 1842-63.

In 1863 he retired from the imiversity and soon
afterward settled in Stuttgart. He edited his

father's works, founded and edited the ZeiUchrift

fur Philosophie und spekulalive Theologies and was
a prolific writer on philosophy. In metaphysics his

position was that of a mediator between the two
conflicting views represented by Hegel and Her-
bart, and, too, in the interest of theology. His
great aim was to secure a philosophical basis for the
personality of God. T^dng the monadology of

Leibnitz as the model of a system embracing unity
in plurality and plurahty in unity, he sought to

fuse extreme spiritualistic monism and extreme
plurahstic realism into what he called concrete

theism. The more important of his independent
works are, Beitrdge zur Charakteriatik der neuem
Phdoaophie (Sulzbach, 1829; 2d ed., completely
rewritten, 1841); Religion und Philoaophie (Heidel-

berg, 1834); Die speculative Theologie (3 parts,

1846); System der Ethik (2 vols., Leipsic, 1850-53);

Anthropologie (1856); Vermischie Schriften (2 vols.,

1869); Die theistische WeUansicht und ikrt Be-

rechtigung (1873); and Der neuere Spiritualismus

(1878).

Bibuoorapht: R. Eucken, in Zeitackrift far PkHoaoflM
und philoaophiadie Kritik, ex (1807). 1-7; E. von H&rt-

mann, Oeachichte der MetapKyaik, ii. 367-370, Leipsic. lOOa

FICHTE, JOHAim GOTTLIEB: German phi-

losopher; b. at Rammenau, near Bischofswerda

(20 m. e.n.e. of Dresden), May 19, 1762; d. in

Berlin Jan. 27, 1814. The son of a poor weaver,

he attended the public school at Meissen and the

charity school at Schulpforta. Later he studied at

the universities of Jena and Leipsic. For a number
of years he was private tutor in Leipsic, Zurich, and

Warsaw. In 1792 he went to KOnigsberg to hear

Kant, whose transcendentalism he had now adopted.

Here he wrote in four weeks his Veraudi einer

Kritik aJler Offenbarung (Kdnigsberg, 1792), which

appeared anonymously and was taken for a work

of Kant's. When the authorship of the book be-

came known, Fichte's reputation as a philosopher

was made. After a short residence in Zurich, he

entered upon a professorship in philosophy at

Jena in 1794. Here he published Grundlage der

gesammten Wissenschaftslehre (Jena, 1794). his

new system of philosophy; Die Bestimmung da
Gelehrten (1794); Grundlage des NaturrechU (2

parts, 1796; Eng. transl.. The Science of RighU,

Philadelphia, 1869, new ed., London, 1889); and

System der SiUenUhre (1798; Eng. transl., Tkt

Science of Ethics, London, 1897). Both his wri-

tings and lectures made a deep impression; but

they also created a suspicion of atheism. In 1798

he published a little essay entitled Uther den Grund

unsers Glaubens an eine gotUiche Weltregierung, in

which he declared that the moral order of the world

is God, and that there is no other God. Despite

Fichte's strenuous denial of the charge of ath^sm
he was dismissed from the university a few months

later. In June, 1799 he went to Berlin where, ex-

cept for a summer at Erlangen in 1805 and a vixit

to K6nig8berg in 1806-07, he spent the remamder
of his life. In this period falls Die Bedimmung
des Menschen (Berlin, 1800); Grundzuge des gegen-

wdrtigen ZeiUdters (1806), lectures ddivered at

Berlin in 1804-05; Ueber das Wesen dee GMirten

(1806), lectures delivered at the University d
Erlangen in 1805; and Reden an die deutsche Nation

(1808), a famous course of lectures delivered at

Berlin in the winter of 1807-08. He took a

prominent part in the establishment of the Uni-

versity of Berhn and was professor of philosophy

in the new institution from its opening (1810) till

his death. The fruits of his academic work there

will be found in Die Wissenschaftslehre m ihrem

allgemeinen Umrisse (1810; Eng. transl.. The

Science of Knowledge, Philaddphia, 1868, new ed.,

London, 1889); and in Die Thatsachen des Betmstt-

seins (Tiibingen, 1817). Fichte's popular writing

will be found in English translation in The Popular

Works of J. G. Fichte (2 vob., London, 1848-49;

4th ed., 2 vols., 1889), including. The VocaHonofthe

Scholar, The Nature of the Scholar, The Vocation of

Man, Characteristics of the Present Age, The Way
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towards the Blessed Life, and Outlines of the Doctrine

of Knowledge. Fichte's SdmnUliche Werke (8 vols.,

Beriin. 1845-46) were edited by his son I. H. Fichte.

Fichte derives all philosophical knowledge from

the one {ninciple of the consciousness of the

indivisible Ego, which posits its own being in

distinction from a divisible non-Ego. His ethics

is based on the absolute freedom of this Ego
18 an intelligent being. Religion is by him re-

duced to faith in the moral order of the uni-

veise, and this leads to the positive assertion of im-

mortality on the ground that no ego which by the

act of consciousness has become real can ever perish.

While Fichte's subjectivism was soon superseded by
other metaphysical views, his influence as a moral
reforaier is felt in Germany even to-day. See
Ideausm; Religion, Philosophy of.

BouoGmAPHT: The authoritative life is by his eon, I. H.
Fichte, J. O. Fichte'M Leben und liUenxrUcher BHefroedi"
Mi. Leipric, 1862. Other accounta are by C. KeVstliD,

Ttttnngen, 1862; L. Noack, Leipsic, 1862 (important);
0. Pfleideier. Stuttgart. 1877; A. Spir, Leipsic, 1879; W.
Smith, in the Popular Worka, ut sup.; ADB^ vi. 761-771.
On Tarious phases of his philosophy consult: W. Busse.

FuMe und teine Beziehung ntr Gegenwart dea deuUcken
Vciku, HaUe, 1848-49; A. Schopenhauer, Aua A.
Stkopenkauer'a . . . Nachkua, ed. J. Frauenstadt, pp.
101-189. Leipsic 1864; F. Bowen. Modem PhUoaophy,
pp. 310-326. New York. 1877; F. Zinuner, J G. FichU'a
RdioionapKiloaophie, Berlin, 1878; A. Seth, The Devahp-
meiU from Kant to Hegel, London, 1882; C. C. Everett,
Fkkte'a Science of Knawtedge, Chicago. 1884; Anna B.
Thompson. The Unity of Fichte'a Doctrine of Knowledge,
Boston. 1895; I. F. Brown. Doctrine of Freedom of the
Wm in Fiehie'a Philoaophy, Richmond. Ind.. 1900; C.
iTiDoff. Die Bthik J. G. FidUe, Leipsic, 1900; H. Lin-
dso, J. G. Fickte und der neuere Socialiemua, Berlin, 1900;
Eden B. Talbot. The Fundamental Principlea of Fichte'a

PkiloaoTphy, New York. 1906; M. Raich. Fichte, aeine
Bthik, und aeine SteUe turn Problem dea IndividiuMliamua,
Tobiosen. 1907.

ncmUS, MARSILIUS (MARSILIO FICmO):
Italian scholar and Platonic philosopher; b. at
Florence Oct. 19, 1433; d. at Careggi (3 m. n. of

Florence) Oct. 1, 1499. He was the son of a phy-
lician of Cosmo de' Medici and had the patronage
of the Medici's during three generations. He
studied under Gemistos Plethon (q.v.), enjoyed the
intercourse of the leaders of the Renaissance,
became a teacher of philosophy and the head of the
Platonic Academy established in Florence by Cosmo
de' Medici, and numbered among his pupils such
men as Pico della Mirandola, Reuchlin, and Sixtus
IV. Convinced of the essential identity of Platonic
philosophy and religion, since the truth and wisdom
sought by the philosopher are only the truth and
wisdom of God, he took orders in 1473, preached in

Florence, and was promoted to a canonry in the
cathedral. Through his Latin translations from
Plato and the Neoplatonists, Plotinus, Jamblichus,
and Proclus, he gave a tremendous impetus to

Platonic studies in Italy, and thus influenced greatly
the development of European philosophy. His
most important original work is, Theologia Platonica
de animorum immartalitate (Florence, 1482). The
first complete edition of his works was published
at Basel in two volumes.
BnuoGRAPHT: J. G. Schellhom, De vita, moribua et aarip-

tia MaraUii Fidni, in vol. i. of Ammnitatea, Leipde. 1730;
K. Sieyekinc Geachiehte der platoniachen Akademie su
Florene, Gdttingen. 1812; Archivio atorieo Italiano, 1859
(bsr L. Galeotti) and 1865 (by A. Conti).
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1761-67 (inaccurate). Corrections of this must be made
by reference to the prefaces and dedications of his works
(cf. DNB, xviii. 397-398).

FID£LIS,SAIIfT(MARKnSROY): German Ca-
puchin; b. at Sigmaringen (30 m. n.e. of Constance)

1577; d. at Seewis (32 m. s.e. of Schwyz) Apr. 24,

1622. He received a thorough education and stud-

ied law at Freiburg until 1603, after which he trav-

eled extensively, and in 1611 settled at Ensisheim

as a lawyer. In the same year, he entered the

Capuchin Order under the name of Pater Fidelis;

after his ordination he studied theology at the

monasteries of Constance and Frauenfeld. He then

became parish priest successively at Rheinfelden

and Freiburg, and finally guardian in the monas-
tery of Feldldrch. When the Austrians and Span-
iards seized a portion of the Swiss territories in

1620 and sought to reconvert them to the Roman
Catholic Church, the Congregation of the Propa-
ganda placed Fidelis at the head of the Rhetian
mission. On the day of his death he preached in

the church of Seewis under the protection of a
detachment of soldiers, whereupon the desperate

peasants captured the church and rout^ the

troops, murdering the fleeing preacher in the

street. His corpse was first buried at Seewis and
later at Chur, wliile his head was interred at Feld-

kirch. He was canonized by Benedict XIV. on
June 29, 1746. (E. BLOscHf.)
Bibuoorapht: Sources for a life are in H. Murer, HtlveUa

tanda, pp. 431 sqq.. Lucerne, 1648; F. Sprecher von
Bemeck, HUt. motuum et bellorum, Qeneva, 1620, Qerm.
tranal.. i. 334. Chur, 1856. The best modem life is in

A. BuUer. Livea of the FaiherM, i. 404-496, London, 1867;
consult also KL, iv. 1482-85.

FIEF, ECCLESIASTICAL: A term used some-
times as equivalent to Benefice (q.v.), but more
properly designating an estate belonging to the

Church and conferred by feudal tenure. Military

service was included in the obligations of a true

fief, even when held by a cleric—but in this case,

as the canons forbade him to bear arms, he was
allowed to provide a substitute. The practise of

granting church lands attained such proportions

during the Middle Ages that Pius V., in 1567,

prohibited any further grants, providing for the

immediate incorporation with the papal camera of

any fiefs that fell in. On this principle Clement
VIII. incorporated the duchy of Ferrara with the

States of the Church in 1598, and Urban VIII. did

the same with Urbino, Castro, and Ronciglione.

Famous instances of countries held by their rulers

as vassals of the pope were Aragon (1208), England
(1213), the island of Sardinia (1295), Naples and
Sicily down to the second half of the eighteenth

century. (O. MEjKRf.)

Bibuooraphy: G. A. Jeniohen, Thetaurua jurU jeudoLU,

i. 900. Frankfort. 1750; O. L. Bdhmer, OUervoMonee jurU
feudalU, no. 7. Odttingen, 1784; RechUlextkan, vi. 386
qq., Leipeic, 1845; KL, vii. 607-600.

FIELD, FREDERICK: Church of England; b.

in London July 20, 1801; d. at Norwich Apr. 19,

1885. He studied at Trinity College, Cambridge
(B.A., 1823), and from 1824 to 1843 was fellow of

his college. He was ordained priest in 1828, and
was rector of Reepham, Norfolk, 1842-63, resigning

that he might be able to devote himself entirely to

his edition of the fragments of Origen's Htxajia,

a work the erudition of which is universally recog-

nized. He was elected an honorary feOow of Trinity

College in 1875 and was a member of the British

Old Testament Revision Company. In theology he

avoided both the Evangelical and ritualistic ex-

tremes. He edited the Greek text of Chiysostom's

homilies on Matthew (3 vols., Cambridge, 1839)

and on all the Pauline Epistles (7 vols., Oxford,

1849-62) ; Isaac Barrow's Treatise on the Pope's Su-

premacy (London, 1851); J. E. Grabe's text of the

Septuagint (Oxford, 1859); and Origenis Hexa-

plorufn qu<B aupereunt (2 vols., 1867-74); and wrote

Otium Norvicense (3 parts, 1864-86; the third

part, Notee on select Passages of the Greek TesUt-

mentf reprinted with additions by the author and

edited by A. M. Knight, 1897). He also coDab-

orated on Payne Smith's Thesaurus Syriacus.

Biblioorapht: His autobiography is in the preface to hii

edition of Origen's Hexapta. Consult W. Aldis Wricki,

in Can^ttridae Review, Biay 6, 1885; DNB, xviii. 403-401

FIELD, HENRY MARTYN: Presbyterian; b.

at Stockbridge, Mass., Apr. 3, 1822; d. there Dec

29, 1907. He studied at Williams CoUege (BJl,

1838), East Wmdsor Hill (now Hartford) Theo-

logical Seminary (1838-41), and Yale Divinity

School (1841-42), and was pastor at St. Louis, Mo.

(1842-47), and West Springfield, Mass (1850-64).

From 1854 to 1900 he was editor and proprietor of

The Evcmgelist, a Presbyterian weekly, published

in New York City. His travel-sketches enjoyed

great repute. His published works include: The

Irish Confederates, and the Rebellion of 1798 (New

York, 1861); Summer Pictures from Copenhagen

to Venice (1859); History of the Atlantic Telegraph

(1866); From the Lakes of KiUamey to the Golden

Horn (1876); From Egypt to Japan (1877); On

the DeseH; with Review of Events in Egypt (1883);

Among the Holy Hills (1884); The Greek Islandg

and Turkey after the War (1885); Blood Thicker

than Water : A Few Days among our Southern

Brethren (1886); Old and New Spain (1888); Gi-

braltar (1889); Bright Skies and Dark Shadoiss

(1890); The Story of the Atlantic Telegraph (1893);

and The Life of David Dudley Field (1898).

FIELD, RICHARD: English clergyman and

theological writer; b. at Hemel Hempstead (23 m.

n.w. of London), Hertfordshire, Oct. 15, 1561; d.

at Windsor (23 m. w. of London) Nov. 21, 1616.

He attended the Berkhampstead school and in

1577 entered Oxford, studying sucoessivdy at

Magdalen College, Magdalen Hall, and Queen's

CoUege (B.A., 1581; M.A., 1584; B.D., 1592; D.D.,

1596). As a lecturer (1584-91) at Magdalen HaD

he made himself famous for his knowledge of

divinity and his abiUty as a disputant. In 1594

he became divinity lecturer at Lincoln's Inn, and

soon afterward rector at Burghclere, Hampshire.

In 1598 he became a chaplain in ordinary to Queen

EUzabeth, in 1604 canon at Windsor, wid in 1609

dean of Gloucester. He was abo chaplain to Jame«

I., who sent him to the Hampton Court Conference

in 1604 and called him to Oxford in 1605 to take

part in the Divinity Act. James held Fidd in

high esteem, delighted to discuss points of theology
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with him, and intended to raise him to the see of

Oxford. On hearing Field preach for the first

time, the king had exclaimed, " This is a field for

God to dwell in." Thomas Fuller called him " that

learned divine whose memory smelleth Uke a field

which the Lord hath blessed." Field's fame now
rests upon his work entitled, Of the Ciurch, Five

Books (2 vols., London, 160&-10; 2d. ed., Oxford,

1628; modem ed., 4 vols., Cambridge, 1847-52),

which has taken its place with Hooker's Polity as

one of the grandest monuments of polemical divinity

in the English language.

BnuooaAPHT: N. Field, Some Short MemcriaU conoeminff

Ike lAfe . . , of R. Field, published by J. Le Neve, Lon-
don. 171^17; A. k Wood, Athena Oxonieneee, ed. P.

BfiM, u. ISl-lSe, 4 vob.. London, 1813-20; DNB, xviii.

411-412.

FIELD SERVICE (Germ. Felddiakanie): Service

rendered to combatants on the field of war,

prompted by the spirit of love and in its origin

oi the nature of Christian ministration, but in-

fluenced also by the spirit of secular humani-
tarianism. See War.

FIFTH MOlfARCHY MElf : Millenarian enthu-

aasts of the Commonwealth period in England
who believed and taught that Christ was setting

up " a fifth monarchy in the world," laid claim to

the gift of prophecy, and wished to destroy all

anti-Christian " forms '' (e.g., an EstabUshed
Church). Early leaders were Vavasor Powell (d.

1670), a nonconformist minister, who with all

his eccentricities seemB to have been a man of

abOity and worth, and Christopher Feake (not

heard of after 1660), an irregular preacher. They
were bitterly opposed to Cromwell, whom Feake
called " the most dissembling and perjured vil-

lain in the world." Both were imprisoned by
Cromwell, but were leniently treated and they were
violent only in word. In Apr., 1657, one Thomas
Venner, a cooper, headed a plot for a rising of Fifth

Monarchy men in London. It was discovered and
Venner was kept in prison till 1659. On Jan. 6,

1661, he set out with a considerable following to

overthrow the government. They marched the
streets with the cry " Long live King Jesus," until

they were dispersed by the guards. Three days
later the renmant of them was captured. Veimer
was hanged and quartered on Jan. 19.

Bhuookapbt: D. Neal, lAvea of Oie PuriCarM, ii. 17&-220
of Harper's ed., New York, n.d.; E. Rogers, Some Ac-
eemntof the ** Life and Opinions " of a Fifth MonarchyMont
. . . from Oie WriUnge of John Rogere, London, 1867;
J. Stooghton, ReOgion in England, ii. 57-60. ib. 1881;
DNB, xviii. 271-272 (Ufe of Feake). xlvi. 24»-252 (Life

of Powell), Iviii. 212 (Life of Venner).

FIJI or Vm ISLANDS: A group of two hun-
dred and fifty islands in the Southern Pacific,

comprising an area of nearly 8,(XX) square miles.

The two largest islands are Vanua Levu {** Great
Land "), which is one hundred miles long and has
ftn area of 2,600 square miles, and Viti Levu
("Great Viti or Fiji"), which is ninety by fifty

miles and 4,250 square miles in extent. Some
eighty of the islands are inhabited. They are

of coral and volcanic formation, and have a
pleasant climate. The islands were discovered

by Tasman in 1643, and were visited by BUgh in

1 *-. r*^

1789, and by Wilson in 1797. The Fijians combine
characteristics of the Melanesian and Polynesian

types. Physically they are an ath-

Descrip- letic, well-formed race, and mentally

tion and they are far above the Papuans. The
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their proneness to idleness, and the contaminating

contact with the baser whites.

The Ejiglish Wesleyans have been the only

Protestants laboring in Fiji until recently the

Seventh-day Adventists have entered the field.

The Wesleyan churches in 1905 were divided into

12 circuits with 799 organized congregations, 17

European (or Australian) missionaries, 80 native

ministers, 75 native catechists, 1,004 native terchers,

3,411 native local preachers, and 5,999 native

class leaders, 35,456 native church members, and
5,499 on probation. There were 1,163 Sunday
Schools and 28,403 native teachers and scholars,

1,151 day schools with 18,130 scholars. The
** attendants at public worship " numbered 86,005.

The chief institution of higher learning is Navuloa
where ministers as well as teachers are trained.

There are also high schools for boys and girls. In

1905, 22 new church buildings were put up in the

single circuit of Ra.
The Roman Catholics are actively engaged on

the islands and in 1903 had 30 European priests

and 20 nuns, 71 churches and chapels, 163 schools,

and 1,880 scholars. All the schools on the islands

are supported by the Wesleyans and Catholics,

except two, which receive subsidies from the gov-

ernment. A large missionary problem is offered

by the laborers transported from British India and
numbering in 1905 26,000 with only two mission-

aries laboring among them. The Fijians also send

out foreign missionaries trained at Navuloa.

D. S. SCHAFF.

Bibliography: T. Williams. Fiji and the Fijiane, and J.

Calvert, Mx»$ionary Labourt amono the CannibaU, issued

in one vol., London, 1870 (interesting and exhaustive);

L. Forbes, Tioo Yeart in Fiji, ib. 1876; Miss C. F. O.
Gumming. At Home in Fiji, 2 vols., ib. 1881; A. H.
Johnston, Camping among the Cannibala, ib. 1884; W.
Reed, Recent Wanderirige in Fiji, ib. 1888; J. W. Alex-
ander, The lelande of the Pacific; a Sketch of Miseione
in the Pacific, pp. 390-408. New York, 1805; Stateeman'e
Year Book, 1005; Report of the Methodist Mieeionary
Society of Auetralia for 1906, Sydney, 1906.

FILIOOUE CONTROVERSY: A dispute which
concerns one of the principal differences between
the Eastern and the Western Churches, arising

from the fact that the latter adds the word filioque

to its creed. The Apostles' Creed has simply,
" And in the Holy Ghost," to which the Constan-

tinopolitan Creed (q.v.) added, '* Who proceedeth

from the father." There the Greek Church stopped,

while the Latin Church, without the sanction of an
ecumenical council, or even consultation with the

Greek Church, added, " and the Son " {filioque).

The Greek Church protested as soon as it discovered

the addition; and attempts which have since been

made to reestablish imion between the two churches

have been wrecked chiefly on this word.

The addition is met with for the first time in

the acts of the Third CouncU of Toledo (589), in

opposition to Arianism. From Spain it spread

into France, where it seems to have been gener-

ally adopted at the time of Charlemagne. The
Councils of Constantinople (681) and the Second

Nicsea (787) did not notice it. In 809 two monks
from the court of Charlemagne made a pilgrim-

age to the Holy Land, and were accused of heresy

by the hermits of Moimt Olivet for their use of

filioque. Charlemagne felt provoked; and the

council which he convoked at Aix-la-Chapellt

(Aachen, 809) sanctioned the use of the addition.

Pope Leo III., whose confirmation of the de-

cision of the coimcil was asked for by CJharie-

magne, refused formally to incorporate the filioque

in the creed, though he admitted the justness

and soundness of its doctrinal bearing; and tliifi

attitude of cautious reserve the pope endeavored

to maintain so far as he could imder the pressure

of the steadily growing impatience of the East

and the all but universal practise of the We^.
Toward the close of the century, however, this

attitude became impossible. Photius, in his ency-

clical letter, emphasizes the filioque as one of the

gravest errors of the poj>e; and the Council of

Constantinople anathematized it. Political cir-

cumstances compelled the pK)pe to take up the

challenge. Nevertheless, the first time a pope

actually used the addition to the creed was in

1014, by Benedict VIII., at the crowning of Heniy

II. From that moment the pope himself appears

as the defender of the practise of the Western

Church, and at the CJouncil of Ferrara-Florence he

seemed to have entirely forgotten that, at least

historically, there was a flaw in his argument.

The doctrine in whose statement the word fduh

que was destined to play so prominent a part is

called the " Procession of the Holy Ghost." Tbe

term comes from John xv. 26, in which Christ

speaks of the spirit of truth who *' proceedeth

from the Father." Inasmuch as nothing is said

in this passage or in any other of the " double

procession," i.e., from both the Father and the Son,

the Greek Church holds to the single procession,

and defends its position not only by an appeal to

the text of Scripture and to the original form of the

Nicene Oeed, but also to the ** monarchy " (Gk.

monarchia) of the Father as the sole fountain, root,

and cause of the deity. It distinguishes sharply

between the eternal metaphysical procession of the

Spirit from the Father alone, and the temporal

mission of the Spirit by the Father and the Son

(John xiv. 26, xvi. 7). The former belongs to the

trinity of essence, the latter to the trinity of reve-

lation, and begins with the Day of Pentecost. The

Latin Church defends the double procession on the

grounds of the double mission of the Spirit and the

essential unity of the Son with the Father; so that,

if the Spirit proceed from the essence of the Father,

he must also proceed from the essence of the Son,

because they have the same essence. The Greek

patriarchs declined to attend the Vatican CouncU of

1870, on the ground of the heresy of the Latin

Church upon thb point.

A compromise was suggested from the wriling^

of John of Damascus, to say that the Spirit pro-

ceeds from the Father, through the Son. This was

accepted by the conference held in Bonn (Aug.,

1875) between the Old Cathohcs, Orientals, and

Anglo-Catholics, in which the filioque was sur-

rendered as an unauthorized addition to the Oeed.

See CONSTANTINOPOUTAN CrEED.

BiBUOORAPHY. Besides the literature on the Constanti-

nopolitan Creed, consult. J. G. Walch, Hitioria cvn-

troveraia . . de proceeeione Spiritue Sandh Jeoa, 1751;
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J. M. Neale. Hi$t. of the Holy Eaatem Church, i. 1093,

LoodoQ, 1860; E. 8. Foulkes. HiMorical Accouni of the

Adiiium of FUioque to the Creed, London, 1867; A. P.

Stanley, Lecturea on the Hiat. of the Ecutem Church, p.

142 sqq.. ib. 1869; K, R. Hagenbach, HUt. of Christian

Dodrines, ii. 205, Edinburgh, 1880; C. Adams. " Fili-

oqne," ib. 1884; G. B. Howard. StJUam between the Orien-

tal and the Weetem Churchee, ib. 1892; Schaff, Christian

Chvrdi, iii. 687 eqq.

FIHAlf, SAINT: Second bishop of Lindisfarae,

where he died Aug. 31, 661. He was a monk of

lona, succeeded Aidan (q.v.) at Lindisfame 652,

and was ordained in Scotland. Aided by Oswy,

king of Northumbria (642-670) and brother of St.

Oswald (q.v.), he extended his missionaiy labors,

and baptized Peada, king of Mercia, and Sigbert,

king of the East Saxons. He consecrated one of his

priests, Diuma, as first bishop of Mercia, (Dedd

(q.v.) as bishop of Essex, and Cellach as Diuma 's

successor. He adhered to the old British date for

Easter.

Bbuoorafht: Bede, Hiet. ecd., iii. 17, 21, 22, 25-27;

A P. Forbes. Kalendar of SeotHeh SainU, pp. 348-349.

Edinburgh, 1872.

FIHDLAY, GEORGE GILLAITOERS: EngUsh

Methodist; b. at Welshpool (18 m. s.w. of Shrews-

buiy), Montgomeryshire, Wales, Jan. 3, 1849. He
studied at Wesley College, Sheffield (1865-67), Rich-

mond Theological College (1869-70), and London

University (B.A., 1868). He was assistant tutor at

Headingley 0>llege 1870-74; classical tutor at Rich-

mondTheological College 1874-81 ; and was appoint-

ed tutor in New Testament exegesis and classics in

the Headingley branch of the Wesleyan Theological

Institution, Leeds, 1881. He has prepared thesec-

tioDs on the Epistles to the Galatians (1888) and

I^hesians (1892) in The Expositor's Bible (London);

Epistles of the Apostle Paul : Their Origin and Con-

tento (1892); Epistles of PaulJhe Apostle (1893);

Church of Christ in the New Testament (1893);

Christian Doctrine and Morals (1894); The Books of

the Prophets in their Historical Succession (3 vols.,

1896-1907); Thessalonians in The Cambridge Greek

Testament (Cambridge, 1897); and The Things Above

(London, 1902). He edited A. M. Hillier's transla-

tion of L. A. Sabatier's UApCtre Paul (London,

1891).

FINLAND.
Introduction and Progress of Christianity (S 1).

The Reformation ($ 2).

Biahf^w Juusten and Erici ({ 3).

The Serenteenth Century (§ 4).

The Eighteenth and Nineteenth Centuries (S 5).

Present Conditions ($ 6).

Finland is at present a grand duchy of Russia,

bounded on the north by Norway, on the east by

the Russian governments of Archangel and Olonetz,

on the southeast and south by Lake Ladoga, the

government of St. Petersburg, and the Gulf of

Finland, on the west by the Gulf of Bothnia and

by SwedCTi; area 144,000 square miles; population

(1903) 2,850,000; capital Helsingfors. With the

coDversioD to Christianity (see below) the country

came under Swedish government, and so remained

till 1809, when it was definitely ceded to Russia.

The great majority of the people are Lutherans

(98 per cent in 1900, when the number of Greek

Orthodox was 46,466 and of Roman Catholics 755).

It is agreed that the Finns, a branch of the Ural-

Altaic race, originated on the banks of the Yenisei

River or Lake Baikal in Asia, and moved westward
in the course of centuries. The iso-

I. Intro- lated position of Finland in the north,

duction and between the Gulfs of Bothnia and
Progress of Finland, explains the fact that it is

Christianity, not mentioned in history till com-
paratively late. It came into con-

tact with the rest of Europe through Sweden as

well as by connections with the apostolic see in

Rome. About 1157, King Eric IX. of Sweden,
whose coasts were harassed by Finnish pirates, un-

dertook a war of conversion against Finland. An
Englishman, Henry by name, accompanied him as

missionary. The Finns were forced to accept

baptism and Christianity, and at the same time

had to submit to foreign rule. Henry remained
in the country, but soon died as martyr. A new
crusade from Sweden was undertaken in 1249 by
Jarl Birger, and a third followed in 1290, under the

leadership of Torkel Knutson. The Christian

Church began to take root in Finland. The bishop's

seat was finally fixed in Abo, where it is still, and
the entire spiritual and secular administration

centered there. It was the bishop's task to organ-

ize the newly founded Church, to baptize, build

churches, and accustom the barbarous people to

Christian manners. The bishopric of Abo was
filled by a number of efficient and powerful men,
who, in the beginning, were Swedes; the first Fin-

nish bishop was Magnus I. (1291-1308). Other
prominent bishops were Hemming (1338-66),

Magnus Olai Tavast (1412-50), Conrad Bitze (1460-

1489), and Magnus Stjemkors (1489-1500). They
possessed the best scientific culture of their time,

having studied in Paris, Leipsic, and Bologna.

The bishops of Finland had an influential position,

not only in the Church, but also in poUtics. Swe-
dish rulers took pains to win them for their cause.

A supreme court, instituted by King Eric of Pom-
erania, counted the bishop and several priests

among its members. The bishop was elected by
the cathedral chapter, but the election had to be
confirmed by the pope. He had to swear allegiance

to the pope, to the Church, and to the king of

Sweden. The chapter consisted originally of four

and later of ten canons. In 1340 there was insti-

tuted the office of cathedral provost, and in 1 389
an archdeaconry. Apart from the cathedral

chapter, so-called country-provosts were appointed

who were entrusted with the ecclesiastical super-

vision of certain districts, called provostships. Be-
fore the Reformation, the (I^urch of Finland

attained its highest development under Bishop Mag-
nus Tavast (1412-50). The standard of morality

among the priests was generally on a level with
conditions in other countries. Tlie law of ceHbacy,

introduced in Sweden in 1248, was valid also for

Finland, at least nominally. From the oldest

times the people paid tithes. Now and then dis-

putes occurred between the secular clergy and the

orders, and a bull, issued in 1395 by Boniface IX.,

accurately defined the activity of the monks. Men-
dicant friars appeared in Finland as early as 1250.

There were six monasteries—two of the Dominicans
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in Abo and Viborg, three of tlie Franciscans

in Abo, Raumo and Kdker, and one of the

Brigittines in Nadindal. The brotherhoods of

the Middle Ages also found admission into Fin-

land; fifteen guilds are known to have existed.

There was no higher institution of learning.

The land su£fered much, as it was always a
bone of contention between Sweden and Russia.

For centuries there were continual battles between
the different tribes in the interior. The spiritual

culture of the people was neglected in these tur-

bulent times, especially since the Roman Church
was never interested in the real education of the

people. At the Synod of SOderkOping in Sweden
(1441) it was decided that the Lord's Prayer, the

Ave Maria, and the Creed should be translated into

the mother tongue. Bishop Tavast participated,

and it may be assumed that these decisions applied

also to Finland. Before 1500 there were 120
churches in Finland. In 1504 the Swedish gov-
ernment ordered the building of new churches since

the congregations were so large that some people

lived ninety miles from a church. No books for the

use of the people have been preserved from the

Middle Ages, but a Missale Aboenae, published in

1483 at the instance of Bishop Bitze, for the use

of the cathedral of Abo, is known, and also a Manu-
ale Aboenae (1522) for the use of the Finnish Chim^h.

In consequence of the connection of Finland with
Sweden, the Reformation took the same course in

both countries. The first herald of the Reforma-
tion in Finland was Peter 8&rkilahti, who had
studied imder Luther and Melanchthon. In 1524
he returned to his native countiy and began to

preach the new doctrine. Owing to

2. The Ref- the isolated position of Finland, the

ormation. people were not prepared for it and
the Roman Church had a larger field

of usefulness than in Germany. The first Evan-
gelical bishop of Finland was Martin Skytte, a quiet

and humble man. His activity was not revolu-

tionaiy. The real Reformer of Finland was Michael
Agricola, son of a poor fisher of Pema, who received

his rudimentaiy education in the school of Abo and
studied in Wittenberg. There he adopted the

cause of the Reformation. Like the other Reform-
ers, he immediately undertook a translation of

the Bible in order to gain a firm basis for his work.

In 1543 he published a primer and soon afterward

a catechism, in 1544 a book of prayer. The trans-

lation of the New Testament, which he had begun
in Wittenberg, appeared in 1548. In the following

year he published a manual on baptism and in

1551 the continuation of his translation of the Bible,

the Psalms and part of the Prophets. Haggai,

Zechariah, and Malachi followed in 1552. Agricola

died in 1554. He is gratefully remembered and
highly esteemed by the Finnish people as the Re-
former of Finland and the father of Finnish litera-

ture. The Reformation was completed by Jacob

Finno. Agricola gave the Finns the New Testa-

ment, Finno taught them to sing the Psalms. His

psalm-book was published in 1583 at Stockholm.

The only copy in existence is defective and is

in the libraiy of Upsala. On the whole the Reform-
atory movement took a quiet course, without

great frictions. But a sect originated, tradng its

origin to a certain Zechariah, a Jew of Novgorod,

which advocated the celebration of the seventh

day as Sabbath and obedience to the law of Moses.

It was condemned at a council in 1504.

Under King Gustavus Vasa, Finland was divided

into two bishoprics. The eastern part of the

country was constituted a BQ)ar»te

3. Bishops diocese with Viborg as cathedral town.

Juusten The first bishop there was Paul Juusten

and EricL who also had studied at Wittenberg

The church forms in Finland were

modeled in general after the mother countiy Swe-

den. A church order was issued in 1571. Until

that time there were no general church r^ulations.

Some of the ecclesiastical positions were filled

immediately by the king, others by the lusbop

and chapter. The men who influenced most

deeply the culture of Finland after the introductioD

of the Reformation were Bishop Paul Juusten

and Bishop Ericus Erici. Juusten became biihop

in Viborg in 1554, and in Abo in 1563. He wrote

the Capita rerum syruxiiccarum which formed the

basis of discussions at a convention of priests in

Abo in 1573 and which gives an insight into the

ecclesiastical conditions of the time. He onphs-

sized especially that the priests in their conduct

should be models for the members of the congre-

gation. For the guidance of priests he compiled

a collection of sermons which, however, was never

printed. The manuscript was burned in the great

conflagration in Abo in 1827 when many other

treasures perished. In 1574 he published a Finnish

catechism in Stockholm and in the following year

a manual. He also collected everything that was

known of church conditions in Finland in the Middle

Ages, under the title Chronicon episcopcrwn Fin-

landensium (ed. H. G. Porthan, Abo, 1784-1800;

also, ed. C. Annerstedt, in Faut, Scriptores rentm

Svecicarum, iii., section 2, Upsala, 1871, pp. 132-

135), and has been justly called the father of the

chim^h history of Finkmd. Not less important

and influential was his yoimger contemporary,

Ericus Erici. He was bom in the middle of the

sixteenth century, studied abroad, and after his

return became rector of Gefle in Sweden (157S).

In 1583 he was appointed bishop of both Finnish

dioceses. He wrote an extensive catechism for the

clergy and the first book of homilies in the FLnniah

language which was still read and loved in the begin-

ning of the nineteenth centuiy.

An important event in the intellectual and

spiritual life of Finland was the foundation of the

academy in Abo (1640). A gymna-

4. The sium, founded ten years before, had

Seventeenth shown itself insufficient for the in-

Century, creased demands of education; the

population at that time had increased

to about 400,000 persons. The number of pro-

fessors in the academy was eleven, of whom three

were in the theological faculty. While this con-

cerned chiefly the higher circles of society, another

event occurred a few years later, the effect of which

was felt in the most distant parts of the land—in

1642 the people received the whole Bible in a Fin-

nish translation (see BiBLBVBBaiONB,B,V.). School
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iffiin were r^ulated by an order, issued by Queen
QuistioA in 1649, according to which there were
to be three kinds of educational institutions

—

icademies, gymnasia, and schoob.

After the vigorous period of the Reformation
theology degenerated into dead orthodoxy. One
of the most aealous defenders of the Lutheran
doetrine was Professor Enevald Svenonius in Abo
who in his zeal for pure doctrine caused the depo-

sition of Bishop Terserus, a deserving man, for

aDeged syncretistic views. The extreme desire for

pure doctrine manifested itself also in the notorious

trills for witchcraft at that time. Numerous per-

SDD8 were burned at the stake or beheaded aiter

disgraceful trials, in Sweden as well as in Finland.

Even the most intelligent men of the time labored

under that delusion. The Pietistic movement has

aa honorable place in the annals of Finnish church
history. The most noteworthy representatives

of Piedsm were Johannes WegeUus the Elder and
Johsimes Wegelius the Younger. The older Wege-
Uos corresponded with Spener; the yoimger Wege-
Hut published a book of homilies Se evangelium-

aKn«i Volffeus C The Evangelical Light ") which
went through three editions. The latter decades
of the seventeenth centurymay justly be called the

period of the two bishops, father and son, each
mined Johannes Geaelius. They were conservative

in theology and made it their principal task to

educate the common people (see Gezelius, Johan-
m).
The end of the seventeenth century was a time

of great distress and suffering for Finland. A
hundred thousand persons died of hunger. King
Qttries XII. of Sweden led his people from war to

war, and extreme poverty was the natural conse-

quence. The new century also began with tumult
of war and shedding of blood. The great Northern
War sacrificed thousands of Finns. For a quarter

of a century suffering increased from year to year

in an incredible degree. The period

5. The from 1713 to 1721 is called the time
Eigltteenth of great discord in the histoiy of

and Finland. It seemed as if all life

Hineteentfa ceased to pulsate. The peace of

Centuries* Nystod in 1721 put an end to the

bloody days of war, but a long
tone passed before order was restored. Rus-
sa took possession of a considerable portion of

eastern Fiioland, and the rest of the country under-
went a new development. The cathedral chap-
ter of the East was transferred from Viborg to

Bofgo where it is still. As the war had exhausted
aimoet all material resources, the interests of the

Church naturally suffered. The new spirit of the
nineteenth centuiy which governed all Europe
even entered Finland. The free thought of France
pervaded the eourt of King Gustavus III. in Stock-
hofan, and thence spread among the lower classes

of society. The Church of Finland presented the
same picture of stupor and indifference as the rest

of Protestant Christianity. A barren moralism
took the place of a vivid faith; but in this time of

need God sent a powerful awakening,—a new Piet-M originated in Finland. Its author was Paavo
Ruotaalainen, a peasant. A great numder of

younger clergymen joined the movement, while

the older clergy showed more conservative senti-

ments. F. G. Hedberg separated from the move-
ment, taking a more Evangelical course, and found
many adherents (see Bornholbiers). There are to-

day two main tendencies in the Finnish Church—one
keeping more strictly to the Law, whose adherents

gathered later around the doctrinal sjrstem of J. T.
Beck, the well-known theologian of Tubingen (see

Beck, Johann Tobias), and a more Evangelical

one whose acknowledged leader was Hedberg.
Many Christian sects have also made propaganda

—

Baptists, Methodists, Adventists, and others. Free-

churchism has its workers here and there. For
some decades the sect of the Lsestadians, called after

Provost Lars Levi Lsestadius, has been active in

northern and southern Finland.

In 1850, Finland was divided into three dioceses

—

Abo, Borgo, and Kuopio; in 1897 Nyslott was
added as a fourth. Since 1817 the bishop of Abo
has been archbishop and thus primate of the Fin-

nish Church. From 1839 to 1843 a
6. Present theological periodical was published at
Conditioiu. Abo, the EckUsiastikt lAUeraturblad,

Bishop Schauman edited for some
years (1869-72) SanningsviUnet ("Witness of

truth **). Professor Raboergh, who later became
bishop, edited a valuable periodical for theology
and Church. At present there are two periodicals:

TheologUk tidaknft and Wartija ("Watchman").
The new chim^h law, enacted on July 1, 1870, was
of great importance. According to it, representa-

tives of the laity have the right of decision in eccle-

siastical questions. A general convention of the
Evangelical Lutheran Church in Finland meets
every tenth year, or oftener, if necessary. It

discusses vital questions of the Church, such as
changes in church law, introduction of new church
books, catechisms, Bible translations, etc. An-
other event of the most vital importance was the
separation of Church and school, in 1870. At
present, there are 1,273 elementary schools. As
Finland does not yet possess any civil lists, the
church registers of the congregations are the only
official documents upon which the census is based.
Consequently is it the duty of pastors to keep
registers- of crimes, vaccination, and lists of men
subject to military duty. Since the church con-
vention of 1886 Finland has had a new hymn-book,
catechism, and collection of pericopes. A Bible
committee is preparing a new translation of the
Bible which is necessitated by the national awaken-
ing of the last decades and the development of the
language. After the great conflagration at Abo in

1827, the university was removed from that city

to Helsingfors. The teaching force of the university
has been doubled since 1640, but the theological

faculty consists of only four ordinary professors.

A candidate of theology must have been two years
in service before the respective cathedral chapter
admits him to the official examination which gives
him the privilege of applying for a pastorate.

There are consistorial and imperial pastorates.

In the former case the preacher is elected by the
congregation and confirmed by the cathedral
chapter, in the latter case the confirmation comet
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from the government. Since 1842 the Finnish

Church has had a widows' or pension fund from

which widows and orphans of preachers and teachers

receive annual pensions. On the whole, the Fin-

nish people are attached to the Church. The in-

crease of merely external education among the

conunon p>eople has to a certain degree loosened

their attachment, and some school teachers are

hostile to the Church. Moreover, the antieccle-

siastical press has tried to sow discord and estrange

people from the Church, but so far without success.

See Sweden. (J. A. Cbderbero.)

Bibuoorapht: The literature, mostly in Finnish and
Swedish, is given in Hauck-Hersog, RE, vi. 66. Sources
are: M. P. Juusten. Chronicon epiacoporum Finlanden-

•ium, ed. H. G. Porthan, Abo, 1784-1800; H. G. Port-

han, Opera aeUcta, 5 vols.. Helsingfors, 185&-73; Regia-

trum ecclencB Aboermt, ib. 1890. Consult, M. J. Alopnus,
Barga aymnaaii hiatoria, Borga, 1804; Finnland und
die evangeliadi-lutheriache Kirche, Berlin, 1868; Finr-

land in the Nineteenth Century, Helsingfors, 1894; J. R.
Fisher, Finland and the Taare, 1809-99, London, 1899;
Dwight, Tupper and Bliss, Encyclopedia of Mieaiona, pp.
236-237. New York, 1904.

FINLEY, SAMUEL : American Presbyterian, fifth

president of the College of New Jersey (Princeton);

b. in County Armagh, Ireland, 1715; d. in Phila-

delphia, Pa., July 17, 1766. Having received a good
education from his parents, who were of Scottish

descent, he came to Philadelphia in 1734, and stud-

ied for the ministry. He was ordained by the New
Brunswick presbytery in 1742 and sent to Milford,

Conn., in 1843, but for preaching to the Second
Society at New Haven, in violation of the statute

forbidding itinerant ministers to preach in any
parish without the consent of the pastor, he was
expelled from the colony as a vagrant a few months
later. In 1744 he accepted a call to Nottingham,
Md., where he established an academy which
acquired considerable fame. He remained at

Nottingham till 1761, when he succeeded Samuel
Davies as president of the College of New Jersey.

Though he never published anjrthing but occasional

sermons he enjoyed a great reputation as a scholar,

and in 1763 received the degree of D.D. from the

University of Glasgow. Among his sermons may
be mentioned, Christ Triumphing and Satan Raging

(1741), The Curse of Meroz (1757), and On the

Death of President Davies (1761).

FINNEY, CHARLES GRANDISON: Congregation-

aUst, revivalist, theologian and president of Oberlin

College; b. at Warren, Litchfield Ck)unty, Conn.,

Aug. 29, 1792; d. at Oberlin, O., Aug. 16, 1875.

When he was two years old his parents removed
to Oneida County, N. Y., thus placing him beyond
the reach of more than a common school educa-

tion. When about twenty he went to New Jersey,

where he attended a high school and taught. In

later years he acquired some knowledge of Latin,

Greek, and Hebrew. In 1818 he entered a law
office in Adams, N. Y. At that time, he says, he
was ** almost as ignorant of religion as a heathen "

{Autobiography, p. 7). His curiosity was excited

by quotations from the Bible in his law books, and
he purchased the first copy he had ever owned,
and began to attend prayei^meeting and church.

His conversion in 1821 was remarkable for its

suddenness, thoroughness, and the definitely marked

stages of his experience. After great mental

agony, in which he prayed long and fervently,

suddenly, he says, " the Holy Spirit descended upon

me in a manner that seemed to go through me, body

and soul. I could feel the impression like a wave

of electricity going through and through me"
(Autobiography, p. 20). Feeling an immediate call

to preach, he forsook the law, was

Conversion received imder care of nresbytery

and Ac- (1822), and licensed to preach (1824).

tive Life. He at once turned his attention to

revival labors, which were coDtinned,

with few interruptions until 1860, when be was

forced to give up the work of an itinerant evangelist

on account of age. These labors, beginning in

western and central New York, were extended to

Boston, New York, Philadelphia, and other cities

of the East, and reached to En^and in 1849 and

1858. In 1832 he accepted a call to the pastorate

of the Second Free Church of New York City, and

in 1834 another to the recently organised Congre-

gational Church in the same city, known as the

Broadway Tabernacle. In 1835 he went to Oberiin

as professor of theology, and he continued to labor

till the time of his death as instructor, pastor, and

college president (1852). During his r^denoe it

Oberlin he continued, as before, to hold revival

meetings.

As preacher Finney had rare gifts. Wherever

he went extensive revivals prevailed. His manner

was dramatic, direct, and personal. He used simple

language and illustrations. His presentation was

clear and strictly logical. He directed his appeals

to the conscience, rather than to the emotions,

and made it tremble and quake by his searching

analysis of the motives of action.

As Revival- He chose for themes passages which

isty Preach- delineate the sinner's condition as

er, and one of conscious alienation from (}od,

Teacher, and sinning against him. He dwelt

upon the enmity of the carnal mind,

the want of holiness, and the certidn destmcticm

of the impenitent. He called upon his hearers

to come to an inunediate decision and submit

to God. " Instead of telling sinners," he sap,

" to use the means of grace, and pray for a

new heart, I called on them to make themselves

a new heart and spirit, and pressed the duty of

inmiediate surrender to God " (Autcbiographf, p.

189). These meetings were often accompanied by

violent bodily manifestations; and Finney was

in the habit of calling upon the audiences to go

forward to the anxiou&-bench, or to rise in attes-

tation of new resolutions. These methods, his

directness and calls to repentance, his departure

from the doctrine of imputation and other features

of the Calvinist theology early evoked criticism and

strong opposition from religious as8ociati(xis and

such church leaders as Asahel Nettleton and Ly-

man Beecher (qq.v.) . In 1827 a convention was held

at New Lebanon attended by Dr. Hawes of Hart-

ford, Justin Edwards of Andover, Lyman Beecher

of Boston, Dr. Beman of Troy, and others, to

consider the matter. In course of time the op-

position decreased (Autobiography, pp. 21(^226).
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Finney's preaching reached all classes, but espe-

cially lawyers and educated men, notably in Roch-
ester and other towns of western New York. Dur-
ing the first twelve years of his ministry he wrote

no word of his sermons and often went into the

pulpit without knowing the text from which he
irould preach; he ascribed his speech to the sug-

gestion of the Holy Spirit (Autobiography, p. 95).

As a teacher at Oberlin, Finney's influence was
&bo great. He was an original thinker and very

pcsitive in his convictions. His Lectures on Sya-

tmatic Theology (2 vols., Oberlin, 1846; new ed.,

by J. H. Fairchild, 1878) define his theological

position. He held to the plenary abihty of the

flumer to repent, the volimtary and total moral
depravity of the unregenerate man, the necessity

of a radical change of heart through the truth by
the agency of the Holy Spirit, and the sufficiency

of the vicarious atonement for the neecb of all

mankind. He regarded happiness as the chief

aim, and explained regeneration (which he did not
clearly distinguish from conversion) to consist of

an act of the wiD, rather than an act of the Holy
Spirit. He exerted a shaping influence over the

minds of his students; and his theology, in a modi-
fied fonn, had a wide acceptance in his own denomi-
nation. His works, beside the Lectures on Theology

already mentioned, were Lectures on Revivals

(Boston. 1835; many later editions); Lectures to

Professing Christians (Oberlin, 1836); and Ser-

mons an Important Subjects (New York, 1839).

D. S. SCHAFP.

BtBUOGRAPHT: Mtmoin of CharU* O. Finney, being an
Aviobioffraphy, New York, 1876. His life was written
also by G. F. Wright. Boston, 1891; and A. M. Hills.

Cincinnati. 1902. Consult also F. G. Beardsley. Hist, of

American Revivide, pp. 118-162, New York, 1904.

FnnilAIf, SAINT, OF CLONARD: The chief of

the " second order of Irish saints '*; b. in Leinster;

d. lit C^onard (in the southwest comer of County
Me^, about 30 miles from Dublin) Dec. 12,

e. 550. He is siud to have visited Tours, to have
spent several years in study at Menevia (St. David's)
in Wales, and to have become acquainted there

with David, Gildas, and Cadoc. He founded many
monasteries and churches in his native land, of

which Qonard (founded about 520) became the
most famoua of all the great Irish schools of the
axth century. Scholars came there from all

parts of Ireland and their number is said to have
reached three thousand. Finnian acquired the
title of " tutor of Erin's saints " and certain of his

disciples, chosen by him and including Brendan,
Oaran of Saigir, Oiaran of Clonmacnoise, and others

with himself were known as the " twelve apostles

of Ireland."

Bibuogkapht: A8B, Biarch, ii. 445-447; C. de Smedt and
J. de Backer. Acta Sanctorum HibemicB, pp. 189-210,
Edinbnrsh, 1888; Lanigan, Ecd. Hiet., i. 464-469; ii. 21-
22: Whitley Stokes, Lives of Saints from the Book of

Umart, pp. 75-83, 222-230, 342-346, Oxford, 1890;
J. Healy. in»ula eanctorum, pp. 188-208, Dublin, 1890;
DNB, idx. 39-41.

FnmAN, SAINT, OF MOVILLE: Irish saint of

the " second order "; d. at Moville (at the head of

Strangford Lough, 10 m. e. of Belfast), Sept. 10, c.

579. He is said to have been of a noble family, living

near Strangford Lough. After studying in his

own land, he went to Candida Casa in Galloway
(see NIN IAN, Saint), then to Rome. Returning to

Ireland he founded the monastery at Moville about
640. It was long a famous and prosperous school,

representing North British traditions with those
of Rome added, as the foundation of the other
Finnian represented Welsh teachings. It is said

that he brought from Rome a copy of the Vulgate
and from this his disciple Columba transcribed the
Psalter. Finnian then claimed the transcription

because made from his book, while Columba insisted

that it was his because it was his work. The dis-

pute led to a battle and was one of the causes which
sent Columba to Scotland (see Columba).
Bibuoorapht: Lanigan, Ecd. Hitt, ii. 25-28; J. Healy,

Inaula eanctorum, pp. 245-257.

FINTAN, SAINT, known also as Munnu: Irish

saint; d. at Taghmon, County Wexford (10 m. w.

of Wexford), 635. He was a disciple of Comgall of

Bangor. Having finished his studies, he applied

for admission at lona, but was rejected by the abbot,

Baithene, who said he was acting as directed by
Columba. Fintan then lived at many places in

Ireland, but finally settled at Taghmon, where he
became the leader of the opposition in South Ire-

land to the Roman Easter and other Roman cus-

toms. At the second of the two synods held to

consider the matter he proposed to submit the

question to the ordeal by fire and water or to a
contest in miraculous power, and, when this was
refused, suggested, it is said, that every one should

follow hi.s own conscience. Many stories are told

illustrating his rugged character. He was impul-
sive, wilful, and combative, but also generous and
faithful, and wp.s highly venerated in Ireland and
Scotland. His day is Oct. 21.

Bibuographt: ASB, Oct.. ix. 325-342; C. de Smedt and
J. de Backer. Acta sanctorum Hibemia, pp. 393-414,
489-504. Edinburgh. 1888; Lanigan. Bed. Hist., ii. 404-409;
DNB, xix. 42-43; DCB, u. 520.

FIRE-WORSHIPERS. See Zoroaster, Zoroas-
TRIANISM.

FIRMICUS. See Matbrnus, Julius Firmicus.

FIRMILIAN: Bishop of Cssarea in Cappa-
docia; d. at Tarsus in Cilicia 264, while on the way
to the synod in Antioch against Paul of Samosata.

He became bishop of Csesarea in 232 (Eusebius,

HUt. ecd., vi. 26), and with Dionysius of Alexan-

dria (q.v.) ranked as one of the most eminent
churchmen of his time in the East. He was a friend

of Origen (Eusebius, vi. 27), and an opponent of the

Novatians (Eusebius, Hist, eccl., VI., xlvi. 3; cf.

VII., v. 1). He is especially known for his antago-

nism to Pope Stephen I. in the strife over baptism
by heretics (see Heretic Baptism). In a long

letter to Cyprian of Orthage, preserved in Latin

translation among Cyprian's letters (Ixxv. [Ixxiv];

Eng. transl. in Ai\F, v. 390-397), he emphatically

maintains that heresy lacks the Spirit, and that a
heretic baptism is invalid. He also speaks of the
" audacity, insolence," and " pride " of the Roman
bishop, and, under cover of reference to the paschal

controversies, deduces the conclusion that Rome
by no means invariably appeared as the custodian
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of true tradition. This letter is his only extant

work. . Of its genuineness, once contested in Roman
Catholic quarters, there should be no doubt; and
Ritschl's assumption of interpolations is to be

rejected. Firmilian is celebrated in the Oriental

Church on Oct. 28. G. KrOoer.

Biblioorapht: O. Ritsohl, Cyvrian von Karthago, pp. 126-

134« Gettincen, 1885; Hamaok. LUteratur, i. 407 aqq.;

J. Ernst, in ZKT, xviii (1894), 200-259 (on the genuine-
neas of the letter); E. W. Benson, Cyprian, hi* Life,

Time* and Work, pp. 387-396, London, 1897; DCB, ii.

521-522.

FIRST-BORH. See Family and Marrlioe Re-
lations, Hebrew, § 16.

FIRST-FRUITS—1. In the Old Testament: In

common with other nations of antiquity the He-
brews consecrated the first proceeds of field or

flock (Gk. aparchaif Lat. primUia) to the deity;

this is the essence of the sacrificial cult (cf. Dillmann
on Lev. xxiii. 14, and Smith, Rel. of Sem., pp. 443
sqq., 104, 210, 220 sqq.). The general term for

first-fruits in Hebrew is re'shilh ("the first of";

applied to land, Deut. xxxiii. 21; to the harvest,

Lev. xxiii. 10; to fruit, Deut. xxvi. 2, 10; Ezek.
xliv. 30); whereas bikkurim is a special term (used

of new grain and fruit, Lev. xxiii. 20; Ex. xxiii. 16,

xxxiv. 22; Num. xviii. 13; Neh. x. 35, xiii. 31; of

figs [Neh. iii. 12]; of grapes. Num. xiii. 20; etc.);

the term applied to afiimals (firstlings) and man
(first-bom) is pefer rehem (Ex. xiii. 2, 15, xxiv. 19;

Num. iii. 12, xviii. 15; Ezek. xx. 26) or simply

pefer (Ex. xiii. 20-21, xxxiv. 20; but cf. in poetic

diction, Gen. xlix. 3; Deut. xxi. 17; Ps. Ixxviii.

51). As the firstling belonged to the holy

taxes (see Taxation, Hebrew), so the expression

terumah (" lift " or " heave-fofifering] ") includes,

if used in its general sense (Lev. xxii. 12; Niun. v.

9), besides the first-bom, the tithe, the " ban,"
and plunder, also the firstlings (Num. xv. 19, xviii.

11, xxxi. 41).

As an expression of gratitude to him who had
given both land and harvest there were at the feasts

in the name of the whole people (1) the waving of

the first sheaf, of barley, on the Sunday of the Maz-
zoth-week (16th of Nisan; cf. Dillmann on Lev.

xxiii. 11), when other sacrifices were also offered

(Lev. xxiii. 10-14); (2) seven weeks later, the two
" wave "-loaves, baked out of leavened dough (of

two-tenths of an ephah of new flour), offered as a
peace offering with two yearling lambs (Lev. xxiii.

15-21; cf. Dillmann on vs. 18).

Besides these national offerings every individual

brought his first-fruits, though the quantity was
optional. These were in their natural state, as

grain, fmit, honey, wool (first-fruits of the field);

or partly refined as wine (first-fruits of the vine-

yard), as oil (first-fruits of the olive-groves), as

bread or cake (first-fruits of flour). All these were
perquisites of the priest, who alone might eat them
(Num. xviii. 11-13 [P]; Deut. xviii. 4 [D]; Ezek.
xliv. 30) though a part was used in the sacrificial

meal (Deut. xxvi. 1-2; cf. xii. 16). From Prov.

iii. 9-10, Mai. iii. 8, Job i. 6, Ecclus. xxv. 10, I

Mace. iii. 49 it may be inferred that the " first-

fruits " enjoyed popular approval, which " tithe
"

and " first-bom " lacked (cf. II Kmgs iv. 42).

In a class by themselves, somewhat analogous to

the cattle, were young fruit-trees of which not the

first-fruits as such, but those of the fourth year were

brought, the first three years' produce bang re-

garded as unclean and neither gathered nor eaten

(Lev. xix. 2a-25). First-fruits of the field, and of

the vineyards and olive-groves were to be brought

yearly; the former, it was decreed, should be

brought voluntarily and early (Ex. xxii. 29; xxiii.

19 [Book of the Covenant]; xxxiv. 26 [J] and ac-

cording to Deut. xxvi. 1-2 [D]) in a badcet; the

rest of the firstlings was used for a meal (cf. Dill-

mann on Deut. xxvi. 11 and Nowack, AnMoloffk,

Freiburg, 1894, ii. 256). As the first-fruits fur^

nished the income of the priests they were later

gathered in the store-rooms of the temple, to be

used as required (II Chron. xxxi. 5, 11; Neh. x.

37, 39, xii. 44, xiii. 5; Mai. iii. 8, 10). The range

was later extended to sheep's and goat's wool

(Deut. xviii. 4) and honey (II Chron. xxxi. 5).

As the Old Testament law gives no instnictioo as

to quantity or quality, or the place and manner of

delivery, this was added in the Mishnah-tracts

Bikkurim and Terumoth and may have been

really observed later; wine and oil were to be

no less than one-sixtieth of the harvest (one-

thirtieth or one-fortieth was considered hi^y
liberal, Terum. iv. 3); the bikkurim proper were

limited to the seven products of Deut. viiL 8

(with dates in place of honey). These regula-

tions apply only to Palestine; Jews ronote from

Jerusalem may bring their offerings dried. The

ceremony of delivery is described (for a vivid

picture of a Bikkurim-procession cf. DeUtzsch,

JUdischea Handwerkerleben titr Zeit Jesu, Eriangen,

1875, 66; Eng. transl., London, 1877, 94), and the

time was set not before Pentecost nor afterthe Feast

of Dedication (Bikkurim , i. 3). The terumoOi proper

were to be delivered " to the priests " in their

cities {Bikkurimf ii. 4) and included products from

Jewish farms abroad (cf. Josephus, Ant, XVI.,

vi. 7; Philo, ii. 568); direction is given how and

by whom they are to be eaten, and how the lay-

man, who consciously or imconsciously eats of the

terumoth is to be punished. (Victor RYBSBLf.)

2. EcclesiasticaL See Taxation, EocLBSuft-

TICAL.

BiBiiiooRAPHT: The commentaries on the pttmugrm dtod m
the text; SohOrer, OtachichU, ii. 244-254. Eng. tnod.

II. i. 237-242; DB, u. 10-11; SB, ii. 1525-26; JE, t.

398-400.

FISCH, GEORGES: Swiss Protestant; b. at

Nyon (14 m. n. of Geneva), Switzerland, July 6,

1814; d. at Vallorbe (30 m. n.w. of Lausanne)

July 3, 1881. After finishing his theological

studies at Lausanne he was pastor of a small

German church at V^vay for five years. In 1846

he went to Lyons, France, as assistant to Adolphe

Monod (q.v.) of the Free Church, whom he suc-

ceeded. In 1855 he was called to Paris to succeed

Louis Bridel. He was warmly attached to the

cause of the Free Churches, took part in the con-

stitutional synod of 1849, and was president of the

Synodal (Commission from 1863 till his death. He

was the chief support of the Evangelical Alliance

in France and attended the conferences at London,

Paris, Berlin, Geneva, Amsterdam and New York.
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He was an active member of various home and
foreign missionary societies. His principal publi-

cations are, Union des iglises ivangdiques de

Fnmc* (Paris, 1862); and Les J^tala-UnU en 1861

(1862).

FISCHER, AHTON HUBERT: Cardinal; b. at

Julich (15 m. n.e. of Aachen), Germany, May 30,

1840. He studied in Bonn and MQnster, and was
ordained to the priesthood at (Cologne in 1863.

After being instructor in religion at the gymnasium
of Enen 1864-88, he was consecrated titular bishop

of Juliopolis and suffragan bishop of (^logne. In

1903 he became archbishop of (Cologne, and in the

Eame yearwas created cardinal priest of Santi Nereo

ed Aehilleo, Rome. He has also been canon of

Cologne Cathedral since 1888 and dean of the chap-

ter since 1894, while in 1904 he was nominated to

the Prussian House of Lords. Among his writings

mentitni may be made of his De ealtUe infidelium,

(Essen, 1886).

FISH.^1. In the Old Testament: IntheOldTesta-
moit fish are notnamed by species. Thelarge aquatic

animals, including the crocodile, are designated as

tannin (see Dragon). The food-law (Lev. xi.9-12),

aiming ostensibly at a classification of fish, divides

all things that move in the water into those that

have scales and fins and those that have not, the

former being clean, the latter imdean. Almost all

fish belong to the first class. In Palestine fish

abound in the Jordan, the Sea of Galilee, and in

perennial brooks. The Sea of Galilee has a few
varieties not found elsewhere, except in tropical

waters like the Nile.

There is seldom mention of fish as food in early

Biblical times. After the Exile, and with the ad-

vance of the art of cooking, fish became a more
important article of diet. The Tyrians marketed
their fish, dried and salted, in Jerusalem (Neh.

ziii. 16), where a city-gate near the fish-market

was called the '' fish-gate " (Neh. iii. 3, and else-

where). Salt fish (Gk. tarich^) was imported from
E^t The name of the town Tarichese on the

Sea of Galilee and the frequent mention of brine

in the Mishnah show that the custom of pickling

fish obtained in Palestine. In the time of Jesus

fish was a common article of food (Matt. vii. 10,

xiv. 17, XV. 34; Luke xxiv. 42).

No accotmt of the catching of fish has come down
from the older Biblical period; but figures of speech

employed by the prophets show that fishing was
generally known (Amos iv. 2; Jer. xvi. 16; Ezek.
xidx. 4; and elsewhere). In the New Testament
professional fishers lived near the Sea of Galilee

(Luke V. 1-2, and elsewhere). As regards fishing

tackle, various nets are mentioned in the New
Testament; the large drag-net (eagini, Matt. xiii.

47), as well as the casting-net {dikiyon'^ the small,

ampkibUsiron'^ the large casting-net, Bfatt. iv.

18-20) were certainly in use in the older period

(la. xix. 8; Hab. i. 15). Fishing-hooks (Job xli.

1; Amos iv. 2; Matt. xvii. 27) and spears or har-

poons are also mentioned (Job xli. 7). Fishing was
earned on chiefly by night. I. Benzinoer.

2. As a Symbol and m Christian Art See Stm-
BOLISU.

Bibuoobapht: The 1
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don. 1884. A oon
in EB, ii 1526-31.
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pointed for life. In 1504 he was consecrated to the

see of Rochester, but his interest in his university

was undiminished, and he was active in the foun-

dation both of Christ's College and of St. John's

College, in addition to holding the presidency of

Queen's College from 1505 to 1508. Though he
induced Erasmus to visit Cambridge, Fisher was a
faithful adherent of Roman Catholicism, and
assailed the teachings of Luther in his Confutatio

ctstertionis LiUherance (Antwerp, 1523) and other

treatises, criticizing as well (Ecolampadius and
Velenus—the latter maintained that the Apostle

Peter never was in Rome.
Fisher lost the royal favor by his opposition to

Henry's claim to spiritual supremacy and to the

divorce of Queen Catherine, whose confessor he was.

His unpopularity was increased by his unfortunate

beUef in the impostures of Elizabeth Barton (q.v.),

the Maid of Kent, who named him one of her

confederates. Early in 1534 he was sentenced to

be attainted of misprision, to be imprisoned at the

king's pleasure, and to forfeit all his goods, although
he was released on the payment of £300. On Apr.

13, however, he was cited to appear at Lambeth
to take the oath of compliance with the Act of

Succession, but though he and Sir Thomas More
were willing to admit the succession of the children

of Henry and Anne Boleyn, both refused to declare

the children of Catherine and the king illegitimate.

Three days later Fisher was committed to the Tower,
and with the passage of the Act of Supremacy in

Nov., 1534, both Fisher and More were again
attainted of misprision of treason and the see of

Rochester was declared vacant from Jan. 2, 1535.

Fisher's doom was sealed by the inadvertent act

of Paul III., who on May 20 created him cardinal

priest of St. Vitalis, not knowing the extreme dan-
ger in which the biehop stood. Henry, in fury, for-

bade the hat to be brought to England, and Fisher

was trapped into statements which were twisted

into treason. On June 1 7 he was condemned to be
executed at Tyburn as a traitor, but the sentence
was changed to decapitation at Tower Hill, where
it was carried out a fortnight before the execution
of More. The chief works of Fisher were his De
unica Magdalena (Pars, 1519) and his De eucha-

ristia contra Johannem (Ecclampadium (Cologne,

1527); the greater part of his Latin writings were
collected and published at Wttrzburg in 1597. A
volume of a projected edition of his Enghsh works
was edited for the Early English Text Society by
J. E. B. Mayor (London, 1876), and a few other
writings by him are extant in manuscript.
Bibliography: The Life was first written oetenmbly by
Thomas Bailey, really by Richard Hall. London. 1656,
republished, 1S35. Consult also: John Lewis, Lije of
Dr. John Fiaher, 2 vols., ib. 1854; J. Gillow, Bibliooraj^
ical Dictionary of Bnglith Catholic8, ii. 262-270. ib., 1885;
DNB, xix. 58-63.

FISK, PLINY : American Congregationalist, mis-
sionary in Syria; b. at Shelbume, Mass., June 24,

1792; d. at Beirut, Syria, Oct. 23, 1825. He was
graduated from Middlebury College in 1814 and
Andover Theological Seminary in 1818, and with
Levi Parsons (q.v.) was appointed by the Amer-
ican Board to the Palestine mission in Sept., 1818.

After traveling in the South for a year, raising funds

for the cause of missions, he sailed from Boston for

Smyrna on Nov. 3, 1819, accompanied by Parens.

During the next five years he traveled extensively

in Greece, Egypt, Palestine, and Syria, kaming
languages, particulariy Greek and Arabic, and dis-

tributing tracts and Bibles. In May, 1825, he

joined the mission at Beirut. He preached in

Italian, French, Greek, and Arabic, published a

number of pa[>er8 in the Missionary Herald^ and

on the day before his death completed an En^ish-

Arabic dictionaiy.

Btbuoorajpht: A. Bond, Memoir of P. Fiak, Boston, 182B;

R. Anderson, History of the Miaeiona cf the Awuriom
Board, Oriental Miaaiona, vol. ii.. ib. 1872.

FISK, WILBUR: First president of Wesleyan

University (Conn.); b. in Brattleboro, Vt., Aug. 31,

1792; d. at Middletown, Conn., Feb. 2, 1839.

After his graduation from Brown University (1815)

he studied law, but became an itinerant minister in

the Methodist Episcopal Church in 1818. He b^
pastorates at Craftsbury, Vt., and Charlestown,

Mass., and was presiding elder of the Vermont dis-

trict 1823-27, when he was placed upon the super-

annuated list. For a time he was agent of the New-

market (N. H.) Academy, where he was chosen to

make the address of welcome to Lafayette in 1824.

He was chaplain of the Vermont legislature in

1826, principal of the Wesleyan Academy at Wil-

braham, Mass., 1826-31, and president of Wesleyan

University 1831-39. He had aided materially in

the organization of the university, and under his

direction it became the most influential educational

institution of the Methodist denomination in Amer-

ica. While traveling in Europe in 1836 he was

elected bishop, but declined the office. In 1828

he had declined the bishopric of the (Canada con-

ference. Besides occasional sermons and lectures,

he published The Science of Education (Biiddletown,

1831; New York, 1832), the inaugural address on

the opening of Wesleyan University; The Catvin-

istic Controversy (New York, 1837); and Travels in

Europe (1838).

Bibuoorapht: J. Holdioh, Life of W. Fiak, New York,

1842; D. D. Whedon, A Trilmie to the Memory of Preai'

dent Fiak, ib. 1839.

FISTULA: A tube, usually of gold or silver,

through which the consecrated wine of the Eucharist

was administered to the communicant. Its use

came up in the sixth century, when the particulariy

holy character of this wine was generally recogniied.

The priests had never used it themselves, and so,

when the cup was withdrawn from the laity, the

fistula was entirely laid aside, except in the papal

masses, where to-day the pope receives the Eucha-

ristic wine through a golden fistula.

FITZGERALD, JAMES NEWBURY: Methodist

Episcopal bishop; b. at Newark, N. J., July 27,

1837; d. at Hon^ong, China, Apr. 3, 1907. He
was admitted to the New Jersey bar in 1858, but in

1862 gave up his practise and entered the Methodist

ministry. After holding various pastorates in the

Newark Conference he was recording secretaiy of

the Missionary Society of the Methodist Efuseopal

Church, from 1880 till m 1888 he was dected bishop.

Besides being presiding elder of the Newton, New-
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aik, and Jersey City districts and secretary of the

Newark Conference for eleven years, he was a

member of the General Conference in 1876, 1880,

1884, and 1888.

FIVE MILE ACT: An Act of Parliament passed
in 1665, and completing the system of measures
intended to repress the non-conformists known as

the Clarendon Code. By its provisions no clergy-

man who had been expelled from his living by the

Act of Uniformity of 1662 was to come within five

miles of a city or corporate town, or of any parish

where he had formally preached, unless he declared

that he would not " at any time attempt any alter-

ation of government either in Chureh or State,"

under a penalty of forty pounds; and no one who
had not taken the oath of passive obedience and
conformed was to teach in any school or take pupils

in his house. As the Puritan congregations were
mainly in the towns, this act cut them off from the

ministrations of their chosen leaders and in most
cases from even private education, and hastened
the decline of Puritanism throughout England.

finuooAAPHT: The text is printed in Gee and Hardy,
Doatmenia, pp. 620-623. Ck>nsult: D. Neal, Hittory of
A$ FttrilafU, ii. 255 sqq. of Harper's ed.. New York,
luL; J. H. Overton, Chva^ in England^ ii. 143, London,
1W7.

FIVE POINTS OF CALVnOSM: The five charac-
teristic tenets of Calvinism as opposed to Armin-
ianism, defended by the Synod of Dort (1618-19)
in answer to the Five Articles of the Arminians or

Remonstrants, put forth in 1610. They are par-

ticular predestination, limited atonement, natural

inability, irresistible grace, and the perseverance of

taints. See Arminixtb, Jacobus, and Arminianism;
Calyinibm; Remonstrants.

FLACIUS, MATTHIAS.
EtrtyUfed 1).

In Wittenberg. Opposition to Melanehthon (f 2).

In Macdeburs. The Adiaphoristic Controversy (§ 3).

The U^oristic, Oaiandrian. and Schwenckfeldian Con-
troreraee (f 4).

Fmitleaa Attempts at Reconciliation (§ 5).

Fladas Profeaeor in Jena (§ 6).

The Synergistic Dispute (§ 7).

Fladus a Wanderer (f 8).

Last Days at Frankfort (§ 9).

Fladus' literary and Scholariy Work (§ 10).

Flacius (Latinized from Vlacich, or Francovich)
was bom at Albona (42 m. s.s.e. of Trieste), Istria,

Mar. 3, 1520, and died at Frankfort-on-the-Main
Mar. 11, 1575. From his birthplace he was sur-

named lUyricus. His father, a prominent citizen

of Albona, died when Flacius was a
I. Early mere boy. He received his early

Life. education from the celebrated hmnan-
ist Baptista Egnatius in Venice.

Being a good Catholic he decided to become a monk,
study theology, and preach, but his uncle, Baldo
Lupetino, provincial « f the Minorites, conuneDded
I^ither to him as a restorer of the true Gospd and
<«nt him to Germany in 1539. He now continued
his studies at Basel, but went to Tdbingen in 1540.

and to Wittenberg in 1541, where he was favorably

icoeived and assisted by Mdancfathon. After an
inner conflict that lasted three years, Bugenhagen

IV.-21
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of works for salvation. This controversy was
carried on with the same relentless, cruel, and bitter

personal insinuations. In 1552 the

4. The Osiandrian dispute arose (see Osi-
MajoristiCy ander, Andreas). Osiander taught
Osiandrian^ that justification is attained by the

and indwdling of the essential justice of

Schwenck- Christ through faith. In this case

fddian Con- Flacius put himself on the side of the
troversies. Melanchthonians, showing thereby that

the fight against his former teachers
was not personal. Again as a strict Lutheran, he
developed clearly the doctrine of forensic satis-

faction. In 1553 he attacked the mystic subjec-

tivism of Caspar Schwenckfeld, who made a dis-

tinction between an inner word of God and the
letter in Holy Scripture, and here also Flacius pre-

pared the way for Lutheran orthodoxy as laid down
in the Formula of Concord by maintaining the
identity of the external word and the word of God.

In the mean time further attempts were made to
assuage the dissensions of the Magdeburg and
Wittenberg circles for the sake of concord in the
Evangelical party. As early as 1553 Flacius and
Gallus desired to have a committee of arbitration

appointed, but Melanchthon was silent

5. Fmitlees in the matter; then Duke Christopher
Attempts of Wittenberg proposed a convention
at Recon- of theologians, but the Thuringian
dilation, theologians Amsdorf and his asso-

ciates were not in favor of it and re-

quested the Wittenberg circle to condemn their

heresies publicly. Jena in those days was the strong-
hold of Lutheran orthodoxy against the unionistic

tendencies of Wittenberg. Several other attempts
to unite the dissenting parties also failed. Now
Flacius published his treatise Von der EinigkeU in
which he addressed himself to the whole Church,
attempting to justify his character against sus-

picions and indicating the necessaiy steps to be
taken for the insurance of peace. Shortly after-

ward he wrote a letter to Melanchthon in spite of

the fact that the latter had written some verses

accompanying a picture which represented Flacius

as an ass crowned by other asses. With relentless

severity Flacius exposed in this letter his oppo-
nent's shortcomings concerning Adiaphorism and
admonished him to relieve his conscience by con-
fession of defeat. This Melanchthon professed to

be willing to do, yet he rejected the articles of peace
proposed by Flacius. The latter was not satisfied

with this informal confession; again and again he
requested written statements, official declarations,

common signatures of articles and public revoca-
tions. In this way the breach became irreparable.

The friends of Flacius spoiled matters by treating

Melanchthon as an impenitent sinner and the
yoimger Philippists not less by their insolent trea-

tises against Flacius. In 1557 Flacius was called

to Jena as professor of the New Tes-
6. Flacius tament and superintendent. Shortly
Professor after his arrival a colloquy took place

in Jena, in Worms (see Worms) at which it

was proposed to array Melanchthon
and his associates together with the Thuringi-
ans and other theologians of the stricter school

against the Romanists, but nothing was achieved

at this conference because the Evangdicals

themselves did not agree. This was owing, of

course, chiefly to Flacius. His conduct was gen-

erally criticized, and he incurred the displeasure

of many who had hitherto aided him. The so-

called Frankfort Recess (q.v.), convoked in 1558 by

the leading Evangelical princes, was no more me-
cessful thfm the other attempts at imity. llien

Flacius proposed a synod and fifty prominent theo-

logians signed the SupplicaUo pro Kbera, ekriatiana

el legitima aynodOf but all was in vain. A similar

outcome resulted from the Naumburg CanventicD

(q.v.) of 1561.

In the mean time the Synergistic dilute had

arisen in Jesus (see Stneroibm). Victorinas

Strigel (q.v.) and Superintendent HQgd of Jena

criticized Flacius' doctrine concerning free will,

and Duke John Frederic immediately impiisGs>ed

them. In 1560 a disputation be-

7. The tween Flacius and Stri^ took place

Synergistic at Weimar, the result of which was that

Dispute, the duke confirmed the orthodoxy

of Flacius' doctrine. John Frederic,

however, becoming tired of these perpetual con-

troversies, instituted a consistory which possessed

the right of excommunication and of censorship

in regard to theological treatises. Flacius pro-

tested against this procedure as an act of viol^ce,

and thereupon he was deposed together with othoti

in 1561.

He left Jena in 1562 with the bold idea of found-

ing a Lutheran academy of learned men at Regent-

burg. Gallus received him kindly. From here

he continued with untiring zeal his fi^t against

Strigel and the C^lvinistic tendenci^, against the

arrogance of secularauthorities in encroaching upon

the rights of the Church, and many other antago-

nists. With these polemical treatises hatred against

him grew and his travels began to beocHue danger-

ous. The Elector Ai^ustus of Saxony

8. Flacius especially persecuted him, and the

a Wanderer. Ck>uncil of Regensburg found it im-

possible to protect him longer. In

Antwerp William of Orange had allowed at this

time to the Lutherans as well as the Calvinists the

public exercise of their religion. The Lutheran

congregation, needing the coimsd of e]q)erienoed

Gennan theologians, called Flacius. He anived in

1566, but the following year he had to leave the

country before the progress of the Spanish army.

He attempted now to settle at Frankfortxm-tbe-

Main and then at Strasburg, but the cruel hatred

of the Elector Augustus reached him even here;

in 1569 the elector sent an envoy to Strasburg

with the conmiission to capture Flacius. He fled to

Basel, but was not allowed to remain, so he returned

to Strasburg and in spite of the pressure exerted

by the elector was tolerated. But now he spoSkd

his good relations with the Strasburg clergy by his

opposition against the efforts at union made by

Jacob Andrea (q.v.) and by his doctrine concerning

original sin; for he was accused of the Manicbean

heresy. In 1573 the Council of Strasburg decreed

his expulsion.

In a treatise De peccati originalU avA vdtm
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Adami appeUationibus et essentia Flacius main-

Uined that original sin is the substance of man him-

self and not an accident as Strigel taught. This

doctrine was chiefly aimed at the Synergists.

FUduB was altogether orthodox on this point.

The whole controversy amounted to nothing since

he attached to the word snbstanHa two different

meaoingB, it was a mere quibble of words, and yet

therewere men like Hesshusen (q.v.) who absurdly

believed that Flacius considered the devil as the

creator of substance.

After his expulsion from Strasburg he settled at

Ftinkfort, where he was ably protected by
Catharina von Meerfeld, prioress of

9. Last the nunnery Zu den weissen Frauen,

Dtj* at although the Council of the city had
Flrankfort not given him pennission to remain.

Thanks to entreaties and interces-

aoDB his order of banishment was deferred from

time to time until his death.

In esjpite of all quarrels and turbulences of his

life Flacius possessed such a tenacity and deter-

mination that he found time for scientific works
which required the most extensive preparation and

gradual ripening. He was not only

zo.F1actas' the most learned Lutheran theolo-

Uteraxy gian, but also the promoter and foun-

and der of theological disciplines. He was
Scholarly chiefly prominent in the sphere of

Work, church histoiy. In Magdeburg he

conceived the great plan of two his-

torical works in which he could deal heavy blows

at Romanism. He undertook a catalogue of all

those who before Luther had combated the heresies

of the papacy, and in this way originated his

Cataloffus tesHum verUatis, qui ante nostram cetaUm

ndoananmt Papa (Basel, 1556) and its complement
Foria dottorum piorumque virarum de carrupto

tedesim statu poemata [(1557) in which for the

first time was printed Bernard of Gimy's De
amiemptu mundi]. Still more important was his

other plan to write a church history from the

original sources which should show how the Church
of (Christ had deviated from her right coiuve since

the time of the apostles, and include a history of

antiehristianity from its beginning to the develop-

ment of its highest power and to the restitution of

true rdigion in its purity by Luther. The out-

come of this plan was the so-called "Magdeburg
Genturies" (Basel, 1562-74; see Maqdeburq CTen-

tubcbb). flacius found many patrons who aided

his great undertaking financially and he also made
extensive travels in Germany, searching for sources

and documents. Biany assistants helped him.

Many manuscripts and books were bought or do-

nated by patrons. The Magdeburg Centuries

denotes a great progress in the science of Church
histoiy, not on^ on account of its extensive

tracing of the sources, but also on accoimt of its

method. The anti-Roman interest had sharpened
the vision and made it capable of critical achieve-

ments that marked a new epoch. [In reply Baro-
nius produced his superior "Annals."] Finally

Flacius produced two works of importance in

the sphere of Biblical science: his Clavis scrips

turm sacra sen de sermone sacrarum literarum

(1567) and Glossacompendiaria in Novum Testa-

mentum (1570).

Flacius compels admiration by his learning and
extraordinary scholarly achievements, his inde-

fatigable capacity for work, his indomitable zeal

in defense of pure doctrine, but it is impossible to

overlook certain grave defects in his nature, such
as arrogance, obstinacy, and even malice—in

fact an entire inability to appreciate the rights of

others and their motives. [It lb more charitable

to suppose that he was mentally slightly unbal-
anced.] (G. KkWBRAU.)
Bxbuoorapht: Some of hia letters are in CR, viii. and ix.

and the SupplemetUum. His merits were long insuffi-

ciently appreciated and his rehabilitation is largely due
to A. Twesten, MaUhiat FlaeeiuB lUyricut, eine Vor-
leMuno, Berlin. 1844, and W. Preger, MaUhioi Flacdua
lUyrieut und 9eine Zeit, 2 vols., Erlangen, 1850-61 (a list

of his many publications is given ii. 639-572). Con-
sult also J. J. I. DOUinger. Die Reformation^ ii. 224 sqq.,

Regensburg, 1848; A. Ritsohl. Theologie und Melaphyeik,
pp. 52 sqq., Bonn, 1881; ADB, vii. 88 sqq.

FLAGELLATION, FLAGELLANTS.
I. Flagellation.

Corporal Punishment as a Penalty of the Ghurbh (| 1).

Self-ooourging or Flagellation (§ 2).

II. Flagellants.

The Flagellants of 1260. Venturinus of Beigamo,
1334 (§ 1).

The Flagellants of 1348^9 (S 2).

The Albati or Bianchi of 1399 (| 3).

Flagellants in Thuringia about 1360. Konrad Sohmid
(§4).

Later Italian Brotherhoods (§ 5).

Later Manifestations and Developments (| 6).

L Flagellation: Corporal chastisement as an ec-

clesiastical corrective penalty for clerics appears

in the Western Church as eaiiy as the fifth century
transferred from the Roman penal law,

X. Corporal but resorted to only in rare instances.

Punish- From the Merovingian times onward,
ment as a it became more widely diffused, and so

Penalty of late as the seventeenth century was
the Church, appoic ~
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have a rapidly increasing importance after the

beginning of the tenth century. Corporal chas-

tisements in this connection are first mentioned
(evidently as something newly in vogue) in the

collection of canons of Regino of Prlim (c. 960);

they appear as a substitute for public penance, and
at first were doubtless always executed by some
outside hand, mostly by the priest. The sermons
of the well-known crusade-preacher Fulco of Neuilly

(q.v.) so intensified ascetic zeal in Paris about 1195
that great throngs of the penitent submitted their

bared bodies to Fulco 's chastising.

The beginnings of ascetic self-scourging, or flag-

ellation proper, are still obsciu^. It is supposed to

have originated about 1000 among certain Italian

hermits, whose glowing penitential fervor became
heightened into visionary and ecstatic enthusiasm,

and started a religious movement which spread
throughout all Italy. The hermit

2. Self- Marinus, who lived on an island of the

Scourging Po, and his pupil Romuald (d. 1027),

or Flagel- as well as the latter's disciples on
lation. Monte Sitrio, mutually chastised one

another with rods and lashes. Flag-

ellation at their own hands was a customary prac-

tise, in the first half of the eleventh century, among
the monks of Fontavellana (near Faenza) in Um-
bria, a foundation of the miracle-working hennit
and penitential preacher Dominic of FoUgno (d.

1031); likewise among the hermits of Luceoli in

Umbria, who styled themselves disciples of St.

Romuald. In both places the monk Dominicus
Loricatus (d. 1060) distinguished himself by his

severe self-castigations, and they found an enthu-
siastic admirer and imitator in Peter Damian (q.v.),

who entered the cloister of Fontavellana about
1035. To the far-reaching influence of Peter
Damian, who also became prominent as the literary

apologist of flagellation, its rapid extension then and
afterward is preeminently due.

The monastic reform movement which emanated
from CJluny with the more acute sense of sin awa-
kened by Bernard of Clairvaux, and especially the
ascetic enthusiasm propagated among the people

by the mendicant orders and their preaching of

Christ's Passion speedily made flagellation a most
widely extended and impressive means of penance
and expiation. Many of the monastic orders and
sisterhoods adopted the provision of systematic
self-castigation, or flagellation, in their rules. No
doubt, mainly through the influence of the two
great mendicant orders, this ascetic practise was
then further popularized in the ranks of the laity.

With most of the stricter orders (among others the
Trappists, Carthusians, Priests of the Oratory,
Fathers of Christian Doctrine, Discalced Carmelites,

Capuchins, Redemptorists, Brothers of Charity),

flagellation has continued in practise down to this

day. It is exercised for the most part as a devo-
tional act, usually once or several times in the week,
according to a definitely prescribed ritual. The
opposition to the practise incited by the monastic
reformer Jan Busch (q.v.) is an incident without
parallel.

XL Flagellants: The great flagellant pilgrimage

of the year 1260 was the first of its kind. A sig-

nificant prelude thereto was the powerful religious

movement called forth in Italy in 1223 by the

preaching of repentance and pardon by a num-
ber of mendicant monks, particulariy

X. The the Dominican Giovanni da Vicenxa.

Flagellants Deeper causes of both movements were

of 1260. the religious excitement and peni-

Venturinus tential disposition of the pq>uUce
of Bergamo, consequent upon the phoiomcnal

1334. activity of St. Francis; the extreme

tension of feeling because of the pts-

sionate conflicts between papacy and empire; and

the general disorder and ruin induced by these

factional contests. The situation, again, was aggra-

vated in 1259 by the outbreak of a violet epi-

demic; and above all by the expectation that was

widely propagated by the adherents to the teach-

ing of Joachim of Fiore (q.v.), that in the year 1260

there would occur a general revolution of things,

especially a purification and renovation of the

Church. The direct occasion for the flagdlant

crusades of that year was furnished by the advent

of the venerable hermit Raniero Fasani, who as

early as 1258 is alleged to have founded the first

flagellant fraternity in Perugia, proclaiming that

an impending visitation of judgment had been

revealed to him. In the autumn of 1260 the move-

ment overflowed all of Central and Upper Italy,

still in the same year crossed the Alps and ^read
itself over Upper Germany and the neigbbonng

Slavic domains. In Germany, however, both spiri-

tual and temporal powers, as they perceived in

the movement elements hostile to ecclesiastical

and civil order, very decidedly opposed it as early

as 1261 ; and with the exception of Southern France,

public flagellations and flagellant crusades north

of the Alps in the period between 1261 and 1349

manifested themselves only in quite isdated in-

stances. In Upper Italy, however, the peniten-

tial sermons of the Dominican Venturinus of Ber-

gamo gave occasion, in 1334, to an ext^isive new

flagellant movement which came to a standstill in

the veiy next year.

The great flagellant movement of the years 1348-

1349 is very closely connected with the apparition of

the terrible pestilence known as the black death.

Originating in the East, by 1347 the

2. The plague had found entrance into Dal-

Flagellants matia, Upper Italy, and Southern

of 1348-49. France, and from these three centers of

contagion it spread toward Central

Europe in 1348. Probably attempts to avert the

threatening disaster by organizing flageUant pro-

cessions were first made in Italy. From Upper

Italy the movement then took its course, as pre-

cursor of the plague, by way of Hungary into Ge^

many, then into Holland, Bohemia, Poland, Den-

mark, and even England, and reached its climax

in the summer of 1349. The populace was already

highly stirred up by apocalyptic expectations, and

the plague was regarded as the premonitory sign of

the great revolution of all things. Flagellation

seemed the fitting preparation for the coming

kingdom of God, and a substitute for the clergf,

grown faithless to their charge. An apocryphal

letter of Christ, originating in a much eaito age,
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and purporting to have fallen to the earth at Jem-
EBlem, which with menace of frightful vindictive

judgment called men to repentance, was every-

whoe read aloud by the wandering flagellants,

and appears to have been one of the most effective

instruments in their hands for extending their doc-

trine of penance by flagellation. In more than

one instance the flagellants took a hostile stand

against the clergy. They also were active in the

penecutions of the Jews in 1348-49, though these,

indeed, were already incited before the flagellants'

appearance. Probably here also apocalyptic an-

ticipations of a general social convulsion were a
contributing factor.

As in 1260, so again in 1348-49 the flagellants

foraied themselves into fraternities, which usually

bound their membera to a penitential season of

thirty-three days and a half. At such times they

generally wandered far away from their homes in

extended processions. Adniission to the brother-

hood had to be preceded by an act of general con-

fession, reconciliation with enemies, and formal

promise of unconditional obedience to the fra-

ternity superior. All intercourse, even all con-

versation, with women was forbidden in most of

the fraternities. The flagellants generally wore
white undergarments, with mantles and hats

marked with red crosses; whence they were com-
monly known in Germany as KreuzbrUder {** Breth-
ren of the Cross "; CrueifraireSf Cruciferi). Self-

eastigation was performed twice a day, preferably

in public squares, amid the intonation of hynms
and according to a definitely prescribed ceremonial.

Their hymns especially attracted the attention of

their contemporaries. Quite a number of those of

the German flagellants are recorded in the chronicles

of Hugo von Reutlingen and Fritsche Closener, as

wdl as in the Limburger Chranik (cf. P. Runge and
H. Pfannenschmied, Die lAeder und Melodien der

Gtittltr des Jahres 1349, Leipsic, 1900). There
does not appear to have been a veiy close con-
nection between the hymns of the Italian flagel-

lants and those of their German brethren; but
the German flagellant hymns became the basis of

the hymns of the Bohemian, Polish, and Walloon
flagellants. Beside the pilgrim flagellants, there

also BToee penitential associations which bound their

members to the act of self-castigation at the

brotherhood's abode. In the Netherlands there

were penitential associations, organized according
to parishes, which practised flagellation on Sim-
dayi and festivals, and attended to the burial of

the dead (see Alexians).
The effect of the movement of 1348-49 was

powerful. In many towns for several weeks run-
ning, and almost daily, there would appear new
companies of pilgrims to the number of sev-

eral hundred persons. At last processions of flag-

ellant women and children appeared. For the

Church, whose influence over the multitudes for

the time being was completely paralyzed by the

flagellation movement, it became a simple act of

sdf-defense to oppose the movement with the
sharpest weapons. On Oct. 20, 1349, Pope Clement
VI. issued a bull, condemning the Flagellants and
thar cause in the severest tenns and demanding

their suppression; self-castigation was to be tol-

erated only within bounds of ecclesiastical regu-

lation. The popular ferment subsided as suddenly
as it had risen. By the early fifties of the same
century, flagellation in Germany was nearly every-
where suppressed, and such as remained loyal to

the cause were driven back into privacy as pro-

scribed sectaries.

In 1399, a new flagellation movement of wide
extent broke out in the Romance countries in

the appearance of the so-called

3. The " Whites " {AWati, Bianchi); from
Albati or Provence the movement spread over
Bianchi France, Spain, and Italy. The im-
of 1399. pulse in this case was given by fic-

titious revelations of future divine
judgments, and the alleged command of the Virgin

Mother. The mov^nent was much enhanced by
the advent of the well-known Spanish Dominican
and popular saint, Vincent Ferrar (q.v.), who
prophesied the inunediate approach of the end
of all things. Endless throngs of flagellants fol-

lowed him in the wanderings through France,
Spain, and Upper Italy in the years between
1400 and 1417. These flagellant crusades filled

the Council of Constance with no small anxiety;

Jean Gerson, in 1417, presented to the Council a
memorial in which he pronounced decidedly not
only against the flagellant processions, but also

against self-castigation for the laity in general.

The procedure of the Church against the German
flagellant brotherhoods in the period after 1349 had
its equal in the fact that out of these associations

there grew up a heretical flagellant sect, the com-
bating of which occupied the Church till the end
of the Middle Ages. This sect possessed an espe-

cially strong organization in Thuringia

4. Flagel- about 1360 through the apocalyptical

lants in Konrad Schmid. He calculated the

Thuringia date of the final judgment as the

about 1360. year 1369, and his niunerous adherents
Konrad undertook to prepare themselves for

Schmid. the event by penitential flagellation.

It is probable that Schmid and his

followera were abo strongly influenced by the doc-
trines of the Waldenses, which were widely dis-

seminated in Thuringia. The Thuringian flagel-

lants are alleged to have rejected all sacraments
and the entire ceremonial and hierarchical system
of the Church; there was to arise instead a chili-

astio kingdom, to whose government Schmid be-
lieved himself called. In 1369 many flagellants,

among them Schmid himself, were burned at the
stake. But his followers thenceforth identified

him with Enoch and Elijah, and expected him
shortly to hold the final judgment in place of Christ.

From the close of the fourteenth century the Chureh
repeatedly interposed with sanguinaiy severity

against the Thuringian flagellants; but they fur-

tively held their ground until the end of the fifteenth

century.

The Italian flagellant associations, after their

first appearance in 1260, complied in all points with
the rules of the Chureh, and experienced no small
measure of Chureh favor. Flagellant associations

were organized in nearly all the cities of Italy; in
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many cities, as for instance, in Gubbio, Perugia,

and Fabriano, no fewer than three, in Padua six,

existed side by side at the same
5. Later time. The direction of a number of

Italian these brotherhoods, though not of all.

Brother- was vested in the mendicant orders,

hoods. A good many of them devoted them-
selves also to the care of the poor and

the sick, and maintained hospitals. The Italian

flagellants occupy an important position in the his-

tory of Italian literature as creators of the popular
religious lyric and the spiritual drama. Even the

early flagdlants of 1260 had sung religious hymns
in the popular speech (laude). Subsequently the

vemaciilar spiritual song was zealously cultiva-

ted in the flagellant brotherhoods, more and more
crowding out the Latin hymns, and soon becoming
the most richly developed literaiy form in the
Italian language. At an early period certain dra-

matic elements found their way into the spiritual

popular song, the singers, for instance, turning with
appeals and questions to Christ or Mary, and
receiving answers from them. From this point it

was but a slight step to complete dramatization of

the laude, and the creation of the popular religious

play. The stage presentation of these dramatic

laudet whose theme, of course, purported to be first

and foremost the history of the life and Pkission

of Christ, is to be rated henceforth among the prin-

cipal services of the Italian flagellant brotherhoods.

See Rbuqious Dramab.
From the sixteenth centuiy onward, the Society

of Jesus wrought with impassioned zeal toward
the diffusion of self-castigation, especially in the

Marianite sodalities under Jesuit direction. In

close touch With the Jesuits were also the French
penitential and flagellant brotherhoods of the six-

teenth centuiy, which had much in-

6. Later fluence in the political life of France
Manifesta- under King Henry III (1574-89).

tions and In Germany, too, owing mainly to the

Develop- influence of the Jesuits and Capuchins,

ments. the self-castigation of laymen was
again widely espoused in the sixteenth

centuiy. The most notable German scholar of the

Jesuit Order, Jacob Gretscher (q.v.), compiled
(1606-13) a comprehensive histoiy and vindication

of self-castigation, with a view to promoting its

diffusion as widely as possible. Thanks again to

the Jesuits' propaganda, flagellation celebrated

brilliant triumphs, after the sixteenth century, in

parts beyond Europe; especially in India, Persia,

Japan, the Philippines, and particularly in the

American provinces of Spain. Indeed even to the

present day flagellation has stoutly asserted itself

in South America, Mexico, and in the southwestern
portion of the United States; the brotherhoods

(Hermanoa peniienlea) of New Mexico and Colorado
recently numbered their members by thousands,

and pushed their fanaticism to the point of cruci-

fying their members, insomuch that Leo XIII. felt

prompted to interpose against their processions.

In South America flagellation of laymen is still in

many places a customary and regular practise, in

specified churches, and according to ritual forms.

In like manner the practise of self-castigation in

public maintained itself to the nineteenth centuiy

and in some cases to quite recent date, in Eist

India, the Azores and the (}anaiy Islands, Italy,

and the southern Tyrol. Flagdladon of layiMo

in private at present is confined to somewhat nanow
circles; thorou^igomg directions with regard to

the most suitable kind of flagellation and the in-

struments to be applied are giv^i by C. CaprilmMin

in his Pastaralmedicin (12th ed., Aachen, 1888, p.

175). In the Greek Cburch flagellation has ap-

peared only here and there in certain monastk

circles. Some Russian sects, however, are said to

practise it in their so-called advices after a fashioo

reminding of the dervishes. Hxbman Hauft.

Bibuoorapht: I. E. G. FOnteniAim, Di* dbriitfidbi

0«i$9ieroe9eUaehaften, Halla, 1828 (antiquAtM mo«t of tbt

earlier literature); J. Morinus, Comm»ntariu9 kitJonna i»
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MrwUa, book vii., ehap. 14, pp. 471 mtq., Antvecp. 1082;

L. Holsten and M. Brockie, CotUx ragulanim wpeeifc

'
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3 sqq., 355 eqq.; P. Hinachitu, S»9tem dm kaAcHrnkm
KireUnrechU, iv. 737, 803, 814, v. 78, 647, 624, Beriin.

1887; H. C. Lea. Hi$L cf Inquiniion, L 272. 464, iL 381

eqq.. New York, 1006; idem. Hi§L of Auriadar Coe/«MM
ii. 162-163. London, 1806; O. Z6okler, Atktm und Mdtuk-
thum, Frankfort, 1807; W. M. Cooper, FtflveBolim ami

Vt€ FlaoeUaniB, London, 1808; A. Gabarte. La FWHIe-
tion dana VhUloin el 2a WUraiure, Paris, 1800; Ktmit mt
2a FlagMaUon, ib. 1800 (indndee relicioiis aad primitite

usee); J. Holmes. Memoir* of PrwaU FlaotOaiitm, ib.

1800; A. Eulenberg, Sadiamua and MaaodUamm, Nev
York. 1002; HiaL of FlaoMoHon among Diffarant NaMaim,

ib. 1004; Heimbucher, Ordan und KongraoaHomam, vL 221,

iu. 253; KL, iii., 1810 sqq., 1632 sqq.
II. Helyot. Ordraa monoiKgins. toL viiL; 0. Luai.

Laaioni di anHehitik toacana, pp. 613-671. Florsncs. 1700;

Q. B. VermicUoli. Storia a eonatitusioni daUa eanfratrnmh
dai Nobili delta OiuaHaia, Peruffia, 1846; A. Stompl, Bia-

loria flaoeUantium, Halle. 1836; J. J. I. too DoUiiifer.

in Hialoriackaa TaacKanbuek, 1871. pp. 822 sqq.; E-

Monad. in Riviala di fUoloaia Romanaa, i (1872). 235 iqq.;

R. Rdhricht. BiUiograpkiaeka Baiirdge mr Gaa€Mkkk 4m
Oeiaalar, in ZKO, i (1877). 313 sqq.; H. Haupt, Batigi^
Sekten in Franken, WOriburK, 1882; idem, in ZKO, tz

(1886), 114 sqq.; R. HOniger. Der Sckwana Tad w
Dautaddand, Berlin, 1882; C. Leohner, in Hiakhadm
JahHmeh der OdrreaQaaaUaehaft, t (1884). 438 sqq.; idHs,

Die f/roaaa Oaiaaatfahrt dee . . . 1349, ib. T. 437-462; A.

(3aspary. Oeadiichia der italianiaehan lAUeraiur, i. 141 iqq..

Berlin, 1886; F. Haasaurek. Viar Jakra unUr dan SvamA-
Amorikanam, pp. 141 sqq., Dresden, 1887; P. Ytadanon,

Corpua documantonan ingmaiHonia . . . NaaHandicm, L
100 sqq., ii. 06 sqq., Ghent, 1880-06; idem. Oaaekiadtrnt

der Jn^iaiHa in da Nadariandan, ii. 6 sqq., IWti A. D'Aa-

eona, Origini del teairo Uaiiano, vol. i. passim, Turin, 1881;

G. de Gregorio, Capiloli deUa prvma eompagnia di diaeir

pUna di San Nicold di Palermo, Palermo, 1801; W. Oni-

lenaoh, CTMcAuAte dee nauaran Dramaa, i. 804sqq., Hslhi.

1803; G. Blassatinti, CoaHiuaioni dei diadpHmU d. 8,

Andrea di Perugia, Forli. 1803; P. Face. HUL da S, Via-

cant Ferrier, 2 toIs., Paris, 1804; E. Michael, in ZKT,
xxiU. (1800) 180-181; P. Runge. IHs Liader ttnd Maiadka
der Oeiaaler, Leipdo. 1000; G. Galli. DiadplinamiidaffUm-
bria dd ItSO e le loro Laudi, supplement to OiemtaU

aiorieo daOa letteratura llaliana, Turin. 1006; P. Fladt, is

Beitrdge sur sOcfcmefcen KirtkangoKhiekia, id. 81 100.:

G. B. Menapaoe, NoHaie aloriea intomo m talteli dd

TrenHno, in Arckivio TrenHno, vols. ix.-x.; Ncsadw.
CkriaHan Ckurdt, v. 412; Sehaff. ChriaHan Ckmxk, if.

788 sqq., t. 1, pp. 875 sqq.

FLATT, JOHAim FRIEDRICH. See TOBnronr

School, the Oldbr.

FLATUCH, JOHANN FRIEDRICH: Swabiaa

preacher and pedagogue; b. at Beihingen near

Ludwigsburg (8 m. n. of Stuttgart) Oct. 3, 1713;
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Flavian of Oonstantinople

d. at Milnchingen (7 m. d.w. of Stuttgart) June 1,

1797. He went through the usual course of study

of the WOrttemberg theologians, became preacher

in Hohenasperg in 1742, in Metterzimmem in 1747,

and in MOnchingen in 1760. Though he always

renoained a simple country parson, he possessed a
marked personality, an original wit and a clear

perception which in its judgment of men and things

was ronarkably accurate. He was sincere, up-

right, and courageous enough to tell the truth to

the idgning duke and his courtiers. His theolog-

ical position was that of Bengel, whose disciple he
was, and he was as mild as his teacher and avoided

aD theological and churchly extremes, both of

Pietism and of rationalism.

He is chiefly known as a teacher. Even while a
student he began to instruct young people from
pure love, and continued this activity until his

old age. He usually had fifteen to twenty pupils

in his home, children and youths from every class

and destined for the most different vocations.

His methods of teaching were entirely original.

By the influence of his vital Christian personality,

by the power of his forbearing, active, supplicating

bve, he made efficient men even from the most
cankerous material. (H. Mosapp.)

BnuoGBAPHT: K. F. Ledderhofle, Ltben und Sehriften von
J. F. Flattich, HeidelbenE. 1873; idem, ZUge au$ dem
UbtndM . . . J.F. FlaUuh, Stuttgart. 1873; C. Sch&fer.

Flattie^'* pddaoogi8che9 System, Frankfort, 1871; P.

Pkuhta. J. F. Flattich, ein Sokrates unaerer Zeit, Stuttgart,

1875; G. Weitbreht. J. F. FlatHch'a paycholooiiche Bei-
tH^ gw Oymruuialpddagoffik, ib. 1873.

FLAVEL, JOHN: English Presbyterian; b. at

Bromsgrove (12 m. s.s.w. of Birmingham), Worces-
tershire, c. 1&30; d. at Exeter, Devonshire, June 26,

1691. He studied at Oxford and in 1650 became
curate of Diptford, in Devonshire. In 1666 he
removed to Dartmouth. On being deprived of his

living in 1662 by the Act of Uniformity, he con-

tinued to preach privately until the Five Mile Act
(1665) drove him from Dartmouth. He then re-

tired to Slapton, five miles away, where he con-
tinued to preach. On the granting of the indul-

gence of 1671 he resumed his services at Dartmouth.
Later the privilege of preaching was withdrawn
from him and he was forced to seek safety in London.
Afterward he returned to Dartmouth and met his

people nightly at his own house, until in 1687, on
the relaxation of the penal laws, they built a meet-
ing-house for him. Flavel was a voluminous writer

of popular works strongly Evangelical in sentiment,

induding, Husbandry Spiritualized (London, 1669);
Navigation Spiritualized (1671); A Saint Indeed

(1671); The Fountain of Life Opened (1672); The
Seaman's Companion (1676); and An Exposition

of the Assembly's Catechism (1693). There have
be^ several collected editions of his works (new
ed., 6 vols., London, 1820), and some of his writings

are still reprinted as tracts.

Bduographt; The TAfe is prefixed to the oollected edition
of his Works, Consult: A. k Wood. Athence Oxonienset,
ed. P. Blin. iy. 323-326, London, 1820; 8. Palmer, Non-
amtormiata* Memorial, ii. 18-22, London, 1778.

FLAVIAll: The name of two bishops of Antioch.

1. Patriarch 381-404; b. in the early part of
the fourth century; d. in Antioch June, 404.

Of the sixty years of his life before he was
consecrated bishop of Antioch in 381 little is

known; Chrysostom states that he was the child

of wealthy parents who died while he was still

yoimg. Despite his wealth he remained faithful to

the ascetic ideal, and as an adherent of the Nicene
party, to which he may have been converted by
Eustathius (see Eubtathius of Antioch), whose
last sermon he heard, was one of the successful

opponents of the Arianism of Bishop Leontius
(344-357). At that period he evidently sided with
the partizans of Eustathius, but after the formation
of the neo-Nicene party Flavian joined it and dining
the banishment of Meletius (see MsLEnus of
Antioch) he and his friend Diodorus (q.v.) directed

the fortimes of the neo-Nicenes of Antioch with wise
resistance to Arian teachings. In 378 Diodorus
was consecrated bishop of Tarsus, and three years
later Flavian accompanied Meletius to Constanti-
nople, only to be chosen, after the sudden death of

this bishop, his successor by the neo-Nicene ma-
jority in the First CJouncil of Constantinople. This
choice, however, resulted in many dissensions, the
primary consequence being a revival of the Mele-
tian schism (see Meletius of Antioch). Apart
from this there is but scanty knowledge of his

episcopate. He ordained both Chrysostom and
Theodore of Mopsuestia to the priesthood, the
former in 386, while in the following year he has-

tened to Constantinople in a successful endeavor
to appease the emperor's anger at the affront

shown him by the riotous citizens of Antioch who
had mutilated the imperial statues. He emphasized
the honor due to the saints, and was eager that
they should be interred far from heretical graves.

Flavian convened a synod of three other bishops
and thirty priests and deacons to oppose the Mes-
salians (q.v.), and Adelphius, one of their leaders,

was condemned, with his followers, and excommu-
nicated. He was still able to travel to Constan-
tinople in 394.
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ism), although Theophanes and Nicephorus, ap-

parently basing their statements on reliable tra-

dition, say that before his consecration he was
a presbyter and skeuophylax in Constantinople.

Where he received his education is unknown, nor
is his theological position absolutely determined
either by the attacks made on him by Dioscurus of

Alexandria, which were not necessarily theological

in origin, or by his own opposition to Eutyches,
which seems to have been inspired by Eusebius of

Dorylsmn. He was apparently Antiochian in his

dogmatics, thus explaining the hostility of Chrysa-
phius, the Alexandrine favorite of the emperor.
Flavian was finally condenmed and deposed for his

share in the Eutychian controversy by the " Rob-
ber Synod " of Ephesus in 449 and died shortly

afterward. There is no evidence, however, that
his death was other than natural, although the
Greek Church reckons him a martyr, and celebrates

his festival on Feb. 18. (F. Loofs.)
Biblioosapht: Two of FUvian's letten against Eutyches

are printed in the Acts of the Synod of Ephesus. Con-
sult: A8B, Feb.. iii. 71-79; DCB, u. 632; JCL, iv. 1642-
1644; Ceiilier, AtUeun aacr6$t voL x., passim.

FLECHIERy ESPRIT: Bishop of Ntmes; b. at
Femes (10 m. n.e. of Avignon), in the county of

Avignon, June 10, 1632; d. at Montpellier Feb. 16,

1710. His uncle, the learned monk Hercule Audif-
fret, educated him from 1648 to 1658 in the college

of the Congregation des Doctrinaires, of which he
was director. After the death of his uncle Fishier
went to Paris and devoted himself to the art of

poetry. He attracted some attention by a Latin
poem on a grand tournament held by Louis XIV.,
but the lack of an influential patron forced him to
take the position of a teacher in the country. Later
he returned to Paris where he was active as pulpit

orator and author. He attracted the attention of

Louis XIV. and won his permanent favor. He
became a rival of Bossuet, but his orations were at
times too artificial and lacked great and high
thoughts. He won lasting fame only by his

funeral orations, that on Biarshal Turenne (1676)
being his masterpiece. In 1673 he became a mem-
ber of the Academy, together with Racine. In
1685 he was made bishop of Lavaur, and in 1687
of Ntmes. As bishop he was greatly beloved, even
by the Protestants who hid in his diocese, on account
of his mildness and great benevolence. Besides
his funeral oration on Turenne may be mentioned
those on Lamoignon, president of the chamber
(1679), on Queen Maria Theresia (1682), on Chan-

,
cellor Le Tellier (1686), on Marie Anna, Dauphine
of France (1690), and on his friend the Duke of

Montausier (1690). He also wrote biographies of

the Emperor Theodosius (Paris, 1679) and of Car-
dinal Ximenes (1693). Inferior in value are
twenty-five orations on Advent and eight mission-
ary and synodical speeches. His (Euvres compUtes
were published in ten volumes at Nimes, 1782, and
at Paris, 1828. (C. Pfender.)
Biblioobapht: A. Delacroix, Hiit. tU FUchier, Paris, 1866;

Lichtenberger. ESR, iv. 7C7-773 (elaborate); valuable
material is found in the prefaoes to his (Euvres compUiet.

FLEET MARRIAGES: The name applied to a
class of clandestine and more or less irregular

marriages performed by chaplains of the Fleet

Prison in London during the seventeenth and fint

half of the eighteenth centuries. In order to regu-

late the disorders in regard to marriage which the

Reformation had introduced, a law was passed

under the Commonwealth (1653) permitting dvil

marriage before a justice of the peace. At the

Restoration the earlier law was reestablished tDd

strictly enforced; but clandestine marriages, avoid-

ing the regular alternatives of banns or license,

were still possible, since there were a number of

churches in which on the plea of exemption from

episcopal jurisdiction, the law could be disregarded.

The Fleet Prison, or the territory legally hdd to

belong to it, was a favorite place for th^ marriages.

Disreputable clergymen here made a trade of

manying all comers, without respect to the ful-

filment of any necessary conditions, and shameless

competition among them led to the greatest

laxity. From 1666 various attempts were made
to suppress the evil, but it rather increased* until

it was possible for one abandoned man, named John

Gayhan, who was technically a prisoner there

from 1701 to 1740, to boast that during that time

he had performed 36,000 marriages. Finally in

1753 a bill was introduced into the House of LonU
by Hardwicke, the Lord Chancellor," for the better

preventing of clandestine marriages," and became

a law on June 6. Its working was not altogether

satisfactory in detail, and later enactments, eepe-

cially in 1823, were required to amend it, untd a

final settlement of all difficulties was made under

WiUiam IV. in 1834 and 1836.

Bxbuoobapht: J. S. Bum, The Fleet Regieien, Compritimf

the Hietory of Fleet Marriaote, London. 1834; H. B. Op-
penheim. in ZKR, \ (1861), 8-9; E. Friedberi. Doe B^dU
der BheechlieeeutHf, 309-310. 835-336. Leipac. 1865;

J. Ashton, Fleet River, Prieon, amd Marriaaee, haoday,

1888.

FLEETWOOD, JOHN: Hie name, probably

assumed, under which was issued The lAfe o/ . . .

Je8tu Christ . . . together ttnth the Lives and ShI-

ferings of his Holy Apostles , Evangdists, and Other

Primitive Martyrs (London, 1767 and often), a

work which enjoyed great popularity imtil it was

superseded by modem and more scholarly lives of

Jesus. Two other volumes. The Christian's Prayer

Book, or Complete Manual of Devotions (London,

1772) and The Christian's Dictionary (1775) are

attributed to the same author.

FLEETWOOD, WILLIAM: English prelate; b.

in London Jan. 1, 1656; d. at Tottenham (6 m.

n.n.e. of St. Paul's, London) Aug. 4, 1723. He
studied at Eton, and at King's College, Cambridge
(B.A.. 1679; M.A., 1683; D.D., 1705). Soon after

taking orders he won renown by a sermon ddivered

before King's College, Mar. 25, 1689, in commem-
oration of Edward VI., the founder of the college.

He was given a fellowship at Eton, the chapter

rectory of St. Augustine and St. Faith's, London

(Nov. 26, 1689), and soon afterward the lecture-

ship of St. Dunstan's-in-the-West. He hdd Hbtfal

political views and favored the revolution. Shortly

after the accession of William and Mary be was

appointed chaplain to the king, and in 1702 canon

of Windsor. In 1705 he exchanged his London
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prefennents for the living of Wexham in Buck-
ingfaamBhire. Despite his opposition to her favor-

ite political party, Queen Anne made him bishop
of St. Aaaph in 1708; and in 1714 Geo. I. translated

him to the see of Ely. For his attacks on the
Jacobite tendencies of the Tory government in

1712 he was threatened with impeachment and the
House of Commons voted that the preface of a
vdume of sermons he had just published be burned
by the public hangman. Besides a number of

aeimons and charges to the clergy, Fleetwood's
works include, InscripHonum antiqiiarium ayUoge

(London, 1691), a collection of Christian and pagan
inscriptions; An Essay on Miracles (1701); and
Cknmicim pretiosum (1707), an investigation of the
value of money and commodities for the previous six

centuries. His sermons may be found in his Works
(London, 1737; new ed., 3 vols., Oxford, 1854).

BxBUoomAnrr: A Memoir, by Fleetwood's nephew. W.
Powell, u prefixed to his Work§. Consult: J. H. Monk,
Life of Dr. Richard BentUy, i. 367-370. ii. 88, 247. London,
1833; Bioorapfua Brikmniea, vol. ii., ib. 1750; DNB,
ziz.2(»-271.

FLEIOHG, DAVID HAY: Scotch Presbyterian;
b. at St. Andrews, Scotland, Blay 9, 1849. He
studied at Madras College, St. Andrews, 1854-66,
snd then engaged in business until he retired in 1883
to devote himself to the study of Scotch history. In
1904-06 he was lecturer on church history in New
College, Edinburgh. In theology he is an old-

school Presbyterian and a stanch Calvinist.

Among his writings those of theological interest

are The Martyrs and Confessors of St Andrews
(Cupar-Plfe, 1887); Mary Queen of Scots from her

Birth to her Flight into England (London, 1897); The
Scottish Reformation (Edinbui^gh, 1903); and The
Story of the Scottish Covenants in OuUine (1904).

He has also edited Register of the Ministers, Elders,

<md Deacons of the Christian Congregation of St.

AndreiPSf Comprising the Proceedings of the Kirk
Session and of the Court of the Superintendent of

Fife, Fothrik, and Stratheam, 1659-1600 (2 vols.,

Edinburgh, 1889-90); A. F. MitcheU's Scottish Ref-
ormation (Baird Lectures for 1899, 1900); and
Patrick Walker's Six Saints of the Covenant (2 vols.,

London, 1901).

FLEMING (less correctly Flemming), PAUL:
Geraian poet; b. at Hartenstein (9 m. s.e. of

Zwickau) in the Saxon Vogtland, Oct. 5, 1609 (old

style); d- at Hamburg Apr. 2, 1640. When about
twelve years of age, he entered the Thomasschule
at Ldpnc, and in 1628 began his studies at the
university. Along with his professional course
in medicine, he occupied himself with dialectics,

rhetoric, and poetics; and in 1633 became doctor
of philosophy. In 1633-39 he made a journey to

Persia, as attach^ of an embassy despatched by
Duke Frederick III. of Holstein. The travelers'

remaricable experiences were described by Olearius
in his BeschreHmng der neuen orientalischen Reise

(SIcswick, 1647). After his return, Fleming was
graduated in Leyden as doctor of medicine. On
the way thence to Reval, where he was intending to

settle as physician, he fell ill and died at Hamburg,
probably in consequence of hardships endured on

the journey. He is buried in St. Catherine's

Church at Hamburg.
Fleming is one of the most noteworthy German

poets. His style is influenced by Opitz (whom he
knew personally at Leipsic), but he is perfectly

independent in the contents of his poems. These
refer, for the most part, to his personal experiences,

and are the natural expression of his deep and gen-

uine sensibilities. They enable us to accompany
him through his brief and stirring life, and reveal

him as a believing Christian and highly cultivated

noble man. He wrote in the Latin language quite

as aptly and freely as in his mother tongue. The
best known of his poems is the hynm, In alien

meinen Thaten lass ich den Hdchsten rathen (Eng.
transl. by Miss Winkworth, " Where'er I go, what-
e'er my task), which he composed prior to depart-

ing for Persia. The edition of Fleming's poems
prepared, at his own request, by Olearius after his

death (Hamburg, 1641) contains only a small selec-

tion of the German poems. So, too, an edition

that appeared at Ldbeck in 1642 is very defective.

The first accurate edition is by J. M. Lappenberg,
Paul Flemings lateinische Gedichte (Stuttgart, 1863).

and Deutsche Gedichte (2 vols., 1865).

Cabl Bertheau.

Bxblioobapht: J. Holier, Cimbria lUerata, ii. 103 sqq..

Copenhacen, 1744; G. H. J6rden8. Lexikon deuiocher Di^
ter, i. 644 sqq., y. 07 sqq.. 6 vols., Leipflio. 1806-11; K.
A. Vambacen von Ense, Biograp/iitdio DorJemaU, iv. 1-

168. Berlin, 1846 (gives account of Fleming's travels);

J. M. Lappenberg, Paid Flemino* lateirMcfie QedichU,
Stuttgart. 1863; idem. Deutsche Oedichte, ii. 851-804. ib.

1865 (the basis of Tittmann); J. Tittmann, Oedichte von
Paul Flemino, Leipsic, 1870; E. E. Koch. OeechichU dee

Kircherdiede und Kirchenoeeang, iii. 73-82. 8 vols.. Stutt-

gart. 1866-77; ADB, xii. 115 sqq.; Julian, Uymnolooy, pp.
378-370.

FLESH.

Biblical Usage. The Problem of Interpretation (i 1).

The Hebrew Baear (§ 2).
" Flesh " Equivalent to " Man " (i 3).

Jewish Usage (ft 4).

New Testament Usage (f 5).

Paul (i 6).

The Bible has different representations of man's
material nature. The term " flesh " is always

used with reference to man's body; so that Chrys-

ostom's conMnent on Gal. v. 16 is anything but
precise

—

** The flesh (Gk. sarx) is not the body, nor

the essence of the body, but the evil disposition,

the earthly, lustful, and lawless rea-

I. Biblical son." The same is true of Julius

Usage. The Mttller's definition,
—" The flesh is the

Problem of tendency or inclination of human life

Interpre- turned away from God, the life and
tation. movement of man in the midst of the

things of this visible world." The
flesh is regarded as endowed with mind (Gk.

phron&na, Rom. viii. 6), desire or lust (epithymia.

Gal. V. 16; I John ii. 16), will (thelSma,Eph. ii. 3), etc.,

and can not, therefore, stand for a disposition of the

will. Sarx designates, not a tendency or disposi-

tion of the flesh, but the flesh itself with that dis-

position. But a problem arises,—how can sarx

be considered the subjective cause of such disposi-

tion while usually kardia (" heart ") is looked upon
as the seat of the will (Matt. xv. 10; Rom. i. 24)7
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This difficulty can not be solved by the percep-

tion that man himself as the subjective cause of

such disposition may be designated as flesh because

he is represented in it; for aarx does not in the

Bible always mean man himself, but that which
shapes him, his guiding principle (cf. Rom. vii.

14, with verses 18 and 25); this observation, how-
ever, leads to a correct understanding of the

difficulty.

It is necessary to go back to the Old Testament
baaoTf and especially to 6asar in the sense of aarx,

in which it is used only of the flesh of man, while

it is used in the sense of kreaa only with regard to

animals (i.e., the flesh of sacrifice). In

2. The this special application to man hasar

Hebrew means in the first place the substance

Baaar, of the body. The bones or blood are

sometimes mentioned with flesh, as

constituting the body (Luke xziv. 39; I Cor. xv.

50). By synecdoche flesh is used for the body
(Ps. xvi. 9; Cor. x. 3). This use of the term is

a Hebrew idiom, foreign to the Greek; so that the

Septuagint often translates the Hebrew baaar by
aOma (" body "). The expression " all flesh " is

sometimes used for the race in its totality (Gen.

vi. 17), but usually for the race as human (Gen.

vi. 12; Luke iii. 6, etc.).

This leads to the peculiarity of the Biblical use of

the word. It designates man because man appears
through it, and manifests his nature by it; in the

flesh man has his life—he is flesh.

3.
'' Flesh " This attribute he shares with the

Equivalent whole living universe. Flesh is the

to ''Man." condition and outward expression of

its existence; by the flesh it manifests

its solidarity. Thus, as flesh, it is weak and frail

(Ps. Ixxviii. 39). Flesh is not spirit, nor vital power
(Isa. xxxi. 3), but stands in living and moral con-

trast to spirit, the spirit of God (Deut. v. 26).

Thus in the Old Testament the term " flesh
"

connects itself with the conception of impotence,

need of salvation, and sinfulness of man whose
distinction from God is the distinction between
flesh and spirit. The development of the term in

the New Testament and especially in Paul may be
traced directly to this Old Testament conception,

while the development of the term in the synagogue
was quite different.

The most significant traits of the Old Testament
representation practically disappear in the Apoc-
rypha. Sarx is spoken of as the substance of the

human body (Sirach xix. 12, xliv. 20;

4. Jewish Judith xiv. 10 etc.). Paaa aarx oc-

Usage. curs with the same meaning as in the

Old Testament (Sirach i. 8, xiii. 15;

Judith ii. 3; etc.). But the idea of lowliness and
frailty disappeared almost altogether, likewise the

idea of distinction from God. The same may be
said of the Pseudepigrapha and the remaining

post-Biblical literature of the synagogue. Alex-

andrianism accepted the Old Testament meaning as

little as did the theologians of the synagogue. The
Septuagint perverted in important passages (Num.
xvi. 22; Isa. xxxi. 3) the relation of spirit or God
and flesh into the distinction between spirit and
matter. Philo uses aarx in the sense of evil dis-

position. This is not a translation of Kblictl

views into Alexandrinian philosophy, but it is

most clearly a translation of the synagogal view of

the yetier ha-ra', the evil disposition, the diq[)OfitiQD

toward the sensual from which the real evil has

proceeded.

On this account it is the more peculiar that the

writers of the New Testament—Paul not exoq>ted—
have not built on this later foimdation, but have

gone back to the Old Testament. In the eynaptie

Gospels and in Acts aarx designates

5. New the substance of the body (Luke

Testament xxiv. 39; Acts ii. 26, 31), man sod

Usage, hmnanity (Matt. xix. 5, 6; Maik z. 8;

etc.). It denotes the distinction firom

God and that not in the physical sense, hence the

incongruous relation of aarx to the divine principle

of life in the heart of man (Matt. xxvi. 41; Muk
xiv. 31 ). The writings of John and Peter, the Epistle

of Jude, and the Epistle to the Hebrews do not sdd

any essential features except that '' flesh " also in-

dicates the peculiarity of man's external natore.

Thus it is opposed to pneuma, or spirit (Col. ii. 1, 5).

In the writings of Peter the contrast betwe^ $an
and pneuma appears as a contrast of aarx and the

spirit of (jrod (I Pet. iii. 18), and as a contrast of

aarx and the human pneuma (I Pet. iv. 6). The
same contrast between God or the spirit of God and

the flesh dominates the use of the word in the wri-

tings of John. Here the expression " The Word
was made flesh " (John i. 14) has its force from the

contrast with (verse 1) " The Word was God."

The same contrast appears in Ps. Ivi. 5, 2; Ghron.

xxxii. 8; II (Ik>r. xiii. 4. Sarx in distinction from

God and his spirit denotes frailty, helplessness,

need of salvation.

The sinfulness of the flesh is emphasised by Paul

(Rom. viii. 3). In this sense he calls the body " a

body of the flesh " a(^ma tea aarkoa (Gd. iL 11),

and life a " walking in the flesh " (II Cor. x. 3).

Corresponding to the peculiarity of the New Testa-

ment revelation of salvation, the Old Testament

contrast between God and man, flesh and spirit, has

developed into the contrast between aarx and the

pneuma hagwn. In connection with the latter

contrast Paul defines the relation between aan

and sin in so far as with the fonner

6. PauL and through it there adheres to man

an evil disposition, a being add unto

sin (Rom. vii. 14). Man is dominated by sin; it

lives in and through him. It was therefore easy

for C!hrysostom to identify aarx with an evil dis-

position or for Neander to define it as '' human

nature in its alienation from God." In a dmilar

way Holsten maintained that for Paul aarx was the

material, sensual substance in contrast with pruwma

as the immaterial, spiritual and Divine substance.

In the aarx and pneuma of Paul there is, according

to Holsten, the opposition of the finite and the in-

finite, evil and good, so that in Pauline theology sin

was a necessity. The whole Pauline view of the

world, according to him, forms a dualism which

has its root in the Jewish and Hellenistic view of

the worid. But it has been shown above that the

thoughts of Paul as well as the other writings of the

New Testament are in no way dependent upon the
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develoimient in the later synagogue or Alexandrian
pbflosophy, but have developed directly from the

(M Testament. TIub phenomenon shows itself also

in other important points of the New Testament
(fispeDsationand compels the assumption of a double
tendency in religious thought,—the one represented

and influenced by the synagogue as a theological

fldiool and its mode of expression, laid down in the
Old Testament Apocrypha, Pseudepigrapha, and
the Tahnudic writings as well as in PhUo, the other
starting directly from the OldTestament and known
through the New Testament.

If this be conceded, much has been gained for the
decision of the question. Passages like Rom. vii.

14-15 show the strongest contrast to the later

synagogal conc^tion of sarx. Whenever Paul
ipeaks of $arz, he means present reality, and does
not denote by it the source and cause of sin in

the world. Hie 9arx is the seat of sin and not the
cause of its existence; it is chained to life and prop-
igites itself through it and with it in a way which
has originated not through God, but through the
fall llierefore with life impotence and death
propagate themselves and with them the inability

to lead a life pleasing to God and the tendency to-

ward the contrary, " eimiity against God '' (Rom.
riii. 7, 8). We are what we are and as we are

throo^ the flesh, we are in the flesh, in its power
instead of in that of the Spirit,—we are flesh.

But this evidently does not mean that flesh is the

source of sin, it does not even mean that the flesh

in distinction from the other parts of the himian
being is the seat of sin; for everything, even the
heart, the seat of the origin of sin, pertains to man
throu^ the flesh, or, as we might say, to the flesh

itself. Since sin is in the worid, there are only sin-

nen bom by the flesh, and thus the apostle may
distinguish between noua and sarx as he does in

Rom. vii. 25.

Thus there is no reason why »arx should mean
human nature. It rather means the flesh in its

peculiar nature as it has been implanted into

man by the fall. Even Christ appeared " in the

Hkeneas of sinful flesh " (Rom. viii. 3), an expres-

iKm whidi denotes not the di£Ference but the agree-

ment with our case. He entered into the flesh with
all the consequences of sin or the fall (CoL i. 22;

H^. iL 14); but his own spiritual nature overcame,
so to speak, at the very beginning, its disposition to

n. See Soul and Spirit. (H. CRSMERf.)

Bouoobaprt: F. DeKUwh, SytUm der bibUu^en Ptycko-
U§U^ Loipae, 1865. Enc. tmul.. Edinbuish. 1867; J. J.

TUi OostenM. ChriaUan DoffmaHca, ii. 366. 398, 669,
Nev York, 1874; H. H. Wendt, Die Begriffe Fleiaek und
OtUtim hiUUdien $pra<Aoebrauck, Qoth*, 1878; B. Wdn.
Bmieal Tkeoiom of ^ New Teetament, H 27. 67. 68. 86.

100. 116. 124. 128. 130, 146. Edinburgh, 1882-83; W. P.
Di^MD, St, PauPe Uae ei ike Terme Fleeh and Spirit,

LoodoB. 1883; O. Zftokler, Handlmek der theolooi^chen

Wiamutkaften, i. 342 sqq.. 347 sqq., iii. 307. 631-632.
NflrdlinfMi, 1880. Munich, 1800; O. Pfleidenr, Der Paul-
t«sMi«c pp. 60-78, Leipnc. 1800; H. Schulti. Old Teeta-

metd Theoton, i. 300. ii. 112. 242 sqq.. 300-301, 314-
315. Edinbursb, 1802; J. Ludlaw. BihU Doctnne ol Man,
V^ 100-120. 270-274, ib. 1806; W. BeyMhlac. New Tee-
hemU Th^oloffw, i. 88. 01, 228, ii. 28, 38, 42 aqq., ib.

1806: G. B. Stevens, Tkeciaov of tKe New Teetament, pp.
180-100. 338-330, New York. 1800; A. B. Davidson.
TImtogy of the Old Teetament, pp. 188-102, ib. 1004; and
tbs lexicons.

FLETCHER, GILES (called the Younger, to dis-

tinguish him from his father—b. about 1549; d.

1611—also known as a poet): English divine and
religious poet; b. in London c. 1588; d. at Alder-

ton (11 m. e.s.e. of Ipswich), Suffolk, 1623. He was
educated at Westminster School and Trinity Col-

lege, Cambridge (B.A., 1606), where he became a
minor fellow in 1608, reader in Greek grammar in

1615, and reader in the Greek language in 1618.

Soon afterward he left the university and became
rector at Alderton, Sufifolk. Fletcher is known
principally by the poem, CknsVa Victory and Tri-

umph in Heaven and Earth over and after Death

(2 parts, Cambridge, 1610; modem editions,

London, 1869, 1876, by A. B. Grosart, 1888, 1890,

etc.) which has been called one of the most remark-
able religious poems in the language. It undoubt-
edly furnished Milton with valuable suggestions,

which he utilised in Paradise Regained, Fletcher

published also The Reward of the Faithful (London,

1623), a theological treatise in prose.

Bxblioobapht: Consult the Preface by A. B. Grosart to

his edition of the Poeme, London, 1876; DNB, zix. 302.

FLETCHER, JOHN WILLIAM (FLETCHER OF
MADELEY): Associate of John Wesley and one
of the most pious and useful ministers of his genera-

tion; b. at Nyon (on the Lake of Geneva, 21 m. s.w.

of Lausanne), Canton of Vaud, Switzerland, Sept.

12, 1729; d. at Madeley (13 m. e. s.e. of Shrewsbury),

Shropshire, Aug. 14, 1785. His name was originally

De la Flteh^re. He was a fine scholar in his youth,

and took all the prises at the school in Geneva
which he attended. He was designed

Early by his parents for the ministry, but

Life. preferred the army. Against their

wishes he went to Lisbon and enlisted,

but was prevented from going to Brazil by an acci-

dent which confined him for some time to his bed.

The vessel was lost at sea. Fletcher returned to

Switserland, but, not disheartened, went to Flan-

ders at the invitation of his uncle, who promised

to secure a commission in the army for him. The
sudden death of his relative, and the termination

of the war, again interfered with his plans. He
then went to England, and became tutor in the

family of Thomas Hill, of Shropshire, in 1752.

A new period soon began in Fletcher's history.

He heard the Methodists. Their language about

faith was a new revelation to him, and in 1755 he

united with one of their societies. In 1757 he was
ordained priest by the bishop of Bangor. During

the next few years he preached occasionally for

John Wesley and others, and became known as

a public supporter of the great religious revival.

In 1760 he accepted the living of Madeley, against

the advice of Wesley, with whom, however, he pre-

served a lifelong friendship.

For twenty-five years, with the exception of the

interval between 1776 and 1781, when ill health

forced him to take a respite from

YicBi of work, Fletcher labored at Madeley

Madeley. with singular devotion and zeal. He
preached with great fervor the plain

truths of the Gospel, and labored incessantly

during the week to awaken sinners. It was his
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ciistom to rise at five o'clock Sabbath moniing, and
go through the neighborhood ringing a bell, that

no one might be able to give as an excuse for non-
attendance at church that he was not aroused in

time. He visited worldly entertainments, and with

the fearlessness of John Knox preached to the

astounded revelers upon the foUy of forbidden

pleasures. Great and blessed results followed

such fidelity. In 1768 he was called to preside over
Lady Huntingdon's College at Trevecca, Wales, and
accepted, the call requiring only occasional visita-

tion, not continuous residence. The discussion

over Calvinism and Arminianism among the Meth-
odists led him to resign in 1771.

As a preacher, Fletcher directed his appeals to

the conscience. He was well trained, and had a
fine voice. As a man, he was characterized by
saintly piety, rare devotion, and blamelessness

of life. In the judgment of Southey, " no age
ever produced a man of more fervent piety,

or more perfect charity, and no church ever

possessed a more apostolic minister/' and Wesley
characterized him as the holiest man he had ever
met, or ever expected to meet " this side of eter-

nity."

bi theology, Fletcher was an Arminian of

Arminians. Most of his writings are directed

against Calvinism, were written to defend Wesley,
and grew out of controversies with

His Toplady and Rowland Hill. Some
Theology of these works are still extensively

and circulated, and are authoritative in

Writings, the Methodist churches. However,
controversial as his writings are,

Fletcher was not a polemist, but always treated his

opponents with fairness and courtesy, and in this

presented a marked contrast to Toplady and to John
Wesley. He was also a millenarian (cf. his letter

to John Wesley, Nov. 29, 1755). He sympathized
with Wesley's views concerning the revolt of the

American colonies and wrote two tracts to show
that " the right of taxing subjects, with or without
their consent, is an inseparable appendage of supreme
government," viz., A Vindication of Mr, Wesley*

8

" Calm Address to Our American Colonies " (Lon-

don, 1776) and American Patriotism Farther Con-
fronted toith Reason^ Scripturef and the Constitution

(Shrewsbury, 1776). These writings were read at

court and opened the way to high preferment,

which he refused to consider. His principal works
were Checks to Antinomianismf called forth by the

dispute in 1771, and The Portrait of St. Paid, or

the True Model for Christians and Pastors, trans-

lated from a French manuscript after Fletcher's

death, with a notice of the author (2 vols., Shrews-

bury, 1790). The first complete edition of his

works appeared in London, 8 vols., 1803; there is

a four-volume edition issued by the Methodist Book
Concern in New York. D. S. Schaff.

Biblioorapht: The principal biography is by J. Benson.
4th ed., London, 1817. Other Uve« are by L. Tyennan.
ib. 1882: F. W. Macdonald. ib. 1885; J. Marratt. ib. 1002;

DNB, xix. 312-314. Consult also: A. Stevens. Hittory

of . . . MeihodUm, 3 vols.. New York, 1858-61; J. C.

Ryle, Chrutian Leadera of t/ie Laat Century, pp. 383-423,
London, 1860; F J. Snell, WetUy and Methodiam, Edin-
burgh. 1000.

FLETCHER, JOSEPH: English independent;

b. at Chester Dec. 3, 1784; d. at Stepney, London,

June 8, 1843. He attended the grammar^cbool at

Chester, then studied at Hoxton, and at the Uni-

versity of Glasgow (M.A., 1807; D.D., 1830). He
was pastor of the Congregational Church at Black-

bum 1807-23, and at the same time (after 1816)

tutor in theology at Blackburn College. In 1823

he became pastor at Stepney. He was chairman of

the Congregational Union in 1837. Fletcher wai

a voluminous writer and a regular contributor to

the newly established Eclectic Review. His woria

include: Spiritual Blessings (Blackburn, 1814;

6th ed., London, 1891); Principles and Instttutiom

of the Roman Catholic Religion (London, 1817),

which received generous praise; Personal EltcHon

and Divine Sovereignty (1825), also favorably re-

ceived; and Poems (1846), in collaboration with his

sister, Mary Fletcher. His Select Works and Mem-
oirs (3 vols., 1846) were edited by his son, Josepk

Fletcher of Hanley.

FLEURT, ABBEY OF: Formerly a odebrated

Benedictine abbey at Fleury-eur-Loire in the

diocese of Orleans and 20 m. e.s.e. of the city.

It was founded by Abbot Leodebod of St. Anian,

later bishop of Orleans, in the early part of the reign

of Qovis II (638-657). The body of St. Benedict

was brought here about 653, and this obtained many
privileges for the abbey and made it a center oi

pilgrimage from all parts of Europe. The commu-
nity was reformed by Odo of Quny, and it became

a famous seat of discipline and learning, which con-

tributed not a little to the support of Dunstan's

reforms in England. The school remained in

great esteem until the sixteenth century, sometimes

having as many as 5,000 pupils, and the Ubrary was

exceedingly valuable until it was in part scattered

by the zeal of the Huguenots (1561). Many of the

manuscripts are now preserved in the municipal

library of Orleans. Ultimately the monks as-

sociated themselves with the congregation of Saint

Maur (q.v.).

Bxbuooraprt: Chronieon Floriaeenae, in A. Dueheaie.

HUtoricB Praneorum tcripL, iii. 355 sqq.. Puis, 1640. Ab-

breviated in MOH., Script., ii (1829). 254 iqq^ Odha
Chriatiana, viii. 1538; CuiaBard-Oaudieron, VBeott de

Flettrv-tur-Loire, in MSmoirea de la oocUU ardUoUgyjm
do VOrUanaU, xjv (1875). 551 aqq.; KL, iv. 1554-57.

FLEURY, CLAUDE: French historian and

ecclesiastic; b. at Paris Dec. 6, 1640; d. there

July 14, 1723. He was educated at the ooUege of

Clermont, studied law. and for nine years practised

as an advocate at Paris, where in 1674 he published

his Histoire du droit frangais. Following the bent

of his contemplative nature, however, and influ-

enced by such men as Bossuet, he took orders, and

was appointed tutor to the princes of Conti (1672).

the count of Vermandois (1680), and the dukes of

Burgoyne, Anjou, and Berry (1689). In 1683 be

received the Cistercian abbey of Locdien in Rhodes,

and was elected to the Academy in 1696 as the

successor of La Bruydre. He decUned the proffered

see of Montpellier, but in 1706 accepted from Louis

XIV. the priory of N6tre Damed'Argenteuil, wboe
he remained until 1716, when he was recalled to

court as the confessor of Louis XV. This poatioa
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he resigDed in 1722, the year before his death.

Heiny's reputation rests chiefly upon his His-

toin eceUsUi^ique (20 vob., Paris. 1691-1720), a
histoiy of the Church to 1414, written with much
detail and moderation of tone from a standpoint

of pronounced Gallicanism, but marred by a lack

(^ critical acimien. It was continued to 1778 by
Jean Claude Faber and Alexandre la Croix, though
with less happy results. In the middle of the nine-

teoith century the manuscript of Fleuiy's own
continuation to 1517 was discovered at Paris and
published in the latest edition of the entire work
{HiiUnre eccUsiagHque par VAbbi Fleury, augmentie

de quaire livrea, 6 vols., Paris, 1640), but is far

infeiior in value to the preceding part of the

work.

For his pupils, Fleiuy wrote Lea Maun des la-

TodUa (Paris, 1681; Eng. transl.. The Manners of

theCkristiana, . . . with Biographical Notea, Oxford,

1872); Lea Mcntra dea ChrHiena (1682); and Orand
caUckitme historique (1679). His InatiliUion au droit

ecdiaiatique (Paris, 1692), like his Diacoura aur lea

hbertia de VigUae gaUicane (1690), is permeated by
a spirit of firm Gallicanism. His pedagogical system

was developed in his TraUi du choix etdela nUthode

deaHudea (1675). The minor works of Fleury were

collected in his Opuaadea (5 vols., Nhnes, 1780-81).

(EuoiiNE Choist.)

BiBijoGmAnrr: Nietfron. Af^motrM, vol viii.; L. £. Dupin.
SmatOe bibUoikiqu^ df auiew eecUaioMtUiue; vol. zriii.,

35 Tob.. Paris. 1689-1711; F. R. Guett^ HUtoire de
FigiiM de France, vols. x.. xi.. 12 vols.. Paris, 1847-56;

L. Geaay, Un PSdagoQue oubUi du xviie eiide, Paris, 1870.

FLICEniGER, DA5IEL KUMLER: United

Brethren in Christ; b. at Sevenmile, O., May 25,

1824. He was educated at Oermantown Academy
tnd was elected corresponding secretary of the

United Brethren Church Biissionary Society in

1857, being reelected quadrennially imtil 1885,

when he was chosen foreign missionary bishop.

He has been to Africa twelve times and to Oermany
fire times cm missionary tours, and has done much
work upon the frontiers of the United States, and
also among the Chinese. He is the author of

Oif-hand Sketchea in Africa (Dayton, O., 1857);

&niioru (in collaboration with Rev. W. J. Shuey;

1859); Ethiopia : or, Twenty-aix Yeara of Miaaion-

ary Life in Weatem Africa (1877); The Church*a

Marehmg Ordera (1879); and Our Missionary Work
from 185S to 1889 (1889).

BiBUoomAPHT: D. K. Fliddnffer. Fiftyjhe Yeara cS Active

Uimelerial Life: Preface by Bi^tap G. M. Mathevoe, Da^-
ton. 1007.

FUEDNER, flid'ner, FRITZ: The "apostle of

the gospel in Spain," son of Theodor Fliedner (q.v.);

b. at Kaiserswerth on the Rhine, June 10, 1845;

d. at Madrid Apr. 25, 1901. He studied at Halle

ind Tubingen, and became teacher in a school at

Hilden 1868 and chaplain to the legation of the

(kraian Empire at Madrid and evangehst in Spain

1870. Besides editing Bldtter aua Spanien, Re-

viata Christiana, and A migo de la infancia, he pub-
lished (in Spanish) lives of Livingstone, Luther,

his father, John Howard, Elizabeth Fry. a hymn-
book for Sunday Schools, and various other books

of Spanish Christian literature. He also published

Bldtter wnd BliUhen, poems (Heidelberg, 1886-97),

Rdmiache Miaaionapraxia auf den Karolinen (1889);

Erz&hlungen aua Spanien (1895), Aua meinem Leben,

Erinnerungen und Erfahrungen (Berlin, 1900).

Biblioobapht: Consult, besides the last work mentioned
Above. F. G. J. Grape. Spanien und doe BvanoeUumt
Halle. 1890.

FLIEDNER, THEODOR: German philanthro-

pist, founder of the Kaiserswerth Deaconesses'

Institute and the modem Protestant order of deacon-

esses (see Deaconess, III., 2, a); b. at Epstein

(7 m. n.e. of Wiesbaden), in Nassau, Jan. 21, 1800;

d. at Kaiserswerth (on the Rhine, 6 m. n.n.w. of

DUsseldorf) Oct. 4, 1864. He was the son of a

clergyman and was himself a plain, unpretending

German pastor, of great working power, indefati-

gable zeal, fervent piety, and rare talent of organisa-

tion. He studied at Giessen, Gdttingen, and Her-

bom and for a year was tutor in a family at Cologne

and had begun to doubt his fitness for the ministry,

when he received and accepted, in Nov., 1821, what
he considered a providential call, from a small

Protestant colony at Kaiserswerth, then a Roman
Catholic town of 1,8(X) inhabitants. The failure

of a silk manufactory, upon which the town de-

pended largely for support, led him to undertake,

in the spring of 1822, a collecting tour to keep his

struggling congregation alive. By the end of a week
he returned with 1,200 thalers. This was the be-

ginning of much greater things. By experience

and perseverance he became one of the greatest

beggars in the service of Christ. In 1823 he made
a tour of Holland and England, which not only

resulted in a permanent endowment of his congre-

gation, but suggested to him the idea of his be-

nevolent institutions. " In both these Protestant

countries," he relates, " I became acquainted with

a multitude of charitable institutions for the ben-

efit both of body and soul. I saw schools and
other educationid organizations, almhouses, or-

phanages, hospitals, prisons, and societies for the

reformation of prisoners, Bible and missionary so-

cieties, etc.; and at the same time I observed that

it was a living faith in Christ which had called

almost every one of these institutions and societies

into life, and still preserved them in activity. This

evidence of the practical power and fertility of

such a principle hod a most powerful influence in

strengthening my own faith."

Fliedner made two more journeys to Holland,

England, and Scotland (1832 and 1853), in the in-

terest no more of his congregation, but of his

institutions. He also visit^ the United States

in 1849 and assisted in founding the Deaconesses'

Institute in Pittsburg with Dr. Passavant at its

head (see Deaconess, III. 2, d, {1; Pabsavant,

William Alfred). Twice he traveled to the

East,—in 1851 to aid Bishop Gobat in founding a
house of deaconesses in Jerusalem, and again in

1857, when he was, however, too feeble to proceed

farther than Jaffa. King Frederick William IV.

of Prussia and Queen Elizabeth took the most
cordial interest in his labors for the sick and poor,

furnished him liberally with means, and founded

in 1847 the Bethany hospital with deaconesses at

Beriin after the model of Kaiserswerth. In the
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parsonage garden at Kaiserswerth there still stands

the little summer-house, with one room of ten feet

square, and an attic over it, which was the first

refuge for released female prisoners and magdalen
asylum, the humble cradle of all Fliedner's institu-

tions. In 1849 Fliedner resigned his pastorate to

devote all his time to his institutions. One of his

last acts was to consecrate nineteen sisters, the

largest niunber up to that time to go out from
Kaiserswerth in a single year. At his death the

number of deaconesses connected with Kaisers-

werth and its daughter institutions exceeded 400
(see Deaconess, III., 2). Fliedner's most impor-
tant publications were several books descriptive of

his travels and Daa Buck der M&rtyrer der evan-

ffelUchen Kirche (4 vols., Kaiserswerth, 1852-60).

He founded the ChriaUicher Volkakalender, which
was widely popular.

(Philip ScHAPPf.) D. S. Schapp.
Biblxoobapht: The chief " Life " is by his son, G. Flied-

ner. T. Fliedner, kttrter AbriM 9eine9 LthenB und Wirkena,
3d ed., KMserawerth. 1892. Consult: P. Sohaff, Oer-
many, Ua Univertitiett Theology, and IMioion, chap,
xxxviii., Philadelphia, 1857; Dr. T. Fliedner, ein Charak-
ter- und Lebenrinld, Barmen. 1866; Life of Faetor Fliedner

of Kaiaerewerth, transl. from the Qerm. by Catharine Wink-
worth. London, 1867; T. Sch&fer. Weibliche Diakonie, 8
vols.. 2d ed.. Stuttgart. 1887-94.

FLIESTEDEN, PETER. See Klarekbach,
AOOLP.

FLINT, ROBERT: Scotch Presbyterian; b. at

Dumfries, Scotland, Mar. 14, 1838. He was edu-
cated at Glasgow University (1852-59) and was
parish minister at East Church, Aberdeen (1859-

1862), and at Kilconquhar (1862-64). He was pro-

fessor of moral philosophy and political economy
at St. Andrews University (1864-76) and pro-

fessor of divinity at Edinburgh University (1876-

1903). He was also Baird Lecturer (1876-77),
Stone Lecturer at Princeton (1880) and Croall Lec-
turer at Edinburgh (1887-88). He has written:

Chri8t*8 Kingdom on Earth (Edinburgh, 1865); Phi-
lo8ophy of History in Europe (1874); Theism (1877);
Anti^Theistic Theories (1879); Vico (1884); His-
torical Philosophy in France

f
Belgium ^ and Swiizer^

land (1894); Socialism (London, 1894); Sermons
and Addresses (Edinburgh, 1899); Agnosticism

(1903); Philosophy as Scientia Scientiarum and
History of Classification of Science (1904); and
On Theological, Biblical, and other Subjects (1905).

FLODOARD, fl6"d6"ar', OF REIMS: French
writer of the tenth century; b. at £pemay (17 m.
s.s.e. of Reims) 893 or 894; d. 966. He studied

in Reims, which in the tenth century formed the

center of French politics and of the l^gher studies

of Lorraine, and under Archbishop Herivseus

(900-922) became canon in the cathedral. Owing
to political disturbances, he lost his position and
joined Bishop Artold (932-961). The latter sent

him in 936 to Rome where he was favorably re-

ceived by Pope Leo VII. and consecrated priest.

When Artold lost his bishopric, Flodoard fled with
him to Archbishop Rotbert of Treves (931-956).

Flodoard took part in the Synod of In^heim in

948, at which Artold was reinstated by Pope Aga-
petus II. As a recompense for his faithfulness Art-

old gave him the position of keeper of the records in

the church of Reims. In 751 he was entrusted with

a mission to King Otho I.; in 952 he wa8^>pouited
bishop of Toumay, but owing to unfavorable

conditions could not enter his new positioa. In

963 he retired into the monastery of St. Basle.

During his stay at Rome Flodoard waa induced

to write a hexameter poem in three parts on the
** Triumphs of Christ and the Saints,'' which with

much show of learning and piety tdls of the spread

of Christianity and the history of the popes. He
compiled a chronicle (Annales; in MOH, SeripL^

iii., 1839, pp. 363-407; also, ed. P. Lauer, Fm,
1906) of his own time, from 919 to 966, which

is a source of valuable information for the histoiy of

Lorraine and the relations between the French

and (Germans of that time, and is indispenaaUe for

dates of numerous events. He also wrote a idiabk

and extensive Historia Remensis (in MGH, Script.,

xiii., 1882, pp. 405-599) up to 948.

Wn^EUif Ax/rMAHH.

Bxbuoobapht: ASM, . 325-332; Hiaknre UUirmin de k
France, vi. 313. Paris. 1742; J. C. F. Bfthr. Oteekidai dm-

r&mia<Aen LiUeratur tm kar<dinoiedhen ZeUaUer, p. 27i.

Carlsruhe. 1840; Wattenbach, DOQ, i (1885). 378-38a
ii. 490, i (1803). 400-411; P. Scheffer-Boiehont. ia Jfil-

theilungen dee InetUute fUr daterreiekieche OeadAAiafet-
aehung, viii. 423-430. Innabruek. 1887. OiiiMilt abo R.

Ceillier. Auteura aaeria, xii. 841-844.

FLORENCE, COUHCIL OF. See FsBaASA-
Florence, Council of.

FLORENSIAKS (Ordo Florensis; Order of Floct):

A Roman Catholic order established at Flore (the

modem San Giovanni in Fiore, 90 m. 8.w. of Ta-

ranto) by the Cistereian abbot and prophet Joachim

(see Joachim of Fiore) about 1192, some three

years after he had exchanged the Administonatiaii ci

his monastery of Ck>razzo for the life of a hennit in

Mount Sila. For the inmates of hia monastery

of St. John, Joachim formed rules which were sim-

ilar to those of the Cistercians, althou^ indq)eiui-

ent and constituting a stricter Benedictine re-

form. This rule received the sanction of Cdestaoe

III. on Aug. 25, 1196, and there were also seculir

patrons, such as Henry VI. and his wifeCoostantia.

The order gradually received several monastenei

in Naples and both Calabrias, although it was ex-

posed to persecution, since ita founder was sub-

pected of heresy. The miracles believed to be

wrought at the tomb of Joachim gave a speedy

impetus to the Florensians, so that they aoon had

thirty-four houses, including four nunnenes, the

most important at St. Helena near Amalfi. In

1227 Gregory IX. forbade the C^terdans to admit

Florensians into their order on account of the com-

parative laxity of the Cistercian rule, thus rounng

the envy and enmity of the monks of C3teaux. The

Florensians maintained their high podtion, however,

imtil the appointment of abbots in eommendam,
the first in 1470. The order then declined, and the

majority of its monasteries, like the mother house

in 1505, became incorporated with the CSstercians.

although a few joined the Dominicans and Ca^
thusians. The habit of the Florensians was of

coarse gray cloth and closely resembled that of the

Cistereians. The monks went barefoot, and in choir

wore a cowl over their habit. (O. Z6cKLEBt.)
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BnuooBAFRT: Helyot, Ordrts mowfltliqiiet, . 392 sqq.;

Hdmbocher, Orden und KonoreffoHonen^ i, 267-208.

FLOREimUS RADEWYIIS, rflM^wins: One of

the founders of the Brethren of the Common Life

(q.v.); b. at Leerdam (13 m. s. of Utrecht), Hol-
land, in 1350; d. at Deventer March 24, 1400.

The son of educated, wealthy parents, he studied

at the University of Prague from 1375 to 1378,

when he received the degree of licentiate. On
his return to Leerdam he heard Geert Groote (q.v.)

preach, and the two became friends about 1380.

He then exchanged his canonry at Utrecht for a
Ticarage at Deventer that he might be able to ac-

company Groote in his travels, and was ordained
priest. A band of earnest thinkers gathered around
the pair, and Florentius's vicarage became their

home. After Groote*& death in 1384, Florentius

became the head of this community. In 1391 the

br^hien moved into their own house and their

number increased, although the plague of 1398
deprived them of many members. They accord-

ingly moved to Amersfoort, only to return after a
year. The community controlled by Florentius

was, as Thomas k Kempis says in his Vito, a mirror

of hc^ees and an ornament of morals, a refuge

of the poor, a convent of the clergy, a school of life

for the worldly, and a helper of poor scholars. The
directions of Florentius became authoritative for all

later foundations. After his conversion he was a
hamoniouB picture of modem piety, which, rooted
m humility, did not withdraw from the world,

but by self-denial sought to win all men for the
higher life. At 3 a.m. he began to prepare
the work of the brethren and during the day the
needy sought his help. No work of charity was
too great or too small for him. He bathed the sick

himself, and whoever met him once never forgot

the deep impression of his personality. He en-

couraged severe self-examination, and gave prudent
advice: ** First think, and then act, but do not
stop; neverwork mechanically; never seek thyself."

The literary activity of Florentius was scanty, and
he restricted himself to matters concerning humility
and the fear of God. His principal works are as
follows: a letter written at the request of Henricus
de Balueren, included by Jan Busch (q.v.) in his

Chronieon Windeshemenaef and appended in com-
plete form to the life of Florentius by Thomas k
Kempis; Tractatulua devotus de exstirpaiione vi-

tiortan et passianum et acquiaitione verarum virtu-

ttan et maxime carUaiis Dei et proximiet vera tmionis
cum Deo et proximo, seu tractatulus de spiritualibue

exereUiie (ed. H. Nolte, Freiburg, 1862); Puncta
qutedam secundum qua actus mas volebat moderari,

(pue quis legens poterU aUqualiler cognoscere inter'

iora ipsius, appended to the life by Thomas k
Kempis, and commonly called bona puncta. This
latter work reflects the ideal of a man of benevolence
and contains the conclusa et proposiia prepared by
Groote, but collected and enlarged by Florentius.

It agrees, for the most part, with the Tractatulus.

&nd is extant in many manuscripts and recensions
of hii pupils, but the most original form is given by
i. B. Malon, in his Recherches historiquea et critiques

ftir le veritable auieur du Livre de VlmiJtaiion de

Jisus-Christ (3d ed., Paris, 1858). Meditation

upon the principles of Florentius inspired the

writings of his pupils, Thomas k Kempis, Theodore
of Herzen, and 2ierbold of Zatphen. A work of

this character, reflecting the spirit of Florentius,

was discovered by J. M. Wtlstenhoff in a Berlin

manuscript and reprinted by him under the title

Parvum et simplex exercitium ex consuetudine

humilis patris domini FlorenHi et aliorum devotorum
(Archie/ voor nederlandsche Kerkgeschiedenis, The
Hague, 1894, 80 sqq.). L. Schulzb.
Biblioorapht: Chief souroea for a life are the Vita by
Thomas k Kempis in the latter's Opera, ed. Sommalius.
Antwerp, 1600, Eng. transl. in Tht FautuUf €$ ^ New
Devotion, pp. 81-164, London, 1006; R. Dier, Scripium,
. . . G. Orote . . . ei mulHe aliie frairibue, in G. Dumbar,
Analeda, 3 vols., Deventer, 1719-22, and Dumbar's Het
kerkelyke en toerentlyke Deventer, 2 vols., ib. 1732-38. Con-
sult: K. Gnibe, Oerhard Orooi und aeine SUfiunoen, pp.
66 sqq., Cologne. 1883; KL, is. 728-729; ADB, vii. 130;
and literature under Common Iatm, Brxthbem or tbe.

FLOREZ, HENRIQUE: Spanish priest; b. at

VaUadolid Feb. 14, 1701 (?); d. at Madrid May 5,

1773. He was an Augustinian friar, and became
teacher of theology at the University of Alcala,

rector of the royal college at the same place, theolog-

ical adviser for the supreme coimcil of Castile and
finally general assistant of his order for the Spanish
provinces. He wrote a number of works, of which
the most important is the Espafia Sagrada, theairo

geografico-historico de la iglesia de Espafia; the first

volume appeared at Madrid in 1747, and the work
was carried on by Florez to the end of vol. xxix

(1775); a continuation, vols, xxx.-xlviii (1775-

1862), was made by his fellow Augustinians, Manuel
Risco, Antonio Merino, Jose de la Canal, and the

town librarian, P. S. de Baranda. The work
contains a historical and statistical presentation of

the Spanish bishoprics, with their respective chap-
ters and monasteries, and a catalogue of their

bishops, martyrs, famous men, etc. . . „
(A. Hauck.)

Bibuogsapht: H. Hurter, Nomenelator literariua, vol iii.,

Innsbruck, 1895. A list of his works is given in KL, iv.

1678-79.

FLORIAN, SAINT : The patron saint ofUpperAus-
tria, said to have suffered martyrdom by drowning in

the Enns at Laureacum (Loreh or St. Lorenz, near
Enns, 10 m. s.e. of Ldnz) during the Diocletian perse-

cution. His PassiOf however (ed. B. Krusch, MGH,
Script, rer. Merov., iii., 1896, 6^71), is a recast of the

Passio Irencei Sirmii and of no value. The saint

is first mentioned in the eighth century, when his

relics are said to have been worshiped ad puoche

('^BuchSf " the beech-tree," the site of the present

abbey of St. Florian, 5 m. w.s.w. of Enns). There
was probably a monastic settlement there as early

as the eighth century under Otkar, an itinerant

bishop. Charlemagne gave the cloister to Passau.

In the beginning of the tenth century it is men-
tioned as a congregaiio dericorum. Then it was des-

troyed by the Hungarians, but in the last quarter

of the tenth century it was rebuilt, without, how-
ever, regaining its former flourishing condition imtil

Bishop Altmann of Passau made it a foundation

of regular canons in 1071, under an able leader,

Hartmann. Since then its existence has never been
shaken, but the relics of Florian are lost.

(A. Hauck.)
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BmuoGRAPHT: KrOsch'fl introduction in MOH, ut sup.;

XL, iv. 1576-77.

FLORUS: Deacon of Lyons; b. in the vicinity

of Lyons (according to others, in Spain) in the

latter part of the eighth century; d. at Lyons
about 860. He was probably educated in Lyons,

but despite his reputation for learning, never
rose above the rank of deacon, or, according to some
accounts, of subdeacon, the capacity in wliich he
officiated under the archbishops Agobard (816-840)

Amolo (841-852), and Remigius. He was a firm

advocate of the independence of the clergy and the

autonomy of the Church of Gaul, so that he appears

as a modest opponent of Amalarius, especially in

his De divina paalmodia, although his defense of the

ancient liturgy was not completed until Agobard,
after his return from exile, wrote his De correctiane

Antipfumarii, In his De eUdionibua episcoporum,

he advocated the canonical choice of bishops, and
when Moduin, the bishop of Autun, inspected the

diocese of Lyons at the command of the emperor
Louis the Pious in 834, Florus assailed him both
in prose and verse, moved not only by his affec-

tion for Agobard, but also by his devotion to the

independence of his diocese and Moduin's attach-

ment to Louis. In the dogmatic controversies of

his time he was an opponent of Paschasius Radber-
tus (q.v.), teaching that the only participation in the

body and blood of Christ is that of faith, and accord-

ingly calling the bread the mystical body of the

Lord. He set forth his views in his Expoaitio mtssce,

a work written previous to 834 and consisting for

the most part of excerpts from Cyprian, Ambrose,
Jerome, and others. He also took part in the

controversy on predestination in his Sermo de

prcBdeatinationet while the Adversus cujuadam ....
errores de prcBdestincUione, written in the name of

the Church of Lyons against Johannes Scotus
Erigena, also seems to have been composed by him.
Among his other works special mention may be
made of his commentary on the Pauline Epistles,

his revision of the Martyrologium of Bede, and of

his hymns, in all of which he shows wide reading

and much skill in composition.

Bibuoobapht: The Carmina, ed. E. Dtimmtor, are in MOH,
PoetcB LaL avi Caroli, ii (1884). 607-566: part of his pro-
ductions are in J. Mabillon, Vetera anaUcta^ i. 388 sqq..

Paris. 1723; Bouquet. Recueil, vi. 262-263. vii. 301-304;
MPL, oxix. Two poems are printed for the first time by
F. Patetta in AUi of the Academy of Tunn, xxvii (1801-
1892), 123-129. Oonsult: A8B, June, vi.. pp. xiii.-xvi.;

J. C. F. B&hr. Ofchichte der rOmiachen Literatur im karo-
Hngischen ZeiiaUer, pp. 108-109. 447-453. Carlsruhe.
1840; E. DQmmler. in NA, iv (1879), 296-301. 516. 581.
630; A. Ebert. AUgemeine GetchiefUe der LUeraiur dee
MiUekUter; ii. 268-272. Leipsic. 1880; Wattenbach,
DQO, i (1885), 58. 199. 263, i (1893), 60. 211, 280.

FLORUS, GESSIUS: Last Roman procurator of

Judea (64^66 a.d.), successor of Albinus, He was
a native of Clazomense (on the south side of the
Bay of Smyrna) and obtained his office through
the friendship of his wife, Cleopatra, with the em-
press, Poppsea. His cruelty, tyranny, and shame-
less corruption surpassed that of all his predeces-

sors and led to the final revolt of the Jews, which
cost them their national independence. Suetonius
{Veapasianf iv.)says he perished in the revolt, but

Josephus (Life, vi.) says merely " he was beaten,

and many of those with him fell."

Bibuoosapbt: Jooephiu, AnL XYHI., i. 6, XX, zL 1;

War, II., xiv. 2, 4, xv. 1. 2, xvi. 1; Tacitua. Hwt.v. 10;

H. Qraets. GeechiehU der Jvden, in, 445-446, 460 sqQ.,

Leipsic. 1888; SchOrer. OeechichU, i. 585, 601 sqq., Eoc.

transl., I., ii. 190-191. 206 sqq.

FLUE (FLU£H£),inKOLAUS VOH (DER), com-

monly known as ** Brother Klaus": Swiss bennit;

b. at FlQeli (Flahli, 12 m. s. of Lucerne), in the

canton of Unterwalden, Mar. 21, 1417; d. in his

hermit's cell at the Ranft, in the ravine of the Mel-

chaa, below FlQeli, Mar. 21, 1487. He descended

from a distinguished family, and at first devoted

himself to the management of his inherited property.

He also served his country well, both in the army

and in civil life. In 1462 he appeared in Stans as

representative of Obwalden (the western part of

Unterwalden) in settling a dispute between the

monastery of Engelberg and the church of Stan.

He married in 1450, and was the father of five sons

and five daughters when he reserved in 1467 to

renounce his worldly life. He left his home and

passed over the Jura Mountains until he came to

the region of Liestal; but a vision and the counsel

of a peasant induced him to return to Obwalden.

At first he settled in the mountains near Mekhtbal,

but later approached more closely to his home and

settled in the Ranft, a desolate place in the

mountains, about a quarter of an hour from the

home of his family. The congregation of Sachseln

built him a small cell and beside it a chapel. In

1482 Brother Klaus founded here partly from his

own property a chaplaincy and sacristy. But he

did not sdways remain in his isolation; he wandered

about in the neighborhood, and undertook pil-

grimages to Einsiedeln and Engelberg. He went

about barefooted and bareheaded, his only gar-

ment a long gown of coarse gray wod. He re-

nounced all comforts of life, sleeping on the floor

of his cell and eating hardly any food. Owing to

his severe fasts, people thought that he lived with-

out other food than the sacramental elements and

his wide-spread fame originated undoubtedly in this

belief. Prominent visitors from afar came to his

remote cell, among them Johann Geiler of Kaisersr

berg, the famous Strasburg preacher, in 1472;

the Saxon nobleman Hans von Waldheim, coun-

cilor of Halle in 1474; and Albrecht von Bonstetten.

dean of Einsiedeln in 1478, who, in 1479, recorded

his impressions in a book. People came in such

crowds that the famous hermit had to ask the

authorities of Obwalden for relief. They were

attracted by the miraculous halo of the reputed

saint, but also by his earnest admonitions and bis

striking utterances, which exhibit knowledge of life

and intelligent observation.

The hermit obtained his greatest fame by his

successful arbitration in the dissensions of the con-

federate states of Switzeriand, which threatened to

bring on a civil war. In 1477 five cities, Zurich.

Bern, Lucerne, Solothum, and Frdburg formed a

league to protect themselves against the tumul-

tuous gatherings of rural communities. But Uri.

Schwyz, Unterwalden, and Zug, the seats of these

insurrectionary gatherings, protested against the ad-
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misBioii of Lucerne into the new league because there

hadexifited since 1332 an agreement between them
and that canton that it should not enter a new
league without their consent. They also protested

ftgainst the admission of Solothum and Freibtirg to

guard against a preponderance of the cities over
the rural element. In the time from 1478 to 1481
the dissensions approached their climax. A last

meeting was held in Dec, 1481, in Stans, and
it was almost dissolved when Heini am Grund»
preacher of Stans, rushed in with a message from
Brother Klaus which restored peace among the

dissenting parties. The noble deed of the hermit
was greatly esteemed and honored all over the
eountiy. Six years afterward he was buried in

Sachsdn. In 1600 a chapel was built over his grave
beside the church of Sachseln.

The veneration of the hermit increased after his

<kath, and legends began to cluster aroimd the
history of his life. Bullinger expresses true ad-
miration for him in his history of the Reformation,
and Luther published in 1528 in imion with Spera-
tas a vision of Bruder Clausen in Schwytz. In
1590 the Roman Catholics of Switzerland asked
the pope to canonize the hermit; but the pro-

ceedings instituted to this end in 1591 were not
successful; they were reinstituted a second and a
third time, also without success. In 1669 nothing
more than a beatification could be obtained from
Clement IX. In 1887 the four hundredth an-
mversary of the death of Nikolaus was solemnly
cdebrated. (G. Meter von Knonau.)
Bibuogkapht: A list of the voluminouB literature on
Nikolmua up to 1875 is found in E. L. Rochhols, Sehwei-
KHegende von Bruder Klau§, pp. 255-309, Aarau, 1875.
CoDBalt: J. Ming. Der 9el%g€ Bruder Nikolaut von FlUe,
3 Tols., Lucerne, 1861-71; J. I. von Ah, Dm . . . Ein-
meHar* Nikoknu von FlQe Leben und Wirken, Einsiedeln,
1687; F. X. Wetsel» Der •eliife NikoUnu von FlUe, ib. 1887.

FOAKES-JACKSOH, FREDERICK JOHN:
Church of En^and; b. at Ipswich, Suffolk, Aug.
10, 1855. He studied at Eton and at Trinity
C(4Iege, Cambridge (B.A., 1879), and was ordered
deacon in 1879 and ordained priest in 1880. In
1882 he was appointed divinity lecturer in Jesus
Cdl^e, Cambridge, and was elected fellow in 1886.

Since 1895 he has been dean in the same college,

as well as assistant tutor since 1896. He was
curate of Ottershaw, Surrey, 1879-81, of St. Giles,

Cambridge, 1882-84, and St. Botolph, Cambridge,
1684-90. He has been examining chaplain to the

b»faop of Peterborough since 1897 and honorary
canon of Peterborough since 1901. He was also

idect preacher at Cambridge in 1885, 1887, and
1902, and Hulsean Lecturer in 1902 and has written:

ffiriory of the Christum Church to A.D, S37 (Lon-
don, 1891); Christian DiflicuUies in the Second and
Twentieth Centuries (Hulsean Lectures for 1902;

1903); A BibUcal History of the Hebrevos (Cambridge,

1903); and Christ in the Church (London, 1905).

FOLMAR OF TIOEFENSTEIN : Provost of the

chapter of Sts. Peter and Paul at Triefenstein (on

the Main below WQrzburg) from the middle of the

twelfth century; d., according to Kattner, 1181.

Belonging to the dialectic school in theology, he had
his own opinions on the dogma of the Lord's Supper.

IV.—22

They proceeded from the prevalent view that after

the ascension of the Lord his body is locally cir-

cmnscribed in heaven. From this Folmar log-

ically concluded that Christ had never since been on
earth and furthermore, as regards the Lord's
Supper, that he is not corporaliter in the sacrament.
But far from being another Berengar (see Berenoar
OP Tours), for Folmar the doctrine of transubstan-
tiation is rather the presupposition of his theory.

The peculiarity of his view consisted only in his

belief that the Christian drinks the blood simply
and purely without the flesh, and eats the flesh

of Christ simply and purely without the bones and
limbs of the body. It is evident that there is

taught here on the one side the transformation into

the substance of the body and blood and repudiated
on the other side the transformation into the
historical body of Christ. Folmar was vehemently
opposed by his Bavarian brethren, especially by
G[erhoh of Reichersberg (q.v.). Bishop Eberhard of

Bamberg convoked a conference at Bamberg where
he convinced him of his heterodoxy.

CJerhoh attacked also Folmar's Christology, and
the latter defended himself by a treatise, De came
et anima verbi Dei, which unfortunately is lost.

Folmar made a sharp distinction between the two
natures of Christ, teaching that Christ in so far as

he is man is not the proper and natural son of God.
Only in so far is Christ equal to the Father as he is

one with him in essence. Folmar's treatise excited

the wrath of the Salzburg theologians. It was
just before the great papal schism. Gerhoh as a
follower of Alexander III. attempted to secure

Folmar's condemnation at the papal court, but
Alexander wished to hear both parties. That,
however, was impossible because Eberhard of

Bamberg and, in all probability, Folmar also,

recognized Victor IV. as pope. But Alexander had
no desire to make matters worse by a dogmatic
dispute. So he lu-ged Gerhoh to be silent.

(A. Hauck.)

Bibuograprt: Letters by and to Folmar are in MPL,
cxdv. 1481-90. Consult: Gerhoh's letters, v., vii., xiii.,

XV., XX., in MPL, oxdii. 494-676, and De gloria et honore,

xiii. 1 sqq.. in AfPL, cxciii. 1117-1125; the ApologeticuM
of Amo of Reichersberg; J. Bach, Doffmengeschichte dea
MiOdaUcre, i. 398, ii. 431. Vienna, 1873-75.

FONSECA: The name of three noted Roman
Catholics.

1 . Pedro da Fonseca, Portuguese Jesuit ; b. at Cor-

tizada, Portugal, 1528.; d. atCoimbra (110m. n.n.e.

of Lisbon) Nov. 4, 1599. On Mar. 17, 1548 he entered

the Society of Jesus as anovice, and three years later

attended the University of Evora, where he soon be-

came professor and]won the title of the " Portuguese
Aristotle." After obtaining his doctor's degree in

1580, he gained rapid promotion, being appointed
successively assistant to the general of the order,

provincial visitor, and head of the house of the

professed. Philip II. of Portugal appointed him on
a committee for the reform of Portugal, and Gregory
XIII. entrusted him with affairs of the utmost im-

portance, while Lisbon owes to him, among other

things, the establishment of the Irish College and
the convent of St. Martha. The chief works

of Da Fonseca are his Institutionea dialecticcB (Lis-
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bon, 1564) and his CommerUarii in libros meiaphysi-

corum Aristotelia StagiritcB (4 vols., Rome, 1577-89).

He originated the theory of the " mediate knowl-
edge of God/' or the knowledge of the potential or

what might have occurred either by itself or under
certain conditions, but did not—a theory later

developed by his fellow Jesuit, Luis Molina (q.v.).

2. Antonio da Fonseca Soares: Portuguese Fran-
ciscan, poet and devotional author; b. at Vidigueira,

(13 m. n.e. of Beja) June 25, 1631; d. Oct. 29, 1682,

as rector of the theological seminary of Torres Vedras
(25 m. n.w. of Lisbon).

8. Jo8^ Maria da Fonseca: Portuguese Francis-

can historian; b. at Evora (75 m. s.e. of Lisbon)
Dec. 3, 1690, founded the library of the monastery
of Ara Coeli, continued L. Wadding's AnndUB Mino-
rum from 1731 to 1740, and died as bishop of Porto
in 1752. (O. ZCcKLERf.)

FONT. See Baptistery.

FONTAIfUS, JOHANNES: Reformed preacher;

b.,at Zoller, in the duchy of Jttlich, 1545; d. 1615.

He studied theology at Heidelberg, especially under
Zacharias Ursinus, who Latinized his name PQts,

into Fontanus. In his twenty-third year he fin-

ished his studies and became teacher and preacher
in the seminary of Neuhausen near Worms, but
after the death of Elector Frederick III. was ex-

pelled by Ludwig VI., who was a Lutheran. Gount
John the Older of Nassau-Gatzenelnbogen re-

ceived him into his country, with other preachers

exiled from the Palatinate, and made him preacher

in Keppel in the principality of Siegen. But
Fontanus remained here only a short time. When
in the beginning of 1578 the estates of the province

of Geldem and of the county of Ztltphen elected

Cbunt John as their viceregent, he took Fontanus
along; and under the count's protection the latter

organized a Reformed congregation in Amhem and
became its pastor. It grew rapidly under his able

direction; and the influence of Fontanus extended
over the Church of the whole province, and even
beyond its borders. At the first general synod of

the whole Reformed Church in the three principali-

ties of JQlich, Cleves, and Berg, held at Duisberg
in 1610, with Dr. Abraham Scultetus, cotirt preacher

of Elector Frederick V. of the Palatinate, he ad-

vised on the organization of the congregations.

When, in consequence of the Arminian movement,
the secular authorities tried to interfere with the

inner affairs of the Calvinistic Church, Fontanus
stood with great energy for the autonomy of the

(IThurch. He was also influential in bringing about
a meeting of the strictly Reformed pastors in 1615
at Amsterdam to pass resolutions against the ad-

herents of Arminius, whom the government pro-

tected. He established a high school at Haderwyk
and was its curator for fourteen years.

(F. W. CuNof.)
Bibuoorapht: J. W. Staats Even, J. Fontanut, Amhem'

•

eertte Predikant, Arahem, 1882; A. J. van der Aa, Bio-
graphiaeh Woordenboek, yi. 159 sqq., Haarlem, 1859; G. G.
van Prinsterer, Archive* ou Corretpondance inSdite de la

MoMon d'OranoeN(U8au, Ist ser., yoIb. vii.. viii., 14 vols.,

Utrecht. 1835-62.

FONTEVRAULT, ORDER OF (ORDO FONTIS
BBRALDI) : A Roman Catholic order, founded m

the closing years of the eleventh century by Robei
d'Arbrissel, who was bom at Arbriseel (the modefi

Arbresec, in the diocese of Rennes) about 1047 anj

died in 1117. He was educated at Paris, and a

the age of thirty-eight was i^pointed by Sylvest^

bishop of Rennes, vicar-genend for the administn
tion of the diocese. Resigning from this offic«

he taught theology at Angers for a time, and finalli

retired to a hermit's life in the forest of Oaoi
(Department of Mayenne). He gathered a ban<

of followers, whom he formed, id>out 1094, into ]

community of canons regular. Robert built a num
ber of cloisters, of which the most important was th^l

at Font^vrault (8 m. s.e. of Saumur), ccHtsistingi^ i

" great minster," dedicated to the Mrgin and con

taining accommodations for 3(X) widows and virgins

an infirmary dedicated to St. Lasarus and reedvinfj

120 sick or lepers; and a home for magdalens. I

monastery with 200 monks was built beside thi

" great minster," but was subordinate to it, wfail<

the great church, dedicated by Calixtus IL in per

son in 1 109, was for the entire community. In 1 1(M

the order was confirmed by Paschal IL, and in 111^

was withdrawn from the jurisdiction of the ordi*

naries, whereupon Robert appointed Petrondla dc

Craon-Chemill^ first abbess and prepared a ruk
The members of the Order, who were called paupvc^

Chriati, were subject to restrictions ol extreme

asceticism, but the distinctive characteristie waJ

the union of nunneries and monasteries under th<

control of an abbess, together with the most rigkj

separation of monks and nuns. The Order w&j

imder special protection of the Virgin. At the deatli

of Robert, Font6vrault is said to have contaiDed

3,000 nuns, while in the cloister were the tombs oj

several of the Plantagenet kings of En^and.
The Order of Font^vrault never spread widely

outside of France, although it included fif^-eerez

priories in four provinces at the beginning of the

eighteenth century. The congregations <rf Savigsy,

St. Sulpice, Tiron, and Cadouin had been formed ai

early as the twelfth century, and drifted away frooi

the Order, which was not altogether free froa

disputes between the abbesses and the heads of tbc

subordinate monasteries. The French Revolu^

tion annihilated the Order, and the last abbes^

Julie Sofie Charlotte de Pardaillan, died in desti<

tution in Paris in 1799, while the cloister was turned

into a prison. (O. Z&€klek\.)

Bxblxoqbapht: Helyot, Ordre* monaaiique9, tL 83 fOQi

Heimbucher, Orden und KonongaHonen^ L 417-419; O
Zdokler. AMkete und MdndUum, pp. 419-422. Frmnkforti

1897; Hauck-Hersog. RE, vi. 125 gives a list of the okkl

literature on the order. The Life of Robert d'Arbmwtj
by Roberts von Beda Plaino. is in the MSmoire» ol the A>i

sociation bnstonne. 1876, and a Vita is in MiiAeibutgen ni
den Benediktint- und Cialeretm^'ChrUn^ vi (18S6X04 wqq.

FONZIO, BARTOLOMEO. See Italy, tbe Rkf
ORMATION IN, { 3.

FOOLS, FEAST OF (Pedum MluUorum, fatuonm,

follorum; FHe des foux): A C^iristian survival ol

the old Roman Saturnalia. In the eariy Chiath

participation in all heathen festivals was strongij

interdicted, but there is evidence that about the

year 2(X) there were Christians who still longed fo<

the amusements of this season (Tertulhan, IM

idololatriaf xliv.). By the fourth oentuiy it wai
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widely obeerved by ChristiaiiB. It was opposed
by QuyBOstom and Asterius of Amasia in the East,

and by Augustine, Maximus of Turin, and Petrus

CSuysologus of Ravenna in the West. Here an
effort was made to remove the heathen character

of the feast by making Jan. 1, and occasionally the

next following days church festivals (see New
Year's Festival). Such measures, however, were

in vain. The heathen observance persisted, and
in the sixth and seventh centuries it was taken up
by Cbristians among the West €k)ths, the Franks,

and the An^o-Saxons. Despite the opposition of

the Church the Saturnalia continued to be gener-

ally celebrated by Romans, Franks, and the var-

ious Germanic peoples till into theeleventh century.

The festival seems then to have been gradually

forgotten by the populace.

Tbou^ the Chureh had fought the custom all

along, it was the clergy by whom it was revived.

It was now made a regular religious festival. Each
of the clerical groups had long had its special day:

the deacons, St. Stephen's day (Dec. 26); the

priests, St. John's day (Dec. 27); the boys, Holy
Innocents' day (Dec. 28); the subdeacons. New
Year's day or Epiphany, Jan. 6. Later the festi-

vals of the subdeacons and the children became
especially popular, and the latter developed the

onaeemly performances of the ''Boy-bishop"

(q.v.). Similar extravagances and excesses are

found in the festivals of the priests, deacons, and
subdeacons as eariy as the twelfth century. The
latter, like the boys, elected a bishop, whom they

accompanied to the chureh in festive procession.

Here a parody on the mass was held, which was en-

livened by jokes and ribald songs, sometimes by
bloody brawb.
The first attempt to suppress these extrava-

gances was made in Paris in 1198 by the papal

legate, Peter of Capua. In 1210 Innocent III.

forbade the festivals of priests, deacons, and subdea-
cons, and in 1246 Innocent IV. made such observ-

ances punishable with excommunication. Never-

thdeas they continued, and in the fourteenth

century there were even rituals for the ceremonies.

Often the fool-bishop was required to give the usual

banquet " in the name of the Father, Son, and
Holy Ghost." At the end of the fourteenth cen-

tury the clergy appeared in the churehes masquer-

ading as animals, women* and mountebanks. In-

stead of incense, sausage, or pieces of old shoes

were burned; instead of the responses, songs of

doubtful character were sung; and instead of the

holy wafer, sausage was eaten. There were also

Hatwring and games, such as throwing of dice. The
proeeesions, in which nude boys amused the rabble

with suggestive gestures and speeches, were even

Through an encyclical addressed to all bishops in

Ftmnce by the University of Paris, May 12, 1444,

and made effective by an order of Charies VIL,

Apr. 17, 1445, these sacrilegious practises were

finally stopped, at least in France, where they had

beak most common. The children's festival,

though often opposed and forbidden by the Coun-

cfl of Basel (1431), was less objectionable and sur-

vived into the sixteenth century. In Cologne the

custom continued till the seventeenth, and in

Reims and Mainz till the eighteenth century.

(H. B6HMER.)
Biblioorapht: C. Du Cange, 0U)89arium media ei inHmm

laHnitatU, 8.y. " oervala/' ii. 277-278. BerUn. 1883;
J. B. Luootte du Tilliot, MSmoires pour tervir tt VhUtoirB
de ta fHe det fottx, LauBanne, 1741; A. Schmidt. Theaaunu
ivrit eedenatHei, iii. 68-83. Bamberg, 1744; E. Mar-
tina. De antiquia eedeeice rikbut, ohap. xiii.. no0. 3-11.

4 vola.. 1788; Zeitachrift fOr Philoeophie und kalKolieehe

Theologie, id, 2 (1850). 161-180; A. Springer. ParU im
IS, Jahrhundert, pp. 66 aqq.. Leipsic. 1866: M. £. C. Wsl-
oott. Sacred ArdiaoUtgy, London, 1868; A. Tille. Die
GeediidUe der deutechen Weihnaehi, ib. 1893. Eng. tranal..

London, 1890; KL, iv. 1398-1403.

FOOT-WASHING: A religious ceremony prac-

tised at various times in different branches of the

Church. The use of sandals among the Eastern
natives required frequent washing of the feet, and
to perform this office for others was considered a
mark of hospitality. At the Last Supper Jesus

washed the feet of his disciples (John xiii. 5-10) to

indicate that he who was not purified by him had
no part with him. The postapostolic age under-
stood the example thus given to be mandatory.
Augustine (EpiaL ad Januarium) testifies that it

was followed on Maundy Thursday by the Church
of his day. St. Bernard in his sermon De coma
Domini recommends foot-washing as '' a daily

sacrament for the remission of sins." In the Greek
Church also it was regarded as a " mystery." Yet
it nowhere became a general, public, solemn, eccle-

siastical act. It is still, however, solemnly per-

formed in certain places as by the pope, the em-
perors of Austria and Russia, the kings of Spain,

Portugal, and Bavaria, and a number of bishops

and monastic superiors, the subjects being twelve

poor old men invited for the purpose, or twelve

priests. Many minor Baptist bodies also observe

the custom (see Aoventistb, 2; Baptistb, II., 4, d,

g, h ; DuNKBRS, II, { 3).

The Refonners, especially Luther (cf. his Maun-
dy Thursday sermon concerning foot-washing in

the Hauapoaiille), opposed ** that hypocritical foot^

washing, in which one stoops to wash the feet of

his inferior, but expects stiU more humility in re-

turn." The Evangelical Church has endeavored,

therefore, to impress the meaning of Christ's act on
the hearts of men by diligently proclaiming his

Gospel. At Schwftbisch Hall (in Wdrttemberg), on
Wednesday before Easter every year, a special

FussuHuchtmgspredigt is still delivered in St. Cath-

erine's Church. The Church of England at first

carried out the letter of the command; but the

practise afterward fell into disuse. The Anabap-
tists declared most decidedly in favor of foot-wash-

ing, appealing to John xiii. 14, and also to I Tim.

V. 10, considering it as a sacrament instituted by
Christ himself, " whereby our being washed by the

blood of d^hrist and his example of deep humiliation

is to be impressed upon us " (Confession of the

United Baptists or Mennonites, 1660). The Mora-

vians with the love-feasts revived also the foot-

washing, yet without strictly enforcing it or confi-

ning it to Maundy Thursday. It was performed not

only by the leaders toward their followers, but also

by the latter among themselves, during the singing

of a hymn explanatory of the symbol. This prac-
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tise was finally abolished by the Moravian Synod
in 1818. In the Lutheran Church, during the

period of orthodoxy, foot-washing was considered

as '* an abominable papal corruption." In the

year 1718 the Upper Consistory at Dresden con-

demned twelve Lutheran citizens of Weida to pub-
lic penance for having permitted Duke Maurice

William (at that time still a Roman Catholic) to

wash their feet. Paul Tschackert.
Bxbliographt: E. Marline, De atUiqaU ecelena ritUma,

rV., xxii. 8, 4 vols.. Bassano, 1788; J. Goar. Eueholoffium,

pp. 601-596. Paris, 1647; G. Catalani, Ccaremoniale epU-
eoporum . . . commerUariU iUtutraium, ii. 265-272, Rome,
1744; W. F. Gees, Die Fuaawaachung Jem, Basel, 1884;
F. KattenbuBch, Lehrbuch der vergleithenden Confesnona-
kunde, Freiburg. 1890: XL. iv. 2146-48.

FORBES, ALEXANDER PENROSE: Bishop of

Brechin; b. at Edinburgh June 6, 1817; d. at

Dundee (37 m. n.n.e. of Edinburgh) Oct. 8, 1875.

He studied at the University of Edinburgh, Hailey-

bury College, and Brasenose College, Oxford (B.A.,

1844; M.A., 1846; D.C.L., 1848), where he came
strongly under the influence of the Oxford move-
ment. Before entering Oxford he was in the civil

service in India. He was curate at Aston Rowant,
near Oxford, 1844, and at St. Thomas', Oxford,

1845. In 1846 he became the incumbent of Stone-
haven, Kincardineshire, in May, 1847, vicar of St.

Saviour's, Leeds, a church built expressly to fur-

ther the tractarian doctrine. Later in the same
year he was appointed bishop of Brechin. He re-

moved the headquarters of the bishopric to Dimdee
and added to his duties as bishop those of vicar of

St. Paul's. Dundee. For inculcating the doctrine

of the real presence in his primary charge to the

clergy, Aug. 5, 1857, he was formally tried for

heresy. He was finally acquitted with an admo-
nition and censure in Mar., 1860. Bishop Forbes
published numerous sermons, commentaries, trans-

lations, etc.; his principal works are, A S?tort Ex-
planation of the Nicene Creed (Oxford, 1852; 2d
ed., enlarged, 1866), a handbook of dogmatic the-

ology; An Explanation of the Thirty-Nine Articles

(2 vols., 1867-68); and Kdendars of Scottish Saints

(Edinburgh, 1872).

Biblioorapht: D. J. Mackey. Biahop Forbea, a Memoir,
London. 1888; S. M. F. S[kene]: Memoir of Alexander
Biehop of Brechin, ib. 1876.

FORBES, JOHN: Scotch theologian; b. May 2,

1593; d. at Corse (19 m. w. of Dumfries), Kirk-
cudbrightshire, Apr. 29, 1648. He studied at

King's College (Aberdeen), and at Heidelberg,

S6dan, and other Continental universities, and in

1619 was ordained at Middelburg, returning in the

same year to Aberdeen, where his father was bishop.

In 1620 he was appointed professor of divinity in

King's College, Aberdeen, where he was conspicu-

ous for his defense of episcopacy. He succeeded
to his father's estate of Corse in 1635, and two years

later was an advocate of the project to unite the
Reformed and Lutheran churches. In 1638, how-
ever, he refused to sign the National Covenant,
and despite the protests of the synod was ejected

from his professorship by the General Assembly
He accepted the Presbyterian form of government,
but the Solemn League and Covenant, sanctioned

in 1643, forced him to leave Scotland, and from

1644 until 1646 he resided in Holland. He then

returned to his native country, and spent the re-

mainder of his life at Corse. Forbes, who wis
irenic in temperament, was the author of Itanewn
amatoribus veritatis et pads in EccUsia ScoHeoMa

(Aberdeen, 1629) and InstiiuUones hiMtorico^knlogiea

de doctrina Christiana (Amsterdam. 1645). as wefl as

of a number of minor writings. His complete Latin

works, including several posthumous treatises and
a Latin translation of his diary, were edited by
G. Garden (2 vols., Amsterdam, 1702-03).

Biblioorapht: A Life by Dr. Garden wae prefixed to t^
Works, ut sup.; DNB, six. 402-404.

FORBESy PATRICK: Bishop of Abenken; b.

probably at Corse (30 m. n.w. of Aberdeen), 1364;

d. at Aberdeen Mar. 28, 1635. He studied at the

universities of Glasgow and St. Andrews under his

kinsman Andrew Melville (q.v.). In deference to

his father's wishes, he declined a profeesonhip in

theology, and did not take orders till 1612, though

for years he had been preaching privately at Ooise.

Prior to his ordination he had begun to hold serv-

ices in the parish church, but tlusse public minis-

trations were stopped by royal order. He hekl the

pastoral charge of Keith 1612-18. In 1616 he took

a prominent part in the Greneral Assembly, and was

placed upon a commission to revise the oonfeasioQ

of faith, liturgy, and rules of discipline. In 1618

he was appointed bishop of Aberdeen. He was

conspicuously successful in the administratioa of

his diocese, did much to put down existing feuds,

and raised the University of Aberdeen to a condi-

tion of prosperity. His principal work is An Ex-

quisite Commentary upon the Revelation of SL John

(London, 1613; Middelburg, 1614; Lat. transL.

Amsterdam, 1646), which is directed against

Romanism.
Bibuoorapht: Ftmeral of Patrick Forhee, . .

ing of Sermone, OraHone, Epitaphe, and oO^er Pietat cm

the Death of the good BiAop, Aberdeen. 1635, reprintea by

C. F. Shand for the Spottiswoode Society. Ediobagh.
1845; DNB, six. 407-409.

FORBES, WILLIAM: Bishop of Edinbui^; b.

at Aberdeen 1585; d. there Apr. 12. 1634. He
studied at Marischal College (M.A., 1601), where

he held the chair of logic for several years. He

traveled on the 0)ntinent 1606-11, visiting several

Dutch and German universities and making the

acquaintance of Scaliger, Grotius, and Vosaius.

Soon after his return to Britain he entered the min-

istry, having declined a professorship in Hebrew

at Oxford. In 1616 he was appointed one of the

ministers of Aberdeen, and at the ara^nbly at

Perth in 1618 he was chosen to defend the article

enjoining kneeling at the commimion. In 1621

he was chosen one of the ministers of Edinburgh,

but, owing to the unwelcome reception which his

Romanism encountered here, he was g^ad to rettini

to his former charge at Aberdeen in 1626. In 1633

he preached at Holyrood before CSiaries I., who

was so delighted with the sermon that he made the

preacher bishop of Edinburgh. Forbes was con-

secrated in Feb., 1634. His only publidied work

is the posthumous ConsideroHones ntodettm et jxt-

cificce controversiarum de jitstifieatione^ purgatmo,

invocatione sanctorum Christo mediatore d eueha-
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natia (London, 1658; Helmst&dt, 1704; Frank-
fort, 1707; new ed., with Eng. transl., 2 vols., Ox-
ford, 1850-56, forming part of the Anglo-catholic
Library).

fiaojooujpBT: A Vita audoria is prefixed to the Con^
tideraHomn. Consult DNB, xix. 411-412.

FOREIRO, FRANCISCO (FRAHCISCnS FORE-
BIUS): Portuguese Dominican and theologian; b.

at Lisbon about the beginning of the sixteenth
century; d. at Almada (2 m. s. of Lisbon) Jan. 10,
1581. He was educated in his native city and at
Psirb, and shortly after his return about 1540 was
appointed censor and court-chaplain. He was a
royal dd^te to the Council of Trent in 1561, and
was appointed, together with Marino, archbishop
of Landano, and Foscarari, bishop of Modena, to
prepare a catechism and to revise the Missal and
Breviary; he was also secretary of a committee to
continue the Index Hbrorum prohtbUorum, He re-

tamed to Portugal in 1566 and was made prior of

his monastery, and shortly afterward provincial,

but in 1571 he retired to the monastery at Almada,
where he lived in strict seclusion for the remainder
ol his life. His chief works are Isaia propheta
vetut €t nova ex Hebraico versio, cum commentario
w quo omnes loci qaibus eana doctrina adversus
kaireticoe atque Judceoa confinnari potest eummo
ftudio ae diligenHa explicantur (Venice, 1563); and
the unpublished Commentaria in omnes libros

prophetarum ac Job, Davidis et Salomonis and Lu-
chtbroHones in evangelia gum per totum anni cwrricur

htm leguntur, (O. ZCcKUCRt.)
BnuoGBAPHT: R. Simon. Hiatoirt aiUqu^ du Vieux Tetta-

ncRl, i. 3, chap, xv., Paris, 1678, Ens. transl.. Critical

Hitiarp rftheO. 7.. London. 1682; J. Qu^tifand J. Eehard,
SeripL ardim* pradieatanim, ii. 261 sqq.. Paris, 1721; H.
Hurter,JVomenclaloriaerantt«,'i. 159-161, Innsbruck, 1802;
KU tv. 1600-1601.

FORMATJS UTBRiB. See Cobocendatort Lbt-

P0RM06US: Pope 891-896. He was bom at
Rome c. 816, was elevated to the office of cardinal

bidiop of Porto in 864, and was employed by va-
liouB popes on important missions. Nicholas I.

sent him to the Bulgarians in 866, when Prince
Bogoris asked for Roman missionaries (see Bul-
QABIAKB, CONVXRSION OF THE). Adrian II. SCUt
him to Gaul in 869, to negotiate with the Prankish
deigy Gonoeming the divorce of King Lothair, and
to Trent in 872 to take part in the conferences be-

tireen the Empress Engelberga and Louis the Ger-
man respecting the transfer of Italy to the latter's

ddest son. John VIII. also honored Formosus at
the outset, in 875 sending him as envoy to Charles

the Bald. Soon afterward, however, there set in

a complete reaction in this pope's opinion of For-

mosus. As opponent of John's West Prankish
policy, be was summoned by the pope before a
Roman synod; and on failing to present himself

within the appointed term, he was sentenced, at a
second synod, June 30, 876, to deposition and ex-

eoomiunlcation. This severe sentence was based
on aO^ations that Formosus had aspired to the

archiepiscopate in Bulgaria; that he had created a
party for himself in Rome with designs upon the

apo^olic see; and that he had once forsaken his

diocese ten weeks, when it was menaced by the
Saracens. The fact is that Formosus fell a victim
to political opposition. The excommunication
was repeated at the Synod of Troyes in 878. For-
mosus then submitted himself to the pope and
gained reinstatement in the Church, but only im-
der sworn promise never again to return to Rome,
or to strive to recover his diocese. Till the death
of John VIII. Formosus lived in the West Franldsh
kingdom at Sens. But John's successor, Mari-
nus, absolved him from the compulsory oath, per-

mitted him to return to Rome, and restored to

him the diocese of Porto. In this episcopal capac-
ity he bestowed consecration upon Stephen V., in

885. In 891 he himself ascended the papal throne.

As pope Formosus had opportunity to display

energy in several directions. He showed great

strictness toward the Eastern clergy, and rejected

the appeal for the reconciliation of the priests or-

dained by the Patriarch Photius, being ready to

receive them into the fellowship of the Church
merely as laymen. In the strife between Arch-
bishop Hermann of Cologne and Archbishop Adal-
gar of Hamburg-Bremen about the relations of the

dioceses of Bremen and Cologne (see Adalgar;
Hamburg, Archbishopric of), Formosus, con-

formably to the synod held at Frankfort in 892,

imder the presidency of Archbishop Hatto of

Mainz, decided that Bremen should remain united
with Hamburg; only the archbishop of Hamburg,
either in person or by deputy, must be present at

the provincial synods in Cologne. In the strife

between Count Eudo of Paris and Charles the

Simple for the throne of the West Franks, Formo-
sus upheld the latter, and summoned to his sup-

port the German king Amulf. The dissolution of

the Prankish kingdom was a matter of great mo-
ment for the apostolic see. At the outset, For-

mosus was compelled to ally himself with Duke
Vido of Spoleto, but the latter's aggressive atti-

tude proved so formidable that even by 893 he
called Amulf to help. He invested the latter with
the imperial crown in 896. Formosus died Apr.

4,896.
The name of Formosus, however, owes its re-

nown not so much to his deeds as pope, as to the

crimes committed against his dead body, and to

the dogmatic confusions therewith connected.

Under Stephen VI. (896-897), the Spoletan party
again came into ascendancy at Rome, and used its

power to make a repulsive exhibition of its hatred

for the deceased pope on account of his German
sympathies. Stephen VI. convened a synod, the

corpse of Formosus was exhumed, and, arrayed in

pontifical state, it was enthroned on St. Peter's

cathedra; thereupon complaint was lodged against

the departed pontiff, charging him with uncanon-
ical usurpation of the papal see; the synod pro-

nounced him deposed, and all the consecrations he

had performed null and void; they tore from his

body the apostolic vestments, cut off the three

oath-fingers from his right hand, and buried his

body in a remote place; it was afterward sunk in

the Tiber. In 897 Pope Theodore II. repealed the

decisions of the synod; and in the following year

John IX. expressly proclaimed, through two S3m-
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ods, the validity of the consecrations dispensed by
Formosus. Nevertheless the infatuation of the

anti-German party was such that Sergius III.

(904-911) surpassed the decisions of that scanda-

lous synod, compelling the clergy ordained by
Formosus to undergo a second consecration.

Carl Mirbt.
Biblioobapht: The EpUtoUg of Formosus are in Bouquet.

RseueU, ix. 202-204, and, with the FriviUgia and notes,

in MPLt oxxix. 837-854. Sources are: Liudprand. An-
tapodonM, i. 28 in MOH, Scnpt., iii (1839). 282-283(^
Chronica S. BenedieH, ib. p. 204; AnnaleM Ftiiden»e§, ib««j

i. (1826) 409 sqq.; Mariani Seotti chronieon, ib. (1844) 553;
^

Flodoard. Hi§t. RementU ecdentB, ib. xiii (1881). 569-
560; the writings of Auxilius and Vulgariua in defense
of Formosus. in E. DOmmler. AuxUiut und VtUoariutt
Leipdo. 1866. Consult: Jaffd. Regesia, i. 435-439; E.
Danmiler. Oe^chidUe det 09tfr(inki9ehen ReichM^ vols, ii.-

iii.. Leipeic. 1887-88; J. Langen. Qe»ckichU der rOmitchen
Kirtht . . . fris Qreoor VIL, pp. 295 sqq., Bonn, 1892;
F. Ckegorovius. Rome in the Middle Agee, iii. 126-232.
London. 1895; Milman. Latin Chrietianiiu, iii. 93-114;
Bower, Popee, ii. 297-299.

FORMULA OF CONCORD.
Preliminary History (i 1).

Mediation of Jakob AndreA (i 2).

The Formulas of Maulbronn and Torgau (i 8).

The Formula of Concord (i 4).

The Formula of Concord is the last of the six con-

fessional books of the Lutheran Church, forming
the close of the Book of Concord. The Lutheran
Church, from the beginning, has stood for pure doc-

trine; i.e., the doctrine of the three symbols of the

ancient Church, of the Augsburg Con-
I. Prelimi- fession (or more precisely of Luther,)

nary His- and of the church and school of

tory. Wittenberg. Melanchthon dogmatized
and thus externalized the authority of

Luther; but he departed from Luther's doctrine.

Thus, after Luther's death dissensions arose, and two
opposite tendencies were developed. Both parties

—

the Melanchthonians or CryptCHCalvinists (see Phi-
LiPPiSTs) and the Gnesio-Lutherans such as Flacius

(q.V.)—fell intoextremesand exaggerations. Among
the questions in dispute may be mentioned the In-

terim and the matter of adiaphora (after 1547);

Osiander's doctrine of justification (after 1550); the

Majoristic controversy (see Major, Georq) over the

assertion of Major and Menius that good works are

necessary for sidvation and the opinion of Amsdorf
that they are an obstacle to salvation (after 1552), and
in connection with it the antinomistic controversy;

the controversy on the Lord's Supper (after 1552);

the synergistic controversy (after 1555); and the

Christological controversies, which began in the

early sixties. The idea of effecting an agreement
between the two contending parties arose at an
early time. In 1556 Flacius issued '' lenient prop-
ositions " in that direction, but made them de-

pendent upon a public confession of those who had
erred. Melanchthon acknowledged his fault in regard

to the Interim, but excused his attitude. The serious-

ness of the situation was generaUy felt at the Relig-

ious Colloquy of Worms in 1557 (see Worms), when
the Saxon theologians (i.e., the party of Flacius)

questioned the right of their Philippist opponents
to appeal to the Augsburg Confession. The Prot-

estant princes tried to establish peace by the Frank-
fort Recess (q.v.) in 1558, at which the introduc-

tion of an official censorship of writings oi a relig-

ious nature was decreed; but the adherents of

Flacius successfully resisted all such attempts.

At the Diet of Naumburg (1561), where an open

Calvinist like Frederick III. of the Palatinate wu
the leader, the divergence in doctrine regarding

the Lord's Supper became more evident than ever.

It was felt that the Augsburg (Confession was not

a sufficient confessional basis. A convention at

LUneburg, for instance, demanded a corpus doc-

trincB which should comprise, besides the Augsburg

Confession, the Augsburg Apology, the Schmal-

kald Articles, and Luther's catechism, as wefl as

his other writings. Such corpora doctrina arose now
in different parts of the country. The MeUncb-

thonians also produced a Corpus doctrina chrit-

tianoB (Leipsic, 1560), in which they embodied

chiefly works of Melanchthon. In this way fixed

norms of doctrine were established. The next

task was to establish a conunon corpus dodrinm

for the whole Lutheran Church of (Germany. It

was solved by the " Book of Concord " [the title of

the Formula concorduB in the editio prinetpt, 1580;

this name was afterward reserved for the coOeo-

tion of all the Lutheran symbols], in which the dif-

ferent corpora doctrincB foimd their consummatioa.

The different collections of confessions, however,

did not wipe out the old controversies on the Phil-

ippist errors. The need of a new confession as the

only satisfactory solution of the difficulty was felt

more and more. In June, 1567, Landgrave Will-

iam IV. of Hease-Cassel and Duke

2. Media- Christopher of WOrttemberg com-

tion missioned Jakob Andreft to draw up

of Jakob a formula which could be accepted by

Andrei, all theologians of the Augsburg Confes-

sion. It bore the title, Behenntnii umi

kurte ErJddrung etlicher zwiespalHger Artikd, naek

wdcher eine chrisUiche Einigkeit in den Khthen, der

Augsh. Konfession zugethan, getroffen und die drger-

liche^ langwierige SpaUung hingdegt werden nUidUe.

It related chiefly to the five articles of justificatioQ

by faith, good works, free will, adiaphora and the

Lord's Supper. But the time was not yet ripe for

the success of the plan. Duke Christopher, the

originator of the idea, died, and Landgrave William

of Hesse-Cassel conceived the impracticable scheme

of applying the intended agreement not only to all

elements of German Protestantism, but also to the

Reformed Churches outside of Germany. In

Electoral Saxony Philippism still flourished, and

the theologians of Ducal Saxony still dung to their

ultra-Lutheran views. Andre&'s journeys to Sax-

ony in 1569 and 1570 did not alter the situa-

tion. After the death of Duke John William of

Saxony the ultra-Lutheran party was dispersed

under the protectorate of Hector August, and the

eyes of the elector, who had always regarded him-

self a good Lutheran, were opened to the Ciypto-

Calvinism existent in his own country. In 1573, be*

fore the overthrow of Crypto-Calvinism in Electoral

Saxony, Andre& had published Seeks ckrisdiche

Predigten (Ttibingen, 1573), in which he tried to

settle the controversies not by theological investi-

gations, but by the catechism. 'The sennoos

openly showed his Lutheran convictions. He had
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diaoged his position; there was no attempt any
kxtger to conceal anything that might be disagree-

ftfale to the Philippists. The original thought of

Rcondling Lutherans and Philippists by a formula
ci compromise had been abandoned as impossible.

Tl^ [dian now was to draw up a formula that

should consc^date all Lutherans against Philip-

pists and Calvinists. Through the mediation of

the theological faculty in Tubingen, the sermons
of Andre& were not unfavorably received in North
Germany by leaders like Martin Chemnitz of Bruns-
wick, Joachim Westphal of Hamburg, David Chy-
trsras and the theological faculty of Rostock.

Andrei was asked to put his sermons in the form
of articles. Thus originated the so-called Swabian
Concordia, which showed great similarity to the

later Formula of Concord. It was signed by the theo-

logians in Tdbingen and the members of the con-

astoxy in Stuttgart, and in Mar., 1574, was sent

to Duke Julius of Brunswick and to Chemnitz, that

they might enter into negotiations with the churches

of Lower Saxony.

After the overtiut>w of Philippism in Electoral

Saxony, the elector himself felt the need of ending
the disastrous controversies by a generally accepted
fomiula. In Nov., 1575, at the instance of Count
George Ernest of Henneberg, Duke Louis of WUrt-
tembeig and Margrave Charles of Baden, Lucas

Osiander, court preacher of WUrttem-
3. The berg, Balthasar Bidembach, provost

Fonnnlasof at Stuttgart, and Abel Scherdinger,

Haulbronn court preacher of Henneberg, with
and several theologians of Baden, com-

Tofigan. posed the Formula of Maulbronn,
which was signed in the monastery of

Maulbronn Jan. 19, 1576. This formula agreed
with the Swabian Concordia in content, but de-

parted from it in that it preserved the order of

articles in the Augsburg Confession. Both for-

mulas were sent to Elector August, who asked An-
drea for an opinion on them. Andreft gave the pref-

erence to the Formula of Maulbronn and at the
same time induced the elector to convoke an as-

mmhty of theologians for the purpose of establish-

ing a c<»nmon corptta dodrina. The time was
hvcwable, as many of the old polemical agitators

had died. In Feb., 1576, there was a convention
at Lichtenberg, and from May 28 to June 7 at
Torgau. The leading theologians were Nicolaus

Sebecker, Andreft, Chenmitz, Chytraeus, and
Andreas Musculus. On the basis of the Swabian
and Haulbronn formulas there was established a
third one acceptable to all parties, the Book of

Torgau, of which Elector August sent copies to

most of the Evangelical estates of Germany. As
Landgrave William and others criticized the pro-

lixity of the Book of Torgau, Andre& made an epi-

tome {Kuner summarUcher Au8zug der Artikd, so

antehen den Theologen cntgsburgischer KonfesHon
fide Jakre streitig, zu Torgau durch die dasdbst

^enammdUn und unienchriebenen Theologen im Mo-
not Jvado 1676 ckrisUich verglichen tporden).

By Feb., 1577, most of the requested criticisms

OQ the Book of Torgau had been sent to Dresden.

Elector August then commissioned Andreft, Chem-
oiti and Selnecker to come to an agreement on the

final form of the confession. After having been
joined later by Andreas Musculus and Christof

K5mer of Electoral Brandenburg, and
4. The by David Chytrseus of Rostock, they

Formula of began their meetings at Bergen, near
Concord. Magdeburg; and on May 28, 1577,

there was laid before the elector the

Book of Bergen (Bergen Formula), which is iden-

tical with the Solida declaratio of the Formula of

Concord. At the same time Andre&'s epitome of

the Book of Torgau was carefully read, article by
article, and approved. The electors of Saxony
and Brandenburg now sent copies of the Book of

Bergen for approbation and subscription to all

estates whose consent to the new plan was im-
doubted. It is not strange that the confession

was not received everywhere with the same willing-

ness. Churches which had gone through a differ-

ent process of confessional development and had
adopted the later doctrines of Melanchthon, in

order to retain their connection with the Calvinistic

Church, rejected the confession of Bergen and were
driven to the Reformed confession. At the insti-

gation of Queen Elizabeth of England, Count Pala^

tine John Casimir, an adherent of the Reformed
faith, attempted to obstruct the acceptance of the

Formula of Concord by forming a counterunion of

all the Reformed Churches at the Convention of

Frankfort (1577), but without success.

The " Book of Concord " was published, in Ger-
man, on the fiftieth anniversary of the Augsburg
Confession (June 25, 1580). llie first authorized

Latin text appeared in 1584, in Leipsic. The con-

fession was signed by three electors, twenty dukes
and princes, twenty-four counts, four barons, thir-

ty-eight free cities, and nearly eight thousand
preachers and teachers. It was rejected by Hesse,

Anhalt, Pfalz-Zweibrttcken, Brunswick, Schleswig-

Holstein, Denmark, Frankfort-on-the-Main, Danzig,

Bremen, Speyer, Worms, Nuremberg, Strasburg,

Magdeburg, and Nordhausen. Silesia did not take

part in the negotiations. Some of the dissenting

State Churches accepted the Formula of Concord
at a later time. Although it does not and can not
speak the last word of the religious knowledge of

Lutheranism, it was a historical necessity. The
doctrinal differences produced by Melanchthonian
ideas necessitated a separation of churches. The
more Philippism approached CMvinism and Gnesio-

Lutheranism stepped out of the limits of a party,

the less possible was a union. Andre& perceived

this at the right moment. A concord among the

friends of Lutheranism and the establishment of a
imiform corpus dodrincB was possible only if the

extreme Philippists together with the Calvinists

were excluded. The great importance of the

Formula of Concord and of the Book of Concord
lies in the fact that by them the Lutheran Church
maintained its independence over against Calvin-

ism. It must not be imagined that a theological

party had here merely obtruded its views upon the

Lutheran Church; in the Formula of Concord there

have come to their full development the germs of

a really existing consensus of belief. Not only the

extremes of Philippism, but also those of the

Gnesio-Lutherans, such as Flacius, Amsdorf, and
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Osiander, were cut off. Thus the Formula of Con-

cord brought peace to the Lutheran Church, and
for a long time gave direction to the efforts of the

Church in the sphere of dogmatics. *

(R. Seeberg.)
Bibuograprt: J. T. MfUler, Die eymbolischen BUeher der

evanoeliadt^uiheritchen Kirche, Gatersloh, 1877 (text and
introduotion); Sobaff, Creeds, i. 258-340 (history and
disouasion, list of literature), iii. 03-180 (text); H. E.
Jacobs. The Book of Concord, i. 487 sqq., ii. 245 sqq.,

Philadelphia, 1803. Consult: J. Q. Planck, Oeachichte

der Entetehung . . . jrrotestarUiachen Lehrbegriffe, vols,

iv.-vi., 8 vols., Leipsic 1701-18(X): H. L. J. Heppe, Oe-
schichte dee deulachen Proteetaniiamue, 1666-1681, 4 vols.,

Marburg, 1852-68; K, F. Qdschel, Die Concordienformel
nach ihrer Oeachichte, Leipsic. 1858; F. H. R. Frank. Die
Theologie der Concordienfarmel, 4 vols., Erlangen. 1858-
1865; Q. Frank. QeechichU der proteetarUiachen Theologie,

pp. 330-374, Leipsic, 1862; C. P. Krauth, The Coneerva-
Uve Reformation and ite Theology, pp. 288-328, Phila-
delphia, 1872; G. Wolf, Zur QeachidUe dee deutechen
Proteaiantiamue, 1666-69, Berlin, 1888; and in general
the works on the church history of the period.

FORNEY, CHRISTIAN HENRY: Church of

God; b. at West Hanover, Pa., Oct. 17, 1839. He
studied at Oberlin College, but left before taking a
degree, and was ordained to the ministry in 1860.

After being professor in Mount Joy Academy, Pa.,

and also pastor of the church of his denomination
in the same village 1860-63, he held pastorates

at Chambersburg, Pa. (1863-66), Fourth Street

Church, Harrisburg, Pa. (1866-68), and Lancaster
City, Pa. (1868-70). He was assistant editor of

The Church AdvocaJUi the organ of his denomina-
tion, 1866-69, and has been editor-in-chief since

1869. He was first chaplain of the Pennsylvania
House of Representatives in 1868-69, and since

1866 has been president of the General Eldership
of the Chureh of God, besides being a member of

many boards and conmiittees of the same denom-
ination. He describes himself as *' orthodox,
evangelical, postmiUenarian, antidenominational,
three monumental ordinances—baptism, washing
the saints' feet, and communion—Arminian in the-

ology." Besides revising and editing J. Winne-
brenner's Brief View of the Church of God (Harris-

burg, Pa., 1885) and Sermon on Baptism (1885),
and M. P. Jewett's The Mode and Subjects of Bap-
tism (1905), he has written The Christian Ordir-

nances (1883) and Philosophic Basis of Ordinances
and Bible Doctrine of Sanctification (1905).

FORREST, DAVID WILLIAM: United Free
Church of Scotland; b. at Glasgow May 16, 1856.

He studied at the University of Glasgow (M.A.,

1878), the United Presbyterian College, Edinburgh
(1877-80), and the University of Leipsic (1880).

He has been minister of Saffronhall Chureh, Ham-
ilton (1882-87), United Presbyterian Church, Mof-
fat (1887-94), Wellmgton Church, Glasgow (1894-

* The Formtila of Concord consists of two parts, the Epi-
tome and the Solida repeUtio et dedaratio, each divided into
twelve articles, as follows: i., of original sin; ii.. of freewill;

iii., of justification by faith; iv., of good works; v., of the
Law and the Qospel; vi., of the third use of the^Law; vii.,

of the Lord's Supper; viii., of the person of Christ; ix., of
Christ's descent into hell; x., of church usages and cere-
monies called adiaphora; xi., of God's foreknowledge and
election; xii.. of several heresies and sects. The second
part repeats at greater length what is concisely stated in
the Epitome with confirmatory quotations.

1899), United Free Church, Skdmorlie, WemyHsBay
(189^1903), and North Momingside United Free

Church, Edinburgh (since 1903). He was Kerr

Lecturer at Edinburgh in 1897 and a lecturer at

Yale in 1901. He has written The Christ of Hit-

tory and of Experience (Kerr Lectures; Edinburgh,

1897) and The Authority of Christ (1906).

FORSAIfDER, ITILS: Lutheran; b. at Gladsax,

Sweden, Sept. 11, 1846. He emigrated to the

United States in 1870 and completed his education

at Augustana CoUege and Theological Seminary,

Rock Island, 111. (B.A., 1872). He was ord&ined

to the ministry in 1873 and was pastor at Sage-

town, 111., 1873-76, Kingston, la., 1875-80, and

Bettresda, la., 1880-^9. Since 1889 he has been

professor of theology at Augustana College and

Theological Seminary. He was secretary of the

Evangelical Lutheran Augustana Synod 1886-90,

and in theology is a strict evangelical member of

his denomination. He has been editor of the

Augustana Theological Quarterly since 1900, and

has written Augsburgiska bekdnnelsen med far-

klaringar (Rock Island, 111., 1899) and Var Uuker^
kyrkas stdllning till andre kyrkosam/und (1906).

FORSTER, CHARLES: English clergyman and

author; b. 1790; d. at Stisted (35 m. n.e. of Lon-

don), Essex, Aug. 20, 1871. He studied at Trin-

ity College, Dublin, and was perpetual curate of

Ash, Kent, 1834-38, rector of Stisted, near Bnin-

tree, Essex, 1838-71, and also one of the six preach-

ers in Canterbury Cathedral 1835-71. He opposed

Biblical criticism and aimed in a nimiber of works,

now sought as curiosities, to justify the strict^

literal interpretation of Scripture. Among other

things he published, Critical Essays on Genms
chap, XX, and on SL Matthew chap, ii, 17, 18,

(Dublin, 1826); Mahometanism Unveiled (2 vok,

London, 1829); The Life of John Jebb (2 vols.,

1836); The Historical Geography of Arabia (1844);

The One Primeval Language (3 parts, 1851-54),

and Sinai Photographed, or Contemporary Reeordt

of Israel in the Wilderness (1862).

FORSTER (FOERSTER, VORSTER, FORSTHE-
MIUS), JOHAim: 1. Lutheran theologian tnd

Hebrew scholar; b. at Augsburg July 10, 1496

(or 1495); d. at Wittenberg Dec. 8, 1558. In

1515 he entered the University of Ingolstadt

where he became the most studious and capable

Hebrew scholar of Reuchlin; on account of a pes-

tilence he removed in 1521 to Leipsic, and became

a pupil of P. Mosellanus, through whose influence,

probably, he received in 1522 a position as teacher

of Hebrew at the Greek-Latin school in Zwickau.

In 1529 he resigned, and in 1530 became a student

at the University of Wittenberg, where be re-

mained as preacher about six years. He asasted

Luther in the translation of the Bible, and became

one of his most devoted pupils and friends. In

1535 he received a call to Augsbui^g, where he be-

came involved in controversies with his Zwinglian

colleagues. In 1539 he became prof^sor of He-

brew at Tilbingen, on the recommendation of

Luther and Camerarius. The question whether

the Reformation should proceed according to
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Saxon or Swias principles and doctrines was then

a burning one, and Forster lost his position in this

straggle because he did not side with the Zwinglians.

In ^1 542 he became provost of St. Lawrence at

Nuiemberg, and thence extended his reformatory

activity, first to Regensburg in 1542 and in the fol-

lowing year to the county of Henneberg. In un-

selfish devotion to the cause of the Reformation he

racrificed his position at Nuremberg, but as his

plans of church discipline were not carried out, he

went into volimtary retirement after three years.

After some vain efforts of Melanchthon and his

friends to find a position for him. Prince George

of Anhalt called him as superintendent to the

bishopric of Merseburg, and subsequently Duke
Aogitftus provided him with a capitular prebend.

After Cruciger's death in 1549, he was called to

Wittenberg as professor of Hebrew and preacher at

the Castle Church. In 1514 he took part in the

convention of Naumburg on the side of Melanch-

thon. The last decade of his life may be desig-

nated as the Melanchthonian period, since be became

more lenient in church discipline and expressed

himself in a more conciliatory manner on the

doctrine of the Lord's Supper. The principal work
of his life is a great Hebrew-Latin dictionary,

DicHonarium hebraicum novum, non ex rabbinorum

commeniis nee ex nostratium doctontm stvlta imita-

tione de9cripium sed ex ipsis theaauris S. Bibliorum

et eonmdem aceuxata coUatiane depromptum (Basel,

1557; 2d ed., 1564).

2. Not to be confounded with the above is the

younger Johann Forster; b. at Auerbach (15 m.

8.W. of Zwickau), Saxony, Dec. 25, 1576; d. at

Manafeld (38 m. s. of Magdeburg) Nov. 17, 1613.

He was preacher at Leipsic, 1593, rector in Schnee-

berg, 1601; chief preacher of Zeitz, professor of

theology in Wittenberg 1609 and finally general

superintendent at Mansfeld He was the author

of various theological and devotional writings.

(W. GERMANNf.)

BnuoomAFHT: W. Germann, Johann Forgter, der Henn^
Server Reformaior, Meuungen. 1894; Fdrater, in ZHT,
1860. pp. 210 aqq.; L. Q«iger, Das 8tudiumderfuibraia€iien

8prack€ in Deutaehland, pp. 97 aqq., 136, Brealau, 1870;

KL, IT. 1625>26.

FORSYTH, NATHAlflEL: Missionary to Lidia.

See India, II., { 2.

FORSYTH, PETER TAYLOR: English Con-
gregationalist; b. at Aberdeen, Scotland, May 12,

1848. He studied at the University of Aberdeen
(M^, 1869), the University of Gdttingen, and
New College, London, and after being assistant to

the professor of Latin at the University of Aber-

deen was pastor at Shipley, Yorkshire (1876-79),

St. Thomas' Square, Hackney (1880-85), Cheet-

ham Hill, Manchester (1886-89), Clarendon Park,

Leicester (1889-94), and Emmanuel Congrega-

tional Church, Cambridge (1894-1901). Since

1901 he has been principal of Hackney Theological

College, Hampstead, London, as well as a member
oi the theological faculty of London University.

In 1905 he was elected chairman of the Congrega-

tional Union of England and Wales. In theology

be is Evangelical, positive, modem, and social. He

has written Pulpit Parables (sermons for children,

in collaboration with J. A. Hamilton; Manchester,

1886); Religion in Recent Art (1889); The Charter

of the Church (London, 1896); The IMy Father and
the Living Christ (1897); Christian Perfection

(1899); Rome, Reform, and Reaction (1899); and
The TasU of Death and the Life of Giace (1901).

FORTUNATUS, VENAHTIUS HONORIUS CLE-
MENTIAIfUS: Bishop of Poitiers and Christian

poet; b. near Treviso» in Upper Italy, c. 535; d. in

Poitiers in the beginning of the seventh century.

He studied grammar, rhetoric, and jurisprudence in

Ravenna, left Italy about 564, went through Ger-

many to Gaul, lived for some time at the court of

Sigbert of Austrasia, then went to Tours, and later

to Poitiers. Here he became acquainted with

Radegunde, a Thuringian princess, the divorced

wife of Lothair I., who with her adopted daughter,

Agnes, lived in the convent of the Holy Cross. The
intercourse with these two women induced the

poet to desist from his migratory life and to be-

come presbyter in Poitiers. Thenceforth he lived

in close connection with all prominent personali-

ties of the country, wrote poetical eulogies, and
grew in authority and fame as a poet, especially

after he had collected and published his poems, at

the instigation of Gregory of Tours. Shortly be-

fore his death he became bishop in Poitiers.

The poetical productions of Fortunatus are very
numerous, most of them written for special occa-

sions. He may indeed be called a court poet.

Hospitality which he had enjoyed, the celebration

of a wedding, a funeral—everything was put into

easy verse. His poetic gifts were by no means
slight; his language is picturesque and full of

thought; his hexameters and pentameters surprise

by the purity of their rhythm. But there is also

not lacking a certain bombast and artificiality of

expression, characteristic of the time, and still more
faulty is the base flattery in his eulogies which
reflects unfavorablyupon his character. Since For-

tunatus eulogized quite a number of eminent per-

sonages, his poems are valuable also for the histo-

rian. His descriptions of nature are excellent, as,

for instance, his representation of a journey on the

Moselle from Metz to Andemach, which he had
undertaken in the suite of the king of Austrasia,

likewise a poem on the castle of Bishop Nioetius of

Treves. Still more valuable are three elegies com-
posed under the inspiration of Radegunde; one
represents the tragic fate of Galsvintha, daughter
of a West Gothic king; a second is intended to con-

sole Amalafried, cousin of Radegunde, the last

Thuringian heir; the last is to console Artachis,

a relative of Amalafried, on the death of the latter.

The greatest fame of Fortunatus, however, rests

upon his religious hymns, as VexiUa regis prodeunt

(transl. by J. M. Neale, The royal banners forward
go), and Pange lingua gloriosi proelium certaminis

(transl. by Neale, Sing, my tongue, the glorious

battle), h3nxms on the Passion; and Quem terra pon-
tus athera (transl. by Neale, The God whom earth

and sea and sky), a hynm on Mary. Fortunatus
also wrote a comprehensive epic poem on the life

of St. Martin (De vita Martini), and some lives of

saints in prose, Albinus, Marcellus, Germanus, and
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others. He was the last great poet of the period

before Charlemagne. (K. LEiMBACHt.)

Bibliograpbt: The Opera^ ed. M. A. Luohi, Rome, 1786-
1787. and. ed. F.<Leo and K. Knuch. in MOH, Aud. anL,

iv, 1. 2, 1881-86. Consult: F. B&hr. (htchichU der rOmi-
tdt0n LitUraiur im karolinoiachen Zeitalter, pp. 145-161,

Cartoruhe. 1840; F. Hamelin. De vUa et operibu9 VenarUii

. . . FortunaH, Rennes. 1873; D. Leroux, Le Pokte 8. V,
FortufuU, Poitiers, 1886; HiVattenbach. DOQ, i (1886).

87-89, ii. 489, i (1893), 91. 92. 113; 8. W. Duffield, LaHn
Hymn-WrHer$, pp. 88-96 et passim. New York. 1889;

A. Ebert. OetdiiehU dm' LitertUur dea MiUelaUer; pp. 618-
642, Leipaic, 1889; C. Nisard, Le Poile Fortunat, Paris,

1890; W. 8. Teuffel, OMchidiU dm- rUmithm Literatur,

pp. 1278-83. Leipsic. 1890; M. Prou, La Oaule mtro-
vingienne, pp. 226-236, Paris. 1897; Ceillier. AtUntrt
mcr4$, xi. 306. 316-316, 384. 402-414; Schaff. CKriaUan
Church, iv. 422; Julian, Hymnotogy, pp. 383-384; DCB,
U. 662-663.

FOSCARARI, EOIDIO : Italian Dominican, bishop

of Modena; b. at Bologna Jan. 27, 1512; d. at

Rome Dec. 23, 1564. After officiating as lector in

various monasteries, he became magister sacri

palatii at Rome in 1546. Four years later Julius

II. appointed him bishop of Modena, and in this

capacity he attended the sessions of the Council of

Trent in 1551. When the council was suspended,

he returned to his diocese, where he performed his

duties in an exemplary manner, but was suspected

of heresy by the Inquisition in 1558 and was im-
prisoned by Paul IV., like his predecessor Gio-

vanni de Morone (q.v.). Although his heterodoxy

could not be proved, he did not receive formal ab-

solution until it was granted him by Pius IV. in

1560, whereupon he was permitted to return to his

see amid the rejoicings of the people. He was
present at the concluding sessions, of the council,

and was a member of the committees which, after

the dose of the council, prepared the Index libro-

rum prohtbiiorum, and the Catechiamus Ramanua,
and revised the breviaiy and missal.

K. Benrath.
Biblioorapht: J. Qu^tif and J. Echard, Script. ordinU

prctdicatorum. ii. 184-186, Paris, 1721; KL, iv. 1636-37.

FOSS, CYRUS DAVID: Methodist Episcopal

bishop; b. at Kingston, N. Y., Jan. 17, 1834. He
studied at Wesleyan University (B.A., 1854), and
after being instructor and principal at Amenia
Seminary, Amenia, N. Y., 1854-57, entered the

ministry in the New York conference, being sta-

tioned at Chester, N. Y., in 1857-59. He was then

transferred to the New York East conference, and
was pastor of churehes in Brooklyn (1859-65) and
New York (1869-75). From 1875 to 1880 he was
president of Wesleyan University, and in 1880

was elected bishop. He was fraternal delegate to

the General Conference of the Methodist Episcopal

Churoh, South, in 1878, and to the British Wes-
leyan Conference in 1886, while he made an official

tour of the Methodist Episcopal missions in Europe
in 1886, of Mexico in 1893, and of India and Ma-
laysia in 1897-98.

FOSSARIAlf (Lat. /oMoritK, fossar; Gk. kopi&n,

kopiaUs): The designation of the grave-diggers of

the early Chureh. In primitive times the burial

of the poor was one of the services of love which
the wealthier Christians voluntarily undertook for

their needy brethren. Later the congregations had

special cemeteries, and burial was entrusted to pro-

fessional grave-diggers, which must have been the

case in the third century and possibly even in the

latter part of the second. The oldest document

showing the existence of fossarians is the Gesto

apud ZenaphUutn, which dates from 303 and is

printed as an appendix to the editions of Optatus.

In this work, as elsewhere, fossarians were reck-

oned among the clergy, but this was not invari-

ably the case, as, for instance, in Rome. Foesari-

ans are frequently represented in the paintings of

the Roman catacombs, and it is clear from the in-

scriptions that they controlled the sale of graves.

See Cemeteries, II., 4, ( 1. H. Acbzus.

BiBUOoaAPHT: G. B. de Rossi. Roma BotUrranea, iii. S33

sqq., Rome, 1877, Eng. ed. by Northoote and Brownlow,

Roma SoUerranea, i.. cb«p. vii.. pp. 205-216. London,

1879; J. A. Martiffny. DicHonnaire <ies antiquiti»; cArAi-

ennet, p. 281, Fans, 1877; DCA, i. 684; KL, 1638-40 (rah-

able).

FOSTER, FRAKK HUGH: Congregationalist;

b. at Springfield, Mass., June 18. 1851. He studied

at Harvard (B.A., 1873), Andover Theological

Seminary (graduated in 1877), and the Univenity

of Leipsic (Ph.D., 1882). He was assistant pro-

fessor of mathematics in the United States Naval

Academy 1873-74, and pastor of the Congrega-

tional church in North Reading, Mass., 1877-79.

After his return from Germany he was professor of

philosophy in Middlebury College, Middlebury, Vt.,

1882-84, professor of church history in Oberiin

Theologicfd Seminary 1884-92, and professor of

systematic theology in Pacific Theological Sem-

inary, Berkeley, Cal., 1892-1902, as well as pastor d
the Second Congregational Church, Oakland, Cal.,

1896-97, and acting professor of systematic theol-

ogy in the San Francisco Theological Seminaiy

(Presbyterian) 1901-02; pastor of the college and

village church at Olivet, Mich., 1904-07; and since

1907 professor of history in Olivet College. He

was moderator of the General Association of Con-

gregational Churches in Northern California in

1895, and Stone Lecturer at Princeton Theological

Seminary in 1900. In theology his article on the

New Testament miracles (AJT, 1908) shows

him to have passed from the Evangelical to the

purely non-supernatural or raticmalistic stand-

point He was for several years editor of the

Bibltotheca Sacra, and has written Seminary Method

of Study in the Historical Sciences (New York,

1888); Fundamental Ideas of the Roman Catholie

Church (Philadelphia, 1899); Christian Life and

Theology : The Contribution of Christian Experience

to the System of Evangelical Doctrine (New Yoik,

1900); The Teaching of Jesus concerning his am
Mission (1903); and A Oenetic History of the New

England Theology (Chicago, 1907); and has trans-

lated Hugo Grotius' Defence of the Satiefaction of

Christ (Andover, 1889).

FOSTER, OEOROE BURMAN: Baptist; b. at

Alderson, W. Va., Apr. 2, 1858. He was gradu-

ated at the University of West Virginia in 1883,

Rochester Theological Seminary in 1887, and

studied in Gdttingen and Berlin 1891-92. After

being pastor of the First Baptist Church, Saratoga

Springs, N. Y., 1887-91, he was appointed profe^
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sor of philosophy at McHaster University, Toronto,
and, in 1895, professor of systematic theology
in the Divinity School of the University of Chicago.

In 1905 he was transferred to the professorship of

the philosophy of religion. He is the author of

TkB 'Finality of the Christian Rdigian (Chicago,

1906).

FOSTER, JAMES: English dissenting minister;

b. at Exeter Sept. 16, 1697; d. in London Nov. 5,

1753. He was educated at the free school, and at

an academy, in Exeter, where he began preaching
in 1718. AJfter holding several obscure and pre-

ctrioas charges he came to London in 1724 as the
colleague of Joseph Burroughs at the chapel in the
Barbican. In 1728 he became Sunday evening
lecturer at the Old Jewry and in 1744 pastor of

the independent church at Pinners' Hall He
took part in a number of theological controversies

and enjoyed a great reputation as a pulpit orator.

He is mentioned by Pope in the epilogue to the

Sa^tSf and it was a proverbial saying that ''those

who had not heard Farinelli sing and Foster preach
were not qualified to appear in genteel company."
Though Foster defended the historical evidences
of Christianity against the views of Tindal, he was
himsdf essentially a deist and rationalist. Besides

nomerous sermons, included in a collected edition.

Sermons (4 vols., London, 1755), he published, An
Etsay on FundameniaU (London, 1^0), in which
he maintained that the doctrine of the Trinity is

not essential; The Usefulness, Truth, and ExceU
kney of the Christian Revelation (1731), a reply to

Tindal; and Discourses on All the Principal

Branches of Natural Religion and Social Virtue (2

vols., 1749-52), which had 2,000 subscribers.

Biblkmuuipbt: W. Wilaon. DiMenHno Churehet, ii. 270-
285, 4 vols., London. 1806-14; J. Ivimey, Hut. of ih€

EngHtk BapHtM, iii. 215. 309-404. ib. 1823; J. Sparks,
CclkeHoH of Eamy, v. 171-185. 6 vols.. Boston. 1823-26;
DNB, XX. 64-65.

FOSTER, JOHN: English Baptist; b. at Wads-
worth Lane, parish of Halifax (14 m. w.s.w. of

Leeds), Yorkshire, Sept. 17, 1770; d. at Stapleton
(a suburb of Bristol), Gloucestershire, Oct. 15,

1S43. He was the eldest son of a farmer and
manufacturer. Up to his eighteenth year he was
ooeupied chiefly with factory work, but had en-
joyed some educational advantages and had read
largely in Puritan theology. Serious and medita-
tive, he cared little for society or sport and was en-

tranced with the beauties of nature. When seven-
teen years of age he experienced conversion and
was baptized into the fellowship of the Calvinistic

Baptist church at Hobden Brieve. Under the in-

fluence of Dr. Fawcett, his pastor, he entered the
school of the latter (Brearly Hall) to study for the

miniBtry. Here he not only pursued with enthu-
nasm and success the classical and literary courses

offered, but read extensively in theology and be-

came master of an elegant literary style. After

three years of preparatory study he proceeded to
the Baptist college at Bristol, where in scholarship,

depth of thought, and literary skill he surpassed

^ his fellow students, but proved remarkably
Ittking in preaching power. With a most intense

<lesire to use his gifts and attainments for the edi-

fication of saints and the conversion of sinners,

his abstract and overelaborat-e way of sermonizing,

his deficiency in popular touch, and a chronic
throat trouble that made his voice ineffective, re-

sulted at Newcastle, Dublin, Chichester, Battersea,

and Downend, where he successively ministered, in

the dwindling of the congregations and the closing

of the chapels. While ultra-Calvinistic in his pre-

destinarianism, he early became almost Arian in

his Christology. The latter made him imacceptable
to the Particular Baptists, and the former to the

General Baptists. For a time he gave instruction

to certain African youths who had been brought to

England to be educated for missionaries.

While still engaged in pastoral effort Foster pub-
lished (1805) a volmne of Essays, including his fa-

mous essay On Decision of Character, which at-

tracted much attention. From 1808 he was a
regular contributor to the Eclectic Review, His
articles published \i\ this periodical are said to have
numbered 185. His essay on the Evils of Popular
Ignorance (1819), originally an address before a
benevolent society, added greatly to his fame. He
had an invincible aversion to the Established

Church and to the special privileges of the British

aristocracy; and the evils of the time in Britain

and her colonies he was never weary of attributing

to the unchristian and antisocial elements in Church
and State. In arraigning the religious and social

evils of the time he assumed a somewhat pessimis-

tic tone, but exerted a wide-spread influence in

favor of reform. Among his other writings are

An Introduction to Doddridge*s * Rise and Progress'

(Glasgow, 1825), and Lectures Delivered at Broad-

mead Chapel (1844-47). Among the points on
which he differed from his Baptist brethren was his

denial of eternal punishment, which he was imable
to reconcile with his conceptions of the benevo-
lence and the righteousness of God.

Albert H. Newman.
Bibliographt: J. E. Ryland, Life and Corrotpondence of

John Foster, 2 vols., London. 1846; DNB, xx. 67-69.

FOSTER, ROBERT VERRELL: Presbyterian

(formerly Cumberland Presbyterian); b. near Leb-
anon, Tenn., Aug. 12, 1845. He was graduated
at Cumberland University, Lebanon, Tenn., in

1870 and Union Theological Seminary in 1877. He
was professor of mathematics in Cooper Institute

(near Meridian, Miss.) 1871-75, and in Waynesburg
College, Waynesburg, Pa., 1877, professor of Eng^
lish, ethics, psychology, and logic in Cumberland
University 1877-81 and also of Hebrew and New
Testament Greek 1877-93. Since 1893 he has been

professor of systematic theology in the Cumbei^
land Presbyterian Theological Seminary in the

same institution. In theology he is a Calvinist,

although he believes that in the vicarious atone-

ment of Christ propitiation b made for the sins of

the whole world, and that for this reason the Gos-

pel is freely and sincerely offered to all men for

their acceptance or rejection. He prepared com-
mentaries on the International Sunday-school Les-

sons from 1881 to 1895, edited The Theological

Quarterly Review 1891-92, and haa written Intro-

duction to the Study of Theology (Chicago, 1889);

Old Testament Studies: Being an OuUine of Old
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Teatammt Theology (1800); Commentary on the

Epiatle to the Romans (Naahville, Tenn., 1891);

Brief History of the Cumberland Presbyterian Church
(New York, 1894); Our Doctrines (Naahvilte, Tenn.,

1897); and Systematic Theology (1898).

FOWLER, CHARLES HENRT: Methodist Epis-

copal bishop; b. at Burford, Ontario, Canada, Aug.
11, 1837; d. in New York Mar. 20, 1908. He was
graduated at Genesee College (now Syracuse Univer-
sity) in 1859, and at Garrett Biblical Institute, Evans-
ton, m., in 1861 . He studiedlaw, butnever practised.
He held various pastorates (in Chicago 1861-72),

and from 1872 to 1876 was president of Northwests
em University, Evanston, 111. He was editor of

the New York Christian Advocate 187&-80 and cor-

responding secretary of the missionary society of

his denomination 1880-84. In 1884 ne was elected

bishop and for eight years resided on the Pacific

Coast, later living in Blinneapolis, Minn., Buffalo,

N. Y., and New York City. He was a delegate to

the General Convention in 1872, 1876, 1880, and
1884, and a iratemal delegate to the General Con-
ference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South,
in 1874, as well as the Wesleyan Conference at
London in 1898. He made extensive official

tours, visiting South America in 1885, and Japan,
China, and Korea in 1888, also a toiur of the
world, visiting the Methodist Episcopal missions in

Malaysia, and India. He was extremely active

in the cause of education, being the founder of

the Maclay College of Theology in southern Cali-

fornia, the Wesleyan University of Nebraska at

Lincoln, Neb., Peking University at Peking,

China, and Nanking University in central China.

He also founded missions of his denomination
in South America and established the first

Methodist Episcopal church in St. Petersburg,

Russia. He wrote The Fallacies of Cdenso Re-
viewed (ancinnati, O., 1861); Wines of the Bible

(New York, 1878); and Missions and World Move-
ments (1903).

FOWLER, EDWARD: An English deigsonan
connected with the liberal school in the Church of

England and with the " Cambridge Platonists

"

(q.v.); b. at Westerleigh (8 m. eji.e. of Bristol),

Gloucestershire, 1632; d. at Chelsea Aug. 26, 1714.

He studied at ()oipus Christi College, Oxford (B.A.,

1653), and then migrated to Trinity, Cambridge
(M.A., 1655). He was for a while Presbyterian

chaplain to the Dowager Countess of Kent, and
rector of Norhill, Bedfordshire, from 1656. On
the passing of the Act of Uniformity, he hesitated

for a while, but finally conformed, and, besides

two London hvings, received a prebend at Glouces-

ter in 1676, and became bishop of that see in 1691.

He is related with the Cambridge school by his

correspondence with More, especially on ghost-

stories, from 1678 to 1681, and by his defense of

their doctrines, published anonymously as a " Free

Discourse " on the Principles and Practice of cer-

tain Moderate Divines . . . called Latitudiruirians

(London, 1670). Its better-known sequel. The

Design of Christianity (1671), vigorously attacked

by Bunyan, and the Ldbertas Evangelica (1680),

may also be mentioned. Influenced as he was by

the Platonic school, he yet does not strictly belong

to their ranks. His type of latitude was that

characteristic of the Revolution period, when the

movement had largely ceased to occupy itaelf with

higher philosophy and had become practical, po-

litical, and ambitious.

Bibuoobapht: A. k Wood, AAena Oxtmimuet, ii. 780, 790,

888, London, 1602; E. CaUuny, HUtorieal AoeeuiU 4if mt
Oum Lif€, pp. 00. 05. 33a 404. ib. 1713: Biognphia An.
toiwMca, in. 2012. ib. 1784; J. TuUoeh. Baiumal fUdon
. . . in irtk Ceniwry, ii. 35, 437 K]q., Edinborfh. 18^
DNB, XX. 84-86 (oontains list of his works sad full nkt-
earn to sources).

FOWLER, JOSEPH THOKAS: Church of Eng-

land; b. at Winterton (12 m. s.w. of Hull), lincob'

shire, June 0, 1833. He was educated at St
Thomas' Hospital Medical Schod, London
(M.R.C.S., L.S.A., 1856), and Bishop Hatfidd's

Hall, Durham (B.A., 1861), and was house surgeon

at St. Thomas' Hospital 1856-57 and at the Brad-

ford Infirmary 1857-58. After the completion of

his theological studies he was curate of Houghton-
le-Spring, Durham, 1861-63, chaplain and pre-

centor at St. John's College, Hurstpierpoint, 1864-

1869, and curate of North Kdsey, Lincolnshire, 1870.

Since 1870 he has been vice-principal of Bishqp

Hatfield's Hall, Durham, and university lecturer in

Hebrew since 1871, as well as university librarian

from 1873 to 1901. He was public examiner in

theology 1874-75, senior proctor 1876-77 and

1899-1901, and junior proctor 1882-87. He was

keeper of Bishop Cosin's library in 1889 and has

been honorary canon of Durhimi since 1897. He
has been for many years local secretary for Durham
of the Royal Society of Antiquaries of London, and

vice-president of the Surtees Society since 1873.

In theology he is an orthodox Churchman, incli-

ning neither to Protestantism nor Roman Cathol-

icism. He has edited for the Surtees Society Acts

of the Chapter of Ripon (Newcastle, 1875); The

Newminster Cartulary (1878); Memorials of Ripon

(3 vols., 1882-88); Metrical Life of SL Cutkb^

(1891); Durham. Account Rolls (3 vols., 1898-1901);

and Rites of Durham (1903); for the Yorkshire

Archaeological Society Cistercian Statutes (London,

1890); for the Yorkshire Record Society Com^
Book of Sdby (2 vols., Worksop, 1891-93); and

also Adamnani Vita Saru^ti Columba (Oxford,

1894). He has written Life and Letters of John

Bacchus Dykes (London, 1897); Durham Cathe-

dral (1898), and Durham Universiiy (1904).

FOX, OEOROE: Founder dt the Society of

Friends; b. at Drayton-in-the-Clay (Feimy Dray-

ton, 15 m. S.W. of Leicester), Leicestershire, July,

1624; d. in London Jan. 13, 1691. His father,

Christopher Fox, was a weaver, called " righteous

Christer " by his neighbors; his mother, Maiy

Lago, was, he tells us, '' of the stock of the mar>

tyrs." From childhood, Fox was of a serious, re-

ligious dispositioiL "When I came to eleven

years of age," he says {Journal, p. 2),

Eariy ** I knew pureness and righteousness;

Life. for, while I was a child, I was tau^t

how to walk to be kept pure. The

Lord taught me to be faithful in all things, and to

act faithfully two ways; vis., inwardly to (iod, and
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outwardly to man." As he grew up, his relmtioiis
" thought to have made him a priest "; but he
was put as an apprentice to a man who was a shoe-
maker and grazier. In his nineteenth jear the
conduct of two companions, who were prafessofs

of religion, grieved him because they joined in

drinking healths, and he heard an inward voice

from the Lord, " Thou seest how yoong people go
together into vanity, and old people into the earth;

and thou must forsake all, both young and old, and
keep out of all, and be as a stranger unto alL"
Th^ began a life of sectary wandering in moital

personage, grave in gesture, courteous in conN-er-

satioQ.** P^nn si^ be was '* civil beyond all

forms of breeding." We are told that he was
^ plain and pow^ful in preaching, fervent in
prayer," ** a discemer of other men's spirits, and
very much master of his own," skilful to ** speak
a word in due season to the conditions and capac-
ities of most^ especially to them that were weary,
and wanted soul's rest; " *' valiant in asserting the
truth, bold in defending it, patient in suffering for
it, immovable as a rock." Isaac Shjirplbss.

BnuoGKAPHT: Tte orisiiuU Ma of Fox*s Jommmi is in
temptations and troubles, in which he " went to Deroorfiire Ho«. BUhop««at« w.. London; it wm pub>
many a priest to look for comfort, but found no | liabed 2 toIiw. London, IGM-08, and eontnins the Bpi*-

comfort hom them." At one time, as he v

ing in a field,
'*' the Lord opened unto " hi

being bred at Oxford or Cambridge was no
to fit and qualify men to be ministers of

but that a spiritual qualification was n
Not seeing this requisite in the priest of hi

he "would get into the orchards and fii

hnnseif with his Bible. Regarding the pri

he looked more after the diiBsenters, amoi
he found "some tenderness," but no c

could speak to his need. " And when all e

in them," he says, " and in all men, were
that I had nothing outwardly to help
could tell what to do, then, oh! then, I

voice which said, ' There is one, even Chri

that can speak to thy condition.'
"

In 1648 he began to exercise his minis
lidy in market-places, in the fields, in a]

meetings of various kinds, sometimes in th

ple-faouses," after the priests had got

His preaching was power
His many joined him in profeei

Mimstry. same faith in the spirituality;

The So- religion. In a few years the
dety of of Friends had formed itself

Frioids. neously under the preaching of

his companions (see Friendi
ETT OF, L, ( 1). Fox afterward showc
powers as a religious legislator, in the at

oiganization which he gave to the new
He seems, however, to have had no desire

a sect, but only to proclaim the pure and
principles of Christianity in their original

ity. He was often arrested and imprisc

violating the laws forbidding unauthoriz
ship, for refusal to take an oath, and for

his hat in court. He was imprisoned at I

1650, Ckriisle in 1653, London in 1654, Lai

in 1656, Lancaster in 1660 and 1663, Scai
in 1666, and Worcester in 1674, in noisoi

geons, and with much attendant cruelty. 1

his pen was active, and hardly less potent
voice.

In 1669 Fox married Margaret Fell of

moor Hall, a lady of high social position,

of his eariy converts. In 1671 he went
bados and the English settlements in )

where he remained two years. In 1677 a

he visited the Friends in Holland, and oi

their meetings for discipline.

Fox is described by Thomas Ellwood, th

of Mflton, as " graceful in countenance, n

L
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ment, said, '' To this will I subscribe." He was
fearless in the avowal of his convictions, and pe-

titioned the queen earnestly but unsuccessfully to

spare the lives of two Dutch Anabaptists.

Fox's title to fame rests upon the Book of Mar-
tyrSf in the compilation of which he had the assist-

ance of Cranmer and others. The first complete
English edition appeared in London, 1563 (2d ed.,

1670; 3d, 1576; 4th, 1583; etc.), with the title

Actea and monumenta of these latter and perilUme

dayee, touching matten of the Church . . . from the

yeare of our horde a thousande, to the tyme now
present, etc. Of the numerous later editions men-
tion may be made of those of S. R. Cattley, with
dissertation by J. Townsend (8 vols., London,
1837-49) and J. Pratt, with introduction by J.

Stoughton (8 vols., London, 1877). The work has

been often abridged as by M. H. Seymour (Lon-

don, 1838). For list of other writings by Fox, cf.

the Lives of the British Reformers (London, 1873).

By order of Elizabeth a copy of the Book of Mar-
tyrs was placed in the common halls of archbishops,

bishops, deans, etc., and in aU the colleges and
chapels throughout the kingdom. It exercised a
great influence upon the masses of the people long
after its author was dead. Nicholas Ferrar (q.v.)

had a chapter of it read every Sunday evening in

his community of Little Gidding along with the

Bible. The Roman Catholics early attacked it,

and pointed out its blunders. Fox was not in all

cases accurate or dispassionate, but he was a man
of wonderful industry. His book was a book for

the times and produced a salutary impression.

D. S. SCHAPP.

Bibliooraprt: The earliest and popular life, the author-
ship of which is not known, is unreliable and not self-

consistent; it was prefixed to vol. ii. of the Acte9 and
MonumenU, edition of 1641; biographical notes of value
were prefixed by Richard Day in his edition of Chrittut
Triumphana, 1679; G. Townsend, Life and Defence of

J. Foxe, London, 1841 (prefixed to the 1841 edition of

the Actee and Monumenta, careless and incorrect, bettered
in the 3d ed. by J. Pratt, 1870). An elaborate memoir,
with indefinite reference to sources, is in DNB, xx. 141-
150.

FOX, JOHN : Presbyterian; b. at Doylestown, Pa,,

Feb. 13, 1853. He was graduated at Lafayette

College, Easton, Pa., in 1872 and Princeton Theo-
logical Seminary in 1876. He held pastorates at

Hampden Presbyterian Church, Baltimore, Md.,

1877-82, North Presbyterian Church, Allegheny,

Pa., 1882-93, and Second Presbyterian Church,
Brooklyn, 1893-98. Since 1898 he has been cor-

responding secretary of the American Bible So-

ciety. He is also a member of the board of direc-

tors and board of trustees of Princeton Theological

Seminary and of the board of foreign missions of

the Presbyterian Church. In theology he is a con-

servative Calvinist, and emphasizes his belief in

the plenary and verbal inspiration of the Scriptures.

FOX, NORMAN: Baptist; b. at Glens Falls,

New York, Feb. 13, 1836; d. in New York City

June 23, 1907. He was graduated at the Univer-

sity of Rochester in 1855 and Rochester Theolog-

ical Seminary in 1857. He was pastor of the Bap-
tist church at Whitehall, N. Y., 1859-62, and
chaplain of the Seventy-Seventh New York Volun-

teers, Army of the Potomac, 1862-64. In 1868-09

he edited the Central Baptist (St. Louis, Mo.), tokd

from 1869 to 1874 was professor in the school oC

theology in William Jewell College, Liberty, Mo.
After 1874 he was engaged in literary and rdigioufl

work, being temporary editor of The National Bap-
tist in 1881, assistant editor of The Independent in

1884-85, and editor of the Colloquium (New York)
in 1889-90. He wrote A Layman's Ministry (New
York, 1883); Preacher and Teacher: A lAJe of

Thomas Rambaut, LLJ). (1892); and Christ m the

DaUy Meal (1898).

FOX (FOXE), RICHARD: English statesman,

bishop of Winchester; b. at Ropedey, near Grant-

ham (23 m. S.S.W. of Lincoln), Lincolnshire, c. 1448;

d. at Winchester Oct. 5, 1528. He was educated

at Winchester, at Magdalen CoUege, Osdoid, and
at Pembroke HaU, Cambridge, and afterward

studied theology and canon law in Paris, where he

became a favorite of Henry, Eail of Richmond,

then in exile. Henry entrusted him with the con-

duct of negotiations with the French court in the

interest of an invasion of England, and, on his

accession to the throne as Henry VII., oonferred

on him the offices of principal secretaiy of state

and lord privy seal, and in 1487 appointed him
bishop of Exeter. In 1492 Fox was translated to

the see of Bath and Wells, in 1494 to that of Dur-

ham, and in 1501 to Winchester. Throu^^iout the

reign of Henry VII. his influence was supreme in

affairs of State. He negotiated several important

treatises with Austria, France, and Scotland, and

arranged for the marriage of Princess Marguet
with James IV. of Scotland. He was also chancel-

lor of the University of Cambridge (1500), master

of Pembroke Hall (1507-19), and one of the exec-

utors of Henry VII. Under Henry VIH. he was

gradually succeeded, both in royal favor and po-

litical influence, by his fonner prot^^ Thomas
Wolsey. In 1516 he resigned the custody of the

privy seal and retired to his diocese. Besides ma-

king liberal donations to numerous churches, hos-

pitals and colleges, including Magdalen College,

Oxford, and Pembroke College, Cambridge, he es-

tablished and endowed schools at Taunton and

Grantham, and founded (1516) 0>rpuB Christi Coi'

lege, Oxford, which was the pioneer college of the

Renaissance in the English universities. He es-

tablished in the new institution a lectureship in

Greek, which until then had not been officiary

recognized at either Oxford or Cambridge, brought

over the Italian humanist, Ludovicus \^ves, as

reader of Latin, and required the reader of theol-

ogy, in his interpretations of Scripture, to give the

preference to the Greek and Latin Fathers rather

than to scholastic commentators. Fox contributed

to a little book entitled, A Contemplation of Sin-

ners (London, 1499), edited the Processional

(Rouen, 1508), and translated the rule of St. Bene-

dict (London, 1517).

Bibliography: The Regitter of Richard Fox, ed, 6y E. C
Batten^ . . . yaUh a Life of Biahop Fox; Loodoo. 1SS8

(only 100 copies printed); DNB, xx. 160-166 (irfaete

other souroee are indicated).

FOX, WILLIAM JOHNSON: English TJnitariao;

b. at Uggeshall Farm, Wrentham (20 m. 8.e. of
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N(»inch), Mar. 1, 1786; d. in London June 3,

1864. He attended the Independent College at

Homerton (a northeast suburb of London) under
John Pye Smith, 1806-09, but was chiefly self-

educated; was pastor at Fareham, Hampshire
(1809), at Chichester (1812), and in London (1817-

1852), where a chapel was buflt especially for him
(1824) in Finsbury. His great aim was to benefit

the working classes, from which he had himself

sprung, and he ultimately gave more time and
effort to social and political questions than to the-

ology, and made preaching subordinate to jour-

Dfllism and agitation. He was one of the chief

orators of the Anticom Law League, and was Mem-
ber of Parliament, 1847-62, 1852-57, 1857-63. He
was one of the editors of The Monthly Reposiloryf

the leading Unitarian periodical, and from 1831 to

1836 as sole editor and proprietor made it the

medium of expression for his social and political

views, combined with literary criticism. His

Works were collected in a Memorial Editionf ed.

W. B. Hodgson and H. J. Slack (12 vols., London,
1865-68).

Bibuogbapht: A memoir is prefixed to vol. xii. of his

Work9 (Qt sup.). Consult DNB, xx. 137-139.

FRAHCE.

I. The Roman Oatholic Church.
Concordats. Organic Articles (f 1).

Oi;Kanixation (| 2).

The Clergy (| 3). .

Religious Orders (| 4).

Separation of Church and State (| 5).

Effect of Separation on Clergy (t 6).

II. Protestant Churches.

1. The Reformed Church.

2. The Lutheran Church.
8. Evangelical Work in France.

France is a republic in the west of Europe with

an area of 207,054 square miles and a population

(leg^, 1906) of 30,252,245. There has been no
religious census since 1872. The Roman Catholics

have been estimated to number from 36,000,000 to

37,500,000; the Protestants 600,000 to 2,000,000;

the Jews about 86,000; and there arc about 150,000

of other religions.

L The Roman Catholic Church: From about

1813, the year of the Fontainebleau Concordat with

Napoleon 1., till about 1880, the

I. Concor- Church had a tranquil development,

dtts, Organ- which was only very transienUy dis-

ic Articles, turbed (see Concordats and De-
UMrriNG Bulls, VI., 1). The Con-

cordat of 1813, to be sure, was modeled after that

of 1801; but it alleviated in a great measure the

executive rulings added to the former by Napoleon;

because the pope abandoned the temporal power
of tbeChim;h. The Concordat of 1801 (see Con-
cordats, ut sup.) was published at the same time

as the Articles organiqueSy which were arbitrarily

formulated by Napoleon. The seventy-seven Or-

ganic Articles practically enforced a progressive

application of the Gallicanism of 1682 (see Galli-

CANisii), which the professors were expressly bound,

under art. 24, to teach in their seminaries. The
State's Tpiacet, in relation to all documents of the

curia designed to be operative in France, was dis-

tinctly set forth in art. 1; the State's authorization

with reference to every representative of the pope
in the land was emphasizcKi in art. 2; art. 20 for-

bade a bishop to leave his diocese without the State's

permission; art. 58 ordered that there should be an
organization of ten archbishoprics and fifty bishop-

rics, and arts. 65-66 provided for their modest
allowance of 15,000 and 10,000 francs, which re-

mained the same amount until 1906. The paro-

chial clergy's allowances as well were regulated in

art. 66. Through the Organic Articles the magis-
terial power of the State as affecting the Church
came to be operative to the widest extent; though
upon the restoration of the monarchy the State
allowed most of the enactments which were bur-

densome to the Church to lapse into oblivion.

Hence the complete independence of the bishops
from one another, each dealing directly with the

pope. After 1822, however, the suffragan rela-

tionship was gradually restored. Likewise, written

correspondence between the curia and the bishops

was carried on independently of the State. The
nomination of bishops usually took place in accord-

ance with the recommendations of the cathedral

chapters and the archbishops, just as chaplains

were appointed for public institutions and in the
army on the recommendations of the bishops.

The Gallicanism formulated in 1682, however,
succumbed more and more, in the clerical semi-

naries and among the clergy, to the persistent

antagonism of literature and of the bishops.

Since the Concordat of 1801 the bishops have
greatly increased in niunber. The present organi-

zation of the Church is as follows: archbishopric

of Aix (founded before 409; vacant
3. Organi- 614-794), with the suffragan bishop-

zation. rics of Ajaccio (c. 313), Digne (c. 364),

Fr^jus (c. 374), Gap (before 430).

Marseilles (before 314), and Nice (before 253);
archbishopric of Albi (before 406; raised to arch-

bishopric 1678), with the suffragan bishoprics of

Cahors (c. 250), Mende (before 314), Perpignan
(see at Ehie, 571-1602), and Rodez (before 506);
archbishopric of Auch (before 396; raised to arch-

bishopric 879), with the suffragan bishoprics of

Aire (c. 506), Bayonne (c. 980), and Tarbes (c. 394);
archbishopric of Avignon (before 353; raised to

archbishopric 1475), with the suffragan bishoprics

of Montpellier (see at Maguelone c. 585-1527),
Nimes (c. 394), Valence (c. 344), and Viviers (be-

fore 432); archbishopric of Besan9on (c. 180), with
the suffragan bishoprics of Belley (c. 412), Nancy
(1777), St. Di6 (1777), Toul (c. 338; united to

Nancy 1801), and Verdun (c. 346); archbishopric

of Bordeaux (c. 314), with the suffragan bishoprics

of Agen (before 358), Angoultoe (before 406), La
Rochelle (see at Maillerais 1317-1648), LuQon
(1317), P^rigueux (before 356), and Poitiers (be-

fore 350), also in the French colonies the three

bishoprics of Reunion (St. Denis; 1850), Guade-
loupe (Basse-Terre; 1850), and Martinique (St.

Pierre; 1851); archbishopric of Bourges (before

280), with the suffragan bishoprics of Clermont
(c. 250), Le Puy (before 451), Limoges (before 73),

St. Flour (1318), and Tulle (1317); archbishopric

of CJambrai (580; raised to archbishopric 1559;
bishopric 1801-41), with the suffragan bishopric
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of Arras (c. 500; vacant 545-1093); archbishopric

of ChamWry (1775; raised to archbishopric 1817),

with the sufifragan bishoprics of Annecy (1822),

St. Jean-de-Maurienne (c. 577), and Tarentaise

(see at Moutiers; c. 420); archbishopric of Lyons
(c. 150), with the sufifragan bishoprics of Autun
(c. 270), Dijon (1731), Grenoble (381), Langres,

(before 220), and St. CJlaude (1742); archbishopric

of Paris (c. 100; raised to archbishopric 1622), with

the sufifragan bishoprics of Blois (1697),Chartres

(before 390), Meaux (before 549), Orleans (before

344), and Versailles (1802); archbishopric of Reims
(c. 290), with the sufifragan bishoprics of Amiens
(c. 303), Beauvais (c. 250), Ch&lons (c. 290), and
Soissons (c. 290); archbishopric of Rennes (358;

raised to archbishopric 1859), with the sufifragan

bishoprics of Quimper (c. 444), St. Brieuc (800),

and Vannes (c. 448); archbishopric of Rouen (c.

250), with the sufifragan bishoprics of Bayeux
(c. 390), Coutances (c. 429), Evrexix (c. 412), and
S^z (2d century); arehbishopric of Sens (c. 275),

with the sufifragan bishoprics of Moulins (1817),

Nevers (c. 505), and Troyes (before 344); arch-

bishopric of Toulouse (c. 257; raised to archbishop-

ric 1317), with the sufifragan bishoprics of Carcas-

sonne (before 589), Montauban (1317), and Pamiers

(1295); and archbishopric of Tours (c. 250), with

the sufifragan bishoprics of Angers (before 372),

Laval (1855), Le Mans (before 451), and Nantes
(before 374). [The above dates have been sup-

plied by the editors from P. B. Gams, Series epU-
coporum ecckaice catholiccB (Regensburg, 1872), and
in many cases they are too early, especially those

for Limoges and Paris, both of which were probably

foimded about 250. Fifty-seven sees, not included

in the list given above were suppressed by Napo-
leon in 1801; and a few others have gone out of

existence at various times.]

The clergy subordinated to the bishops, apart

from the cathedral chapters, were variously graded
with respect to their official powers

3. The and the State allowances. The num-
Clergy. ber of vicars-general in 1904 was 185;

and these were paid by the State 2,500

francs a year (18 were paid 3,500 francs); the

canons received, until 1885, a State stipend of 1,000

francs each. Among the parochial clergy, the

majority of those officiating in dependent churches

were distinguished, by the State's request, from the

parish priests, or cur^St as deaservanta (see Chap-
lain) and vicairee (curates). In 1904 there were

31,000 of these clerical assistants, of whom 18,420

were paid 900 francs, while those over sixty years

of age received 1 ,000 to 1 ,300 francs. Those incum-
bents who by the Concordat's terms were desig-

nated as priests of the first class (1,121) received an
allowance from the State of 1,500 and 1,600 francs;

and priests of the second class (2,530) 1,200 francs.

The prHres habituels (about 4,000), employed more
and more frequently in the cities, received smaller

amounts. These regulations and the State allow-

ances continued in force imtil 1906.

The repeal of the Concordat on the side of the
State, and the separation law of December 11, 1905,

radically altered the situation of the Church. Be-
sides the public instruction law of 1886 had already

begun to drive the clergy out of the schods, and

the so-called association law of July 1, 1901, had

nearly done away with the congregi-

4. Religiotis tions and religious orders. The law of

Orders. 1886 decreed that all public instnictioD

should be given only by teachers out-

side of the clergy; so that no priest can set foot in

the schools to give religious instruction, which beie-

after can be given only in premises bdonging to the

Church, and only privately to voluntary pu^Mk

Despite all this, the continued maintimanfft of

schools under chimsh administration, with deigy or

sisters as teachers, was still possible, since free in-

struction imder State supervision was not forbidden.

Accordingly, on January 1, 1899, the ratio of snch

schools to State schools was as three to four. The

statistical compilation of these facts was promoted

by the law of 1901, which was aimed particuUriy

against the existence and the educational activity

of religious orders. Even as far back as 1880 the

Jesuits had been banished from France, thou^ the

measure was not completely carried out; but in

1901 all orders not approved by the State were for-

bidden to teach in the schocds. There were sanc-

tioned only five male orders: the Congregations for

Foreign Missions, the Lazarists, the Fathers oC the

Holy Ghost, the Sulpicians, and the Brothers of the

Christian Schools. The latter alone were a brother-

hood for teaching and, like the rest, had in law the

rights of a person. These rights were not accorded

to the female congregations; but their local estsb-

lishments had received specific authorization.

Hence there were 905 congregations of women
which were approved by the State. In 1890 the

membership of female congregations amounted to

about 130,000. While there were onlysome twenty

actual congregations of women, with numerous es-

tablishments scattered throu^ the country, the

number of unauthorized associations far exceeded

the 905 approved ones. The external motive for the

Law for the separation of the (}hurch

5. Separa- from the State, passed Dec. 11, 1905,

tion of and in force since Jan. 1, 1906, lay in

Church the disputed construction of the State's

and State, right to nominate bishops, and in the

application of art. 20 of the Organic

Articles to episcopal attendance before the pope in

Rome. Only rarely in the days of the monarchical

governments had any difference of opinion occurred

in relation to a bishop, and in 1884 the pope effect-

ually refused recognition of a bishop nominated

by the government. Not until 1903 was it defi-

nitely demanded by the State that the nomination

be recognized as an episcopal appointment. The

law of separation first of all repeals aU State and

mimicipal appropriations for public worship. Es-

tablishments of worship are declared to be abro-

gated and are to be reconstructed as rdigious asso-

ciations (Law of July 1, 1901), to which the property

of the abrogated ecclesiastical establishments be-

comes transferred. For the organizatKm of such ss-

sociations there is needed aquorum of but seven per-

sons in communities of less than 1 ,000 inhabitants;

fifteen in conmiunities of 1,000 to 20,000, etc.; and

only twenty-five in commimitieswith more than 200,-

000 inhabitants. The churehes and chapels, epi»-
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copaJ palaces, and parsonages are declared the

property of the State and the communes, and are

loaned to the religious associations for a term of two
to fire years. These associations have to furnish, on
occasion of general annual conventions of their mem-
ben, exact finandal reports with respect to their

economic activity. Should no reUgious association

be organised in places where church property ex-

isted, the latter is transferred to the communal in-

gtitutions for charitable purposes. The use of

churches for divine service is permitted only by
virtue of annual notifications to the civil authorities

priding the tenn of their use. Religious insignia

or ssnoibols on buildings or on any public site are

forbidden. Incumbents who had served upward
of twenty years are allowed a pension; the others,

proportional allowances of their former stipend, for

a term of four years.

The entire law ignores the Church as such, and
treats religion as a concern for voluntary associations

on the part of the citizens. On the

6. Effect of other hand, the Church has complete

Separation freedom on the side of its organization,

on Clefgy. its hierarchy, discipline, and liturgical

arrangements (except as regards the

announcement of the appointed times of divine

8ervi«).

The pope, in a proclamation to the French epis-

copate, declared it to be incompatible with the

canonical regulations of the Church to comply with

the law of separation; so that some other plan must
be devised for the execution of the law, if it is to be

carried out without too prolonged distiu'bances of

d<nnestic and ecclesiastical peace. The question of

financial provision will the more pressingly assert

itsdf with reference to the parochial clergy; seeing

that the cathedral chapters and the scholastic es-

tablishments for the clergy had to be supported

from the episcopal revenues for the last twenty years.

In 1885 the theological faculties attached to the

oniversities were likewise abrogated; and only the

vicars-general continued to draw an actually sig-

nificant State allowance (3,000 to 5,000 francs).

Henceforward, indeed, the bishops alone will nomi-
nate aU their provincial dignitaries, whereas hitherto

the so-called titiilaries of the cathedral chapter were
named by the State; while only the remainder, the

honoraries, obtained the canonical rank piu^uantly
to the episcopal election. As a matter of course,

the bishops also received power to make aU parochial

appointments; although in this connection the dis-

tinction as to desservanU is no longer observed.

The dissolution of the religious congregations occa-

soned much concern for the bishops, as the admin-
istrative activity of these societies came to an end;

although many individual fraternity clerics contin-

ued their labors. Wilhelm Goetz.
n. Protestant Churches.— 1. The Beformed

Ohuroh: Until 1906, when Church and State

were separated, the legal status of the Reformed
churches in France rested on the law of April

8, 1802 (afterward altered and extended by the

kw of March 26, 1852). Each congregation

was to have its presbytery, chosen by general

vote, over which was to be the consistory, usu-

ally induding several congregations, and five con-

IV.—23

sistories were to form a provincial synod (these

synods, however never came into existence). Up
to 1872 the Church had no power to summon a gen-

eral synod; at its head was only an advisory com-
mission, the ConseU centred, which was by no means
equal to a synod. From the beginning of the nine-

teenth century there were two parties in the Church,

the orthodox and the liberal, that at first lived to-

gether in peace, but at last the peace was broken

by the liberals. The famous preacher Adolphe
Monod (q.v.) was removed from office because of a
bitter sermon against the despisers of the Lord's

Supper (April 15, 1831). However, at that time

the liberals had not abandoned all positive belief.

They still believed in historic Christianity and in

miracles. This was soon changed under the mflu-

ence of the new school of theology, and gradually

even the orthodox party deserted the old doctrines

and laid stress on only the chief dogmas and on the

facts of Bible history. The liberals went still fur-

ther, attacked the authority of the Bible, and denied
not only the divinity, but even the sinlessness of

(])hrist. The foimding of the Union Protestante

Lib^rale and Renan's Vie de Jiaua (Paris, 1863)

hastened the crisis. The split was widened at the

conferences of pastors held in Paris every year, and
at the one in the year 1864 Guizot proposed and
carried a declaration of faith in the inmianence of

God in the worid, the inspiration and authority of

Scripture, the divinity, the immaculate conception,

and the resiurection of Christ. The liberals took

revenge at the conference of Nimes; and 121 men
were compeUed to separate themselves and form the

Conference Nationale £vang61ique du Midi, which
subscribed to the declaration of Guizot. The
strife was renewed the next two years; another

declaration of belief in the Apostles' Creed and the

authority of Scripture was made, so that the lib-

erals were forced to secede. From now on the or-

thodox party worked for the calling of a general

synod, in which they were opposed by the liberals.

Finally Thiers decreed the summoning of a general

synod, which met June 6, 1872. In the synod
straightway appeared four parties: Right, Right

Center, Left, and lioft Center. The synod, wbdch
sat for a month, chiefly split upon a creed, which
was finally accepted. Forty-one liberal consis-

tories protested against the decisions of the synod;

there was also a middle party which worked for the

formation of an orthodox and a liberal church. The
orthodox party won the day with the government,

and a synod was called to publish the creed, which

the liberals did not attend (Nov. 20, 1873). New
elections were held for the consistories in which the

liberals refused to take part. At last in 1877 there

were again new elections in which the liberals did

take part, since the government allowed them to

treat the decrees of the synod according to their

conscience. The liberals and the orthodox then

lived under the r^me of the official union with

common consistories. The orthodox part of the

Church grouped the consistories that accepted the

creed of 1872 into twenty-one provincial synods,

over which was placed a formal general synod en-

trusted with the direction of the Church. The
liberal part of the Church was represented by a
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conmiitteei the D^^gation Lib^rale. On Deo. 11,

1905, Parliament voted and promulgated a law
which decreed the separation of Church and State.

The two parties, the orthodox and the liberal, are

now utterly separate. A third party, the Center,

which had at first tried in vain to imite the two
others, forms now a third church. The three

churches are called: the ^glise R^orm^e £van-
g^que (orthodox), the Union d'^glises R^orm^
de France (Center), and the ^glisesR^form^ Unies
(liberal).—In 1848 Fr^^ric Monod (q.v.) and others

seceded from the State Church and in 1849 formed
the Union des £glises £vang6iiques, generally called

the Free Church. At first it numbered fifty con-

gregations, but subsequently many returned to the

State Reformed Church. See the articlesGalucan
Confession; Huquenotb; and French Revolu-
tion.

2. The Lutheran Ohnroh: Before 1906 the status

of the Lutheran Church also depended upon the

laws of 1802 and 1852. The consistories, however,

were to form an inspection, and the inspectors were
chosen for life. The Church had a central govern-

ing body, the head consistory, in two divisions, one
legislative and one administrative. This state of

afiFairs lasted until the Franco-Prussian war, when
the loss of Alsace-Lorraine, which contained six of

the eight inspections, shook the Lutheran Chim^h of

France to its foundations and compelled it to enter

upon a struggle for existence. The two inspections

which were left (Montb^liard and Paris [including

Algeria]) were at first suspicious of each other, and
that of Montb^liard wished to join the Reformed
churches. A general synod, summoned July 23,

1872, brought peace; and a proposition for imion
with the Reformed Church was voted down, Uke-
wise a creed submitted by the Pietistic minority.

They passed, however, a project for reorganization

of the Church, brought forward by the minority.

The head consistory was given up and the Church
was divided into two synodal districts, Montb^ard
and Paris, almost wholly independent of each other.

The inspectors werenamed for only nine years. There
was a general synod constituted for the govenmient
of the diurch, to meet alternately at Paris and at

Montb^liard. The theological faculty at Strasburg

was replaced by one at Paris. Owing to the dis-

turbed condition of France after the war, this

scheme was not sanctioned by the two chambers
and carried into effect until 1880. At the separa-

tion of Church and State in 1905, the synod adapted
the constitution of the Church to the law of separa-

tion, and named the Church the ]^!giise £vang^lique
Luth^rienne de France. The parishes became
A88ociation8 cuUueUea, C. Pfender.

8. Evansrelioal Work in Franca: Samuel Vincent
says, *' After the Revolution the French Protes-

tants experienced a profound tranquillity very much
hke indifference. Religion possessed little interest

for them, as it did for most Frenchmen; for them
as for many others the eighteenth century was still

in existence. The law of 1802 insured tranquillity

and so relieved them and their pastors from all anx-
iety for the support of their form of worship, but
at the same time that it removed the chief cause of

unrest it also did away with that of awakening.

The paators preached their sermons, the peo^
heard them, the consistories met, the service re-

tained all its forms, but no one was interested or

troubled about it; religion was outside the sphere

of every one's daily life." This condition of things

lasted until the third decade of the oentuxy wbra
the religious awakening came from Switzeriand into

France and gave new life to the Church. It roused

especially a glowing zeal for missions, and Evan-

gelical work of all kinds was undertaken with great

eagerness. The famous society of Evangelical mis-

sions among the heathen was founded in 1822,

Bible societies were formed (see Bible Sooeiibb,

II., 2), also several other societies for Evangelical

work in France. This great display of miww'onary

zeal, however, has another side: French Protestant-

ism up to the middle of the last centuiy produced

nothing noteworthy in iheciogy. But since then

matters have improved, societies have been fonned,

periodicals have been begun, and many teamed

works have been written. In this work the Lutheran

Church has had its share; and the church at Paris

especially has become a spiritual force. Since

1896 the Lutheran Church has maintained a mis-

sion in Madagascar. The Blethodists in France

have twenty-five parishes, the Baptists twenty-nine.

C. Pfzndbb.
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FRAKCE, CONGREGATION OF. See Genevieve,
Saint, Orders of, 1.

FRANCICA-NAVA DI BONTIFE, fr(ln"chi"c(l'-

na'Vd' dl b6n"ti"f6', GIUSEPPE: Cardinal; b. at

Catania (64 m. n.n.w. of Syracuse), Sicily, Jidy 23,

1846. After the completion of his studies and a
successful career as a priest, he was consecrated
titular bishop of Alabenda in 1883, and six years
later was made titular archbishop of Heraclea and
appointed papal nimcio to Brussels. He was then
nuncio at Madrid, and in 1895 was enthroned arch-
bishop of Catania. He was created cardinal priest

of Santi Giovanni e Paolo in 1899, and is a mem-
ber of the Congregations of the Council, Index,
Studies, and Ceremonial.

FRANCIS, SAINT, OF ASSISI, AND THE FRANCISCAN ORDER.
I . life of Saint Frands.

Boyhood and Early Manhood (|1).
The Beginning of the Brotherhood

(12),
Work and Extension of the Brother-
hood (f 3).

The Lact Years of Francis (§ 4).
li The Three Rules of the Order and

the Testament of Saint Frands.
Tlie First Rule (I 1).

The Rule of 1221 (| 2).

The Third Rule (|3).
The Testament (| 4).

III. Development of the Order after
the Death of Frands.

Dissensions During the Life of
Francis (| 1).

Development to 1239. The Laxer
Party (| 2).

To 1274. Bonaventura (t 3).

To 1300. Continued Dissensions
(14).

Temporary Success of the Stricter
Party. Persecution (| 6).

Renewed Ck>ntrover8y on the Ques-
tion of Poverty (| 6).

Separate Congregations (t 7).

Unsuccessful Attempts to Unite the
Order (| 8).

IV. Spread of the Order in Modem
Times.

New Congregations (f 1).

Present Status (| 2).

Distingtiished Names (| 3).

V. The Clarisees or Poor Clares.

VI. The Third Order.
Origin and Rule (| 1).

New Arrangements of Leo XIII.
(§2).

From the designation Fratrea minorea the mem-
bers of the Franciscan order were called Minorites,
tod in England they were popularly called Grey
Friare frcwn the color of their dress.

L life of Saint Francis: Giovanni Bemardone,
commonly known as Francesco, the foimder
of the Franciscan order, was bom in the little

town of Aasisi, in Central Italy, between Perugia
and Foligno, in 1182. His father Pietro, a well-to-

do merchant, gave the boy a good education. The

I BoThood '**™® °^ Francesco (" the French-

and Early ™*^ "^* ^^ which his baptismal name
Xanhood. ^^ ^^^" altogether replaced, is said

to have been given him soon after his

birth by his father, returning to Assisi from a trip
to France; according to another accoimt it was
due to his early acquisition of the French language.
Fnuicis showed little inclination to concern him-
self with his father's business, but lived a gay life

with the young men of his own age. In 1201 he
joined a military expedition against Perugia, was
taken prisoner, and spent a year as a captive. It

w probable that his conversion to more serious

thoughts was graduaL It is said that when he
b^u to avoid the Bports of his former compan-

ions, and they asked him laughingly if he were
thinking of marrying, he answered " Yes, a fairer

bride than any you have ever seen "—^meaning his
** lady poverty," as he afterward used to say. He
spent much time in lonely places, asking God for

enlightenment. By degrees he took to nursing the

most repulsive victims in the lazai^houses near
Assisi; and after a pilgrimage to Rome, where he
begged at the church doors for the poor, he had a
vision in which he heard a voice calling upon him
to restore the Church of God which had fallen into

decay. He referred this to the ruined church of

St. Damian near Assisi, and sold his horse together

with some cloth from his father's store, giving the

proceeds to the priest for this purpose. F*ietro,

highly indignant, attempted to bring him to his

senses, first with threats and then with corporal

chastisement. After a final interview in the pres-

ence of the bishop, Francis renounced all expecta-

tions from his father, laying aside even the gar-

ments received from him, and for a while was a
homeless wanderer in the hills around Assisi. Re-
turning to the town, where he spent two years at

this time, he restored several ruined churches,

among them the little chapel of St. Mary of the
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Angels, just outside the town, which became later

his favorite abode.

At the end of this period (according to Jordanus,

in 1209), a sermon which he heard on Matt. x. 9
made such an impression on him that he decided to

devote himself wholly to a life of apostolic poverty.

Clad in a rough garment, barefoot, and.
2. The Be-
gixming of

after the Evangelical precept, without

the Broth- ^^^ ^^ scrip, he began to preach

erhood. repentance. He was soon joined by a
prominent fellow townsman, Bernardo

di Quintavalle, who contributed all that he had to

the work, and by other companions, who are said

to have reached the number of eleven within a
year. The brothers lived in the deserted lazar-

house of Rivo Torto near Assisi; but they spent

much of their time traveling through the moun-
tainous districts of Umbria, always cheerful and
full of songs, yet making a deep impression on their

hearers by their earnest exhortations. Their life was
extremely ascetic, though such practises were appar-

ently not prescribed by the first rule which Francis

gave them (probably as early as 1209), which
seems to have been nothing more than a collection

of Scriptural passages emphasizing the duty of

poverty. In spite of the obvious similarity be-

tween this principle and the fundamental ideas of

the followers of Peter Waldo, the brotherhood of

Assisi succeeded in gaining the approval of Pope
Innocent III. Many legends have clustered

around the decisive audience of Francis with the

pope. The realistic account in Matthew of Paris,

according to which the pope originally sent the

shabby saint off to keep swine, and only recog-

nized his real worth by his ready obedience, has,

in spite of its improbability, a certain historical

interest, since it shows the natural antipathy of

the older Benedictine monasticism to the plebeian

mendicant orders.

It was not, however, a life of idle mendicancy on
which the brothers entered when they set out in

1210 with the papal approbation, but one of dili-

gent labor. Their work embraced devoted serv-

ice in the abodes of sickness and poverty, earnest

preaching by both priests and lay
®' Workand

fjrQ|;jjgrg^ and missions in an ever

^^•'^^^^^'widenmg circle, which finally included

erh<^ " ^®^^^^ ^^^ Mohammedans. They
came together every year at Pente-

cost in the little church of the Portiuncula at Assisi,

to report on their experiences and strengthen them-
selves for fresh efforts. There is considerable un-

certainty as to the chronological and historical de-

tails of the last fifteen years of the founder's life.

But to these years belong the accounts of the or-

igin of the first houses in Perugia, Crotona, Pisa,

Florence, and elsewhere (1211-13); the first at-

tempts at a Mohammedan mission, in the sending

of five brothers, soon to be martyrs, to Morocco, as

well as in a journey undertaken by Francis himself

to Spain, from which he was forced by illness to

return without accomplishing his object; the first

settlements in the Spanish peninsula and in France;

and the attempts, unsuccessful at first, to gain a
foothold in Germany. The alleged meeting of

Francis and Dominic in Rome at the time of the

Fourth Lateran Council (1215) bek»igs to the do-

main of legend; even Sabatier's argument to show
that such a meeting actuaUy took place in 1218

is open to serious objection. Historical in the

main are the accounts relating to the journey of

Francis to Egypt and Palestine, where he attempted

to convert the Sultan Kameel uid gave fearless

proofs of his readiness to suffer for his faith; the

internal discord, which he found existing in the

order on his return to Italy in 1220; the origin of

his second and considerably enlaiged rule, which

was replaced two years later by the final fonn,

drawn up by Cardinal Ugolino; and possibly the

granting by Pope Honorius III. (in 1223) of

the Indulgence of the Portiuncula—a document

which Sabatier, who formeriy rejected it, has

recently pronounced authentic on noteworthy

grounds.

Francis had to suffer from the dissensionfi just

alluded to and the transformation which they op-

erated in the originally simple constitution oi the

brotherhood, making it a regular order under strict

supervision from Rome. Especially after Cardinal

4 Th i^ABt ^8^1ino had been assigned as protec-

Veara of ^^^ ^' ^^^ order by Honorius IIL—it

Franoia. ^ ^^ ^^ Francis' own request—he

saw himself forced furtherand further

away from his original plan. Even the independ-

ent direction of his brotherhood was, it seems,

finally withdrawn from him; at least after about

1223 it was practically in the hands of Brother

Elias of Crotona, an ambitious politician who sec-

onded the attempts of the cardinal-protector to

transform the character of the order. However,

in the external successes of the brothers, as they

were reported at the yearly general clusters, there

was much to encourage Francis. Ceesarius of

Speyer, the first German provincial, a zealous ad-

vocate of the founder's strict principle of poverty,

began in 1221 from Augsburg, with twenty-five

companions, to win for the order the land watered

by the Rhine and the Danube; and a few years

later the Franciscan propaganda, starting from

Cambridge, embraced the principal towns oi Eng-

land. But none of these cheering reports could

wholly drive away from the mind of Frauds the

gloom which covered his last years. He spent

much of his time in solitude, praying or singing

praise to God for his wonderful works. The can-

ticle known as Laudes creaiurarum, with its child-

like invocations to Brother Sun, Sister Moon with

the stars, Brother Wind, Sister Water, Brother

Fire, and finally Sister Death, to raise their

voices to the glory of God, dates from ikds period

of his life. The hermit stage which op^ied the

career of many monastic foimders was reserved

for the end of his who had once been so restless in

his activity. He spent the short remainder of his

life partly on Monte Alvemo on the upper Anio,

where he fasted forty days and longed for union

with God, to be demonstrated by the impre^on
on his body of the wounds of Christ (see SnoMA-
tization); partly at Rieti under medical treat-

ment; and partly in his beloved Portiuncula at

Assisi waiting for his deliverance from the flesh.

He died Oct. 3, 1226, at Assisi, and was canoniied
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two years later by Pope Gregory IX., the former
ordinal-protector of the order.

IL The Three Rules of the Order and the Testa-

ment of Saint Francis: The oldest rule, referred to

tbove, no longer preserved in its original form,

aeems to have contained not much more than the

three Scriptural conunands in Matt. xix. 21 ; Luke

Bole
* tempted reconstruction by MQller as-

cribes to it too extensive a content,

though Sabatier goes too far in the other direction

when he limits it to these three sayings of Christ,

which, according to Celano, formed the kernel of

the rule, surrounded by certain other more detailed

prescriptions. Sabatier's theory that these were
gradual accretions, depending especially on de-

ctsBons of the yearly general chapter, needs further

evidence to confirm it; the oldest biographers say
Qothing of any intermediate stage between the

primitive rule and that of 1221. The former, based
upon the idea of poverty and self-denying labor in

the cause of Christ, was intended for an associa-

tioo of a similar kind to the Pauperea Catholici or
" Poor Men of Lyons." It had little or nothing in

common with the older monastic rules, Benedictine
or Augustinian.

The rule of 1221 is more adapted to the needs of

a monastic order intended to further the general

ends of the Chiut^h and based upon the three usual
vows, but laying special stress on that of poverty.
It was drawn up by Francis himself, but under the

influence of Cardinal Ugolino, as well as of the

2 Th R 1 ^^*^"*^ ^^^ practical CsBsarius of

of 1221
* Speyer and apparently of Brother
Leo, who from 1220 on was the con-

i^ant companion of the foimder. The matter of

the primitive rule was included in it, but scattered

among a large part of detailed directions, besides

many edifying thoughts and pious outpourings of

the heart, probably the work of Francis. But
there is much in the new rule which breathes a
different spirit. The humble founder, though re-

fusing the title of general of the order, and appear-
ing simply as " minister-general," sometimes with
the addition " the servant of the whole brother-

hood," appeara now at the head of a regular mo-
nastic hierarchy, consisting of provincial ministers

over the provinces, custodies over smaller districts,

and guardians over single houses. Definite rules

for the novitiate, the habit, hours of prayer, and the
discipline of the houses were modeled after the

older monastic tradition. In place of the informal
yearly gatherings of the brotherhood, there are

iK>w regular chapters at fixed times. Of special

interest are the provisions for apostolic poverty
and the ascetic life in general, which show this rule

to be essentially a development of the older disci-

pline, with the obligation of poverty made more
strict while that of other ascetic practises was miti-

gated, partly for the reason that the new Fratres

mmores were expected to be diligently occupied
in exhausting labors.

The third rule, confirmed by Honorius III. on
Nov. 29, 1223, has still less of Francis' own work
in it The edifying tone, the citation of the Scrip-

tural texts, have disappeared from it. Instead of

8. The Third
.

Bule.

the strong emphasis upon Christ's admonitions to

his disciples with which the rule of 1221 had begun,
the enumeration of the three tradi-

tional monastic vows is here substi-

tuted. The character of the order as a
mendicant order, pledged to an ideal of the strict-

est poverty, comes out here, it is true; but these

concessions to the spirit of the earlier rules are in-

termingled with a number of other prescriptions

which clearly show the externally official character

of the new statutes, framed in the interest of the

papacy and in conformity with the other organs

of the hierarchy. A cardinal appointed by the

pope as protector of the whole order was to super-

vise its activity. The conditions for entrance are

more definitely laid down; the Roman Breviary
is expressly named as the obligatory basis of the

daily devotions of priests belonging to it; and the

preaching brothers have a more dependent position

than before. In a word, the life here regulated is

no longer the old free, wandering life of the first

years, marked by apostolic poverty and loving,

simple-hearted devotion to the Lord, but rather a
carefully arranged quasi-monastic system, shorn
of much of its original freedom.

Francis, as may be seen from more than one
passage in the accounts of his last years, was un-
happy about these changes. As a demonstration
against them, he left what is called his '' Testa-

4 Th T nient," whose occasional reading to-

tamen^*" 8®^^©' ^^^ t^© rul© was enjoined on
the brethren. Its tone is rather plain-

tive than angry; it looks back in a spirit of regret

to the primitive days of the first love. It urges

unswerving obedience to the pope and the heads
of the order, but at the same time emphasizes the

necessity of following its principles, especially the

imitation of the poverty of Christ. The brethren

are conunanded to oppose the introduction of any
future secularizing influences, and at the same time
are forbidden to ask for any special privileges from
the pope. In spite of the direct command in the

"Testament" against considering it as a new
rule, the Observantist section of the Franciscans

practically regarded it as even more binding than
the formal rule, while the advocates of a less strict

observance paid little attention to it, especially to

its prohibition of asking for ecclesiastical privileges.

in. Development of the Order after the Death of

Francis: The controversy about poverty which
extends through the first three centuries of Fran-
ciscan history began in the lifetime of the founder.

The ascetic brothers Matthew of Nami and Greg-
ory of Naples, to whom Francis had

1. DiMen- entrusted the direction of the order
ions Dur-
ing the liife

during his absence, carried through

ofPranoisr*^ a chapter which they held certain
* stricter regulations in regard to fast-

ing and the reception of alms, which really de-

parted from the spirit of the original rule. It did

not take Francis long, on his return, to suppress

this insubordinate tendency; but he was less suc-

cessful in regard to another of an opposite nature
which soon came up. Elias of Crotona originated

a movement for the increase of the worldly con-
sideration of the order and the adaptation of its
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system to the plans of the hierarchy which con-

flicted with the original notions of the founder and
helped to bring about the successive changes in the

rule abready described. Francis was not alone in op-

position to this lax and secularizing tendency. On
the contrary, the party which clung to his original

views and after his death took his " Testament "

for their guide, known as Observantists or Zelanti,

was at least equal in numbers and activity to the

followers of Elias. The conflict between the two
lasted many years, and the Zdanti won several

notable victories, in spite of the favor shown to

their opponents by the papal administration—until

finally the reconciliation of the two points of view
was seen to be impossible, and the order was actu-

ally split into halves.

St. Anthony of Padua (q.v.) has usually been re-

garded as the first leader of the Observantists; but
recent investigations have shown that he was in-

clined to the opposite side. When Elias sent a
delegation to Rome in 1230 to obtain papal sanc-

2. Develop- ^^®° ^^^ ^^ views, Anthony was one

ment to o^ ^^^ envoys; and there is little doubt

1280. The that the bull Qiu) elongaH of Gregory
liaxer IX., favoring this side, was due in
Party, large measure to his influence. The

earliest leader of the strict party was rather Brother

Leo, the witness of the ecstasies of Francis on
Monte Alvemo and the author of the Speculum
perfecHoniSf a strong polemic against the laxer

party. Next to him came John Parens, the first

successor of Francis in the headship of the order.

In 1232, however, Elias succeeded him, and ad-

ministered the affairs of the order in the interest of

his own party for seven years. Much external

progress was made during these years; many new
houses were founded, especially in Italy, and in

them, without regard to the founder's depreciation

of secular learning, special attention was paid to

education. The somewhat earlier settlements of

Franciscan teachers at the universities (in Oxford,

for example, where Alexander of Hales was teach-

ing) continued to develop. CJontributions toward
the promotion of the order's work came in abun-

dantly, and EUias authorized his subordinates to get

around the provision of the rule against the receiv-

ing of money, usually by the appointment of agents

outside the order, who had the custody of the

funds. EUiafi pursued with great severity the prin-

cipal leaders of the opposition, and even Bernardo

di Quintavalle, the founder's first disciple, was ob-

liged to conceal himself for years in the forest of

Monte Sefro.

At last, however, the reaction came. At the

general chapter of 1239, held in Rome under the

personal presidency of Gregory IX., Elias was
deposed in favor of Albert of Pisa, the former

provincial of England, a moderate Ob-
8. To 1274. servantist. None the less, Elias' at-
^^*^*^' *^^"^® remained widely prevalent in the
^"^*'

order. The next two ministers-general

Haymo of Faversham (1240-44) and Crescentius of

Jesi (1244-47), governed to a great extent in this

sense, and had the new pope Innocent IV. on their

side. In a bull of Nov. 14, 1245, he even sanc-

tioned an extension of the system of financial

agents, and declared the funds in their custody tbe

property of the Church, to be held at the di^xwal

of the cardinal-protector and not to be alienated

without his permission. The Obeervantist party

took a strong stand in opposition to this ruling,

and carried on so successfully an agitation aipuost

the lax general that in 1247, at a chapter hdd in

Lyons, where Innocent IV. was then residing, he

was replaced by the strict Observantist John of

Parma (1247-57). Elias, who had been excom-

municated and taken under the protection of Fred-

erick II., was now forced to give up all hope of

recovering his power in the order. He died in

1253, after succeeding by recantation in obtaining

the removal of his censures. Under John of

Parma, who enjoyed the favor of Innocent IV. and
Alexander FV., the influence of the order was no-

tably increased, especially by the provisions of the

latter pope in regard to the academic activity of

the brothers. He not only sanctioned the theo-

logical institutes in Franciscan houses, but did aU

he could to facilitate the entrance of their teachers

to the universities, especially Paris, the headquar-

ters of theological study. It was due to the acttca

of his representatives, who were obliged to threaten

the imiversity authorities with excommunication,

that the degree of doctor of theology was conceded

to the Dominican Thomas Aquinas and the Fran-

ciscan Bonaventura (1257), who had previoosly

been able to lecture only as licentiates. In the

same year Bonaventura succeeded John of Panna.

In spite of his adherence to Observantist princi-

ples, Bonaventura took a decided stand against

the teaching of Joachim of Fiore, which John of

Parma had been inclined to favor. Not a few of

the " Spiritual " party, as they were now coming

to be called, were condenmed to lifelong imprison-

ment; and for the purpose of discouraging their

extreme tendency a new life of the founder was

compiled by Bonaventura, at the request of the

general chapter held at Narbonne in 1260, and

authorized by that of Pisa three years later as tbe

only approved biography. Apart from the severe

measures taken against Joachim's followers, Bona-

ventura seems to have ruled (1257-74) in a moder-

ate spirit, which is represented also by various worb
produced by the order in his time—especially by

the Expositio regtdce written by David of Aug^)ui]g

(q.v.) soon after 1260.

The successor of Bonaventura, Jerome of Ascoli

(1274-79), the future Pope Nicholas IV., and his

successor, Bonagratia (1279-85), also followed a

middle coiurse. Severe measures were taken

against certain extreme Spirituals who, on the

4 To 1800 ^^^'^^^ ^^ *^® rumor that Gregoiy

Oontiniied ^* ^'^ intending at the Council of

DiBsenalonB. Lyons (1274-75) to force the mendi-

cant orders to tolerate the possession

of property, threatened both pope and council

with the renunciation of allegiance. Attempts

were made, however, to satisfy the reasonable de-

mands of the Spiritual party, as in the buU Exiii

qui seminai of Nicholas III. (1279), which pro-

nounced the principle of complete poverty meri-

torious and holy, but interpreted it in the way of

a somewhat sophistical distinction between poe-
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seasion and usufruct. The bull was received re-

spectfully by Bonagratia and the next two gen-

erals, Ariotto of Prato (1285-87) and Matthew of

AquaSparta (1287-89) ; but the Spiritual party under
the leadership of the fanatical apocalyptic Pierre

Jean Olivi (q.v.) regarded its provisions for the de-

pendence of the friars upon the pope and the division

between brothers occupied in manual labor and those

employed on spiritual missions as a corruption of

the fundamentid principles of the order. They were
not won over by the conciliatory attitude of the
next general, Raymond Gaufredi (1289-96), and
of the Franciscan pope Nicholas IV (1288-92).

The attempt made by the next pope, Celestine V.,

an old friend of the order, to end the strife by imi-

ting the Observantist party with his own order of

hennits (see Celbstinbs) was scarcely more suc-

cessfuL Only a part of the Spirituals joined the

new order, and the secession scarcely lasted beyond
the reign of the hermit-pope. Boniface VIII. an-

nulled Celestine's bull of foundation with his other

acts, deposed the general Raymond Gaufredi, and
appointed a man of laxer tendency, John de Murro,
m his place. The Benedictine section of the Celes-

tines was separated from the Franciscan section,

and the latter was formally suppressed by Boni-
face in 1302. The leader of the Observantists,

Olivi, who spent his last years in the Franciscan

house at Narbonne and died there in 1298, had
pronounced against the extremer " Spiritual " at-

titude, and given an exposition of the theory of

poverty which was approved by the more moder-
ate Observantists, and for a long time constituted

their principle.

Under Clement V. (1305-14) this party succeeded
in exercising some influence on papal decisions.

In 1309 Clement had a commission sit at Avignon
for the purpose of reconciling the conflicting parties.

Ubertino of Casale (q.v.), the leader,
5. Tempo- after Olivi's death, of the stricter

'^rfttf****
party, who was a member of the com-

Btrioter
n^^sion, induced the (]k)uncil of Vienne

Party. Per- ^ arrive at a decision in the main

•eoation. favoring his views, and the papal con-

stitution Exivi de paradiso (1313) was
on the whole conceived in the same sense. Gem-
ent's successor, John XXIL (1316-34), favored the

laxer or conventual party. By the bull Quorundam
exigii he modified several provisions of the constitu-

tion Exivi, and required the formal submission of

the Spirituals. Some of them, encouraged by the

strongly Observantist general Michael of (I)esena,

ventured to dispute the pope's right so to deal

with the provisions of his predecessor. Sixty-four

of them were summoned to Avignon, and the most
obstinate delivered over to the Inquisition, four of

them being burned (1318). Shortly before this all

the separate houses of the Observantists had been

suppressed.

A few years later a new controversy, this time

theoretical, broke out on the question of poverty.

The ^irituals contended eagerly for the view that

Christ and his apostles had possessed absolutely

nothing, either separately or jomtly. This proposi-

tion had been declared heretical in a trial before an
inquisitor. A protest was now made against this

decision by the chapter held at Perugia in 1322,

as well as by such influential members of the order

. ^ William Occam (q.v.), the English
6. Benewed provincial, and Bonagratia of Berga-

on'thtT'^ mo. John XXIL ranged hunself de-

Question of ci^cdly with the Dominicans, who
Poverty, combated the theory, and by the

bull Cum inter nonnuUoa of 1322
declared it erroneous and heretical. Appealing
from this decision, Bonagratia, Occam, and Michael
of Cessna were imprisoned at Avignon for four

years, until they escaped by the help of the Em-
peror Louis the Bavarian. Supported by him,

they carried on a literary war against the papal
and Dominican denial of the absolute poverty of

(Christ and his apostles. The pope deposed Cessna
and Occam from their offices in the order, and ex-

commimicated them with the Franciscan antipope
Peter of Corvara (Nicholas V.) and all their adher-
ents. Only a sniall part of the order, however,
joined them, and at a general chapter held in Paris

(1329) the majority of all the houses declared their

submission to the pope. The same step was taken
in the following year by the antipope, later by the
ex-general Cessna, and finally, just before his death,

by Occam.
Out of all these dissensions in the fourteenth

century sprang a number of separate congrega-
tions, almost of sects. To say nothing of the heret-

ical parties of the Beghards and Fraticelli (qq.v.),

some which developed within the order on both

7 a« tA
^®™^*' *^^ cenobitic principles may

O^an^w^ here be mentioned: (1) The Qareni

tions. ^^ Clarenini, an association of hermits

established on the river Clareno in

the march of Ancona by Angelo di (Hareno
after the suppression of the Franciscan Celestines

by Boniface VIII. It maintained the principles

of Olivi, and, outside of Umbria, spread also

in the kingdom of Naples, where Angelo died

in 1337. Like several other smaller congrega-
tions, it was obliged in 1568 imder Pius V. to

unite with the general body of Observant-
ists. (2) The Minorites of Narbonne. As a sepa-

rate congregation, this originated through the

union of a number of houses which followed Olivi

after 1308. It was limited to southwestern France
and, its members being accused of the heresy
of the Beghards, was suppressed by the Inquisi-

tion during the controversies imder John XXIL
(3) The Reform of Johannes de Vallibus, founded
in the hermitage of St. Bartholomew at Brugliano
near Foligno in 1334. The congregation was sup-

pressed by the Franciscan general chapter in 1354;
reestablished in 1368 by Paolo de* Trinci of Fo-
ligno; confirmed by GregoryXL in 1373, and spread
rapidly from Central Italy to France, Spain, Hun-
gary and elsewhere. Most of the Observantist

houses joined this congregation by degrees, so that

it became known simply as the " brothers of the

regular Observance." It acquired the favor of

the popes by its energetic opposition to the heret-

ical Fraticelli, and was expressly recognized by the

Council of Constance (1415). It was allowed to

have a special vicar-general of its own and legislate

for its members without reference to the conventual
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part of the order. Through the work of such men as

Bemardin of Sienna (q.v.) John of Capistrano (see

Capistrano, Giovanni di), and Dietrich Coelde

(b. 14357 at MOnster; was a member of the

Brethren of the Common Life, q.v.; d. Dec.

11, 1516), it gained great prominence during the

fifteenth century. By the end of the Middle Ages,

the Observantists, with 1,400 houses, comprised

nearly half of the entire order. Their influence

brought about attempts at reform even among the

Conventuals, including the Observantista of the

Common Life, foimded by Boniface de Ceva and
spreading principally in France and Germany; the

reformed congregation founded in 1426 by the

Spaniard Philip de Berbegal and distinguished by
the special importance they attached to the little

hood (cappticiola); the Neutri, a group of re-

formers originating about 1463 in Italy, who tried

to take a middle ground between the Conventuals

and Observantists, but refused to obey the heads

of either, until they were compelled by the pope
to aflUiate with the regular Observantists, or with

those of the Common Life; the Caperolani, a con-

gregation founded about 1470 in North Italy by
Peter Caperolo, but dissolved again on the death of

its founder in 1480; the Amadeists, founded by
the noble Portuguese Amadeo, who entered the

Franciscan order at Assisi in 1452, gathered around
him a number of adlierents to his fairly strict prin-

ciples (numbering finally twenty-six houses) and,

died in the odor of sanctity in 1482.

Projects for a imion between the two main
branches of the order were put forth not only by
the Council of Constance but by several popes,

without any positive result. By direction of

Martin V., John of Capistrano drew
®* ^f?:®" up statutes which were to serve as a
09Bmral At-

jj^jg (q^ reunion, and they were actu-
tompts to 11 1 1 11
Unite the ^ accepted by a general chapter at

Ox^x. Assisi in 1430; but the majority of the

Conventual houses refused to agree to

them,and they remained without effect. At Capistra-

no's request Eugenius IV. put forth a bull {Ut sacra

minorum, 1446) looking to the same result, but again

nothing was accomplished. Equally unsuccessful

were the attempts of the Franciscan pope Sixtus

IV., who bestowed a vast number of privileges on
both the original mendicant orders, but by this

very fact lost the favor of the Observantists and
failed in his plans for reunion. Julius II. succeeded

in doing away with some of the smaller branches,

but left the division of the two great parties im-

touched. This division was finally legalized by
Leo X., after a general chapter held in Rome, in

connection with the reform movement of the Fifth

Lateran Council, had once more declared the im-

possibility of reunion. The less strict principles

of the Conventuals, permitting the posesssion of

real estate and the enjo3rment of fixed revenues,

were recognized as tolerable, while the Observant-

ists, in contrast to this usus moderalus, were held

strictly to their own usus ardxts or pauper. The
latter, as adhering more closely to the ride of the

founder, were allowed to claim a certain superior-

ity over the former. The Observantist general

(elected now for six years, not for life) was to have

the title of " Minister-General of the Whole Order

of St. Francis '' and the right to confirm the choiee

of a head for the Conventuals, who was known as
" Master-General of the Friars Minor Conventual

"

—although this privilege never became practically

operative.

IV. Spread of the Order in Modem Times: The

regulations of Leo X. brought a notable increase

of strength to the Observantist branch, and many
conventual houses joined them—^in France all birt

forty-eight, in Crermany the greater part, in Spain

IK o practically all. But this very growth

ffreMtionB.' ^^ i^tal to the internal unity and
* strength of the strict party. The

need for new reforms soon became apparent, and

the action of Leo X., far from consolidating the

order, gave rise to a number of new branches. The

most important of these are: the Capuchins (q.v.),

fo'inded in 1525 by Matteo Basai and established

in 1619 by Paul V. as a separate order; the Di»>

calced Franciscans, founded as a specially strict

Observantist congregation at Bellacazar in Spain

by Juan de Puebla toward the end of the fifteenth

century, compelled by Leo X. to imite with the

regular Observantists, but soon afterward reestab-

lished as an independent branch by Juan de Guade-

lupe (d. 1580), and subsequently obtaining some

importance in Spain and Portugal; the Alcanta-

rines, a very strict congregation founded in 1540 by
Peter of Alcantara (q.v.), and distinguished by
remarkable achievements in the mission field; the

Italian Riformati, founded about 1525 near Rieti

by two Spanish Observantists, and becoming com-

paratively wide-spread from the beginning of the

seventeenth century through the favor of dement
VIII. and Urban VIII. ; the French Recollecta,

originating at Nevers in 1592, formed into a dis-

tinct congregation by Clement VIII. in 1602, and

important in later missionary history, especially

in Canada.
The Franciscans also rendered important serv-

ices to the cause of the (]k)unterreformation in

the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, rivaling

the Jesuit order in zeal, and frequently Buffering

martyrdom for their faith in England, the Nether-

lands, and (xermany. During the last

Stat
"^'^ hundred years the possessions of the

order have been much reduced by the

storms of the French Revolution, the (jennan secu-

larizations since 1S03, and the political changes of

Spain, Italy, and France. On the other hand,

there has been a considerable extension in many
parts of the order, especially in North Ameriea.

The present statistics of the three principal male

branches of the order are approximately as fol-

lows: (1) Observantists: 1,500 houses, comprised

in about 100 provinces and CiLstodia, with about

15,000 members of whom some 7,000 belong to the

Regular Observance, 6,000 to the Riformati, and

the rest to the Recollects and the Discalced Con-

gregation; (2) Conventuals: 290 houses, princi-

pally in Italy, but also in Bavaria, Austria, Ru-

mania, Turkey, etc.; and (3) Regular Teitiaries,

following the rule of Leo X.: less than a score of

houses—two in Rome, five in Sicily, seven in Aus-

tria, and two in America. These figures show a
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great eontrafit to the strength of the order at the

eod of the Middle Ages, when it had over 8,000

bouses^ of which the 1,300 Observantist communi-
nes alone numbered 30,000 members, or even in

the middle of the seventeenth century when there

were about 70,000 members, divided into 150

provinces. The noteworthy proportional decline

d the non-Observantist section shows that the

order to this day presents more attraction as it re-

mains truest to itA original principles.

Although surpassed in the number of prominent
and influential theological authors by the Jesuits

and Dominicans, the order still boasts a number of

distinguished names. The first century of its ex-

istence produced the three great scholastics Alex-

ander of Hales, Bonaventura, and Duns Scotus,

the " Admirable Doctor " Roger Bacon, and the

well-known mystic authors and popu-

•^^*^J" lar preachers David of Augsburg and

J^yJ^g^ Berthold of Regensburg. Among
Franciscan celebrities of the later

BCddle Ages may be mentioned Nicholas of Lyra,

the Biblical conmientator, Bemardin of Sienna,

John of Capistrano, Mollard and Menot as preach-

ers, and the famous canonists Astesanus, Alvarus
Pelagius, and Occam. Later again came sound
historical investigators such as Luke Wadding and
PagL In the field of Christian art, during the

later laddie Ages, the Franciscan movement exer-

ciaed considerable influence, especially in Italy.

Several great painters of the thirteenth and four-

teenth centimes, especially Cimabue and Giotto,

were spiritual sons of Francis in the wider sense,

and the pla«tic masterpieces of the latter, as well

as the architectural conceptions of both himself

and his school, show the influence of Franciscan

ideals. The Italian Gothic style, whose earliest

important monimient is the great convent church
at Aflsisi (built 1228-53), was cultivated as a rule

principally by members of the order or men under
their influence. The early spiritual poetry of Italy

was inspired by Francis himself, who was followed

by Thomas of Celano, Bonaventura, and Jacopone
da Todi; and in a certain sense even Dante may be
included within the sphere of Franciscan influence

(cf. especially Paradiso, xi. 50).

V. The CUxuses or Poor Clares : For the history

of the female branch of the order, founded in the

lifetime of Francis, see Clara, Saint, and the
CUUUSSBB.

VL The Third Order: The Tertiary rule which
passes under the n^ne of St. Francis not only can
not have been drawn up by him, but does not even
show a basis of his original instructions. There
must have been, however, in his lifetime a follow-

ing of devout laity who composed a sort of third

Orifl^
order, beside the Friars Minor and the

an^B^S. Clarisses. It seems probable that the

rule drawn up in 1285 for Dominican
tertiaries served as a model for the corresponding

Franciscan rule mentioned by Nicholas IV. in his

bull Supra numtem of Aug. 18, 1289. This rule

excludes persons living in the estate of matrimony,
bat does not prescribe absolute renunciation of

property or the wearing of the Franciscan habit.

The precepts as to fasting are comparatively mild,

allowing the use of meat three times a week, and
the devotional exercises required are very much
less than in the first and second orders. The
brothers are expressly allowed to render military

service in defense of the Holy Roman Church, the

Christian faith of their own fatherland. The po-

sition midway between the Church and the woild

taken by this rule corresponded to a need widely

felt at the time, and contributed toward the spread

of the mendicant principle. The growth of the

third order was not without opposition. Frederick

II. took severe measures against it, and now and
then the Franciscan tertiaries were confused with

the heretical Beghards; especially after the con-

demnation of this sect by the Coimeil of Vienne,

many of its members sought entrance into the

third order of St. Francis or adopted its habit and
manner of life, so that John XXII. was obliged

to issue a special bull {Sancta Romana^ 1317) to

distinguish the true and false tertiaries. The
growth of the institute continued throughout the

Middle Ages, and numerous pious brotherhoods

and sisterhoods grew up either within it or in close

connection with it. Under Leo X. a new system
went into effect (1517), separating from the gen-

eral body those tertiaries who accepted a new rule

drawn up for them. These took the three monas-
tic vows, had a minister-general of their own, and
could be admitted into the first order. The re-

mainder were divided into three classes: those who
lived in community, bound by simple vows, on the

basis of the old rule of Nicholas IV.; those who
lived alone, bound by a simple vow of celibacy, and
wearing the habit of the order; and others of both
sexes, single or married, who made no vows and
did not live in community. The third class is by
far the most numerous, and comprises all the affili-

ated members living in the world.

It is to these that the comprehensive rearrange-

ments refer which were ordered by Leo XIII.

toward the end of the nineteenth century. In

the encycUcal Auspicator of Sept. 17, 1882, he ut-

2 K At Se^^tly commended the third order, and

ranramentB ^^^^^ upon its high usefulness in mod-

of I*eo ®™ conditions. By the constitution

xm. Miaericors of May 30, 1883, he made
a number of changes in the obligations

to be imposed on the members. No vows are now
required on entrance, but a simple promise to keep
the rule and wear the scapular and girdle under
the ordinary clothing; a few fasts are imposed, es-

pecially on the vigils of the feasts of the Immacu-
late Conception and of St. Francis; the duty of

monthly communion and grace before and after

meals is insisted on, together with that of a gen-

erally self-denying and temperate life. These easily

fulfilled regulations have brought about a marked
increase in the number of members, which in the

single country of Germany is estimated at about
half a million. (See Tertiaries.)

(O. ZOCKLBRf.)
Bibuoorapht: Full lists of works on the subject are given

in Hauck-Herzog. RE, vi. 197-220; Heimbucher. Orden
und KonffregaHonen, i. 265^-271; Potthast, Wegtoeiter,

pp. 1318-21; and in the BrUiah Museum CakUoffue
under " Francis [Bemardoni]." Consult also P. Robin-
son, A Short IrUroduction to Franciacan Literatwre, New
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York, 1007. The oldest and weightiest soxircee for a life

of St. Francis are the two Vita by Thomas of Celano, the

Chronieon fratriB Jordani a Jano, the Legenda trium «o-

ciorum (Leo, Rofinus and Angelus Taneredi) and the

celebrated Vita by 8. Bonaventura. These, with the ex-

ception of the fuller ViUt of Thomas, are collected to-

gether with a commentary in ASB, Oct.. ii. 545-798. The
principal editions and translations will be noted below.

Other soxirces are of course the Opera of St. Francis, ed.

Wadding. Ck>logne, 1849, and Horvy, Paris, 1880, made
available in Eng. transl., London, 1890, and by P. Robin-
son, Philadelphia, 1906; and the Sacrum commercium
(written anonymously c. 1227), Eng. transL by M. Car-
michael, London, 1901.

The best modem life is by P. Sabatier. Paris, 1894,

which has run through many editions, Eng. transl., Lon-
don, 1898. Sabatier edited the Speadum perfectioni§ of
Leo of Assisi, Paris, 1898, of which Eng. transls. appeared
by Sebastian Evans, London, 1899, 0>untes8 De la Warr.
1902, and Robert Steele. 1903. Next to these should be
noted H. G. Rosedale, St. Franeia of Auiai according to

Brother Thomaa of Celano, tnth Critical Introduction, Lon-
don, 1904 (for the best edition), cf. Tliomas of Olano.
The lAvea of St. Franda cf ABsiti, transl. by A. G.
Ferrers Howell, ib., 1906. Other accoimts are by
K. Hase, Leipsic. 1856 (long the standard); Bemardin,
2 vols., Paris, 1880; a sumptuous work in 3 parts, 8.

Franpoie d'Aaeiae, containing the Vie by F. E. Chavin de
Halan, first published Paris, 1845, S. FranQoie aprke %a
mart and 8. Francois dans Vart, Paris, 1885; H. S. Lear,

London. 1888; Miss Lockhart (from the Legend* of St.

Bonavenhtre), ib. 1889; J. M. 8. Daurignac, Abbeville,

1887; L. Le Monnier, Paris, 1890, Eng. transl., London,
1894; J. W. Knox Little, ib. 1897; the Du(b Legenda of

Bonaventura, Quaracohi (near Florence), 1898; J. Ad-
derley, London, 1900; A. Barine (S. Francoie . . . et la

legende dee troie compagnone), Paris, 1901; L. de Ch^ranod,
Paris, 1892, Eng. transl., London, 1901; J. Herkless
Francie and Dominie, pp. 16-80. New York, 1901;
W. O. E. Oesterley, London, 1901; B. Christen, Inns-
bruck, 1902; L. de Kerval. Paris. 1902 (a Fr. transl. of

the legend of the three companions); A. Qoffin. Brussels.

1902 (also a Fr. transl. of the same); E. Q. Salter, Lon-
don. 1902 (Eng. transl. of the same); J. H. Mcllvaine.
New York, 1902; Anna M. Stoddart. London. 1903; S.

Bonaventura. ib. 1904 (Eng. transl.); L. L. Du Bois,

New York. 1906; J. Jdrgensen. Den hdlige Frane af
Aaaiei, Copenhagen. 1907; M. A. Heins. New York. 1908.

On the portraiture consxilt N. H. J. Wmtlake. On the

AvJOienHc Portraiture of St. Francie of Aeeiei, London,
1897; O. Kuhns. St. Franda cf Aaaiei, New York, 1906.

The Rules are given in L. Wadding, S. Franciaci
opuacula, Antwerp, 1623, ed. V. der Burg. Cologne. 1889.
and in Horoy's edition of the Opera of St. Francis,

Paris. 1880. Consult also Regula antigua fratrum et so-

rorum de pomiienHa aeu tertii ordinia S. Francoia, ed. P.

Sabatier, Paris. 1901. and cf. K. Mailer, Die Anf&nge
dee Minoritenordena, pp. 4-114. 185-188, Freiburg. 1885.
The Teatamentum was edited from the Cottonian MS. in

the British Museiun by J. S. Brewer in Monumenia Fran-
ciacana, i (1858), 562-566, and is given in Sabatier's

Vie, 9th ed., pp. 389-393.

Consult also: B. Francis, Rule and Ceremonial of the

Third Order, London. 1883; Manual of the Third Order,

ib. 1883; NouvelU rigle du tiera-ordre adulter, Paris. 1883;
F. Bertiiius. Manual of the Third Order, London. 1884;
Little Manual of the Third Order, ib. 1899; (3erard. Docw
menta pour erpUquer la rigle du Hera-crdre, Paris. 1899.

For the history of the order sources are: Chronieon
fratria Jordania a Jano, ed. G. Voigt. vol. v. of Abhand-
lungen der kOniglirhen a&chaiachen Oeaellachaft der Wia-
aenachaflen, v (1870), 421 sqq. (good for Germany)

;

Chroniche degli ordini inatituti dal S. Franceaco, in Portu-
guese and Spanish, 3 vols., Lisbon and Salamanca. 1556-
1570, Fr. transl., 4 vols., Paris, 1600, (3erm. transl.. 2
vols.. Constance, 1604; A. Parkiaioii. CoUectaiiea Anglo-
minoritica, London. 1726; J.H. Sbaralea. BuUarium Fran-
ciaeanum . . . conatituHonea, epiatola, dipUmuUa ....
4 vols.. Rome. 1759-68 (vol. 4 by D. A. Rossi); Analecta
Franeiacana, 2 vols., Quaracchi, 1885-87 (a collection of
chronicles, and various documentary sources).

Of more modem acoountrt the bent are: L. Wadding,
Annalea minorum, vol. i.-vii., Leyden, 1625-48, vol. viii.

Rome. 1654. 2d ed. begun by J. M. Fonsees, vob. L-

xvi.. Rome. 1731-36, continued at mtervalv. vol. xxv.,

1887; Helyot, Ordrea monaaliquea. voL vii.. ef. i. pp.

Ixxi. B(\c\.; Heimbucher, Orden und Kongregationen, i.

264-385. Consult also: V. Greiderer, Oermaraa Pratt'

ciacana, 2 vols.. Innsbraok. 1777-81; G. F. C. Erera.

Analecta ad fratntm minarum hiatoriam, Leipac, 1882;

K. Mailer. Die AnfAnge dea Minoritenordena, Fretbaq;:.

1885; D. de Qubematis, Orhia aeraphieua. HiaL de tribua

ordinibua a . . . S. Frandaeo inatituHa, new ed.. Qua-
racchi, 1887 sqq.; F. Servais Dirks. HiaL Httheirt dea

frtrea mineura en Belgigue, Antwerp. 1888; B. Huzuner.

Die Franciacaner in den Vereinigten Staaten, Cdhgjut,

1892; A. G. Little, The Orey Friara in Oxford, Oxibrd.

1892; J. M. Stone. Sufferinga of Engliah FronriaosM dur-

ing leth and 17th Centuriea, London, 1892; 0. Hoette-

br&uker, Der Minoritenorden, Beritn« 1885; T. Kokk,
Die kirchlichen Bruderachaften und daa rdigidaa LAen,

Erlangen. 1895; Thaddeus. The Franciacama in Bngieui,

1600-1860, London, 1898; Anne MaodoweU. Scma ef

Franeia, New York, 1902; D. Muixey, The Spiritual Ftem-

ciacana, ib., 1908.
On the Third Order consult: F. J. d'EserviUe, U fiers-

ordre de S. Franpoie, Lille. 1887; L^n. Le Tiera Ordra

airaphigne, Paris, 1887; P. B. da Grecdo. tl Tars' Ordine

di San Franceaco, Quaracchi, 1888; P. de Marttgo^ U
Tiera-ordre . . . d'apria Lion XUL, Le Mans, 1896; Mor-

bert, Lee Religieuaee franciaoainea, Paris, 1887; P. Bap-

tiste. Spirit of the Third Order of St. Franda, Londoa.

1899; J. G. Adderley and C. L. Marson, *' Third Order*."

ib. 1902; F. O. Kaeroher. Summary of Indulgeneet. Privi-

legea, and Favora Granted to the Secular Branch ef Ike

Third Order of SL Franeia, St. Louis. 1902; T. C. L. Jom,
St Francie of Aaeiai and the Third Order, ib. 1906.

FRANCIS BORGIAy SAINT. See Jbsuttb.

FRANCIS, JOSEPH MARSHALL: Protestant

Episcopal bishop of Indianapolis, Ind.; b. ol

Eaglesmere, Pa., Apr. 6, 1862. He studied at

Racine CoUege (1879-82) and Oxford (1885-^), and

was ordered deacon in 1884 and priested two years

later. After being in charge of the mission churebes

of St. Edmund, Milwaukee, and of St. Peter,

Greenfield, Wis., 1884-86, he was canon of AH
Saints' Cathedral, Milwaukee, 1886-87 and rector

of St Luke's, Whitewater, Wis.. 1887-88. He then

went as a missionary to Japan, where he remaiDed

until 1897, being professor of dogmatic theology

in Trinity Divinity School, Tokyo, 1891-97 and

subdean of the same institution 1893-97. Re-

turning to the United States, he was rector of St

Paul's, Evansville, Ind., 189&-99, and in 1899 was

consecrated bishop of Indianapolis. In theology be

is in ''entire conformity with the teaching of the

Episcopal Church as laid down in the Book of Com-
mon Prayer."

FRANCIS, SAINT, OF PAOLA: Founder of the

Order of Minims; b. at Paola (13 m. w.n.w. of Coeen-

aa), Italy, 1416 (according to the Boilandists), 1438;

d. at Plessis-les-Tours (1 m. s.w. of Tours), France,

Apr. 2, 1507. His parents dedicated him at an ^y
age to St. Francis of Assisi, to whose interoesBon

they attributed his b'rth. At the age ol twelve he

entered the Franciscan monastery of San Marco in

Calabria, and quickly surpassed the strictest monks
in his rigid observance of the rule. After spoiding

a year as novice, he accompanied his parents in a

pilgrimage to Assisi, Rome and other holy places,

and after his return to Paola lived for six years in

a cave on the seashore, gradually gathering about

him a band of disciples. After a few years the arch-

bishop of Cosenza gave permission for the ereet'oo
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of a monastery and church, probably about 1454,

although the date is usually given as 1435. This

marks the establishment of his order, which as-

sumed the title of *' Eremites of St. Francis " and
strove to surpass the Franciscans by a more rigid

application of the vow of poverty and by extreme
asceticism. The fame of the miracles of St. Francis

soon attracted the attention of Paul II. who sent a
chamberlain in 1469 to test them. The result was
favorable, and the rule of the new order was con-

firmed by Sixtus IV. in a bull issued May 23, 1474,

their founder himself being appointed corrector-

geoeraL The rule was slightly modified by Inno-

cent VIII., Alexander VI., and Julius II., the second

changing the name of the order to Minimi fratres

(" LeaLBl of the Brethren "), probably in allusion to

Matt. XXV. 40. Numerous miracles are recounted of

St Francis, many of them closely resembling those

of Christ. As a consequence, Louis XI. of France,

when near death, simunoned him to his court, but
was obeyed only at the conunand of the pope, St.

Francis dedining to attempt to prolong the dying

monarch's life by his prayers. The new king,

Charles VIII., induced him to remain in France,

consulted him both in spiritual and secular matters,

and built for him two monasteries in France, one at

Pkssis-les-Tours and the other at Amboise, as well

as a third at Rome, to be occupied solely by French
Dx>nk8. Francis was canonized by Leo X. in 1519.

The Minimw are bound, in addition to the three

monastic vows, by a fourth which devotes them to a
vita quadrigeHmalis, or perpetual fast, enjoining

abstinence from all meat and lacticinia, and per-

mitting only bread and water, oil, vegetables, and
fruit to be used for food. The appointed fasts of

the Church are intensified by the Minims, who are

also bound by strict rules of silence. The rule of

the Minimite nuns, whose first convent was estab-

lished at Andujar in Spain in 1495, closely resembles

that for the monks, but the Tertiaries of both sexes

are subject to far less rigid restrictions, especially

with regard to diet. During its period of greatest

prosperity, from the death of its founder to the end
of the sixteenth century, the order had 450 houses,

and extended its missionary activity as far as India.

It now has only nineteen cloisters, the mother house
at Paola, Sant'Andrea della Fratte in Rome,
fourteen in Sicily, and one each in Naples, Marseilles,

and Cracow. (O. ZbcKLERf.)

BnuooRAPHT: The earliest life of the founder is in ASB^
April, i. 105-234. Other lives are by Hilarion de Coste,

Paris. 1655; I. Toscano. Venice, 1704; C. du Vivier,

Douai. 1722; RoUand, Paris. 1874; J. Dabert, Paris.

1877: and in KL, iv. 1824-26.

Eariy accounts of the order are: L. de Montoia. Cro'

nica oeneral de la orden de lot Minimoe, Madrid. 1619;

Louis Doni Datichi, HUt. giniraU de Vordre dee Minimes,
Pluis. 1624; F. Lanorius, Chronicon oenercUe ordinia Mini-
wurum, ib. 1635. Consult: Helyot. Ordrea monaatiquee,

Tii. 426-452; Heimbuoher. Orden und KonoreooHonen,
u. 627 sqq.; Currier, Reliowue Orden, pp. 268-270. On
the Rules consult: C. Passarelli. Statuta fratrum Mino-
fwa, Naples. 1570; Lee Rhglee dee frkrte et aaeura et dee

HdHee . . . de Vordre dee Afintmes, Paris, 1632; Digeetum

tepienHa MinimUana iripartUunh ed. P. Baltas d'Avila.

L^ 1667; Traduction nouveUe dee rhglee , . , de Vordre

dea Minimee, Paris, 1703.

FRANCIS OF PARIS. See Janbbn, Cornelius,

Jansenism, § 7.

FRANCIS, SAINT, OF SALES: Saint Francis of

Sales, noted preacher and devotional author; bom
at the chateau of Sales near Annecy (25 m. s.

of Geneva) in Savoy, Aug. 21, 1567; d. at Lyons
Dec. 28, 1622. He was a member of a noble fam-
ily of Savoy and at the age of twelve entered
the Jesuit college in Paris, where he devoted him-
self to the study of philosophy, the classics and
Hebrew, leading at the same time a life of stem
asceticism in fulfilment of an early vow to the
Virgin. From 1584 to 1590 he studied civil and
canon law at Padua, but gave himself up more
and more to theology under the guidance of the
Jesuit Possevin. During a severe illness he deter-

mined to enter the priesthood, and carried out his

purpose in 1591, in spite of the opposition of his

family.

Placed under the authority of the bishop of

Geneva, who was then residing at Annecy, Francis

began to play an important part in the movement
for bringing back to the Roman faith the inhabitants

of the province of Chablais and of the district

of Gex, lying on the Lake of Geneva.
Activity Conquered in 1536 by the Bemese

in Chablais, and converted to Protestantism,

Gex, and Chablais and Gex were restored to

Geneva. Philibert Emmanuel of Savoy by the

Treaty of Lausanne in 1564 with the

assurance of religious freedom. This pledge,

faithfully kept by Philibert, was broken by his son

Charles Emmanuel, who succeeded in 1580, and
discerned in the close connection prevailing be-

tween the people of the two regions and the inhab-

itants of Bern and Geneva a menace to his political

authority. Peaceful methods were at first decided

upon, and to Francis of Sales the mission was con-

fided. In spite of his aseal, courage, patience and
remarkable gifts of persuasion, Francis met with
absolute failure at Thonon, the capital of Chablais,

whose inhabitants entered into a compact to re-

fuse even a hearing to the eloquent preacher.

Only among the peasantry and the nobility could

he point to a few isolated conversions. Convinced
that nothing was to be accomplished by peaceful

means, he abandoned the field of his labors in the

winter of 1596-97, and at Turin in the ducal council

declared himself for a policy of forcible conversion,

calling for the expulsion of the Protestant clergy, the

prohibition of Evangelical literature, the re-estab-

lishment of the Roman Catholic parishes, the foun-

dation of a Jesuit college, and the restoration of the
mass in the city of Thonon. The plan was adopted,

priests and monks were sent into the country,

soldiers were quartered upon the inhabitants; and
with the additional weapon of exile the Roman
reaction was speedily triumphant. Encouraged by
their success, the authorities turned their eyes to

Geneva whither Francis went in 1597 at the in-

stance of Pope Clement VIII. There he came
into repeated contact with the aged Beza, and,
convinced that the great Huguenot could not be
gained over by argument, attempted bribery

—

an act which roused Beza to great indignation.

To his very last day Francis retained an irrecon-

cilable hatred for Geneva, which he designated as

the home of the devil and of heretics.
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In 1602, on the death of the bishop of Geneva,
Francis succeeded to the see, of which he had for

some time been coadjutor. In the performance of

the duties of his ofhce he lived up to the very
highest standard of pastoral obligation. His fame

as a preacher caused him to be siun-

Bishop moned repeatedly to France, where
of Geneva, he enjoyed great influence. With the

aid of Madame de Chantal he founded
in 1604 the order of the Visitation (see Visita-

tion, Ordbr op the) devoted to the care of the

sick and later also to the education of the young.
In 1618 Francis composed his Introduction A la

vie devote, one of the most popular books among
Roman Catholics to the present day, the object of

which, as he explained in his preface, was to meet
the pious needs of those whose calling lay in the

spheres of active life. The book is in the form
of a discourse addressed to a certain Philothea,

and treats in five chapters of repentance, prayer,

the various virtues, temptations, and pious practises.
" The world," he says, " often looks

His with contempt upon piety because it

Works and pictures the pious as men of downcast
Doctrine, and sorrowful faces, but Christ him-

self testifies that the inner life is a
soft, sweet, and happy one." In his indulgence

to the demands made by the world he often goes

to extremes. His views find their systematic ex-

pression in his Train de Vamowr de Dieu. Pro-

ceeding from the principle that the will, ap-

pointed by the Lord as ruler of all the powers of

the soul, finds its highest expression in the love

of God, he finds two principal manifestations of

this love, one passive, revealing itself in attrac-

tion toward the divine, and one active, finding

expression in the performance of the will of God.
The first consists primarily in prayer, by which is

understood not merely verbal utterance of devo-

tion but the inner approach of the soul toward
God. The inner form of prayer is of two degrees,

the lower, meditation, the higher, contemplation.

Its highest degree is the total absorption of the

soul into its God, ecstasy. In Francis we find au

undisguised exposition of the doctrines of Quietism.

As a counterpoise to the evil consequences that

might possibly follow on the extreme interpreta-

tion of his mystic doctrine, Francis sets up the act-

ive love of God, which consists in the fulfilment of

the divine will. In three books he gives a de-

tailed account of the various virtues in which this

active love manifests itself, a love which in Francis

himself revealed itself throughout his life. He
was canonized in 1665, and in 1878 was declared a
doctor of the universal Church. (J. EHNif.)

Bibuogbapht: The (Euvret of St. Francis appeared 16 vols..

Paris. 1821; 8 vols., Lyons, 1868; ed. H. B. Maokey, An-
necy, 1890-97; also an ed., Paris, 1908; (Euvre» choiaiet, ed.

M. Paste, 3 vols., Paris, 1890 ; SelecMon from SpirihuU
Letters, by H. L. S. Lear, London. 1892 ; a selection in

Fr. by F. Pracht, Paris, 1893. Several of his works are

constantly reproduced in English, e. g., Practical Piety,

London, 1861; Spiritual Letters (or selections from them),

lb.. 1871; Sjnritual Conferences, ib., 1862; IntroducHon

to a Devoid Life, Oxford. 1876. For his Ufa or phases of

it consult: Baroness Herbert of Lea, Mission of St

Francis in the ChabUns, London. 1868; J. P. Camua. The

Spirit of Francis of Sales, ib., 1880; A. Perat^, La Mission

de Francois de Sales dans le Chablais, Rome, 1886: Q. I

Porter, The Heart of St. Francis, London. 1887; J. F.

Gouthier, La Mission de 8. Fran^oia de Sates dams . . .

Chablais, Annecy. 1891; H. B. Mackey, St FrmoM de

Sales as a Preacher, London. 1898; F. Strowski, S. Fmt-
Qois de Sales, Paris, 1898; A. Delplanque. S. Francois de
Sales, humaniete et icrivain latin, lille. 1906; ManoOicr,
Vie de S. Francoisde Sales, Tours. 1908; R. Orasby. Life of
St. Francis de Sales, London. n.d.; KL, iv. 1826-36.

FRANCIS XAVIER, SAUfT: The founder and
pioneer of modem Roman Catholic missioi^ to the

heathen; b. at the castle of Xavier, near Pamplona
(196 m. n.n.e. of Madrid), in Navarre, Apr. 7, 1506;

d. on the island of San-chan (Chang-Chuang, St.

John's Island, on the south coast of China, 125 m.
8. of Canton) Dec. 2, 1552. He sprang from an

aristocratic family of Navarre. While preparing

himself for the higher spiritual career at the Uni-

versity of Paris, he became acquainted with Igna-

tius Loyola, soon stood completely under his influ-

ence, and was one of those who on Aug. 15, 1534,

bound themselves by a vow at Montmartre and

formed the nucleus of the subsequent Society of

Jesus (see Ignatius of Lotola). The field of labor

failing to Francis Xavier was that of missions to

the heathen. As King John III. of Portugal de-

sired Jesuit missionaries for the East Indies, be

was ordered thither, leaving Lisbon on Apr. 7,

1541; from August of that year till Mar. 1542,

he remained in Mozambique, and reached Goa,

the capital of the Portuguese colonies, on May &
His first missionary activity was among the Para-

vas, pearl-fishers along the southerly portion of the

east coast of Hindustan. He then exerted himsdf

to win the king of Travancore to Christianity, on

the west coast, and also visited Ceylon. Dissatisfied

with the results of his activity, he turned eastward

in 1545, and planned a missionary journey to Macas-

sar, on the island of Celebes. Having arrived in Ma-

lacca in October of that year and waited there three

months in vain for a ship to Macassar, he gave up

the goal of his voyage, and went to Amboyna and

other of the Molucca Islands, returning to India

in Jan., 1548. The next fifteen months were oc-

cupied with various journeys and administrative

measures in India. Then his displeasure by reason

of the unchristian life and manners of the Portu-

guese, whereby his proselyting work was seriously

impeded, drove him forth once again into the un-

known Far East. He left Goa on Apr. 15, 1549,

stopped at Malacca, visited Canton, and on Aug.

15 reached Japan, where he landed at Kagoshima,

the principal port of the province of Satsuma, on the

island of Kiushiu. He was received in friendly

manner and was permitted to preach, but, not

knowing the native language, had to limit himself

to reading aloud the translation of a catechism.

For all this, his sojourn was not without fruits,

as is attested by congregations established in Hiudo,

Scunaguchi, and Bungo (see Japan, III., 1, § D-

After more than two years in Japan, he returned

to India, and was back in Goa by Jan., 1SS2.

In April he was again imder way, aiming for China,

but (lied on the journey.

Francis Xavier accomplished a great missionary

work both as organizer and as pioneer. By hi'

compromises in India with the Christians of St.

Thomas he developed the Jesuit missionary methods
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aloog lines that subsequently became fateful for

his <Htier (see Jesuits; Accommodation, § 8);

the instruction be dispensed in connection with

baptism was superficial; and he combined mis-

aiooB with politics, and approved of the extension of

Christianity by force (cf. his letter to King John
in. of Portu^, Cochin, Jan. 20, 1548). Yet he

had high qualifications as missionaiy; he was
animated with glowing zeal, the consciousness of

acting in God's service never forsook him, he was
endowed with great linguistic gifts, and his activity

was marked by restless pushing forward. His ef-

forts left a significant impression upon the mis-

sbnaiy history of India; and by pointing out the

way to East India to the Jesuits, his work is of

fundamental significance with regard to the history

of the propagation of Christianity in China and
Japan. The results of his labor that he himself

witnessed were not slight (mere figures may be

disregarded, as they are difficult to verify); but

still greater were the tasks he proposed. And
since the Roman Catholic Church responded to his

call, the effects of his efforts reach far beyond the

Jesuit order; the entire systematic and aggressive

incorporation of great masses of people on broad

ibes of policy by the Roman Catholic Church in

DHxlem times, dates back to Francis Xavier. He
was beatified by Paul V. on Oct. 25, 1619, and was
canonized by Gregory XV. on Mar. 12, 1622.

Carl Mirbt.

BnuoaaAPHT*. The best souroM for a life are the letters,

146 in an. translated into Latin by R. Minchaca, with the

title S. FrancUd Xaverii . . . epUtolarum omnium libri

qmaituor, Bologna, 1706; next is the Monumenia Xavt-
riana^ in the Monumenia hi$toriea 9ociet4UiM Jeeu, Madrid,

1880. Consult: H. F. Coleridge. Life and LeOert of St.

FraneU Xavier, 2 vols., New York, 1886; Mary H. Mac-
Oean. Life of Fronde Xavier, London, 1806; H. Haas,
(rctdkicAif dee Chrietentume in Japan, 2 vols.. Tokyo,
1902-04; L. J. M. Cros. S. Francoie de Xavier, Paris, 1003;

KL ir. 1830-43. A really critical life is still a desider-

atum.

FRAHCISCAlfS. See Francis, Saint, of Assisi,

Aim iHE Franciscan Order.

FRAHCISCUS A SA5CTA CLARA. See Daven-
PDBT, ChRIBTOFHER.

FRAHCK,frank (FRANK),JOHAlfH :German lyric

poet; b. at Guben (79 m. s.e. of Berlin), Branden-

burg, June 1, 1618; d. there June 18, 1677. He
studied law at Kdnigsberg, was a councilor in his

native town, later on mayor and a member of the

county council of the Niederlausitz. Under the

influence of the Silesian School and of Simon Dach
of KOnigsberg he produced a series of poems and
hjrmns, collected and edited by himself in two
volumes (Guben, 1674), entitled: Teutsche Gedichte,

enthaltend geisUiches Zion aamt Vaterunserhar/e

nebit irdischem Helicon oder Lob-, Licb-, Leidge-

didUt, etc. His secular poems are forgotten; about
forty of his religious songs, hymns, and psalms

have been kept in the hjonn-books of the German
Protestant Church. Some of these are the hymn
for the Holy Communion " SchmQcke dich, o liclje

Seele " (" Deck thyself, my soul, with g adness ");

the Advent hymn " Konmi, Heidenheiland, Lose-

geld" ("Come, Ransom of our captive race;"
I translation into German of J. Campanus's " Veni

Redemptor gentium "); a hymn to Christ, " Jeeu,

meine Freude " (" Jesus, my chief pleasure ").

The music for his hynms by the Guben organist

Christoph Peter appeared first in the Andachtaqpn-'
beki, the oldest Guben hymn-book, in 1648. In
honor of Johann Franck a simple monument has
been erected at the south wall of the Guben parish-

church. A. Werner.
Bibuoobaphy: H. Jentsoh, Johann Franek von Ouben,
Ouben, 1877. On hi^ hymns consult A. Knapp, Evan-
Oeliecher Lieder^duUz, ii. 849 Stuttgart, 1860; Julian.
Hymnotogy, pp. 386-387.

FRANCK (FRANK), SEBASTIAN.
His Peculiar Views (f 1). The Chronica (f 3).
His Literary Activity (| 2). Other Works (| 4).

Sebastian Franck, one of the popular writers of
the Reformation, was bom at DonauwOrth (26 m.
n. of Augsburg) 1499; d. Basel (?) 1542 or 1543. He
entered the University of Ingolstadt in 1516, and
continued his studies at Bethlehem college, an insti-

tution of the Dominicans at Heidelberg, incorporated
in the university. Here he met his later op-
ponents, Martin Frecht and Butzer. Bethlehem
was still dominated by the scholasticism of the
closing Middle Ages, but influences of humanism
also made themselves felt. Subsequently Franck
became priest in the bishopric of Augsbui^g, and in

1527 he occupied a clerical position at Gustenfelden,

a small borough near Nuremberg.
At this time his standpoint was strictly Lutheran,

and he attacked the Sacramentarians and Anabap-
tists. But in his THrkenchronik (1530) his radicid-

ism began to find expression. Here he treats of
" ten or eleven nations or sects of Christianity "

of which none possesses the full truth, and at the
close he intimates that beside the three faiths,

the Lutheran, the Zwingiian and the
I. His Anabaptist, there would soon arise a

Peculiar fourth, an invisible spiritual Church
^^WB. which would be governed by the eter-

nal invisible word of God without any
external means such as ceremonies, sacraments and
sermons. Thus Franck appears as the represent-
ative of a mystic spiritualism which placed him in
strong contrast with ecclesiastical Protestantism.
In 1528 he resigned his position at Gustenfelden
and went to Nuremberg and in the following year
to Strasbuiig. In the free atmosphere of the two
imperial cities his views underwent an entire
change—^the theologian became a popular writer,

the Lutheran an opponent of every Christian
system that is bound by ecclesiastical rules. He
searched for God's truth among all people, in nature,
and history as well as in the Bible. In Strasburg
he came into contact with congenial opponents of
the ecclesiastical Reformation, especially with Ser-
vetus and Hans BQnderlin of Linz. Under the in-

fluence of the latter as well as of Schwenckfeld his
spiritualism reached its full development. He
held that the whole external Chureh and all its in-

stitutions were corrupted by Antichrist inmie-
diately after the time erf the apostles. It is not
God's will, he thought, that it should be reerected,
the inner illumination by the spirit of God being
sufficient. We must all unlearn what we have
learned from the pope, Luther, and ZwinglL
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In 1531 there appeared at Strasburg Franck's

first great work, Chronica, Zeitbuch und Oeschichttt-

bibel. The frank criticisms in the book caused a
great sensation, there being no party which had not

received its share. Princes became aware of the

dangerous character of the book, and prominent

men like Erasmus entered their complaints. In

1531 Franck was imprisoned and his chronicle

confiscated, but he was soon released

2. His and expelled from Strasburg. He
Literary went to Esslingen where he established

Activity, a soap factory for the support of his

family. In 1533 he was permitted to

settle at Ulm. Here he established a printing-press

and printed some of his works which again brought

him into conflict with the theologians and authori-

ties. At the instigation of Martin Frecht, first

preacher at Ulm, Franck was ordered in 1535 to

leave the city, but he protested against this decision

and was allowed to remain. He published several

other works which, however, he was not allowed

to print at Ulm. They appeared at Frankfort

and again offended the theologians. Frecht suc-

ceeded in inducing the Town Council to expel

Franck from Ulm in 1539. In 1540 a resolution

written by Melanchthon was passed at the con-

vention of theologians in Schmalkalden in which
Franck was accused of separation from the

Church, contempt for the Bible and the ministry,

and of heresy. These experiences naturally in-

creased the bitterness of his criticisms, but did not
paralyze his energy. In 1539 he moved with his

family and printing-press to Basel where he was
active in the production and printing of numerous
writings imtil his death.

Franck has left no adherents as he belonged to no
party. The ecclesiastical leaders of the time did

not imderstand his independence; they only recog-

nized the incongruity of his ideas with their theology

and the contradiction between his abstract idealism

and their newly established Church. He was
severely attacked by Luther, who criticized him
for his pessimism and the lack of positive Christian

thought in his works; the other Protestant theolo-

gians judged similarly. But in spite of all dam-
natory criticisms by theologians Franck's produc-
tions were circulated in numerous editions and
remained popular for more than a century. Even
more lasting and greater was their influence upon
the development of free thought in the Netherlands.

Franck was no original thinker in the higher sense.

Most of his thoughts on spiritualism were borrowed
from the older philosophic mysticism, and he had
too little of a religious nature to mark an epoch in

the history of mysticism. While his works are

superficial and betray a lack of erudition, they are

full of a glowing patriotism and pointed remarks
and criticisms on the shortcomings of his people

and his time. Franck's Chronica consists of three

parts; the first comprises the time from Adam to

Christ, the second treats of emperors

3. The and secular affairs, the third of popes
Chronica, and spiritual affairs. The larger part

of the material has been taken from
other works, but the book is original in its ar-

rangement, in its leading ideas, in its criticisms of

ecclesiastical phenomena of the past and present

and of the political and social conditions of the

people; it became very popular, and many later

works of a similar kind were dependent upon it.

Apart from the information on contemporaneous

history and customs, the chief value of the book

lies in the Ketzerchronik of the third part. Here

Franck has compiled all the different beliefs which

according to the judgment of Romanism would have

to be considered heretical if it were consistent.

Among the reformers appear the Anabaptists and

enthusiasts; among the heretics rejected by the

Church such as Marcion, Arius, Huss and Wydif

are found the great pillars of the Church—Augus-
tine, Ambrose, etc.—in so far as they taught differ-

ently from the sixteenth-century Roman Church;

by the side of the prophets of the Old Testament

appear the sibyls, philosophers, and poets of the

pagans—everything in alphabetical order with

epitomes of their writings and pervaded by a deli-

cate irony. Franck 's purpose was to show the

vain presumption of Rome and of all other £ect£

in their clairos to possess the only right faith. He
criticizes severely the violence of princes and the

nobility, but not less the stupidity of the mob in

changing its faith like a garment, and the arrogance

of the learned. He demands a decisive refonn

in State and society, being conscious of the misery

and disorder of social and ecclesiasUcal condi-

tions. The Weltbuch, Coamographie (TObingen,

1534) appeared as the fourth part of the ex-

ecutive work.

Franck printed his Paradoxa, 280 Wundemdm
at Ulm in 1534, and calls it the true and divine

philosophy and theology for all Christians. Here he

developed, on the basis of Dionysius the Areopagite,

Eckhart, Tauler and the DetUsche Theologie, his

mystical and speculative theories on the relation

between God and the world, God and sin, liberty

and necessity, spirit and flesh, Christ and Anti-

christ. Subsequently there appeared his Gtrmania

Chronicon (Frankfort, 1538) and Die

5. Other galdene Arch (Augsburg, 1538). In

Works, the latter work he placed side by side

passages from Holy Scripture, from

the Church Fathers, and from illuminated pagans.

By the side of Augustine is placed Hermes Trisme-

gistus; by the side of Thomas, Orpheus; by the aide

of Plato, Tatder. Franck also translated Erasmus's

** Praise of Folly" (1534) to which he appended

treatises, one concerning the vanity of all human

arts and sciences; the second concerning the tree

of knowledge of good and evil, and the third con-

cerning the praise of the " foolish divine word
"

and the difference between the internal and ex-

ternal word. Das KriegsbUchlein des Friederu (Bas^

1539) was directed against the court preachers

who justified war like the princes. Das verbiUr

schierU Buck (1539) is a sort of concordance which is

arranged in such a way that the contradictions in

the letter of Scripture become prominent, and was

intended to lead away from the letter to the

spirit. Franck also published two collections of

proverbs (Frankfort, 1541) which became popular

and were enjoyed by Lessing.

(A. HEOLERt.) K. HOLL.
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Bxbuooeapht: The most important work is A. Hegler,

Otid wd S^Arift hei SebasHan Franck, Freiburg. 1802.

CoDittlt mtao: G. T. Keim, Die RsformoHon der Reichttadt

Ulm, Stuttgart, 1851; C. A. Base. SebaaHan Franck, der

Sekvnrmoeiait Lapsic, 1860; C. Sepp. Oeeehiedkundioe
Noiporitiaen, i. 158 sqq., Leyden. 1872 (important); C.

G«rbert, Geeeki^ie der Straa^burger Sektenbewegung, Stras-

bmi. 1880; E. Tausch, S^nxetian Franek . . . und 9eine

LArtr, HaUe. 1803; ADB. vii. 214 sqq.

FRANOKE, AUGUST HERMANN.
Early Life and Studies (f 1).

His Work in Leipsic. Erfurt, and HaUe (f 2).

His Philanthropic Institutions (S 3).

His Service to Missions and Pedagogy (f 4).

His Writings (S 5).

August Hennann Francke, founder of the char-

itable institutions at Halle bearing his name, was
bom at LQbeck Mar. 12, 1663; d. at Halle June 8,

1727. In his third year his father, a jurist, re-

moved to Gotha, on the call of Duke Ernest I. the

Pious (q.v.), and died there a few months later.

The pious influences of his home determined the

son to study theology. He was edu-

I. Early cated by private tutors and at the

Life and gymnasium of Gotha, where he passed

Studies, his final examination in 1679. After

half a year's stay at Erfurt he went to

Rid, where he was influenced by Christian Kortholt

(q.v.), a theologian of Spener's tendency. His
memoirs illustrating this period show how strict he

was in his self-discipline and how eagerly he longed

for a perfect Christianity. After three years he

went for two months to Hamburg where he per-

fected his knowledge of Hebrew imder Ezra Ed-
lard. Then he returned to Gotha, always dis-

satisfied with himself as being a mere " natural

"

man. In 1684 he continued his studies at Leipsic

and in 1685 became master of arts, receiving at

the same time permission to lecture as privat-

docent.

In Leipsic his future Pietistic tendency began to

manifest itself by his absorption in Holy Scripture.

He helped to found the Collegium philobiblicum (see

PiiTiBM) for a closer study of Old and New Testa-

ment exegesis. These Bible studies became very

popular, and Francke confessed that he grasped the

deep truths of Scripture first in these gatherings;

but he was still dissatisfied with himself. In 1687
he went to Ldneburg to continue his Biblical studies

under the guidance of the learned superintendent

Sandhagen. The period at Lilneburg was destined

to become the turning-point of his inner life as he
dated from this time his conversion. In 1688 he
was agun at Hamburg, where he continued his ex-

egetical studies imder the influence of the learned

preacher Johann Winkler, a friend of Spener.

Toward the end of the same year he returned to
Leipsic, visiting Spener at Dresden for two months
on the way. The intimate intercourse with this

congenial man exerted a great influence upon
Francke, and ever after they were united by a
bond of cordial affection, assisting each other in

tbeu- labors and keeping up their correspondence
imta 1702.

After Francke's return to Leipsic in Feb., 1689,
^d the resumption of his earlier academic activity,

his influence began to make itself felt in larger

circles. By his lectures—^which were chiefly exe-

getical, and attended by so many that the largest

auditorium could hardly hold all his hearers

—

as well as by his sermons and his per-

2. His Work sonal intercourse with the students,

in Leipsic, he was the originator of a movement
Erfurt, which struck deep roots in the minds

and Halle, of his hearers and was destined to

effect a deepening of piety by a con-

scious devotion to Christ in a living, personal faith.

It was inevitable that his success should arouse

envy, and it must be confessed that not everything

in the movement of Francke and his friends was
commendable, as, for instance, the contempt of

science and distrust of earnest philosophical study

united with self-complacency and conceit among
those who were only superficially inspired by the

Spirit. Francke's chief opponent was his colleague,

J. B. Carpzov (q.v.), at whose instigation, the fac-

ulty prohibited the continuation of the Collegia

biblica and instituted a formal investigation against

Francke, the result of which was that he had to con-

fine hinniself to lectures of a philosophical nature.

In 1690 he gladly accepted a call to the Church of the

Augustinians at Erfurt. Here he developed again

in an extraordinary manner his successful activ-

ity in the spirit of Pietistic Christianity. Students

from Leipsic and Jena followed him to Erfurt,

and his influence made itself felt beyond the town.

But the opponents of Francke rose again and in-

stituted a commission, the result of which was his

dismissal from oflSce (1691). He went to Gotha
and from there was invited to Berlin by Spener.

Owing to the latter's influence, he received in

1692 a parish at Glaucha, now a suburb of Halle,

and at the same time the chair of Greek and Orien-

tal languages in the University of Halle. Here he

found among his colleagues a circle of congenial

men who followed the tendency of Spener. The
opposition of the orthodox town clergy was soon

overcome. Francke's parochial activity and pas-

toral care exercised the deepest and most far-reach-

ing influences. His sermons centered in the great

theme of Pietistic theology, sin and grace. They
were spontaneous utterances of his innermost

being and testimonies from his own experience.

His practical activity enlivened his lectures and
made his study of the Bible more fruitful for the

calling of his students, and his scientific work in its

turn had a wholesome effect upon his sermons and
religious instruction. He entered into intimate

relations with his colleagues J. J. Breithaupt and
Paul Anton (qq.v.), who held the same theological

convictions, and the three men gave to the newly
founded faculty its characteristic stamp of Pietism.

The chief factors were a profound study of the

Bible, an imfolding of the thoughts of salvation

contained in it without the mechanical dogmatics

of the orthodox, practical guidance in the success-

ful performance of the clerical office, and insistence

upon pious conduct and a godly life. In accordance

with Francke's general views his lectures treated

first of all Biblical exegesis, but hermeneutics,

homiletics, and parenetics were not excluded.

But his chief activity belonged from the begin-

ning to his congregation. HIb eminent gifts showed
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themselves not only in his pastoral care, but also

in the field of pedagogy. In both spheres he
developed the most strenuous activity, taxing his

powers to the utmost. He preached twice on Sun-
day, conducted daily prayer-meetings and daily

catechizations of children, and paid regular visits to

the members of his congregation. In 1695 he
opened his pauper-school in the parsonage with

the aid of a poor student, and this un-

3. His Phil- dertaking of Christian charity was the
anthropic seed from which all the other insti-

Institutions. tutions of Francke developed. The
number of children grew rapidly, and

soon larger accommodations had to be provided,

and the number of teachers had to be increased.

In 1696 there originated the Pddagogium which
was intended chiefly for the education of boys
whose parents lived out of town, and almost simul-

taneously the orphan asylum was established.

The teaching staff of these institutions consisted

for the most part of poor students, who, in compen-
sation for their services, received free board. In

1697 there was foimded the so-called Latin School

to prepare boys for academic studies. There was
something almost miraculous in the growth and
rapid development of these various institutions,

and Francke revealed an extraordinary talent of

organization in their management. His trust in

God awakened everywhere the same spirit, and
voluntary contributions poured in from far and
near so that he considered his success a direct an-

swer to his fervent prayers. In the year of his

death more than 2,200 children were being in-

structed in his institutions, among them 134 orphans

;

175 teachers and eight inspectors were employed;
and about 250 students received free board. There
were also added a printing-press and publishing

establishment and a pharmacy which contributed

a large profit to the institutions.

Not less important was Francke's interest in

foreign missions. The orphanage with its numer-
ous assistants and teachers became for a time an
important center for the education of mission-

aries for India. Ziegenbalg, PlOtschau, and C. F.

Schwarz were trained in Francke's institutions

and, together with the Moravians, deserve the

credit of having inaugurated the mis-

4. His Serv- sionary history of modem times for

ice to Mis- Germany. Another undertaking due
sions and to the influence of Francke is the

Pedagogy. Bible Institute founded in 1710 by
Baron von Canstein (q.v.), a faithful

admirer of Francke. Francke also rendered great

services to the cause of pedagogy. As he was free

from the restrictions by the authorities, he was able

to realize some of his innermost ideals. The main
purpose of education was for him to lead children to

a saving knowledge of God and Christ and to true

Christianity. Without true love to God and man
all knowledge appeared to him worthless, and he
considered it the task of the higher as well as of the

lower schools to further not only Christian instruc-

tion, but Christian life. He hated all empty
formalism and tried in every way to introduce

object-lessons, and to emphasize instruction for the

practical matters of Ufe.

Francke's writings were numerous, but rdadvely
unimportant. His Pddagogiache SchrifUn have been

edited by G. Kramer, with an account of his

life and institutions, as vol. xi. of the B-AUo-

ihek pddeagogisher Klassiker (2d ed., Tji^ngpna^lwi

1885). His Fu888tapfen des noch lebenden GcOes,

an account of his institutions (Halle, 1701, and
many later editions), was translated

5. His into English {An Abstract of the Mar-
Writings, velloua Footsteps of Divine Providence,

London, 1706 and often ). Other Enj^isfa

translations which were higlily popular in their time

are Nicodemus or a treatise against the fear of man
(London, 1706); A Letter to a Friend concerning the

Most Useful Way of Preaching (1754); Faith m
Christ inconsistent with a Solicitous Concern <Aout

the Things of this World, a sermon (1759); A Guide to

the Reading and Study of the Holy Scripture (1813).

(T. FdBSTERt)

Bibuoorapht: O. Kramer, BeUrOoe Mur OcccAtdUe A. H.
Francke'a, Briefiffeehael Franeke*9 und Spener'B, Halle.

1861; idem, Neue BeitrOge sur Getckiekte Fnneke'a, ib.

1876: idem, Augutt Hermann Francke, Bin Ubmtbiid,
2 vols., Halle, 1880-82 (the best, some mistakes in which
are corrected in W. Schrader, GetchidUe dtr FritiriA*'

univeraitat in Halle, 2 vols., Berlin, 18M); T. Fteater.

Auguat Hermann Francke. Ein Lebenabild. Halle, 1808.

Consult also, A. Ritschl. Oeaehickie dee PieUemua, voL ii..

Bonn, 1884; J. JOnsst-Stettin, FieUeten, pp. 24-^ Tu-
bingen, 1906.

FRANK, FRANZ HERMANN REINHOLD VOH:
German Lutheran; b. at Altenburg (26 m. s. o(

Leipsic) Mar. 25, 1827; d. at Erlangen Feb. 7, 18W.
His early Ufe was spent at Zschemitz, and in 1839

he entered the gymnasium of Altenburg, matric-

ulating in 1845 at the University of Leipsic to study

theology, philosophy and philology (Ph.D., 1850;

licentiate of theology, 1851). There, uncbr the

influence of Harless, Frank underwent an entire

change of views, and from a rationalist he became

an enthusiastic admirer of the La-

Early therap confession and of eariy Prot-

Life. estant theology. In 1851 he became

subrector of a school at Ratieburgi

and two years later teacher of religion in the gym-

nasium of Altenburg. In 1857 he was appointed

extraordinary professor of church history and

systematic theology in Erlangen, and in the fdlow-

ing year became ordinary professor; while from

1875 until his death he occupied the chair of sys-

tematic theology.

Not only as a theological leader, but dso as a

moral character, Frank exercised a far-reaching in-

fluence. He was thoroughly convinced of the

truth of his conservative ideas; but deeply rooted

as he was in Evangelical principles, he stOl main-

tained a deep interest in modem life with its aims

and problems, while he was opposed to reactionaiy

tendencies in ecclesiastical affairs, and to external

authority in political relations. He may be styled

the dogmatician of the " Erlangen thedogy."

Twice his views were essentially changed—in Leip-

sic he was won for the old truth, in Erlangen, under

the influence of Hofmann, for the " new mode of

teaching the old truth."

Frank's most characteristic work was his Syi-

tern der christlichen Gewissheit (2 vob., Eriangen,
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1870-73; 2d ed., 1881-83; Eng. transl. by M. J.

Evans, " System of Christian Certainty," Edin-
burgh, 1886). The great question which Frank
attempted to answer in this work was the basis of

bdief. The answer is offered by the positive as-

surance of the Christian. The Christian is trans-

posed into a new state of life, and into a state of

regeneration and conversion of which he becomes
podtively assured. This assurance, however, im-
plies also the assurance of an objective cause.

Thus there result three groups of objects of Chris-

tian assurance; the immanent objects

Theory of as the effects of the objective cause
Christian inherent in the subject (knowledge
Certitode. of sin; reality of the new life); the

transcendent objects (God as the

Bupramundane factor, the Trinity; the atoning
God-BIan); and the transmittent objects (the

Word, the Sacraments, the Church), or the

historical and concrete media by which faith

experiences the effect of the supramimdane cause.

Each of these three groups is opposed by a develop-

ment of modem intellectualism; so that rationalism

denies the reality of the peculiar religious experi-

ence of the Christian; pantheism does away with
the causality of a personal God; and criticism (as

represented by Baur and Strauss) tries to prove the

Church and church life to be merely natural phe-
nomena devoid of any specifically inherent trans-

cendent causality. According to Frank, the objects

of faith are implied in the assertion of the Ego of the

new man, and he is assured of them according to

the degree of the certainty of that Ego concerning
itself.

Having thus acquired the realities of Christian

faith, it is the task of dogmatics, as set forth by
Frank in his System der christlichen WahrheU (2

vols., Eriangen, 1878-80; 3d ed., 1893-94), to
grasp and represent the objects of Christian

faith in their inner connection. Here
Dogmatic Frank no longer starts from sub-

System. jective assurance, but from the first

cause of Christian realities, from the

pHndpitan essendif or God. His work accordingly

represents the evolution of the hmnanity ot God.
The first i)art treats of the " principle of evolution

"

and establishes the doctrine of God. The second
part is devoted to the " realization of evolution

"

in three divisions: generation (creation, world,

man), degeneration (sin, devil), and regeneration,

the latter comprising the humanity of God as being

realized for the God-Man; the humanity of God
as posited in the God-Man; and the humanity
of God as evolving from the God-Man, that is (a)

the humanity of God as the object of becoming
(the means ai grace); (h) the hmnanity of God as

the subject of becoming (the order of salvation);

and (c) the himianity of God as the object-subject
of becoming (the Church). The third part describes

the " aim ^ becoming," or eschatology.

The life-work of Frank as a systematic theologian

found its completion in his System der christlichen

5tttf£c&ibei< (2 vols., Eriangen, 1884-87; Eng. transl.,

Syttem of the Christian Certainty, Edinburgh, 1886.)

Theleading point of view in thiswork is the "evolu-
tion of the God-Man." Frank attacked the theology

IV.—24

of Ritschl in his Ud)er die hirchliche Bedeutung
der Theologie A. Ritschls (Leipsic, 1888) and Zur
Theologie A, Ritschls (3d. ed., 1891); and he also

wrote Evangelische SchtUreden (Altenburg, 1856);
Die Theologie der Concordienformel (4 vols., Eriangen,
1858-66); Aus dem Leben christlicher Frauen (G(l-

tersloh, 1873); Dogmatische Studien (Leipsic, 1892);
Vadem^cum /Or angehende Theologen (1892); and
Geschichte und Kritik der neueren Theologie (1894;
3d ed., 1898). (R. Seebbrg.)
Bibuoorapht: R. Seeberg, F. H, R. von Frank; ein Oa-

denkblatt, Leipdo, 1894; J. Qottsohick, Die KirchlichkeU
der •ogenannten kirchli€^en Theologie, pp. 110 aqq., Frei-
burg, 1890; F. Nippold, Handbuch der neueeten Kirehen-
geechichte, iii., part 1, pp. 405 sqq., Berlin, 1800; O.
Pfleiderer, Die Enhucklung der proteatanHeehen Theaiogie
eeit Kant, pp. 183 fqq., Freiburg, 1891; G. Daxer, Der
SubjekHviemite in Franke " Syatem der chriatliehen Oewiae-
heit" GQteTBloh. 1900; F. K. E. Weber, F. H. R. von
Franke OoUeeUhre, LeipHio. 1001.

FRANK, GX7STAV WILHELM: German Protes-

tant; b. at Schleiz (24 m. s.w. of Gara) Sept. 25,

1832; d. at Vienna Sept. 24, 1904. He studied at

Jena, where he became privat-dooent in 1859 and
was appointed associate professor of theology in

1864. In 1867 he was called to Vienna as full pro-

fessor of dogmatic and symbolic theology, and the

same year became a member of the Evangelical

ecclesiastical council in Vienna. He edited E. F.

Apelt's Rdigionsphilosophie (Leipsic, 1860), and
wrote Memorabilia qucsdam Flaciana (Schleiz,

1856); De LiUhero rationalismi prcecwrsore (Leip-

sic, 1857); De Academia Jenensi evangeliccB verir

talis aUrice (Schleiz, 1858); Die jenaische Theo-

logie in ihrer geschichUichen Entwickdung (Leipsic,

1858); De MaUhics Flacii lUyrici in Itbros sacros

meritis (1859); Geschichte der protestanlischen Theo-
logie (vols. i.-iii., 1862-76, vol. iv., with Lebens-

abriss by G. L6sche, 1905); Johann Major,
der Wittenberger Poet (HaUe, 1863); Das Tole-

ranzpatent Kaiser Joseph II (Vienna, 1882); and
Sywholcs ad recentiorem C. R, ordinis Theologorum
evangdicorum Vindobonensis historiam congestce

(1896).

FRAUK, JACOB (Jankier Lebowicz): Jewish
adventurer, foimder of the sect of Frankists; b. in

Podolia C.1720; d. at Offenbach (4 m. e. of Frank-
fort) Dec. 10, 1791. He was the son of a rabbi and
originally a distiller, but afterward traveled as a
merchant in Turkey, where he received the sur-

name of Frank, the usual designation for Occiden-

tals among the Turks. In Turkey he lived chiefly

in Salonica and Smyrna, the centers of Shabbe-
thaianism, and himself became a prominent member
of the sect of Shabbethai Zebi. On his return to

Poland he became famous as a cabalist. In 1755

he settled in Podolia, gathered about him a group
of local sectaries and began to preach to them a
new gospel. The essence of his teaching seems to

have been a negation of moral and religious

laws, his mission, in his own words, being *' to free

the world from the laws and regulations which have
hitherto existed." When it leaked out that at his

meetings orgies were celebrated similar to those of

the Adamites (q.v.), the Roman Catholics joined

the orthodox Jews in the suppression of the Frankist

sect. At the rabbinical court held at Sovanta
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many of the sectaries told of immorality practised

under the guise of religious symbolism. As Frank
was a Turkish subject he was allowed to leave the
country, but many of his followers were imprisoned,

and a congress of rabbis at Brody proclaimed ex-

communication against all the impenitent heretics.

Acting on the advice of Frank, his followers, as

being anti-Talmudists, now enlisted the sympa-
thies of the Roman Catholics. They claimed to

find in the 2iohar (see Cabala), which they substi-

tuted for the Talmud, the doctrine of the Trinity,

and expressed their belief in the Messiah, but with-

out saying that they meant Shabbethai 2^bi. The
bishop of Kamenetz took up their cause, freed

those who were in prison, and compelled the Tal-

mudists to pay a fine to their opponents and
deliver up all copies of the Talmud, which were
then publicly burned at Kamenetz.
To escape the persecution to which they were

again subjected after the death of their patron, the

bishop, the Frankists joined the Roman Catholic

Church in 1759, Augustus III. of Poland acting as

godfather to Frank. The insincerity of the Frank-
ists, however, soon became apparent, and early in

the following year Frank was arrested, convicted

as a teacher of heresy, and imprisoned in the fortress

at Czenstochova. He was liberated by the Rus-
sians in 1773 and then became a secret agent of the

Russian government. Frank's imprisonment only

increased his influence, and the contributions of his

numerous followers, together with the large sums
received from the Russian court, now enabled him
to live in princely splendor. He resided successively

at Brtlnn, Vienna, and Offenbach, whither he re-

paired in 1788, when his hypocrisy had brought

him into disfavor at the Austrian court. To his

followers he pretended to be the Messiah, and they

thought their " holy master " immortal. On his

death his daughter Eve succeeded him as the '' holy

mistress." The contributions now fell off, and
Eve died in obscurity in 1816. The Frankists still

survive in Poland, Moldavia, and Turkey. They
are nominally Roman Catholics, but maintain
their Jewish nationality by marrying only among
themselves.

BiBLiooBArHT: H. Gr&ts. Frank und die Frankieten, Brtm-
lau. 1866; A. Theimer, Vetera monumenta Polonia . . .

ex ialmlnriie vaticanie coUerUe, iv.. Rome, 1860; JB. v.

475-478 (where the titles of the literature in Polish arc

given).

FRAHKENBERG, JOHAlfH HEINRICH, COTJWT
OF: German cardinal; b. at Gross Glogau (35 m.
n.n.w. of Liegnitz), Silesia, Sept. 18, 1726; d. at

Breda (24 m. w.s.w. of Bois-le-Duc), Holland, June
11, 1804. He was educated at the Jesuit college

of his native town, at the University of Breslau,

and at the German-Hungarian college in Rome
and upon his return to Germany, became coadjutor

to the apostolic vicar and archbishop of GOrz. On
Jan. 27, 1769 Maria Theresa appointed him arch-

bishop of Mechlin and member of the Belgian coun-

cil of state, and in 1778 Pius VI. invested him with

the dignity of a cardinal. When Joseph II. abol-

ished the episcopal seminaries in 1786 and founded
state seminaries at Louvain and Luxemburg in

their stead Frankenbeig was the first to voice the

dissatisfaction of the clergy. The emperOT, how-

ever, further enacted that only those who had com-

pleted a five years' course at one of these institutioitt

were eligible for major orders, whereupon th^

cardinal vainly renewed his objections, maint^m^g

that the new seminary was instituted solely for the

propa^tion of Jansenism. The dissatisfaction of

the pupils, however, resulted in open aniagooiBin

to the seminary, and the institution was practicaBj

disorganized. Frankenberg, who was suspected oif

being the instigator of their imrest, was summoned
to Vienna to give an account of his actions, and

was kept in confinement for a time; but the turbu-

lence in Belgium increased, and he was finally set

free, being hailed as a martyr upon his return.

He continued his protests against the general atm-

inary, and restored his archiepiscopal institution

of learning; but an order was issued forbidding him

to teach theology under penalty of a fine of 1,000

thalers. He declared this order invalid, and

was thereupon directed to go to Louvain, inspect

the general seminary and give an account of his

objections against it. He obeyed the order, uid

on June 26, 1789, framed an opinion in which he

declared the professors, the text-books, and the

method of instruction unorthodox and Jansenistic.

This decision was published and used as a means of

agitation. Frankenberg was then accused by the

imperial minister Count Trautmannadorf of hav-

ing incited the people, but he responded that he

had acted only as a true shepherd of the faith,

and petitioned the emperor to restore to the Church

its privilege of educating the cleiigy as well as the

youth of the land. The disturbances in Belgium

at length assumed the character of an upriang,

and Frankenberg was accused of being its lead-

ing spirit. The minister charged him with conspii^

acy and ordered him to return his various insignia

of honor, whereupon the cardinal appealed to the

emperor, but Joseph died before the letter reached

him. When the French Revolutionisto invaded

Belgium, Frankenberg bravely resisted them, and

was accordingly sentenced by the Convention to

deportation, dying a fugitive. (K. KLtJPFELt.)

BiBiioaRAPmr: A. Theiner, Der Cardinal J. H. Oraf vm
Frankenberg, Freiburg. I860; XL, iv. 1699-1702.

FRANKENTHAL COLLOQUY: A conference

between representatives of the Reformed Church of

the Palatinate and Anabaptists, held at Frankenthal

(20 m. n. by w. of Speyer) May 28-June 19, 1571.

There were Anabaptists in the Palatinate from

1525, both native and immigrants. They had

settled in great niunbers along the Hardt Rivo'

after they had been cured of the wild fanaticism

of the earlier time. As they were industrious

cultivators of the soil. Elector Ottheinrich did not

dislike them. Hoping to win them over to the

Church of the Palatinate, he ordered a colloquy to

be held at Pfeddersheim in 1557. No agreement

was reached, but the Anabaptists were still tolerated

under the condition that they should keep aloof

from disturbances and innovations. As some of

their teachers from Moravia tried to incite them

against the Reformed, Elector Frederic HI. the

Pious called the colloquy at Frankenthal. It was

opened in the presence of the Elector by OiaaceQor
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Christoph Ehem, who had been joined by the

Electoral delegates, Wenzelaus Zuleger, Hans
RechklaUy and Otto von Hdvel. On the side of the

Reformed seven prominent preachers were called

to the conference, most of them Netherlanders who
had entered the service of the Palatine Church or

who were preachers of foreign congregations

—

court preaclMsr Petrus Dathenus, Gerhard Verstegus,

Petrus Colonius, Franz Mosellanus, Engelhert

Faber, Eonrad Eubukeus and Georg Gebinger.

Prominent Anabaptists were Diebald Winter,

Rauff Bisch, Hans Rannich, and Hans BQchel.

Thirteen important points of doctrine in which the

Anabaptists deviated from the Reformed were dis-

cussed—the authority of the Old Testament, the

Trinity, the substance of the body of Christ, original

sin, good works, the resurrection of the body, the

relation of the Christian to the secular authority,

to the sword, and to the oath, and others; finally

the baptism of children. The chief speaker of the

Reformed was Dathenus, while Rauff Bisch was the

most efficient defender of the Anabaptist cause.

The Anabaptists showed great haughtiness and
stubbornness, refusing to acknowledge in some
points the authority of even such Anabaptists as

Menno Simons, Jakob Hutter, and Matthseus
Cervas. They rejected a thorough theological in-

vestigation as a quibble of words. Thus an agree-

ment was impossible, but the two bodies departed
without hostility, after a comprehensive protocol

had been examined and signed on both sides. The
Oector was not satisfied with the residt, but decided
not to expel the Anabaptists; their loaders, how-
ever, were strictly forbidden to teach or baptize in

his country. (F. W. CuNof.)

BnuoGEAPBT: The proceedinies {ProtokoU) were printed,

HeidelberR, 1571, by Johann Mayer. Connult: B. Q.
Strove, Berieht von der pfdlziaehen Kirchen-HUturie, pp.
23S sqq.. Frankfort, 1721; H. Altins. Hiatoria eecUsia
Paiatitug, Qroningeo, 1728; F. W. Cuno, Blatter der Erin^
navng an Dr, K. Olevianua, pp. 37-38, Barmen, 1887.

FRAHKFORT RECESS (or AGREEMENT; caUed
also Frankfort Book, Formula pacts Francofor-

diaruB): A document signed Mar. 18, 1558, aim-
ing to compose the disputes between the strictly

orthodox Lutherans with Matthias Flacius (q.v.) as

their leader and the Philippists (q. v.) who adhered
to Melanchthon. The gulf between the two parties

had been widened by personal quarrels between the

two Saxon lines, the Ernestine line as protector of

Flacius and the Albertine line as protector of

Melanchthon, also by the rivalry of the University
of Wittenberg and the newly founded University

of Jena, which took side with Flacius. The Evan-
gelical estates tried to settle the conflict by appoint-

inga convention at Frankfort in June 1557, but it did

notcome about. The Consultation of Worms (Aug.-
Dec. 1557; see Worms) proved inefifectual since the

princes did not appear. When Ferdinand I. was
proclaimed emperor in Frankfort in Mar., 1558,
the Electors Ottheinrich of the Palatinate, August
of Saxony and Joachim II. of Brandenburg in-

duced Count Palatine Wolfgang of Zweibriicken,

Duke Christopher of Wtirttemberg, and Land-
grave Philip of Hesse, to take a personal part in

consultations over the settlement of the disputes.

The negotiations took place on the basis of a recom-
mendation of Melanchthon, which was approved and
made the basis of an agreement signed by the above-
mentioned estates. The introduction of the recess
attempts to refute the reproaches of the Roman
Catholics that the Evangelicals disagreed among
themselves. It was stated that they did not in-

tend to set up a new confession, but rather to ad-
here to the pure doctrine as laid down in the Bible,
the three principal creeds, and the Augsburg Con-
fession with the Apology. They thought it advi-
sable,|however, to discuss some points of controversy
on the basis of the Augsburg Confession: (1) justi-

fication; man is justified by faith alone. (2)
Good works; new obedience is necessary in the
justified. (3) The sacrament of the body and blood
of Christ; Christ is really present in the Lord's
Supper. (4) Adiaphora; minor ceremonies may
be used or omitted without sin and detriment.
Then follows a number of resolutions upon which
the princes had agreed; new controversies should
not be divulged, but examined by the consisto-

ries and superintendents; no theological treatises

should be printed without having gone through the
hands of the censor; the pubUcation of Ubelous
treatises should be strictly prohibited; consistories

and superintendents should be instructed to depose
from his office any one who taught or acted in dis-

agreement with the confession; the old differences

should be forgiven and forgotten to make possible

an agreement of all Evangelical estates on the basis

of this recess; the other estates should be invited
to join the recess.

The recess was received differently in various
places. For some the real presence of Christ was
not taught with sufficient emphasis. Others cen-
sured the recess because heresies were not specially

noted and condemned. Others again complained
because secular princes had assumed the right to
decide on ecclesiastical doctrines without the con-
stdtation of theologians. But the strongest op-
position came from Jena and Weimar. In Weimar
Amsdorf at the order of John Frederick of Saxony
attacked the recess, and in Jena Flacius wrote
two replies, which seem to have been circulated in

manuscript only

—

Refutatio SamarUani Interim,

in quo vera religio cum sectia et corrupte lis acelerate

et pemidoae confunditur, and Grand und Ursach,
warum das Frankfurter Interim in keinem Weg
amunehmen. The same arguments were used by
the theologians whom John Frederick of Saxony
asked in 1558 to reply to the invitation of the six

princes to join the recess. They were answered
by Melanchthon at the order of the electoral court,

in a treatise entitled Responsum Melanchthonis de
censura formulas pads Francofordiancs, scripta a
Theoloffis Wimariensibua (Sept. 24, 1558, in CR, ix.

617 sqq.). John Frederick did not succeed in

gathering the opponents of the recess in Magdeburg;
but on the other hand, the purpose of the recess

to settle the controversies was not attained.

(C. Enders.)
Bibliooraphy: The documAot is best preM>rved in CR, ix.

489 sqq. A monoKraph is J. F. Lebret, De recessu Franco-
furti, 1658, TObingen, 1796. C. A. Salig. Historie der

a\iQtburoi9cken Confeaaion, iii. 363 sqq.. Halle, 1745: G.
J. Planck, GeachiiJite . , . unaera proteatant^achen Lehr-
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hegriffa, vi. 174 sqq., Leipaio, 1800; W. Preger, Matlhia»
FladuM lUyrieua und aeint Znt, ii. 70, Erlangen, 1861;

J. C. L. Gieseler, Church HiHory, ed. H. B. Smith, iv.

444 sqq., New York, 1868 (yaluable as a stmunary).

FRANKFORT RESPITE: A temporary agree-

ment between German Roman Catholics and Protes-

tants, signed at Frankfort Apr. 19, 1539. After

the diet at Schmalkalden (Feb., 1537), where the

Protestant estates refused to attend a council

siunmoned at Mantua, the Catholics and Protestants

were more vehemently opposed to each other than
ever. The Protestants were strong, and they

threatened to become dangeroiis to the emperor if

they formed an alliance with Francis I. of France.

The outbreak of war seemed imminent. Under
these circumstances Dr. Held, the imperial com-
missioner, found it necessary to unite the Catholic

estates, and agreed with King Ferdinand to form a
Catholic league of defense, after the model of the

Schmalkald League. After difficult negotiations the

so-called Nuremberg League was formed on Jime
10, 1538. The membership, however, was small,

the ecclesiastical estates almost all keeping aloof,

and the league did not attain any importance.

The political situation compelled the emperor to

seek the aid of the Protestants against the Turks,

and against Duke William of Jillich-Cleve-Berg,

who had made himself duke of Geldem and, since

the death of his father, united four duchies under his

power and tried to come in touch with the Schmal-
kald League. Moreover, the emperor was in finan-

cial straits. Therefore the archbishop of Limd
was oonunissioned to negotiate with the Protestants,

who since Feb. 14, 1539, had been assembled at

Frankfort. They required nothing less than an
imconditional peace for all time, including those

who might still join the Augsburg Confession. The
Catholics were not willing to concede so much; but
finally the following agreement was arrived at. All

adherents of the Augsburg Confession, not merely
those included in the Peace of Nuremberg (see

Nuremberg, Relxgioub Peace of), should be
granted a respite of six months. During that

time no actions shoidd be taken against them, and
the ban which had been imposed upon Minden on
Oct. 9, 1538, should be suspended. The Evangel-
icals bound themselves not to refuse aid against the

Turks and not to deprive clerics of their revenues

with the exception of what they needed for the

support of their own parishes, schools, and hospitals.

The respite should last eighteen months or till Aug.

1, 1540. Its importance is not great, but peace

was at least secured for a short time for those who
had been won over to the Evangelical cause since

the Peace of Nuremberg ; and still more important

was the fact that there was no talk of a coimcil;

the agreement promised that a Christian union

should be discussed at a diet to be held in Nurem-
berg, without the presence of papal legates. Thus
the period of religious colloquies was inaugurated.

(T. KOLDE.)

Bibuoorapht: O. Meinardus, in Forsehungen lur deutachen

OeachichU, xxii. 605-654, Gdttingen, 1882; M. Lens,

Briefwechael Bucert mit Landgraf PhUipp, pp. 70-75,

Leipaic, 1880; O. Winckelmann, StmatburgB politUche

Correaponderu, ii. 549 sqq., 560 sqq., Strasburg, 1887;

F. yon Besold, ReformatConageachichte, pp. 685 sqq., Ber-

lin. 1891; W. Friedensbius, Nuntiatmhtridtie, u. 2M
9qq., Gotha, 1892; Moeller, Chriatian Church, iii. 2S3-2B7.

FRANKFORT, SYNOD OF, 794: A gatbering

convened by Charlemagne at Frankfort, attended,

according to later writers, by 300 bi^ope titm

Germany, Gaul, England, Spain, and Italy, and

two delegates of the pope. Fifty-six canons are

ascribed to it, the most important being the

first, condemning Felix and Elipandus, the kaderB

of the Adoptionists; and the second, condemning

the decisions of the Second Council of Nicsa (787)

concerning image-worship, which had been accepted

by Pope Adrian I. See Adoftionibm; Cabolinb

Books; Images and Imaoe-wobship, XL
Bibuoorapht: Hefele, CondUengaadiiehie, iiL 678-403;

Manai, Concilia^ vol. xiii.

FRANKINCENSE: An aromatic substance made

of the resin secured from the bark of different trees,

particularly Boawdlia serrcUa. The Hebrew term is

lebhonahj and the Arabic cognate is luban; the t»m
frankincense means " free (-burning) incense." The

gum is a product of South Arabia and was known to

commerce as early at least as the seventeenth cen-

tury B.C.; it was never cultivated in Palestine, and

the word for the so-called dark frankincense from

Lebanon is usually translated by the word " myrrfL"

The trade in frankincense was important; there was

a deity whose significance was due to his function

as a protector of the industry and the growth of

the material; it is believed that the name Ethiopia

comes from the word meaning ** collector of frank-

incense." The gathering of the raw material wm
associated with peculiar customs, the product being

regarded as the blood of a tree the soul of which

was a divinity. The best kind was that known as

masculine frankincense (Pliny, Hist, wU., xiL 32).

The substance became an article of luxury; wii^

was spiced with it, it figured in the presents to kinga

(cf. Matt. ii. 11), and it was burned at their burial

(II Chron. xvi. 14, xxi. 19; Jer. xxxiv. 6). It was

indispensable at heathen worship (II Kings xxiiL 0;

Isa. Ixv. 3; Jer. xliv. 17 sqq.). For its empbyment
among the Hebrews see Incense.

(R. Zehnffund.)
Bibuoorapht: G. E. Poet, Flora of Syria, PalaaUm ami

Sinai, Beirut. 1896; Stade, in ZATW, m (1883). 143 loq..

168 sqq.; F. Hommel, AUiaraelitiadie UeberliefGWHte^ pp.

279 sqq.. Munich, 1897; idem, AufatUze und Abhandtumce^

vol. ii. passim, ib. 1900; idem. Die InatH dar Sdigen, ppi

12. 18. ib. 1901; DB, iL 65, 469; EB, ii. 1563-64; JE^x
494-495.

FRAHKS: A name applied after the middle of

the third century to the Germanic tribes of Chattic

descent dwelling on the middle and lower Rhine,

who during the decline of the Roman power became

the most formidable enemies of the empire. In

spite of repeated defeats they succeeded in making

themselves masters of the Roman possessions cm

the lower Rhine, establishing themselves in Batavia,

Toxandria or Holland, ^aland, and Brabant

A distinction in names now appears between the

inhabitants of the coastlands or Salic Franks and

the dwellers on the banks of the Rhine or Rifwa-

nans. In the course of time the left bank oH the

Rhine, the basins of the Scheldt and the Sonune,

and the valley of the Moselle came into their

power ; their victory over Syagrius at Soissons in 486
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shattered the Roman power in Gaul and extended

their authority to the Loire; their victory over the

Visigoths in 507 carried it to the Garonne, while on
the east the overthrow of the Alemanni (496) and of

the Thuringians (531) made the Neckar and the

Rednitz the boundary of their kingdom. On the

east bank of the Rhine the inhabitants remained
purely Germanic, but in Gaul the Prankish element

was speedily absorbed by the Roman • and the

Romanized Celtic.

The great episode in the advance of the Franks
was the conversion of their king Cllovis in the year

496. That he was from the beginning no enemy to

Christianity is shown by the fact that his wife was
of that faith and that his sons were baptized with

his permission. His own conversion was primarily

actuated by the belief that the step was necessaiy

for the preservation of his kingdom. The common
legend that Clovis while hard pressed in battle by
the Alemanni made a vow of baptism if the god of

the Christians would grant him victory finds no
historical substantiation. On the contrary, his con-

version seems to have been the result of deliberar

tion and to have been hastened by the exhortations

of his Christian wife. The baptism of Clovis is of

primary importance in the history of the Church
in that it rallied to its support the most powerful

of the barbarian kingdoms and thus insured

the triumph of Christianity among the Germanic
tribes. Moreover, it marked the beginning of the

end of Arianism and guaranteed the unity of the

Church in the West. The conversion of the Prank-
ish king was followed by that of his people, but the
new faith made unequal progress in the different

parts of his dominions, most in Gaul, least in the

Germanic territories to the east of the Rhine, where,

as late as the beginning of the eighth century, the

greater part of Hesse was still pagan. The organi-

zation of the Church imder Clovis remained un-
changed. The Gallic and Rhenish bishoprics

extended their influence across the Rhine where
no new sees were created. The Church remained
in possession of the rights which it had enjoyed
under the Romans, but in the course of time the
king succeeded in gaining the right of confirming

the nomination of bishops and summoning the

church assemblies, powers which, together with
the restriction of the papal jurisdiction, made the

Prankish Church a truly national one, a charac-

ter which it retained tlm)ughout the Merovingian
period. . (A. Hauck.)
BnuooBArar: Sources are, Gregory of Tours, Opera, in

MOU, Script rer. Merov., vol. i.. 1886; Fredegar, Chronic
eantm Ubri, ib. vols, li.-iii., 1888, 1896; MGH, Legum,
Sect, II., CapUularia reg. Franc., vols, i.-ii., 1883, 1890;

Dipiomata rtg. Franc., in MOH, Dipl., vol. i., 1872;

MGU, Concilia <Bvi Merav., vol. i., 1892; EpittoloB Merov.
d Karoli ovi, in MGU, Epist., iii., vol. i., 1892; Rerum
GalHcarum et Frandcarum »criptore», ed. M. Bouquet, 23
vols., Paris, 1738-1876; E. Le Blant, InacripHona chrf-

tteimet dc la Gauie, 2 vols.. Paris, 1866-65.
Exedlent modem reconstructions of history are found

in Rettberg, KD, vol. i.; Friedrich, KD; Hauck, KD, i.

99 aqq. Consult further: Fustel de Coulanges, Hiat. dea

in^ibUion$ poliHquet de Vancienne France, Paris, 1875;
H. ChevaUer, HiaL de la France, S96-ltr0, ib. 1882; V.
Gantite, Rinovation de VhiaL dee Franks, Brussels, 1883,
H. Ton Schubert. Die Unlertoerfung der Alamannen unter
He Franken, Strasburg. 1884; J. Havet, Queationa M4ro-
vingiennea, Paris, 1885; £. A. Freeman, Teutonic Con-

qtteat in Qatd, London, 1888; J. B. Lueotte, £tabliaaement
du Chriatianiame dana lea GatUea, Dijon, 1888; A. Thierry,
Ricita dea tempa Merovingiennea, London, 1888; I. F&v4,
L'Empire dea Franca, Paris, 1889; Melin, Hiat. de la

France, S95-1270, Moulins, 1890; W. E. Collins, Early
Hiat. of Friaia, London, 1891 ; H. Froidevaux, Stude aur
la "Lex dicta Francorum Chamavorum," Paris, 1891; B.
L. H. Bfartin, Ass Originea de la France, ib. 1891; M. Lipp,
Die Marken dea Frankenreichea unter Karl dem Groaaen,
Kdnigsberg, 1892; A. Schiber, Die fr&nkiachen und ale-

manniachen Siedlungen in Gallien, Strasburg, 1894; F.
Dahn, Die Franken unter den Merovingen und den Karo-
Ungen, Leipsic, 1895-99; O. Havard. Clovia. France au
V«. aiitU, Paris, 1896; G. Kurth, Clovia, Tours. 1896;
M. Prou, La Gaule nUrovingienne, Paris, 1897; L. Ser-
geant. TJie Franka, London, 1898; P. Imbart de la Tour,
Lea Chriginea religieuaea de la France, Paris, 1900.

FRATERNITIES. See Confraternities, Re-
LIOIOUS.

FRATICELLI: An antiecclesiastical sect which
developed in the latter part of the thirteenth cen-

tury from the Observantine Franciscans. The
name of " little brothers " was originally applied

to the strict Franciscan Observantines whom
Celestine V. had united with his own order in 1292
and who, after the suppression of the Celestines

(q.v.) by Boniface VIII. ten years later, had con-

tinued their opposition to the Conventual Minor-
ites. Later becoming a general designation of all

separatistic Observantine Franciscans, the term
Fraticelli gradually acquired a sinister coimota-

tion, being applied to heretics of the most dangerous
type and equivalent to Beghards, Bizochi (** wal-

let-carrying vagabonds/' from Fr. besace, "wal-
let **), Lollards, and similar epithets. The Fraticelli

quickly spread throughout Italy, southern France,

Flanders, and portions of Germany, despite the

Inquisition. Their principal Italian leaders were
the Observantine Angelus de Clareno in the east-

central part, Enrico de Ceca in Tuscany, the Celes-

tine hermits of Mount Majella in Abruzzi, and Duke
Lodovico de Durazzo in southern Italy, while in

Achsa and the Peloponnesus they were harbored
by the Latin princes, forming both here and in the

south of Italy an organized hierarchy under their

own bishops in opposition to the Church.

In life and practise the Fraticelli differed from
the Observantines chiefly in that they desired to be
entirely independent both of the Minorites and of

the Church and its hierarchy. Their garb was
uncouth and they wore short cowls and dirty wallets

to distinguish themselves from the Franciscans.

They also rejected the Roman Catholic Church as

fallen from Christian purity, and considered the

popes since Celestine V. or at least since John XXII.
as usurpers, while the sacraments administered by
priests were held to be inefficacious and papal

indulgences worthless. The Fraticelli were sub-

jected to severe persecution as a result of the bull

of condemnation issued by John XXII. on Jan. 23.

1318, especially in Toulouse and its vicinity, in

Italy after 1321 and again after 1350, repeatedly in

Flanders after 1322, and in Florence even in the

fourteenth century, while a number were put to

death in Rome as late as 1466. (O. ZOcKLERf.)

Bibligobaphy: F. Ehrle. in Archiv fUr LUteratur und Kir-
chengeachichte, i (1885). 509-570; li (1886). 106-164; lii

(1887). 553-623; A. Limboroh, Hiat. of the Inquiaition, 1816;

H. C. Lea, Hiat, of the Inquiaition, vols, ii-iii., New York,
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1906; J. J. I. Ddllinger, BeUraoeturSektengeachichie, ii. 417
sqq., 606 sqq., Munich, 1890; F. Tocco, in BolUHno delta

aoikeld atoriea AbruBxese, 1895, pp. 117-159; A. Hausrath,
Die Amoldiaten, PP. 262 sqq., Leipdc, 1895; KL, iv.

1926-36.

FRAYSSmOUS, DEiaS, COUNT OF: French
Roman Catholic; b. at Curi^res (200 m. s.w. of

Lyons), Department of Ave3rron, May 9, 1765; d. at

, St. Geniez, also in Aveyron, Dec. 12, 1841. He
was originally intended for the law, but his own
yinclinations led him into theology. After the sign-

ing of the concordat of 1801 (see Concordats
AND Delimiting Bulls, VI. 1, § 1) he became the

leader of a great agitation against the materialism

and atheism of cwrent philosophy. Although he
was a zealous royalist, the government offered no
opposition to him, even making him an inspector in

the Paris Academy and giving him a canonry in

Notre Dame. Finally in 1809 his discourses at

the Church of St. Sulpice were prohibited; but
they were resumed on the restoration of the Boui^
bons. On the return of Napoleon from Elba,

Frayssinous fled to the mountains of Aveyron,
where he lived till he was recalled by Louis XVIII.
In quick succession he now became grand almoner,

court preacher, titular bishop of Hermopolis, grand
officer of the Legion of Honor, a count and a peer

of France. As minister of public instruction and
ecclesiastical affairs he supported Charles X. in

his plan to make Jesuitism dominant in legislation.

Deprived of his offices by the July Revolution, he
went into exile with Charles X. (1830), but re-

turned to France in 1838, living thenceforth in

retirement. His principal works are, Les Vrais

Principes de rMgliae gallicane (Paris, 1818); and
Defense de Christianisme (3 vols., 1826, new ed.,

2 vols., 1889; Eng. transl., A Defence of CkrUtianxty^

2 vols., London, 1836). (C. Pfender.)
Bibuoorapht: F. Guisot, M4ditaHon9 aur VHat aeiuel de la

religion ckrltienne, pp. 66-70. Paris, 1866; Lichtenberger,

ESR, vol. .
FRECHT, frent, MARTIN: (merman Reformer;

b. at Uhn 1494; d. at Tubingen Sept. 14, 1666.

He was the son of a councilor and master of the

shoemakers' gild. He matriculated at Heidel-

berg in 1613 for theology and philosophy, and was
dean of the faculty of arts from 1623 to 1626, pro-

fessor of theology after 1629, and rector of the

university and provisor domus Dionysiante in

1630-31 . He ranked as one of the leading humanists
and discovered in the monastery of Eberbach the

Saxon chronicle of Widukind, which he published

at Basel in 1632. He listened with enthusiasm

to Luther's disputation at Heidelberg (April 26,

1618), and was a friend of Brenz, Isenmann, L5ner,

Butzer, Schnepf, Blaurer, Capito, and CEcolampa-
dius, while in 1624 he became acquainted with
Melanchthon. In 1631 he was recalled to Ulm to

teach the Bible tothe clergy, monksand students, and
became pastor of the church at Ulm in 1633. His
sensitive nature and his lack of practical experience

in church work hindered him greatly, but he labored

faithfully to promote the interests of his struggling

church by synods and visitations. The confficts with
the enthusiasts, Anabaptists, Sebastian Frank, and
Caspar Schwenckfeld (qq.v.) who lived in Ulm, and
together with the evident need of an understanding

between the Protestants of northern and southoD

Germany, impelled Frecht to join Butzer in »p-

proaching Luther. He was a colleague of Butzer m
the conference with the South Germans at CToDstance

(Dec. 16, 1634), and of Butzer and Blaurer in the

disputation with Schwenckfeld at Tabingen (B(ay

28, 1636), while he also attended the Wittenberg

Concordia in 1636, the deliberations at Frankfort

in 1639, the convention at Schmalkald in IMO
(where he secured the condemnation of Frank and

Schwenckfeld), and the conferences at Wcmna in

1640, and Regensbuig in 1641 and 1546. In 1543

he made peace between the mim'sters at Biberach,

and three years later he was sent to Dillingen by

the Schmalkald League to begin a refonnistic

propaganda in the diocese of Augsburg. The

disastrous termination of the Schmalkald war, how-

ever, obliged him to return to Ulm, but the rejection

of the Interim exasperated the emperor, and on

Aug. 16, 1648, Frecht and other ministers c^ Llm
were imprisoned in the fortress of Kirchheim.

He was released, though on hard terms, Mar. 3, 1549,

and then went to Nurembei^g, which he left for

Blaubeuren, where he lived under the protectkm

of Duke Uhich of WQrttemberg. In 1651 Duke
Christopher appointed him inspector of the theo-

logical seminary at Tilbingen, where he lectured

on Matthew and Genesis. In the following year he

became professor of theology, and rector in 1555.

G. BOSSEBT.

Biblxoorapbt: O. Serpilius, Ejntajtkiat pp. 67 sqq., Re-

genflburs* 1707-10; L. M. Fischlin, Memoria thtoioQmvm

Wiriemhergenaiu'm, i. 42, Bupplement, pp. 36 sqq., Ufaa,

1700-10; A. Weyermann, Naehridden von GMrim . . .

aue Ulm, Ulm, 1798; T. Keim, Reformation der Reiekektdt

Ulm, Stuttgart, 1851; Kcidel, in WUrttembergiedu Vier-

teljahrahefte, 1866, pp. 204-223; the letters of Freefat is

Warttembergiache VierUljahrshefU, 1881. pp. 252-255.

1882. pp. 251-265; Q. Bossert. Dot Interim in WOrUen-
berg, Halle, 1895; S. Fischer. Chronik vcn Uhn, ed. K. a
Vesenmeyer. Ulm, 1896; ADB, vii. 325-327.

FREDERIC OF HEILO: Dutch ecclesiastic; b.

at Heilo (17 m. n.w. of Amsterdam), HoQand, in

the early part of the fifteenth century; d. near

Haarlem (14 m. w. of Amsterdam) Oct. 11, 1455.

It is uncertain whether he belonged to the monastery

of St. Willibrord at Heilo, but he is described as a

priest and oblate in the monastery of the Visitation

near Haarlem, where his superior was John i

Kempis, brother of the more famous Thomas. He
also acted as confessor in the monastery at War-

mond, possibly in the house of the Brethren of the

Common Life. Later he resided at Leyden and In

a nunnery at Bereswijk. According to a letter of

his the nuns so embittered his life that, to regain

peace of soul, he returned to his monastery. Hi«

writings are extant in two manuscripts, and com-

prise the following works: Epistola contra plurali'

tatem confessorum ei de regimine aororumf proving

that a nunnery should have but one confessor; an

epistle of similar content advising that wcHnen

should not be governed but should be instructed

by men; a letter to a priest who had entered into a

monastery governed by strict seclusion, warning

him to beware of losing his spirituality through

contact with the world. Apologia super resignatione

regiminis sororum (ed. J. C. Pool, see below);

epistle to a monk concerning his moral life; Trac-
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tabu de peregrinanHbua contra pereffrinantea, a
polemic against the misuBe of pilgrimages solely for

the flake of indulgences (ed. Pool); and liber de

fundatione domus regularium prope Haerlem^ a chron-

icle extant only in fragments, but important on
account of its information concerning the ecclesias-

tical and moral conditions of the times, especially

the year of jubilee 1450 and Nicholas of Cusa. In

addition to these extant writings, the following

works, now lost, are also mentioned: De incltuione

TtHgowrvmf aUerum de eadem materia; De dignitate

iaeerdotali; De doctrina peccati veniaUs et mortalie,

ttce contra nimis scrupulosoa et de remediis; De
ofieiie rectoris eive pastoris; De coUectione mentis

vnm; De choreie; Contra sacerdotem Ivbricum eive

comohtio super infamia fratris; Contra detractores

reMgiosorum; De fonte qui ascendit de paradiso;

De imaffine et stmiUtudine Dei; Carmina de sancta

BatiUa in Warmunda quiescente; De festivitatHms

heata Marice virginis ; Sermones de tempore et de

wnctiSf and Epistolare satis pvichrum. The stand-

point of Frederic was ethical rather than mystical,

although he was a faithfid adherent of medieval

theology with its semi-Pelagian tendency.

L. SCHULZB.

BnuoomAPHT: The one biography is by J. C. Pool, Frederic

ton HeUo en njn echrifUn, Amsterdam, 1866 (written at

the susgestion of Moll the historian). Consult also J. O.

R. Aequoy. HH Klooiter U WindeehHm, Utrecht, 1875.

FREDERICK m., THE PIOUS: Elector of the

Palatinate; b. at Sinmiem (26 m. s.w. of Coblenz)

Feb. 14, 1515; d. Oct. 26, 1576. He was strictly

educated in the Roman faith at his father's

court and at Cologne, but, influenced by his wife,

the pious princess Maria of Brandenburg, whom
he married in 1537, he followed the Reformat
tion, and in 1546 made a public profession of his

faith. He succeeded his father as duke of Sinmiem,
May 18, 1557, and became elector Feb. 12, 1559,

on the death of Otto Henry. Under his predecessor

strict Lutherans like Tilemann Hesshusen, Melanch-

thonians, and Calvinists had found a place in the

Palatinate. In the summer of 1559 bitter contro-

versies arose among them. Theses on the Lord's

Supper prepared by the Heidelberg deacon Klebitz

provok^ a bitter controversy between him and
Hesshusen. When efforts at mediation failed

Frederick deposed both, Sept. 16. To get a clear

understanding of the controversy Frederick spent

days and nights in theological studies and was thus

led more and more to the Reformed confession.

A disputation held in June, 1560, between the

Saxon theologians StOssel and M6rlin and the

Heidelberg Boquin, Erast, and Einhom increased

Frederick's dislike for the Lutheran zealots.

After the Naumburg Convention (Jan., 1561; see

Naumburo Convention) Frederick fuUy adopted
the Reformed dogmas. In March, 1561, he called

Emmanuel TremeUius, and in September the famous
Zacharias Ursinus, to Heidelberg. The whole
Cburch was now transformed. Caspar Olevianus

had been there since Jan., 1560. Images of the

laints, vestments, baptismal fonts, and other

"idolatrous works," even organs, were ruthlessly

removed from the churches. In the celebration

d the Lord's Supper the breaking of bread was

introduced. The revenues from monasteries and
foundations were confiscated and applied to Evan-
gelical church purposes or charity. The Heidelberg

catechism prepared by Ursinus and Olevianus

now served as the norm of doctrine and for the

instruction of the youth. The church-order of

Nov. 15, 1563, and the consistory order of 1564

closed the changes. The opposition of ministers

inclining to Lutheranism was suppressed by their

dismission. Among the Lutherans Frederick's

measures caused a great sensation. The religious

colloquy held at Maulbronn, Apr., 1564 (see Maul-
bronn) increased the animosity. In 1565 the

Emperor Maximilian ordered to annul the changes
made. A unanimous decree of the diet held at

Augsburg in 1566 also demanded the abolition of

the changes. Frederick, however, declared in a
session of the diet. May 14, that a matter was con-

cerned over which God alone has the rule, and if

it was intended to proceed against him, he would
find comfort in the promises of his Savior. The
decree was not carried out. After completing the

work of reform in the Rhine Palatinate Fred-

erick endeavored to continue it in the Upper
Palatinate; but here he was resisted by the zealous

Lutheran estates. He continued his work of re-

form on the Rhine by introducing in 1570 a strict

chureh discipline. A stain on Frederick's life is

the sentence of death which he pronounced on the

antitrinitarian Johannes Silvanus based on the

opinion signed by Olevianus, Ursinus, and Boquin,
and which he had executed after long hesitation,

Dec. 23, 1572. In other matters he was an excel-

lent, intelligent, truly pious ruler, who wished to

promote the welfare of his people in every way.
With the Reformed abroad he had intimate con-

nections. In 1562 he gave Frankenthal for a
refuge to the Evangelicals driven from the Nether-

lands. His like-minded son John Casimir he sent

in 1567 and again in 1576 to France in aid of the

Huguenots. In 1569 he assisted also the Count
Palatine Wolfgang on his way to France. His
last years were troubled by domestic aflUctions.

As his older son Louis was a strict Lutheran, he

could not hope that after his death his work would
be carried out in his own spirit. Juuus Net.

Bibuoorapbt: His letters were edited by A. KluckhohD,
2 vols., Brunswick, 1868-72; and this editor also wrote
his life, N6rdlingen, 1879, also the sketch in ADB, vii.

606 sqq. Consult also L. H&usser, Oeachichte tier rhein-

iechen PfaU, ii. 1-85, Heidelberg. 1856; K. Sudhoff,

Olevianue und Ureinue, Elberfeld. 1857; K. Mensel. Wolf-
gang von ZumbrOeken, Munich. 1893; SchaflF. Chriatian

Church, vi. 606-598; Moeller, ChrieHan Church, iii. passim;

Cambridge Modem Hietury, ii. 505-596, 619, New York.
1904.

FREDERICK m., THE WISE: Elector of Sax-

ony 1486-1525; b. at Torgau (31 m. e.n.e. of Leip-

sic) Jan. 17, 1463; d. at Lochau (now Annaburg,
40 m. n.e. of Leipsic) May 5, 1525. He received

the electoral dignity after the death of

His his father, Ernest, and governed the

Religious other Ernestine territories in union

Nature, with his brother, John the Steadfast

(q.v.). Tais article will consider only

his attitude in religion and church polity. He did

not originate an established Church in Germany, as
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some have believed, but, whUe his predecessors and
other princes were prompted chiefly by political

motives, the purely religious interest was strongest

in Frederick. He was the model of a pious prince

of the medieval kind. He lived and moved in the

forms of churchly devotion peculiar to his time,

and they fully satisfied his religious nature. He re-

ceived his first instruction in the school at Grimma,
where the Augustinians possessed a flourishing

monastery, and from that time he showed a pred-

ilection for their order. In 1493 he traveled to

the Holy Land, with a large suite, but as a mere
pilgrim. He was devoted to the worship of saints

like all pious men of his time. In his church at

Wittenberg he had the choicest collection of relics

that could be found in Germany. Most of them
he had probably bought on his pilgrimage for large

sums; others he brought from a journey to the

Netherlands, which he undertook in 1494, and he

never tired of adding new treasures. A catalogue of

the collection printed in 1509 (cf. the WiUenberger

Heiligtumsbuchf ed. G. Hirth, Munich, 1883) con-

tains no less than 5,005 entries. The relics opened
the way to the free granting of indulgences; any
one who visited the collection was assured of the

forgiveness of his sins for a hundred years. It is

therefore not to be assumed that Frederick when
he founded a university at Wittenberg in 1502

meant to break with the past, by receiving adher-

ents of what was later called humanism.
Frederick probably heard of Luther for the first

time in 1512 when Johann von Staupitz (q.v.),

the general vicar of the Augustinians, asked him to

defray the expenses of promotion for the poor but

promising monk. It seems to have been Staupitz

also who directed the attention of the

Relations elector to the study of the Bible as

with the only certain source of salvation;

Luther, and he became an earnest student of

Scripture. It might be supposed that

Luther's theses concerning indulgences were likely

to arouse the anger of the elector, devoted as he

was to the practise and to the worship of saints.

But he was too large-hearted and possessed too

noble a nature. Luther was mistaken, however,

when he thought that Frederick's intention to pro-

tect him and not to allow his removal to Rome
originated in his " wonderful inclination toward his

theology." The attitude of the electorwasdue rather

to his love of justice, which could not endure that

Luther should be delivered to his enemies without

having been convicted, and to his wish to save for

his university as long as possible one of its most
celebrated teachers, as may be plainly seen from
his letter to Staupitz, Apr. 8, 1518 (T. Kolde,

Johann von Staupitz, Gotha, 1879, p. 314). Be-
cause he shrank from interfering with the will of

God, it was the policy of the elector neither to ap-

prove nor disapprove of Luther's actions, but to

let him fight out his own convictions. He himself,

however, clung to his saints and relics; in 1520 the

number of the latter had increased to 19,013.

Then followed the great events of 1620, the bull

of excommunication against Luther, the publica-

tion of his great reformatory writings, the appeal

to a council, the burning of the papal bull, etc.

Without misjudging the seriousness of the oon-

dition, Frederick did not recede from his oourae, re-

peating his demand that Luther's cause should be

entrusted to learned and unprejudiced judges. Ab

an obedient and faithful son of the Church, how-

ever the thought never entered his mind to defend

Luther's doctrine; as a layman, he did not pretend

to understand anything of it. He followed the

same policy at the diet of Worms. Luther, be

insisted, should be convicted of heresy only ac-

cording to the established principles and fonns of

law. In confidential letters he showed a oordisl

interest in the persecuted monk, but at the diet

he took great pains not to show it and to avoid

all intercourse with him. It was undoubtedly due

to the influence of his brother, John of Saxony,

who was a devoted Lutheran, that Frederick pro-

tected Luther after the diet. He probably gave

his councilors an order in a general way to guard

Luther, without definite directions, nnoe for a long

time neither the elector nor his brother knew that

Luther was in the Wartburg. At any rate, it wai

not the intention of Frederick to protect th« cause

of Luther, but only his person. He soon perceived,

however, that his action had furthered the cause

in the most powerful way.
Now the hardest and most troublesome years of

his life began. No prince ever faced a more diffi-

cult and responsible task than Frederick before

the disturbances and innovations in Wittenberg;

but seldom has a prince practised greater self-re-

nunciation. Everything that he loved

Attitude so deariy was gradually deprived of

Toward the its value, and althou^ he ahrayB

Wittenberg counseled moderation, he was not

Reforms, willing to stem the tide because he

did not wish to act against the word

of God, and the new movement might perhaps be

his will. As a layman he tolerated everything in re-

ligion as long as the public order was not disturbed.

But his opponents did not acknowledge the just-

ness of this standpoint and made him responsible

for everything that happened in the Saxon churches.

In 1523 he consented to make an end of the wor-

ship of relics in the Catholic Church. The aboli-

tion of the maAs must have cut deeply into his

heart, but his opposition was of no avail He
could not be induced, however, to advocate himself

the introduction of reforms.

Evidently he had become more and more ab-

sorbed in the study of Luther's doctrine and es-

pecially of the Grospel, under the influence of his

faithfid adviser and secretary Georg Spalatin

(q.v.), an intimate friend of Luther He strove

with his whole heart to live according to the Gos-

pel and fulfil God's will. However

Accepts the severely Luther had attacked his fa-

Reformed vorite devotion and ^diatever trouble

Faith on His and care Luther's actions had caused

Death-bed. him, he always retained for him the

same inclination, and accepted the

advice of Spalatin regarding him; but he still

avoided all direct contact with Luther. Luther

hardly ever saw him, except at the Diet of Wonns,

and never spoke to him. Only when the hour of

death arrivcKl, did he send for Luther; but then it
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was too late. Luther was far away in the Hartz
mountains, tiying to quell the rebellion of the

peasants, which embittered the last days of the

peace-loving prince but did not shake his trust in

G<kL Spalatin consoled him on his death-bed.

Before bis death, he partook of the Lord's Supper
in both kinds, from full conviction, and thus openly
avowed the Evangelical doctrine and joined him-
self to the Evangelical Chim^h. (T. Kolde.)

Buuoosapht: G. Spalatin. Friedrieh det W§uen Ltben
ymd ZtitQtaekiehte^ Jena, 1861; M. M. Tutisohmann,
FrMndi tUr Weise, Grimma, 1848; G. L. PUtt, Fried-
riA dtr Weiae aU Sckimherr der RtformaUor^ Erlangen,
1863; T. Kolde, Friadrich der Weiu und die AnfUnge der
R^ormation, ib. 1881; J. KdstUn. in TSK, Iv (1882). 601
aqq.; idem. Friedrieh der Weiae und die Sehloaakirche eu
Wittenberg, WiUenberg. 1802; Cambridge Modem Hie-
lory. ToL ii.. The RefarmaHon, pp. 41. 116. 132-172, 606,
New York, 1004; Creighton, Papacy, vol. vi. passim; and
the bioiraphiee under Littbkb, Martin.

FREE CHURCH: A name given to certain relig-

ious bodies in various countries of Europe, in some
esses chosen by the oiganization itself, indicating

somewhat loosely secession from an older and
larger communion, independence of the domi-
nant ecclesiastical authorities, and separation from
an established church. For the so-called Free
Churches of England, France, Holland, Italy, and
Switzerland, see the articles upon each country.

For the Free Churches of Germany see Luther-
ans, II; abo Free Congrsgations. For the
Free Church of Scotland see Presbyterians. In

America the name " free church " is sometimes
given to a congregation which does not rent sit-

tings at a fixed charge, but derives its revenues
from the spontaneous contributions of attendants.

See VOLITNTARTISM.

FREE CHURCH OF ENGLAND: A small Prot-

estant organization which broke ofif from the Church
of England (see England, Church of) in 1844
because of antagonism to the Oxford Movement
(see Tractarianibm). Being free from State con-
trol, it claims the right to enter any parish where
advanced ritualism prevails, and to establish a li-

turgical service on the basis of the Evangelical
party of the Ang^can Church. Its churches are

widdy scattered throughout En^nd, although
tbeir number is smaU. It is governed by its own
convocation and by its few bishops, consecrated
by Bishop Cummins (q.v.) of the American Re-
iormcd Episcopal Church. The convocation meets
annaaQy in Jime. Its clergy number twenty-four,

and its churches twenty-seven, with acconmioda-
tioQs for 8,140. It has 1,352 conununicants, 361

Sunday-school teachers, and 4,196 Simday-school
flcholars. Though practically identical with the

Reformed Episcopal Church of England (see

RiFORMED Episcopal Church), the two refuse to

^te on account of differences respecting govern-
ment and the rights of the laity.

FREE CHURCH FEDERATION: A union of^ churches for Evangelical work. The federa-

tion was initiated at a congress of members of free

churches in the city of Manchester in November,
1892. That congress was an outward and visible

agn of the growth of the inward and spiritual grace

of Christian unity, which had been proceeding for

at least the two preceding decades. The causes of

that development were: (1) the re-

Origin, turn of the churches to Christ Jesus

as the sole and exclusive authority in

the life of the soul and in the activities of the

churches; (2) the separation between the greater

and the lesser truths of revelation effected by the

providence of God in these later years; (3) the

growth of sacerdotalism within the Anglican
Church, and the total inability of Parliament to

control and check it; (4) the consequent necessity

for a united resistance to this sacerdotalism by
Evangelical Protestantism; and (5) the need for

more sustained and enthusiastic efforts to carry

the Gospel to the people of the large towns and
cities. The Congress formed itself into a Federation
in 1896. It embraced all the Evangelical denomina-
tions claiming spiritual autonomy and refusing to

recognize the patronage and control of Parliament.

It was the creation of a new organization in which
Baptists, Methodists, Presbyterians, Congregation-

alists, and others met, not as denominationalists,

but simply as Evangelical Free Churchmen. It

was a wider basis of imion and fellowship than any
hitherto recognized. The sectarian element was
totally excluded. It was the Free Church of Eng-
land, with hopes of becoming the Church of Eng-
land of the future.

The denominations embraced within this federa-

tion areas follows: Baptists, Calvinistic Methodists,

Churches of Christ, Congregationalists, Countess
of Huntingdon's Connexion, Independ-

Membership ent Methodists, Moravians, Presbyteri-

and ans. Primitive Methodists, Reformed
Statistics. Episcopal Church, Salvation Army,

Society of Friends, Uidted Methodist

Church (formed in 1907 by the union of Bible Chris-

tians, Methodist Free Coimexion and United Method-
ist Free Churches), Wesleyan Methodists, and Wes-
leyan Reform Union. In England and Wales
the councils number 915, and the federations 53.

The movement is spreading in other countries. In

the United States a plan has been adopted for the

organization of a Federal Council of the Churches
of Christ in America representing an aggregate

membership of over 17,000,000. The movement
is also advancing in South Africa, Jamaica, Austra-

lia, New Zealand, Tasmania, Japan, Korea, India,

Germany, France, and Italy. The statistics for

England and Wales (1907) are: Sitting accommo-
dation in places of worship, 8,483,925; conmiuni-

cants, 2,183,914; Sunday-school teachers, 405,-

391; Sunday-school scholars, 3,471,276. These
figures will be better understood if they are com-
pared with the statistics of the Anglican Church:
viz., sitting acconmiodation, 7,240,136; communi-
cants, 2,053,455; Sunday-school teachers, 206,873;

Sunday-school scholars, 2,558,240. The interna-

tional figures (1906) are: Free Church members,
21,731,713; Anglican communicants, 3,830,866.

The objects of the national council are: (1) to

facilitate fraternal intercourse and cooperation

among the Evangelical Free Churches; (2) to as-

sist in the organization of local councils; (3) to

encourage devotional fellowship and mutual coun-
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sel concerning Uie spiritual life and religious activi-

ties of the churches; (4) to advocate the New
Testament doctrine of the Church,

Objects and to defend the rights of the as-

and sociated churches; and (5) to promote
Work, the application of the law of Christ in

every relation of human life. But the

chiefwork of the Council from the beginning has been
directed t^ the proclamation of the Gospel outside

all churches. The Council has employed a body of

missioners, of which the chief members are Gipsy
Smith, W. R. Lane, and Tolfree Parr, to visit the

large centers of population and to organize the

churches for mission work: and more recently the

Rev. F. B. Meyer has been set apart for the minis-

try at large of the churches in England and Wales.

Conventions for quickening and nourishing the

spiritual life have been held, and a system of par

rochial visitation has been carried out. Social

purity has been promoted, social institutes created,

and Girls' Gilds, Auxiliary Societies for Young
Free Churchmen have been formed. The Council

has also been compelled to devote its energies to

the solution of the problem of state education on
exclusively civic lines. It has resisted the en-

croachments of Roman Catholicism through legis-

lation upon the rights of the people; and though it

has not formally adopted ''passive resistance," yet

many of the leaders of the National Council have
given that movement their personal support. It

has also led crusades against gambling and intem-

perance. It supports a publication department,
from which it has issued The Free Church Year
Book (1896 sqq.); The Free Church Catechism

(1899); a series of thirteen volumes on Eras of

Nonconformity (1904 sqq.); Little Books on the De-

vout Life, ed. F. B. Meyer (1904 sqq.); The Free

Church Council Hymnal (1906); The Work of the

Free Church Council; a Manual for Secretaries and
others (1906); various biographies, including those

of Dr. Cliflford and Gipsy Smith, with miscellane-

ous literature bearing on the work; and The Free

Church Chronicle, 'the official organ of the move-
ment. John Clifford.

FREE CONGREGATIONS IN GERMANY.
The Frienda of Light, or Protestant Friends (f 1).

The Formation of Free Concregations (§ 2).

The Free Congregations Since 1858 (§ 3).

The name " Free CJongregations " (Germ. Freie

Gemeinden) is given in Germany to certain religious

bodies which have separated from the State

Churches, yet are distinct from the so-called Free
Churches of Germany (for which see Lutheranb,
II). In the fifth decade of the nineteenth century

a movement arose in Prussian Saxony, the adher-

ents of which were popularly named " Friends of

Light " (Lichtfreunde), though they
I. The first styled themselves *' Protestant

Friends of Friends." The external provocation
Light, or for this movement was the disciplining

Protestant of Pastor W. F. Sinteris at Madgeburg,
Friends, because he had characterized prayer

to Christ as superstition. Certain

circles, offended by this procedure on the part

of the Magdeburg Consistory, found a leader

and organizer in Pastor Leberecht Uhlich in 1841.

The movement underwent greater extension at

the hands of Pastor Gustav Adolf Wislioenus in

Halle, who on occasion of the seventh convention

of those who favored it, at Kdthen, Blay 29, 1844,

discussed the question whether Holy Scripture, or

the living spirit indwelling within us, is to be re-

garded as norm of the Protestant type of rdigknfi

consciousness. From ecclesiastical circles there

ensued sharp and deprecatory expressions of opin-

ion, and the Friends of Light soon came into con-

flict with the church authorities. The Breslaa

theological professor, David Schulz (q.v.), forfeited

his position as consistorial councilor. But greater

interest by far was aroused by the deposition of

Pastor Wislicenus, on Apr. 23, 1846, '' on account

of gross injury to the liturgical and doctrinal or-

dinances in force in the Evangelical State CharcL"
The publication of his book Die Bibel im LidUe

der Bildung unserer Zeit (Magdeburg, 1853), nib-

jected him to the penalty of a two yeara' impriscm-

ment, adjudged by the court at Halle, though he

escaped the same by flight to America. He re-

turned to Europe in 1866. His later works, IHe

Bibel, fiir denkende Leser betrachtet (Leipsic, 1863;

2d ed., 1866), and Entweder—oder. Glaube oder

Wissenscha/t, Schrift oder Oeist (1868), show that

he consistently adhered to his eariier radical views.

He died Oct. 14, 1875. Even before Wialicaius

was compelled to leave the State Church, the schis-

matic pastor, Julius Rupp, in KOnigsbeig, had been

deposed on Sept. 17, 1845, ** on account of repeated

violation of his official obligations by reason ci

gross negligence." Uhlich, after prolonged pro-

ceedings, voluntarily withdrew from the ^ate
Church. He died Mar. 23, 1872. Deacon W. E.

Baltzer of Delitzsch resigned his ecclesiastical office

on account of his non-confirmation as pastor at

Nordhausen in 1847, and Pastor AdoU Timotheus

Wislicenus, the " physical and intellectual brother
"

of the one mentioned above, accepted the conse-

quences of his doctrinal standpoint and withdrew

from the State Church.
These collisions with church authorities acquired

a greater significance, in that they furnished the

first incentive and became the means toward e&-

tablishing congregations outside the State ClhurcL

At Kdnigsberg such a congregation had come into

existence as early as Dec. 16, 1845, and had oi^

ganized itself, on Jan. 19, 1846, as a '* Free Evan-

gelical Congregation." Other free congregatioos

arose at Neumarkt in Silesia; at Halle, Nordhausen,

Halberstadt, Magdeburg, Hamburg,

2. The and Marburg. The attitude of the

Formation various governments in relation to

of Free Con- both the German Catholic (see Ger-

gregations. man Cathoucism), and the Free

Protestant movement, down to the

year 1848, was not quite uniform, though evincing

the same general character. In so far as the move-

ment was regarded as a product of the revolution-

ary spirit, the government looked upon it with

great distrust, and sought to obviate its further

encroachments by the application of statutoiy

means. Finally, the outbreak of the Revolution

in Mar., 1848, afforded the " Free " religious move-
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xnent the desired complete freedom, and gained

for it, at the outset, a large increase. New congre-

gations arose in the Province of Saxony, in the

Province of Brandenburg, in Brunswick, in the

Anhalt duchies, in the kingdom of Saxony, in

Silesia, East and West Prussia, in Nassau, Hesse
Darmstadt, and elsewhere; all told there were more
than seventy new establishments. At their height,

the total nttmber of German Catholics and *' Free
Protestants " in Germany—who are not subject

to separate enumeration—amoimted to approxi-

mately 150,000.

But from 1850 forward, the German govern-
ments once again confronted the free religious

movement in a hostile spirit. The most pronounced
complaints, on the side of the Free Congregations,

were proffered against the government in Prussia.

A circular of the Minister of the Interior, Sept. 29,

1851, declared that the dissenting associations

were not simply religious societies, but rather po-

litical unions, furthering the subversion of the civil

and social order; and that by reason of insight into

the proper nature of these societies, it had grown
to be the peremptory duty of the State Govern-
ment to oppose them with every legitimate agency.

It was only when Prince William of Prussia, later

King William I., assumed the regency, in Oct.,

1858, that the free operation of their principles was
finally secured them.
On June 16 and 17, 1859, a large contingent of

the Gierman Catholic and Free Protestant congre-

gations united in the Bund freireligiOser Gemeinden
(" Federation of Free Religious Congregations ").

According to the latest revision of

3. The Free the Constitution (1899), the funda-

Congrega- mental principle of the Federation is

tionB ^ce '' free determination of the individual

1858. in all religious affairs according to his

own advancing knowledge "; its ob-
ject: " advancement of religious life independently
of dogma.'' Since 1877, a federate convention has
been held biennially. At present the entire Feder-
ation comprises probably some 22,000 souls. The
largest congregations are in Berlin, Mannheim, Of-

fenbach, and Magdeburg. The contemporary Free
Congregations are imanimous in disclaiming all re-

ligion cultivated by the churches as being that of

a petrified dogma-creed, but unanimous only in

this negation. Indeed, a positive expression of

what the advocates of free religion understand by
religion can hardly be attempted, since by that

very process the freedom of independent deter-

mination would be invaded, and a relapse into
" confessionalism " would come to pass. But the

practical problems of religious instruction, preach-
ing, propaganda, etc., tend to press the issue in

the direction of set standards of procedure. In
the face of this dilemma, a varying attitude is

adopted. The East Prussians, the " Kdnigsberg-
ere," represent the right wing within the Free

Congregations; they still maintain remnants of

church ideas, and religious instruction is still im-
parted by them in connection with the Bible. The
" Nuremberg tendency " represents the opposite

extreme, and stands outright upon the basis of

naturalism and atheism. The center is occupied by

the " South German " group, which perceives in

Jesus an ethical prototype. Public worship holds

only a very subordinate and accessory position.

Established and generally valid forms of worship
are altogether wanting; in this matter the sep-

arate congregations have their hands quite free.

The Lord's Supper is still solemnized at a good
many places. For baptism there had been sub-

stituted even as early as the sixties the so-called

Kindestoeihe (" infant consecration "). Since then,

however, it would appear to have gone out of ob-
servance entirely. Confirmation takes place in all

congregations; that is, Jugendweike (" consecra-

tion of youth "), which terminates the religious

instruction that begins for the most part in the

ninth year of age. The movement was only tran-

siently a momentous force in the church life of

Germany; nor did it owe even this transient sig-

nificance at any time to great performances, but
essentially to the circimistance that people imputed
great things to it, and hoped or feared them.

Carl Mirbt.

Bibuoorapht: F. Kampe, Oetchichte der relioi&iien Be-
wegung der neueren Zeit, 4 vols., Leipsie, 1852-60; Drews,
in Zeitachnft fUr Theologie und Kirche, xi. 6 (1901), 484-
527; O. Tsohirm, Zur eOjahrioen Oeechichte der freire-

ligi&een Bewegung, Bamberg. 1004; F. Nippold, Handbudi
der neueaten KirchengeschidUe, v. § 1 8, Leipaic, 1906.

FREEDOM OF THE WILL. See Will.

FREEMAN, JAMES: Pastor of the first Uni-
tarian Church in America; b. at Charlestown, Mass.,

Apr. 22, 1759; d. at Newton, Mass., Nov. 14, 1836.

He was educated in the public Latin school, Bos-
ton, and at Harvard College (B.A., 1777; D.D.,

1811). After his graduation from college he went
to Cape Cod and drilled a company of recruits for

the colonial army. In 1780 he visited Quebec,
where he was arrested and held till 1782. He then
returned to Boston, became lay reader at King's

Chapel in 1782, and pastor in 1783, but with the

stipulation that he might omit the Athanasian
Creed from the service. Having become a Uni-
tarian in his views, he openly renounced the doc-

trine of the trinity, and in 1785 induced his church
to change its Uturgy, thus converting the first

Episcopal Church in New England into the first

Unitarian Church in America. On being refused

ordination by Bishop Provost he was ordained by
his own people, Nov. 18, 1787. He remained pas-

tor of the church till 1827, though in 1826 he gave
up his pastoral duties to his colleague, Francis W.
P. Greenwood, and retired to a country residence

near Boston. He published Sermons and Ad-
dresses (Boston, 1832), and made many contribu-

tions to periodical literature, and to the collections

of the Massachusetts Historical Society, of which
he was one of the founders.

Bibuooraphy: W. Ware, American Unitarian Biography,
2 vols., Boston, 1860-51; W. B. Sprague. AnnaU of the

American PidpU, viii. 162, 9 vols.. New York, 1865-73;

J. H. Allen, in American Church Hist. Seriee, x. 185-186,

ib. 1894.

FREEMASONS: The name of the members of a
well-known secret society, derived from those med-
ieval stonemasons who were allowed to migrate
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at will, as distinguished from their fellow workmen
in the gilds. The latter were restricted to certain

localities and confined to their gilds, while the

former went from land to land, and formed a wide-

spread organization imder the supervision of the

supreme lodge at Strasburg. The institution of

the lodge lasted longest in England, receiving a new
impetus through the burning of London in 1666.

Far different, however, is " symbolic freemasonry,"

which is a secret organization for the erection

of a spiritual temple of humanity in the heart of

man. The change from the ancient masonic craft

to modem freemasonry began as early as the end
of the sixteenth century. After the rebuilding of

London and the completion of St. Paul's, the ma-
jority of lodges disappeared, but the four which
survived formed a grand lodge at London on St.

John's Day (June 24), 1717, surrendering manual
masonry, and seeking a new sphere in moral and
social life. The original organization of medieval

masonic fraternity was retained, however, espe-

cially the distinction of masters, journeymen, and
apprentices, as well as mutual help, the applica-

tion of a detailed symbolism in words, pictures,

and signs, and the solemn obligation to secrecy

covering everything pertaining to the lodge. In

1721, one of the founders of this union, James An-
derson, an English Presbyterian minister, drafted

a " constitution " for this cosmopolitan organiza-

tion, which bound all ** freemasons " to a faithful

observance of the moral law, humanity, and patri-

otism. In religion, however, they are non-secta-

rian, and profess only that faith in which all men of

honor agree. Doctrines going beyond that are

tolerated as private opinions, but no one is per-

mitted to miJce propaganda for them. The char-

acteristics of masonry are, therefore, humanistic

morals, the cultivation of fraternity, and a deistic

belief. It was the outcome of English deism and
latitudinarianism, and was soon adopted in Ger-

many in radical religious circles. In those Roman
Catholic countries where no Protestantism ex-

isted, masonry even obtained the importance of

an opposing church, and freemasoxuy is accordingly

regarded as in league with Satan. In the en-

cyclical humanum genua on freemasonry, dated

Apr. 20, 1884 (2d ed., Treves, 1885), Leo XIII.

solemnly condemned it, as other popes had re-

peatedly done since 1751.

From England masonry soon spread to the Brit-

ish colonies and to the continent of Europe. In

1725 it was in Paris; in 1733 in Florence and Bos-

ton; and in 1737 in Hamburg. In 1738 the Prus-

sian crown-prince, afterward Frederick the Great,

was solemnly initiated at Brunswick by a deputa-

tion from the Hamburg lodge Absalom. As king

he energetically labored for the spread of the sys-

tem, and in 1744 was made grand master of the

grand lodge " Zu den drei Weltkugeln *' in Berlin.

As the tendency of masonry is essentially subjec-

tive, many internal dissensions arose. In addition

to the Brotherhood of St. John, divisions were
formed with a knightly organization and the most
varied degrees of fantastic terminology and
mysterious ceremonial. Rationalism in Germany
helped to introduce masonry among the middle

classes, where it still has a strong hold on acooimt

of the advantages, especially in social respects,

enjoyed by many of its adherents, such as physi-

cians and merchants. Spiritually it has not ad-

vanced. For Evangelical churches with their

charitable interests, freemasonry is wholly soper-

fluous. The Roman Catholic Church is opposed

to the freemasons.

In Europe the number of masons is estimated to

be over 300,000, most of them belonging to the

grand lodges of Great Britain. In America, in ad-

dition to freemasons proper, who number about

750,000, there are similar societies with about 4,650,-

000 members, divided into Odd Fellows (820,000),

Knights of Pythias (475,000), Ancient Order oi

United Workmen (361,000), Maccabees (244,000),

Modem Workmen of America (204,000), and about

twenty smaller orders, this entire body spending

annually about $25,000,000 for benefit money.

Paul Tschacxert.

Bibuoobapht: Lists of books are furnished by G. SkM.
BMiolhek da- Freimaurerei, Frankfort (1846), Supple-

ment by G. FindeU Leipsic, 1866. and W. Gofwrnna.

Catalogue of Books on Freemaaonry, New York, 1858. Ooo-
Bult, A. G. Mackey, Eneydopadia of Freemammry, Phila-

delphia, n.d.; idem, HisL of Freemasonry, 3 parts. Nev
York, 1000: J. O. HaUiwell, Early HiaL of Frtemamnn
in England, London, 1843; C. L. Paton, Freemaaomry,

ite Symboliant, Religious Nature, etc. ib. 1873; L. Hyoe-
man. Hist of Freemasonry in England, New York. 1878;

R. F. Gould, HisL of Freemasonry, 6 vols., London. 1884-

1887; H. Boos. Oesehichte der Freimavrerei, Aarao. 1894;

F.KBteh,Entsiehungund . , . Bndsweck der FretwuMrtni,

Berlin, 1897; J. Sassenbach. Die Freimaurerei, ib. 1897;

O. KuntsemQller, Die Freimaurerei und ikrs Oegner.

Hanover, 1897; A. Churchward, Origin and Anti^m^r *4

Freemasonry, London, 1808.

FREE METHODISTS. See Methodistb, IV., 5.

FREE RELIGIOUS ASSOCUTION: An
elation established in Boston May 30, 1867, aiming

at the emancipation of religion from sectama

limitations, the reconciliation of faiths, vid the^
plication of scientific methods to the study of relig-

ion, and emphasizing practical morali^. Octa-

vius Brooks Frothingham was the first {resident,

and for many years Ralph Waldo Emerson was

one of the vice-presidents. Members are allowed

the utmost liberty of opinion. The elastic nature

of the organization
—** any person desiring to co-

operate" is "considered a member"—^rendas

exact statistics impossible. The association has

not attempted to organize local societies,

but has contented itself with holding conventions

and distributing pubUcations. An annual r^)ort

is usually issued in pamphlet form.

Edwin D. Mead.

FREE SPIRIT, BRETHREN OF THE.

Meaning and Origin (| 1).

Mystic Pantheism Widenq^read (f 2).

Various Groups (f 3).

Brethren of the Free Spirit is a name under which

the heresiologists of the Middle Ages classed vari-

ous extreme developments of quietistic and pan-

theistic mysticism. Modem scholars also have ac-

cepted the existence of a pantheistic sect, riiaiply

marked off from the fellowship of the Chuith,

usually recruited from the laity, and handing down
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Ha dociiines practically unaltered from the thi]>

teenth to the sixteenth centuiy. It is possible to

ihow, however, that the phenomena classed under
this title have points of such radical difference

as to destroy the conception of one single pan-
theistic tradition reproducing itself

I. Meaning through more than one century by
and means of an actual sect; and that the

Origin, origin of this pantheistic quietlstic mys-
ticism is found not among the ordi-

nary laity but in the monasteries and among the

Be^iards and Beguines, who came so strongly

under monastic influence; also that in the follow-

ing centuries the boimdaries between monastic
mysticism and sectarian pantheism were never

veiy stable. There is no adequate ground for be-

lieving that the teachings of Amalric of Bena (q.v.)

found acceptance among a section of the French
Waldenses, and then about 1215 spread from east-

em France into western and southern Germany.
The earliest authentic information about the ap-

pearance of this sort of mysticism on German soil

shows certain Swabian heretics about 1250 teach-

ing a radical pantheism and determinism. Start-

ing from the belief in the divine essence of the soul

and of aU earthly things, they considered the as-

cension of the soul to God the goal of all religion.

This was to be attained by abstraction from all

earthly activity and also from moral and religious

commandments which distracted the soul from its

purpose of union with the Godhead. The " per-

fect man " who has reached this goal is sinless;

his will is God's will; the Church's laws and means
of grace are without significance for him. All

value was taken both from moral effort and from
ecclesiastical ordinances by the belief that every

human act had been predestined from eternity.

All this points to these doctrines being a straggling

offshoot of the monastic mysticism of the school of

Saint-Victor, as drawn by its adherents from Dio-

nysius the Aieopagite. When Richard of Saint-

Victor (q.v.) says of the soul united with God (De
ynpoT. animi ad contempl., ii. 13) " Here first the

soul recovers its ancient dignity, and asserts its

daim to the innate glory of its own freedom,"

be uses expressions only too easily misunder-

stood by extravagant mystics, and serving them
as a fotmdation for their doctrine of spiritual

freedom.

The decrees of the Council of Vienne (1311)

against the Beguines and Beghards shows that the

church authorities of that time were disposed to

tax these communities throughout Germany with

similar pantheistic heresies. The consequences of

this view have been that up to the present day it

has been usual to attribute a much wider exten-

sion than the facts justify to the pan-
2. Mystic theistic doctrines, and to consider the

Pantheism characteristics of the orthodox Beg-
Wide-spread. nines and Beghards, e.g., their es-

teem for poverty and mendicancy, as

distinguishing the heretical mystics. The fact is,

however, that it is difficult to draw a sharp line of

demarcation between orthodox and heretical mys-
tidam. How true this is may be seen not only

ton the complaint of David of Augsburg that the

friends of mysticism were persecuted on no other

ground than as heretics or as possessed by demons,
but also from the accusations of spreadingalleged her-

esies which were brought against Tauler, Suso, and
Ruysbroeck, to say nothing of Eckhart. Among
the cloistered women of the thirteenth and four-

teenth centuries the line of demarcation was even
more fluctuating. The ecstatic-mystical life and
the visionary condition of many of them produces
frequent expressions from which to pantheism is

but a short step. It can scarcely be denied that
this pantheism won many adherents through the

influence of the great (jrerman mystics of the four-

teenth century. The theory that close personal

relations existed between Eckhart and the '* Free
Spirit " heretics at Strasburg and Cologne is im-
proved and imlikely; but the sectarian pantheistic

mysticism was unquestionably aided and influ-

enced by his speculations. In a well-known pas-

sage of Suso's BUchlein der Wakrheit (ch. vi.), in

which he is arguing with the leaders of the pan-
theistic mystics, the latter quote Eckhart as a high
authority. This attempt to show him as on their

side, however imjustifiable, throws light on the
close correspondence between the propositions con-

demned as his by John XXII. in 1329 and the ex-

tracts given by Mosheim from a lost sectarian book
De novem rupQnta; apparently the papal censure
was based not upon Eckhart's authentic writings

but upon this pantheistic treatise which was given
out as his.

The opponents of the teaching of the " Free
Spirit," e.g. Tauler, Rulman Merswin, Gerson,

Ruysbroeck, and Creert Groote, give the impres-

sion that they are combating, not an
3. Various organized sect, but a morbid tendency
Groups, and an exaggeration of mystical piety.

The confusion frequently found in

writers of that period between the adherents of this

pantheistic mysticism and the Fraticelli and Apos-
tolic Brethren springs partly from ignorance of the

points in which they differed widely, and partly

from the use of the expression ** secta spiritus

libertatis " as a common designation for quite dis-

tinct heresies. This has led some modem writers

into the supposition that the teachings of the Ger-
man heretical mystics had been spread in the four-

teenth century among the Italian Fraticelli and
Apostolicals, as well as through the so-called " Tur-
lupins " (q.v.), in France. It is clear that the at-

tempt to trace the development and organization

of a single definite pantheistic sect in the Middle
Ages must be unsuccessful. The records of the

tribunab, however, make us acquainted with vari-

ous groups of this kind and with a whole series of

individual representatives of heretical mysticism.

The condemnation of Margareta Porete, a Beguine
of Hainault, who was executed in Paris in 1316,

precedes the 0)uncil of Vienne. In her writings

the soul, " aimihilated " in God, is released from

the obligation to practise virtue, which, however,

comes naturally to the soul united ' with God.

Probably similar to hers was the teaching of the

mystical work of Marie de Valenciennes, contro-

verted by Gerson, which, appealing to an alleged

Biblical counsel " Ama et fac quod vis," denied
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the binding force of the moral law for those who
were filled with the mystical love of God. With
the Flemish poetess and visionary Hadewich Blom-
maerdine (q.v.)f the pantheistic element is not

prominent. About the same time in Cologne, a
Netherlander, Walther, burned c. 1322, was the

center of a wide-spread pantheistic movement, in

the contemporary descriptions of which we meet
for the first time with the nocturnal Adamite
orgies (see Adamites). In southern Germany
Berthold of Rorbach (q.v.), burned 1356 at

Speyer, and Hermann Kiichener of Nuremberg,
who recanted at Wtirzburg in 1342, were the

apostles of a similar movement. Another interest-

ing group is that of the " Friends of God

"

(q.v.), whose leader, Nicholas of Basel was burned

at Vienna in 1396. Pantheistic-antinomian ele-

ments are mingled with apocalyptic views of the

Joachim type in the " Homines intelligentiae

"

(q.v.). The sources for the history of these her-

esies in the fifteenth century are so confused that

little can be made of them. That pantheistic ideas

still had power in the Reformation period is shown
by the rise of the Loist sect at Antwerp (1625-

1545), and the Libertine or Spiritual party (see

Libertines, 3) which after 1529 spread from the

Netherlands through France, western Germany,
and Switzerland, as well as by certain develop-

ments of the Anabaptist movement.
(Herman Haupt.)

Bibuoorapht: Sources are: P. Frederioq, Corpua doeu-

mentorum inquiaitionia Neerlandicce, vols, i.-ii., Ghent,
1889-96; Ulanowski, in Scriptorea rerum Polonicarum,

xiii. 233-260. Cracow. 1889. Consult: H. C. Lea. HUL
of InquiaiHon, vol. ii., passim. New York. 1888; C. U.
Hahn. Oeachic/Ue der Ketaer, ii. 470, Stuttgart, 1847; J.

C. L. Gieaeler. Kirchengeachichte, II. ii. 642 sqq., Bonn.
1849, Eng. transl.. ed. H. B. Smith, ii. 690 sqq.,

New York, 1871; W. Moll. Kerkgeachiedenia van Neder-

land, II., iii. 69 sqq., Utrecht, 1860; W. Preger, Geachtehie

der detUachen Myatik, vols, i.-iii., Leipsic, 1874-93; H.
Haupt, ZKG.v. 478. vii. 603. xii.36; H. Reuter, GaachichU

der religidaen AufkUtruno, ii. 240 sqq., Berlin, 1877; W.
Wattenbach, in SUxungaberichte der Berliner Akademie,

1887, pp. 617 sqq.; J. J. I. von D6llinger, Sektengeachichte,

ii. 378 sqq.. 702 sqq., Mimich, 1890; Neander, ChriaHan
Church, iv. 633, v. 393, 401, 408.

FREETHIlfKER: In general, one who reaches

his conclusions by following the demands of rea-

son, rather than those of authority; more particu-

larly, one who rejects the supernatural elements

of Christianity. The term was first used toward

the close of the seventeenth century, though it

does not seem to have gained general currency till

after the publication of Anthony Collins' Dis-

course of Freethinking (1713, see Collins, An-
thony). The term then came to be applied spe-

cifically to the group of deistic writers formed by
CoUins, Woolston, Tindal, and others (see Deism).

Although Collins defined freethinking as merely an
attempt to judge a proposition according to the

weight of evidence, his book was regarded as an

attack on the fundamental tenets of Christianity;

and from that day to this the term freethinker has

carried with it, in the popular understanding, the

implication of skeptic, infidel, and even libertine

and atheist. The freethinker of to-day does not

reject Christianity; he explains it.

Biblioorapht: Consult the literature under Antitbini-
tarianibm; Dkism.

FREE-WILL BAPTISTS. See Baptistb, H, 4, c

FREISIN6, BISHOPRIC OF: A bishopric or-

ganized by Boniface in the spring of 739 after his

return from Rome, with the other Bavarian bish-

oprics, under the approval of Duke Odilo. It iraa

of small extent; the boundary joined Augrfniiig on
the west, ran to the south sJong the ridge of the

hills on the north side of the Inn vaUey, then along

the top of the Mangfall range, and touched the

river at the present Kufstein, following its course

to Gars, where it turned to the north and came
round to meet the Augsburg line again above

Geisenfeld. In charge of it Boniface placed Erim-

bert, brother of Corbinian (q.v.). The number of

monasteries it contained was large. The most im-

portant of them was that of St. Quirinus on the

Tegemsee, which goes back probably to the reign

of King Pepin, and asserted its immediate depend-

ence on the Empire until the time of Loms the

Bavarian. (A. Hauck.)

The history of the diocese presents few features

of more than local interest up to the Reformation,

in which period it must be said that the preserva-

tion of Bavaria to the Roman Catholic faith is due

rather to the zeal of the dukes than to the influ-

ence of the bishops. Both, however, were not un-

willing to show a reasonable spirit, and the Synod

of Salzburg in 1562, including Bishop Maurice von

Sandizell of Freising (155^-66), assented to the

laying before the Council of Trent of the conoea-

sions desired by Duke Albert V. of Bavaria and

the Emperor Ferdinand—^the marriage of the ckigy

and communion in both kinds. The next bishop,

Ernest (1666-1612), was himself of the ducal fam-

ily, which gave the see two more bishops, Albert

Sigmund (1662-85) and John Theodore (1727-63).

The title of prince-bishop was conferred by Ferdi-

nand II. upon the incumbents of the see. By the

secularization of 1802-03 Freising was incorpo-

rated as a principality with the Bavarian Palati-

nate, except the portions situated in Austria and the

Tyrol, which were given to Salzburg. By the con-

cordat of 1817 a combined archbishopric of Munich

and Freising took the place of the old bishopric

(see Concordats and Deumiting Bulls, VL, 2,

§2).
Bibuoorapht: C. Meiohelbeck, HiaL Friainoenaia, 2 vols.

Augsburg. 1724-29; Graf Hundt, in AMA, vols, xii.-

xiii.; K. Roth. Korroha Renner, Munich. 1854; idem.

Verieichnia der Freiainger Urkunden, ib. 1855: id«n,

Oeraichkeiten dea Biathuma Freiaino. ib. 1856: 8. Biakr.

Oeachiehte Bayema, Gotha. 1880; H. G. Gengler. Baitrdgi

zur Rechtageachichte Bayema, i. 58. 185 8qq.» Leipdc. 1889;

Rettberg, KD, ii. 257; Hauck, KD, i. 491.

FRELmOHUYSEN, frt'ling-hoi^aen,THEODORE:
Dutch Reformed educator; b. at Millstone, N. J., Mar.

28, 1787; d.at New Brunswick, N. J., Apr. 12, 1862.

After his graduation (1804) from the College of New

Jersey (Princeton) he studied law and was admitted

to the bar in 1808, when he removed to Newark. He

was attorney-general of New Jersey 1817-29, United

States senator 1829-45, mayor of Newark 1837-38,

chancellor of New York University 183^50, and

president of Rutgers College 1860-62. In 1844 he was

the Whig candidate for the vice-presidency, on the

ticket with Henry Clay. In the senate he won for
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himself the title of " Christian statesman." It is

said that no other American layman was ever as-

sociated with so many great religious and char-

itable enterprises. He was president of the Ameri-

can Bible Society 1846-62, of the American Tract

Society 1842-48. and for sixteen years president of

the American Board of Commissioners for Foreign

IGadons. He was vice-president of the American
&mday-school Union 1826-61, and for many years

was vice-president of the American Colonization

Sode^.

BnuooBAPHT: T. W. Chambera, Memoir of Theodore Fre-

iM^atgeen, New York. 1863.

FR£MAlfTL£,WILLIAMHENRY:DeanofRipon;
b. at Swanboume (17 m. n.e. of Oxford), Bucking-

haimhire, Dec. 12, 1831. He studied at Balliol Col-

lege, Oxford (B.A., 1853), and was ordered deacon

in 1855 and ordained priest in 1856. He was fel-

low <tf All Souls, Oxford, 1854-63 and fellow of

Balliol and tutor 1883-94. He was curate of

^ddle Qaydon, 1865-57, vicar of Lewknor, Ox-
fordshire, 1857-65, rector of St. Mary's, Bryan-
stOD Square, London, 1865-83, and canon of Can-
terbury 1882-95. Since 1895 he has been dean of

RipoQ. He was chaplain to Bishop and Archbishop

Tait 1861-82, select preacher to the University of

OxfOTd in 1879-80, Bampton Lecturer in 1883. and
William Belden Noble Lecturer at Harvard Uni-

versity in 1900. He has written The Influence of

Commerce on Ckristianity (London, 1854); Lay
Power in Parishes (1869); The Ecclesiastical Judg-

meiUs of the Privy Council (in collaboration with

G. C. Brodrick; 1865); Reconciliation to God
through Jesus Christ (1870); The Oospel of the Secu-

lar Ufe (university sermons; 1882); The World as

Ike Subject of Redemption (Bampton Lectiires;

1885); Eighty-Eights: Sermons on Armada and
Revolution (1888); The Present Work of the An-
glican Communion (1888); and Christian Ordi-

nances and Social Progress (Noble lectures for 1900;

Boston, 1901). He also translated the works of St.

Jerome and Rufinus in the Nicene and PosirNicene

Fathers Xin collaboration with G. Lewis and W. G.

Hartley; Edinburgh, 1893), and edited Church Re-

form (London, 1888) and the Sermons of B. Jowett

(3 vols., 1895-1901).

FRENCH CONFESSION OF FAITH. See Galu-
CAN CONTESSION.

FRENCH PROPHETS: A fanatical sect in Eng-
land started in 1706 by refugee Camisards (q.v.),

who pretended to have the gift of prophecy and
the power of working miracles. Their specitd mis-

non, they claimed, was to declare the speedy es-

tablishment of the Messiah's kingdom, which was
to be accompanied by wonders and the infliction

of severe judgments on the wicked. For a time

they produced a deep impression in London and
the laiger provincial cities and won the allegiance

of such well-known people as Lady Jane Forbes,

Sir Richard Bulkeley, and John Lacy. Bulkeley

daimed to have been miraculously cured of con-

tinuous headache, stone, and rupture, and con-

tributed large sums to the support of the sect, at

the time of his death (1710) he was on the point of

selling his estates and distributing the proceeds

among the prophets. He wrote in their defense,

An Answer to Several Treatises Lately Published on
the Subject of the Prophets (London, 1708).

Lacy, who was a member of Edmund Calamy's
chim;h, fell under the influence of the prophets
soon after their arrival and ** entered into all their

absurdities, except that of a conununity of goods,

to which he strongly objected, having an income
of two thousand pounds per annimi." He became
a seer and healer and published several works for

the cause, including A Cry from the Desert, or Tes-

timonials of Miraculous Things Lately Come to Pass
in the Cevennes (London, 1707), a translation

from the French of Francis Maximilian; Prophetical

Warnings of Elias Marion (1707); The Prophetical

Warnings of John Lacy (1707), a collection of his

own prophecies; A Rdation of the Dealings of God
to his Unworthy Servant^ John Lacy (1708), an an-

swer to an attack by Edmund Calamy; and A
Vision of J. L., Esq,, a Prophet (1715), inspired by
the Jacobite rising. In 1707 the prophets were
convicted of publishing false and scandalous pam-
phlets and holding tumultuous assemblies and
placed in the pillory, though prosecutions against

Lacy and Bulkeley were quashed. This seems to

have made the sect temporarily more popular than

ever, and soon there were no less than 400 persons

spreading their fanatical prophecies in various

parts of the country. They even went so far as to

predict that one of their number, Thomas Emes,
lately deceased, would rise from the dead on May
25, 1708. In a pamphlet entitled The Mighty
Miracle, or the Wonder of Wonders, Lacy issued a
general invitation to everybody to come to Bun-
hill Fields to witness this event. The failure of

Emes to emerge from his grave at the time ap-

pointed weakened the influence of the prophets,

and from that time they fell into disgrace.

Bibuggbapht: D. Hughaon [pseudonym for Edward Pugh],
A Copious Account of the French and English Prophets,

London, 1814; R. Adams, The Raigious World Displayed,

Edinburgh, 1809; English Review, ix (1862), 22-23; and
especially DNB, xxxi. 382-383, where a copious literature

on the subject is indicated.

FRENCH REVOLUTION, RELIGIOUS EFFECTS
OF.

Early Friendly Attitude of the Church (| 1).

Influence of Financial Considerations (f 2).

Reoonstitution of Church and Clergy (§3).
Clerical Opposition Causes Persecution (§4 ).

More Extreme Anticlerical Measures (§ 5).

Movement Becomes Antireligious (§ 6).

Rationalistic Cults Introduced (f 7).

The Turn in Affairs (| 8).

The Coming of Napoleon (f 0).

The violent commotion which, toward the end

of the eighteenth century, shattered the vital struo-

ture of the French state was directed

I. Early primarily against medieval feudalism.

Friendly But, inasmuch as this was closely re-

Attitude lated to the Roman Catholic Church,

of the the element of destruction of necessity

Church, reached the Church. From this it was
an easy step to the attack upon religion

in general. Distrust of the positive teaching of the

Church and the frivolity which was hampered by
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the moral philosophy of the day combined to arouse

the suspicion that the clergy climg to their pre-

rogatives, social organization, and possessions not

because of their conviction of the essential Tightness

of these things, but simply from a desire for power.

As financial stringency had given the first impulse

to the revolution, so later it seemed just and natural

to make use of the wealth of the Church to save the

State from bankruptcy. But from the beginning

the political status of the deigy was a matter of

consideration. It was commonly expected that they

as a body woiold side with the nobility; but while

the nobiUty maintained their purpose to contend

for their ascendancy in the assembly, on June 22,

1789, 148 of the 308 clerical delegates sided with the

third estate, and on June 24, 151 others joined in

the movement under the leadership of Talleyrand.

The abolition of tithes aroused little opposition;

already the clergy had offered their possessions for

the national good; and the proposal to use the

church vessels for pubUc relief had been agreed to,

while the offer of 140 million francs was accepted

by the assembly Sept. 29. But the advancing

revolutionary spirit was no longer satisfied with a

friendly attitude on the part of the Church; it would

satisfy its hate by appropriating all the Church's

possessions. It is therefore noteworthy that a high

dignitary of the Church, Talleyrand, bishop of

Autun, recognizing that the especial prerogatives of

the Church could no longer be preserved, lent his

aid to the expression of the general feeling. He
proposed, Oct. 10, 1789, that a third of the ecclesi-

astical revenue (fifty millions of francs) be applied

to cover the deficit in the accounts of the State,

justifying the proposal by the fact that the clergy

were not owners of the Church property, but merely

in possession of a usufruct, while the State had
power over every institution within its jurisdiction.

TaUeyrand, Mirabeau, and Abb6 Gr^oire carried

their point against the opposition of Siey^ and the

Abb^ Biaury, Montesquieu, and others, by a vote

of 586 to 346. A resolution passed reciting that all

ecclesiastical property was at the disposal of the

State on the condition that the latter defray the*

expenses of public worship and provide for the sup-

port of the Church's officers and for the maintenance

of the poor. Two days later this was ratified by the

king while in confinement. Yet the clergy, so far

from receiving sympathy, were the recipients of

ridicule and insults from the populace.

New plans against the clergy came continually to

the front, personal attacks were made upon the

church dignitaries, while the monas-
2. Influ- teries were especial objects of assault,

ence of On Feb. 11, 1790, Treilhard proposed

Financial for the second time the abolition of

Consider- monasteries and of monastic vows,

ations. After many debates the resolution

passed on Feb. 13, 1790, dissolving all

orders and congregations of both sexes with the ex-

ception of those devoted to the instruction of chil-

dren and to the care of the sick. Monastics might
leave their cloisters on notifying the local author-

ities; monks who were unwilling to leave were
assigned houses for their use. Great numbers seized

the freedom offered and became most enthusiastic

in their devotion to the revolution. Nuns
allowed to remain where they were, and few left

their orders. Pensions were granted to those who
entered civil life, depending in amount upon the

condition of the monastery, the rule of the order,

and the age of the individuals. The dergy had

hoped that the resolution to sell the property of the

Church would be a dead letter, but the lade of gold

and the growing deficit made this measure an im-

mediate eventuality. The archbishop of Aix pro-

posed a loan of 400 millions of francs, guaranteed by
the property of the clergy, who would pay the in-

terest and then gradually the principal through the

proceedings from sales. But the majority would

not accept this plan, not recognizing the posttioo of

the clergy which could warrant the offering of such

a sum. Meanwhile, Dom Gerles, a member of the

clerical committee, uiged that, in order to satisfy

those who feared for the existence of reUgion, the

Roman Catholic religion be regarded as H^i d the

nation, and that its services alone be regarded as

authorized by the State. After considerable debate

the assembly decided not to entertain the propoMl,

since it was neither willing nor able to enter decrees

upon matters of religion (Apr. 13, 1790). The Plarii

chapter, the members of the Right, and the cities of

Ntmes, Nantes, and Rennes complained against tlus

decision and defended the Roman Catholic rehgioQ.

The assembly determined to awwmie adminis-

tration of the clerical estates under the directors

of departments and districts, 400 millions to be

paid therefor and the money to be given to the

clergy.

Behind the financial gain which the people

thought to make on thif? occasion lay the main pur-

pose, the dissolution of a detested jet

3. Recon- powerful aristocratic body. Thectegy

stitution of was regarded as the corner-stone of the

Church and feudal system, the demolition of which

Clergy, was the goal of the whole pditical

movement. Several other moves fol-

lowed the completion of the change in the status of

the clergy. The number of bishoprics was reduced

from 134 to 83. The bishop became the inunediate

pastor of the conmiunity in which he Uved, and in-

stead of the former chapter had a number of vicars

who formed his council and gave him advice in all

matters. The bishops were chosen by the same

bodies as named the* members of the d^)artmental

assemblies, and were forbidden to seek papal con-

firmation. The choice of the pastor was left to the

active citizens of each district, but he was inducted

into his post by the bishop. Bishops and pastofs

took the oath of allegiance to the nation, the hw,

the king, and the constitution. These changes, con-

cluded May 31, followed a severe struggle led 00 the

part of the clergy by the archbishop of Aix and the

Jansenist theologian Camus. The civil constitution

of the cleigy was finished July 12, the salaries being

fixed as follows: the archbishop of Paris, 50,000

livres; the other bishops, 20,000; the vicars, 2,000

to 6,000; and the pastors, 1,200 to 4,000, with

dwelling and garden. The king, being urged to sign

this constitution, found himself in difli^tiee, and

wrote the pope for advice. The latter could no

better solve the problem, called a meeting of ca^
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dinals, and asked the king to await the result of

their deUberations. But the aspect of the people

and assembly was so threatening that the king

signed Aug. 24, 1790, though the pope and the

bkhops b^an a passive resistance. Protests from all

quarters came in, the leading one by Boisgehn, arch-

bishop of Aix, who voiced the feelings of the Church
and its opposition to the new constitution in a paper

under the title Exposition des principes, signed by
110 bishops. The assembly, regarding this as a
revolutionary movement, replied by a decree of

Nov. 27, 1790, requiring all bishops to take the oath

of obedience to the civil constitution of the clergy,

and threatening those who resisted with dismissal

from their posts. At the suggestion of the king,

Boisgelin, in the hope of seciuing fome concessions,

presented to the pope a paper to the following pur-

port: it suggested (1) that the pope confirm the

arrangement made by the assembly for the metro-

politan and other dioceses; (2) that the bishops

who were deprived of sees or whose dominion was
limited be advised to approve the new divisions;

(3) that he give his sanction to the establishment

of the new dioceses; (4) that he give the metro-

politan power in the matter of canonical investiture

of the new bishoprics; (5) that he approve of the

arrangement for a council of vicars for the conduct
of parochial business; and (6) that he admonish
the bishops to accept the transfer of the vacant

parishes to the incumbents chosen by the people

in case there were neither moral nor canonical

reasons against it. The archbishop did not expect

that the pope would assent to these propositions,

yet he laid them before him, while the latter took

refuge in procrastination. Meanwhile the king was
driven to sign the threatening decree, Dec. 26, 1791,

and on the next day Abb^ Gr^oire took the oath
of all^ianoe, and was at once followed by Talley-

rand and three other bishops and by seventy-

one of the 300 clerical members of the assem-
bly It was the purpose of the assembly to

have the new Church free from the authority of

the pope.

Jan. 4, 1792, was the day set for the general ad-

ministration of the oath. It was a day of great

bitterness of feeling in the assembly,

4. Clerical but the majority of the clergy of Paris

Oppodtioii took the oath; in the provinces three-

Canscs fourths of the clergy remained true to

Penecation. the old order. These consecutive steps

against the clergy had created a great

stir among the French people. The nobility and
those who, from the circumstance of birth or of

civil or political position, were hostile to the new
order joined with the clergy who were opposed to

the constitution. The king, realizing his position,

began to think of flight and of retaliation with out-

side akl. The assembly, on the other hand, saw
itself checked by the very extreme to which it had
been carried. In the South there were rumors of

an insurrectionary movement; the laige number of

those deprived of positions was itself a cause for

grave apprehension, and it was not due to thoughts

of charity that pensions were provided for these and
further persecution checked. While the Roman
Catholic clergy were lamenting the dissolution of

IV.—26

their church, Protestants were enjoying their newly
found liberty as granted by the new civil constitu-

tion. The latter thus became the friends of the

revolution, their clergymen taking the oath without

hesitation. The pope at last broke his silence, an-

nouncing his absolute rejection of the civil consti-

tution. The first declaration was in a document
sent to the archbishop of Sens, threatening him with

degradation from the cardinalate unless he formally

retracted the oath of allegiance to the constitution.

The archbishop replied by sending his cardinal's hat

to the pope, but declared his intention to remain as

bishop at the head of his church. The pope ex-

pressed his condemnation of the civil constitution

in other acts. He wrote on Mar. 30 to the thirty

bishops who had joined in the memorial of the

archbishop of Aix in the Exposition des principes,

and threatened them with canonical punishment
in case of failure on their part to retract their

oath of obedience to the constitution. In other

letters he declared all arrangements made in

accordance with the constitution null and void;

he conmianded all clergymen who had taken
the oath to retract within forty days imder
penalty of permanent suspension, and warned the
people to have no dealings with the prelates or

pastors who had been forcibly installed. These
letters afforded a new basis for the opposition of

the bishops and clergy, and many withdrew their

oaths. But the very zeal of reaction aroused again

hatred for the clergy. Church, and religion. The
pope became the object of insult, and on May 4,

the day after his letters had been made public, he
was burned in efligy before the palace with the

applause of the populace. The bishops were driven

from their diocese partly by direct conunand of

government, partly by turbulent violence. Talley-

rand resigned his bishopric and returned to private

life. The churches of the resisting bishops were
closed or put to other than religious use. At this

juncture the clergy began to break away from celi-

bacy, and this the assembly encouraged, promising

to pay the pensions and declaring that there was no
law forbidding the marriage of the deigy. In later

times of persecution those who had married foimd
their marriage state a protection, as it signified that

the priest had discarded his ecclesiastical relation-

ships. The opposing clergy avoided this step, and
the upholders of royalty regarded it a duty of honor
to seek the sacraments from these only. The king's

vain attempt at flight in June, 1791, became a new
pretext for persecution of the clergy, and this in

Nantes was carried to extremes. The suspicion that

the clergy had been connected with this unfortunate

attempt was strengthened by a letter of July 7 from
the pope to the king, expressing the pope's high hope

of the king's speedy and victorious return to Paris,

clothed with full authority and surrounded by the

regular bishops, who would then be able to return

to their respective dioceses. This letter fell into the

hands of the revolutionists. The inunediate results

were more severe regulations against the disobedient

cleigy, and the union of Avignon and the county of

Venaissin to France, Sept. 14. Reports of condi-

tions in Vend^ and Montpellier, as well as from

other parts of the coimtry, aroused a new hatred of
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the Church, which was shown in a decree of the

assembly, Nov. 29. Priests who had not taken the

oath were given eight days* grace in which to take

the oath of citizenship; all failing then to do this

were to be deprived of their pensions, were to be

considered as under suspicion, and were liable to

imprisonment ; if they were found in a place where

trouble occurred, in case this was due to religious

causes, they might be removed from the place. The
government of each department was charged with

the carrying out of these regulations and was to

report to the assembly in case further measures

^ere required.

The opposing clergy in Paris, as well as the direc-

torium of Paris, urged the king to veto this bill,

which he did on Dec. 19, 1791, moved
5. More also by regret at signing the previous

Extreme bills. Now a storm of indignation

Anticlerical broke out against the king and mon-
Measures. archical institutions: he was called a

traitor and the ally of internal and ex-

ternal foes, whose sanction of the laws was not

needed. While the resolution of Nov. 29 had not

the force of law, proceedings took place in many
departments—Toulouse, Nantes, Rennes, Angers

—

which assumed its binding force, and the nonjuring

priests were maltreated and cast into prison. The
hate which first was directed against the priests was
now turned against the Roman Catholic Church and
against religion itself, as was particularly the case

in the Jacobin club. Nevertheless, though many
showed themselves atheists, the attitude taken by
Robespierre indicated plainly that the revolution

was not wholly under antireligious influence. Robes-

pierre expressed himself thus: ** To call upon divine

Providence, not to be willing to lose sight of the idea

of the divine Being who influences so essentially the

aflfairs of nations, who appears to me to be in par-

ticular watching over the French Revolution—and
this last does not appear to me to be too bold a

thought—all this is for me a necessity. How could

I, relying upon my own spirit alone, have endured

all these conflicts which call for more than human
strength, had I not raised my soul to God? " On
Apr. 28 a law was passed abolishing clerical dress,

and on May 27 a bill went through directing that at

the request of twenty active citizens of a canton

the directors of a department should see to the

deposition of nonjuring priests as instigators of

sedition. The apparent justification of this law lay

in the fact that there were rumors at the time of

the suppression of a conspiracy in the department
of Tarn to kill the Calvinists of that locality. The
king delayed ratifying this bill, and indeed finally

interposed his veto, a deed which by no means
bettered the condition of the priests or enhanced
the security of his throne. At first the means of

deportation of the priests failed, yet in Lyons,

CMlons, Angers, Nantes, and Dijon there were
numerous arrests of priests. On Aug. 10 began the

close confinement of the king, while the extreme
party gained the ascendancy in the assembly. On
Aug. 23 a bill passed commanding all nonjuring

priests to leave France withm fourteen days under
penalty of being sent to Guiana. Then came the

dark month of September in which so many priests

were slain. Many were brought to Paris to be

deported, and on the way to the place of detention

in the city eighteen were killed by the mob and sixty

more in the courtyard, while later in the monastery

of the Carmelites 200 were killed. As a consequence

the priests delayed no longer in obeying the law to

leave the country, finding refuge in the papal domin-

ions in Switzerland, in the Netherlands, and in Spain.

In consequence of this law 40,000 priests were ex-

patriated, and in Protestant England 8,000 found

a home.
The next attack was upon institutions which con-

nected civil life and Christianity. A decree of Sept.

20, 1792, transferred the registry of

6. Move- births, marriages, and deaths from the

ment Be- Church to the civil authorities. Only

comes Anti- a few days earlier, Aug. 30, divorce

religious, was made possible by simple declara-

tion only, and on Sept. 20, by common
agreement; already for Protestants declaration

before a judge had constituted legal marriage. The

calendar was changed at this time. Since Sept 22

they had reckoned from the first year of the repub-

lic; on Oct. 6, 1793, an entirely new calendar was

devised in which each of the twelve months was

divided into three decades, the first of each decade

of days taking the place of the Christian Sunday.

The five surplus days of the year were made a festal

period. The names of the days were taken from

natural products of the soil and the like. The na-

tional convention which succeeded the national

assembly on Sept. 21, 1792, assumed an attitude

still more inimical to Christianity. At the instigst-

tion of Chaiunette, a noted despiser of religion, the

Christmas festival was abolished and in its place

was installed the " feast of the sansculottes." At-

tacks upon church rites, dignities and feasts were

numerous, and atheistic declarations were frequent

In its earlier days the convention was milder in its

dealings with the clergy, declaring the outrages

against them punishable. But the harsher side came

to be seen before long. Some of the school-children,

of course prompted to this course, asked that they

be not made to pray in the name of a so-called God,

but that they be given instruction in the funda-

mentals of equality, the rights of mankind, and the

constitution; but at the time this petition met with

rebuff. Toward the end of the year 1793 atheistic

fanaticism gained ascendancy* and on Nov. 1 a

delegation from Nantes petitioned for the abolition

of Roman Catholic services. On Nov. 7, after the

reading of a letter to the convention, beginning:
*' I am a priest, that is, a charlatan," Gobel, the

archbishop of Paris, went to the president's desk

and laid his letter of appointment to the post upon

the table, saying amid great applause that the vill

of the people hod been his first law, and that from

this time on there could be no national worship

except that of freedom and equality; he renounced

his position as a servant of the Roman Catholic

Church. lie received congratulations from the

president of the convention, and then laid aside his

red cap, his cross, and his ring, and his vicars also

deposited there the insignia of their offices. But

this unworthy act brought Gobel no safety, since fi\^

months later he ascended the scaffold on the chaiige
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of aiding in the destruction of morals. In the scene

jost portrayed a Protestant minister took part

—

Julien, of Toulouse, declaring that Protestantism

also had its charlatanry, and that henceforth he

would have no other sanctuary than that of the law,

no deity than freedom, no Goppel than the repub-

lican constitution. He died at the guiiks^ine in

Apr., 1794. Bishop Gr^oire was the only eccle-

siastic of the convention to oppose this unworthy
movement. His stand was bold and his declaration

emphatic that his religion was a part of his most

solemn convictions; his office was from the hands

of the people, but his call to it came neither from

the people nor the convention. He was violently

assailed, but remained steadfast, continued to

wear ecclesiastical dress, and presented so im-

posing a mien that no one ventured to lay hands

upon him.

The Paris council instituted, in celebration of the

abolition of the Roman Catholic religion, a feast of

reason, carried out on the twentieth of

7. Ra- Brumaire (Nov. 10), 1793, in Notre

tionalistic Dame, in which a so-called temple of

Cults philosophy was erected, in which sat

Introduced, as the representative of reason an opera

singer. Mademoiselle Maillard. The
celebration was continued in the national conven-

tion, whither the representative of reason was
carried in a sedan-chair, was proclaimed goddess of

the feast, of freedom, and reason. The procession

then went again to the cathedral, where the cele-

bration was held and hymns were sung to reason.

This ceremony was imitated in other parts of the

country, the sanction of the convention having

been given to the new cult of reason. On Nov. 13

the subordinates of the convention were empowered
to receive the renouncements of the clergy and the

latter were ui-ged to abjure Christianity. In the

festivals the churches were often plundered and the

treasures appropriated as state property. Proposals

were made to destroy the towers which held the

bells and the sculptures of Notre Dame on the

ground that they implicitly opposed equality. The
convention received reports from various quarters

of the burial of Christianity and the abolition of the

worship of God. In cases where the clergy sub-

mitted to the demands made upon them, the fact

was noted and celebrated as the triumph of phi-

losophy over prejudice and error, while the churches
were stripped of adornment and turned into temples
of reason or even put to ignominious uses Books
of prayer or hynms were burned, the citizens were
forbidden to keep Sunday as a holy day, while on
Nov. 22 all bishops and clergy who had renounced
their functions were assured of pensions. In spite

of all this there were many, especially women, who
still went to the churches for prayer and worship.

Even in the convention the voice of Robespierre was
raised against the prevalent tendency, and on Nov.
21 at the Jacobins' club he declaimed against Hubert,
who had just delivered a harangue upon the dangers
of fanaticism and priesthood. He declared that

there were men who under the pretense of destroy-
ing superstition made a sort of religion of atheism.

This might do for aristocrats, but the people needed
a Supreme Being to watch over oppressed innocence

and to punish victorious crime. But the representa-

tives of atheism were not to be overthrown without

a struggle. A few days later they put through the

city Council a decree to close the churches and
making ot all who contraverted this suspicious

persons.

Chaumette, however, secured a partial recall of

this resolution, and on Nov. 26 Danton carried the

resolution in the convention that the

8. The antireligious masquerades should cease

Turn in and that an end be put to the persecu-

Affain. tion of the priests, while no obstacle

was to be laid in the way of any wor-
ship, the decree for freedom of worship passing the
convention on Dec. 6. Robespierre began to poee
as the patron of religion; and though he was far

from desiring to give to the priests their earlier

power, declaring them to be in religion what char-

latans were in medicine and that the true priest of

the Highest Being was nature, whose temple was the
universe and his worship virtue, yet he prevailed

upon the convention. May 7, 1794, to make the
following declaration: The French people acknowl-
edges the existence of a Supreme Being and the im-
mortality of the soul; it recognizes that the worthy
worship of him is the fulfilment of man's duties,

the first of which are the detestation of faithlessness

and t3rranny, the punishment of tjrrants and traitors,

and the support of the unhappy; festivals shall be
appointed with the object of bringing mankind
again to the thought of the deity. The first of the
festivals provided for was celebrated June 8, 1794,

at which Robespierre, then president of the con-
vention, appeared in gay costume and delivered

a political-moral address. Though shortly after

Robespierre went to the scaffold charged with ma-
king for himself a priesthood, his speeches marked
the turning-point in favor toward religious belief.

On May 30, 1795, the use of the churches was
granted to their former possessors, though the public

announcement of service, as by the ringing of bells,

was forbidden. The constitution of Aug. 22, 1795,

granted freedom in matters of religion to all who
submitted to the law. Oversight by regular au-

thorities was provided for, the clergy was forbidden

to interfere in the matter of the registry of vital

statistics and to publish foreign docim:ients hostile

to the republic. The last was aimed against the

pope, who by rescripts was continually endeavoring
to control the French Church. Full freedom was
given to the rearing of religious sects, and owing
to this was a remarkable development of " Theo-
philanthropists,'' which reduced all religious teach-

ing to the doctrines of God and of inmiortality and
the moral ideas which flowed from them. The dis-

persal of these sects caused no httle trouble later

when Napoleon, after the signing of the concordat
(see Concordats and Delimitino Bulls, VI., §§ 1-

2), forbade their meetings, especially those of the

Theophilanthropists, whose sect had spread widely

over France. Even after the decree of 1795 the per-

secutions of religion did not entirely cease. In Oct.,

1795, the convention threatened with death all exiled

clergy if they returned to France. But the lot of

the religious was making advance toward better-

ment during the year 1796 and the first part of 1797.
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On June 17 Camille Jordan, deputy from Lyons,

delivered an address in favor of the priests and
calling for a revision of the laws respecting religion.

On June 24 the directorium reported to the Five

Hundred that, in consequence of the more favor-

able outlook in religious affairs, a large number of

priests had returned and many religious organizar

tions were asking freedom of worship. Finally a

decree was passed to restore to the priests their civil

rights, though in September of 1797, during a tem-

porary period of control by the republican radicals,

persecution of the priests was renewed, and of the

returned priests stem requirements were made,
such as vowing hatred to royalty. Under these con-

ditions many of the exiled clergy returned, and
about 17,000 took the required oath; but others

were exiled, and about 380 transported to Guiana,

while others died miserably on the islands of Oleron

and Rh^.
The return of Napoleon from Egypt gave to the

affairs of the Roman Catholic Church a favorable

turn; the imprisoned ecclesiastics were

9. The released, and freedom of worship was
Coming of proclaimed (Dec. 28, 1799). The serv-

Napoleon. ices of the Church were no longer con-

fined to the first day of each decade,

and the only requirement of the clergy was that

they declare their submission to the law and the

constitution of 1799, while the festivals of the Revo-
lution were reduced to two. Bonaparte, believing

the assistance of the Church essential in establishing

his power, opened negotiations with Pius VII., and
on Apr. 18, 1801, a solemn service was performed in

Notre Dame. In spite of the strong hold unbelief

had gained in France during the Revolution, 40,000

communities shortly returned to the Roman Catholic

Church. A great difficulty arose in this restoration

of the Church owing to the split in the ranks of the

clergy over the oaths imposed by law. The nonjur-

ing clergy considered themselves the only true

representatives of the Church; on the other hand,

the constitutional priests maintained that their atti-

tude of yielding had saved its existence, thereby
rendering the greater service. Napoleon at first

was drawn toward the side of the nonjuring priests,

since they seemed to be held in higher esteem by
the people. Then he attempted to aid Bishop
Gr^oire, the head of the constitutional dei^, to

secure reconciliation. But he soon saw that neither

the pope nor the nonjuring priests would have any-
thing to do with the constitutional clergy, and
won the support of the nonjuring element by con-

cluding a concordat with the pope in 1801 against

the advice of Gr^goire. Since in the concordat no
mention was made of the Protestants, and the first

article seemed to make the Roman Catholic cultus

the one having principal rights, a special statement
of Mar. 9, 1802, declared that the other churches
were to enjoy equal rights with the Roman Catholic,

it being the duty of the State to protect the noble-

minded Protestant minority, which had many claims

upon the respect and favor of the nation. Three
months were allowed for the organization of the
different ecclesiastical bodies. Tlie ratification of

the concordat could not be accomplished so quickly,

however, there being many obstacles in the way.

Many of the constitutional and of the nonjuring

clergy, and some statesmen also, were opposed to

the proposed restoration of the churches. A difficult

part of the work lay in getting the bishops to lay

down their offices. The pope, however, in Oct, , 1801

,

directed both classes of cleigy to lay down their

offices, and was obeyed by all, even the exiled, ex-

cept those in England. Bonaparte found opposition

also among the political forces, the senate, the

tribunal, and the legislature, and he had to use his

constitutional right to reduce the membership of

the tribunal before introducing the concordat. The

concordat itself needed a " constructive " article

defining the public policy of worship according to

the principles of the dociunent itself. This artide,

assuring to every religion the sufferance and pro-

tection of the State, was presented to the council

Apr., 1802. According to it, without the permission

of the government no bulls or briefs might be pub-

lished nor any councils held; every priest was to

acknowledge " Bossuet's declaration " of 1682 and

promise obedience to the Church in spiritual matters

and to the civil power in temporal affairs; the

bishops, appointed by the First Consul and con-

firmed by the pope, were allowed to name their

pastors, provid«l they sought civil appro\-al before

installing them; they might build churches and

seminaries, but in the choice of teachers the cod-

firmation of government was neoe^ary, and the

pupils might not become priests before their twenty-

fifth year; the new archbishoprics created were

Paris, Midines, Besan^on, Lyons, Aix, Toulouse,

Bordeaux, Bourges, Tours, and Rouen; the salaries

of the archbishops were to be 15,000 francs, those

of the bishops 10,000, and of the pastors 1,000 to

1,500. Of the property of the Churdi there were to

be restored only the pastoral dwellings and the ap-

pertaining gardens; the use of bells was again per-

mitted. The republican calendar was modified ao

that the week and its days were as they were before,

Sunday thus being restored; in marriage the eccle-

siastical ceremony was again given its place, bat a

prior civil license was required. This article also

provided for the Protestants that no confessioos

were to be published without governmental ap-

proval; the State paid the salaries of the pastors,

previously appropriating church property. Two
seminaries were permitted in eastern France for

the instruction of the candidates for the Lutheran

ministry, and one in Geneva for the Reformed faith.

The direction of Lutheran affairs was placed in the

hands of local and general consistories, while the

Reformed were to have synods based upon the

Church census. This constructive article became

law without being submitted to the pope. The ap-

pointment of bishops became the bone of contention,

the pope desiring that the constitutional bishops

be wholly excluded, while Napoleon gave twelve

of the sixty bishoprics to them. By the concordat

the pope had yielded to the First Consul what had

been refused to the assembly—submission of the

Church to the civil power, while the nonjuring dei^
had now by conunand of the pope to agree to what

they had formerly resisted. On the other hand, the

Church had won a politically recognised existence

and with this a large part of its legitimate power.
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and in later time the papacy regarded as one of

the victorious results the relegating of the French

episcopacy to a position of dependence upon Rome.
The concordat thus became the introduction to the

Vatican Decrees (see Vatican Council).

(P. TSCHACKERT.)

Bebuographt: A fine list of floiiroes and literature is given

in Hauok-Hersog. RE, xvl 713-714. Consult further the
works on the general history of the period. This bibli-

ognphy, like the text, has in mind only the religious side

of the French Revolution. Consult: F. C. Dreyfus, L'Aa-
tiatttnetwua la Ugi$laiure et la canvenHon, 1791-1796, Paris,

1905; A. Barruel, Hittory of the Clergy during the French
RevciuHon, 3 parts, London, 1794; H. Gr^oire, Mhnovree,
prMde9 d'une notice hietorique eur I'atiteur par M. H.
Cttnud, 2 vols., Paris, 1837; Abbtf Jager, HieUnre de

rii^iee de France pendant la rivohUion, 3 vols., Paris, 1852;

W. H. Jervis, The Oalliean Chwch and the RevoluHon,
London, 1882; F. X. Plasse. Le Clergi franoaia rifugi6 en
Anglelerre, 2 vols.. Paris. 1886; A. Qaxier, £tudea stir

Pki^oire relioieuee de la rivolution francaiee, Paris, 1887;

P. L. Sdout, Hiatoire de la conetituUcn civile du clergi,

Psris, 1887; EL de Pressensd, L'^gliae et la r&oolution

frttneaieey Paris, 1889; B. Robidou. Hietoire du clergi

pendant la revolution fran^aiee, 2 vols., Paris, 1889; F.
Chamard. La Revolution, le concordat et la liberU religieuee,

Fkris, 1891; P. G. Moreau, Le Centenaire du martyre dee

Carmeliia de Compitgne 1794, Compi^gne, 1894; F. Bour-
naod, Le Clergi eou$ la terreur. Tours, 1896; A. Bicard,

A la retherche d*une religion civile, Paris, 1896; P. A.
Hamart, CoUtdea ii travere VEurope pour lee pritree francaia

dfportia en Suisae pendant la Revolution, 1794-1797, Paris,

1S07: F. A. Aulard, Paria pendant la rSacHon thertnido'

rienne et aoua le directoire, 6 vols., Paris, 1898-1902; L.

Bourgain, V&gliae d'Angara pendant la revolution et jua-

qn'en 1870, Paris. 1898; A. Debidour, Hiat. dee rapporta

de noHae et de Vetat en France, 1789-1870, Paris. 1898;
0. Delarc. L'6gliae de Paria pendant la revolution francaiae,

1789-1801, Paris. 1898; I. Manseau, Lea Pritrea et religieux

deportee aur lea edtea et dana lea (lea de la Charente inferieure,

2 Tob., Lille, 1898; J. F. E. Robinet. Le Mouvement reli-

gievx h Paria pendant la revolution (1789-1801), 2 vols.,

Paris, 1898: A. Thys, La PeraectUion religieuae en Belgique
mnu le directoire, 1789-1799, Anvers, 1899; M. Bonneau,
N<aea pour aervir h I'hiatoire du clerge de VYonne pendant
hrevobttum {1790-1800), Gens, 1900; B. Erdmannsddrfer.
Mirabeau, Bielefeld. 1900; Abb^ Ange de Lfeve des Or-
mause, Mcuaacrea de eeptembre dana lea priaona de Paria;
arreataUon dee prttrea et dea aeminariatea de S. Sulpiee k
l§ay, leur empriaonnement dana Vegliae dea Carmea, Paris,

1900: H. Belloc, Robeapierre, London, 1901; Sophia H.
Madehose, The Laat Daya of the French Monarchy, Gla»-
gow. 1901; idem. From Monarchy to Republic in France^
1788-1792, Glasgow, 1904; T. Carlyle, The French Revolu-
tion, new issue, 3 vols.. London^ 1902; C. Gomel, Hiatoire

finandire de la Ugialative et la convention, 179S-1796, Paris,

1902-1905; R. de Teil, Sviquea et pretrea maaaaerea aux
joumeea de eeptembre 1798 di Paria, Paris, 1902; T. Kiefer,

Die depvUUrlen Biachdfe der Jranadaiachen Nationalver'
eammlung und die conatitution civile du clerge in den Jahren
1790-1798, Freiburg. 1903; G. L. Scherger, The Evolution
ef Modem Liberty, The French Declaration of the Righta of
Man, New York, 1904; H. d'Alm^ras, Lea Romana de
CMatoire, la deiame et U cuUe de la raiaon, Paris, 1905; U.
Wahl, Vorgeadiichte der franxdaiachen Revolution, 2 vols.,

TQbingen, 1905-07; H. G. Graham, Society in France
before the Revolution, Edinburgh, 1908.

FREPPEL, frep"per, CHARLES EMILE: French
Roman Catholic prelate; b. at Ehnheim (14 m. n.

of Schlettstadt), Alsace, June 1, 1827; d. at Paris

Dec. 22, 1891. He studied at Strasburg and was
ordained priest in 1849. After teaching philoso-

phy at a Carmelite school in Paris and being di-

rector of the episcopal college at Strasburg, he be-
came one of the staff of Ste. Genevieve at Paris in

1853 and dean in 1867. From 1854 to 1870 he
was professor of sacred eloquence in the faculty of

Roman Catholic theology at Paris. In 1869 he
was called to Rome to aaaist in the preliminary ar-

rangements for the Vatican Council, and was a

pronoimced adherent of the dogma of papal infalli-

bility. He was consecrated bishop of Angers in

1870, and was a vigorous prelate, being active in

organizing pilgrimages to Paray-le-Monial, Puy,
and elsewhere, and in founding a Catholic univer-

sity at Angers. In 1880 he was returned as dep-

uty from Brest, and became the leader of the

clerical party. He attracted great notice by his

opposition to the government, and by his out-

spoken ultramontanism, as well as by his anti-

German sentiments. He favored the expeditions

to Tunis (1881), Tonkin (1883), and Madagascar

(1885), but his interference in Prussian ecclesias-

tical affairs was so active that it was suppressed

by the French government. His numerous works
include: Lea Phrea apostoliques et leur Opaque

(Paris, 1859); Lea Apologiatea chrHiena au deu-

xihne aikcU (I860); St. Ir^rUe (1861); Exomen cri-

tique delaviede Jiaua-Ckriat par M. Renan (1863);

Confirencea aur la diviniU de J4aua-Chriat (1863);

TertuUien (2 vols., 1864); St. Cyprien (1865);

CUment d*Alexandrie (1865); Examen critique dea

apdtrea de M. Renan (1866); Orighne (2 vols., 1868);

(Euvrea paatoralea et oratoirea (9 vols., 1869-94);

(Euvrea poUmiquea (9 vob., 1874-88); VSgliae et

lea auvriera (1876); Lea devoira du chritien dana la

vie civile (1876); and La Vie chr^imne (1879).

After his death appeared his Boaauet et Vdoquence
aacr^ au dix-aeptihne aiide (2 vols., 1893); Ser^

mona inidita (2 vols., 1895), and Lea Originea du
ckriatianiame (2 vols., 1903).

Biblioorapht: J. Subileau, Cinquante ana de miniatire

paroiaaial et d'autorite epiacopale en Anjou. Mgr. Ange-
bault et Mgr. Freppel, 2 parts, Paria, 1894; A. Ricard,
Monaeigneur Freppet, ib. 1892; E. Comut, Mgr. Freppel
d'aprhe dea documenJta auOt/enHquea et in6dxta, ib. 1893;
E. Lesur and F. Boumand, Un grand eviquie: Mgr. Frep^
pel, ib. 1893.

FRESSmUS, fr^sd-ni'uB, JOHANN PHILIPP:
German theologian; b. at Niederwiesen (near

Kreuznaoh, 8 m. s. of Bingen), Germany, Oct. 22,

1705; d. at Frankfort July 4, 1761. Despite his

poverty, he entered the University of Strasburg

in 1723, where he devoted himself especially to the

study of the works of Luther. On Sept. 26, 1725
he defended a series of theses on justification, but
was compelled to interrupt his studies on account
of the illness of his father, whose clerical duties he

assumed for a year. He was then appointed tutor

in the family of the coimt of Salm-Grunbach, but
his father died shortly afterward (May 25, 1727),

and he became his successor at Oberwiesen. In

1731 he published at Augsburg his AntitDeialing-

erua in answer to the Friaa Vogel oder atirb of the

Jesuit J. N. Weislinger. This pamphlet so angered

the Roman Catholic clergy that an attempt was
made to arrest him, but he escaped to Darmstadt,
where he became acquainted with Landgrave
Ernst Ludwig, who appointed him second court

preacher at Giessen (1734). In 1735 he became
collega primarius at the Pssdagogium illustre, and
also began to deliver exegetical and ascetic lec-

tures at the imiversity. From 1736 to 1742 he

officiated as court deacon at Darmstadt, where he
foimded an institute for proselytes which added
400 memben to the Lutheran Caiuroh. Froai 1742
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to 1743 he was assistant professor and second city

chaplain at Giessen; and from 1743 until his death

he was minister at Frankfort.

Fresenius was a zealous opponent of the Mora-
vian movement and of Zinzendorf, who called him a
" devil incarnate.*' He also opposed the Reformed
congregations of Frankfort, and thwarted their

endeavors to obtain free exercise of their relig-

ion, and permission to establish churches. Among
Fresenius's many works special mention may be
made of the following: Beicht- und Kommunion-
buck (Frankfort, 1746); Bewdhrte Nachrichten

von Hermhuliachen SacHen (4 vols., 1747-51);

Notige Prilfung der Zimendorffschen Lehrart (1748);

Pastaral-Sammlungen (24 parts, 1748-60); Heil-

8ame Betrachtungenuber die Sonn- und Festtagsevan-

gdien (1750, 1845, 1872); AndZuverldssige Nachrich-

ten von dem Leben, Tode und Schriften D. Joh. Albrecht

BengeU (1753). (G. E. SrEiTzf.)

Bibuoobapht: A life was appended to the sermon preached
at the funeral by K. K. Oriesbaoh (Halle. 17617). Con-
sult J. M. Lappenberg, Relxq^%en, dea FrAulein von Kiel-
tenberg, pp. 227-231, Hamburg, 1847.

FREYLINGHAXISEN, fri'ling-hau"zen, JOHANN
AHASTASIUS: Pietist leader and hymn-writer;

b. at Gandersheim (36 m. s.w. of Brunswick) Dec.

2, 1670; d. at Halle Feb. 12, 1739. His father was
a merchant and Bilrgermeiater of Gandersheim.
He attended the school in Eimbeck, living there

with his grandfather, the councilor Dietrich Frey-
linghausen, and studied theology at Jena, Erfurt,

and Halle. In Halle he assisted Francke as well

in his sermons and parochial duties as in the es-

tablishment of his well-known institutions (see

Francke, August Hermann). When Francke,
in 1715, was called as pastor to the church of St.

Ulrich, Freylinghausen became his assistant and
married his only daughter. Assistant superintend-

ent of the Paedagogium and of the orphan asylum
from 1723, he became, after Francke 's death,

and in association with the latter's son, super-

intendent of both institutions and also head pas-

tor of St. Ulrich's. From 1728 he had sev-

eral attacks of paralysis, but continued his labors

to the end.

Freylinghausen is one of the most noteworthy
of the group of gifted men who, deeply interested

in the ideas of Spener, worked together zealously

for their realization. Francke often called him his

right hand. He is most widely known as a poet,

and is distinguished among the poets of German
Pietism oy his imagination and delicacy of taste.

His hymns—forty-four are ascribed to him with
certainty—are characterized by Scriptural phrases

and conceptions, but never sink to the level of

Biblical doggerel. His importance in the history

of spiritual song, however, depends principally on
the hynmals which he edited, in which many
hymns from the circle of the Pietists first saw the

light. The earliest of these hymnals appeared in

1704 and contained 683 hymns (2d ed., 1705, with
seventy-five additional hymns); the second in 1714,

containing 798 hymns and seventeen psalms for

festal occasions (2d ed., 1719, with three addi-

tional hymns). A selection from both was pub-

lished in 1718, containing 1,050 hynms. A com-
plete hymnal after Freylinghausen was brought

out by Francke's son, Gotthilf August Francke, in

1741. In these hymnals, the personal devotioa

peculiar to Pietism appears for the first time to

claim an equal place with the objectivity of the

older hymns. The musical part was even more of

a novelty than the poetical. The melodies, some-

times composed by Freylinghausen himself, differ

from the older ones in their triple-time, in the

tripping movement of the tune with the constant

refrains, and in the flourishes with which the prin-

cipal part is overcharged.

Freylinghausen was also prominent as a cate-

chist. His Grundlegung der Theologie (Halle, 1703)

was even used as a guide in academic lectures by

Rambach, Baumgarten and others. Hiat the

simple and instructive style of Fre^dingfaausen's

preaching was fully appreciated appears from the

fact that, at the request of the theological faculty

of Halle, he delivered lectures to the students on

homiletics, a branch of study which was first in-

cluded in the theological curriculum on the initia-

tive of Halle. Carl Beriseau.

Bibuoobapht: The hymoB were edited by L. Grote in the

second part of W. Schirck's OeittUche Sdnger, Halk.

1855, and many were translated by Catherine Winkworth
in Lyra Oermanica, London. 1868. For the life eonrah:

Bhrengeddchtnit Freylinghauaena, Halle, 1740; Nadtriek-

ten von dem Charakter und der Amtafiihrung ndUtdtaJ-

fener Prediger und SeeUorger, v. 188-lSM, ib. 1777: H.

Ddring, Die geUhrten Theologen DeutadUandt, i. 439-445,

Neustadt, 1835; J. L. Paaig. in Knapp's Chrithkrpe,

1852, pp. 211-262; A. Walter, LOten J, A. FreyHnQ-

hau$ena, Berlin. 1864; £. £. Koch, OeackichU dt» Kir-

chenliedea, iv. 322-334. Stuttgart. 1868; ADB, viL 370-

371. On his hymn-books and the new mekxlies tbereiD

consult Koch, ut sup., iv. 300 sqq.. v. 586 sqq.; G. Dd-

ring. Choralkunde, 159 sqq. et passim. Dansig. 1865; J-

Zahn, Die Melodien der deutechen evanodiedum Kink-

enlieder^ vi. 573 sqq. et passim. GQterBloh, 1893; Julian.

Hymnology, pp. 395-397.

FRIAR: A corruption of /rater, the distiDguish-

ing title of the members of the Mendicant Monks

(q.v.).

FRICKE, GUSTAV ADOLF: German Lutheran;

b. at Leipsic Aug. 23, 1822; d. in Leipsic March

30, 1908. He studied at the university of his

native city, where he became privat-docent in

1846. In 1849 he was appointed associate profes-

sor of theology in the same university, and in 1851

went to Kiel as full professor of theology. In 1865

he returned to Leipsic as chief catechist at St

Peter^s, and in 1867 was appointed professor of

New Testament exegesis, ethics, and dogmatics.

He wrote Die Erhebung zum Herm im GtbeU (Leip-

sic, 1850); Lehrbuch der KirchengeschichtCf i. (1850);

OoUeagriisse (sermons; 2 vols., 1883-86); and Aus

dem Fddzuge 1886, Briefe aus dem Felde und Pred-

igUn und Reden im Felde (1891).

FRIDOLm (FRIDOLD) : Reputed founder of the

monastery of Sftckingen (on the Rhine, 20 m. abo>'e

Basel), which is first mentioned as presented by

Charles the Fat in 878 to his wife. According to

the detailed but unreliable life by Balther, a monlc

of St. Gallen of the tenth or eleventh century,

Fridolin waa bom in Ireland of noble parents. He
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received an excellent education, and decided to

become a priest. After preaching the Gospel in

his own country he went to Gaul as a missionary,

making his abode at Poitiers. Here he occupied

himself chiefly with collecting relics of St. Hilary,

and the saint appeared to him in a vision and ex-

horted him to revive his cult. With the aid of

Qovis, the ruler of the Franks, he erected a church

for the bones of Hilary, who then commanded him
to go to Alemannia to an island in the Rhine.

After founding a monastery and several churches

on the Rhine he finally reached the island (S&ckin-

gen), and founded a church and a nunnery there.

He was highly esteemed for saintliness and on ac-

count of the miracles which he wrought. This re-

port was written about 500 years after the date

of the alleged events. Balther claims to have
taken his accoimt from an older biography of Frido-

lin, but this is doubtful, and the whole history

seems to have been Balther's invention as it. fits

into neither the reign of Clovis I. nor that of

Qovis n. (A. Hauck.)

BiBuoomAPHT: Balther's life, ed. B. Knisoh, is in MOH,
Stripi rtr. Merav., iii (1896). 35O-360, and with a thir-

teenth century German trans!., in F. J. Mone, Quellen-

mmaUung der baditchen Lande90€achichie, i. 1-17, 99-
111. Carlsruhe, 1848. Consult Rettberg. KD, ii. 29 sqq.;

Friedrich, KD, ii. 411 sqq.; Hauck. KD, i. 328: J. H. A.
Ebrard, Die iro»dioUi$che MtMionakirdie, p. 285. OQters-
loh. 1873; H. Leo. Dm- heiliife Fridolin, Freiburg. 1886;
Wattenbaoh. DOQ, i. 620; ADB, vii. 385-387.

FRIDUGIS, frt"dQ"zhi' (FREDEGISUS, FRIDU-
GISUS, FREDEGIS, FREDUGIS): French eccle-

siastic and statesman; b. in EIngland in the second
half of the eighth century; d. in France 834. He
kft his native coimtry for France some time before

796 and became a favorite pupil of Alcuin. He
was a deacon at the French court in that year, and
four years later had become archdeacon and teacher
at the academy. After the death of Alcuin in

804, Charlemagne appointed Fridugis abbot of St.

Martin's in Tours, later giving him the monas-
teries of St. Omer and St. Bertin. From 819 to

832 he was chancellor of Louis the Pious, in which
office he made a number of praiseworthy innova-
tions, but his career as an abbot was less credit-

able. Fridugis was the author of an Epistola ad
procerea, in which he discusses light and darkness
as positive entities, not as abstract negations. He
likewise wrote another work which is lost, although
its contents are known from Agobard's Liber con-

tra objeftiones Fredegesi, which states that in it

Fridugis maintained the doctrine of the verbal in-

spiration of Scripture.

BiBuooRAPinr: Sources are the Ejn$tolcp of Alcuin, nos.

W. 105. 155. 180, 197, and the Vita Alcuini (see under
Alcuin): Einhard. Vita Karoli, chap, xxxii. in MGH,
SenpL, ii (1829), 426-463; Theodulph. Ccarmina, 25. ed.

Dammler in MGH, Poelae Lot. ctvi Carolini, i (1881).
669-573. Ck>n8ult: C. Bahr, OeBchichte der r&miechen
Uteratur, Carlsruhe. 1840; H. F. Reuter. Geechichie der
rdiffideen AufkUtrung, Sondershauaen. 1875-77; M. Ahner
FrmUffiM von Tours, Leipsio, 1878; Hauck, KD, ii. 137.
148 iqq.. 574.

FRIEDBERG, frtd'berg, EMIL ALBERT: Ger-
man Protestant jurist; b. at Konitz (62 m. s.w. of

Danrig) Dec. 22, 1837. He studied in Beriin

(Dr.Jur., 1861) and Heidelbeig, and was privat-do-

cent at Berlin (1862-65), associate professor at Halle
(1865-68), and full professor at Freiburg (1868-69).
Since 1869 he has been professor of canon and Ger-
man law at Leipsic. Among his numerous wri-
tings mention may be made of the following, as of

theological interest: De finium inter ecclesiam et

civitatem regendorum jvdicio quid medii cbH doctores

et leges statuerint (Leipsic, 1861); Die evangdiache
und katholische Kirche der neu einverleibten Ldnder
in ihren Beziehungen zur protesiantiachen Landes-
kirche und sum Staaie (Halle, 1867); Aus deutschen

Buaabuchem (1868); Dae Veto der Regierung bei

Biachofawahl in Preussen und der oher^heiniachen

Kirchenprovim (1869); Agenda wie ee in dee Chur-
fUrsten zu Sachaen Landen in den Kirchen gefudlen

wird (1869); Der Stoat und die katholische Kirche
im Grossherzogtum Baden seit 1860 (Leipsic, 1871)
Akten-Stucke zum ersten vatikaniscken Kornil (1872)
Grenzen zwischen Stoat und Kirche (3 vols., TQ<

bmgen, 1872); Jo^nnBdp/is/Boitecr (Leipsic, 1873)
Der Stoat und die Bischofsuxihlen in Deutschland

(2 vols-, 1874); Akten-StOcke die alikotholische Be-
wegung betreffend (TObingen, 1876); Corpus juris

canonici (2 vols., Leipsic, 1879-81); Lehrbuch des

katholischen und evcmgelischen Kirchenrechts (1879);

Quinque compilationes antiquas (1882); Die gelten"

den Verfassvngsgesetze der evangelischen deutschen

Landeskirche (Freiburg, 1885); also four supple-

mentary volumes, 1888-1904); and Canones Samm-
lungen zwischen OroHan und Bemhard von Pavia
(1897). From 1864 to 1892 he edited the ZeU-
schrift fUr Kirchenrecht in collaboration with R.
Dove, and since 1892 he and E. Sehling have edited

the successor of this periodical, the Deutsche Zeit-

schrift far Kirchenrecht,

FRIEDLAEITDER, MICHAEL: Jewish scholar;

b. at Jutroschin (38 m. n. of Breslau), Germany,
Apr. 29, 1833. He studied in Berlin and Halle

(Ph.D., 1862), and at the Talmud Thorah, of which
he was director imtil 1865, when he became
principal of Jews' College, London, resigning in

1907. He has written, edited, or translated The
Commentary of Ibn Ezra on Isaiah (3 vols., Lon-
don, 1873-77); The Guide of the Perplexed of

Maimonides (3 vols., 1885); The Jewish Religion

(1891); and also a revision of the Authorized Ver-

sion with the Hebrew text (1882) and the second

edition of Lady Katie Magnus' (hidines of Jewish
History from B.C. 686 to C.E. 1886 (1888).

FRIEDRICH, JOHANN: German Old Catholic;

b. at Pdxdorf June 5, 1836. He studied in Bam-
berg and Mimich, and was ordained to the priest-

hood of the Roman Catholic Church in 1859. He
was chaplain of Markscheinfeld until 1862, when
he became privat-docent at Munich. In 1865 he

was appointed associate professor in the same uni-

versity and in 1869 was called to Rome as a coun-

cilor in theVatican council. He refused to accept

thedogma of papal infallibility and in 1871 was ex-

communicated and was also deprived of his bene-

fice for violating a fundamental principle of the

Church in giving the sacrament to a colleague who
had fallen imder eccleaiasticai condemnation. Not-

withstanding the protests of the bishops, he was

promoted to the raiik of full professor in Munich in
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1872, and in 1874-75 was professor of church his-

tory at Bern. He then returned to Munich, but
in 1882 was transferred, in deference to the pro-

tests of the Ultramontane party, from the theo-

logical to the philosophical faci^ty of the imiver-

sity, where he has since been professor of history.

He has written Johann Weasel (Regensburg, 1862);

Die Lehre dee Johann Hue vnd ihre Bedetdtmg

fUr die Entwicklung der neueren Zeit (1862); Ae-
trologie und Reformation (Munich, 1864); Dae wakre
ZeiiaUer dee heUigen Ruperte (Bamberg, 1866);

Kirchengeechichte Deuiechlande (2 vols., 1867-69);

Tag^nich wdhrend dee vattkaniedten KonzUe gefOhrt

(NOrdlingen, 1871); DocumerUa ad tUuetrandum
concilium Valicanum (1871); Der Mechaniemue der

vatikaniechen Religion (Innsbruck, 1876); BeUrdge
zur Kirchengeechichte dee aehUehrUen Jahrhun-
derte (Munich, 1876); Geechichte dee vatikaniechen

Komile (3 vols., Bonn, 1877-87); Zur OUeeten Ge-

echichte dee Primate in der Kirche (1879); Bei-

tr&ge zur Geechichte dee Jeeuiten-Ordene (Munich,

1881); Die KanetantinSchenhmg (NOrdlingen,

1889); Johann Adam MdUer, der SynioWcer (Mu-
nich, 1894); Jakob Froechhammer (FOrth, 1896);

and Ignaz von DdUvnger (3 parts, Munich, 1899-

1901). He likewise published a revised edition of

J. J. I. von DOllinger's Janue under the title Dae
Pabettum (Munich, 1892) and prepared the second
edition of the same theologian's Pabatfabeln dee

MiUelaltere (1890).

FRIEIVDSOFOOD: A group of German mystics

of the fourteenth century. The expression " Friend

of Ood " is taken from the Bible (John xv. 14-15).

In the twelfth centuiy it was used to

Meaning denote a religious tendency which was
of Tenn. strongly influenced by the teaching of

Bernard of Clairvaux. In the next
century it became commoner, but in the fourteenth

in the writings of the mystics its meaning became
more restricted and expressed the ideal which they
strove to reach, the being raised through Christ

out of a state of servitude into the divine friend-

ship and sonship. Three stages in man's religious

development were recognized by the mystics: begin-

ning, growth, and perfection. The perfect man,
the true friend of God, can put justification by faith

at the beginning of his career, for God will deny none
of his requests. Such friends of God Tauler called

the pillars of the Church; and not only could priests

and monks become friends of God, but even a
devout layman. However, there were many kinds,

including a more perfect class, the hidden sons of

God; some even enimierated nine different grades.

Heretics were sometimes called friends of God, for

instance, the Waldenses. Though they differed

from their fellows in their thoughts and in their

withdrawal from the worid, these " friends " did not
form a definite sect. They had no brotherhood;

but their ideal was a mystical union such as Henry
of NOrdlingen (q.v.) urged his penitent Margareta
Ebner (q.v.) to work for with other women. Henry
of NdrdUngen is the only source for an account of

the spread of this mysticism, whose teachers in-

cluded such men as Eckhart, Tauler, Sense, Henry
of NOrdlingen, Nicholas of Strasburg, and others,

in the valley of the Rhine, Switzerland, Baviiria,

and Franconia.

Rulman Merswin, the chief author of the FrieodB

of God, was bom in Strasburg in 1307, and died in

the cloister of the '' GrOner Worth ''

Riilman (on an island in the 111 near Strasburg)

Menwin. July 18, 1382. He was, as his father

had been before him, a well-to-do

banker in his native city. When he was forty yean
old, he and his second wife renounced the woild

and ten years later were granted an indulgence by
Pope Clement VI. In 1367 he obtained from the

Benedictines the cloister of the " Grttner WOrth,"

which foiu" years later he gave to the Knights ol

St. John, retiring thither himself. HenaoMdtfae
commander of the order as the head of the monas-

tery, but obliged him to render a report of hb ad-

ministration yeariy to Merswin and two othera.

Merswin remained the real ruler of the mooasteiy

until his death. In his lifetime he was never sus-

pected of being a writer, but after his death many
books were found written by his p&i: the " Stoiy

of my Conversion "; the " Book of the Nine Roda";
the '' Little Banner Book "; the " Book of the

Three Conversions and of a Hdy and Learned Pas-

tor who was the Pupil of Master Eddiart"; a

selection from the " Spiritual Blarriage " of Roya-

broeck; and the " Seven Works of Mercy " (these

works have all been printed except the last one).

All these tracts are compilations, with Blerswin's

own thoughts scattered here and there. The orig-

inal matter is plainly the work of an ignorant, un-

skilful layman; its chief content is complaintB of

the corrupt manners of the Christian communities

of the time. In the story of his conversion Mers-

win relates how he made the acquaintance of the

"Great Friend of God from the Hig^ilands" in

1351, who, although unknown to the rest of the

worid, became his secret friend. At his request he

wrote the stoiy of his own conversion and in return

received a like treatise from the Great Friend.

These two books were to be kept quite secret from

all but themselves.

The Knights of St. John tdd how the (heat

Friend entrusted to Biferswin a large quantity of

writings, which Merswin kept oon-

The Great cealed for thirty years, but four yeaia

Friend, before his death showed them to the

brothers of the order, first cuefully

erasing all the proper names. There are about

fifteen separate works attributed to the Great

Friend, besides a large collection of letters said to

have been written by him to the monks in the

"Grttner Worth." From all this material it is

gathered that the Great Friend after a sudden con-

version in the midst of woridly pleasures retired

into solitude and formed the central point of a

secret brotherhood by whom he was reverenced

almost like a god. His influence extended to all

classes, even to Jews and heathens, and he had

correspondents in Himgary and in Italy. In 1365

he retired to a moimtain in the territory of the duke

of Austria, but Merswin alone knew the exact spot

Regarding the retreat of the Great Friend the

Knights of St. John questioned Merswin in vain,

even on his death-bed| wheni howeveri he infonned
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them that the secret messenger passing between
him and the Great Friend had died the previous

year. Many expeditions were sent to search for

the Great Friend, even as late as 1390 In later

times the Great Friend was identified with Nicholas

of Basel, a layman who, having spread the heresies

of the Beghards (see Beghardb, Beouines) through

the country around Basel, was burned at the stake

in Vienna (1395); also with John of Chur, a pious

hermit who lived in a cell on the Rtttberg in the

canton of St. Gall. In his writings everything is

vague, and there are many contradictions. He has

no definite doctrines and no more knowledge of

theology than any other devout la3rman. An ac-

count of a pilgrimi^ to Rome in 1377 is certainly

a fiction. The Great Friend must have been an
invention; no one could see him or could carry on
a corr^pondence with him except through Merswin,

and when Merswin died all trace of him suddenly
vanished. It is then almost certain that Merswin
himself invented the whole story of the Great Friend,

a conjecture that is strengthened by the close corre-

spondence in matter and style between his own
writings and those attributed to the Great Friend.

(Phiupp Strauch.)
BnuooRAPHT: On the Friends of God consult: K. Schmidt.
JoKannn Tauler von Siratiimrg, pp. 161 sqq., Hamburg,
1841; idem. Die Oottetfreunde im 14. Jahrhundert, Jena,

1854; RAhrich. in ZHT, x. 1 (1840). 118 sqq.; W. Wacker-
oagel, Kleinert SchrifUn, ii. 146 sqq., Leipeic, 1873;
idem, AUdetU9che Pndigten und OebeU, pp. 381 sqq.. 583
qq.. Basel. 1876; M. Rieger, Die OoUeefreunde im deut-

•cken MiUelaUer, Heidelberg. 1879; KL, v. 893-000. For
the wcvks and life of Merswin consult the editions of the
" Book of the Nine Rocks " by K. Schmidt. Leipeic.

1850; by B. Waalkee. Leeuwarden. 1882: by Strauss, in

ZeiUchrift fUr deiUache Philoloffie, xxxiv (1902), 235 sqq.;

and further. J. Q. V. Engelhardt. Richard von St. Victor

imd Johannet Ruyebroek, pp. 345 sqq., fj'langen, 1838;
K. Schmidt, in ZHT, ix (1839). 61 sqq.; idem, in Revue
iTAlaaee, vu (1856), 145 sqq.. 193 sqq.; A. Jundt. Hut.
du panthHeme popvlavre au moyen dge, pp. 211 sqq.. Paris,

1875: R. A. Vaughan. Howe unlh the MyHee, i. 224. 321.

336, 8th ed.. London, n.d. The extensive literature upon
the question of the ** Great Friend of God " is indicated
in Hauck-Heraog, RE, xvii. 203.

FRIENDS OF LIGHT.
TI0R8 IN GbRMANT.

See Frsb Conorboa-

FRIENDS,
I. Origin and History.

GeofgeFox (f 1).

Rapid Growth (f 2).

Friends in the Ameri-
am Colonies (f 3).

Pcneeution (f 4>.

Later Development (15).

Differences. The Hick-
site Separation (f 6).

The Gurneyite and

SOCIETY OF.
Wilburite Movements

(17).

Bfisaionary Work (f 8).

II. Doctrine and Practise.

Distinctive Creed (SI).
The Ministry ((2).

Worship (5 3).

III. Educational Institutions.

IV. Organisations and Sta-
tistics.

The Society of Friends originated in England in

the seventeenth century and spread thence to the

English colonies. A few small congregations have
existed at times in other coimtries (France, Ger-
many, Norway, etc.), but practically the history

of the Society is confined to England and America.
The popular name " Quakers " is said to have been
given by a local judge at Derby, Oct. 30, 1650
(cf. L. Muggleton, The Acta of the Wttneaa of the

Spirit, pp. 94-95, London, 1699; cf. DNB, xx. 119).

L Origin and History: The rise of the Friends

if one of the most noteworthy events in the religious

history of England in the seventeenth century.

In the midst of the efforts then made to rescue the
Church from the corruptions which had grown up
around it, there were men who felt that Luther
and Cranmer had not gone far enough, and that
there was still much sacerdotalism to be purged
away, before the original simplicity of Christian-

ity could be restored. Such men found a leader
in George Fox (q.v.). He and his followers an-
nounced as their aim the revival of primitive Chris-

tianity; and this phrase remains as the best defini-

tion of their work. The privilege of direct access

to God, without the intervention of human priest

or rite, was revealed to Fox's soul. Having foimd
one, ** even Christ Jesus, who could si>eak to his

condition," he longed to impart his discovery of

the spirituality of true religion to others, and in

1647 began his labors in public ministry, going
forth through England on foot, and at his own

1 0«oz«e ^^""S^- ^^ message appears to

Fox. ^^® beenjnainly to direct the peo-
ple to the great Shepherd and Bishop

of souls, who died for them, and had sent his spirit

into their hearts, to instruct and guide them in the
things pertaining to life and salvation. '' I was
sent," he says, " to turn people from darkness to
the light, that they might receive Christ Jesus;

for, to as many as should receive him in his light, I

saw that he would give power to become the sons
of God, which I had obtained by receiving Christ.

I was to direct people to the Spirit that gave forth

the Scriptures, by which they might be led into all

truth, and so up to Christ and God, as those had
been who gave them forth." To the illumination
of the Holy Spirit in the heart he turned the at-

tention of all, as that by which sin was made mani-
fest and reproved, duty unfolded, and ability given
to run with alacrity and joy in the way of God's
commandments. He preached repentance toward
God, and faith in the Lord Jesus Christ, and showed
that one became a true disciple not by a bare as-

sent of the understanding to the truths contained
in the Bible, nor by any outward rite, but by a
real change of the heart and affections, through
the power of the Holy Spirit. The inward light

became not merely a mystical communion with
God, but also a source of strength and guidance in

the practical affairs of religion.

The soil was ready for the seed, and the rapid
spread of Fox's doctrines was surprising. All
classes flocked to his preaching; and among his

converts were persons of the best families in the
kingdom, priests of the Established Church, and
ministers of other societies, and many men of

2 napid
w®^^^ ^^^ learning. For four years

Growth. ^^^ ^^ ^^^ ^^y °^""8ter of the so-

ciety; the second preacher was Eliza-

beth Hooton (d. 1672). In the fifth year there were
twenty-five preachers; in the seventh, upward of

sixty. Within eight years, ministers of Friends
preached in various parts of Europe, in Asia, and
m Africa, and heroically endured persecution in

Rome, Malta, Austria, Himgary, and other places.

Among the noteworthy preachers in the earlier

years, Francis Howgill, John Audland. and Samuel
Fisher had been clergymen; George Bishop, Rich-
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ard Hubberthom, and William Ames, officers in the

anny; Anthony Pearson and John Crook, justices

of liie peace. The courtly and cultured William
Penn, and Robert Barclay (qq.v.), a member of a
noble family in Scotland, a near relative of the

Stuart kings, and a man of thorough classical and
patristic scholarship, joined the society about
twenty years after its formation. In 1680 the

number of Friends in Great Britain was not less

than 66,000.

America was first visited by Friends in 1656,

when Mary Fisher and Anne Austin arrived in

Boston from Barbados, to which island they had
gone to preach the Gospel the preceding year.

They were charged with holding " very

Sth^ dangerous, heretical, and blasphe-

Amerioan ^^^^^ opinions," and were kept in close

Colonies, confinement, at first on the vessel, and
afterward in jail. Their books were

burned by the common executioner, and even their

persons were searched to discover signs of witch-

craft. They were then sent back to Barbados.
In 1660 this same Mary Fisher held an interview

with Sultan Mahomet IV., at Adrianople, where
he was then encamped with his army. Two days
after the banishment of the first Friends from Bos-
ton, a vessel having on board eight other Friends

arrived from London. They were at onc0 impris-

oned, and, eleven weeks afterward, were sent to

England. But, nothing daimted, others of the
same faith continued to arrive in New England,
to suffer scourging, imprisonment, banishment, and
four of their number (William Robinson and Mar-
maduke Stevenson in 1659, Mary Dyer in 1660,

and William Leddra in 1661), death by the gal-

lows. Monthly meetings had been established in

New England before 1660, and in 1661 a yearly

meeting in Rhode Island, which has been continued
regularly to the present date. New York, New
Jersey, Maryland, Virginia, and the Carolinas were
visited very early; and, although there was much
persecution, flourishing conmiunities of Friends

sprang up. George Fox himself made an extended
journey in America in 1671-73. But the most im-
portant event in the early history of the society on
this continent was the settlement of Pennsylvania
by William Penn and a large number of his breth-

ren in faith, beginning in 1682. In 1690 there were
at least 10,000 Friends in the American Colonies,

and in 1702, 20,000 in Pennsylvania and New Jersey.

For an account of the schism in America, 1692
and later, see Keith, George.
While no Friends in England suffered inmiedi-

ate martyrdom, the sum of their persecution was
very great. Between 1650 and 1689 14,000 of

them were fined and imprisoned; and 369, inclu-

4 P se- ^^°^ *^® majority of the first preach-

oation.' ®™' ^®^ "^ i^» " ^^^ ^° mention cruel

mockings, buffetings, scourgings, and
afflictions innumerable." Never were persecutions

borne in a more heroic spirit of endurance, or
in a more Christian spirit of forgiveness. Never,
too, were the inalienable rights of conscience

more bravely asserted, and the privileges of Eng-
lishmen more boldly claimed. " The trials of the
Friends, and especially that of John Crook in 1662,

and that of William Penn and WHliam Mead in

1670, at the Old Bailey, will forever remain as
noble monuments of thdr resistance to the arbi-

trary proceedings of the courts of judicature at

that time, and the violent infringement of the privi-

lege of jury." Soon after the Revoluticm oi 168S,

the persecution ceased on both sides of the Atlantic.

When the martyr age had passed, the society

became less aggressive, and made fewer converts

to its views; but it devoted itself to the quiet

x^teru^ practise of the Christian virtues, and

velopment.^ ^^^^® philanthropy. An exag-

gerated asceticism in certain direc-

tions, and a rigid, though in some respects an ad-

mirable, discipline, visiting with excommunication

even the offense of marrying a person not a mem-
ber of the society, cooperated to keep it numerically

small. In the recognition of the equal rights of

women, in the abolition of slavery and the slave-

trade, in the protection and instruction of the In-

dians and the weaker races of mankind, in the

amelioration of penal laws and prison discipline,

in the adoption of enlightened methods for the

care and relief of the insane, in testimcmy against

war, intemperance, oaths, corrupting books and

amusements, extravagance, insincerity, and vain

display, it has been in the forefront of Christian

reformers; while it has maintained high standards

of integrity and practical virtue, and in the every-

day charities of life its bounty has been liberal

The Society in early days was an association oi

sympathetic believers without any adopted writ-

ten creed or list of members. In time birthrigbt

membership was introduced and this created a

non-convinced element. About the middle of the

eighteenth century such varied vkuns
®- ^^"^f^' and practises prevailed that on both

Hioksite ^^®® ^^ *^® ocean disciplinary regula-

Separation. ^^ouB were adopted, and these in time
* came to be looked upon as an essential

part of original Quakerism. Men of liberal viewsand

varying habits were lost. This rigidity lasted weQ

into the nineteenth century, but in 1827 came the

great separation. The differences had been smol-

dering for years. The central figure was Dias

Hicks (q.v.), an eloquent minister from Long

Island. From him one body was called Hioksite

while the other was known as Orthodox, though

neither side formally adopted the title. The for-

mer contained many Unitarians, but their baeis

was the non-necessity of the beliefs conmionly

known as Orthodox. In many cases there was an

extension of the belief of the eariy Friends as to

the guidance of the Holy Spirit, so as to repudiate

the common Orthodox conceptions of the deity

and atonement of Christ and the inspiration of the

Scriptures. The other body held to these, as

taught by their ancestors, but held to them with

such disciplinary rigidity that sympathetic be-

lievers, who cared more for freedom of opinion than

for any particular belief were driven into the q>-

posite branch. The formal separation began in

Philadelphia in 1827 and extended to the yeariy

meetings of New York, Baltimore, Ohio and In-

diana. In the three eastern yeariy meetings the

Hicksites were a large majority. In London, Dub-
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tin, New England, and North Carolina, the whole
meeting went with the Orthodox body, leaving
them as a whole the strongest and best organized.

Both bodies have lost numbers in the eastern

United States since this date, though of late years
the tide has probably turned. In England there

was also a gradual loss till about 1870 when " adult

school " work and missionary effort began to in-

crense the zeal and spirit of the yoimger members.
Ekiglish Friends, with divergent doctrinal views,

have been free from serious dissensions and are

DOW an open-minded and progressive body.
About 1840 there began a new tendency among

Orthodox Friends—an Evangelical reaction from
the Hicksite position. This was led by an Eng-
lish minister, Joseph John Gumey (q.v.), and hence

is commonly known as a " Gumey-
7. The ^*^'- ite " movement. The opposition from

wm^Jt^ a stanch upholder of ancient ways was

Mo^ called " Wilburite " (see Wilbur,

inento. John). The controversy so far as it was
theological centered about such ques-

tions as the relative authority of the Spirit and the
Scriptures, the historic and the living Christ, and
their places in the plan of salvation. Small divisions

resulted, the Wilburite bodies being generally few
in number, though Philadelphia as a whole sym-
pathized with them. In the West the Gumeyite
movement swept on with a great revivalistic agi-

tation an Methodist lines, bringing great numbers
into membership, but for a time almost destroy-

ing the landmarks of Quakerism. This has since

m turn produced its reaction and the original basis

of friendly doctrine and practise has to some ex-

tent reasserted itself.

Organized missionary work of Friends is of com-
paratively recent date, although in earlier time a
number of itinerant ministers carried their mes-
sages to many parts of the world. About 1866 the

Fronds' Missionary Society in England established

the work in India. The next year some work in

a Miaaio
Madagascar followed, and two years

aryWork
" ^^^ stations were organized in S3rria.

In 1886 China was added to the list,

and in 1896, Ceylon. The English Friends now
maintain about 100 missionaries in the field in

these stations, and very considerable success has

attended the effort. American Friends have mis-

sions in Alaska, Mexico, Cuba, Jamaica, Japan,
and East Africa, and are associated with English

Friends in the missions in Syria and China. These
have all been established since 1871, and are man-
aged for the most part by the American Friends'

Board of Foreign Missions, which sustains about
ninety workers. The English Friends devote
yeariy about $150,000 to the work, and the Amer-
ican Friends something like one-half this amoimt.
The tendency of the work of the missions has been
largely educational as well as Evangelical, and no
special attention has been given to adding members
to the Society of Friends.

n. Doctrine and Practise: The creed of the
Society of Friends, if it may be so called, has
always been simple and Biblical. What is most dis-

tinctive of the Society is its belief in the immedi-
ate influence of the Holy Spirit, and its expecta-

tion of the guidance of the Spirit in worship and
all religious acts. This might degenerate into pure

mysticism, were it not corrected by the Society's

1 IM ti t
recognition of the inspiration and au-

ive Creed!" *^^"^y of the Scriptures, by which
they admit in the words of Barclay

" as a positive certain maxim, that whatsoever

any do, pretending to the Spirit, which is con-

trary to the Scriptures, should be accounted and
reckoned a delusion of the Devil." Their belief in

the spirituality of Christianity has led them, also,

to the disuse of the outward rites of baptism and
the Lord's Supper, while they fully believe in the

necessity of spiritual baptism, and the privilege of

spiritual communion with the Father and the Son,

through the Holy Spirit. They do not find, in

the texts ordinarily imderstood as establishing

these rites, any indication of such intention, and
regard the rites themselves as inconsistent with the

whole spirit of Christianity, in which types have
given place to the substance.

Their views in regard to the ministry are also

characteristic. They believe that no one should

preach the Word without a direct call from God,
and that this call may come to male or female, old

or young. No high human learning and no course

of theological study are necessary qualifications for

a minister, who may be as unlettered as were most
of the apostles, if plenteously endued

Ministry ^^^ heavenly grace. But Friends do
not deny the self-evident proposition,

that learning and intellectual ability conduce to

the usefulness of a preacher of the Gospel, and that

a church needs men possessing both, to assert and
defend the truth. Any one who feels it laid upon
him is allowed to speak in the meetings for worship,

so long as he speaks things worthy of the occasion.

If, after suflBcient probation, he gives evidence of

a divine call, he is formally acknowledged as a
minister, and is allowed one of the seats at the head
of the meeting. Besides ministers, the Society

appoints elders, whose especial duty is to sympa-
thize with and advise ministers, and watch that

they be sound in the faith; and overseers, as in the

primitive Church, who have a general care of the

flock. In meetings for business, the society recog-

nizes the presidency of the great head of the

Church, and strives to do all in his fear, and with

his guidance. Decisions are not made by votes

and majorities, but are recorded by the clerk, in

accordance with what appears to be " the weight "

of either side; or, if there is not a general spirit of

acquiescence, action is post|>oned.

Believing that every act of divine service should

proceed from an inunediate impression of duty,

prompted by the Holy Spirit, many meetings of

the Society for worship are held in silence, unless

some one feels called upon to preach or teach, to
'

offer prayer in behalf of the congrega-
OP

P'tiQn^ or to give praise to the Most
High. But this silence is itself intended to be oc-

cupied with religious acts. Highest of these is the

direct communion of the soul with its Maker and
its Lord, in rapt devotion, in thanksgiving and
prayer. But there are services, in these hours of

silence, adapted to every degree of religious ex-
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perience and eveiy serious mood of mind. One of

the most profitable of these is self-examination.

As in the sight of the All-Seeing Eye, the humble
worshiper recoimts his thoughts and deeds, con-

fesses his sins, supplicates for pardon for the past

and strength for the future, and prays that he may
be cleansed even from secret faults. Another ex-

ercise is religious meditation. At least, every at-

tender can force himself to think on profitable

themes by repeating to himself texts of Scripture,

or the verses of some suggestive hynm. " Some-
times a light surprises ** the humble worshiper;

his thoughts are led on and upward by a higher

Power; new meanings of texts flash upon his

mind, a new illumination is given to the path of

duty, and in answer to the prayer breathed forth

by his inmost soul he feels conscious of a closer

union with God, and strengthened for his future

warfare with the world, the flesh, and the devil.

And, if some brother or sister is led to offer vocal

service, it often happens that the word of exhor-

tation or reproof or comfort, or the earnest petition

to the throne of grace, harmonizes with the private

exercise of mind which the hearer has passed

through, confirming his faith, and invigorating his

resolution.

ni. Educational Institutions: The educational

institutions of higher grade among Friends of Eng-
land are,—Dalton Hall, a hall of residence con-

nected with the University of Manchester, which
supplies living and instruction, but grants no de-

grees, and Woodbrooke Settlement, an institution

near Birmingham, where courses of study are given

to adults in sociology, Bible history and criticism,

and religious movements. Of the secondary grade

there are the following: Bootham and Mount
Schools at York, one for boys and one for girls,

which prepare for London matriculation examina-
tions; Leighton Park School, near Reading, which
prepares for the universities; Ackworth School,

founded in 1779, of rather lower grade than the

others; belonging to the same class, educationally

considered, are Sidcot, Saffron-Walden, Ayton,
Sibford, and one or two others. A very strong

movement in England of a different character is

the adult school system, originated and managed
chiefly by Friends, which embraces Bible lessons,

educational opportunities, and many beneficial

agencies. There are (1906) about 82,000 scholars

in these schools and the number is rapidly increas-

ing. It is a movement of great moral and social

significance.

In America the Orthodox bodies have Haver-
ford and Br3m Mawr Colleges near Philadelphia,

Guilford College in North Carolina, Wilmington
College in Ohio, Earlham College in Indiana, Penn
College in Iowa, Pacific College in Oregon, and
Whittier College in California. New England,
New York and Philadelphia yearly meetings also

conduct boarding-schools and the latter a number
of primary and secondary schools. The school

founded by William Penn, the William Penn Char-

ter School, is managed by a board of Philadelphia

Friends. There are various Friends' academies in

the West. Swarthmore College near Philadelphia

is under the control of the Hioksite branch, which

also has a number of flourishing schools in and

around New York, Philadelphia, and Baltimore.

While Friends in eariy days had an exceUent sys-

tem of schoob, so that illiterate Quakers were

imknown, the belief that education was not im-

perative for ministers led to a ne^ect of higher

training; attempt* to rectify this began to be made
about 1850, and the colleges mentioned above have

sprung up since this date.

IV. Organization and Statistics: The congre-

gations are grouped together to constitute monthly,

quarterly, and yeariy meetings; the monthly meet-

ings send representatives to the quarteriy, and the

quarterly to the yearly. The yeariy meetings are

separate in their jurisdiction, each one determining

its own course of procedure. They are united with

each other in epistolary correspondence, and the

Orthodox meetings send representatives to the

"Five Years' Meeting," the conclusions of which are

simply advisory. The yearly meetings and all

subordinate meetings have no presiding officer.

There is a clerk appointed yearly whose duty it is

to minute the conclusions of the meeting. If nec-

essary he may exercise the office of moderator, but

he is distinctly the servant and not the master of

the meeting. Votes are not usually taken. After

a full discussion the clerk writes his minute and

reads it. If this is not satisfactory the meeting

may direct a change. If there is division of senti-

ment, it is his duty to gather the " sense oi the

meeting," the weight of the speakers as well as

their numbers counting in his final estimate. If

there is strong oppK)sition to a new proposition it

is dropped. A simple majority would not intro-

duce an innovation. In all meetings except the

representative meetings, which are in reality execu-

tive bodies, every member of the Society of Friends

is entitled to be present and to speak to business.

The recent establishment of " The Kve Years'

Meeting," composed of delegates from each of the

yearly meetings, bids fair to become a permanent

national organization of great consequence. There

are two yeariy meetings of the Orthodox in Great

Britain and fourteen in America; of the Hicksites.

six in America. The total figures art as follows:

Orthodox—America (1904) 92,265

British Islands (1904) 21390

114,155

Hioksite—America (1900) 21356

Wilburite—America (1890) 4,561

140,m
Foreign Mission Fields 5,767

145339

Isaac Sharpless.

Biblxoqrapht: For lists of early books by. on. and

against Quakers oonsult: J. Smith. Deaeriptivi Cata-

logue of Friende' Book; privately printed. 1867; idem,

Bibliotheca ArUi-Quakeriana, ib. 1873; idem, SftppU-

tnerU, London, 1893. (insult: George Fox. Jonnei,

London, 1694. ed. R. M. Jones, Philadelphia, 19M;

I. Penington, Worke, London, 1681; W. Sowel, HuLof
the People called Quakere, London. 1722, Philadelphia,

1856; R. Claridge, Life and Poathumout Worke, (SoDocted

by J. Besse, London, 1726; J. Besse, Sufferingt of the

People called Quakera, ib. 1738; William Pfenn, Seled

Worke, ib. 1771; J. Woolman, Journal of lAfe, (hepd

Labcwnt cmi CkritHan Experience, Dubhn, 1770, editsd
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with Introduction by J. G. Whittier, Boston, 1871; J.

Gough. Hut of the People coiled Qtujeera, 4 vols., Dub-
lin. 1789-90 (oomes down to 1764): EUas Hicks, 8er-
«s»fM. Philadelphia, 1825; idem. Journal, New York.
1832; J. Comly. Friends' Miecellany, 12 vob.. 1831-
18^; U. Christmas. Conciw HieL of the Hampden Con-
tweny, London, 1848; J. Bowden, HieL of Friende in
Amurica^ ib. 1850; J. Barclay, Diary of Alexander Jaf-
fnty, and Memoixe of the Quakere inthe North of Scotland,

Edinburgh, 1856; E. Biichener, Porirailure of Early
Quakerimn, Philadelphia, 1860; W. Hodgson, Select Hie-
torital Memoire of the Society of Friends . . , 17th and
18th Centuries, Philadelphia, 1867; idem. Society of
FrUnds in 19th Century, ib. 1876; J. Cunningham, The
Quakers, Edinburgh, 1868; C. Evans, Friends in the 17th
Century, Philadelphia, 1875; Frances Anne Budge, An-
nals of Ae Early Friends, London, 1877; S. M. Janney,
Hist of Friends, 4 vols., Philadelphia, 1859-67; idem,
Memoirt, ib. 1881; idem. Life of William Penn, ib.

1882; R. Barclay, The Inner Life cf the ReUgious
Soddies cf the Commonufealth, 3d ed., London, 1879;
A. C. Applegarth, Quakers in Pennsylvania, in Johns
Hopkins Vniversity Studies, ser. 10, nos. 8, 9, Baltimore,
1892; I. Sharpleas. A Quaker Experiment in Oovemment,
Philadelphia, 1902; idem, Quakerism and Politics, ib.

1905: J. Bellows, Letters and Memoirs, London, 1904;
T. E. Harvey. Rise of the Quakers, ib. 1905; A. C. and
R. H. Thomas, Hist, of Friends in America, Philadelphia,
1905; J. Rowntree. Essays and Addresses, London. 1906.

On the Doctrines of the Friends consult: Robert Bar-
day, Theologice verm Christiania apologia, Amsterdam,
1676, £ng. transl.. Apology for the True Christian Divin^
ity (Aberdeen?). 1678, reprinted Philadelphia, 1855;
W. and T. Evans, The Friends' Library, 14 vols., ib.

1837-50; E. Bates, The Doctrines of the Friends, London,
1843: J. J. Gumey, Observations on Distinguishing Vieu>s

and Practice of Friends, ib. 1859; Book of Christian Dis-
cipline of Society of Friends, ib. 1883 (compiled from the
documents of the yearly meetings, 1672-1883); J. M.
De(3armo, Hieksite Quakers and their Doctrines, New York,
1897; J. Rowntree, Society of Friends; its Faith and
Prattiee, London, 1901; R. M. Jones, Social Law in the

Spiritual World, Philadelphia, 1905.

FRIEIIDS OF THE TEMPLE: An organizar

tion which originated in Germany for the setting

up of the Kingdom of Christ upon earth according
to the Law and the Prophets, with its capital in

Jerusalem. The foimder, Christoph Hoffmann,
was bom at Leonbeig Dec. 2, 1815, as the son of

the buigomaster G. W. Hoffmann and younger
brother of the future court preacher Wilhelm Hoff-

mann (q.v.). The impressions which
The he early received at Komthal (q.v.),

Founder, his father's foundation, were decisive

of his future career, and he regarded
his own work as the fulfilment of his father's plans.

His theological training was largely along lines of

bis own choosing, and the lack of a scientific knowl-
edge of the Scriptures was always obvious in him.
His course was determined by the conception of

the kingdom of Christ on earth as set forth in the

writings of P. M. Hahn (q.v.); and his marriage to

Hahn's granddaughter broiight him into connec-
tion with the Paulus brothers, in whose educational

woris he assisted until 1853. He came out against

the conventional Christianity of his time in his

il S&Ue gegen GoUesleugner (Ludwigsburg, 1844)

&Dd other writings of the kind; and he car-

ried his campaign further in the periodical pub-
lished by him in conjunction with Paulus, the

SUddeiitsche WarU (called after 1877 Warte des

TempeU), In the eventful year 1848 he was elected
for the Ludwigsburg district to the Frankfort As-
sembly, in which be voted with the Left for the

complete separation of Church and State; but, dis-

satisfied with the way things were going, he re-

signed his seat the next year, giving utterance to

his views in Stimmen der Weissagung iiber Babel

und das Volk GoUes (1849). If the Church was to

fulfil its mission of renewing the national life, it

must itself be revivified; and this was the purpose
of the Evangelischer Verein, founded in 1848 and
composed of about 450 local branches, and of a
school of evangelists imder Hoffmann's direction,

the lay preachers trained in which were to put
new life into Pietism. It was not long before his

peculiar ideas began to come out strongly—social

regeneration through the " assembling of God's
people " with a central point, the Temple, con-

ceived partly in a spiritual sense, and partly in a
realistic as involving the restoration of the Temple
and the theocracy at Jerusalem. With these views,

it was natural that Hoffmann should stand apart

from the Inner Mission, which arose at the same
time, and ultimately from the Church. With his

followers he left the Evangelischer Verein, and at

the same time turned his back on Pietism, whose
leaders, in their predominantly eschatological con-

ception of the kingdom of God, declared decidedly

against his views and forbade their members to

read the Warte. He gained a vigorous ally, how-
ever, in Georg David Hardegg of Ludwigsburg,

who aided him to assemble there (Aug. 24, 1854)

a gathering of the " Friends of Jerusalem." This

body sent a petition to the Frankfort Assembly
with 500 signatures, requesting it to bring pressure

to bear on the sultan for the sanction of a settle-

ment in Palestine. Since nothing came of this

and similar efforts, Hoffmann undertook to build

up the Temple in Germany. He wrote a projected

constitution for the people of God, an appeal to

Christians and Jews alike to support his project,

and a book intended as a contribution to the social

question, Geachichie des Volkes Gottes (Stuttgart,

1855). The first practical step was the purchase of

a place near Marbach in 1856, which was intended

to be a preliminary settlement on the road to

Jerusalem. While his sympathizers settled there

under regulations based on the Law and the Proph-

ets, Hoffmann went, with Hardegg and Bubeck,

to Palestine, and after a thorough investigation

came to the conclusion that there was no use at-

tempting the erection of the Temple imtii after

much preliminary work.

Hoffmann was suspended from the privil^es of

a Lutheran candidate in 1857 by the Consistory,

and then, refusing to give any satisfactory expla-

nation of his attitude, formally ex-

Organiza- pelled from the communion of the na-

tion as tional Church in 1859. The next step

a Sect was definite organization as a separate

religious body, accomplished in 1861

in a gathering of sixty-four men at Kirschenhardt-

hof , the headquarters. The Temple was to be gov-

erned provisionally by Hardegg as secular and
Hoffmann as spiritual leader, with an advisory

council of twelve elders. A constitutional election

was first held in 1867. The movement spread in

Franconia and especially in the Black Forest, until

the number of adherents was estimated at 3,000.
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Hoffmann was incessantly active in the organiza-

tion of various departments at Kirschenhardthof,

in lecturing (most frequently at Stuttgart), and

most of all in the composition of his book Fort-

schritt und Rilckschritt, oder Geschichte dea Abfalls
vom Christenthum (3 vols., Stuttgart, 1863-68).

From 1861 to 1868, however, the real leadership

of the movement was not in his hands but in Har-

degg's. He was a faiiaticEd dreamer, and Hoffmann
was forced into an antagonism to him which grad-

ually became apparent. Hoffmann even thought

for a time of resigning the whole charge into his

hands and seeking to realize his own views in

America.
In 1868 they made an attempt to settle in Pales-

tine, the first settlement being at Haifa near Moimt
Carmel, where Hardegg remained while Hoffmann

migrated to Jaffa the next year, found-

Colonization ing there a school and a hospital,

in Palestine. The acquisition of a tract of ground
in the plain of Rosaim near Jerusa-

lem in 1873 marked an important advance; and
smaller settlements arose at Nazareth, Tiberias,

Beirut, Ramleh, and other places, including Alex-

andria. About 1,500 colonists in all took up their

abode in these places. In 1874 occurred an open
breach between the two leaders. Hardegg went
his way, founded an organization of his own (the

Temple Union), and died in 1879. Hoffmann
now foimrfed an inner brotherhood for the strict

carrying out of his principles, and in 1878 trans-

ferred his headquarters to Jerusalem. He grad-

ually broke more and more with orthodoxy, con-

testing many of its fundamental doctrines and
leaving the use of the sacraments wholly voluntary.

His pen was still busy; Occident und Orient (Stutt-

gart, 1875) is a noteworthy production of this

period. A definite constitution was drawn up in

1875, and replaced by another in 1879. Hoffmann
was forced by infirmity to resign his leadership in

1884, and died Dec. 8, 1885. At that time there

were 1,300 colonists in the East, and in 1901 1,406.

Another new constitution, promulgated in 1890

and since then little modified, placed the rule in

the hands of the ** Guardian of the Temple " (from

1893 Christoph Hoffmann, Jr., the founder's son),

and prescribed very simple rites, requiring uncon-
ditional obedience to the governing body. But
with Hoffmann's death the movement lost its stim-

ulus. A new colony was founded in i^alestine in

1903; there is one community in Wtirttemberg
(with a diminishing number of members—244 in

1905), and a few adherents are found in Saxony,
in Russia, and in America [in the United States in

1905, four churches with 340 members]. Among
the colonists in Palestine divisions have occurred,

which an attempt at reunion in 1897 did not fully

reconcile. A number of them have shown a tend-

ency to return to the Lutheran Church and accept
its ministrations. The importance of the move-
ment there to-day is to be found in its economic
aspects, which now admittedly predominate, and
in its support of German interests in the East.

Hoffmann's curious mixture of supernatural and
rationalistic, Judaizing and Christian, Pietistic and
socialistic elements could never have served as the

basis of a permanent structure; and in what he

set out to do he may be said to have definitely

failed. (C. Kolb.)

Bibliographt: F. Lange. OetchicfUe dee TempeU, Stuttcmrt,

1899 (goes only to 1884); C. Palmer. Oemeinaehaflen. wtd
Sekten, Tabingen, 1877; WUrttembergiacU Kirdttngt^

•chichU, Stuttgart. 1893; E. Kalb. KireHen uwi Sekten

der Oegentoart, ib. 1907 (the two last-named contain fur-

ther literature). Hoffmann iwued an autobiogrtphy
under the title Mein Weg nock Jenualenu 2 vois., Stutt-

gart. 1881-84.

FRIENDSHIP: A relation between men for the

purpose of mutual support and furtherance, having

its root in the natural instinct for association be-

tween those of like tastes, aims, and desires. It is

to be distinguished from the communion of sexes,

and from relations of authority [e.g., that between

employer and employed]. As long as the individual

was absorbed in the community, the realization of

friendship was not possible. Since ancient Greek

philosophy was guided by the tendency to secure

for the individual his personal value in opposition

to the conununity, without finding the right ethical

basis for mutual relations, it natxu^y esteemed

friendship, especially between men of like philosoph-

ical training. Owing to their deficient appreciadon

of the moral value of married life, Greeks like

Socrates and Theophrastus even went so far as to

give friendship the precedence over eveiy other

form of love.

In modem times speculation on friendship has

been less prominent, because in Christianity friend-

ships arise ever3rwhere as a matter of course.

Christianity prepared an entirely new soil for friend-

ship. While in the Aristotelian conception of

philia and in Cicero's amicitia the general ethical

sense of communion is confused with the special

idea of friendship, in Christianity both are clearly

separated. The former has been purified and per-

fected in the love of one's neighbor {phUadd'jpkiiL, 11

Pet. i. 7); still higher must be ranked the union of

the saved children of God (John xiii. 34, xvii. 21),

as being in its spiritual and moral content m^
rior to all conceptions of the pre-Christian worid.

While, moreover, the ancient worid considered

friendship the highest form of communion, because

it did not estimate the moral personality of woman
and the moral value of married life, Christianity,

by placing woman on an equal footing with man in

a religious and moral aspect, showed in married life

a natural form of communion far superior to eveiy

kind of friendship in intimacy, satisfaction of the

soul, and permanence. But since Christianity ap-

preciates every just natural instinct, and puriSes

it ethically, it acknowledges the right of the natuml

relations of friendship as long as they do not inter-

fere with the moral obligations in family, Oiurch,

and State.

The purpose of friendship has been variously

stated. According to Socrates and the Stoics, it is

profit; according to Aristotle, profit, pleasure, and

virtue; according to Epicurus, the purpose is profit,

the consequence enjoyment. Cicero more correctly

put the natural impulse which binds men to men

before a conscious striving for profit, although he

would have done still better, had he said want and

need instead of natural impulse. Friendships
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flourish best in the period of youth because then the

need for help from outside oneself is strongest.

There are sentimental friendships based on like im-
pr»donsand feelings; esthetic friendships, like that
between Goethe and Schiller (cf.their interchange of

letters); and scientific friendships, between men
of like vocation. The highest form of friendship

is the religious, in which the Christian's love of his

fellow man unites with natural sympathy differing

and yet like-minded individuahties, because there

is developed here the deepest intimacy, sincerity

and truth of spiritual commimion in connection
with the most devoted sense of sacriiice.

(L. Lemme.)
Bibuographt: Cicero and R. W. Emerson, Friendship;
two Etmya, New York, 1904; H. Black. Friendahip. ib.

1904; F. L. Knowlea, Value of Friendahip, Boston. 1904;
H. D. Tboreau, Eeeay on Friendship, East Aurora. N. Y..

1904; M. A- Ayer, Joye of Friendahip, Boston. 1906; Aris-
totle, Ethiesy good Eng. transl., ed. J. Burnet, London,
1901

FRISIANS : A people of Germanic stock dwelling

along the coast of the North Sea from the Sinkfal,

a tributary of the Scheldt, to the lower courses of

the Weser, with an outlying spur (the North Frisians)

on the western coast of Sleswick-Holstein. Their
neighbors to the north and east were the Saxons,
and to the south and west the Franks. With the

latter they came into close contact, and accord-
ingly as the Frankish influence advanced or receded
the influence of Christianity rose or waned among
the Frisian tribes, their conversion remaining un-
completed imtil the final incorporation of their

territory by the Frankish empire. Mission work
was begun among the Frisians in the early part of

the seventh century but was followed by a pagan
reaction whicb wiped out all traces of the new faith.

The process of permanent conversion may be dated
from the year 678 when Archbishop Wilfrid of

York (q.v.), cast away on the Frisian coast, was
hospitably received by King Aldgild at whose court
he remained during the winter preaching and bap-
tixing. It was, however, a pupil of Wilfrid, Willi-

brord, who came to Friesland in 690, who deserves
the name of apostle of the Frisians (see Willibrord).
At the time of his advent the successor of Aldgild
was engaged in conflict with the Franldsh king
Pepin, and WiUibrord was compelled to restrict his

labors to that part of the region south of the Rhine
which was imder the Frankish power. There his

efforts met with pronounced success and in 695 the

Frisian territory as far as the river Fly was organized
into an archbishopric of which Willibrord became
the first head. Till his death in 739 he was busy
in perfecting the organization of the church, inter-

rupted only by a short period when the Frisian

King Radbord, in coiijunction with the forces of

Neustria succeeded in wresting the conquered
territory from the Franks (714-718), only to lose it

to Oiaries Martel. Under the immediate successors

o< Willibrord the mission failed to make decisive

progress in the region beyond the Fly and it was not
until 785 that the Frisians were brought entirely

under the influence of the Gospel. Politically

the western Frisians came under the authority of

the counta of Holland and from them passed to

the houses of Burgundy and Hapsburg, while the

eastern Frisians after dwelling for a long time as

a league of independent communities finally chose a
common ruler, who in the reign of Emperor Freder-

ick III. became count of East Friesland. The Refor-

mation plunged Friesland into a protracted conflict

between the Lutheran and Reformed tendencies

which had made their way into the country from
lower Saxony and Belgium and Holland respectively,

a conflict in which the two parties showed them-
selves matched with sufficient evenness to pre-

vent the establishment of a church organization of

either type. In 1599 a concordat was concluded by
which the two confessions were both recognized as

the legitimate offspring of the Augsburg Confes-
sion and the control of church affairs was vested in

a consistory comprising representatives of both
parties. The principles of the concordat, however,
were not carried into effect. In 1643 a consistory

was organized of an exclusively Lutheran character,

but it was antagonized by the ruling body of the

Reformed Church. Full equality between the two
denominations was established by the law of

Dec. 12, 1882, when the Reformed churches of

Friesland together with those of the counties of

Bentheim and Plesse were united into the ecclesias-

tical province of Hanover under the authority of a
consistory at Aurich established in 1884.

(G. UHLHORNf.)
Bibuographt: T. D. Wiarda, Oatfrieeiache Geachichte, 10

vols., ib. 1792-1817; C. A. Cornelius. Der ArUheil Oatr

friealanda an der Reformation, MOnster. 1852; P. Claesaena.

^clairdaaemenU aur I'Stabliaaementa dea SvMUa dana lea

Paya-Baa, Louvain, 1859; W. Moll, Kerkgeachiedenia van
Nederland, Amhem. 1864-71; W. T. Hewett, Friaian
Lanoiioge and Literature, New York, 1879; P. G. Bartels,

Zur Geachichte dea oatfrieaiachen Konaiatoriuma, Aurich,
1885; P. J. Blok, Friealand im Mittelalter, Leer, 1891;
W. E. Collins. Early Hiat. of Friaia, London. 1891 (on
the conversion of Frisia); Hofstede de Groot, Hundert
Jahre aua der Reformation der Niederlande, Giitersloh,

1893; P. Blom, Geachiedenia van Oud-Friealand, Leeu-
warden, 1900; Rettberg, KD; Hauck, KD, i. 295 sqq.,

393 sqq., 541 sqq., ii. 310 sqq.; KL, iv. 2049-56.

FRISSELL, HOLLIS BURKE: Presbyterian; b
at Amenia, N. Y., July 14, 1851 . He was graduated
at Yale in 1874 and Union Theological Seminary
in 1879. After being assistant pastor of the Madi-
son Avenue Presbyterian Church, New York City,

for a few months in 1880, he was appointed chaplain

of Hampton Institute, Hampton, Va., remaining
there in that capacity until 1893, when he was ap-
pointed to his present position of principal.

FRITH (FRYTH), JOHN: English Reformer; b.

at Westerham (19 m. s.e. of London) 1503; d. at

London July 4, 1533. He was educated at Eton and
King's College, Cambridge (B.A., 1525), but imme-
diately after taking his degree he became a junior

canon of Cardinal College (now Christ Church),

Oxford, his patron being Cardinal Wolsey. In the

same year he met Tyndale in London, and aided

him in his translation of the New Testament.
With several friends he was imprisoned in his college

for teaching the doctrines of the Reformers. He
was released, however, at the instance of Wolsey,

on condition that he should remain within ten miles

of Oxford, but he went to Germany, spending the

most of his time at Marburg. After living on the

Continent about four years, during which time he
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married, he returned to England and went to Read-
ing. There he was Ret in the stocks as a vagrant,

but was released at the request of the schoolmaster

of the town and went to London, where Sir Thomas
More, the lord chancellor, issued a warrant for his

arrest as a heretic. Frith sought concealment,

but wafi seized at Milton Shore, Essex, as he was
attempting to escape to Holland, and was com-
mitted to the Tower. His imprisonment was not

rigid, however, and became still milder when Sir

Thomas Audley became chancellor in 1583. Mean-
while Frith had formulated his views on the sacra-

ment, holding the following four points: The
doctrine of the sacrament is not an article of faith

to be held imder pain of danmation; the natural

body of Christ had the same qualities as those of all

men, except that it was free from sin, and it is

therefore not ubiquitous; it is neither right nor

necessary to take the word of Christ literally, for it

should be construed according to the analogy of the

Bible; the sacrament should be received according

to the institution of Christ, and not according to

the order in use. A tailor named William Holt
obtained a statement of these views from Frith

by pretending to be his friend, and gave a copy to

More, who prepared a reply, of which the prisoner

managed to secure a written copy. He immediately

wrote a refutation, but was attacked by one of the

royal chaplains in'a sermon before the king. Henry
VIII. ordered him to be examined, and he was ac-

cordingly tried, refusing a proffered opportunity

to escape. He again appeared before the bishops

of London, Winchester, and Chichester on June 20,

1533, but as he persisted in his denial of transub-

stantiation and purgatory. Bishop Stokesley of

London condemned him to die at the stake as an
obstinate heretic. Frith was therefore delivered to

the secular arm and was confined in Newgate imtil

he was taken to Smithfield for execution.

John Frith was a prolific writer, his chief works
being FruUftU Gaiheringa of Scripture (n.p., 1529 [?];

a translation of the Loci of Patrick Hamilton);
A Pistle to the Christen Reader; the Revelation of Anti-

Christ (Marburg, 1529; one of the first English

attacks on Roman Catholicism); A Disputation of

Purgatory (Marburg [?] 1531 [?]); A Letter unto

faithful Followers of Christ's Gospel (n.p., 1532 [?]);

A Mirror or Glass to Know thyself (1532 [?]); A
Mirror or Looking Glass wherein you may behold

the Sacrament of Baptism described (London, 1533);

and The Articles wherefore John Frith he died (1548).

Frith's complete works were edited, together

with those of Tyndale and Barnes, by John Foxe at

London in 1573. To "him are also ascribed the

Vox Piscis (3 part-s, London, 1626-27), containing

three brief treatises, including the Mirror or Glass

to Know thyself f all said to have been found in a
codfish in Cambridge market in 1626; An Admoni-
tion or Warning thai the faithful Christians in Lon-
don &c. may avoid God*s Vengeance (Wittenberg,

1554) and the Testament of Master W, Tracie,

Esquire (Antwerp, 1535), Tyndale being a collabora-

tor in the latter work.

Bibliography: Life and Martyrdom of John Frith, Lon-
don, 1824; A. k Wood. Athena Oxonientet, ed. P. Bliss,

i. 74, London. 1813; Athena CantabrigienMee, ed. C. H.

and T. Cooper, i. 47, ib. 1858; T. Fuller. ChwA Hiet of

Britain, ed. J. 8. Brewer, iii. 86. Oxford, 1846; DNB,
XX. 278-280.

FRTTZSCHE, CHRISTIAN FRIEDRICH: Re-

formed theologian; b. in Nauendorf (10 m. n. of

Halle) Aug. 17, 1776; d. at Zurich Oct. 18, 1850. He
studied in the Latin school of the HaUe orphan

asylum and entered the University of Leipidc in

1792; in 1799 he became pastor in Steinbach and

Lauterbach near Boma, and in 1809 preacher and

superintendent at Dobrilugk. He took a warm
interest in the public schools and wrote monographa
and articles on the theological questicms of the time

from the supematuralistic point of view. When
he became too deaf to preach he was made honorary

professor of theology at Halle in 1827, ordinary

professor in 1830; and held the position till 1848.

His writings were collected in two vc^umes of

Opuscula academica (Leipsic, 1838, and Zurich,

1846). (O. F. FRTTSSCHEt.)

Bibuoorapht: C. W. Spieker. Aua dem Ltbem, dee . . .

C. F. Breadua, Frankfort. 1845; Aua den Briefen nm
C. F. Braciua an C. F. Frilxeche, von O. F. Fritaetie in

ZKG, xiv. 214-240.

FRTTZSCHE, KARL FRIEDRICHAUGUST: Ger-

man exegete, son of Christian Friedrich Fritssebe

(q.v.); b. at Steinbach, near Boma (15 m. 8.s.e. of

Leipsic), Dec. 16, 1801; d. at Giessen Dec. 6, 1846.

He was educated from 1814 to 1820 at the Thomas-

school in Leipsic and then studied theology at the

same place. In 1825 he became professor on the

philosophical faculty. In 1826 he went as prc^essor

of theology to Rostock, and in 1841 to Giesaoi.

His theological views were rationalistic, and he con-

centrated his efforts chiefly upon the exegesis of

the Bible, especially of the New Testament. Bib-

lical exegesis in the second decade of the nineteenth

century was at a low ebb. The prevailing concep-

tion of language was purely empirical; general laws

were deduced from superficial investigations, and

by confounding the meaning and sense of words

the most different and contradictory inteipre-

tations were often justified; there was no trace of a

penetration into the fundamental spirit of langua^.

Exegesis had become the vehicle of dogmatics,

and everything displeasing was simply explained

away from the Bible. The reform of these condi-

tions in the sphere of philology was started by the

Rostock philologist Gottfried Hermann, and it was

transferred to Biblical literature by Winer and

Fritzsche. The strictly grammatical method of

Bible study was first introduced by Winer in his

Grammatik des neutestamentlichen Sprachidumi

(Leipsic, 1822), and Fritzsche was one of the most

industrious contributors to the later emendations

and editions of this woric. He paid special atten-

tion to the linguistic element in exeg^s; textual

criticism was one of his favorite occupations. His

most important works are: De nonnuUis posteri-

oris Pauli ad Corinthios epistoUs locis dissertationes

duce (1823-24) and his commentaries on Blatthew

(1826), Mark (1830), and the Epistle to the Ro-

mans (3 parts, HaUe, 1836-43). Some of his

miscellaneous writings have been collected in

Friizschiorum opuscula academica (Leipsic, 183S).

Against the purely diplomatic method which Lach-
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mann applied to the New Testament he wrote De
amformatione Novi TestamerUi critica, quam C. Lack-
matmitaedidittCommerUaHoI (Giessen, 1841).

(O. F. FRITZSCHEf.)

BnuoGKAPHT: A. Knobel. Orabrede, Giessen, 1847; All-

gemeine Ztiiung fur Chriatenthum und Kirehe^ 1847, no.

2; AUoemeine Kirehemeitung, 1847. no. 26.

FRTTZSCHE, OTTO FRIDOLIN: German theo-

logian, youngest son of Christian Friedrich Fritz-

sche; b. at Dobrilugk (66 m. s.s.w. of Frankfort),

Pniaaia, Sept. 23. 1812; d. at Zurich Mar. 9, 1896.

He studied at Halle and became privat-dooent there

io 1836, but in 1837 was called as professor of theol-

ogy to the University of Zurich, where he was active

in his official capacity until 1893. In 1837 he was
also made librarian in the theological department of

the library of the canton and in 1844 chief librarian

of the same library. He lectured on New Testa-

ment exegesis and church history and wrote valu-

able books in these fields. His exegesis is based
00 the new principles in linguistic research advo-
cated by Gottfried Hermann, his older brother
Kari Friedrich August Fritzsche (q.v.) and Winer.
His text editions contain extensive collections of

different readings and critical introductions; his

edition of the Apocrypha of the Old Testament
(Leipsic, 1871 ) is the most comprehensive and im-
portant. NotwithstandinfiT some objections that
may be raised, it is the best edition now in existence.

Its chief merit lies in the collection and systematic
utilization of the material collected by Holmes
and Parsons for the " Oxford Septuagint " (5 vols.,

1789-1827; see Bible Versions, A, I.), to which
Fritzsche added the Codex Sinaiticus and the frag-

ments of the Codex Ephraemi, while for Sirach,

Banich, the Epistle of Jeremiah, and the additions
in Daniel he unfortunately did not compare the
Codex Vaticanus. At the end of this text edition

there are to be found some of the so-called Pseud-
epigrapha—the Psalms of Solomon, the Fourth and
Fifth Books of Ezra, the Apocalypse of Baruch,
and the Ascension of Moses. The Pseudepigrapha
were also published separately (1871). Fritzsche

also edited the double text of the Greek translation

of the Book of Esther with the Greek additions

(1848-49), the Greek translation of the Book of

Ruth (1864) and of the Book of Judges (1866-67).

Other publications belonging in the same cate-

gory are

—

Probe einer kritischen Ausgabe der alien

laUinischen Uebersetzung dea Neuen Testamentea

(1867), which consists of the text of the first five

chapters of the Gospel of Luke; and the edition of

the fragments of the old Latin translation of the
Book of Judges as an appendix to the above-
mentioned edition of the Greek translation of the
Book of Judges. Of text editions belonging to
the sphere of church history may be mentioned

—

Der Brief des Clemens an Jakobus in der lateinischen

Veberdetiung des Rufinus (1873); Die Werke des

Laetantius (1842); Theodors von Mopsuestia exege-

tixhe Schriften zum Neuen Testament samt den
Pragmenten seiner Schrift: " De incamatione filii

Dei'' (1847); Anselm of Canterbury's Cur deus
homo (3d. ed., 1893); Confessio Helvetica posterior

(1839). He also prepared a biography of the Zu-
rich theologian Johann Jakob Zinmiermann (1841)

IV.—26

and Glareanus, sein Leben und seine Schriften

(1890). His principal work in exegesis is the

Kurzgefasstes exegeiisches Handbuch zu den Apokry-
phen des Aken Testamenies (6 vols., 1851-60).

which he wrote with WiUibald Grimm. It is still

the beet conmientary on the Old Testament apoc-
lypha. The first, second and fifth volumes are

the work of Fritzsche; they comprise the third

book of Ezra, the additions to Esther and Daniel,

the Prayer of Manasseh, the Book of Baruch and
the Epistle of Jeremiah in the first volume, the
books of Tobit and Judith in the second and the

book of Jesus Sirach in the fifth volume.
(Victor RTssELf.)

Bibuoobapht: V. Rs^Bsel. in Theologi§eh« Zeitsehrifi au9
der SchioeiM, 1896. pp. 108-123; Steiner, in TheologiBche

ZnUchriU aua der Schweiz, 1887.

FROESCHEL, frO'shel, SEBASTIAN: German
Protestant; b. at Amberg (35 m. e. of Nuremberg),
Bavaria, Feb. 24, 1497; d. at Wittenberg Dec. 20,

1570. From 1514 till 1519 he studied at Leipsic,

when he heard the disputation between Luther and
Eck in the latter year and received an impression
therefrom which proved decisive for his subsequent
career. Ordained deacon in 1520, and priest in

1521, he soon came into conflict with the Roman
Chureh, and, as a result, removed to Wittenberg
in the autimm of 1522. While on a visit to Leipsic

in Oct., 1523, he preached a series of sermons,
which led to his arrest and expulsion from the

coimtry as a heretic. After a short ministry at Halle
he returned to Wittenberg in 1525 as assistant to

Bugenhagen. During the remainder of his life he
served the church at Wittenberg, becoming deacon
there in 1528, and later archdeacon. He was on
terms of intimacy with both Luther and Melanch-
thon. From 1542 to 1566 he frequently assisted

in the ordination of foreign ministers at Wittenberg.
In his writings he appears as the interpreter of

Melanchthon. He published a Latin commentary
on St. Matthew (Wittenberg, 1558; Germ, transl.,

1559; reprinted in C-R, xiv. 535-1042); Catechismus

(1559; 2d. ed., 1560); Von den heiligen Engeln,

vom Teufd, und des Menschen Seele (1563); Von
der Passion . . . Christi (1565); Vom Priestertum

(1565); and Vom Konigreich Christi (1566).

Bibuoobapht: J. C. Erdmann, Biographie BdmmUidicr
Paatoren . . , xu Wittenbero, p. II and Supplement, pp.
55-62, Wittenberg, 1801-08; J. C. Seidemann. Die Leip-
tiger Dieputation in 1619, pp. 132-134. Dresden. 1843;
Q. Buchwald, Zur WitUnberger Stadt- und Univereitdi-
Qnchiehte, Leipsic. 1893.

FROMEirr, fr6"mah', ANTOINE: One of the
men who introduced the Reformation in Geneva;
b. at Mens (25 m. s. of Grenoble), in Dauphin^,
1508; d. in Geneva Nov. 6, 1581. From 1529
he accompanied Guillaume Farel, the pioneer of

the Reformed faith and preached the Gospel in

western Switzerland. On Nov. 3, 1532, he went to

Geneva, where the Evangelicab were still few and
timid. He opened a school, and advertised that
" a man had come who within a month would
teach every one, men and women, great and small,

to read French and to write, even if they had never

been to school"; if any one did not leam in that

space of time, he should have nothing to pay; also
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he would heal many sicknesses gratuitously. Fro-

ment was a capital teacher; he used the Bible as a

text-book and crowds of people, old and young, came
to him. On New Year's Day, 1533, so many wished

to hear him that he was compelled to preac^i in the

market-place. Taking Matt. vii. 15-16 as his text,

he criticized the pope, the monks, and the priests as

false prophets and denounced their shameful liv-

ing. He was soon obliged to depart from Geneva,

but when the Protestant party became stronger

and was supported by Bern he came back (July

1533). The bishop of Geneva, Pierre de la Baume,
had just left the city. Froment resumed his Evan-
gelistic work with great success. The Roman
Catholic party called a popular preacher, Guy
Furbity, a doctor of divinity of the Sorbonne, as

Advent preacher. When he spoke violently of the

new doctrine in a sermon Froment answered in

the church of St. Pierre. A great tumult followed

and once more Froment was compelled to leave

Geneva. Bern took offense at Furbity's preach-

ing and threatened to break its alliance with Geneva
if an apology was not made (Jan., 1534). Fro-

ment and Viret came back with the Bernese depu-
ties. The government of Geneva gave way and the

Reformation made steady progress. After Mar.,

1534, Froment went to the Waldenses in Piedmont
and Dauphin^. In 1535 he was in Geneva when
the priests, it is alleged, induced a female servant

to give a poisoned soup to the Reformers, of which
fortunately neither Farel nor Froment partook,

but Viret was taken very seriously ill. Meantime
Protestantism gained so much ground that the

majority of the citizens favored the new doctrine.

In Aug., 1535, the mass was abolished and the

Reformation practically established. Froment
ministered for a time in the Bernese province of

Chablais and was deacon at Thonon, but he was
busier as a merchant than as a pastor. Then his

wife, Marie Denti^re of Toumai, a former abbess,

became unfaithful to him, and he had to resign his

charge. He acted for a time as secretary to Boni-

vard, the former prior of St. Victor and prisoner of

Chillon, then (Dec. 31, 1552) he was appointed
notary. In 1562 he was put in prison and banished,

being convicted of unchastity. For ten years the

old man led a poor and miserable life; at last he

was allowed to come back to Geneva (1572) and
even to resume his place as notary (1574). His
most notable work is: Le6 Adeaet gestea merveiUeux

de la cU4 de Genkve (ed. G. Revilliod, Geneva,

1854), a chronicle of the years 1532-36, very
interesting, but not always accurate.

EuG&NE Choist.

Biblioorafht: E. and £. Haag. La France proteetanU, ed.

Henri Bordier, vol. v., Paris, 1886; A. L. Herminjard,
Correipondance de$ riformateurtt 9 vols.. Geneva. 1866-07;
A. Guillot, Lea DHmts de la R^ormaHon it Oenkve, Geneva,
1885.

FRONTON, fr6h"tsh', DU DUC (also Fronton le

Due; Lat. Fronio Ducceus): A learned Roman
Catholic writer; b. at Bordeaux 1558; d. in Paris

Sept. 25, 1624. He was a son of a councilor of the

parliament of Bordeaux, entered the Society of

Jesus in 1577, and acted as teacher at Pont-&-
Mousson, Bordeaux, and Paris, where he became

librarian of the College of Clermont in 1604. A
friend of Casaubon and very well known as a Greek

scholar, he revised the text of the works of the

Greek Fathers and translated them into Latin,

with the addition of notes (Bibliotheca patrum

graco4atina, 2 vols., Paris, 1624). He also wrote

three volumes against Du Plessis-Momay's book

on the Eucharist (Bordeaux, 1599-1602).

Eugene CJhokt.

Bibuographt: Nio<^ron, Mfmoiree^ zxxviii. 103; A. and

A. de Backer, Biblioth^que dee Scrivaine de la aoeiHS de

Jieue, iu. 233. 7 vols., Li^. 1853-61; H. Hurter. .V^h

menckUor literariiu recentiorie theologim caihoHea^ i. 330,

Innsbruck, 1892.

FROSSARD, fres^'sor', BENJAMIN SI6ISM0HD:
French Protestant; b. at Nyon (14 m. n. of Geneva),

Switzerland, 1754; d. at Montauban (110 m. 6.e.

of Bordeaux) Jan. 3, 1830. He studied theology at

Geneva and in 1777 became pastor of the Reformed

Church at Lyons, where he remained till the oege

of the city in 1793. While visiting England in

1785 he received an honorary doctorate from the

University of Oxford. In 1795 he became pro-

fessor of morals in the fecole Centrale of (Tlermant-

Ferrand. Later he went to Paris, became a

member of the consistory there, and collaborated

with Rabaut-Pommier in the preparation of the

organic articles of the Reformed worship. In

1809 he was charged with the organization of a

Protestant theological faculty in Montauban,

where he became pastor and president of the con-

sistory. In 1810 he became the first dean of the

new faculty and professor of morals and sacred

eloquence. The reaction of 1815 deprived him

of both deanship and pastorate, though he retained

his professorship. His chief publications are a

translation of Hugh Blair's sermons (3 vols., Lycxis,

1782); La Cause dee esdaves nkgres d des habiianlM

de la Guinie (2 vols., 1789); and Le Christianime

des gens du monde mis en opposUion avec le v&i-

table Christianisme (2 vols., Montauban, 1831), a

translation of Wilberforce's Practical View.

Bibliography: Lichtenberger. ESR, v. 345-346, PariB.

1878, where sources are indicated.

FROTHINGHAM, OCTAVTOS BROOKS: Ra-

tionalist; b. in Boston Nov. 26, 1822; d. there

Nov. 27, 1895. He was graduated at Harvard

in 1843, and at the divinity school in 1846. He

filled charges at Salem, Mass. (1847-55). Jersey Qty,

(1855-59), and New York aty (1859-79), resigned

on account of ill health in 1879, and after 1881 lived

in Boston. He founded the Free Religious Associa-

tion (q.v.) in 1867 and was its president till 1878.

He was noted for eloquence and scholarship, but

was extreme in his religious views. His New York

church was originally called The Third Um'tarian

but it separated from that denomination in 1874

and was called The Independent Liberal Church of

New York. He published lives of Theodore Parker

(Boston, 1874), GerriU Smith (New York, 1878),

George Ripley (Boston, 1882). and WiUiam Henry

Channing (1886); The Religion of Humaniiy (New

York, 1873); A History of Transcendentalism in

New England (1876); Boston Unitarianism, IStO-^,

a study of the life and work of his father, Nathaniel

Langdon Frothingham (1890).
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FROUDE, frQd, RICHARD HURRELL: The
English theologian remembered chiefly for his

connection with the beginning of the Oxford Move-
ment, and brother of James Anthony Froude, the

historian; b. at Dartington (2 m. n. of Totnes),

Devonshire, Mar. 25, 1803; d. there Feb. 28, 1836.

He was educated at Eton and at Oxford (B.A.,

1824; M.A.. 1827). In 1826 he won a fellowship

At Oriel, of which he was also tutor from 1827 to

1830. He took deacon's orders in 1828 and priest's

in 1829; but symptoms of consumption soon ap-

peared, and he was obliged to pass a large part of

the few years that remained to him in the south of

Europe and the West Indies. Though he died at

sDch an early age, his force of intellect and character

made a deep impression on all who knew him. and
contributed not a little to influence the course of

the Oxford Movement. Thomas Mozley, who was
intimately associated with the whole group of men,
»yB of these early days (Reminiscences , i., London,
IS82, p. 225) that " if there could ever be any
question as to the master spirit of this movement
... it lies between John Henry Newman and
Richard Hurrell Froude." He wrote three of the

Trads for the Times, and contributed to the Lyra
Apostolica the charming verses signed p. Two
volumes of his Remains were published in 1837,

with a preface by Newman. See Tractarianism.

BmuooRAPBT: Conauli, besides the Life prefixed to the
Remaifu: J. H. Newman, Apologui, pp. 76. 77, S4-87, 95.

100-110, et paneim. London. 1864; T. Mosley. Remini9'
o0M«t, i. 224-228. 291-305. ib. 1882; J. B. Mosley's Ut-
ten. pp. 75. 102. ib. 1884; DNB, xx. 290-291.

FRUCTUOSUS OF BRA6A: Archbishop of

Braga and apostle to the Suevi and Lusitani; d.

about 665. He was of royal stock, but retired

to monastic life at an early age. After completing
his education at a school founded by the bishop
of IVilencia, he sold his estates and devoted the

proceeds partly to the poor and partly to the

establishment of cloisters. By 647 he had foimded
seven monasteries in Lusitania, Asturia, Galicia,

and the island of Gades, but, instead of as-

suming the direction he retired to solitude, where
his Bcholans from Complutum (not the well-known
town of that name, the modem Alcala, but
a place apparently in northwestern Leon, or,

according to others, in Asturia), sought him
out and induced him to take charge of their

monastery. Such was the growth of the cloister

that the king forbade any except women to join
it, fearing that the number of men available for

military service would be depleted, whereupon
Fructuosus built a nunnery for about eighty virgins

who chose him for their spiritual head. He is best
fajown, however, through the two rules which he
drew up for his monks. The first of these, based
io part on the Benedictine rule and designed for
the cloister of Complutum (whence it is known as
the Regula Complutensis), is divided into twenty-
^e sections and inculcates the most implicit and
detailed obedience on the part of the monks. In
the second rule {Reguia communis) the problem
^ double monastic life is considered, so that
husbands mig^t live with their wives and children
in monastic purity. Here again absolute sub-

mission to the abbot was required, family ties were
completely dissolved, and the sexes were rigidly

separated, although a few aged monks of proved
morality were permitted to reside in nunneries at a
distance from the cells of the sisters, to exercise

supervision over them. No one was permitted to

enter a monastery, moreover, unless he first re-

noimced all his wealth in favor of the poor.

Despite the asceticism of Fructuosus, he was
obliged to enter upon high ecclesiastical office. He
was planning to misdce a pilgrimage to the East when
he was consecrated bishop of Dumio in Galicia, and
in 656 the Synod of Toledo elevated him to the

arohbishopric of Braccara (Braga). Throughout
his life he was unwearied in the erection of monas-
teries and churehes, and after his death many
miracles were ascribed to his body, which was
buried at Santiago de Gompostella. He is still

honored as the patron saint of many churches,

especially in Spain. (O. ZdcKLERf.)
Bibuoorapbt: The Vila, by a oontemporary, is in ASB,

Apr., U. 431-436, and ASM, ii. 081-590. Consult C. F.
de T. MonUlembert. Lm Maine* d'ocddent, ii. 221-226.
5 yols.. Paris, 1860-77. Eng. tranal.. 7 vols., London,
1861-79; P. D. Gams, KirdienofchidiU Spanierf, ii. 2.

pp. 152-168, 3 vols.. Regensburg. 1862-79; O. ZAckler.
AtkeM und MdndUum, pp. 378-381, Frankfort, 1897;
Helyot, OrdrtM monaaHquM, v. 80-34.

FRUCTUOSUS OF TARRAGONA: Bishop of

Tarragona and martyr; d. about 259. Little is

known concerning his life, except the events con-

nected with his martsoxlom, which is said to have
taken place in 259, during the reign of Valerian and
Gallienus. At the command of JBmilianus, the

presiding judge, Fructuosus, with his two deacons,

Augurius and Eulogius, was taken from prison to

the amphitheater, where all three were burned to

death. The festival of Fructuosus is celebrated by
the Roman Chureh on Jan. 21, St. Agnes' Day.

(O. Z6CKLERt.)
Exbuoorapht: Sources are: ASB, Jan., ii. 239-240; Pni-

dentius, PsrtstopAanofi, hymn 6; F. HObner, Iiucrip-

tions9 HupanicB ChrUHana, nos. 57-58, Berlin, 1871.
Consult: Tillemont. MSmoirM, iv. 198. 645; P. D. Gams,
Kirdi€noe9eh%diU Spanieru, i. 265 sqq., Regensbuis, 1862;
DCB, ii. 571-572; KL, iv. 2066-2067.

FRUIT-TREES IN THE OLD TESTAMENT.
The Cultivated Olive (| 1 ). The Mulberry, Almond, and
The Wild Olive (| 2). Pomegranate (| 5).

The Fig (| 3). The Apple (| 6).

The Sycamore (| 4). The Date-palm (| 7).

Olive- and fig-trees and grape-vines were culti-

vated in Palestine by the Canaanites long before

the advent of the Israelites. In the old parable

of Jotham (Judges ix. 7-15) these appear as the

characteristic plants of the land. The olive-tree

belongs to the cultivated plants of the Mediterranean
region. Its habitat is south hither Asia, where it

was early improved and made to yield

I. The paying crops. It requires calcareous

Cultivated soil and a mean temperature of

OUve. W C. (60* F.), and must be protected

against strong winds and excessive

heat. In the earliest times the olive was cultivated

throughout Palestine (Deut. xxviii. 48); and olive-

oil has always been one of the chief products of

the country (Deut. viii. 8; Joel i. 10; Amos iv. 9,

etc.). The regions particulariy rich in olives were
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the low plains of the coast, where the royal gardens

were located (I Chron. xxvii. 28), the region of the

bay of Akko (Deut. xxxiii. 24), and the shore of the

Sea of Galilee (Josephus, War^ II., xxi. 2). The
export, especially to Egypt, was considerable (Hosea,

xii. 1), likewise to Phenicia (Ezek. xxvii. 17; cf.

I Kings V. 11). Olive orchards are planted with

seedlings, which are then improved. The tree does

not bear for ten years, and only after thirty years

does it yield a full crop. On an average, there is a
full yield every second year, and with good care,

a half-crop in the intermediate years. The tree,

according to Pliny {fli&t. not,, XVI., xliv. 90, XVII.,
XXX.), may live 200 years; and very old olive-trees

may be seen in Palestine to-day. An old stump will

continue to send up new stems, as if its vitality

were indestructible. The oil is found not in the

kernel of the stone but in the juicy flesh of the

fruit, which ripens in September and October.

The fruit is gathered when purple, before it gets

black and overripe, as the oil has a much finer

flavor then. Olives were eaten everywhere, either

raw or pickled, after the bitter taste had been re-

moved by allowing them to lie in brine. The finest

oil was obtained by placing the bruised ripe olives

in a basket and allowing them to drip without being

pressed (Ex. xxix. 40, etc.). Such oil was used for

the golden candlesticks and in the preparation of

the holy anointing oil. Most of the olives were
trodden and mashed in stone presses, just as were
grapes (Mic. vi. 15; Joel ii. 24). Many such oil-

presses are still seen in Palestine.

The wild olive, or oleaster (Rom. xi. 17 sqq.),

which is also referred to in the Old Testament, but
by a different name (I Kings vi. 23, 31, 33; Neh.
viii. 15), must not be confused with the cultivated

olive. This had short, broad leaves and thorny

branches, and yielded an inferior

2, The quality of oil used only in the prepara-

Wild tion of ointment. The wood, on the

Olive. other hand, furnished good timber.

The olive-tree, perennially green and
always rejuvenating itself, was a favorite symbol of

prosperity (Ps. lii. 8, cxxviii. 3; Jer. xi. 16); and
the failing off of the leaves after a frost was t3q)ical

of the early destruction of the wicked (Job xv. 33).

In case the tree lost its branches, wild olive

branches were grafted on the cultivated stock (Rom.
xi. 17.) For the Orientals olives and olive-oil are

necessities, and the failure of the olive crop is a
national calamity (Amos. iv. 0; Hab. iii. 17; cf.

II Kings iv. 2 sqq.).

The home of the fig-tree is likewise in hither Asia,

and in ancient times it was planted throughout
Palestine (Num. xiii. 23; Deut. viii. 8, etc.). It

has a smooth trunk, gray bark, attains a height of

fifteen to eighteen feet, and its dense foliage affords

a splendid shade (I Kings iv. 25; II Kings xviii.

31; Micah iv. 4). It is noted for its vitality

and its ability to thrive on any soil;

3. The Fig. though in Palestine its fruit is not
particularly large. In the Old Testa-

ment three varieties of figs are distinguished:

(1) BikMrtm, eariy figs that ripen in June; (2)

te*enimf late figs, which begin to ripen in August,
growing on branches that were foroed in January;

(3) phaggim, late figs, which, still green in the

autumn, hang on the tree all winter and ripen in

the spring, when the sap rises. It was such winter

figs that Jesus expected to find on the leafy fig«

tree as early as the Passover (Matt. xxL 19). Figs

are very nutritious, and are eaten both fresh and

dried, in the latter case pressed into cakes (I Sam.

XXV. 18; II Kings xx. 7). In antiquity the healing

power of figs was generally known and prized

(Pliny, HiBt not., XXIII., bciii.; II Kings xx. 7).

The sycamore {Ficus Syeomorus), mentioDed

frequently in the Old Testament, is one of the com-

monest trees of ancient and modem Egypt, which

was considered its habitat, hence Pliny speaka of it as

Ftcua /Egyptia {HUi, not., XIIL, xiv;

4. The cf. Diodorus, i. 34; Ps. Ixxviii. 47).

Sycamore. It is common in Palestine and Syria

(II Chron. i. 15), e.g., at Gaza, Jaffa,

Ramleh and Beirut; and the present Haifa used to

be called " the (3ty of Sycamores " (Strabo, xvi. 758.

etc.). It grows best on low groimd, and was found,

therefore, chiefly near the coast, in the valley of the

Jordan, on the plains of lower Galilee, and in the

Shephelah (I Kings x. 27; I dliron. xxvii. 28;

Isa. ix. 10). It attains considerable size and height,

and its wide-spreading branches, covered with beau-

tiful green leaves, make a magnificent shade. The

fruit is yellow, resembling the fig in appearance

and odor, and has a sweetish, insipid taste (Strabo,

xvii. 823). It was eaten by poor people; but, to

be made edible, just before ripening the fruit had

to be pierced so that a part of the juice could escape

(Amos vii. 14; Theophrastus, Hist. pktrUarumy iv.

2). The wood is very durable, particularly in

water, and serves chiefly for building purposes (Isa.

ix. 10). In Egypt it was used for mummy cases.

The mulberry-tree is mentioned only in I SJacc.

vi. 34, unless Luke xvii. 6 refers to it. The white

mulberry (Monts alba), now planted extensively

on Mount Lebanon for silk-worms,

5. The Mul- was introduced into Palestine compara-

berry, Al- tively late. Before its adv^it. the

mond, black mulberry (Morus nigra) was

and Pome- cultivated, from the fruit of which an

granate. intoxicating drink was, and is still,

made. The almond-tree (Amygdalut

communis) grows wild in Afghanistan, Kurdistan,

and Mesopotamia, but in hither Asia and Palestine

it has been cultivated from remotest times (Gen.

xliil. 11; Num. xvii. 8; Jer. i. 11; Ekwles. xii. 5).

It puts out its leaves as eariy as the end of January,

before any of the other fruit-trees, and hence, per-

haps, the Hebrew name shakedh, " the waking one."

The pomegranate-tree {Punica Granatum) is in-

digenous to hither Asia; it was conmion, both

wild and cultivated, in Egypt (Num. xx. 5), Arabia.

Syria, and Palestine (Num. xiii. 23; Deut. viii. 8;

I Sam. xiv. 2), and the frequent use of the name

Rimmon as a place-name shows the prevalence

of the tree in Canaan (Josh. xv. 32, xix. 13; Judges

XX. 45). Pliny mentions eight varieties. In sue

and shape the pomegranate resembles an orange; it

has a bright red color shining out from a yellow and

white background, and is juicy and refreshing.

From the juice a sort of fruit-wine is prepared

(Cant. viii. 2; Pliny, Hist, not,, XIV., xix.). Withits
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numerous cavities, each containing a kernel, it

became the symbol of fniitfulness in ancient relig-

ious imagery. Hence its use in the Hebrew cult

on the columns of the temples (I Kings vii. 20 sqq.;

Jer. lii. 22-23) and on the robe of the priest (Ex.

xxviii. 33).

It is fairiy probable that the Hebrew word tap-

puah refers to the apple (Prov. xxv. 11; Cant. ii. 3,

yii. 8, viii. 5; Joel 1. 12). Names o
6. The cities compounded with tapptiafy show
Apple, that the fruit was frequently cultivated

in Palestine. The pleasant odor re-

ceives special mention (Cant. vii. 8). However,
it has often been denied that there were any apple-

trees in Palestine in olden times, and the word
has been interpreted as " quince " (cf. PSBA,
XII., i. 4, 2 sqq.), or as " citron " (cf. Delitzsch, on
Prov. xxv. 6), or as '* apricot " (cf. H. B. Tristram,

Fauna and Flora of Palestine, p. 294, London, 1884).

The date-tree (Phoenix dadylifera) belongs to

subtropical vegetation. It requires sandy soil and
a mean annual temperature of 21** to 23*> C (70** F.).

It thrives on the scorching breath of the desert;

but at the same time its thirsty roots

7. The must have water. It grows slowly,

Date-palm, reaching its maximum height of about
fifty feet in about 100 years, and lives

to the age of about 200 years. The fniit is eaten
fresh, or it is pressed into a cake and then dried,

as are apricots. In Jericho a kind of sirup was also

made of dates (Josephus, TFor, IV., viii. 3; Pliny,

Eist. nal.y XIII., ix.). Its cultivation in Palestine as

a fruit-tree was restricted to the plains by the Sea
of Galilee, the valley of the Jordan, and the region

of the Dead Sea, where it thrived, as these were the

localities offering the proper conditions. Jericho

bore the name, " City of Palm-trees " (Deut. xx.,

xiv. 3; II Chron. xxviii. 15). In other parts of the

country the tree was cultivated as an ornament,
and in the temple pictiuies of palm-trees were em-
ployed extensively as decoration (I Kings vi. 29
sqq.; Eaek. xl. 17 sqq., xli. 18 sqq.).

I. Bbnzingbr.

BnuooBAPHT: G. E. Post, The Flora of Sj/ria, PaUtHne,
md Simd, obtainable of the PEF, is the beat single work.
Consult: H. B. Tristram. Fauna and Flora of PaUatine,
London. 1884; Maria CaUoott. Scripture Herbal, ib. 1842;
H. a Osbom. Planie of t/te Holy Land; unih their FruUa
and Flowert, Philadelphia, 1860; Auderlind. FrucKtb&ume
tn Syrien, in Zeitechrift dee deutechen Pal&etina Vereine,
xi (1888). 60 aqq.; V. Hehn. KuUurpflanMen und Hauetiere,
BerUn. 1804.

FRUMENTIUS. See Abyssinia and the Abys-
sinian Church, § 2.

FRY, ELIZABETH: English philanthropist, be-
longing to the Society of Friends; b. at Earlham
(3 m. w. of Norwich), Norfolk, May 21, 1780; d.

at Ramsgate (on the coast, 67 m. e.s.e. oif London)
Oct. 12, 1845. She was the third daughter of

John Gumey, a banker of Norwich, and at the age
of twenty was married to Joseph Fry, a wealthy
London merchant. At the death of her father, in

1809, she spoke for the first time in public, and was
soon recognized as a minister among the Friends.
Her attention being drawn in 1813, by a report of

Fiiends, to the wretched condition of criminals

in the jails, she visited the prison at Newgate, and
found nearly 300 women with their children crowded
together in two wards and two cells, all sleeping

on the bare floor. She at once instituted measures
for the amelioration of prison morals and hfe, daily

visiting the prison, reading to the prisoners the

Scriptures, and teaching them to sew. A committee
of women was organized in 1817 to cany on the

work on a larger scale. These labors effected a
great change in the condition of the criminals,

and many profligate characters went out of the

prison renewed.
In 1818, in company with her brother, J. J. Gur-

ney, Mrs. Fry visited the prisons of northern

England and Scotland, and in 1827 those of Ireland

.

She also visited Kaiserswerth (see Deaconess, III.,

2, a; FuEDNER, Theodor), and was impressed

with the advantage of training for nurses. Her
efforts led to the formation of societies for the help

of female criminals in various parts of Great
Britain; and the fame of her labors stimulated the

competition of women in foreign lands. In 1839,

1840, and 1841 she visited the Ontinent, extend-

ing her travels as far as Hungary, where many of

the criminals slept in stocks, and whipping was
universally practised, even to bastinadoing. Her
efforts secured remedial legislation, and the organi-

zation of prison-reform societies in Holland, Den-
mark, France, Prussia, and other Continental

countries. In the mean while her efforts secured

the organization of a society (1839) for the care

of criminals after their discharge from prison, and
for the visitation of the vessels that carried the con-

victs to the colonies. See Prison Reform.
Mrs. Fry did not confine her labors to prison

reform. She successfully prosecuted a plan to

supply coast vessels and seamen's hospitals with
libraries. A governmental grant was supple-

mented by Uberal private donations which en-

abled her and the society to distribute 52,464

volumes among 620 libraries (report for 1836).

She established a " nightly shelter for the homeless "

in London, and instituted a society in Brighton to

discourage begging and promote industry. In

1828 her husband became bankrupt, and thence-

forth she was unable to continue the liberal con-

tributions of money she had been in the habit of

making, but her zeal and personal exertions con-

tinued unabated. She was a woman of even

temper, great practical skill, tenderness of heart,

and deep knowledge of Scripture. Her maxim
was " Charity to the soul is the soul of charity."

Mrs. Fry published: Observations on Female
Prisoners (London, 1827); Report by Mrs, Fry
and J. J, Gumey on their Visit to Ireland (1827);

Texts for Every Day in the Year (1831; trans-

lated into French, German, and Italian); and wrote

a preface for John Venn's Sermon on the Gradual

Progress of EvU (1827). D. S. Schafp.

Bibliography: A list of books by and on Mrs. Fry is in

J. Smith, DeeeripHve CattUogue of Friende' Booke, i. 811-
813, privately printed, 1867. Gonsiilt: R. E. Qress-
well], Memoriee, London, 1845 (Mrs. Cresswell was a
daughter); Memovre of the Life of Mr$. Fry, by two of her

Daughters, ib. 1847. Lives have been written also by
Thomas Timpson. ib. 1847; Susanna Corder, ib. 1853;
I. M. Ashby, ib. 1892; £. R. Pitman. 1895. Consult also

DNB, XL. 294r-2M,
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FRY, JACOB: Lutheran; b. at Trappe, Pa.,

Feb. 9, 1834. He was graduated at Union College

in 1851 and the Lutheran Theological Seminary,
Gettysburg, Pa., in 1853. He was pastor of the

Lutheran Church at Carlisle, Pa., 1854-65, and of

Trinity Lutheran Church, Reading, Pa., 1865-96.

Since 1891 he has been professor of homiletics and
sacred oratory in the Lutheran Theological Sem-
inary, Philadelphia. He has written History of

Trinity Lutheran Church of Reading^ Pa. (Reading,

Pa., 1894) and Elementar Homiletica (Philadel-

phia, 1897).

FXJERST, fOrst, JULIUS: German Jewish scholar

and Orientalist; b. at Zerkow (35 m. s.e. of Posen)
Afay 12, 1805; d. at Leipsic Feb. 9, 1873. He
studied in Berlin, Breslau, and Halle (Ph.D., 1832),

and became privat-docent in Leipsic. On the

twenty-fifth anniversary of his services in this

capacity he was appointed honorary professor by
the Saxon government (1864). He was editor

of Der OrierU, which he founded in 1840, and of the

Sabbathblattf and translated Daniel and Ezra for

L. Zunz's German Bible (Berlin, 1838) and wrote
Lehrgebdude der aramdiachen Idiomef oder Formen-
lehre der chalddischen Grammatik (Leipsic, 1835);

ffarxAze Penininit PerlenachnHre aramdischer Onomen
und Lieder, oder aram&ische Chreatomathie (1836);
O^ Leahon hc^^odesh, Concordantia LQfrorum
Veteris TestamerUi sacrorum (in collaboration with
Franz Delitzsch; 1837-40); Pirke Aboth, Die
SprQche der Voter (1839); Hebrdiechea und chaldd-

iachea Schulwdrterbuch Ober doe AUe Testament

(1842); Urkunden zur Geachichteder Juden, i. (1844);

CuUw' und lAtteraturgeachichte der Juden in Aaien, t.

(1849); Hebrdischea und chalddiachea Handwdrter-
buch aber daa AUe Teatament (2 vols., 1857-61 ; Eng.
transl. by S. Davidson, London, 18i35); Oeachichte

dea Kardertuma (3 vols., Leipsic, 1862-69); Btblio-

iheca Judaica (3 vols., 1863); Oeachichte der bib-

liachen Ldtteratur und dea jUdiach-heUeniatiachen

SchrifUuma (2 vols., 1867-70); Der Kanon dee Alien

Teatamenta nach den Ueberlieferungen in Talmud und
Midraach (1868); and lUuatrierte PrachOnbel (1874),

together with a translation of theEmunoth we^De*oth

of Saadia Fayymni (1845).

Bibuookapht: KL, iv. 2061-82.

FULBERT, far'b&r", OF CHARTRES: An early

French prelate and scholar; b. between 952 and
962; d. at Chartres Apr. 10, 1028. His birthplace

is variously given as Aquitaine, the diocese of Lau-
dun, and the town of Chartres. After studying
under Grerbert (later, Pope Sylvester II.) at Reims,
he opened a school at Chartres where, in addition

to the ordinary studies of the Trivium and Quad-
rivium, he lectured on medicine and theology.

In 1006 he was made bishop of Chartres, in which
character he became of importance in the political

and theological controversies of the time. He
was notable especially for his vindication of the

rights of the Church against the encroachments
of the turbulent nobility. His writings include

letters of the highest interest for the ecclesiastical

and political history of France, sermons, poems,
and devotional forms. Some of his letters touch on
dogmatic questional and declare with conaiderable

distinctness for the doctrine of transubstantia-

tion. His significance Ues in the services he ren-

dered to the cause of the new thought which in

his time was struggling into being. He continued

the tradition of Grerbert, and, without evincing any
marked creative ability, was eminently successful

in handing down that tradition to distinguished

pupils, among whom were Hugo of Langres, Add-
mann and Berengar ot Tours. Hi^ school at

Chartres was, after Reims. " a second fertile

nursery of learning, and not for France alone."

He laid greater emphasis on the positive element

in Gerbert's doctrine than on his dialectic and

critical system, enjoining close adherence to the

authority of the Fathers of the Church.
(F. NrrzBCHt.)

Bibuoorapht: The Bpiatola are ftooeasible in A. PochaMte,
Hittoria Franeorum Hriplorea, iv. 172-198, 5 toIs.. Pahf.
1039-40; in Bouquet. Recueil x. 443-482, and in MPL.
oxli., which contains the rest of his woriu. Coorah:
C. Pfister. De Fulberti . . . vita et operibu*. Nantes. 1885:

Oallia ChrUUana, viii. 1744; Hutoirt litUrmn de la

Prance, vii. 261-262, Paris, 1746; Carbdaire de 8. Ph«
de Chartree, ed. J. M. Qu^rard. ib. 1840; H. Reuter, Gt-

echichle der religidaen Aufklarung, i. 89-92. Berlin. 1875;

K. Werner, Oerbert van AvrUlae, pp. 273-286. Vienns.

1878; Wattenbach. DOQ, iii (1886). 130. 149: ii (1894).

166; Neander, Chriatian Chur^, iii passim (eontains

oeleotions from his writings); KL, iv. 2092-93.

FULCHER, fttl"sh6', (FOUCHER) OF CHARTRES
(Fulcheriua Camotenaia) . A monk, b. at Chartres c.

1059; d. after 1127. He took part in the first cru-

sade and became chaplain to Baldwin I., the second

king of Jerusalem; according to some accounts

he was afterward bishop of Tyre and patriarch

of Jerusalem. Under the title Gesta Franeorum

Hieraaalem peregrinantiumj he wrote a valuable

history of the Ousades from 1095 to 1 127 (in MPU
civ. 823-940, and, with tide Hietoria HieroaoUf

mitana, in Recueil dea hiatoriena dea croiaadetf

HiaL Occid,, iii., Paris, 1866, 311-485, cf. preface,

xx\di-xxxvi.; French transl. in Guizot, Collection,

xxiv. 1-275, cf. preface, i.-v.; Eng. transl. in Pur-

chas' PUgrima). (A. Hauck.)

Bibuoobapht: H. von Sybel. Oeschiehie dea enten Krva-
Mugee, pp. 46-53, Leipsio. 1881; T. A. Archer and C. L.

Kingsford. Th^ Crueadea, pp. 49-50. 55. 98-99. 135. 13»-

140. 142, 170. 440: J. M. Ludlow, The Age of the Cnt-

aadea, pp. 110-115. New York. 1896.

FULCO (FOULQUES) OF NEUILLT: French

ecclesiastic, preacher of the fourth crusade; b. in

the second half of the twelfth century; d. at Neuilly

(2 m. w. of Paris), Mar., 1202. While still a young

man he was placed in charge of the parish of

Neuilly. His youth had been devoted to the pur-

suit of pleasure, rather than to the preparation for

his calling, and he was now reproached by his

parishioners for his ignorance and inexperience. In

1192 he reformed, gave up woridly pleasures, and

set his people an example of the most rigorous ascet-

icism and devotion to duty. He resumed his stud-

ies and walked to Paris every week-day to learn of

Peter, the famous cantor of Notre Dame. Sooa

he had won the respect of his parishioners and made

himself known far and wide as a fearless preacher.

He even warned Richard the Lion-Hearted to

banish from his household the vices of arrogance,

cupidity, and luxury. In 1198 he was chart I
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by Innocent III. with the preaching of the fourth

crusade in France. He now went from place to

place, accompanied by a few Cistercians and Pre-

monstrants, preaching to enormous crowds. Many
of his hearers were attracted by his reputation as a
healer and performer of miracles, and his success

was great. At the chapter-general of the Cister-

cian order in 1201 he reported that under his

preaching 200,000 people had taken up the cross.

In the midst of this work he retired to Neuilly for a
short rest, and was there stricken with fever. At
his request he was buried in the parish church at

Neuilly. After having been cared for and decorated

for centuries his grave was desecrated and destroyed

during the French Revolution.

(F.W.DlBEUUB.)

Bibuoorapht: Jacobus de Vitriaoo, Hist, orientalia, ed.

P. Moechus, pp. 275 sqq.. Douai. 1507; Qeoffroy de Ville-

hardouin. La Conquite de ConatanHnople, ed. N. de Wailly,

pp. 1 sqq.. Puis, 1872; Otto of San Bias, Chronicon,
xhrii., in MOH, Script., xx (1868). 304 sqq. Consult:

CHbbon. Decline and Fall, chap. 1x.; J. I. Mombert. Short

HisL of tKe Cruaadea, p. 184. New York. 1894; T. A.
Ardier and C. L. Kizigsford, The Cruaadee, pp. 180, 370-
371. ib. 1895.

FULDA, ABBEY OF: A famous German abbey,

founded in 744 by Sturm, a disciple of Boniface,

in the district of Grabfeld on the banks of the River

Fulda, on land given by Duke Carloman. The
modem town, which grew up about the abbey,

is in the territory of Hesse-Nassau, 54 m. s.e. of

Cassel. Three years after the foimdation the

church and other buildings were complete, and
a large tract of land was under cultivation. Be-
fore the constitution was drawn up, the brothers

visited older monasteries, Sturm himself traveling

through Italy and studying especially the hfe at

Monte Cassino (q.v.). On his return he established

his monks under the rule of St. Benedict. Boni-

face bore a special love to the foundation, and for its

greater security obtained from Pope Zacharias a
bull placing it imder the immediate jurisdiction of

Rome. Pepin confirmed the exemption in 753 and
promised the special protection of the monarchy
as well. Boniface continued his relations with

Fulda, and directed that his body should be buried

there; it rests in a stone sarcophagus at the present

main entrance to the church. Sturm died in 779.

The number of the monks and the extent of their

possessions steadily increased, and their wealth

was admirably employed. The abbey was one of the

eariiest centers of German ecclesiastical art; numer-
ous churches were built in the surrounding country

and enriched with paintings, mosaics, and beautiful

vemels and manuscripts. Learning was not less

encouraged. The school which was founded, prob-

ably almost as soon as the abbey, was the earliest

borne of theological learning in Germany. It

flourished especially under the rule of Rabanus
Maurus (q.v.), himself educated at Fulda and
abbot from 822 to 842. The education imparted,

to boys looking forward to a secular career as well

as to future ecclesiastics, included the " hberal arts,"

grammar, rhetoric, dialectic, arithmetic, geometry,

physics, astronomy, theology, and the German
Umgue. Among those who profited by it were

Walafried Strabo (q.v.), afterward abbot of Reiche-

nau, Servatus Lupus, Otfried, author of the Kristj

and Bernard the grandson of Charlemagne, after-

ward king of Italy. Charlemagne laid the foundation

of a library very considerable for that age, and
Rabanus largely increased it. A decline began
after his time; later abbots still had a care for

learning, but no more great scholars or important
works are foimd issuing thence. The most impor-

tant author of these later days was Williram (q.v.).

After the restoration of the abbey church by Hada-
mar (installed 948), artistic activity seems also to

have fallen off. Meantime discipline was decaying;

the reform of 1013 made no lasting improvement.
The vigorous rule of Abbot Markward (1150-65)

effected a change for the better; but later abbots
were largely interested in protecting the property

of the community from spdiation by the nobiUty.

In 1513 the neighboring abbey of Hersfeld, where
Sturm had made his first settlement, was united

with Fulda. The Reformation had no little in-

fluence within the jurisdiction of the abbey, and in

1542 a reforming ordinance was wrung from Abbot
Philip Schenk which contained some distinctively

Protestant elements and permitted the further

extension of Evangelical teaching. The Ck)unter-

reformation was begun in 1573 by Abbot Bal-

thazar, and during the Thirty Years* War the Prot-

estants in the territory came near getting the upper
hand several times. The treaty concluded in

1631 between William V. of Hesse and Gustavus
Adolphus gave the territory of Fulda to the former

as a vassal of Sweden, and he did his best to forward

the Protestant cause there; but after the defeat

at Ndrdlingen he was forced to resign his claims to

Fulda, and Roman Catholic abbots once more took

possession. The settlement of 1803 gave the terri-

tory as a secular principality to the Prince of Orange.

In 1809 it was incorporated by Napoleon with the

grand duchy of Frankfort, occupied by Prussia in

1815 and assigned to the electorate of Hesse-Cassel,

with which it became part of Prussia in 1866.

(A. Hauck.)
Fulda has a somewhat peculiar history as an

episcopal see. In a sense it was a diocese as early

as 751, when quasiepiscopal jurisdiction over his

territory was granted to the abbot by Pope Zacha-

rias and confinned by Pepin. The claim was often

contested and stoutly upheld during the next thou-

sand years, imtil Benedict XIV. placed it beyond
doubt by formally raising the abbot to the dignity

of a prince-bishop in 1752. After the Revolution,

the bishopric was restored in 1827, as a suffragan

see of the province of the Upper Rhine, though
with slightly altered boundaries in consequence of

the politicfd changes; and other changes were

made by Pius IX. in 1857 and 1871, giving the

diocese a Roman Catholic population of about

150,000.

Biblioorapht: Sources are: C. Brower. Antiquitatutn Ful-

deneium libri quattuor, Antwerp. 1612; Codex diplomatieus

Fuldeneia, ed. E. F. J. Dronke. Cassel, 1850; TradiHones

et antiquitatea Fuldeneea, ed. E. F. J. Dronke, ib. 1844;

Eigil. VUa Sturmi, ed. G. H. Pert« in MOH, ScripL, ii

(1829), 365-367; Bruno Candidus, Vita Eiffilia, ib. xv
(1887), 221; lists of the abbots are given, ib. 3dii(1881).

272 sqq.. 340 sqq.. and pp. 161-218 contain the AnnaUs^
necroloffiei Ftddenaea, 779-1066; Theotrochus, Epiat. de

ritu Fuldenai miaaa eelebrandcB, in NA, iv. 409. Consult:
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J. Gdssmann, BeitrUge nur OeachichU des FUratenthums
Fulda, Fulda, 1857; K. Arnd. OetchichU des HochttifU
FuZdo,Frankfort, 1862; J. Gegenbaur. D<u Kioster FvMa im
Karolinoer ZeUalter, 2 parts. Fulda, 1871-73; A.Hartmann,
Zeitoesdiichie von Ftdda, ib. 1895; E. Heydenreich. Dca
dUeMte FiUdaer Cartular im Staataarchive zu Marburg,
Leipsie, 1899; Die eraten Anf&nge der Batt- und Kunat-
thOHokeit dea Kloatera Fidda, Fulda, 1900; G. Riohter.
Quelien und Ahhandlungen zur OeachidUa der Abtei Fulda,
Fulda. 1904; KL, iv. 2100-13; Rettberg. KD, vol. i.;

Hauck. KD, i. 564 sqq.; and the literature under Bal-
THA.ZA.R OF DeRNBACH.

FULGENTIUS FERRAITDUS: Deacon at Car-

thage; d. there before 547. He suffered ban-
ishment from Africa under the Vandal King
Thrasamimd and accompanied his friend and
teacher, Fulgentius of Ruspe (q.v.), into exile to

Sardinia, but returned to Africa in 523 and became
deacon at Carthage. Nothing is known of his later

life. Apart from an anonymously transmitted bi-

ography of Fulgentius of Ruspe (MPL, Ixv. 117-

150), he left behind him several letters and circulars

on dogmatic and ethical questions (AfPL, Ixvii. 887-

948). Best known, and of greatest interest as

regards church history, is the circular addressed
in 546 to the Roman deacons Pelagius and Anato-
lius on the occasion of the Three Chapter Contro-
versy (q.v.). The title is, Pro epistula Ibce episcopi

Edesseni adeoque de tribua capiiulia concUii Choice-

danenais adveraus acephaloa. Fulgentius expresses

himself very positively against the contemplated
condemnation of the Three Chapters; and he
succeeded in confirming the African bishops in their

opposition. There may still be mentioned, as of

moment for the history of canon law, his Breviaiio ca-

nonum {MPL, Ixvii. 949-962), a compilation of the

church regulations at that time operative in North
Africa. G. KRtJQER.
Biblioorapht: The Letters of Fulgentius are collected in

A. Biai, Scriptorum veierum nova coUectio, iii. 2, pp. 169-
184. 10 vols.. Rome, 1825-38; A. Reifferscheid, Anecdota
Caainenaia, pp. 5-7, Wratislaw, 1871-72; O. Bardenhewer,
Patrologie. p. 544. Freiburg. 1901; DCS, ii. 583-584.

FULGENTIUS OF RUSPE: Bishop of Ruspe in

the province of Byzacena, North Africa; b. at

Telepte, North Africa, 468; d. at Ruspe Jan. 1, 533.

He was bom of a senatorial family, and on account
of his good education and practical ability obt^^lned

at an early age the office of fiscal procurator, but,

under the influence of Augustine's writings, he
soon entered a cloister and subjected himself to the

strictest asceticism. The persecutions of cathohcs

under the Vandal King Thrasamund drove him
from his home to Sicily and Rome about 500. On
his return he became abbot of a small island cloister

on the African coast, and in 508 (or 507) bishop of

Ruspe. Scarcely had he entered upon his office

when with other catholics he was banished from
North Africa. With many of his fellow exiles, in-

cluding his biographer, Fulgentius Ferrandus

(q.v.), he settled at Cagliari, Sardinia, where he

developed great practical and literary activity

and became the recognized leader of the exiles in

their efforts to effect their return to Africa. In

515 Thrasamund sunmioned him to a disputation

that he had arranged between catholics and Arians,

but Fulgentius, persisting in his conviction, had to

return into exile. He was likewise drawn into the

disputes of the Eastern Church by request of the bo-

called Scythian monks (see Semi-Pelagianisii
Theopabchitbb). On the death of Thrasamund in

523 he returned to Ruspe and resumed the aomin-
istration of his diocese, which he resigned a year

before his death.

Fulgentius was one of the most influential cham-
pions of orthodoxy against Arianism and Semi-Pela-

gianism, to which he opposed the Augustlnian

doctrine, though avoiding, as far as possible, its

subtleties and austerities. Of his numerous writings

the most important are : Contra Arianos; Ad TkroBa-

mundum regent Vandcdorum libri iii; De remissione

peccaiorum ad EiUhymium libri ii; Ad Monimum
libri iii; De verOate prcedestinationis et gratia dei ad

Johannem et Venerium libri iii; De fide eive de

regvla verce fidei ad Petrum, his best-known and
most valuable writing; and Liber de incamaiione et

gratia domini nostri Jesu Christie addressed to the

Scythian monks, and abo designated as Epist. (xvU.)

ad Petrum diaconum. The best edition of the worics

of Fulgentius is that of L. Mangeant (Paris, 1684;

reprinted in MPL, Ixv. 105-1018). G. KatJoEB.

Bibuographt: O. Bardenhewer. Pairolooie, pp. 544 tqq..

Freiburg, 1901; F. Wdrter. Zur DoffmenoeackiJUa daa

Semipelaoianiamua, MOnster, 1900; HaroAck, Dogwta, r.

255 sqq.. 293; DCB, U. 57&-583 (rather detaUed); ASB,
Jan.. i. 32-45.

FULKE, WILLIAM: English Puritan; b. in

London 1538; d. Aug. 28, 1589. He was educated

at St. Paul's School, London, and at St. John's

College, Cambridge (B.A., 1558; M.A., 1563; B.D.,

1568; D.D., 1572). After studying law for six

years at CHifford's Inn he returned to Cambridge to

study theology. He was appointed fellow in 1564,

principal lecturer of his college in 1565, and preacher

and Hebrew lecturer in 1567. On his return to

Cambridge he allied himself with Thomas Cart-

wright (q.v.), became a zealous champion of Puri-

tanism and an opponent of Roman Catholicism.

He took a prominent part in the vestiarian con-

troversy, inducing about 3(X) students, at one time,

to discard the surplice in the chapel of St. John's.

This led to his expulsion, but he was soon restored

to his fellowship. On being narrowly defeated for

the headship of his college in 1569 he retired from

the university and shortly afterward secured the

livings of Warley in Essex, and Dennington in

Suffolk. In 1572 he accompanied Lord Lincoln

to France and was one of the friends who persuaded

Cartwright to return to England. In 1578 he ob-

tained the mastership of Pembroke Hall, Cambridge,

which he held till his death. He was also vice-

chancellor of the university in 1581. The same

year he was deputed to hold a public disputation

with BMmund Campion (q.v.) in the Tower of Lon-

don, and in 1582 he was one of twenty-five theolo-

gians appointed to hold disputations with Roman
dJatholic priests and Jesuits. He was one of the

ablest controversialists of his time. Of his numer-

ous polemic writings, directed largely against the

leaders of the Counterreformation in En^and,

the most important are: T. Stapleton and MartiaU

{Two Popish Heretics) Confuted (London. 1580; ed.

R. Gibbings for the Parker Society, (Cambridge,

1848); A Defense of the Sincere and True Tram-

lations of the Holy Scriptures into the Engfish Tongve,
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ogatMt . . . Gregory Martin (1583; ed. C. N. Harts-
home, for the Parker Society, Cambridge, 1843);
and The Text of the New Teatament . . . Trans-
lated out of the Vulgar Latin by the Papists . , . at

Rheims (1580).

Bduographt: John Strype. Annalt of the Reformation, 4
vole,, London, 1709-31; T. Fuller, Church Hi»L of Brit-
ain, V. 79, ib. 1845: C. H. and T. Cooper, Athena Canta-
brioien»es, u. 57-«l, ib. 1861; DNB, xx. 30&-308.

FULLER, ANDREW: English Baptist preacher
and author; b. at Wicken (12 m. n.e. of Cambridge),
Cambridgeshire, Feb. 6, 1754; d. at Kettering (13
m. n.n.e. of Northampton), Northamptonshire,
May 2, 1815. He was of humble rural parentage.

About Nov., 1769, he experienced conversion and
in Apr., 1770, he was baptized into the fellowship of

a hyper-Calvinistic Baptist church, of antinomian
tendencies, at Soham. The pastor of the church
was shortly afterward compelled to resign for

teaching that men have the power to follow or
resist God's will, the majority denying absolutely

any freedom on man's part and regarding as im-
pertinent and heretical any human effort for the
salvation of sinners. Fuller, who had received only
a moderate education, became greatly interested in

the theological questions that were being discussed,

and from 1771 onward read whatever pertinent

literature was accessible. He early became famil-

iar with the hyper-Calvinistic works of John Gill

and John Brine (Baptists) and was profoundly
influenced by the writings of John Owen, the Puri-

tan, and of Jonathan Edwards, the American
divine. In 1772 he was invited to preach in

the Soham church and in 1774 became its pas-

tor, sound Evangehcal sentiments having by this

time gained ground in the community. The in-

fluence of the Evangehcal revival in England and
.\merica (led by the Wesleys, Whitefield, Jonathan
Edwards, and others) soon gained the mastery
over Fuller, and he became the protagonist of the

Evangehcal and missionary movement among
British Baptists. Such was his industry and
strength of mind that, without academic train-

ing, he became a master in theological thinking
and writing and acquired a working knowledge of

the Greek and Hebrew languages. His tract en-

titled The Gospel WoHhy of All Acceptation (North-

ampton, 1784) was widely circulated among
dissenters and Evangelical churchmen and pro-

duced a profound impression. His moderate, sane,

Evangehcal CMvinism was embodied in effective

forai in The Calvinistic and Socinian Systems Ex-
(tmined and Compared as to Their Moral Tendency

^

London, 1794. His writings on Sandemanianism
were occasioned by his coming in contact with this

type of rehgious thought during his Scottish tours

on behalf of foreign missions. He was one of the

founders of the Baptist Foreign Missionary Society

fomied for the support of C^reyand his coadjutors
in India, and by far the most influential home pro-

moter of its objects. His activity in visiting the

churches throughout Great Britain in this cause

diffused widely his interest in missions and his sane

ETangehcal and Baptist views. His influence on
American Baptists has been incalculable.

Albert H. Newman.

BiBuoGRAPHT' The Works h«vo appeared in many editioun
—London. 1838. 1840, 1853; ed. by his oon. A. G. Fuller,

with a memoir, for Bohn't Standard Library, 1852; ed. J.

Belcher, 3 vols.. Philadelphia. 1833. For his Ufe con-
sult: J. Ryland. Life and Death of Rev. Andrew Fuiler,

London, 1816; J. W. Morris, Memoir of the Life and Wri-
Hnoa of Rev. Andrew Fuller, ib. 1816; T. E, Fuller. Memoir
of Andrew Fuller, ib. 1863; DNB, xx. 30^-310.

FULLER, RICHARD: American Baptist
preacher; b. at Beaufort, S. C., Apr. 22, 1804; d.

in Baltimore Oct. 20, 1876. He was the son of

a prosperous South Caroilna cotton-planter, and
was brought up as an Episcopalian. In 1820 he'
entered Harvard, where he took high rank as
scholar and debater. Though he was obUged on
account of ill health to abandon his studies before

the completion of his course, he received his degree
in 1824. Returning to South Carohna he studied

law, was admitted to the bar, and by 1831 had
gained a high reputation in his chosen profession.

In Oct., 1831, he was converted under the ministry

of Daniel Baker, a Baptist evangehst, and soon
after began to preach with remarkable eloquence.

As pastor in Beaufort, his home town, he was emi-
nently successful and soon gained a national repu-

tation as preacher and denominational leader. He
was one of the most eminent of the Southern repre-

sentatives in the Triennial Convention at the time of

the rupture of the Northern and Southern Baptists

on the slavery question, and with Francis Wayland
as his chief opponent ably defended, in a literary

way, the Southern view of slavery. As pastor
of the Eutaw Place Church, Baltimore (1846-76),

he came to be recognized as the foremost pulpit

orator of the American Baptists, and as a denomina-
tional leader he was prominent in the great denom-
inational gatherings. In figure and feature he
was impressive and attractive.

His Sermons, in three volumes, were published
posthumously (Baltimore, 1877).

Albert H. Newman.
Biblioorapht: J. H. Cuthbert, Life of Richard Fuller, New

York. 1878.

FULLER, THOMAS: English theologian and
church historian; b. at Aldwincle (3 m. n.e. of

Thrapston), Northamptonshire, June, 1608; d. in

London Aug. 16, 1661. He was educated at

Queen's 0)llege, Cambridge (B.A., 1625; M.A.,

1628), afterward entering Sidney Sussex College as

a fellow commoner. In 1630 he was ordained and
appointed to the hving of St. Benet's, Cambridge.
The next year he published his first book, in the

fantastic poetical style of the period, Davvd^s

Hainous Sinne, Heartie Repentance^ Heavie Pun-
ishment, and obtained the prebend of Netherbury
in Salisbury Cathedral. From 1634 to 1641 he
held the rectory of Broadwindsor in Dorsetshire,

but did not wholly break off his connection with

Cambridge. His first important book, the His'

tory of the Holy Warre, i.e., the Ousades, appeared

in 1639. A year later he was elected proctor in

convocation, and presently removed to London,

where his wit in the pulpit was widely celebrated;

ultimately he became lecturer at the S^voy Chapel.

In 1642 he published his most characteristic work,

The Holy State and the Profane State. His loyalty

caused him to be driven out of London and to take
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refuge at Oxford. He was chaplain for a time to

Princess Henrietta, and then placed himself imder
the protection of Lord Montagu of Boughton, liv-

ing quietly and supporting himself by his pen.

During these years he brought out his picturesque

geography of Palestine, called A PisgahrSighl

(1650), and his most celebrated work, the huge
Church History of Britain (1656), which, like all

his books, abounds in quaint humor and epigram-

matic sayings. Its accuracy was impugned by
Heylyn, and Fuller retorted in a lively Appeal of

Injured Innocence (1659), his last publication of

importance. At the Restoration he recovered his

ecclesiastical offices, and was looking forward to a
bishopric when he was attacked by typhoid fever

and died. His famous History of the Worthies

of England appeared posthumously (1662). Fuller

was never held preeminent as a divine, and as a
historian he was too rapid and careless to inspire

confidence, but he holds an important place among
the prose-writers of the seventeenth century, and
his quaint humor has given him an undying popu-
larity. Besides the works already named, his Good
Thoughts in Bad Times (1645) and Thoughts in Worse

Times (1647), and Mixt Contemplations in Better

Times (1 660) may be mentioned. He also contribu-

ted lives to Abd Redivivus, a collection of biogra-

phies of " modeme divines " (London, 1651).

Biblioqrapht: A very full list of Fuller's works is given at

the end of the sketch in DNB, xx. 315-320. The Church
Hiatory, History of University of Cambridge, and Hiatory

of Waliham Abbey were edited by James Nichols, Lon-
don. 1868, and for the Oxford University Press by J. S.

Brewer, 1845. The Worthies of England was reprinted
London, 1840. The original authority on the life is the
anonymous biography printed in Brewer's ed. of the
Chyrch History. The best life is by J. E. Bailey. Life of

Thomas Fuller, with Notices of his Books, his Kinsmen and
his Friends, London, 1874. Consult also M. Fuller,

Thomas FuUer, his Life, Times and Writings, 2 vols., ib.

1886.

FULLONIUS, 6ULIELMX7S {Gvlielmus Ona-
pheus, Willem van de Voldersgraft, WiUemde Voider)

:

Protestant theologian; b. at The Hague, Holland,

1493; d. at Norden (75 m. n.w. of Bremen), Han-
over, 1568. He received a humanistic education

and became at an early age teacher in his native city,

but had to flee after various persecutions on account
of his faith. From 1535 to 1541 he was rector of the

gymnasium in Elbing, then went to KOnigsberg
as counselor of Duke Albert and was active there

from 1544 to 1547 as rector of the academy. Ex-
pelled also from there he went to East Frisia, where
he died. On his theological conflicts see Briess-
MANN, Johann; Staphylus, Fridericus.

(A. Hauck.)
Biblioorapht: Studien en Bijdragen op't gebied der histori-

sche Theologie veriameld door . . . J. Q. de Hoop-Staffer,
Amsterdam, 1868: P. Tsehackert, Urkundenbuch sur
ReformaUonsgeschichte des Herzogthums Preussen, i. 254
sqq., Leipeic 1890; ADB, ix. 279-280.

FULTON, JOHN: Protestant Episcopalian; b.

in Glasgow, Scotland, Apr. 2, 1834; d. in Phila-

delphia Apr. 24, 1907. He studied in Aberdeen,
and at the age of sixteen left Scotland for the

United States. In 1857 he was ordained priest in

New Orleans and after serving as rector and journal-

ist was appointed in 1892 professor of canon law in

the Divinity School of the Protestant Episcopal

Church in Philadelphia. He wrote Letters on Chit-

tian Unity (New York, 1868); Index Canwnum
(1872); Laws of Marriage (1883); The Beautiful

Land: Palestine^ Historical, Geographical, and
Pictorial (1891); The Chakedonian Decree: or.

Historical Christianity Misrepresented by Modem
Theology, Confirmed by Modem Science, and Un-
touched by Modem Criticism (Slocum lectures; 1892);

and Memoirs of Frederic A. P, Barnard (1896).

He also edited Ten Epochs of Church History

(New York, 1897-99).

FUNCK, JOHANN: Lutheran divine; b. at

Wdhrd (a suburb of Nuremberg), Germany, Feb.

7, 1518; beheaded at KOni^berg Oct. 28, 1566.

After obtaining the master's degree at Wittenberg,

and after preaching in several places, he was nccm-
mended to Duke Albert of Prussia by Vcit Die-

trich, and accordingly went to Kdnigsberg in 1547.

where the duke was so pleased with the youngclergy-

man that he made him his court preacher (1549).

On the outbreak of the Osiandrian controversy.

Funck sided with Osiander and his 8on4n-law

Andreas Aurifaber (q.v.), physician in ordinary to

the duke; when Osiander died (Oct. 17, 1552).

Fimck delivered the eulogy. Joachim Mdriin

(q.v.), his principal opponent, was obhged to leave

Prussia in 1553, and Funck was then conrndered the

dominant theological representative of Osiander's

teaching. Duke John Albert of Mecklenburg, the

Lutheran son-in-law of Duke Albert of Prussia, long

tried to influence his father-in-law against his

prot^, and Funck was obliged to retract certain

" heresies " at a synod held at Riesenburg in 1556

and to promise to abide by the Augsburg Confes-

sion and the Loci of Melanchthon. The duke stiO

showed him great favor, however, but after his

marriage to Osiander's daughter, the widow of

Aurifaber, who died Dec. 12, 1559, the wrath of

Osiander's opponents now turned upon Funck,

who was both the confessor and counselor of the

duke and treasurer of the duchess. The dissension

was increased by alien adventurers like Paul Skalich,

who took advantage of the senile duke, while

coimcilors belonging to the highest nobiUty were

pushed aside. The estates, feeling that their rights

were infringed, appealed to the suzerain of the

country. King Sigismund II. of Poland, who sent

a commission in Aug., 1566, to Kdnigsberg to in-

vestigate the matter. Funck, together with the

coimcilors Horst, ScheU, and Steinbach, was

charged with opposition to the ecclesiastical and

political governance of the state, and the Polish

commission directed that the case be tried by the

court in the Kneiphof, KOnigsberg, thus putting

the accused at the meroy of their enenues. While

it was true that Funck's position rendered him

partly liable for the measures of the duke, Albert

gave the final decision and was, therefore, personally

responsible. Little value can be attached to the

confession extorted from the prisoner by threats of

torture, and there is, therefore, no tangible evidence

of guilt. Nevertheless, Funck, Horst, and SchneD

were condemned and executed in the Kneiphof

market-place at KOnigsberg; Steinbach had to

leave the country; and Paul Skalich, the real cause

of the mischief, had the good fortune to escape.
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The works of Funck are as follows: Chronologia ab
urbe condUa (2 vols., Kdnigsberg, 1545-52); exposi-

tioDfi of Psalms xlvi. (1548), ciii. (1549), and ix.

(1551); Auszug tmd kurzer Bericht von der Ge-

mhHgkeU der Christen fur Gott (1552); Wahrhaftiger

und grundlicher BerUM wie und was GeataU die

drgeiiicke Spaltung von der Gerechtigkeit dee Glaubena
itch anfdngHch im Lande Preussen erhoben (1553);

Der Patriarchen Lehre und Glauben (1554); Vier

Predigten von der Rechtfertigung dea Sunders durch
den Glavben fur GoU, Item: Kurtze Bekenntnis

(1563). Paul Tschackkrt.
Bibuoobapht: K. A. Hase, Herzoo AWrectU von PreuMen
umd min Hofpradiger, Leipaic, 1789 (really a biography of

Funck); P. Tschaokert, UrkuruUnbuch xwr RefomuUiofM-
gfckiekU de9 UerMogthum$ Preua^en, i.-iii., Leipsic. 1890
(eontaioB essays on Funok's life up to 1551); idem, Un-
gedrudtU Briefe zur aUgemeinen Reformaiionage9<^ichtet

Gdttingen. 1894.

FUKCKE, OTTO: German Protestant; b. at

WOlfrath (6 m. w.n.w. of Elberfeld) Mar. 9, 1836.

He studied in Halle, Tubingen, and Bonn, and held

pastorates in his native town (1860-61), Elberfeld

(1861-63), and Holche (1863-68). Since 1868 he
has been pastor of the Priedenskirche, Bremen.
Among his numerous writings, mention may be
made of his Reisetfilder und Heimatkldnge (3 series,

Bremen, 1869-72); Die Schule des Lebens, oder

christlu^ L^yensbUder im Lachte des Buches Jonas
(1871; Eng. transl.. School of Li/c, London,
1885); Christliche Fragezeichen (1873; Eng. transl.,

under the title Self WiU and God's WiU: or, How
to Discern What is God's WiU in the Perplexing Ques-
tions of Life, by E. Stirling, London, 1887); Ver-

wandlnngenf oder wie ein Sehender blind und ein

Blinder sehend wird (1873); TOgliche Andachten

(1875); St. Paulus zu Wasser und zu Lande (1877);

Freud, Leid, Arbeit im Ewigkeilslicht (1879); Seelen-

kdmpfe und Seelenfriede (sermons; 1881); Willst

du gestmd werden t Beitrdge zur christlichen Seelen-

p/l^(1882); EnglischeBilderindeutscherBeleucht-

ung (1883); Die Welt des Glaubens und die AU-
tagswdt, dargestdU nach den Fusstapfen Abrahams
(1885; Eng. transl. by S. Taylor, The World of
Faith and the Everyday World, Edinburgh, 1891);

Wie der Hirsch schreiet (sermons; 1887); Brot und
Schwertf ein Buck fur hungemde, zweifelnde und
kdmpfende Herzen (1889); Der Wandel vor Gott,

dargdegt nach den Fusstapfen des Patriarchen Joseph

(1890); Neue Reisebilder und Heimatkldr^ (1892);

Jesus und die Menschen, oder angewandtes Christen-

tum (1894); Wie man glUcklich wird und glilcklich

maeht (1896; Eng. transl. by S. Taylor, How to

Be Happy and Make Others Happy, London, 1896);

Du und deine Seele (1896); Die Fussspuren des

lAendigen Gottes in meinem Lebenswege (2 vols.,

Altenburg, 1898-1900); UngeschminkU Wahrheiten

iAer chrikliches Leben (1902); and Reisegedanken

und Gedankenreisen eines Emeritus (1905).

fuhdamehtal doctrines of christianitt.
Fundamental and non-Fundamental Doctrines ({ 1).

Tbe Fundamental Doctrines Defined Negatively ({ 2).

The Fundamental Doctrines Defined Positively (S 3).

Late Schools and Theories ({ 4).

The distinction between fimdamental and non-

fundamental doctrines of Christianity is useful, since,

by emphasizing the great cardinal articles of the

Christian faith, it promotes the union of the various

parts of the Christian Church and develops a spirit

of tolerance with regard to the articles

I. Funda- of lesser importance in which they dis-

mental and agree. The Roman Catholic Church
non-Funda- rejects the distinction (cf. KL, arti-

mcntal cle " Dogma," iii. 1879-86) on the

Doctrines, ground that it resolves doctrines

into essential or necessary, and un-
essential or incidental. Nevertheless the Church
recognizes a distinction in the relative importance
of its doctrines. Thomas Aquinas and the Council

of Trent distinguish concerning the relative value

of the sacraments, baptism and the Eucharist (the
" crown of the sacraments ") being the " major
sacraments." Although the distinction is not
universally made by Protestant theologians, it

early came into use. N. Hunnius was the first to

use it in the Lutheran Church in his De fundamen-
tali dissensu doctrince Lutherance et CalvinianoB

(Wittenberg, 1626). He was followed by Quen-
st^t and others, and more recently by F. A. PhiUppi
{Glaubenslehre, i. 73 sqq., Gtttersloh, 1854), who,
starting from the atonement as the constitutive

principle, defines as fundamental all articles which
necessarily follow from it.

The distinction was lu^ed by the younger
Turretin (d. 1737), and in England by ChiUing-

worth (d. 1644), Stillingfleet (d. 1699), Waterland
(d. 1740), and others in the interest of ecclesiastical

toleration; before this, Francis Bacon, in his

Advancement of Learning, had insisted upon dis-

tinguishing between '' points fundamental *' and
*' points of further perfection." The Parliament of

1653 voted indulgence to all who professed the
** Fundamentals," and appointed a commission,

consisting of Archbishop Ussher (who resigned, his

place being filled by Baxter), Owen, Goodwin,
and others, to define what the " Fundamentals "

were. Baxter was for holding to the Lord's Praver,

the Creed, and the Ten Commandments. But
the commission drew up sixteen articles which were

presented to Parliament, and only missed ratifica-

tion by its dissolution in 1653 (cf . Neal's History

of the Puritans, ii., 143-144, New York, 1863).

The varying importance of the doctrines of the

Christian system and the growing tolerance of

later times have produced the conviction that it is

desirable to emphasize the more important articles.

The Evangehcid Alliance, on the assumption that

agreement in fundamentals is a sufficient foundation

for Cathohc communion, has adopted a constitu-

tion of nine articles, which are regarded as essentials

of Christian union (see Evangelical Allla.nce).

The distinction of fundamentals and non-funda-

mentals is based upon the valid assimnption that

some articles are of greater importance than others.

It is justified by the example of

2, The Fun- Paul in his teaching against the Ju-

damental daizing tendencies of his time. The
Doctrines following distinctions may be help-

Defined ful in defining the term: * Funda-

Negatively. mental when applied to articles does

not imply that they are the only

articles which it is expedient or desirable for a

Church to teach, and the individual to believe.
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The apostasy of the angels^ the eternal duration of

future punishment, the single or double procession

of the Holy Spirit (the filioqiie clause being rejected

by the Greek Church; see Fiuoque Controversy),
may all be Scriptural doctrines, and ought to be
beheved, but are not fundamental doctrines of

Christianity (although some would so consider the

endlessness of future punishment).

The fundamental doctrines of Christianity are

not to be confused with the distinctive tenets of a
denomination. Denominational di£ferences may
and often do embody the truth; but the mode of

baptism, for example, or the particular theory of

the decrees (however valuable a right view on this

subject may be as a constructive principle in dog-
matic theology), or a special form of ecclesiastical

polity, can not be regarded as fundamental. Chris-

tianity might not do so well with one class of opin-

ions on these subjects (say, baptism by sprinkling,

supralapsarianism, and the congregational principle

of church government) as it would with another;

but it would still remain radically unchanged, and
continue to exert its beneficent influence.

The fimdamental doctrines of Christianity are

not synonymous with the doctrines essential to

salvation. The latter depend upon the answer of

the individual to two questions—" What think ye
of Christ?" and " What must I do to be saved?"
A hving faith in Christ as the one sent of God for

the salvation of the world is essential to salvation,

and sufficient for it (John vi. 47; Acts xvi. 31).

The fundamental doctrines of Christianity are

broader in their scope. They concern it as an ob-

jective system of truth.

The term fundamental is not properly applied to

doctrines which distinguishChristianity from natural

religion. There is a distinction between the funda-
mentals of rehgion and the fundamentals of Chris-

tianity. Religion is possible on the basis of the

Five Articles of Lord Herbert of Cherbury; but
the superstructure of the Christian religion has a
different foundation. Some of the tenets which
Christianity has in common with natural religion,

as the existence of God, are fimdamental to the

former.

The Apostles' Creed, though a venerable and
excellent summary of the Christian's faith, is not
a perfect statement of the fundamental articles of

Christianity. On the one hand, it brings out only
by implication the doctrine of atonement, passes

over entirely the Scriptures, and, on the other, as

Waterland puts it, is '* peccant in excess."

The fundamental doctrines of Christianity, then,

are those which lie at the basis of the Christian

system, and without which its professed aim (the

^ory of God and the highest welfare of man) could
not, by logical necessity and with subjective cer-

tainty, be evolved. Waterland's defi-

3. The Fun- nition is as follows: " Fundamental, as

damental applied to Christianity, means some-
Doctrines thing so necessary to its being, or at
Defined least its well-being, that it could not

Positively, subsist, or maintain itself tolerably,

without it " (vol. v., p. 74). And
again: ** Whatever verities are found to be plainly

and directly essential to the doctrine of the Gospel

covenant are fundamental " (p. 103). According

to Sherlock (p. 256), they are doctrines " which are

of the essence of Christianity, and without which the

whole building and superstructure must fall."

The most fundamental doctrine of Christianity

is salvation by Christ; and the principle will hold

good that whatever doctrine stands in most neces-

sary connection therewith is the most fundamental.

The statement in Rom. i. 1-^ (the divine existence.

Scriptures, incarnation, grace, faith, and resurrec-

tion) approaches nearest of any passage in Scrip-

ture to a comprehensive enumeration of the funda-

mental doctrines. Waterland enim:ierated seven,

as follows: (1) The Creator, or Covenanter; (2)

covenant; (3) charter of the covenant, or Sacred

Writ; (4) mediator; (5) repentance and a holy

life; (6) sacraments; (7) two future states. The
central principle from which he started was the

Christian covenant. The sacraments, however,

can hardly be regarded as a fundamental. The
following statement is preferable: (1) The Father-

hood of God; (2) the Trinity; (3) the incarna-

tion; (4) atonement; (5) faith or union with

Christ, the condition of man's best being; (6) the

immortality of the soul; (7) the Scriptures the

summary of the divine purposes concerning man.

In defining what is fimdamental in Christianity,

it is as desirable to avoid a narrow as to avoid

a latitudinarian tendency. Certain communions
insist upon regarding episcopacy and the authority

of the Chiuxsh as fundamental. Individuals mi^
insist upon particular views of original sin, tbo

divine decrees, the inspiration of the Scriptures, or

the duration and nature of future punishment. But

few of these are touched upon in the Apostles' Oeed,

and none definitely answered. Divergence of view

on these points is of inconsiderable importance in

comparison with the cardinal doctrines of God's

existence, the Messiah's work, saving faith, the

soul's inmiortaUty, and the sufficiency of Scripture

for hiunan illumination and guidance, and can not

limit the perpetuity of Christianity. It is, however,

not to be forgotten that a Church may profess ihese

fundamental doctrines, and yet so combine funda-

mental errors as to modify, if not completely to

destroy, their force. Of such errors, as h^d in the

Roman C!)atholic Church, Sherlock says (p. 314) that

" all the wit of man can not reconcile them with the

Christian faith." On the other hand, a religious

communion (as the strict Unitarians or Universalists)

may deny fundamental truths, and yet sincerdy

accept Christianity as the only and perfect religion,

and Christ as the Lord and Savior.

The views of the school of advanced New Testa-

ment criticism represented in varying d^rees of

poeitiveness by different scholars from Hainack

to Paul Wemle of Basel (Die Anfdnge tmserer Re-

ligion, Ttibingen, 1904) attempt to retain the

Christian religion as the final religion

4. Late and Christ as " the great Dehverer

"

Schools from the bondage of legalism in n-

and hgious ritual and doctrine, and at the

Theories, same time cast aside some of the evi-

dent teachings of the books of the

New Testament, such as the bodily resurrection d
our Lord and those doctrines which it is daimed
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Paul invented by a process of reflection, such as the

vicarious atonement through Christ's death. It

would seem as if there could be no terms of agree-

ment between this school and the received views of

the Church. For what is fundamental in the views

oi the Church is in part completely set aside if the

distinctive theology of the Pauline epistles is without

warrant in fact and only a product of the Apostle's

own brain.

Prof. Alfred Seeberg of Dorpat, in his Katechismua

der Urchristenheit (Leipsic, 1903), has attempted to

arrange the articles of a supposed primitive cate-

chian of fundamental tenets, which, he thinks, it

was the custom to carry or send to new churches

for their adoption. He bases the existence of such

a formula upon Rom. vi. 17 {" that form of doctrine

which was delivered you "), II Thess. ii. 15, and
other passages, and reconstructs it on the basis of

I Cor. XV. 3-5 and other Pauline statements. He
includes in it a belief in the divine mission of the

Son of God, his crucifixion, resurrection, ascension,

and second coming. This formula became the nu-

cleus of the Apostles' Creed and was the kernel of

apostolic preaching. The treatment is suggestive

and points to the fact that in the pages of the New
Testament as they have been preserved there is a

distinctive set of tenets which were new when they

were proclaimed and composed the early Christian

teaching.

An indirect attempt to define what is fundamental

in the Christian system was made in the so-called

Chicago-Lambeth Articles, adopted first by the

General Convention of the Protestant Episcopal

Church in Chicago, 1886, and then by the Lambeth
Conference in 1888 (see Lambeth Conference).
They were intended as an invitation to church union

and a basis for it, but were officially rejected by
the Presbyterian General Assembly in the United

States and were unfavorably received by other

bodies. The fundamentals of the Articles (called

the " Quadrilateral " because four in number) were:
'• The Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Testa-

ments as containing all things necessary to salva-

tion, and as being the rule and ultimate standard of

faith; the Apostles' Creed, as the baptismal sym-
bol, and the Nicene Creed, as the sufficient state-

ment of the Christian faith; the two sacraments

ordained *by Christ himself—baptism and the

Supper of the Lord—ministered with unfailing use

of Christ's words of institution and of the elements

ordained by him; the historic episcopate locally

adapted in the methods of its administration to the

varying needs of the nations and peoples called of

God into the unity of his Church."
D. S. SCHAFF.

Bibuographt: W. Chilfingworth. The R^ioion cf ProU9-
fa«U«. i. 4-6, Oxford, 1638; W. Sherlock, A DUcourae about

Christian Unity. Being a Defence of Bp. StUlingfleet's Un-
rtaeonableneee of Separation^ chap, v., pp. 248-316, Lon-

don, 1681; J. A. Tuiretin, A Diecourte concemino the

Fundamenial AHidee in Religion, ib. 1720; D. Waterland.

A Dieeoitree of Fundamentala, ib. 1736 (v. 73-104 of ed.

of Oxford, 1843); Tholuck, in Deuteche Zeitachnft far

thrietliche Theologie, 1861. Modern treatments of the

fobject do not appear under the title of Fundamentals;

the topic is disouMed more or less directly in writings

upon Christian Unity and Church Union, e.g.. A. M. Fair-

bairo. The Place of Chritt in Modem Theoloov, New York,

1893; J. Martineau. The Seat of Authority in Religion,

London. 1898; A. Hamaok. Dm Weeen dee Chriatentume,

Berlin, 1900. Eng. transl.. What ia Chriatiantty, New York,
1901. which was ably answered by H. Cremer, Daa Weaen
dea Chriatentume, GOtersloh, 1901, Eng. transl.. Reply to

Hamaek on '*The Baaence of Christianity " New York,
1904. Consult also R. D. Browne, The Fundamental
Trutha of the Catholic Church, London, 1890.

FUNK, FRANZ XAVER: German Roman Cath-

olic; b. at Abtsgmttnd, WUrttemberg, Oct. 12,

1840; d. at Tttbingen Feb. 24, 1907. He studied in

Tubingen (Ph.D., 1863) and at Rottenburg, and
was ordained to the priesthood in 1864. He then

studied for a year in Paris, and was lecturer in the

Wilhehnstift at Tttbingen 1866-70. In 1870 he was
appointed professor of church history, patrology,

and archeology at Tubingen. He wrote Zin$

und Wucher (Tttbingen, 1868); Geachichte dea

kirchlichen Zinaverbotes (1876); Die EchtheU der

ignoHanischen Briefe (1882); Lehrbuch der Kirchen-

geschichte (Rottenburg, 1886); Doctrina dxiodecim

apostolorum (Tttbingen, 1887); Die katholiache

LandeauniveraiUU EUtoangen (1889); Die apostoli-

achen KanatUtUianen, (Rottenburg, 1891); Kirchen-

geachichUiche Abhandlungen und UrUerattchungen

(3 vols., Paderbom, 1897-1907); Daa Teatament

unaerea Herm und die vervoandten Schriften (Mainz,

1901); and DidaaccUia et ConatUutionea apoatohrum

(2 vols., 1905).

FUNK, ISAAC KAUFMANN: Lutheran; b at

Clifton, O., Sept. 10, 1839. He was graduated at

Wittenberg College in 1860 and was ordained to the

Lutheran ministry in 1861. He was pastor at

C^arey, O., 1862-64 and of St. Matthew's Evangelical

Lutheran Church, Brooklyn, 1865-72. He then

resigned from the ministry, and after a tour of

Europe, Egypt, and Palestine was associate editor

of The Chriatian Radical (Pittsburg, Pa.) 1872-73

and of The Union AdvocaU (New York) 1873-75.

In 1876 he founded The Metropolitan PulpU and in

the following year The CompUte Preacher^ merging

the two in 1878 into The Homiletic Monthly ^ which
has been called The Homiletic Review since 1885.

He established The Voice, a total-abstinence paper,

in 1880, The Miaaionary Review in 1888, and The
Literary Digeat in 1889. In 1878 he entered into

partnership with Adam Willis Wagnalls, founding

the publishing firm which was incorporated in 1890

as the Funk & Wagnalls Company. He has thus

been instrumental in publishing a large num-
ber of theological works, among which mention

may be made of The Jewiah Encyclopediaf the

Schaff-Herzog Encydopedia of Religioua Knowledge^

and The Standard Bible Dictionary. He is editor-

in-chief of A Standard Dictionary of the Engliah

Language, and has edited G. Croly's Salathiel under

the title Tarry Thou Till I Come (New York, 1901),

and has written The Next Step in Evolution (New
York, 1902); The Widow*a Mite and Other Psychic

Phenomena (1904); and The Paychic Riddle (1907).

FUNSTEN, JAMES BOWEN: Protestant Epis'

copal missionary bishop of Idaho; b. at The
Highlands, Ci&rke Co., Va., July 23, 1856. He
studied at the Virginia Military Institute, Lexing-

ton (C.E., 1875), and the University of Virginia

(LL.B., 1878), and after practising law for a short

time, entered the Theological Seminary at Alezan-
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dria, from which he was graduated in 1882. He
was ordered deacon in the same year, and was ad-

vanced to the priesthood in 1883. From 1882 to

1884 he was a missionary at Bristol, Tenn., and at

Marion, Va., and after traveling in Europe in 1884,

was a missionary attached to the staff of Christ

Church, Richmond, Va., 1884-90 and a general

missionary in Virginia 1890-92. From 1892 to

1899 he was rector of Trinity Church, Portsmouth,
Va., and in 1899 was consecrated missionary bishop

of Bois^, his diocese comprising portions of the

States of Idaho and Wyoming. In theology he is

Evangelical, and, besides having been editor of

The Sovihem Churchman 1885-86, has written

Christ or the World (New York, 1890) and A Study

of Confirmation (1895).

FURNESS, WILLIAM HENRY: Unitarian; b.in
Boston, Mass., Apr. 20, 1802; d. in Philadelphia

Jan. 30, 1896. He studied at Harvard (B.A., 1820),

and after completing his theological training at

Cambridge was ordained pastor of the First Uni-

tarian Congregational Church, Philadelphia, Pa., in

1825, and held the office until his retirement in

1875. He was a leading abolitionist, and was author
of Remarks on the Four Gospels (Philadelphia, 1835);

Jesus and his Biographers (1838); A History of Jesus

(1850); Thoughts on the Life and Character of Jesus

of Nazareth (Boston, 1859); The Unconscious

Truth of the Four Gospels (Philadelphia, 1868);

Jesus (1871 ); The Power of Spirit Manifest in Jesus

of Nazareth (1877); The Story of the Resurrection

Told Once More (1885); Verses: Translations from
the German and Hymns (Boston, 1886); and
Pastoral Offices (1894). He also translated D.
Schenkers Das Charakterbild Jesu (Wiesbaden,

1864) under the title Character of Jesus Portrayed

(2 vols., Boston, 1866).

FURR£R,HANSKONRAD: Swiss Protestant; b.

at Fluntem, near Zurich, Nov. 5, 1838; d. at Zurich

Apr. 14, 1908. He studied in Zurich (1857-62) and
was ordained to the ministry in 1862. In 1863 he

made a tour of Palestine, and in 1869 became privat-

docent for Biblical archeology in the University

of Zurich. He held various pastorates in the can-

ton from his ordination imtil 1876, when he became
pastor of St. Peter's, Zurich. He began to lecture

continuously at the imiversity in 1885, and in

1888 was appointed professor of the general history

of religion. In theology he was a Uberal conserva-

tive. He wrote Waruierungen durch das heUige

Land (Zurich, 1865); Vortrdge iiber religidse Tages-

fragen (1895); Katholizismus und Protestantismus

(1899); and Vortrdge aber das Leben Jesu Christi

(1902).

FURSA (FURSEY, Lat. Furseus), SAINT:
Irish monk and missionary; b. of noble family

probably in Connaught; d. at Macerise (Mazeroeles,

on the Authie), in Ponthieu (northern France),

Jan. 16, probably 650. He was brought up in

Mimster under monastic discipline and lived the

usual life of an Irish monk, founding a monastery
at Rathmat, probably in the northwest of County
Clare. For ten years he went up and down in

Ireland preaching repentance and judgment.
Then with his two brothers and two monks he

traveled eastward, and in 637 (?) was received

by King Sigbert of Elast Anglia and assisted him

and Bishop Felix (see Felix, Saint) in establish-

ing Christianity among the only half-c<mverted peo-

ple. He built a monastery at Cnoberesbuig (Buigfa-

castle, 5 m. from Yarmouth), then, with a sin^
companion, retired to a hermitage. After a year

the menace from Penda, the heathen king of M^m,
drove him away, and he went to France. He found

refuge at the court of the young Clovis II., king of

Neustria. Erchinoald, mayor of the palace, gsive

him land at Latiniacum (Lagny-sur-Mame, 18 m. e.

of Paris), where he built a monastery in 644. He
was buried at P^ronne (75 m. n.n.e. of Paris) and

was long honored there. Miracles were attributed

to him even in his lifetime.

Fursa was noteworthy chiefly for his visicuis, which

were probably due to cataleptic attacks. He saw and

conversed with angels, was attacked by demons, and

beheld the awful torments of the wicked; impend-

ing calamities were foretold to him. He would

relate what he had seen, says Bede, only tx> those

who wished to hear " from holy zeal and desire of

information." Similar visions were not uncommon
experiences of the monks. The narratives of them

were highly popular and constitute a distinct class

of medieval literature (cf. Plummer's Betfe, ii.

294-295, Oxford, 1896, and, for Fursa's visions,

Olden's Church of Ireland, pp. 87-90, London, 1895).

Biblioorapht: Three Uvea of Furas in ASB, Jan,, ii. 3<J-

65. of which the first and beat, by an aoonymooa writer,

is also in J. Colgan, Acta Sanetarum, i. 75-08. LouTain.

1645. ASM, ii. 300-315. and De Bmedt and De Backer,

Acta 9anctorum Hibemia, pp. 77 aqq.. Edinburgh. 1888.

Consult: Bede, HUt, ecel, iii. 10; J. Lanigan, Bed. Hut,
ii. 448-464. 4 vols.. Dublin, 1820; J. O'Hanlon. Lives of

the Irish SainU, i. 222-286; Hiet. litUrain de la Framet,

iii. 613-615; J. Corblet, Hagiographie du dioohe d'Amient,

vol. ii.. Paris, 1870; G. GrOtsmacher. in ZKG, xix. 2

(1808). pp. 100-106.

FUTURE PUHISHMEIIT.
New Testament Doctrine (I 1).

Historical Christian Belief (I 2).

Tendencies of Recent DisctissioDs (| 3).

Two Leading Views (| 4).

Endlessness (| 5).

This presentation is limited to punishment after

death; all reference to earthly punishment is not

excluded, but this is considered only so far as its

nature and aim have a bearing on the future state.

In the New Testament punishment is

I. New Tes- part of the eschatological program

tament which follows upon the judgment (q.v.)-

Doctrine. The wicked are sent intoGehenna (q.v.),

or into a condition designated vari-

ously as unquenchable fire, the imdying worm, outer

darkness, weeping and gnashing of teeth, eternal

destruction, and the second death (Mark ix. 43, 48;

Matt. XXV. 30; II Thess. i. 9; Rev. xx. 14; cf. II

Pet. iii. 7, and Jesus' parables of judgment—the

tares, the drag-net, the wedding guest, the virgins,

and the talents) . Punishment is described as posi-

tive (as above), as natural (Gal. vi. 8; Col. iii. 25),

and according to degree of guilt. The finality of

punishment is supported by contemporary Jewish

behef, by the term Gehenna and destruction (Gk.

olethros, apOleia), by the parables of Jesus in which

finality is implied (Matt. xiii. 39-43, 47-50), by the
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period at which judgment is consummated, and by
the contrast of the state of the wicked with that of

the blessed (Matt. xxv. 46). Yet, since the New
Testament teaching is practical rather than theo-

retical, other intimations have been found there,

concerning its nature, aim, duration, and outcome
(see Annihilationism, and Univerbalism).

Historical Christian belief concerning the nature

of future punishment has been determined in part

by the doctrine of the resurrection of the same bodies

that died (see Resurrection), of hell as a place

and its fire as real (E. D. Griflfin, Ser-

2. ffistorical mans not be/ore Published, etc., ** Hell

Christian Composed of Material Fire," pp. 46-

Belief. 53, New York, 1844). In particular,

Christian mystics have been fond of

dwelling on the physical condition of the lost, with
every refinement of imaginative ingenuity, invent-

ing tortures which reflected the most terrible and
revolting forms of human suffering (Dante, Inferno;

H. Suso, Der ewigen Weyssheit Biichlein, chap, ix.,

Dillingen, 1567; Jonathan Edwards, Works^ vii., pp.
387-388, New York, 1829). Punishment has also

been conceived of as separation from God, as re-

morse, as penitence which could not issue in repent-

ance, the sense of one's own vileness, and the like.

The aim of punishment has been regarded as vin-

dictive or vindicatory, as disciplinary and deterrent.

Its duration has been most commonly taught as

endless, based on such considerations as the contin-

uance of penalty commensurate with that of blessed-

ness, the limitation of redemption to the present

Ufe, the total absence of even common grace in the

workl of the lost, and the inability of the sinful soul

to change itself. From early times here and there

voices have been raised in advocacy of a limit to

this condition, either through annihilation or res-

toration, or a gradual mitigation of the severity of

retributive suffering. Yet even when theoretic

considerations have inclined toward milder views,

the demands of the religious appeal have often en-

forced the more rigid interpretation. Christian be-

lief has preponderated on the whole in one direction,

but it has never been crystallized into a dogmatic
formula.

Present day discussions of future punishment
direct attention to four principal points—its nature,

purpose, degree, and duration. It is no longer con-

ceived in terms of material fire, but as spiritual ex-

perience, regarded by some as a positive infliction

by God, by others as natural and in

5. Tenden- accord with inmianent and universal

cies of moral order, again as a gradual wasting

Recent Dis- away of the organic powers of the being

cussionB. or as a divine judgment in which the

very personality ceases to exist. Its

purpose is either vindicatory or deterrent or disci-

plinary. As to duration, it is held to be either irre-

versible, whether inmiediately at death or at the

latest after the judgment, or else as continuing for

a temporary period only, determined by the force

of resistance to God or by the degree of sin, there-

after to Issue in a final restoration to harmony with
God or in an extinction of the being. By reason of

the limitation of human experience to the present

worM, however, man is unable to picture the form of

the punishment; but since the moral order is uni-

versal, character and condition areknown as insepa-

rable, in the moral consciousness are found the

principle and law of retribution—the principle that

of accoimtability, the law that of cause and effect.

Moral obligation and penalty originate and are

realized in the same relations. Punishment is essen-

tially ethical—how ethical one can imderstand by
comparing Jesus' teaching with that of his own or

of a later period. Jesus did indeed speak of outer

darkness, fire, the imdying worm; but he more
commonly represented punishment as taking place

in ethical relations, e.g., that of payment in kind.

Penalty is often conceived as suffering. This inter-

pretation may be traced in part to experience of

civil punishment, in part to the stinging pain of a
quickened and reproaching conscience, and in part

to a literal use of the New Testament. But there is

moral stupor as well as anguish; men are " past

feeling," ** branded as with a hot iron." It is a
common behef that the cireumstances of the other

life will be radically di£ferent from the present, and
that therefore inscnsibiUty will give place to awa-
kened and remorseful suffering. But on the one
hand it is conjectural whether, from the moral order

of the world as known through revelation and ex-

perience, there is sufficient reason to believe that

at the instant of death the torpid conscience, the

unresponsive will, the insensible heart will be quick-

ened to preternatural and unending activity; and
on the other hand, so long as the moral nature,

memory, and vicissitude are real in a moral and
spiritual universe, the sinner may waken to fierce

and uncontrollable remorse.

There are two leading views as to the purpose of

pimishment—retribution and prevention. As retrib-

utive, the evil-doer receives back the consequences

of his deeds; punishment demonstrates the nullity

of his moral rebellion. This may be

4. Two the experience of vengeance, of public

Leading sentiment, or of the deserts of the

Views, sinner. As preventive, punishment is

deterrent or reformatory. He who
suffers for his wrong-doing deters others from a like

course of action; while reformatory pimishment
recaUs the sinner to himself, to his folly and the in-

efficacy of his action, to his wickedness, so that in

the moral arrest he may become aware of the plead-

ing ideal of his own higher nature and the benign

good-will of God. Whether the retributive shall be

the only aspect of punishment in the sinner's con-

dition after death must from the analogy of the

earthly life be determined in part by the soul itself.

No final decision on this subject can, however, ignore

the universal Fatherhood of God and his c'

moral government.
Concerning the endlessness of future punisl

the mind can form no adequate notion (cf . Ed'

Works f vi. 451). Arguments for its endlessnc

drawn from many directions

5. End- Words and pictures in the New
lessness. ment imply finality. (2) Pret<

or reprobation of some here belo'

ders future salvation for such impossible. (5

offers of pardon are restricted to the present

(4) The judgment occurs at the close of the re
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tive era, and hence is final. (5) Every single sin

unrepented of deserves endless retribution. (6)

Character tends to final permanence, as seen in the

strengthening of the wrong decision, the consequent
bondage of the will, and the intensifying of the sin-

ful opposition to God in view of punishment ex-

perienced; naturally, final permanence can be
attained but once. (7) The conscience expects and
demands unending retribution in another life. (8)

Finally, reference is made to the long history of this

belief, and the eminent supporters of it in every age.

Relief from the painful conclusion here reached is

sought in many ways: appeal to human ignorance; a
probationary period between death and the judg-

ment for those who in this life have not finally

refused God (see Probation, Future); the incom-
patibility of the ultimate loss of any soul with the

perfection of the Creator; the injustice of ever-

lasting punishment for sins committed during the

short span of the earthly life; continuance of pun-
ishment for a time after death, but God will finally

succeed in his purpose of grace, or, on the other

hand, the incorrigible will be eventually worn out

with their punishment. See Eschatoloqy.
C. A. Beckwith.

Biblxoorapht: The subject is invariably treated as a sec-

tion of systematic theology, and therefore the works cited

under Dogma, DoaifATice may be consulted. Much of

the literature under the articles on Ebchatoloot; Gb-
hknna; Probation, Futttbk; Ukivxbbaubm, and re-

lated topics is pertinent. Consult furtho-: M. Stuart,

Future PunUhmenis, in vol. iii. of PhUUoffieal TraeU, in

Biblical Cabinet, 45 vols., Edinburgh, 1838-44; R. W.
Hamilton, Revealed Doctrine of Reuxards and Pum^unentM,
London, 1853; H. M. Dexter. The Verdia of Reamn ujxm
the . . . Future PuniehmerU of ... the Impenitent, Bos-
ton. 1865; S. C. Bartlett. Futwre PuniAment, ib. 1875;

[J. M. Whiton], la '* Eternal" Puniahment Endlemt ib.

1876; N. Adams, Endleea Puniahment Scriptural Argu^
ment for . . . future endleaa Puni^ment, ib. 1878; £.
Beecher, Hiat. of Opiniona on the Scriptural Doctritie of

RetribtUion, New York, 1878; G. P. Fisher, in his Dia-
cuaaiona in Hiat. and Theology, ib. 1880; E. M. Gotil-

bum. Everlaaiing Puniahment, ib. 1880; J. B. Reimen-
snyder. Doom Eternal, Philadelphia, 1880; T. J. Sawyer.
Endleaa PuniAmeiU, Boston, 1880 (Uniwaalist); F. W.
Farrar, Mercy and Judgment, London, 1881; idon.
Eternal Hope, ib. 1892; W. Griffith, Evidence of the Evan-
geliata and Apoatlea on Future Puniahment, ib. 1882; R.

H. McKim. Future Puniahment, New York, 1883; V. BL
de Lissi, De diutumitate panarum, Naplra, 1884; C A.

Row, Future Reb^Jbution in the Light of Reaaon amd Ret-
elation. New York, 1887; W. G. T. Shedd, The Doctrine

of Endleaa Puniahment, ib. 1887 (perhaps the strangest

affirmative statement of the doctrine since Edwarcb);
J. Macpherson, The Larger Hope, London. 1890; S. M.
Vernon, Probation and Puni^ment, New York, 1890;

Wider Hope, Eaaaya and Stridurea upon the Doctrv»e and
Literature of Future Puni^ment, with Bibliographioal Ap-
pendix, London. 1890; R. L. Bellamy. The Harveai of the

Soul, ib. 1902; J. Mew. Traditional Aapeeta of Hell, An-
cient and Modem, ib. 1903; J. Bautz. Die HdOe, Mains,

1905; L. B. Hartman, Divine Penology, New York. 1905;

J. R. Norrie, Eternal Torment: ia it a poaaible kmman
Destiny t ib. 1905.

FUTURE STATE. See Ebchatoloot, §f 6-7.

G
6ABLER, gaoler, JOHAHN PHILIPP: German

theologian; b. at Frankfort-on-the-Main June 4,

1753; d. at Jena Feb. 17, 1826. He studied for

ten years at the gymnasium of his native town, and
from 1772 to 1778 was a student at Jena, where
Griesbach and Eichhom were his teachers in theol-

ogy. After filling minor positions in Frankfort

(1778) and GOttingen (1780), and after officiating as

professor at the gymnasium at Dortmund (1783), he
was called to Altdorf in 1785 as deacon and pro-

fessor of theology. In 1804 he was called to the

University of Jena, and in 1812 he succeeded his

former teacher, Griesbach, as professor of theology

there. As a theological author Gabler is chiefly

known by his edition of Eichhom 's UrgeschichUf to

which he added a preface and notes (2 vols., Alt-

dorf and Nuremberg, 1790-93), also by a number
of Latin and German essays, several of which ap-

peared in his periodicals: Neuestea theologisckea

Journal (1798-1800), Journal fur theologische

LUeratur (1801-04), and Journal fur au^serlesene

tfieologische LUeratur (1805-11). Some of these

minor works are devoted to chureh history, and
others to dogmatics, but the greater number con-

sist of expositions and criticisms of narratives and
sayings of the New Testament. In tendency Ga-
bler was naturalistic and rationalistic. A collec-

tion of his essays, lectures, and Latin programs
and speeches was published by his sons, Theodor
August and Johann Gottfried Gabler (2 vols.,

Ulm, 1831), with an autobiographical sketch written

for Eichst&dt's Annales aeademim Jenensis (Jena,

1823). (E. HBNKif.)

Biblioorapht: W. SchrOter. Erinnerungen an J. B. Ga-

bler, Jena. 1827; Q. Thomaaius. Daa Wtedererwacken dea

evangeliachen Lehena in der lu^teria^en Kirche Bayema, pp.

21 sqq., Erlangen, 1867.

GABRIEL SEVERUS: Greek metropoh'tan and

theologian; b. at Monemvasia (45 m. 8.e. of %>arta)

1541; d. at Venice Oct. 21, 1616. After ccanple-

ting his education at Padua, he resided in Crete and

at Venice, where the Greek colony chose him priest

of St. Gteorge in 1573. Four years later he wa8

made metropolitan of Philadelphia, but continued

to live at Venice. He was one of the most learned

theologians of the modem Greek Chureh, whose

claims he passionately defended against Roman
Catholicism and the unionistic tendencies within his

own communion. The first of his three chief works

was the collection of three treatises on the honor

due the sacred elements of the Eucharist, the

" portions " (Gk. merides, pieces of bread set aside

at the Eucharist in honor of the Virgin and the

saints, and for the spiritual welfare of all orthodox

Christians, whether living or dead), and the boiled

wheat distributed to the congregation on certain

days, generally in memory of the dead. This was

first published at Venice in 1604. His second

work was the " Treatise on the Holy and Sacred Mys-

teries" (1600), of which separate portions have been

edited at various times. In its presentation the

book is scholastic and not altogett^r free from
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UDcoofldoiis approximations to Roman Catholic

doctrines. The chief work of Severus is his '' Ex-
position against those who ignorantly say and unlaw-
fuDy t«ich that we, the true and orthodox Children

of the Eastern Church, are Schismatics from the Holy
and Catholic Church." Of this only the first portion

has been published {Ogdoas scriptorum gracorum
by X. Metaxas, Constantinople, 1627). It is a
polemic against the Roman Catholics, occasioned

by the charge of the Jesuits Possevino and Bellar-

mine that the Greek Catholics were heretics. In
his work he seeks to show what are the dififerences

between the Roman and Greek Churches, which is

the true Church, and the proof that the Orthodox
possess the true faith and are neither schismatics

nor heretics. Severus WTOte little except in sjrstem-

atic theology, although he collaborated in Sir

Henry Savile's edition of Chrysostom (Eton, 1612).

Certain anecdota are given by Legrand, while

some of his letters have been edited by G. Lami,
H. Crusius, and others. (Phiupp Meter.)

Bouoorapht: R. Simon, Fidet eceUnee orientali9, aeu

OabruUt MetropolUa PhiUuUlphUnsU, Paris, 1671; Fa-
briditt-Haries, BiUiotheea Grceea, xi. 625, Hamburg. 1808;
E. Legrand, Biblioffraphie HelUnigue, Paria. 1886 sqq.

GABRIEL SIONTTA: A learned Maronite; b.

at Edden, Mount Lebanon, in northern Palestine,

1577; d. in Paris 1648. At the age of seven he
entered the Maronite college at Rome, where he
studied and taught till 1614. Through the French
ambassador, Cardinal du Perron, he was persuaded
to go to Pans to collaborate on a proposed
polyglot Bible. In Jan., 1615, he was appointed
professor of Arabic and Syriac at the Sorbonne. He
took his doctorate in theology in 1620 and became
a priest in the same year. After many interruptions

the Paris Polyglot was taken up by Michel le Jay
in 1630 and finished in 1645, Gabriel furnishing

the Arabic and Syriac versions (see Bibles, Poly-
glot). On account of his unruliness and alleged

inaccuracy, the editors of the Bible discharged him
in 1640 and called Abraham Ecchellensis (q.v.)

to take his place. They even induced Richeheu
to put Gabriel in prison at Vincennes, but after

three months he secimed his liberty and resumed
his former position, on promising to deliver the

Arabic and Syriac versions. He published several

works in Arabic, Latin, and Italian, including:

Geograpkia Nubiensis (Rome, 1592; Paris, 1619);

and Grammatica Arabica Maronilarum (Paris,

1616).

BtBuoomAPHT: J. Le Long, Bibliothefyi aacra, ed. Masch,
5 rob., Halle. 1778-90; C. P. Goujet, MemoireB hUtoriquet
et Httfrmrea 9w In college royal de France, vol. iii., Paris.

1758; C. G. Jocher, AUgemeinea OeUhrten-Lexicon^ iv.

619. Lripoic. 1787; KL, v. 4-6.

GABRIELS, HENRY: Roman Catholic bishop
of Ogdensburg, N. Y. ; b. at Wanneghem, Belgium,
Oct. 6, 1838. He studied at Audenarde (1852-57),-

St. Nicolas (1857-58), Ghent (1858-60), and the

Univerpity of Louvain (S.T.L., IS64). He taught
theology in St. Joseph's Seminary. Troy, N. Y.,

1864-92 and was president of the same institution

1S71-1892, in addition to being vicar-general for Og-
densburg and Buiiington, and diocesan examiner for

Nerr Yoric and Albany. In 1892 he was consecrated

IV.—27

bishop of Ogdensburg. He has written Qucutiones

Mechliniensea in nUmcas breviarii et misaalia Ro-
7?mnt (New York, 1887) and RudimerUa of the He-
brew Grammar (a translation of the seventh edition

of the Rudimenta lingua Hebraica of C. H. Vosen and
F. Kaulen; St. Louis, Mo., 1891).

Bibuograpbt: A nketch of his life is found in the Mono-
ffraph SeriM of the U. S. Catholic Historical Society, iii.

7-16, New York, 1906.

GAD: The name of a Ganaanitic deity of fortime.

In Isa. Ixv. 11 (A.V.) occur the words: " But ye
are they . . . that prepare a table for that troop "

(the Hebrew of which is better rendered in the R.V.
" that prepare a table for Fortune"; margin " Gad,"
Gk. tOi daimoniGi) . The " Gad " of the R.V. margin
reproduces the Hebrew, which is evidently a proper

name introduced in connection with Meni (q.v.),

both Gad and Meni being deities worshiped by
apostate Israelites in the worship of the former of

which a table (lectistemium) was spread. This is

the only imquestionable mention of the deity in

the Old Testament. Other traces occur, however,

which make probable the fact of an extensively

propagated cult of Ganaanitic or Aramean origin.

Thus a place named Baal-gad, '' Lord of (good)

fortune," situated " in the valley of Lebanon . . .

under mount Hermon " is given as tlie extreme
northern limit of Joshua's conquest (Josh. xi. 17,

xii. 7, xiii. 5); while Migdal-gad, ** Tower of Gad,"
appears as a place in the southwest lowlands of

Judah (Josh. xv. 37). In Gen. xxx. 11 (belonging

to the J narrative) at the birth of Zilpah's first sou

her mistress is said to have exclaimed " a troop

Cometh," R.Y., "Fortunate!" margin, "fortune!"
or " Fortune is come " (an attempt to render in the

R.V. more closely the Hebrew begad or 6a gad).

The Talmudists understood this exclamation to

refer to the god Gad in the sense of " Gad is here,

bringing good fortune," but later conmientators

are much divided over the sense of the passage.

Since from the passage in Isaiah (and other evi-

dences to be adduced) it is clear that Gad is the

name of a deity, it would be expected that the

word would be found as an element in proper names.

In Num. xiii. 10 appeare mention of a " Gaddiel the

son of Sodi," and in xiii. 11 of " Gaddi the son of

Susi," the latter possibly a shortened form of the

former; in II Kings xv. 14, 17 Menahem is called
" the son of Gadi " (Septuagint, Gaddi), and pos-

sibly " Gad " in I Sam. xxii. 5 is a form still more
simplified. Azgad, " Strong is Gad," as the name
of a clan or a chief, appears in Ezra ii. 12, viii. 12;

Neh. X. 15. While all of these names do not neces-

sarily contain conscious reference to a deity, there

is a probability that, in the light of known practises

of later Jews, at least some of them may have been

formed with the god in mind. The practise of

spreading the lectistemium for Gad continued in

some Jewish families as late as the eleventh century,

this in a way vouching for the worship mentioned

in Isaiah, while Buxtorf {Lexicon talmudicum)

adduces the custom of keeping in the house a couch

called " the couch of Gada," finely fitted up, never

used by the family, but reserved for " the prince of

the house," i.e., the protector " Fortune."

In other Semitic regions the name appears as an
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element in names, though the meaning can not
always be determined. In most cases it is possible

to take the element Gad as an appellative, " for-

tune/' Thus there are foimd in very different

provenance the combinations Gad-Nebo, " Fortune
of Nebo/' and Gad-shirath. So in a number of

Palmyrene inscriptions the word occiurs in com-
binations where the second element is the name of

another deity, e.g., Gad-AUat, while gadya, ** for-

tunate," occurs. One Palmyrene inscription found
at a sacred spring points indubitably to a deity to

whom the spring was sacred, reading '* to Gada "

(cf. the place name " Ayin-Gada," Ndldeke, ZDMO,
xxix., 1875, 441) and the " Gad-spring " near

Jerusalem. In Phenician and Carthaginian environ-

ment the word is found as an element in personal

names, while in many more probable cases the

reading is not sufficiently clear to give entire cer-

tainty; moreover the meaning can not always be
definitely determined and may be appellative. Oadr-

meUkj '' Gad is king,'' is an inscription on a stone

found in Jerusalem, possibly due to Canaanitio

influence. In Arabic the proper name Abd al-Gadd
is found, certainly a deity's name (Wellhausen,

Heidentum, p. 146). Isaac of Antioch (Operay ed.

Bickell, ii. 210, Giessen, 1877) reports that tables

were prepared on the roofs by his countrymen for

Gadda or (pi.) Gadde^ and he mentions a ** demon "

Gadlat as belonging to the city of Beth-hur. Jacob
of Sarug speaks of a female goddess of Haran named
Gadlat, while by the plural gadde he means demons.
It is noteworthy that both of these references faU

in with what is shown by comparative religion as

happening within the Semitic sphere; (1) the devel-

opment of a shadowy consort corresponding in

name to the male deity, and (2) in a subsequent

stage of development or under another religion the

degradation of both deities to the rank of demons.
Post-Christian Jews, especially the rabbis, used the

name as that of a demon. Temples of Gad were
known in Syria, and Buxtorf cites a passage which
speaks of an image of Gad. Jacob of Sarug says

that *' on the sunmiit of the mountains they now
build monasteries instead of heitrgadde " (i.e., tem-
ples to Jupiter and Venus, who were identified with

the deities of good luck). In late times Gad appears

to have been so popular that his name acquired

the sense of ** genius, godhead." Under the Greek
regime Gad seems to have passed over into the

Greek form Tyche, who is very often mentioned
on coins and in inscriptions in the region of Syria

and became a patron of very many Greek cities,

possibly also the patron of rulers. The Greek TychS
is unquestionably not of native Greek origin, but
is an importation from the East, and on Greek soil

was sometimes masculine. Whether the Syrian

Tych6 is the earlier Gad, renamed under Greek in-

fluence, can not be definitely decided, as the data
are not yet sufficiently numerous or continuous.

The origin of the god Gad is in doubt. It is

possible that he arose as the personification of the

abstract concept good fortune, though it must be

said that this process is not usual in the Semitic

sphere. None of the Old Testament passages which
bear on the question are very early, unless the view
of the critical school be correct which inclines to the

belief that the tribe of Gad, like that of Asber, took
its name from the god. The newer explanation of

the composite origin of the Hebrew nation as in-

cluding clans absorbed by conquest, tradition

recording this fact by assigning to the clans so

absorbed a humbler origin as the descendants of

concubines, would make for an early origin of the

deity. But these conclusions are by no means
universally accepted, and the worship, even the

existence, of Gad in strictly Canaanitic provenance
earlier than the Exile rests on the two place names
Baal-gad and Migdal-gad (ut sup.).

Geo. W. Giucobe.
Bibuoorapbt: J. Selden. De dU SyrU, I., L. Loodon. 1617.

and the additions of Beyer in ed. of Amsterdam, 1680;

F. C. Movers. Die PhOnuUr, i. 174. Bonn. IMl; D. A.

Ghwolson, Die Aeabier, ii. 22^227. St. P^tersbnrc 1856;

W. W. von Baudissin. Jahve d, Moiock, pp. 36 sqq.. Lap-
sie, 1874; F. Lenormant, Chaldaean Magic, p. 120. Txmdoo,
1877; J. H. Mordtmann, in ZDMO, xxxi (1877). 9»-101.

xxxix (1885), 44-46; P. Sohola. Odtzendienet und Zau6cr.
vaeeen bei den HebrOem, pp. 4(X>-411. Regensbtirs. 1877:

C. G. A. Siegfried, in JPT, i (1876), 356-367; F. W. A
Baethgen, BeUrdoe mw eemHieehen ReUoionageeekUkle, pp.

76-80, 160-161. Berlin. 1888; T. Ndldeke. in ZDMO.
xUi (1888), 479 sqq.; G. Kerber, Die reliffitmoeeehidalidie

BedeutunoderhebrHieehen Biifennamen, pp. 66-68. FreiburK.

1897; the commentaries of Dillmann. Cbesme, Delitssch.

and G. A. Smith on Isaiah, on the passage trr. 11. of

Delitssch on Genesis, at xxx. 1 1, and T. K. Ghesnoe. Intrc-

dticHon to Book of leaiah, pp. 366-366, London. 1805;

DB, ii 76; EB, ii 1557-1558. " Fortune."

GADARA, GADARENES. See Gerasenbs;
Persa.

GAETANO, ga^Ma'nd (CAJETAH), OF TIEHE.
See Theatines.

GAILOR, THOMAS FRANK: Protestant Epi»-

copal bishop of Tennessee; b. at Jackson, Miss.,

Sept. 17, 1856. He studied at Racine College, Ra-

cine, Wis. (B.A., 1876), and at the General Theo-

logical Seminary (S.T.B., 1879), and was ordered

deacon in 1879 and ordained priest in 1880. After

being rector of the Church of the Messiah at Pu-

laski, Tenn., 1879-^2, he was appointed professor of

ecclesiastical history in the University of the South,

where he was also chaplain after 1883 and vice-

chancellor after 1890. He was consecrated bishop

coadjutor of Tennessee in 1893, and becaoie bishop

five years later, on the death of Bishop Quintard.

He has been a member of the Creneral Convention of

the Protestant Episcopal Church since 1886 and a

member of many important committees, such as that

on marginal readings in 1895-1902. He is at present

chairman of the Court of Review for ecdeeiastical

trials in the fourth department of the Church.

In theology he is a High-churchman with wide

S3rmpathies. He has written A Manualof Dewtion,

(New York, 1887) and The Apostolic Sucees9um

(1890).

Biblioobapht: W. 8. Perry. The Bpieoopaie in America, (n

357, New York, 1895.

GAINES, WESLEY JOHN: Methodist Episco-

pal bishop; b. a slave, near Washington, Ga., Oct

4, 1840. tjntil the age of fifteen he remained on

the plantation where he was bom, acquiring an

elementary education by his own efforts, while his

theological training was obtained later, e^Mcially

^!n 1870, from Protestant Episcopal clergy. In 1865
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he was taken to Stewart County, Ga., and in the

following year to Muscogee County in the same State.

He was licensed to preach (1865), was admitted
to the South Carolina Conference (1866), and was
ordained deacon and elder (1867). He was sta-

tioned at Florence Mission, Ga. (1867), Atlanta

(1867-69), Macon (1871-73), Columbus (1874-77),

again at Macon (1878--80), and Atlanta (1881-88).

In 1888 he was elected bishop. He has been a
trustee of Wilberforce University, Ohio, vice-presi-

dsnt of Pajme Theological Seminary, president of

the board of trustees of Edward Waters College,

Jacksonville, Fla., and the founder of Morris Brown
Odlege, Atlanta, of which he is also trustee and
treasurer. He is likewise president of the financial

board of the African Methodist Episcopal Church,

and has written African Methodism in the South

(Atlanta, 1890).

6ALATE0, ga'aa-t^6, GIROLAMO. See Italy,

THE Reformation in, § 3.

6ALATIA. See Asia Minor, VII

GALATIAKS, EPISTLE TO THE. See Paul
THE Apostle.

GALBANUIL See Incense, I., §3.

GALE, THEOPHILUS: English non-€onformist;

b. at Kingsteignton (12 m. s.s.w. of Exeter),

Devonshire, 1628; d. at Newington, London, Feb.

or Mar., 1678. He studied at Magdalen Hall, Ox-
ford (B.A., 1649; M.A., 1652), and in 1650 received

the fellowship ofone of the ejected fellows. After hav-

ing distinguished himself as a university preacher,

be accepted an appointment as preacher in Winches-
ter Cathedral in 1657, but retained his fellowship.

At the Restoration he lost his preferments and
became a tutor to the children of Lord Wharton.
He traveled abroad with his pupils 1662-65, and on
the termination of his engagement in 1666, he settled

at Newington, London, as assistant pastor to John
Rowe, whom he succeeded in 1677. On his death
he left his theological library to Harvard College.

Gale is known by his Court of the Oentiles (parts i.

and ii., Oxford, 1669-71; parts iii. and iv., London,
1677; 2d. ed., London, 1682), which is a learned

attempt to trace all European languages back to

Hebrew and to prove that all ancient philosophy

and theology were derived from the Hebrew
Scriptures. Among Gale's other works are: A
True Idea of Jansenism (London, 1669); Anatomy
of Infidelity (1672); and Idea TheologtOB (1673).

BnuooBApRT: A. h Wood, AO^ena Oxonieiuta, ii. 451. 760,

778, London, 1092; E. Galamy, Hiatorical Account, pp.

W-65, ib. 1713; 8. Palmer, Noneonfonmti*9 Memorial,

i. 239, ib. 1802; DNB, xx. 3n-378.

GALERIUS: Roman emperor, 293-311. See

Diocletian.

6ALFRID, gdl'frld (GAUFRID, GOTTFRID),
OP CLAmVAUX: Cistercian abbot; d. after 1188.

He was bom at Auxerre, and was a pupfl of Abelard,

but obtained Bernard's favor in 1140, and later

became his secretary {notarius). In 1159 he was
made abbot of the monastery at Igny, in 1162 of

Glairvaux. but had to give up this position in 1167.

In 1170 he became abbot of Fossanova, near

Rome, in 1176 of Hautecombe in Savoy. The most

important part of Galfrid's activity refers to Ber-

naixl of dairvaux, of whose biography he wrote
books iii.-v. and the third part of book vi., besides

collecting materials. For the proceedings against

Gilbert of Poitiers at Reims in 1149 he collected pa-

tristic quotations against him and published them
afterward (MPL, clxxxv. 595-618). At the request

of the order he also wrote a biography of the arch-

bishop Peter of Tarentaise. Commentaries on the

Song of Songs, on the Apocalypse, and sermons are

still extant in manuscript. Calfrid nowhere develops

any new thoughts nor does he betray any deep
conception of persons and things, but he shows a
certain ability in the way of presentation. His
unlimited admiration of Bernard and his hostility

to Abelard and Gilbert make it necessary to accept

his statements with caution.

S. M. Dbutsch.
BiBLiOGaAPHT: Ifabillon, Introduction to the Vita Ber-

nardi, in MPL, dxxxv. 221 sqq.; HiBtoire litUrairc de la

France, ziv. 430-461; H. Reuter. Alexander III., voL ii.,

Leipsio, 1862; Q. Haffer, Der heilioe Bemhard von Clair-

vaMX, i. 27 sqq.. MOnater, 1886; £. Vaoandard, Vie de SL
Bernard, Pane. 1896; KL, v. 932-033.

OALFRID OF VENDOME: Abbot of the clois-

ter at Venddme from 1093; d. at Angers Mar. 26,

1132. When Pope Urban II. (q.v.) fell into sore

straits imder the party of the antipope Qement III.,

Galfrid hastened to Rome and rendered such great

service that he was appointed a cardinal-priest, and
received still further tokens of the pope's good-will.

He enjoyed favorable relations with Paschal II.

as well; also with Calixtus II. and Honorius II.

In church history at large, Galfrid is a factor of

some significance on account of his share in the in-

vestiture controversy (see Investiture); he be-

longed to those of the clergy who stoutly demanded
the revocation of the privilege of investiture con-

ferred by Paschal II. on the German king. He
was the author of certain minor teleological

writings. Carl Mirbt.

Bibliographt: Qottfried's Bpiatola, libelH »nd Opueeula
were edited by J. Sirmond« Paris, 1610, and are also in

MPL, dvii. The libeUi, ed. E. Sackur. are in MOH, Li-

bdli de liU, ii (1893). 680-700. Consult: Hietoire 20-

tSraire de la France, xi. 180; L. Compain, 6tude eur

Oeoffroi de VendAme, Paris. 1891; E. Saokur, in NA,
xviii (1893). 666-673; C. Mirbt, Die Pvblisietik im Zettalter

Qregore VIL, Leipdc, 1894.

OALILEE.
I. The laraelitic Period. Geographical Limits (f 1).

Namesand Boundaries (fl). Earlier History (f 2).

History (i 2). Galilee the Home of Insur-

aties (i 3). rection (f 3).

II. The Jewish Period. Cities (f 4).

Galilee (Hebr. GalU; Aram. Oalilay Oelila; Gk.

Hi Galilaia) is the most northern district of Pales-

tine. The form of the name indicates two distinct

periods in the history of the region, the Israelitic

and the Jewish.

L The Israelitic Period: The word QalU or

Galilah (II Kings xv. 29) means a circle, region,

district. It is used nearly in its primary sense in

Isa. ix. 1 (cf. I Mace. v. 15), and suggests in these

passages a region not in the complete possession of

the Hebrews. The passage in Isaiah defines the

region closely enough, mentioning on one side

Zebulun and Naphtali, on the other " beyond
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Jordan," and also "the way of the sea," which is

the caravan route from Damascus to Acre via

Bahrat al-Hulah, Wadi al-Hammam
I. Names and past Kam Hattin, and also the

and Bound- ''district of the nations" (R. V. mar-
aries. gin). The region through which this

road passes beyond Kam Hattin is the

land of Zebulun; the Jordan region is the stretch on
the west side from Bahrat al-Hulah to Dan. The
** district of the nations " includes the mountain
region to the north of the plain of al Battof (cf

.

Josh. XX. 7 and II Kings xv. 29). The last two
expressions in Isa. ix. 1 correspond to the " land

of Naphtali " in the preceding context.

The earliest reports of this region come from
the inscriptions of Sethos I. and Rameses II.

(fourteenth and thirteenth centuries B.C.) in con-

nection with the conquered territory between the

Kishon and Lebanon, in which Asher is mentioned.

By this is not necessarily meant the tribe of Asher,

since the incriptions clearly mean a country.

Gen. XXX. 9-13 makes Asher a son of Jacob and
Zilpah, the bondservant of Leah, that is, a stock of

mixed Hebrew and Canaanitic blood: or, in other

words, Hebrew settlers in the district of

a. History. Asher had assimied the name of the

region, though they had in time become
its masters. A similar explanation apphes to the

case of Naphtali as the son of Jacob and Bilhah, the

bondservant of Rachel (Gen. xxx. 1-8). The two
Canaanitic stocks out of which these peoples devel-

oped were the Amorites and the Hivites. The
Amorites came from Lebanon later than 1250 B.C.;

the Hivites dwelt at the foot of Hermon (Josh,

xi. 3) or Lebanon (Judges iii. 3). In the Song of

Deborah, Naphtali and Zebulun receive praise,

while Asher is charged with indifference and lack

of effort, but in Judges vi. 35, vii. 23, Asher is

reckoned among the fighting tribes. The indica-

tions of history and of Judges i. 31-33 are that the

district of Asher was less under Hebrew control than
that of Naphtali. But it is clear from the reading of

events that the population of the region had little

influence at least upon the religion of Israel.

Solomon ceded to Hiram of Tyre twenty cities in

Galilee which belonged to the region of Cabul
(I Kings ix. 10-14) which Hiram gave to Solo-

mon (II Chron. viii. 2), though the histoiy in the

Books of Kings does not bear out the Chronicler.

Benhadad I. wasted ''all the land of Naphtali"
(I Kings XV. 20); after the victory of Ahab it was
again recovered by Hazael (tl Kings xii. 18, xiii.

22), and Jeroboam was able to restore the control to

Israel, though only for a short time. In 734 b.c.

Tiglath-pileser III. assailed this entire region at the

request of Ahaz (II Kings xvi. 7) and carried the

inhabitants into exile (II Kings xv. 29). The har-

assed condition of the inhabitants is expressed in

Isa. iii. 21, ix. 4. The Israelitic period ends with
the assimilation of the region to the Assyrian rule.

The GaUIee of Israelitic times possessed no large

cities. It was not easily accessible, since there

were no good roads, and the caravan route passed

through its southeastern comer only. One road

passed eastward from Tyre to Abel-beth-maacah,

and crossed several leading north and south; there

was a path from Tyre to the Sea of Galilee, and one

from Acre, more traveled, which branched on the

hills northward and southward. Judges xviii. 7-10

probably represents the condition of

3. Cities, all the places called cities in Galilee.

Josh. xi. 10 names Hazor as the capi-

tal, one of Solomon's border fortresses (I Kings ix.

15), while I Mace. xi. 63-73 locates it south of Ke-

desh. Kedesh was one of the oldest possessions of

Israel; its modem name is Kades, located north of

Bahrat al-Hulah. Its name indicates that it was

an old sanctuary, and Josh. xx. 7, xxi. 32 make it a

city of refuge and a Levitical city. North of Ke-

desh, on the border of the hill countiy above the

Jordan valley, lay Abel-beth-maacah, the modem
Abil al-Kamh, the refuge of Sheba (II Sam. xx. 14).

Still farther north lay Ijon, not definitely located,

though there is a Marj Ajim between the Litany and
the Hasbany. Dan was situated eastward from Abil

al-Kamh, on the west source of the Jordan (Judges

xviii., Josh. xix. 47). Its earUer name was Lais or

Leshem. Jeroboam made it one of the ro3ral sanc-

tuaries, and it stood for the extreme northern

boundary of Israel. Achshaph (Josh. xi. 1) is

possibly the modem Khirbat Iksaf, southwest of the

bend in the Litany. The village Jarun west of

Bahrat al-Hulah perhaps marks the Iron of Josh.

xix. 38, Kana, south of this, may be the Kanah of

Josh. xix. 28, and Ramiya, still farther south, the

Ramah of Josh. xix. 29.

H. The Jewish Period: The boundaries of the

Jewish Galilee differed from those under Israel.

Josephus makes it begin on the north of Scytho-

polis and the Plain of Jezreel, and divides it into

Upper and Lower Galilee, with the division at the

plain of al-Ramah, with Beersheba on the line.

While the Sea of Galilee and the Jordan were nor-

mally the eastern boundary, places farther east

were reckoned to it (see Gaulanitis). The

northern and western botmdaries are

I. Geo- hard to define, though Josephus makes

graphical Kedesh a Tyrian fortress on the bound-

Limits, ary. The Jewish Galilee included the

territory of Zebulun, which was not in

the earlier district. Dr. Hirsch Hildesheimer (Bet-

tr&ge zur Geographie Paldstinas, Berlin, 1886) from

indications in the Talmud would place the north-

em line by Tibnin, Marj Ajun and CsBsarea PhiUppi

in the time of Alexander Jannaeus. But it is

hardly likely that Kedesh had changed its relations

between his time and that of Josephus.

Despite the exemplary punishment meted out to

the district by Tiglath-pileser III., the Israelitic

inhabitants continued for the most part to hdd
their position, and it did not suffer the same ad-

mixture of foreign population as did Samaria.

The narrative in II Chron. xxx. 10-11 supports

the supposition that there were those in the coimtiy

about 300 B.C. who were allied in religion with the

Jews; and that Jews lived in that country is shown

by I Mace. v. 14-23, in that Simon the

2. Earlier Maccabee brought niunbers of Jews

History, thence to live in Judea. Under John

Hyrcanus I. Samaria was subjected and

the boundaries thrust farther north to Galflee.

Aristobulus 1. seems to have conquered and Judaized
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Galilee (Joaephus, Ant. XIII., xi. 3), and Hyrcanus
II. was confirmed by Pompey as ethnarch of the re-

gion. The later destiny of Galilee was bound up with
that of Judea. The proconsul Gabinius divided the
whc4e Jewish country into five districts, each with its

own synedrium, that for Galilee sitting in Sepporis.

But this arrangement did not prove satisfactory.

The risings of the years 55 and 53 B.C. were sup-

pressed by the Romans, but Herod first secured

peace in die land 45 b.c. After the rule of Anti-

gonus, 40-37, Galilee was united with Herod's
kingdom (37-4 B.C.), and Augustus gave Herod also

the tetrartdiy of Zenodorus. After the death of Herod,
hatred of the Romans and hopes of the Messiah
kindled the fires of insurrection. Judas of Gamala,
son of an Ezechias executed by Herod, rebelled and
was subdued by Varus (see Judas of Galilee).
Meanwhile Augustus had confirmed Herod's will

and Galilee and Persea fell to Antipas, who made
his coital first in Sepporis and then in Tiberias on
the Sea of Galilee. While the census of Quirinius

(7 Aj>.) did not affect Galilee, it set loose forces of

insurrection. The Zealots arose under
3. Galilee Judas of Gamala and the Pharisee

the Home Zaddok. Judas was killed (Acts v.

of Insurrec* 37), but he had sown seed which pro-

tion. duced fruit. Both John the Baptist

and Jesus found Zealots among their

disciples (John i. 35-42; Mark iii. 18). These
continued movements caused Antipas great anxiety
(Luke xiii. 31 , 32). An event of the year 40 showed
how great was the feeling against the Romans.
C^gula had ordered Petronius, the governor of

Syria, to place the emperor's statue in the Temple
at Jerusalem, and thousands of Jews assembled
in Ptolemais and Tiberias, in the latter place con-

tinuously for forty days, beseeching him not to

profane the Temple, and Petronius gave up the
design. From the year 44 the Zealots continued to

gain ground among the people, though treated by
the Romans as common brigands. By a gift of

Nero, part of Gahlee came under Agrippa II., viz.,

Tiberias and Tarich^ea. At the beginning of the

war in 67, Sepporis yielded to the Romans and the

other cities, Tarichsa, Tiberias, Gamala, and the

fortress on Tabor and at Gischala were subdued.
After 70, Vespasian took the entire district, so

rife with sedition, imder his private control, and
Judea was administered by governors probably of

pretorian rank. Agrippa's realm after his death
in 100 was joined to the province of Syria.

A review shows that the population of Galilee was
heterogeneous. Besides the Jews, themselves not
of pure strain, there were Arameans, Itureans

(perhaps Arabs), to say nothing of Phenicians and
Greeks. Gn this account the contempt of the

Jews for Galileans is explicable (John i. 46, vii. 52),

and the dialect was distinguishable from that used
in the south (Matt. xxvi. 73; Mark xiv. 70). Never-

theless in the second century Galilee became the

home of Jewish schdarship, the place where the

Masoretic work was done upon the text of the

Old Testament and where the beginning was made
of the collection which became the Jerusalem or

Palestinian Talmud.
The best-known cities belonged to Lower Galilee.

Near the southwestern boundary and south of the

Wadi al-Bialak lay Simonias, the Shimron of Josh,

xi. 1, the modem Semuniyah. South of Tabor the

modem Nein locates the Nain of Luke vii. 11. On
the plateau between Tabor and the Sea of Gahlee the

modem village of Sarona locates the Saronas of

Eusebius (Onomasticon, 296). In the time of

Christ the region inunediately west of the Sea of

Galilee was densely populated. In the south, not
far from the outlet into the Jordan, lay the Talmudic
fortress Bethirah, to be identified with the Tari-

chsea of Josephus, the modem Khirbet al-Karak.

Four miles north was the celebrated spring of

Tiberias, with Tiberias itself half an
4. Cities, hour farther north, according to the

Talmud the site of the Rakkath of

Josh. xix. 35. After Herod Antipas had built it,

he found it difficult to get Jews to settle there,

since they regarded it as unclean on accoimt of the

many graves in the vicinity or on the site. An hour
still to the north is located the village al-Majdal,

identified with the home of Mary Magdalene.
From there to Khan Minyah stretches the plain,

the Gennesaret of Mark vi. 53. On the location of

(Capernaum see Capbrnattm. The best road from
the shore of the Sea of Galilee westward is through
the Wadi al-Hammam, where Herod's famous
battle with the supporters of the Hasmoneans was
fought (Josephus, War, I., xvi. 2, 4). The basalt

hill of Earn Hattin is identified by the Roman
Catholics as the Mount of Transfiguration, but
without good reason. To the southwest is situ-

ated Eafr Kanna, often identified with the

Cana of John ii.; others locate Cana at Khirbet
Kana, and a third identification is with Kanat
al-Jalil, at the north of the plain of al-Battof. But
half an hour north of Nazareth (q.v.) is a spring

*still known as Ain Kana, surrounded by masonry,
and near it a basin of masonry. This site better

fulfils the conditions required for the site of Cana.
One and a half hours north of Nazareth is Safuri-

yah, which marks the site of Sepporis, a town by
nature a fortress, and for that reason influential in

hiBtoiy. Before Tiberias was built, it was the chief

city of the district. In the north of the plain of

al-Battof (plain of Asochis, Ant, XIII., xii. 4), at

the modem Tell Jafat was the fortress of Jotapata
(Josephus, War, III., vii.-viii.). In Upper Galilee,

near the north shore of the Sea of Galilee and near

(Dapemaum, the present Khirbet Karazah is the

site of Chorazin (Matt. xi. 21). Upon a high spur,

giving a wide view southward, was Zafed, a city

reckoned with Jerusalem, Hebron, and Tiberias as

one of the holy places. Westward lies Meron,
often mentioned in the Talmud and still a place of

pilgrimage for Jews who honor the doctors of the

law buried there. Gischala lay to the north, the

modem ruins bearing the name al-Jish.

(H. GUTHE.)

Bibuoobapbt: G. A. Smith, Hutorical Oeography of the

Holy Land, London, 1897; SohOrer, Oeechithte, i.-ii.. Eng.
truud., I., i., II., i.; A. Neubauer, La GiographU du TaU
mud, Paris. 1868; V. Gu^n. DeacripUon de la Palestine,

III.. OaliUe, i.-ii., ib. 1880; C. R. Conder and H. U.
Kitchener, Survey of Western Paleetine, Memoire, vol. i.,

London. 1881; 8. Merrill. Qdlilee in the Time of Christ,

Boston, 1881; W. H. Thomson, Land and Book, Central
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Palestine, London. 1883; B. Stade. O^achiehU des VoOces

IgraO, vol. i., Berlin, 1887; H. GraeU, Ge$ehichU der Ju-
cten, vol. iu., Index, " Galilfta," " GalilEer," " Zeloten."

ib. 1888; W. M. MQller. Aaien und Europa. Leipeic. 1893;

J. Wellhauaen, laraeliiiache und jUdische OeMi^ichte, Ber-
lin, 1894; F. Buhl, Geographie dea alien PaUUUna, Frei-

burg, 1896; W. Sanday, Sacred Sitea cf the OoapOa, pp. 20-

48, London, 1903; Robinson. Reeearchea, vol. ii.; DB, ii.

98-104; EB, ii. 1628-36; JE, v. 653-554.

GALILEE, SEA OF: The body of water into

which the Jordan widens north of the Dead Sea and
south of Lake Htdeh. In the Old and the New
Testament several names are applied to it. In

the Greek of the New Testament it appears as a
Hmni (" lake"; Luke v. 1, viii. 22-33), and as a
thcUasaa (" sea "; John vi. 18, 23). In one place

(Luke V. 1) it is called the Lake of Gennesaret, a
name given also to the plain along the northwestern

shore and to a town in the plain. Sea of Tiberias

is the terminology in John vi. 1, xxi. 1, in the

first passage also Sea of Gahlee. The term Sea of

Galilee ib the best known to the New Testament,
occurring Matt. iv. 18, xv. 29; Mark i. 16, vii. 31;

John vi. 1. In the Old Testament it appears as the

Sea of Chinnereth (Num. xxxiv. II; Josh. xiii. 27)

and the Sea of Chinneroth (Josh. xii. 3), variant

forms of the same word, the origin of which is

doubtful. I Mace. xi. 67 speaks of " the water of

Gennesar." This body of water is thirteen miles

long and nearly seven miles wide, less than 200 feet

in depth, approximately an elongated oval in shape,

and its sui^aoe is 700 feet below the Mediterranean.

The northern and southern shores slope gently to the

plain of the Jordan, while the eastern and western

shores are terminated by the hills which rise

abruptly on the east, less so on the west. It is

subject to sudden storms of great violence which
make its navigation always a matter of peril. Its

waters swarm with fish, and one town, Bethsaida
(** Home of Fishermen "), took its name from this

fact. The most sacred associations of the lake are

connected with the life of Jesus.

Biblioorapht: For literature consult list under Galilee.

GALILEO, ga'ai-1^6 (properly Oalileo Galilei):

Italian physicist and astronomer; b. at Pisa Feb.

15, 1564; d. at Arcetri, near Florence, Jan. 8, 1642.

In 1681 he entered the University of Pisa to study
medicine and the Aristotelian phHosophy, but soon

abandoned medicine for mathematics and physical

science. In 1585 he left the university and went
to Florence to study under Otilio Ricci. He was
professor of mathematics at Pisa 1589-91, and at

Padua 1592-1610, lecturing there to crowds of

enthusiastic pupils from all over Europe. In 1610
Cosmo II., grand duke of Tuscany, appointed him
philosopher and mathematician at the Florentine

court, thus relieving him of all academic routine

and enabling him to devote himself entirely to his

scientific investigations.

Galileo's opposition to the Ptolemaic cosmology
first brought him under the suspicion of the In-

quisition in 1611, though he continued his investi-

gations and publicly defended the Copemican sys-

tem. In a letter to his friend Father Castelli,

dated Dec. 21, 1613, he maintained that the theolo-

gian, instead of trymg to restrict scientific investiga-

tion on Biblical grounds, should make it his business

to reconcile the phraseology of the Bil^e with the

results of science. In 1615 a copy of this ktter

was produced before the Inquisition, with the

result that the following year Gaiileo was warned by

the pope to desist from his heretical teachings on

the pain of imprisonment. In 1632 he again diew

the attention of the Inquisition by publishing a

defense of the Copemican system. After a long

and wearisome trial he was condemned on June

22, 1633, solemnly to abjure his scientific creed on

bended knees. This he did imder tlireats of tor-

ture; but whether he was actually put to the

torture is still a mooted question. He was also

sentenced to indeterminate imprisonment, but this

was soon commuted to residence at Sienna, and the

following December he was allowed to return to

his villa at Arcetri, though he remained under the

surveillance of the Inquisition. In 1637 he became

totally blind.

GaUleo's chief contributions to sdenoe are his

formulation of the laws governing falling bodies,

the invention of the telescope, the disooveiy of the

isochronism of the pendulimi, and numerous

astronomical discoveries, including the phases of

Venus, four satellites of Jupiter, and the spots od

the sun. His works were stricken from the Index

in 1835. The most important are Dialogo . . .

aopra % due sistemi del mondo (Florence, 1632);

and Discorsi e demoatrazioni nuUemcUichi intomo d

due nuove scieme (Leyden, 1638; both these are in

Eng. transl. by T. Salusbury, The Sysieme of the

World, in Four DicUoguee, wherein the two grand

Systemea of Ptolemy and Copernicus are . . . di»-

couraed of, , . . The ancient and modem Doctrine oj

Holy Fathers . . . concerning the rash Citation of

the Testimony of . , . Sacred Scripture in Condu-

sions merely natural. Mathematical Discourses and

Demonstrations touching two new Sciences pertainr

ing to Mechaniks and Local Motion , . . tuiJth on

Appendix of the Centre of Gravity of some SoUds,—
A Discourse concerning the Natation of Bodies upon

, . .the Water, London, 1661 ; by J. Weston, London,

1730). The best editions of his works are that by

E. Alberi (16 vols., Florence, 1842-56) and the new

complete edition now being prepared by A. Favaro

at the expense of the State (Florence, 1890 sqq.).

Biblioorapht: A. Favaro, OaliUo GalUei^ Florence, 1883;

F. Picavet, GaliUe. deatnuUeur de la acola^iqua et fenda-

teur de la j^iloaophie acienUfiqus, Paris, 1896; Prwaie U^t

of OalUeo, London, 1869 (based on his oorrespondeBee

with his daughters); H. de L'^pinois, GaliiSe, a<m proeia,

aa condamnation^ d*aprha lea documenia infdUa, Paris, 1878;

K. von Qabler, Galileo and the Roman Curia, London,

1879; F. R. Wegg-Prosser. OaUleo and hia Judgea, ib.

1889 (gives summary of the " Dialogue "); O. Lodge,

Pioneera in Science, ib. 1892; D. Nasmith, Maken of

Modem Thought, 2 vols., ib. 1892; A. D. White, Wvfan
of Science vnth Theology, 2 vols.. New York, 1896; J. J.

Fahie, Oalileo, hia Life and Work, London, 1908; KL, .
18-44 (Roman Catholic, gives good list of UteratureX

A. Favaro, professor of law in the University of Pfedus.

has published in Italian " Galileo and the InquisitioD,"

1907, giving the original documents reforing to Galileo's

prosecution from the archives of the Vatican and the Holy

Office.

GALITZm, ga-lit'rin (GALLITZIN, GOLIZYIT),

ADELHEID AMALIE, PRINCESS. See Ovn-
BERO, BeRNHARD HeINRICH.

GALL| SAUTT. See Saint Gall, Monastebt or.
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GALLAGH]^ CHARLES WESLEY: Method-
dist Episcopalian; b. at Boston Feb. 3, 1846. He
studied at Wesleyan University (B.A., 1870), and
held pastorates at Guilford, Conn. (1870-72),

Bridgehampton, Long Island (1872), First Church,

Taunton, Bfass. (1872-73), East Pearl Street, New
Haven, Conn. (1873-76), North Church, Hartford,

Conn. (1876), Hazelville, Conn. (1877), Warren
Stoeet, Brooklyn (1877-80), St. Paul's, Fall River,

Biaas. (1880-«1), First Church, Taunton, Mass.

(1882-83), and HazardviUe, Conn. (1884-86),

vfaile in 1887-88 he was presiding elder of the New
Bedford district. From 1889 to 1893 he was presi-

dent of Lawrence University, Appleton, Wis., and
president of Maine Wesleyan Seminary and College

from 1893 to 1897. He was then associate principal

of Laaell Seminary, Aubumdale, Mass., from 1897

to 1901, and since the latter year has been president

of the Lucy Webb Hayes National Training School

for Missionaries and Deaconesses of the Methodist

Episcopal Church, Washington, D. C. He has

written God Revealed, or Nature*8 Beet Word (New
York, 1899).

GALLANDI, gOl'lan^'df, AITDREA: Italian

Oratorian and scholar; b. at Venice Dec. 7, 1709;

d. there Jan. 12, 1779. He achieved fame by his

edition of the Bibliotheca veterum patrum onHquorum-
que eariptorwn ecclesicketicorum Grceco-Latina (14

vob., Venice, 1765-81). Despite the fact that he

did not include works of the ancient theological au-

thors which were already extant in separate editions,

Gallandi's Bibliotheca is more complete, so far as

minor works and authors are concerned, than any
cdlection previous to that of Migne. He likewise

edited a nimiber of treatises De vetusHe canonum
eoQectionibus (1778), which included works by
Constant, Petrus de Marca, and the Ballerini

brothers. (A. Hauck.)
Bibuographt: NouvtiUe biograpkie ginirale, six. 201, Paris,

1858; G. A. Mosohini. Utteratura Venetiana, iii. 138, 4
Tols.. Venice, 1806-06; H. Hurter, Nomsndator lilerariua,

iii. 1^. Innsbruck, 1896.

GALUCAN CONFESSION (Confessio OaUicana,

French Confession of Faith, Confession of La
Rochelle): A confession adopted by the first

national synod of the Reformed Church of France in

1559. During the first period of the Protestant

congregations in France, there was no official s3rmbol.

There existed, however, the so-called sommaireSf

short statements of the principal truths

Hie Ear- of Holy Scripture which are found in

tier " Sum- Protestant Bibles, the two oldest being

maries." one in Latin in Robert Stephens'

Bible (1532) and another in French in

the Bible of Faber Stapulensis (1534). They are

found also in Stephens' Latin New Testament
(1552) and in the French New Testament of J.

Gerard (1553) in a form revised and supplemented
by Calvin. These original symbols of the French

Protestant Church were prompted by apologetic

reasons, being called for to refute the calumnies of

Roman priests. Up to 1559 the Protestant con-

gregations of France were independent, each being

at libertyto set up its own confession, and the " sum-
maries " were sufficient for all purposes.

The first impulse toward a general statement of the
doctrine and discipline of all French Reformed con-
gregations was given by a dispute over the doctrine of

predestination which broke out in the congregation

of Poitiers. As the preachers of that city could not
settle the difficulties, the congregation

Origin of of Paris was called to aid. The as-

the Con- sembled preachers came to the con-

fession, elusion that only a common S3rmbol

The Synod and a conmion church order could
of 1559. guard against the external and internal

dangers of the Church, and it was re-

solved to convene a general assembly representative

of the Reformed Church in France to provide what
was needed. The congregation of Paris invited the
other congregations to a national synod. Calvin

disapproved of the doings of the Reformed congre-

gations, and at his instigation the church coimcil

of Geneva sent three deputies to Paris, N. des

Gallara, Amauld, and Gilbert, with the draft

of a confession in thirty-five articles and a personal

letter from Calvin to Fran9ois de Morel. In the

mean time, the synod had begun its sessions on May
26, 1559, imder the presidency of Morel. There
were present probably about fourteen deputies,

preaclMsrs or elders, but the number is variously

given from eleven to seventy-two. Ihiring the first

three days forty articles of church discipline were
decided on. On May 28, the envoys from Geneva
arrived. They submitted Calvin's draft and it

was accepted with some slight changes.

The arrangement is the same as in Calvin's
" Institutes " and the Geneva catechism of 1540.

The symbol contains forty articles and is divided

into four parts, corresponding to the four chief

dogmas—God, (3hrist, the Holy Spirit, the Church.
The word of God, as revealed in Holy Scripture,

is declared the only and infallible rule

Contents of of faith. The Bible derives its author^

the Con- ity from the testimony of the Holy
feedon. Spirit in the believing soul. The

chief dogmas are as in the eommairee—
Adam's fall, original sin, total depravity of human
nature, redemption through the blood of Christ,

free grace of God, justification by faith. Pre-

destination is taught with emphasis, but without

supralapsarianism. In the doctrine of the Lord's

Supper Calvin's conception of " being nourished

from the substance of the flesh and blood of Christ "

is retained.

The confession was unanimously accepted by the

deputies and, according to Chandieu, was " read

and proposed to the people and signed by all who
could attend according to time and locality." Al-

though it was intended to be kept secret, in the

very same year it was published in Switzerland

and in France, under the title Conjee-

Later His- eion de joy faide d'un commnn accord

tory of the par lea Frangoisgui disirent vivre selon

Confession, la puret4 de VEvangile de NSJC (I

Peter iii.). It was then printed at the

beginning of the French Bible, in place of the

summary (cf . the Geneva Bible of 1559). A preface

addressed to the king was added, and with this

addition the confession was handed to him in 1561

by eight deputies from all provinces, ohosen at
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the second national synod in Poitiers (Mar. 10,

1561), with a petition from all congregations.

The confession was finally laid before the whole

world at the seventh national synod of La Rochelle

(Apr. 2, 1571), which convened under the protection

of a royal patent. All Reformed congregations

of France were represented, and Theodore Beza
had been called from Geneva to preside. There

were also present Queen Jeanne d'Albret, Prince

Henry of Navarre (the later Henry IV.), the Prince

of Cond^, Admiral Coligni, and many othernoblemen.

The confession was read and sij^ied by all. During the

time of the so-called *' Churches of the Desert " (iglisea

du d^ert: 1685-1787; see Camisards; Court, An-
toinb; Huoubnotb; Rabaut, Paul), the authority

of the s3rmbol began to wane until its subscription

becanie optional. In 1848 ' unsuccessful attempts

were made by H. Gasparin and F. Monod to sub-

stitute a new confession. The deputies assembled

at Paris rejected everything except Christ crucified

as a basis of agreement. Another attempt in 1872

was more successful. A new rule of faith was
declared in which the Reformed Church of France

professed to remain true to the principles of faith

upon which it was founded and to maintain the

authority of Holy Scripture in agreement with the

forefathers and martyrs of the Confession of La
Rochelle. Since that time a gulf has existed be-

tween the orthodox and the liberal party in the

Reformed Chiuxsh of France.

(G. Bonbt-Maurt.)

Bxbuoosapht: The French text with Eng. trAnsI. is in

Sohaff, Creedt, iii. 366-382. The original text is in T. de
BeuL, Hi»t, 0ccU9ia»Hque dM tgluM riformSe*, ii. 173-190.

Antwerp. 1680, and in ZHT, 1876. pp. 606-644. with
introduction by Hoppe. An early Eng. transl. is in

J. Quick, Synodicon in Oallia reformtUa, i., pp. vi.-xvi.,

London, 1692. Consult: Beza. Hiat., ut sup., 3 vols.;

J. Quick, ut sup., 2 vols.; Calvin, Opera, Strasburg ed..

ix. 67 sqq.; Q. de Felice, Hitt. dea ProtutanU en France,

Toulouse, 1861, Eng. transl., London, 1861; H. Lut-
teroth. La Riformation en France, Paris. 1869; F. Cha-
ponni^re. La Queetion dee oonfeeeione de foi au eein du
prateetantieme contemporain, Geneva. 1867; H. Dieterlen,

Le Synode giniral de Parte en 1869, Paris, 1873; E. Her-
der. Le Synode gtnfral de Parte en 1879, ib. 1873; N.
Weiss and O. Douen. in BuUeHn de la eocUU d'hiei. du
proteetantieme francaie, pp. 37, 449. Paris. 1894; Schaff.

Crwede, i. 490-498.

GALLICANISM.
Early Development of Nationalism (f 1).

Formulation of the Gallioan Prindples (f 2).

Relation of the Pope to the Episcopate (f 3).

Relation of the Pope to the SUte (f 4).

Gallicanism denotes the attitude, tending toward
national independence, which was more or less

widely prevalent in the Roman Cathohc Church of

France especially during the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. The Church in Gaul was
early recognized as a separate division; in the

third century a papal vicar was commissioned to

oversee its affairs, and by the fourth the bishop of

Aries had succeeded in gaining a definite primacy
and appeared as the representative of the pope (see

Arles, Archbishopric op). Under the Merovin-
gian kings the organization became more firmly

established and enjoyed an increasing independence,

always in close connection with the monarchy.
After the king it was the largest landed proprie-

tor, and the bishops and abbots were the most in-

fluential magnates of the kingdom. This connec-

tion involved the result that scarcely

I. Early a single point of church life was ex-

Develop- eluded from royal regulation. The

ment of gradual development of the papal su-

Nationalisxn. premacy from Gregory VII. to Inno-

cent III., aiming as it did at the libei^

ation of the Church from all secular control, came

into inevitable conflict with the system established

in France and expressed in the Codex Dumysio-Ha-

drianus given by Adrian I. to Charlemagne. But

while in Germany the Church was in the main suc-

cessful in the conflict, the struggles of the popes

with the French kings, such as that of Innocent

III. with Philip Augustus and of Boniface VIII.

with Philip the Fair, resulted in the strengthening

of the royal power. The voluntary removal of cen-

sures and limitation of the bull Clencis laico$ by

Benedict XI. and the declaration of Clement V. in

1306 that the bull Unam aanctem did not affect

the rights of the king, completed the victory of the

French conception of a State Church.
In 1594, under the title of Lea LSberUt de V^iae

gaUicane, Pierre Pithou, a famous lawyer and hu-

manist, for a long time procurator>general of Pans

(d. 1596), put forth eighty-three propositions ex-

pressing the Gallican position on the status of the

pope, the king, and the bishops, and on the intei^

nal government of the Church. A protest of the

bishops against Pithou's work was suppressed by

the parliament, and his book, supported later by

Pierre Dupuy's anonymous cdlection

2. Formula- of documents (1639) and cOTimen-

tion of the tary (1652), was reprinted with tlie

Gallican royal license and became the stand-

Principles, ard in practise. Under Louis XTV'.

the questions at issue became acute

in the Regale (q.v.) controversy, and Gallicanigm

in its modem form was ofi^cially expressed by the

famous Declaratio deri GaUicani or ** Four Articles

of Gallicanism,'' drawn up by Bossuet, accepted by

the episcopate on Mar. 19, 1682, and imposed upon

the French clergy. The following is a transla-

tion of the " Four Articles ":

There are many who labor to subvert the Gallican decrees

and liberties which our ancestors defended with so much seal

and their foundations which rest upon the sacred canons and

the tradition of the Fathers. Nor are there wanting tboee

who. under the pretext of these liberties, seek to doogate

from the primacy of St. Peter and of the Roman pontiffs

his successors: from the obedience which all Christians ove

to them, and from the majesty of the Apostolic See. in vhidi

the faith is taught and the unity of the faith is preserved.

The heretics, on the other hand, omit nothing in order to

represent that power by which the peace of the Church a
maintained as intolerable both to kings and their subjectic

and by such artifices estrange the souls of the simple from

the oonununion of the Church, and therefore from Christ

With a view to remedy such evils, we, the archbishops and

bishops assembled at Paris by the king's ordo^ representing

together with the other deputies the Gallican Church, have

judged it advisable, after mature deliberation, to determine

and declare as follows:

1. St. Peter and his successors, vicars of Ouist. and tike-

wise the Church itself, have received from God power in

things spiritiial and pertaining to salvation, but not in thin^

temporal and civil; inasmuch as the Lord says. My kingdom
is not of this world; and again. Render unto CECsar the things

which are Cesar's, and unto God the things which are God's.

The Apostolic precept also holds, Let every soul be subjert
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onto the bicher powers, for there is no power but of Qod:
the powers that be are ordained of God; whosoever therefore
rMbteth the power reeisteth the ordinance of Ood. Gonse-
quently kinc* and princes are not by the law of God subject
to any ecclesiastical power, nor to the keys of the Church*
with nspeet to their temporal government. Their subjects

can not be released from the duty of obeying them, nor ab-
solved from the oath of allegiance; and this ma»im, necessary
to public tranquillity, and not less advantageous to the Church
tlttn to the State, is to be strictly maintained, as conformable
to the word of God, the tradition of the Fathers, and the

enmple of the Saints.

2. The pJenitude of power in things spiritual, which resides

m the Apostolic See and the successors of St. Peter, is such
that at the same tinM the decrees of the ecumenical Council
of Constance, in its fourth and fifth sessions, approved as
they are by the Holy See and the practise of the whole
Chorch, remain in full force and perpetual obligation; and
the (^ilimn Church does not approve the opinion of those
who would depreciate the said decrees as being of doubtful
authority, insufficiently approved, or restricted in their ap-
plieation to a time of schism.

3. Hence the exercise of the Apostolic authority must be
Rfnlated by the canons enacted by the Spirit of God and con-
secrated by the reverence of the whole world. The ancient

rulea, customs, and institutions received by the realm and
Church of France remain likewise inviolable; and it is for

the honor and glory of the Apostolic See that such enact-

ments, confirmed by the consent of the said see and of the

churches, should be observed without deviation.

4. The pope has the principal place in deciding questions

oi faith, and his decrees extend to every church and all

chordiee; but nevertheless his judgment is not irreversible

until ooofiimed by the consent of the Church.

Under the system thus formally established, the

pope was recognized as the successorof Peterand vicar

of Christ, the divinely appointed head of

3. Relation the Church, with spiritual jurisdiction

of tiie Pope over the whole body and over national

to the Epis- Churches in particular. But the sta-

copate. tus of the bishops rested equally upon
divine ordinance, and they, with the

pope, represented the Church in general councils,

wMch were of higher authority than the pope,

and could alone issue an irreformable definition in

matters of faith; a definition issued by the pope
when no council was sitting required the consent

of the whole Church before it could be considered

irrefonnable. From the point of view of his rela-

tions to the French episcopate, the pope was sup-

posed to be bound by the canons, and in France

especially by the recognized ancient customs.

These, it is true, had been substantially altered by
the Concordat of 1516 between Francis I. and Leo
X., which had gone into effect in spite of clerical

protests (see Concordats and Deumitino Bulls,

III., 2, § 1). The king named the bishops, who were

then confinned by the pope. Papal interference in

the affairs of individuJEd dioceses was only to be

tcderated as far as the law of the Church allowed.

The papal nuncio had no jurisdiction in France,

and the presence of a legate a latere was permissible

only in virtue of a mutual agreement, and then only

during the king's pleasure. The greatest power

was conceded to the pope in regard to the ap-

pointment to benefices; abbots and, in practise,

abbesses were nominated by the king and confirmed

by the pope, who also claimed for his province

dispensations of aU kinds, unless theking or the par-

liaments interfered in a specific case.

In theory the Church was an independent power,

but in reality the State ruled. Every papal consti-

tution, whether relating to doctrine or discipline,

required the approval of the king or a government
official before it went into effect in

4. Relation France, and the same thing applied

of the Pope to the decrees of councils. A part of

to the State, the decisions of the Council of Trent

was enforced through the royal or-

donnance de Blma of 1579. Ecclesiastical jurisdic-

tion was strictly limited. The offenses of clerics,

unless purely ecclesiastical, came before secular

tribunals, except in the case of bishops, who were

tried before a provincial council. All mixed causes

(dissolution of marriage, questions of church prop-

erty, benefices, tithes, etc.) were decided by the

higher secular courts. The king claimed the right

to tax the clergy and church property, but this was
vehemently opposed by the clergy and never

wholly conceded before the Revolution. The in-

comes of vacant sees went to the king, who also

claimed the right to appoint to all benefices during

a vacancy in the see.

The State took strong ground against any imme-
diate interference of the curia in the government of

the French Church. A French prelate consecrated

in Rome was not allowed to exercise his functions.

The decrees of the Roman congregations had no
validity in France, nor were Frenchmen allowed to

be summoned to Rome in any process of law. As
a consequence of this conflict between the rival

powers, an institution grew up which seriously

crippled the ecclesiastical jurisdiction, the appel

comme d'abue, by which, on the application of one

party to a case, or simply on grounds of public in-

terests, the procureur-g&n^ral might cite the case

before the parliament of the province for investi-

gation and decision. This institution, created by
the Pragmatic Sanction of 1438 (see Pragmatic
Sanctign), was abolished by the Concordat of 1516,

but the parliaments still maintained it; it found

a new support in the ordonnance de Vtilers^otereis

in 1539, was limited or modified on complaint of the

clergy by new edicts in 1571, 1580, 1605, and 1695,

and stoutly upheld by the parliaments until prac-

ticaUy there was no more question of an inde-

pendent ecclesiastical jurisdiction or administration.

Thus the power of the papacy was indeed broken,

but at the cpst of serious damage to the rights of

the episcopate and the complete subjection of the

Galilean Church to the State. The downfall of the

old regime, however, allowed the pope to acquire

a degree of power in France which he had never

before possessed, and the nineteenth century

witnessed the gradual decay of the last remnants

of the old GaUican spirit. (J. F. voN Schulte.)

Bibuographt: P. de Blarca, De concordia 9acerdotii et im-

perii^ Paris, 1641; J. B. Boseuet. Dtfenaio declarationiM

. . . de poteekUe eedeeiee tanxU cUrua OaUicantu, Luxem-
burg, 1730; C. Fleury, Ducoura tur lea libertia de Vigliae

OaUicane, Paris, 1765; idem, InatUuHon au droit eccUai-

aatique, ib. 1767; L. E. Dupin. Lea Libertfa de VSgliae gal-

Ucane, ib. 1824; idem, Manuel du droit publigue eecUai-

aaOque francaia, ib. 1847; J. B. Bordas-DemouUn. Lea

Pouvoira eonatUuHfa de Vigliee, ib. 1855; F. Huct, Le Oal-

Ucaniame, ib. 1855; W. H. Jervis. The GaUican Church,

London. 1872 (from 1616 to the Revolution); idem. The

OaUican Church and the Revolution, ib. 1882; A. Le Roy,

Le Oallicaniame au xviii. aiecle. Paris, 1892; L. Mention.

Documenta relatifa aux rapporta du clergi avec la royauti

1689-1706, Paris. 1803 eqq.; A. Debedour. HiaL dta rap-
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porta lU VioliM €t de VHat . . . 1789-1870, ib. 1898;
Keller, Lta Fin du oaUicani$me et M. Maret mm dernier

repr^eentant, Alencon, 1901; A. Galton, Church and Slate

in France, lSOO-1907, London, 1907; Cambridge Mod-
em History, v. 72sqq.. New York, 1908. Documents per-

tinent to the subject, including the bulls Clericie laieoe and
Unam eanetam, are in Thatcher and McNeal, DocumenUt
pp. 311-314; Robinson, Etiropean Hietory, pp. 346 sqq.,

488 sqq.; and Reich, DoeumenU, pp. 193-196. 379-386.

GALLIENUS, gal"i-^nus, PUBLIUS LICuiius:
Roman emperor 260-268; b. 218 or 219; d. at

Milan Mar. 4, 268. In 254 he was made coregent by
his father, the Emperor Valerian, and ruled with

him until 260, when the elder emperor was taken

prisoner by the Persians. Gallienus thenceforth

seems to have remained sole ruler, for it is not cer-

tain that his stepbrother, the younger Valerian, ever

became Augustus. On the revolt of Aureolus in

lUyria, Gallienus marched against him and laid

siege to Milan, but fell a victim to a conspiracy of

his officers, headed by Aurelian and Heraclian.

His reign was marked by inroads of the barbarians

from the north and east, and by ceaseless insiu*-

rections and attempts at usurpation. Notwith-
standing that he was imequal to the tasks which
confronted him, Gallienus was highly lauded by
his elder contemporary Dionysius, bishop of

Alexandria, who, writing to Hermammon in 262
(Eusebius, HisL ecd., vii. 23), compared the em-
peror to the sun which shines again after its tem-
porary obscurity by a cloud (alluding to the usurper

Macrianus, who had taken possession of Egypt),

and even saw in him the fulfilment of the prophecy
in Isa. xliii. 19.

The ground of this favorable judgment of Dio-

nysius, in which Eusebius concurs, is evidently the

repeal by the new emperor of the harsh edicts of

Valerian against the Christians. It has even been
stated (without cogent evidence) that he declared

Christianity to be a tolerated religion. The edict is-

sued by Gfidlienus in 260 is lost, and the one transla-

ted from the Latin by Eusebius (Hist, ecd.f VII., xiii,

2) is a special edict for Egypt, promulgated in 261.

Granting that the edict for the entire empire was
analogous to this Egyptian decree, it merely pro-

vided that the bishops should not be sought out

by the authorities, and that the places of worship

should be left unmolested. It therefore simply

restored the conditions which existed before the

reigns of Decius and Valerian, without giving

Christianity the slightest official recognition. The
fact that the decree was addressed directly to the

bishops was indeed imprecedented, but this was
clearly due to the importance and influence which
they had attained. Eusebius himself, moreover,

merely states that Galhenus alleviated the position

of the Christians, but nowhere sa3rs that he tolerated

them, while the mass of Christian tradition has

either ignored the edict or paid scant attention to it.

The clearest evidence that the attitude of the State

toward Christianity was imchanged lies in the fact

that Christian soldiers could still suffer martyr-
dom for their faith (cf. Eusebius, Hist, ecd.y vii. 15).

The most that can be said is that the repeal of the

edicts of Valerian practically amounted to a declara-

tion of toleration for the Church in view of the

position which it then occupied. Despairing of the

possibility of crushing Christiamty by penecutioQ,

Gallienus determined to leave it alone, though

without changing its legal status. Nevertheless,

it is clear, from the executions during his reign and

the rule of his successors, that the State still claimed

the right to inflict capital punishment for refusal

to worship the images of the emperor or even

for the avowal of a belief in Christianity.

(Adolf Habnack.)

Bibuoobapht: The souroes an: Porphyry, Ftte PhUmi,
xii.; Trebellius PoUio, OalUeni duo; idem, Claudiue, l 4;

Ammianua Maroellinus, xiv. 1 eqq., £dc> traasL in Bohn'f

Claeeioal Library, London. 1887; E^aaebiiiB. Hift eod.

VII., X. 1, xi. 8, xiii. 1-2, etc; Georgius SynoeUna. Chreeo-

graphia, i. 717, Bonn, 1829. Coneult: L. 8. Le Nain de

TiUemont, Hist, dee empereure, pp. 288-280. Drasden,

1754; Gibbon. Decline and Fall, chape, x., xvi.; Breqni-

gny, in Mimoiree de Vacadhnie dee inecriptUme, xxz.

84S^360, xxxii. 266-267; Neander, ChrietiaM Ckerdi,

L, pasaim, ii. 16, 167; and the literature under Pnsxco-
noNB, Chbutiam, nt thb Romam Empxrx.

OALUO. See Greece, I., } 1.

GALLITZIN, DEMETRTOS AXTOUSTHIE: Ro-

man Catholic missionary; b. at The Hague Dee.

22, 1770; d. at Loretto, Cambria County, Pa.,

May 6, 1840. His mother was a famous adherent

of Pietism, Adelheid Amalie von Schmettau, wife

of the Russian Prince Dmitri Akxeievitch GaliUin

(see OvERBERO, Bernhard Heinrich; the name

is variously spelled: Gallitzin, Golitzine, Gdizyn,

preferably Galitzin or Galizin; that of the subject

of this sketch, however, almost invariably appears

in the form Gallitzin). After serving in the Aus-

trian army in the first campaign against France,

he sailed for America with Father Brosius, his tutor,

in 1792. He joined the Roman Catholic Church in

1787, surrendered his commission in the Russian

army, entered the seminary of St. Sulpioe in Balti-

more, and was ordained priest Mar. 18, 1795, being

the second priest ordained in this countiy. After

serving for a time in the missions of Port Tobacco,

Md., and Conewago, Pa., in 1799 he became pastor

of the Roman Catholics of Maguire's Settlement

in the wildest part of the Alleghany Mountains,

now Cambria County, Pa. Here he bou^t more

than 20,000 acres of land and began to furnish

homes to settlers on easy terms. On his own prop-

erty he founded in 1803 the town of Loretto.

Other settlements were made at Ebensburg, Carroll-

town, St. Augustine, Wilmore, and Summitville.

As " Father Smith," by which name he had been

naturalized in 1802, Gallitzin became famous for

his charity, self-sacrifice, and zeal in Christian work.

In 1809 he was allowed by special act of the legis-

lature to resume his family name. He was held in

high esteem by all sects, and hi^ episcopal honors

were frequently urged upon him. His writings are

still prized by Roman Catholics, particulariy his

Defence of Catholic Principles (Pittsburg. 1816); Lei-

ten to a Protestant Friend on the Scriptures (1818);

Appeal to the Protestant Public (1818); and Six Let-

ters of Advice (1834).

BiBLiooaAPHT; T. Heyden, Memoie" on tite Life and Char-

acter of P, D. A. de OaUOrin. Baltimore. 186Q: 8. M.

Browneon. Life of Demetriue Auguetine OaUHein, Prinm
and Prieet, New York. 1873; Pauline HQcel, A Royal Sen

and Mother, Notre Dame, Ind., 1908.
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GALLOWAY, CHARLES BETTS: Methodist
Epiacx>pal bishop; b. at Kosciusko, Miss., Sept. 1,

1849; d. at Jackson, Miss., May 12, 1909. He
studied at the University of Mississippi (B.A., 1868)
and held pastorates at Port Gibson (1871), Yazoo
City (1872-73), Jackson (1874-78), and Vicksburg,
Miss, (1878-84). From 1882 to 1886 he was editor

of the New Orleans Christian Advocate^ and in 1886
was elected bishop of the Methodist Episcopal
Church, South. He was a fraternal messenger to
the Methodist Church of Canada in 1886 and to the
Wesleyan Methodist Conference in England in 1892,
while in 1901 he preached the opening sermon of

the Ecumenical Conference at London. He was
also a member of the Ecumenical Conference at
Washington in 1891, and visited the Methodist
Episcopal missions in China, Japan, Korea, and
those in Brazil and Mexico. He was president
of the board of education of the Methodist
Episcopal Church, South. In theology he was an
orthodox member of his denomination. He wrote
Mdhodism, Its Providential Origin and Progress

(Nadiville, Tenn., 1880); Ldfe of Bishop Linus
Parker (1886); Hand-Book of Prohibition (1886);

.4 Circuit of the Globe (1895); Modem Missions,

their Evidential Value (Cole Lectures at Vanderbilt

University; 1896); Christianity and the Nation
(Quillian lectures at Emory College; 1898); The
South and the Negro (1904); Methodism's To-
morrow (1904); and Bishop John Christian Keener

(1906).

CALLUS, CAIUS VIBIUS TREBONIANUS: Ro-
man emperor 251-253; b. at Perusia (the modem
Perugia, 85 m. n. of Rome), probably in 207; d.

at Forum Flanodnii (probably the modem San
Giovanni pro Fianuno, 2 m. n. of Foligno) or at

Interamna (the modem Temi, 59 m. s. e. of Perugia)

late in the sununer of 253. He was a general of

Decius in the war against the Goths, and after the

death of this emperor was declared Augustus by the

Senate in 251, together with Hostilianus, the son of

Decius. Hostilianus died in the following year,

and Vcdusianus, the son of Gallus, was appointed his

successor. The reign was one of disaster, marked
by a shameful peace with the Goths ^nd their

renewed inroads, the loss of Syria and Armenia to

the Persians, and a terrible pestilence. On the

Danube the Pannonian legions proclaimed iEmil-

ianus emperor, whereupon Gallus and his son

marched against him, only to fall at the hands of

their mutinous troop>s on the way. In the early

rtortion of the reign of Gallus the Christians had a
brief respite from the horrors of the persecution of

Decius, but before long the new emperor reenforced

measures of repression, either at his own initiative

or under the compulsion of the people, who were

maddened by pestilence and poverty. As early

as May, 252, it was feared at Carthage that

the new laws would be enforced, and in the

summer of the following year Cyprian wrote to

the Roman bishop Cornelius of an imperial edict by
which " the people were commanded to offer

sacrifices." The actual persecutions, however,
seem to have been mild, banishment being the

penalty rather than death, so that all recollection

of a persecution during the reign of Gallus soon
vanished from the Church.

(Adolf Harnack.)

Bibliooeapht: Souroee are: J. C. OrelU, InacripHonum
LaHnarum . . . CoUecHo, nos. 281. 907, 998. 1000. 3
vols.. Zurich, 1828. 1856; Eusebius. Hiat. ecd.. VII. i.. x.

1; idem. Chronieon, 2269-72; Jerome. Chronieon^ 2268-
2270. Consult: L. S. Le Nainde Tillemont, Hiat. dea em-
pereura, x, 245-246. Dresden, 1754; Gibbon. Decline and
Fall, i. 250-252; Milman. Latin Chriatianity. i. 85; Nean-
der, ChriaHan Church, i. 136, 258, 711; and the Uteratiure
under Pbrsecutionb, Christian, in thb Roman £m-
PiBK, and Cyprian.

GALLUS (HAHN), WICOLAUS: Leader of the
Reformation in Regensburg; b. at Kdthen (19 m.
n. of Halle), Anhalt, 1516; d. at Zellerbad, near
Liebenzell (20 m. w. of Stuttgart), Wttrttemberg,
June, 1570. At Wittenberg, where he became a
student in 1530 and received the master's degree in

1537, he won the commendation of Melanchthon.
In 1543 Luther sent Hieronymus Nopus as preacher

to Regensburg at the request of the city council and
with him went Gallus, who was ordained by Bugen-
hagen in April. In 1548 trouble arose in Regens-
burg over the acceptance of the Interim. Gallus
wrote a treatise against it, and had to leave the
city; services in the only Evangehcal church there

were discontinued. For a time Gallus preached for

Cruciger (who was ill) at Wittenberg, then in 1549,

through the influence of his brother-in-law, Hein-
rich Merkel, city secretary at Magdeburg, he went
to the Ulrich Church in that city. He joined Flacius

in opposition to the adiaphorism of the Wittenberg
circle and published a Disputation von MUteldingen
in 1550. He remained in Magdeburg after its capit-

ulation in 1551, and kept up the dispute against

Osiander and Major. In June, 1553, Prince Wolf-
gang of Anhalt called him to his native city to as-

sist in the settlement of the administration of the

church property. In August, 1553, Gallus was
called back to Regensburg as leader of the Evangel-
ical cause. He worked there for almost seventeen
years, and the effects of his activity were felt far

beyond the borders of the town. In the disputes

of the following years he fought faithfully on the

side of Flacius. Like him he tried to influence

Melanchthon by letters, but the latter treated Gallus

rather haughtily. It probably angered him that

Gallus had republished (1554) his Senteniice veterum

de coenaDominiy which was directed against (Ecolam-
padius. In 1561 Gallus warned the princes con-

vened at Naumburg of the spreading Calvinistic

doctrine of the Lord's Supper. He also got into a
dispute with Brenz, whom he suspected of leanings

toward Melanchthonism. From 1562 to 1566 he
furnished a refuge to Flacius, who had been expelled
from Jena. Melanchthon reproached Gallus for

fighting continually against the Evangelicals,

instead of combating Romanism. But the re-

proach was not pertinent; during the diet in 1556

he preached against the Roman Catholics, and there

are still extant manuscripts containing theses of dis-

putation against the Ingolstadt Catholics. In this

connection may be mentioned Gallus' writing di-

rected against Corpus Christi day: Vom abgdtti-

schen Fest, Frohrdeichnams-Tag genannt (1561).

His congregation esteemed him highly for his aeal
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in the maintenance of pure doctrine and moral
discipline, and his personial life was blameless.

(G. Kawerau.)
Biblioorapht: Sources: Some of his letters are printed

in CR, viii., ix., and in J. Fecht, HUt. ecd. saculi xvi,,

supplement vol.. pp. 27 sqq.; part of his writings are in

W. Preger, M. Flaciua, ii. 640 sqq.. Erlangen. 1861 (where
other biographical material is found). Consult: L. Wid-
mann. in Chroniken der deuUchen Stddte, xv. 187 sqq.;

W. Germann, J. Forater, pp. 371 sqq.. Meiningen, 1894;

E. B6hl, Btitr&oe twr OeaihidUe der Reformation in Oe«-

terreich, Jena. 1902; ADB, viii. 351 sqq.

GAMALIEL ("God is my rewarder"): A cele-

brated rabbi of the first century. There were at

least two noted leaders of this name, the one men-
tioned Acts V. 34 being generally called the Elder or

Gamaliel I. to distinguish him from his grandson.

According to Acts xxii. 3 he was the teacher of

Paul. In Jewish Uterature he is known as the

ancestor of the later Jewish patriarchs (ethnarchs)

of Palestine. The family claimed descent from
Benjamin and even from David. That Hillel the

Great was Gamaliers grandfather is claimed, but

is not certain. Jewish tradition speaks of Gamaliel

as president of the Sanhedrin, but these statements

refer generally to Gamaliel II. A few practical

enactments are ascribed to him. Thus he decided

(Mishnah, GiUin iv. 2) that in the letter of divorce

the formula " and every name which he (she) has "

be added to the name of the husband and the wife,

thus precluding the possibility of invalidating a

letter of divorce in case one had different names.
In the interest of orphans he introduced the custom
that the widow state under oath that she had thus

far received nothing, before taking her dowry from

the estate (Gittin iv. 6). He considered the evi-

dence of one witness of the death of a husband as

sufficient to allow the widow to marryagain (Yebamot
xvi. 7). That he became a Christian as the Clemr-

entine Recognitions (i. 65) state is an invention.

He died probably before the year 70, for his son Sim-
eon played an important part during the rebellion,

whereas Gamaliel is mentioned no more.

(G. Dalman.)
Biblioorapht: C. D. Ginsburg, in Kitto. Cydopadiaof BibH-

cal Literature, ii. 60-61, Edinburgh. 1864 (gives rabbini-

cal references); J. Derenbourg. L'Hiet. et la gioorapkie de
la PaleeUne, i. 239-246. Pans. 1867; H. Grftts. Oeachidite

der Juden, iii. 373 sqq.. Leipsic. 1878; F. W. Farrar, Pavd,
vol. i.. exctirsus v., London, 1&70; J. Hamburger. Real-

EncyklopOdie fUr Bihel und Talmud, ii. 236-237. Strelitz,

1883; M. Bloch, Inetitutionen dee Judentuma, II.. i. 118-

202. BrOnn. 1884; M. Braunsohweiger, Die Lehrtr der
Afiechnah, pp. 60 sqq.. Frankfort, 1890; SchOrer, Oe-
eehidite and £ng. transi., consult Indexes; DB, ii. 106;

EB, ii. 1638-39; JE, v. 668-660.

GAMES: A means of securing entertainment

and relaxation, as is indicated by the most general

Hebrew term " to play," ?t^W? ( = " to laugh long

and heartily "). The Old Testament gives no
detailed information about the games of children,

but it may be assumed that Hebrew young people

employed their mental, muscular, and nervous
energy in the same way as the children of all other

peoples. Even the positive prohibition of images

by Islam has not prevented the children from
delighting in models of horses, sheep, and the like.

Since in spite of Ex. xx. 4 there were varied prod-

ucts of the arts in animal and other forms in the

Temple, the Hebrew children doubtless had their

playthings made after similar models. A hint of a
mode of entertainment may be given in Job xli. 5

—

** Wilt thou play with him peviathan] as with a bird?

or wilt thou bind him for thy maidens? " (cf. Baruch
iii. 17). The excavations in Taanach have revealed

bone implements such as the Arabs still eoiploy in

playing dice. The Talmud (Rosh horShanah i. 8)

pronoimoes those who train doves for speed trials or

to lure other doves into their dove-cotes and those

who use dice incompetent to bear witness. There
is mention of a game of drafts in Sanhedrin 25b.

Eariy rabbis condemned card-playing. To win
money from a Jew by a game is robbery, to win it

from a Gentile is not robbeiy though a breach of

the law. " Odd and even " was a game of the

Egyptians; Assyrian dice of bronze with spots

of gold have been found; a similar game, played by
the drawing of arrows, was used by the ancient

Arabs; the] Homeric Greeks had both drafts and
dice; and Tacitus reports that the Germans played

with dice. Doubtless the early Hebrews in their

moments of leisure, as they sat at their doors or

met in public gathering-places (Gen. xix. 1; Lam.
V. 14) or on festal occasions (Judges xiv. 10 sqq.),

amused themselves in similar manner, and it a
known that they sharpened their wits in the pro-

pounding and answering of riddles (Judges xiv.

14 sqq.; I Kings x. 1; Prov. xxx. 21 sqq.). The
drama does not seem to have been congenial to the

Hebrew character, and for this reason the interpreta-

tion of Canticles as a drama seems less reasonable,

though in later times the Jews are reported to have

gone upon the stage and written dramas (Josephus,

lAfe, iii.; Clement of Alexandria, Strom., i. 155).

There were also what may be classed as sensuous

games in distinction from those already mentioned

which exereise primarily the mental faculties. In

these song and music occupy prominent parts

(Ex. XV. 20-21; I Sam. xvi. 16 sqq.; Isa, v. 12;

Jer. xxx. 19; Amos vi. 5; see Music, Hebrew).
Games which exereised the powers of body and wiO

were numerous; among these dances take first place

(Job xxi. 11; Jer. xxxi. 4), in which the course of

the seasons or national success or personal prowess

was celebrated in joyous and concerted movement
(Judges xxi. 21; I Sam. xviii. 6; see Dancing}.

With such dancing to the accompaniment of music

and song Samson was probably expected to enter-

tain his enemies (Judges xvi. 25). The foot-race is

implied in Ps. xix. 5, and by the references to the

speed of Saul, Jonathan, and Asahel (II Sam. i. 23.

ii. 18). Skill of hand and arm were employed in a

game of ball (Isa. xxii. 18), which game is recogniied

among Assyrian sports, is mentioned by the rabbis^

and was known to the Egyptians. The shooting of

arrows at a mark was likewise a means of entertain-

ment (I Sam. XX. 20; Job xvi. 12; Lam. iii. 12).

Throwing the stone is suggested by Zech. xii. 3 (cf.

C. von Orelli, Durchs heilige Land, Basel, 1890. p.

291). The Jews raised energetic protest against

the adoption of Greek sports (I Mace. i. 14; 11

Mace. iv. 9-15); but the Herodian faction had

theaters and amphitheaters near Jerusalem and

Joppa, and Herod's interest in such matters is re*

ported by Joeephus {Ant, XV., viii. 1, ix. 6, XVI., v.
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1). Gladiatorial shows were most strongly con-

ilemned by the Jews. In the New Testament Paul
makes frequent reference to the foot-race and its

rewards (I Cor. ix. 24-27; Phil. iii. 12; II Tim. ii.

5; cf. James i. 12; Rev. ii. 10). (E. KOnio.)

EiituocBA,PBT: H. J. Van Lennep. Bible LaruU, . . . Cub-
kmu and Mannen Illuatrative of Scripture, pp. 673-574.
New York, 1875; J. G. Wilkinson, Manrura and Custom*
of tkm Andeni Egyptiana^ London, 1878; E. BuchhoU,
Die homeri»eken RedUen, ii. 1, pp. 280-299, Leipsio, 1881

;

J. 8. Howaon, Metaphcfa of St. Paul, chap, iv., London.
1883; A. Huber. Ueber daa " Meiair "... Spiel der
kadni»ehen Araber, pp. 9 sqq.. Leipaic, 1883; A. WOnsche,
Die Rmaehoeieheit bei den Hebrdem, ib. 1883; M. Lazarus,
Dw Reize den Spielee, Berlin, 1883; T. Mommsen. R&mi-
aehe AUertQmer, ii. 517 sqq., Ldpaic, 1887; Q. Dalman,
Pata^imi»cher Ditoan, 1901, pp. 95 sqq.. 182 sqq.. 254
«qq.: DB, ii. 106-108.

GAMS, gOms, PIUS BONIFATIUS: German
Roman Catholic; b. at Mittelbuch (a village of

Wurttemberg) Jan. 23, 1816; d. at Munich May
11, 1892. He studied at Tubingen, and became
vicar at Achstetlin and Gmvlnd in 1838 and teacher

at Horb in 1841. He made a scientific journey at

the expense of the State in 1842-43, and in the fol-

lowing year was appointed acting pastor at Wurm-
lingen and professor at Rottweil. After serving as

teacher at Gmund, he became professor of theology

and philosophy at the episcopal seminary of Hildes-

heim in 1847, but in 1855 entered the Benedictine

monastery of St. Boniface at Munich. Gams was
a prolific writer, his principal works being: Aus-
gang tmd Zid der Geschichte (Tubingen, 1850); Die
Geschichte der Kirche Jesu Christi im neumehnten
Jahrkitndert (3 vols., Innsbruck, 1854-58; sup-

plementary volume, 1860); Margott, die Siege der

Kirche itn ersten JcJirzehnt des Poniifikats Pius IX.
(1860); Kaiechetische Reden gehaUen in der Basilika

2u Miknchen (2 vols., Regensburg, 1862); Kirchen-

geschichte wm Spanien (3 vols., 1862-79); Daa
Jakr des Martyrtodes der heiligen Apostel Petrus

imd Paulus (1867); Zur Oeschichte der spanischen

Staatsinquisition (1878); and Der Bonifaciusverein

in Detdschland ISSO-'ISSO (Paderbom, 1880). He
wrote also a biography of J. A. Mohler (Regensburg,

1866) and edited his Kirchengeschichte (3 vols.,

1867-68), as well as the Series episcoporum ecclesice

caUiolica quotquot innotuerunt a beato Petro apostoh

(1872; supplements 1879 and 1886).

GAIfGRA, SYHOD OF (circa 340). See Eu-
STATHius or Sebaste.

GANNON, THOMAS JOSEPH: Roman Catho-
lic; b. at Cambridge, Mass., July 14, 1853. He
studied at Boston (College, which he left in 1872 to

euler the Society of Jesus. He studied the usual

courses of the Society at Frederic, Md. (1872-75,

1889-90), and Woodstock College, Woodstock, Md.
(1875-78, 1883-87), and was professor of Latin,

Greek, and mathematics at Holy Cross College,

Worcester, Mass., 1878-83. He taught philosophy
at Boston Ck)llege (1887-«8) and at Woodstock
College (1888^9), and after being assistant to his

provincial in 1890-91 was president of St. John's

College, Fordham, N. Y., until 1896. He was then

again assistant to two provincials for five years;

in 1901-06 provincial of the Maryland-New York
province, and in 1907 became instructor of tei^

tiaries in the Novitiate of St. Andrew-on-Hudson,
Poughkeepsie, N. Y. He has been a member of

the Missionary Band since 1906.

GARASSE, ga"r(ls', FRANffOIS: French Jesuit;

b. at Angoul^me (66 m. n.e. of Bordeaux), France,

1584; d. at Poitiers (60 m. s.s.w. of Tours), France,

June 14, 1631. He joined the Jesuit order in 1600,

and soon became known as a powerful pulpit orator.

As a writer he devoted himself chiefly to polemics,

sparing no opponents of his order, and attacking

even the dead. In 1622 he published a pamphlet
against £tienne Pasquier, a Roman Catholic, who
had died several years before, because the latter

had defended the university against the Jesuits in

1565. Under the pseudonym " Andreas Schiop-

pius ** he wrote a polemical pamphlet entitled

Elixir calmnisticum (Charenton, 1615) aimed at the

French Reformed Protestants, and in 1619 he pub-

lished at Brussels his Rabelais r^formif which was
more of a satire than a polemic. He was especially

antagonistic toward Pierre du Moulin, a prominent

and scholarly Reformed polemic author. Garasse's

writings are characterized by a lack of earnestness,

scientific spirit, and thorough knowledge of his

subject, as well as by a want of dignity and truth-

fulness. He died of the plague at Poitiers, whither

he had been sent at his own request to care for the

sick.

Bibuoorapht: H. Hurter, Nomenclator literariua^ i. 289,

Innsbruck, 1892; De Backer, Bibliothkque de la compoffnie

de JiauM, ed. C. Sommervogal, iii. 1184 sqq.. Paris. 1892.

GARDENS, HEBREW: In gardening the Israel-

ites were pupils of the Canaanites. The Hebrew
gan meant either a vegetable-garden (I Kings xxi.

2) or an orchard (Jer. xxix. 5; Amos iv. 9; Eccles.

ii. 5). In the firet-mentioned were raised onions,

garlic, cucumbers, and melons (which, eaten with

bread, were leading articles of diet), and aromatic

herbs, such as mint and caraway. Such gardens

required careful and bountiful watering (Isa. Iviii.

11; Jer. xxxi. 12). Vegetables were often planted

in the fields after the harvest of the winter crop (see

AoRicuL/ruRE, Hebrew).
Of greater importance were the orchards (see

Fruit-Trees in the Old Testament), which

formed the gardens characteristic of the Old Testa-

ment. The kings of Jerusalem had such gardens

in the valley southeast of the city (II Kings xxv.

4; Jer. xxxix. 4; cf. II Kings xxi. 18, 26), which

served as pleasure-grounds, particularly when
provided with water. To " sit under one's vine and
fig-tree " was characteristic of a happy period

(I Kings iv. 25; Micah iv. 4). The old Hebrew,
like other dwellers in the scantily watered East

(cf . the descriptions of paradise, in the Koran and
the general Mohammedan conception), thought of

paradise as an Ekien with trees of all kinds, where,

at evening, cool breezes blow (Gen. iii. 8). It was
customary to place the family vault in a " garden "

(II Kings xxi. 18, 26; Matt, xxvii. 60). In Baby-
lon such pleasure-grounds were popular (cf. B.

Meissner and P. Rost, Bauinschriften Sanheribs, v.

14 sqq., Leipsic, 1893), and the kings and noblemen
of Persia delighted in beautiful parks (Xenophon,

Cyropcediaj I., iii. 12; Anabasis, I.,ii.71; cf. Esther

i. 5, vii. 7). Indeed, the word pardeSf the later
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Hebrew designation for such a garden, meaning
" paradise " and also " forest " (Neh. ii. 8), was

borrowed from the Persian. I. Benzinger.

Bibliography: Benzinger. ArchQologie, pp 35-36: E. Day,
Social Life among the Hebrews, New York, 1901; DB, ii.

108-110; EB, ii. 1640-44 (both of these are especially ex-

oeUent); JE, vi. 470-472.

GARDINER, FREDERIC: Protestant Episco-

palian; b. at Gardiner, Me., Sept. 11, 1822; d. at

Middletown, Ck)nn., July 18, 1899. He studied at

Hobart Ck)llege, Bowdoin College (B.A., 1842),

and the General Theological Seminary, New York
City, from which he was graduated in 1845. Or-

dered deacon in 1845, he was advanced to the

priesthood in 1846. He was minister and rector of

Trinity Church, Saco, Me., 1845-47, curate at St.

Luke's, Philadelphia, 1848, and rector of Christ

Church, Bath, Me., 1848-54. He spent the years

1854-56 in Europe, then became rector of Trinity

Church, Lewiston, Me., for a year. From 1857 to

1865 he was in charge of his father's estate at Gar-

diner, and at the same time rector of St. Matthew's,

Hallowell, Me., besides assisting Bishop George
Burgess in his tentative theological school at Gar-

diner. In 1865 he accepted a call to the professor-

ship of the literature and interpretation of the

New Testament at the Protestant Episcopal Theo-
logical Seminary at Gambier, O., but resigned two
years later, and after being a general missionary in

the diocese of Massachusetts for a year, was assist-

ant rector of Trinity Church, Middletown, Conn.,

1867-68. From 1869 to 1882 he was professor of

Old Testament and Christian evidences in Berkeley

Divinity School, Middletown, Conn., and from the

latter year until his death was professor of the

literature and interpretation of the New Testament
in the same institution, also serving as librarian

throughout this period. He wrote The Island of

Life, an Allegory (Boston, 1851); Commentary on
the Epistle of St. Jade (1856); Harmony of the

Gospels in Greek (Andover, 1871); Harmony of

the Gospels in English (1871); Diaiessaron, The
Life of Our Lord in the Words of the Gospels (1871);

The Principles of Textual Criticism (1876); The Old
and New Testaments in their Mntual Relations (New
York, 1885); Was the Religion of Israel a Revelation

rrr merely a Developmentf (1889); and the posthu-

mous Aids to Scripture Study (1890). He wrote

also the commentary on Leviticus for the Ameri-

can edition of Lange's commentary (New York,

1876), and on II Samuel and Ezekiel for Bishop

C. J. EUicott's Old Testament Commentary for Eng-
lish Readers (London, 1883-84), besides editing

Chrysostora's " Homilies on Hebrews " for The
Nicene and Post-Nicene Library of the Fathers , xiv.

(New York, 1890).

GARDINER, JAMES: A colonel of Scottish

dragoons famous for his remarkable religious ex-

perience; b. at Carriden (17 m. w. of Edinburgh),

Linhthgowshire, Jan. 11, 1688; killed at the battle

of Prestonpans Sept. 21, 1745. At fourteen he

became an ensign in a Scottish regiment in the

service of Holland. In 1702 he exchanged to the

English army and distinguished himself in the

campaii^s of Marlborough. Until July, 1719, he led

a career of notorious licentiousness. Then while

waiting for an appointment with a disscdute woman,

he picked up a Christian book (Watson's Christian

Soldier according to Doddridge; Gumall's Christian

Armour according to Carlyle); suddenly a blaxe

of light illuminated the paper, and, looking up,

Gardiner saw what he took for a vision of Christ on

tiie cross and thought he heard him speak. He
now forsook his old ways, and thereafter led an

exemplary Christian life.

Bibuograprt: P. Doddridge, Some Remarkable PanoQte in

the Life of . . . Col. J. Oardiner, London, 1747 (venr

often reprinted, e.g., Edinburgh, 1848); idem. Sermon on
(he Death of Col. Gardiner, ib. 1747; DNB, xx. 414-416.

GARDINER, STEPHEN: Bishop of Winchester

and Lord Chaiicellor of England; b. at Buiy St.

Edmunds (60 m. n.e. of London), SufiTolk, between

1483 and 1490; d. at Whitehall, London, Nov. 12,

1555. He was educated at Trinity Hall, Cam-
bridge, where he later became fellow (Doctor of

Civil Law, 1520; Doctor of (3anon Law, 1521), and

in 1524 was made a lecturer in the university,

shortly before his appointment as tutor to a son of

the Duke of Norfolk. He now became secretary to

Wolsey, and from 1525 to 1549 was master of

Trinity Hall. He visited France with Wolsey in

1527, and in 1528 he and Edward Fox were sent as

ambassadors to the pope in the interests of the

divorce from Catherine of Aragon desired by the

king. It was Gardiner's tact and determination

which induced Clement VIII. to assent to a com-

mission to try the case in En^and. Gardiner was

made archdeacon of Norfolk on Mar. 1, 1529, and
early in the following year again went to Italy in

an unsuccessful endeavor to secure the king's di-

vorce. He was appointed secretary to the king,

and in Feb., 1530, visited Cambridge in a vain

effort to induce the university to decide in favor

of the divorce. In 1531 he was collated to the

archdeaconry of Leicester, and on Nov. 27, 1531,

he was consecrated bishop of Winchester. From
December to March he was once more in France as

an ambassador, in Apr., 1532, he was appointed

custodian of John Fisher (q.v.), and in &Liy was

one of the assessors of the court which annulbd
Henry's marriage to Catherine, while at the corona-

tion of Anne Boleyn on June 8 he and the bishop

of London bore her train. He was again in France

on business connected with the divorce in Septem-

ber, but his resistance to Henry's claim of spiritual

supremacy led him to resign his secretaryship and
retire to his diocese. He was soon suounoned to

court, but on Feb. 10, 1535, formally renounced
the jurisdiction of the pope and published his

De vera obedientia (London, 1535). Thus regain-

ing the favor of the king, Gardiner was again ap-

pointed ambassador to France, and during tlus

time dissuaded Henry from making a league with

the Continental Protestants. The suspicions en-

tertained concerning him, however, caused him

to be superseded as ambasaEkdor at Paris by Bonner,

but in the following year he was sent as ambassador
to Germany.
With the downfall of his rival Cromwell in 1540.

Gardiner became supreme, and was even elected

chancellor of Cambridge as successor to Cromwell.

In 1541 he was once more in Germany as royal
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ambassador, and in 1542 he was one of those who
conducted the negotiations with the imperial am-
bassador in London. He enjoyed the favor of

Henry to the iast^ but with the accession of Edward
VI. he was removed from the Council of State and
from the chancellorship of the university. In con-

sequence of his opposition to the religious innova-

tions of the new coimcil, Gardiner was committed
to the Fleet on Sept. 25, 1547, but was allowed to

return to his diocese the following December. Sum-
moned to London in May, 1548, he still refused to

acknowledge the supremacy of the council and
maintained the doctrine of the real presence, for

which he was imprisoned in the Tower for a year.

Id Dec., 1550, he was tried before Cranmer, and on
Feb. 15, 1551, was deprived of his bishopric and con-

fined to the Tower until the death of Edward in

1553.

With the accession of Mary, Gardiner was re-

leased and restored to office. As lord high chan-

oeQor he crowned the queen Oct. 1, 1553, and
presided at the opening of Parliament four days

later, in addition to being reelected chancellor of

Cambridge and master of Trinity Hall. He ad-

vocated rigorous measures against those who re-

fused obedience to the Roman Catholic Church,

but the severity popularly ascribed to him is doubt-

less exaggerated. He also strove to restore Eag-
land to the papal allegiance, and even sought to

have Henry's marriage to Catherine of Aragon
declared valid, thus implying the illegitimacy of

Elisabeth. He wa» likewise obliged to work in

favor of Mary's marriage to Philip IL, although in

reality he was opposed to it. He sought to restore

the ecclesiastical courts and the episcopal juris-

diction, and one of his last official acts was the re-

enforcement of the statute De hceretico comburendo.

The chief works of Gardiner were. De vera obedien-

tia (London, 1535 ; Eng. transl. by M. Wood,
Geneva [?], 1553); Conquestio ad M. Bucerum de

ejusdem pseudologia (Louvain, 1544); A Detection

of the DeviVs Sophistry (London, 1546); An Ex-
planatum and Assertion of the True Catholic FaiiK
Touching the Most Blessed Sacrament of the Altar

(Rouen, 1551); Palinodia libri de vera obedientia

(Paris, 1552); and EpistoliB ad J, Checum de fro-

nuntiatione lingwB Greece^ (Basel, 1555). A few

minor works also exist in manuscript.

Biblioobafht: Sources «n: Calendar of Letten and
Papen, Foreion and Domestie, of the Reign of Henry VIII..

mL Brewer and Gairdner, 2 vols., London, 1884. Con-
•nit: C. H. and T. Cooper. AthemM Cantdbrigieneee, i. 139-

140. ib 1858; J. B. Mullinger, HUt. of Univereity of Cam-
bridoe, ii. 58-63. ib. 1888; S. R. Maitland. Eemye on Sub-
ieete Connected with the Reformation, ib. 1899; DNB, xx.

419-425 (careful and authoritative).

GARISSOLES, ga'M''sOl', AllTOINE: French
Protestant; b. at Montauban (110 m. s.e. of Bor-

deaux) June, 1587; d. there Mar., 1651. He was
pastor at Puylaurens from 1610 to 1620, when he

was called to Montauban. He was professor of

theology at the Academy of Montauban from Oct.,

1527, till his death, and with the exception of Cha-
mier and Cameron, he is the best-known lecturer of

this ancient institution. In 1645 he presided at the

S]rnod of Charenton and distinguished himself by
his successful resistance to royal demands that

menaced Protestant liberties. At this synod he

also attacked the doctrine of mediate imputation
of Placseus. His works include: La voie du saltU

expose en huU sermons (Montauban, 1637); Decreti

synodici Carentoniensis (1648); Theses theologica

(1648); DisptUationes elenchiicce (1650); and CaU-
chesios ecdesiarum in OaUia (Geneva, 1656).

Bibuoobapht: Bulletin de la eocUU du protettantieme

francaie, 1874; Lichtenbei«er. ESR, y. 408-409.

GARLAHDS: Garlands and flowers played an
important part in the private and public life of the

ancient Egyptians. The court used a hundred
garlands daily for the adornment of wine-vessels,

and at festal repasts the guests decked themselves
with wreaths. Flowers were offered to the gods and
the sareophagus of the dead was entwined with
them. The use of wreaths and flowers by Greeks
and Romans is well known. The Israelites had
no especial fondness for flowers, although it may
be mere accident that there is no mention of flower-

gardens. The use of green sprays and flowers for

personal adornment at banquets, marriage feasts,

and on other festival occasions was, however, not
foreign to the Israelites (Isa. xxviii. 1; of. Ezek.
xxiii. 42; Cant. iii. 11; III Mace. iv. 8). Later,

under the influence of Hellenism, this custom be-

came general; fragrant flowers were regarded as

elements of a cheerful and joyous life (Wisd. of Sol.

ii. 8); joy and mirth found expression in the adorn-
ment of the person and house with garlands (III

Mace. vii. 16; Ecclus. vi. 31, xv. 6). Garland
and crown are used as metaphors for ornament and
honor of every kind (Job xix. 9; Prov. xii. 4, xiv.

24). It does not appear, however, that garlands

were used in religious observances; at least there

is no mention of the adornment of the Temple with
natural flowers. To place wreaths upon sacrificial

animals was a pagan custom (Acts xiv. 13). Only
at the Feast of Tabernacles, according to later

usage, those who took part in the procession car-

ried branches of citron and palm.
I. Bbnzingbb.

BiBUOoaAPHT: TertuUian, De corona; B. Ugolini, The-
•aurue anHqpiitaJtam «acrtirum, vol. xxx.. 34 vols , Venice.
1744-eO: L. L6w, in Ben Chananja, 1867, noe. 11. 12:

DB, i. 629-631; BB, i. 723. 963; JB, iv. 369-370: and
vriifatrof in the leziooDs

OARNET, HEURY mOHLAlfD: Colored Pres-

byterian, United States minister and consul-gen-

eral to Liberia; b. at New Market, Md., Dec. 23,

1815; d. in Monrovia, Liberia, Feb. 13, 1882. He
was bom in slavery, but escaped with his father to

the North and settled in New York CJity in 1826.

He was educated at the Canaan Academy (N. H.)

and at the Oneida Institute, near Utica, N. Y.,

where he was graduated in 1840. He was licensed

to preach in 1842 and was thereupon pastor in

Troy for nearly ten years. In 1860 he went to

Europe in the interest of the free-labor movement
and for three years lectured in Great Britain on
slavery. In 1851 he was a delegate to the peace

conference at Frankfort, and in 1853 he went to

Jamaica as a missionary for the United Presbyterian

Church of Scotland. He was pastor of the Shiloh

Presbyterian Churoh, New York, 1855-65, and of a
chureh in Washington, D. C, 1865-69. He then
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became president of Avery College, but soon re-

signed this position and returned to Shiloh Church.
He was appointed minister and consul-general to

Liberia in June, 1881.

GARlflER, gar"ny^, JEAlf : French Jesuit; b.

at Paris Nov. 11, 1612; d. at Bologna Oct. 26, 1681.

He joined the order of the Jesuits at the age of

sixteen, and soon demonstrated his theological

talent and his aptness for study and teaching. For
forty years he held professorships of ancient lan-

guages, rhetoric, theology, and philosophy, and pub-
hshed numerous works, the value of which could

not be denied even by enemies of the order. Of
lasting importance are his Pelagian studies, compri-
sing a work on the Pelagian Bishop JuUan of Eclanum
(Juliani Eclanerms episcopi libeUus fidei primum
edUua cum notis et dissertatianibus tribuSt Paris,

1648), as well as his edition of the writings of Marius

Mercator (1673) with a conmientary and treatises

on Peiagianism. Such was the excellence of this

latter work that when Cardinal Noris saw it, he
declared that his own book on the history of the

Pelagian heresy would have remained unwritten

if he had seen the Marius Mercator at an earUer

date. In 1675 Gamier edited the Breviarium
causce Nestorianorum et Eutychianorum of the

Carthage archdeacon Liberatus, appending learned

notes and excursus of his own. He also dis-

cussed other problems of church history in the

three dissertations which he appended to his lAber

diumus Romanarum pontificum (1680). After the

death of Gamier his supplement to the works of

Theodoret was edited by Hardouin, a brother of

the same order, with a preface containing a biogra-

phy of the author (Paris, 1684). His earliest

works, Organi phUosophuB rudimenta (Paris, 1651)
and ReguLa fidei caiholiccB de gratia Dei per Jesum
Christum (Bourges, 1655), are less noteworthy. He
wrote also Tractatus de officiis confessoris erga

singula pcsnitentium genera (Paris, 1689), and
Systema bibliothecce coUegii Parisiensis S. J. (1678).

BiBUOoRApmr: H. Hurter, Nomenclator literariuMt ii. 484,
831. Imubruok, 1803; De Backer. Biblioihkqm de la

compagnie de Jitue, ed. C. Sommenrogel. iii. 1228 sqq.,

Ftuis, 1892; KL, v. 104-105.

OARNIER, JULIEN: French Benedictine of

the Congregation of St. Maur; b. at Connerr^ (16
m. e. of Le Mans) c. 1670; d. at Charenton (5 m.
s.e. of Paris) June 3, 1725. In 1699 he joined the

Maurist order, and became the collaborator of the
famous Dom Mabillon. His thorough knowledge
of the Greek language and hterature led his order to
entrust him with the preparation of a new edition

of the works of Basil, and after 1701 he devoted
all his time and energy to this tremendous under-
taking. The first volume appeared after twenty
years of uninterrupted toil (Paris, 1721), and in

the following year he pubhshed the second. His
labors had worn him out, however, and he died be-
fore the publication of the third volume, which
was prepared by Dom Prudent Maran (1730).

Bibliooraphy: H. Hurter, Nomenclator Uterariue, ii. 1106,
Innsbruck, 1893.

GARRETT, ALEXANDER CHARLES: Protes-
tant Episcopal bishop of Dallas, Tex.; b. at Bally-

mote (13 m. 8.W. of Sligo), County Sligo, Ireland,

Nov. 4, 1832. He was educated at Trinity CoQege.

Dublin (B.A., 1855), was ordered deacon (1856) and

ordained priest (1857). After being curate of East

Worldham, Hampshire (1856-59), he was a mission-

ary in British Columbia for ten years, being eve-

ning lecturerat the cathedralin Victoria, missionary

to the Indians, naval chaplain at Esquimalt, rec-

tor of St. Paul's, Nanaims, and missionary to the

miners at CJariboo.- He was rector of St. James',

San Francisco (1870-72), and dean of Trinity

Cathedral, Omaha, Neb. (1872-74). In 1874 be

was consecrated missionary bishop of Northern

Texas, and on the creation of the diocese of Dallas in

1895 became bishop of that see. He was the

founder of St. Mary's Institute for giris at Dallas,

and also secured the erection of St. Matthew's Cathe-

dral in the same city. He has written Historical

Continuity (New York, 1875) and The Philoeophy

of the Incarnation (Baldwin lectures; 1891).

Biblioorapht: W. 8. Perry, The Epieeopate in Ameriea, p.

229. New York. 1896.

GARRIGAN, PHILIP JOSEPH: Roman Catho-

he bishop of Sioux City, la.; b. at Cavan (26 m.

s.s.e. of Enniskillen), County Cavan, Ireland. Sept.

8, 1840. He was educated at St. Charies' College,

EUicott City, Md. (1862-66), and St. Joseph's

Provincial Seminary, Troy, N. Y., from which he

was graduated in 1870. After being curate of St.

John's, Worcester, Mass. 1870-73. he was vice-

president of St. Joseph's Provincial Seminary 1873-

1875, and rector of St. Bernard's Church, Fitch-

burg, Mass., 1875-88. He was then vice-rector of

the CJathoUc University of America, Washington,

1888-1902, and in 1902 was consecrated bishop of

the newly created diocese of Sioux City.

GARRXTCCIy gdr-rO'cht, RAFFAELE : Italian

Jesuit and archeologist; b. at Naples Jan. 23, 1812;

d. at Rome May 5, 1885. He entered the Society

of Jesus at the age of fourteen, and after 1845

pubhshed numerous monographs and books on

Christian archeology, including numismatics, epig-

raphy, painting, sculpture, and the art of the cata-

combs in all its ramifications. His principal works

are : Antichitd dei Bebiani (Naples, 1845); La Sloria

di Isermia (1848); Tre sepolchri del cimiterio di

Pretestato in Roma (1852); Questioni pompejani

(1853); Inscriptions gravfes sur les murs de Pompei
(Brussels, 1854); It Crocifisso graffito in casa dei

Cesari (Rome, 1857); Vetri omati di figure m oro

troDoti nei cimiteri dei Cristiani primitivi (1858);

Monumenti del Museo Lateranense (2 vols., 1862);

Cimiterio degli antichi Ebrei scoperto in vigna

Randanini (1862); Storia deW arte cristiana nei

primi otto secoli deUa chiesa (6 vols., Prato, 1872-81);

and Le MoneU dell' Italia antica (Rome, 1885).

He also prepared the first edition of the Hagio-

glypta sv)e picturm et scvlpturce sacrce antiquiores

prcesertim quce Romce reperiuntur, which had been

written by Jean I'Heureux (Macarius) as eariy as

1605 (Paris, 1856).

BiBUooRArar: De Backer. BtblioiMque de la compacnu d$

JieuB, ed. C. Sommervosel. vol. iii.. Puis. 1892: Stim-

men aua Maria-Laaeh, x. 158-180: KL, r. 106-108.
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GARVEyKARLBERHHARD: Gennan Moravian
preacher and hymn-writer; b. at Jeinsen (s. of Han-
over) Jan. 24, 1763; d. at Hermhut (42 m. e. of

Dresden) June 21 » 1841. His father's house was a
meeting-place for the Moravian brethren of that part

of Germany, and a candidate from Hermhut was a
private tutor in his father's family. At the age of

five Karl was sent to the institution of the Brethren

in Zeist, then to Neuwied-on-the-Rhine . His edu-

cation was completed in the Psedagogium in Niesky
and in the theological seminary in Barby. In 1784

he received his first position as teacher at the Peeda-

gogium. In 1789 he became dooent of historical

and philosophical sciences in the theological semi-

nary. Starting from the criticism of Kant and fol-

lowing closely Jacobi and Reinhold, he endeavored
to build a foundation for the Moravian conception
of Christianity. But his lectures on philosophy

only fostered an aversion to theology and practical

service in the Congregation of Brethren so that the

authorities were compelled to dismiss Garvein 1797,

acknowledging, however, their kindly feelings to-

ward him. From 1799 to 1816 he was successively

preacher in the Moravian congregations at Amster-
dam, Ebersdorf, Norden, Berhn, and from 1816 to

1836 at Neusalz-on-the-Oder. In 1837 he retired

to Hermhut. [Oarve was one of the most noted of

the Moravian hymn-writers; his best hymn is

probably Dein Wort, O Herr, ist milder Thau^ trans-

lated by Miss Winkworth as " Thy Word, O Lord,

like gentle dews.") He wrote: ChrUtliche Geadnge

(Gorlitz, 1825); Brudergesdnge (Gnadau, 1827);

Der deuUche Versbau (Beriin, 1827); Die Themis
der Dichtkunst (1828); Die Schule der WeisheU
(Leipsic, 1830); and Der Volkevertreter (Carlsruhe,

1839). Joseph MfLLER.
BiBuoaRAPHT: A notice by hi« eon Leopold appeared in

the Nekrolog der Deut$chen, nx. 1. pp. 609-610. Con-
enlt alec Julian, Hymnology, pp. 404-405.

GARVIE, ALFRED ERNEST: English Congre-

gationalist; b. at Zjrrardow, Russian Poland, Aug.
28, 1861. He studied at George Watson's College,

Edinburgh, and the universities of Glasgow (M.A.,

1889) and Oxford (B.A., 1892). After being lec-

turer at Mansfield College in 1892. he held pas-

torates at Macduff Congregational Church 1893-95

and at Montrose Congregational Church 1895-1903.
In 1903-07 he was professor of the philosophy of

theism, comparative religion, and Christian ethics

in Hackney and New Colleges, London, of which
he has been principal since 1907. He was exam-
iner in Biblical languages and literatures in Edin-

burgh Congregational Hall 1895-1902, and presi-

dent of the Hampstead Free Church Council 1906-

1907. In theology he is moderately progressive

and liberal, and is a Lutheran rather than a Cal-

\'inist. He has written The Ethics of Temperance
(London, 1895); The Ritschlian Theology (Edin-

burgh, 1899); Commentary on Romans in The Cen-
tury Bible (London, 1901); The Gospel for To-Day
(1904); The Christian Personality (1904); My
Brother's Keeper (1905); and Religious EdtuxUion

(1906).

GASPARDT, gas"pa"ran', AGElfOR ETIENlfE:
French Protestant, statesman and author; b.

at Orange (18 m. n. of Avignon) July 12, 1810;

IV.—28

d. at Geneva May 8, 1871. He studied law in Paris

and entered politics. After having held various

political appointments he was elected to the

Chamber of Deputies from Bastia, Corsica, in 1842.

On being defeated for reelection in 1846 he aban-
doned politics and devoted himself thenceforth to

writing and lecturing, chiefly on social and religious

subjects. He worked for the abolition of slavery,

the suppression of war, the establishment of relig-

ious liberty, and the separation of Church and State.

In 1849 he settled at Geneva, where he lived tiU

his death. His principal works are: Esclavage et

traits (Paris, 1838); Les IntirSts gin&attx du proteM-

tantieme fran^is (1843); Christianisme et paganisme

(2 vols., 1846); Des tables toumantes, du sumaturel
en g&n^al, et des esprits (2 vols., 1854; Eng. transl.,

Science vs. Modem SpirUtuilismy 2 vols.. New York,

1857); Les ^coles du doute et VScole de la foi ((Ge-

neva, 1854; Eng. transl., The Schools of Doubt and
the School of Faith, Edinburgh, 1854); Un Grand
Peuple qui se relHe (Paris, 1861 ; Eng. transl., The
Uprising of a Great People, New York, 1861, and
London, 1862); UAnUrique devant VEurope (1862;

Eng. transl., America before Europe, New York
and London, 1862); La FamiUe (2 vols., 1865;

Eng. transl.. The Family, London, 1867); La
Liherti morale (2 vols.. 1868); Uigaliti (1869);

La Conscience (1872); and USglise selon Vivangile

(2 vols., 1878). Other translations from Gasparin
are: The Doctrine of Plenary Inspiration (Edin-

burgh, 1852), from five articles in the Archives du
Christianisme; and Tf^e Concessions of the Apostle

Paul and the Claims of Truth (1854), translated

from an unpublished manuscript.

Bidlioorapht: Aooounts of his life are by T. Borel, Paris,

1878; L. Ruffet, ib. 1884; and C. Barbey-Boiader. 2 vols..

Paria, 1902.

GASQUET, FRANCIS AIDAN: English Bene-
dictine; b. in London Oct. 5, 1846. He was gradu-

ated at St. Gregory's CoUegid, Downside, Bath,

in 1864, and entered the Benedictine order in 1865,

being a postulant at Belmont Priory, near Hereford,

1865-70 and at Downside Priory 1870-74. In

1874 he was ordained priest, and from 1878 to 1885

was prior of the conmiunity, but was compeUed
to resign on account of ill health. On his recovery

he was appointed by Pope Leo XIII. to engage in

historical research, and accordingly removed to Lon-
don. In 1896 he was appointed a member of the

conmiission of Anglican orders, and during a visit in

Rome discovered important documents bearing

on the controversy. Four years later he was ap-

pointed abbot president of the En^ish Benedic-

tines, and in this capacity controls four mon-
asteries and over 300 monks. He has written

Henry VIIL and the English Monasteries (2 vols.,

London, 1888); Edward VI. and the Book of Comr
men Prayer (in collaboration with Edmimd Bishop;

1890); The Greed Pestilence (1893); The Last Abbot

of Glastonbury (1895); A Sketch of Monastic Con-

stitutional History (1896); The Old English Bible,

and Other Essays (1897); The Eve of the Reforma-

tion (1900); A Short History of the Catholic Church

in England (1903); English Monastic Life (1903):

Henry the Third and the Church (1905); Lord

Acton and his Circle (1906); Parish Life in Media-
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^val England (1906); and The Black DecUk of IS48

and 1349(1908). He has also edited Montalembert's

i\fonk8 of the West (6 vols., London, 1895); William
Cobbett*s History of the Protestant Reformation in

England and Ireland (1896); Vita Antiquissima

Beati Gregorii Magni (1903); and Analecta Anglo-

Premonstratensia (1904).

GASS, (FRIEDRICH) WH^HELM aOACHIM
HEINRICH): German Protestant; b. at Breslau

Nov. 28, 1813; d. at Heidelberg Feb. 21, 1889.

As a mere child he learned Greek, before midertaking

the study of Latin, from Franz Passow, professor

at Breslau, and thus laid the foundation for his

later researches in Greek Christianity. After at-

tending the gymnasia at Breslau and Schweidnitz

he entered the University of Breslau in 1832 to

study theology, but was at first interested chiefly in

philosophy, philology, and belles-lettres. In 1834-

1835 he studied at Halle, being influenced especially

by Gesenius, Wegscheider, and Thilo, later at Ber-

lin, where Neander exerted a deep influence upon
him. In 1836 he returned to Breslau (Ph.D., 1836;

Th.Lic, 1839) and estabhshed himself as privat-do-

cent of theology there in 1839. In 1846 he became
professor extraordinary at Breslau, and in 1847 at

Greifswald, where he was made full professor in

1855. In 1862 he became professor of systematic

theology at Giessen, whence he went to Heidelberg

in 1868 as the successor of R. Rothe. Here he

taught, besides systematic theology. New Testa-

ment exegesis and hymnology. As represent-

ative of the faculty of Heidelberg, he took part in

the general synods of 1871, 1876, and 1881, ad-

vocating a moderate hberalism. In 1885 he was ap-

pointed church councilor.

Gass was a strong advocate of the Evangelical

union, and was one of the most learned among the

masters of German Evangelical theology. His
works are distinguished by diligent research and
rest upon a conscientious and intelligent use of the

sources. He first directed his attention to the

history of the Greek Church in the Middle Ages,

a field almost entirely neglected until his time.

His first work, Gennadius und Pletho (Breslau,

1844), treats of the struggle of Aristotelianism and
Platonism during this period. In Die Mystik des

Nikolaus Kabasikis, vom Leben in Christo (Greifs-

wald, 1849) he edited for the first time the " Life

in Christ " of Kabasilas, metropohtan of Thessa-

lonica about 1350, and gave an interesting sketch

of the history of Greek mysticism. He wrote also

Geschichte der Athoskloster (Giessen, 1865) and
collected his smaller contributions to the history of

dogma in the Greek Church in Symbolik der grie-

chischen Kirche (Berlin, 1872), the first compre-
hensive work on this theme since Heineccius'

Abbildiing der alien und neuen griechischen Kirche

(Leipsic, 1711). Gass tried to present a critical

description of the character of the Greek Church,

by considering not only its dogmatic tradition,

but also its rites, liturgy, and worship, and the

spiritual, national, and moral conditions in gen-

eral. He also rendered valuable service to the

history of Protestant dogmatics by his Geschichte

der protestantischen Dogmatik (4 vols., Berlin. 1854-

1867), which presents the dogmatic development

from Melanchthon to Schleiermacber. In his

later years Gass devoted himself to the study of

Christian ethics. His most important worics in this

field are: Die Lehre vom Gewissen (Berlin, 1869),

Optimismus und Pessimismus (1876), and GsscMckte

der Ethik (2 vols, in 3, 1881-87). Of other works

may be mentioned: Georg Calijct und der Synkre-

tismus (Breslau, 1846) and Das Rechtder Union, eine

Schutzrede (Giessen, 1867). He also edited Schleier-

macher's Briefwechsel mil J. C. Gass (his father,

Berlin, 1852), and with A. Vial, E. L. T. Henke's

posthumous Neuere Kirchengeschichie (3 vok,

Halle, 1874-80). With H. Renter and T. Briegcr be

edited, after 1876, the Zeiischrift fur KiTchenge-

schichie (Gotha, 1876 sqq.). G. GrCtzmacher.
Bibltoorapht: Badische Biographieen. ed. F. von Weedi.

iv. 527-536, Carlsruhe. 1891. The funeral oration, by

H. Basserman, is in ProtewtaniUche Kircheneeitung, ISSS.

pp. 251 sqq.

GASS, gds, JOACHIM CHRISTIAII: German
theologian; b. at Leopoldshagen (a suburh of

Anklam, 47 m. n.w. of Stettin) May 26, 1766;

d. at Breslau Feb. 19, 1831. He began his educa-

tion at the monastic school at Bergen, studied

theology and philosophy at Halle 1785-89, and in

1795 was appointed field chaplain in Borcke's

regiment, and preacher at the garrison at Stettin.

As a theologian he early departed from orthodoxy,

although he endeavored to restore the beautiful

'* individuality " of Christianity, his Beitrage zur

Verbreitung eines religiosen Sinnes in Predigten

(Stettin, 1801) giving evidence of this desire. In

1806 the Napoleonic war took Gass to Halle, where

he met Schleiermacher, who had been his doee

friend for three years, and Steffens. Gass soon

returned to Stettin, but the disbanding of his

regiment in the latter half of 1807, together with

domestic troubles, led him to settle in Berlin,

where he was appointed preacher at the Marien-

kirche. In 1810 he was called to Breslau, where

he remained until his death, officiating as Konsi?-

torialrat and as a member of the church and school

committees of the government of Silesia. When
the University of Frankfort-on-the-Oder was trans-

ferred to Breslau in 1811, Gass was given the

chair of systematic theology. As a theologian,

he was a follower of Schleiermacher, although he did

not absorb the latter's doctrinal idiosyncrasies.

In the beginning of his career as a member of the

Silesian consistory, Gass was in accord with the

highest functionaries, but later he sided with the

opposition. His attitude during the controveraes

regarding union, organization, and ritual may be

gathered partly from his letters to Schleiermacher

and partly from the Jahrbuch des proUstatUischen

Kirchen- und Schulwesens von und fur SchUsien

(2 vols., Breslau. 1818-20), which he edited. Among
his other works the most important are the following:

Ueber den christlichen CuUus (Breslau, 1815); An

meine evangelischen MitbHrger (1823); C/c6er dm
Religionsunterricht in den oberen Klassen der Gym-

nasien (1828); and Ueber den Reichstag xu Speyer

von 1629 (1827). (W. GASsf.)

Bibliography: F. Sohleiennaeher, Briefwechsel mil /. C.

Oa»a, Berlin. 1862; Aua Schleiermaeher'e Leben, in Briefen,

Bertin, 1858. En«. trand.. The Life q^ SdUeiermadier <u

Unfolded in his Autobiography and Letters, Loodoa. 1800.
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GASSEITDI, gas-sen'di, PIERRE: French Ro-
man Catholic philosopher and mathematician; b.

at Champtercier, near Digne (55 m. n.e. of Aix),

Jan. 22, 1592; d. at Paris Oct. 24, 1655. He
was educated at Digne and Aix. At sixteen he was
offered an instructorship in rhetoric at Digne, and
in 1613 he became professor of theology at Aix.

In 1617 he took orders, and was then professor of

philosophy at Aix till 1623, when he resigned his

position for a canonry at Grenoble. In 1633 he be-

came provost of the cathedral at Digne, and in

1645 professor of mathematics at the College

Royal in Paris. Gassendi is kno^Ti chiefly as an
opponent of Descartes, and as the reviver of Epicu-
reanism, which he endeavored to harmonize with
Christianity. He adopted Epicurus's atomistic

physics, his empirical theory of knowledge, his hed-
onistic ethics, and also his view of the freedom
of the will. He held that God created the atoms
and endowed them with certain properties, but
that he also exercises a supervision over them.
Gassendi prepared the way for the empiricism of

Condillac and Locke and occupies an important

I^ace in the history of atomistic philosophy.

Aside from a number of polemical writings against

Descartes, his principal works are, Exerdtationea

paradoxia versus Aristoieles (bk. i., Grenoble, 1624;
bk. ii. The Hague, 1659); De vita morHms et doctrina

Epicuri (Lyons, 1647); InstUutio astronomica

(Paris, 1647); and Syntagma phUosophioB Epicuri
(Lyons, 1849).

Bibuographt: De Camburat, AbrSgS de la vU et du eye-

thiu de Oaeeendi, Bouillon, 1770; C. Jeannel, Oaeaendi
epiriiuaHeie, MontpelUer, 1850. Works on his philosophy
are by: L. Mandon, ib. 1861; P. F. Thomas. Paris, 1889.

CAST, gOst, FREDERICK AUGUSTUS: Ger-
man Reformed; b. at Lancaster, Pa., Oct. 17,

1835. He studied at Franklin and Marshall

CoDege, Lancaster, Pa. (B.A., 1856), and the

Jiercereburg Theological Seminary (1856-57). In
1859 he was ordained, and was pastor at New Hol-
land, Pa., 1859-65 and at Loudon and St. Thomas,
Pa., 1865-67, in addition to being chaplain of the

Forty-fifth Pennsylvania Volunteers from March
to July, 1865. He was principal of the academy
of Franklin and Marshall College 1867-71, as-

sistant professor in the college 1871-72, and tutor

in the theological seminary at Lancaster 1872-74.

Since 1874 he has been professor of Hebrew and
(M Testament theology in the same institution.

6ATAK£R,gat'a-ker,THOMAS: English Puritan;

b. m London Sept. 4, 1574; d. at Rotherhithe (2 m.
8.6. of St. Paul's) July 27, 1654. He studied at St.

John's College, Cambridge, and was appointed to a
fellowship in the newly founded Sidney Sussex
CoOege in 1596. After preaching for a few months
at Everton, near Cambridge, he went to London
in 1600, where he preached occasionally at St. Mar-
tin*8-in-the-Fields and served as tutor in the family
of Sir William Cooke. In 1601 he received the lec-

tureship at Lincoln's Inn, and in 1611 the rectory of

Rotherhithe, which he held till his death. In 1643
he was nominated a member of the Westnodnster
Assembly of Divines, and in 1644 he was put upon
the committee for examining ministers. He had

previously declined the mastership of Trinity College,

Cambridge. In 1645 he was a member of a com-
mittee to select persons to translate the directory of

worship into Welsh, and also of the conmiittee of

seven charged with the preparation of the first draft

of a confession of faith. On Jan. 18, 1649, he signed
the first address against the trial and execution of

the king. In the matter of church government he
advocated a modified episcopacy. Gataker was a
man of minute scholarehip, and his best-known
works are his valuable annotated edition of Marcus
Aurelius (London, 1652), and his commentaries on
Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Lamentations, published in

the Assembly's Annotations (1645, 1651). Other
works are: Of the Nature and Use of Lots (London,

1619); A Discussion of the Popish Doctrine of Tran-
substantiation (1624); A ShoH Catechism (1624);

and Sermons (2 parts, 1637). H. Witsius edited
his Opera critica (2 vob., Utrecht, 1697-98).

Bibuoobapht: Sources are hia own Diecoure Apohg^ieal,
London, 1654; his autobiography in the posthumous
Adverearia Miecelianea^ ib. 1659; and Oray Hayrea
Crovmed trith Orace, a Funeral Sermon teUh Memoir, 1666.
Consult: A. it Wood, Athena Oxonienaee, ed. P. Bliss, iii.

1257, 4 vols., ib. 1813-20; B. Brook, Livee of the Puri-
tan; iii. 200, ib. 1813; D. Neal, HiaL of the Puritane, iii.

451, ib. 1822; A. F. Mitchell, Weetmineler Aeaembly and
Standarde, passim, ib. 1883; DNB. xxi. 60-62.

6AUDEN, gS'den, JOHN: Bishop of Worces-
ter; b. at Mayland (35 m. e.n.e. of London) 1605;

d. at Worcester Sept. 20, 1662. He was educated
at St. John's College, Cambridge (B.A., 1623; M.A.,

1626), and at Wadham College, Oxford (B.D., 1635;

D.D., 1641). In 1640 he became vicar of Chippen-
ham and chaplain to the earl of Warwick, through
whose influence he was nominated to the deanery
of Bocking in 1641. On Nov. 29, 1640, he preached
before the House of Commons. He was a member
of the Westminster Assembly in 1643, but on
accoimt of his conservative views on episcopacy
was soon removed from that body. Although he
opposed the policy of Cromwell and published a
number of books in behalf of the Church of England,
he conformed to Presbyterianism and continued
to hold his preferments throughout the Protector-

ate. At the Restoration in 1660 he was made
chaplain to the king and bishop of Exeter, and in

1662 he was translated to the see of Worcester.

He was a member of the Savoy Conference (q.v.);

and according to Baxter, if all had possessed his

moderation the Episcopalians and Presbyterians

would have been quickly reconciled. Gauden
was probably the author of EikOn Basiliki; the

Portraiture of his Sacred Majesty in his Solitudes

and Sufferings (1648), an ostensible work of Charles

I. that quickly passed through twenty-seven edi-

tions. The book was translated into Latin and was
attacked by Milton in his Eikonoclastes (1649). It

is a defense of the king's conduct and an account

of his misfortunes from 1640 to 1648, interpolated

with prayers and meditations.

Bzblioorapht: Oq the authorship of Eikdn BaeUiki con-

stilt C. Wordsworth, Who Wrote Bucmv j3ao-iAiKi|7 Cam-
bridge, 1824; idem. King Charlee /., Author of Icon Bmei-

Wee, ib. 1828; H. J. Todd, A Letter . . . ooneemino the

Authorahip, 1825. On Gauden eonsult: A. k Wood,
Athena Oxonieneee, ed. P. Bliss, iii. 612-618, 4 vols.,

London. 1813-20; T. Baker, HiaL of CoUaoa of Bt, John,
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ed. J. £. B. Mayor, pp. 266. 678. Cambridge. 1860; G.
Oliver, LiveM of the Bishops of Exeter, pp. 160-151, Lon-
don. 1861; DNB, xxi. 69-72.

6AUDENTIUS: Bishop of Brixia (the present

Brescia); b. probably at Brixia c. 360; d. probably
soon after 410. He was a pupil of Phiiastrius

(q.v.) and may have been consecrated by him. He
was absent on a journey to Jerusalem and Cappado-
cia when Phiiastrius died, and clergy and people
unanimously chose him bishop and asked for his

return. Gaudentius accepted the position reluc-

tantly, entering on his duties about 387. Little is

known of his further activity. With two other

deputies of the Emperor Honorius and of the Ro-
man Bishop Innocent I. he went to Greece to inter-

cede for Chrysostom (q.v.) before the Emperor
Arcadius; the mission was imsuccessful, but Gau-
dentius won Chrysostom's gratitude by his act of

love. Gaudentius must have been still alive in

410, in which year Rufinus dedicated to him his

translation of the Recogniiiones of (Hement.
Gaudentius wrote a number of small treatises,

among them ten sermons on Easter (c. 390), which
are dedicated to a certain Benevolus who was
prevented by sickness from attending service in the

church. The first sermon is addressed to candi-

dates for baptism and treats of the celebration of

Easter on the basis of Ex. xii.; the others were
dehvered before baptized persons. Six of them
treat of Ghrist, the true paschal lamb, and the Lord's

Supper; the eighth and ninth, of the wedding-feast

at Cana and virginity; the tenth, of Easter in par-

ticular and of Sunday in general. With these ten

sermons go eleven addresses on miscellaneous sub-

jects, and two letters. The addresses are plain and
simple and by no means deficient in beautiful

thoughts. Like his contemporaries he shows an in-

clination to allegorical interpretation of Scripture.

(K. LEIMBACHf.)
Bibuoobapht; An excellent edition of the sermonB is by

P. Gagliardi. Padua, 1720, reproduced esaentially in AfPL,
XX. 827-1002. On the Ufe of Gaudentius consult: ASB,
Oct., xi. 687-604; MPL, xx. 791-826; G. Bninati, Leg-
gendario o vile di eanH Breedani, pp. 73-104, Brescia,
1834; J. Nirschl, Lehrbuch der Patr^oois und PairieHk,
ii. 488-493, Mains, 1883.

GAULANITIS, g5"la-ni'tis: A district to the
east of the Sea of Galilee and of the upper Jordan.
According to Eusebius (OnomaaHcoTif 242), the
name is derived from Gaulon, the name of a large

town, the Golan in Bashan of the Old Testament
and the Gaulanaof Josephus (Ant. IV.,vii. 4). The
name is used in Josephus with varying signification.

Sometimes it is the equivalent of Bashan, though
again he sets off from it the regions of Trachonitis

and Batanea, thus restricting it to the district im-
mediately bordering the Sea of Galilee and the
Jordan. The last is the better usage. There is a
division of the district into Upper and Lower
Gaulanitis. The boundaries are only in part dis-

tinguishable. The deep bed and abrupt banks of

the Yarmuk are the fixed natural
Names and southern limits. Equally certain is the

Extent western boundary on the Sea of Galilee

and the Jordan, except that Hippo and
Paneas are not always reckoned as belonging to it.

The northern and eastern limits are imcertain,

except as marked on the north by the foot of Her-

mon. On the southeast the tributaries of the Yar-

muk make a sharp demarcation in the plain, yet

neither the Nahr al-Rukkad nor the Nahr al-Allan

is recognized as the boundary. From the fact

that Saham al-Jaulan was once reckoned to this

district, the boundaries must once have extended

beyond the Nahr al-Allan, eastward, therefore, as

far as the uppercourse of the Yarmuk. In Josephus

(Li/e, 37) the modem Siilam (Seleima in the in-

scriptions; cf. Le Bas and Waddington, Inscrip-

tions, iii. 543) at the foot of Jabal Hauran, and so

the southern part of Batanea or Hauran, belonged to

Gaulanitis, extending the district as far as the

Lejjah, at least as a governmental province.

Herod the Great drew 3,000 Idumeans and 600

Jews from Trachonitis and Batanea to check the

Arab marauders.
The name enters history in the account by Jose-

phus of the campaigns of Alexander Jannseus (102-

76 B.C.), who conquered Golan, Seleuda, and

Gamala from a certain Demetrius. Pompey (63

B.C.) assigned Golan to the province of Syria and
left Hippo free (Ant. XIV., iv. 4; War, I., vii. 7).

Under Augustus the district belonged to Herod
the Great, and after his death it went

History, to the tetrarchy of his son Philip,

while Hippo was a part of the province

of Syria. It belonged to the province of Syria

during the period 34-37 a.d., and was then granted

by Caligula to Agrippa I. (Ant. XVIIL, vi. 10),

after whose death (44 a.d.) it was included in the

general control of Palestine until in the year 53 it was

granted by Claudius to Agrippa II., whose death

caused it to return to the government of Syria.

Hippo lay at an elevation of 1,500 feet above

the Sea of Galilee. The Talmud gives the Aramaic

name as Susita, the Susiyah of the Arabic geogra-

phers, where are extensive ruins half an hour west

of Fik in the lower Jaulan, Fik being the old Aphek,

not far from Hippo (Eusebius, Onomasticon, 219,

91). The site of Hippo, however, lies one hour

west of Fik. The inhabitants were largely Greeks.

According to Josephus (Life, 9), the district bdong-
ing to the city was so extensive that it bordered upon

the districts belonging to Gadara, Scythopolis, and

Tiberias. About four miles to the north, on the

bank of the Wadi al-Samak are some ruins, inclu-

ding the remains of a wall and a tower, called by the

Arabs al-Sur (connected with kursi, '* a seat ").

recognized by many scholars as the site of the city

of the Gerasenes, Gergesenes, or Gadarenes of Matt,

viii. 28 sqq., Mark v. 1 sqq., and Luke viii. 26 sqq.

(see Gbrabenes). The investigations of W. .\.

Neumann in the region lead him to see in Jabal

Kurein Jaradi, the name of a hill to the north, the

traces of the old place-name, which he would read

Gerada, not Gadara. Not far from the entrance of

the Jordan into the sea lay the fishing

Principal village Bethsaida, built by Herod

Cities. Philip into a city and named Julias in

honor of Julia, daughter of Augustiis.

Pliny (Hist, not., V., xv. 71) locates it on the east

coast. The fishing village is best placed at al-Araj,

immediately on the sea, where the fishermen still

land and dry their nets. Possibly the city if to
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be located at al-Tell, where the Arabs have their

winter huts. Leading New Testament references

to the place are Mark vi. 30-44; cf. Luke ix. 10 sqq.;

Mark viii. 22; John i. 44, xii. 21. The question of a
second Bethsaida in Galilee is to be decided in the

negative, since that province was often regarded as

extending eastward of the Sea of Galilee. The
residents of Bethsaida were Jews. According to

Mark viii. 27, Jesus led his disciples from Bethsaida

to the villages of Csesarea Philippi, on which journey
Pfeter made his celebrated confession (verse 29).

Csesarea Philippi lay in the district of Paneas (Ba-

nias), named from Pan and the celebrated grotto of

the source of the Jordan (Eusebius, Hist, eccl.,

viL 17) Near this grotto Herod the Great erected

a splendid temple, about which his son Philip built

a dty which he named Cffisarea after the emperor

(Joeephus, Ant. XVIII., ii. 1). Agrippa II. ex-

tended it and renamed it Neronias after Nero, a

name which did not adhere, since Csesarea Philippi,

or Cssarea Paneas, or Paneas is the usual designa-

tion. It was a favorite resort of Vespasian and Titus

for rest from the exertions of war. The population

was prevailingly heathen. Of the places inland

from the sea little is known. The ruins now called

Selukiyah doubtless mark Seleucia. The situation

of the strong fortress of Gamala can not be certainly

identified. Since Kalat al-Hozn has been given up,

the village Jamli is regarded as a probable site,

located by Schumacher on the east bank of the

gorge of the Nahr al-Rukkad. Furrer and Van
KaSeren place it on the Tell al-Ahdeib or Ras al-Hal,

between Jamli and the Rukkad. The conjunction

of the ruins and the present name (Jamli) makes
this identification probable. The place was con-

quered by Alexander Jannaeus (Joeephus, Ant. XIII.,

XV. 3), and by the Romans imder Vespasian after

a a^e of a month (Josephus, Wars, IV., i. 1 sqq.).

Gamala was the center of a toparchy. Another

Gamala mentioned in Ant. XVIII., v. 1 is perhaps the

Jamli discovered by Schumacher in Ajlun. The
Bathyra built by Herod the Great is probably the

mod^ Bait Ari, south from Jamli. See Tracho-
HmS. (H. GUTHE.)

Bibuoobapbt: [G. A. Smith, HUtorical Geography of the Holy
Land, London. 1897; U. J. Seetxen, Reuen, vols, i., iv..

Bolin, 1854-50; J. G. Wetsatein. Reiteberichl iiber Hau-
ran, Berlin, 1860; idem, D<u baianAiache Guheloebirge,

Leipsic. 1884; A. Neubauer, La Oiographie du Talmud,

Paris, 1868; P. Le Baa and W. H. Waddington, Inacrip'

tiant ffrecqueM ei loHnea, vol. iii.. Paris, 1870; C. R. Conder
and H. H. Kitchener. Survey at Wettern Palestine, Mem-
mn, vol. i.. London. 1881, S. Merrill, Eaet of the Jordan,

ib. 1881; W. M. Thomson, Land and Book, Central Palea-

Une. ib. 1883; G. Schumacher. Acroea the Jordan, ib. 1886;

idem. The Javlan, ib. 1888; P. de Lagarde, Onomaatica
aacra, G5ttingen, 1887; W. A. Neumann, Qum Dacheradi,

Freiburg. 1894; F. Buhl. Qeographie dea alien PalOatina,

Freiburg. 1896; SchQrer. Oeachichte, i. 427. ii. 4, 12-13,

Eog. transL. L ii. 12. IL i. 2-4.

GAUSSEN, g6"san', ETJENNE: French Protes-

tant; b. at Ntmes at the beginning of the seven-

te^th century; d. at Saumur (100 m. s.w. of Or-
leans) 1675. He became professor of philosophy

in the academy at Saumur in 1651 and in 1665

professor of theology. He was rector of the acad-

emy in 1667. The school of Saumur represented

at that time a more liberal conception of French
Protestantifim than did the schools of S^dan and

Montauban; and Gaussen contributed much to

propagate this conception. His works were highly

rated by his contemporaries, and up to the middle
of the eighteenth century they were frequently

reprinted, both in Holland and Germany. To be
mentioned particularly are : De consensu gratiw

cum natura (Saumur, 1659); De verbo dei (1665); and
Quaituor dissertatianes iheologiccs (1670), including

De ratione studii theologicif De natura theologia,

de ratione concumandi^ and De utilitate philosophic

ad theologiam, forming, according to Bayle, the best

manual of the time for the study of theology.

Biblioobapht: E. and £. Haag. La France proteatante, ed.
H. L. Bordier, vol. v., Paris, 1886; Bulletin du proteatan^

tiame francaia, i. 311. ii. 158. 327; LiohtenbervBr, E8R,
V. 441-442.

GAUSSEN, FRAirgOIS SAMUEL ROBERT
LOUIS: Swiss clergyman; b. at Cveneva Aug. 25,

1790; d. there June 18, 1863. Two years after

completing his studies at the university of his

native city (1814), he was appointed minister at

Satigny, near Geneva, where he succeeded Oellerier,

one of the few members of the Swiss clergy who
clung to orthodoxy, and who exercised a profoimd
influence on the formation of Gaussen's theological

convictions. The period was almost contempo-
raneous with the dawn of the religious revival in

French Switzerland. This awakening resulted in

the issuance of an order (May 7, 1817) by the
V^irable compagnie des pasteurs, practically pro-

hibiting the preaching of certain important
doctrines of divinity. Gaussen and Gellerier pro-

tested against this ruling in 1819, chiefly by re-

publishing the new French edition of the Helvetic

Confession, to which they added a preface in which
they declared that a Ghureh must have a declaration

of faith, and that the Second Helvetic Confession

correctly voiced their personal convictions. In the

meantime Gaussen pursued his clerical duties in

Satigny, besides holding religious meetings in his

own home, as well as in his mother's house in

Geneva, striving to revivify the national chureh,

but not advocating separation from it. At Geneva,
which gradually became the center of his activity,

Gaussen founded a missionary society, which held

meetings, first in private houses and later in the

church. In 1828, through the intervention of the

Vin&rable compagnie^ certain new members were

elected to its conunittee whom Gaussen considered

heterodox in their views, and he therefore with-

drew from the society. This conflict with the clergy

of Geneva was the precursor of frequent storms

which influenced his future career. Calvin's cate-

chism had long been used as a basis for the in-

struction of the young, but the VM&able compagnie

now substituted another in its stead, and ordered

Gaussen to use it. He tried to do so, but found it

unsatisfactory and laid it aside. The clergy of Ge-

neva lodged a complaint against him, and after a

lengthy dispute he was finally censured by the

compagnie^ and deprived of his right to take part in

its meetings for a period of one year (cf . lAttres de

Mr. le Pasteur Oaussen A la vin^ohU compagnie des

pasteurs de Genh)e, 1831; and Expose historique des

discussions dev^ entre la compagnie des pasteurs de

Genhje et Mr. Oaussen, 1831) With his friendB,
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Merle d'Aubign^ and Galland, Gaussen now founded
an '' Evangelical Society " to distribute Bibles and
tracts, and to interest the public in missionary

work among the heathen. Shortly afterward the

Evangelical Society decided to found a school for

the dissemination of EvangeUcal teachings, and this

resolve was imparted to the state councilor of Ge-
neva, as well as to the churches, in circular letters

signed by Galland, Meiie d'Aubign6, and Gaussen.

Gaussen was accordingly deposed by the consistory

on Sept. 30, 1831, while his two colleagues were

suspended. For a long time he traveled through
Italy and England, awakening strong sympathy
for his cause in the latter country, but viewing the

Roman CathoHc Church with extreme disfavor.

In 1834 he returned to Geneva, and accepted the

chair of dogmatics at the newly established theo-

logical school. He inclined strictly toward Re-
formed Orthodoxy, and deviated from its doctrines

only with regard to his theory of predestination, ac-

cepting the teaching of election by grace but deny-
ing supralapsarianism. Three points of Evangelical

theology were especially treated by Gaussen: the

divinity of Christ, the prophecies, and the divine au-

thority of Holy Scripture. In his Th^opneustie (Ge-

neva, 1840; Eng. transL, Theopneustia ; the plenary

Inepiration of ike Holy Scripturee, London, 1841) he
maintained that all passages in the Old and New
Testaments were verbally inspired, but his theory

of inspiration was attacked by members of his own
theological school, and later also by Edmund
Scherer, and he accordingly wrote, in vindication,

Le Canon dee Sainies EcrUures au double point de rue

de la science etdelafoi (Lausanne, 1860; Eng transl.,

Canon of the Holy Scrtpturee ae Viewed Through
Science and Faith, London, 1862). He was also

the author of numerous other works, including

Legona sur Daniel (3 vols., uncompleted, 1861; Eng.
transl., The Prophet Daniel Explained, 1873-74),

consisting of several of his catechetical lectures on
Daniel; and of Lea premiers chapitrea de VExode, and
Le prophkte Jonas (the latter two published pos-

thumously). His works enjoyed a wide circulation

both in England and in France. (E. BARDEf.)

Biblioorapht: H. von der Golt>, Die reformierU Kirche
Genu im 19. Jahrhundert, pp. 103, 289, 467, Basel, 1862;

Liohtenberser. ESR, . 442-443.

GAUTAMA. See Buddhism.

GAUTIER, g5"ty6% CHARLES LUCIEN: Swiss

Reformed; b. at Cologny (2 m. n.e. of Geneva),

Switzerland, Aug. 17, 1850. He studied in Geneva
(B.Lit., 1867; B. Th4ol., 1874), TObmgen, and Leip-

8ic (Ph.D., 1877), and was professor of Old Testa-

ment exegesis and theology at Lausanne (Free

Church of the Canton of Vaud) from 1877 to 1898,

when he retired as honorary professor. He was
president of the synod of the Free Church of the

Canton of Vaud m 1885, 1886, 1891, and 1892.

In theology he is Evangelical in his sympathies,

although not an enemy of the critical school.

He has written Le Sacerdoce dans VAncien Testor

meat (Geneva, 1874); Ad-Dourra al-Fdkhira, la

perle pricieuse de Ghazali : traits d*eschatologie

musiUmane (1878); La Mission du prophtte Ez^chid

(Lausanne, 1891); Au delddu Jourdain (Geneva,

1895); Souvenirs de Terre-Sainte (Lausanne, 1898);

Vocations des prophbtes (1901); AtUour de la Mer
Morte (Geneva, 1901); and Introduction d VAncien

Testament (2 vols., Lausanne, 1906).

6AVAZZI, gd-vat'si, ALESSAKDRO: One of

the founders of the " Free Church of Italy " (se*

Italy); b. at Bologna Mar. 21, 1809; d. at Rome
Jan. 9, 1889. He entered the Order of Bamabites
in 1825, and four years later became professor of

rhetoric at Naples. His radical views soon at-

tracted unfavorable notice, and in 1840 he was trans-

ferred to a subordinate position in the States of the

Church. He welcomed the election of Pius DC. and

enthusiastically supported the Hberal movement
which marked the beginning of the new regime.

Appointed chaplain of the Roman troops sent to

Lombardy, he assisted in inciting resistance to

Austria, but was arrested at Vicensa and confined at

Ck)meto imtil released by the inhabitants of Viterbo.

The change in the papal pohcy, however, filled him

with hatred of the pope, and on the capture of

Rome and the reinstatement of Pius in 1849, he

fled to England and renounced his faith. He then

became pastor of a Protestant Italian congr^ation

in London, and lectured in En^and, Scotland, and

Ireland against his former religion. In 1860 he

joined the army of Garibaldi as a chaplain, and

after the establishment of the kingdom of Italy re-

sided in Rome, where in 1877 he started a theologi-

cal seminary for the " Free Church," of which he

was the principal founder (see Italy), and

officiated as professor of dogmatics, apologetics, and

polemics. Among his numerous works special

mention may be made of the following: Memoirs

(London, 1851); Orations (1851); Lectures in New
York (New York, 1853); RecolUctions of the Last

Four Popes (London, 1858); Records of Two Yean'

Christian Work in Italy (1865); La Bibbia regola

di fede degli evangelici (Florence, 1868); Dei Can-

cili ecumenici (1869); No Union with Rome
(London, 1871); and The Priest in Absolution

(1877).

Biblioorapht: O. M. Campaoella and O. B. NiooUni, Bi-

ography of Father Oavazti, New York, 1853 (prefixed to

the Lecturee); J. W. King, Aleeeandro Gavam: a Bioo^

raphy, London, 1860.

6EBAL ("Mountain"): 1. A Phenician city of

seamen and merchants engaged in the Mediterranean

trade, mentioned Ezek. xxvii. 9 and perhaps re-

ferred to in Josh. xiii. 5; 1 Kings v. 18. The name
is preserved in the modem Jibeil, about 20 m. n. of

Beirut. Its Assyrian name was Gubal or Gubla; the

Greeks called it Byblos. The Egyptians knew it

before 1500 B.C. as a center of religious life and liter-

ature, it figures in the Amama Tablets (q.v.), impor-

tant inscriptions have been found there, and it was

the home of Philo Herenius, who transmitted the

fragments of Sanchuniathon's " History." Tlie

modem place is near the shore; probably the older

city was on a spur of the mountains, farther in-

land.

2. A district named in the Bible only in the late

Ps. Ixxxiii. 7 in connection withEdom, the Ishmael-

ites, Moab, Ammon, and the Amalekites, whose

home was toward the south or southeast of the
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Dead Sea, therefore to be located in that region.

It is doubtless the modern Jibal of the Arabs, the

district located by Josephua {Ant. II., i. 2, IX., ix. 1

)

as near Petra, and by Arabian geographers as the

northern part of the region east of the Wadi al-

Arabah (the depression south of the Dead Sea).

(H. GUTHE.)

Bibuoobapht: DB, ii. 117; EB, ii. 1653-55. On 1, oon-
lolt: W. H. Mailer. Anen und Europa, pp. 185 sqq.,

Leipac 1893; E. Renan, MiaHon de PfUnicie, pp. 174

•Oq., Paris, 1864; H. Winckler. in KeiUdurifUiche Bib-
Uod^ek, vol. .. Berlin, 1896. On 2. consult: Robinson,
Reaeardies, ii. 154; Guy le Strange, Paleatine under the

Mo»lem$, London, 1890; F. Buhl, GeachichU der Edomv-
Ur, Leapaic. 1893.

GEBHARD IL AJXD THE COUNTERREFORMA-
HON IN THE LOWER RHINE

LANDS.
Protestants in the Lower Rhine Lands (§ 1).

Bavarian Intrigues in Lower Germany (§ 2).

Gebhard II ($ 3).

Gebhard's DownfaU (S 4).

} of the Ck>unterrefonnation (i 5).

The Reformation nowhere completely permeated
the Lower Rhenish districts. Small congregations,

it is true, struggled here and there for a modest
existence, and a part of the nobihty app)eared to

indine toward the new doctrines; but the new
movement was not supported by the towns. In

both of the most powerful imperial

I. Protes- cities of these regions, Cologne and
tants in Aachen, the Roman preponderance

the Lo^er in councils and civic life remained un-
Rhine impaired. But from 1570 onward, the

Lands, disturbances in the Netherlands hav-
ing driven countless refugees into the

nei^boring districts of the Lower Rhine, quite a
number of Reformed congregations became estab-

lished in the duchy of Juhers and Cleves, and in the

electorate and city of Cologne. Wesel came to be
a center for the new propaganda. At Aachen the
Protestants began to contend, after 1574, for the rule

of the city. Indeed as early as 1571 there came into

effect a firm organization of all these '' Netherland-
ish "congregations, which drew to themselves many
of the native Protestants. In spite of sp)oradic action

on the part of the authorities, the congregations
were tacitly tolerated, in the main, a contributory
factor to this end in the city of Cologne being re-

gard for mercantile relations with the Netherlands;
while at the court of Juliers a Protestant party
even endeavored to gain a legislative influence over
the infirm and vacillating Duke WiUiam IV.

If therefore the Reformation had nowhere gained
the supremacy in these districts, and had not even
attained to a position of security, nevertheless,

toward the close of the decade 1570-80, Protestantw

were everywhere to be found, and no Counterref-

oraiation tendency was then active. The Jesuits

had begim their activity in Cologne soon after their

society was foimded, and made that point a center
of their missionary and literary enterprises in the

rest of Germany; but their efforts in Cologne it-

self never accomplished anything assured and
fruitful. They were thwarted by lack of support
from the political authorities ; the electors showed
DO interest in the society, and the city council, the

clergy, and the university put obstacles in its course.

The victory that was eventually achieved at this

place by the Counterreformation was owing to the

pressure of ahen dynastic interests, and the chief

part in tliis result for the Roman cause was played

by Bavarian statecraft.

Duke Albert V. of Bavaria had destined his third

son, Ernest (b. 1554), for the clerical vocation; in

1565 he became a canon at Salzburg, and soon after-

ward at Cologne, Treves, and Wiirzburg as well;

in the autumn of 1565 he likewise became bishop of

Freising. Albert's wishes no doubt centered upon
the neighboring archdiocese of Salz-

2. Bavarian burg; but in 1569, when Elector

Intrigues Salentin of Cologne incurred difficul-

in Lower ties with the curia for non-recognition

Germany, of the Council of Trent and was con-

templating resignation, Ernest was pro-

posed by his father, who had the support of the

Spanish government at Bnissels, as Salentin's suc-

cessor. At the imperial diet at Speyer, in 1570,

the negotiations with Salentin were so far advanced
that Ernest went to Cologne in November, and served
his first residence there as canon till May, 1571,

such being the prehminary condition in the line

of election. Salentin's resignation, however, was
deferred, and in 1573 he actually submitted to the

Council of Trent, and was thereupon confirmed by
the curia as archbishop, foregoing the priestly con-

secration. In 1577, after the Bavarian court had
failed in an attempt to secure Mdnster for Ernest,

efiforts looking to Cologne were resumed and
prosecuted more zealously than before. Moreover,

the support of the curia now heightened the hope
of some practical result. Duke Ernest, who for a
time, in 1572, had weU-nigh thwarted all his father's

plans by a suddenly outcropping disinchnation to-

ward the spiritual vocation, was sent to Rome in

the spring of 1574, for a sojourn of nearly two years,

by way of reward for submitting to his father's

will. At Rome he won the particular good-will of

the pope, so that Gregory XIII. resolved to support,

with aU his might, Ernest's installation as coadjutor

to Salentin; in fact, the advancement of Bavarian
family interests appeared to be the only possible

way of recovering a more secure standing for the

Roman CathoUc Church in Lower Germany. The
status which had been gained in 1573 by the elec-

tion of Ernest as bishop of the small see of Hildes-

heim could not as yet, by itself alone, afford a very

trustworthy base of support.

But against the common plans of Salentin, the

curia, and the Bavarian court, opposition manifested

itself on the side of the chapter at Cologne; when,
in 1577, Salentin resigned, Ernest was defeated,

at the new election, by Gebhard Truchsess, who was
elected by the Protestants and the lukewarm
Catholics of the chapter. Duke Albert, as well as

the papal nuncio Portia, protested against the

election; but as both the emperor and the electors

espoused Gehbard's cause, and as he passed for a

good Catholic, receiving priestly consecration in

Mar., 1578, and swearing to the Council of Trent,

the curia disregarded the Bavarian protest and in

Mar., 1580, confirmed the election. By that time

Duke Albert had died, and his successor, William
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v., was ready to come to tenns. Ernest received

some compensation, in 1581, by obtaining the rich

diocese of Li^.
Gebhard (b. at the Waldburg, 5 m. e.s.e. of

Ravensburg, in Swabia, Nov. 10, 1547; d. at Stras-

burg May 21, 1601) descended from the old Swa-
bian family of the Truchsesses of Waldburg; his

father was Imperial Councilor Wilhelm Truchsess;

his imcle, Cardinal Otto of Augsburg. A careful

education had fallen to his portion, as even at an
early age he was destined for the spir-

3. Geb- itual vocation. He attended, so the

hard U. accepted report has it, the universities

of Dillingen, Ingolstadt, and (longest)

Louvain; then terminated his studies ^ith a sojourn

in Italy, 1567. His spiritual career began in 1560

with the acquisition of a prebendary position at

Augsburg; in 1561 he became canon at Cologne;

capitular at Strasburg in 1567; and capitular at

Cologne in 1568, in place of the newly elected

elector Salentin. From data of the year 1569 it is

known that Gebhard led a scandalous life at Augs-
burg, and by request of Cardinal Otto, Duke Albert

V. interposed with exhortations which appear to

have occasioned some improvement. In 1574

Gebhard became dean of the cathedral at Stras-

burg; in 1576, by papal nomination, provost of the

cathedral at Augsburg. At all events, his ecclesi-

astical behavior must have been dear of suspicious

imputations, and the curia was ready to confirm

his election as elector of Cologne.

A personal matter drew the elector, some years

after his election, into the ecclesiastical strife, and
gave new life to the Bavarian hopes. Gebhard,
about 1580, had formed a liaison with Coimtess

Agnes of Mansfeld, a canoness of the cloister at

Gerresheim. Under the insistencies of the dishon-

ored woman's relatives, Gebhard resolved on
marriage. Originally, no doubt, he meant to re-

sign his office and renoimce the spiritual career;

but the same friends who had been active in secur-

ing his election now induced him to retain the

archiepiscopal position despite his marriage. After

somewhat prolonged, though not, indeed, by any
means satisfactory preliminaries, and after formal

conclusion thereof in the city of Bonn, which, for

that matter, was anything but unanimously in

accord with him, the elector publicly announced,

in Dec, 1582, and in Jan., 1583, that he licensed

the exercise of both confessions in the archdiocese,

the old as well as the new; and that he himself

intended to adopt the Augsburg Confession, to

remain archbishop, and to marry. Gebhard 's

short-sightedness betrays itself in the fact that on
publicly declaring his purpose he still had no assur-

ance that he had sufficient support in the arch-

diocese, or that he would receive encouragement
from the German Protestants or from Orange
and the States-General. Up to that time, only the

counts of Wetterau and Palgrave John Casimir

had showed themselves ready to help. In case a
general Protestant support were lacking—and this

was just what happened, thanks to the mistaken

policy of Elector Augustus of Saxony—the unsuc-

cessful issue of this attempt toward religious free-

dom was inevitable from the outaet.

Even before Gebhard had publicly announced his

purposes, his adversaries were stirring (from the

autumn of 1582); the cathedral chapter at Cologne,

opposing on both ecclesiastical and personal groimds

the secularization of the archdiocese, devised meas-

ures of resistance, and formed an alliance with the

governor-general of the Netherlands,

4. Geb- Alexander of Parma; moreover the ter-

hard's ritorial estates of the diocese declared

DownfalL themselves against Gebhard 's project

The most influential member of the

chapter, the suffragan bishop, Duke Frederick of

Saxe-Lauenburg, even began, on his own re^wnsi-

bility, open war against the innovation. The dty
of Cologne arrayed itself against the elector; tb«

Emperor charged him to desist; and the curia

instituted canonical procedure against all apostates.

In Apr. 1583, Gebhard was exconmiunicated and

deposed from his rank. Bavarian statecraft now
began to stir anew, and the curia, no less than

Gebhard 's antagonists in the chapter at Cologne,

accepted Duke Ernest as their sole possible can-

didate. He had appeared in Cologne at the be-

ginning of March, and at the new election, duly

appointed \mder date of May 23, he was unani-

mously elected archbishop. Ernest and Gebhard

now confronted each other as champions of differ-

ent principles no less than as exponents of personal

interests; nor was Gebhard disposed to recede.

Promptly after his election, Ernest, supported by

his brother Duke William V., by the Spani^
Government at Brussels, and by the curia, collected

an army; his elder brother, Duke Ferdinand of

Bavaria, was appointed commander-in-chief, in the

summer of 1583; and Spanish regiments were

furthermore in readiness to cooperate, since it would

be a new menace to the shattered Spanish dominion

in the Netherlands if the electorate of Cologne

fell into Protestant hands. Gebhard '5 military

forces were quite unequal to this opposition.

Among the archdiocesan subjects, only the estates

of the duchy of Westphalia had declared in his

favor; in the Rhenish districts of the electorate,

Gebhard, at the begiiming of the war, had only

a few secure points in his hand (Boim, Bedbur,

Berk, and Uerdingen); in the southern portion of the

diocese, his brother Karl Truchsess fought on his

side and in the north his most capable partizan,

Coimt Adolphus of Neuenar, but both with meager

commands. Palgrave John Casimir, to be sure, the

sole Protestant prince who attempted to furnish

real assistance, marched up to his support with

seven thousand men in the summer of 1583; but

his army, unfit to begin with, and by no means well

handled under his own leadership, was well-nigh

ready to disband after two months of fruitless

maneuvering on the right bank of the Rhine, and

in consequence of a shortage of pay. In October

John Casimir was recalled from the seat of war to

Heidelberg, to assume the regency on occasion of

the death of his brother. Elector Louis. The ban

of the Empire, threatened by the emperor, con-

tributed to the collapse of this auxiliary service.

Negotiations with the States-General leading to no

result, Gebhard was left to his own resources for

facing the much stronger adversary. In apite of
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this, half a year elapsed before the new elector's

preponderating power achieved its purpose; first

in the archdiocese, then also in Westphalia, one
city and one castle after another slowly succumbed.
G^hardsou^t refuge in the Netlieriands, and finally

died at Strasburg in 1601. The battle over the

electoral dignity and religious freedom was decided
from 1584; by admission to the electoral college

early in 1585, Ernest won for himself the legal

rect^^tion of the Empire.
Gebhard was impelled by no great idea, nor could

he claim through virile activity the title to high

striving ambition. He meant well, both at the

outset as Roman Catholic and later as Protestant,

but was wanting in depth and tenacity. HisAictori-

ous adversaxy, personally, was not at all his superior.

Ernest had pretty nearly the same good and evil

traits, and lived a spiritual life just as Httle as his

predecessor; " he is a great sinner, but you must
cut your cloth to the figure," was the papal nuncio's

remark of him. Again, Ernest's personality was
almost indifferent as regards the result; he was
carried to his position by the rising tide of the

Counterreformation. Over Gebhard, who stood
alone, the victory was the curia's, Bavaria's, and
Spain's.

Now that the political task was accomplished..

the ecclesiastical forces of the Counterreformation
began to exert themselves; the Jesuits and the

papal nuncios proceeded to invest their field.

In the Rhenish districts of the diocese and in West-
phalia, Protestantism was combated energeticaUy;

by the acquisition of MUnster, where Ernest was
elected in 1585, and by the induction,

5* Progress under Bavarian influence, of trust-

of the worthy Roman CathoHcs into the epis-

Counter- copal sees of OsnabrUck, Paderbom,
lefonnstioiL and Minden, the possibihty of a consofi-

dated Roman Cathohc Northwestern
Germany appeared to be once again in the course of

realization. However, the Protestant congrega-
tions everywhere struggled obstinately for their

existence; in spite of all repression, they continu-

ally increased in Cologne toward the close of the

sixteenth century; while the greatest obstacles to a
complete reaction in the electorate at large inhered
in the elector's personality. His worldly inchna-
tions were so little amenable to the desires of the

curia that even by 1588 the papal nuncio agitated

the plan of a coadjutorship. When the adminis-

tration and the finances feU into worse and worse
decline, and the elector by his ardor for the chase
and his worldly dress, his evasion of the command-
ments of the Church, and his frivolous life caused
sharper and sharper vexation, the installation of a
coadjutor was prosecuted with earnestness. In
Apr., 1595, with the elector's consent, his nephew
Diike Ferdinand of Bavaria was elected to that

office. The liquidation of accumulated debts was
now undertaken, and a visitation, with ecclesias-

tical reforms, of the entire archdiocese was ac-

complished.

But even though the electorate of Cologne and the

neighboring episcopal provinces were securely

aimexed onoe more to the Roman Church, the at-

tempt again to subject to the Roman Church the

entire Northwest of Germany did not succeed;

for not only did the Netherland provinces, vic-

torious in their battle with Spain, form a strong

Protestant counterpoise, but also in the JuUers-

Cleves districts, the Protestant congregations main-
tained themselves notwithstanding limitations;

indeed, they continually increased, insomuch that

in Cleves and in the Mark they actually held the

preponderance, and in 1609, when Brandenburg
and Pfalz-Neuburg assumed possession of the

territories of the house of Juliers, the time of com-
plete liberty was at hand for them.

Waltkb Goetz.
Bibuoorapht: L. Ennen, OeMchichU <Ur Stadt Kdln, vol.

v.. Ck>logae, 1880; M. Lossen, Der kdlniache Krieg. Gotha,
1882; M. Pbilippaon, La Contre-RivoluHon reliffieu9e au
xvi, aitcle, Brussels, 1884; L. Keller, Die Qegenreforma^
Hon in Weatfalen^ vol. ii., Leipsic, 1887; UDkel, in Hia-
toritchet Jahrbuch, vols, viii., x., Munich. 1887, 1889; J.

Hansen, NunUtxiurberichU au9 DeuUehland, vol. iii., parts
1-2, Gotha, 1802-94; idem, Rheiniache Akten zur Ge-
•ehidUe det JentUenordena, 164£-8g, ib. 1896; G. Wolf.
Au9 Kurkdln im 16, Jahrhundai, Berlin, 1905.

6EBHARDT, OSKAR LEOPOLD VON: Ger-
man Lutheran; b. at Wesenberg (150 m. s.e. of St.

Petersburg) June 22, 1844; d. at Leipsic May
10, 1906. He studied at Dorpat. Tubingen, Gdtt-

ingen, and Leipsic and was assistant in the

library of Leipsic University 1875-76, custodian and
sublibrarian of the University of Halle 1876-80,

librarian of the University of Gdttingen 1880-84.

Ubrarian of the Royal Library, Berlin, 1884-91, and
divisional director of the same institution 1891-93.

From 1893 until his death he was director of the

Ubrary of the University of Leipsic. He wrote or

edited Gnscus Venetus (Leipsic, 1876); Patrum
AposUdicorum opera (3 vols., 1875-77, in collab-

oration with A. Hamack and T. Zahn; editio

minor, 1877); Evangeliorum codex Grcecus pur-

puretis Roeeaneneis (1880; in collaboration with A.

Hamack); Daa Neue Testament griechisch nach
Tischendorfa leUer Recension und derdsch nach dem
revidierten Lulfiertext (1881); Novum Testamen-

turn Greece, recensionis Tischendorfiance idiimcB

textus cum Tregellesiano et WescoUiano-Hortiano
collatus (1881); The Miniatures of the Ashbumam
Pentateuch (London, 1883); and Acta martyrum
selecta (Berlin, 1902). He was likewise the editor

of the eleventh to the sixteenth edition of W.
TheOe's Novum Testamentum GroBce (Leipsic, 1875-

1900), while with A. Hamack he estabUshed and
edited the valuable Texte und Untersuchungen

zur Geschichte der allchristlichen Literatur (1882

sqq.), to which he himself contributed a number of

monographs.
Bibuogbapht: A memorial sketch ia found in the ZentraU

blaU far Biblioth€k9tDe»en, Jime. 1906.

GEDALIAH, ged'^a-loi'd: Son of Ahikam and
grandson of Shaphan, and protector of Jeremiah

from the people who sought to kill him because of

his pred'ctions against Jerusalem (Jer. xl. 5-8, xliii.

6). He was appointed by Nebuchadrezzar governor

of Judea after the fall of Jerusalem, in accordance

with the custom of Eastern monarchs to leave the

government of subjected lands in charge of dis-

tinguished individuals of the conquered races.

The selection of Gedaliah for this position may have
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been determined by his attitude toward the rebel-

lion, which made him appear trustworthy to the

Babylonian overlord. It may have been through

Gedaliah that Nebuchadrezzar gave directions for

the protection of the prophet (Jer. xxxix. 11 sqq.),

and that he was released from bonds and given his

full liberty by Nebuzaradan, the Babylonian gen-

eral (Jer. xl. 1-6). Gedaliah fixed his residence at

Mizpah, whither Jeremiah came, and also the

representatives of the Jewish insiu'gents in order to

get advice of Gedaliah. His counsel was to live

quietly, since then they would be immolested by
the Babylonians. The result was that the Jews
who had been fugitives among the neighboring

peoples returned and placed themselves under
Gedaliah 's protection, and the nucleus of a new
Jewish nation was gathered. But there was an
element in the population which regarded sub-

jection and even a peaceful life under the Chaldeans
as disgraceful, and these were led by Ishmael, one of

the princes royal. He was prompted by Baalis,

king of Ammon, to kill Gedaliah. The governor
was warned of the plot by a certain Johanan, who
offered to forestall its execution by the assassina-

tion of Ishmael. Gedaliah regarded the informa-
tion as a slander and rejected the offer. Three
months after the fall of the city, Ishmael with ten

companions visited GedaHah, was entertained by
him, and then slew him and the Jews and Chaldeans
who were of his company (Jer. xli. 1-3). Ishmael
slew also on the second day after a number of men
from Shecliem, Shiloh, and Samaria who were
bringing gifts for the Temple, carried off as prisoners

the residents of Mizpah, and started on his journey
to Ammon. He was confronted on the way by
Johanan with a strong foree, and was compelled
to abandon his prisoners and escape with a small

band to the Ammonites. (W. Lotz.)

Bibuoorapry: The works on the history of the period
mentioned under Ahab; and Israel, Uistort op, espe-
cially Stade. i. 606-700, Kittel, p. 33, and Kent. The Divi-
ded Kinodom.

GEDDES, ged'ez, ALEXANDER: Scottish Ro-
man Cathohc; b. near Rathven (50 m. n.w. of

Aberdeen), Banffshire, Sept. 14, 1737; d. in Lon-
don Feb. 26, 1802. He studied at the Roman
Catholic seminary at Scalan (1751-58) and at the

Scotch College in Paris (1758-64). On his re-

turn to Scotland he officiated as priest in the region

of Angus. In 1765 he became chaplain to the earl

of Traquair, and in 1769 pastor of the Roman
Catholic congregation at Auchinhalrig, but was
deprived of his charge in 1779 for attending a
Presbyterian service. In 1780 he settled in London,
where he devoted himself almost entirely to author-

ship, preaching only occasionally. He pubhshed
several volumes of verse, including a translation of

the first book of Homer's Iliad (London, 1792),

but his chief works are his translation of the Old
Testament (2 vols., London, 1792-97), complete
through Chronicles; and his Critical Remarks on
the Hebrew Scriptures (1800). He adopted the

German method of rationalizing the Biblical narra-

tive, thereby incurring the displeasure of both
Protestants and Roman Catholics. In 1800 he

was suspended from all ecclesiastical functions, and

his translation of the Bible was prohibited to the

faithful. His unfinished translation of the Psalms

was edited by John Disney and Charies Butler

and completed from Geddes' corrections in Bishop

WUson's Bible (London, 1807). When Geddes

died, mass was prohibited over his remains. It was

his misfortune to be in advance of his time, and

he lacked tact in presenting his views; in some

points he anticipated modem scholarship, and many
of his critical remarks are excellent.

BiBUoaRAPHT: J. M. Good. Memoin of hia Life and Wri-

Unge, London, 1803: T. K. Cheyne. Founden of Old Te»-

tamerU CriHdem^ pp. 4-11, New York, 18Q3; C. A. Brias.
Study of Holy Scripture, p. 282, New York. 1899, DNB,
xxi. 98-101 (where scattered notices are indicated).

GEDDESy JElfinr: According to the popular

story, a Scottish " herb-woman " who instigated a

riot in St. Giles's Church, Edinburgh, on Sunday,

July 23, 1637. Arohbishop Laud was trying to

introduce the English liturgy into Scotland, and the

attempt raised a storm of indignation. The dean of

Edinburgh, however, made the experiment in the

Cathedral Chureh of St. Giles, on the Sunday
named, in the presence of the privy council and the

city magistrates. According to the usual story,

Jenny Geddes, hearing the archbishop direct the

dean in finding the collect for the day, exclaimed

in indignation, ** Villain, dost thou say ma^ at my
lug? " (ear), and hurled the stool upon which ehe

had been sitting at the dean's head. This was the

signal for a riot in and about the cathedral. The

people shouted through the streets, ** A pope,

a pope! Antichrist! the sword of the Lord and of

Gideon! " and the ultimate result was tiie with-

drawal of the liturgy, since the outburst of popular

feeling was by no means confined to Edinburgh,

According to other accounts it was a woman
named either Mein or Hamilton who threw the

stool. The maiden name of Mrs. Mein or Mrs. Ham-
ilton may have been Greddes, although the popular

account represents Jemiy Geddes as an old woman.
Both Mrs. Mein and Mrs. Hamilton, moreover, are

described a" women of a social status far above

that of Jenny Greddes. A herb-woman of the same

name is said to have given her stall to be burned

in a bonfire at the rejoicings in honor of the corona-

tion of Charles II. Other accounts of the riot of

1637 state that the name of the woman who threw

the stool was not known. A folding stool, the

very one used by Jenny Geddes, it is said, is ex-

hibited in the National Museum of Antiquities in

Edinburgh.

Bibuoorapht: J. H. Burton, Hiet of Scotiand. vi. 150-152.

8 vols., London. 1873; Schaff, Creeds, i. 88; DNB, xxi.

102.

GEHEHlfA ("Valley of Hinnom"): Originally

the name of the deep valley south of Jerusalem,

later a name given to the place of torment. The

full form of the name (** valley of the son of Hin-

nom ") appears in II Kings xxiii. 10. Hinnom
is otherwise unknown. From Old Testament ref-

erences and from the accurate description of its

pasition in Enoch xxvi. 1-5, it is identified with the

present Wadi al-Rababah. At the end of the pre-

exilic period Moloch-worship was carried on there,

and Josiah desecrated the place (II Kngs xxiii. 10)
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but without permanent effect (Jer. vii. 31-32,

xix. 2-6, xxxii. 35). Jeremiah announced that

this valley was in fut\u?e to be called ** valley of

slaughter/' because the enemies were to kill there

the fleeing inhabitants of Jerusalem and leave

their bodies unburied (Jer. vii. 32,

In the Old xix. 6). Isa. Ixvi. 24 states that the

Testament carcasses of the men that transgressed

and shall in futtire be before the gates of Je-

Apocrypba. rusalem for an amazement to every one
because "their worm shall not die,

neither shall their fire be quenched.'' Dan. xil.

2 even goes beyond Isa. Ixvi. 24, and is illustra-

ted by the contemporaneous description in Enoch
xc. 26-27, according to which after Israel's redemp-
tion an abyss fiUed with fire is to be opened
south of Jerusalem, into which imgodly Israelites

are to be thrown after submitting to judgment.
According to Enoch xxvi. 1-xxvii. 3, this very

valley of Ben-hinnom was conceived as the place

of future judgment and punishment of impious
Israehtes. Thus it became customary to caU the

place of punishment of the Jewish wicked " valley

of Hinnom." The name was retained after the idea

of the place of punishment in the last day had
severed itself from that locality and its connotation

expanded to mean a place of punishment for all

men. There is no trace that the name of the Ben-
hinnom valley was transferred to the place of

puniehment after death, for according to Enoch xc.

24-25 besides the fiery abyss near Jerusalem there

was a second fiery abyss, appointed for the fallen

angels and the " shepherds of the nations." In

the second prechristian century there comes into

view a different fate of the pious and impious in

the other world, which begins after death. Enoch
xxii. 10 sqq. speaks of a twofold place for the

impious in Hades. The Apocalypse of Baruch,

xxxvi. 11, distinguishes between the (lesser) torment
of the impious before the last judgment and the

greater after it. The place of the former is called

(}ehenna (xlix. 10). According to IV Ezra vii,

80-87, the ungodly dead are in a restless state of

anxious expectation of coming torment; according

to vii. 36, the lake of torment and the oven ot

Gehenna become manifest only at the end. Ac-

cording to Josephus {Ant. XVIIL, i. 3; War, IL, viii.

14), the Pharisees made the everlasting punishment
of the ungodly begin with their death. As to the

locality of the place of punishment, different views

prevailed. It was easiest to seek the place of the

impious in Hades imder the earth. This was the

view of the Pharisees (Josephus, Ant. XVIIL, i. 3)

and of Josephus {War, III., viii. 5; cf. Enoch li. 1;

Apocalypse of Baruch xxi. 24; IV Ezra vii. 32).

According to Enoch xxii. (cf. xxi. 1, 2), this place

lies outside of heaven and earth. The place of

everlasting punishment after the last judgment
was located by the Pharisees under the earth. In

this case a connection between this place and the

Ben-hinnom valley could easily be made by seeking

in this valley one of the gates to hell. The old no-

tion of the judgment-place in the Ben-hinnom
valley near Jerusalem was never completely given

up, only that the locahty was differently fixed.

The thoughts about the final fate of the un';(Mlly

can be understood from Israelitic assumptions,

but there can be no doubt as to foreign influences,

especially Greek.

In the New Testament the Grecized form of the

word is found only in the synoptic Gospels and
Jas. iii. 6. By " Gehenna of fire " (R. V., margin,

Matt. V. 22, xviii. 9: Mark ix. 47?;

In the New this '* valley " is more accurately

Testament, designated. The fire is called " un-
quenchable " (Matt. iii. 12; Mark

ix. 43; Luke iii. 17) and ** everlasting " (Matt,

xviii. 8, XXV. 41). It is placed in opposition to the
" dominion of God " or " eternal life " and denotes

the state which falls to the final lot of the ungodly,

and this, according to Matt. x. 28, affects both soul

and body. The fire is here to be taken literally,

whereas " the outer darkness " (Matt. vi. 23, etc.) is

figurative. The devil and his angels are appointed
for the like death by fire according to Matt. xxv. 41,

the demons according to Matt. viii. 29. The same
idea of the final destiny of the imgodly is also foimd
in Heb. x. 27 sqq., xii. 29, in Jude 7; and in Rev.
xix. 20, XX. 10, 14; xxi. 8. Whereas it is supposed
that death is the lot of both good and bad and the

different lot of each can show itself only in events

which do not occur at death, Paul taught that

death is the wages of sin and therefore a passing

anomaly for the righteous to which he must sub-

mit as being in the flesh, but that it is the lasting

lot of the ungodly. The Gospel and Epistles of John
speak indeed of a coming day of judgment (v. 29;

I John iv. 17) for which the unrighteous " rise,"

but in XV. 6 a punishment of apostates with fire is

mentioned figuratively only, so that it can not be
stated how the literal statement would read.

(G. Dalman.)

Bibliography: The best single book covering the subject
IB K. H. Charles, Critical Hist, of Doctrine of a FtUure
Life, London, 1899. For detailed study of the Jewish
non-canonical ideas consult the literature under Pbeud-
epiqrapha; A. Hilgenfeld, JOdiache ApoaUyptik, Jena,

1857; A. Wansche. Die Vorstellungen vom Zuetande der

Seele ncuh dem Tode nach Apokryphen, Talmud und Kir-
chenv&iem, in JPT, vi (1880), 355-383; J. Hamburger,
Real-Eneyklopadie, ii. 1252-67. Strelita, 1883; A. L6wy,
in PSBA. X (1888), 333-342; D. Castelli, in JQR, i

(1889), 314-352; T. K. Cheyne, Origin and Religuma
Content of Psalter, pp. 381-452, London, 1891; F.

Schwally, Das Leben nach dem Tode, pp. 142-147, 174-

177. Giessen, 1892; R. Kabisch, Die Eachatologie des

Paulus, Gottingen, 1893; £. Haupt, Die eschatoloffischen

Ausaagen Jean, Berlin, 1895; F. Weber, Jiidische Theolo-

gie, pp. 341-344, Leipsic, 1897; E. Stave, C/efcer den Ein-

fluaa dea Paraiamua auf daa Judenthum, Harlem. 1898;

P. Carua, HiaL of the Devil, Chicago, 1900; H. Guthe,

Kuriea BibelwOrterhuch, pp. 271-274, TObingen. 1903;

DB, ii. 119-120; JE, v. 682-584. Esra Abbot's Litero-

ture of the Doctrine of a Future Life, originally appended
to W. R. Alger's Hiat. of the Doctrine of a Future Life, but
published separately. New York, 1871. is exhaustive for

the earlier literature.

OEIBEL, goi'bl, JOHANN: German Reformed

minister: b. at Hanau Apr. 1, 1776; d. at Lubeck

July 25, 1853. He studied at Hanau and at Mar-

burg and acted for some time as private tutor at

Copenhagen. In 1797 he was called to Liibeck

as vicar to Pastor Butendach, upon whose death,

half a year later, he succeeded to the chief ministry,

and served as such till 1847. As a preacher he was

eloquent and convincing, and he exercised consid-
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erable influence outside the Reformed congregation.

With several prominent men of Lilbeck he founded
a Bible Societyand a Missionary Association; and in

his own house he held Bible lectures and discussions.

In the interest of his congregation he published

various catechetical works, but only a few of his

sermons appeared in print. With the Hessian
philosopher Suabedissen, Geibel established a
school for his congregation which existed for six

years. He also served his conmiunity by arran-

ging (1824) the system of worship still in existence,

and by the introduction (1832) of the first satisfac-

tory hymn-book of modem times. Of his published
works may be mentioned PrUfet AUes und behaltet

das Gvie (Hamburg, 1818), five sermons " in behalf

of Evangelical liberty and truth"; and Wieder-
herUellung der eraten chriatlichen Gemeindey von
Philalethea (ISiO).

6EI6ER, goi'ger, ABRAHAM: Grerman Jewish
scholar and theologian; b. at Frankfort May 24,

1810; d. at Berlin Oct. 23, 1874. He studied phi-

losophy and Oriental languages at Heidelberg and
Bonn and in 1832 became rabbi at Wiesbaden. In
the interest of the reform movement in Judaism
with other scholars, he established the Zeitschrift

fur jiidische Thcologie in 1835. In 1838 he accepted
a call to Breslau as associate rabbi, though he had
to defend himself against the opposition of the

orthodox party. Here he founded in 1862 the Jil-

diache Zeitschrift fiir Wisaenachafi und I^eben (11

vols., Breslau, 1862-74). which was written almost
entirely by himself. He was rabbi at Frankfort
from 1863 to 1870, when he became rabbi at Berlin

and professor in the newly established " Lehranstalt

fOr die Wissenschaft des Judentums." Geiger was
one of the pioneers of the reform of Judaism, in-

sisting upon a liberal interpretation in the construc-

tion and observance of the traditional Jewish law.

Of his numerous writings the most important are:

Was hat Mohammed aua dem Judenium aufgenom-
men f (Bonn, 1833; new ed., Leipsic, 1902), a prize

essay on the Jewish sources of the Koran; Urachrift

und Ueberaetzungen der Bibel in ihrer Abhdngigkeit
von der innem Entvnckelung des Judentuma (Bres-

lau, 1857); Die SadducOer und PharisOer (1863);

and Daa Judenium und aeine Geschichte (3 vols.,

1864-71; Eng. transL, Judaism and its History ^ vol.

i., New York and London, 1866). His son Ludwig
Geiger edited his Nachgelaaaene Schriften (5 vob.,

Berlin, 1875-78).

Bibuoorapht: A memoir by his son Ludwig, A. Oeioer,
Leben und Briefe, is in the Netchgelaaaene Schriften, vol.

v., ut sup.; E. Schreiber, A. Qeiger alt Reformator det
Judenthuma, Ldbau, 1880; JE, v. 684-6S7.

GEIGER, FRANZ TIBURTIUS: Roman Catho-
lic; b. at Harting, near Regensburg, May 16, 1755;

d. at Lucerne May 8, 1843. He studied under the
Jesuits in Regensburg and the Benedictines at St.

Emmeran. In 1772 he became a novice in the
Franciscan order at Lucerne. The next year
he returned to Regensburg and he studied theology
in Wtirzburg. He was successively teacher of

Hebrew in Regensburg, privat-docent of poetry
and rhetoric in Offenburg, professor of philosophy
at Freiburg in Switzerland, and cathedral preacher

and professor of theology in the school of his order

at Solothum. In 1792 he was appointed professor

of theology at Lucerne, the seat of the papal
nuncio, and the center of Roman Otholic Switzer-

land. He was opposed here on account of his

original method, which was not in sympathy with
scholasticism, and because in the doctrine of grace

he did not follow the Jesuits. He was even accused

in Rome, but the papal court took care to keep so

efficient a worker.

As Theologus nuntiatura he rendered important
services to the Roman Cathohc Church. He di-

rected far-reaching ultramontanist plans and stood
in connection with the most important leaders

of the party. In his doctrines, sermons, negotia-

tions, and treatises he concentrated all his enen^ies

to enliven the Roman consciousness, to make
Switzerland the bulwark of ultramontamsm, and
to frustrate the efforts of poHtical and religious

liberalism. " Without pope, no Church " was for

him as much an axiom as " Without revelation* no
religion. " He attacked freemasonry especially, and
in 1819 his opponents succeeded in removing him
from his chair, thereby making him a martyr and in -

creasing his influence. His numerous polemical trea-

tises, notwithstanding the effect they produced, have
no scholarly value. (Emil Egu.)

Biblioobapht: The works of Qeiger were collected and
published by Prof. Widmer. 8 vols., Luoerae. 1824-39
who published also Frant Geiger, . . . Laute aue tftiifw

Leben, ib. 1843. Consult also KL, v. 186-188.

GEIKIE, gf'ki^ JOHN CXTHNINGHAM : Church
of England; b. at Edinburgh Oct. 26, 1824; d. at

Bournemouth (25 m. s.w. of Southampton), Hamp>
shire, Apr. 1, 1906. He studied at Queen *s College,

Toronto, and was ordained to the Presbyterian

ministry in 1848. He was pastor of the Argyle
Street Presbyterian Church, Halifax, N. S., 1851-

1854, of the Argyle Street Chapel, Sunderland*
England, 1860-67, and of Islington Chapel, Lon-
don, 1867-73. He then entered the Church of

England and was ordered deacon in 1876 and
ordained priest in 1877. He was curate of St.

Peter's, Dulwich, 1876-79, rector of Clirist's

Church, Neuilly, Paris, 1879-81, vicar of St. Mary's,

Barnstaple, 1882-85, and vicar of St. Martin-at-

Palace, Norwich, 1885-90. In 1890 he retired from
the active service of the Church. In theology he
adhered to the Evangelical school of the Church of

England, but maintained the right to full investi-

gation of all religious problems. He wrote George
Stanley: or. Life in the Woods (London, 1864);

Life: A Book for a Quiet Hour (1868); Lighi from
Beyond to Cheer the Christian Pilgrim (1872); The
Life and Words of Christ (1877); Old Testament
Portraits (1878); The English Reformation (1879),

Entering on Life (1879); Hours with the Bible (12
vols., 1880-1897); The Holy Land and the BibU
(1887); Short Life of Christ for Old and Young
(1888); Landmarks of Old Testament History (1^5).
and The Vicar and his Friends (1901)

GEIL, WILLIAM EDGAR: Baptist layman; b.

near Doylestown, Pa., Cct. 1, 1865. He was
graduated at Lafayette College in 1890 and in 1896
spent six months in an archeological tour of Asia
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Minor. Between 1901 and 1905 be traveled ex-
tensively for a comparative ethnographical and
missionary study of native races, and penetrated
deeply into China and Africa. He has lectured

in many lands on religious, historical, and scientific

topics. He has written Pocket Sword (London,
1895); Laodicea (1898); The Isle That Is Called

Paimos (Philadelphia, 1898); Ocean and Isle (Mel-

bourne, 1902); A Yankee on the Yangtze (New York,
1904); The Man of Galilee (London, 1904); A
Yankee in PigmyUmd (New York, 1905); The Men
on the Mount (London, 1905); and The Automatic
Calf (1905).

GEILER, gainer, JOHAIVN, OF KAISERSBERG:
Roman Catholic preacher; b. at Schaffhausen
Mar. 16, 1445; d. at Strasburg Mar. 10, 1510.

He was educated in the elementary branches at

Ammersweier, a small town in the neighborhood
of Kaisersberg in Upper Alsace, where his father

was town secretary. At the age of fifteen he
entered the University of Freiburg. In 1462 he

was made bachelor and two yearb

His Life, later master of arts. As such he
lectured on Aristotle and Latin gram-

mar, and for a short time was dean of the philosoph-

ical faculty. In 1471 he went to Basel to study
theology. After promotion he lectured on exegesis

and Peter Lombard and, in 1475, was made doc-

tor of theology. At the request of students the

town council of Freiburg induced him to return to

the university there, and according to custom he
became first rector of the university for the win-

ter term of 1476-77. But his talents inclined him
toward the office of preacher, and Peter Schott,

Ammeister of Strasburg, prevailed upon him to

settle there, where there was a lack of good preach-
ers. With the firm determination to reform the

depraved morals of the city, he entered upon his

calling (1478; and remained at Strasburg until

the end of his life.

He preached fearlessly and without regard of

persons. At the opening of a synod convoked by
Bishop Albert he censured the assembled officers

for their selfishness and worldliness and demanded
a reform of morals among the clergy. In the in-

terest of the Chm*ch he fell into several disputes

with the magistrates on account of

His Preach- their refusal to grant the Holy Com-
ing and munion and a Christian funeral to

Reforma- persons condenmed to death; he also

tory Efforts, made war against the tendency of civil

legislators to encroach upon the

liberty of citizens who intended to bequeath their

property to the Church. His vehement attacks

were, however, often powerless and without effect.

In the same way he denoimced the abuses of church
life, as, for instance, the carousals and debauches
at church festivals, the masquerades at the begin-

ning of Lent, the pursuit of worldly business during

church hours, and the sales in the vestibules of the

churches. In these battles he found an almost

insuperable obstacle in the tenacity with which the

people held to tradition and the lenient ways followed

hitherto by the clergy. Sometimes his invectives

against the city council in the pulpit were so vio-

lent that he was called to account; as an answer
he pubUshed twenty-one articles which contained
his demands of reform. With the same relentless

vigor he reproved abuses among the ecclesiastical

classes. Many, he knew, chose the clerical pro-

fession only because of their laziness. He deplored
the accumulation of benefices and the preference

given to noblemen irrespective of their merits.

Not less fiercely he attacked the abuses in monas-
teries, the sins of the rich, the degeneration in army
circles, luxiuy in dress, fads, and immorality.
It is a mistake, however, to look upon Ceiler as a
precursor of the Reformation. His view of life

centered in Catholicism and medievalism. In
spite of his high esteem for the Bible he considered

its explanation subject to the consensus of the
theologians. Over against the awakening of human •

ism he remained a scholastic of the old school. He
commended indulgences and good works for the
achievement of salvation and regarded the saints

as intercessors before God.
When Coimt Frederick of ZoUem, a devoted

pupil and friend of Geiler, was chosen bishop of

Augsburg, he invited his Strasburg friends, among
them Geiler, to prepare him for his office. The
eminent preacher accepted and preached in Augs-
biu-g several months until he was called back by
his anxious congregation. Now he devoted himself

entirely to the affairs of his own town. Together
with his friend Jacob Wimpfeling he tried to reform
the school system; but their efforts were not success-

ful and Geiler, in spite of his appreciation as

preacher, came at the end of his hfe to the conclu-

sion that a general reform of Christianity was
impossible. The only achievements possible, ac-

cording to him, were isolated reforms on a small

scale.

Most of the literature which is considered to-day
as Geiler*s production did not proceed directly

from his pen. His sermons were either copied, and
prepared for print, or sometimes he simply handed
over his Latin notes, from which his sermons were
reconstructed in German or these notes were used
after his death. It will therefore always be

a question how far his publications

His Scr- are authentic. Some of his editors

mens. are unknown; of those known may
be mentioned Jacob Otther of Speyer;

the phjTsician Johann Adelphus Milling; Johann
Pauli, the well-known author of the humorous
collection Schimpf und Ernst; Heinrich Wessmer;
and Peter Wickram. Geiler's sermons lasted

usually one hour. He gave free range in the pulpit

to his talents of popular oratory in the vernacular,

and his spontaneous invention of anecdotes, com-
parisons, word plays, and proverbs give his sermons

their charm. They are either sermons on the

Gospel arranged in the form of homilies or consist

of series which are grouped around one common
picture. To the scholastics he owes his fondness

for analyzing his material into divisions and sub-

divisions and his tendency to quote recognized

authorities. His interest centers chiefly in the daily

happenings of public and private life. Satire and
humor are his principal weapons. He makes his

sermons interesting by striking similes which some-
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times form the central point of a long series of ser-

mons. But even when they border on the bur-

lesque he is always in earnest. It is true he some-

times goes too far in his similes and allegories, but

allegorizing was the fashion of his time and the taste

of his hearers was not refined. He rendered a great

service to the German language by using exclusively

the vernacular in his sermons and not a mixture of

Latin and German, as was the custom of his time.

(G. Kawerau.)
Bibuooraphy: Geiler's AutgewOhUe Schrifien, ed. P. de

Lorenzi (with omission of " offensive " passages), ap-

peared in four volumes at Treves, 1881-83. The two
early works on Geiler by J. Wimpfeling (1510) and B.

Rhenanus (1513) are in J. A. von Riegger, AnKEnUatea
literaria Friburgenaea, Vim, 1755. Consult: L. Dacheux
(Roman Catholic), Un RifomuUeur catholigue ii la fin du
xve. ai^ds, Paris, 1876; C. Schmidt (Protestant), Hiatoire

litUraire de VAlaace, i. 335-461, Paris, 1879; ADB, viii.

509.

GELASmS, je-16'sh!-us or gfi'aa-si'Qs: The
name of two popes.

Gelasius I. : Pope 492-496. He was a Roman
by birth, and entered upon his administration as

successor to Felix III. on Mar. 1, 492. The schism

with Byzantium which had begun under Felix in

484, on occasion of the excommunication of the

Patriarch Acacius of Constantinople for his encour-

agement of the Monophysite doctrine (see Felix
III.; MoNOPHYSiTEs), continued under Gelasius.

Nor was Gelasius on good terms with Odoacer, the

eastern emperor's " governor,*' but he got on better

with the Ostrogothic king Theodoric, who from
493 resided at Ravenna as king of Italy, and as

yet refrained from encroachments upon the province

of the Church. This reserve of the Arian was of

the utmost moment for Gelasius, who set his heart

on extending the rights of the Roman primacy.

In his letters he claimed the right to receive appeals

from all parts of the world, and he contested the

admissibihty of appeal to any other tribimal from
a deliverance by the bishop of Rome. The pre-

eminence of the see of Rome is guaranteed for him
by Matt. xvi. 18; beside it, the churches of Alexan-
dria and Antioch occupy second and third rank.

He spumed with indignation the equality with the

Roman bishop desired by the bishop of Constan-
tinople, and he upheld with great energy against

the Emperor Anastasius the independence of the

spiritual power. Concerning the genuineness of the

so-called Decretum de libris recipiendis et rum
recipiendis ascribed to Gelasius I. there has been
much disputation, but the matter is to be decided

affirmatively. It may be that a part derives from
Pope Damasus, maybe the entire matter was re-

cast by Hormisdas in the sixth century; but the

main portion was probably proclaimed under Gela-

sius at a Roman synod in 496. The decree com-
prises: (1) a table of the writings of the Biblical

Canon; (2) a discussion of the primacy of the Ro-
man Church; (3) a h'st of the synods to be accepted

as valid; (4) and (5) a catalogue of the writings ac-

cepted and rejected by the Roman Church. Gela-

sius furthermore composed sundry dogmatic and
polemical treatises ; the origin of the so-called

Sacramentarium Gelasianum (ed. H. A. Wilson,

Oxford, 1894) is debatable (see Liturgics). Gela-

sius died Nov. 19, 496, and is accounted a " saint

"

by the Roman Catholic Church.

Carl Mirbt.

Biblioorapht: The Epistolca are in MPL, liz. 13-140. and
one of them in MOH, EpiaL, iii (1891). 32-33. Sources

are in Jaff^, Regeata, i. 83-95. 619-743; Liber ponHficalia,

ed. Duchesne, i. 255, Paris, 1886, ed. Mommsen in MGH,
Geat. pont. Rom., i (1898). 116-118. Consult: A. Roux.

Le Pape S. Gilaae /., Paris, 1880 (on the life and writinsB):

J. Lansen, Geadiickte der r&miadten Kirche, ii. 150-214,

Bonn, 1885: Zahn, Kanon, II., i. 250 sqq.; Hefele. Com-

ciUengeachichte, ii. 616 sqq.; Bower. Popet, i. 282-291;

Milman. Latin ChriaHanity, i. 348-340.

Gelasius IL (Giovanni da Gaeta): Pc^ 1118-

1119. He was bom at Gaeta, and, after receiving

his education in the monastery of Monte Cassino,

was drawn to the curia by Urban II., ^pointed
chancellor, and also promoted to the rank of cardi-

nal deacon. He loyally supported Paschal H. (q.v.)

when this pope was taken captive by Henry V. of

Germany in 1111, and was sharply attacked by a

portion of the college of Cardinals on account of

the treaty he had concluded with the emperor in

relation to investiture. After the death of Paschal

II. Cardinal Giovanni was unanimously elected as

his successor (Jan. 24, 1118), and he adopted the

name of Gelasius II. The conclave was scarcely

ended when he was taken captive by the Frangi-

pani party, but was soon released. However, the

news then reached him that Henry V., upon word

that the papal election had occurred without his

cooperation, was approaching in rapid marches.

In the fear that a treaty similar to the one exacted

of his predecessor might be forced upon him,

Gelasius fled hurriedly to Gaeta, where, on Mar.

9 and 10, he was consecrated priest and bishop.

Upon his declining the demands of Henry in re-

gard to investiture, and when thereupon the latter

induced the Romans to elect Mauritius Burdinus,

archbishop of Braga, as antipope (Gregoiy VIII.,

q.v.), Gelasius decreed from Cppua on Apr. 7

the ban of excommunication against the emperor

and the schismatic pope. After Henry's departure

from Rome, he returned thither himself, but was

very soon compelled to leave the city anew

to escape the Frangipani plots; he now turned to

France. The contest with Henry V. was prosecuted

with great energy in Germany by the pope's legate,

Kuno of Prseneste. Gelasius died at Cluny Jan.

18, 1119. Carl Mirbt.

Biblioorapht: The Epiatola are in Bouqiiet, Raeueil, xv.

223-228, the Epiatolca et priviiegia, in MPL, cbdii. 487-

614. The early Vita by Pandulfus Aletrinus is in ASB,

May, 9-13, and MPL, dxiii. 476-484. Consult: J. Un-
gen, Geachichte der rdmiachen Kirche, iv. 271-277, Bonn.

1893; Jaff6, Regeata, i. 776 aqq.; G. Richter, Annaknder
deutachen Geachichte im MittelaUer, III., ii. 603-607. Halle,

1898; Neander, ChriaOan Church, iv. 141. 245; Mihnan.

Latin Chriatianity, iv. 126-129; Bower, Popea, ii. 453-4&5.

GELASIUS OF CYZICUS: Greek church his-

torian of the fifth century. He was the son of

a presbyter at Cyzicus, and is known tJirough his

history of the First Council of Nicaea, which he

composed in Bithynia about 475 for the purpose of

combating Monophysite appeals to the Siccenum.

The work, in three books, is largely a compila-

tion from Eusebius, Socrates, Sozomen, and TTieo-

doret. The data not derived from these sources

came from an original documentary collection,
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a sort of protocol covering the transactions at

Nicsea, which had fonnerly been in the possession

d Bishop Dahnatius of Cyzicus (c. 410). These

original docmnents seem to have possessed real

historic value. The work was first edited, in Greek

and Latin, by the Scotchman Robert Balfour (Paris,

1599), and since then it has been reprinted in all

the lai^ collections of coimcils (e.g., Mansi, Con-

cUia, u. 753-946; also MPG, bcxxv. 1179-1360).

G. KrOger.

Bibuographt: C. H. Turner, in JTS, 1900, pp. 125-126;

G. Locschcke, Dag Syntagma dea OtlanuM Cvticenua,

Bonn. 1906; DCB, ii. 621-623.

GELLERT, gellert, CHRISTIAN FUERCHTE-
GOTT: German poet and writer; b. at Haynichen,

in the Erzgebirge, Saxony, July 4, 1715; d. in

Leipaic Dec. 13, 1769. He was the son of a clergy-

man. After obtaining his first instruction in the

school of his native city and attending, from 1729,

the Furstenschule in Meissen, he went, in 1734, to

Leipaic to study theology. Since a congenital

timidity and bashfulness as well as pulmonary

weakness did not permit him to become a preacher,

after four years of study and two of private tutor-

ship, he returned in 1741 to Leipsic. He gave les-

sons for his support and made his d^but as an author

by the publication of his earliest fables and tales

in the Belustigungen des Verstandes und WUzes

for 1741. In 1744 he joined the faculty of the

university as privat-docent and lectured on poetry

and oratory. Nearly all his secular works belong

to this period. Of his comedies the Band appeared

in the Belitstigungen in 1744, and Sylvia in 1745;

the Betschwester and Los in der LoUerie in the

Bremer Beitrage in 1745-46. In 1746 also appeared

his novel L^>en der schwedischen Grdfin von G .

In 1746 and 1748 appeared the first two books of

his celebrated fables, which, with the addition of a

third book, have been often reprinted and trans-

lated. In 1751, Gellert became professor extraor-

dinary; the students flocked to hear his lectures

on literature and morals, and his influence over

them was great. Even a tendency to hypochon-

dria, the result of physical suffering, did not in any

way lessen his popularity. In spite of the recog-

nition awarded him, he remained singularly modest;

he declined the position of professor ordinarius as

well as calls to Hamburg and Halle, preferring to

remain in Leipsic.

Gellert *s GeuUiche Oden und Lieder met with

general approval on their first appearance in 1757,

and several were immediately introduced into new
hymnals; they even foimd a warm reception with

Roman Catholics. The secret of their influence

lies decidedly in their strong religious tone in union

with great ease and naturalness of expression. It

is true that much may be said against them from

an esthetic and dogmatic point of view; many are

not suitable for hymns and some were calJ^ by
Gellert himself ** Biblical contemplations "; others,

however, have a truly religious quality and a lync

strain, as, for example, the Qiristmas hymn, Die9

ist der Tag den GoUgemacht ( " This is the day which

God has made " ), and the Easter hynm, Jt«uB Ubt,

mil ihm auch ich ("Jesus lives and I Lve with

him"). The pious subjectivity of the poet, which

comes out in all his hymns, has found an echo in a
thousand hearts and in this way has become truly

objective. Gellert's hymns have been often repulv

lished and translated into foreign languages. His
prose writings also, especially his lectures on morals

and his shorter essays of an apologetic and parenetic

character exerted a happy influence upon the re-

ligious thought of his time. They lack, however,

the sharply defined ethical and dogmatic concep-

tions which are required to-day.

Gellert's works first appeared in ten parts, Leip-

sic, 1769-74; they have often been reprinted, the

last time in Leipsic and Berlin, 1867. In the later

editions are found a collection of letters from and
to Gellert, but this does not include his letters to

Frftulein Erdmuth von Schdnfeld (issued as the

first part of the Dahlentr Antiquarius^ Leipsic, 1861)

or his diary of the y^ar 1761 (ed. T. O. Weigel, 2d
ed., Leipsic, 1863). Carl Bebtheau.

Biblioorapht: J. A. Cramer. Getterf't Leben, Ldpne, 1774;
C. H. Schmid, Nekroloo . . . der DeuUdun, ii. 481-
532, BeiiiD. 1785; C. H. Jdrdens, Lexikon deutaeher

Diehter und PromtUten, ii. 54-88. vi. 140 sqq.. Leipsic
1806-11; H. DOring. ChriMtian FUrehtegott GeUerft Lebtn,

Qreiz. 183.3; G. E. Leo. Da§ fromme Leben OelterU, Dres-
den, 1846; H. Qelser. Die neuere deuUehe NaUonal-Liitra'
tur, i. 37-61. Leipsic, 1847; K. R. Hasenbacb. Di§ Kir-
dt^noeaehichte dea 18. und 19. JahrhunderU, i. 339 sqq..

Leipsic 1848, Ens. transl.. Hiat. of the Church in the

18th and 19th CentuHea. New York, 1869; Daa QelUrt-

huch, ed. F. Naumann. Dresden, 1854; K. J. Nitxsch.

Ueber Latfoter und Oellert, Beriin. 1857; E. Koch, Oe-
aehiehte dea Kirchenliedea, vi. 263 sqq., Stuttcart. 1870;
8. W. Duffield. Enoliah Hymna, p. 285, New York. 1886;
A. SchuUerus. QeUeri'a Leben und Werke, Leipsic. 1894;
Juli&n, Hi/mnoloQv, pp. 406-408.

6ELPKE, ERNST FRIEDRICH: German theo-

logian; b. at Breitenfeld (4 m. n. of Leipsic) Apr,

8, 1807; d. at Bern Sept. 1, 1871. He studied at

Grimma, Leipsic, and Berlin, in the latter univer-

sity coming under the influence of Schleiermacher

and Neander. His Evangelische Dogmaiik (Bonn,

1834), written while he was a privat-dooeDt at

Bonn, gained him a call, in the year of its publica-

tion, to the newly founded university of Bern.

There he lectured at first on New Testament exe-

gesis, and later on dogmatics and moral theology,

in addition to teaching in the gymnasia of the city.

His chief work was his KirchengeschichU der Schweii

(2 vols., Bern, 1856-61), which, however, extends

only to the eleventh century. In his theology

C^lpke belonged to the mediating school, although

his Jugendgeschirhte des Herm (1841) betrayed so

strongly the influence of Strauss that it created a
sensation at Bern. Humanistic idealism led him
to join the freemasons, and he became grand nuw-
ter. Several of his poems were published, includ-

ing lus trilogy Napoleon (1854).

(E. hi/mfnt)

BiBLiooKArar: Frau M. Ba«h-Oelpke. in HamnUuno bernt'

aeher Biographien. i. 26 m^\., hem, 1885; AUB, viii. 662.

6ELZER, f^Wznr, HEUTRICH: 1. German his-

torian; b. at ScluifTltaiiw'n On. 17, 1813; d. at bt»

estate " Witwakj " in tlif* Jtira Mountains, canton

of BaAiel. Aug. ].>, 1HH9. He wa^ tlie son of an
artinari, Ijei^an the t^t^^(\y of tlieoUjgy at Zurich, but

on the advice of hi** pbyxician, who conjii^JerefJ hk
liealth not strong enough for the office of a preaeber,
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turned to history. He continued both theological

and historical studies in Jena, Halle, and GOttingen

where he was influenced especially by Hase, Tho-
luck, Otfried Miiller, and Ewald. Returning to

Switzerland, he became private tutor in Bern, and
formed here an intimate friendship with K. J. von
Bunsen, the Prussian ambassador. In 1839 he

established himself as privat-docent at Basel. In

1843 he became professor extraordinary of the

history of Switzerland and universal history; in

1844 he was called to Berlin as professor of history.

Besides his activity as teacher, he was frequently

consulted in political and educational problems.

A severe illness compelled him to go to southern

France and Italy, and aft<er a time he settled at

Basel and founded and edited the Protestantische

Monalsbldtier fiir innere ZeilgeschicfUe (1853-70),

a periodical which attempted '* to win the educated
circles for the great moral-religious mission belong-

ing to them, from the universal standpoint of

genuine German Protestantism." At the same
time, Gelzer was active in the spheres of secular

and ecclesiastical poUtics. From the beginning of

the sixties he was an intimate adviser of Grand
duke Frederick of Baden. His theological stand-

point was on the whole that of Rothe and Hundes-
hagen. As early as 1839, before the appearance

of Rothe 's **F.thic8,*' Gelzer expressed the opinion

that '* perfect religion must be moral throughout

and that perfect morality must be reUgious through-

out." He demanded a theology that should go

back to the leading ideas of a Herder, Fichte and
Schleiermacher, without giving up the spiritual

acquisition of romanticism and pietism, and in

that way renew its conception of Christianity and
Christian redemption.

Gelzer published among other works Die drei

letzten Jahrhunderte dcr Schweizergeschichte (2 vols.,

Aarau, 1838-39), in which he treats in detail the

rehgious conditions and history of morals beside

political events; Die Religion im Ijeben (Zurich,

1839); Die zwei ersten Jahrhunderte der Schweizer-

geschichte (Basel, 1840); Die neuere deutache National-

Litteratur nach ihren ethischen und religidsen Ge-

sichtspunkten (2 vols., Leipsic, 1847), his most
popular work; Protestantische Briefe aus Siidfrank-

reich und Italien (Zurich, 1852), the result of a
journey to Italy. His Dr. Martin Luther ... in

geschichtlichen Umrissen (Hamburg, 1847-51) ap-

peared in several English translations, Tfie Life of
Martin Luther . . . in Fifty Pictures (London, 1853;

Philadelphia, 1855; London, 1858).

(Karl Gelzsr.)
Biblioorapht: F. Curtius, Heinrich Oelzer, Gotha. 1892;

R. St&helin, in KirchenbkUt fUr dU reformirte Schtoeix,

1892.

2, German historian, boa of the preceding; b.

at Berlin July 1, 1847; d. at Jena in 1906. He
studied in Basel and Gdttingen, taught in a
gymnasium in Basel 1869-73, and was appointed

associate professor of ancient history in Heidelberg.

After 1878 he was professor of classical philology

and ancient history at Jena. Among his works

those of special theological interest are Patrum
Nicoenorum nomina Latine, Greece, Coptice, Syriace,

Arabice, Armenice in collaboration with A. Hilgen-

feld and O. Cuntz (Leipsic, 1898); Geistliches und

Weltliches aus dent tiirkischrgriechischen Orient

(1900); Ungedruckte und ungenHgend veroffent-

lichie Texte der twtiticB epiacopalum (Munich, 1901);

and Vom heiligen Berge und ctus Makedonien

(1905). He was also the editor of the serira Scrip-

tores sacri et profani (5 parts, Leipsic, 1897-1903).

GEMARA. See Talmud.

GEMISTOS PLETHON, g^mis'tuB plfi'thon,

6E0R6I0S: Byzantine philosopher; b. at Con-

stantinople c. 1355; d. in the Peloponnesus 1450.

His early years were spent at the court of Sultan

Murad I. at Adrianople and Brescia. There he

was a pupil of the rationalistic Jew Elissaeus, who
inspired him with anti-Christian views, so that he

later assumed the name of Pletho, in an attempt

to approximate his ideal Plato. From the Tuikish

court Gemistos went to Sparta, where, with a few

interruptions, he spent the remainder of his life as

teacher, author, and statesman. He was on inti-

mate terms with the despots of the Peloponnesus,

one of whom, Theodore the Yoimger, bestowed

certain estates upon him. As a member of the

imperial council he attended the 0)uncil of Flor-

ence (see Ferrara-Florence, Council of) in the

interests of a union of the Greek and Roman
Catholic CJhurches, and there advocated the cause

of orthodoxy for political reasons. There too h«

strengthened the bond with the philosophical rep-

resentatives of the Italian Renaissanoe.

(jemistos can scarcely be regarded as a theolo-

gian. He was a modem pagan, deeply influenced

by Neoplatonism and devoid of sympathy with

Christianity. He was one of the protagonists of

Platonism in its struggle with Aristotelianism, and

at his suggestion Cosmo de' Medici drew up the

scheme of a Platonic academy in Florence. The

decline of the Greek Church and the conquest of

the Roman Cathohc Church by the Renaissance

led him to see no hope for the future save in a

return to classic paganism with the Neoplatonistic

coloring which his ideals postulated. In his view,

the summum bonum lay in the knowledge of the all,

to which reason and the sages cf antiquity, such as

Zoroaster, Plato, and the Neoplatonlsts, were the

guides. The supreme god, the author of the all,

bore the name of Zeus, and was absolute existence

and absolute goodness. From him proceeded, in

a manner not altogether clear, the gods of the second

rank, the world of ideas, comprised under the name

of Poseidon. This differentiation of concepts con-

tinues in an analogous manner, always under a

mythological terminology, until the phenomenal

world is reached. Man shares in ideas and matter,

and his soul is eternal, preexistent, and immortal,

and is perfected by transmigration through various

human bodies. Final blessedness is gained through

the virtues of which Gemistos gives a detailed

scheme, of which the chief are thou^t and the

contemplation of deity. The religion of his kleal

state was to be conducted by priests, who were to

be required on certain days to hold services con-

sisting of the recitation oi prayers and the singing

of hymns with symbolic ceremonies, all of which

were detailed by Gemistos in full.
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The concepts of Plethon are contained chiefly in

his *' Laws/' which were first edited by C. Alexandre

(Paris, 1858). His theological works are of minor

importance, although they include a treatise on

the procession of the Holy Ghost.

(Phiupp Meter.)

BiBUOomAPHT: Most of the works of Qemistofl mre in MPO,
cxxx. CoDsult: W. Owm, Oennadioa und PUtho, Bres-

lau, 1844: F. Sohultse. Geaehiehle der PhUo9oph%e der

XenatMonor, Tol. i.. Oeorgio9 OtmiMto9 Pleihon, Jena. 1874;

H. F. Toser. in Journal of Hellenic Studist, vii (1886).

353-380; J. Drftaeke. in ZKO, xiz (1898). 266-292;

Kniml»dMr. GeteftuAte. pp. 121, 429 et paanm.

GENERAL CONFESSION: The name given to

a public and general confession of sins made by
the clergyman for the congregation, to distinguish

it from auricular and private confession. It is of

South German origin and goes back probably to

the time of Charlemagne. It was spoken in Ger-

man after the sermon (also in German) and was

followed by the absolution and confession of faith

and the Lord's Prayer. The earUest testimony to

the usage dates from the ninth century; then there

are a number of confessional prayers of this sort

of the eleventh and twelfth centuries (cf. Hauck,

KD, ii. 255, 729). The priest or deacon pronounced

the confession, the people repeated it silently kneel-

ing, and then the priest gave the absolution. The
forms vary, but in time a certain formula seems to

have developed. The first person singular was

used, thus corresponding to private confession.

The Reformation found the general confession

in common use, and the question whether it should

be retained occasioned some controversy. It was

solved differently in different places. In South

and West Germany under influence of the Re-

fomied Churehes it was put at the beginning of the

Fervice,—a custom which had medieval precedent.

Zwing^ retained it in Zurich after the sermon.

Calvin adopted for Geneva a custom already estab-

lished in Strasburg of beginning service with a

general confession repeated kneeUng and using it

at the daily " morning prayer." At present it is

little used. [The Anglican service has a general

confession said by the minister and congregation

at mominir and evening prayer and the communion
service.] See Confession of Sins. (P. Drews.)

In Roman Catholic theology and practise the term

"general confession " is used to designate a confession

in which the penitent makes a review, confessing

the sins of his entire life even though they have

already been declared in previous confessions. This

is obligatory whenever the foregoing confessions

either throu^ insincerity or for any other reason

have been invalid ; otherwise it is a matter of coun-

sel or spiritual direction. The name is also applied,

though less strictly, to confessions which cover a

given period, say a few years, by way of recapitu-

Ution, as distinguished from the ordinary weekly

or monthly cooiession in which sins previously

declared are not repeated. (J. F. Driscoll.)

niBUOORAPBT: R. Cruel, GeaehidUe der deuiadten PredioU

pp. 220-221, Detmar, 1879; Q. Rietsehel. in Monataechrifl

far Oolteedienet und kirdUiehe Kunet, i (1896-97), 396

sqq.; idem, Oloeeen tu der Ordnung dee HauptgoUeedien-

«(M, pp. 31 •qq., Leipmc 1898; idem, Lehrbueh der Litur-

gik, 1. 369 •qq.. 429 sqq.. Berlin. 1898; E C. Achelis,

IV.-29

Lehrhuch der prakHeehen TheoloQie, i. 389 sqq.. Leipsic,

1898; and literature under Common PsATxa, Book or.

GENESIS. See Hexateuch.

GEHESISy LITTLE {Leploffenesis): Another
name for the Book of Jubilees; see Pseudepiq-
RAPHA, Old Testament, IV. 33.

OEHEVA: A city of Switzerland, of considei^

able importance in ecclesiastical history, with a
population (1900) of 105,710. It was founded by
the Allobroges, and employed by Qesar as head-

quarters in his campaign against the Helvetii. At
the beginning of the fifth century it came under
Burgundian rule and was the residence of King
Chilperic; but before this Christianity had taken

firm root in the district. The establishment of the

bishopric, which Leo the Great in 450 declared sub-

ject to the metropoUtan of Vienne, is usually placed

in the middle of the fourth century. When the

death of the last Burgundian king, Rudolf III.,

in 1032 transferred Geneva to the Empire, the

bishops acquired princely rights which led to fre-

quent contests with the counts of Geneva during

the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth centuries.

Bishop William of Conflans (1287-95) sought aid

from Amadous V. of Savoy, which was the begin-

ning of gradual encroachments on the part of the

latter power, and ultimately, through the necessity

of forming an alliance in 1478 with Bern and Frei-

burg, of the Bernese influence which made the

Reformation successful in Geneva. In 1534 its

adherents, augmented by fugitives from France,

were estimated to be equally numerous with those

of the old religion. The bishop, Pierre de la Baume
(1523-44), left the city, transferring his see first to

Gex (1634) and then to Annecy (1535). In the

latter year the senate abolished the bishopric; but

the bishops, of whom the most distinguished was
St. Francis of Sales (q.v.), continued to rule from

Annecy those of their former subjects who still

acknowledged their allegiance until 1802, when the

French Revolution put an end to the see. The
Congress of Vienna, restoring the canton to Swit-

zeriand, decreed religious equality; and in 1819

Pius VII. placed the Roman Catholics of Geneva
(who formed a third of the population) under the

bishop of Lausanne, allowing him two yeare later

to add to his title that of the ancient see. When,
at the beginning of the nineteenth century, for

the first time in three hundred yeare, mass was

celebrated in the city, there were not more than

300 Roman Catholics there; at present they num-
ber over 30,000 in spite of the repressive measures

undertaken by the cantonal government after the

Vatican Council of 1870, which included the repu-

diation and banishment of the vicar apostoUc

named by the pope and the requirement of an oath

of allegiance to the government incompatible with

Roman CathoUc belief (law of Mar. 23, 1873). An
Old Catholic congregation was estabUshed by the

French ex-€armelite Hyacinthe Loyson; the

churehes were one by one handed over to this

organization, which in 1904 had ten congregations

in Geneva.
The firet seeds of the Reformation were sown here

as early as 1524 with the importation of the French
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translation of the Bible by Lef^vre d'^taples; and
in Dec, 1526, the Duke of Savoy asked for assist-

ance from Rome in repressing the movement,
while in 1528 he executed twelve gentlemen guilty
** of possessing the accursed book and spreading

the heresy of Luther." His efforts, however, were

frustrated by the support which the Protestant

cause received from Bern. In 1532 Farel arrived

in Geneva and made a deep impression. Riots

and combats followed, in spite of the efforts of the

Council of Two Hundred to reestablish peace by a
compromise ordinance (Mar. 30, 1533). In July

the bishop fled, never to return, but gained military

support and from the middle of 1534 to the end of

1535 threatened the city. It succeeded in beating

off these attacks at last, and on Apr. 2, 1536, the

mass was finally abolished. In May a general

assembly of the whole people swore to be at one in

the sacred law of the Gospel. There were now ten

pastors, who found their hands full and appealed
for assistance. In July Calvin took up his residence

there, and Geneva became a city governed by
Protestant laws and a refuge for Reformers from
France, Italy, Spain, and England (see Calvin,
John). The city was the headquarters for Evan-
gelical missionary effort; between 1565 and 1564
not less than 150 preachers left Geneva for France.

In 1589 the party of the Guises in France allied

itself with the Duke of Savoy in an attempt to

recover the city by force. The war lasted until

1601, costing the republic 400,000 crowns and 1,600
lives, and was terminated by the Treaty of Lyons.
The position of Geneva was made still stronger the
next year by the victory of the Escalade, when on
Dec. 11-12, 1602, an army of 8,000 men was de-

spatched by Charles Enmianuel of Savoy to seize

the city and had fixed their scaling-ladders to

the walls before the alarm was ^ven. The
Genevese repelled the enemy and completed their

success by turning the defeat into a rout. In

the earlier part of the seventeenth century Geneva
still continued to furnish pastors and teachers for

France, and at its close became once more an asy-

limi for Huguenot fugitives after the revocation of
the Edict of Nantes; between 1682 and 1720 3,600
refugees were received and maintained at the cost

of the citizens. Close relations were also kept up
with the Protestant churches of the North, Eng-
land, Holland, and parts of Germany. In the

eighteenth century, after two hundred years of

constant combat with the papacy, Geneva was
active in defense of the Christian faith against the

attacks of Voltaire and the position of the Ekicyclo-

pedist school in general: but the deism of Rousseau
made alarming inroads on the Protestant Church
membership. Between 1841 and 1878 there were
constant conflicts between the Calvinist majority

and the growing Roman Catholic minority, which
resulted in the separation of Church and State.

The organization of the Church of Geneva re-

mained unaltered for a long time, or underwent
only minor modifications, until, in 1846, a radical

change was effected, amounting almost to a revolu-

tion. Up to 1846 the pastors were chosen by the

V^n^rable Compagnie des Pasteurs, one of the in-

stitutions of Calvin, which also had in hand the

administration of all religious affairs of the Chuidi,
and exercised great influence on the academy and
the schools. But from that year the authority of

the Compagnie was confined to questions of wonhip
proper; while the other branches of the adminis-

tration of the (]3iurch were placed under the oon-

sistoire, composed of twenty-five lay members and
six pastors, and elected by the people; and the

pastors were chosen by the congregations. At the

same time that doctrinal difference began to devel<^

which finally led to the formation of the Evan-
gelical Society, and the foundation of a new theo-

logical school; for which see Gausskn; Merle d'Au-
bignb; and Evangeucal Socibtt of Geneva. Hie
radicals, who gained control in 1846, held it for fif-

teen years, abolished the Protestant Church of

Geneva, and established a church almost (s^eedlee.

This was reversed in 1862, when the conservatives

came into power. In 1873 the grand oouncQ
ousted all Roman Catholic priests who refused the

oath of allegiance to the State; in 1876 the cathe-

dral was given to the Old Catholics. In 1878 the

expelled cur^ were permitted to return, and the

separation of Church and State was acc^ted. In

1909 a monimnent to John Calvin was erected by
general subscription.

Biblioorapht: Important are the MiwurirM et doeumemit
piM%i9 par la socUtS d'hUtoin et d'artkiaiogie de Onive,
Geneva. 1840 sqq. Consult: Beraon, Mimmm pour mrtv
h Vhi$toire eecUnatUque . . . de Otnive, Nancy, 1760; J.

Gaberel, Hut. de ViglxM de Oenive, 3 Tola.. Geneya. 1853-

1862; Regeete Oenevoie dee doeumenie imprimie reUaHfe &
Vhieioire de la viile et du diockee de Oenhfe avant Fimnie
IStB, Geneva. 1866; J. B. G. Maliffe. Genkve kutoriqite et

archiolooique, ib. 1868 (sumptuous); J. D. Blavignac, Le
Chrieiianieme d Oentve, ib. 1872; idem, ^bidee eur Oe-

nive, 2 vols., ib. 1872-74; idem, in Mimoiree et doewnemit

d'hieioire et d*archiolotfie de Oenh>e, vii. 20; E. Cbaisy.

La Thiocratie & OetUve au tempe de Calvin, ib. 1897; E.

Doumergue. La Qenkve calviniate, Lausanne. 1005.

GENEVA BIBLE. See Biblb Vbrsionb, B, IV.,

§ 4; Bibles, Annotated, II., § 1.

GENEVA CATECHISM. See Calvin, John;
Catechisms.

GENEVA, CONSENSUS OF (Canaensva Qtnewn-
8ib): adocument drawnupby Calvin for the purpose

of uniting the Swiss Reformed churches with regard

to the doctrine of predestination. It appeared at

Geneva in 1552, having received the signatures of

all the pastors of that city. But beyond Geneva it

acquired no symbolical authority, and attempts

to enlist the civil government in its favor created

dissatisfaction and opposition in Bern, Basel, and

Zurich.

Bibliography: The text is in CalTin's Opera, viii (1870),

249-366, and in H. A. Niemeyer. CoUeeHo eonfeeeiemm,

pp. 218-310, Leipeic. 1840. For history and foil relor-

ences to literature consult Sohaff. Creede^ i. 474-477, and
the literature on Calvin.

GENEVIEVE, jen"e-viv': The name of two

saints of the Roman Catholic Church.

1. Genevieve, Patron Saint of Paris: b., aeooid-

ing to tradition, at Nanterre (7 m. n.w. of Paris),

perhaps in 422; d. at Paris Jan. 3, 512. She is

mentioned by Gregory of Tours (Hist. Francorum^

iv. 1 ) as one of the saints venerated at Paris, and as

buried in the basilica of the apostles Peter and Paul,

built by dovis I. and his queen. The Latin life of
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St Genevieve, said to date in its earliest fonn from
520, states that her parents were the Christians

Sererus and Gerontia, and describes the extraor-

dinary piety of her childhood, together with her
powers of prophecy and her ability to work miracles.

In 429 Bishop Gennanus of Auzerre (q.v.) is said

to have dedicated her to the Ix)rd when he visited

Nanterre on his way to England to combat Pela-
danism. When about fifteen, after the death of

ber parents, St. Genevieve went to Paris, where
she took the veil. During the invasion of the Hims
in 451, she is said to have prophesied their speedy
defeat and to have averted the famine in Paris and
the surrounding cities by miraculous gifts of bread.
After her death her relics brought the basilica of

Peter and Paul such fame by their miraculous
power that the name was changed to that of Ste.

Genevieve. Before the destruction of this church
in the Norman occupation of 857, her relics were
taken to Athis, but, after their return to Paris, a
stately church was erected to her by Abbot Stephen
of Toumay (1177-80), where her magnificent reli-

quary of gold and jewels, borne by four gigantic

female figwnes, was preserved until it was destroyed
during the French Revolution. It is generally
admitted that at least the kernel of the tradition

concerning St. Genevieve is authentic, the argu-
ments of Krusch, the chief opponent of the his-

toricity of the account, being refuted by Duchesne,
Narbey, and others.

2. Genevieve, Palgravine of Brabant: This saint
is apparently the product of a legend of the late

Middle Ages. According to tradition, she was the
wife of the Rhenish Palgrave Siegfried, who was
supposed to have flourished in the eighth century;
after successfuUy resisting the advances of one
Golo diuing her husband's absence, she is said to
have been committed by her would-be seducer to
the charge of a servant, together with her new-
bom child, to be drowned. The servant, however,
merely conducted her to a lonely spot, where she
was miraculously sustained and later discovered by
her husband while hunting. This form of the
legend, preserved in Eymich's account, was ampli-
fi^ by the Jesuit De Cerisiers, who also wrote a
tragedy on the theme. The tradition originally

centered about the chapel of Frauenkirche near
Maria^Laach (20 m. w.n.w. of Coblenz), which was
believed to have been founded by the palgrave and
crusader Siegfried (d. 1113). His wife, originally

Gertrude, a countess of Nordheim with estates in

Brabant, was transformed by legend into a Gene-
vieve, and, as a Brabantine counterpart to Ste.

Genevieve of Paris, seems to have been approxi-
mated to her in time, so that she was supposed to

have lived in the days of Charles Martel. Numerous
attempts have been nuide to maintain the historic-

ity of the tradition, either in part, as by Kupp and
Sauerbom, or in whole, as by Brower, who iden-

tifies the mythical Bishop Hidulf mentioned in the
legend with the historical Archbishop Hillin of

Treves (1152-69), and thus places the begiiming of

the story in the twelfth century. On the other

hand, Baronius and the ASB deny the existence

of a Brabantine St. Genevieve, while Zacher has
sought unsuccessfully to interpret the legend myth-

ologicaUy by identifying Signed with Odin, Golo
with UUr, and the like. (O. ZdcKLERf.)
BnuooRAPHT: 1. The literature, mostly deyotional, is

Yoluminous. A well-selected list is i^ven in Potthast,
WeotveUer, pp. 1331-32. The earliest (anonymous) Vita
is beet edited by B. Krusch in MOH, Script, rgr, Mmrov.,
iu (1890). 204-238. of. Krusch in NA, xviii (1893). 11-
60, xix (1894). 444-459. This Vila, with two others, also
anonsrmous. and Miraeula and RevdaHo, is in ASB, Jan.,
i. 143-163. C. Kohler has edited a fourth in 6huU eri-
tiqu§ tur le UxU de la Vis laHne de S. Geneviive, Paris,
1881. while the first is edited by C. Narbey. Quel eet U
lexte autkentique de la Vie de S. Oenevihfe, ib. 1884. Con-
sult: L. 8. Le Nain de TiUemont, Vie de 8. Oenevihte
. . . precedSe d'une noUce eur toutee lee viee . . . , Paris,
1826; M. B. Saintyves. Vie de S. Oenevihte . . . . ib.
1846; C. Lefeuve. HieL de S. Oenevihfe, ib. 1861; Z.
B^douet. Le PHenn de S, Oenevihfe, ib. 1868; P. F^ret,
L'Abbatfe de S. Oeneviive et la eangrioation de France, pr&-
eedSe de la vie . , , , 2 vols., ib. 1883; Vidieu, Sainle
GenetfiHe, ib. 1883; DCB, ii. 632-639.

2. The early life is by Ren^ de CerisierB, L'Innoeenee
reconnue, ou vie de 8. Oenevih>e de Brabant, Paris, 1647.
Consult: H. Sauerbom, Geechichle der PfaUgrAfin Oeno-
vefa, Regensburg. 1866; J. Zacher, Die Hietorie von der
PfaUgrafin Cfenovefa, KOnigsberg, 1860; B. Seuffert, Die
Legende von der PfaUgrAfin Oenovefa, WOrsburg, 18ri;
B. (3ols, PfaUgrafin Oenovefa in dv deutechen DicfUung,
Leipeic 1897; KL, y. 297-301.

GENEVIEVE, SAINT, ORDERS OF: 1. The
Canons of St Oeneyieve (or of the Congregation of

France, Canonici regvJarea congregationis GaMican<je):

A Roman Catholic congregation established in

1058 by the transfer of canons of St. Victor to the
church of Ste. Cenevi^ve in Paris. Among its

earliest members was Peter Lombard, but it first

received permanent fame and influence throu^ its

reformer and second founder Charles Faure, after

1614. By the time of his death thirty years later

the congregation had gained fifteen monasteries,

and such was its reputation for scholarship that the
chancellor of the Sorbonne alwajrs belonged to it.

The members were employed in educational and
hospital work. In 1646 the canons of St. Cenevieve
were united with the older congregation of Val des
£coliers, and in the first half of the eighteenth

century they had seventy-eeven abbejrs and twenty-
eight priories. They were dissolved by the Revo-
lution. Their library, which has been national

property since 1790 and in 1850 was transferred

from this old abbey to a new building (Btbliothique

Ste. Oenevihe), formed the nucleus of one of the most
important public libraries of Paris.

2. The Daughters of St Genevieve (Miramiones,

Daughters of the Holy Family): A congregation

established for the care of the poor and the educa-
tion of girls in 1636 by Francisque de Blosset (d.

1642), one of the most zealous coworkers with St.

Vincent de Paul. Its rule was confirmed by the

archbishop of Paris in 1658, and seven years later

the congregation was united with an order estab-

lished in 1660 by Marie Bonneau de Rubelle Beau-
haraois de Miramion, since which time the name
Miramiones has been used. The congregation

spread and prospered until the Revolution. At
the Restoration it was revived as the Scntra de la

Sainte Famille, with a mother house at Besan^n.
There are also houses in Amiens, Lyons, Pezanas,

Toulouse, and Villefranche. The sisters pass a
novitiate of two years after which they are bound
by simple vows. Their rule enjoins upon them
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works of mercy, particularly the care of the sick

and poor of their own sex and the gratuitous in-

struction of girls. (O. Z^CKLERf.)

Biblxoorapht: 1. La Vie du . , , CharUa Faure, Paris,

1608: ConaHhUionee eanonicorum reffiUarium conffrega-

tionU OaUicana, ib. 1676; Helyot, Ordret tnoruuHguM,
i., p. zlvii., ii. 378 eqq.; Heimbueher, Orden und Kongr^
gaHonerit i. 413-414; Currier, Reliouma Ordert, pp. 171-
172.

2. The ConBtUuHonB were published at Paris, 1683.

Consult: Abb^ Choisi, Vie de Madame de Miramion, ib.

1706; Helyot, ut sup., viii. 222 sqq.; Heimbucher, ut
sup., ii. 438-430; KL, y. 301-302.

GENNADIUS, ien"6-di'u8 or gen^fl-dl'ds: The
name of two patriarchs of Constantinople.

Gennadius L : Patriarch 458-471 ; died at Con-
stantinople Aug. 25, 471. About the middle of the

century he was presbyter and abbot of a monas-
tery at Constantinople, wrote in opposition to the

anathemas of Cyril of Alexandria, and was raised

to the patriarchate by Leo the Thracian after the

death of Anatolius. In the following year a synod
held by him led him to issue an encyclical in which
he sought to heal the schism caused by the decrees

of the Council of Chalcedon, and also endeavored to

reform certain ecclesiastical abuses. He likewise

entered into negotiations with Pope Leo I. con-

cerning the deposition of the Monophysite Patriarch

Timotheus ^lurus of Alexandria in 460. Accord-
ing to Gennadius of Marseilles, he was famed for

his learning and was the author of a commentary
on the prophet Daniel as well as of numerous
homilies, all of which are apparently lost.

Biblxoorapht: The writings are in MPO, Ixxxv. Consult:
ASB, Aug., Y. 148-156; O. Bardenhewer, Patrolooie, p.

502, Freiburg, 1894; CeilUer, Auteure eaerie, x. 843-346,
710-711; DCB, ii. 629-631.

Gennadius H. (Georgios Scholarios): Patriarch

in the fifteenth century, was bom at Constanti-

nople about the beginning of the fifteenth century;

d. at Seres (47 m. n.e. of Salonica), probably in

1468. He was one of the last representatives of

Byzantine learning and one of the last pillars of

the Greek Church in the period of its negotiations

for union with the Roman Catholic Church and its

subjection to Mohaounedan rule. Of his life few
details are known. After receiving a thorough
education in philosophy, theology, and law in

Constantinople, he was apparently a teacher of

philosophy for a time, but was later appointed im-

perial judge by the Emperor John VII., who es-

teemed him highly. In this capacity he accom-
panied the Emperor and Joseph, patriarch of

Constantinople, to Ferrara and Florence in 1438-

1439, where he thrice spoke as an earnest advocate
of the union of the two Churches (see Ferrara-
Florence, Council of). After his return, how-
ever, the opposition of the Greek people and clergy

to the union made him a determined opponent of

the movement, and from that time he ranked as

the real head of the antiunion party in Constanti-

nople, issuing a series of polemics against the Roman
Catholic Church and the advocates of union. His
attitude seems to have resulted in a break with the

Byzantine court, so that, following an idea long

cherished, he retired to the monastery of Panto-
orator, became a monk, and exchanged his secular

name for the monastic appellation Gennadius.

After the capture of Constantinople, however, the

Sultan Moluunmed II. planned to restore the pa-

triarchate, and the choice of the synod fell upon

Gennadius, although he had never taken orders,

and sought to decline the proffered honor. In the

spring of 1454 he was consecrated by the metro-

politan of Heraclea, but, since both the Church of

St. Sophia and the palace of the patriarch were

now in the hands of the Turks, he took up his

residence successively in two monasteries of the

city. In the latter he received a visit from the

sultan, at whose request he wrote an outline of the

most important truths of Christianity in twelve

chapters, which he presented to Mohammed both

in the Greek original and in a Turkish translation

(Eng. transl.. The Confession of Gennadius . . .

Exhibited to Mahumet II., London [1585?]). A few

years later, however, he found his position so dif-

ficult that he was forced to resign and again retired

to a monastic life.

Gennadius was a most prolific writer. The num-

ber of his works has been estimated at over a hun-

dred, but a complete list is impossible, since the

majority exist only in manuscript, others have

been printed only in part, and others still are of

doubtful authenticity. They may be dassiBed, so

far as known, into philosophical (interpretations of

Aristotle, Porphyry, and others, translations of

Petrus Hispanus and Thomas Aquinas, and de-

fenses of Aristotelianism against the recrudesoenoe

of Neoplatonism) and theological and ecclesiastical

(partly concerning the union and partly defending

Christianity against Mohaounedans, Jews, and pa-

ganizing philosophers), in addition to numerous

homilies, hymns, and letters. The majority, so far

as they have been edited, are reprinted in MPG,
Ixxxv., dx. (Phiupp Meter.)
Biblioorapht: Among the soutom are the Hiakria of

Dukas, pp. 142. 148, and of Georgios Phrantaee, pp. SOS-

SOS, in the CSHB; Fabridtw-Harlee. Bihliodma Ormea,

vol. 3d., containing the De Oeorgiie of Leo ADatxnt. Goo-

ult: E. Renaudot, De Oennadii vHa et ecripHa^ Puia,

1709, reprinted in MPG, clx. 249 sqq.; W. G««, Oeima-

diue und Pletho, Breelau. 1844; idem. SymboHk der gri^-

chiedken Kirehe, pp. 34-39, Berlin, 1872: Steits. in

Jahrhadier flir deutache Theciooie, xiii (1866), 673-477;

Krmnbacher, Oead^ichte, pp. 119-121.

GENNADIUS OF MASSILIA: A presbyter of

Masailia (Marseilles), contemporary of Pope Gela-

sius I. (492-496; cf. Gennadius, De rtr. ^., xdx.

[c.]), who, under the same title, continued Jerome's

De viris iUustribus, thus furnishing, in spite of many
blunders, a very important source and in part the

only source of our acquaintance with the ninety-

one (ninety-three) authors treated therein. Gen-

nadius knew Greek well and was well read in

Eastern and Western, orthodox and heretical

literature. He waa a diligent compUer and a com-

petent critic. His Semi-Pelagian attitude is evi-

dent in his eulogies of Cassian, Faustus of Rin,

and others, as well as in his derogatory verdicts on

the opposing side—^Augustine, Prosper of Aqui-

taine, and even popes. The date of composition is

uncertain. The present form of the text indicates

a repeated revision of the entire work. It was

edited by J. Andreas (Rome, 1468), by C. A. Ber-

noulli (Freibuig, 1895), by £. C. Richardson io
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TU, xiv. (Leipsic, 1896), and is reprinted from
J. A. FabriciuB, Bibliotheca ecdesiastica (Hamburg,
1718). in MPL, Iviii. 1059-1120. There is an Eng.
transL in NPNF, 2d ser., iii. 385-402. Gennar
cilu3 also composed Adversua omnes hceresea Ubri

viii.; five books against Nestorius; ten books
against Eutychee; three books against Pelagius;

a Tmctahi8 de millenio et de apocalypn heaii Johan-
nts; and an Episiola de fide, which he sent to

Gelasius. There is also attributed to Gennadius
a Liber ecclesiaaHcorum dogmatum (Hamburg, 1614;

reprinted in AfPL, Iviii. 979-1054), an abstract of

catholic doctrine with a polemical bent. Its com-
position by Gennadius would appear to confirm his

leaning toward Semi-Pelagianism. G. KRt)GER.

Buuoqbapht: C. H. Turner, in JTS, vii (1906), 78-W;
£. Jungmann, Quatiionet OenneuOana^ LeijMic, 1881;
A. Ebert. AlU/emeine QMchichte der LUeraiur det MitUlr
aUen, i. 447-449. ib. 1889; B. Csapla, O^nnadiuM aU
LitkrarhUtoriker, MQnster. 1898; F. Diekamp, in RO-
mudu QuartaUchrift, xii (1898). 411-420; DCB, ii. 831-
632; H. Hurter. Nomenclaicr literarius, i. 409, Innsbruck,
1903; H. Koch, Vincenz von Lerin und Oennaditu^ in TU,
xxxL 2 (1907); Oillier. Auteura aaarU, x. 600-606.

GERlfARI, jen-na'ri, CASIMIRO: Roman Cath-
olic cardinal; b. at Maratea (96 m. s.e. of Naples),

Italy, Dec. 29, 1839. He was educated at the
Jesuit college in Salerno and the theological semi-

nary at Naples. He then returned to his native

city as a priest, and there founded the Monitare
EcdesiastCco, a theological journal. In 1881 he was
consecrated bishop of Conversano and in 1897 be-

came assessor of the Holy Office at Rome with the

title of archbishop of Lepanto. He was created

cardinal priest of San Marcello al Corso in 1901,

and is a member of the Congregations of the Con-
sistory, Bishops and Regulars, the Coimcil, Rites,

Index, Indul^nces, Apostolic Visitation, Provin-

cial Coimdls, and Propaganda for the Oriental

Rite, as well as a conmiissioner for the apostolic

visitation of the dioceses of Italy and the Opera
preservatioms fidei.

GEIINESARET, gen-nes'a-ret. See Galilee, § 4;

Galilee, Sea of.

GENOA, ARCHBISHOPRIC OF: An ancient

metropolitan see of North Italy. The first bishop
named by tradition is Salomo or Salonius (c. 269);

the first historically known is Valentinus (295;

according to some authorities, c. 313). Under
Synis II. (1130-63), the see of Genoa, formerly

sufifragan to Milan, was raised to metropolitan rank
by Innocent II. in 1133. As sufTragan bishoprics

it had at first only Bobbio and Brugnato, to which
were added before long Ventimiglia, Noli, and
Albenga, and then three of the six Corsican sees,

Accia, Mariana, and Nebbio, the other three re-

maining under the jurisdiction of Pisa until the end
of the thirteenth century. During the French
Revolution some of these bishoprics were suppressed.

By a bull of 1817 the province was reconstituted

with the sees of Albenga, Bobbio, Brugnato, Noli-

Savona, Tortona, and Nice; and it has the same
to-day with the exception of Ventimiglia in place

of Nice. The actual diocese of Genoa contains

about 400,000 inhabitants. Among the early arch-

bishops one of the most distinguished wa-i Jacobus

de Varagine (q.v.), 1292-98. From the fifteenth

century the see was frequently occupied by car-

dinals.

Biblxoorapht: F. Ughelli, Italia sacra, iv. 830-907, 10
vols.. Venioe. 1717-22; G. Cappelletti. Le Ckiesa d'ltalia,

xiii. 269 sqq., 21 vols., Venioe. 1844-70; M. Rosi. Storia

deUa reUuione fra la republica di Geneva e la chieaa Romana
in rappcrto alia riforma r^liffiota, Rome, 1899; KL, v.

304-308.

GENOUDE, «h6''nQd', AKTOINE EUGENE DE:
French priest and publicist; b. at Mont^limar (135
m. s. of Lyons) 1792; d. at Hyftres (12 m. e. of

Toulon) Apr. 19, 1849. After teaching for a while

at the Lyc^e Bonaparte, Paris, he entered the

seminary of St. Sulpice. At the restoration of the

Bourbons he became secretary and adjutant to

Prince de Polignac. Entering journalism he col-

laborated in 1818 on the ConservateuTf which was
directed against the ministry of Decazes, and in

1820 joined Lemennais in foimding the D^/enaeur,

In 1821 he bought the ^taile, which became the

official journal of the government. For his serv-

ices to the government he was ennobled in 1822.

In 1827 he revived the Gazette de France, After the

July Revolution of 1830 his violent defense of the

fallen dynasty involved him in troubles with the

pope and the French bishops. In 1835 he entered

the priesthood but soon returned to journalism.

In 1846 he was elected a member of the Chamber
of Deputies from Toulouse. Besides political wri-

tings, a translation of the Bible, and a translation

of the ** Imitation of Christ,'' by Thomas k Kempis,
his publications include, La Raieon du chrietianieme

(12 vols., Paris, 1834-35), a compilation from many
sources; La Vie de Jieua Christ et dee apdtres (2

vols., 1836); Legone et modbles de littHxiture 8acr6e

(1837); Exposition du dogme catholique (1840);

Sermons et confH-ences (1844); and Lhistovre d*un§

Ante (1844), an autobiography.

Bibuographt: Besides the autobiography, consult: Bio-
graphie deM.de Oenoude, Paris, 1844; Lichtenberger,

ESR, v. 627-629.

GENTILE, jen-tn6, GIOVANNI VALENTINO:
Antitrinitarian; d. at Bern Sept. 10, 1567. He was
a native of (])osenza in Calabria, and was one of

those Italians who about the middle of the sixteenth

century left Italy to live freely according to iheir

religious convictions. In 1566 or 1557 he came to

Geneva. When in 1558 all members of the Italian

colony were required to subscribe an orthodox con-

fession which especially emphasized the Trinity, he

preferred to leave the city for a time together with

Alciati and Matteo Gribaldi (q.v.). Their country-

men brought them back and induced them to sub-

scribe. Nevertheless the council proceeded (1558)

against Gentile, and forced him to a humiliating

submission and penance. He fled to Lyons, op-

posed Calvin's doctrine of the Trinity in the Anti-

dota^ dedicated to King Sigismund of Poland,

whither he went m 1563. His name occurs from

time to time during the next three years in letters

from Poland. Then he returned to Switzerland

and settled at Gex, which was under the jurisdic-

tion of Bern. Fresh proceedings were instituted

against him, on a charge of blaspheming the Holy
Trinity and reviling the Reformed Church, and
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ended in his execution. His theological position

may be seen from the ArUitiota and from the con-
fession which he presented to the Bern clergy

(printed in Trechsel). Gentile opposed the tradi-

tional doctrine of the Trinity and its " fantastical

and sophistical '* terminology, but he professed to
be attempting to vindicate the position of the Per-
sons in the Trinity as something more than mere
constituent parts of the divine substance. He
hoped to escape the difficulties of the doctrine of

the two natures by conceding the incarnation of

the Logos in Mary as a person at once divine and
himian, though he thus obscured the doctrine of

the perfect humanity of Christ. K. Benrath.

Bibuoobapht: The Geneva process of 1558 wms published
by Fasy in Mhnoim de VlnatihU Oenevoia, vol. xiv.,

1878-79; on the Bern prooess consult F. Trechsel, Die
proteetaniiadien AntUrinitarier, vol. il., Heidelberg, 1844,
where some detuls concerning Gentile are given. Consult
also J. H. Allen, H%9t. of the Unitariane, p. 62, New York,
1894.

GENTttLET, zhfln"tray6', INNOCENT: French
Reformed jurist; b. at Vienne; d. at Geneva, the

dates of his birth and death being unknown. After

the massacre of St. Bartholomew he fled to Geneva,
but after the peace of 1576 was made head of the

council of Die, and became president of the Parlia-

ment of Grenoble a short time later. He was de-

prived of his position, however, by an edict of

1585, whereupon he seems to have again sought
refuge in Geneva. One of his two political works,

the Discoura aur lea moyena de bien gouvemer et

maintenir en bonne paix un royaume ou autre prin-

cipauti . . . contre Nicolaa Machiavel Flarentin

(Geneva, 1576), was translated into English by
S. Patericke, A Diacourae upon the Meana of Wei
Ooveming ... a Kingdom . . . againat N. Mach"
iaveU (London, 1602). His Apologia pro Chriatiania

GaUia religionia evangeliccB aeu reformats (1578)

ranks as one of the best defenses for the Reforma-
tion, while his Le Bureau du concUe de Trente (1586)

forms one of the ablest attacks upon the Council of

Trent. (C. ScHMiDTf.)

G?NTILLy, Bhto^ryi' (GENTILIACUM), SYN-
OD OF, 767: An assembly mentioned in the

Frankish annals, at which, in the presence of Greek
and Roman emissaries, the doctrine of the Trinity,

especially the procession of the Holy Spirit, and
image-worship were discussed. It took place at

Gentiily, a southern suburb of Paris, and was occa-

sioned by a Byzantine embassy which had prob-

ably come for the purpose of winning the Frankish
Church to the standpoint of Constantine V. on the

question of image-worship. The proceedings and
resolutions of the synod are not known. The ques-

tion concerning the procession of the Holy Spirit

was only secondary and was probably stirred up by
the papal nimcios for the ptirpose of sowing dis-

cord between the Franks and Greeks. There seems
to have been no agreement, and this is only nat-

ural in consideration of the political conditions of

Italy and the resolutions of the synod at Constan-
tinople in 754 against image-worship.

(A. Hauck.)

Bibuoorapbt: Hefele, ConeUienoetAiehiet iil. 431-483,
Eng. trmnsL. v. 830-331, ef. Mansi, ConcUia, idL 613 iqq.

GEOFFREY OF MONMOUTH (Gallpdus or
Gaufridua Arturua^ Gal/ridua AfonemiUenaia; Welsh
Oalffrai or Gruffyd ap Arthur): English chronicler;

b., probably at Monmouth, c. 1100; d. at Llandafif

1154. He is thought to have been a monk of the
Benedictine abbey at Monmouth, and about 1140
was made archdeacon of LlandaiBf. He was con-
secrated bishop of St. Asaph Feb. 24, 1152, but
seems to have died before he actually entered 00
his duties there. Geoffrey is famous for his Hi»-
toria regum BritannicB, which was highly popular
in all lands during the Middle Ages, furnished Sir
Thomas Malory the material for his Mort d'Arthur,
and has been drawn upon by poets from Shake-
speare to Tennyson. It is a ski&ul mixture of his-

tory, legend, and piire romance, beginning with the
fall of Troy and the story of Brutus, a descendant
of JSneas, who is made the ancestor of the Britons,

and ending with Cadwalader and the downfall of
the Celtic power in Britain. The main source,

Geoffrey states, was a " very old book " given him
by Walter, archdeacon of Cbcford, but he also used
Gildas, Nennius, and Bede. The seventh of the
twelve books appears to have been originally an
independent work of Geoffrey's (De propheUia Mer-
lin£). The text has been published by J. A. Oiks
(London, 1844) and in OoU/ried*a von Monmouth
Hiatoria regum BriianmcB und Brut Tyaylio . . .

herauagegeben von San Marte [A. Schulz] (Halle,

1854); transl. by Aaron Thompson, The British

Hiatory (London, 1718), revised and corrected by
J. A. Giles, Geoffrey 0/ MonmotUh^a Britiah History

(1842).

Bibuographt: ASB, Oct., ix. 94-^; T. Wright, Biograpkia
Britannioa, Anglo-Norman Period^ pp. 143-150, London,
1846; idem, Eeeay on Archctologioat SubjecU, i. 202-
226, ib. 1861; P. Paris, Mimoire Mur , , . VH^ dm
Bretone de Monmouih, Paris, 1865; T. Gilray. in DubHn
Univereity M<xgasine, April, 1876; A. de la Borderie,
Atudea hiMtorigttee Britonnee, Paris, 1883; Haddan ajid
Stubbs, CounciU, i. 360-361; DNB, xxi. 133-135.

GEORGE m. OF A5HALT: Prince of Anhalt-
Dessau; b. at Dessau Aug. 13 or 15, 1507; d. there

Oct. 17, 1553. He was brought up with his brothers

mainly by his devout mother Biaigaret, Duchess of

Mllnsterberg. At the instance of his kinsman,
Bishop Adolphus of Mersebui^g, he was elevated to
the rank of canon in that see in 1518, and attended
the University of Leipsic, where Georg Held of

Forchheim was his " highly beloved master." In
1524 Adolphus consecrated him as priest. That
he might be able the better to refute the Lutheran
sect, he made a thorough study of the Bible, the

Church Fathers, and church history. The extreme
tension of mind and the qualms of conscience into

which his investigations brought him induced a
violent illness, which left its mark upon him for the

rest of his life.

It was only after his mother's death (June, 1530)
that he could see his way to entire clearness c^

faith; but from the time of the Diet of Augsburg
(1530) both George and his brothers are found allied

with the Reformers. After the first Evangelical

celebration of the Lord's Supper at Dessau, on
Maundy Thursday, 1534, Geoi^ visited the dis-

trict churches, making the fewest possible changes
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in the church practises, in accordance with his

natural disposition and with Luther's acquiescence.

LK>Ying peace, he sought to deter Luther, in 1538,
Iran publishing the tract Wider den Bischof zu
Magdkmrg; and persuaded him, in 1542, not to

circulate his sharply worded tract on the feud of

Wurzen. In 1544 the protector of Mersebuig
GathednU, Maurice of Saxony, appointed his

brother, Duke Augustus, administrator, but be-

cause the latter was not a cleric, designated George
of Anhalt as his " coadjutor in spiritual affairs/'

In this capacity he forthwith proceeded, in com-
pany with Antonius Musa, just then appointed
cathedral preacher at Meraebuig, upon a visitation

of all the cathedral parishes, exhibiting great

patience, tactful discretion, and forbearance. He
next conferred with Maurice in the matter of a
prospective lituigy, which, in accordance with his

suggestions and in virtue of the deliberations of the

consistories of Mersebuig and Meissen, was offi-

cially completed at Altenzelle in 1545. Thence-
forth twice a year George convened the cathedral

deigy to a synod in Mersebuig Cathedral, and on
such occasions discoursed upon the questions and
evils of the time, and upon proper official conduct.

He based these conci4me8 aynodica upon outlines

furnished him by Melanchthon. Of the sermons
which he delivered in the cathedral before many
hearers, only a few have been preserved. They are

distinguished by temperate and lucid exposition.

When, in spite of his efforts to the contrary, the

Schmalkald War broke out, George received imder
his roof the fugitive Camerarius and his family;

interceded for Jonas, who had incurred Maurice's

anger; and sought to restrain the clergy from '* sus-

picious and frivolous words that might serve to

cause discord." Although he " hated " the Augs-
burg Interim, he felt that he ought to lend a himd
in the preparation of the Leipsic Interim, in order

to preclude still worse results (see Interim). In

1549 the emperor's candidate Michael Heldingk
(Sidonius) was postulated by the chapter as bishop

of Mersebuig. Until his arrival, George was to

continue administering the diocese. To strengthen

the Evangelical confession as firmly as possible be-

fore the threatening storm, he now delivered his

powerful sermons " On the False Prophets," and
" On the Right Worthy Sacrament of the Body
and Blood of Christ," which are directed both
against Rome and against the fanatics. Afterward

be retired to his Anhalt estates. Sojourning mostly
in Warmsdorf he continued to preach there, and
when occasion offered sought to adjust the Osian-

drian dispute. He died immarried after lingering

sickness. His imfeigned piety, his gentleness and
love of peace, his benevolence and freedom of serv-

ice, gained him the honorable title of the " devout "

or " pious." His theology was that of Luther.

WiLHELM WaI/THBR.
BmxooBAPHT: His writings in German were edited by
Mebmehthon. Wittenberg. 1555. 7th ed., 1741. I^tin edi-

tion containing the Concionet aynodicce, 1570; the Con-
eionM were edited by G. Stier in Germ, transl.. 1895.

For his life consult: Leben der AUviUer dw ItUherUcken

JCtnAs, iv. 63 sqq., Leipsic, 1864 (contains lists of the

older literature); M. Steffenhagen, Oeorg von AnhaU,
Iferseburg, 1893; A ROmeUn, DU R^formaUon in Dss-

Mtt, HalU. 1896.

GEORGE, BISHOP OF THE ARABIANS: One
of the most important writers of the Syrian Church;
was bom about 640 in the Juma, the district of the

lower Afrin valley, belonging to the

Life. diocese of Antioch, and died in 724.

As a youth he attached himself to

his famous countryman Jacob of Edessa (q.v.),

whose Hexaemeron he completed after Jacob's

death. In Nov., 686, in conformity with the d3ring

wish of the Patriarch Athanasius II. of Balad, he

was consecrated bishop by the Jacobite Maphrian
Seigius Zakunaja, archbishop of Kartamin near

Maniin. His jurisdiction was not a local one, but

included the Arab tribes on the eastern border of

the northern half of the Arabian desert. Doctri-

nally he was attached to the Jacobite church of

Syria, as is shown by his dogmatic and contro-

versial writings.

He had an extensive knowledge of both Chris-

tian and classical literature. Besides the Bible,

he knew the principal church hi»-

Hental torians, Eusebius, Socrates, and Theo-

Equipment doret. In Basil's works he was
specially at home, and was well ac-

quainted with Athaiiasius, Gregory of Nyssa, and
Gregory Naziansen, as well as with the Monophysite

authorities to whom the Jacobites appealed, espe-

cially the patriarch Severus of Antioch; he Icnew

both Cyril of Alexandria and Sabellius and Julian

of Halicamassus, and was very familiar with the

works of the Pseudo-Dionysius. He was not less

well-read in the older Syriac literature, Bardesanes,

Aphraates, and Ephraem. Even of works still

further removed, Uke those of Josephus and the

Clementines, he displays more than a superficial

knowledge. ffi« extensive correspondence, of which
the letters from 714 to 718 still exist, shows that

he was the intellectual leader of his coimtrymen.

The greater part of his works is still extant, and
shows his many-sidedness, not only covering the

most various theological branches, but including

a valuable translation of a part of

Prose the Orgarum of Aristotle, with the full-

Works, est commentary on that author exist-

ing in Syriac. With this Aristotelian

work may be classed, as to both plan and pur-

pose, a collection of scholia on the homilies of

Gregory Nazianzen (preserved in a tenth or eleventh

century manuscript in the British Museum), though

neither the translation of the homilies nor the

.writing of the scholia was done by George, who only

compiled them.

Of his poetical works, the Chronicorif written in

twelve-syllable verse, was formerly preserved in a

single manuscript in the Vatican, which has now
totally disappeared. This dealt in

Poetical twenty-four chapters with the epacts.

Works, with rules for finding the movable
feasts, with the cycles of the sun and

moon, with the months and weeks, and other things

pertaining to the ecclesiastical reckoning. The
table for finding the time of the new moon which

originally formed part of this has been preserved

separately in two copies, one in the Vatican and

one in the British Museum. The author's com-

petence in these astronomical questions is shown
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by two letters to John, a priest in the monastery

of Litharb (Al-Atharib, near Aleppo), in which he

takes a standpoint far in advance of the astro-

logical superstitions of his age. Of the three poems
still extant, one (British Museum and Bodleian)

treats of the monastic life, and gives eloquent ex-

pression to the mystical enthusiasm of the Mono-
physite tradition in his portrayal of the blessedness

of the monk's condition. The others have refer-

ence to the consecration of the sacred chrism, which,

after the symbolist manner of the Pseudo-Dionys-

ius, is mystically connected with the Anointed One;

in both a lai^ge part is played by the Old Testament

and its ceremonies, as types of the more perfect

dispensation and its mysteries and festivals. The
longer poem (Vatican, Paris) closely follows the

ritual of the consecration of the oil; the shorter

(Brit. Mus.) covers the same ground more concisely.

In connection with these may be mentioned a prose

explanation of the sacraments (Brit. Mus.), which
treats only of baptism, the Eucharist, and the bless-

ing of tbB chrism, George apparently recognizing

(l&e the Pseudo-Dionysius, whom he follows) none
but these as sacraments. The above-mentioned

conclusion to the Hexaemeron of Jacob of Edessa

takes it up at the resurrection, and deals with the

Last Judgment and the recompense of good and
evil deeds. Like Origen and other Greek fathers,

especially Gr^ory of Nyssa and the theologians

of the school of Antioch, as well as the Monophy-
site Stephen bar Sudaili, George teaches the doc-

trine of the final restoration of all things.

For the study, however, of George's doctrinal

position, his letters (contained in a manuscript of

the eighth or early ninth century,

Letters. Brit. Mus.) are of the greatest im-

portance; they show what scientific

questions chiefly occupied the clergy and monks
of his time, what dogmatic questions were most
frequently discussed, and how ecclesiastical legis-

lation was carried out in the daily life of the Church.

An idea of their contents may best be given by
taking them according to their subjects without

regard to their chronological order. Under the

head of church history may be placed the first

three chapters of the longest of all, addressed to the

presbyter Joshua the Recluse under date of July,

714. These chapters deal with the life and times

of the " Persian sage," i.e.. Aphraates, and discuss

the theory that the end of the world will come after

six thousand years, the doctrine of the sleep of the^

soul after death and its awakening, and the question'

why Noah did not warn his contemporaries of the

flood—a question which was not, indeed, treated in

the homilies of Aphraates, but had occurred to

Joshua while reading them. In the fifth chapter

George gives the life and teaching of Gregory the

Illuminator, the apostle of the Armenians, finally

discussing the question whether Gregory was justi-

fied in forbidding his Armenian converts to mix
water with the wine of the Lord's Supper, as was
the Sjrrian custom. In this chapter especially

notable are the keen critical insight and the strict

historical judgment, cleverly avoiding the miracu-

lous, with which he handles the material before

him. A second division of the letters is composed

of those of an exegetical nature. Aaeemani is

wrong in attributing to George the composition of

a commentary on the Bible and especially on Mat-
thew: what he did, after the fashion of his time,

was to discuss particular questions which inter-

ested him or were put to him by others. With
these points of Biblical ex^esis may be daased
the expositions of passages in Greek and Sjrriac

writers, such as Gregory Nazianzen, Ephraem Synis,

and Jacob of Eklessa. A third class, those of doc-

trinal interest, are partly didactic and partly polem-
ical. Of the former nature are the eighth chap-
ter of the long letter to Joshua, in which be holds

fast (like the other Greek and Syrian theologians)

to the freedom of the will, and a letter to the John
already mentioned, on the part which the priest

plays in the forgiveness of sins, which George re-

duces to very moderate proportions. The pokni-
ical letters are principally concerned with Christo-

logical questions, and are particularly interesting

as showing that Monophysite opposition was then
directed not against the Nestorians but against the
adherents of the (Ik>uncil of Chalcedon—a fact which
would be hard to explain historically if knowledge
did not exist of the difference in belief already

existing between Cyril of Alexandria and Sevenis,

George's main authority. A fourth division deals

with questions of church law and ritual, and includes

the fourth and seventh chapters of the letter to

Joshua, as well as another to him of 718, in which
he answers three questions relative to the proper
celebration of the Eucharist. Finally, a fifth di-

vision of ascetical bearing may be made of the
ninth chapter of the letter to Joshua, in which he
deals with nocturnal temptation and the means to
be employed in combating it.

The value of the works of George lies in the
manner in which they increase the knowledge of

the history of the Syrian Church and
Impor- literature, giving a picture which Is

tanc«. all the richer for the many-sidedness

of his activity, and all the more in-

structive for his standing precisely midway between
the authors who open and close Syriac literature,

Ephraem (d. 373) and Gregory bar Hebrseus (d.

1286). Although he far surpasses the imperfect be-

ginnings of strictly Syrian learning in Aphraates,

the practically edifying character of his poetical work
especially reminds of the attitude of primitive

Christianity, which was preserved longer in Syria

than elsewhere. But when we look at the height

reached by his scientific thought, trained not only
by Aristotle's logic but by Aristotle's knowledge of

nature and of the world, we recognize at once the
mighty influence which Greek learning had upon
the mind of the Church, even in tli far East.

George not only made his own all that Greek litera-

ture and philosophy could give him, but he stands

out above the other scholars of his race by his

thoughtful use of this abundant material, by h^ ex-

cellent judgment and keen insight, and by the

freedom and wide range of his outlook.

(Victor RYBBELf.)

Bibuoorapht: Parts of his works have been pubUsfaed as
follows: his letter to the presbyter Joshua is in P. da La-
Sarde, AnaUeta Syriaca, p. 108, Lsipiric, 1868; the first
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three ch»ptere of this letter mre also in W. Wright's edi-

tion of the Homilies of Aphraates, pp. 19-37. London.
I860, and in the work of J. Forget,. De vita ei acripUt

ApkraaHa, pp. 1-56, Louvain, 1882; his great poem on
the consecration of the oil and that on the life of the

monks were edited by V. Ryssel in the AtU of the Reale
aeeademia dei Lincei, vol. ix., part 1, 1892. On his life

consult: J. S. Assemani, Bibliotheca orietUaliB, vol. i..chap.

zvi., Rome, 1719; E. Renan, Ds t^iloaophia peripateHca,

pp. 32 sqq.. Paris, 1852; J. G. E. Hoffmann, De herme-
neuHeU aptidSyro; pp. 148-161, Leipeic. 1869; V. Ryssel,

Bin Brief Oeorg'e . . . mtl einer Einleituno aber aein

Leb&n und anne SdirifUn, Gotha. 1883; idem, Georg'e dee

Araberbiadtofe Gediehie und Briefe . . Hberaeist und
eriitutert, Leipsie. 1891; W. Wright. Short HieL of Syriac
Utertaure^ pp. 156-159, London, 1894.

GEORGE OF BRANDENBURG: Margrave of

Btandenburg-Ansbach-Kulmbach; b. at Onolzbach
(Aoflbach, 25 m. s.w. of Nurembei^), Middle Fran-

conia, Mar. 4, 1484; d. there Dec. 27, 1543. He
was the third of the eight sons of Margrave Fred-

erick the Elder and a grandson of Albert Achilles,

the founder of the Ansbach-Kulmbach Hohen-
xoUem line. Through his mother, Sophie, a Polish

princess, sister of King Ladislaus II. of Bohemia
and Hungary, he was related to the royal court in

Buda. He entered the service of his uncle, the

king of Hungary, living at his court from 1506.

The king received him as an adopted son, entrusted

him in 1515 with the duchy of Oppeln, and in 1516

made him member of the tutelary government in-

stituted for Hungary, and tutor of his son Louis.

At the court of Hungary there were two parties

arrayed against each other—the Magyar party

under the leadership of Zapolyas and
HiB Terri- the German party under the leader-

tones and ship of George of Brandenbiu^,whose
Influeiice. authority was increased by the acqui-

sition of the duchies of Ratibor and
Oppehi by hereditary treaties with their respective

dukes and of the territories of Oderbei^g, Beuthen,

and Tamowitz as pledges from the king of Bohemia,
who could not redeem his debts. By the further

appropriation of the duchy of J&gemdorf, George

came into possession of all Upper Silesia. As the

owner and mortgagee of these territories he pre-

pared the way for the introduction of the Reforma-
tion, here as well as in his native Franconia. At
an earlier time than any other German prince and
any other member of the Hohenzollem line, even

before his younger brother Albert, the grand master

of the Teutonic Order (see Albert of Prussia), he

turned his eyes and heart to the new faith pro-

ceeding from Wittenberg.

The first Reformatory writings began the work
^f winning him over to the Evangelical cause.

Luther's powerful testimony of faith at the Diet

of Worms in 1521 made an indelible impression

upon his mind, and the vigorous ser-

He Accepts mons of Evangelical preachers in the

the Refer- pulpits of St. Lawrence and St. Sebald

matioiL. in Nuremberg, during the diet there

in 1522, deepened the impression.

The study of Luther's translation of the New Tes-

tament, which appeared in 1522, established his

faith on personal conviction. Moreover, he en-

tered into correspondence with Luther, discussing

with him the most important problems of faith, and
in 1624 met him personally on the occasion of the

negotiations of his brother, Albert, r^[arding the

reformation of the Teutonic Order and its transfor-

mation into a secular duchy. Geoige was aided in

his reformatory efiforts, after the accession of King
Louis, by his wife, Queen Mary, a sister of Charles

V. and Ferdinand, who was favorably inclined to-

ward the new doctrine. As the coimcilor of the

young king, George firmly advocated the cause of

the new Gospel against the influences and intrigues

of his clerical opponents and successfully prevented

their violent measures. His relationship with

Duke Frederick II. of Liegnitz, Brieg, and Wohlen
and Duke Charles I. of Mtinsterberg-Oels, who had
both admitted the Reformation into their coun-

tries, contributed not a little to the expansion of

the Gospel in his own territories. But it was his

own personal influence, energy, and practical spirit

that introduced the new doctrine and founded a
new Evangelical and churchly life. He made efforts

to secure preachers of the new Gospel from Him-
gary, Silesia, and Franconia, and tried to introduce

the church order of Brandenburg-Nuremberg, which
had already found admission in the Franconian
territories.

In the hereditary lands of Franconia, where with

his older brother Casimir he had assumed the

regency in place of their father, he encoimtered

greater difficulties, although the pop-

The Refor- ular spirit was inclined toward the

mation in Reformation. Owing to his marriage

Franconia. with a Bavarian princess and to his

military commandership in the im-

perial service, his brother was allied more closely

with the old Church and resisted the new reform-

atory efforts. But the pressure of the estates of

the land soon compelled him to allow preaching

according to Luther's doctrine, although he ex-

acted the retention of the old church ceremonies,

even of those that were contrary to the Gospel.

George protested against such half-measures and
showed his dissatisfaction with the half-hearted

resolutions of the state assembly of Oct., 1526. It

was only after the death of his brother, that as

sole ruler he could successfully undertake and carry

out the Reformation in the Franconian territories,

with the assistance of his councilors Johann von
Schwarzenbei^ and the chancellor George and
through the new resolutions of the state assembly

of Ansbach (1528). At the same time George main-

tained his correspondence with Luther and Me-
lanchthon, discussing such questions as the evan-

gelization of monasteries, the use of monastic

property for Evangelical purposes, and especially

the foundation of lower schools for the people and
of higher schools for the education of tiedented

young men for the service of Church and State.

He tried to gain, by his continued correspondence

with Luther and other Reformers such as Urbanus
Rhegius, efficient men for the preaching of the Gos-

pel and for the organization of the Evangelical

Church. Hand in hand with the Council of Nu-
rembei^g he worked for the institution of a church

visitation after the model of that of electoral

Saxony from which developed after repeated re-

visions and emendations the excellent church order

of Brandenburg-Nuremberg of 1533. After its in-
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troduction in his territories in Franconia and
Nuremberg, it entered also his dominions in Upper
Silesia.

Margrave George's influence manifested itself

also in the development of the German Reformation
as a whole. When a union of the

His Infltt- Evangelicals in Upper and Lower
ence and Germany was contemplated for the

Activity more successful defense against the

Beyond hit dangers accruing to the new Gospel

Territories, from the Roman Church, George had
a meeting with the elector of Saxony

at Schleitz in 1529, where they agreed on certain

articles of faith and confession to be drawn up by
Luther; the commission was executed in the seven-

teen articles of Schwabach on the basis of the fif-

teen theses of the Marburg Colloquy. But neither

at the Convention of Schwabach nor at that of

Schmalkalden did George approve armed resist-

ance against the emperor and his party even in self-

defense. The more eneigetically, however, did he

oppose the emperor at the Diet of Augsburg in

1530, when the emperor demanded the prohibition

of Evangelical preaching. King Ferdinand made
George the most alluring offers of Silesian posses-

sions if he would take the part of the emperor, but

he decidedly rejected them. Next to the elector

of Saxony, he stands foremost among the faithful

and brave princes who defended the Evangelical

faith. After the death of his cousin, Joachim I. of

Brandenburg, who was a strict Romanist, he as-

sisted his sons in the introduction of the Reformar
tion in the territories of Brandenburg. He took

part in the Religious Colloquy of Regensburg (1541)

where Elector Joachim II. inade a last attempt to

bridge over the differences between the Romanists
and Evangelicals and with his nephew requested

Luther's cooperation. The Diet of Regensburg
was the last religious meeting which he attended.

(David ERDMANNf.)
Exbuoobaprt: W. L6he, Erinntrunoen au9 der Reformat

tion§-OMehieht€ wm Franken, Nuremberg, 1847; L.

Neustadt, Markgraf Oeorg aU Brtieher am unoorUchen
Hofe, Breslau. 1883; T. Kolde, Analecta LtUherana, Gotha,
1883; idem, in ZKO, xiii (1892), parte 2-3; J. Meyer,
JHb BinfUhrung der Reformation in Franken, Ansbach,
1893; H. Weetermayer. Die brandenburoiech-nHmber'
giathe Kinhenviaitation 16M8'SS, Erlangen, 1894; F.

Vogthem, Die Verfaeeung der evangdiedi^uiheriechen

Kirthe in den FUretentHmem Anabach und Bayreuth, 11.

209, 269, Erlangen, 1890.

OEORGE, DUKE OF SAXONY (George the

Bearded): Violent opponent of Luther; b. at

Dresden Aug., 1471; d. there Apr. 17, 1539. He
was the oldest surviving son of Albert the Coura-

geous, ancestor of the Albertine line of sovereigns in

Saxony. Although heir to the throne, he was des-

tined for the priesthood, probably under the influ-

ence of his mother. One of his teachers in theology

was Andreas Proles, the predecessor of Staupitz in

the German Augustinian congregation, and widely

known as a courageous fighter against the abuses in

the order, and as a pious preacher. This education

influenced the whole life of George; he became not

only a sincerely pious and well-educated man, but
also enough of a theologian to have an independent

judgment in ecclesiastical matters. As early as his

seventeenth year he wai entrusted with the govern-

ment of his coimtry while his father fought in dis-

tant lands, and in 1500 he succeeded his father as

actual ruler.

George welcomed with sincere joy the Reforma-
tion at Wittenberg and the theses of Luther. In

the spring of 1517 he declared himself very deci-

dedly against Tetsel, the dealer in indulgences, and
branded his practise as fraud. But his very first

meeting with Luther, in July, 1518, when Luther,

especially recommended by Staupitz, preached in

the castle church of Dresden, aroused oppositicm.

By this sermon the duke became aware of the fact

that Luther aimed not only at certain reforms of

the Church, but, in opposition to ruling Catholicism,

announced a new Gospel which was bound to result

in a complete rupture with the traditions of the

past. Such a revolutionist George decidedly op-

posed. He was confirmed in his opinion of Luther

by the ideas which the latter expressed at the

Leipsic Disputation (1519). He had no objection

to Luther's bold attach on the abuses in the Church
and found many a truth in his address " To the

nobility of the German nation "; but the continual

desertion of monks and nuns, the violation of the

vow of celibacy, and the disturbances among the

peasants fully convinced him that Luther's Gospel

was an un-Christian affair, since the Bible teaches

that the tree shall be known by its fruits. The
fruits of Luther's activity were, in George's opinion,

renimciation of all discipline and order, diBobedienoe,

violence, and the violation of the most sacred vows;

the world can not exist without authority, and only

the Church has power to bring about reforms.

Landgrave Philip of Hesse, his son-in-law, tried

in vain to win him over, especially by the Bible.

In spite of his independent character, George seems

to have been influenced not a little in his unfavor-

able attitude toward the new Gospel by his reac-

tionary secretaries, Hieronymus Emser and Johan-

nes Cochlseus. By the manner of his polemics

Emser excited Luther in such a way that his cut-

ting replies against him and the duke can not always

be justified. Emser's last work, an emended trans-

lation of the New Testament, was intended to com-

pete with Luther's great work, but differed so little

from it that it only helped the cause of the Refor-

mation. After having awaited in vain the prom-

ised council, Duke George ordered visitations and

the reform of monasteries on his own responsibility

and tried to abolish abuses, but his efforts were not

successful. He made his life-work a vain struggle

to stem the tide of the Reformation, and his failure

was the more tragical as it isolated him from his

people and even from his own family. The end of

his life was saddened by the prospect that after his

death the new Gospel would enter his country

freely and openly, since his brother Henry, the heir

to the throne, had adopted the Lutheran cause.

George's last attempt to save his country for Ro-

manism by ceding it to Ferdinand, the Roman king,

was frustrated by the opposition of the estates of

Meissen and by 1^ sudden death.

(F. W. DiBBLIUS.)

Bibuoorapht: H. Welok, Georg der BilrHge^ Bmnswick,
1900; F. Qeoe, KioetervieilaUonen dee Rm^og George
Leipeio, 1888; idem, in ZKO, 1888; idem. Akien wd
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Brief* ntr KirehenpoHHk Htnog Oeorgt wm Saehaen, vol.

L, 1617-24. Leipsic, 1005: articles in the Nwm AreMv
fkr aOehtUehe 04§chichU by FriedeDsbuis, Brisfwedi*el
xvueWn Henog Oeorg und PhUipp von Hmmii, 1885; by
Gees, Leiptig und Wittenberg, 1805. and by £. Brmnden-
bmg, Henog Heinrieh der Fromme, 1806; K. Menaing,
Bilder aus der edeheiecken OeeehidOe, Dreaden, 1002;
Sehaff. Ckrietian Church, ri, 178, 181. 202, 567; Cam-
bridge Modem Hielory, vol. ii.. The Reformation^ pp. 135,

148. 163-252.

GEORGE OF LAODICEA: Bishop of Laodicea
in Syria, one of the leaders of the homoiousian party;

b. in Alexandria; d. between 360 and 363. Alex-

ander of Alexandria made him presbyter, and before

the Council of Nicsa, during a stay at Antioch,

George tried to mediate in the controversy between
Alexander and the Arians. The opponents of the

Arians treated him as Arian, and Alexander deposed
him. George then joined the " Eusebians/' and
before 335 they procured him the bishopric of

Laodicea; he took part in the Synod of Antioch in

339 and for doing so was anathematized by the

Occidentals. George regarded the Nicene doctrine

as Sabellianism and was an especial enemy of

Athanasius; but he did not altogether agree with
Eusebius of Nicomedia since he opposed Ariamsm
aharply, and, with Bishop Basil of Ancyra, became
founder of the homoiousian party. The new atti-

tude of George after 358 can hardly be called a
change of conviction since the homoiousian formu-
las may be traced back to the Christology of Alex-

ander of Alexandria who influenced his youth.

After the Synod of Seleucia George disappears. It

is said that he took part in the homoian synod at

Constantinople in 360, having submitted at that

time," like many other homoiousians, to the power
of the court; this is possible, but George of Laodicea
seenos to have been confounded with George of

Doara, the Arian. Of his writings there have been
preserved a few sentences of a letter found in

Athanasius, De tynodU, xvii. (MPO, xxvi. 712,

CD), a letter in Sozomen (IV., xiii. 2-3) and a
memorial in Epiphanius (Hcer.^ Ixxiii. 22, end).

It is said that he wrote also an " Encomiimi of

Eusebius of Emesa," and a treatise against the

Manicheans. (F. Loofb).
Bibuooeapbt: Sources are the histories by Socrates. Soso-
men and Theodoret, and the '* History of the Arians ** by
Athanasius. all available in Eng. transl. in NPNF, 2
ssr. Consult: Leo Allatius in Oeorgii AcropoliUe . . .

iUsCoria. p. 305-300. Paris. 1851; Tillemont. Mfmoiree,
tL 250 of Venice ed.; Bft. Le Quien. Oriene ehrielianue,

*iL 702-703. Paris. 1740; Fabridus-Harles. BibUolkeca
Oreeea, vii. 327. ix. 203. Hamburg. 1801. 1804; J. H.
Newman. The Ariane of the 4th Century, p. 284, London,
1871; J. Driseke, Qeeammetie patrieUeche Untereuehun-
gen, Altona. 1880; DCB, ii. 837-688; KL, y. 335-336;
and the literature under Arxanibii.

GEORGE THE PISIDIAIf : Byzantine poet and
historian; flourished in the first half of the seventh

century. He was a deacon in the church of St.

Sophia, Constantinople, and enjoyed the favor of

the Patriarch Sergius, and of the Emperor Heraclius,

whom he accompanied on his first campaign against

the Persians. He wrote a number of long poems
of historical, philosophical, and religious content,

which were highly praised by the latter Byzantine

writers, though modem criticism has condemned
them as artificial and tedious. The Hexaemeron
geu mundt offidum^ and his De vanitaie vUcb were

printed, with a Latin translation, by F. Morel (Paris,

1584), and his complete works, with Latin trans-

lation and a critical introduction, were edited by
G. M. Querd (Rome, 1777). This edition was re-

printed in CSHB, vol. xiv., and also in MPG, xdi.

Bibuoorapht: Leo Allatius. De Oeorgiia, in Fabridua-
Harles, Bibliotheea Qroeca, x. 561-560. Hamburg. 1807;
I. Hilbeiv. in Wiener Studien, viu (1886). 202-304. ix

(1887). 207-222 (on the Hexaemeron); L. Stembaoh. De
Oeorgio Pieida Nonni eeetatore, Cracow. 1803; Krum-
baober. GeechidUe, pp. 700-712 et passim; KL, v. 337-
338; DCB, ii. 648-640.

GEORGE OF POLENTZ: Bishop of Samland in

Prussia, the first bishop who avowed the Evan-
gelical faith; b. in Saxony 1478; d. in Balga (24

m. s.w. of KOnigsberg, on the Frische Haff) Oct. 1,

1549. He descended from one of the most promi-

nent and ancient families of the Saxon nobility,

studied law in Italy, was for some time private

secretary of Pope Julius II., then entered the serv-

ice of Emperor Maximilian I. He became ac-

quainted with Biargrave Albert of Brandenbuig
(see Albert of Prussia), a later grand master

of the Teutonic Order, and subsequently joined the

Order. By the faithful and able execution of sev-

eral important commissions in the affairs of the

Order be won the confidence of Albert, through

whose influence he became bishop of Samland
(1519). When he assimied in 1522 the regency of

the Order in the absence of the grand master, his

mind had already been turned toward the Evan-
gelical cause by the writings of Luther. In 1523

he tolerated the preaching of the pure Gospel in

the cathedral church of KOnigsberg and put no
obstacle in the way of the Reformatory movement.
After 1524 he advocated the nullifiation of the

papal constitution and the secularization of the

Order. On the recommendation of Luther, Johan-

nes Briessmann became cathedral preacher at

KOnigsberg, and introduced the bishop to a deeper

knowledge of the Evangelical doctrine of salvation.

In the summer of 1523 the bishop publicly avowed
the cause of the Reformation. In a mandate of

1524 he admonished his subjects to accept the new
doctrine, and, instigated by the ignorance of his

people, advocated in another mandate the preach-

ing of the Gospel in the vernacular. As early as

1524 he sent Evangelical preachers from place to

place, as many as he could gather. While he him^

self received instruction from Briessmann in Greek
and Hebrew to study the Bible in the original text,

he inculcated upon his preachers the diligent use of

the Bible and of Luther's translation and his most
important writings. After the transformation of the

Order into a secular duchy (see Teutonic Order),
Albert on his return to KOnigsberg in 1525 imme-
diately entrusted George of Polentz and his second

bishop, Erhard von Queiss in Pomerania, with the

organization of Evangelical church life. The first

church orders and visitations were prepared by
Bishop Polentz in connection with Briessmann and
Paulus Speratus, the new preacher of KOnigsbeig.

The first Prussian church order was issued in 1525

under the title, Artxkd der Ceremonxen und anderer

Kxrchenordnungf and thus the Prussian State Church
was organized before that of electoral Saxony.

Bishop Polentz considered it an essential part of
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his official activity to hold church visitations, being

convinced of the great importance of the personal

influence of the bishop upon the preachers and
their congregations. The chief interest of his ac-

tivity lay in the oi^ganization of the Church, on the

basis of the Gospel and the confessional doctrine.

He was also prominently active in the foundation

and development of the University of KOnigsberg

(1544). His marriage in 1525 was of the most far-

reaching influence, as he gave by it a practical tes-

timony for the Evangelical truth and an example
for the foundation of the Evangelical parsonage.

(David ERDMANNf.)
Bzbuography: P. Taohaokert, Oeorg von Polentz, Leipsio,

1888; idem, Urkundenbueh dtr Rejormationt-Oe^^ichte
in Prrutten, vol. i.. ib. 1890; Vita Oeorgii a PoUntiiMt

Kdnigsberg. 1829; A. R. Gebaer and E. Hacen, Der Dom
Mu KOnigtberg, pp. 242-243, ib. 1835; J. Voigt. Qe9<^%chU
Preuatena, ix. 685-686, ib. 1839; Oeorg von PalUntt, der

erate evangeliache Biachof, Halle, 1858; J. Kdstlin. MarHn
Luiher, ed. Q. Kawerau, i. 622, 720, Berlin, 1903; Cam-
bridge Modem History, vol. ii.. The Reformation, pp. 160-

162, New York. 1904; Schaff, Chriatian Church, vi. 593
sqq.

GEORGE, SAINT: Christian martyr, the patron
saint of England; b. of a noble Cappadocian family

in the third century; d. about 303. That the

Roman army possessed an officer of high rank by
the name of George (Lat. Georgius), who suffered

martyrdom in the Diocletian persecution after re-

peatedly professing his faith, can scarcely be

doubted, although the year of his death is uncer-

tain. Churches were erected in his honor at a
very early period, as at Thessalonica in the fifth

century, while Gregory of Tours is witness to the

wide extension of his cult in the Occident. Gregory
the Great is said, on somewhat doubtful authority,

to have restored a church of St. Geoige in Rome,
identified with Santo Giorgio in Velabro.

According to the acts of his martyrdom, which
are late and historically valueless, St. George re-

signed his commission shortly after the outbreak

of the Diocletian persecution, and bore zealous

testimony against the informers and persecutors.

After the emperor had sought in vain to induce him
to apostatize, the saint was condemned to die by
the sword, whereupon he distributed all his prop-

erty among the poor and prayed fervently for the

constancy of his fellow Christians. According to

some sources, he was martyred at Lydda in Pales-

tine, and according to others at Nicomedia in

Bithynia. The only point of agreement cbnceming
the date of his death is in the statement that the

day was Apr. 23.

The chief points in the development of the cult

of St. George in the Eastern Church were the erec-

tion of a number of churches in his honor in Con-

stantinople and of a monastery near the Helles-

pont, whence the latter was called St. George's

Arm; the building of many churches to him in

Armenia and the name of Geoi^gia applied to the

country to the north; and the tribute paid to him
in Russia, where the Czars bear his effigy in the

center of their coat of arms. In the West St.

Geoige became one of the fourteen " Helpers in

Need " (q.v.) and the patron saint of the Republic

of Genoa, as well as of the English Order of the

Garter and of many military orders. The English

crusaders of Richard Coeur de Lion were under his

special protection, and a decree of a national ooun(^
held at Oxford in 1222 made his day (Apr. 23) a
holiday for all England. Since the later Middle
Ages the Western universities have regarded this

saint as the patron of artists. St. George first ap-
pears as the slayer of a dragon and the liberator of

a maiden from her chains in the late medieval

period, and in this aspect is a legendary Christian

recrudescence of Perseus, influenced by the Ger-
manic Siegfried. (O. Z5ckler f)
Biblzoobaphy: The various legends, under the titles of

Acta, encomium, miracula, paaaio, and trandaOon, are col-

lected in A8B, April, iii. 117-163 and appendix, pp. xx.-
xlv.; of. Analecta BoUandiana, i (1882). 615-617. Con-
sult P. Heylin, Hiatorie of that Famoua Saint and Soui-
dier . . . Saint George of Cappadoeia, London, 1033;
T. Lowick, Hiai. of the Life and Martyrdom of Saiai
George, ib. 1664; J. Milner, Hiatorical and Critical Enquiry
into the Exiatenoe and Charader of St, George . . . . ib.

1795; P. Heber, Die vorkarolingiachen chriatlichen Glau--

benahelden am Rhein, pp. 273-283. Frankfort. 1858; F.

Gorres, in ZWT, 1887. pp. 54-70; R A. W. Budge. The
Martyrdom and Miradea of SL George of Cappadoeia.
Coptic Texta with Eng. Tranal., London. 1888; SL Geargc,
Champion of Chriatendom and Patron 8<unt of England,
London. 1907.

GEORGE SYNCELLUS: Byzantine historian of
the eighth century, who wrote a Chronographia

(ed. J. Goar, Paris, 1652; W. Dindorf, 2 vols.,

Bonn, 1829), which is valuable for its extracts from
other writers. J. J. Scaliger's text of the first bocdc

of the Chronicon of Eusebius b composed entirely

of fragments preserved in the work of S3aioellus.

He received his surname from the fact that he was
syncellus, or privy councilor, to Tarasius, patriarch

of (Constantinople (see Syncellus).

Bibliooraprt: His works in 2 vols., ed. G. Dindorf. are in
CSHB, Bonn. 1829. Consult: Krumbacher. Geaehi<Jae^

pp. 118-120; DCB, ii. 050; H. Hurter. Nomendakfr
literariua, i. 734-735. Innsbruck. 1903; Ceillier. AtUeterm

aacria, xii. 155-156.

GEORGE OF TREBIZOIVD: Greek scholar and
humanist in Italy; b. in Crete 1396; d. at Rome
1486. His ancestors had come from the city of

Trebizond, hence his cognomen. He settled in

Venice in 1420 as a teacher of Greek, philosophy,

and rhetoric, taught for a number of years in

Vicenza, and in 1442 removed to Rome, where he
enjoyed the patronage of Eugenius IV. and par-
ticularly that of Nicholas V. He was a pronounced
Aristotelian and made a great reputation as a trans>

lator and expoimder of Aristotle. Through his

bitter and unfair attacks on Bessarion, Gemistos
Plethon, and the Platonic school he lost the favor
of Nicholas; and so great was the general indigna-

tion against him that he would have been compelled

to leave Italy had not King Alphonso V. given him
protection at Naples. Later he was made papal
abbreviator by his pupil Paul II. Besides trans-

lations from Plato and Aristotle, his writings in-

clude Latin translations from the Greek Church
Fathers (e.g., the commentaries of Cyril and the

ProBparaiio evangdica of Eusebius), and two essays

against the Greek Church to be found in Allatius,

Gracia orthodoxa (Rome, 1652).

Bibliooraprt: Scattered notioee are to be found in Fa-
bridun-Harles. Bibliotheca Graca, vols, iii., vii.-ix., xi..

xii.. Hambunc. 1793-1809; KL, v. 347; Lichtenberser.
E3R. V. 684-686. Paris. 1878.
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GEOR6I0S SCHOLARIOS. See Gennadius II.

GER. See Proselytes; Stranger.

GERARD, je-rOrd' (Fr. G&rard, zhe-rflr'; Germ.
Gerhard): The name of sixty or seventy worthies

in the hagiological tradition of the Roman Church,
some classed as saints, some as blessed. Among
the more noteworthy are:

1. Saint Gerard of Brogne: Abbot of Brogne
{Branium^ Braine-le-Comte, 13 m. n.n.e. of Mons),
reformer of Benedictine monasteries in Lorraine
and Flanders; b. at Staves (StableceUa) in the

diocese of Namur, between 880 and 890; d. in the
monastery of Brogne, presimiably Oct. 3, 959. He
descended from a noble family and in his youth
served under Count Berengar of Namur. While on
a hunting trip with the count, he retired to a chapel

to pray and beheld a vision of the apostles; Peter
asked him to build a lai^ger church in place of the

chapel in honor of Peter and the martyr Eugene,
and to bring thither the bones of the latter. Ge-
rard obeyed, built a church and a canonry (913), and
devoted himself to an ascetic life. He went to

Paris and studied in the monastery of St. Denis.

After having been consecrated presbyter, he re-

turned to Brogne, about 923, as an independent
abbot. From St. Denis he brought the relics of

Eugene and many other saints. The rumor of

miracles effected by these relics in the church of

Brogne spread far and wide, and people came in

such crowds that Gerard shut himself up in a small

cell to conclude his days in quietness and prayer;

but he was repeatedly called from his hiding-place

as a reformer. In 931 Duke Giselbert of Lorraine
asked him to introduce the Benedictine order in the

demoralized monastery of St. Ghislain in the dio-

cese of Cambrai. Six years later Coimt Amulph
of Flanders called him to restore the destroyed

monastery of St. Bavo in Ghent and to introduce

the Benedictine rule in the neighboring canonry of

Blandinixmfi. Several other monasteries were sub-

sequently reformed by Gerard after strictly Bene-
dictine principles, especially St. Bertin of Flanders,

in the diocese of Therouanne about 944 and St.

Amand in the diocese of Toumai 952. Apparently
in this later period of his life, he made a pilgrimage
to Rome to ask the blessing of the pope for his

institutions and a privilege for his monastery of

Brogne. After his return, he undertook a general

visitation of his monasteries. Various miracles, it

is said, were wrought by his dead body, in conse-

quence of which Innocent II. canonized him. The
monastery was imited to the bishopric of Namur
by Paul IV. in 1556.

Bibuoorapht: An ftnonymoua VUa with commentary is

in ASB, Oct.. u. 200-320; the Vila is also in MGH,
Script., XV (1888). 654-673, cf. Ex virtuiOnu S. Eugenii,

ib. pp. 646-652, and Sermo de €uiveniu S. Evgenii in Ana-
leeta BoUandiana, y. 395 sqq. Consiilt: U. Berli^re,

MofuuHeon Beige, i. 28 sqq.. Bruges. 1890 (contains very
complete list of literature); P. Gunther. Dae Leben dee

heiligen Gerhard, Halle, 1877; W. Sohultse. Qerhard von
Brogne und die Klotierreform, in Fara<^urigen der deutachen

Oeeehiehte, xzv. 223-271, C^dttingen. 1885; A. Servais,

Bewi BUT la vie de 8. Qirard, Namur, 1885; E. Sackur,

Die Cluniaceneur, i. 121-141, Halle, 1892; Hauck. KD,
iii. 345-349.

2. Gerard Sagredo: Bishop of Csanad (44 ro. n.

of Temesvar), eastern Hungary; b. at Venice c.

960; d. at Csanad Sept. 24, 1046. Before he went
as missionary to the Magyars he lived as a monk in

San Giorgio Maggiore, Venice. In recognition of

his successful missionary work Stephen I. of Hun-
gary gave him the honorary title Apostle of Hun-
gary and made him bishop of Csanad in 1036. He
retained his bishopric under the two lees Christian

successors of Stephen, until his death as a martyr.
He is said to have been the first to teach the
Hungarians to address the Viigin Mary as " Our
Lady."
Biblioorapht: An anonsrmous Vita and an Elogium with
comment are printed in ASB, Sept.. vi. 713-725. Con-
sult: H. Marcsali, Ungctme Oiuchichle, pp. 24-33, Berlin.

1882; Wattenbach, DOQ, ii (1886). 185. ii (1894). 209.

3. Gerard of La Sauve: French Benedictine
reformer, founder of the congregation of Sauve-
Majour in Guienne; d. 1098. Under his leadership,

which lasted till His death, this reform congregation

won considerable fame and attained a strength of

seventy cloisters.

Bibuoorapht: S. Cirot de la Ville. Hiet. de la congregation
de . . . la Grande Sauve, 2 vols., Bordeaux, 1844; Moni-
quet. S. Girard de Vordre de S. Binoit, Pari(>. 1895.

4. Gerard of Toul: Bishop of Toul (14 m. w.
of Nancy); b. at Cologne c. 935; d. at Toul 994.

He was made bishop of Toul by Archbishop Bruno,
and deserves mention here as the restorer of the

cathedral at Toul, and as the self-sacrificing shep-

herd of his diocese during the famine and pest of

981. (O. Z6CKLBRt.)
Biblioorapht: The early Vita and the Miracula by Widric

are in ASB, April, iii. 206-213. and. ed. Waiti. in MGH,
ScnpL, iv (1841). 485-509. Consult Wattenbach. DGQ,
u (1886). 115. i (1893), 337, ii. 127-128.

GERASENES, ger^'a-sinz': According to the best

readings of Mark v. 1 and Luke viii. 26, the name
of the people in whose region Jesus healed a demo-
niac, permitting the " legion of demons " to enter

into a herd of swine. In Biatt. viii. 28 '' Gada^
renes " is the preferable reading, and " Qeige-

senes ** is also foimd. Qadara, the capital of

PersBa, has been thought too far from the Sea of

Galilee to satisfy the narrative, but its territory

reached to the shores of the sea. A hill west of the

sea, Jabal Kuran Jaradi, has been thought to retain

the old name, changing Gadarenes into Garadenes.

Gerasa can not be the modem Jerash, but may be
Kersah, a ruined village on the left bank of the

Wadi as-Samak about half-way between the north-

em and southem extremities of the Sea of Galilee,

or as-Sur (connected with Artirai, " seat ") farther

up the same wadi. See Gaulanitis; Peilga.

GERBERON, zh&r"be"ren', GABRIEL: One of

the most famous disciples of St. Augustine and one

of the most profilic writers of his time; b. at St.

Calais (95 m. s.w. of Paris), in Mame, Aug. 12, 1628;

d. at the abbey of St. Denis, Paris, Mar. 29, 1711.

He received an excellent education from the fathers

of the Congregation of St. Maur, of which he be-

came a member in 1648. He taught rhetoric, phi-

losophy, and theology in different abbeys; but,

developing too great a zeal for the doctrine of the
" disciples of grace " and being suspected as a

Jansenist, his superiors finally sent him to the abbey

of St. Germain des Pr^ at Paris, under supervision.

After 1675 he was active in the abbey of Corbie
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near Amiens. In 1676 his Miroir de la pUU chrS-

Henne appeared at Brussels, a work which several

archbishops and writers criticized as a renewal of

the five condemned sentences of Jansen; Gerberon
defended his work in Le Miroir aana tache (Paris,

1680). The Jesuits and their partizans in hiis con-

gregation denoimced him in Paris for taking the

part of the pope against the king in the disputes

concerning the royal prerogative. Gerberon was
threatened with arrest, but fled with the consent

of his superior to the Spanish Netherlands. The
Jansenist clergy called him to Holland, but owing
to his attacks on the Protestants he was compelled

to return to Brussels in 1690. In 1703 he was ar-

rested, forced to sign the condenmation of the five

sentences of Jansen, and delivered to his superiors

for punishment; imtil 1707 he was kept a prisoner

in Amiens. After he had given his signature, the

pope allowed him to read mass. In Vincennes he
was treated with greater severity; being stricken

with paralysis, Cardinal Archbishop Noaiiles threat-

ened to let him die *' like a dog," without the Eu-
charist, if he did not sign .certain further proposi-

tions expressing the cardinars opinion. In 1710 he

was handed over to his congregation. As soon as

he learned that his signature was interpreted as a
recantation of his doctrine, he wrote Le Vain Tri-

omphe des J^-fuiies^ but his superiors prevented its

publication. On his death-bed he recalled aU dec-

larations, '* wrested from his weakness by cunning

and force," except the condenmation of the five

sentences. Besides the works mentioned, he wrote
Apologia pro Ruperto abbate Tiutenae (Paris, 1669)

against the Calvinistic doctrine of the Lord's Sup-
per, Defense de V6glise romaine contre les calomnies

dea proteatanta (Cologne, 1688, 1691), and many
other works, said to number 111 in all.

(C. Pfender.)

BiBuoaaAPRT: SuppUmerU au nierolooe iU Vabbaye ... d9
Pcrt-Royal<ie9-Champ9, i. 408 eqq., Amsterdam, 1735;
R. P. Tasain, OeUkrUnoesehidUe der Conffrtoation von St,

Maur, i. 505 sqq.. Frankfort, 1773; XL, v. 350-353;
Licht«nberger, B8R, y. 539-540.

GERBERT, g&ra>ftrt, MARTIN: Abbot of St.

Blasien (St. Blaise) in the southern part of the

Black Forest (20 m. s.e. of Freiburg), and one of

the most learned ecclesiastics of the eighteenth cen-

tury; b. at Horb-on-the-Neckar (31 m. s.w. of

Stuttgart) Aug. 13, 1720; d. at his monastery May
3, 1793. He was educated at the Jesuit college of

Freibui^, at Klingnau in Switzerland, and at the

abbey of St. Blasien, where he was ordained priest

in 1744, and chosen abbot in 1764. From 1759 to

1762 he traveled in Germany, Italy, and France,

an 1 published a Latin account of his travels (St.

Blasien, 1765; Germ, transl., Uhn, 1767). He was
a zealous investigator of the history of monasteries,

especially in the Black Forest, and his Historia

nigra eylvce ordinis S. BenedicU (3 vols., Cologne,

1783-88) contains much valuable information on
this subject. He published also a Codex episto-

laris Rudolphi I. (St. Blasien, 1772), and completed
the Taphographia principum Austria^ begun by
Rustenus Heer, a former member of the chapter of

St. Blasien (vol. iv. of Herrgotl's MonumerUa domua
AustriaccB, Vienna, 1762). His favorite study, how-

ever, was the theory and history of music, and he
enriched this field of literature with many valuable
works: De cantu et musioa eacra (2 vols., St. Blasien,

1774); Monumenta veterie lihtrgia AUmannica (2
vols., 1777-79); and Seriptares ecdesiaaUei de
mueica eacra (3 vols., 1784). He wrote also several

theological and asoetical treatises, one of which
was directed against Jansenism.

(K. KLtJPFBLt.)

Bibuoorapht: J. Bader, Flbrttabt Martin Otrhert wm <SC
BUuien, Freiburg, 1876; KL, v. 359-356; ADB, viu. 72S.

6ERDES, g&r'des, DANIEL: Professor of do^
matics and church history at the University of
Groningen; b. at Bremen Apr. 16, 1696; d. at
Groningen Feb. 11, 1765. He was the son of a
respected merchant, studied theology in his native
city and then in Utrecht under F. A. Lampe. In
1724 he became preacher at Wageningen in Hol-
land, in 1726 professor of theology in Duisbui^.
From 1736 until his death he was professor at
Groningen. His extensive scholarship and his
piety made him the most distinguisheid personal-

ity of the imiversity. In his Doctrina gratia »ive

compendium tkeologia dogmalica (Duii^urg, 1734;
Groningen, 1744) he shows himself a very xmiderate
disciple of Cocceius. His real importance lay in
the sphere of church history. He presented the
growth of the Evangelical faith, especially of the
Reformed faith, in his Introdudio in Matariam
Evangdii aecido XVL passim per Europam renovaH
doctrinaque reformata (4 vols., Groningen, 1744-
1752) and Scrinium antiquarium sive miscellanea

Groningana nova ad historiam refarmatioms ecdesi-

asticam prcacipue apedantia (8 vols., Groningen and
Bremen, 1761-65), and wrote also about the Refor-
mation in Italy, in the diocese of Salzburg, and in

Bremen. Many important documents are given in

these works. (E. F. Karl MOller.)
Bibuoorapht: A short fttitobiogntphy exists in his Mis-

cellanea DuMergeneia, i. 126 sqq., 1732 sqq. E. Holle>
beek treated of his life in the Prefaoe to Gerdes* Specimen
Italia reformattB, Leyden, 1765; A. J. Van der Aa. Bio-
graphiech Woordenbo^ van der Nedertanden, rii. 123 aqq.;
ADB, viii. 730-731.

6ERE0N, SAIlfT. See Theban Lbgion.

GERGESENES. See Gbrasknbs.

GERHARD, g&r^hOrt, JOHANN: Lutheran dog^
matician; b. at Quedlinburg (34 m. n.w. of Magde-
bui^), of distinguished family, Oct. 17, 1582; d. at
Jena Aug. 17, 1637. At the age of fifteen he was
afflicted with a serious ilkiess and vowed to devcvte

his life to the ministry if he should recover. Johann
Amdt (q.v.), who preached at this time in Quedlin-

biug, took kindly to him and assisted

Life. him with his counsel. In 1599 be went
to the University of Wittenberg and

devoted himself to the study of philosophy and
theology. Complying with the wish of a relative

and contrary to his vow, he took up the study of

medicine, but after the death of the relative re-

sumed theology. He removed to Jena, but prof-

ited less from the lectures of the professors there

than from private study of the Bible and the Churdi
Fathers. In 1603 he became master of arts. At this

time the fame of the theological faculty at Marburg
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attracted him thither, and Winckelmann and Ment-
xer especially influenced him. When Hesse-Ca^isel,

under Landgrave Maurice, accepted the Reformed
doctrine he left Marburg and went back to Jena
hoping to become professor. But Duke Casimir

of Coburg, to whom he was highly reconunended,
entrusted him with the superintendency at Held-
buig and made him doctor of theology. He was
only twenty-four years old at this time. In 1615
the duke made him general superintendent at

Coburg, and in this position he was commissioned
to draw up a chiu*ch order. His nature and talents,

however, made him long for a professor's chair, and
he received calls from different imiversities, but
Duke Casimir considered a theologian of Gerhard's

importance indispensable for his realm. At last,

however, the opposition of the duke was overcome,

and in 1616 Gerhard became professor at Jena.

All the different phases of the academic teacher

seemed to find their full development in Gerhard,

and his lectures attracted crowds of students. He
loved his students, in case of sickness

His Char- went to their residence, and assisted

acter and them in all their troubles. His con-

Activities, temporaries considered him the great-

est theologian of his time. He re-

ceived no less than twenty-four calls from different

universities while at Jena, but he had no reason to

leave. Although his salary was not large, he
amassed a not inconsiderable fortune from emolu-
ments accruing from his connection with princes and
noblemen, and moreover, he lived in peace with
all his colleagues. His usefulness showed itself

ako in the domain of practical church work and
even of politics. The theologians of Saxony had
brought about conventions from which they hoped
to develop gradually a supreme tribunal of the

Lutheran Church at the birthplace of the Refor-

mation. Important conventions were held in 1621,

1624, 1628, and 1630, and in all of them Gerhard
held a leading position. To many princes he was
an oracle in questions of all kinds, such as the

reconmiendations of church or school officers,

princely match-makings or sponsorships, arbitra-

tion in disputes, and mediation in pecuniary affairs.

Indeed, he himself sometimes gave financial aid

to princes. His health was rather delicate and
considerably affected by his numerous journeys on
business.

In the sphere of dogmatics two works especially

made Gerhard's name famous. One of them was
the Confessio caiholica, in qua dodrina caiholica et

tnarvgdica, quam eccUsicB AugustaruB confestnoni

addicUB profiUntur, ex Romano-caiholicorum scrip-

tcrum fuffragiis confirmaiur (4 parts, Frankfort

and Leipsic. 1634-37), based upon the Catalogu8

tutium veritatis of Flacius. It is more compre-

hensive than its title denotes, being at the same time

an extensive apology and polemic of the Evan-
gelical creed. The first part is general

Writings, and treats the principia el media nos-

tra et pontifidcB religionis. The other

three volumes treat the disputed articles of faith

in the order of Bellarmine. the controversialist par

excellence. But the chief work which established

Gerhard's theological reputation is his Loci theo-

logici; he began this at the age of twenty-seven and
wrote the last and ninth volume in 1622. In 1657
his son, Johann Ernst, prepared a new edition, and
another (22 vols.) was issued by J. F. Cotta, pro-

fessor of dogmatics in Tubingen in 1762-89 (later

eds. by E. Preuss, 33 vols., Berlin, 1863-75; 9
vols., Leipsic, 1885), Gerhard's work is distin-

guished from that of his predecessors like Chenmitz
and Hutten by a certain progress in method. He
made a more logical arrangement of the loci and
distinguished different groups. He puts the doc-

trine concerning Scripture before his system proper,

because the dogma of the canon is not really an
article of faith, but the basis of the articles of faith.

Over against the infallibility of the pope he sets

the infallibility of Scripture. But here it becomes
evident that the strongest side of the orthodox
faith is also its weakest side, for in order to save

the authority of Scripture Gerhard had to nuuntain

a theory of inspiration that included even the He-
brew vowel points. This weak point was cleverly

detected by the Jesuits. Nevertheless the work
may be justly characterized as the consimunation

of Lutheran dogmatic theology as initiated by
Melanchthon. Besides these two principal works
may be mentioned an exegetical writing entitled

Harmonia evangelistarum Chemmiio-Lyseriana a
Jo. Gerhardo contintuUa et iusto commentario iUus-

trata (3 parts, Jena, 1626-27). Another produc-

tion contributing to his fame was the MeditaJtUmes

sacrcBf which he wrote as a student in 1606. It

consists of fifty-one devotional meditations, has

passed through innumerable editions, and even re-

cently several translations have appeared {Fourteen

Meditationsf London, 1846). A work of a similar

nature and similar success was his Exercitium pietatis

quotidianum quadripartitum (Coburg, 1612-15). His

Schola pietatis (1622-23) was less successful. His

Enchiridion consolatorium was translated into Ger-

man and edited in 1877 by C. J. BOttcher (Leipsic,

1877). There appeared recently (Leipsic, 1898) D,
Joannis OerhardihomilicB XXXVI, seu meditationes

breves diebus dominicis aique festis accommodata
e manuscriptis Gerhardinis ab Hhistrissima bibliotheca

Gothana asservatis; primum edidit Dr. G. Berbig.

In his Methodus studii theologici (1620) he touch^
the sphere of isagogics, and emphasized especially

the study of Holy Scripture.

(Johannes Eunzb.)

BiBLioaRAPHT: A highly satisfactory biography of Gerhard,

based upon sources, some of which are no longer acces-

sible, was prepared by E. R. Fischer. Leipeic, 1723. 1727.

Consult: W. Gass. Geachichte der proUMtarUUeKen Dogmalik,

i. 246 sqq.. Berlin. 1864; G. Frank. OtMchiefUe der prolM-

ianti9ehen ThBoloffie, i. 371 sqq.. Leipsic. 1862; E. Troeltsoh.

Vemunft und Offenbarung bet J. Oerhard und Metanc/Uhon,

GOttingen. 1801.

GERHARD TONQUE. See John, Saint, Ordbr
OP Hospitalers op.

GERHARDT, gftr^Ort, PAULUS: The foremost

of German hymn-writers; b. at Grftfenhainichen

(10 m. s. w.of Wittenberg), Electoral Saxony,

Mar. 12, 1607; d. at Ltibben (40 m. s.w. of Frank-

fort-on-the-Oder) June 7, 1676. He studied at

Wittenberg from 1628, but, probably owmg to the

disorders of war, it was not imtil 1651 that he
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obtained his first charge as provost in Mittenwalde.

In 1657 he was called to the church of St. Nicholas

in Berlin. When the great elector of Branden-
burg required that all the clergy should pledge

themselves by a declaration to follow his edicts of

1662 and 1664, Gerhardt refused to sign the dec-

laration (Feb., 1666) and was dismissed from his

office. So far as the content of the declaration

was concerned, Gerhardt could have signed it with-

out hesitation. His was not a disputatious nature

and he had never used contumelious expressions in

his sermons, at which the declaration was specially

aimed. The reason for his refusal clearly lay in the

fact that he regarded the declaration as an infringe-

ment upon his right to uphold his Lutheran convic-

tions, his scrupulous conscience making him feel

that all yielding in matters relating to the doctrines

of the Reformation was wrong. For this reason he
could not decide to resume his office, although his

dismissal was recalled and the elector agreed that

he should not sign the declaration (1667). In 1668

he was called to LUbben as archdeacon, where he

spent the last seven years of a life consecrated to

good works.

Gerhardt is the most gifted author of religious

songs whom the German Church has ever known.
In him, more than in any other, all the requisites

for this style of poetry are imited. He possessed

a firm conviction of the objective truth of the

Christian doctrine of salvation and
Oerhardt'8 also a genuine sentiment for all that

Hymns, is piurely human; deep Christian feel-

ing coupled with sterling good sense;

and a fresh and healthy appreciation of life in

nature and in mind. In addition to all this, his

hjrmns possess a beauty of form in which the influ-

ence of the progress in technique initiated by Opitz

can be traced. In the history of religious poetry

Gerhardt marks the beginning of a new era; with

him sacred poetry assimies a strongly personal

character. This was later corrupted by mystical

and rationalistic tendencies, but with Gerhardt it

always remained in full accord with the objective

realities of religious faith. It is characteristic that

out of his 120 hymns not less than sixteen begin

with " I," and of the rest more than sixty concern

only his own heart and God. In the hymns of the

Reformation period the Church is the exclusive

subject and object of religious song and the per-

sonal note is only rarely sounded. This quality of

Gerhardt's hymns is, however, merely the concrete

individual form in which Christian faith and Chris-

tian life, a common possession of Christ's Church,

find expression. As another characteristic of Ger-
hardt 's hymns may be noted the purely human sen-

timent that animates them. He sings of simmier
and harvest, of travel and marriage, indeed of the

whole of life in nature (cf. his hymn to simmier,
" Go forth, my heart, and seek for joy ")• His
whole view of nature, and especially of nature's

accord with religious life, is absolutely unaffected

and therefore harmonious. In spite of his delicacy

of feeling, however, Gerhardt did not altogether

escape the influence of the taste of his time; there

are parts of his hymns which must to-day be con-

sidered harsh and even tasteless. Not satisfied.

however, with removing these real blemishes, the
critics of a later time, in their emendations, ruth-
lessly trod imder foot all that was most beautiful in

the garden of Gerhardt's poesy and transplanted
thither their own thistles. This age has given proof
of a better historical sense by turning back lovingly
to the *' unadulterated " Gerhaidt.

Gerhardt did not himaelf collect or publish his hynms.
Most of them appeared for the first time in Johann CrOger'a
Praxis pietatia meliea (Ist and 2d eds. not known; 3d ed..
Berlin. 1648). The first complete collection was the work of
Johann Qeorg Ebeling, in ten parts, each containing twelve
hymns with times (Frankfort-on-the-Oder and Berlin, 1666
and 1667). Among later editions that of J. H. Feustkii^
(Zerbst, 1707) deserves attention because the editor claims
that he has corrected the text " aooording to a copy rerised
by the author's very hand." Of the more recent critical
editions mention may be made of that by J. F. Bachmann
(Berlin. 1866). and that of Kari Goedeke (DeuiseKe Didder
dsa HebiehrUen Jahrhunderta, voL xii.. Leipsie, 1877). The
best is the latest edition by August Ebeling (HanoTer and
Leipeic, 1898). in which for the first time the fifth edition of
the PraxU pietatU msliea could be used for the restoratioo
of the text <cf. Ebeling's essay. Wo iat der OrufinaUexi der
Paul Oerhardt^aehen Liedmr tu fbidmf in O. Lyon's Zeil-
•cihHH far dm deuUchen UrUerrietU, xi.. 1807, pp. 745-783).

Carl Behth£au.
Many of Gerhardt's hymns have been incorporated in

English collections of hymns or of devotional poetry, and one
of them. " O sacred Head now wounded." an adaptation of
a hjrmn attributed to Bernard of Clairvaux (q.v.), is widely
known and frequently sung. Other familiar ones begin," OhI
how shall I receive thee; " " Conunit thou all thy grieliB,"

and " Give to the winds thy fears." More than thirty of
his hymns are classical. His English translators include
John Wesley. Miss C. Winkworth, James W. AJexander. and
John Kelly, who has furnished a complete trandation,
Paul OerhardVa Spiritual Songa (London, 1867).

Bibuoorapht: The editions of the pouns and hymns by
J. F. Bachmann. K. Goedeke. and A. Eberling contain
discussions of the life of Gerhardt. For his Ufe eonauH
also: £. G. Roth. Paul Gerhardt, Leipsie, 1829; F. W.
Knimmacher, in Piper's Evangeliaeher Kalender, pp. 204
sqq., Berlin. 1866; £. Koch, Oeadiichte dea Kirehentiedea,
iu. 297-327. Stuttgart. 1867; K. Goedeke, Zur OtaeMckie
der deutaehen Dichtung, iii. 182, Dresden. 1887; ADB,
viii. 774-783; E. Aohelis, in the BlOUer fOr BtfmmtOogie,
1884. pp. 51 sqq., 71 sqq. More popular lives are those
by C. E. Wildenhahn, Leipsie. 1845. and A. Stein, HaUe,
1897. Consult also S. W. Duffield, SngliA HymnM, pp.
21 et passim. New York, 1886; Julian, Hymrnaion, pp.
409-412. The celebration in Germany in 1907 of the
300th anniversary of Gerhardt's birth eduoed a number
of monographs of great merit, induding: P. Wemle's
Paulua Gerhardt, Tttbingen. 1907; G. Kawerau's address.
Halle. 1907; and H. Petrich, Paul Gerhardt, aeine Lieder
vnd aeine Zeil, GQtersloh. 1907; R. Hupfeld, DU mhik
Johann Gerharda. Ein Beitrag *um VeraUkndmader Lmtker-
iadien Ethik, Berlin. 1908.

GERHART, EMAmiEL V06EL: German Re-
formed; b. at Freeburg, Pa., June 13, 1817; d. at
Lancaster, Pa., May 6, 1904. He was graduated
from Marshall College, Meroersbuig, Pa. (A.B.,

1838), and Mercersbuig Theological Seininaiy

(1841). After being pastor at Gettysburg. Pa.

(1843-49), and missionary to the German immi-
grants at Cincinnati, O. (1849-51), he was professor

of theology and president of Heidelberg College,

Tiffin, O. (1851-55); and president of Franklin and
Marshall Collie, Lancaster, Pa. (1855-66), but on
the reconstruction of the faculty of that institution

in 1866 became vice-president and professor of

moral philosophy. In 1868 he was appointed pro-

fessor of systematic and practical theology in the

Reformed Church Seminary at Lancaster, Pa., and
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held that position until his death. He wrote Php-

loKjtky and Logic (Philadelphia, 1858) and InaH-

tuUs cf the Christian Religion (New York, 1891).

He likewise edited the Mercertburg Review for sev-

eral years, as well as F. A. Rauch's Inner Life of
the Christian (Philadelphia, 1856).

GBRHOH, g&rOiG (Oerohm), OF REICHERS-
BERG: Writer on church discipline; b. at Pol-

ling (30 m. s.w. of Munich), Bavaria, 1093; d. at

Reichersbeig (on the Inn, 40 m. s.w. of Linz), Up-
per Austria, June 27, 1169. He was educated in

Moo^urg, Freising, and Hildesheim and became
canon azkd teacher at the cathedral school in Augs-
burg. Offended by the n^lect of church discipline

and canonical rules he retired into the monastery
of Raitenbuch, but was recalled to Augsburg by
Bishop Hermann. Again, however, he was offended

by the worldliness in the bishop's surroundings and
reentered Raitenbuch. Bishop Conrad of Salzburg

commissioned him twice to go to Rome and discuss

with Honorius II. the discipline of the clergy. In

his own monastery (Raitenbuch) his discipline was
q)poeed, and so Cuno, the new bishop of Regens-
burg, called him into his district. In 1132 after

Cimo's death Conrad of Salzburg appointed him
prior of the monastery of Reichersberg on the Inn,

and here Gerhoh was active until the end of his life.

This activity was twofold, pertaining to both
ecclesiastical polity and dogmatics. His work and
attitude towajxi the former was conditioned by the

drcumstanoes of the time. The disputes concern-

ing Investiture (q.v.) had not yet been settled; the

system of Hildebrand made progress, attacking

married priests and simony in every form. Pope
Gr^ory VII., the promoter of strict discipline, be-

came Gerhoh's ideal. It was necessary to put an
end to the abuses practised in the disposal of church

property and to form the life of the clergy according

to fixed rules, and Cierhoh fought with angry zeal

for these ideals. He initiated his warfare about
1130 with his De oedificio Dei; then followed a
treatise on the difference between secular and regu-

lar clergy. But his most important work is his

Investigatio (1162). The first book of this work is

historical, then follow discussions on theology and
discipline. Gerhoh censures fearlessly the barter of

ecclesiastical ofiSces and the avarice of Rome, the,

abuse of exemptions, the self-enrichment of nuncios

and legates and the papal schism. Against the

arrogance of the popes in usurping worldly govern-

ment he maintained that popedom and empire, the

two great lights, the pillars of the temple, should

stand side by side without any confusion of their

respective powers. This position led him to the

id^ demand that the Church should be satisfied

with tithes and free gifts and renounce all worldly

and princely power. With growing age Gerhoh's

ideals were somewhat subdued. Although he stood

altogether alone in his ideals at his time, they may
be regarded as a significant prophecy pointing to

later times in which the separation of spiritual and
worldly power has become a necessity.

Gerhoh's dogmatic activity was carried on at the

time of the reaction against the French dialecticians

such as Roscellin, Abelard and Gilbert of Poitiers,

IV.-30

who in Christological questions were not only nomi-
nalists, but often almost Nestorians by separating

the natures of Christ and approaching very closely

adoptionism. Representatives of this view were
also in Germany, among them Bishop Eberhard of

Bambei^ and Provost Fohnar of Triefenstein. In
1158 a conference took place in Bamberg at which
Gerhoh was accused of heresy. In the first chapter
of his book De gloria et honare filii dei he defends his

Christological position against the attacks of Fol-

mar. He calls the man Jesus also the natural and
only son of God since he entered the glory of the

Father. In his eternal birth he has no mother, in

his temporal no father. It is on accoimt of the
danger of Nestorianism that Gerhoh clings so firmly

to the glorification of the hiunan nature in Christ.

Then he refutes the objections against the unity of

the divine and hmnan natiu^ in Christ, appealing

to the Fathers, especially Hilary, Ambrose, Jerome,
and Augustine. In his Contra duoe hcereaea he
combated the view that heretical priests could

successfully bring about the transformation of the

body of Christ in the mass. He held that Christ

is not locally circumscribed, that he is everywhere.

The body of Christ has grown in such a way that it

fills the whole universe. The bishop of Bamberg
accused Gerhoh of heresy because he taught that in

the Eucharist the divinity is at the same time the

whole humanity. The bishop held that Christ after

ascension is still a creature as man, and his reproach

of Gerhoh was not without justice.

Gerhoh's path of life was troubled. At synods
and diets he was an authority on ecclesiastical law
and polity and well known at the courts of popes
and emperors; but as a dogmatician he clung so

tenaciously to his position that his opponents,

Abelard, Gilbert of Poitiers, and Peter Lombard,
had to quit the field. In later years he had to en-

counter another storm. When the emperor tried

to put an end to the schism by enforcing the ac-

knowledgment of Alexander's opponent as pope,

Archbishop Conrad did not yield and war broke out

at Salzburg. Gerhoh's monastery was biuned and
pillaged. (R. RocHOLLt)
Biblioorapht: His works are in MPL, oxdii.-cxdT.;
SOedi libtUi, ed. E. Saokur. are in MQH, Lib, de lite, ii

(1897). 131-525. For his Ufe consult H. F. A. Nobbe,
Oerhoh von Reicherri)erg, Leipsio, 1881; W. Ribbeck, in

Forechungen nw deuUehen GeechiefUe, xxiii (1883). 3 sqq.,

XXV (1885), 666 sqq.; XL, v. 378-391; Neander, Chria-

tian Churdt, vol. iv. passim (uses mnoh of Qerhoh's
material); Moeller, Christian Chturdi, pp. 295, 307. 318-
319. 379.

OERIZIM. See PALBSTmi:; Samaritans.

OERLACH, gftraOH, OTTO VON: German theo-

logian; b. in Berlin Apr. 12, 1801; d. there Oct. 24,

1849. Coming from a noble and influential family,

he was at first intended for a political career, and
took up the study of jurisprudence at Heidelberg

and Gdttingen. In 1820 he returned to Berlin,

where he devoted himself to theology, and he studied

also at the Seminary at Wittenberg, 1825-26. In

1834 he was appointed pastor of the church of St.

Elizabeth, near Berlin, and in 1847, court preacher.

Before his appointment to a pastorate, he had been

active in foreign missionary work, having estab-

lished (1824) the Berliner GeeeUechaft zur Ver^
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breitung des Evangeliums unter den Heiden, and
(1828) a seminary for the instruction of missionaries.

After his appointment he took an equally lively

Interest in home missions, and founded various

societies for Christian work as well as many chari-

table institutions. His zeal earned him the name
" the Wesley of Berlin," bestowed upon him by
Tholuck. The translation of a sermon of Wesley's

was his first literary work; he also translated The
Saints' Rest and others of Baxter's works. As a
result of a journey to England, undertaken by order

of King Frederick William IV., he published Amt-
liche Bericht Hber den Zustand der anglikanischen

Kirche in ihren verschiedenen Qliederungen im Jahre

18J^ (Berlin, 1846), a work which, although ex-

pressive of admiration for the power and activity of

the Church of England, nevertheless recognizes the

twofold danger of ecclesiastical partizanship and
the leaven of Puseyism. Gerlach was the author

also of a conamentary on the Bible (6 vols., 1847-

1853), which was long a very popular work.

(R. KOGBLt)
Bibliooraphy: A notice of his life is prefixed to his Predio-

ten, ed. Q. Seegemund, vol. iv., part i., Berlin, 1850.

GERLACH {Oerlacus), PETERS (PETRI, PE-
TERSZ): Ascetic writer belonging to the Breth-

ren of the Conunon Life (q.v.); b. at Deventer

(8 m. n. of Zutphen), Holland, 1378; d. at Windes-
heim (14 m. n. of Deventer) Nov. 18, 1411. His
mother was a woman of wealth who spent much
money on the enlargement of the monastery of Win-
desheim, and through her he met Geert Groote (q.v.)

and was kindly received as a scholar by Florentius

Radewyns. While the pupils were presenting a
mystery-play in the church, Gerlach was persuaded

by Florentius to enter the monastery of the Breth-

ren. How long he remained there is uncertain, but
he felt more at home at Windesheim, and Florentius

made the necessary arrangements for his entrance

there. In his new home the youth was universally

popular, and was an especial prot^g^ of the director,

Vos von Heusden. Tlie trend of Gerlach's mind
was contemplative rather than mystical, and he

recorded his thoughts on slips of paper, generally

writing in the vernacular. Shortly before his death
he begged that his meditations be destroyed, but
his prior declined to accede to his request, and they

were accordingly preserved. His writings, accord-

ing to Johann Busch (Chronicon Windeshemensey

ed. Grube, Halle, 1886, 157 sqq.), were collected by
Johann Schutken at the instance of Vos, and were
as follows: Breviloquiumf composed before 1403,

and containing edifying thoughts by himself and
others to a member of the brotherhood (ed. W.
Moll, in Kerkhistorisch Archieff ii., Amsterdam,
1859, 179 sqq., on the basis of a Brussels manu-
script; an excellent text was discovered by Hirsche

at Wolfenbattel); Epistola Teutonicalis, addressed

to his sister Lubbe, and containing translations

from the Breviloquium (ed. W. Moll, ut sup., 202
sqq.) and SolHoquium (also called ExercUia)^ his

most important work and the one which gained him
the name of aUer Thomas, It is a soliloquy of the

soul with God, lifting the soul out of the diversions

of worldly life. It was collected by John Schutken,
and was highly esteemed in Port Royal, in addition

to winning the praise of Poiret and Tersteegen

(Cologne, 1616; new ed., Amsterdam, 1711, ed.

J. Strange, Cologne, 1849; Germ, transl. by G. Ter-

steegen, 1734, 1845, and by N. Casseder, in his

Mystisch-asketische Bibliothek, i., Frankfort, 1829,

1849; Dutch transl. by J. van Gorcum, 1621; all

the editions contain many variants). Together

with the Breviloquium noted above, Hirsche dis-

covered at Wolfenbattel a Soliloquium which pre-

sents many deviations, but is very old, dating from

1424. The Igniium cum Deo colloquium and De
libertate sjjiritus cum exercUiis eo spectantibus men-

tioned by Valerius Andreas were tmknown to BuscL
Moll and Aoquoy regard them as independent works,

but Hirsche more correctly considers them recen-

sions of the works already mentioned. Since Ger-

lach wrote much in the vernacular, he belongs, like

Hendrik Mande, to the first and best proee-writeis

of the fifteenth century. L. Schulze.

Biblioorapht: The chief source it J. Busdu Ckromoon
WindeMhemenM, ed. K. Grube. Halle, 1886. The mibject

was first scientifically treated by W. HoU id N. C. Kist

and W. Moll. Kerkhiaioriach Ardiief, ii. 145-146. Amster-
dam. 1859, where three of OerUu^'s five writings are

reproduced, cf. W. Moll. Kerkgaa^iedenU van NaderUmd,
ii.. part 2, pp. 208-236, 363 sqq., part 3, pp. 27 sqq.. 41.

Utrecht. 1865-71; J. G. R. Acquoy. HH Klooater U Windn-
heim, Amsterdam, 1875: A. Auger, itudt ntr lea muatuptea

dea Paya-Baa . . , in Mhnoirea . . . jtar Vaeademii
royale , , . de Belffique, xlvi. 300 sqq.. Brussels, 1802;

R. A. Vaughaa, Hoiura with the MyaHea, i. 367. London.
1879.

GERLACHER (GERNOLT), THEOBALD. See

BiLLiCAN, Theobald.

GERLE,zh&rl,CHRISTOPH£A]rrOINE: French

religious enthusiast; b. at Riom (85 m. w. of Lyons)

Oct. 26, 1736; d. in Paris Nov. 17, 1801. He en-

tered the order of Carthusians, became prior of the

convent of Port-Sainte-Marie, and represented the

clergy of Riom in the States-General in 1789. In

the famous Tennis Court session he exhibited so

much patriotic fervor that David gave him a promi-

nent place in his painting, Le Serment du Jeu de

Paume, He was a member of the ConstitutioDal

Assembly, and on Apr. 12, 1790, vainly urged that

body to proclaim Roman Catholicism as the (mly

religion recognized by the French nation. He
became a follower of Catherine Th6ot, a fanatical

old woman who called herself the mother of God.

As a supporter of Robespierre with other Tbdo-

tists, he was imprisoned May 16, 1794, but was

released on the advent of the Directory. He was

afterward employed in the Ministry of the Interior

and contributed some articles to the Messager du

Soir,

Bibuooraphy: J. Miohelet, Hiat de la reveUtHon frmtfoiae,

vol. vii.. Paris, 1853; Liohtenberger. ESR, t. 548-640.

GERMAN BAPTISTS, GERMAN BAPTIST
BRETHREN. See Dunkers.

GERMAN CATHOUCISM.
Origin. Johannes Ronge (S 1).

Johann Cserski ({ 2).

Growth and OrgJEmization (fi 3).

Absorption by the Free Protestant OongregatioBs (1 4).

Reasons for Failure (| 5).

By ''German Catholicism" (DeutschkathM^
mus) is meant a reform movement which arose

within the Roman Catholic Church in Germany in
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the middle of the nineteenth century, led to the

formation of separate congregations, and ultimately

entered into such close relations with the Protes-

tant bodies called Lichtfreunde (see Free Conors
GATiONS IN Germany) that the two

I. Origin, movements at present can be distin-

Johannes guished only in certain parts of Ger-

Ronge. many. The tendency was promoted,
on the one hand, by the after-effects

of the age of the Enlightenment and the liberal

spirit which passed over Europe from about 1830;

on the other hand, by the spread of Ultramontan-
ism within the Roman Chiutsh. The immediate
occasion was the solenm exhibition of the seamless

coat of Christ by Bishop Amoldi in Treves in 1844

(see Treves, Holt Coat of); this was intended to

demonstrate that the Roman Catholic population

rendered unconditional obedience to the leadership

of their clergy, a principle which had already been
illustrated by the victory of Archbishop Droste-

Vischering of Cologne over the Prussian govern-

ment (see Droste-Vischering, Clemens August,
Freiherr von), and the intention was fully real-

ized. But if this celebration was a great demon-
stration of the power of the Roman Church over its

^members, it had also the effect of a challenge on
circles which in spirit had outgrown the tutelage

of the clergy. This explains the publication of an
open leiter to Bishop Amoldi on Oct. 15, 1844;

it was a trenchant protest against the " idolatrous

celebration " {Goetzenfest) of the Roman hierarchy

which inveigled the credulous multitude into direct-

ing " those feelings of reverence which we owe to

God alone, to an article of clothing, a work that

human hands have made.'' The contradiction

between the veneration of relics and the spirit of

Christianity is sharply emphasized, and the German
people is c^orted " to check the tyrannical power
of the Roman hierarchy.** The author of the letter

was Johannes Ronge, a priest, thirty-one years old

(b. Oct. 16, 1813), who, because of an article " Rome
and the Cathedral Chapter of Breslau,** had been
suspended from ofhce in 1843 and since then had
acted as a teacher in LaiutihOtte in Upper Silesia.

When Ronge refused to retract his open letter, he
was excommimicated and degraded, Dec. 4, 1844,

by the suffragan bishop Latussek of Breslau.

Ronge left the Roman Church but continued the

literary controversy in a series of pamphlets, in

which he demanded the abolition of celibacy, of

auricular confession, and of Latin as the ecclesias-

tical language, and called for the formation of a
German Catholic Church.

Another priest, in the neighboring province of

Posen, independently of him had already put these

thoughts into practise. Johann Czerski (b. May
12, 1813) had come to doubt many dogmas while

in the bishop's seminary, and was con-

2. Johann firmed in these doubts by studying

CzenkL the Holy Scripture while vicar in

Posen. When he had been trans-

ferred to SchneidemOhl, where, even before his

arrival, similar ideas had been spreading, he went
further in this direction, married, gave up his eccle-

siastical position, and with his followers left the

Roman CSiurch in order to organise themselves as a

*' Christian Catholic *' Chiutjh. The first congre-

gation was founded in Breslau in 1845, on the basis

of an Apostles* Creed modernized by Ronge as

follows:

I believe in Qod, the Father, who through his almi^ty
word CTMkted the world and rules it in wisdom, rii^teousnees
and love. I believe in Jesus Christ our Savior, who by his

teachings, his life, and his death has ransomed us from the
bondage of sin. I believe in the sway (WaiUn) of the Holy
Ghost on earth. I believe in a holy, universal Christian
Church, the communion of the faithful, the forgiveness of
ins, and an eternal life.

At the same time the congregation proclaimed the

principle of complete freedom of conscience and the

freedom of scientific investigation.

There now followed in quick succession the foimd-

ing of congregations in the other parts of Germany.
To bind them together was the pur-

3. Growth pose of the " First General Church
and Organi- Convention of the German Catholic

zation. Church,** held in Leipsic Mar. 23-26,

1845. According to the official min-
utes fifteen congregations were here represented,

thirty-one delegates being present. As the title

of the new Church the name " German Catholic

Chiutsh *' was adopted. As to its teaching, it was
resolved: '' the foundation of the Christian faith

for us shall be Holy Scripture solely and alone, the

construction and interpretation whereof is left free

to reason penetrated and moved by the Christian

idea.** A creed was set up to show the content of

the doctrines of the faith, which was an abbrevia^

tion of the confession adopted in Breslau. The
demand of Czerski that the divinity of Christ should

be added thereto was not complied with; more-
over, the primacy of the pope, the hierarchy, auricu-

lar confession, compulsory celibacy, the invocation

of saints, the veneration of relics and images, in-

dulgences, etc., were rejected. But two sacraments

were recognized, baptism and the Lord's Supper,

the latter under both kinds. Regulations were also

made concerning divine worship, which should be
held in the German language without the use of the

canon of the mass. Presbyterial organization was
decided on for the congregations, which at the

same time received the right to elect their own
ministers and standing committees.

It seemed as if a great day was dawning for

German Catholicism when Ronge b^an his agita-

tional joumejrs through Germany. They became
triumphal processions. At the second German
Cathohc ecclesiastical convention of 1847 there

were already 259 congregations with eighty-eight

ministers. The movement attracted notice even
in foreign coimtries. Ronge received resolutions of

approval from the United States; a Free Catholic

congregation was founded in New York in 1846;

in subsequent years ministers who had emigrated

from Germany founded similar ones in St. Louis

and Philadelphia. English, Irish and French Uni-

tarians showed their interest in what was going on
in Germany, as did the Arminians of Holland.

Friendly relations soon arose between the Ger-

man Catholic congregations and the free Protestant

congregations which were founded about the same
time (see Free Congregations in Germany).
The friendship grew so that in May, 1850, the third
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German Catholic council and the third s3mod of the

free Protestant congregations met in Leipsic for

negotiations with each other. There

4. Absorp- were here represented about 100 Ger-

tion by the man Catholic congregations and about

Free Prot- thirty free Protestant ones. The re-

estant Con- suit was the formation of the '* Re-
gregations. ligious Society of Free Congregations *'

{RdigUmBgeseUachaftJreier Oemeinden)^

which means that the German Catholic congrega-

tions gave up their Roman Catholic character and
their creed and melted away in the Protestant free

religious movement. This imion was the end of

German Catholicism as an independent party build-

ing upon Catholic foundations; the confessional

element, which had hitherto still persisted in it

though in a weakened form, was sacrified in the

interests of the more highly valued element of

freedom.

This union was not adopted without objections

in the meeting, and not all the congregations ac-

cepted it. There still exist to-day in the Kingdom
of Saxony several German Catholic congregations

comprising more than three thousand persons;

that at Leipsic sho¥ra a vigorous increase (1866, 407

persons, 1903 almost 1,400). It can not be deter-

mined how many of tfa^ free congregations outside

Saxony may still be counted as German Catholic;

their names are too indefinite. In general it may
be said that the title of '' German Catholic '' is used

at present by the congregations of Western and
Southern Germany belonging to the League of Free

Religious Congregations. In isolated instances

there occur titles like '' Christian Catholic " {Christ^

kathdiBch), " Free Christian " (FreUhrtsaich), and
even the name *' Free Evangelical Catholic " (Frei

evangdisch'katholiach) is foimd in EOnigsberg, as

an attempt to express absolute superiority to con-

fessionalism. According to a list of the League of

Free Religious Congregations {Bund freireligidBer

Gemeinden) of 1896, fifty-nine congregations belonged

at that time, fourteen of them mentioning in their

self-choeen title their relationship to Catholicism.

Within German Catholicism Czerski tried at the

start to maintain connection with churchly Chris-

tianity, but he was not able to make his influence

felt alongside that of Ronge. From objecting to

compulsory dogmas they went on

5. Reasons apace to thrusting all dogmas aside,

for and so to a breach with the Christian

Failure, faith, both Roman Catholic and Prot-

estant. Many who had joined the

movement at the start because they hoped from it

a purification and reformation of the Roman Chiu^,
now withdrew; such were Anton Theiner, professor

of Catholic theology, and M. £. Regenbrecht, pro-

fessor of canon law, both in Breslau. Very soon
it became evident that Ronge merely had the
ability to summon to the first attack on the Roman
Churdi and to stir up the masses as an agitator,

but that he did not have the power of foimding a
new Chiu^. His lack of capacity was soon recog-

nized even by those of his own party; he died in

Vienna Oct. 26, 1887, a forgotten man. Czerski

had long been of no public significance when death
reached him Deo. 22, 1893.

At the start German Catholicism was not with-

out certain prospects, for it voiced demands and
represented ideas which corresponded to the mood
of the times and contained much that was good.

But that which Ronge and Czerski lacked was that

wherein the entire movement was deficient, viz., the

power to proceed from negative criticism of the

faults of the Roman Church to the formation of a
piu^r Catholic Church. This impotence was rooted

in the lack of religious productivity. The German
Catholic movement brought forth not a single per-

sonality able to lead others as a prophet. Though
it may also be granted that persecution by the dvil

power was not without influence on the decline of

the movement, nevertheless in the last analysis the

decisive reasons for failure he in its own make-up.
For but a few years it was a danger to the Roman
Church; after it had amalgamated with the free

Protestant congregations, it needed no longer to be

feared. Carl Mirbt.
Bibuocrapbt: F. Kampe, OeteAieJUe dm- rtHffU»en Bew-
gung der nmtem ZeU, 4 vola.. Leipaic, 1852-00: idem.
Doa FF«Mn du DnUtehkaiholidmnM, Tabinsen. 1850:

H. Schmid. OttchidUe der kalholuehen Kirtke DeuUdk-
landt wm der Mitte dee 18. Jahrhunderte, Munich. 1S74;
M. BrQok. OeeekidUe der kathoUechen Kirdke im IB. Jekr-
hufkderU ii. 625 aqq., MOnifter. 1003: Q. Ttehira. Zv
60-iakriaen Oeechiehte der frtirHioioeen Bewegumg, Bam-
berg, 1004. For review of literature oonmiH Jenuiecke
aUoemeine LUteraturxeihtng, 184(^-47; T. Bruiu in C. HAf-
ner, Neuee Repertorium fUr die theotogieehe LiUeratm mmi
kirchliche SlaHetik, vol v., 1846.

GERMAN EVANGELICAL CHURCH DIET. See

Church Diet, German Evangsugal.

GERMAN EVANGELICAL PROTESTANT
CHURCH: A name given collectively to a number
of independent German churches, mostly west of

the All^hany Mountains, holding the general posi-

tion of the Protestant Union, German (q.v.), r^Me-
sented by two associations named respectively
'' Union of Ministers of the German Evangelical

Protestant Church of North America *' and " Evan-
gelical Protestant Preachers' Conference of North

America." The first, formed in 1885, succeeded

the defunct " Protestant Union," and aimed to

furnish a representation of the churches interested,

to preserve their independence and mutual inter-

ests, and to increase the efficiency of the ministers.

It has three districts, Pittsburg, Cincinnati, and
Western, with a central executive board of three

members, and reports thirty-four churches and as

many ministers. The second association, holding

essentially the same position, was formed in 1896,

and has twelve ministers and fourteen congrega-

tions. Besides the chimshes represented in the

associations named, there are a number of inde-

pendent congregations, the ministers of which are

unaffiliated, the niunber and membership of which

is not known, but the latter may reach 20,000. Hie
fundamental principles are practically those of the

United Evangelical Church of Prussia of 1817. Its

religious foundation is the Gospel of Jesus Qirist,

the interpretation of which is left to the judgment

of the believer, guided by the Christian idea. The
associations maintain an orphan's home and a

home for the aged near Pittsburg, Pa., have a min-

isters' seminary, aid in the support oi the Protes-
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taut Orphan's Home in Cincinnati and St. Loiiis,

and give occasional assistance to other benevolent

institutions. The publications consist chiefly of

aids to chiu^ services and devotion. Its period-

icals are: the Kirchemeitungy monthly at Cincinnati

and weekly at Pittsburg; the ChrisQiche Jugend-

freundy a weekly and semimonthly paper for Sun-
day-s^KX>ls; and the Proteatantische Voiks-Kalender,

an annual. H. K. Carroll.

BiBLioaRAFHT: H. K. OaitoU, in American Chweh Hittary
Series, i. 165. New York. 1896.

GER]£AH EVANGELICAL SYNOD OF NORTH
AMERICA: An organization founded at Qravois
Settlement, near St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 15, 1840, by
six German ministers. The name Der deutsche

evangelische Kirchenverein des Westens was then

diosen. Owing to the expansion of the Synod this

was changed in 1866 to Synod of the West and again

in 1877 to its present name. It represents in the

United States ibe State Church of Prussia, which is

a union of Lutheran and Reformed elements (see

Prussia). Its creed and mission are stated in {{ 2
and 3 of its constitution: ** The German Evan-
gelical Synod of North America, as a part of the

Evangelical Church, understands by ' Evangeb'cal

Churdi ' that ecclesiastical body, which aclmowl-

edges the Holy Scriptures of the Old and New Tes-

taments as the Word of God and as the only and
infallible criterion of faith and life and accepts the

interpretation given in the symbolic books of the

Lutheran and Reformed Churches, the most im-

portant of which are: the Augsburg Confession,

Luther's Catechism and the Heidelbei^ Catechism
in so far as these agree; but in their points of dif-

ference the German Evangelical Synod adheres

strictly to the passages of Holy Scripture pertaining

thereunto and avails itself of that liberty of con-

science prevailing in the Evangelical Church."
" The object and purpose of the German Evan-

gelical Synod in general is the advancement and
extension of the Kingdom of God, but especially

the establishment and expansion of the Evangelical

Church among the German population of the United
States of America."
The Synod is divided into eighteen districts,

which hold annual conferences. The general con-

ference of the body convenes every four years, to

which each district sends delegates, one for every
twelve ministers and one lay delegate for every
twelve congregations. A president, vice-president,

secretary and treasurer are the officers of the Synod.

The various branches of ssmodical work are con-

trolled by separate boards of directors elected by
the General Synod. Its agencies include a Home
Mission Board which ministers to 102 congregations

and expends upward of $25,000 annually; a Church
Extension Fund which assists in the erection of

churches by loaning money at low rates of interest;

a Relief Fund for the aid of invalid and superannu-

ated pastors, teachers and their widows and or-

phans; a foreign mission board which conducts work
at four principal stations and forty-one outlying

stations in India and reports 3,088 members; an
immigrant mission operated at Baltimore, Md.,

since 1886; deaconoflaes* homes and hospitals at

St. Louis, Mo., Indianapolis, and Evansville, Ind.,

Cincinnati, O., and Lincoln, 111.; homes for epilep-

tics at Marthasville and St. Charles, Mo.; orphan-
ages at St. Louis, Mo., Hoyleton and Chicago, 111.

—also at Detroit, Mich., and Bensenville, 111., with
homes for old peopie at the last two places; and
the Eden Publishing House (and book-store) at St.

Louis, with a brandi at Chicago, the whole valued
at $143,775, with net proceeds of $37,000 annu-
ally, devoted to carrying on the work of the Synod
in its various branches. There are 650 parochial

schools with 25,777 scholars, instructed by 110
professional teachers and 571 pastors, also 1,044

Sunday-schools with 10,752 teachers and 110,385

scholars. The theological seminary, Eden College,

is located near Wellston, St. Louis County, Mo. It

was founded in 1850 near Marthasville, Mo., and
removed in 1883 to its present location. It has a
three years' course, four professors and sixty-seven

students. At Elmhurst, 111., a suburb of Chicago,

is located a proseminary, having a five-year coiu'se,

with 105 students and seven professors. While
German is predominantly the language used in the

churches and schools, English is also employed in

church service and religious instruction and a few
English churches have been oi^ganized in the last

few years. The official organ is Der FrtedensboUf a
weekly with circulation of 27,334 copies. Other
publications are: Messenger of Peace, Tkeologieche

Zeitachri/tf Jugendjreund, Kinderzeitung, and Evarir

gelical Companion. The Church began with six

ministers, twelve churches, and 353 communicants.
The statistics of 1907 give 974 ministers, 1,262 con-

gregations, 1,095 churches, 654 school buildings,

237,321 conmiimicants, value of church property

$8,214,391.38, contributions for general purposes,

in 1905, $119,233.21. Paul Irion.

BiBUOOftAPHT: A. Shory, O^echidUe der deuUchen evanoe-
liedien Synode von Nord America, St. Louis, 1889; Bvan-
oeHcal Cateckiem, ib. 1892; Evangeliecher Kalender
(annual).

GERMAN REFORMED CHURCH. See Rb-
FORMSD (German) Church in the United States.

GERMAN SEVENTH-DAY BAPTISTS. See
CoiocuNisu, n., 5.

GERMANX7S, jer-m^^nxiB, SAINT, OF AUXERRE
(St Gennain d'Auxerre): Bishop of Auxerre; b.,

according to a life claiming to be by his scholar,

Constantius of Lyons, but thought by some to be

later, at Auxerre c. 380; d. at Ravenna July 31,

448. He was of good family, received an excellent

education in Gaul and Rome, married, and entered

upon a prosperous and honorable career as lawyer

and public official. Amator, bishop of Auxerre,

chose him as his successor, forced ordination upon
him, and when the former died (c. 418) Germanus
accepted the position. He put away his wife and
adopted a life of rigorous asceticism. In 429 he

visited Britain and successfully opposed Pelagian-

ism there. Prosper of Aquitaine says (Chronicon,

annus 429) he was sent by Pope Gelestine I. The
life by Constantius says hd was sent by a GaUican
synod with Lupus, bishop of Troyes, and that seven-

teen or eighteen years later he went again with

Severus, bishop of Treves. The later accounts
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contain much that is clearly legendary and are

decked out with miracleci, including the story of a
bloodless victory over the Picts and Saxons gained

by the British imder the lead of Germanus and
Lupus by shouting " hallelujah "—the so-caUed
" hallelujah victory." At the time of his death
Germanus had gone to Ravenna to intercede at the

imperial court for the Armoricans, who had re-

volted. Churches are dedicated to him and liis

name is preserved in legend in Wales and Cornwall.

Biblioorapht: The Vila attributed to Constantiufl (used
by Bede. Hi»L eed., i. 17-21), and done into meter with
other material by the monk Heiricus or Herieue of Auxerre
(d. 876), is with legends, miraeula, and comment in ASB,
July, vii. 184-287, and the metrical version is in MPL,
cxxiv. 1131-1272. On the VUa consult L. M. Duru,
BibliotKkqtf hiulorique de VYonne, i. 48-80, Auxerre. 1850;
C. Narbey, £tude enliqu€ ntr la vU de 3. Oermain d'Au^
xsrre, Paris. 1884. Duru. ut sup., i. 90-99. ii. 110-114.
183-189, 247-248, contains bibliosraphical material.
Haddan and Stubb8,'C<mneiZ«. i. 16-21, give excerpts from
early sources. Consult: Tillemont, MhnairM, xv. 1-30;
HMoire litUraire de la France, ii. 256-261, Paris, 1735;
W. Bright, Early Englieh Church Hietory, pp. 17-23.
Oxford. 1897; DNB, xxi. 236-238; DCB, ii. 657-658.

GERMANUS, SAINT, OF PARIS: Bishop of Paris;

b. in the district of Autim (230 m. s.e. of Paris)

about 496; d. at Paris May 28, 676. He was of

good family, and became head of the abbey of St.

Symphorien at Autun about 640; about ten years

later he became bishop of Paris, and as such took
part in synods at Tours in 667 and Paris in 666 and
673 (MGH, Leg., sectio iii., ConeUia, i., 1893, pp. 136,

146, 148). He did not shrink from excommuni-
cating King Charibert I. for an amour with two
sisters, winning by such faithfulness and courage
the respect of the nobles, though his efforts to keep
peace among them were of little avail. The people
admired his rigidly ascetic life and his benevolence,
and ascribed to him the gift of prophecy and
miracles. He was buried in the Church of St. Vin-
cent built by Childebert I. and consecrated by him-
self in 669; later it was named after Germanus and
is now St. Germain des Prds. (A. Hauck.)
Biblxoorapbt: Souroes: a letter to Queen Brunhilde is in
MPL, Ixxii. 77 and in MOH, Bpiet., iii (1891), pp. 122-
124; and matter relating to him is in MOH, Dipl., i

(1872), 5, no. 3. The Vita by bin contemporary' Fortu-
natus Venantius is in MOH, Auct. ani., iv. 2 (1885). 11-
27, and, with commentary, epiiaphium, miracula, and
tranalatio, in A8B, May, vi. 774-805. Consult: Hist.
litUraire de la France, iii. 310, iv. 44, Paris, 1735-38;
A. Ebert, AUffemeine Oeeehiehte der Literatw dee Mittel-
aliere, ii. 356-357. Leipeic, 1880; O. Holder-Egger. in
NA, xviii (1893). 274-281.
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L General Survey: Gennany in the broadest
sense is the country of an important branch of the
Teutonic race, which first appears in history divided
into numerous tribes occupying, roughly, the lands
between the Rhine, the Danube, tl^ Vistula, and

the sea. The Romans included all the tribes in the

general designation Germani and called their coun-

try Germania. Since about the twelfth century

the Germans have called themselves die DeuUchen.

In the time of the migrations, and later, Gennan
peoples have become incorporated in neighboring

and more distant lands, and their territories have

been invaded and permanently <XH:upied by aliens;

nevertheless the bounds of Germany as a political

designation have never materially changed. The
conversion of the more important Gennan tribes to

Christianity is treated in separate articles (see

AuBMANNi, Bavarians, etc., and notices of mis-

sionaries like Boniface). For the religious his-

tory of the older German Empire (more correctly

the German-Roman or Holy Roman Empire) also,

see articles like (Charlemagne and other biograph-

ical sketches of important personages, names of

places, events, periods, sects, and the like (Aachen;
AuQSBURO, Reuoious Peacb of; Anabaftistb;
etc.).

The modem Gennan Empire, constituted in 1871,

has an area of 208,830 square miles and a popula-

tion (1908) of 60,641,278. It occupies a lai^ part

of Central Europe, consisting of twenty-five sov-

ereign states and the " imperial terri-

i. The tory " of Alsace-Lorraine. The king

Modem of Prussia is hereditary head of the

German federation, bearing the title Crerman

Empire. Emperor (not Emperor of Gennany).
It has colonial possessions aggregating

1,028,000 square miles in area, with a population of

about 13,000,000 (12,500 Europeans), in Africa and

Oceanica besides Kiau-(Dhau in (China, which was

ceded to Germany in 1898 on a lease for ninety-

nine years (see Africa, II.; Pacific Islands). Ac-

cording to the latest figures accessible (those of

Kirchliches Jahrbuch, 1908) the people of the em-
pire are divided religiously as follows:

Proteetant« 37.646.852
Roman Catholics 22,094.492
Russian Orthodox 1.991

Greek Catholics 13,161

Dissenters (Baptists, Methodists, etc; see be-
low, II.) 259,717

Jews 607362
Non-Christian religions (Mohammedans, Bud-

dhists, etc.) 900
Other confessions (Pantheists, freethinkers, etc.) . 12.024
Confessors of no religion. 4^0

60.641,278

The Protestants thus embrace about two-thirds of

the population (62.5 per cent^ not counting the dis-

senters) and the Roman Catholics a little more than

one-third (36.1 per cent). This is substantially the

proportion that existed at the close of the Thirty

Years' War in 1648, and the geographical distribu-

tion of Protestants and Roman Catholics is stiU

nearly the same as it was two centuries ago. The
Roman Church predominates in the South, the

Protestant in the North. Roman Cathc^cs fonn

60.6 per cent of the people in Baden, 70.7 per cent

in Bavaria, 72.2 per cent in Alsace-Lorraine. In

Saxony, on the other hand, 94.5 per cent are Prot-

estant, in Sleswick-Holstein 97.2 per cent, in

Mecklenburg-Schwerin 98.3 per cent. Other North-

German states show a aimilaily high proportion of
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IVoteetants. The Jews constitute about 1 per

cent of the population.

Perhaps the most noteworthy feature of the

Protestant Church of Gennany is that it is not
divided into numerous rival denominations. This
diurch has been liberal and found room in its fold

for men of divergent views. The dis-

2. The tinction between Lutherans and Re-
Protestant formed has existed since the Refor-

Chnrch. mation; and attempts to imite the

two confessions by acts of government
(as in Prussia in 1817; see Prussia) have produced
the " United Evangelical Church '' and bodies of
" Separated Lutherans " who objected to the Union
(see Lutherans, II.). But Lutherans, Reformed,
and the Separatists are all reckoned to the " Evangel-
ical Church " (for ** Sectarianism in Germany '' and
the connotation of the word "sect," see below, II.).

Liberty of conscience is secured by the several state

constitutions and by imperial law. The Evangelical

Church does not concern the empire as such, but is the

affair of the individual states, each of which has its

own church or churches which it supports. For
organization, chim;h government, and more de-

tailed information, see the articles on the individual

states; see also the denominational articles, particu-

lariyLutherans. Information concerningChristian
work and the religious life in Germany will be
found in the articles on special organized agencies,

such as Bund, evanqeuscher; (Donfbrencb, Free
£cclesiasticai/-Social; Deacon; Deaconess; Ei-

senach (Conference; Gustav-Adolp-Verein; In-
NERE Mission; etc., and certain peculiarly German
problems in church government and the relation be-

tweenChurch and State are discussed from the Ger-
mam standpoint in Church and State; (IJhurch

Government; (Dollegialism; and Territorialism.
In 19(X) the Evangelical Church in Germany had

17,454 clerical charges, 14,213 parishes, 10,037

stations, and 1,014 dioceses. Candidates for the

ministry must complete a prescribed course of

theological study at a university and pass certain

examinations. The average yearly salary for a
clergyman at the start is 2,260 marks; the average

maximum salary is 3,564 marks. Hamburg pays
the highest salaries, that of a beginner being 4,0(X)

marks, the maximum 6,(X)0 marks. Pensions vary
from about 1,(X)0 to 4,(XX) marks, according to

length of service. Pensions for widows amount to

20 to 25 per cent of the highest salary drawn by the

husband, and usually an extra allowance is made for

the children.

The Roman Catholic Church in Germany is

organized into five archbishoprics and twenty bish-

oprics, as follows: the archbishopric of

3. The Cologne, with bishoprics of MUnster,

Roman Paderbom, and Treves; the archbish-

Catholic opric of Gnesen-Posen, with the bish-

Church. opric of Culm; the archbishopric of

Munich-Freising, with bishoprics of

Augsburg, Passau, and Regensburg; .the arch-

bishopric of Bamberg, with bishoprics of Eichst&tt,

Wtirzburg, and Speyer; the archbishopric of Frei-

burg, with bishoprics of Fulda, Limburg, Mainz,

and Rottenburg; and the six exempt bishoprics of

Breslau, Ermland, Hildesheim, Osnabrtlck, Stras-

burg, and Metz. There are three apostolic vicari-

ates, one for Saxony, one for Anhalt, and one for

the northern missions; also two a[>ostolic prefec-

tures, one for Sleswick-Holstein and one for Lusatia.

The Roman Church is subsidized by the various

states just as is the Evangelical Church, and, in

some cases, the Jewish Church. The Old Catholics

have a bishop at Bonn.
In 1872 began in Germany the so-called KiUtur-

kampft during the course of which numerous strin-

gent laws were passed against the Roman Catholics

(see Ultramontanism). These measures, with the

exception of the law expelling the Jesuits, were
later repealed; and in 1904, through their powerful

political party, the Centrum, the Catholics secured

the repeal of the clause of this law giving full power
to expel individual members of the Society of Jesus

and kindred orders. Other clauses of the law ex-

cluding from the empire such orders in their cor-

porate capacity remain in force. This is practically

the only restriction now placed on the Roman
Catholics in Germany. See GERiiAN Catholicism.

Education is compulsory throughout the empire
for children from about the sixth to the fourteenth

year, though the school-age varies

4. Edu- somewhat in the different states.

cation. The percentage of illiteracy is only

about one-half of one per cent. De-
spite increasing agitation for secular education,

public elementary schools are usually confessional,

being either Protestant or Roman Catholic; and
local supervision of schools is still largely in the

hands of the clergy (see Church and School). In
the curriculum religion has its place with other

subjects. The system of secondary and technical

education is admirable, and there are twenty-one
universities in the empire, each having, as a rule,

distinct faculties of theology, law, medicine, and
philosophy. The theological faculties are Roman
Catholic in the universities of Freiburg, Mttnster,

and WUrzburg. At Bonn, Breslau, Strasburg, and
Tubingen there are both Evangelical and Roman
Catholic theological faculties. All the universities

are maintained and administered by the states in

which they are located.]

XL Sectarianism in Germany: The word "sect

"

is derived from the Latin se^ttor, " to follow," or

from seco in the sense of aeqtwr. In classical Latin

secta meanta mode of thinking, acting, or living, then

specifically a political party or philosophical school

or tendency. The Vulgate used the word to trans-

late the Greek haireaU in Acts xxiv. 5, xxvi. 5,

and in other passages where it means simply the

religious tendency which one has chosen. In the

Epistles of the New Testament the

X. Meaning term has reference to the formation

of " Sect" of factions within the Christian con-

gregation (cf. Gal
This usage was continued by tb

employed Sekte in his translati

same sense. Under present cc

distinction must be made bet^

the church use of language,

sects all religious communiti
knowledged by it. But it is

relation of the State to tl
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churches might be dissolved, or that the State might
amiul the distinction between the acknowledged
churches and the sects, and yet there mi^t be com-
munities which would have to be considered sects

from the standpoint of the Church. The Evangel-
ical Church of Germany claims privileges against

the sects not so much by reason of its acknowl-
edgment by the State as by being the national

Church which forcenturies has fostered and developed
the religious and ethical ideab of the people. A
church community might perhaps be designated

most aptly by the name of sect where the exclusive

or Donatistic conception of the Chim^h forms the

leading idea; where the demand to represent the

communion of saints puts into the background the
catholicity of the Church; where the national

Church is considered more or less as a Babel from
which one must separate himself; and where the

historical development of the Church is treated with
little consideration.

The commimities which exist in Germany beside

the Evangelical state churches or have existed

there temporarily fall into very different groups.

First must be mentioned those which were received

into Germany because of persecution in other

countries and subsequently were al-

2. Different lowed to establish their own forms of

Classes of worship. To this category belong,

Non-estab- among others, the Walloonsand French
lithed from the territoiy of Calvinism, the Bo-

Churches, hemian Brethren, the Waldenses, and
especially the Mennonites. Communi-

ties of this kind have been gradually brought into

friendly relations with the state churches. fVom the

standpoint of church feeling and sentiment even the

Mennonites, who renuuned isolated, can hardly be
considered sects, because their communities are not
separations from the German Evangelical Churches
and they have never attempted to proselyte from
those Churches. In like manner the congregations

of foreigners, such as English and Americans in

Berlin and other ciUes, can not be considered sects.

Separations from a state church constitute a
second group. Such separations have originated

because a minority did not approve of chimges in

the constitution and rites of a particular State

Church (e.g., the Old Lutherans or Separated
Lutherans in Prussia; see Lxttherans; Prussia).
Such separations concern an entire church body.
But there are also separations of a local and ephem-
eral character, as when a clergyman falls into

conflict with his church authorities and carries a
part of his congregation with him in the organiza-

tion of a new church. It is a disputable question

in how far such separations come under the con-

ception of '' sect.'' It is to be considered whether
the separatists were justified in their opposition,

which may have been against progress in the Chiuxsh

;

whether their conception of the Church has ex-

perienced a change in the direction of Donatism;
whether after separation they are stiU able to take
part in the spiritual development of Evangelical

theology or isolate themselves theologically and
thus become sectarian.

A third group of separate congregations, which
are undoubtedly " sects," has originated in Ger-

many by the invasion of An^o-American Ctaia-

tianity. Here we have to do not with aeparatioiiB

based on the internal histoiy of the diurcbes of
the German Reformation, but with representati^eB

of another conception of churchdom. of other views
concerning the way of salvation, and other ideals

of piety. They have come over to Gennany ooii-

sidering the German churches as a missionaiy fid<L

Herein lies the real danger of sectarianism fcx' the
German churches

—

a. danger of a twofold kind,
because, in the first place, the German diurches axe
deprived of zealous and active members; in the
second place, the invasion of foreign ideas produces
a foreign spirit in the national churches smd exer-
cises a disintegrating effect upon them.
The reasons for the estrangement of Gennans

from their mother church must not be sought pri-

marily in sectarian teachings themselves. Tlie

attraction of sectarianism lies deeper. There is a
wide variance between the religious ideal of the
diiuxsh and the actual condition of the ccmgrega-
tions. The sect allures above all the active, woridng
members by proposing to them a community of
none but living Christians. Herein, in the comi>act
spiritual community which it offers, lies the chief

power of attraction exercised by a sect. Other
reasons for separation are the craze for rdigious
fads; spiritual haughtiness, which feeb itself ele-

vated above the duly appointed authorities; sdoh

bition; impatience and dislike of the dependence of

the Church upon the State or of the " scientific the-

ology *' tau^t to the clergy by the universities.

The constitutional law of the State in regard to
sects has undergone various changes since the

Religious Peace of Augsbuig and the

3. Attitude Peace of Westphalia. By tihe former
of the State only Roman Catholics and adhexents

Toward of the Augsburg Confession received

Sects. recognition by the State; in 1648 the
Reformed were also recognized. These

three churches still enjoy special privileges. The
State supports them, considers their spiritual

offices as public offices, and provides theological

faculties for the education of their clergy. Of
other communities only the Jews were to be UA-
erated, but exceptions have been made. The
Bohemian Brethren were received in Brandenburg,
Prussia, in 1548, and the Mennonites in 1722.

The French Reformed were granted privileges in

1639, 1685, and 1694. Frederick II. t<derated Mo-
ravians, Schwenkfelders, and even Socinians. In
1847 a law was passed empowering local courts to

attest births, marriages, and deaths of *' tolerated "

communities that previously had been required to

report them to the preachers of the parishes in which
they lived for entiy in the parish registers. A con-
stitutional docimient of 1848 (revised 1850) made the

enjoyment of civil and political rights independent
of religious confession, but with the proviso that

religious communities without corporative rights

could obtain them only by special laws. Such
rights were obtained by the Mennonites in 1874,

and by the Baptists in 1875. The legal status of

sects has been further alleviated by the introduction

of civil register-offices and obligatory dvil marriage

(1874 for Prussia, 1875 for the empire).
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The church authorities agree that, in combating
sects, i^peals to the secular powers are to be re-

jected. An effective opposition must recognize that

the religious needs which attract mem-
4. Means of bers of the state churches to the sects

ComlMitmg must be satisfied within the Church.

Sects. Every appearance of a sect is a warn-
ing to the Church of defects and abuses,

and to remove such faults is the way to preserve

members for the Church, and meet the accusations

of sectarians. It is an open question what measures
of discipline should be followed against members
who have associated themselves with sects without
severing their connection with the State Church.
It IB maintained by some that occasional parUci-

pation in the services of sectarians or even in their

celebration of the Lord's Supper does not exclude
a person from the State Church. Others would
refuse the sacrament of the State Church to apos-

tatizing members. There seems to be agreement
on the following points: (1) clergymen of the
state diurches can not remain in office if they
stand in any connection with a sect; (2) school au-
thorities must tolerate no teacher of religion who
has joined a sect; (3) adherents of a sect must not
be admitted to honorary positions in the Church,
such as that of elder and the like; (4) the receiving

of a second baptism is to be treated as an actual

separation from the State Church.
Accurate statistics of sects in Germany are not

available. According to Pieper's Kirchliche SUUia-

Hk DeutsMands (TObingen, 1890),

5. Statistics, which is based on the census of 1895,

Prussia has besides 20,351,448 mem-
bers of the Evangelical State Church, 119,245 mem-
bers of " other Protestant church commimities,''

i.e., almost 6 per cent of Evangelicals who do not
bdong to the State Church. According to the

statistics of Prussia in 1900 there were 45,594 Old
Lutherans, 14,543 Old Reformed, 4,031 Moravians,

13,876 Mennonites, 38,143 Baptists, 5,226 Meth-
odists and Quakers, 32,215 Irvingites, 2,557 be-

longing to English churches, 272 members of the
Salvation Army, 8,400 belonging to " Free Con-
gregations," 27,679 " dissidents," and 5,635 " other

CSuistians." The statistics of the German Empire
for 1890 showed besides 31,000,000 of Prot-

estants belonging to the State Churches, 145,-

000 adherents of smaller communities. Such
figures are inacciuate, since many adherents of

sects have not formally separated from their respect-

ive State Churches, and many who simply call

themselves " Evangelical " are not counted.

Later statistics show that the number of sec-

tarians is increasing. (G. Kawerau.)

Bibuoobapht: For souroes there is nothing comparable to

the MQH. Consult also P. Jaff^. BibliolKecarerum Oer-
manicarum, 6 vols., Berlin. 1864-73: J. von Hartsheim,
Concilia OermanicB, Cologne, 1759-63; and for a general

history the work of J. Janssen, Oeachichie dea deutsehen

VolkM, 8 vols., Freiburg. 1003, Eng. transl., 10 vols.,

London, 1907. A satisfactory review is given in E. F.

Henderson, Short HitL of Oermany, 2 vols.. New York,
1902. On the early religion consult P. D. Chantepie de
la Saussaye, Reliffion of the Teuton$, Boston, 1902; and
for origins compare F. B. Gimimere, Qermanic Origins,

New York, 1892. The early period of church history

is treated in the works on the history of the Church in

Germany by Friedberg. Rettberg, and Hauok, and in
W. Stubbs, Oermany in the BaHy Middle Age», 476-
1260, ed. A. Hassall, 1908. For German Protestant-
ism consult: C. F. A. Kahnis. Internal Hi§t. of Ger-
man Proteetantiem, Edinburgh, 1856; J. I. Good. Ori-
gin of the Reformed Church in Oermany, Reading. Pa.,

1887: S. B. Gould, The Church in Oermany, London,
1891; R. Rooholl, Oeechiehte der evangeliachen Kirche in
Deuteehland, Leipsic, 1897; C. Tischhauser, Oeechiehte der
evang^iadten Kirehe Deutachlande in der ereten HOlfte dee
19. Jahrhunderta, Basel, 1900; O. Ecke. Die eeangeliechen
Landeekirehen Deutechlande im 19, Jahrhunderte, Berlin,

1903; R. Seeberg, Die Kirche Deutechlande im 19. Jahr-
hunderte, Leipsic, 1903; E. Foerster, Die Entetehung der
preueeiedten Landetkirche unter . . . Friedrieh Wilhelm
III., vol. ii., Tabingen, 1907. For the Catholic Church
consult: H. BrQck, Oeet^ichte der katholiechen Kirche im
19. Jahrhunderte in Deuteehland, 4 vols.. Mains, 1887-
1901; O. Goyau, UAUemagne relioieuee. Le Catholic

deme, 1800-1848, 2 vols.. Paris. 1897-1906; A. Wer-
minghoff, Oeediidite der Kirchenfaeeung Deutechlande im
Mitielalter, Hanover. 1905. For the relations between
Protestants and Catholics read: J. A. Moehler, Neue
Uniereuchunoen der LehrgeoeneOiee ewiechen den Katholiken
und den ProteetarUen, Regensburg, 1900; P. Majunke,
Oeethithte dee KuUurkampfee in Deuteehland, Paderbom,
1902. For a general view of religious life consult: E. F.
Williams. ChrieUan Life in Oermany ae Seen in the State

and the Church, New York, 1897. For statistics consult:

P. Pieper, Kirchli^Ae StatieOk Deutechlande, Tabingen.
1899; H. A. Kroee, KonfeteioneetaHetik Deutachlande,
Freiburg. 1904; Von Hirschfeld. in Zeitadirift dee kdnig-
lidienjireueeiechenetatieti$chenBureaue,m(lS6S),iyW64);
J. Schnmder, Kircfdithee Jakrbuth (an annual: 85th is-

sue, 1908). On sectarianism in Germany consult: AUge-
meine Kirchenblatt, 1853, 1855, 1884, 1885 (gives reporU
of discussions in the Eisenach Conference on the question
of sects); H. Schmidt, Die Kirche. Ihre hiblieche Idee und
die Formen ihrer . . . Erecheinung, pp. 189 sqq.. Leipsic,

1884; H. F. Jaoobson, in ZKR, i (1861). 392 sqq.;

idem, Evangdiedtee Kirchenrachi, i. 124-125, Halle. 1864;
C. Pahner, Die Oemeinachaften und Sekten WUrtlemberge,
Tabingen. 1877; L. von Rdnne, Staatarecht der jireua-

aiaehen Monarchic, ii. 2, pp. 151 sqq.. Leipsic,1882; Richter.
KirchenradU, pp. 318 sqq.; E. Dresbach. Die prolaatan-

tiechen Sekten derOegenwmrt, DOsseldorf, 1887; W. Rohnert.
Kirdie, Kirdien und Sekten, Leipsic, 1900; E. Kalb,
Kitchen und Sekten der Oegenwart, Stuttgart, 1905; J.

Jangst. Der Methodiemua in Deuteehland, Giessen, 1906.

GERNLER, g&m'ler, LUKAS: Swiss Reformer;

b. at Basel Aug. 19, 1625; d. there Feb. 9, 1675.

After completing his theological studies at the age

of twenty, he visited (Jeneva, and then made a tour

of France, England, Holland, and Germany. On
his return to Basel in 1649, he was appointed deacon
in general for all the churches of the city, and in

1653 was made archdeacon (assistant pastor) at

the cathedral, becoming president and first pastor

three years later. At the same time he was ap-

pointed professor of polemics and the encyclopedia

of theology, a position which he exchanged for a

professorship of the Old Testament in 1665. His

opposition to the overtures of John Durie (q.v.)

for union resulted in their rejection in 1662 and
1666, and his hostility toward the theology of Sau-

mur was equally marked. He was the chief author

of the SyUabus controveraiarumf which appeared at

Basel in 1662, and prepared the way for the Helvetic

Consensus Formula. His theological writings are

of minor importance, though several collections of

his sermons have been published. He induced the

council to erect an orphan asylum in Basel, and
in 1666 edited the Agenda in a form which remained

unchanged for the Church of Basel until 1826.

Under the title of Antiquilatea GerrderiancB he pub-

lished a collection of documents which are one of
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the chief sources for a knowledge of the Reforma-
tion in Basel. (R. SrJUiELiNt.)

Bibuoobapht: Ath^nm Ravriea, pp. 48-60, Baael, 1778; K.
R. Hacenbacb, GMc^i«^ . . . der eraten Batler Confe»noih

pp. 167 sqq., Basel. 1827; idem. Die theologi§ehe Schule

Ba$eU und ihre L§hrer, ir. 31-32. ib. 1860; ADB, ix. 37.

OEROK, g^rOk', KARL: German preacher and
poet; b. at Vaihingen-on-the-Enz (15 m. n.w. of

Stuttgart), Wttrttemberg, Jan. 30, 1815; d. at Stutt-

gart Jan. 14, 1890. His father removed to Stutt-

gart a few weeks after the birth of his son, and
there Karl Gerok spent most of his life. As his

father and both grandfathers were clergymen, the

ministry was his natural vocation. He was edu-

cated at the gymnasium of Stuttgart and in 1832

entered the University of Tubingen, where he

studied diligently Hegel's philosophy and Schleier-

macher's theology. In 1837 he became his father's

vicar in Stuttgart. From 1840 till 1843 he was
tutor in Tabingen. In 1844 he became deacon in

Bdblingen (about 9 miles from Stuttgart), where
he had leisure to write numerous treatises and
essays for periodicals. In 1849 he became deacon

in the Spitalkirche of Stuttgart, in 1851 in the

Stiftskirche. In 1852 he was appointed arch-

deacon in the same church and dean of the country

diocese. In 1862 he became preacher of the Spital-

kirche and dean of the town diocese. From 1868

until his death he was court preacher and member
of the consistoiy with the title and rank of prelate.

Apart from his activity as pastor and preacher, he

held offices as president or member in numerous
committees and societies.

Gerok was a man in whom the culture of his time

and Christian truth stood in living connection.

To the harmony of his nature corresponded the

mildness of his judgment in regard to others; even
in the fall he was able to discover the weak germs
of goodness. His sermons were built upon the

moral basis of diligence and faithfulness. Although
he carefully elaborated and memorized them, they

were plain and simple, yet full of life and color.

They had always a practical relation to life, and
their form and contents were aided by a solemn and
edifsdng delivery that inspired esteem for Chris-

tianity even in worldly people. As a poet, Gerok
educated his taste by studying the great classics.

He kept his productions secret until his mature
age, and it was only in his fortieth year that his first

poem was published. His poetry had its root in

the word of the Bible, and all subjects which he

treated—^history, the fatherland, and nature—are

transfigured by the light of a Christian view of the

world. He was essentially a lyric poet. His collec-

tions of poems appeared under the titles PalmbldUer

(Stuttgart, 1857; Eng. transl., Pcdm Leaves, London,

1885); Pfingstroaen (Gtitersloh, 1864); Blumen und
Sterne (Stuttgart, 1868); DeiUecheOstem (1871); Auf
einaamen Gdngen (1878); Der letzU Strauss (1884);

Unter dem Abendstem (1886); Christkind (1887).

He published also several volumes of sermons, and
Von Jerusalem nach Rom (Stuttgart, 1868), Bible

studies on the Acts of the Apostles. His ** Homilet-

ical Suggestions " to G. V. Lechler's Acts of the

Apostles in Lange's Commentary (Bielefeld, 1861)

may also be mentioned. (H. Mosapp.)

Bxbliographt: In the first plaoe ma a Bouroe stands Gerok'
Ju4iendtrinnerunoen, Leipsic, 1898. Consult: H. Mosapp,
Karl Oerok, tin BUd aeinea LAena und Wirkena, Stuttcart.

1890; idem. Karl Oerok in aeinar Wirkaamkeit fOr dm
Ouatav-Adolf'Verein, Barmen. 1890: F. Braon. Erin^
nerunoen an Karl Oerok, Leipsio, 1891; G. Gerok. Kari
Oerok, ein Lebenabild aua aeinen Briefen und AufaeiA'
nungen, Stuttgart. 1892.

GERRHENIANS, gei^ri'ni-onz: The name of a
people or of the inhabitants of a district in the ex-

treme south of Palestine, mentioned II Mace. xiii. 24

as marking the southern boundary (on the coast) of

the Syrian province. The description there given

tallies with the passage I Mace. xi. 59. Identifi*

cation is not to be made with the mihtaiy and im-
post station named Cxerrhon or Cierrha, fifty stadia

east of Pelusium, since this place was in Egyptian
territory, and the passage in Maccabees does not
imply a military station. Stark and Ewald connect
it with the Gerar of Cien. xx. 1, xxvi. 1; II Chron.
xiv. 13. The regio Gerarilica is well known from
the Onomasticon of Eusebius and of Jerome (240,

and 124) as located beyond (i.e., to the south of)

Daroma as the borderiand of Canaan and Egypt.
The modem name of the Wadi Jerar or Jerur in

the neighborhood of Kadesh recalls the old name
and agrees with the geographical conditions.

(H. GUTHE.)
Bibuoobapht: K. B. Stark, Oasa und die pkiUeOiadis

KOaie, p. 403. Jena, 1852; H. Ewald. OeaekiiAU dem
VoUeea laraal, iv. 416, Gdttingen. 1864; C. L. W. Grimm.
Daa tweite . . . Buch der Makkabder, Leipsic 1857; H.
Waoe. Apocrypha, ii. 633, London, 1888.

GERSON, zhftr^'sSn', JEAN CHARLIER DE.
His Philosophy. Mystidsm (fi 1).

His Pride as a Theologian. Influence of Patriotia

Feeling (f 3).

Gerson's Doctrine of the Papacy and Councils (| 3).

The Council of Constance (f 4).

Last Years (S 5).

Johannes Amaudi de Gersonio, as the earliest

entry of his name reads in the records of the Uni-
versity of Paris, was chancellor of the University

of Paris, one of the most prominent figures in the
ecclesiastical disputes of the late fourteenth and
early fifteenth centuries, and one of the founders of
Gallicanism (q.v.). He was bom in the long aince

obliterated hamlet of Gerson (Jarson), not far from
llethel (100 m. n.e. of Paris), in the diocese of

Reims, Dec. 14, 1363, and died at Lyons July 12,

1429. He was the eldest son of peasants,

Amolphe le Charlier and Elisabeth Chardeni^re
(concerning an extant letter from his mother to her
two eldest sons, cf. Schwab, p. 54; Jadart, pp. 11^
120), and his education was made possible by the
Duke of Burgundy's patronage. After prepara-
tion at Reims, he went to Paris in 1377 and entered

the
I
(College of Navarre. Having completed hia

course in the arts in 1381, he took up theology the

same year. In 1383 and 1384 he was procurator of

the Gallic nation; in 1387 he was a member of the

university's embassy to Clement VII. against the

Dominican Jean de Montson, who denied the Im-
maculate (Conception. He became doctor of the-

ology in 1392, and in 1395 succeeded his teacher

Pierre d'Ailly in the chancellorship. This office,

which he occupied to the end of his life, gave him
opportunity to exert a lasting influence not only
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upon the<dogical inBtruction, but on academic in-

struction at large; while the ecclesiastical position

therewith connected favored his natural inclina-

tion to activity in the domain of ecclesiastical prac-

tise, preaching, and the cure of souls.

He began his scholastic activity with a notable

refonn of the theological course on its practical side

(cf. the letter to his teacher D'Ailly, De refomui'

tiane theologi4£f OperOf i. 1, p. 120; and two letters

to the scholars of the College of Navarre, p. 106).

Only from the closing period of his life are certain

tracts preserved which treat of logical

X. His Phi- and metaphysical problems. Gerson
loBophy. is a nominalist, but he seeks to mediate

Mysticism, between this tendency and realism;

our ideas of things first have necessity

in the notion of God, and at this point being and
tiiinking coincide. Philosophy, too, is a revdation
of God, but knowledge needs to be supplemented
throu^ faith, which is not merely an act of cog-

nition, but rather a matter of volition. Accordingly
the task of theology is a practical one; and for

Gieraon the true theology is mysticism. The func-

tion of scholasticism is merely to supply the form
for the treatment of mysticism. But the latter, in

turn, can preserve its wholesomeness, that is to say,

its ecclesiastical character, only by such treatment.

Radical mysticism, including that of Jan van Ruys-
broeck (q.v.), Gerson combated zealously. His
prototypes were Hugo and Richard of St. Victor

(qq.v.) and Bonaventura; on occasion he reaches

back to Bernard, Augustine, and the great Dio-

nysius. His principal mystical writings {Opera,

vol. iii., ed. Du Pin) belong in a remarkable degree

to the period of his activity in church politics; the

Considerationea de thedogia myatica grew out of

lectures, and their second part bears evidence of

having been written down in the autumn of 1407,

during a journey as ambassador to Genoa. The
mystical process culminates in love, the fundamental
attitude of mind, innate in man. In its highest

development—to be sure not an " actual " union
with God, but still the closest conceivable moral
imion—it is also the highest knowledge. But the

prepossessions of the theologian here prevent Ger-
son from drawing the right conclusion from this

knowledge. He speaks of a perfected knowledge
without love, and of a love without perfected in-

sight. Only the theologian can attain to perfected

mysticism. And to restore to the theologian his

natural right, to enable him to exercise this right,

was the aim of his many-sided literary and practical

activity.

The overpowering development of the papal rule

in the Church had thrust law before theology, the

faculty of the canonists before that of the theo-

logians. And now the schism threat-

2. His Pride ened to destroy utterly the venerable

as a Theo- halo of the Parisian doctors of divinity;

logian. In- with a distinctly French papacy, also

fluence of —after they had prided themselves on
Patriotic having pronoimced decisions for the

Feeling, popes of the entire Church—^they saw
the danger that they would sink to the

level of theological schools like Avignon and Tou-
louse. With their ambition patriotism worked as

an equally powerful factor, a product of the times,

of the political need of France as it then was—the

most glowing enthusiasm for the idea of the French
kingdom; and yet, the national growth of that same
kingdom was, in reality, to strike the death-blow
to the university's world-fame. The imion of het-

erogeneous elements the theologian seeks in a
single dogma: France the New Jerusalem, and its

kingdom, since the baptism of Clovis, consecrated

by a imiversal ecclesiastical call I The coalescence

of the two factors is what stamps the character of

a man like Gerson in its comprehensive historical

bearings; for that is what dominates the activity

in church politics which placed him among the

leaders of his age.

Gerson entered the'field of church politicsas a fol-

lower of his teacher D'Ailly; and this occasioned him
at the outset a serious conflict, since he was pledged
to follow the House of Burgundy, whereas D'Ailly

had attached himself to the young Prince of Orleans,

and from the pontificate of Benedict

3. Gerson's XIII., the political opposition of these

Doctrine of two houses had appeared more and
the Papacy more sharply in ecclesiastical matters.'

and Gerson sought to mediate, especially

Councils, in his higUy finished Trialogus in

materia achiematia. Nevertheless he
belonged to the Burgundian camp, and in a great

state address, in 1405, he dared to lay down the

law to the ** tyrant '* Orleans. In the subsequent
evolution of affairs, he became more and more of a
partisan down to the Council of Pisa. He did not
attend the same in person, but in \na De unitate

eecleeiaeUca and De auferibiliUUe papa aX} ecclesia

he upheld its legitimacy in the strongest terms;

after the decrees of the council itself, his tracts are

the most important original sources for " Council-

ism." Here, too, Gerson is not original, but de-

pendent in the main on Conrad of Gelnhausen and
Henry of Langenstein (q.v.) ; it was his casuistical

elaboration of their principles, and, on another side,

his diverting them from the danger of an antihier-

archical negation, that first made them popular.

For Gerson is so litUe of a " liberal " that he
attaches preeminent validity to papacy and hier-

archy, as the mode of being immutably ordained by
God for the Church. However, he makes a dis-

tinction between the office in itself (JarmalUer) and
the office in its personal administration at any given

time (materialiter); and as eveiy law is interpreted

by the purpose of the law, so the hierarchy is sub-

ordinate to the more comprehensive idea of the

Church Ecumenical. Furthermore, this is not a

mere theory, but it has its visible illustration in the

general and at least potentially infallible council.

The council, to be sure, is composed only of hier-

archical authorities, but still every believer must
be able to find expression therein. The individual

pope is subject to the council, and, if need be, it

can assemble without him. Indeed, the motive

thought so greatly outweighs, in Grerson's mind, the

literal text of the law that he supposes the con-

tingency that a duly elected pope might be executed,

if the weal of the Church required it.

At Constance, Gerson experienced the gratifi-

cation of seeing this doctrine of his erected into an
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article of faith; and he played a leading part at the

head of the deputation from the University of Paris

in the critical days after the fii^t of John XXIII
(see CoNBTANCB, Council op). But

4. The from that time forth his fame rapidly

Council of paled. In the trial of Huss he served

Constance, as accuser. After that, apart from
certain reports and gala addresses, his

name is no longer mentioned in the official docu-
ments. The animating forces of the council passed

out of his control. In fact, though chancellor of

the first imiversity in the world, from whom an
influence over that impressionable assembly might
have been expected equaled by few others, he had
missed his mark. He had conceived the notion of

making the council decide a question which was
really French in its coloring and became uplifted to

the plane of a theological moral problem. On
Nov. 23, 1407, an assassin's hand, in the hire of

John of Burgundy, the son and heir of Philip, had
made way with Duke Louis of Orleans, the brother

of Charles VI.; and in the year following, Jean
Petit, professor of theology in Paris, justified this

murder as due to a tyrant and arch-traitor. Ger-

son was so deeply devoted to the Burgundian cause

that he maintained silence, and still further up-

held the assassin's policy. But in Paris this shortly

led to mob rule, and revolution was succeeded by
reaction. Patriots' eyes were opened, and they

became permanently estranged from the Burgun-
dian. Gerson in particular now believed all the

nation's miseiy to be traceable to that crying vio-

lation of law and morality, and thenceforward he

applied all his power to the end of making satis-

faction, without which a real peace were impossible.

But by this course he naturally passed into the

service of the opposing party, which came to wield

a decisive influence in shaping the policy of the

French delegation to the council, and—^if a few

waverings be excepted^HX>ntinued to maintain this

influence throughout the entire session. The
bishop of Paris, on Feb. 23, 1414, had been obliged

to condemn the " doctrine " of PeUt; and it was
desired to have the council confirm this verdict.

In striving for this goal Gerson displa3red a persist-

ency which proclaims a pure idealism far exalted

above partizan passion. It is his fairest renown,

but also the tragic strain in his life. For in the

course of the highly excited proceedings which ex-

tended over the years 1415 to 1417, he almost en-

tirely isolated himself. From the ooimcil, which
he had approached so joyfully and hopefully, he
withdrew under the bitterest protest (cf. the Di<i-

logus apologeticus and Tradattu quomodo etan liceat

in causis fidei a summo pontifice appellare seu ejus

judicium dedinare). And , instead of returning to his

beloved fatherland, he had to wander into exile for

fear of his former patron, the Duke of Burgundy.
Through Albert of Bavaria he first found refuge

at Rattenberg on the Inn, later at Neuburg. In
the autumn of 1418 he moved over to

5. Last Austrian territory, probably to Mdlk;

Years, and Duke Frederick of Austria even
offered him a Vienna professorship.

After the assassination of John of Burgundy (Sept.

10, 1419) Gerson letiied to the quiet of a canonry

at St. Paul's in Lyons, employing his leisure in
literary labors. Amid the abundance of partly

edifying, partly dogmatic and moral writings that

belong to this latter period, mention may be made
merely of the Conaolatio iheologia ; the rather lon^
poem Joaepkma, in honor of St. Joseph; the Gos-
pel hannony Monotessaron ; the Dialogus aaphieg

et natures super coslibatu ; the treatise De oonoordia

metaphysica cum logica; the CoUectorium super

Magnificat, and the Tractatus super eantica caniir-

corum. He appeared in public only to deliver an
address before a provincial 63mod at Lyons (1421).

That he instructed children is probably a mytiu
He obtained a proud monument in the Church of

St. Lawrence. The populace honored him as one
of the blessed, and miracles at his grave were re-

ported. But this memorial did not survive the
progress of time, and the Church of St. Lawrence
itself succumbed to the Revolution. Only his

title of Doctor christianissimus continued to live

in the learned world in connection with his peren-

nially reprinted works. For his daim to the au-
thorship of the " Imitation of Christ" see KsMPra,
Thomas 1. B. Bess.

Biblioorapht: The best and moat complete edition <rf the
works of Gerson is by L. Ellies Du Pin, 6 vols., Antwerp.
1706. For disouBSton of the souroee up to 1858 the beet
works are J. B. Schwab, Johann Oer§on, WOrsburc 1858,
and P. Tsehackert, P^ter von AtUt, Gotha, 1877. Consult
J. C. E. Bourret, B—ai hUtarigue et critique mtr Ue eer^

monM franfai$ <U Oereon, Paris, 1858; H. Jadart, Jmn de
Oereorit . . . re<^erehee ntr eon oriffine, eon viUaoe natat

et ea familJe, Reims, 1882; K. Werner, Die Sdtoiae-
Ok dee epOteren MittekUtere, vol. iv.. Vienna, 1887; E.
Guillon, De Johanne Oeraonio, Paris, 1888; B. Bees,
Johannee Oereon und die kirchen^-poUtieAen Parteien
Frankreiehe vordem KoncU zu Piea, Marburg, 1801. Con-
sult also R. A. Vaughan, Hours tciA the Myetiee^ i. 338,
360, London. 1870; KU v. 457-473; Neander. Ckrietian
Church, V. 53-03 et passim.

GERTH WAS WIJK, JOHANNES ABRAHAM:
Dutch Protestant: b. at Wijk bij Duurstede (12 m.
s.e. of Utrecht) Aug. 27, 1827; d. at The Hague
Dec. 23, 1907. He was educated at the University

of Utrecht (D.D. 1859), and was minister at Eem-
nesbuiten (1864-66), Kampen (1866-72), Groningen
(1872-74), and The Hague (1874-1902), being made
pastor emeritus in 1902. In the latter year he was
also made a knight of the order of Orange-Nassau.
He took an active part in the promotion of relig-

ious teaching in the public schools of Holland, and
was a Dutch delegate to the conferences of the

Evangelical Alliance at Copenhagen (1884), Berlin

(1888), Florence (1891), and London (1896). Be-
sides a number of translations and contributions

to the Hauck-Herzog RE, he wrote Historia Ecdesite

UUrajecHnoB Romano-Cciholiea male JansemstioB
dicta (Utrecht, 1859) and Ome kinderen in Chri^us
geheUigd (1866).

GERTRUDE: The name of several women
honored as saints or blessed in the Roman Catholic

Church.

1. Saint Gertrude the Great was bom at Eisleben

(18 m. wji.w. of Halle) Jan. 6, 1256, and died at

the Benedictine nunnery of Helpede, or Helfta,

near Eisleben, in 1302 (according to others, about
1311). She entered this convent at the age of five

and received a thorough education from its second
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abbess, St. Gertrude of Hackebom (see below, 3).

For twenty years her interest lay in secular sub-

jects, until on Jan. 27, 1281, a vision of Christ

changed the entire current of her thoughts, and
she devoted herself henceforth to the exclusive

study of the Bible and the Church Fathers. In

Feb., 1290, she began to commit to writing the

visions vouchsafed her. The German original of

her four books of InsintiaHones divince pieUUia (or,

more properly, Legatua divina pietatts) is lost, and
the work is preserved only in a Latin translation,

first edited by the Carthusian Johann von Lansperg
(Cologne, 1536) and frequently reprinted, both in

Latin and in French, Flemish, Spanish, and Grerman
versions, especially after her canonization in 1677.

Her biography, prefixed to the Inaintuttumes as

the first book, seems to have been written some
time after her death by one of the younger nuns at

Helpede.

a. Saint (or Blessed) Gertrude, Abbess of lovelies,

was bom about 625, and died, probably. Mar. 17,

659 (scarcely, as some think, in 664). She was the

daughter of Pippin of Landen and Itta, or Iduberga,

and when the latter founded the convent of Nivi-

alla (the modem Nivelles near Brussels), about the

middle of the seventh century, Gertrude, who had
already refused the hand of a king (possibly Dago-
bert), entered it and succeeded her mother as ab-
bess in 652. Her symbol is the lily, the emblem of

virginity, and she is also frequently represented

as surrounded by hosts of mice, since the expulsion
of these creatures from the fields is recorded as one
of her miracles.

8. Gertrude of Hackebom, the sister of Matilda
(q.v.), was bom near Halberstadt (28 m. s.w. of

Magdeburg) 1232, and died at the convent of Hel-
pede in 1292. In 1251 she became abbess of the

convent of Rodersdorf, but in 1258 went to Hel-
pede, where she spent the remainder of her life.

4. Gertrude, the half legendary sister of Charle-

magne, is said to have founded the convent of

Karlsburg (or Saalburg) on the Main.

6. Gertmde, the dauj^ter of the Thuringian land-

grave Ludwig VI. and Saint Elizabeth, was bom
about 1226 and died in 1297. She was abbess of

the Premonstratensian convent of Altenburg-on-the-

Lahn.

6. Gertrude of Oosten, a pious Beguin at Delft,

Holland, is said to have received the stigmata in

1340; she died in 1358. (O. ZOcKLERf.)
Bzbuoobapht: 1. Weisebrodt, Der h^ige Oertrud der
Gro99en " Oe§andter der odttUehen Lube" 2 vola., Freiburg,
1876; M. Sintsel, GerAmdi* . . . LebenundOifepharunoen,
2 vols.. Regensburg, 1876; KL, v. 473-476.

2. The Vita, by a contemporary, is with a commentary
in A8B, March, ii. 690-^00. and ed. B. Knisoh. in MOH,
Script rer. Merov., ii (1888). 447-464. Consult H. £. Bon-
nell. Die AnfAnge dee karolin0i»chen Haueee, pp. 14^153,
BerUn. 1866; J. Friedrich, KD, ii. 341, 667-670; Hauck,
KD, i. 307; for further literature, Potthast, Wegweieer,
1339-40. and KL, v. 479-480.

3. ReveloHonee OertntdiancB ae MeehtUdiancB, vol. i.,

preface. Paris. 1876; KL, v. 477-479.

GERVASFDS JJXD PROTASFDS, SAINTS: Two
brothers martyred at Milan during the reign of Nero.

In 386 their remains were found by St. Ambrose
under the pavement of the church at Milan. He
describes his discovery in a letter to his sister

{EpiaU, xxii.; cf. also Augustine, Con/., ix. 7), and
says the place of burial was revealed to him in a
vision. This vision and the miracles which the
relics immediately performed were used by Am-
brose in his contest with the Arians as proof of his

orthodoxy. The cidt of the martyrs rapidly spread
over Europe and was introduced into Africa by
Augustine. In 1864 a porphyry shrine was dis-

covered at Milan, which, according to the inscrip-

tion it bears, contains the remains of the two
mart3rrs and of Ambrose.
Bibuoorapht: ASB, June. iii. 817-846; L. A. Muratori,

Anecdota, i. 171-177. Milan, 1697; DCS, ii. 666; KL, iv.

486-491.

GESENIUS, (HEINRICH FRIEDRICH) WIL-
HELM: German Protestant Hebraist; b. at

Nordhausen (38 m. n.n.w. of Erfurt) Feb. 3, 1786;

d. at Halle Oct. 23, 1842. After completing his

early training at the gymnasium of his native city,

he entered the University of Helmstedt in 1803,

where he received a lasting influence from the ra-

tionalistic H. Henke. Having taught for a short

time at Helmstedt, he migrated to Gdttingen at

Easter, 1806, and a few months later received the

degree of Ph.D. For three years he lectured at

Gdttingen on the Old Testament and on the clas-

sics, Neander being one of his first pupils. In
1809 he accepted a position in the Roman Catholic

gymnasium of Heiligenstadt, but in the following

year went to a more congenial position at Halle as

extraordinary professor of theology. In 1811 he
was promoted to ordinary professor, and retained

this position until his death, declining caUs to

Gdttingen in 1827 and to Oxford in 1832. Semester
after semester he had in his courses of lectures over

a thousand pupils. In 1820 he visited France and
England, and in 1835 went to England and Holland,

both times bringing back rich treasures for his

studies. Shortly after his return from this second
trip, he was seized with a stubborn and painful

disease of the stomach, which recurred at irregular

intervals with increasing severity imtil it finally

caused his death.

Gesenius was the pioneer of a new era of Hebrew
philology. On the basis of the great Dutch Orien-

talists of the eighteenth century, he divorced He-
brew linguistics from dogmatic theology, and placed

the subject on the level of other linguistic sciences

by a systematic comparison of cognate languages

and a strictly rational method. As a lecturer he

was no less influential than as an author. He was
a bom teacher, and knew how to make the driest

subjects* fascinating in their interest. Exactness

of method, absorption in details, sobriety of judg-

ment, clear presentation, and practicality were his

chief characteristics. He was a student of linguis-

tics rather than of theology, and his attention was
devoted to /details rather than to generalizations,

even in the realm of Hebrew grammar.
In 1830, three years after receiving the title of

consistorial councilor, Gesenius was attacked for his

rationalism by the Pietistic Evangeliache Kirchen-

zeUungy but the preliminary investigation con-

ducted by the Minister of Worship, Altenstein, ended
in the complete vindication of the accused professor

and his colleagues. He was again assailed by
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Heinrich Ewald for his grammatical views, but
this onslaught in its turn proved futile.

The chief works of Gesenius were lexicographical.

His dictionary, which bore in its first edition the title

Hebrdisches HandwdrterbiLch uber die Schriften des

AUen Testaments mit Einschluss der geographischen

Namen und der chalddischen Wdrier heym Daniel
und Ezra, was begun in 1810 and completed two
years later. Like the majority of his works, it was
published at Leipsic. In 1815 appeared an abridg-

ment entitled Neues HebrdischrDeutsckes Hand-
wdrterbiu;k uber die Schriften des AUen Testaments

,

which after its third edition in 1828 was translated

by the author into Latin as Lexicon manuale Hebrai-

cum et Chaldaicum in Veteris Testamenti libros

(1833). The abridgment gradually superseded the

original work, and has been repeatedly reprinted

since the dcatii of Gesenius, the fifth to the seventh
editions (1868) being edited by F. E. C. Dietrich,

the eighth to the eleventh (1890) by F. Mtthlau

and W. Volck, and the twelfth to the fourteenth

(1905) by F. Buhl, A. Socin, and H. Zimmem.
The richest fruit of his lexicographical studies was
his Thesaurus philologicus criticus lingua HebroBce

et ChaldoBOB Veteris Testamenti (3 vols., Leipsic,

1829-58), which was continued and completed
after its author's death by his pupil E. Rddiger.

Among his grammatical works the chief is his

Hebrdische Grammatik, which first appeared in 1813,

and which passed through repeated editions, thir-

teen being issued in the lifetime of Gesenius, who
revised the last in 1842. After his death the four-

teenth to the twenty-first editions (1872) were
revised by E. Rddiger, and the twenty-second to

the twenty-seventh (1902) by E. Kautzsch. This
is by far the most popular work of Gesenius, and
has been translated into French, Danish, English,

Polish, Himgarian, and other languages. His
extremely rationalistic Hebrdisches Lesebuch ap-
peared in 1814, and after passing through six edi-

tions in the author's lifetime was edited by W. M.
L. de Wette (1844) and A. Heiligstedt (1873). Men-
tion may also be made of his Geschichte der hebrd-

ischen Sprache und Schrift (Leipsic, 1815) and
Ausfahrliches grammatisch-kritisches Lehrgebdude
der hebrdischen Sprache mit Vergleichung der ver-

wandten DialehU (1817).

The sole exegetical work of Gesenius was his

Der Prophet Jesaia (3 parts, Leipsic, 1820-21), one
of the last products of the rationalistic exegesis

which had hitherto enjoyed complete supremacy,
and one of the best productions of its class.

His remaining writings, in chronological order,

include Versuch uber die maltesische Sprache (Leip-

sic, 1810), in which he rightly interpreted the lan-

guage as a corrupt Arabic dialect; De Pentateuchi

Samaritani origine, indole et audoritate (Halle,

1815); De SamarUanorum theologia ex fontOms
inedUis (Leipsic, 1822); Carmina Samariiana
(1824); De Bar Alio et Bar Bahlulo, lexicographis

Syro-Arabicis ineditis (1834); Paldographische

Studien Uber phdniiische und punische Schrift

(Leipsic, 1835); Scriptures lingucsque Pheenicice

monumenta quotquot supersunt (3 parts, 1837), the
result of his second trip to England and a work which
marks an epoch in Phenician studies; and numerous

briefer contributions to periodicals, particularly to
the AUgemeine Ldtteraturzeitung, of which he was
associate editor after 1828. He likewise contriba-

ted a number of articles to Ersch and Gruber's
Encyklopddie. (R. KRAETZBCHUARf.)

Bxbuoorapht: Both the Handw&rterbuchtaidthBOrammaiik
of Gesenius have appeared in several English tranria-
tions. The earliest version of the former was by J. W.
Qibbs (Andover, 1824); other versions, many of them
with amendments and additions, followed—by C. Leo
(2 parts, Cambridge, 1825-28), E. Robinson (Boston,
1836). and S. P. Tregelles (London. 1846). The Graas-
matik was rendered into English by M. Stuart (Andover.
1826). T. J. Ck>nant (Boston, 1839), B. Davies (Londoa.
186Q), and G. W. Ck>Uins and A. R Cowley (Oxford, 1898).
H. Gesenius, W. GeteniiM, Bin ErinnervnoMiM an den>

hundertidhrigen GdburtBtaOf Halle, 1886 (printed, not pub-
lished): R. H. 8. (Robert HaymT). Oeaetwu. Eine Erin-
nerung far teine FreumU, Berlin, 1842; T. K Cheyne,
Foundert of Old Tettament CriticiMm, pp. 53 sqq., London*
1893; ADB, ix. 89 sqq.

GESENIUS, ge^'ni-U8 or g^«^nl-U8. JUSTUS:
Lutheran theologian of the seventeenth century,

known for his catechisms; b. at Esbeck (near Else,

20 m. 8. of Hanover), in the principality of Kalen-
berg, July 6, 1601; d. at Hanover Sept. 18, 1673.

His father was preacher at Esbeck. Having re-

ceived his early education at the Adreanum in
Hildesheim,he went in his eighteenth year to Hdm-
ntedt, where he studied under Georg Calixtus and
Conrad Homejus. In 1628 he took his degree of
master of philosophy in Jena and was called as
pastor to the church of St. Magnus in Brunswick.
After seven years of beneficent activity there, be
received a call to Hildesheim, the seat of George,
duke of Brunswick, as court chaplain and preacher
in the cathedral. After the duke's death (1641),

he, as well as the whole consistory, removed to
Hanover, where he became chief court chaplain

and general superintendent of the principality of

Kalenberg; later (1665) he was general superintend-

ent of Grubenhagen as well. He received the
degree of doctor of divinity in 1643 for a dis-

sertation, De igne purgatorio,

Gesenius' importance lies chiefly in the services

he rendered in the production of good hymnals and
catechisms. With his friend David Denicke, he
brought out a hymnal containing 222 hymns (Han-
over, 1646), which was later enlarged and arranged
for use in the churehes. The compilers did not con-
fine themselves to collecting and arranging the
hymns, but abo adapted many of the older cmee
and probably added a few of their own compo-
sition. To correct the prevailing ignorance in

regard to Christian doctrine, Gesenius, in 1631,

brought out his Kleins Katechismussdiule, or
" Brief Instruction as to how the Catechism Should
be Taught to the Young and the Simple " (often

reprinted). Later, by oider of Duke George and of

the consistory, he issued an abridgment of this

work under the title Kleine Catechismusfragen Uber

den kleinen CaUchiemum Luiheri (1639 and many
times republished). This work constitutes the

celebrated catechieon of Gesenius, which was intro-

duced into all the schools of the principality of

Kalenberg and gained great repute in many parts

of Lower Saxony. Notwithstanding the praise

which was accorded the author, he was vidently
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attacked, especially by Statius Buscher in his

Cryptopapismus nova theologicB HelmstadiensU
(Hamburg, 1638). Although Gesenius justified

himself in a Grundliche Wtderlegung (Ltineburg,

1641) and although his innocence was established

through an investigation by impartial theologians,

it must be admitted that, carried away by his zeal

for a lively faith and for better knowledge, he al-

lowed himself to wander from the straight path of Lu-
theran doctrine. Of the charge that he was secretly

a Roman Catholic be clears himself in his last

important work, Warum wiUat du nicht romUchr
katholisch ioerden, wie deme Vorfahren waren t (4

parts, Hanover, 1669-72). The strife concerning
his Catechismusfragen was renewed in the eighteenth

century, when King George I., in 1723, sought
vainly to introduce Gesenius's catechism into the
duchies of Bremen and Verden (cf. Unschuldige
Niichrichien, 1724). In addition to the other serv-

ices rendered by Gesenius to the cause of religious

education, he published, in 1656, a TnRnn5i^ of in-

struction in Biblical history, Biblische Historien

Allen und Neuen Testaments, Carl Bertheau.

Biblxoorapht: P. J. Rehtmeier, Braun^t^tpeioitdu Kir-
chgnoe^dadUe, iv. 458 sqq., Brunswick, 1716; J. K. F.
Schlegel, Kirchen- und R^formationa-OetchidUe von Nord-
deutadUand, vols, ii.-iii.. passim, Hanover, 1829-32; F.
Ehrenfeuchter, Ztir OeBdUchte dt§ Katediitmus, pp. 79-
82 and supplement pp. 62-67, Gdttingen, 1857; E. Koch.
Gesc&wAte dea Kirehenliedea, iii. 230-237, Stuttgart, 1867;
C. A. O. von Zesschwits, Syatem der . , . KatecfutUc,
II., ii. 1. pp. 93 sqq., Leipsio, 1874; ADB, ix. 87 sqq.; W.
Bode, Qudlennachveia Hber die Lieder dea hannoveriacken
, . . Oeaangbuehea, Hanover, 1881; Julian, Hymnohgy,
p. 419.

GESHURTTES, ge-sha'roits. See Canaan, {11.

GESS, ges, WOLFGANG FRIEDRICH: German
Lutheran, belonging to the modem kenotic school

(see Christology, X., 4, J 2; Kbnosis); b. at
Kirchheim unter Teck (16 m. s.e. of Stuttgart),

WOrttemberg, June 27, 1819; d. at Wemigerode
(43 m. s.w. of Magdeburg) June 1, 1891. He
studied at the monastic school at Blaubeuren
and at Ttibingen (1837-41), and became vicar of

his father, who was general superintendent at Heil-

bronn. Following the WQrttemberg custom of his

time, as candidate in theology in 1843 he visited

various universities—Heidelberg, Bonn, Berlin,

Wittenbergi and HaUe. His first pastorate was at

Maulbronn, whence he returned in 1846 to Tabingen
as repetent, and then became pastor at Gross-

anspach. In 1850 he went to the Mission House in

Basel as instructor in theology. From 1864 to 1871

he was ordinary professor of S3rstematic theology

and exegesis at GOttingen, from 1871 to 1880 pro-

fessor at Breslau and member of the Silesian con-

sistory, then general superintendent of the province

of Poeen till 1885, after which time he lived in

retirement at Wemigerode.
The teaching of (Jess was fimdamentally Bib-

lical. " The Biblical doctrine of faith, which we
have here to deal with," he declared in one of his

lectures at Basel, " is derived not from the symboh-
cal documents of any particular Church, but inune-

diately from the revesJing sources themselves. . . .

It presupposes that the transmitting author really

comprehends the fimdamental thoughts [of the

Spirit] out of which all Scripture has grown and did
not import extraneous or foreign views." With
Auberlen, Riggenbach, St&helin, and others he
delivered popular lectures in Basel in 1860-61 in

vindication of the Christian faith (Eng. transl., The
Foundaivms of our Faith, Edinburgh, 1863), and
here he first brought out his chief literary work,
Die Lehre von der Person Christi (1856), with three

supplementary articles " On the Atonement " in

the Jahrhucher filr deuische Theologie, 1857-59. He
aims to set forth the conceivableness of the union
" of the complete humanity and the real divinity in

Christ," especially in the light of Phil. ii. 5 sqq.;

and to prove " how completely a demonstration,

once apprehended with ethical profundity, of the

righteousness of God in the fact of Christ's death,

corresponds to the needs of the human conscience,

and accords with the holy love of God." In con-

nection with his lectures in Gdttingen he began to

rewrite the work entirely de novo and as the result

published first Christi Setbstzeugniss (Basel, 1870);

a second part. Das apostoUsche Zeu^iss von Christi

Person und Werk, followed in two volumes (1878-

1879), the first treating of Paul's views and in-

fluence, the second of the apostolic testimony after

Paul's labors; a third and concluding part. Dogma-
tische Verarbeitung des Zeugnisses Christi und der

apostolischen Zeugnisse, also entitled Das Dogma
von Christi Person und Werk entwickelt aus Christi

Selbstzeugniss und den Zeugnissen der Apostel ap-
peared in 1887. His last work, Die Inspiration der

Helden der Bibel und der Schriften der Btbel was
issued in 1891 by his son, Emst Gess, pastor in

Berlin, after his death.

The solution of the problem, " how he who was
bom as very man can be the same person with him
who had glory with the Father before the founda-
tion of the world, who was as God with God " (vol.

iii., p. 254), constituted the literary life-work of

Gess. '' Christ's actual acknowledgment of the

righteousness of God by silent and humble endur-
ance of the sentence of condemnation, is the main-
spring of his messianic work " (iii. 144). The ex-

pression that with the Son of God all variableness

is excluded, is " only a theological constmction,

not a canon of Christ, Paul, John " (iii. 352). The
" great transformation " took place in him, " in

that he passed over from the life of the absolute,

or self-constituent, into the life of the transposed,

or objectively constituted " (p. 353). Just as with
the children of men God creates the soul at the in-

stant of conception, and the divinely created spirit

unites with the bodily nature engendered by man
and woman, so " with Jesus the Logos-Nature
unites with the corporal nature as conceived in

Mary by the Holy (5host." Thus arises " the re-

semblance of Jesus to his mother " (p. 360). So,

too, his vital development is conditioned by the

gradual maturing of his bodily organism (p. 367).

Again, his sanctification remained " the act of real

freedom; that is, the freedom of choosing between
contrasted or opposing possibilities " (p. 369).
" He was still in the process of learning, even in

Gethsemane (Heb. v. 7 sqq.). He was doing the

same on the cross. Only with his death was his

volimtary sanctification, together with the Atone-
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ment, completed " (p. 370). After glorification he
lives in the body, " mediates all his world work,

even his triime relationship, through his body. ^ . .

Nay more, even his soul's life itself maintains the

impress that was stamped upon it by his earthly

career; his holiness, his love, his mercy, though
divine, is at the same time accounted h\unan "

(p.

411).

Of the minor works of Gess, the BibeUtunden on
the last discourses of Jesus (Basel, 1871) reached a
fifth edition in 1894, and those on the Epistle to the

Romans (2 vols., 1885^88) a second edition in

1892. He also published several volumes of lec-

tures. WiLHELM Schmidt.

GETHSEMANE. See Jerusalem, V., { 5.

GEZELHTS, ge-z^li-us, JOHANIfES: The name
of two bishops of Abo, Finland.

1. Johannes Gezeliua the Elder was bom at Rom-
fertuna, Westmanland, Sweden, 1615; d. 1690.

He studied at Dorpat from 1632 and became pro-

fessor of Greek and Hebrew there in 1641. As
such he lectiired dihgently and published text4x>oks
of which there was a great need at that time.

About 1649 he became provost at Skedevi in Oes-
tergOtland, Sweden, where he devoted himself with
diligence to the service of the congregation, and
also gathered students around him and held lee-

tuxes. On the recommendation of Count M. G. de
le Gardie he was appointed general superintendent
in Livonia and vice-chancellor of the University of

Dorpat. Owing to his energy and efficiency, he
was made bishop in Abo in 1664, where he found
his real life-work. He was intent upon raising the

standard of education among the Finnish preachers,

required a theological examination of all who in-

tended to enter the ministry, and ordered all

preachers to introduce church registers with the

names of all church-members. Of people who
intended to marry, he required a knowledge of

Luther's catechism. Every family was to be pro-

vided with a hymn-book, a book of prayer and
meditations. He exerted himself to teach his

people to read, and paid much attention to the

education of children. He had his own printing

establishment in which most of the Finnish publi-

cations of the time were printed. He showed im-
patience of the opinions of others, however, and
his reluctance to grant liberty of conscience to

Pietists is not free from blame. He published

many text-books, and one on the Greek language

(1647) was much used. For his preachers he pub-
lished a Fasciculus homileticarum dispositionum

annis circiler XXVII seorsim editarum (1693) and
Casuum conscientice et prcseipuorum quoBstionum

practicarum decisiones (1689). He also started a
great work on the Bible which was continued by
his son.

2. Johannes Gezelius the Younger, son of the
former, was bom in 1647; d. 1718. He entered the

imiversity in 1661. In 1670 he received a royal

stipend to go abroad for the completion of his

studies, and visited Germany, Holland, England,
and France. Immediately after his return, he was
appointed professor extraordinary in the University

of Abo. In 1681 he became superintendent in In-

germanland. In 1689 his aged father called him
back to Abo to be his assistant, and the next year
he became his successor. He faithfiilly continued

his father's labors and devoted much time to the
great work on the Bible; but he also was not able

to finish it. The New Testament appeared during
his lifetune (1711-13), the Old Testament after his

death (1724-28). In 1711 he fled before the in-

vading Russians to Stockholm, where he remained
until his death. His attitude toward the Pietists

was as haughty and intolerant as that of his father.

(J. A. Cbderbebo.)

6EZER, gi^wr.

I>oetim6ntary HiBtory (f 1).

Exoavationa; the Troglodytio Period (f 2).

Semitie Period to the Exile (f 3).

Syio-Greek Period (| 4).

Results of Excavation (f 6).

The city of Gezer, known from the Old Testa-
ment as a stronghold of the Canaanites or frontier

fortress of the Philistines, has acquired no sli^it

interest at present owing to the thorou^ and sd-
entifio excavations, covering about half the area,

carried on there during 1902-05 by R, A. S. Blac-

ahster for the Palestine Exploration Fund. It is

the modem Tel^ezar, 18 m. w. in a direct line from
Jerusalem, 20 m. s.e. of Jaffa, to the north of the
railroad, near the foot of the hills which border the
extreme northeast of the Plain of Philistia. The
name is in the Ust of names of places in Pales-

tine left by Thothmes III. at Kamak (c. 1500 b.c.)

as held by him imderan Egyptian governor. In
the Amama Tablets it figures frequently, part of
the time as loyal and furnishing provisions to
Jerusalem (then a city asserting its fidelity to the

Eg3rptians), later as among the ene-
I. Docu- mies of Ebed-tob, king of Jerusalem^

mentary and unfaithful to the Egyptian over-

History, lord. The inscription of the Pharaoh
Meneptah (c. 1280 B.C.) mentions the

city, though the meaning of the inscription is not
clear in this part, since it has been rendered as
saying that Oezer was captured by the Egyptians,
and on the other hand that it was taken by the
Ashkelonites. According to Josh. x. 33, xii. 2, its

king and people were defeated by Joshua, uid the
city itself was assigned (theoretically) to Ephraim
(Josh. xvi. 3) and to the Kohathite Levites (Josh,

xxi. 21 ), though it was not captured by the Hebrews
but became tributary to them (Josh. xvi. 10; Judges
i. 29). In II Sam. v. 25 it appears as the limit of
David's pursuit of the Philistines. According to
I Kings ix. 15-16 it figures as the conquest of a
Pharaoh who assigned it to his daughter, the con-
sort of Solomon. Solomon strengthened its forti-

fications and it became an important fortress, com-
manding one of the principal routes from the coast
to Jerusalem. Because of this fact it was in Maoca-
bean times, imder the name Gazara, the object of
constant struggle between the S3rrians and ICacca-

bees (I Mace. iv. 15, vii. 45, ix. 52, xiii. 43, 53, xiv.

7, 34, XV. 28; II Mace. x. 32). It is the Mont
Gisart of the period of the Orusades, where Baldwin
V. gained the victory over Saladin in 1177. Its

site was identified by C. Qermont-Ganneau in 1873,
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who discovered there three bilingual inscriptions in

Greek and Hebrew, one has the phraae " Boundary
of Gezer."

The results of the recent excavations are in a
measure checked and confirmed by excavations

at Tel-Hesy, Taanak, and Megiddo,

2. Ezcava- though the value of the Gezer exca-

tions; The vations is in some respects far greater

Troglodytic than at either of the other places

Period, named because of the continuous his-

tory uncovered and the greater an-

tiquity to which that history is traced. No less

than eight stages in the story of the population of

Palestine are revealed in these researches, as repre-

sented by eight series of dwellings. The lowest of

these stages is referred to troglodytes of a period

about 3000 B.C. or earUer, the latest to a period

about 100 B.C. The two lowest strata involve the

existence of two series of cave-dwellers, of low
stature, averaging little above five feet two inches

in height; they inhabited a chain of underground
chambers somewhat extensive in plan, used flint

and bone weapons of the neolithic type, domesti-

cated the cow, pig, sheep, and goat, sacrificed the pig

to an underground deity, and cremated their dead;

the later of them employed extensively the yoni as a
rehgious emblem. The city of this period was
defended by walls of earth faced with stone.

The next two periods, covering perhaps 2600-
1200 B.C., are early Semitic; the people ranged in

height from five feet seven inches to five feet eleven

inches, flint is gradually replaced by bronze while

iron begins to appear toward the end, and the fe-

male phallic emblems of the previous period are

replaced by those of the male type.

3. Semitic One of the distinguishing features of

Period to this period is a " high place " on which
the Exile, a megalithic temple is indicated in a

series of rough stone pillars, ten innum-
ber, of which eight remain, while the places of the

other two are marked, these ten being separated

by an interval into groups of three and seven. Of
the ei^t still standing seven are of native stone,

while the other has been brought from a distance,

and is still marked by a groove which perhaps held

the ropes by which it was dragged. These pillars

range in height from five feet five inches to ten feet

six, and one of them shows clear traces of having
been an object of worship. The city wall of these

periods and the next was of stone, fourteen feet in

thickness and nearly a mile in circumference.

These two strata, as well as the one immediately
preceding, yielded many scarabs, most of them
belonging to the middle kingdom of Egypt, and in

particular abundance rude pottery images of a cow

—

the emblem of fertility and connected with Astarte.

This period also yielded several examples of the

foundation sacrifice, including infants, a young girl,

and an aged and deformed woman and an old man.
Some such cult as Moloch-worship is impUed by the

many charred remains of skeletons of infants. One
object belonging to the end of this period is a
masonry box-tomb with objects of art in silver and
alabaster and a mirror, an exotic suggesting per-

haps the PhiUstine occupation. The fifth and sixth

strata cover the Hebraic period, the fifth being

IV.—>^1

apparently that of the city destroyed by the Pharaoh
of I Kings ix. 16, and the next the Gezer of the

Hebrew regal period. In this age foimdation sac-

rifice was merely symbolical, indicated by depo-
sition of bowls without the skeleton. The end of

this age, corresponding to the Ass3rrian occupation, is

represented by two tablets in the cuneiform, neither

of them entire, but both dated, one either 649 or

651 B.C., the other two years later. The first relates

to the sale of an estate of which a slave and his

family formed part, and the governor is Hur-wasi,

an Egyptian name, regarded as showing, when
taken in conjimction with other Egyptian remains,

Egyptian control of the city continuously from
Solomonic times. The second records the sale of a
field by a Hebrew named Nethaniah. The record

of dealings in the Assyrian script imder an Egsrptian

governor repeats the characteristic of the Amama
Tablets.

The seventh period is the Syro-Greek, including

the Maccabean age. Characteristic of this is a
votive altar, bearing on one side a

4. Syro- dedication to Heracles, on the other

Greek the name Yahweh in its Greek form.

Period. This reflects the religious eclecticism

of the pre-Maccabean age in which
Jason the high priest led in promoting the circu-

lation of Greek ideas. A result of the excavations

here is the imcovering of the bastions added to the

wall by the Syrian occupants and of the palace or
castle of Simon, identified by a graffito of limestone

with inscription in rude Greek, reading probably,
" (Says) Pampras, may fire follow Simon's palace I

"

This is interpreted as a magic charm made by a hater

of that ruler. The eighth stratiun is that of the

late Syrian, pre-Roman occupation, after the palace

of Simon had been destroyed and on its site a
structure reared in which a remarkable series of

baths with basins and drain and furnace existed.

The special results of the excavation are the fol-

lowing: (1) The tracing of successive populations

backward to the earliest troglodytic

5. Results inhabitants; (2) the existence of con-

of Excava- tinuous traces c^ Egyptian occupation

tion. from the second troglodytic popula-

tion (a scarab of Usertesen III., c.

2500 B.C.) to about the middle of the seventh pre-

Christian century, including an inscribed statuette

of the period of the twelfth dynasty, four and one-

eighth inches in height; (3) the existence of a high

place where the worship of Astarte is abundantly
indicated, especially by a bronze statuette of two-

homed Astarte and by numerous phallic emblems;

(4) the votive altar already described; (5) the

possibility that an inscribed sherd carries back
Phenician writing four centuries earher than the

Baal-Hermon inscriptions (c. 600 B.C.) to an age

when it was written boustrophedon like the early

Greek and the Hittite inscriptions; (6) the illus-

tration of many Biblical features, such as the
•* tongue " of gold (R.V., " wedge," Josh. vii. 21),

two ingots of gold in this form being discovered,

one of them being fifty-two shekels in weight. Of

gold and silver objects comparatively few were

foimd, but bronze was relatively abimdant; the

pottery, while fragmentary, is valuable for its
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epigraphio illustration of Hebrew names and per-

haps also of Hebrew genealogy.

Geo. W. Gilmorb.

Bibuoobapht: C. Clermont-Ganneau, ArAaolooical Re-
tearchM in PalsBHne, ii. 257, I^odon. 1881; idem, Recueil
d'arehiolooie orieniaU, i. 351-391. Paris, 1885: PEF,
Quarterly Statemente, 1903-dat«. psrtictilarly that for

July, 1907. giving latest results; R. A. 8. Macalister,
Bible Side lAohte from the Mound of Geter, London, 1906;
H. Vincent. Canaan d'aprU VexploraHan ricente, pp. 109
qq., Paris. 1907

GFROERER, gfrt^rer, AUGUST FRIEDRICH:
German historian; b. at Calw (20 m. w.s.w. of

Stuttgart) Mar. 5, 1803; d. at Carlsbad July 6,

1861. He studied theology at Tubingen, where he
became repetent in 1828, after he had spent three

years in Switzerland and Italy. In 1829 he became
Stadtvicar at Stuttgart, and in 1830 librarian at

the royal library there. He then definitely aban-
doned the ministry and devoted himself to his-

torical studies. In 1846 he was appointed pro-

fessor of history at Freiburg, and in 1848 was
elected to the German parUament, in which he dis-

tinguished himself as an adherent of the " Gross-
deutsche " party and an opponent of Prussia.

After failing in an attempt at Frankfort to unite

Protestants and Catholics he joined the Roman
Catholic Church in 1853. He had already been long
recognized as one of the leaders of the Ultramontane
party in Germany. His principal works are, Philo

und die judisch-Alexandrinische Theosophie (2 vols.,

Stuttgart, 1831); Gustav Adolf und seine Zeit

(2 vols., 1835-37); GeschichU des Urchristentums

(3 vols., 1838); Allgemeine Kirchengeschichte (4 vob.,

1841-46); Geschichte der ost- und weatfrdnkischen

Karolinger (2 vols.. Freiburg, 1848); Urgeschichte

de8 menscklichen GeachlecfUa (2 vols., Schafifhausen,

1855); and Papst Gregoriua VII . und sein Zeitalter

(7 vols., Schaffhausen, 185^-61; index vol., 1864).

Biblioorapht: P. Alberdingk Thijm. A. F. Gfr&rer en gijne
werken, Haarlem, 1870; XL. v. 679-580.

GIANTS IN THE OLD TESTAMENT: The pas-
sages in the Old Testament where the word giant

or its equivalents occur may be differentiated into

two classes: (1) those which adduce sporadic cases

of exceptional stature or strength, against which
no a priori historical objection can lie (such as

I Sam. xvii.); (2) those in which a mythological or
early legendary character is clearly in evidence.

The first class requires no discussion here. In con-
sidering the second class preliminary notes of im-
portance are (1) that in the canonical writings

there are but fugitive references to what was
probably a much larger body of current folk-lore,

which entered literature extensively only in the

Apocrypha and Pseudepigrapha (H. Gunkel, Gene-
sis, GOttingen, 1901, p. 52); and (2) that illumina-

tion is received from comparison with like myths of

other peoples.

In the Old Testament two words convey the idea

of giants, Nephilim (Gen. vi. 4, J; Num. xiii. 33,

JE), and RephaHm (Gen. xiv. 5, from a special

source; Deut. ii. 10-12, 20, 21. iii. 11; II Sam. xxi.

16-21). The passage Gen. vi. 1-4 stands alone in

the canonical writings in speaking of a race of

giants which sprang from a union of angels {** sons

of God," the " watchers " of the Pseudepigraplia)

and women (" daughters of men "). This narra-

tive is an etiological myth accounting to the Hebrew
mind for the giants already known to common
folk-lore. Its motif is taken up in the pseudepi-

graphic literature, especially that which gathered

about the name of Enoch. In the other passages

the terms Nephilim and RephaHm, used as inclusive

of Emimf Zuzim, MnoArtm, and Horim, signify

the autochthonous inhabitants of Palestine (in its

larger sense of the region both east and west of the

Jordan), the predecessors of the Canaanites from
whom the Hebrews took the land. The philo-

logical notion imderlying Nephilim is not satisfac-

torily determined. RephaHm is connected with the

word meaning " shade " or " ghost," and thus fits

absolutely with the mythological references to the

extinct races supposed to have inhabited the land.

Other particulars agree with this interpretation.

Thus the reference in Deut. iii. 11 to the bed (better
" sarcophagus," so Schaff, Bible Dictionary, New
York, 1880) of Og, king of Bashan, prol^ly a
coffin-shaped block of basalt (" iron "), is to be put

alongside similar objects elsewhere, such as the

Giant's Causeway, a name embodying a primitive

explanation of a strange feature of the Irish land-

scape.

In ethnic myths the earlier inhabitants of earth

are pictured as of more than human statwv and
strength, and often as living beyond the usual span

of human life. Thus in India the first Jina is said

to have been 3,000 feet in height and to have lived

eight millions of years. Another characteristic of

these myths is that the giants come into conflict

with the gods and are destroyed. Examples of

this are the Marduk-Tiamat myth of Babylonia and
the Gigantomachia and Titanomachia of Greece.

In Hebrew legend these characteristics are sep-

arated; the lengthened span of life is assigned to

antediluvians in general, abnormal stature is at*

tributed to the prehistoric race in canonical litera-

ture, the contest of the giants with God appears

first in the Apocrypha (Ecdus. xvi. 7) and develops

enormously in the Pseudepigrapha. Wisd. of Sd.
xiv. 6 has a curious explanation of the survival of

the flood by the giants, and rabbinic literature ex-

plains in equally grotesque fashion the survival

of Og. In such passages as Baruch iii. 26-28,

III Mace. ii. 4, Enoch vii. 2-^, and Jubilees vii. these

varied characteristics appear. The " sons of God **

were angels of high estate who fell, and the idea

was perpetuated and finds its extreme expression

in Christian literature in Milton's Paradise Lost,

It may be noted that among the Repha^im were
the Horim f

generally explained as " troglodytes,"

and that excavations in Palestine as elsewhere shows
the cave-dwellers to have been of low stature (see

Gezer). Geo. W. Gilmore.
Biblioorapht: J. L. Porter, Oiant Citiet of Baakan, New

York, 1871; F. Lenormant, Lee Originee de rhiMoire, 2
vols., Paris. 1880-84, Eng. transl. of vol. i.. London, 1883;

E. Meyer, in ZATW, i (1881), 139, and Schwally in the

same, xviii (1898). 127 sqq.; K. Budde, Die bibHecke

Urgeechu^ite, pp. 30 sqq., Giessen, 1883; H. E. Ryle, Early
Narrativee of Oeneeie, London, 1892; 8. R. Driver, Comt-

mentary on Deuteronomy, on Deut. iii. 11, New York. 1895;

C. R. Briggs. Study of Holy Scripture, pp. 333-334, ib.

1899; DB, i. 90 (" Anakim "). ii. 16&-168, iu. 512 ("Nephi-
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Hm"); EB, i. 161-162. iii. 3391 eqq.; JE, v. 656-658;
the literature on Enoch and Banich under Pbbudkpio-

6IBB, JOHN: English Presbyterian; b. at

Aberdeen, Scotland, Dec. 14, 1835. He studied in

Aberdeen, Edinburgh, and Heidelberg, and after

being assistant minister at the Presb3rterian church
at Malta 1863-67, was theological tutor in the

College of the Presbyterian Church in England,
London, 1868-77. Since 1877 he has been pro-

fessor of New Testament theology and ecclesiastical

history in Westminster College, Cambridge. He has

written Biblical Studies and their Influence upon the

Church (London, 1877) and Gudrun, Beowolf, and
the Song of Roland (1884), and has translated selec-

tions from Luther's " Table Talk " (London, 1883)

and St. Augustine's ^* Homilies on the Gospel of

John " (Edinburgh, 1873), in addition to editing

the " Confessions " of St. Augustine in collabora-

tion with W. Montgomery (Cambridge, 1906).

GIBBON, EDWARD: The historian of the

Roman Empire; b. at Putney (7 m. w.s.w. of St.

Paul's, London), Surrey, Apr. 27, 1737; d. in

London Jan. 16, 1794. For his early training he
was indebted chiefly to his aunt, Catherine Porten,

from whom he received that taste for books which,

he says, was the pleasure and glory of his life. In
Jan., 1749, he entered Westminster School, but had
to leave it in Dec., 1750, on accoimt of ill health.

A ^ance into Eachard's Roman History in 1751

started him on a wide course of historicaJ reading.

In Apr., 1752, he entered Magdalen College, Ox-
ford, where he spent what he considered the four-

teen most improfitable months of his life. His brief

career at Oxford was terminated by his temporary
conversion to Roman Catholicism, which was ac-

complished by Middleton's Free Enquiry (London,

1749) and works of Bossuet and the Jesuit Robert
Parsons (q.v.). On Jime 8, 1753, he was received

into the Roman fold by a Jesuit priest in London.
He at once acquainted his father with this fact,

who placed him first in the home of David Mallet, at

Putney, but sent him to Lausanne, Switzerland,

almost immediately to the care of M. PaviUard, a
Calvinistic minister, under whose tutelage Gibbon
quickly renounced Roman Catholicism. He returned

to England in August, 1758, and took up his abode
at Buriton, near Petersfield, Hampshire, whither

his father had removed in 1747. An attachment
which he had formed at Lausanne for Susanne
Curchod, afterward Madame Necker and mother of

Madame de Sta6l, was now broken off, owing to his

father's objection to the match. Gibbon's subse-

quent behavior toward Mile. CJurchod was con-

demned by Rousseau. On June 12, 1759, he be-

came captain in the Hampshire militia. From May,
1760, to Dec., 1762, he was quartered in various

towns in the southern coimties. He retained his

conmiission till 1770, becoming major and colonel

commandant. This experience gave him robust

health and a knowledge of military affairs that

stood him in good stead when he came to write of

the phalanx and legion. He had now published his

Essai sur VHude de la litt^rature (London, 1761;

Eng. transl., 1764). From Jan., 1763, to June, 1765,

he traveled and studied on the Continent. " It

was at Rome," he says, " on Oct. 15, 1764, as I sat
musing amidst the ruins of the Capitol, while the
barefooted friars were singing vespers in the temple
of Jupiter that the idea of writing the decline and
fall of the city first started into my mind." Hav-
ing come into the possession of ample means on the
death of his father in 1770, he settled in London in

1772 and be^ to write The Decline and Fall of the

Roman Empire. In 1774 he became a member of

Dr. Johnson's famous hterary club, and on Oct. 11
of that year he was returned to Parliament for

Liskeard, Cornwall. In Feb., 1776, he published the
first volume of the Decline and Fall. Its success was
as rapid as it has been lasting. To a number of

attacks provoked by the theological chapters Gib-
bon replied in a Vindication (1779). Early in 1779
he was employed by the ministry to write a M6-
moire Justificatif (1779) in answer to a French
manifesto; and in the summer of 1779 he was given
the lucrative sinecure of conmiissioner of trades

and plantations, which he held till the office was
abolished in 1782. In Apr., 1781, he published the
second and third volumes of his history. On Jime
25, 1781, he was returned to Parliament for Lym-
ington, that body having been dissolved Sept. 1,

1780. In Sept., 1783, he settled at Lausanne.
Near midnight of the 27th of Jime, 1787, sitting in

the summer-house in his garden, he wrote the last

sentence of his monumental work. The last three

volumes were published on his fifty-first birthday,

thus completing The History of the Decline and FaU
of the Roman Empire (6 vols., London, 1776-88; best

ed. by J. B. Bury, 7 vols., 1896-1900). Gibboncame
to London to see the work through the press, but
returned to Lausanne in July, 1788. He resided

there till Apr., 1793, when he returned to England
to visit his friend. Lord Sheffield, wliose wife had
just died. His own death came unexpectedly,

following upon a series of operations for hydrocele.

He was laid in the burial-place of the Sheffield

family, Fletching, Sussex. Lord Sheffield published

his Miscellaneous Works (2 vols., London, 1796; 5
vols., 1814), which include his excellent autobiog-

raphy. Memoirs of my Life and Writings (ed. O. F.

Emerson, Boston, 1898; ed. G. B. Hill, London,-

1900; ed., with introduction, J. B. Bury, London,
1907). Sheffield's grandson. Earl of Sheffield, has

published the six different manuscripts from which
the Memoirs were compiled (London, 1896), and
also prefixed an introduction to Gibbon's Private

Letters (ed. R. E. Prothero, 2 vols., 1896).

The Decline and Fall, which covers the period

extending from about the middle of the second

century to the year 1453, has, by unanimous con-

sent, been placed in the very front rank of historical

works. For accuracy, thoroughness, lucidity, and
comprehensive grasp of a vast subject, it has never

been surpassed. While later researches have cor-

rected Gibbon in a few details, they have not

materially changed the picture drawn by him. His

work is perhaps the one history in English that may
be regarded as definitive. The only charge that

has ever been successfully brought against it is

that it betrays an unfriendly animus to Christianity;

but Gibbon had so little sympathy with the aims of
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the Church that it was not to be expected that he

would throw the mantle of charity over the foibles

and failings of churchmen. In regard to the famous
fifteenth and sixteenth chapters, which relate to

the rise and spread of Christianity, wherein its suc-

cess is explained by reference to secondary causes,

and the severity of its early trials declared to have
been overestimated, it may be remarked that Gib-

bon himself admitted that his array of secondary
causes left the question of the divine origin of Chris-

tianity untouched; and, now that the smoke of the

battle against this portion of the history has cleared

away, church historians cdlow the substantial just-

ness of iiis main positions. In Gibbon's lifetime

the work was translated into German, French, and
Italian. It has also been translated, in part, into

Magyar, modem Greek, Polish, and Russian.
Biblioobapht: Besides the Memoirt and Private Letter;

ut sup., consult the biography by J. C. Morison, in Eng-
Ush Men of Letiere, London, 1878; that by 8. Walpole.
Studies in Biography, New York, 1907; and DNB, xzi.

260-256.

GIBBOirS, JAMES: Cardinal; b. at Baltimore,

Md., July 23, 1834. He received his early education

in Ireland, but returned to the United States in

1851, and lived for several years in New Orleans.

He studied at St. Charles' College, Ellicott City,

Md. (1855-57), and at St. Mary's Seminaiy, Bal-

timore (1857-61). He was ordained priest in

1861, and after being assistant at St. Patrick's,

Baltimore, for a few months, was appointed rector

of St. Bridget's, Canton (a suburb of Baltimore),

where he remained until 1865. He was private

secretary to Archbishop Spalding 1865-68, and
was also chancellor of the archdiocese 1866-68.

He was assistant chancellor of the Second Plenary
Coimcil of the American Roman Catholic Church
held at Baltimore in 1866, and in 1868 was conse-

crated titular bishop of Adramytum and appointed
vicar apostolic of North Carolina. In 1872 he was
translated to the see of Richmond, Va., and after

five years became archbishop coadjutor with right

of succession to Archbishop Bailey of Baltimore.

Five months later he succeeded to the see, thus
becoming the primate of the Roman Catholic Church
in the United States. He presided over the Third
Plenary Council at Baltimore in 1884, and two
years later was created cardinal. On account of

his advancing years. Bishop Curtis, formerly of

Wilmington, Del., was appointed to assist him in

1896. He has written The Faith of our Fathers

(New York, 1871); Our Christian Heritage (Balti-

more, Md., 1889); and The Ambaseador of Christ

(1896).

GIBERTI, jt-bar'tt, GIOVAlfia MATTEO: A
reforming prelate of the sixteenth century; b. at

Palermo 1495; d. at Verona Dec. 30, 1543. Being
appointed by Clement VII. apostolic datary, he
became a member of the Oratory of Divine Love
at Rome. In 1524 he was made bishop of Verona,
but he did not enter upon his episcopal duties until

1528. He endeavored to raise the educational and
moral standard of the clergy and to enforce the

discipline of the religious orders. In the work
Constituiiones ecdesiasticce and in various treatises,

ordinances, and letters, he proposed far-reaching

measures of reform. But he was obstinately op-
posed by both the secular clergy and the religious

orders; and the famous Concilium de emendanda
ecdesia (1537), in whose authorship, besides Con-
tarini and Caraffa, Giberti was also concerned, pro-

duced no result. After entering upon his episcopal

duties, Giberti had one more important oommissioa
outside his diocese, going to the Colloquy of Worms
(1540) as papal legate. It was intended that he
should act in a similar capacity at the Council of

Trent, but his sudden death prevented this. His
works were published in Verona 1733, 1740; his

official correspondence in Guiociardini, Opere in-

edite, iv., v (Florence, 1863). K. Benrath.

Biblioobapht: A. von Reumont, Oeeehichie der Stadt Bom,
vol. iii., part 2, paosim, Berlin* 1870; Dittridi. in Hi«-
toriechea Jahrbuch der Odrree-Oeeellaehaft, vi (1886), l~SOi
Creighton, Papacy, vi. 278-201. 308-300.

GIBSOlf, EDGAR CHARLES SUMNER: Bishop
of Gloucester; b. at Southampton Jan. 23, 1848.

He studied at Trinity College, Oxford (BA., 1870),

and Wells Theological College (1871-72), and was
ordained priest in 1872. He was chaplain of Wells
Theological College 1871-74, vice-principal of the
same institution and curate of Dinder 1874-76,

lecturer at Leeds Clergy School 1876-80, prindpal
of Wells Theological College 1880-95, and vicar and
rural dean of Leeds 1895-1905. In 1905 he was
consecrated bishop of Gloucester. He was also

prebendary of WeUs Cathedral 1880-1905, lecturer

on pastoral theology at Cambridge 1893-04, select

preacher at Oxford 1893-95, examining chaplain to
the bishop of Bath and Wells 1894-1904, honorary
chaplain to Queen Victoria 1901, chaplain in ordi-

nary to Kmg Edward VII. 1901-05, Warburton
Lecturer of Lincoln's Inn 1903, and a member of the
Royal Conmiission on Ecclesiastical Discipline and
commissary to the bishops of North China and
Shan-tung 1904. In theology he is a Uberal High-
churchman. He has written Northumbrian Saints

(London, 1884); Commentary on St. James in Tfie

Pulpit Commentary (1886); SeHf-Discipline (1894);

The Thirty-Nine Articles Explained (2 vols., 1896-

1897); Commentary on the Book of Job (1898;) John
Howard (1901); and Messages from the Old Testor-

ment (1904). He also translated the works of

Cassianus for the Nicene and Post-Nieene Library
(Edinbui^h, 1894) and edited Geoi^ Herbert's

Temple (London, 1899).

GIBSOlf, EDMUin): Bishop of Londcm; b. at
Bampton (24 m. s.s.e. of Carlisle), Westmoreland,
Dec, 1669; d. at Bath Sept. 6, 1748. He was
educated at Queen's College, Oxford (B.A., 1691;
M.A., 1694), where he was given a fellowship.

His early interest in Anglo-Saxon and British

antiquities led to a friendship with Archbishop
Tenison, who made him his domestic chaplain and
got him the librarianship at Lambeth. Through
Tenison's influence Gibson became lecturer at St.

Martin's-in-the-Fields, rector of Stisted in Essex
(1700), and rector of Lambeth (1703). He sided

with Tenison in the controversy between the two
houses of convocation and within three years pub-
lished ten tracts in support of tlie upper house.

He became archdeacon of Surrey in 1710, bishop of
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Lincoln in 1716, and bishop of London in 1723. For
years he was the intimate friend and chief adviser

of Sir Robert Walpole in ecclesiastical matters.

His crusade against court masquerades and his

(^position to Walpole's Quakers' Relief Bill cost

him the appointment to the archbishopric of Can-
terbury in 1737. Ten years later the archbishopric

was offered him, but he declined on account of age
and infirmity. Besides tracts, sermons, and pas-

toral letters, some of which were directed against

deists, freethinkers, and Methodists, his principal

publications were, Synodus Anglicani, or the Cofir

sHtution and Proceedings of an English Convocation

(London, 1702: ed. E. Cardwell, Oxford, 1864),

which now forms the text-book for all proceedings

in convocation; Codex juris ecclesiastici Anglicani;

or the StcUuieSf Constitutions^ Canons^ Rubrics, and
Articles of the Church of England (2 vols., 1713), a
moniunent of research and still the highest au-

thority on church law; and A Preservative against

Popery (3 vols., 1734; ed. J. Cumming, 18 vols.,

1848-49; SujypUment, 8 vols., 1849), a collection

of treatises on the subject by various eminent
English divines.

Bibuoorapht: Some Account of . . . Dr. E. Oibton, Lon-
don. 1749 (by R. Sm&lbrokeT); W. Coxe. Memoira of

Horatio Lord WalpoU, vol. ii.. London. 1806; A. k Wood.
AthtnoB Ozonienaet, ed. P. Blias. iv. 640. London. 1820;
DNB, xxi. 274-276; J. H. Overton and F. Helton. The
Engluk Chttrck, . . . 171Jhl800, pp. 99-120 et passim.
London, 1900.

6IBS01I, JOHN MONRO : English Presbyterian

;

b. at Whithorn (9 m. s. of Wigtown), Gallowayshire,

Scotland, Apr. 24, 1838. He studied at the Uni-

versity of Toronto (B.A., 1862) and Knox College,

Toronto, from which he was graduated in 1864.

He was classical tutor in Knox College 1864 and
pastor of Erskine Church, Montreal, 1864-74, as

well as lecturer in Old and New Testament exegesis

in the Presbyterian College, Montreal, 1868-74.

He was then pastor of the Second Presbyterian

Church, Chicago, 1874-80, and since 1880 has been
pastor of St. John's Wood Presbyterian Church,

London. He was moderator of the Synod of the

Presbyterian Church of England in 1891 and presi-

dent of the National Council of Evangelical Free

Churches in England and Wales in 1898, of which he
was also honorary secretary 1898-1905. He is an
honorary secretary of the Religious Tract Society,

and in theology is a liberal Evangelical, although he

holds firmly to the cardinal truths of Christianity.

He has written Ages before Moses (New York,

1879) ; The Foundations (lectures on the evidences

of Christianity; Chicago, 1880); The Mosaic Era
(London, 1881); Rock versus Sand (1883); Pome-
granatesfrom an English Garden (New York, 1885);

Christianity according to Christ (London, 1888);

The Gospel according to St. Matthew in The Exposi-

tor's Bible (1890); Ads in People's Bible History

(1895); Unity and Symmetry of the Bible (1896);

From Fact to Faith (1898); A Strong City and Other

Sermons (1899); The Glory of Life (1900); Apoca-
lyptic Sketches (1901); Protestant Principles (1901);

and The Devotional Study of Holy Scripture (1905).

GIBSON, MARGARET DXTNLOP: English Ori-

entalist; b. at Irvine (22 m. s.w. of Glasgow), Ajrr-

shire, Scotland. She was the daughter of John
Smith, solicitor, Irvine, Ayrshire, was educated at

private schools and by university tutors, and in

1883 married Rev. James Young Gibson, who died

three years later. She has visited Sinai five times,

and in company with her sister, Mrs. Agnes Smith
Lewis, has made important discoveries of Arabic

and Syriac manuscripts of the Bible, among them
the justly celebrated and important Sinaitic Syriac

codex of the Gospels, upon which both have done
excellent work. A rigid Presbyterian and very

decidedly Protestant, she and her sister gave the

site for Westminster Theological 0)llege, Cam-
bridge, and laid its comer-stone in 1897. She has

edited An Arabic Version of St. Paul's EpisHes to

the Romans, Corinthians, Galatians, and Ephesians

(London, 1894); Apocrypha Sinaitica (1896); An
Arabic Version of the Acts of the Apotiles and the

Seven Catholic Epistles (1899); The Palestinian

Syriac Lectionary of the Gospels (in collaboration

with Mrs. Lewis, 1899); Apocrypha Arabica (1901);

and The Didascalia Apostolorum (Syriac text and
translation; 2 vols., 1903); and has written, in

addition to a number of tracts. Catalogue of the

Arabic Manuscripts in the Convent of St. Catharine

on Mount Sinai (London, 1894).

GIBSON, ROBERT ATKINSON: Protestant

Episcopal bishop of Virginia; b. at Petersburg, Va.,

July 9, 1846. After serving as a private in the

First Virginia Artillery of the 0)nfederate Army
1864-65, he was graduated at Hampden-Sidney
College in 1867, and at the Virginia Theological

Seminary in 1870. He became a missionary in

southern Virginia, 1870, assistant of St. James'

and curate of Moore Memorial Chapel, Richmond,
Va., 1872; rector of Trinity CJhurch, Parkersburg,

W. Va., 1878, of Christ Church, Cincinnati, O.,

1887. He was consecrated sixth bishop of Vir-

ginia, 1897.

GICHTEL, glH'tel, JOHANN GEORG: German
ascetic and mystic; b. at Regensbiu^ May 14,

1638; d. at Amsterdam Jan. 21, 1710. He was a
descendant of a Protestant family, and the religious

impulse was awakened in him at an early age. He
studied theology and history at Strasbui^, but after

the death of his father he took up the study of law

and settled in Regensbiu^ as a lawyer, but his

religious life received a new impulse through his

association with Justinian Ernst von Weltz (q.v.),

a Hungarian baron who was endeavoring to propa-

gate his ideas concerning a reformation of the

Church, a reconciliation between the Lutherans

and Reformed, and a revival of missionary activity.

They aroused the suspicion of the orthodox clergy,

however, and were denounced as fanatics. Weltz

now resolved upon a missionary tour to South

America and was accompanied by Gichtel as far

as Holland. There mysticism, the natural trend of

his religious development and disposition, claimed

him for his own, and Friedrich Breckling, a mystic

preacher in ZwoUe, exerted a decisive influence

upon him.

The external church service now seemed to

Gichtel an obstacle to inner communion with God,

and he felt himself called to take up the battle
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against false church service, especially in Luther-
anism. After his return to Germany he addressed

to his native city a letter filled with violent accu-

sations against the clergy, whereupon he was im-

prisoned, deprived of all civic rights, and exiled.

In 1665 he began his wanderings, and after a short

stay at the residence of Pistorius, a Pietistic preacher

of Gersbach in Baden, he went to Vienna to settle

some business affairs of Weltz. In 1667 he re-

turned to ZwoUe, where Breckling employed him as

chaplain, leader of the choir, and porter, but he

became involved in Breckling's dissensions with
his congregation and the consistory, and was exiled

from Zwolle and the whole province of Upper
Yssel. He spent the remainder of his life quietly

in Amsterdam, winning many converts to his views.

At first he earned his living by translating and
proof-reading, but renounced even this work as in-

compatible with the trust which leaves all care to

God.
Gichtel was opposed to sects of his time such as

Quakers, Mennonites, and Labadists, nor was it his

desire to found a sect. Violent dissensions arose

among his followers, and at last only two of his

friends remained—Isaak Passavant and Johann
Wilhelm Ueberfeld. After GichtePs death, Ueber-

feld became the leader of his Dutch adherents,

while his followers in Hamburg and Altona were

headed by Johann Otto Gltising. Gichtel's wri-

tings were regarded by them as equal to the Bible,

and he himself was considered an elect instrument

of God. Traces of the sect were also found in Ber-

lin, Magdeburg, and Nordhausen.

In Amsterdam Gichtel became acquainted with

the works of Bdhme, which he declared to be on a
par with the Bible, and his ideas were molded by
his study of this mystic, especially his discourses

on the struggle between the love and the wrath of

God, on creation, on the fall of Lucifer and Adam.
Like all the radical mystics of his period, he main-

tained a polemical attitude toward the established

Church and toward the Reformation, which in his

opinion had contented itself with the destruction

of popery without putting anything better in its

place, while with Bdhme he shared the combination

of Pietism and a mystical conception of nature.

From his general contempt of learned writings were

excepted only works on science " because of the

hght of nature." Gichtel strove to reduce the ideas

of Bdhme to practicality, and for this reason he

rejected marriage, regarding it as unchastity in the

sight of God and as a perversion of the original order

of creation, advocating the priesthood of Mel-

chisedeck, and believing that man by prayer and
absorption into the death and blood of Jesus might
offer his soul as a sacrifice for others. With others,

especially with Alhardt de Raedt, a former pro-

fessor of theology in Haderwijk, and with the finan-

cial aid of Coenraad van Beuningen, mayor of

Amsterdam, Gichtel published the first complete

edition of Bdhme's works (Amsterdam, 1682). His

own writings have been collected in seven voliunes

under the title of Theosophia practica (Leyden,

1722). (A. HEQLERt.) K. HOLL.

Bxblioobapht: A life is contained in Q. C. A. von Harlees,

Jakob B6hm$ und die Alekymuten^ Leipsic, 1882; and the

Theoaophia pracHea, Leyden, 1722, contains both his works
and a sketch of his life. Consult also: Ersch and Gruber.
Encyklopddie, section 1, Lxv. 437 sqq.; ADB, ix. 147-150

GIDEON (Septuagint, Oedeon, also called Jenib-
baal): One of the " Judges of Israel." He was a
son of Joash, and one of the great Uberators of
Israel. He inade an end of the predatory excur-
sions of the Midianites, who, like modem Arabs,
regularly invaded the country before the har\'est

and carried away the produce. Judges vi.-viii.

gives in detail his call in his native city Ophrah
(the modem Far'ata, southwest from Nablus?), his

experience, his preparation for the fight, his vic-

tory gained with help of a small band by surprising

the enemy, his piuBuit of the enemy over the Jor-
dan and his second victory over the Midianite kings.

On theocratic principles he refused the royal crown
offered to him, a fact apparently confirmed by the
ancient parable of Jotham. With the booty he
made an ephod (Yahweh-image or oracle-dress, see

Ephod), which according to the narrator caused
the destruction of his house, through- his son Abime-
lech, who killed the seventy sons of Gideon after

the father's death. The name Jerubbaal is ex-

plained from a national standpoint vL 31-32.

Robertson Smith reads the verse differently (Rel,

of Sem., pp. 162-163) as " the man who wars with
Baal (provided Baal is a god) must die before (the

next) morning." There are Arabic parallels for

this. Originally the name may have meant:
"Great or strong is the Lord (Yahweh or Baal?)."

In order not to mention Baal, the name was after-

ward called Jerubbosheth (II Sam. xi. 21).

In this narrative Gideon appears a hero of royal

stature, devoted to his people, of bold, enduring

fortitude and yet humble before God and free from
vain ambition before men. Criticism has made it

probable that the narrative which treats of him is

a composite from different sources and contains

besides the interpolations of the Deuteronomic
redactor and later additions. Distinction is made
between two main sources which the redactor of

the book combined. To one narrative belong the
history of Abimelech (chap, ix.) and viii. 4-21 (ex-

cept the numbers in v. 10); and to the other (esti-

mated as somewhat later) belong vi. 2-6a, 13-25;

viii. 1-3, 24-27a. The section attributed to the
first can not be an older version of the events
recorded vi. 2-viii. 3. One would rather supp>ose

that the stories of two campaigns of Gideon, a west-

Jordanic and East-Jordanic, are united in the pres-

ent narrative. Since in both narratives the house
of Abiezer is especially mentioned, Studer and WeU-
hausen have supposed that the campaign of Gideon
according to the original record was imdertaken as a
family blood-feud (viii. 18-19), whereas the rein-

forcements of the other tribes and the lessening of

the force to 300 are later additions. But the char-

acteristic narratives vii. 1 sqq. are certainly not by
the redactor, and seem to have good parentage.

While the religious motive appears in these narra-

tives, there is no reason for regarding them as much
later than the time they treat. That Gideon's

achievement was regarded as memorable and as one
of God's greatest deeds of deliverance is shown by
Isa. ix. 4, X. 26; Ps. Ixxxiii. 11. C. von Orelu.
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Biblioorapht: The sections in the accounts of the history
of Israel as given under Arab, the appropriate sections
in the commentaries on Judges (see Judges), especially

those by Bertheau« Budde and Moore, and DB, ii. 171-172;
EB, ii. 1719-22; JE, v. 660-662; R. Kittel. Studien sur
hebrOisdun Archdoloffie, i. 97-104, Leipsic. 1908.

GIESEBRECHT, gi"ze-breHt, FRIEDRICH WIL-
HELM KARL: German Protestant; b. at Kon-
topp (50 m. 8.W. of Posen) July 30, 1852. He stud-

ied in Eriangen and Halle (Ph.D., 1876), and from
1876 to 1879 was in charge of the courses in Old
Testament exegesis and adjunct at the royal semi-

nary for canons at Berlin. In 1879 he became privat-

docent at Greifswald, and was appointed associate

professor of Old Testament exegesis in the same
university in 1883. In 1895 he was made honorary
professor there, and since 1898 has been professor

of the same subject at KOnigsberg. He has written

Die hebr&ische Prapositton Lamed (Halle, 1876);

Der Wendepunkt des Buchea Hiob (Berlin, 1879);

Beitrdge zur Jesaia-KrUik (G6ttingen, 1890); Da8
Buck JeremioB vbersetzt und erkldrt (1893); Die
Berufsbegabung der alUestamentlichen Propheten

(1897); Die GeschichUichkeit des Sinaibundes

(Kdnigsberg, 1900); Die alUestametUliche Schdiz-

ung des Gotteanamens (1901); Der " Knecht Jah-
vee " des DeiUerojesaia (1902); Friedefur Babel und
Bibel (1903); Grundzuge der israelitisdien Religions-

geschichte (Leipsic, 1904); DieMetrik Jeremias (G6t-

tingen, 1905); and commentary on Jeremiah in

HandnKommerUar zum Allen Testament (1907).

GIESELER, gt'ze-ler, JOHANN KARL LUDWIG:
Church historian; b. at Petershagen (on the Weser,
35 m. w. of Hanover), Prussia, Mar. 3, 1792; d. at

Gdttingen July 8, 1854. He attended the Latin

school of the Orphans' House at Halle and the

University of Halle. In 1812 he became collabora-

tor in the Latin school, but the following year
joined the German army at the outbreak of the

war of liberation. In 1814 he resumed his activity

as teacher, in 1817 he became doctor of philosophy

and conrector at the gymnasium of Minden, 1818

director of the gymnasium at Cleves, and 1819

professor of theology at Bonn. In 1831 he went
to Gdttingen where he showed administrative

talents besides ability as scholar and teacher. His
lectures treated church history, history of dogma
and dogmatics. Several times he was prorector of

the university, he served on different commissions,

and was member of the GOttinger Gesellschaft der

Wissenschaften; as curator of the orphans' home,
he displayed much practical benevolence, and he

was an active freemason. His principal work is

his Lehrbnch der Kirchengeschichte, one of the most
remarkable productions of German learning, dis-

tinguished by erudition, accuracy, and careful selec-

tion of passages from the sources, given in foot-

notes. The first volume appeared at Darmstadt in

1824; the fifth and last, containing his lectures,

and treating the period after 1814, at Bonn, 1857.

An English translation from the earlier editions by
F. Cunningham, was published at Philadelphia in

three volumes, in 1836; another, from the last

edition by S. Davidson, in five volumes at Edin-

burgh, 1848-56 (revised and edited by H. B. Smith
and Mary A. Robinson, New York, 1857-51). The

work is characterized by the fundamental principle

that every age or period can be understood only in

so far as we allow it to speak for itself; the chief

task of the historian is to judge objectively and
from the sources. His main strength lies therefore

in the careful observation of detaUs rather than in

a grasp of the unity of events. His standpoint has
been characterized as that of a historico-critical

rationalism. Of his other writings may be men-
tioned: Verstich aber die Entstehung und die fruhes-

ten Schicksale der schriftlichen Evangdien (Leipsic,

1818), against the hypothesis of a primal Aramaic
Urevangelium; Ueber den Reichstag zu Augsburg im
Jahre 1630 (Hamburg, 1821); Syrnbola ad kistoriam

monasterii Lacensis (Bonn, 1826); an edition of the
history of the Manicheans of Petrus Siculus (Gdt-
tingen, 1846) and other works devoted to ancient

or medieval church history. He treated of modem
church history in RUckblick auf die theologischen

Richlungen der letzten fUnfzig Jahre (G6ttingen,

1837), and Ueber die Lehninsche Weissagung (1849).

(N. BONWETBCH.)

BiBUoaRAPHT: A sketch of Gieseler's life by E. R. Reepen-
ning is in the last vol. of the Kirchengetchichte, and such
a sketch is in vol. i. of the Am. ed., New York« 1868.
Consult: F. Oesterley. Oeschidite der UnxverntM QdUinoen,
pp. 410 sqq., Gdttingen, 1838; ADB, ix. 163 sqq.

GIFFORD LECTURES: One of the most im-
portant lectureships yet created. Its founder was
Adam, Lord Gifford of Edinburgh (d. 1887), an
able Scotch jurist and judge of the Court of Sessions,

noted not only for his knowledge of jurisprudence,

but also for his interest in literature and philosophy.

By his will, recorded in the year of his death, the

sum of £80,000 was bequeathed to found a lecture-

ship in Natural Theol(^y at each of the Scotch
universities, £25,000 going to Edinburgh, £20,000
each to Glasgow and Aberdeen, and £15,000 to St.

Andrews. The terms of the foundation are note-

worthy in that the lectures " may be of any relig-

ion or way of thinking, or (as is sometimes said)

they may be of no religion, or they may be so-called

skeptics or agnostics, or freethinkers." The sole

qualification is ability to deal as specialists in

Natural Theol(^y in the widest sense of the term
as a " strictly natural science." The freest re-

search is allowed, without regard to tradition or

established belief. The first lectures were delivered

at Edinburgh, Glasgow, and St. Andrews in 1888,

and at Aberdeen in 1889. Some of the most noted

scholars of the century have taught on this foun-

dation, among them John and Edward Caird and
Andrew Lang of Scotland, F. Max MoUer and
E. B. Tylor of England, Otto Pfleiderer of Germany,
C. P. Tiele of Holland, Emile Boutroux of France,

R. A. Lanciani of Italy, and Josiah Royoe of the

United States. A full list of the lecturers and their

subjects up to 1906 is given in L. H. Jordan, CofiV'

paralive Religion, pp. 570-571, New York, 1905.

GIFFTHEIL, gift'hdl, LUDWIG FRIEDRICH:
An enthusiast of the seventeenth century; d. at

Amsterdam 1661. He was the son of an abbot in

Wiirttemberg, and became noted for his fanatical

declamations against the established Church. His

literary activity belongs to the period of the Thirty
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Years' War. He stood in connection with Fried-

rich Breckling (q.v.) and other persons of the same
description, published letters of warning to the

rulers of Saxony and Brandenbiu^, Denmark and
Sweden, England and Holland, Spain and France,

and to Cromwell, whom he styled ** field-marshal

of the devil," while he called himself commander-in
chief of the Lord Sabaoth. He published many
works in I^atin, German, English, and Dutch, which,

like his actions, betray a passionate and vehement
temperament. (F. W. Dibeuus.)
Bibuoorapht: Q. Arnold, Unparteiia^s KirchenF- und

Ketam^HiaiorUt iii.t oh*p. z.; iv.. aeot. iii., do. 18, 4 vola.,

Frankfort. 1700-16.

OIFTSy SPIRITUAL. See Charismata.

GILBERT, gil'bert, GEORGE H0LLE7: Con-
gregationalist; b. at Cavendish, Vt., Nov. 4, 1854.

He was graduated at Dartmouth College in 1878,

Union Theological Seminary in 1883, and the Uni-

versity of Leipsic (Ph.D., 1885). He was profes-

sor of New Testament literature in Chicago Theo-
logical Seminary 1886-1901. He has written The
Poetry of Job (Chicago, 1888); The 8tuderU*8 Life

of Jesui (New York, 1899); The Student's Life

of Paul (1899); The Bevelatian of Jesus (1900);

The First Interpreters of Jesus (1901); A Primer of

the Christian Religion (1902); and A History of the

Apostolic Age (Chicago, 1906).

GILBERT, zhil'^bftr", DE LA PORREE, pdr^'rd'

(Oilbertus Porretanus): Bishop of Poitiers; b. at
Poitiers 1070; d. there Sept. 4, 1154. He studied in

the episcopal school of Poitiers, then in Chartres un-
der Bernard of Chartres, whose realistic Platonism
he appropriated. In Paris he beard first William
of Champeaux, then his pupil and opponent Abe-
lard, in Laon the famous theologians Anselm and
Radulf. In knowledge he stood far above the
average of the scholarship of his time. From 1125
to 1136 he was chancellor and presiding officer in

the cathedral school in Chartres; in 1137 he be-
came teacher of dialectics and theology in Paris;

in 1141 he removed to his native city as leader of

the eiHscopal school, and in 1142 he became also

bishop. Two zealous archdeacons of his church
denounced him in Rome for heresies in regard to

the Trinity, and Bernard of ClairvauJt became one
of his chief opponents. Pope Eugenius III. post-

poned the decision to a council to be held in Reims
in 1148. Gilbert was asked to furnish an authentic

copy of his commentary on the De trinitate of

Boetius. There were extracted from it four assail-

able sentences for the coimcil at Reims, according
to which he taught (1) that the divine essence was
not God; (2) that the attributes of the persons
were not the persons themselves; (3) that the theo-

logical persons could not be predicated in any
proposition (it would be wrong to say, for instance,

that God is the Father); (4) that the divine nature
was not incarnated. In knowledge of the Fathers
and in dialectics Gilbert was far superior to his

opponents, abo to Bernard. The latter set up a
confession of faith in opposition to Gilbert, but the

cardinab were against him. Bernard had to

humble himself, although the pope approved his

confession in a general way. Gilbert agreed to

purify his manuscripts from errors, and after

reconciliation with his opponents returned to

Poitiers where he administered his diocese uduI
his end, much respected as a teacher; but he does
not seem to have corrected his book. Gilbert's

philosophy is a consistent realism, combined with
the dialectic method of Aristotle. To the mystics
he naturally appeared as the champion of a dan-
gerous rationalism. Walter of St. Victor called

him one of the ** four labyrinths of France." But
the earnest and solid character of the man, his

devotion to the Church, and his personal piety are
a guaranty that his doctrine and activity were not
destructive although he asserted the right to lib-

erty of scientific investigation. (R. ScHiaDf.)

Bibuoobapht: Gilbert's Commentary on tlie writincB ot

BoetiuB are in MPL, bdv.. his Prineipia and three letters

are in MPL, clxxxviii. llie writings of Gaufredus. seore-
tary to Bernard of Clairvaaz against Gilbert are in MPL,
cbczxy. Consult: Otto of Freising, Gestorum Friderid /.

libri, book i.. chaps. 48. 50-61. in MOH, Script,, xx (1868).
3d8-4Ql; HUtoire lUUraire <U la France, vol. xu.; Bcr-
thaud, Gilbert de la Porrie . , . H ea phUoeaphie, Paris.
1892; CeilUer. Auteura aaeria, xiv. 342 sqq., lll»-aa
z. 664-666; KL, v. 500-601.

GILBERT, gUa)ert (GUILBERT), SAIIfT, OF
SEMPRINGHAM: Founder of the order of Gil-

bertines, or Sempringham Canons (Ordo GUber-
tinortim canontcorum^ Ordo Sempringensis); b. at
Sempringham (20 m. s.s.e. of Lincohi), Linccdn-
shire, England, about 1083; d. there Feb. 4, 11S9.

He was educated at Paris, and after being ordained
to the priesthood in 1123 became parish priest at

Sempringham and Tyrington. In 1135 he founded
a house for seven destitute giHs, who lived in strict

seclusion, and after several other houses of the same
type had been established, he requested Pope
Eugene VII. to unite his foundations with the Cis-

tercian order. The pope declined, however, and
Gilbert then built houses for canons near the mm-
neries, separating the two with the utmost strict-

ness. The canons were placed under the rule of

St. Augustine, and the nuns imder that of St. Bene-
dict, but while the control of the entire community
was vested in the hands of the monks, the nuns
were regarded as owning the property of the order.

To all the houses, which soon contained 2,200
monks and several thousand nuns, were attached
almshouses, hospitals, orphanages, and similar

institutions. Gilbert reached the age of 106 years,

and was canonized by Innocent III. in 1202. The
order of Gilbertines was suppressed by Henry VIII.,

after it had come to number twenty-two double
convents. It never spread outside of England.
In its system of double convents the order offers a
partial parallel to the order of Fontevraud (q.v.),

while the employment of lay brothers to attend the
monks and of lay sisters to attend the nuns recaUs

the religio quadrata of Quny. (O. ZCcKLERt.)

Bibuoorapht: Sources: The authoritative life, by a mem-
ber of his order, is in W. Dugdale, MonaaHcon iifitfitcsman,

vol. vi.. pp. i.-xdx. following p. 046 in the ed.of London,
1817; two shorter lives are in ASB, Feb., i. 567-573;
Walter Mapes, De nugia curialium dietinclionea, ed. T
Wright for the Camden Society. London. 1850; Ralph de
Dioeto. Opera hiatorica, ed. W. Stubbs. no. 68 of Rolb
Series. 1876; the works of St. Bernard of Ctairvaux (q.v.).

Consult: Helyot, Ordrea monaeOquea, ii. 188 sqq.; A.
Butler. Livaa of the Falhera, Martyrs, Feb. 4th; DNB, xxl
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32&-317; Rom Grahun. SL (HEbmrt of Semprin^um, and
Oke OiUmUnea, London. 1001.

GIL'DASy called the Wise: Author of the oldest

historical work of Christian Britain, the De excidio

et canqtiestu BrUannics ac flebili castigatume in regeSf

prindpea d, sacerdotea, quoting the title from one
of the latest editors, Theodor Mommsen. It is

sometimes called the '* Querulous Book," and was
divided by an eariy editor, Thomas Gale, without
good reason, into two parts, a Hiatoria and an
Epiatula. A tenth centuiy chronicle puts the

death of Gildas in 670. All other traditions about
him, including his visits to Brittany and Ireland,

are doiibtful. He states himself, according to the

most probable interpretation of a corrupt passage
of his work (MQH, Auct. ant., xiii. 3, chap, xxvi.,

Chronica minora, p. 40, U. 16-20), that he was bom
in the year of the battle of Mount Badon [and that

this occurred in the forty-fourth year before the

time of writing. Hence it has been inferred that

he was bom in 493 and wrote c. 537], but the date
of the battle of Mount Badon is uncertain. Less

doiibtful is the inference that the work was written

before 547 (cf. chaps, zxxiii. sqq.). And beyond
question the author was a well-informed, Romanised
Briton, notwithstanding his clumsy Latin, who
judged his countrymen with a monk's severity and
criticiaed them with ruthless seal [cf. W. Bright,

Early English Church History, Oxford, 1807, 24,

30-32]. Other writings are ascribed to Gildas,

but without good authority. [He was a popular
saint in Brittany and was the reputed founder of

a monastery at Ruys, which became famous as the

place of retirement of Abelard. His work has

historical value chiefly from the absence of anything
better.] (F. Loore.)

Bibuoobapht: The work of Qildas is in MPL^ bdx. 327-392;
with the exception of ehaps. ii.-xzyi., it ! in Haddan and
Stubba, CoundU, i. 34-107. The best editions are by
T. Mommsen in MOH, AucL anL^ xiii. 3, Chronica minora
•me, tv.-«u., part 3 (1898), 1-110; and by H. Williams,
with transl., London, 1899. There is an Eng. transl. by
Giles, London, 1841, reprinted in Bohn's Anl^fpuxnan
lAbrary* toL iv. The life of Qildas by the monk of Ruys
is in ASM, i. 138-139. less fuUy in A8B, Jan., iii. 573-574.
Two lives are given by J. A. Giles, Vita quorundam Anglo-
Saxonum, London, 1854. For criticism consult: T. Momm-
sen, ut sup., pp. 1-24, 91-110; C. G. SchdU, Ds soc^s-

maatiew Brilorum Scotorumgu» hutoria fonitinUt Berlin,

1851; J. O'Hanlon, IAvm of th» IrUh SainU, i. 471-494,
Dublin, 1875; A. de la Borderie, La Date de la naiBtanoe

de OHdae, in Revue CelHque, vi (1883-85), 1-13; A. Ans-
combe, St. OUdae of Ruye and IriA Regal Chronology of

the Sixth Century, London, 1893; H. Zimmer, Nenniia
vindicaiue, Berlin. 1893; J. Briel, Saint OUdae, abbi de
Rhuye, Vannee, 1908; DNB, xxi. 344-346.

6ILEAD. See Peraa.

OaSS (GILLES), jll [Fr.] or joilz [Eng.] (Lat
Mgidiua), SAINT: A saint of great reputation

from the ninth century onward. Apparently he spent

some time in Provence as a hermit, and was then

at the head of a monastery founded by him, in

the vicinity of which a town named after him Saint-

Qilles sprang up (11 m. e.s.e. of Nimes). As the

brief of Benedict II. in favor of his monastery dated

Apr. 26, 686 (Jaff^, Regeata, 2127), is a forgery,

there are no certain facts for his biography. His

festival is Sept. 1. (A. Hauck.)

Biblioorapht: The subject is well discussed in DCB, i. 47-
49. The early life with conm&entary is in ASB, Sept.. i.

284-304; the Miracula are best given in Analecta Bol-
landiana, ix. 393-422, Paris, 1890; and the life by William
of Bemeville is published by G. Paris, and A. Bos, Paris,

1881. Consult: J. de Kerval, Vie et euUe de 8. Oiliee,

Le Mans, 1875; E. Rembry, S. OiUee, aa vie, set reH^ueet
eon eulte, 2 vols., Bruges, 1879-82.

6ILFILLAN, GEORGE : Clergyman of the

United Presbyterian Church of Scotland; b. at

Comrie (20 m. w. of Perth), Perthshire, Jan. 30,

I8I3; d. at Amhalt, Brechin (8 m. w. of Montrose),

Aug. 13, 1878. He studied at the Universities of

Glasgow and Edinburgh, and from 1836 till his

death was pastor of the School>Wynd church at
Dundee. He was a zealous worker for the cause of

liberal and progressive thought, and was active in

the promotion of mechanics' institutes, free libra-

ries, and popular lectures. He brought to Dundee
such lecturers as R. W. Emerson, Samuel Brown,
and John Nicol the astronomer, and himself

delivered several courses of popular lectures. Gil-

fillan is best known as a man of letters. Altogether

he published more than a hundred books and pam-
phlets, including various critical editions of the poets.

His most important works are. Hades, or the Un-
seen (Dimdee, 1842), a sermon that was attacked

by John Eadie and Alexander Balfour; A Gallery

of Literary Portraits (Edinbiu-gh, 1845; 2d ser., 1850;

3d ser., 1854); Bards and the Bible (1851); Chris-

tianity and Our Era (1857); Alpha and Omega (2

vols., London, 1860); Night: a Poem (1867);

Modem Christian Heroes (1869), and Martyrs and
Heroes of the Scottish Covenant (7th ed., 1903).

Bibuoobapht: DNB, zxi. 352-353.

GILGAMESH. See Babtlonu, VU., 3, § 2.

GILL, JOHN: English Baptist, Biblical scholar;

b. at Kettering (14 m. n.n.e. of Northampton),
Northamptonshire, Nov. 23, 1697; d. at Camber-
well (2 m. s. of St. Paul's, London) Oct. 14, 1771.

He attended the Kettering grammar-school for a
short time, became pastor at Higham Ferrers in

1718, and in 1719 entered upon a pastorate of fifty-

two years at Horsleydown, Southwark. In 1748

he received the degree of D.D. from the University

of Aberdeen. He was a profound scholar and a
voluminous author. His most important works are,

The Doctrine of the Trinity Stated and Vindicated

(London, 1731); The Cause of God and Truth

(4 parts, 1735-38), an able answer to Whitby's Five

Points; An Exposition of the New Testament (3

vob., 1746-48), which with his Exposition of the

Old Testament (6 vols., 1748-63) forms his magnum
opus (best ed., 9 vols., Philadelphia, 1811-19); also

A Dissertation on the Antiquity of the Hebrew Lan-
guage (1767); A Body of Doctrinal Divinity (1767);

and A Body of Practical Divinity (1770).

Biblxoobapht: J. Rippon, Brief Memoir of the Life and
Writinge of . , , John QUI, London. 1838; DNB, xxi. 355.

GILLESPIE, GEORGE : Scotch Presbyterian;

b. at Kirkcaldy (11 m. n. of Edinburgh) Jan. 21,

1613; d. there Dec. 16, 1648. After his graduation

from the University of St. Andrews he became
chaplain to John Gordon, and in 1634 chaplain to

John Kennedy. He became pastor of the parish

of Wemyss in 1638, and of Greyfriars Church,
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Eklinburgh, in 1642. He preached before Charles I.

at Holyrood Sept. 12, 1641, and received a pension

from Charles Nov. 16. In 1643 he was chosen a
member of the Westminster Assembly. Though
the youngest member of that body he proved to be
one of its ablest debaters. He took his leave of the

Assembly July 16, 1647. A few weeks later he
presented the confession of faith to the General

Assembly at Pkiinburgh and secured its ratification.

In Sept., 1647, he was elected to the High Church
of Edinburgh, and in 1648 he was moderator of the

General Assembly. His writings, which are almost
entirely controversial, include an anonymous
Dispute against the English Popish Ceremonies

Obtruded upon the Church of Scotland (n.p., 1637),

of which the Scottish privy council ordered all

copies to be collected and burned; An Assertion of
the Government of Scotland (1641); and Aaron's
Rod Blossoming ; or, the Divine Ordinance of Church-

Government Vindicated (Ixindon, 1646). His works
were edited, with a memoir, by W. M. Hethenngton
(2 vols., Edinburgh, 1843-46).

Biblioorapht: Sources are: R. Wodrow, Hiat. of the Suf-
feringa of the Church of Scotland, 2 vols., Edinburgh. 1829-
1830; idem. Analecta, Glasgow, 1842; Hew Soot. Fcuii
eccleeicB ScoticanoB, 5 parts, London. 1871. Consult: W.
M. Hethenngton. HtMt. of Church of Scotland, pp. 182-197.
New York. 1881; DNB, 3ud. 359-361 (where other lit-

erature is indicated).

GILLESPIE, GEORGE DE NORMANDIE: Prot-

estant Episcopal bishop of Western Michigan; b.

at Goshen, N. Y., June 14,1819; d. at Grand Rapids,

Mich., Mar. 19, 1909. He was graduated at the

General Theological Seminary in 1840, was ordered

deacon, 1840, and ordained priest 1843. He was
rector of St. Mark's, Leroy, N. Y. (1843-45), St.

Paul's, Cincinnati, O. (1845-51), Zion, Palmyra,
N. Y. (1851-61), and St. Andrew's, Ann Arbor,

Mich . (1861 -75). In 1875 he was consecrated bishop

of the newly created diocese, of Western Michigan.

He wrote The Season of Lent (New York, 1877).

Bibliooraphy: W. S. Perry, The Bpiaeopate in Ameriea,
New York, 1896.

GILLESPIE, THOHAS: Founder of the Relief

Church in Scotland; b. at Clearbum (2 m. e. of

Edinburgh) 1708; d. at Dunfermline (16 m. n.w.

of Edinburgh) Jan. 19, 1774. He studied at the

University of Edinburgh, then attended Dod-
dridge's academy at Northampton, where he was
ordained Jan. 22, 1741. On Sept. 4 following he
was admitted to the parish of Camock, near Dun>
fermline. For refusing t-o take part in the settle-

ment of a minister who was opposed by the people

he was deposed by the Geneml Assembly in May,
1752. After preaching to large open-air meetings
during the siunmer he settled in Dunfermline the

following winter and formed an independent con-

gregation there. In 1761 he joined Thomas Boston
(the younger), independent minister at Jedburgh,
in ordaining a minister over the parish of Colins-

burgh. On Oct. 22, 1761, the three congregations of

Dunfermline, Jedburgh, and Colinsburgh formed
themselves into a presbytery for the rehef of Chris-

tians deprived of their church privileges. The
Relief Church thus established united with the

Secession Church in 1847, the two forming the

United Presbyterian Church of Scotland (see Pres-
BTTERIANS). GiUcspic's posthumous Treatise an

Temptation was edited by J. Erskine (Eklinburgh,

1774).

Biblioorapht: W. Lindsay, Life of T. GiUeejrie, el J.

Harper. Edinburgh. 1849; G. Struthera. Hiei. of tht Rim
. . . of the Relief Churdi, Glai^ow, 1843; Hew Scott.

Fasti eccleeioB Scoticana, iv. 680. London, 1871 ; DNB, xxi.
365-366.

GILLETT, jiiaet, CHARLES RIPLEY: Presby-

terian; b. in New York City Nov. 29, 1855. He
studied at New York University (B.A., 1874; A.M.,

1876), Union Theological Seminary (1877-80), and
the University of Berlin (1881-83). He was libra-

rian of Union Theological Seminary, 1883-1908,

as well as instructor in theological encyclopedia

since 1893 and secretary of the faculty since 1898.

He became registrar in 1908, and since 1900 has
been temporary curator in the department of Ori-

ental Antiquities in the Metropolitan Museum, New
York City. He was literary editor of the Magazine
of Christian l/iteralwre, 1891-97, and besides com-
piling the general catalogue of Union Theological

Seminary (New York, 1886, 1898) and catalogues

of the Egyptian antiquities in the Metropolitan

Museum and of the stone sculptures in the Cesnola
collection of the same institution (1896), he wrote
the third volume of the Descriptive Atlas of the

Cypriote Antiquities in the Metropolitan Museum of
AH (New York, 1903), and translated A. Hamack's
Das MdncfUum, seine Ideale und Geschichte (New
York, 1895) and G. E. Krtiger's Geschichte der
altchrisUichen LUerahir in den ersten drei Jahrhun-
derten (1897).

GILLETT, EZRA HALL: American Presby-
terian; b. at Colchester, Conn., July 15, 1823; d.

in New York City Sept. 2, 1875. He was graduated
from Yale in 1841, and from the Union Theological

Seminary in 1844. He was pastor of a Presby-
terian church in Harlem (New York City) from
1844 to 1868, when he became professor of political

economy, ethics, and history in New York Univer-
sity. Besides numerous articles in the American
Theological Reinew, the Presbyterian Quarterly, the
Historical Magazine, and other periodicab, his

publications include, The Life and Times of John
Huss (2 vob., Boston, 1861); History of the Pres-

byterian Church in the United States (2 vob., Phila-

delphia, 1864); God in Human Thought (2 vob..

New York, 1874); and The Moral System (1874).

GILLIN, JOHN LEWIS: Dunker; b. near Hud-
son, la., Oct. 12, 1871. He studied at Upper Iowa
University, Fayette. la. (Lit.B., 1894), Iowa Col-

lege, Grinnell, la. (B.A., 1895), Union Thedogical
Seminary (B.D., 1904), and Columbia University

(Ph.D., 1906). From 1895 to 1901 he was pastor

of the Brethren church at Waterloo, la., and since

1905 has been connected with Ashland College,

Ashland, O., first as professor of church hbtory and
social sciences (1905-06), later as president (since

1906). He was abo moderator of the General Con-
ference of his denomination in 1904-06. In theology

he b, " in general terms, a modified Ritschlian,"

and has written The Dunkers : A Sociological

Interpretation (New York, 1906).
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GILMORE, gil'mdr, GEORGE WILLIAM : Con-

gregationalist; b. in London May 12, 1857. He was
educated at Princeton University (A.B., 1883) and
Union Theological Seminary (1886), and in 1886 was
appointed by the United States Commissioner of

Education, at the request of the king of Korea, to

found the Royal Korean College at Seoul, Korea.

He remained in Korea with that institution until

1889, and after his return to the United States

taught in the Brooklyn Polytechnic Institute and
in private schoob till 1893. He was then succes-

sively instructor in English Bible (1893-95) and
professor of Biblical history and lecturer on com-
parative religion (189&-99) ui Bangor Theological

Seminary, Bangor, Me., after which he was pro-

fessor of Old Testament language and literature

and the history of reUgion in Meadville Theo-

logical School from 1899 to 1906. Since 1905 he

has been a member of the editorial staff of the New
Schaff-Herzog Encyclopedia of Religious Knowledge^

to which he has contributed the main portion of its

bibliography and numerous articles, especially on
comparative religion. In addition to many studies

in scientific and theological periodicab and book-

reviews on Old Testament subjects and comparative

religion, he has written Korea from Us Capital

(Philadelphia, 1892) and The Johannean Problem

(1895), and has compiled Literature of Theology

(under the editorship of Bishop J. F. Hurst; New
Yoric, 1896).

GILMOUR, JAMES: Scotch Congregationalist

and missionary; b. at Cathkin (5 m. s. of Glasgow)

June 12, 1843; d. in Tientsin (70 m. s.s.e. of Peking),

China, May 21, 1891. After studying at the Univer-

sity of Glasgow (B.A., 1867; M.A., 1868) and at

Cheshimt CJongregational Theological College (14 m.
n. of London; 1867-69), he was accepted by the

London Missionary Society as missionary to reopen

the long-suspended mission in Mongolia. Conse-

quently he studied a year in the society's missionary

seminary at Highgate (a London suburb 4) m.
n.n.w. of St. Paul's), and Chinese in the city. In

1870 he left for Peking, and after a few weeks there

pressed forward into Mongolia. Until 1882 he spent

his summers with the nomadic Mongols, acquired

their language, adopted their dress, lived in their

tents and upon their food, and as far as possible

made himself one with them. He increased his hold

upon them by practising medicine. In the winters

he hved in Peking, ministering to such Mongols as

he found in need of aid. In 1874 he married

and his wife shared his experiences and dangers.

In 1882 he made a visit home and was induced to

write his well-known book. Among the Mongols

(London and New York, 1883), which tells so much
and so graphically about those nomads. In 1883

he returned to his exposed life. His wife could not

stand the strain and died in 1885, leaving two boys.

Solitary and sad, he took up work with the agricul-

tural Mongols of Eastern Mongolia and carried it on

till his own death, which was hastened by his trials

and dangers. He was a missionary hero, lived for

the strange people he loved so much, and will go

down in the annals of missionary history as ** Gil-

mour of Mongolia."

Biblioorapht: R. Lovett. Jomea Gilmour of Mongolia, Lon-
don and New York, 1802.

GILPIN, BERNARD: English clergyman, called
" The Apostle of the North "; b. at Kentmere
(17 m. s.w. of Keswick), Westmoreland, 1517; d.

at Houghton-le-Spring (10 m. s.e. of Newcastle-

upon-Tyne) Mar. 4, 1583. He was educated at

Queen's College, Oxford (B.A., 1540; M.A., 1542;

B.D., 1549), where he was elected to a fellowship

and admitted to holy orders in 1542. He was one

of the first scholars elected to Christ Church, on
the completion of Wolsey's foundation by Henry
VIII. To clear up his theological doubts he went
abroad in 1552 and lived for several years in Lou-
vain and Paris. On his return to England in 1556

he was made rector of Easington and archdeacon

of Durham, despite the fact that he had now adopted

the theology of the Reformation. Soon afterward

he became rector of Houghton-le-Spring. His life

at Houghton is said to have been a ceaseless round
of benevolent activity; and his extensive charities

here and throughout the northern counties soon

won for him wide popularity, which, coupled with

his Protestant views and his fearless denunciation

of clerical vices, naturally made him enemies

among the clergy. He was accused before Edmund
Bonner, bishop of London, and would have been

tried for heresy, and probably beheaded, but for

an accident. While on his way to London for

trial he broke his leg; and before he was able to

continue his journey Queen Mary died. In 1559

he declined the bishopric of CarUsle, and in 1560
the provostship of Queen's CJollege, Oxford. His

most important charity was the foundation of

a large grammar-school at Houghton. A sermon
preached by Gilpin before Edward VI. has been

preserved (London, 1581; reprinted 1630).

Bibliographt: G. Carleton wrote a life in Latin, London,
1628, En«. transl., 1629. W. Gilpin, Life of Bernard Gil-

pin, London, 1752, reissued in Livee of the Reformere,

vol. ii.. 1800; A. k Wood, Faeti Oxoniensee, ed. P. Bliss,

i. 129, ib. 1820; DNB, xxi. 378-380.

GILSE, JAN VAN: Dutch theologian; b. Oct.

19, 1810; d. at Amsterdam May 24, 1859. At the

age of eighteen he entered the Mennonite institute

at Amsterdam, and after receiving his degree, eight

years later, served as pastor at Koog and Zaandyk,

and finally at Amsterdam. On the death of Koop-
man, Gilse was chosen his successor as professor of

theology in Amsterdam representing the Mennon-
ites, and held this position from Oct. 9, 1849, until

he died. His collected essays and an anthology

of his sermons were edited after his death, with a

comprehensive biography, by P. J. Veth (Verspreide

en nagelaten schriftenf 5 parts, Amsterdam, 1860).

Special mention may be made of his studies on the

Muratorian Canon (q.v.), and on the meaning of the

phrase " Catholic Epistles," which he believed to

connote the epistles recognized by the Church

Catholic and received as writings of importance

among the books of the New Testament.
(C. SEPPf.)

GIRALD D£ BARRI, called Giraldus Cambrensis:

Welsh ecclesiastic; b. at Manorbier Castle (5 m.

s.e. of Pembroke), Pembrokeshire, Wales, 1146 or

1147; d. after 1216. He was educated in Paris,
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returning to Wales in 1 172. His abilities and family

connections with the Welsh and Irish nobility made
him a fitting agent of the English crown in the effort

to extend its power in Wales and to introduce the

Roman hierarchy. The archbishop of Canterbury

commissioned him to reform the diocese of St.

Davids, particularly to introduce celibacy and to

collect tithes. He carried the work through with

a high hand and, as a reward for his success, was
made archdeacon of Brecknock (1175). In 1176

the chapter of St. Davids chose hhn to succeed his

uncle, David Fitzgerald, as bishop of that see,

hoping that he might attain to metropolitan rank,

independent of Canterbury. Owing to English

opposition he retired and till 1180 lectured with

much approval on canon law in Paris. He was
commissary to the bishop of St. Davids, as royal

chaplam attended Prince John in Ireland (118^
1 186), and in 1188 accompanied Archbishop Baldwm
through Wales, preaching the crusades. He did

good service in keeping Wales peaceful and loyal

after the death of Henry II (1189). In 1198,

while he was living in retirement in Lincoln, the

chapter of St. David again nominated him for

bishop, but, as before, the archbishop of Canter-

bury would not have a Welshman. For four years

Girald prosecuted a suit to obtain the see; he

visited Rome three times, suffered many hardships

and vicissitudes, but fincdly yielded, became recon-

ciled with the king and archbishop, and spent the

remainder of his life in retirement, devoted to

literary work.

Girsdd wrote many works which are a strange

mixture of truth and fiction, trivialities and im-

portant facts; his value as a historian is impaired

by his vanity, partizanship, credulity, and use of

legend and fable. Nevertheless he presents a picture

of his time, and his information has importance in

the absence of anything better. His descriptions

of Ireland and Wales (Topograpkia HtbemiaSf Itin^

erarium Cambria, Descriptio Cambria) furnish

about fidl that is known of land and people in his

period. In his Speculum ecdeetce and Gemma ecde-

siaatica he scourges the monastic life as he knew
it. The Expugnatio Hibemia is the most impor-

tant of his historical works. In De jure et state

Menevensis ecdesice he seeks to justify his claims

to the bishopric. The De rebus a se gestis, De inn

vectionibus liber, and Speculum electarum (letters,

poems, addresses) are autobiographical and display

his vanity and self-confidence. There is an excel-

lent complete edition of his works, ed. J. S. Brewer,

J. F. Dimock, and G. F. Warner (Rolls Series, no.

21, 8 vols., London, 1861-91). The Itinerarium

Cambria has been published with translation and
sketch of his life by Sir R. C. Hoare (2 vols., Lon-

don, 1804-06; the transl. is also in Bohn's AntiqtM-

rian Library, xli.). (C. ScHOLLf.)

Biblioorapht: A valuable work is J. Lsmch. CambreMU
Evertua, ed. M. Kelly. 3 voU., Dublin, 1848-62; alio by
the same editor, S. White, Apologia pro Hibemia advertua

Cambri Calutnniaa, ib. 1849. Ck>n8ult Brewer's preface

to the ed. of the works mentioned in the text; Laniican.

EccL HiaL, cf. Index; Oirold le OaUoia, in MhnovreM <U

Vacadimte de9 Bcieneea . , . deCaen, 1887-88, pp. 117-180,

1889, pp. 3-73; H. Owen, Gerald the WeUhman^ London,
1889

GIRDLE. See Vestments and Insignia, Ecclb-
SIASTICAL.

GIRDLESTONE, ROBERT BAKER: Chuich of
England; b. at Sedgley (13 m. n.w. of Birmingham),

Staffordshire, Oct. 3, 1836. He studied at Charter-

house, London, and Christ Church, Oxford (B.A.,

1859), and was head of the translation department

of the British and Foreign Bible Society 1866-76,

principal of Wycliffe Hall, Oxford, 1877-89, and
minister of St. John's, Downshire Hill, Hampstead,
1889-1901. He is an honorary canon of Christ

Church. He has served on various committees

and subcommittees connected with the Church
Missionary Society, the Society for the Promotion

of Christian Knowledge, the British and Foreign

Bible Society, the London Jews' Society, the Na-
tional Protestant Church Union, and similar organi-

zations. In theology he is a liberal Evangelical,

but is conservative on Biblical questions. He has

written Anatomy of Scepticism (London, 1863); Dies

Ira (1869); Synonyms of the Old Testament (1871);

How to Study the English Bible (18S7); FaundaUona
oj the Bible (1890); Dodor Doctorum (1892); Deu^
terographs: Duplicate Passages in the Old Testa-

ment (1894); The Student's Deuteronomy (1899);

Grammar of Prophecy (1901); Why do I believe in

Jesus Christ (1904) ; The Churchman's Guide (1905)

;

and Monotheism, Hebrew and Christian (1907).

GLABRIO, gla-bri'O, MANIUS ACILinS : Roman
consul in the year 91, afterward banished and put
to death by Domitian 95 a.d. He belonged to a
family distinguished in Roman history from 200 b.c.

till the end of the empire, especially in the second
century, and has interest for church history because

of certain fragments of epitaphs discovered by De
Rossi in 1888 in an aisle of the catacombs of St.

Priscilla on the Via Salaria near Rome. Because
of the honorary epithets employed, the epiti4>hs

can hardly refer to freedmen of the gens Acilia, but
must mark the resting-places of actual m^nbers of

the family (cf. Prosographia imperii Romard saeeuLo-

rum I -III., ed. E. Klebs, pp. 7-8, nos. 54-59, Ber-
lin, 1897), who were evidently, from the wording
of the inscriptions, Christians or at least friends of

Christians. Evidence thus appears to be offered

that even before the time of Commodus (cf. Euae-
bius, Hist, ecd., v. 21) some of the prominent cir-

cles of the Roman nobility were favorably disposed

toward Christianity, and perhaps actual conver-

sions occurred. It is possible that Glabrio was put
to death as a Christian (see Domitian).

(Edgar Hennekb.)
Bxblioobapht: Q. de Rossi, in BuUetUno di arcKtotogia

erittianot pp. 15 sqq., 103 sqq.. t&ble v.. 1888-^; W. Smith,
Dictionary of Greek and Roman Biography, ii. 272, London,
1890 (gives early sources for a life).

GLADDEN, WASHINGTOlf: Congregationalist;

b. at Pottsgrove, Pa., Feb. 11, 1836. He was grad-

uated at Williams College in 1859, and held pas-

torates at Brooklyn, N. Y. (1860-61), Morrisania,

N. Y. (1861-^), and North Adams, Mass. (1866-

1871). He was then a member of the editorial staff

of the New York Independent 1871-75 and pastor

of the Congregational Church at Springfield. Mass.,

1875-82, also editing the Sunday Afternoon (Spring-
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field) 1878-^. Since 1882 he has been pastor of

the First Congregational Church, Columbus, 0.

He has written Plain ThoughtB on the Art of Living

(Boston, 1868); From the Hub to the Hudson (1869);

Workingmen and their Employere (1876); Being a
Christian (1876); The Christian Way (New York,

1877); The Lord*8 Prayer (Boston, 1880); The
Christian League of Connecticut (New York, 1883);

Things New and Old (Columbus, O., 1884); The
Young Men and the Churches (Boston, 1885); Ap-
plied Christianity (1887); Parish Problems (New
York, 1888); Burning Questions (1889); Santa
Claus on a Lark (1890) ; Who WroU the BibU f (Boa-

ton, 1891); Tools and the Man (1893); The Cos-

mopolis City Club (New York, 1893); The Church

and the Kingdom (Chicago, 1894); Seven Puzzling

Bible Books (Boston, 1897); Social FacU and Forces

(New York, 1897); AH and MoralUy (1897); The
Christian Pastor (New York, 1898); How Much is

left of the old Doctrines? (Boston, 1899); Straight

ShoU at Young Men (New York, 1900); Social Sal-

vation (Boston, 1901); The Practise of Immortality

(1901); Where does the Sky begin? (1904); Chris-

tianity and Socialism (New York, 1905); New
Idolatry and Other Discussions (1905); and The
Church and Modem Life (1908).

GLAlfVILL, JOSEPH: English clergyman, con-

nected with the school known as the " Cambridge
Platonists" (q.v.); b. at Plymouth 1636; d. at

Bath Nov. 4, 1680. He was educated at Exeter

College, Oxford, but had a close mental affinity

with the Cambridge school, especially with More.

He took orders, conformed at the Restoration, and
held several church preferments, the last being the

incumbency of the Abbey Church at Bath (1676)

and a prebend at Worcester (1678). Among his

nimierous works, none equals for brilliancy his

early essay on The Vanity of Dogmatizing (London,

1661), from a passage in which Matthew Arnold

received the suggestion for his famous poem ** The
Scholar Gipsy." Lux OrienUdis (1662) is a repro-

duction and defense of More's doctrine of the pre-

existence of souls. The attempt to find an em-
pirical basis for supematuralism led Glanvill, like

More, to combine a singular measure of credulity

with his philosophy in the work which in its final

form (1682) bears the title of Sadducismus Triunin

phatus. It is nothing but a collection of ghost-

stories to support an ingenious argument on the

possibility of spiritual existences under the form of

witches and apparitions, with some chapters on
the notion of spirit translated from More's Manual
of Metaphysics. Besides the controversy to which
this gave rise, Glanvill took a vigorous part in an-

other on behalf of the new Royal Society and the

right of free scientific inquiry. He comes into con-

tact with the Cambridge School again in an essay

on Anti-Fanatical Religion and Free Philosophy

which appeared with several others in 1676. In

its fictitious narrative, a sort of continuation of

Bacon's New Atlantis^ he describes a visit to the

happy imaginary country of Bensalem, depicts the

character and teaching of the Cambridge divines

under a thin disguise, and offers what is really the

most effective of the several contemporary vin-

dications of the school.

Biblioobafht: Beaidea the literature under Cambbxdgb
Platonibtb, oonault: The account of GlanviU's life and
writings, by H. More, prefixed to Saddudamua trium-
phatua, London, 1726; A. k Wood, Athena OxonierueB,
ed. P. BUsa. iii. 1244, 4 vols., London, 1813-20; DNB,
xxi. 408-409.

6LAS, JOHN: Scottish sectaiy, founder of the

sect of Glassites or Sandemanians; b. at Auchter-

muchty (17 m. w.s.w. of St. Andrews), Fifeshire,

Sept. 21, 1695; d. at Perth Nov. 2, 1773. He was
educated at St. Leonard's College, St. Andrews
(M.A., 1713) and at the University of Edinburgh,
and was ordained pastor of the Presbyterian church
at Tealing, Forfarshire, May 6, 1719. Here he be-

came an independent in his views, and in The Tes-

timony of the King of Martyrs (Edinburgh, 1727)

he denied the right of the civil authorities to inter-

fere in religious matters. For his publication he
was suspended by the Synod of Angus and Meams
Apr. 18, 1728, and deposed from the ministry Oct.

13. Despite the intercession of influential friends

the deposition was affirmed by the commission of

the General Assembly Mar. 12, 1730. Glas then
formed an independent church at Dundee. In 1733
he removed to Perth, where he built the first church
of the new sect. Here he was joined by Robert
Sandeman, who married his daughter and became
the leader of the sect in England and America (see

Sandemanians). The works of Glas, in four vol-

umes, appeared at Edinburgh in 1761, and in a more
complete edition in five volumes, Perth, 1782-83.
Bxbliogbapht: Walter Wilson, HiaL and AnHquiUet ot

DxMentino Chtarehet, iii. 261-262, 4 vols., .London. 1808-
1814; William Anderson. The ScottUh Nation, ii. 307, ib.

1870; E. Grub, EccL HiaL of Scotland, iv. 65, Edinburgh.
1861; Hew Scott, FaaU ecdeaia ScoHcana, 5 parts, Lon-
don, 1871; DNB, xad. 417-418.

GLASS {Glassius), SALOMON: Lutheran theo-

logian; b. at Sondershausen (28 m. n.n.w. of Erfvut)

May 20, 1593; d. at Gotha July 27, 1656. He
occupies an honorable position among the strict

orthodox who in the middle of the seventeenth cen-

tury were preparing the way for a transition to

Spener's attitude. From 1612 to 1615 he studied

philosophy at Jena, and then went to Wittenberg
for a year. His health obliged him to return to

Jena, where Johann Gerhard had recently begun
to lecture. A scholarship enabled him to enjoy

for five years the lectures and daily intercourse

of this '' archtheologian and model dogmatician."
Glass had already begun to make a special study
of Hebrew with its cognates. In 1617 he was made
master of philosophy, and in 1619 adjimct professor

in the philosophical faculty. Owing to his timidity,

and perhaps also to conscientious scruples, he long

refused to appear in public disputations or in the

pulpit; when the university offered him the degree

of doctor of theology, he hesitated to accept it,

even when commanded by his princely patrons.

In 1621 he was appointed to the chair of Hebrew,
which was usually considered a transition rom
philosophy to theology. In 1625 he was called to

Sondershausen as superintendent, and in the fol-

lowing year he accepted the doctor's d^ree from
Jena. But a greater distinction awaited him.

Gerhard, on his death-bed, had designated his be-

loved pupil as his successor, and after some dis-

cussion the request was complied with in 1638.
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This position Glass occupied only two years. He
was then summoned to Gotha by Duke Ernest I.

as court preacher and general superintendent, and
aided his sovereign in all his beneficial endeavors.

Such a thorough Biblical theologian and a man of

such practical piety could find no pleasure in the

passionate scholastic disputes of those times, though
he did enter the controversial field against the mys-
tics who disparaged the authority of Scripture.

To those who chai*ged even such a man as Johann
Amdt with heresy, he said: "He who loves not

Aradt must be afflicted with the spiritual dyspepsia."

In his estimation the spread of pure doctrine availed

little where it was not united with the life. Faith-

fully adhering in his own belief to the statements
of the symbolical books, he yet maintained a con-

ciliatory attitude in the syncretistic controversies

which raged for decades with such animosity. He
seems to have had no intimate relations with Calix-

tus, though he had with some of his friends and
admirers. The duke, anxious for harmony, had
asked for an opinion for his own information.

Glass replied with great moderation, avoiding

everything which could hurt the orthodox, but
doing justice to Calixtus. Even his friend, the

fanatical Michael Walther, did not dare to reject

this opinion, though he soon afterward opposed it

in essential points. The strict orthodox, however,
disliked it so much, that, as it was published only

after the author's death and without his name,
doubts were raised as to its genuineness.

Glass's greatest scientific work is his PhUo-
logia sacra (Jena, 1623-36), a kind of Biblical-

philological encyclopedia, which was extravagantly

praised by his contemporaries as a key to all Bib-

lical difficulties. It shows, indeed, very great

diligence and the necessity of following the general

standards of higher instruction and scientific

method. It rests on an extensive knowledge of

Scripture and of Hebrew and rabbinical literature,

and contains a valuable collection of illustrations

and many acute linguistic observations. For the

first time is found here an attempt at consistent

study of the grammatical peculiarities of New Tes-

tament diction, the Hebrew coloring of which is

shown. But its critical positions are taken from
the narrow standpoint of the time, the grammar is

not satisfactory, and its rhetoric and logic are anti-

quated. See Exegesis or Hbrmeneutics, III., § 7.

Georo Loesche.

Bibliogbapht: A full list of Glass's works is given in

Hauck-Hersog. RE, vi. 671-672. Contuit: the preface to
Creniua' edition of the Opuseula, 1700; J. C. Zeumer,
Vita profeasorium Jenermum, p. 141, Jena, 1711; ADB, ix.

218-219; XL, v. 612-613.

6L0A6, PATON JAMES: Scotch Presbyterian;

b. at Perth May 17, 1823; d. at Edinburgh Jan. 9,

1906. He studied at Edinburgh (1840-43) and St.

Andrews (1843-44), and held pastorates at Dunning,
Perthshire (1848-60), Blantyre, Lanarkshire (1860-

1870), and Galashiels, Selkirkshire (1870-90). He
was Baird lecturer in 1869 and moderator of the

General Assembly of the Church of Scotland in

1889, while after his retirement from the active

ministry in 1890 he was temporary professor of

Biblical criticism m the University of Aberdeen

1896-99. He wrote The Assurance of SalvaUan
(Edinburgh, 1853); Justification by Faith (1856);

The Primeval Worlds or, the Relation of Geology to

Revelation (1859); The Resurrection (London, 1862);

Practical Christianity (Glasgow, 1866); Commentary
on Acts (2 vols., Edinburgh, 1870); Introduction to

the Pauline Epistles (1876); The Messianic Prophe-

cies (Baird lectures for 1869; 1879); Life of Paul
(I88I); Commentary on James (1884); E^^qetical

Studies (1884); Introduction to the Catholic Epistles

(1886); Commentary on the Epistles to the Thessa-

lonians (London, 1887); Introduction to the Johan-
nine Writings (1891) ; Subjects and Mode of Baptism
(Paisley, 1891); The Life of SL John (London,

1893); Introduction to the Synoptic Gospels (Edin-

burgh, 1895); and Evening Thoughts (1900). He
likewise translated a number of (merman conMnen-
taries on various books of the New Testament.

Bibuoorapht: E. 8. Gloag. PaUm J. Otoao- A Memoir, Edin-
burgh. 1908.

GLOEL, JOHANIfES: German exegete; b. at
Cdrbelitz (near Magdeburg) Apr. 22, 1857; d. at
Erlangen June 16, 1891. He was educated at the
gymnasium in Magdeburg, studied at Halle and
Berlin, was for a time private tutor, then assistant

preacher at the cathedral in Berlin. After acting

for a short time as court preacher to the Prince of

Reuss in Emstbnmn he became inspector of the
Silesian school of beneficiary students at Halle, and
in 1884 undertook a journey to Holland for the pur-

pose of study. Subsequently he became a teacher

at the University of Halle and in 1888 professor at

Erlangen where he taught three years. He was a
man of wide education, thorough knowledge of his

special branches, unwearied diligence and scien-

tific courage. His early death hindered the full

development of his scientific labors. He published
Hollands Hrchliches Leben (Wittenberg, 1885); Der
HeUige Geist in der HeitsverkUndigung des Paulus
(Halle, 1888); and Die jUngsU KrUik des Galater-

briefes auf ihre Berechtigung gepryft (Leipsic, 1890).

W. Cabpari.
Biblioorapht: The address of W. Caspari at the burial was

published, Erlangen. 1891.

GLORIA IN EXCELSIS, 6L0RU PATRL See
LiTUBGICS, III.

GLOSSES, BIBLICAL AHfD ECCLESIASTICAL.
Origin and Development of the Terms (I 1).

Glosses in the Greek World (§ 2).

Transference to the West (| 3).

Influence on Encyclopedic Works (f 4).

Modem Use in Bibhcal Criticism (I 5).

A gloss is a marginal note employed for explana-

tion or illustration. The term is derived from the

Greek gl6ssa, " tongue, speech, dialect." The use

of marginal notes can be traced to classical times

when they were employed to explain for Greek
students the meaning of obsolete,

I. Origin provincial or foreign words, especially

and Devel- such as occurred in the Homeric poems,
opment of Indexes of the glosses were made to-

the Terms, gether with their equivalents in the

common speech, and thus b^an the

work of lexicography. (On the question whether
the New Testament phrase lalein gldssais, etc,
" to speak with tongues,'' has any connection
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with this usage cf. Bleek in TSK, ii. 1. 1829; see

Sp£aking with Tongues.) Glossa came to mean
any word not in common use at any particular

time or one used in a limited sense and so requiring

elucidation. A synonym, gloss&na, came into use

later when, especially in Alexandrian times, anno-
tation of manuscripts was required because of the

spread of the Greek language. Naturally this anno-
tation developed from mere explanation of words
to discussion of grammatical forms and then of

subject-matter. The use of glosses passed to the Ro-
mans, by whom the term glossarium was coined.

The ready-made term glossa was applied to the

marginal notes found in the Biblical manuscripts,

such as the here of the Old Testament (see Keri
AND Kbthibh) and the explanations of Hebrew
terms used in the New Testament. The term
GI088CB sacrcB was used of the collections of difficult

passages which occurred in the Bibles

2. Glosses in in various languages with the accom-
the Greek panying elucidations, and soon came
World. to be applied to the explanations alone.

How the glosses multiplied is under-

stood when it is remembered that the earliest Chris-

tian teaching and preaching consisted in large part

of rendering the Bible into the tongues used by the

hearers. Naturally the difficult passages were an-

notated on the margin. The scope of the anno-
tations was gradually enlarged, and came to em-
body the substance of oral and then of written

tradition concerning the matter treated, especially

matters which concerned the rendering of Hebrew
terms. Such discussion and elucidation was par-

ticularly needed in the Greek world in connection

with the Septuagint, where imusual Greek con-

structions were employed in the attempt to repro-

duce the Hebrew original, and with the renderings

of Symmachus and Aquila. In cases of differences

of text the marginal notes came to embody the

different readings or at any rate to indicate them.

From such collections as these, concerned in great

part with the explanation of individual words,

containing mainly excerpts from the most popular

commentaries, developed the so-called GIosscb sacroB,

of which a good example is the lexicon of Hesychius,

either in its original or developed form. Others

of this kind are the LexeOn synagOgi of Photius, the

lexicon of Suidas, the so-called Cyril^Glossarium,

the lexicon of Zonaras, the Etijmologicum magnum^
and the work of the sixteenth century compiled by
the Benedictine Varinus Phavorinus (on these cf.

J. C. G. Erncsti, Glosam sanctorum Hesychii, SuidcB

€t Phavorini, Leipsic, 1785-86; F. G. Sturz, ZonarcB

glosscB, ib. 1818).

An activity, the exact analogue of that just de-

scribed as applied to the Greek Bible, was exerted

in the West upon the Latin, in which the necessities

were of the same character. But as the marginal

notes consisted not only of explanations of indi-

vidual words, but of longer remarks (cf. Tertullian,

Adv. Valentinum, chap. vi. ), the term glossa came
to mean the ** assigned meaning of the passage,"

as for example in the EtymologicB (i. 30) of Isidore

of Seville and in a passage from Alcuin (MPL,
d. 858), though this did not exclude the older

meaning of an elucidation of single words. But in

the case of Latin equivalents used to explain words
in the text, it often occurred that they were written

between the lines. From this the cus-

3. Trans- tom developed to reserve the margin
ference to for the longer annotations which grew
the West into connected comment, to which

in particular the term glossa in the
singular was applied. Thus the word came to be
equivalent often to " commentary," though it

could still be used in its original sense of " explana-
tion of obscure words." In the Middle Ages
the word received a double connotation: it meant
either explanation of single words or comment upon
an entire work, such as the Bible. Some authorities

used the term to designate the here of the Hebrew
Bible, others included part at least of the Masoretic

apparatus. Then it meant any collection of exe-

getical explanatory remarks, whether written be-

tween the lines or on the margin or interjected

paragraphically into the text. As an example of

the kind of work to which this name was applied

the work of Walafrid Strabo may be mentioned, a
compilation from the writings of Alcuin, Ambrose,
Augustine, Bede, Cassiodorus, Chrysostom, Gregory
the Great; Haimo, Hesychius, Jerome, Isidore of

Seville, Origen, Rabanus, and others, which for

six centuries was the vade-mecum of exegesis (see

Catena, § 8) . The character of this work was, how-
ever, rather theological than philological. Mention
should also be made in this place of the '* Interlinear

Gloss " of Anselm of Laon (d. 1117). From the
fourteenth century on, many manuscripts of the
Vulgate were enriched by the addition of these

two works or of parts of them, together with the

PosttUcB of Nicholas of Lyra and the Additiones of

Paul of Burgos, written at the bottom and even so
printed. But with these there were also interlinear

glosses which dealt with matters philological, some
of which originated in the schools of the monasteries.

Of course this same kind of work was done on other

books, like the writings of Homer, patristic works,

canons, h3rmns, legends, monastic rules, and the like.

And these interlinear glosses naturally developed
into interlinear versions in the various tongues of

the peoples to whom Christianity was conveyed.
In another direction these glosses developed into

a kind of literature which anticipated the work
of encyclopedia (see Encyclopedia,

4. Influence Theological), of which Isidore's

on Encyclo- Etym/ologiarum libri viginti is a speci-

pedic men (on this literature cf. S. Berger,

Works. De glossariis el compendiis exegeticis,

Paris, 1879, pp. 7 sqq.) and repre-

sents a large class of works. Other works of this

character are the Glosses of Solomon III., bishop

of Constance (d. 919), printed 1483; the Papice

elemerUarium doctrincB erudimenlum, compiled c.

1050 and often reprinted since the fifteenth century;

the Parwrmia of Osbem of Gloucester (c. 1150, in

Mai, Classicorum auctorum . . . tomi, Rome, 1836)

;

the Dictionariy^ sive de dictiombus obscuris of John
of Garlandia, often printed; the Repertorium vocabu-

lonim and vocabularium biblicum of Alexander
Neckam (d. 1215); and the Breviloquus vocabulariuSy

recast and edited by Reuchlin. That bilingual

glossaries should develop is a matter of course.
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The latest use of the word applies to those inser-

tions which, in the course of the transmission of the

text, have crept into the body of a work. They
arise from the inclusion by a copyist of material

which he found written between the lines or on the

margin. This often occurs with set

5. Modem design though without evil purpose on
Use in the part of the copyist and also

Biblical through his mistake. The result,

Criticism, however, often is that it is impossible

to discover whether a corruption of

the text occurs through an intended improvement
or through importation of a marginal note. Cor-

rections of this sort are found in the text of the

original languages of the Bible, since the more a
book is used and copied, the more likely are such
corrections. This is the case with the Hebrew text.

A means of detection is often the comparison

of two or more translations (cf. Wellhausen's

edition of Bleek's Einleitung in doB AUe Testament,

Berlin, 1893, § 269; F. Buhl, Kanon und Text dee

Alien Teetamente, Leipsic, 1891, p. 257, Eng. transl.,

London, 1892; and for the New Testament cf.

E. Reuss, Oeechichte der heiligen Schriften dee Neuen
Testaments, Brunswick, 1874, § 359, Eng. transl.,

2 vols., Boston, 1874). In similar fashion the old

versions were corrupted by the incorporction of

glosses. This is the case with the manuscript of the

Septuagint in spite of the criticism of such men as

Origen, Lucian, and Hesychius, and of the Vulgate
(cf. Z. Frankel, Vcrsludien zu der Septuaginta,

Leipsic, 1841, §§11 sqq.; F. Kaulen, Oeschichte der

Vvigata, Mainz, 1868, pp. 212 sqq., 266). For the

marginal notes and references of English Bibles,

which are of the nature of glosses, see Bibles,

Annotated, and Bible Summaries, II.

Bibltoobapht: Fabridus-Harles, Bihlioihi^ea Orwea^ vol. ri.

PMsim. Hamburg, 1798; J. G. RoMnm<lll«r. Hiaioria
interpreUUioniB aaerarum lUnvrum, iv. 356 Bqq., Leipoio,

1796; C. Q. Wilke. HermeneuHk dea Neuan TeatamenU,
ii. 192 Bqq., Leipaio, 1844; K. Q^kleke, OeuhiehU der
deutaehan Diehtunff, i.. I 13. Dresden. 1862; J. A. U.
Bcheler, Lexicographie laHne, Leipsic, 1867; £. Steinmeyer
And £. Sieven, AUKochdetUache Gloaaan^ i.-iv.. Berlin,

1879-98; P. Piper. LiteraturgeaehidUa und OrammaHk
dar AUhoehdeutachen, pp. 85 sqq., Paderbom, 1880; T.
Birt, Antika Buchwaaen, Berlin, 1882; H. P. Junker.
Qrundriaa der frarudaiachan LUtaratur, pp. 15 sqq., Mfin-
Bter, 1889; F. Blass. Hermanautik und KriUk, Munich.
1892; U. Wattenbach, Schriftweaan im Afittalalter, Leip.
sic, 1896; Krumbacher, Oaaehichta, fifi 154, 216, 232 sqq.;
XL. V. 708r-716; and the works on introduction to the
Old and the New Testament.

GLOSSES AlfD OLOSSATORS OF CANON LAW:
Terms applied to the commentaries and commen-
tators upon canon law. The pattern for a treatment
of canon law and of the collections which contain
it was given about the beginning of the twelfth

century in the Bologna school of Roman law among
the so-called " Legists," where in the second half of

that century lectures were delivered on the work
of Gratian, author of the first part of the Corpus
juris canonici, the Decretum (see Canon Law, II.,

§ 7). Alongside the Legists thus arose schools of

Canonists, Decretists, and Decretalists. The re-

sulting literary activity busied itself in glosses or

short explanations first of words and phrases, later

of the subject-matter of the sources of canon law,

which glosses were either interlinear or marginal.

The books of law were supplied with abstracts

{summce), illustrations (casus) and rules {noiabiUa,

brocarda). The usefulness of these earlier glosses

and their continuous employment tended to pro-

duce still others until at length a comprehensive
and rich body of comment developed which became
digested into the Apparatus, lectura, commentarii
of the period subsequent to 1400. Among the
glossators on the work of Gratian were his pupil

Paucapalea, Rolandus Bandinelli (afterward Pope
Alexander HI., 1159-81), Rufinus, Stephen of

Toumay (d. 1203), Johannes Faventinus, bishop of

Faenza (1160-90), Sicard, bishop of Cremona (1185-

1215), and Johannes Teutonicus (d. 1245 or 1246).

The work of the last-named, which depends upon the

labors of his predecessors, is the Glossa ardinaria

(c. 1215) to the Decreta. The glossa ordinaria of

the collection of decretals of Gregory IX. originated

with Bernard of Botone, professor and chancellor

of Bologna, who used the labors of Vincent of Spain
(c. 1240), Gottfried of Trani (d. 1245), and Sini-

baldus Frisous, later Pope Innocent IV. Among the

glossators of the Liber sexlus was Johann AndreS,,

whose work is the glossa ordinaria upon the Liber

sextus; he also made the glossa ordinaria to the

Clementina, Inasmuch as the work of these men
brought about reciprocal activity between the

Church and the school, their results have not merely
a literary interest, but a practical one, and they are

of importance for the history of canon law.

(P. HlNSCHIUSt.)
Bibliogbapht: M. Sarti and M. Fattorini, De daria ardti'

gymnaaii Bononianaia profeaaoribua, ed. C. Albidnius and
C. Malagola, Bonona, 1888-96; F. C. von Savigny.
GeschicAls daa rdmiadian Rechla im MiUelalter, vols, iii.-

vii., Heidelberg, 1843-51; J. F. von Schulte, GeaeMehie
dar Quailan und Literaturdaa canoniadtan Raekta, vols, i.-ii^

Stuttgart, 187&-77; R. Ritter von Seherer. Uandbueh dea
KirchanracfUa, i. 254. Gras, 1886; KL, v. 716-717.

6LYK, EDWARD CARR: Church of England,
bishop of Peterborough; b. at London Nov. 21,
1843. He was educated at Harrow School and
University College, Oxford (B.A., 1867), and was
ordained priest in the following year. He was
curate of Doncaster imder C. J. Vaughan in 1868-
1871, vicar of St. Mary's, Beverley, m 1872-75,
vicar of Doncaster in 1875-78, and vicar of Kensing-
ton in 1878-97, as well as rural dean in 1881-97.
In the latter year he was consecrated bishop of

Peterborough. He was also chaplain to the arch-
bishop of York in 1877-93, honorary chaplain to
Queen Victoria in 1881-84, and chaplain in ordinary
1884-97. His Hterary activity has been restricted

to individual sermons and pamphlets.

ONAPHEUS, 6ULIELMUS. See FuLLOKnis,
GULIELIIUS.

GNOSnCISM.
Qnoeit and QnoetidBin (| 1).

Origin and Meaning (| 2).

Bouroes (| 3).

A Religion, not a Philoaophy
(§4).

Relianee vpon Aathority
(§6).

Ite DuaUsm (fi 6).

The Church and Gnoetidam
(§7).

Gnosticism (derived from Gk. gnosis, " knowl-
edge ") is a degenerate form of true gnosis, the true

meaning of which as regards Christianity is gained

from the New Testament, and is the knowledge
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and recognition of the divine plan of salvation

by means of a God-given insight. According to

the oldest tradition, the Lord said to

I. Gnosis his disciples (Matt. xiii. 11)
: '' it is given

and Gnosti- unto you to know the mysteries of the

cism. kingdom of heaven." To the Apostle

Paul, gnosis was a fimction of the

spiritual man (I Cor. ii. 11 sqq.), which every Chris-

tian possessed in its essentials. But as " there are

diversities of gifts, but the same Spirit " the gift of

gnosis, as well, could be given to some one in special

measure (I Cor. xii. 4 sqq.). In a narrower sense,

the Apostle regarded gnosis as the discerning of the
ways in which the divine purpose of salvation had
led man, in particular the people of the Covenant,
in the course of history, and which, therefore, could

be gained only from Scripture. Paul was aware of

the moral dangers of such a gnosis; he knew that

the possessor of it might imagine himself to be some-
what better than other men; nor was gnosis one of

the three things that abide (I Cor. xiii. 13). It is

a theological, more properlya theosophical, fimction;

and for that very reason must be subordinated to

faith, the specifically religious function. This con-
ception is the one that has always been upheld by
the Church. Even where it might seem as though
the possessor of gnosis occupied a higher place than
the poor in spirit, yet the point is emphasized again
and again, that the possession of gnosis as such
does not carry with it the assurance of redemption;
and Clement of Alexandria, the ecclesiastical Gnos-
tic, writes: " There are not, then, in the same Word
some ' illuminated (Gnostics) and some animal (or

natural) men '; but all who have abandoned the

desires of the flesh are equal and spiritual before

the Lord " (ANF, ii. 217).

But not all were of this opinion. At quite an
early period in Christendom the contrary view
sprang up, which in the First Epistle to Timothy
(vi. 20, R.V.) is aptly designated as " the knowledge
which is falsely so called." Not individuals alone,

but whole groups of such men, professing to be
Christians, called themselves Gnostics (Carpocra-

tians, in Irenseus, ANF^ i. 350-351; cf. Epiphanius,

MPG, xli. 373; Naasseni, in Hippolytus, AiVF, v.

47 sqq.; in Origen, a loosely defiiied sect, ANF, iv.

670; cf. again, Epiphanius, MPO, xli. 321, 364, 641,

and other passages). They boasted, moreover,
*^ that they alone have soimded the depths of knowl-

edge " (Hippolytus, ANF, v. 47; cf. I Cor. ii. 10),

and these ** deep things " they pretended to have
" searched " through a speculative process not

foimded upon Scripture. Irenssus, who opposes

them, used the term Gnostics in this latter signifi-

cation, and since that time it has come to be the

current designation for them. But this, at best,

is only a formal qualification, the concrete analysis

of which is difficult in proportion to the diversity of

the phenomena to be comprehended under one gen-

eral head.

Gnosticism was not a specifically Christian phe-

nomenon but belonged to religious history in general.

It happened quite often that Gnostic sects pro-

fessed to be Christian when in reality they had noth-

ing in common with Christianity; so that Origen

justly said {ANFyiv, 685): ** nor would Celsus,

IV.—32

in his treatise against the Christians, have intro-

duced among the charges directed against them
statements which they never uttered."

2. Origin On the other hand, manya religious sect

and seemed to be independent which really

Meaning, was only a variety of Gnosticism:

e.g., the Mandseans and the Manicheans
(qq.v.). At any rate the view that Gnosticism is

only a partial phenomenon of Christian metaphys-
ics, and only to that extent important, is too nar-
row; for, in order to understand Gnosticism com-
pletely, it should not be looked upon with the eye
of the ecclesiastical historian and dogmatist, for

whom those forms of Gnosticism are alone of interest

which have acquired special significance in relation

to the progress of Christianity, for the investigation

of Gnosticism in religious history is yet in its rudi-

ments, and has not hitherto produced convincing
results. On the one hand, Gnosticism is apt to be
closely associated with Hellenism, and is thought
to be explained by reference to Greek philosophy
(Joel), or, at any rate, in connection with the Greek
mysteries (Weingarten and others), a theory cul-

minating in Hamack's famous epigram, *' the

Gnostic systems represent the acute secularizing or

Hellenizing of Christianity" (Dogma, i. 226). It

is but an application of the same idea, to designate

Gnosticism as Christian Orphism (Wobbennin),
and by way of proof adduce the peculiar combination
of theogonic and cosmogonic elements with the
religious interest in expiation, consecration, de-

liverance. Others refer to the religious and magic
sides of the Babylonian worship (Kessler: " the old

Babylonian "; Anz: " the late Babylonian "), as

though here was the native soil of Gnosticism, and
mention also the influences of Zoroastrianism, and
assmne that the movement, as it spread over Chris-

tian Greek territory, lost its original character.

However, no less expert an investigator than Jean
R^ville, in Revue de VHistoire dea Religions, xxxviii.,

1898, 220-224), opposed this reference of Gnosti-

cism to Chaldaic and Persian sources with the re-

mark that an Egyptologist might advocate, with
equal propriety, the derivation of Gnostic ideas

from Egyptian speculative schools; and indeed
Reitzenstein did derive a fair portion of Gnostic
views from Egyptian syncretism. And yet those

investigators might prove to be in the right who
refer the origui of Gnosticism to the speculations of

Babylonian or Zoroastrian priests. Bousset, taking

for his guide some data supplied by Anz, has lately

shown that the chief Gnostic problems are best ex-

plained by those Oriental conceptions (the seven
and the mStSr; the mother and the imknown father;

dualism; the first man; elements and substance;

form of the redeemer; mysteries). In all the Gnos-
tic systems he saw branches of a common tree

whose roots deeply penetrated the syncretistic soil

of the dying antique religion. And however it might
be in particular instances, in general he judged cor-

rectly when he said; " Gnosis is not a phenomenon
that presses forward; it is rather backward and
stationary, a reaction of antique syncretism against

the rising universal religion of Christianity " (W.
Bousset, Hauptprobleme der Gnosis^ p. 7, Gdttin-

gen, 1907). The doctors of the Church were right
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in resisting with all their might these tendencies

among their congregations, even if they did not

always use the right remedies.

[The Gnostics may be divided into: the Judaizing

Gnostics; the Anti-Judaistic Gnostics; the Gnos-
ticizing pagans; the Ophites; and later the Man-
icheans and New Manicheans. The chief among the

Judaizers were the followers of Basilides (q.v.)» of

Valentinus (q.v.), of Cerinthus (q.v.), and of Bar-
desanes (q.v.). The greatest leaders of the Anti-

Judaizers were Satuminus (q.v.), Cerdo (q.v.), and
Marcion (q.v.). One curious sect of them were the

Archontici described by Epiphanius (Hcbt,, xl.).

Their founder was a hermit of Palestine, named
Peter, but their principal seat was in Armenia.
According to their sacred books there were seven
heavens each with an archan or ruler, whence came
their name; there was also an eighth heaven where
dwelt the "mother of light." The ruler of the

seventh heaven was the God of the Jews, and the

Devil was his son. They rejected baptism but
anointed the dying with oil and water to protect

them from the archons of the lower heavens. See
also DocETiSM. Among the Gnosticizing pagans
were the Borborites or Borborians (dirt-eaters, from
Gk. borboroa, mud). See also the articles on Car-
POCRATE8 AND THE CaRPOCRATIANS, SiMON MaGUS,
ANTiTACTiU, Prodicians, Nicolaitans, Ophites,
and Cainites. For an account of the later develop-

ments of Gnosticism see Encratites, Mand.£ans,
Manicheans and New Manicheans.]
The Gnostic writings were of all kinds: Gospels

(of Eve, Mary, Jude, Thomas, Philip, etc.); Apoc-
alypses (of Adam, Abraham, Nico-

3. Sources, theus, 2iOroaster, etc.); Acts (of Peter,

John, Thomas, Andrew, and Matthew);
hymns (Naasseni, Bardesanes, "Books of Je<i");

odes (Basilides); psalms (Valentinus, Bardesanes,

Marcionites); and homilies (Valentinus). Then,
too, the Gnostics had their theological literature;

dogmatic nnd philosophic treatises (Isidore, Valen-
tinus, ThtKxiotus, Bardesanes, Marcion); critical

investigations (Ptolemseus, Apelles); commentaries
on sacred writings and prophetic revelations (BasD-
ides, Heracleon, Isidore); mystery books (Piatia-

Sophia, " Books of Jed," etc.). Of all these books,

only a few have been preserved; but enough to

apply a check to the heresy refutations (see below),

and to give an insight into the Gnostic beliefs and
ideas. Preserved intact are: (1) The letter of the
Valentinian Ptolemaeus (see Valentinus) to Flora
(Greek text edited by A. Hamack in H. Lietzmann's
KleineTexte, No. 9, Bonn, 1904); (2) PiatUhSophia,

the two " Books of Je(i," and a Gnomic work of

unknown origin, in Coptic (ed. C. Schmidt, Leipsic,

1905; see Ophites); there is an Eng. transl., Piatia

Sophia. A Gnoatic Goapd (with Extracta from the

Booka of the Saviour appended). Originally trana-

lated from Greek into Coptic and now for the firat

time Engliahed from Schipartze'a Latin Veraion of
the only known Coptic MS. and checked by Amili-
neau'a French Veraion^ with an Introduction by G. R.
S. Mead (London, 1896) ; (3) three Gnostic writings

of the second century: " Gospel according to Mary,"
" Wisdom of Jesus Christ," ** Acts of Peter," in

Coptic (not yet published. The " Gospel of Mary "

is the source which IrensBUs used for his account of

the Barbelo-Gnostics: cf. C. Schmidt, in PkHoiena
fur Kleinert, Berlin, 1907). There are also pre-

served many fragments, especially in Qemait and
Origen, which afford much information about Ba-
silides and Isidore, Valentinus and Heracleon, as
also about the Valentinians of the Oriental schoc^

(the so-called Excerpta Theodoti), Bardesanes has
quite a different aspect when he is seen not only by
the light of the polemics of Ephraim, but also by
that of his own ideas, as shown by one of his pupils,

in the *' Book of the Laws of the Lands " (SpicHe-
gium Syriacum, Syriac, Greek, and English, ed.

Cureton, London, 1855). Again enough is known
of Marcion and Apelles for a clear conception of
their work.
The polemics of the ecclesiastical writers against

heretics are, at best, but a secondary source, and
that strongly colored by both defective knowledge
and personal ill-will; although still a valuaUe
source of our acquaintance with Gnosticism. Un-
fortunately the earliest writings of this kind (by
Agrippa, Castor, Justin, Rhodon, Philip of Gortyna,
Modestus, Hegesippus; see the separate articles)

have been lost. In all probability, however, their

substance was incorporated into extant writings on
heresies by Irenaeus, Tertullian, Hippolytus, Epi-
phanius, Theodoret of Csrrrhus, into the so-called
'^ Catalogues of Heretics " of the pseudo-Tertulllan

and are treated in the works of Philastrius, Augus-
tine, Praxlestinatus, etc. There is also a pagan
tract on the subject: the discourse of Plotinus, Adv.
gnoaticoa (Ennead, ii. 9).

The chief defect in all these expositions and refu-

tations is the impossibility of adapting oneself to •

the opponent's platform; the eager-

4* A Relig- ness to impute to him motives and in-

ion, not a tentions such as he either has not at

Philosophy, all, or at least does not hold and pursue
in the manner chaiged against him.

The combaters of the heretics seem to maintain
again and again that the speculative utterances of

the Gnostics are merely philosophical, not religious;

merely cosmological, not soteriological. This view
is false. In the sense of the Gnostics, gnosis is

religion; knowledge is redemption: to know, that

is to be redeemed, is possible only for the spiritual

man who has come from heaven and is prepared
for eternity. Hence Gnostics and spiritual men
become synonymous terms, and gnosis is the gift

of grace which is imparted to the spiritual man in

his very cradle and develops with his growth, re-

solving the riddles that surround him. ** We are

freed by the knowledge of these things: who we
were, what we have become; where we were, and
whither we were brought; whither we hasten and
whence we were delivered; what birth is, and what
regeneration" (MPG, ix. 696). The means of

solving these questions varied, in each case, accord-
ing to the spiritual elevation of the questioner:

dualistic and pantheistic, mythological and pagan.
Oriental and Hellenistic, mystical and profoundly
thoughtful, speculations contributed their several

strands to the composite fabric. Yet even in so
abstruse a product as the philosophy of the Books of

Jed, redemption is still brought back to the divine
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revelation as manifested in Christ. Now the surest

sign that this gposis was a matter of religion and
not of philosophy was the fact that its advocates

made efforts to form associations; although it was
not always clear where the school stopped and the

church began, nor were Gnostics like Valentinus to

be classed with the Oriental sectaries included under

the designation of Ophites (q.v.), with whom or-

ganization on a mjrstic basis can be shown most
distinctly. Still, not among these alone, but rather

almost everywhere in Gnostic commimities, mystic

consecrations and symbolic rites of the utmost
variety were customary alike at the beginning and
end of religious services: such as induction into

the bridal chamber, branding the right ear, bap-

tism with water, fire, and spirit, anointing, cele-

bration of conmiimion, imction of the dying, and
so on. Nor is it to be overlooked, that the religious

way to salvation is also accompanied by the moral
way. The spiritual man either strives to suppress

and annihilate that which still fetters him to the

material, by weakening and mortifjring his body;

or, thanks to his exalted state of mind in the pos-

session of salvation, he believes himself exempt
from accoimtability in respect to the deeds of his

body, thus giving free course to the sensual desires,

since they can not stain the spirit. In short, both
asceticism and libertinism were prevalent among
Gnostic sects.

It is, finally, of particular significance that the

heretical gnosis too was founded upon revelation

authorities, and so emulated or-

5. Reliance thodox Christendom. The founders

upon of sects and the foremost oracles of the

Authority. Spirit drew power and instruction

from direct converse with deity;

prophecy stood in high esteem; great value was
laid on tradition: whereby, just as the Church did,

they contrived to link themselves to primitive

Christianity. Basilides named Glaukias, supposedly

an interpreter of Peter, as his teacher; Valentinus

professed to have heard Theodas, a disciple of Paul;

the Naasseni referred to James, brother of the Lord,

and in like manner they esteemed Scripture tradi-

tion highly, although most of the Christian Gnos-
tics saw the enemy of their gnosis in the God of the

Jews, and consequently rejected his book, the Old
Testament. Nevertheless the documents of primi-

tive Christianity, in so far as they could trace them
back to the Apostles, ranked with them as Holy
Scripture; even though they tried first to render

them orally acceptable by means of dogmatic inter-

pretation. Above all, however, they enriched sa-

cred literature with their own productions (cf. 3,

above).

Then the radical Gnostic tendency that gave
special offense to the orthodox mode of thinking

was its duaUsm which was strongly

6. Its opposed to orthodox Christianity,

Dualism, based on monism. This duaUsm was
plain in every way, and may be treated

under the following heads: (1) Dualism in theol-

ogy and cosmology: for the Gnostics separated the

supreme God and the creator of the world. So, too,

in the elaborated forms of gnosis, the supreme God
was considered as the God of the new covenant, the

creator of the world as the God of the old covenant;
but in seeking to show the highest honor to Chris-

tianity by separating its God from the God of Ju-
daism, they thereby uprooted Christianity from the
very soil in which it had been planted as a historic

religion. (2) Dualism in Christology: the divine eon,

sent from on high to redeem the spiritual that

is in the material, was Christ, but a sharp distinc-

tion was drawn between this supermundane Christ

and the historical Jesus. With the latter the eon
either merely contracted a temporary union (joined

him in baptism, but forsook him before death); or

the Jewish Jesus was only the manifestation of

the heavenly redeemer, who was obliged to assmne
a body in order to become visible; or, lastly, the

entire visible apparition of the redeemer, his birth,

life, and death, was in semblance only. (3) Dual-

ism in anthropology: men were distinguished as

spiritual men, in whom the divine portion to be

redeemed lived bound to the material portion; and
as material men, who, having deteriorated into

matter, were not an object of redemption. There
were besides, in certain cases, the men '' of soul,''

who were destined to a certain degree of blessed-

ness, and for whose imderstanding the verities of

salvation had to be clothed in their historic dress.

(4) Dualism in soteriology: redemption was sep-

aration of spirit from matter: a. beginning even
at present; hence there was either mortification

and contempt of the material, by way of asceticism,

or else libertinism, b. The process became com-
plete in the future: hence there was rejection of

the primitive Christian hopes as to a future life:

especially the belief in the resurrection of the body.

The Church did right in opposing this dualism

with all possible vigor. The crisis evoked by the

assaults of Gnosticism was the greatest

7. The and most momentous in its conse-

Church and quences of all the convulsions to which
Gnosticism. Christianity was exposed in the course

of its growth in the soil of antique

civilization. Had Gnosticism not been overcome,

then Christianity had forfeited its peculiar genius;

torn loose from its historic foundation, it would

have been drawn into the general vortex, thus per-

ishing like the religions of collapsing paganism.

The danger was especially serious in so far as the

still inunature organization of the congregations,

only partly formed and insecurely established as

they were then, was easily accessible to perver-

sions, and offered the enemy various points for

attack. Men of might then strove to strengthen

this organization, by creating the standards the

acknowledgment of which was absolutely required

of every one who would be a Christian; such as the

Apostles' Creed, the collection of Apostolic writings,

the Apostolic office. Like shrewd physicians, too,

they did not scruple to inject into the sick body
some of the poison that threatened to destroy its

life, and in fact, both in faith and in manners and

customs, the ancient catholic Church distinctly

showed the influence exerted by the vanqubhed
syncretism on its successful conqueror.

Gnosticism was indeed the bastard offspring of

genuine, real gnosis; yet injustice would be done

if it were forgotten that amid the well-nigh inex-
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tricable tangle of the most heterogeneous tendencies

and strivings, there lurked many a sublime inven-

tion. The reader of the Books of JeA, to be sure, is

not prepared by their introductory strain of beauti-

ful praise for the living Jesus to be plunged afterward

into that ocean of barren formulas in magic, the bulk
of their contents. On the other hand, the reader who
lays aside the Naassenian Hymn without feeling its

inward hold on him, may well begin to ask himself,

does he knowwhat religion is ? Athwart the trans-

parent envelop of Valentine's wonderful cosmic poem
may be caught gleams of the loftiest and profound-
est ideas in a very noble setting. G. KRtJaBR.
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GOA, ARCHBISHOFRIC OF: A metropolitan

see in Portuguese India, foimded in 1534 by Paul
III. The first bishop was the Franciscan Jo&o
Albuquerque, consecrated in 1537. After the ex-

tension of Christianity by the labors of St. Francis

Xavier (q.v.), who landed at Goa in 1542, Paul III.

raised the see to metropolitan rank in 1557, assign-

ing to it as suffragan bishoprics Cochin, Malacca,
and Macao, the last-named including the oversight

of the Chinese and, from 1576, the Japanese mis-
sions. About 1570, three-fourths of the 200,000
inhabitants of the city were Christians. The in-

creasing conquests of the Dutch diminished the
importance of the city, and in 1753, in consequence
of a plague, the residence of the Portuguese viceroy

was removed to New Goa or Panjim (5 m. to the
westward), which became the seat of government
in 1845. The ancient city is now little but ruins,

with few inhabitants; its most remarkable remain-

ing monuments are the churches, of which that con-

taining the body of St. Francb Xavier is a place of

pilgrimage for the Roman Catholics of all India.

The later history of the mission which was once so

flourishing is an imhappy one. In the seventeenth

century the Portuguese government, relying on the

right of patronage originally conceded by the pop)e,

made claims which could not be admitted, and on
their rejection deliberately oiganized a schion which
maintained its existence for over two hundred years,

the consequences of which are not yet effaced.
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